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Foreword

Welcome to MechDesigner Professional, Release 13

"MechDesigner does not stop you doing stupid things, as
that would also stop you doing clever things."

 © 2019 PSMotion Ltd, all rights reserved
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MechDesigner1

MechDesigner 13... engineered to move.

MechDesigner gives you the tools to design and model multi-axis machines, multi-link

mechanisms, cams, gears, pulleys, all with complex motions. 

PARAPHRASING SOMEONE: "MECHDESIGNER DOES NOT STOP YOU DOING STUPID THINGS, AS THAT

WOULD ALSO STOP YOU DOING CLEVER THINGS."

Contact us: sales at PSMotion dot com, for a free download of a trial copy.

If you are using MechDesigner 12, or earlier, please see this link for MechDesigner 12

Why MechDesigner?

There are many reasons to buy MechDesigner... click to read more.

MechDesigner's Capabilities...                                                                     

Design:

Design and optimize motions with our best-in-class, integrated motion design tool -

MotionDesigner.

Design all of the mechanisms that you need for a machine, and synchronize them to a

machine 'clock'.

Run at 'machine speed', or 'micro-step' the model to scrutinize all machine interactions.

Edit parameters 'on-the-fly' with extremely fast and exact simulations and analyses.

Use Design-Sets to edit and watch parameters update immediately as you optimize

your design.

Add any number of mechanisms.

Kinematic and Force Analysis:

Absolute and relative, linear and angular, position, velocity and acceleration, of all

machine points and parts.

From a defined tooling motion, automatically derive the cam-follower motion with

inverse-kinematics.

Analyze force and torque data at each joint to find the correct bearing, linear guide,

and servomotor.

Plot any number of graphs, of any design parameter.

Cam and Servo Calculations:

Automatically calculate cam-coordinates of plate, groove, conjugate, barrel,

cylindrical and globoidal cam types.

Export cam-coordinates directly to SOLIDWORKS®

Save cam-coordinates as STEP file

Servomotor, four-quadrant 'Torque-Speed' & 'Duty-Cycle' Analysis.

Servomotor motion profiles.

Tools to:

http://mechdesigner.support/R12/
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Mechanism Synthesis with the constraint based sketch-editor.

Reverse Engineer Cams, and make the cam-follower's motion better than the original

motion

Design Scrolls/Feedscrews.

Design gear-trains, pulleys, rack and pinions.

Import SOLIDWORKS® Parts and Assemblies.

Export SOLIDWORKS® cams as STEP files.

When you can do all of this, and more, it is easy to analyze designs, remove design problems,

see new design opportunities and engineer the cams you need to make it happen.

Our Guarantee...                                                                                         

When you use MechDesigner, we guarantee (almost) it is possible to improve the

performance of your multi-axis machine. Why not let the design engineers at PSMotion

review your design. If necessary, we will sign your NDA [Non-Disclosure-Agreement].

MechDesigner is used by...                                                                          

Machine Design Engineers: 

Packaging, Assembly, Textile Machines

Agricultural machines

...all multi-axis machines 

Designers and Inventors: 

Product Designers

Furniture Designers

Medical Devices

Engines

D.I.Y. Tools

Packaging Device Design

Pitching to Investors

Toys, Anthropomorphic Characters

Educators: University Lecturers, Colleges, Teachers, Students:

Mechanism Analysis

Mechanism Synthesis

Design Projects and Competitions

Design Studies

Motion Analysis

Instruction

Fun...

Artists:

Kinematic-Artworks
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Tutorials:

To get the most from MechDesigner & MotionDesigner, you must do the tutorials. The

tutorials show you how to use each command with real design applications. You will learn the

'rules' for each command. After you complete the tutorials, you will be able to work faster

and much more effectively.

Rapid Start Tutorial - a very quick start, for those who do not want to ask 'too many
questions'.

Getting Started Tutorials - MechDesigner. 

Getting Started Tutorials - MotionDesigner 

MechDesigner and MotionDesigner Reference Help 

The MechDesigner and MotionDesigner Reference Help give more detailed information for

each parameter in each dialog-box.

MechDesigner

MotionDesigner

Installation, Computer Requirements, Legal:

Installation

System Requirements and Recommended Settings

Legal

Useful Design Information

Basic Kinematics

Cam Mechanisms

Gear Mechanisms

Mechanism Synthesis

Links to other Help File Formats

Links to other help formats.

This Help File is: 13.2.262, Published on the: 22/06/2019, at 16:13

The contents of this document cannot be republished without the written consent of PSMotion

Ltd.

© Copyright PSMotion Ltd 
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To access other help...2

Access more help

Do not hesitate to contact us if you cannot find the help you need.

On-Line:

HTML help

The On-Line Help is usually the most up-to-date. Use this link, if

you are not working on-line now: On-line Help.

To view the On-Line Help, you will need an internet connection,

web-browser and video player.

Off-Line

Local Help CHM file

You will need the 'Off-Line Help' when you want to use the F1 key

to get contextual help for a command, dialog, or parameter. 

See this topic 'How to download and use the 'Local-Help'.

PDF We do not provide a hard-copy of the user manual. 

There are three manuals you can download and use with a PDF

browser.

Complete Help - Tutorials and Reference Help . This is a

huge file. We recommend you review the help on-line.

These links are for help files MechDesigner and MotionDesigner

menus and toolbars. These files are much smaller.

MechDesigner Reference Help.PDF

MotionDesigner Reference Help.PDF

CHM In addition to the complete manual in the 'Windows Help CHM

format' [which you need in the correct path in order to get help

with the F1 key], you can download the separate Reference Help

for MechDesigner and MotionDesigner to use independently

MechDesigner Reference Help

MotionDesigner Reference Help

Tips for using the 'Help'

Web Help Off-Line or Local

(CHM) help

To select a topic: Use the Table of Contents - to the left. Use the Contents

tab, at the left.

To perform a 

Quick Search:

In the 'Quick Search' box, enter a search term and

click 'Search'.

Look at the search results and descriptions in the

main panel to determine the best match. Beneath

each description is a breadcrumb trail that reflects

the topic hierarchy.

Click the Search

tab, enter a term,

and click List

Topics. Select a

topic and click 

Display.

Create Boolean

http://mechdesigner.support/R12/index.htm?welcome-to-mechdesigner-help.htm
http://mechdesigner.support/PDF/MechDesigner.pdf
http://mechdesigner.support/PDF/MechDesigner-Reference-Help.pdf
http://mechdesigner.support/PDF/MotionDesigner-Reference-Help.pdf
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/MechDesigner.chm
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/MotionDesigner-Reference-Help.chm
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searches with

"AND," "OR,"

"NOT," and

"NEAR."

Select Search

previous results to

use only the

previously found

topics for the next

search. This allows

you to narrow

down your search

by adding

keywords.

Select Match

similar words to

highlight similar

words in the found

topics. For

example, if you

search for "open,"

topics with both

"open" and

"opening" are

found.

Select Search titles

only to find only

topics with the

keyword in the

title.

To perform a

more detailed

search

Click the Search or Keyword Search tab.

Enter a term in the box.

Look at the results.
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System Requirements &
Recommended Settings

3

System Requirements

The system requirements are as follows:

Operating System: Windows 7 [Service Pack 1; Aero Enabled], Windows 8.1, Windows

10

64-bit only

Processor: Preferred: Multiple-processors or 'Cores'.

PC Memory: Minimum 4 GB of RAM 

Preferred: 8 GB or more recommended

Hard Drive Space: 1GB of available space, more during installation.

Preferred: 2 GB or more of free hard disk space

Additional disk resources and memory are needed if you edit large

models with complex solid models

Graphics Card: Intel or AMD with SSE2 support, 64-bit operating system required

OpenGL 3.5+

Minimum of 256 MB on-board memory, 512MB is better, and 1Gb

is good.

Clock Speed: 0.5GHZ, ideally 1.0GHZ

Preferred: Display Resolution: 1920 x 1020 or better. [ See

Application Settings' for recommended text and icon sizes'

Recommended: For optimum performance, it is recommended that you enable

Aero support on your Windows Operating System.

Windows Permissions

Installation: You need Administrator Rights.

First Run: You need 'full' Administrator Right...

...even if you think you have Administrator Rights:

1. Right-click the MD1x-PRO64 application icon 

2. Click 'Run as Administrator' in the contextual menu

General Running: You do not need Administrator Rights after the second run.

You need an internet connection for occasional license checking

with CopyMinder.

Recommended Settings

The recommended settings are as follows:

Windows DPI Setting: 1. Start > Control Panel > Display > DPI : smaller - 100%. 

Display Resolution: Application Settings > General tab > Style Options separator > 
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1920 x 1200

1920 x 1080

[4K]

Target Style : Charcoal Dark Slate 

Application Settings > Accessibility tab > Menus separator > 

Toolbar Icon Size : Medium [Large]

Text Size: Medium [Large]

Application Settings > Accessibility tab > Graphics separator > 

Symbol Display Size : 5 [6]

Symbol Selection Size : 5 [6]

Application Settings > General tab > File Options > 

Extract Files in ZXL to:   Specify ZXL output directory

  Enable Auto-save 

  Allow Internet Downloads [for Tutorials]

Application Settings > Number-Format tab > Data Output

Format > 

Float Number Format : General

Precision : 8

Digits: 4

Application Settings > Number-Format tab > Dimension and

Vector Format > 

Precision : 8

Digits: 4

Dimension and Vector Font Size: 13 [14]

Application Settings > Graphics tab > Graphics Display Option

> 

  Show Function-Block Captions 

  Only View Solids in Active Mechanism-Editor

Anti-Virus

PSMotion recommends that you:

Use a trusted antivirus product

Keep your antivirus product updated to the latest version.

Stay updated with the latest antivirus definition/signature file (This defines the known

current vulnerabilities and exemptions). 

Add exemptions for MechDesigner file types and folder locations - see also: Firewalls,

Virus-Checkers

Software Protection

We use CopyMinder® for our software protection. Please see the installation procedures to

register your installation with CopyMinder.

If you have bought MechDesigner, you will have a Product License Code. You should keep this

safe. If you have a network installation, then, as a user [also called a 'client'], do not enter this

code. Your I.T. department and Network Manager should do the installation and retain the
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Product Code.

See also: CopyMinder Software Protection

Uninstall

Recommended: Do not uninstall previous copies of MechDesigner - even if it is the Trial

copy.

Do not uninstall your first installation [even if it is the Trial] if you want to install a

new Release. 

If you want to remove MechDesigner completely, then use the 'MechDesigner Uninstall

shortcut in Program Files:

Choose Start > Program Files > MechDesigner in Windows 7 or earlier; or choose Start

> Apps > MechDesigner in Windows 8 or later;

Choose 'Uninstall'

The uninstall program is launched, follow the procedure.

If you have created MechDesigner documents you may want to remove them manually.
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MechDesigner
Terminology-EN

4

Glossary

This topic lists the element-names, together with a short description. 

It is for reference only.

Element Names

'Element' is the generic name we use for the objects that we add to the model.

Each Element has a:

Name

The default name of an element is: 'element-name + number'

For example: Part1, Pin-Joint7. You can rename elements.

Icon

The icons we use for each element is a small image that represents the function of the

element.

You cannot change the icon.

Derived Element Names

To help with instructions in the tutorials, we also use Derived Element Names.

For example, A 'Connecting-Part' is the derived element name for a 'Part with a Ball-Joint at

each end'. 

A 'Connecting-Part' joins together mechanisms that are on different Planes to make a spatial

mechanism. Clearly, 'Connecting-Part' is easier is easier to say than: 'Part with a Ball-Joint at

each end'.

Glossary / Terminology of Element Names and Derived Element Names

Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

MACHINE MODEL Model The Model Element at the

top of the Assembly-Tree in

the Model tab. 

Model Frame The Model Frame is fixed. It

is the 'absolute ground'. This

is also called the Machine-

Frame. Compare to the

Base-Part

Model-Editor Model-Editor The working environment to

see the Solids in the Model.

You can also add Planes and

new Mechanism-Editors to

Planes.

Model graphic-area The workspace to see and

edit the Model.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Model Local Toolbar The Toolbar that is vertical

and to the left of the Model

graphic-area.

Model Tab The tab at the top of the 

Model graphic-area. There

is only one Model Tab. It is

the left-most tab.

Model Triad The X, Y and Z–axis

arrowheads at the Origin

(0,0,0) of the Model.

Mechanism-Editor Mechanism-Editor The Editor to Parts, Joint and

Motion to assemble

kinematic-chains.

*Kinematic-chains =

Mechanisms, Linkages.

Mechanism graphic-area The workspace for each 

Mechanism-Editor

Kinematic-elements toolbar A Toolbar that is vertical and

to the left-side of the 

Mechanism graphic-area.

Machine-elements toolbar A Toolbar that is vertical and

to the left-side of the 

Mechanism graphic-area.

Kinematic-FB toolbar A Toolbar that is vertical and

to the right-side of the 

Mechanism graphic-area.

Mechanism Tab The tab at the top of the 

Mechanism graphic-area.

Mechanism-Plane The Plane you select to add

a Mechanism-Editor.

It is easier to write 

'Mechanism-Plane' than

'the Plane with which the

Mechanism is related'.

Mechanism Origin The 0,0 Point of each

Mechanism-Editor. The +X-

axis is horizontal.

The Base-Part has the same

Origin and +X-axis

direction as the 

Mechanism-Plane

The X and Y-axes in the
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Base-Part identify the

Mechanism Origin.

Master-Machine-Angle (MMA) The Machine Angle. It is

between 0 and 360. The 

Master-Machine-Angle

'beats the drum' of the

machine as it moves from 0

to 360 and then repeats,

when you cycle the model

All of the Function-Blocks

and kinematic-chains move

in response to the MMA.

Machine Cycle One full cycle of the Master-

Machine-Angle from 0 to

360

Part-Editor Part-Editor The Editor to Edit a Part.

The working environment to

add sketch-elements,

sketch-constraints and

dimensions to Parts. 

Part Parts represent the physical

entities in a machine. For

example: Piston, Connecting

Rod, Crank-shaft, ...

Part graphic-area The workspace for the Part-

Editor

Geometry Toolbar The vertical Toolbar to the

left-side of the graphic-area

when the Part-Editor is in use.

Constraints Toolbar The vertical Toolbar to the

right-side of the graphic-

area when the Part-Editor is in

use.

Part Tab The tab at the top of the

Part graphic-area. 

The Part tab name replaces

the Mechanism Tab name

when you edit a Part.

PLANES Plane A flat surface to which we

add Mechanism-Editors

Mechanism-Plane A Plane you select to add a

Mechanism-Editor. It is

easier to write 'Mechanism
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Plane' than 'the Plane with

which the Mechanism-Editor

is associated'. 

We assemble kinematic-

chains on Mechanism-

Planes.

The Mechanism-Plane does

not need to be fixed relative

to other Mechanism Planes

or the Model Frame. A 

Mechanism-Plane can

move relative to the Model

Frame, and other

Mechanism-Planes.

Part Plane It is easier to write Part

Plane than 'the Plane that

the Part specifies, by virtue

of its Origin and X-axis and

CAD-Line'. We add sketch-

elements to the Part Plane

in the Part-Editor.

The Part Plane and the

Mechanism Plane are co-

planar, unless it is a 

Connecting-Part.

ORIGINS AND AXES Model Origin and X, Y, Z-Axes Global, Machine Frame

Axes in the Model Editor.

Mechanism Origin and X, Y, Z-Axes The same as the Plane and

Base-Part Origin and Axes. 

Part Origin and X, Y, Z-Axes Origin at the start-Point of

the CAD-Line; X-axis along

the length of the CAD-Line.

The Z-Axis is normal to the

Mechanism-Plane.

PARTS Part Parts are the physical

elements in a machine. An

important element in each

kinematic-chain. We also

call a Part an 'Added-Part',

Completely Free-Part, Free-

Part, 'Connecting-Part'

Base-Part The fixed Part and axes in

the Mechanism Frame. The
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

fixed Part at the Origin of

the Mechanism-Plane in

each Mechanism-Editor.

The Origin of the Base-Part

is the same as the 

Mechanism-Plane.

Connecting-Part A Part we join to other

Parts with Ball-Joints.

Added-Part Added Part is a Part, not a

Base-Part.

Geared Rocker Part The Part that has its motion

specified by the input

motion to the Gear-Pair, the

ratio of Gear Teeth in the

Gear-Pair, and the selection

of internal or external mesh.

Part-Outline A SYMBOL used to identify

a Part in the Mechanism-

Editor. You cannot edit this

symbol.

Motion-Part The Part in a kinematic-

chain that is given a

Motion-Dimension FB. Its

motion is specified by the

input motion-values to the 

FB

Kinematically-Defined Part A Part that has a mobility of

zero. It has a Green Part-

Outline

Free-Part A Part that is not yet a

kinematically-defined Part.

It has a Blue Part-Outline. It

requires one more Joint to

make it a kinematically-

defined Part. 

Completely Free Part A Part that is not yet

connected to any other Part.

General Names for

Parts

Other useful descriptive names in the text of the help.

Rotating-Part A Part joined to a different

Part with a Pin-Joint.

Sliding-Part A Part joined to a different
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Part with a Slide-Joint.

Translating-Part A Part that moves in a Plane

and does not rotate. It may

be a Siding-Part, but not

necessarily.

Reciprocating-Part A Part that slides back and

forth along a Line and does

not rotate. It does not Index.

Oscillating-Part A Part that rotates back and

forth about a Pin-Joint. It

does not Index.

Indexing-Part A Part that moves

progressively in the same

direction. Usually, the Part

moves then Dwells, and

repeats.

Free Part A Part that has a minimum

of one degree-of-freedom.

It's position is not fully

specified. It is joined to a

different Part. It has a Blue

Part-Outline. It has one or

two degrees-of-freedom.

Completely Free A Part that does not have a

joint with any other Part. It

has a Blue Part-Outline. It

has three degrees-of-

freedom.

JOINTS Pin-Joint It makes a Point in two

separate Parts align; the

Mechanism Planes align.

Slide-Joint It makes a Line is two

separate Parts coincide; the

Mechanism Planes

coincide.

Ball-Joint It makes a Point is two

separate Parts coincide; the

Mechanism Planes do not

coincide.

Magnetic-Joint A joint to force a circular 

Profile become in contact

with an irregular Profile [or 
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Curve from Point-Cloud].

CAMS 2D-Cam A Cam that can be shown on

one Mechanism Plane.

3D-Cam A Cam that cannot be shown

on one Mechanism Plane.

Cam-Plate The parent to a Cam in the

Assembly-Tree. It can be a

parent to many Cams.

Cam-Follower A Profile*, a shape to give

the Cam-Follower, that is in

continuous contact with the 

Cam surface. The Profile is in

a Part. (*Profiles are solid

extrusions that are extruded

from a sketch-loop).

Cam-Shaft A Part that usually rotates

continuously in one direction

Cam-track/groove The space between Cam 1

and Cam 2 (the internal and

external Cams). It may be a

groove, slot or rib.

GEARS Gear-Pair The pair of gears that you

edit to modify the number-

of-teeth, the module, and

the mesh.

Geared-Rocker The kinematic element at

the output of a gear-pair

that is operated by the gear

with a motion at the input to

the Gear-Pair

Rack Driven Pinion

Pinion Driven Rack

The Rack and Pinion

element is joined

kinematically. Either the

motion of the Pinion is

found by the known motion

of the Rack, or the motion of

the Rack is found from the

known motion of the Pinion.

Hence, in the Kinematics

Tree, the terms are 'Rack

driven Pinion', or 'Pinion

driven Rack'.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

BELTS Pulley A Rotating Part [Pulley] that

either drives a Belt, or a Belt

drives the Pulley.

Belt Driven Pulley

Pulley Driven Belt

The Belt and Pulley

elements are joined

kinematically. Either the

motion of the Pulley is found

by the known motion of the

Belt, or the motion of the

Belt is found from the known

motion of the Pulley.

Hence, in the Kinematics

Tree, the terms are Belt

driven Pulley, or Pulley

driven Belt.

DIMENSIONS Dimension A distance, angle or length

'Static' Dimension A Derived Name. To imply

the dimension does not

change with time or 

machine angle.

Motion-Dimension The Motion-Dimension

identifies the Part we will

move with a specified

motion. We call the Part a

Motion-Part.

Measurement Dimension A driven* dimension

between two sketch-

elements. You use a

Measurement FB to

measure in the Mechanism-

Editor. (*Driven: we can only

observe and analyse its

value). The Measurement

also gives its first and

second derivatives.

Reference Dimension A dimension that gives a

measurement between two 

sketch-elements that are in

two separate Mechanisms

FUNCTION-BLOCKS : FB Function-Block [ FB ] Each Function-Block has an

output-connector that

provides motion-values that

can be connected to the 
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

input-connector of a

different FB. The motion-

values at the output-

connector are a function of

the motion-values at its

input-connector, the MMA

or the measurement taken

from a different kinematic-

chain.

We use the acronym FB for 

Function-Block in the help

text.

Linear-Motion Function-Block

'Clock'

A FB whose output mirrors

the Master-Machine-Angle

(MMA). You can change the

phase of its output relative

to the MMA with the

Linear-Motion dialog-box.

Motion FB A FB linked to a motion in

MotionDesigner. The

output mirrors the Y-axis of

the Motion. The values at

the input-connector

represent the X-axis of the 

Motion.

Gearing FB A FB to apply a simple

mathematical function to

the input. You can also add a

number before and after you

multiply the input with the

ratio.

Motion-Dimension FB The Motion-Dimension

identifies the Part you will

move with a specified

motion. 

Motion-Path FB The Motion-Path FB

identifies the Sketch-

Element in a Part, to which

we add a Point at the origin

of the sketch-element. A

Motion FB will define how

the motion moves along the

sketch-element.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Point-Data FB A measurement of a Point –

it gives X and Y coordinate

motion-values. (Position,

Velocity and Acceleration)

and also the Magnitude of

the Point's motion. The 

Point-Data can also be used

as an independent variable

for other FBs.

Measurement FB A measurement between 

sketch-elements; to give

motion-values. You can use

Measurement Data as an

independent variable for

other FBs.

Cam-Data FB A FB linked to a 2D-Cam to

calculate Cam-Coordinates

and provide data for Cam

Analysis.

Graph FB A FB to show data during a

machine cycle

Spring FB A FB to apply Force

between two Points

Force-Data FB A FB that provides Force

and possibly Torque data, at

a Point or a Motor.

Design-Set FB A collection of Dimensions

and Motion-Dimensions

from different Parts.

Maths FB A FB to do mathematical

functions based on the input

variables and parameters.

Stats FB A FB to do Statistics based

on the motion-values at its

input-connector

Polynomial Fit FB A FB to fit, mathematically,

with polynomial functions.

3D MODEL ELEMENTS Profile Two contours that are offset

from the Mechanism-Plane.

The shape of the contours

mirrors a sketch-loop in a

Part.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Extrusion The filled space between

the Profile contours. The

extrusion also has other

properties: colour,

transparency, density,

moment of inertia, mass.

Auto-Profile A convenient Profile; a

sketch-loop and a Profile

added to a mechanism with

one command - Add Auto-

Profile.

Hole A cut through an Profile/

Extrusion

TOOLS Element-Properties A dialog to show the exact

element properties.

Trace-Point The locus of a Point that

shows on the Mechanism-

Plane

Briefcase FB A tool to put other FB inside

- to make the model easier

to manage.

DXF ELEMENTS

CAD-Line A Line used to link with a

DXF Drawing or STL File.

DXF File A file that you import

(open). It has the standard 

DXF format.

DXF-Element A DXF element in the

Assembly-Tree, put there

after you open a DXF file

DXF Outline A complete DXF Drawing in

the graphic-area. You

cannot edit it.

DXF Entity A single line, arc or circle

entity in a DXF Outline. You

cannot edit it.

DXF Drawing An external DXF Drawing.

You can edit it with other 

CAD.

DXF Layers A 'sheet' in a DXF Drawing.

You can show or hide each 
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

DXF Layer.

DXF Origin The origin of the DXF

drawing in the original CAD

drawing.

CAMLINKS MEC Camlinks Outlines DXF, or Polyline, that was

imported into a Camlinks

model, and subsequently

imported into 

MechDesigner. You cannot

edit a Camlinks Outline.

KINEMATIC TERMS

Kinematics-Tree One of three trees in the 

Project-Explorer

kinematic-chain Parts joined with Joints,

with a minimum of one joint

to the Base-Part.

Kinematically-Defined Part A Part in a kinematic-chain

with a Mobility of Zero. It

has a Green Part-Outline

Kinematically-Defined Chain A kinematic-chain with only

kinematically-defined

Parts. All of the Part-

Outlines are Green. Each

kinematically-defined

chain has mobility of zero

Kinematic-Pair A Joint: Lower-Pairs, Higher

Pairs and Wrapping Pairs

Part Perfect Rigid Body. It has an

exact length.

Rocker Motion-Parts: A Part

joined with a Pin-Joint, and

its motion is specified by a

motion-values at the

input-connector of a

Motion-Dimension FB.

Slider Motion-Parts: A Part

joined with a Slide-Joint,

and its motion is specified

by motion-values at the

input-connector of a

Motion-Dimension FB.

Geared-Rocker A Part whose position is
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

determined by the motion at

the input gear (drive gear),

the number-of-teeth on

each gear, and the mesh

(internal or external)

Revolute-Joint (Pin-Joint) Pin-Joint: A Joint with a

Point in two different Parts

that are made to be

coincident

Prismatic-Joint (Slide-Joint) Slide-Joint: A Joint with a

Line in two different Parts

that are made to be

coincident.

Spherical-Joint (Ball-Joint) Ball-Joint: A Joint with a

Point in two different Parts -

that can also be in a two

different Mechanism-Editors

- are made to be coincident.

Dyad: Each Dyads always has two

Parts and three Joints

RRR Dyad Planar Dyads

The two Parts in a Planar

Dyad lie on one 

Mechanism-Plane.

The joints are Pin-Joints or

Slide-Joints.

RRP Dyad

RPP Dyad

RPR Dyad

PRP Dyad

SSR Dyad Spatial Dyads: One Part lies

on a Mechanism Plane; the

other Part in the Dyad joins

Parts in two different

Mechanism Planes.

SSP Dyad

RAM-R Dyad that uses a Motion-

Point to guide a Point.

RAM-P Dyad that uses a Motion-

Point to guide a Point.

Kinetostatic Force Terms

Force The force needed to drive

Parts with the motion given

to them. Mass, Gravity or

external Force applied to

them.

Torque The moment that is needed
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

to rotate a Part with the

motion given to it and any

other Parts joined to it.

Project-Explorer Project-Explorer To the left of the Graphic

Area

Selection-Window Identify the elements you

select in the graphic-area or

the Assembly-Tree

Command-Manager It provides hints or

instructions for the active

command. It may also open

a short dialog, where you

need to select one or more

elements, to complete a

command

Element-Explorer List the Elements in the

Model in various formats

Assembly-Tree A hierarchical and

chronological List of the 

Elements you have added

to the model

Kinematics-Tree A list of the kinematic-chains

with Motion-Parts, Dyads

and Geared-Rockers that

may be in each Kinematic-

chain

Geometry-Tree A list of Constraints and

Dimensions in the sketch-

elements. It is only available

when you use the Part-

Editor.

Feedback-Area

Message Area The Area below the graphic-

area. It gives you

information, warnings and

errors for each command

that fails to complete.

Hints and Instruction The hint, with a short

instruction, of the active

command, or the command

as you move your mouse

above a command or tool.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Animation Speed Slider Tool to speed up or slow

down the animation

Force Vector Scale Buttons to increase or

decrease the length of Force

Vectors

Torque Vector Scale Buttons to increase or

decrease the length of 

Torque Vectors

Velocity Vector Scale Buttons to increase or

decrease the length of 

Velocity Vectors

Acceleration Vector Scale Buttons to increase or

decrease the length of 

Acceleration Vectors

Master-Machine-Angle The Machine Clock.

'Revs' Number of revolutions of

the Machine.

ELEMENTS IN THE Part-Editor

Dimension A 'Static' Dimension. Note :

it is possible to make a

dimension to be a 'Motion

Function'.

Dimension Tool Use the dimension tool to

add a Static Dimension:

between Points, two Lines,

three Points, a Line and a

Point, the Length of a Line,

the radius of a Circle

Sketch-Elements Line A Line has a point at each

end - the start-Point, at the

Origin of the Line, and the

end-Point

Arc An Arc has a Point at each

end, and a centre-Point.

Circle A Circle. It has a Point at its

centre, called the centre-

Point.

Point A point is a Point!

start-Point The Point where you mouse-

button-down at the start of

a Drag to add a sketch-
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

element or Part

end-Point The Point where you mouse-

up at the end of a Drag to

add a sketch-element or

Part

centre-Point The Point at the centre of

an Arc or a Circle

Blend-Curve A 'spline' that you can edit,

at each end, its angle, 

curvature and rate of

change of curvature.

CAD-Line A Line that you can use to

link and show a DXF

Drawing, a SOLIDWORKS,

or STL files.

Polyline A shape that mirrors the

shape of a 2D-Cam or Gear-

Pair.

Spline A shape defined a series of

points with curvature

continuity at and between

Points.

Reference sketch-element A sketch-element copied

from a different 

Mechanism-Editor. It is

orange.

Sketch-Element

Constraints

Coincident To make two Points, two

Lines, a Point and a Line, or

a point and X or Y-axis to be

at the same location or

along the ray of the line or

axis.

Concentric To make two Circles, Arcs,

or a Circle and an Arc, have

the same centre-point.

Equal To make two Circles or Arcs,

or two Lines, have the same

radius or length.

Parallel To make the Points at the

ends of two lines, or a line

and an X or Y-axis, to be

equally far from each other.
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Elements Groups Element Names

Derived Names

Short Description

Perpendicular To make two Lines, or Line

and an X or Y-axis

perpendicular.

Mid-Point To make a Point join to the

mid-point of a Line

Tangent To make a Line and Circle or

Arc tangent, or a Circle and

a Circle tangent.

Horizontal To make a Line or two

Points Horizontal. 

Vertical To make a Line or two

Points Horizontal. 



Part

V
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Rapid Start Tutorial [R12]5

Rapid Start Tutorials

This 'Rapid Start Tutorial' is for those who want to 'just start now', and not ask 'too many

questions'! If you find you do need more help, go to the 'Getting Started Tutorials'.

Summary of the Rapid Start Tutorial

1. Add a Mechanism-Editor to a Plane. 

2. Edit the Part that is the Machine-Frame (we call it the Base-Part) 

3. Add Lines with Points to the Machine-Frame as sketch-elements

The Lines and Point will position the joints that are between the frame and the Part you add

to the model.

4. Add Parts to represent the machine elements.

5. Add Joints between the different Parts. Add Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints for planar

mechanisms, Ball-Joints for spatial mechanisms.

6. Add a special Motion-Dimension between two Parts to identify which Part is to be given

the motion.

7. Add a Motion-FB. It will to supply motion to the Driving Part.

8. Add a Linear-Motion FB to supply an 'axis' to the Motion-FB 

9. Connect wires between FBs to give the 'flow' of motion-values.

(Function-Blocks have input and output-connectors. Drag wires from the output-connector to

the input-connectors).

9. Add and edit a Motion in MotionDesigner 

10.  Edit the Motion FB to link the motion in MotionDesigner to the Motion FB.

Repeat 2–9 to add new mechanisms. 

Repeat 1 to add new Mechanism-Editors to the same or different Planes.

Zusammenfassung der Schritte - Deutsch

Schlüsselwörter und MD spezifische terminologie in Schrägschrift gesetzt

1. Hinzufügen eines neuen Mechanismus zu einer Ebene. 

2. Bearbeiten Sie den Teil (Glied) der den Maschinenrahmen ist.

3. Fügen Sie Linien mit Punkten auf den Maschinenrahmen als Skizzenelemente.

Diese werden die Positionen der Verbindungen zwischen dem Rahmen und jedes Teile

(Glied)

4. Teile für Mechanismen hinzufügen. 

5. Hinzufügen zapfengelenk und schubgelenk für planare Mechanismen, Kugelgelenke

für die Raummechanismen.

6. Fügen Sie eine Bewegungs-FB. Es wird die Bewegung des Antriebsteils zu definieren.

7. Fügen Sie eine Linearbewegungs-FB, eine 'Achse' auf die Bewegungs-FB liefern.

[Gleichmäßige Bewigung]

8. Schließen Sie Drähte mit den FBs. Die Motion-Werte entlang der Drähte.
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9. Bearbeiten Sie die Bewegung in MotionDesigner.

Wiederholen Sie die 2–9 um neue Mechanismen hinzuzufügen.

Wiederholen Sie die 1 für Mechanismus auf verschiedenen Ebenen.

Build a Four-bar Mechanism

Application-Window - Click to

Expand/Collapse

Step1 - Close MotionDesigner and hide tool-

tip hints.

When you start, you see the MechDesigner and

MotionDesigner docked to the right-hand side.

Close MotionDesigner now:

1. Click Tools menu > Show/Hide MotionDesigner.

We can show it again later. 

You can also see the 'Memo Pad'. Please close that

form also.

Now, you see the Model-Editor. It is the 'Machine

Frame'. There is only one Model-Editor.

However, you assemble / build mechanisms in one

or more Mechanism-Editors, not the Model-Editor.

Thus, you must add a minimum of one Mechanism-

Editor.

You add Mechanisms-Editors to Planes. 

At this point, as an option, you may want to hide

the Hints/Tool-tips

1. Click Help menu > Toggle Hints

2. Click Help menu > Toggle Hints (Yes, two

times)

KEY-SKILL 1 : Add a Mechanism to a Plane

1. Use the keyboard arrow-keys to spin the

model to see the three Planes. 

In the Model-Editor tab  and the graphic-area  there are
three Planes. These Planes are the XY, YZ, XZ Planes. You can
see the Red, Green, Blue triad. The 'Front-View' is the XY
Plane, looking along the -Z-axis.

In the Model-Editor:

1. Click the 'Model menu [at the top] or Model

Local-Toolbar [left of Graphic Area) > 'Add

Mechanism'   

Frequently, when you start a command the

Command-Manager  lists the elements you must

click (or 'select'). The Command-Manager is to the

left-side of the graphic-area.

In this case, the Command-Manager  shows you

must click a Plane.

2. Click a Plane Mechanism Editors are linked

to a Plane, called the Mechanism Plane.  in

the Graphic-Area Graphic Area: the area you

add and build your mechanisms. or the

Assembly-Tree Assembly Tree: In the Project
Explorer (left of graphic area), shows
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elements in the model and mechanisms.

[The Assembly Tree, to the left of the graphic-

area, lists the elements in the model]. 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager 

MORE INFORMATION

Now, you 'jump' immediately to the new Mechanism-

Editor and Mechanism tab. You can now see:

 Base-Part. [The Base-Part is the reference Frame

for the Mechanism. The Base-Part has a Green

rectangular 'Part-Outline'. [Added-Parts, we will

see later, have oval Part-Outlines'.] [The

rectangular Part-Outline is Red in the image

because the mouse pointer is above it]

 Small XY-axes at the Origin of the Mechanism-

Editor/Base-Part

 New Mechanism tab. The Base-Part is on the

Plane to which you add the new Mechanism-

Editor.

 Kinematic-elements toolbar. Editors (Model,

Mechanism and Part) have Contextual

Toolbars' to the left-side and/or right-side of

the graphic-area.

 Selection-Window: Shows elements you click in

the graphic-area or Assembly Tree

 Assembly-Tree: Lists the elements you add to the

model

 Command-Manager: shows hints or

instructions when you run some commands.

Or it is empty when a command is not

active.

Terminology

Base-Part = Mechanism-Frame, Frame ; Mechanism

= kinematic-chain or linkage

KEY-SKILL 2 : Start the Part-Editor to edit the

Base-Part:

In Parts, we need Points for Pin-Joints and Lines for

Slide-Joints.

However, when we first add the new Mechanism-

Editor, the Base-Part does not yet have Points or

Lines (called 'sketch-elements'). You must add

these sketch-elements to the Base-Part at the

positions where you will join to it other Parts.

We must edit the Base-Part with the Part-Editor.

1. Double-click the rectangular Green Part-Outline

of the Base-Part to edit the Base-Part with the 

Part-Editor.

Before you double-click: move your mouse over

the Part-Outline, and it becomes red.

After you double-click, you are using the Part-

Editor. You can edit only one Part at one time.
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You add geometry - sketch-elements and

constraints - in the Part-Editor.

KEY-SKILL 3 : Add a Line

1. Click Geometry-menu > Add Line

The Geometry toolbar  is to the left of the

Graphic-Area. [In the image, the Add Line

command is active. Also see the active 'Edit Part'

icon, at the top of the Local-Toolbar)

2. Drag a Line  in the graphic-area. [ Drag =

mouse-button down, move your mouse,

mouse-button-up] 

A Line is a sketch-element. Other sketch-elements

are Circle, Arc and Point.

If you want:

1. Click Constraints menu (or Constraints

Toolbar) > Horizontal

2. Click Constraints menu ( or Constraints

Toolbar) > Add Dimension 

[Use the Add Dimension icon]. Make the length of

the Line = 100mm, Also, position the Line relative

to the X- and Y-axes.

KEY-SKILL 4 : Close the Part-Editor: 

To close the Part-Editor: 

1. Click the icon above the Geometry toolbar 

The icon will 'toggled-out'.

You return to the Mechanism-Editor.

KEY-SKILL 5 : Add Parts:

You can see the Line. The Line has a Point at each

end. It is Green and the same colour as the

rectangular Green Part-Outline of the Base-Part.

When you return to the Mechanism-Editor, sketch-

elements become the same colour as the Part-

Outline to which you add the sketch-element.

The Line is geometry that is a child to the Base-

Part.

You cannot edit sketch-elements in the Mechanism-

Editor. To add and edit the sketch-elements, you

must edit the Part with the Part-Editor.

1. Click Kinematic-elements toolbar > Add

Part  [left-side of the graphic-area]

The keyboard shortcut for 'Add Part' is the Insert

key.

To add the Parts, drag your mouse pointer in the

graphic-area. It is the same action as Add Line.

Drag three Parts. 

1. Drag a Part 0.5*length of the Line in the Base-
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Part 

2. Drag a Part approximately 1.0*length of the

Line in the Base-Part

3. Drag a Line / Part 1.5*length of the Line in the

Base-Part, 

The Part-Outline for a Part you add to the graphic

area is oval. The Base-Part Part-Outline is

rectangular. 

It is not important where you add the Parts. However,

it is best to add them near to the Line.

KEY-SKILL 6: Add Pin-Joints: Select the Add

Pin-Joint command.

1. Click Kinematic-elements toolbar > Add Pin-

Joint'  [left-side of the graphic-area]

Add Pin-Joints by selecting a Point in two different

Parts.

Add four Pin-Joints. With Add Pin-Joint command

active  (the cursor also shows the active

command). The image shows the four Pin-Joints.

1. Joint 1: Click the Point at one end of the Line in

the Base-Part, then click a Point in the short,

0.5* Part 

2. Joint 2: Click the Point at the other end of the

Line in the Base-Part, then click a Point in the 

long 1.5* Part

3. Joint 3: Click a Point at one end of the 1.0* Part

and the Point at the other end of the 0.5* Part

4. Joint 4: Click a Point at the other end of the

1.0* Part and the Point at the other end of the

1.5* Part

Notice the Pin-Joint symbol at the Joint with the

Base-Part is different to the Pin-Joint symbol at the

joint with the moving Parts

The four-bar mechanism is complete. But now we

must give it motion-values. They instruct the

mechanism how and when to move.

The Part-Outlines are Blue. Why?

KEY-SKILL 7: About Blue and Green Part-Outlines
It is the goal to make Parts have a Green Part-Outline. Green Parts are what we call 'kinematically-

defined Parts'. This means we know their position, velocity and acceleration.

When the Parts have a Blue Part-Outline they are not kinematically-defined. We know their position, but

do not know their velocity and acceleration.

An important goal is to make sure all Part-Outlines are Green.
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Key-Skill 8: Add a Motion-Dimension

Function-Block (FB)

1. Click the Kinematics FB toolbar > Add

Motion-Dimension FB [Right-Side of

Graphic-Area]

When you select this command, the Command-

Manager  shows three boxes for three elements

you must click in the graphic-area.

Do not click in the boxes.

In the graphic-area:

a. Click the Pin-Joint  symbol at the joint

between the short Part and the Line in the

Base-Part. 

b. Click the Green Line in the Base-Part

c. Click the Line along the center of the short

Part .

d. Click OK in the Command-Manager

The Motion-Dimension FB shows in the graphic-

area.  The Parts now have Green Part-Outlines.

This means they are 'kinematically-defined Parts'.

This is 'good'. It is the goal for all Parts.

Key-Skill 9: Add more Function-Blocks and

join with Wires

We must 'feed' motion-values to the Motion-

Dimension FB from different Function-Blocks.

The motion 'feed' will tell the Parts when and how

to move.

Add at least two more Function-Blocks.

1. Click the Kinematics FB > Linear-Motion

Function-Block  [Right-Side of Graphic-

Area] then click in the graphic-area. 

2. Click the Kinematics FB > Motion Function-

Block  [Right-Side of Graphic-Area] then

click in the graphic-area.

Now, there are three Function-Blocks in the graphic-

area.

The Function-Blocks have small triangles on their

left and right-sides. These are connectors for wires.

1. Drag from the output-connector (right-side) of

the Linear-Motion FB to the input-connector

(left-side) of the Motion FB. 

Before you drag, move your mouse above the

output-connector so it red before you 'mouse-

button-down', then drag to move your mouse

above the the input-connector to make it red

before you 'mouse-up'.

2. Then, drag from the output-connector of the

Motion FB to the input-connector of the

Motion-Dimension FB. 
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Key-Skill 10: Use the Cycle command.

1. Click Visibility toolbar) > Show

MotionDesigner 

2. Re-size MotionDesigner, if necessary, so that

you can see Motion-Designer and your new

Mechanism.

To do this, you can drag the Light-Blue vertical

bar to the left-side of MotionDesigner, or drag

the 'tear-strip' at the top of the MotionDesigner

3. Click Run toolbar (or Run menu ) > Cycle 

The four-bar mechanism moves.

The motion of the mechanism is the same as the

motion in MotionDesigner.

The motion has four segments. It is a simple Rise

 - Dwell  - Return  - Dwell  type motion.

See MotionDesigner Tutorials for information

Key-Skill 11: Edit the Motion in

MotionDesigner.

1. Click the MotionDesigner application window to

make MotionDesigner active 

2. Click below the second segment in

MotionDesigner, see Dwell  [ see image

above and to left-side]

The second Blend-Point now has a red ?  symbol.

The second Segment becomes the 'active segment'. 

3. Click the Blend-Point Editor icon  in the

Segment & Blend-Point toolbar to open the

Blend-Point Editor.

[See inset image of 'Segment & Blend-Point

toolbar'].

4. In the Y-axis values separator of the Blend-

Point Editor, enter a 'End-Position' value 

directly.

Can you guess how to make the mechanism rotate

at constant speed and continuously?

1. Delete the two wires between the Function-

Blocks. To do this: 

a. Click the wire so it shows in the Selection-

Window

b. Right-click the wire element in the Selection-

Window and click 'Delete element' in the

short menu.

2. Connect a wire directly from the output-

connector of the Linear Motion-Function-Block

to the input-connector of the Motion-

Dimension Function-Block.

3. Then click Run menu > Cycle (or use the ALT

+C, [C for R13+] shortcut).
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Key-Skill 12: Edit the Length of Parts:

To edit a Part:

1. Double-click on the Oval Green Part-Outline -

see image

You are now in the Part-Editor, again. 

1. Double-click the Arrowhead of the dimension -

see image

Do not double-click the X-axis as this will either close

the Part-Editor, or, if you double-click the Line, open

the CAD-Line dialog-box.

The Edit Dimension dialog-box opens.

2. Edit the Length in the pop-up dialog-box by

typing in a new number. 

3. You MUST also press the Keyboard Return [or

'enter'] key, after you enter the value in the

dialog with your keyboard.

4. Click 'OK'

5. Click the Edit-Part icon above the Geometry

toolbar - See Key-Skill 4 - to close the Part-

Editor.

Key-Skill 13: Review the Kinematics-Tree

1. Click the Kinematics tab in the Element Editor (at

the bottom of the Project-Explorer - the left side

of the graphics area) 

There is one kinematic-chain.

2. Expand the Kinematic Chain 

a. Rocker - Expand it to show that it is made

up of the Part, the Pin-Joint and the

Motion-Dimension FB

b. RRR Dyad. Expand it to show that it is

made up from the two Parts and the three

Pin-Joints. R = PIN-JOINT

The RRR is a Dyad. Dyads are always made from TWO PARTS
and THREE JOINTS.



Part

VI
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Getting Started Tutorials -
MechDesigner

6

MechDesigner Tutorials

These tutorials give detailed instructions on how to use most of the MechDesigner tools and

commands.

After you complete them, you should be able to work quickly and efficiently. If possible,

please work from the first to the last tutorial.

See this link for: MotionDesigner Tutorials

Notes: Email 'sales at psmotion dot com' if a tutorial is too difficult to follow, or there is not enough

information. We will try to improve it. 

If a video does not play, then please try a different web browser. It is possible that you do not have the Flash

Player add-in with your default browser. See here for more help.

Getting Started Tutorials

Before you start the tutorials...

Download, open and use the Local-Help

Explore the User Interface

Elements, Symbols, Dialog-boxes and Parameters

Settings, Mouse Actions, Keyboard Shortcuts

Edit a Parameter

1: Add a Part that Rotates - a Crank 

2: Four-bar kinematic-chains

2A: Six-bar Kinematic-Chains

2B: Three Kinematic Tools

2C: Hierarchy of Planes

3: Add sketch-elements with the Part-Editor

4: From Sketch-Elements to Extrusions

5: Kinematic Function-Blocks and Motion

6: Design 2D and 3D-Cams

7: How to use Design-Sets

8: Import DXF Files, then extrude sections for Solid Extrusions

9: Automatically Add Joints

10: Model Mechanical Devices

11: Two Degree-of-Freedom Planar Mechanisms

12: Design a Spatial Mechanism

13: Analyze Forces

14: Use Gear-Pairs
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15: Pattern Example - Indexing Chain

16: Motion-Path FB and Blend-Curves

17: Belts and Pulleys

18: Maths FB

19: Import SOLIDWORKS documents onto CAD-Lines

20: Design a Scroll or Feedscrew

21: Reverse-Engineering a Cam

22: Working with Large Models
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6.1Before you start...

Recommended Settings: See Here

Tool-tips

Tool-tips show at your mouse-pointer when you pause above a toolbar icon. Tool-tips give

the command's name, its purpose and a hint. Depending on your experience, you may not

want to show the tool-tips. 

To turn off tool-tips: 1. Click Edit menu (or toolbar) > Application Options |

Accessibility 

2. Clear the Show Hints check-box in the Menus separator

 - or -

1. Click slowly two times: Help menu > Toggle Hints 

* The tool-tips always show in the Extended Hints box, at the bottom and left-side of the

Feedback Area.
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6.2How to download and use 'Local-Help'

Download and use the 'Local-Help'

With 'local help', you can get contextual help for each:

command, 

dialog, and 

parameter.

The 'local-help' file name is MechDesigner.chm. CHM files are displayed by the HTML Help

viewer, which is part of the Windows® operating system. 

There are two methods: 'manual' and 'automatic'.

Manual: Do these steps:

1. If necessary, exit MechDesigner 

2. Click this link MechDesigner.chm 

This pop-up will show:

3. Click the 'Save File' button to save the file to:

C:/ProgramData/PSMotion/MD13 XXX*64/

* XXX = TRL  for a Trial installation ;   XXX = PRO for a Professional

installation; 

If the folder ProgramData is hidden, then use:

Start > Control Panel > Folders > View tab | Radio-
button: Show Hidden Folders and Files.

4. Wait for the file to download.

5. Re-start MechDesigner

Automatic: This 'Automatic' method should also be our recommended method.

However, your virus-checker may not allow you to download files

from the internet.

Do these steps:

1. Start MechDesigner 

2. Click Help menu > Download Latest Help...

This pop-up will show:

http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/MechDesigner.chm
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Click 'Download Now' to install the Local Help

3. Click the 'Download Now' button.

4. Wait

How to get contextual help:

After you download the 'local' help. you can get contextual help for:

Commands:  1. Move your mouse above (hover over) a menu command, or a

toolbar icon. 

On a desktop:

2. Press the 'F1' function key. 

On a laptop:

2. Press at the same time: 'Fn+F1' keys. 

Open Dialog-boxes:  1. Move your mouse pointer over the  icon at the bottom of an
any dialog-box. 

2. Click the  icon.

Parameters:  1. Move your mouse pointer over the parameter icon (the icon that
is to the left-side of each parameter in the dialog-box), and the

help icon  shows over the icon. 

2. Then, carefully, move your mouse slightly down and slightly

left. 

The  icon shows above the parameter's icon, but your pointer is

not over the  icon!

3. Click your mouse.

Video: how to find contextual help as you use MechDesigner:

How to...use the Local Help.Double-click to watch

Video Clip


LocalHelp.mp4


LocalHelp.mp4
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How to use the Local Help application:

Use the Contents tab, at the left, to show the 'Table of Contents' 

Click the Search tab: enter a term, and click List Topics. Select a topic and click Display.

Create Boolean searches with "AND", "OR", "NOT" and "NEAR".

At the bottom of the Search tab:

Select 'Search previous results' to use only the previously found topics for the next

search. This allows you to narrow down your search by adding keywords.

Select 'Match similar words' to highlight similar words in the found topics, or 'Search

titles only' to find only topics with the keyword in the title.
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6.3The 'User Interface'

The Display and User Interface

To arrange MechDesigner:

1. Start MechDesigner.  

2. Maximize MechDesigner with the 'maximize icon' at the top and right-side of the

application-window.

3. To show more of the workspace, drag the vertical light-grey line, that is to right-side of

the workspace, to the right.

4. Click in the MotionDesigner graphs. The blend-points move together, which is normal.

The User Interface has six panels

Main menu-bar & General Use toolbars

MechDesigner: The menus and toolbars are above and below the main graphic-

area. There are contextual toolbars.

See more: Menus and Toolbars

Note: MotionDesigner has its own toolbars, tutorials and reference help topics.

Editors: Model-Editor, Mechanism-Editor or Part-Editor

Model-Editor: the editor you see when you start MechDesigner.

Mechanism-Editor: the editor to build kinematic-chains with Parts, Joints and

'Motions'...

Part-Editor: the editor to edit Parts, their length and also add geometry to

position joints, and to add shapes for extrusions.

Workspaces - Graphic-Area, Name-tabs, Contextual toolbars
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Graphic-area:: the workspace and where you build your model.

Name-tabs: identify the name and editor type

Contextual toolbars: to the left-side and the right-side of the graphic-area.

See more: Main Graphic Workspace

Project-Explorer

The Project-Explorer is to the left-side of the graphic-area and Local-Toolbar]

It has three areas :

Selection-Window (top)

Command-Manager (middle)

Element-Explorer with two tabs (bottom)

Use the Selection-Window and Element-Explorer to select and edit elements.

Use the Command-Manager to run commands.

See more: Project-Explorer

Feedback Area

The Feedback Area is below the graphic-area. 

It has four areas:

Left-side: Hints [read-only] about the commands as you move your mouse

over each icon. 

Middle: Messages [Read-only] - for example a reason you cannot do a

command.

Gold Sliders:  'Animation Speed' and 'Master-Machine-Angle'.

Four Buttons: (bottom and middle) to change the scale length of Kinematic and

Kinetostatic Vectors.

See more: Feedback-Area

MotionDesigner:

MotionDesigner is docked to the right-side. You can show and hide MotionDesigner.

Design motions in MotionDesigner.  Use Function-Blocks in MechDesigner to

link motions to Motion-Parts and Motion-Points. 

See more:  MotionDesigner 

Memo: NOTE memo is not shown in image above: 

Add text to the memo. You can open and edit the memo later. See memo.

See more: Memo 
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1: Main menus and 'general-use' toolbars

Main menus and General-Use Toolbars:

In this topic we list the menus and show the 'General Use menus and toolbars' that are above

and below the graphic-area.

Main Menu bar 

File menu

The commands include: Open, New, Save, Save as...Exit, as well as Save Timing Diagram.

Edit menu

The commands include: Application Settings and Machine Settings, Undo, Redo, Rename,

Delete etc.

Add menu

See 'Three-Editors: Workspace and toolbars'

Run menu

The commands include: Step Forward [one step], Step Backward [one step], Home, and Cycle

Continuously.

Filters menu

See Toolbars' below graphic-area

Filters menu

See Toolbars below graphic-area

Internet menu 

The commands in the Internet menu have options for Help, Latest Release, Report Bugs,

and more.

Help menu 

The Help menu has links to the 'Local' or 'On-line' help, and a command to let you show

or hide tool-tips.

General Use toolbars...ABOVE graphic-area

To show and hide the commands in each toolbar, use the 'expand/collapse' icon to the left of

each toolbar.

EXPAND AND COLLAPSE ICONS

 Click the icons or text to read the 'reference help'.
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 Click to expand and collapse toolbars

FILE TOOLBAR

 The File toolbar

EDIT TOOLBAR

 The Edit toolbar

RUN TOOLBAR

The Run toolbar

VISIBILITY TOOLBAR
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The Visibility toolbar

General Use toolbars...BELOW graphic-area

Click to expand or collapse toolbars

VIEW TOOLBAR

Use the icons to show and move the model in different ways.

The View toolbar  

SELECTION FILTERS TOOLBAR

You can reduce the number of elements you can select in the graphic-area by selecting a

Filter.

When you select one or more Filters, then you can select only those elements. You cannot

select the elements that you do not 'Toggle In'.

If you do not select a Filter, then you can select all elements.
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Selection Filters toolbar

[All filter elements selected]  

DISPLAY FILTERS TOOLBAR

Click the icons to show or hide elements in the graphic-area. 

Display Filters toolbar 
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2: Three Editors: Workspace and toolbars

THREE EDITOR

The three editors are the:

Model-Editor

Mechanism-Editors

Part-Editor

Refer to MechDesigner Reference Help and MotionDesigner Reference Help to learn more

details about the different menu commands and toolbar icons.

WORKSPACE: the same for each Editor: 

Each Editor has the same interface: a Graphic-Area, Contextual toolbars and a Name-tab.

Working Interface example: Mechanism-Editor.

Graphic-Area:   The area to

add, view,

select and

edit elements

in the Model,

Mechanism

and Part-

Editors.

Contextual toolbars:   Toolbars, to

the LEFT-

SIDE and

RIGHT-SIDE

of the

Graphic-Area:

The toolbars

are contextual

to each

Editor.

Name Tab:   Click on a

different tab,

at the top of

the graphic-

area, to move

between

Mechanism-

Editors and

the Model. 

While you

edit a Part,

the

Mechanism
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icon and the

Mechanism's

name

become the

Part icon and

Part's name.

MAIN MENUS

The Add menu, and its sub-menus, has all of the commands you need to add elements.

MODEL-EDITOR

When you start MechDesigner, you see the Model-Editor and its name-tab. 

MODEL-EDITOR WORKSPACE

Model-Editor

  Model Editor name-tab icon

The graphic-area shows the Front Plane and the Triad at the

Origin. To see the three orthogonal Planes, you must spin the

view. To spin the view, use the arrow keys on your keyboard.
Red is the X–axis.
Green is the Y–axis [Gravity is in the '-ve' Y-axis]
Blue is the Z–axis.

MODEL-EDITOR TOOLBAR

Model Toolbar

Click the Model name-tab to show the Model-Editor.

The contextual toolbar is to the left-side of the graphic-

area.

Use the Model-Editor to:

Add Planes and Mechanism-Editors [You MUST

add a minimum of one Mechanism-Editor].

Cycle : to review the different parts in your model

interact as they move, synchronized to the

machine cycle.

MECHANISM-EDITOR

When you add a Mechanism-Editor to a Plane, you 'jump' immediately to the new Mechanism-

Editor.

MECHANISM-EDITOR WORKSPACE

Mechanism-Editor:

No-Parts

       Mechanism-Editor 'tab-icon' : Parts are NOT in

Mechanism-Editor

This is the tab-icon BEFORE you add a Part to the Mechanism-

Editor.

     Mechanism-Editor 'tab-icon' : Parts are in Mechanism-

Editor

This is the tab-icon AFTER you add a Part to the the Mechanism-
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Mechanism-Editor: 

With a Part

Editor.

The Mechanism-Editor is the working environment to build 

kinematic-chains.

In each Mechanism-Editor, you will add:

Parts and Joints that become kinematic-chains - the

'bones'

Function-Blocks that move each kinematic-chain - the

'brain'

Solids that become the 3D view - the 'flesh and skin on the

bones'

Springs to analyze kinematics and forces - the 'muscles'

MECHANISM-EDITOR TOOLBARS

There are contextual toolbars to the left-side, right-side, and above the graphic-area...

Modelling FBs toolbar [ABOVE]

Modelling FBs toolbar [above the graphic-area]

Kinematic-elements toolbar [LEFT]

Kinematic-Elements toolbar

[left-side of graphic-area]

 

Kinematic-FB toolbar [RIGHT]
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Kinematic-FBs toolbar

[right-side of graphic-area]

Machine-elements toolbar [LEFT]

Machine-elements toolbar

[left-side of graphic-area]

Forces toolbar [RIGHT]

Forces toolbar 

[right-side of graphic-area]

Solids/Extrusions toolbar [ABOVE]

To add Profiles and Extrusions to sketch-elements when they are arranged as a

sketch-loop.

Solids toolbar [ABOVE graphic-area]

PART-EDITOR

The Mechanism-Editor becomes the Part-Editor when you edit a Part.
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PART-EDITOR WORKSPACE

Part-Editor - sketch-elements, and

dimensions and constraints

 Part-Editor icon

Use the Part-Editor to add:

Sketch-elements : Points, Lines, Arcs, Circles,

Blend-Curves, Splines

Dimensions and constraints : to or between

sketch-elements

To edit a different Part: Close the Part-Editor, return to

the Mechanism-Editor, edit the different Part.

Note: Constraints you add show in the Selection-

Window when you click the sketch-element 

PART-EDITOR TOOLBARS

Use the commands in the Geometry menu and Geometry toolbar [left-side of the graphic-

area] to add and edit sketch-elements in the Part-Editor.

Use the commands in the Constraints menu and Constraints toolbar [right-side of the

graphic-area]to add and edit sketch-elements in the Part-Editor.
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3: Project Explorer

The Project-Explorer 

The Project-Explorer is at the left-side of the graphic-area and Local Toolbar.

There are three panels in the Project-Explorer.

Project Explorer: 

Selection-Window

Command-Manager

Element-Explorer

Selection-Window 

lists the elements that you click in the

graphic-area or Element-Explorer[see

below]

Use the Selection-Window to edit, rename, or

delete elements. To edit, rename, or delete an

element:

1. Click the element in the graphic-area or the

Element-Explorer 

The elements you click [you may click more

than one element] show in the Selection-

Window. 

2. Right-click the element you want to edit,

rename or delete to show a contextual

menu

3. Click 'Edit...' , 'Rename', or 'Delete' in the
contextual menu.

See More : Selection-Window

Command-Manager  

The Command-Manager gives a hint and for

many commands, opens one or more

selection-boxes that you must link to an

element.

If one or more Selection-boxes show when you

start a command do not click in the

Selection-Boxes. 

You MUST select elements that are

contextual to each selection-boxes, in order,

from top to bottom...

1. Click an element in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree that is contextual to the 

top-most selection-box 

The next selection-box becomes active...

2. Click an element that is contextual to the

'next' selection-box, below the top-most

3. Continue to click elements that are

contextual to each selection box, from top
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to bottom , in sequence.

When all selection-boxes have elements and it

is possible to complete the command, the

'OK' tick-button becomes active...

4. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager when

each selection-box is linked to an element.

See More: Command-Manager

Element Explorer  

The Element Explorer show the elements that

are in the model.

The Element Explorer has three trees. It shows

two trees at one time.

In the Model-Editor or Mechanism-Editor, the

two trees are the:

Assembly-Tree [ DE: die Baugruppe baum ]

Kinematics-Tree

In the Part-Editor, the two trees are the:

Assembly-Tree

Geometry-Tree 

See More: Element-Explorer 
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4: Feedback-Area

The Feedback-Area 

The Feedback-Area is below the graphic-area.

Notes: To see the Feedback-Area as in the image below, you may need to 'Hide

MotionDesigner' [See Visibility toolbar > Show/Hide MotionDesigner].

Feedback Area

[Click to Expand & Collapse]

Short and Extended Hints 

['Hints' are also 'Tool-tips']

Hints for each command show in this box as you hover above

each command. 

Hints show in this box even if hints do not show at your pointer.

Note: Drag the divider bar  to the right to see all of the hint. 

Note: To stop hints at your pointer, then clear the 'Show Hints'

check-box.

See Edit menu > Application-Settings > Accessibility tab > Menus

separator

Message Window The most recent message is at the top of the list.

If you cannot complete a command then please read the

message

To clear the messages:

1. Right-Click, with your pointer in the Message Window area

 

2. Click 'Clear Messages' 

The messages are classified as:

  Information;  Warnings;  Errors (save your work!).

Note: If 'sounds' are enabled, then you will hear a different 'honk'

sound with each type of message.

See Edit menu > Application-Settings > Accessibility tab > Sounds

separator

Master-Machine-Angle Master-Machine-Angle (MMA) has a scale with a range of 0 –

360, which is one[1] Machine Cycle. It has a:

Arrowhead pointer below the scale. An approximate value

for the MMA. 

Digital Readout to the right-side of the scale. The exact
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value for the MMA. 

Revs box to the left-side of the scale. It is the number of

times the MMA has completed a cycle. The Home button

on your keyboard resets the Revs and the MMA to zero.

To move the Master Machine Angle [MMA]

Approximately: Drag, to the left or right, with your mouse-

pointer inside the MMA scale. The Digital Readout will

indicate the actual MMA value.

Exactly:  Enter a value in the Digital-Readout data box with

your keyboard, or the Spin-Box tool.

Vector Scales When you show kinematic or force vectors in the graphic-area,

use these buttons to increase or decrease the length of the

vectors.

Animation Speed Slider Set the animation speed with the Animation Speed Slider, when

you use the Cycle tool.

To increase the Animation Speed:

1. Drag with your mouse-pointer inside the Gold Animation

Speed Slider  to the right 

Drag to the left to slow-down, or right to speed-up the

animation.
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5: MotionDesigner and 'How to insert a Motion'

How to link a Motion in MotionDesigner to a Motion-Part and Motion-

Point 

We can design many different motions in MotionDesigner. We must associate one or more of

the motions [in MotionDesigner] to Motion FBs [in MechDesigner]. We would then usually

connect a wire to a Motion-Dimension FB or Motion-Path FB to define the motion of a

Motion-Part or a Motion-Point.

In more detail, follow these steps in MechDesigner:

 STEP 1: Click the Motion FB in the Kinematics-FB toolbar  

 STEP 2: Click the graphic area

The Motion-FB in now in the graphic-area

 STEP 3: Edit the Motion-FB dialog-box - see How to edit an element

 STEP 4: Click the drop-down arrow to show a list of motion names.  

The names in the list is the same as the names of the 'Motion name tabs', in 

MotionDesigner. 

 STEP 5: Click one of the motions in the drop-down box. 

 STEP 6: Click OK to close the Motion FB dialog-box.

 STEP 7: Connect wires to its input-connector and from its output-connector and to a

Motion-Dimension FB or Motion-Path FB.
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General Notes:

Click to Expand and Collapse.

Note 1: MotionDes

igner : Help

and

Tutorials

Clic

k 

here

,

for 

Ref

ere

nce

Hel

p.

Clic

k 

here

for 

Tut

oria

ls.

Note 2: To toggle

'show or

hide' 

MotionDes

igner: 

Clic

k 

Visi

bilit

y

tool

bar

>

Sho

w

Mot

ion

Desi

gne

r

Too

l.

Note 3:  You do

NOT need
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to save

motions.

You

save

mot

ions

whe

n

you

save

the 

Mec

hDe

sign

er

mo

del.

You

can

save

mot

ions

sep

arat

ely

with

 

Mot

ion

Desi

gner

:

File

men

u >

Sav

e As

or

Sav

e

Acti

ve

Mot

ion.

Note: 4:  To use 

MotionDes

igner,
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please click

in its

application

window to

make it

active.

Then you

can use all

of its tools.

Note: 5: Use 

MotionDes

igner to

design

motions

for Motion-

Parts and

Motion-

Points in

kinematic-

chains.
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6: Memo

Memo 

Use the Memo to add notes about the model.

Right-click a Mechanism tab, and

select 'Open Memo'.

Each Mechanism-Editor tab has its own

Memo dialog-box.

Clear the 'Automatically Open on Start'

 check box if you do not want to

open the memo each time you start 

MechDesigner.

Use the 'Close Application' cross at the

top right of the dialog to close the

memo.
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6.4Elements, Symbols, Dialog-boxes, and Parameters

Elements and Symbols

This tutorial explores how we represent elements in the Assembly-Tree and the Graphic-Area. 

In the Assembly-Tree, we represent each element with an Element Name and an Icon. 

In the graphic-area, we represent each element with a Symbol. 

We also show you, in this tutorial, how to edit an element, and how to edit parameters in a

dialog-box.

 Elements and Symbols

Elements and the Elements Explorer

Elements as Graphical Symbols

Rename an Element

How to edit an element - or - Open an

element's dialog-box

How to edit parameters in a dialog-box
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Elements and the Assembly-Tree

Elements - What are they?

Elements are those objects that you add to the model.

The Assembly-Tree, in the Element-Explorer, shows the list of elements that you have

added to the model. 

For example: After you complete the command 'Add Part', you will see the 'Part element'

in the Assembly-Tree.

Each element may be a child, or a parent, or both, to different elements.

For example: 'Part' element is a child to the 'Mechanism' element. It is also is a parent to

the 'CAD-Line' element.

Each element has a Capital-First-Letter, and they with hyphens between words.

For example: the Part element has a capital 'P', Base-Part has capitals and a hyphen.

You can rename any element.

For example: rename a 'Part' to 'Pusher-Tool'.

Derived Element Name: 

We use 'derived-names' to help us write the help. These are not elements we can select,

they are not in the Assembly-Tree.

For example: Connecting-Part, Sketch-Loop.
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Element Explorer: Assembly-Tree 

Assembly-Tree in Explorer-Explorer

The image shows an Assembly-Tree in the Element-

Explorer.

You need to 'expand' each 'parent' to see its

'children' and 'grand-children'. 

Element Icons and Names

Element Icon

The Element Icon is the same as the toolbar

icons. You cannot edit the element icons.

Element Full Name

The default* Element Full Name is unique.

Element Full Name = Element Name + Element

Number

Element Name

The element name is typically the same as

the command

Element Number

We add a number to the Element Name. 

Element Full Name 

For example: the default* full names for Parts

are: Part, Part2, Part3.

* You can rename elements.
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Elements and their Graphical Symbols

Elements and their Graphical Symbols

MechDesigner uses schematic symbols to help you identify the different elements in the

graphic-area.

You can change the size of the symbols with Application Options | Accessibility.

Symbols stay the same size when you Zoom-in or Zoom-out, as does your cursor [mouse-

pointer].

Symbols in the Graphic Area

Planes in the Model-Editor.

The model has three fixed Planes that show in the

Model-Editor.

Model Axes in the Model-Editor

The model shows the fixed Red, Green and Blue

axes. They locate the '0,0,0' position, which is the

'Origin' of the Model.

Planes in the Mechanism-Editor.

The axes on each Plane show the orientation of the

Plane. The X,Y and Z axes are Red, Green and Blue,

respectively.

Note: 

You cannot use Plane Axes to dimension other

sketch-elements or to add a new Plane.

You can use Part Axes [see below] to dimension

other sketch-elements and to add a new Plane.

Part-Outline in the Mechanism-Editor

To edit a Part, you double-click the Part-Outline, or

use other edit element methods.

The Part-Outline is the symbol for a Part.

The Part-Outline symbol for an Added-Part is

oval

The Part-Outline symbol for a Base-Part is a

rectangle .

CAD-Lines in Parts

In an Added-Part, the Part-Outline always stays

'wrapped' around a CAD-Line .

You must add your own CAD-Line to the Base-Part.
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Pin-Joint in the Mechanism-Editor

The symbol of a 'Grounded' Pin-Joint is

equivalent to a 'Dowel Symbol' , as used in

Technical Drawings.

The Symbol for a Non-Grounded Pin-Joint is a

thick circle . It has a slightly larger diameter

than the Points that you select to 'make' the Pin-

Joint.

Slide-Joint in the Mechanism-Editor

This Symbol for the Slide-Joint consists of a

narrow  and wide  rectangle.

The length of each rectangle is equal to the

length of each Line that you select to make the 

Slide-Joint.

A small arrowhead identifies the 'positive'

direction of the slide-joint. The arrowhead is at

the start-point of one of the Lines.

Part-Axes in the Mechanism-Editor 

The Part-Axes symbols are 'small' in a

Mechanism-Editor.

The 'Rusty Red' Axis points along the X-axis

direction

The 'Green Axis' points along the Y-axis direction

The Axes of the Base-Part  align with Axes of

the Mechanism-Plane

The Axes of an Added-Part  align with the

start-Point of the CAD-Line and the +ve

direction of the CAD-Line.

Part Axes in the Part-Editor

The Part-Axes symbols are 'large' in the Part-

Editor.

The length of the CAD-Line maybe longer or

shorter than the X-axis.

If you zoom-in, the Part-Axes stay the same size

relative to the display - because they are a

symbol - while the CAD-Line will appear to

become longer.

The CAD-Line is 'Dark Green'.

You can use Part Axes as a 'Line' for dimensioning or to

add a new Plane.
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Point in the Mechanism-Editor: Points may be Blue  (Not

kinematically-defined), or Green  (kinematically-defined)

Point Symbol in the Part-Editor: Points may be Blue  (Not

geometrically defined), or Black  (geometrically defined)

Points Symbols

'+' : centre-Points (centre of Arcs and Circles)

'O' : start-point or end-points of Lines or Arcs.

' ' : start-Point or end-Point coincident with a

centre-Point

Origin Triad Symbol in Model-Editor

The Triad identifies the Origin and the X,Y and Z-

axes of the Machine Frame.

The Red Arrow is in the Global Positive X-

direction,

The Green Arrow is in the Global Positive Y-

direction. In MechDesigner, +Y is up.

The Blue Arrow is in the Global Positive Z-

direction

In this image, Planes are off.

To hide or show Planes, see Filters menu (or toolbar)

> Display Filters | Show/Hide Planes.

A Vector Symbol

You can show vectors in the graphic-area when you:

Use the Point: Vector Display and Location

dialog-box and 'Show' the Velocity or

Acceleration Vectors.

Use Force Calculations and show the vectors as

Force and Torque Vector.

Function-Block Connector Symbol

The input-connectors are to the left of the

Function-Blocks.

The output-connectors are to the right of the

Function-Blocks.

Wires are from an output-connector to an input-

connector.
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Motor Symbol

When you show Forces, the Motor Symbol  that

drives a Joint is the 'Power Source'.

This image shows the Motor at a Pin-Joint .

You can move the Motor to a different joint, as

required.

Spring Symbol

A symbol of a 'Spring'  shows in the graphic-

area between the anchor Points of the Spring.

Ball-Joint and Connecting-Part Symbol

The Ball-Joint  has its own symbol. 

Edit its radius in the Ball-Joint dialog-box.

The Connecting-Part  symbol replaces the Part-

Outline when you join a Part to a different Part

with two Ball-Joints.

Not Locked Locked

The 'Locked Point' Symbol

When you use the Point Vectors and Location

dialog to 'Lock and Specify' a Point in a Part, the

Points show as 'Small Dowel Symbols'.

Mass Symbol

Profile Mass : When you add a Profile, there is

an Extrusion that has Mass. A small dowel

symbol shows at the Centre-of-Mass of each

Profile.

Total Mass : When you show Forces, the

Centre-of-Mass Symbol is a small dowel. The

Total Mass is given near to the Centre-of-Mass

symbol. The colour of the symbol is the same as

the Part-Outline, which becomes a random

colour when you Display Forces. 

Total Mass = Mass of Extrusions + Mass of

Imported Solid + Mass of User Defined Mass.
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2D-Cam Contact Points

When you add a 2D-Cam, the Contact points

between the Cam and the Cam Follower are

shown as small dowel symbols.

If you find these Points remain in the model after

you delete a cam, then edit the Cam-Part, and

delete them.

Motion-Points

The Symbol for a Motion-Point is a small triangle

inside a small circle. 

The circle is slightly smaller than the standard

symbol for a Point.

Gear-Pairs

The Symbol for a Gear is two involute Gears, 

The Gear-Pair is a kinematic-element - it transmits

motion from its input part to the output-part.

You can edit the number-of-teeth, and other

parameters.

Pulleys

The Symbol for a Drive Pulley  is a different

default colour to a Driven Pulley

See Application Settings to change Default colours.

A Belt can drive the Pullets, or a Pulley can drive the

Belt.

Why is the Base-Part not Green?

There are 3 possible reasons that the Base-Part is

not Green.

1. Display Forces is active 

When Forces are displayed, each Part is given

a new, random colour. The Base-Part is the

new Random Colour.

To make the Part Green, you should:

Click the 'Display Forces' icon, in the Forces

toolbar to toggle it to off, and to 'Not

Display Forces'.
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When the icon is grey [see icon to left] the Base-

Part should be Green.

2. Show other Sketches and Mechanism is active 

If 'Show other Sketches in Mechanism' tool is active,

and a different Mechanism-Editor is in front of the

active Mechanism-Editor, then the Base-Part of the

other Mechanism-Editor will show over the Base-

Part in the active editor.

If you spin the model you will be able to see the

Base-Part of the active Mechanism-Editor.

3. Show Model in Mechanism is active 

When the Model is being shown in the Mechanism,

we also show the Planes. The Base-Part is being

partly hidden by a Plane.

To hide Planes, you can either:

Click the 'Show Model in Mechanism'

icon to toggle it to 'off' and 'Hide

Model in Mechanism'.

- or - 

Click the 'Display Planes' icon to 'Hide

Planes'.
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How to rename an element

Rename an Element

It becomes important to rename elements as you add them to a model.

For this tutorial, we will rename an element that is in the Assembly-Tree.

It is also possible to rename an element when it is in the Selection-Window.

Tutorial: example: Rename an Element

There are two ways to rename an element.

A: Do the Windows® procedure:

1. 'Click, pause, click' the element 

2. Enter a new element name 

- or -

B: Use the Rename dialog:

1. Right-click an element in the Assembly-Tree or
Selection-Window 

2. Click 'Rename' in the contextual menu

The Rename dialog-box opens.

Rename dialog-box

The 'Old Name' is a 'Read-Only parameter'.

3. Enter a 'New Name' with your keyboard. 

4. Click the 'OK' tick at the top of the dialog-box. 

Note: If you enter a 'New Name' that is in the Assembly-
Tree, MechDesigner appends a number to the 'New
Name'.

Top-Tip: Rename Element

To help identify the elements in the Element-Explorer, give the 'same' name to elements

that are related to the same machine function.

For example, rename all of the elements for a Pusher to 'PUSHER'.

When you use the same name, MechDesigner appends a number to make the name

unique.

Warning!

If you use this top-tip, use a Letter as the last character. Do not add a number as the last

character. 

If you do, MechDesigner also appends a number to your number. This can become

confusing.
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How to edit an element - open its dialog-box

As we build a model, we do these steps:

STEP 1:  Add an Element

STEP 2:  Open the Element's Dialog-Box

STEP 3:  Edit the Element's Parameters in the Dialog-Box- see How to Edit Parameters in

Dialog-Boxes

This topic is 'How to open an element's dialog-box'.

How to open an element's dialog-box

There are many different methods you can use to open a dialog-box.

I recommend that you use Method 1: Selection-Window. It is the most consistent and reliable.

Method 1: Selection-Window

STEP 1: Click the element:

1. Click the element ONE-TIME in the graphic-area
or the Assembly-Tree 

In this example, I am about to click a Design-Set FB. 

Because the Design-Set FB is near to different

elements, I may also click those different elements

also. 

All of the elements I click show in the Selection-

Window.

Selection-Window

STEP 2: Edit the element from the Selection-Window

1. Identify the element in the Selection-Window 

In this case, we want to edit the Design-Set FB [to

open the Design-Set FB dialog-box].

2. Right-click the Design-Set FB element in the

Selection-Window 

A contextual-menu shows near to your mouse.

2. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu 

In this image, the Design-Set dialog-box will open

Method 2: Double-Click the element

Double-click is frequently the easiest method to edit an element. However, double-click may

not be successful. Or, or it may open a dialog-box for a different element.

You can double-click the element in the Selection-Window, Graphic-Area and Assembly-Tree.
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Double-click in the Graphic-Area

1. Double-click the element in the graphic-area 

Frequently, it is difficult to double-click the element

because it is near to other elements.

In this case...

Learn to identify the graphical symbols and
become precise with your mouse pointer

Use Selection Filters

Use Display Filters

Double-click in the Assembly-Tree

1. Double-click the element in the Assembly-Tree. 

Double-click in the Selection-Window

1. Click the element symbol in the graphic-area to

show the element in the Selection-Window. 

2. Double-click the element in the Selection-

Window. 

Method 3: Right-Click the element

You can right-click the element in the graphic-area, the Assembly-Tree and the Selection-

Window.

In the Selection-Window - see above.

In the Assembly-Tree:

1. Right-click the element in the Assembly-Tree 

The contextual menu shows. In the contextual menu:

2. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu 

In the Graphic-Area:

1. Right-click an element. 

2. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual-menu.

The contextual-menu is a function of the element

that you 'right-click'.

Method 4: Edit toolbar > Edit Element command

The Edit Element command is in the Edit menu and the Edit toolbar.
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To edit an element...

In the Graphic-area, Assembly Tree, or Selection-Window:

1. Click the element one time 

This example: We will open the Linear-Motion FB

dialog-box

2. Click Edit toolbar > Edit Element 

The element's dialog-box opens.

Other Procedures

There are particular methods to edit these elements:

Parts and Part-Editor

To start the Part-Editor:

1. Double-click 

a Part-Outline 
- or -

a sketch-element that is a child to a Part

To close the Part-Editor: 

1. Double-click: 

the Y-axis

- or -

a sketch-element that is a child to the Part.

Multiple elements with Gear-Pair or 2D-Cams

Edit Gear-Pair, Polyline, Profile,

Extrusion?

With Gear-Pairs and 2D-Cams, it is possible there are

four[4] coplanar elements:

Gear-Pair [or 2D-Cam]...

...a Polyline that you have added to the Gear-

Pair...

...a Profile and Extrusion that you added to the

Polyline.

In this case, it is best to:

1. Click the Gear one time 

2. Identify and edit the element in Selection-

Window - See Here
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Four elements in the

Selection-Window

To edit a Profile, or Auto-Profile

To edit a Profile - or Auto-Profile.

1. Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to spin the

model, until you can see the Pink Profile

element - the default colour  - see image. 

2. Double-click the Profile element in the Graphic-

Area

- or - 

1. Click the Profile one time. 

The Profile and Extrusion elements are in the

Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Extrusion element 

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu.

Possible reasons you cannot edit an element

You cannot open a dialog-box to edit an element when:

A different dialog-box is already open. Close all other dialog-boxes, if necessary.

You double-click two or more elements, 

You click or double-click two or more elements and a dialog-box opens, but it is not

the dialog-box of the element you want to edit.

A command is active, in the Command-Manager. You must complete or cancel that

command.

You click or double-click an element that is not possible to edit - for example, a Line in

the Part-Editor.
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How to edit parameters in a dialog-box

As we build a model, we do these steps:

STEP 1:   Add an Element

STEP 2:   Open the Element's dialog-box - see How to open a dialog-box

STEP 3:   Edit the Element's Parameters in the dialog-box

This topic reviews how to edit parameters in its dialog-box.

A typical Dialog-Box and Parameter.

The dialog-box below is the Dimension dialog-box. 

It has one parameter: 'Dimension'. There are always three parts to each parameter box.

I have added a 'window' to highlight the 'dimension'

parameter box.

The three parts to the parameter box are:

300

'Data-value' in the 'data-box' - this is

the 'parameter' value that you apply

to the element.

10  Spin-Increment value - you can edit

this with the arrows at the bottom of

the Spin-Box tool

  Spin-Box arrowheads [top and

bottom arrowheads to the left and

right]

How to edit parameters in a dialog-box.

There are three different methods/procedures you can use to edit a parameters value in a

dialog-box:

Method 1: Use your Keyboard

Enter a data-value directly:

1. Enter the data-value with your keyboard 

2. Press the Enter key on your keyboard to
update to the new value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.

Enter a 'symbolic equation':

1. Enter an equation with your keyboard 

2. Press the 'Enter'  on your keyboard to update
the value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.
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Symbolic parameters:

Simple Arithmetic: +, –, *, /; 

Indices: ^, Sqrt(); 

Trigonometric [Angles are Radians], pi, Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), Sinh, Cosh, Tansh, ArcSin(),

ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

Method 2: Use the 'Spin-Box' tool

Spin-Box arrowhead buttons [in the blue-box]

 Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to divide the Spin-

Increment  by 10

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to multiply the Spin-

Increment  by 10

Edit the Data Value

Click the Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value . [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 – Spin-Increment[1] = 66.12345 ]

Click the Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value  [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 + Spin-Increment[1] = 68.12345 ]

Edit the Spin-Increment

Click the Bottom : Left arrowhead to decrease the spin-increment  [Data-value after

one click: 1 ÷ 10 = 0.1 ]

Click the Bottom : Right arrowhead to increase the spin-increment  [Data-value

after one click: 1 × 10 = 10 ]

WARNING: The model re-builds each time you click the top arrow buttons. 

See also - Tutorial: working with large models

Show / Hide the Spin-Box

< >
'Double-Click'

Double-click inside the data-box to hide the Spin-Box.

Double-click the data-box again to show the Spin-Box.

Method 3: Use the Zero/Round contextual menu
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To use: 'Zero' or 'Round' data-value:

1. Right-click inside the data box 

The 'Zero / Round' contextual menu shows.

2. Click: 

Zero: value becomes = 0.

Round: value becomes nearest value that is

exactly divisible by the Spin-Increment.
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6.5Settings, Mouse Actions, Shortcuts

Settings, Mouse Actions, Keyboard...

This Tutorial reviews the options and tools in MechDesigner.

 Options, Tools  and Mouse Actions

Application Settings

Command History tool

Mouse, Keyboard and selection-boxes

Keyboard Shortcuts
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Application Settings

Application Settings dialog-box

Use the Application Settings dialog to edit your preferences.

Your preferences become the default settings when you save and exit a model. 

Note: Recommended Settings

To open the Application Settings dialog-box:

1. Click the command in: Edit

menu > Application Settings 

- or -

1. Click the icon in: Edit toolbar >

Application Settings icon 

Application-Settings dialog-box

There are five tabs in the Application

Settings dialog-box.

General

Number Format

Colours

Accessibility

Auto-Profiles

Application Settings tab-sheets

General
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CAD Linear Unit 

Make the units the same as the

original drawing.

File Options 

Extract Files in .ZXL to ...: 

The '.zxl' file has all of the files that the

model needs. There are two options:

Create a sub-directory

automatically [with the same name

as the ZXL file name]

I do not recommend this option. Why?

Because when you open the ZXL file,

you will create a new CXL and MTD in

the sub-directory. If you open the CXL

file and 'exit', you will also create a 

new ZXL This can create confusion.

Specify ZXL output directory. I

recommend this option. I specify 

the same directory as the ZXL file.

Enable Auto-save check-box: [Save the

model first]

Auto-save only happens with a new

file after you use 'File menu > Save

as', or you open an existing model.

Select:     Recommended IF you

prefer to continually with the same

file name. Do not use if you have a

'master file'.

Deselect: Recommended IF you

prefer to save when YOU want to,

or you want to create new file

names regularly. 

At each Auto-save, MechDesigner:

1. Renames the CXL and MTD files to

~CXL and file-name ~MTD 

2. Re-saves the open file as CXL and

MTD

# Backup Files: 

A backup file is made automatically

when opening an existing file.

The backup files have the extension

CXL.1, CXL.2, CXL.3...n and MTD.1,

MTD.2, MTD.3...n.
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Cam Options

Cam: Minimum Radius Warning

Recommended: 100%

(Cam Radius-of-Curvature / Cam-

Follower Radius ) × 100 %

The Cam becomes red if:

The Radius-of-Curvature of the Cam

becomes less than the '% × Radius of

the Cam-Follower Roller': 

Style Options

New in R13.2

Select a Style : Recommended Charcoal

Dark Slate

Number Format

Data Output Format : 

 Used for displaying and exporting Graph

data and Cam-Coordinates.

Float Number Format: See here (Internet

Link) about number formats: General,

Exponent, Fixed and Number.

Precision and Digits - see below

Dimension Format : Data format of

dimensions in the graphic-area

Precision and Digits - see below

Dimension Font Size - Recommended : 13

Precision: The number-of-digits that

are used before the number is

'rounded'.

Digits:  The number-of-digits after the

decimal mark.

Example

~1234.56789

'Digits'

2 4 6 8

'Precision' 2 1.2E0

3

1.2E0

003

1.2E3 1.2E3

4 1,235

.00

1,234

.0000

1,234

.0000

00

1,235

.0000

0000

6 1,234

.57

1,234

.5700

1,234

.5700

00

1,234

.5700

0000

http://docwiki.embarcadero.com/Libraries/XE4/en/System.SysUtils.TFloatFormat
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8 1,234

.57

1,234

.5679

1,234

.5679

00

1,234

.5679

0000

Note: Make Precision>Digits to prevent

'rounding' to less than the number of

decimal places.

Graphics

Display Colours separator:

You can change the colour of the

elements or symbols that are in this

table. Use the button adjacent to each

to open the Windows® Colour 'picker'.

We continue to add to the list of

elements whose color you can edit.

Graphics Options

Sketch-element arc faceting quality: Low

< Quality > High

Use the 'Quality' slider to edit the

drawing accuracy of various symbols

and sketch-elements.

Show Function-Block Captions check-

box.

Click the check-box to display as a

caption in the graphic-area the 'name'

of the function-block.

Only View Solids in active Mechanism.

When 'Show/Hide Model in

Mechanism' [Visibility toolbar] is

active:

Click check-box: To 'Only View

Solids in active Mechanism-Editor'

Clear check-box: To 'View Solids in 

all Mechanism-Editors'
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Show Function-Block

names
Hide Function-Block

names

Show Function-Block Captions check-

box.

Click the check-box to display the

'name' of the function-block as a

caption above the icon in the graphic-

area.

Only View Solids in active Mechanism 

check-box.

Click or Clear the check-box to show or

hide the Solids that are in the active

Mechanism

Note: To see the Solids, also use Visibility menu

> 'Show Solids in Mechanism Editor'

Accessibility

Menus:

Toolbar Icon Size

Click the size to suit your display and eye-

sight.

Recommended : Medium

Text Size

Click the size to suit your display and eye-
sight.

Recommended: Medium

English

See an English Joke! about sizes and

language.

Language: English or Italian

Show Hints check box

If you do not need the hints, clear the Show

Hints check box. We still show hints in the

Feedback-Area.

Graphic

Symbol Display Size [Pixels]: [5] The

size of the 'symbols' of the elements in

the graphic-area, such as arrow heads, 

Part-Outlines and axes. 

Cursor Selection Size / Pointer Size

[Pixels]: [6] The size of the pointer

'pin-head'. The larger this number the

easier it is to select element, but you

may select more than one element.

Sounds:

Enable Message Sounds: check box to let

you listen to a sound each time 

MechDesigner sends a message to the
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Message Area in the Feedback-Area.

Click the buttons to hear the sound for each

message.

Auto-Profiles

Default Sizes

Set these sizes in proportion to your

models. Typical machine design and small

medical devices will be set to different

sizes,, of course.

Ball-Joint Symbolic Radius

This parameter gives the default radius of a

Ball-Joint.

See also Ball-Joint dialog

Default Bearing Diameter / Default

Grounded Bearing Diameter: 

The dimensions used for the 'arcs' and

circles for 'Auto-Solids.' Edit the Part later to

to edit the dimension, if necessary.

See Add Auto-Profiles [Mechanism]

command. 

Default Extrusion Depth

The default dimension that applies to an

extrusion when you use Add Profile or Add

Auto-Profile.

See Also: Extrusion dialog-box
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Command History Tool

The Command History Tool

The Command History dialog-box shows the commands that you have completed

since you last saved your model. 

The most recent command is at the top of the list.

To undo many commands:

1. Click lower[ ] in the list of commands. 

To redo commands yo do not want undone:

2. Click higher[ ] in the list of commands. 

Note: 'Redo:

If you do a new command after you 'undo', then the list will become empty again.

How to use the Command History Tool.

 STEP 1: Click on Edit menu > Show Command

History 

MechDesigner opens the Command History tool.

 STEP 2: Click a command lower down the list.

You will see the commands 'undo'.

The commands that have the ' ' become the

commands that you have 'undone'.

 STEP 3: Click the command at the top of the list.

MechDesigner re-applies the commands and the model

re-assembles to its original state.

The commands you redo now have a ' '.
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Mouse Drag, Double-Click, Right-Click, Hints

Drag, Hints and Selection-Boxes

Many mouse actions in MechDesigner will be different to those in your CAD software. 

Notes:

We use the term 'pointer' for: 'mouse', 'cursor', 'mouse cursor' and 'mouse-pointer'.

'Click' is 'Left-button-click' [one time] for a standard mouse setting. 

Top-Tip: Before you start a new command, click an empty place in the graphics area to:

complete some commands - especially when the model becomes large.

and 

de-select all elements, so that the Selection-Window becomes empty.

'Drag' + Add Element

We use 'Drag' to add different elements.  For example: In the:

Mechanism-Editor: Add Part, Connect wires between Function-Blocks.

Part-Editor: Add Line ; Add CAD-Line ; Add Circle, Add Arc* ; Add Blend-Curve

Drag to add an Elements:

1. Mouse-button down

2. ...move your mouse pointer...

3. ...mouse-button up.

You may [usually not] need to:

4. Click in the graphic-area to complete your
command. 

'Drag' + Move Element

We use 'Drag' to move elements in the graphic-area.  For example: In the:

Mechanism-Editor: Move FBs, move Free-Parts or Completely Free Parts, ...

Part-Editor: Drag sketch-elements, drag dimensions, ...

The 'drag' sequence is:

1. Hover above an element so that the element

becomes RED  

2. Mouse-button down...

3. ...move your mouse pointer...

4. ...mouse-button up.

You may [usually not] need to:

4. Click in the graphic-area to complete the
command. 

'Keyboard Key' +Drag
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CTRL+Drag : PAN

1. Click somewhere in the graphic-area to deselect
all elements 

2. CTRL+Drag the active view.

SHIFT+Drag : SPIN

1. Click somewhere in the graphic-area to deselect
all elements 

2. SHIFT+Drag the active view.

See Keyboard shortcuts for different Spin Options

Drag to Merge-Points

To create a sketch-path you must 'Merge-Points'

between adjacent sketch-elements that you want to join

'end-to-end'.

You can use the Merge-Points command, or use the

following procedure:

In the Part-Editor, before you 'Mouse-Button-Down' and / or 'Mouse-Button-Up' to add a

new sketch-element:

1. Move you mouse-point above a Point at the end of a sketch-element so that only the

Point becomes RED [see image above]... 

2. ...mouse-button-down...

3. ...move your mouse...

4. ...mouse-button-up.

The new sketch-element should now be in the graphic-area, and its start-Point is Merged

with the end-Point of a different sketch-element.

To complete a sketch-loop, you must

1. Do Steps 1 and 2 above, and then...

2. ...while you move your mouse with its mouse-button-down, and BEFORE you

mouse-button-up

3. ...move your mouse above a Point of a different sketch-element, such that a

'loop of sketch-elements' will result when you...

4. ...mouse-button-up. 

The 'sketch-loop' is complete.

Right-Click in Graphic-Area

COMMAND-MANAGER
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If the Command-Manager is active... if you:

Right-Click: 

and

If all selections are complete, then:

1. Right-Click = 'OK', to complete the active

command. 

or

If all selections are not complete, then:

1. Right-Click = 'Cancel ', to close the active

command. 

MECHANISM-EDITOR

General 

Right-Click: 

1. Cancels the active command 

2. Shows the Mechanism-Editor shortcut menu next
to the pointer

The image shows the Mechanism-Editor shortcut-menu, which

will show next to your pointer.
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Contextual 

To show a contextual-menu:

1. Hover above an element until the element

becomes red 

2. Right-Click

- or -

1. Click an element 

The element shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click in the graphic-area, but somewhere

else!

The image shows the contextual-menu when you 'Hover+Right-

Click' a Part.

PART-EDITOR

General

1. Cancels the active command 

2. Shows the Part-Editor menu next to the pointer

The image shows the Part-Editor shortcut menu. Add Arc is

about to be selected.

The Edit Part command (top) is active. You can click this

command to close the Part-Editor.

Contextual

To show a contextually sensitive menu:

1. Hover above an Element so the element

becomes red 

2. Right-Click

- or -

1. Click an Element  

The element shows in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click in the graphic-area, but somewhere

else!

Double-click an element to edit

See also: How to Edit an Element.

When you double-click an element, you open the dialog-box that is contextual to the

element.
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To edit a Part:

1. Double-Click a Part-Outline 

The Part-Editor opens.

- or -

1. Double-Click a sketch-element that you have

added to a Part previously 

The Part-Editor opens.

To edit a Dimension in the Part-Editor:

1. If necessary, de-select the Add Dimension tool

 

2. Double-Click the arrowhead  of a Dimension 

To close the Part-Editor:

1. Double-Click the Y-axis* or a sketch-element

(see image) 

* The X-axis and the CAD-Line between the start-Point

and end-Point of the Part are co-linear. Thus, it is

difficult to double-click one element from the X-axis

and the CAD-Line. Thus, you may open the CAD-Line

dialog-box and not close the Part-Editor.

To edit Gear-Pairs or 2D-Cams

Best-Practice:  Use the Assembly-Tree or the

Selection-Window to locate the Gear-Pair or 2D-

Cam elements:

1. Double-click the Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam in the

Assembly-Tree 

- or -

1. Click the Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam in the graphic-

area or Assembly-Tree 

2. Right-click the Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam in the

Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu.

In the Assembly-Tree or Selection-Window

1. Double-click an element in the Assembly-Tree 

- or -

1. Double-click the element in the Selection-
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Window 

If it is possible to edit the element, MechDesigner

opens the dialog-box to edit the element.

To stop 'Tool-Tips' showing next to your pointer:

Tool-tips [hints] can hide the tool and icon that you

want to use.

To stop Tool-Tips showing next to your pointer:

1. Click 'Toggle Hints' in the Help menu (you may

need to do this two times) 

- or -

1. Clear the 'Show Hints' check box, at the bottom

of  the dialog in this link: Application Settings >

Accessibility tab 
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Keyboard Shortcuts

These keyboard shortcuts are those you will use most frequently.

Change the View

Zoom-In

Zoom-Out
 Middle-Button

Scroll Wheel 

Scroll-Wheel - roll forward and backward to Zoom-

in or Zoom-Out.

[If this does not work, but has in the past, you may

need to save your work, exit MechDesigner, and

restart].

Pan
 + Drag

Pan the View (do not hover above any element

before you 'mouse-button-down' to drag).

Click in an empty space before you CTRL+DRAG to

de-select all elements.

Pan
[Middle Button

Down] + Drag

Pan the View.

Free-Spin  + Drag 'Free' Spin the view of the graphic-area.

10º spin

increments
 

 
,  , 

 
, 

10º spin increments around the Horizontal and

Vertical axes of the active view

30º spin

increments

  + 
 
, 

 
,

 , 

30º spin increments around the Horizontal and

Vertical axes of the active view

90º spin

increments

 + 
 
, 

 
, 

, 

90º spin increments around the Horizontal and

Vertical axes of the active view

Keyboard and Mouse Shortcuts

Click Nothing Click an empty area of the graphic-area to clear the Selection-Window of

all elements.

Click ...an element. The element with show in the Selection-Window

Click ...a sketch-element in the Part-Editor: The sketch-element AND its

constraints show in the Selection-Window.

...a Profile Element in the Mechanism-Editor. The Profile and Extrusion

element show in the Selection-Window.

CTRL+Click ...an element: the Element Properties dialog shows to give the kinematic

and dynamic properties of the elements

Right-Click ...an element to complete a command for which you must only select one

element

F1 Hover above an command icon, then click F1 (Fn+F1 on Laptops) to read

the help for the command. [You must have MechDesigner.chm in C:/
ProgramData/PSMotion/]

INS Keyboard shortcut for 'Add Part'.
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C Continuously Cycle

F Move the Master-Machine-Angle one step forward. Edit the Number-of-

Steps for a complete machine cycle in the Machine Settings dialog-box.

B Move the Master-Machine-Angle one step back. 

HOME Move the Master-Machine-Angle to 0º.

Ctrl + Z Undo - This is actually quite powerful - especially in the Part-Editor when a

sketch might get 'confused'.

 A single click in the graphic-area will cancel non-persistent commands: Add

Part, Pan and Spin.

ESC Cancels the active command.
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6.6Tutorial 0: Mechine-Settings - edit a parameter

Edit a parameter in the Machine Settings dialog-box

In this tutorial, to edit a parameter, we :

Use the 'Spin-Box' tool

Use the 'Zero/Round' contextual menu

Enter a simple equation with our keyboard

We will edit the 'Cycles / Min' and 'No-of-Steps' parameters in the 'Machine Settings dialog-

box'.

Video of this Tutorial Step:

Instructions in Detail:

Open the Machine Settings dialog-box - see image

to the left.

1. Click Edit menu > Machine Settings. 

or 

1. Click Edit toolbar > Machine Settings icon

[see icon to the left] 

R13.2: Machine-Settings dialog-box

'Cycles / Min' parameter: does not change

the animation speed. 

'Cycles / Min' changes the simulation speed,

In the dialog-box, if you cannot see the 'Cycles/Min'

and 'No of Steps' parameters, then: 

2. Click the orange Cycling Parameters

separator, possibly two times, to show the

parameters. 

Parameter boxes have three parts: [See more here]

 

Parameter value : is the top row of the data-

box. For example, in the image, '111.3' is the

parameter value of Cycles/Min.

'Spin-Increment value' : is the bottom row of the

data-box. For example, in the image, '100' is the

spin-increment value of the Cycle/Min.

Spin-Box tool : is to the right-side of the data-
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kinematic and kinetostatic [force] results. box. See more here 

It has two rows of buttons with arrows. The:

Top arrow buttons edit the 'Parameter'

value. 

Bottom arrow buttons edit the 'Spin-

Increment' value.

Edit the 'Cycles/min' Parameter:

Spin-Box tool: 

a. Click the bottom-right, or bottom-left

arrow button, to change the Spin-

Increment to '10'. 

b. Click the top-right arrow button, to

increase the Cycle/Min from '60' to '110'

c. Click the bottom-left arrow button, to

change the Spin-Increment to '1'. 

d. Click the top-right arrow button one

time, to increase the Cycles/Min to '111'

e. Click the bottom-left arrow button, to

change the Spin-Increment to '0.1'

f. Click the top-right arrow button, to

increase the Cycles/Min to '111.3'

g. Click the bottom-right arrow to increase

the Spin-Increment to '100' 

Zero/Round contextual menu: 

a. Right-click with your mouse pointer in

the Cycles/min data box, to show the

contextual-sensitive 'zero / round' menu 

b. Click 'Round' to make the Cycles/Min

equal to '100' - see image. The 'Round'

will round the value to that value that is

divisible by the Spin-Increment.

Edit the 'No of Steps' Parameter:

Enter an equation with your keyboard 

You can enter the data as a new value

directly, or enter an equation:

a. Click in the data box, so that the cursor

is immediately after the '100' 

b. Enter, after the '100', with your keyboard:

'+20' to give '100+20' - see image

c. Press 'enter' on your keyboard to
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update the value to 120 Steps.
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6.7Tutorial 1: Add a Part that Rotates - a Crank

Objective of Tutorial 1

To add your first 'kinematic-chain'. - a Part that rotates at constant angular speed. 

To describe, in detail, all the steps we must do. 

To learn the different methods we use to do each step.

In a Machine, a 'Part that Rotates', might become a: shaft, cam-shaft, turret, star-wheel, feed-screw

(scroll), 64-head filling-machine, lever, cam-follower, tucking tool...

Step-by-Step Instructions

  Add a Crank

Step 1.1: Add a new Mechanism-Editor / tab

Step 1.2: Add a Part

Step 1.3: Add a Line to the Base-Part

Step 1.4: Add a Pin-Joint

Step 1.5: Kinematically Define the Part

Step 1.6: Rotate the Part

Step 1.7: Edit the Length of the Crank

Video of 'Add a Crank' 
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Step 1.1: Add a New Mechanism Editor

Objective of this Step

1. Use the Add Mechanism command to add a new Mechanism-Editor. [We must always at

least one Mechanism-Editor. 

2. Review the Command-Manager

3. Learn how to clear [to 'clear' is to remove the elements, so that you can select different

elements] elements from the selection-box[s] in the Command-Manager 

4. Rename the new Mechanism-Editor element.

One sentence summary:

We build kinematic-chains* with the tools in the Mechanism-Editor. Thus, we must add a

Mechanism-Editor. We add the Mechanism-Editor to a Plane. 

See Editors for a summary of the three different editors.

* 'Mechanism' and 'linkage' are other names for 'kinematic-chain'.

Video

Full instructions: Add a New Mechanism-Editor

We must select a Plane for the new Mechanism-Editor. To see all three of the standard

Planes in the graphic-area, we must spin the model.

To spin the model:

1. Use the left, right, up & down arrow-keys on

your keyboard - recommended 

Note: You mouse-pointer MUST be in the graphic-

area to use the arrow-keys:

 
, 

 
,  , 

- or -  

1. Click View menu or View toolbar > Zoom | Spin

 

- or -
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1. SHIFT+Pan with your mouse-pointer. 

In the image above, you can see the:

 XYZ [Red, Green and Blue] arrows

 Three fixed Planes

 Model tab, at the top of the graphic-area 

 Model Contextual Toolbar, to the left of the graphic-area

STEP 1: Click Model toolbar > Add Mechanism  

- or - 

Click Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Model sub-menu > Add Mechanism

The Model toolbar is vertical and to the left-side of the

graphic area.

The Command-Manager starts a new dialog. 

The Command-Manager has three areas:

 A hint or an instruction

 One, or more, selection-boxes that are orange

before you select an element.

A short hint above each selection-box, a small

element icon to its left-side and a red cross to its

right-side

 The 'OK', Cancel, or 'Clear' buttons.

The Command-Manager instruction is:

To add new Mechanism-Editor

- Select a Plane.

There is one selection-box [image above].  The short

hint is 'Select a Plane'.

STEP 2: Click a Plane in the graphic-area

- or -

Click a Plane in the Assembly-Tree 

When a Plane shows in the selection-box .

the cross, to the right-side of the selection-box,

changes to a tick 

When the correct Plane is in the selection-box:

STEP 3: Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager

- or - 

Right-click the graphic-area.

You 'jump' to the new Mechanism-Editor.

The 'Add Mechanism' command is now complete. 

TOP-TIP: before you click 'OK' you can make a different selection. 

To make a different selection, you MUST clear: 'to remove' the active selection.
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To clear the element[s] from the selection-box[s]:

1. Click in a selection-box [  in image 2 above] 

- or -

1. Click the 'Clear' 'cross' icon 

You can select a different element.

The new Mechanism-Editor

Notes:

The active editor is the new Mechanism-Editor

 The rectangle is the Base-Part Part-Outline. It is the

symbol for the frame that is fixed in the new

Mechanism-Editor.

  The Mechanism name-tab is at the top of the graphic-

area 

Before you add a Part, the icon in the Mechanism name-

tab is 'sketch-elements'. 

After you add a Part, the icon becomes a 'Mechanism'

  The Kinematic elements and Machine elements

toolbars are collapsed and to the left-side of the

graphic-area. 

The Kinematic-FB toolbar is collapsed and to the right-

side of the graphic-area.

 The graphic-area is coplanar with the Mechanism-Plane

 The Origin of the Base-Part is also the Origin of the Mechanism-Editor and Mechanism-Plane.

 The Cursor (also called 'mouse', or 'pointer') changes to a 'Mechanism'.

Rename your new Mechanism

It is possible to rename all elements.

To rename the Mechanism element:

STEP 1: Right-click the Mechanism element in the

Assembly-Tree, or Selection-Window after

you click it in the Assembly-Tree.

The contextual menu opens - see image

STEP 2: Click 'Rename element'

The Rename Element dialog-box opens.

It shows the Old name as 'Mechanism'. The Old name is

'read only'.

The New Name is: '-1', or it is the New Name you have

entered before.

STEP 3: Type a name in the New name box

For example, 'My New Mechanism'.

STEP 4: Click the OK [green tick] button.
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Step 1.2: Add a Part

About Parts

Parts become the moving elements in kinematic-chains.

Objective of this Step

1. Learn how to identify the Mechanism-Editor - before and after you add a Part. 

2. Learn how to add a Part with the 'Drag' technique

3. Identify the elements in a Part: its CAD-Line, Origin and +X–axis direction 

Short Summary of this Step:

1. Click in the Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add-Part [or Kinematic-elements toolbar] 

2. Drag your mouse-pointer in the graphic-area

Video

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Identify the Mechanism-Editor

It is possible to add many Mechanism-Editors to the model. Each Mechanism-Editor is

identified by an icon and its name-tab at the top of the graphic-area, to the right-side of the

Model tab.

We have added on only one Mechanism-Editor to the model, and, thus, there is only one

Mechanism name-tab.

When we have not added a Part to the Mechanism-Editor, the icon in the name-tab is : . -

see . 

Note: If you cannot see a Mechanism name-tab  at the top of the graphic-area, then Step 1.1 is

not complete. Do Add a New Mechanism-Editor.

To make sure the new Mechanism-Editor is the active

editor:

STEP 1: Click the Mechanism name-tab  at the top

of the graphic-area

You should see in the graphic-area the Green Part-

Outline, 

This Part is the Base-Part .  Its symbol is Rectangular.

It represents the Mechanism-Frame. 

Alternatively, you can also explore to the Mechanism-

Editor element  in the Assembly-Tree.

STEP 1: Click the Mechanism element  in the

Assembly-Tree.

You can see in the Assembly-Tree that the BasePart is a

child to the Mechanism-Editor.

Again, you should see in the graphic-area the Green


AddPart.mp4
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Part-Outline - the Base-Part .

Add the new Part...

Expand the Kinematic-elements toolbar 

 STEP 1: Click Kinematic element toolbar > Add

Part

- or -

Click Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Add Part 

- or - 

Click the INSERT key on your keyboard

Drag to Add-Part

The pointer changes to the 'Add Part' pointer

Note 1: DO NOT CLICK the graphic area before you

start to 'Drag'.

Note 2: It is not 'very' important:

where you add the new Part

how long you make the new Part.

STEP 3: Use the Drag technique to add the Part to

the graphic-area

As you drag, you will see an 'elastic line' from where

you mouse-button-down, to where you mouse-button-

up. The 'elastic-line' is replaced by the Part element

when you mouse-button-up.

 'DRAG TECHNIQUE'

To Add Part with the Drag technique

1. 'Left Mouse-Button Down' [and keep it down]... to place the Part's start-Point 

2. ...'Move your Mouse Pointer'... a 'rubber-band' stretches from the start-Point.

3. ...'Left Mouse-Button Up'... to place the Part's end-Point.

Add Part is NOT a persistent command. Thus:

Do not click in the graphic-area before you drag, as MechDesigner will not add a Part

with zero-length, and the Add Part command becomes de-selected.

Identify the new Mechanism-Editor icon and the elements in the Part.

When you left mouse-button up, a new Part shows in

the graphic-area. 

Note: the icon in the Mechanism-Editor tab is now 

The Part-Outline is Blue 

There is a CAD-Line  along the centre of the

Part. 

The CAD-Line has a Point at each end - its start-Point
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and the end-Point. 

The 'start-Point' and 'end-Point' are 'derived-names' that we
use to identify each Point on a Line.

The start-Point - where you mouse-button-down-  and end-
Point - where you mouse-button-up - show as Points in
the Selection-Window.

There is a set of XY-Axes .

The Origin [0,0] of the Part and CAD-Line is at the start-Point of

the CAD-Line .
The +X-axis is from the start-Point to the end-Point of the CAD-
Line.
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Step 1.3: Add a Line to the BasePart

Background

In Step 1.4, we will make a Pin-Joint between a Point in the 'Added-Part' (Step 1.2) and a

Point in the Base-Part. 

Base-Parts do not have a CAD-Line, or any other geometry. We must add geometry to it.

We must add a Point to the Base-Part before we can make a Pin-Joint between the Base-

Part and the Added-Part.

However, we will add a Line to the Base-Part.

All Added-Parts have a CAD-Line along their centres. Lines and CAD-Lines have two Points:

one Point at its a start-Point and one at its end-Point.

Objective of this Step:

Learn how to start and close the Part-Editor.

Learn how to add and delete sketch-elements, dimensions and constraints in the Part-

Editor.

Learn why some dimensions are negative [it is a 'MechDesigner Rule'].

Learn that Black sketch-elements are fully-defined, and Blue sketch-elements are not

fully-defined.

Summary of this Tutorial: 

1. Start the Part-Editor to edit the Base-Part. 

2. Add a Line sketch-element to the Base-Part .

3. Add Dimensions and Constraints to position the Line in the Base-Part.

4. Optionally, delete a Constraint, and add it again.

5. Close the Part-Editor to return to the Mechanism-Editor.

Video of this Step

 Double-click to watch Video

Start the Part Editor to Edit the BasePart

To edit the Base-Part:

STEP 1: Double-Click the Green, rectangular Part-

Outline of the Base-Part

There are many different ways to start the Part-Editor.

See also: How to Start the Part-Editor


Tutorial1-AddLinetoBasePart.mp4
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Use the Part-Editor to add, edit or delete 'Part Geometry. Part

Geometry includes: sketch-elements, Thsketch-constraints and

dimensions.

When the Part-Editor is active:

The Part-Outline goes out of view

The small axes change to the large axes  

The Mechanism-tab changes to Part tab

The Kinematic-elements toolbar is not available, the

Geometry toolbar  becomes available.

The Mechanism pointer changes to the Edit-Part pointer

The Part-Editor icon is toggled in

Add a Line to the Base-Part

Now, add a Line to the Base-Part:

STEP 2: Expand the Geometry toolbar at the LEFT-SIDE

of the graphic-area

STEP 3: Click Geometry toolbar > Add Line 

Your pointer changes to the Add Line pointer.

STEP 3: Drag a Line

The Drag technique to Add Line is identical to that for Add

Part

Note: Drag technique : 'Mouse-button down...move your

mouse pointer...mouse-button up':

A Line shows. 

The Line, the end-Point and the start-Point are Blue. You can drag the Line and the Points with your

mouse (Mouse-button down on the Line or one of the Points, and move your pointer).

Add Coincident Constraints to the Line

Expand the Sketch-Constraints toolbar to the RIGHT-SIDE

of the graphic-area.

STEP 1: Click Sketch-Constraints toolbar > Add

Coincident Constraint

Notice your cursor changing to the 'Add Coincident

Constraint'.

Click two elements to add a Coincident Constraint.

In this case we will do Add Coincident Constraint two times:

we will select the X-axis and a Point and then the Y-axis

and a Point.
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You cancel the first element if you miss the second element!

Start again!

STEP 2: Click the Point  that is near to the X-axis

STEP 3: Click the X-axis  

The Point 'snaps' to the X-axis.

Optional: If you de-select the Add Coincident-Constraint

, you can still drag the Point along the X-axis:

1. Move your mouse above the Point on the X-axis so

that it becomes RED 

2. Mouse-button-down 

3. Move your mouse left-to-right

If necessary, click Add-Coincident Constraint  again...

STEP 4: Click the Point near to the Y-axis

STEP 5: Click the Y-axis  

The Point 'snaps' to the Y-axis.

Again, if you de-select the Add Coincident Constraint

icon, you can drag the Point along the Y-axis.

Having Problems adding the Constraints to the Line?

If you have problems when you want to add a Constraint? The reasons is often:

'You are not precise enough when you select the first or the second element'. 

Examples:

Example 1: If you click the first element so it becomes RED, and then click, but miss, the

second element... 

...the first element 'de-selects'. You must select the two elements again!

Example 2: If you click, but miss, the first element, and then click the second element and it

becomes RED 

You must click the first element again.

Example 3: You accidentally click the Point AND the Line as the 'first' element, and then click

the axis.

The whole Line becomes co-Linear with the axis. You must delete the Coincident

Constraint and then add the constraint between the Point and the axis again.

How to delete a Constraint
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Constraints are not visible in the graphic area.

To delete a constraint:

1. Click the sketch-element to which the constraint has

been added 

The constraint should now be in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the constraint in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu

Add Dimensions to locate the Line in the BasePart

Expand the Geometry toolbar to the LEFT-SIDE of the

graphic-area.

STEP 1: Click Add Dimension  in the toolbar

STEP 2: Click the Point that is coincident with the Y-axis

STEP 3: Click the horizontal X-axis  

The dimension shows next to your pointer. 

STEP 4: Click-pause-click to put the dimension in the

graphic-area

The Edit Dimension dialog-box opens.

STEP 5: Edit the dimension in the Dimension dialog-

box

Note: see How to edit a parameter in a dialog-box

Edit the Dimension to be 50.00mm

Note: You can edit the number of Decimal Places for dimensions in

the Application Settings dialog-box | Number-Format.

Use Add Dimension again to add a dimension to the other

Point.

STEP 6: Click the Point on the X-axis , then the Y-axis

 - or vice versa

The dimension shows next to your pointer. 

 STEP 7: Click-pause-click to put the dimension in the

graphic-area and open the Dimension dialog-

box

. 
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See below: 'Why is the dimension negative?'

Edit the dimension in the Dimension dialog-box to

120mm

The Line becomes CYAN. This shows that the Line is

'fully-constrained'. Now, you cannot drag the Line with

your pointer.

Why is the Dimension along the X-axis negative?

Dimensions of a Point relative to a Line or the Part's X or Y-

axis.

New convention in MechDesigner Release 10+:

All Lines and Axes have their own Coordinate System

(Origin and +X,+Y) . 

That is, Lines have an origin [its start-Point] and a +X-

axis direction [from its start-Point to its end-Point], with

the +Y-axis direction at +90º to the +X-axis.  

This is important when we dimension a Point relative to

a Line because the dimension can be negative or

positive.

It might be most confusing when we click the Y-axis of

a Part as a reference line.

When we click the Y-axis as a reference Line:

the dimension of points to the left are positive -

they are along the positive +Y-axis of the Y-axis

the dimension of points to the right are negative -

they are along the negative +Y-axis of the Y-axis

When we add the dimension of the Point on the X-axis,

and click the Y-axis as a reference Line, the dimension

will be negative with respect to the Coordinate System

and axes of the Y-axis. Therefore, when we dimension

the Point along the X-axis, the dimension dialog-box

shows –40.00.

In the image, when we click the Y-axis as a reference

Line to a dimension a Point, then Points in the area with

the 'patch' will be negative in the Coordinate System of

the Y-axis.

Edit Dimensions [later if needed]

You may need to edit the dimensions with the Dimension

dialog-box.

STEP 1: If necessary, click Add Dimension  again to
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deselect the Add Dimension command.

You must deselect Add Dimension, because you cannot edit

a dimension when a command is active.

STEP 2: Hover above the dimension arrowhead  ... 

or an extension line... [but not the number

itself],

...until the dimension becomes red 

STEP 3: Double-click. 

OR, Click one time, then edit from the Selection-

Window.

The Dimension dialog-box opens. 

STEP 4: Right-click with your pointer in the dimension

box in the Dimension dialog-box

The 'Zero / Round' contextual menu shows next to your

pointer. Select 'Round' so the value changes to the

nearest integer number that is exactly divisible by the

spin-box increment value.

STEP 5: Use the spin-box tool to change the dimension

that is between the Point on the X-axis to the

Y-axis to 120mm 

Do steps 2-5 again for the other dimension.

Change the dimension that is between the Point on the

Y-axis to the X-axis to 50mm

Close the Part Editor

Part-Editor icon

Part-Editor

icon

To Close the Part-Editor, do one of these procedures.

In the graphic-area:

1. Double-Click the Y-axis at the origin of the Part 

- or -

In the graphic-area: 

1. Double-Click the Line that you have added in this

tutorials step.

- or -

In the graphic-area:

1. Right-click 

2. Click the Edit-Part icon in the command-palette.

- or -

To the LEFT-SIDE of the graphic-area: 

De-select the Edit Part icon 

1. Click Edit Part icon so it togs out.  
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Note: the Line  in the Base-Part  is Green.

In the Part-Editor, the colour of each sketch-element in a Part

is Blue or CYAN to indicate if it is under or fully constrained.

In the Mechanism-Editor, the colour of the sketch-elements in a

Part agrees with the colour of its Part-Outline.

Therefore, in the Mechanism-Editor, each Part has a::

Green Part-Outline with Green sketch-elements 

or a 

Blue Part-Outline with Blue sketch-elements

Notes: 

The Base-Part  ALWAYS has a rectangular Green Part-Outline, and, thus, when the

Mechanism-Editor is active, sketch-elements that are in the Base-Part are ALWAYS Green.
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Step 1.4: Add a Pin-Joint

About Joints

A Kinematic Joint specifies the relative movement between two Parts.

The joints we have are Pin-Joint, Slide-Joint and Ball-Joint.

Objective of this Step

1. Add your first Joint 

2. Learn that a Joint is always between two Parts.

Summary of this Step

1. Click Add Pin-Joint 

2. Click a: 

Point in the Base-Part (Step 1.3) 

and a

Point at the Origin of the new Part (Step 1.2)

This help file uses the term 'Pin-Joint'.

Other terms you may know for a Pin-Joint are: Pivot-Point, Hinge-Point, Revolute Joint, Shaft Centre...

Video of this Step

 Double-click to watch Video Clip

Step-by-Step Instructions: Add a Pin-Joint

Expand the vertical Kinematic-elements toolbar to the LEFT-

SIDE of the graphic-area.

STEP 1: Click Kinematic-elements toolbar > Add Pin-

Joint

- or - 

Click Add menu >  Mechanism sub-menu >

Add Pin-Joint

In the image we can see the: active Pin-Joint command ,

and the cursor is 'Add Pin-Joint' .

STEP 2: Click the Point at the Origin of the Added-Part

It is best to click the Point at the Origin of the new Part

when the Part is to rotate


Tutorial-1-AddPin-Joint.mp4
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STEP 3: Click a Point at one end of the Line in the Base-

Part

You MUST click the two Points again, if you miss the

second Point.

The Point in the Added-Part snaps to the Point in the Base-

Part.

You may need to click the graphic-area to complete the

command.

To cancel the Add Pin-Joint command, do one of the following:

Click Add Pin-Joint in the Geometry toolbar to the left-side of the graphic-area

- or -

Right-click in the graphic-area 

Note: the contextual sensitive command menu appears at the same time when you right-

click in the graphic-area.

- or -

Use the ESC key

-or -

Select a different command
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Step 1.5: Add and Edit a Motion-Dimension FB

IMPORTANT: Background to this Step.

You will see that the Part in the model has a Blue Part-Outline. With a little skill, you can drag

the Part-Outline so that it rotates freely about the Pin-Joint. It has one degree-of-freedom.

When a Part is in this state we call it:

A 'Free-Part' 

An 'unsolved Part'

A Part that is 'NOT kinematically-defined'.

This is NOT the state we want for the Part. We want the Part to be:

A 'solved Part'

A 'kinematically-defined Part'.

When the Part is in this state, it will have a Green Part-Outline. This is our indication to you

that the model is kinematically correct. This is important.

Objective of this Step

Introduce the Motion-Dimension Function-Block (FB). 

To move a Part with a specified motion, we must:

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Part. 

Connect wires to the input-connector of the Motion-Dimension FB from other FBs. See 

Step 1.6

A Motion-Dimension FB identifies a Part we want to move with a specified motion...and...it

specifies the Part's starting position.

When we add a Motion-Dimension FB, the Part-Outline will change from a Blue Part-Outline

to a Green Part-Outline.

It will become a 'kinematically-defined Part', and a 'solved Part'.

Summary of this Step 

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Part.

Edit the Part's initial position.

Note: we can also add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Slide-Joint - See Tutorial Step 2.5
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Video of this Step

How to...Add a Motion-Dimension FB to

'Kinematically-Define the Part' 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

A: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Part

STEP 1: Click Kinematic-FB toolbar > Motion-

Dimension FB [right-Side of graphic-area]

- or -

Use Add menu > Add Motion-Dimension FB

The Command-Manager opens starts a  dialog. You need

to select three elements from the graphic-area.

Add Motion-Dimension FB: Click in

turn: a Slide or Pin-Joint, a Green-Line

or Point, a Blue Line or Point.

We must a select three elements in the correct order:

 Pin-Joint

 Solved-Line

 'Free' Line

Command Manager ready for

selections

Click, in order, refer to elements    in the image

above.

a. Pin-Joint  See Step 1.4

b. Line  in the Base-Part. See Step

1.3.

Line  in the Base-Part is a 'Solved Line' because the Base-

Part is a kinematically-defined Part. 

Line  radiates (is a 'ray') from the Pin-Joint .

c. CAD-Line  along the centre of

the Added-Part. See Step 1.2

Added-Part is a Free Part.

The CAD-Line along its centre is a child to the Added-Part.

Line  also radiates (is a 'ray') from the Pin-Joint .

The order you click the elements is important:    then 

then 


Tutorial1-AddMotionDimensionFB.mp4
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Commandd Manager with selections

STEP 2: Click OK

Note: The numbers that append [at the end of] the Element-

name.

The numbers become greater as you add elements with the

same name.

The Motion-Dimension FB has two features in the

graphic-area:

Its motion-value, dimension line, and arrowhead to

indicates its positive [increasing] direction.

You must CTRL+Drag to move the motion-value in

the graphic-area.

Its icon, which is the FB.

You can drag the icon.

Notes:

The colour of the Part-Outline  is Green. Parts with Green Part-Outlines are

kinematically-defined Part.

The design of the icon in the graphic-area is different to the icon in the Kinematic-FB

toolbar.

Its design is to helps you see that specifies the angle of a Part.

Edit the Part's initial position.

To edit the Part's initial position, we must edit its Base-Value parameter in the Motion-

Dimension FB dialog-box.
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Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box

1. There are many ways to open dialog-boxes. 

For example: Double-click the Motion-Dimension

FB in the graphic-area [See How to open a dialog-

box]. See also: How to open a dialog-box.

Use Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box to:

2. Edit the:

o Base-Value

- or - 

o Base-Value  + Motion Value  = current

position of the Motion-Part

It is sometimes useful to edit this value rather than

the Base-Value.

The Base-Value...

... is the angle of the Joint when there is not a wire

at the input-connector of the Motion-Dimension FB.

... is the 'offset' of to the Line in the Motion-Parts

from the Line in the 'solved' Part.

Directions

It is possible to 'negate' the sense of the 'Base-Value'

and the 'Motion-Values'.

[I rarely use these options, I use a Gearing FB].

Notes:  There are two Parts to the Motion-Dimension

FB in the graphic-area: Icon and the Dimension.

To move the:

Icon: Drag the Function-Block

Dimension: CTRL+Hover+Drag the

dimension arrowhead.

The Kinematics Tree

The Part, Pin-Joint and Motion-Dimension are the elements that make a Rocker. A Rocker is one

of the two Motion-Parts. 

If you explore the Kinematics-Tree, you can see the three elements for the Rocker:
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Kinematic-Tree with Elements for a

Rocker

Part

Pin-Joint

Mot-Dim Rocker

Important Kinematic Terms

Some terminology: See also Basic Kinematics for more information.

Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) The number of coordinates that you need to specify the

position and orientation of a Part.

Mobility

o Mobility = Degrees-of-Freedom – Number of Motion-Dimensions

Motion-Parts:

o Rocker: a Part joined with a Pin-Joint to a kinematically-defined Part. The angle of

the Rocker is given by a Motion-Dimension FB.

o Slider: a Part joined with a Slide-Joint to a kinematically-defined Part. The position

of the Slider is given by a Motion-Dimension FB.

Kinematically-Defined Part: a Part that is a child to a kinematically-defined chain

Kinematically-Defined Chain: a kinematic-chain that has Mobility equal to Zero.

A Completely Free-Part has three degrees-of-freedom (on a Plane)

A Pin-Joint removes two degrees-of-freedom. 

A Motion-Dimension removes one degree-of-freedom. 
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Step 1.6: Rotate the Part

Objective of this Step

In Step 1.5, we specified the position of the rotating-Part with a Motion-Dimension FB.

Importantly, the Part became a kinematically-defined Part.

In this step, we will specify the Part's motion to be 'Constant-Angular Velocity'.

We will also learn how to connect wires from the output-connectors to the input-connectors

of different FBs [Function-Blocks].

See How to Connect Function-Blocks

In MechDesigner, a Rocker is Motion-Part that might rotate continuously or oscillate. A Motion-Part

that is a Rocker has its motion defined by the input to a Motion-Dimension FB.  

It is the 'Rocker' element in the Kinematics-Tree.

In a Machine, a Crank is a Part that 'rotates continuously at constant speed' ; and a Rocker is a Part that

'oscillates back and forth'. It is not always a Motion-Part.

Terminology Reminder:

FB is a Function-Block.

'Connect a wire' is to 'drag a wire from the output-connector of a Function-Block to the

input-connector of a different Function-Block'.

Motion-Values flow instantly from FB to FB.

Summary of this Step

1. Review the Kinematic-FBs, the Master-Machine-Angle, the Animation-Speed. 

2. Add a Linear-Motion FB - also called a 'Clock'. 

3. Connect a wire from the output-connector of the Linear-Motion FB to the input-connector of

the Motion-Dimension FB.

4. Delete the wire 

5. Add, connect and edit a Gearing FB to rotate the Part in a clockwise direction.

Video of this Step

How to...Add a Linear-Motion FB and join the FBs

with wires'

Double-click to watch Video Clip


Tutorial1-Rotate the Part.mp4
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Kinematic Function-Blocks

We use

Use Kinematic Function-

Blocks to give motion-values

to Motion-Parts and Motion-

Points

Connect wires between 

Function-Blocks (FBs) from

output-connectors to the

input-connectors of a

different Function-Block.

The schematic, to the left,

shows how you can connect

wires between the Function-

Blocks.

Motion-Providers: have output-connectors. The motion-values are either the MMA or

found from the motion of a Part or Point in a kinematically-defined chain.

Motion-Processors: use the motion-values from Motion-Providers as the independent

variable for their internal function. You can actively design their functions.

Motion-Parts: are identified by Motion-Dimension FB. The Motion-Parts have their motion

specified by the motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-Dimension FB.

Motion-Points: are identified by a Motion-Path FB. The Motion-Points have their motion

specified by the motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-Path FB.

Tutorials Steps:

Add a Linear Motion FB; Connect to the Motion Dimension FB

STEP 1: Click  Kinematic-FB toolbar > Linear-

Motion FB [right-side of the graphic-area]

- or -

Click Function-Block menu > Add Linear-

Motion

- or -

Right-click in the graphic-area, and select

the Linear-Motion FB icon in the contextual

menu.
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STEP 2: Click in the graphic-area.

MechDesigner adds the Linear-Motion FB  to the

graphic-area.

Put the Linear-Motion FB to the left of the Motion-

Dimension FB. It is easier to connect the FBs together.

 STEP 3: Connect Function-Blocks with a 'wire' .

See how: Connect Function-Blocks

The motion-values at the output-connector of the

Linear-Motion FB are at the the input-connector of

the Motion-Dimension FB.

The Motion-Dimension = Output from Linear-

Motion FB + Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension

FB

Cycle the kinematic-chain. 

STEP 4: Click Run toolbar > Cycle icon

- or - 

Click Run menu > Cycle

- or - 

Press the 'C' key on your keyboard to start

and stop the cycle command.

The Crank rotates one time with each Machine Cycle. Watch the red pointer under the

Master-Machine-Angle move from 0 to 360 each time the Part rotates one time.

Rotate the Part in a Clockwise direction

As motion-values increase from 0 to 360, the Crank

rotates in a counter-clockwise direction. Thus, the 

positive kinematic direction of an angle is the counter-

clockwise direction.

To rotate the Crank in a clockwise direction, we will use

a use a Gearing FB [I prefer to use the Gearing FB].

STEP 1: Click Kinematic-FB toolbar > Add Gearing

FB 

STEP 2: Click in the graphic-area.
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STEP 1: Delete the wire between the Linear-Motion

FB and the Motion-Dimension FB

To delete a wire:

1. Click the wire in the graphic-area 

2. Click your 'delete' on your keyboard, our use the

method in the Selection-Window

STEP 2: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the

Gearing FB, and the Gearing FB to the

Motion-Dimension FB

Step 4 is complete

Now we can open the Gearing FB dialog-box

STEP 5: Double-Click the Gearing FB 

STEP 6: Edit the Gearing Ratio Parameter to -1. 

STEP 7: Click OK.

STEP 8: Click the Cycle icon in the Run toolbar

- or -

Run menu > Cycle 

- or - 

Press the 'C' key on your keyboard 

The Crank now rotates in a Clockwise direction.

Other Notes:

Master Machine Angle (MMA)

Master Machine Angle in the Feedback Area

Revs: [Read-Only] box is a counter for each time the machine angle progressives from 0

to 360.

Pointer (? ): below the MMA scale, indicates the Master-Machine-Angle approximately

Machine Angle [Read/Write] indicates the Master Machine Angle exactly.

To edit the Master-Machine-Angle:

Approximately : Drag, to the left or right, with your mouse-pointer inside the Gold Area of
the scale

Exactly : Enter a new value with keyboard in the Read/Write box.

Animation Speed

Animation Speed Slider in the Feedback Area
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Edit the Animation-Speed

The Animation-Speed does not change kinematic results.

Drag, to the left or right, with your mouse-pointer inside the area of the scale

Edit the Simulation-Speed

The Simulation-Speed does change the kinematic results.

Use the Edit menu [or toolbar] > M ach ine Settings > M ach ine Speed.
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Step 1.7: Edit the Length of the Crank

The Objective of this Step

In this step, we use the Start the Part-Editor to edit the length of the Part. 

Our purpose in this step is to learn the many different methods to do each action.

1. Learn how to start the Part-Editor with different methods 

2. Learn how to edit the Dimension with different methods

3. Learn how to close the Part-Editor with different methods

Summary of this Step

Start the Part-Editor – with different methods

Edit the Length of the Part – with different methods

Close the Part-Editor – with different methods

Machine components that you can represent with a 'Part that rotates'.

When you look at a 'Part that rotates' [Crank or Rocker], it may seem that it can only represent

a Part that has a 'finite' length - for example, a lever. 

However, it can also be a Part that has 'zero' length, for example, a shaft of a gear-box. 

You must use a 'Part that rotates' for all machine parts that rotate.

Video of this Step

How to...Edit the Length of a Part' 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

How to 'Start the Part Editor' to edit a Part - different Methods

Use one of the methods detailed below to edit a Part element.

METHOD 1: Use the Selection-Window - most recommended


Tutorial1-Edit-Length of Part.mp4
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Click the Part-Outline...

STEP 1: Click the Part-Outline

1. Click the Part-Outline in the graphic-area ONE-
TIME - see image 

- or -

1. Click the Part element in the Assembly-Tree
ONE-TIME 

In the graphic-area, if the Part-Outline is near to

different elements, we may also click those different

elements also. 

All of the elements we click show in the Selection-

Window.

STEP 2: Edit the element from the Selection-Window

1. Identify the element in the Selection-Window 

In this case, we want to edit the Part element [to

start the Part-Editor]

2. Right-click the Part element in the Selection-

Window 

A contextual-menu shows near to your mouse.

3. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu 

METHOD 2: Double-click 

 STEP 1: Double-click a Part-Outline  

1. Double-click the Part-Outline in the graphic-

area - see image 

-or-

1. Double-click the Part-element in the Selection-

Window [after you click it one-time to put it

there!!] 

IMPORTANT: Occasionally, with some graphic-cards,

to select a Part-Outline, you must hover above the arcs

 at the end of a Part-Outline to make a Part-Outline

Red. 

-or-

1. Double-click the Part element in the Assembly-

Tree 

METHOD 3: Use 'Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor / Edit-Part in toolbar to left-side

1. Click 'Edit Part in Part-Editor' icon in the toolbar

to the left-side of the graphic-area - see image 

 or
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2. Click Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor

Do this sequence:

1. Click Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor [or the Edit-

Part in Part-Editor icon to the left-side of the graphic-

area] 

2. Click a Part-Outline

3. Click the graphic-area

or, do this sequence:

1.  Click a Part-Outline in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor [or the Edit-

Part in Part-Editor icon to the left-side of the graphic-

area] 

METHOD 4: Right-Click in the Graphic-Area or Assembly-Tree

Right-Click in the Graphic-Area

 STEP 1: Hover so the Part-Outline becomes red  

 STEP 2: Right-Click the Part-Outline

 STEP 3: Click Edit Part in Part-Editor from the

contextual-sensitive menu.

Note: 

Do not click the Part-Outline before you 'right-click'

it. The instructions is:

'Hover above so the element becomes RED, then

Right-click.'

Am I in the Part Editor?

To see if the Part-Editor or the Mechanism-Editor is

active.

When the Part-Editor is active:

You cannot see the Part-Outlines

The X–axis and Y–axis are longer than the axes

in the Mechanism-Editor.

You see the dimension lines and dimension for

the length of an Added-Part.

The Geometry toolbar is to the left-side of the

graphic-area.

The Constraints toolbar is to the right-side of

the graphic-area.
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How to open the Dimension dialog-box

'Double-click the Dimension-Line'

Note:  You can not edit a Dimension when Add-
Dimension is active. 

Thus, you must make sure Add-Dimension is not active.

METHOD 1: Use the Selection-Window

[recommended]

STEP 1: Click the Dimension Line 

STEP 2: Right-click the Dimension element in the

Selection-Window

STEP 3: Click Edit Element in the contextual-menu

METHOD 2: Double-click the Dimension-Line

STEP 1: Double-click the Dimension Line, Arrowhead
or Extension Line – not the dimension
number.

Hover + Right-Click the

Dimension-Line

METHOD 3: Hover+Right-click the Dimension-Line

STEP 1: Hover + Right-click the Dimension Line or

Extension Line 

STEP 2: Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu

The Dimension dialog-box opens.

How to edit the Dimension in the Dimension dialog-box

There are three different methods/procedures you can use to edit a parameters value.

Method 1: Use your Keyboard

Enter a data-value directly:

1. Enter the data-value with your keyboard 

2. Press the Enter key on your keyboard to
update to the new value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.

Enter a 'symbolic equation':

1. Enter an equation with your keyboard 

2. Press the 'Enter'  on your keyboard to update
the value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.

Symbolic parameters:

Simple Arithmetic: +, –, *, /; 

Indices: ^, Sqrt(); 
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Trigonometric [Angles are Radians], pi, Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), Sinh, Cosh, Tansh, ArcSin(),

ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

Method 2: Use the 'Spin-Box' tool

Spin-Box arrowhead buttons [in the blue-box]

 Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to divide the Spin-

Increment  by 10

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to multiply the Spin-

Increment  by 10

Edit the Data Value

Click the Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value . [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 – Spin-Increment[1] = 66.12345 ]

Click the Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value  [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 + Spin-Increment[1] = 68.12345 ]

Edit the Spin-Increment

Click the Bottom : Left arrowhead to decrease the spin-increment  [Data-value after

one click: 1 ÷ 10 = 0.1 ]

Click the Bottom : Right arrowhead to increase the spin-increment  [Data-value

after one click: 1 × 10 = 10 ]

WARNING: The model re-builds each time you click the top arrow buttons. 

See also - Tutorial: working with large models

Show / Hide the Spin-Box

< >
'Double-Click'

Double-click inside the data-box to hide the Spin-Box.

Double-click the data-box again to show the Spin-Box.

Method 3: Use the Zero/Round contextual menu

'Zero' or 'Round' data

1. Right-click inside the data box 

The 'Zero / Round' contextual menu shows.

2. Click: 

Zero: value becomes = 0.

Round: value becomes nearest value that is

exactly divisible by the Spin-Increment.
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How to Close the Part Editor

To close the Part-Editor, use one of these methods:

Double-click the Y-axis* or a sketch-element -

see image 

- or -

Cancel Edit Part , , in the Contextual menu to

the left-side of the graphic-area

- or -

Right-click in the graphic-area and cancel Edit

Part icon in the contextual-sensitive icon palette

* Why the Y-axis? Because, if you double-click the X-axis, you 

may actually double-click the CAD-Line and open the CAD-Line

dialog-box. As you gain more experience, and can identify the

X-axis, you can carefully the X-axis

When you return to the Mechanism-Editor:

the Part-Outline shows

and the X and Y-axes axes are small
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6.8Tutorial 2: Four-bar Kinematic-Chains

Four-bar Kinematic-Chains

The Four-Part Kinematic-chain - which you may call a 'four-bar mechanism', 'four-bar linkage',

or even 'four-bar' - is the basis of the most frequently used mechanism in packaging

machines. 

This tutorial uses the Pin-Joint and Slide-Joint elements. We combine the joint with the Parts

in different ways to configure the mechanism in different ways.

Objective of this Tutorial

To build kinematic-chains that have a total of four Parts and four Joints.

To learn about Dyads. 

Terminology reminder from Tutorial 1

Elements

Elements are the objects we add to the model. They represent the objects in a machine.

Nearly always: the sequence of steps we use:

1. Add the element... 

2. ...Open the element's dialog-box...

3. ...Edit its parameters.

In addition to elements that you can see in the graphic-area [Parts, Pin-Joints, ...], there are

elements you cannot see [Constraints, ...]

The elements in Tutorial 1:

Parts

Parts are the elements that move relative to each other. They are 'rigid-bodies'. They

remain coplanar to the Mechanism-Plane. [The Mechanism-Plane' is the Plane you select

to add the Mechanism-Editor].

Base-Part: the fixed element on the Mechanism-Plane. Think of it as the machine frame. 

Added-Parts [a different name for a Part]: the moving elements. They can move relative to

the Base-Part.

Part-Outline

Part-Outline: the 'symbol' for the element that represents a Part. 

The Base-Part has a rectangular Part-Outline. A Part, or Added-Part, has an oval Part-

Outline.

You cannot edit the shape of a Part-Outline. You select it when you want to edit a Part.

Part-Editor, Mechanism-Editor, Model-Editor.

Use the Part-Editor to edit an Added-Part and the Base-Part. You can add sketch-elements

to Parts. You can edit the length of a Part. You can add constraints between sketch-

elements.

Sketch-elements can define the position of Joints.

Use the Mechanism-Editor to build kinematic-chains, with Parts and Joints.
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Joints

The kinematic-chain in Tutorial 1 has one Joint:

Pin-Joint: joins the Added-Part to the Base-Part.

Kinematic-Chain

Kinematic-Chains are identified in the Kinematics-Tree.

A kinematic-chain has two or more Parts and one or more Joints.

The kinematic-chain in Tutorial 1 has two Parts:

Base-Part: is the Part that is fixed in the mechanism-Plane [or the mechanism frame].

Added-Part: is the Part that, in the case of Tutorial 1, rotates, with a specified motion,

relative to the Base-Part.

The Added-Part became the 'Rocker', as defined in the Kinematic-Tree.

Rocker

A Part that rotates, or oscillates.

The Rocker is made up of three elements:

A Part

A Pin-Joint: Pin-Joints join two Points, with each Point in a different Part. 

A Motion-Dimension FB: specifies the start-angle of the Part relative to the Base-Part.

This FB also identifies the Part we wish to move with a specified motion.

Function-Blocks

Function-Blocks specify the motion for Rockers and Sliders.

A Linear-Motion FB specifies a motion that changes at the same rate as the Master

Machine Angle.

Master Machine Angle

Master Machine Angle: the master-clock in the machine - it beats the drum for all

kinematic-chains. It has a range of 0 to 360.

Kinematically-defined Parts:

Parts have Green Part-Outlines or Blue Part-Outlines. 

When a Part has a:

Green Part-Outline: the Part is a kinematically-defined Part. We also call it a 'Solved

Part'.

Blue Part-Outline: the Part is not a kinematically-defined Part. We also call it an

'Unsolved Part'.

Our target is to make sure we have Green Part-Outlines, ALWAYS.

  Edit Kinematic-Chains

Step 2.1: A Crank-Rocker

Step 2.2: Use a Motion FB

Step 2.3: A Crank-Slider
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Step 2.4: Change the Closure of the RRP Dyad 

Step 2.5: A Slider-Crank 

Step 2.6: A Scotch-Yoke 

Step 2.7: Assemble your own Whitworth Quick Return Mechanism

Step 2.8: How to Model Pin-in-Slot Mechanisms

Step 2.9: How to Model a Pin in a Curved Slot

Optionally, review this video of a Bernays Steam Engine – Kinematics Only

Kinematics of Beranys Steam Engine

This Bernays Engine has a number of Dyads,

with only one Motion-Dimension.

At the end of this tutorial, you will be able

to model kinematic-chains such as this.

Look at the YouTube video to see the solid

model http://youtu.be/o3krPdVZW2g.

I apologise for the poor video. Make sure

your speakers are off if you are in an open-

plan office!

http://youtu.be/o3krPdVZW2g
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Step 2.1: Build a Crank-Rocker Kinematic-Chain

Build a 'Crank-Rocker' Kinematic-Chain

A Crank-Rocker is a convenient name we give to a mechanism that has an input that rotates

continuously [the Crank], and an output that oscillates [the Rocker]. 

IMPORTANT Terminology Reminder: 

Kinematically-Defined Parts ... 

'Kinematically-Defined' Parts have Green Part-Outlines. When a Part is 'kinematically-defined'

we know the position, velocity, and acceleration of all Points in the Part.

Parts that are 'NOT kinematically-defined' have Blue Part-Outlines. We do not know the

velocity or acceleration of Points in these Parts.

To model a machine correctly, we MUST make sure all of the Parts in the model are Green so

that they are kinematically-defined Parts.

At end of the Tutorial 1, the 'Part that rotates' had a Green Part-Outline. The Part-Outlines

are Green after Tutorial 2 also.

Summary of this Step

1. Add two more Parts and three more Joints to the model. 

2. Explain the concept of the RRR Dyad.

3. Use the Change Dyad Closure

4. We review the Kinematics-Tree to help us understand the elements needed for Motion-

Parts and Dyad elements.

New Terminology

Rocker: MechDesigner's name in the Kinematics-Tree for a Motion-Part that rotates - it may either

index progressively, rotate continuously, or oscillate back-and-forth.

Dyad : an assembly of two Parts and three Joints

Dyad

Closure :

different ways to assembly the same Dyad

Four-

bar :

a Kinematic-chain with one Motion-Part [input] and one Dyad.

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip


Tutorial2-Add-FourBar-ChangeClosure.mp4
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How to...

Add two Parts and

three Joints

Add the Parts and Pin-Joints

 STEP 1: Do Step 1.2: Add a Part 

As you drag in the graphic-area to add the Part, try to

make its length approximately 1.5× longer than the

length of the Rocker.

To 'Add a Part' in the Mechanism-Editor:

A: Click Add Part in the Kinematic-elements toolbar [left-

side of the graphic-area]

In the graphic-area, 'Drag'

B: 'Drag'

Drag = Left-mouse-button-down, Move your mouse, Left-

mouse-button-up 

 STEP 2: Do Step 1.4: Add a Pin-Joint

Add a Pin-Joint between the distal Point of the Crank

[end of the Part with the Green Part-Outline] and a

Point in the new Part.

To 'Add a Pin-Joint':

In the Mechanism-Editor:

A: Click Add Pin-Joint in the Kinematic-elements toolbar

B: Click the Point at the end of the Rocker

C: Click a Point in a different Part

 STEP 3: Do Steps 1 & 2, above, again

See image to the Left.  This time, add a Pin-Joint

between the Point in the new Part and the Point at the

other of the Line in the Base-Part in Step 1.3 (Tutorial 1,

Step 3).

The two new Parts have Blue Part-Outlines. It is

possible to Drag a blue Part-Outline.

To Drag a Part-Outline: hover above the Part-

Outline to make it Red, then Drag.

(Note: Occasionally, you can only hover to make a Part-
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Outline Red by hovering over the Part-Outline at the

arcs, near the start and end Points, at each end of the

Part).

 STEP 4: Add a Pin-Joint between the Points at the

end of the two new Parts.

The Part-Outlines become Green. 

'Green Part-Outlines show that the new kinematic-chain

is again a 'kinematically-defined chain'.

The Parts may not be in the configuration as shown to

the left.

Even if the Parts are in the configuration, please read

and do the next step.

The Concept of a 'Dyad'

I have added a 'red shape' around the new Parts

[labeled Part 1 and Part 2] and new Joints [labeled R, R

and R]

Dyad is a very IMPORTANT kinematic term. Dyads

always have exactly:

Two[2] Parts

and

Three[3] Joints

The name of each Dyad always has three letters, which

represent the names of Joints. 

Dyads with different Joints have different names.

The letters given to each Joint in a planar Dyad are 'R' and 'P'.

'R' - represents a Revolute-Joint. This is identical to a Pin-Joint

'P' - represents a Prismatic-Joint. This is identical to a Slide-Joint. [we will add a Slide-

Joint in Step 2.3].

In this step, we have added three Pin-Joints. Thus, the name of the Dyad in this tutorial is the 

RRR Dyad - or the 'Revolute-Revolute-Revolute Dyad'.

If the Part-Outlines are Green before you started to add the new Parts for a Dyad, the

Parts in the new Dyad will also be Green after. Why is this?

Each new Part adds 3 degrees-of-freedom [when on a Plane]

2 new Parts = + 6 degrees-of-freedom.

Each new Joint removes 2 degrees-of-freedom.

3 new Joints = – 6 degrees-of-freedom

Thus we add 6 and remove 6 degrees-of-freedom. Thus, if the Part-Outlines were Green

before, they are Green after.
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See Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility of Motion-Parts and Dyads, for more information.

Is the Dyad in the Correct Closure?

Frequently, it is possible to put the two Parts that are in a dyad in different configurations.

Each configuration is called a 'Dyad Closure', or 'Closure'.

After you add the last Pin-Joint, MechDesigner may put the Parts in a closure that you do not

want in your machine. In this case, you must use the 'Change Dyad Closure' tool to put the

dyad in the closure you do want in your machine.

We can change the Closure again and again, Thus, for this exercise, even if the Closure is

correct, do the next steps.

Kinematic-elements toolbar > Change Dyad Closure 

1. Click one of the two Parts in the Dyad, NOT the

Motion-Part (Crank). 

2. Click the Change Closure icon in the Kinematic-

elements toolbar

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager. 

Each time you do 1 – 3, the closure of the dyad will

change from Closure '1' to '2'.

Cycle the kinematic-chain in each closure 

1. Click Run menu [or toolbar] > Cycle , or 'C' on

your keyboard, to start the cycling. 

2. Press C again on your keyboard again to stop.

We will learn more about Dyad Closures in Step 2.4.

Change Closure of Dyad.

The Kinematics Tree

To explore the Kinematics-Chain:

1. Click the Kinematics-Tree tab in the Elements

Explorer 

Explore the elements in the Kinematics-Tree:

2. Click the small arrows to the left-side of

'Mechanisms', 'Kinematic-Chains', 'Rocker' and

'R-R-R Dyad' to expand the collapsed items.

The Kinematics-Chain has a Rocker and an RRR

Dyad

The Rocker - a Motion-Part - always has three

elements:

a. Pin-Joint

b. Part

c. Motion-Dimension FB
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The 'RRR' Dyad - all  Dyads always have five

elements:

d. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

e. Part

f. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

g. Part

h. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

Notes on the Kinematics-Tree: Terminology and Symbols

Dyad Terminology

You see the R-R-R Dyad.  Why not a P-P-P Dyad: P = Pin-Joint? No! 

A Pin-Joint, in kinematics terminology, is a Revolute-Joint.

Thus, 'R' is for Revolute-Joint.

The R-R-R is for Revolute - Revolute - Revolute. 

This Dyad is one of 5 Planar Dyads. We will model different Dyads later in the tutorials.

Dyad Symbols: 

 is next to the R-R-R Dyad when the joints do not break at all angles of the MMA and

Machine Cycle. 

 shows if the Dyad 'breaks' for a period [even if an infinitesimally small period] within

the machine cycle.

 
replaces   when, as you cycle the mechanism, the MMA is at an angle such that

the Dyad is actively 'broken'.
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Step 2.2: Add a Motion Function-Block

Use Motions from MotionDesigner

In Step 1.6, the model is a Part that rotates CONTINUOUSLY with 'constant angular velocity' -

the term we use for it is a 'Crank'. In the Kinematics-Tree it is referred to as a 'Rocker'. 

It rotates at the same rate-of-change as the Master-Machine-Angle. 

However, Parts in packaging machines frequently have more complex motions - Part do not

only rotate continuously. 

We must use a Motion FB to link a Motion in MotionDesigner to the Motion-Part in the

model.

Objective of this Step

1. Move a Part with a motion that is more complex than 'constant angular velocity' 

2. Delete a FB and and add 'wires' 

3. Show the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors of a Point

Summary of this Step

1. Delete the wire between the Linear-Motion FB and the Motion-Dimension FB 

2. Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area. 

The Motion FB links a motion that is in MotionDesigner to the Motion-Part 

Note: The Motion-Part is the Part whose motion is defined by the Motion-Dimension FB.

3. Connect a wire between the Linear-Motion FB and the Motion FB

4. Connect a wire between the Motion FB and the Motion-Dimension FB

5. Edit the Motion-Dimension FB.

6. Edit a Point to show its Velocity and Acceleration Vectors.

You should also complete MotionDesigner Tutorials 2 and Tutorial 3 to change the motion

design.

Video of this Step

How to...

Add a Motion FB

Move the 'Motion-Part' with a Motion FB 
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 STEP 1: Delete the Gearing FB [or wire]

To delete the Gearing FB [or a wire that connects

two FBs]

1. Click the FB [or wire] one time. 

The FB [or wire] element shows in the Selection-

Window 

2. Right-click the FB [or wire] element in the

Selection-Window

3. Click 'Delete Element' in the contextual menu.

- or -

1. Click the FB [or wire] in the graphic-area so that

it become red 

2. Click the 'delete' key on your keyboard.

- or - [see left]

1. Hover + Right-Click the FB [or wire] 

2. Click the 'Delete' command in the contextual

menu

 STEP 2: Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area 

1. Click Add menu > Motion FB 

or 

2. Click Kinematic FB toolbar> Add Motion FB to

the Right-Side of the graphic-area.

3. Click in the graphic-area.

The Motion FB is now in the graphic-area.

It will be linked to the default, or left-most motion-

name tab in MotionDesigner.

Note: To link the Motion FB to a different motion-

name tab, edit the Motion FB to select a different

motion. We will review the Motion FB dialog-box

later.

 STEP 3: Connect wires between the FBs

See How to connect wires between FBs

1. Drag a wire from the output-connector of the

Linear-Motion FB to the input-connector of the

Motion FB. 

2. Drag a wire from the Motion FB to the Motion-

Dimension FB.

Now, there is wire  and wire  between the FBs.

As the MMA changes from 0 to 360, the output

from the Linear-Motion FB also changes from  0 to
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360.

0 - 360 become the 'independent variable' for the

Motion FB. . This means, the output - the 'Y-axis -

becomes a function of the input.

The Motion is designed with a cycle of 0 -360. The

output is the Motion in MotionDesigner. 

The motion from MotionDesigner becomes the

input to the Motion-Dimension FB

Thus, the Motion-Part [Rocker] moves when you

use Run menu (or toolbar) > Cycle.

The Motion FB, in the default case, links the Motion that

is in the 'left-most' motion-tab, in MotionDesigner.

 STEP 4: Cycle the kinematic-chain with the 'C' key

on your keyboard.

The Rocker moves, with the motion as specified in 

MotionDesigner. It completes one motion for each

cycle [0 – 360] of the Master-Machine-Angle. 

Instant Analysis: Velocity and Acceleration

We are about to demonstrate that MechDesigner calculates the Position, Velocity and

Acceleration of all Points at all times. 

We will add a new Line to the Coupler, at a random place, and show its velocity and

acceleration vectors.

Add the Line to the coupler.

We use the same procedures to edit the coupler as

to edit any Part - we 'Edit the Part with the Part-

Editor'. There are many ways you can start the Part-

Editor.

[See Step 1.3. to review how to edit the Base-Part, or

see How to Edit a Part for other options - there are

many!]

1. Double-click the Part-Outline of the coupler Part 

The Part-Editor opens. Note: the axes have the same

alignment in the Part-Editor and the

Mechanism-Editor.

2. Click 'Add Line', and 'Drag a Line' in the graphic-

area 

3. Use dimensions and constraints to specify the

Line's position.

4. Close the Part-Editor
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Show the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors:

1. Double-click a Point on a Part that has a Green

Part-Outline - all of the Parts have Green Part-

Outlines 

The Point: Vectors and Position dialog-box opens -

see image.

2. Click the Show or Hide Vectors separator to

expand that section of the dialog-box

3. Click the Show Velocity Vector or Show

Acceleration Vector, or the two, check boxes

4. Click the 'OK' icon, to close the dialog-box.

Do 1-3 again to show the kinematic vectors of

different Points, or to hide vectors for those Points

that show vectors.

Scale the vectors 

You can s t r e t c h  or shrink the length of the

vectors. Click the Velocity and the Acceleration

(Accel.) buttons in the Feedback-Area.

1. Click the up-button to increase the length of the

vectors 

- or -

1. Click the down-button to decrease the length of

the vectors 

You may need to click the button many times. 

Notes:

If necessary, change the colour of the graphic-area

to Grey to see the vectors more clearly.

Edit menu >Application Settings > Colours tab >

Graphic Colors separator > Background button. .

About the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors in the graphic-area

Show when the Point moves relative to the Mechanism-Plane

Their length is proportional to the Point's instantaneous Velocity and Acceleration.

The magnitude of the vectors shows at the arrowhead of each vector

The vector colours are Blue for Velocity, Red for Acceleration 

The vectors update their values and length each machine step - see Machine

Settings dialog-box.
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Step 2.2A Edit the Motion-Dimension FB

The Motion-Dimension FB

The Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box controls the position and motion of a Motion-Part. 

When the Motion-Dimension FB does not have a wire at its input-connector, the position of

the Motion-Part is specified by the the Base-Value parameter.

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

How to...

Edit the Motion-

Dimension FB

Edit the Motion-Dimension FB

Edit the Motion-Dimension to open the its dialog-

box. 

There are many methods you can use to edit an

element. For example::

1. Double-click the element in the graphic-

area [Motion-Dimension FB] in the graphic-

area 

See also: How to open a dialog-box, to edit an

element

To move the:

FB icon: Hover+Drag the FB

Dimension and dimension-lines : CTRL+Hover

+Drag the dimension or dimension line.


Tutorial2-2AddMotionFB-EditMotDimFB.mp4
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Motion-Dimension dialog-box

Base-Value: think of the Base-Value as the position

of the Motion-Part when a wire is not connected to

the input-connector of the Motion-Dimension FB.

You can edit the: 

o Base-Value 

- or - 

o Base-Value + Motion-Value

1. Right-click the Base-Value box 

The 'Zero / Round' contextual menu shows

next to your pointer. 

2. Click 'Round'. 

The dimension 'rounds' up or down to the

nearest number that is exactly divisible by

the Spin-Increment. 

In the example to the left, the Base-Value

dimension is 47.827°. The Spin-Increment is 10. 

The dimension will round up to 50°.

MechDesigner always maintains the correct value

internally to double precision. 
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Step 2.3: From 'Crank-Rocker' to 'Crank-Slider'

Objective of this Step

To use the different parts of the user-interface to delete an element. In this case we will

delete a Pin-Joint using the Selection-Window, Assembly-Tree and the Kinematic-Tree.

Introduce, the RRR Dyad

To replace a Pin-Joint with a Slide-Joint.

Summary of this Step

Delete a Pin-Joint using different procedures

Add a Slide-Joint

After this step, in the Kinematics-Tree, the RRR Dyad becomes an RRP Dyad.

Video 1: Delete Pin-Joint with different Procedures

Double-click to watch Video Clip

How to delete an

element: 

This tutorial deletes

a Pin-Joint in four

different ways.

Video: Add Slide-Joint

Double-click to watch Video Clip

How to...

Add a Slide-Joint.

Delete the Pin-Joint

This part of the tutorials shows you how to delete an element from different areas of the

interface.


Tutorial-2.3-Deleting Elements.mp4


Tutorial-2-3-AddSlideJoint3.mp4
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In this case we delete a Pin-Joint, using contextual menus, form the:

Selection-Window

Assembly-Tree 

Kinematics-Tree

Note: It is also possible to delete joints in the graphic-area if you click it and the press with the

'delete' key on your keyboard. 

Delete a Pin-Joint with the Selection Window

When you click one or more elements in the graphic-area, Assembly-Tree or Kinematics-

Tree, they show in the Selection-Window.

You can delete the element using the Selection-Window.

Here, the element we will delete is a Pin-Joint.

 STEP 1: Try to mouse over and click the Pin-Joint in

the graphic-area.

After you click the Pin-Joint, look in the Selection-

Window. 

It is possible, and even likely, that you will select more

than one element.

In this case, we have clicked the Pin-Joint and a CAD-

Line.

 STEP 2: Right-click the Pin-Joint in the Selection-

Window.

A contextual menu shows.

 STEP 3: Click 'Delete...'

You will delete the Pin-Joint.

After you delete the Pin-Joint, you will see that the Part-

Outlines of two Parts become Blue.

Blue Parts are not kinematically-defined. 

This Why two Parts? 

The two Parts belong to one Dyad. 

 

Note: MechDesigner removes the RRR Dyad from the

Kinematics-Tree.
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Delete a Pin-Joint from the Assembly-Tree

First, we must replace the Pin-Joint. We can do this in two ways: 

1. Add Pin-Joint 

or 

2. 'CTRL+Z' to undo 'Delete Pin-Joint in Selection-Window' - see above.

Add Pin-Joint

When we use Add Pin-Joint, it is usually good practice to be able to see the two Points

separately. However, the Points, immediately after 'Delete Pin-Joint' are above each other. 

To see the two Points, we must drag the Part-Outline of a Part.

To drag a Part-Outline: Hover above the Part-Outlines to make it RED, then 'drag'. It is

sometimes difficult to drag. Experiment!

(Note: Occasionally, you can only hover to make a Part-Outline Red by hovering over the Part-Outline at

the arcs, near the start and end Points,at each end of the Part].

OR...

 STEP 1: Use Edit menu > Undo, or the Edit Toolbar

> Undo icon 

- or - 

Use the Ctrl + Z key combination.

In the graphic-area, you can see the Pin-Joint is in the

model again.

The two Parts are Green again.

Parts with Green Part-Outlines are Kinematically

Defined Parts, again.

 STEP 2: Click the Assembly tab in the Element

Explorer to show the Mechanism Assembly-

Tree.

 STEP 3: 'Explore' the Assembly-Tree to find the Pin-

Joint that you want to delete - here Pin-

Joint7 - see Note 2 below. 

Note 1: 

The element you click in the Assembly-Tree
becomes red in the graphic-area.

and

The element you click in the graphic-area shows
'selected' in the Assembly-Tree [a Red Square
around its icon]

Note 2: A Pin-Joint has two different symbols.

 The symbol for a Pin-Joint that uses the Base-

Part, is similar to a dowel symbol in a technical

drawing.

 The symbol for a Pin-Joint that does not use the
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Base-Part

 STEP 4: Right-click the Pin-Joint in the Assembly-

Tree -  

 STEP 5: Select 'Delete' in the contextual menu.

In the image to the left, we can see the Part-Outlines of

the two Parts that belonged to the RRR Dyad (see Step

2.1) are now Blue.

This means the Parts are now not kinematically-defined.

You can drag the Blue Parts if you drag their Part-

Outlines.

[To Drag: hover above the Part-Outline to make it Red, then

Drag.

Note: Occasionally, you can only hover to make a Part-Outline 

Red by hovering over the Part-Outline at the arcs, near to the

start-Point and end-Point, at each end of the Part. This is more

difficult to do. We will try to resolve this problem.

Delete a Pin-Joint from the Kinematic Tree

To replace the Pin-Joint

 STEP 1: Use Edit menu > Undo, or the Edit Toolbar

> Undo icon

- or - 

Use the Ctrl + Z key combination.

The two Parts Outlines are now green, again, as they are

now kinematically-defined.

[You can also practice with Add Pin-Joint]

 STEP 2: Click on the Kinematics tab in the Project-

Explorer to open the Kinematics-Tree.

 STEP 3: 'Expand' the R-R-R dyad. 

You can see the list of three Pin-Joints and two Parts.

Note 1: The more academic term for a Pin-Joint is a

'Revolute Joint'. Hence, 'R' in the 'R-R-R' Dyad.

 STEP 4: Click the Pin-Joint that has the 'Grounded

Pin-Joint Symbol' 

Note 2:  Each time you select an element, Dyad, or

kinematic-chain in the Kinematics-Tree, it becomes red

in the graphic-area.
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The Pin-Joint is in the Selection-Window. 

You may also click the two Points that are at the centre

of the Pin-Joint.

Note 3: When you select the Pin-Joint in the Kinematics-

Tree, you also see in the Selection-Window the Points

that we use for the Pin-Joint.

Again, you will see, as in the image to the left, the Part-

Outlines of the two Parts that belonged to the RRR

Dyad (see Step 2.1) are now Blue.

This means they are now not kinematically-defined. You

can drag the Part-Outline.

Add a Slide-Joint.

The kinematic-chains we have modeled has Pin-Joint, only.

A Pin-Joint is between two Points

Each Point must be a child to a different Part

Imagine one Point is the 'Bearing Shaft' (on Part 1), the other Point is the 'Bearing

Housing' (on Part 2).

Introducing a Slide-Joint

A Slide-Joint is a joint between two Lines

Each Line must be a child to a different Part

Imagine one Line is a 'Slide-Rail' (on Part 1), the other Line is a 'Slide-Block' (on Part 2)

Add a Line to the BasePart for the Slide-Joint

To add a Slide-Joint, we need a Line in two different Parts. We are going to add a Slide-Joint

between an Added-Part and the Base-Part.

For the Slide-Joint, we will use the:

CAD-Line along the centre of the Part, although we can use any Line we add to an

Added-Part.

A new Line in the Base-Part, although we can use any Line in the Base-Part.
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Add a 'Slide-Rail' to the Base-Part. We need a Line in

the Base-Part. We will edit the Base-Part to add a new

Line 

 STEP 1: Double-Click the rectangular Part-Outline

to edit the Base-Part with the Part-Editor.

 STEP 2: Add a Line: Drag from left to right and

slightly upwards - the direction becomes

important later.

 STEP 3: Add Dimensions to specify the position of

the Line and the Line becomes Black

The Line is the 'Slide-Rail' for the Slide-Joint in the

Crank-Slider. 

It is important to understand that you can add this Line

anywhere in the Base-Part.

After you add the Line you will close the Part-Editor.

To close the Part-Editor, we can use the Edit Part icon

 above the Geometry toolbar [left-side of Graphic-

area].

 STEP 4: Click the Edit Part icon to cancel it.

The Line is Green in the graphic-area of the

Mechanism-Editor.

The Line is green in the Mechanism-Editor because it is

a child to a kinematically-defined Part – the Base-Part

The Base-Part is ALWAYS a kinematically-defined Part.

Add the Slide-Joint

Add Slide-Joint

 STEP 5: Click Add Slide-Joint in the Kinematic-

elements toolbar.

A Slide-Joint needs two Lines.

 STEP 6: Click the Line in the Base-Part

 STEP 7: Click the CAD-Line along the centre of the

Part

See the pointer in the image to the left.
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Step 6 is complete

The Lines are now co-linear. It is a Slide-Joint. The

Slide-Joint has replaced the Pin-Joint.

DYAD CLOSURES

If the Parts jump to a different position: See 
Dyad Closures

If, when you use Run menu [or toolbar] > Cycle,

the Parts in the Dyad do not move, and the

joints brake, : See Dyad Closures

 STEP 7: Expand the Kinematics-Tree, 

The Parts that were in the RRR Dyad [see above : Delete

a Pin-Joint in the Kinematics-Tree], are now in an RRP

Dyad. 

The three Joints in the RRP Dyad are:

Two Revolute-Joints, (R-R-P],

One Prismatic-Joint (R-R-P).

A Revolute-Joint is the same as a Pin-Joint. 

A Prismatic-Joint is the same as a Slide-Joint.

The Slide-Joint in the graphic area

There are a three symbols to represent a Slide-Joint. 

In the image we can see:

 A Wide rectangular box: It is along the Line of the

moving* Part.

 A Narrow rectangular box: It is along the Line of

the fixed* Part. 

* Remember, the two Parts might move. Thus, this it

is not a fixed rule.

 A small arrowhead at the start-Point of one of

the Lines that you select for the Slide-Joint

shows the 'Positive Direction' of the Slide-Joint.

The  Red arrow in the image [not visible in the

graphic-area. Here, we use it to show the positive

direction of the Slide-Joint. 

The positive direction is important, for example, if

you use add a Motion-Dimension FB and select the

Slide-Joint as the 'Joint'.
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Step 2.4: Kematics-Tree, Valid and Invalid Closurs, and 'Broken
Dyad'

Kinematics-Tree of the RRR and RRP Dyads, Dyad Closures , 'Broken'

Dyads

Dyads can frequently assemble in different positions. We call the different positions 'Dyad

Closures' or, more simply 'Closures'.

When you add the Parts and Joints, MechDesigner has a first guess of the dyad 'closure'.

However, it may not be the closure you want. Thus, we have a tool to re-assemble in the

different closures. The tool is 'Change-Dyad-Closure'.

Use the tool again and again until the closure is correct for your design.

Objective of this Step.

Review the Kinematic-Tree for the RRR and RRP Dyads.

Understand the the different closures 

Use the Change Dyad Closure tool

Review 'Valid' and 'Invalid' Dyad Closures 

Note the 'convenient terms':

A 'Valid Dyad Closure' is a term for the state in which the joints in a Dyad can remain together

for a complete machine cycle.

An 'Invalid Dyad Closure' is a term for the state in which the joints in a Dyad cannot remain

together for a complete machine cycle.

Kinematics Tree: 'Rocker + RRR Dyad'

To explore the Kinematics-Chain:

1. Click the Kinematics-Tree tab in the Elements

Explorer 

Explore the elements in the Kinematics-Tree:

2. Click the small arrows to the left-side of

'Mechanisms', 'Kinematic-Chains', 'Rocker' and

'R-R-R Dyad' to expand the collapsed items.

The Kinematics-Chain has a Rocker and an RRR

Dyad

The Rocker - a Motion-Part - always has three

elements:

a. Pin-Joint

b. Part

c. Motion-Dimension FB

The 'RRR' Dyad - all Dyads always have five

elements:

d. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

e. Part

f. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]
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g. Part

h. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

Notes on the Kinematics-Tree: Terminology and Symbols

Dyad Terminology

You see the R-R-R Dyad.  Why not a P-P-P Dyad: P = Pin-Joint? No! 

A Pin-Joint, in kinematics terminology, is a Revolute-Joint.

Thus, 'R' is for Revolute-Joint.

The R-R-R is for Revolute - Revolute - Revolute. 

This Dyad is one of 5 Planar Dyads. We will model different Dyads later in the tutorials.

Dyad Symbols: 

 is next to the R-R-R Dyad when the joints do not break at all angles of the MMA and

Machine Cycle. 

 shows if the Dyad 'breaks' for a period [even if an infinitesimally small period] within

the machine cycle.

 
replaces   when, as you cycle the mechanism, the MMA is at an angle such that

the Dyad is actively 'broken'.

About the RRR Dyad Closures

I have increased the thickness of the Part-Outlines for

the two Parts that, with the three Pin-Joint, make the

RRR Dyad.

Motion-Part - the 'Fixed' Rocker

The input part to the mechanism. Its position will

not move when we use the 'Change-Closure'

tool. 

It is a Motion-Part. Its position is specified by the

angle from the Motion-Dimension FB.

Dyad

Part 1

o Part 1 has two Joints: J1 and J3. 

o J1 is fixed at the end of the 'Fixed Rocker'.

Part 2

o Part 2 has two Joints: J2 and J3

o J2 is defined by its position in the Base-Part,

the Frame.
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In this image, I have added two circles to the

mechanism.

Circle 1

Centre-Point is at J1. Radius: equal to the length

of Part 1. 

The Circle must pass through J3

Circle 2

Centre-Point is at J2. Radius: equal to the length

of Part 2. 

The Circle must pass also through J3

In this kinematic-chain, the circles intersect at two

positions: one position is at J3, the other at J3. 

These are the two possible Closures. Closure 1 [J1–

J3–J2] OR Closure 2 [J1–J3–J2].

The circles may not intersect, also. Or, they may

intersect at one point when the circles become tangent.

This schematic sketch shows the two possible ways

you can assembly the two Parts in the RRR Dyad.

Closure 1 is Blue

Closure 2 is Green

Change the Closure of the RRR Dyad

To change the closure of a dyad:

 STEP 1: Click the Part-Outline of one of the two Parts

in the dyad. 

In this image, we have clicked 'Part 2' in an RRR

dyad.

[Remember: R is the abbreviation for 'Revolute'. This is

the same Joint as a 'Pin-Joint'].
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Kinematic-elements toolbar > Change Dyad

Closure 

 STEP 2: Click Change Dyad Closure in the

Kinematic-Elements toolbar [LEFT-SIDE of

the graphic-area]

The Part should be in the selection-box in the

Command-Manager.

If it is not, then click the 'output' Part again in the

graphic-area.

 STEP 3: Click 'OK' in the Command Manager

The dyad changes to a new closure.

Each time you do 1 – 3, the closure of the dyad will

change from Closure '1' to '2'.

Do 'Change Dyad Closure' again to change to the

'next' closure again, or to change the dyad to the

original closure.

Does the RRR Dyad Break [Invalid RRR Dyad]

It is possible that when you cycle the 'crank', the joints in

the dyad 'break'. When the dyad 'breaks', the Parts

cannot move to positions that are needed as Crank

moves.

In the image, the Motion-Part  is the Crank. The length

of the Crank and the Frame are too long relative to the

lengths of the two Parts in the RRR Dyad. The Dyad

breaks .

Please review the Grashof Criterion to help understand

what combinations of link-lengths will 'break' a four-

bar. 

See Grashof Criterion

Kinematics Tree: Rocker + RRP Dyad
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To explore the Kinematics-Chain:

1. Click the Kinematics-Tree tab in the Elements

Explorer 

Explore the elements in the Kinematics-Tree:

2. Click the small arrows to the left-side of

'Mechanisms', 'Kinematic-Chains', 'Rocker' and 'R-

R-R Dyad' to expand the collapsed items. 

The Kinematics-Chain has a Rocker and an RRP

Dyad

The Rocker - a Motion-Part - always has three

elements:

a. Pin-Joint

a. Part

b. Motion-Dimension FB

The 'RRP' Dyad - a Dyad - always has five elements:

c. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

d. Part

e. Pin-Joint [Revolute Joint]

f. Part

g. Slide-Joint [Prismatic Joint]

Notes: Kinematics-Tree Terminology & Symbols

Dyad Terminology

You see the R-R-P Dyad. 

A Pin-Joint, in kinematics terminology, is a Revolute-Joint.

Thus, 'R' is for Revolute-Joint.

A Slide-Joint, in kinematics terminology, is a Prismatic-Joint

Thus, 'P' is for Prismatic-Joint.

The R-R-P is for Revolute - Revolute - Prismatic. 

This Dyad is one of 5 Planar Dyads. We will model different Dyads later in the tutorials.

Dyad Symbols: 

 is next to the R-R-R Dyad when the joints do not break at all angles of the MMA and

Machine Cycle. 

 shows if the Dyad 'breaks' for a period [even if an infinitesimally small period] within

the machine cycle.

 
replaces   when, as you cycle the mechanism, the MMA is at an angle such that

the Dyad is actively 'broken'.

The Valid and Invalid RRP Dyad Closures
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The Offset RRP Dyad has four possible closures.

A: Four Valid Closures

In the image, the:

Circle gives possible positions for the Joint at

the end of the rotating-part - Part 1.

Two Parallel Lines show the two(2) possible

positions for the Joint that is offset to the

sliding-part - Part 2. (The sliding-part must 'flip

over' to give the two parallel lines).

The Circle and the parallel Lines intersect at four Points

- C1 to C4 in the image.

B: Two Valid Closures + Two Invalid Closures

If the rotating-Part is shorter, it is possible that the

Circle can only intersect one of the Lines, and not two.

In this case, there are only two Closures - C1 and C4

As you use the Change Dyad Closure, MechDesigner will

'attempt' to make the two closures - C2 and C3 - which

are not, in fact, possible. 

You must use Change Dyad Closure again to change the

closure to C1 or C4.

If you are not sure if Dyad is broken, looking the Kinematics-Tree.

If you see the Dyad with a red cross , then the dyad is 'broken'. MechDesigner is

attempting to assemble the Dyad in Closure C2 or C3.

Use Change Dyad Closure to change the Dyad to Closure C1 or C4.

Change between the four Closures of the RRP Dyad

 STEP 1: Click one of the Parts in the RRP Dyad that

you want to change closure.

Here, I have clicked the 'Connecting Rod' in the RRP

Dyad.

 STEP 2: Click the Change Dyad Closure icon in the

Kinematic-elements toolbar.

The image shows the 'Change Dyad Closure' icon.

Dyad Closure 1- RRP Dyad Closure 2 - RRP

Use Change Dyad Closure again and again to move the

Offset RRP Dyad between the four closures. 

See image to the left which show the four different

closures of the Offset RRP Closures.
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Dyad Closure 4 - RRP

Dyad Closure 3 - RRP

Video Showing Valid and Invalid Closures of an Offset Slider

 Double-click to watch Video Clip


RRPDyad Closures.mp4
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Step 2.5: Change to a Slider-Crank Kinematic-Chain

Make the Motion-Part a Slider and not a Rocker

In this Tutorial:

1. We delete the Motion-Dimension FB at the Pin-Joint [which identifies the Part as a

'Rocker' 

2. We add a new Motion-Dimension FB to a Slide-Joint, which will identifies the Part as a

'Slider'.

Typically, the name of the mechanism is a 'Slider-Crank'.

3. We will look at the Kinematics Tree again. 

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Move the Motion-Dimension FB from the Pin-Joint to the Slide-Joint 

When the Motion-Dimension FB is at a Pin-Joint, we call the Motion-Part a 'Rocker'. Its 'positive'

angular direction is always Counter-Clockwise [also called Anti-Clockwise].

When the Motion-Dimension FB is a Slide-Joint, we call the Motion-Part as 'Slider'. Its 'positive'

direction is more complicated. You must think of the 'positive' directions of the Lines.

We must delete the Motion-Dimension FB at the Pin-Joint

before we can add a new Motion-Dimension FB to the

Slide-Joint.

The recommended method to delete an element is to:

 STEP 1: Click the Motion-Dimension FB in the graphic-

area.

The Motion-Dimension FB element will be in the 

Selection-Window

 STEP 2: Right-click the Motion-Dimension FB in the

Selection-Window, 

 STEP 3: Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu 

Note: Alternatively, you can click an element so that it

becomes red, then use your delete key on your keyboard.

All of the Part-Outlines in the kinematic-chain should be 

Blue.

The kinematic-chain has one degree-of-freedom again.

Remember: Blue Part-Outlines are NOT kinematically-

defined.


CS2SC.mp4
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You can drag the Part-Outlines if you like. It is not easy,

but you can!

[To Drag: hover above the Part-Outline to make it Red, then

Drag.

In this case, it is easiest if you drag the Part-Outline of the

Part that was the 'Rocker'.

Move the Parts to a position that is similar to that shown in

the image to the left.

 (IMPORTANT NOTE FOR SOME USERS: Occasionally, you can only

hover to make a Part-Outline Red by hovering over the Part-Outline

at the arcs, near the start and end Points, at each end of the Part)]

Now, we will add a new Motion-Dimension FB.

 STEP 4: Click the Motion-Dimension FB  [Add menu].

The Command-Manager shows you must select three

elements from the graphic-area. 

In the graphic-area: select a Pin-

Joint or Slide-Joint, then two

sketch-elements, to add a

Motion-Part. One of the sketch-

elements belongs to a

kinematically-defined Part.

The top selection-box in the Command-Manager is the

colour of dull pink 'English' skin, to show it is ready for

you to select the element. 

You do NOT need to click inside the selection-boxes.

Each time you select an element, the Command-

Manager automatically advances to the next selection-

box, ready for you to click the next element.

Only click in a selection-box if you want to clear [remove]

the elements from the selection-boxes.

 STEP 5: The First Element: Click the Slide-Joint

symbol

The Slide-Joint symbol you must click is one of the two 

rectangles that are along the length of each Line that

specifies the Slide-Joint.

Please look at the image carefully to see the symbol of the

Slide-Joint.

When you click a Slide-Joint symbol as the first element,

the second and third elements you must select are Points.

The Points must be at the ends of the Lines that specify the

Slide-Joint.
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 STEP 6: The Second Element: Click a Point at one end

of the Line in the Base-Part

The first Point must be at one end of the Line in the Slide-

Joint that is a kinematically-defined Part. 

Here, it is the Point at the end of the Line that we added to

the Base-Part.

The second Point is at one end of the Line in the 'Free' Part.

A Free Part has a Blue Part-Outline.

 STEP 7: The Third Element: Click a Point at one end of

the Line along the centre of the Added-Part

 STEP 8: Click OK in the Command-Manager to

complete the command.

[You can also 'Right-click in the graphic-area' to complete

the command. At the same time, the contextual menu will

show]

The kinematic-chain is now kinematically-defined again.

The Part-Outlines are Green.

The Part that was a 'Free' Part is now a kinematically-

defined Part. 

 STEP 9: Connect a wire from the output-connector 

Motion FB to the new Motion-Dimension FB

A Motion-Dimension FB identifies the Part we will move

with a specified motion.

Because the Part is a child to a Slide-Joint, it is a Slider.

The Motion-Dimension and Slide-Joint in the graphic area

Slide-Joint BEFORE we add a Motion-Dimension FB

The Part we will move with a motion must have a Blue

Part-Outline . This means the Part is NOT yet

kinematically-defined.

We use a number of symbols to represent a Slide-Joint:

 Wide Rectangular Box: that is along the Line of the

moving* Part.

 Narrow Rectangular Box: that is along the Line of the

fixed* Part. 

* Remember, the two Parts might move. Thus, this it is

not a perfect rule. However, there is ALWAYS a Wide

and a Narrow Rectangular Box.

 Small Arrowhead: at the start of one Line that you

select for the Slide-Joint. 
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The small arrowhead is the 'Positive Direction' of the

Slide-Joint. 

Slide-Joint AFTER we add a Motion-Dimension FB

The Part-Outline  is now Green. This means the Part is

now a kinematically-defined Part

The small arrowhead, and the Wide and Narrow Rectangles

are Green. 

The symbols for the Motion-Dimension include:

 The Dimension 

 The Dimension Line and the Extension Lines 

 The Motion-Dimension FB

As motion-values increase, the Slider will move in the

positive-direction, as indicated by the small

arrowhead.

The Kinematics Tree

The Kinematics-Tree has changed in Tutorial 2. 

It has changed from a:

Rocker and RRR Dyad (Step 2.1)

to a:

Rocker and RRP Dyad (Step 2.3)

to a:

Slider and RRR Dyad (This Step)

This kinematic-chain is a Slider and an RRR Dyad.

The Slider is one of the two Motion-Parts. 

 It has three elements:

a. Slide-Joint (<R8 Sliding-Joint)

b. Part

c. Mot-Dim Slider – a Motion-Dimension FB for a

Slider

The RRR Dyad is one of the five Planar Dyads.

The RRR Dyad has five elements:

d. Pin-Joint

e. Part

f. Pin-Joint

g. Part

h. Pin-Joint
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Step 2.6: Change to a Scotch-Yoke Kinematic-Chain

Scotch-Yoke

Here, we change the kinematic-chain to a 'Scotch-Yoke'.

See this link: http://youtu.be/MrvAKlePm3k?t=33s 

To assemble simple, four-bar kinematic-chains, we need:

One Motion-Part

A Motion-Part is a Rocker or a Slider. 

A Motion-Dimension FB identifies the Part that is the Motion-Part.

Plus One Dyad

A Dyad has:

Two Parts

Three Joints

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

What does a Scotch-Yoke look like?

Below, there two typical images for a Scotch-Yoke as found in many kinematics books.

The Motion-Part is a:

Crank – coloured Black.

A Dyad uses:

Three Joints: a horizontal Slide-Joint, a vertical Slide-Joint, a Pin-Joint

in the Slot

Two Parts: one horizontal sliding-part – colored Red – and the 

other Part is... where?

Where is the second Part in the Dyad?

In the image above, the second Part of the Dyad does not seem to exist. 

The image to the left shows the other Part in the Dyad. It is a:

Vertical sliding-part – it is 'sliding-block' - coloured Green.

The kinematic-chains in the images to the left are kinematically identical, but

they are slightly different physical designs of a scotch yoke. 

One top image shows a pin that is in a slot. The bottom image shows a pin

that is in a sliding-block, and the sliding-block is in a slot. 

Kinematically they are the same, and you must model them in 

MechDesigner in the same way.

Can you guess the kinematic tree?

It is a:

Rocker (for the Crank) 

RPP Dyad

R (Pin-Joint) at the end of the Crank

P (vertical Slide-Joint)

P (horizontal Slide-Joint) – between a Part and the Base-Part

http://youtu.be/MrvAKlePm3k?t=33s

SC2SY.mp4
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Change the Kinematic-chain from a Slider-Crank to a Scotch-Yoke

The Scotch-Yoke looks like the images above.

 STEP 1: Delete the Motion-Dimension FB 

The Part-Outlines in the kinematic-chain are Blue again.

Blue Part-Outlines indicate they are NOT kinematically-

defined.

You can drag the Part-Outlines if you like.

[To Drag: hover above the Part-Outline to make it Red, then Drag.

(Note: Occasionally, you can only hover to make a Part-Outline Red

by hovering over the Part-Outline at the arcs, near the start and

end Points, at each end of the Part)]

 STEP 2: Edit the Base-Part 

Remember: To edit a Part: Double-click on the Part-Outline

to open the Part-Editor.

 STEP 3: Edit the Line in the Base-Part

Select the Horizontal constraint tool.

Make Line  horizontal. (Click the Line)

Make a Point at the end of Line  horizontal to the

Point in the sketch that you have used for the Pin-

Joint of the Crank . (To do this, select the two

Points).

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

We need to make a Crank as the input to the Scotch-Yoke.

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Pin-Joint 

 STEP 6: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-

Dimension FB

In the Kinematics-Tree, there is a Rocker and RRP Dyad.

However, we need an RPP Dyad. This is one Pin-Joint and

two Slide-Joints.

Replace the middle 'R' Joint (Pin-Joint), with a P (Slide-Joint).

 STEP 7: Delete the Pin-Joint  between the horizontal

Sliding-Part and the long Part

To do this:

1. Click the Pin-Joint  in the graphic-area. It shows in

the Selection-Window. 

In the Selection-Window:

2. Right-click the Pin-Joint 

3. Click 'Delete' in the menu.
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I have moved the Blue Parts apart slightly to show they

not joined.

Blue Parts are not kinematically-defined.

Add a vertical line to the Sliding-Part .

The vertical line is not in the Base-Part, because the new vertical

Slide-Joint is not in the Base-Part.

[In the image in 'What does a Scotch-Yoke look like?' [above],

the slot is a child to the red Part, which is a child to the Sliding-

Part .]

 STEP 8: Edit the Sliding-Part   - see image above

 STEP 9: Add a Vertical Line

 STEP 10: Close the Part-Editor. 

It does not matter where you add the vertical Line to the

Sliding-Part.

Note: However, it may be important if you want to add a DXF or an

STL Solid to the Part that:

If you drag upwards to add the Line, a Part that you join to it with

a Slide-Joint will point upwards.

If you drag downwards to add the Line, a Part that you join to it

with a Slide-Joint will point downwards.

We can now add the Slide-Joint between the two Parts to

complete the Dyad.

 STEP 11: Click Add Slide-Joint in the Kinematic-

elements toolbar

 STEP 12: Click the new Line in the output Sliding-Part

 STEP 13: Click the CAD-Line  along the centre of the

Part

The two Lines snap together to add the Slide-Joint . See

Note, to see why the Part is 'pointing upwards'.

 STEP 14: Cycle the Kinematic-chain 

Use the shortcut 'Alt+C, [C for R13+]'.

The crank rotates continuously. The output slides back-and-

forth with Simple Harmonic Motion.
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The Kinematics Tree

This kinematic-chain is a Rocker and an RPP Dyad.

The Rocker is one of the two Motion-Parts. 

It has three elements:

a. Pin-Joint

b. Part

c. Mot-Dim Rocker – a Motion-Dimension FB for a

Rocker

The RPP Dyad is one of five Planar Dyads.

It has five elements:

d. Pin-Joint1

e. Part3

f. Slide-Joint2

g. Part2

h. Slide-Joint
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Step 2.7: Assemble a Whitworth Quick Return

Assemble a Whitworth Quick Return

You are going to design a 'Whitworth Quick-Return Mechanism'. 

See also this link:  http://youtu.be/MrvAKlePm3k?t=11s 

A new definition of a Kinematic-Chain:

A kinematic-chain may have:

One, or more, Motion-Parts

One, or more, Dyads

Notice 'or more' in the new definition of a kinematic-chain. This is because it is easy to add

more Dyads to a kinematic-chain. 

To add a new Dyad, we add:

Two new Parts

Three new Joints

Notes about Dyad 1

First, we should look at the Motion-Part and the first Dyad.

A Motion-Part – a Crank

A Dyad

The Dyad is assembled with:

Two Parts: one long  and one short  

Three Joints: a RPR Dyad

o two Pin-Joint and the Base-Part  (frame) and the

end of the Crank

o one Slide-Joint  to join the long and the short

Parts together

Which order do we add the Joints to add a new Dyad? 

After you have added the two Parts as 'Free Blue Parts', it is frequently easiest to:

First, add the 'outer' two Joints. They join the two new Parts to two other Parts in the kinematic-

chain.

Then, join the two new Parts in the Dyad together – this makes the 'middle' Joint in the Dyad.

Now you do it....Add the first and last joints of the Dyad:

Pin-Joint  between the long part and the Base-Part: R – –

Pin-Joint  at the end of the Crank: R – R

Join the Parts together.

Slide-Joint  to join the two Parts together: RPR

Now - remember about 'Closures'? See Change Closure of a Dyad if the Dyad is in a Closure

you do not expect. Keep using the same Change-Closure tool until the Dyad is in the closure

you need.

Notes on Dyad 2

http://youtu.be/MrvAKlePm3k?t=11s
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The image shows the second Dyad (I have rotated the image

90º!). When you have a kinematically derived-chain, it is simple

to add more Dyads to it, to make a more complex kinematic-

chain.

In the image, the second Dyad shows:

two more Parts:  and .

the Parts are joined to two other Parts

o Part  - which is the Long Part of the first Dyad

o The Base-Part

the Parts are also joined together.

Now you do it....Add the first and last joints of the Dyad:

Pin-Joint  between the long part and one of the new

Parts: R – –

Slide-Joint  along the Base-Part: R – P

Pin-Joint  joining the two Parts together: RRP

Your challenge is to complete this mechanism. and put it

in the correct 'Closure' you want.

Why not start a new mechanism?
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Step 2.8: Model 'Pin in a Straight Slot'

A 'Pin-in-a-Slot' Mechanism

You may think a 'Pin-in-a-Slot joint' is a special joint. It is not the RPR or RPP Dyad.

Note: A Pin-in-a-Slot is generic term we use for a joint where it seems that a Pin-Joint moves

along or parallel to a Slide-Joint. 

When we design a Pin-in-a-Slot, we often design the construction we see in Diagram A.

Diagram A shows one possible mechanical configuration.

There are apparently two Parts in diagram A:

Part  : the lever with a pin roller at its end

Part  : the part with a linear slot

While there is apparently two parts, it is best to re-imagine the slot configuration as three

Parts.

Diagram B shows a different mechanical configuration, but with three Parts:

Part  : the lever, with a pin-joint at its end

Part  : the part with a slot

Part  : the 'block'  that slides along the slot [Slide-Joint], AND and is also joined to

the lever [Pin-Joint]  - this is the 'extra' Part.

We can imagine Part  as a Slide-Rail, and Part  as a Sliding-Block that slides along the

Slide-Rail, similar to a THK Slide-Rail and Sliding-Block

Diagram C shows a system that is equivalent kinematically to Diagram B. 

Diagram C shows that the Pin-Joint is not always on the axis of the Slide-Joint.

There are two examples of the 'Pin-in-Slot' dyad below.

The physical design might be a cam-follower bearing in a straight slot, or a part that pivots

on a THK-Slider that itself moves along a THK Rail.

Cam-Follower in a Slot - Geneva Mechanism

 

Double-click to watch Video Clip


Pin-Slot Mechanism.mp4
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'THK' Slider and Rail - Dwell Mechanism

 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

General: To model a Pin-in-a-Slot

Dyad only: 

 STEP 1: Draw a Line
†
 in Part  - in this case, it is drawn

in the Base-Part

Add dimensions and constraints to the Line. It will be

the 'Slide-Rail'.

 STEP 2: Add a Part

 STEP 3: Join Part  to Part  with a Slide-Joint

Part  is now the 'Slide-Block'.

 STEP 4: If necessary, edit Part  to add a Point ‡ to set

the position of the Pin-Joint in Part

 STEP 5: Join Part  to the Point  in Part  with a Pin-

Joint

Notes:

† You can add a CAD-Line in a Part  or use the CAD-Line along

the centre of the Part.

‡ STEP 4 may not be necessary as you can use the start-Point or

end-Point CAD-Line in Part  when you do STEP 5.

Eight Possible Kinematic-Chains with a Pin-in-a-Slot

The Pin-in-a-Slot is actually two of the three Joints that are in a Dyad. 

In the Dyads we describe below, the letters R-P represent the two Joints. 

The R is the Pin-Joint (R is for Revolute-Joint - the kinematic name of a Pin-Joint) 

The P is the Slide-Joint (P is for Prismatic-Joint - the kinematic name for a Slide-Joint)

When you add a third joint, which may be a Slide-Joint(P) or a Pin-Joint(R), the Dyad is

complete. 

When you join the Dyad to a Rocker or a Slider, it is possible to build eight different kinematic-

chains 

1. RP+R + Rocker or  RP+R + Slider. The Dyad is an RPR Dyad. 

2. RP+P + Rocker or RP+P + Slider. The Dyad is an RPP Dyad.

3. R+RP + Rocker or R+RP + Slider. The Dyad is an RRP Dyad.

4. P+RP + Rocker or P+RP + Slider (or PR+P + Rocker or PR+P + Slider). The Dyad is a

PRP Dyad.

Remember, each Dyad may have up to four different closures. See Change Dyad Closure.


Pin-in-Slot-THK.mp4
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Configuration 1 (See Step 2.7)

This is a Rocker and an R-P-R Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to Part  with a Slide-Joint . The Joint uses the

CAD-Line in the two Parts.

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint.

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies the Part we will move with a

specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the rotation to the Part ]

Configuration 2

This is a Rocker and an R-R-P Dyad (or P-R-R if you prefer

to start from the Motion Driven Joint)

Part  is joined to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint 

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the rotation to the Part ]

Part  is joined to Part  with a Slide-Joint . The Joint uses

the CAD-Line in the two Parts.

Part  is joined to Part  with a Pin-Joint  .

Part  is joined to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint.

Configuration 3 (See Step 2.6)

This is a Rocker and an R-P-P Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to Base-Part with a Pin-Joint.

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the rotation to the Part ]

Configuration 4

This is a Slider and an R-R-P Dyad (or a P-R-R if you prefer

to start from the Driven Joint)

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the displacement to the Part ]

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint.
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Configuration 5

This is a Slider and an P-R-P Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the displacement to the Part ]

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint. This Slide-Joint is

at a fixed angle of approximately 60º

Configuration 6

This is a Rocker and an P-R-P Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the rotation to the Part ]

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint. The Slide-Joint is

at fixed angle of approximately 60º

Configuration 7

This is a Slider and an R-P-R Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Pin-Joint

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint. The Slide-Joint is

at a fixed angle of approximately 60º

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the displacement to the Part ]

Configuration 8

This is a Slider and an R-P-P Dyad

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint

Add a Line to Part . Use the new Line to join Part  to Part

with a Slide-Joint .

Join Part  to Part  with a Pin-Joint

Join Part  to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint. The Slide-Joint is

at a fixed angle of approximately 60º

[A Motion-Dimension FB identifies Part  as the Part we will

move with a specified motion.
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The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-

Dimension give the displacement to the Part ]
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Step 2.9: Model a 'Pin in a Curved Slot'

Pin in a Curved-Slot

A Pin-in-a-Curved-Slot' is frequently used in a mechanism to 'change-over' between product

sizes.

Why is the slot 'curved'?

At the 'Back Position', the image to the left, we make an adjustment by moving the Pin-Joint

along the curved slot from  to 

As you move the Pin along the curved slot from  to , the tool moves to the left, from 

to  .

At the 'Forward Position', the image to the right, you can see that the same adjustment does

not change the position of the tool.

Therefore, when you make an adjustment from  to , you can increase the length of the

stroke, but one end of the stroke does not changed.

How does this work? What is the radius of the Curved Slot? Where is the Curved Slot in the

Orange Part?

You would move the slider to the 'Design Position'. This is where you want the Tool to remain  

not to move when you move the Pin-Joint in the Curved Slot.

Then you would design a Connecting Link and a Curved Slot to:

make the connecting link equal to the radius of the arc

put the centre-Point of the arc that describes the curved slot so that it coincides with the

Pin-Joint in the Tool at the design position. 

If you need to know how to model this configuration in MechDesigner, it is really quite easy.

Please email.
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6.9Tutorial 2A: Six-bar Kinematic-Chains

Six-bar Kinematic-Chains

Objectives of this Tutorial

To learn about dyads 

To learn how to add dyads to kinematic-chains. You will see that you can, in principle, add

any number of dyads to each kinematic-chain.

In this tutorial, we will:

1. Add RRR and RRP dyads to build slightly more complex kinematic-chains. 

2. Show that a:

a. Slide-Joint does not need to use the CAD-Line along the Part's centre.

b. Pin-Joint does not necessarily need to use the start-Point or end-Point of the CAD-

Line along the Part's centre.

3. Learn a little about six-bar* kinematic-chains.

* The term 'bar' is used more frequently than 'Part' when applied to mechanisms such as: four-bar,

six-bar, eight-bar...

Add more Dyads

6-bar Kinematic-Chains: Crank + RRR + RRR - only Pin-Joints.

6-Bar Kinematic-Chains: Crank + RRR + RRP - Pin-Joints and one

Slide-Joint.

Experiment with different possibilities of the three joints in a Dyad: RRR, RRP,

RPR, RPP, PRP

Also, change the driven Part from a Rocker to a Slider.

Terminology: Degrees-of-Freedom of Dyads and Motion-Parts

Dyads - see Kinematics-Tree.

A new dyad does not change the number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of a kinematic-

chain.

Why? Each dyad has two Parts and three Joints, and:

Each Part adds 3 DOF*. Thus, two new Parts add to the model:  +2Parts × +3DOF =

+6DOF 

Each Joint removes 2 DOF£. Thus, three new Joints remove from the model: +3Joints

× – 2DOF = – 6DOF

Thus, the change to the total Degrees-of-Freedom = +6 + (– 6) = 0.

* Parts that are on the Mechanism-Plane

£ Pin-Joint or Slide-Joints are on a Mechanism-Plane.

Motion-Parts see the Rockers or Slider in the Kinematics-Tree 

A Motion-Part does not change the degrees-of-freedom of a kinematic-chain.

Why?  Because a Motion-Part has one Part, one Joint, and one Motion-Dimension (a
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defined coordinate).

Each Part adds 3 DOF. Thus one new Part in a Motion-Part: 1Part × +3DOF = +3DOF

Each Joint removes 2 DOF. Thus, one new Joint removes from the model: +1Joint × –

2DOF = –2DOF

Each Motion-Dimension removes 1 DOF. Thus, one new Motion Dimension: +1MD ×

–1DOF = –1 DOF

Thus, the change to the total Degrees-of-Freedom = +3 +(–2) + (–1) = 0(Zero).

Kinematically-defined Parts & Green Parts

'If all the Parts have Green Part-Outlines before you add a Dyad, the Parts will also be

Green after you add a Dyad'.

'If all the Parts have Green Part-Outlines before you add a Motion-Part, the Parts will also

be Green after you add a Motion-Part.'
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6-bar Kinematic-chains - RRR+RRR

In this Tutorial

Add an RRR Dyad to an existing four-bar.

The 'existing four-bar' is a Crank with an RRR Dyad.

The names of the five 'Classic' six-bar kinematic-chains are Watt 1 & 2, and Stephenson 1, 2 &

3.  You do not need to be concerned with their names. 

Objective of the Tutorial

To make the 'classic' six-bar kinematic-chains. They have Pin-Joints only.

Why are they 'classic' and important?

In the past, Pin-Joints were much easier to manufacture, reproduce and less costly than Slide-Joints

- they still are! Hence, there is a motivation to design useful kinematic-chains with only pin-joints. 

In the 21st Century, you can purchase accurate slide-ways from reputable manufacturers (for

example, from SKF, THK) with incredible accuracy. It might seem, therefore, you can put slide-ways

in your designs whenever you want a tool or end-effector to move along a straight-line. However,

even now, there are advantages with pin-joints. If you can find a mechanism that has only pin-joints,

the mechanism might perform better, if correctly engineered, be cheaper, easy to seal, faster, and

have more convenient locations of machine components.

The six-bar kinematic-chains with Pin-Joints are usually called:

Watt 1

Watt 2

Stephenson 1

Stephenson 2 - this is not easy to model in MechDesigner.

Stephenson 3

The six-bar kinematic-chains are very simple to do[with the exception of the Stephenson 2].

1. Start with a four-bar mechanism - see Step 2.1 

2. Add an RRR Dyad. It has two Parts and three Pin-Joints

We use this 'four-bar' before we add the final RRR

dyad - see image to the left. 

The four-bar has a Rocker [Part 1] which is the

Motion-Part, and an RRR Dyad.

The Motion-Part[1] has a motion relative to 4 - the

Base-Part.

The RRR Dyad consists of Parts 2 and 3, and Pin-

Joints, R1, R2, R3.

Remember, a Pin-Joint is equivalent to a Revolute Joint,

hence the letter 'R' for Revolute in a Dyad, and not the

letter 'P'.

The Classic Six-Bar Mechanisms

Watt 1

What does a Watt 1 look like?
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This is a standard Watt 1

The 'standard' four-bar mechanism plus another Dyad:

A motion-Part (Rocker)+Dyad+Dyad

The Four-Bar Mechanism: Parts '1','2','3','4'.

The new RRR Dyad: Parts '5' & '6'.

Part 5: 

Join to the Coupler [Part 2], at P1.

Part 6:

Join to the output 'Rocker' [Part 3], at P2.

Join the Part 5 and Part 6 together.

To add Points P1 and P2: Edit Parts 2 and 3 to add

sketch-elements.

You can add a Point, or two Lines sketch-elements

to give a Point.

For example, add two Lines to the Coupler and two

Lines to the Rocker, to construct a triangle in each

Part.

Each triangle gives the Points: P1 and P2.

Add the RRR Dyad

Add two Parts: 5 & 6.

Join one Part to P1, the other to P2, then join the

two Parts, 5&6, together.

6-Bar Mechanism Watt 1

Example Watt 1 Linkage: Cabinet Hinge Mechanism

Watt 2

What does a Watt 2 look like?
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This is a standard Watt 2

The 'standard' four-bar kinematic-chain is Parts - 1,2,3,4.

The extra Dyad, Parts 5 & 6, is joined to the Rocker, Part

3, and the Ground, Part 4.

Edit Parts to add Points P1 and P2.

You can add a Point, or a sketch-element with a

Point.

For example: add two lines to the Frame and two

Lines to the Rocker to give a triangle in each Part.

The apex of each triangle give the Points: P1 and P2.

Add the RRR Dyad

Add two Parts: 5 & 6.

Join one Part to P1, the other to P2, then join the

two Parts, 5&6, together.

Stephenson 1

What does a Stephenson I look like?

This is a standard representation of a 

Stephenson 1

The 'standard' four-bar kinematic-chain - 

Parts 1,2,3,4.

The extra Dyad, Parts 5 & 6, is joined to the

Crank, Part 1, and the Rocker, Part 3.
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Edit Parts to add Points P1 and P2.

Add two lines to the Rocker and two

Lines to the Crank to give a triangle in

each Part.

Each triangle gives the Point: P1 and P2.

Add the RRR Dyad

Add two Parts: 5 & 6.

Join one Part to P1, the other to P2, then

join the two Parts, 5&6, together.

Example Stephenson 1 Linkage: Car Hood.

Stephenson 2

What does a Stephenson 2 look like?

It is not possible to make this a 'kinematically-defined

chain'.

You can connect the Parts, but they will not become

Green!
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Only the Motion-Part is Green.

The Stephenson 2 cannot be created in 

MechDesigner. Can you see why?

The Parts and Joints move correctly, but not as

quickly as when the Parts have Green Part-Outlines.

Stephenson 3

What does a Stephenson 3 look like?

The 'standard' four-bar mechanism with four Parts -

1,2,3,4..

+ the RRR Dyad, the two Parts 5 & 6.

Part 5: 

To the Frame, Part 1, at P1.

Part 6:

To the output Coupler, Part 3, at P2.

What to do:

Edit Parts 2 and 4 to add Points P1 and P2.

Add two lines to the Coupler and two Lines to the

Frame to give a triangle in each Part.

Each triangle gives the Point: P1 and P2.

Add the RRR Dyad

Add two Parts: 5 & 6.

Join one Part to P1, the other to P2, then join the

two Parts, 5&6, together.
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6-Bar Kinematic-chains - RRR+RRP

Objective of the Tutorial

The objective of this topic is to:

continue to demonstrate how easy it is to add dyads to build more complex kinematic-

chains

continue to demonstrate that the Pin-Joint and the Slide-Joints do not necessarily use the

CAD-Line and the Points at its ends.

add the RRP Dyad.

Remember, there are 5 planar Dyads. See Basic Kinematics for more information.

These are kinematic-chains with six-bars. It is easy to add another dyad to assemble kinematic-

chains with eight-bar. And so on, to assemble kinematic-chains with 10, 12, 14, ... and more Parts.

Watt and Stephenson 'Slider' Mechanisms 

This is called a 'Watt Slider'.

This is the 'Stephenson Slider 1'

This is the 'Stephenson Slider 2'

Four new Mechanisms...
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The next four images show more mechanisms.

Each begins with a standard four-bar mechanism, to

which we add an RRP Dyad.

In addition to the four shown, it should be clear to you

that you can reverse the 'R' and 'P' joints.

If you want to do this yourself, you can either build a

new set of mechanisms, or simply delete the joints and

re-join then to the 'opposite' Parts.
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6.10Tutorial 2B: Kinematic Tools

Kinematic Analysis Tools

We use these tools to show kinematic values at any angle of the machine cycle and Master-

Machine-Angle[MMA].

We can also plot the kinematic values for a complete machine cycle, with a Graph FB.

Tool 1: Element Properties dialog-box                                                          

This dialog-box shows the Element's Properties. The values are at the Master-Machine-

Angle [MMA]. You can move the model to any MMA while this dialog is open.

Elements that have Element Properties are:

Wire, Part, Pin-Joint, Slide-Joint, 2D-Cam, Part-Outline, Line, Circle, Arc,
Point, Gear-Pair, Function-Blocks...

To edit an Element: To open its dialog-box:

In the graphic-area:

1. Hover above the element so that it becomes

Red... do not click the element 

2. CTRL key down + Click the element

The 'Element-Properties dialog ['Properties' in

title-bar of dialog] is now open.

The two steps above are frequently described as

one step: 'Hover+CTRL+Click'.

 Notes: 

If you Hover+Ctrl+Click more than one

element, the Element Properties dialog-box

may not open.

See also How to edit an  element - open its dialog-

box

Element Properties dialog box for a Point

For Example: Element Properties of a Point

In the image of the Parts and Lines at the top, we looking at the 'Element's Properties of a
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Point'.

At the top of the dialog-box, you can see the Element's Name [Point19], Element's

Part [Part3], and Element's Mechanism [Mechanism].

In this case, we are looking at the Element Properties of 'Point19', which is a child to

'Part3' [Element's Part], which is a child to 'Mechanism' [Element's Mechanism].

Point Property: 

In the case of a Point, the properties are:

'Part Pos': the Point's vector position within the coordinate-system of the Part.

'Mech Pos': the Point's vector position within the coordinate-system of the

Mechanism-Editor.

'Glob Position': the Point's vector position within the coordinate-system of the

Model-Editor.

'Velocity', 'Acceleration':

o i , j : the magnitude of the vector's Velocity and Acceleration , in the X and Y

directions, respectively.

o |n| : the total magnitude of the vector's Velocity and Acceleration

o Θ  :  the direction of the vector's Velocity and Acceleration . ['0' is the X-axis

direction of the Mechanism-Plane].

'V' indicates they are 'vector' values.

Tool 2: Trace-Points                                                                                     

The Trace-Point shows the path of a Point on the Mechanism-Plane for a complete

machine cycle.

Other terms for a Trace-Point are: 'locus', 'curve', and sometime a 'coupler curve'.  

It is only possible to show a Trace-Point of a Point when the:

Part is a kinematically-defined chain, or as a Green Part-Outline.

Point actually moves relative to the Mechanism-Plane.

You can show any number of Trace-Points. 

To show a Trace-Point:

1. Click Add Trace-Point in the Kinematic-elements toolbar 

2. Click a Point that is a child to a Part in a kinematically-defined chain 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager 

Do 1-3 again for other Points that belong to the same or different Parts.

Video : Add Trace-Point

 Double-click to watch Video Clip

NOTES: SELECT-ELEMENTS DIALOG-BOX

When there is more than one Point that are coincident to each other, the Select Elements
dialog-box opens. 

1. Click a Point in the Select Elements dialog-box 

2. Click OK to close the Select Elements dialog-box 
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3. Click OK in the Command-Manager 

Do 1-3 again for other Points. Even in the same Part. 

When the Points are in the same Part, or they are made coincident with a Pin-Joint, then
the Point you select is not important.

To delete a Trace-Point

1. Click the Trace-Point in the graphic-area so that it becomes RED, and also shows

in the Selection-Window 

2. Click the 'delete' button on your keyboard, 

- or -

2. Right-click the Point in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu

See also Mechanism Synthesis

Note: If the Point:

1. ...is a Point sketch-element (and not a Point that is start-Point, end-Point, centre-Point of

another sketch-element) 

2. ...is, also, not constrained with a dimension or constraint in the Part-Editor

3. ...is, also, a Trace-Point...

...then, you can drag the Point in the Mechanism-Editor and watch the Trace-Point update.

The Point must satisfy ALL of 1 ,2 & 3 before it is possible to drag the point.

Tool 3: Kinematic Vectors: Velocity and Acceleration                                                   

To show Velocity and Acceleration vectors from

a Point as the Point moves in the graphic-area.

To Show or Hide Velocity and Acceleration Vectors:

In the graphic-area:

1. Double-click a Point on a Part that has a

Green Part-Outline 

The Point: Vectors and Position dialog-box

opens. 

2. Click the Show or Hide Vectors separator bar

3. Click the Show Velocity Vector or Show

Acceleration Vector, or both, check boxes

4. Click the OK button to close the dialog-box.

Do 1-3 again to show the kinematic vectors of

different Points, or to hide vectors for those

Points that show vectors.

Note 1: 

If necessary, change the colour of the graphic-

area to Dark Grey to see the vectors more

clearly.

Application Settings > Colours tab > Graphic Colors >

Background button. .
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Note 2:

You can double-click a velocity or acceleration

vector to open this dialog-box.

Cycle (shortcut C) to see the vectors. 

About the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors in the graphic-area

They show only when the Point moves relative to the Mechanism-Plane

Their length is proportional to the Point's instantaneous Velocity and

Acceleration.

The magnitude of the vectors shows at the arrowhead of each vector in WHITE!

The colour of each is Blue for Velocity, Red for Acceleration 

Update values and length each step as in the Machine Settings dialog-box.

 To scale the vectors:

You can
s t r e
t c h

or shrink the length of the vectors. Click the Velocity

and the Acceleration (Accel.) buttons in the

Feedback-Area.

1. Click the up-button to increase the length of

the vectors 

- or -

1. Click the down-button to decrease the

length of the vectors 

You many need to repeat this many times. 

Top-Tip - make the vectors very short to see only the

magnitude of the motion-values near to the Point.
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6.11Tutorial 2C: Planes and Mechanism Editors

Hierarchy of Planes and Mechanism-Editors

When you add a Mechanism-Editor to a Plane, the new Mechanism-Editor and the Plane are

coplanar. Thus, we use the name 'Mechanism-Plane' for the Plane we select for the

Mechanism-Editor.

The 'Front-View' of the active Mechanism-Editor looks perpendicular[ ] to the 'Mechanism-

Plane'.

The kinematic-elements that you add to the Mechanism-Editor are are co-planar with the

active Mechanism-Plane. The Ball-Joint is one exception.

New Planes:

Planes and Mechanism-Editors

Add Planes that are offset from existing Planes in the Model-Editor, 

Add Planes to Lines in any Mechanism-Editor. Add Planes to Planes that have been added in

a Mechanism-Editor. These Planes becomes a child to the Line or the Plane that is in active

Mechanism-Editor.

To edit the Plane, you must make active Editor.

Planes and moving elements

If you add a Plane to an element that moves - for example, a Line in a moving Part - then the

motions of the Plane and the Part are the identical.

If you add a Mechanism-Editor to the Plane that moves, then the motion of all three elements

are the identical - the Mechanism-Editor, the Plane and the Part.

Add a new Plane to these elements:

You can add a Plane to a:

Plane

Line 

CAD-Line

X-axis or Y-axis, that are at the origin of a Part (but not the XYZ-axes at the origin of a

Plane symbol).

After you add a Mechanism-Editor to a Plane, it is difficult to transfer the Mechanism-Editor to a

different Plane. You must save the Model as a Library File, then open the Mechanism-Editor as a

Library File. [See File toolbar > Open | File-type :LXL Library File]

Top-tips: Make the Mechanism-Plane and the Mechanism-Editor the same name.  Then, it is easier to review

the hierarchy in the Assembly-Tree.

Examples of 'Add Plane to different Elements'

Add Plane to a Plane
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The Model-Editor is Active:

Add a new Plane to an existing Plane

 The reference Plane in the Model-Editor,

for example Plane2

 The new Plane is along the Z-axis of

Plane2, the reference Plane .

 The new Plane becomes a child to Plane2,

the reference Plane 

A Mechanism-Editor is Active:

Add a new Plane to an existing Plane that is a

child to the active Mechanism-Editor.

[Note: to see Planes in the Mechanism-Editor, you

must use Tools menu [toolbar] > 'Show Model in

Mechanism'.

You cannot reference a Plane that is not a child to

the active Mechanism-Editor.

 The reference Plane itself is a child to a

Part.

 The new Plane is offset along the Z-axis of

the reference Plane .

 The new Plane is a child to Plane in the

Part 

Add Plane to a CAD-Line or Line

In the Mechanism-Editor

Reference a CAD-Line

 The CAD-Line is the reference element.

 The new Plane is at a fixed rotation about

the X-axis of the CAD-Line  

The Angle to the new Plane is set in the Add

Plane dialog-box.

 The new Plane is a child to the Part. 

The new Plane's Origin is the same as the

reference CAD-Line.

The new Plane's +X-axis is the same as the X-

axis of the CAD-Line - from its start-Point to

its end-Point.
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In the Mechanism-Editor

Reference a Line

 The Line is the reference element.

 The X-axis of the new Plane is the same X-

axis of the Line - from its start-Point to its

end-Point.

 The new Plane is rotated about the X-axis

of the CAD-Line  in the Add Plane dialog

The new Plane's 0,0,0 is at the Line's start-Point.

The new Plane's +X-axis is the same as the +X-

axis of the Line - from its start-Point to its end-

Point.

 The new Plane is a child to the Part

Add Plane to the X-axis or Y-axis of a Part

In the Mechanism-Editor

X-axis of a Base-Part

[Note: The +X-axis and CAD-Line of an Added-Part

give the same result]

 The X-axis is the reference element

 The X-axis and 0,0,0 Origin of the new

Plane is the same as that of the reference X-

axis

 The new Plane is rotated about the X-axis

 reference element

The new Plane is a child to the Part or Base-

Part.

In the Mechanism-Editor

Y-axis of a Part or Base-Part

 The Y-axis is the reference element

 The X-axis and 0,0,0 Origin of the new

Plane is the same as that of the Y-axis

 The new Plane is rotated about the Y-axis

 element

The new Plane is a child to the Part or Base-

Part.
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Planes in the Assembly-Tree

Fixed Planes

The XY, XZ and YZ Planes at the Origin of

the Model:

Plane, Plane2, Plane3

'Fixed' Planes related to Fixed Planes -

but you can edit their offset.

The Plane is a child to the Fixed Plane, and

a child to the Model-Editor.

Plane3 was offset, and is a child to Plane2,

and Plane6 was offset, and is a child to

Plane3. 

'Moving' Planes related to moving Lines.

The Parent of these Planes is a Line. The

Line is a child to a Part and the kinematic-

chain is a child to a Mechanism-Editor. 

Plane4 was added to the CAD-Line in a

Part

'Moving' Planes related to other Moving

Planes

The Parent element is a different Plane. The

parent Plane is a child to the Mechanism-

Editor. 

Plane5 was added, and is a child to

Plane4.
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6.12Tutorial 3: Add Sketch-Elements to Parts

Background to this tutorial

If you click the Model-Editor tab, after completing Tutorials 1 and 2, you do not see any

Solids. Tutorials 1 and 2 add Parts and Joints. These elements are not Solids. The Part and

Joint elements are symbolic, and only for kinematic analysis.

We can add Solids elements to a model in MechDesigner in two ways:

Add a Profile/Extrusion element to a sketch-loop

Import Part and Assembly documents from SOLIDWORKS or STL files from other CAD.

Objectives of Tutorial 3

1. Repeat Tutorial 1, to become more confident with the steps.

2. Add sketch-elements to a Part so that the sketch-elements become a sketch-loop.

You select a sketch-loop with the Add Profile command, to give an Extrusion Solid.

Key Learnings of Tutorial-3

What is the Part-Outline?

The Part-Outline is the symbolic oval shape that is around each added Part, and the symbolic

rectangular shape that is around the Base-Part.

What is a sketch-loop?

A sketch-loop is a series of sketch-elements - usually Lines and Arcs - joined end-to-end.

The Points, that are at the end of each Line or Arc are merged together to make one Point from

the two available Points.

  Use the Part-Editor

Step 3.1: New Plane, New Mechanism,

New Part

Step 3.2: Add Sketch-Elements

Step 3.3: Add Tangent Constraints

Step 3.4: Add Coincident Constraints

Step 3.5: Add Parallel Constraints and

Dimensions

Step 3.6: Edit the Length of the Base-Part

Step 3.7: Trouble-shoot Geometry

 Double-click to watch

Video Clip


Tutorial3.mp4


Tutorial3.mp4
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Step 3.1: New Plane, Mechanism, Part, Motion-Dimension

Objective of the Step

To do, again, many of the commands in Tutorial 1.

Add a new Plane...[new]

...add a new Mechanism to the New Plane...[Tutorial 1]

...add a new Part to the New Mechanism...[Tutorial 1]

...edit the Length of the Part...and the BasePart to add a Line...[Tutorial 1]

...add a Pin-Joint between the two Parts and then add a Motion-Dimension FB ...

[Tutorial 1]

Add a New Plane

To add a Plane in the Model-Editor, you must select a different Plane in the Model-Editor. Then,

the new Plane is offset from [parallel to] the Plane that you select.

 STEP 1: If necessary, click the Model tab

 STEP 2: Click Add Plane in the Model Toolbar.

The Add Plane dialog-box opens.

The dialog-box shows:

The name of the new Plane [Plane6 ] 

The default method. The default method is 'Offset

from Plane '.

The Element box . The default Plane is the

Mechanism-Plane

The default parameter is: 'Distance to New

Plane' [100mm ]. The default for the 'Offset from

Plane' method is
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Select a Plane in the Assembly-Tree:

STEP 3: Click Plane named 'Right' in the Assembly-Tree. 

When you click the 'Right' Plane, it will show in the Plane

dialog-box and the  Selection-Window.

The 'Right' Plane now shows as the 'Element' in the Plane

dialog-box

You can edit the 'Distance to the New Plane'.

Use the spin-box tool 

- or -

Use your keyboard, [Press the 'Enter' key to confirm

the new value]

You must use the 'Enter' key to confirm new numbers in

the dialog-box.

 STEP 4: Click OK in the Add Plane dialog

Selection-Window

OR...

Select a Plane in the graphic-area:

 STEP 3: Click a Plane in the graphic-area. 

If you select more than one Plane, then they show in the

Selection-Window.

In the Selection-Window, click the Plane you want to select-

see image.

You can preview the new Plane in the Model graphic-area.

Make sure the correct Plane is in the Element box of the

Add Plane dialog

 STEP 6: Click 'OK' in the Add Plane dialog-box 

Planes  are semi-transparent.

Add a New Mechanism to the New Plane 
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Model toolbar

 STEP 1: Click Model menu or toolbar > Add

Mechanism [see left]

The Command Manager shows you need to select a Plane.

You can click the Plane in the:

Assembly-Tree  (see image to the left)

- or -

graphic-area

 STEP 2: Click the New Plane

The Plane shows in the 'Select a Plane' box in the Command

Manager.

Oh Dear! I want to select a different Plane.

TO SELECT A DIFFERENT PLANE.

When there is a Plane in the selection-box:

1. Click in the 'Select a Plane' selection-box in the

Command-Manager  

This will clear the active element and make it orange again

2. Click a different Plane in the Assembly-Tree or

graphic-area.

When the correct Plane is in the Command-Manager.

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

You 'jump' to the new Mechanism-Editor and tab.

The new Mechanism tab  shows next to the other

Mechanism tab. The name of the new Mechanism tab is 

Mechanism1. 

The Assembly-Tree shows the new Mechanism element

as a child to the Plane that you selected for the new

Mechanism.

To rename any Mechanism: 

1. Right-Click the Mechanism element in the

Assembly-Tree 

2. Select 'Rename element...' in the contextual menu

3. Use the Rename dialog-box to give a new name.

Add a New Part to the New Mechanism
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 STEP 1: Click Kinematic-elements toolbar > Add Part

[toolbar is to the left-side of the graphic-area.

- or -

Use Add Menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Add Part.

- or - 

SHORTCUT: Press the INSERT key on your

keyboard.

The Add Part command becomes active., The Add Part

mouse-pointer is active.

 STEP 2: Drag a Line in the graphic-area. 

The new Part shows in the graphic-area. 

In the graphic-area, the Part has an:

 Oval Part-Outline

 CAD-Line along the centre of the Part [from the

start-Point to the end-Point]

 Origin, X-axis and Y-axis at the start-Point of the

CAD-Line, 

A Point at each end of the CAD-Line - its start-Point

and its end-Point.

Edit the Length of the Part

To edit the length of a Part, you must edit the Part in the

Part-Editor

To edit the Part, it is frequently easiest to:

 STEP 1: Double-Click the Part-Outline of the Part

The Part-Editor Opens.

Note: the X-axis and Y-axis are at the same position in the

graphic-area as they are in the Mechanism-Editor.

Optionally, Click View menu (or View toolbar) > View Align if

you want to make the X-axis horizontal.

To edit a dimension, or, the length of the Part:

 STEP 2: Double-Click the arrowhead of the dimension

The Edit Dimension dialog-box opens.
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 STEP 3: Enter a new dimension in the Edit Dimension
dialog-box

You can: 

Enter a new value with your keyboard

You can enter a new value directly, or an equation.

If you use your keyboard, you must use the 'Enter' key to confirm
the new value before you close the dialog-box.

- or -

Click the spin-box tool

- or - 

Optionally: Right-click the Dimension Value and select
'Round'

The Dimension changes to the nearest value that is exactly

divisible by the Spin-Increment.

In this example, the new dimension will become '130'.

- or -

You can enter a new value with your keyboard. If you do

this, remember to press the 'Enter' key after you enter the

new value.

To close the Part-Editor:

There are many ways to close the Part-Editor. For example:

 STEP 4: Double-click the Y-axis of the Part in the
graphic-area

Add a Motion Dimension FB to 'Kinematically Define the Part'

See Tutorial 1.1 to 1.4 Do this before STEP 1

Edit the Base-Part, Add a Line, Dimensions and

Constraints, Close the Part-Editor.

Add a Pin-Joint, or a Slide-Joint between the sketch-

element in the Base-Part and the new Part.

STEP 1: Kinematic-FB toolbar > Add Motion-

Dimension

The Command-Manager needs you to select three

elements from the graphic-area. 

In the graphic-area: select a Pin-

Joint or Slide-Joint, then two

sketch-elements, to add a

Motion-Part. One of the sketch-

elements belongs to a

kinematically-defined Part.

In this model, we select Pin-Joint  as the first element - it

is the only Joint in the model.

When you select a Pin-Joint as the first element, you must
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select Lines  as the second and third elements that

radiate ('are rays') from the Pin-Joint.

Line  - as the second element - must be a 'Solved' Line. 

Line  - as the third element - must be a 'Free' Line.

Command-Manager: Add

Motion-Dimension

IMPORTANT: When you need to click an element in the

graphic-area - you must hover above only the element you

want to select. 

The order you select the elements is important. You do not

need to click in the data box in the Command-Manager. 

STEP 2: Click, in order, in the graphic-area, the

a. Pin-Joint . See Step 1.4

b. Line  in the Base-Part. See Step

1.3.

The Line12  in the Base-Part is a 'Solved Line', and Green,

because the Base-Part is always a kinematically-defined

Part.

Line  radiates (is a 'ray') from the Pin-Joint .

c. CAD-Line  along the center of

the Added-Part. See Step 1.2

The CAD-Line17 along the center of the Added-Part is a

child to a Free Part.

Line  also radiates (is a 'ray') from the Pin-Joint .

STEP 3: Click OK

The Motion-Dimension FB 

The Motion-Dimension has two features in the graphic-

area:

The Motion-Dimension : this is the dimension with

arrowheads, between the Lines in the Base-Part and

the Added-Part. 

You must use CTRL + Drag the arrow-head or

dimension-line to move the Motion-Dimension.

The Motion-Dimension FB icon :

You can drag the Motion-Dimension FB icon

anywhere.

Notice, the Part-Outline  is Green. This informs you

the Part is a kinematically-defined Part.

Also, notice the design of the FB icon . The icon helps

you identify that it specifies the 'Angle' of a Part.
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Step 3.2: Add Sketch Elements

Objective of this Step:

Learn:

How to add Lines and Arc sketch-elements to give a sketch-loop.

The important differences between 'Merged-Points' and 'Coincident Points' 

About Sketch-Elements in the Part-Editor

To add a Solid, we use the command Add Profile and then select a shape. The shape is

constructed in the Part-Editor with Lines and/or Arcs that we join end-to-end. 

We must add the Lines and Arcs to give the shape that we describe as a sketch-loop. 

MechDesigner recognizes the Line and Arc sketch-elements we added in Step 3.2 as a sketch-

loop. Thus, we can use Add Profile to add a Profile/Extrusion element to the shape. The

Profile and Extrusion is a  Solid. 

About 'Merge-Points' and 'Coincident Constraint'

The difference between the two commands: 

Merge-Points : makes two Points become one Point. After, you cannot delete the

'Merge-Points' to recover one of the Points. [You can 'undo', however].

Coincident Constraint : moves two Points to the same position. Two Points become in

one position. After, you can delete the 'Coincident' element.

Merge Points 

To 'Merge-Points'

Video: Hover Technique and Merge-

Points command.
 Double-click for Video  

To recover the two Points that are 'merged' to one Point.

1. Do immediately CTRL+Z . 

2. Add the two sketch-elements again but use Add Coincident Constraint to move the

Points together.

Coincident Points

Generally, use a Coincident Constraint for construction geometry, 

For example, to position Points for Pin-Joints

To Add Coincident Constraint

1. Add a Line as a 'Free Line'. It is near to a

different sketch-element, but not joined to it. 

With Add Coincident active:

2. Click the Point , and then

3. Click the element  to which you want to make

it coincident.


MergePoints.mp4
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To Delete Coincident Constraint

1. De-select all commands [click in a clear space in

the graphic-area].

This removes all elements from the Selection-

Window.

2. Click the Point in the graphic-area

The constraints that apply to the Point show in the

Selection-Window. 

In the Selection-Window:

3. Right-click the Coincident-Constraint 

4. Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu

Note: If you 'Click the sketch-element', the Constraints

do NOT show in the Selection-Window.

Add Lines and Arcs to add the shape a Sketch-Loop

If necessary, start the Part-Editor to add sketch-elements. 

Double-click the Part-Outline in the Mechanism-Editor

Use View Align if you prefer the X-axis of the new Part to be horizontal in the Part-Editor.

 Add Line

 STEP 1: Click Add Line  in the Geometry toolbar to

the left-side of the graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Drag the Line, approximately as shown

Step 2 is complete

 Add Arc: Use two 'Drag' steps. See Add Arc video.

 STEP 3: Click Add Arc  in the Geometry toolbar to

the left-side of the graphic-area.

 STEP 4: Move above one of the Points  at the end of

the Line, until it becomes red, then...

STEP 1 of 'Add Arc'

 STEP 5: DRAG 1: Mouse-Button-Down on the red Point,

move your mouse to a different position, then

mouse-button-up

The Mouse-button-down and mouse-button-up are the

start-Point and end-Points of the Arc

STEP 2 of 'Add Arc'

STEP   5. Put your mouse-pointer between the start-

Point and end-Point of the Arc.
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STEP   6. DRAG 2: Drag again to approximate the

radius of the Arc

Step 6 is complete

Do 'Add Line' and 'Add Arc' commands again two times

more.

 STEP 7: Add two more Lines and two more Arcs.

When you add the last sketch-element to complete the

sketch-loop, use hover, at its start-Point and end-Point. 

Optionally, Do not Hover + Drag

1. Add a sketch-element with the start-Point near to an

end-Point 

2. Use the Merge-Point tool to merge the start-Point

and end-Point

If you miss the second point, then MechDesigner

automatically de-selects the first Point. 

You must select the two Points again.

The sketch is similar to the image to the left. 
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Step 3.3: Add Tangent Constraints

However, we also want the shape of the sketch-loop to:

be a 'nice' shape.

change if we edit the length of the Part.

This means we must use the Part-Editor to add Constraints that relate the shape to the length

of the Part.

Summary of this Step

We add Tangent Constraints between the Lines and Arcs to make the shape 'nice'

Video of this Step: .

Add Tangent Constraint

 Add Tangent constraint 

When you must add a constraint to two sketch-elements,

you can use two techniques.

Technique 1 

 STEP 1: Hover above the Line  and Arc  so that the

two sketch-elements become red, as shown –

see video

 STEP 2: Click when the two sketch-elements become

red

Technique 2

 STEP 1: Click the first sketch-element – say an Arc

 STEP 2: Click the second sketch-element – say a Line

If you accidentally miss the second sketch-element, 

MechDesigner cancels the first sketch-element.

You must select the two sketch-elements again.

 STEP 3: Do Technique 1 or 2 again for the five other

Points.

Step 3 is complete. There are six tangent constraints .
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Step 3.4: Add Coincident Constraints

Summary of the Step

We add Coincident Constraints so that the length of the sketch-loop remains the same as the

length of the Part.

Add Coincident relationships

 Click Add Coincident constraint  in the Constraints

toolbar [right-side of graphic-area]

 STEP 1: Click Add Coincident in the Constraints toolbar,

to the right-side of the graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Click a Point  that is at the centre of the Arc

to the right-side of the sketch

See image

 STEP 3: Click a Point  at the end of the CAD-Line

Step 3 is complete

Notice that Points at the centre of Arcs (and Circles,

also) are small '+', and not a 'o'.

When the two Points are Coincident, they look like: ' '.

When the two Points are Merged, it looks like: '+'.

 STEP 4: Click the centre-point of the Arc near to the

origin and the Point at the Origin

 STEP 5: Click the centre-point of the Arc  and the

vertical Y-axis

Step 5 is complete

The centre-point of each Arc is coincident with CAD-

Line Points and Y-axis.
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Step 3.5: Add Parallel Constraint & Dimensions

Summary of the Step

The sketch is still blue. Blue sketch-elements mean they are not fully defined. 

We will now add Vertical, Horizontal (or use Parallel) Constraints and a Dimension to

establish the design intent of the sketch.

Complete the Sketch

 Add Parallel constraint 

 STEP 1: Click Add Parallel  in the Constraints Toolbar

 STEP 2: Click the Line  at the base of sketch

 STEP 3: Click the X-axis  or CAD-Line

Step 3 is Complete

Alternatively, you could use:

 Add Horizontal Constraint to Line at the bottom of

the sketch.

Alternatively, you could use:

 Add Equal Constraint to the Arcs at the ends of the

CAD-Line

 Add Vertical Constraint

Add a Vertical constraint to the Line at the left of the

sketch:

 STEP 4: Click Add Vertical constraint

 STEP 5: Click the Line  to the left of the sketch 
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Step 5 is complete

Equally, use the Add Parallel constraint and click the

Line and the Y-axis.

Equally, use the Add Equal constraint between the Arcs

at the bottom left and the top of the sketch.

Dimension the Sketch-Loop

 Add Dimension

Dimension between the X-axis and the centre-Point of the

Arc along the Y-axis

 STEP 1: Click Add Dimension

 STEP 2: Click the Horizontal X-axis and then the centre-

Point of the Arc.

 STEP 3: Move your mouse and click the graphic-area to

'position' the Dimension

Step 3 is complete

The Dimension dialog-box opens – see the image to the

left

 STEP 4: Edit the dimension.

 STEP 5: Set the dimension to 50mm

Do you remember how? 

1. Right-click in the dimension box 

2. Click 'Round' 

3. Use the spin-box tool to change the value to exactly

50mm.
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 Add a dimension to one of the Arcs:

 STEP 6: Click one of the Arcs in the sketch

 STEP 7: Click again to 'place' the dimension extension

line

The Dimension dialog-box opens:

 STEP 6: Edit the radius of the arc to 30mm

Step 8 is complete

The sketch-elements are now black.

Black sketch-elements indicate they are fully defined.

Close the Part Editor

Close the Part-Editor:

 STEP 1: Click Add Dimension to cancel it

 STEP 2: Double-click a sketch-element, the X or Y-axis

- or -

Click Edit Part 

When you close the Part-Editor, the X-axis of the Part will

still be horizontal!

The sketch-elements added to a Part have the same colour

as the Part-Outline in the Mechanism-Editor, NOT the

colour of the sketch-elements in the Part-Editor.

 STEP 3: Click the View Align tool, in the View

Toolbar. 

The Base-Part and Mechanism-Plane is horizontal again

This Part is NOT kinematically-defined. Therefore, in the

Mechanism-Editor, the Part-Outline and the sketch-loop are

coloured blue. 
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Step 3.6: Edit the Length of the Part

Summary of the Step

In this Step, we edit the dimensions to which we have related the sketch-loop. The sketch-

loop updates as we edit the length of the Part.

The sketch-loop becomes 'parametric'. 

[Note: 'Parametric' means one parameter updates as you edit a related parameter].

In this case the length of the Part also 'parametrically' updates the length of the sketch-loop.

Change the Length of Part

Return to the Part-Editor:

 STEP 1: Double-click the Part-Outline to open the Part-

Editor

Edit the 100.00mm dimension:

 STEP 2: Double-click the dimension arrow-head

The Edit Dimension dialog-box  opens

 STEP 3: Use the spin-box tool  to change the length

of the Part to 70mm

The sketch-elements change as you edit the dimension.

 STEP 4: Click OK when the dimension is 70mm.

 STEP 5: Double-Click a sketch-element to close the

Part-Editor.

Save your model as QST3.

See Also Trouble-shoot Geometry.
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Step 3.7: Trouble-shoot Geometry

Trouble-shooting Geometry.

You will frequently need to correct a sketch [trouble-shoot] with the Part-Editor. 

Below, we list the most frequent problems and the procedures to follow to resolve them.

Where is my Sketch?

If your sketch 'disappears':

1. Do Edit Menu > Undo 

- or -

1. Do CTRL + Z 

Example problems: 

The Sketch 'Collapses' to a small dot.

The Sketch 'Explodes' to the size of a planet. 

Why is my sketch BLACK when it should be BLUE?

Sketch-elements become BLACK when you believe they should be BLUE.

To correct this problem, do one of these actions:

1. Do Edit Menu > Undo 

1. Do CTRL + Z 

If the sketch-elements remain BLACK, then

2. Delete a constraint or dimension* 

-or-

2. Delete a sketch-element 

* You cannot see constraints in the graphic-area.

To delete a constraint you must 'find the constraint':

1. Find and click a constraint in the Geometry-Tree 

2. Right-click the element to show a contextual menu

3. Delete the constraint from the contextual menu

- or - 

1. Click a sketch-element in the Graphic-Area 

2. Right-click the element to show a contextual menu

3. Delete the constraint from the Selection-Window

You may need to delete more than one constraint. When sketch-elements becomes BLUE,

add a different constraint or the sketch-element again.

Why is my sketch Blue, and I cannot add another constraint to make it Black?

Sometimes, a sketch-element is BLUE and you cannot add more constraints.

You might be able to drag a sketch-element that is BLUE, but when you come to add a new

constraint, MechDesigner does not accept it.
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In this case, a new constraint may need to remove two degrees-of-freedom, but the sketch

has only one degree-of-freedom.

Example:

Coincident-Constraint

If: the end-Point of a Line has a Coincident Constraint with a different Line
Then: it is not possible to also add a Coincident-Constraint with the same Point and a Point along the
Line.

To delete the constraint:

1. Click the end-Point of the Circle so that the Point and the Coincident Constraint show

in the Selection-Window 

2. Delete the Coincident-Constraint using the Selection-Window
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6.13Tutorial 4: From Sketch-Elements to Extrusions

Extrusion Elements in MechDesigner

Do Tutorial 3 before this Tutorial

Important to know:

We use the name 'Solid' for two elements:

Profiles / Extrusions: We add these elements to a sketch-loop, which is a construction of

sketch-elements that are joined end-to-end in a Part.

Imported CAD models: We use SOLIDWORKS [or other CAD] to design these elements,

before we import them onto a Part.

Solids do not change the kinematic analysis. Solids do, however, change the kinetostatic

[force] analysis.

Tutorial Objectives: 

Add and edit:

Sketch-loops

Profiles and Auto-Profiles

Extrusions and Holes

  Add Extrusions

Step 4.1: Extrusions in MechDesigner

Step 4.2: Use the Auto-Profiles Command

Step 4.3: Level 1: Sketch-Loops in Part Geometry

Step 4.4: Level 2: Sketch-Loops in Part Geometry

You can use the sketch tools in the Part-Editor for a number of reasons. One reason is to add sketch-

loops for Extrusions. However, the Part-Editor is not as powerful as those in solid modelling software.

You cannot add complex geometry with the Part-Editor. If you add many sketch-elements to a single

Part, the Part-Editor will slow down while you edit or add more constraints.

Do not add a complex sketch. Keep the sketch as simple as possible. 

For Speed:

Break down the complete sketch to smaller, simpler separate sketch-loops

To give the position of each sketch-loop with dimensions from the X and Y-axes

Do not dimension a sketch-loop relative to a different sketch-loop

Do not add a constraint with a sketch-element in one sketch-loop to a sketch-element in a

different sketch-loop
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Step 4.1: Sketch-Loops and Merged-Points

Sketch-Loops.

Sketch-Loop [a derived name]: A Sketch-Loop is a closed chain of sketch-elements. The sketch-

elements are added end to end , with all Points as Merged-Points* [see below] A sketch-loop

is NOT an element. It is a derived name.

Profile and Extrusions [and Hole]: We add a Profile to a sketch-loop. We add a Hole through a

Profile. The hole must be sketch-loop inside the sketch-loop that defines the shape of the

Profile.

Auto-Profile: a sketch-loop is added to the Part automatically, and the Auto-Profile is added

to the sketch-loop automatically. These sketch-loop have simple shapes that surround the

Joints in each Part. The sketch-elements cannot be used for joints themselves.

Merged-Points

When a Point at the end of one sketch-element becomes the same Point at the end of a

different sketch-elements, then the two Points have become Merged-Points.

To confirm that two Points have become Merged-Points, click the Point, to see only ONE Point

in the Selection-Window. If you see two Points, then it is not a sketch-loop. Use Merge-Points

in the sketch-editor to combine the Points into one Point.

There is a special tool in the Part-Editor called 'Merge-Points' to force two Points to become

one Point.

These are NOT Sketch-Loops

When you merge three or more Points as one Point – this is a Branch Point

When the sketch-elements cross each other - this is a Figure-of-Eight

When the sketch-elements touch each other to give 'zero' thickness between two sketch-

elements.

Example Sketch-Loops

1: A Circle 

The simplest sketch-loop.

Useful for a Cam-Follower

Roller.

See Also: Cam-Follower

Double-click to watch Video Clip

2: Lines 

A general polygon.

3: Lines and Arcs

General Shape.


SampleSketchLoops-long.mp4
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4: Arcs and Arcs

General 'free-form' shape
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Step 4.2: 'Auto-Profiles' & 'Auto-Layer' commands

Auto-Profiles / Auto-Profile and the Auto-Layer Commands

There is a small difference between the the Auto-Profile and the Auto-Profiles commands:

Auto-Profile:   adds a sketch-loop and Auto-Profile element to a Part

Auto-Profiles: adds a sketch-loop and Auto-Profile element to all Parts and also to each

Joint in a Mechanism.

They are 'toggle-commands'. If you use the same command again, you will delete one or all

of the Auto-Profiles.

It is 'best practice' to do this command when Part-Outlines are Green. 

Add Auto-Profile

Add Auto-Profiles

These two commands are in:

the Solids toolbar

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids

sub-menu > Add Auto-Profile / Add Auto-

Profiles

Remember, these are 'toggle-commands': you can use

the same to add and remove Auto-Profiles.

1. Click the Auto-Profile or Auto-Profiles command. 

2. Click the Part or Mechanism, so it shows in the

selection-box in the Command-Manager

3. Click OK to complete the command.

To review how the Auto-Profiles tool behaves,

experiment with various kinematic-chains.

 Auto-Layer

Use the Auto-Profiles and Auto-Layer commands

 STEP 1: Complete the Tutorial 2

The model opens in the Mechanism-Editor.

The Part-Outlines are green. This means the

kinematic-chain is a kinematically-defined chain.

 STEP 2: Click  Solids Toolbar : Auto-Profiles

- or - 
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Use Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Solids sub-menu > Add Auto-Profile / Add

Auto-Profiles

The Command-Manager instruction is:

Automatically add Profile/

Extrusions to all Parts

The Auto-Profiles is a toggle command. This means

you can 'switch-off' the auto-profiles if you click

Auto-Profile again.

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Example 'Bearing Diameters'

You can see the new Profiles (PINK) in the

Mechanism-Editor.

The default radii of the 'bearings'  are set in the

Application-Settings dialog-box.

See Edit menu > Application-Settings > Auto-

Profiles tab

 STEP 4: Click the Model tab

Spin your model to see the Extrusions.

 STEP 4: In the View toolbar, use the Spin tool, 

- or - 

View menu,  Zoom sub-menu, Click Spin

- or - 

SHIFT+DRAG

- or -

Use you arrow keys on your keyboard [up-

down, left-right]

You can see that the 'back' of each Extrusion is coplanar

with the Mechanism-Plane.

 STEP 6: Click  Solids Toolbar : Auto-Layer

- or - 

Use Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Solids sub-menu > Auto-Layer

The Auto-Profiles elements move along the Z-axis

of the Mechanism-Plane so that the Extrusions

elements become layered. 

Each Extrusion element moves a different difference

from the Mechanism-Plane.

Alternatively, you can edit each Extrusion with the 

Extrusion dialog-box to edit the Extrusion-Offset or

Part-Offset, or the two.
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In summary: the Auto-Profiles command:

Adds sketch-loops to Parts and Joints.

The default diameters of the sketch-loops at the

Joints are given the Application-Settings >

Auto-profiles tab for 'Grounded Bearings' and

'Standard Bearings'

Adds Profiles and Extrusions to the sketch-loops.

The Primary Contour of each Auto-Profile is on

the Mechanism-Plane.

The Auto-Layer command:

You can use Auto-Layer command to move each

Auto-Profile a different distance from the

Mechanism-Plane.

Video of the Auto-Profile command

Double-click to watch Video Clip


AddAutoProfile.mp4
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Step 4.3: Level 1: Sketch-Loops and Extrusions in Parts

Add Profile 

The Add-Profile command adds a Profile to a sketch-loop in a Part.

You must add the sketch-loop to the Part.

Profile and Extrusion elements

A Profile has two contours that are offset from each other – the Primary-Contour and

Secondary-Contour

The Extrusion is a child to the Profile. It is the Solid that fills the gap between the Profile

contours. 

The Extrusion element has parameters that you edit with the Extrusions dialog-box:

Parameters: Colour, Transparency, Density.

Dimensions: Part Offset, Extrusion Offset, Extrusion Depth

Use Add Profile

 STEP 1: Complete Tutorial 3 – Use the Part-Editor  

- or - 

File menu > Open the file saved in

Tutorials 3.

- or -

Edit a Part to add a new sketch-loop

Tutorial 3 finished with a sketch-loop that is similar

to the image to the left.

 STEP 2: Click Add Profile in the Solids toolbar

- or - 

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Solids sub-menu > Add Profile.

The Command-Manager hints:

Click a Sketch-Loop [Circle, or

Lines and/or Arcs with Merged-

Points.

 STEP 3: Click a sketch-element in the sketch-loop
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 STEP 4: Click OK in the Command-Manager

The Profile contours are pink 

They are in front of the sketch-loop.

You can edit the colour of the Profile contours in 

Application Settings | Colours tab.

The Profile and Extrusion in the Assembly-Tree

If you expand the Mechanism in the Assembly-Tree,

you see the:

Part

The Profile  or Auto-Profile if you have used

the Auto-Profile[s] command] as a child to the

Part

The Extrusion  as a child to the Profile

To show the Extrusion in the Mechanism-Editor use :

Visibility toolbar > Show Model in Mechanism.

The Profile and Extrusion in the Graphic-area

The Profile has two contours. The Primary Contour

 and Secondary Contour .

Use the Extrusion dialog-box to edit the:

Distance to the Secondary Contour from the

Primary Contour ( Extrusion Depth )

Distance to the Primary Contour from the 

Mechanism-Plane (and sketch-loop ).

Distance to Primary Contour = ( Part Offset + Extrusion

Offset ). 

The offset distance is along the Z–axis
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The Extrusion:

'fills' the space between the 'Primary Contour'

and 'Secondary Contour'.

has properties: Colour, Transparency and

Density. 

Edit its properties in the Extrusion dialog-box.

Use Add Hole

 STEP 1: Click the new Mechanism tab

Then, to start the Part-Editor:

 STEP 2: Double-click the Part-Outline

- or - 

Double-click a sketch-element that is a child to the Part

 STEP 3: Click Add Circle  in the Geometry toolbar

Add two Circles. Use these two techniques.

TECHNIQUE 1

1. Hover above a Point , so that it becomes red 

2. Click and Drag the radius of the Circle.

The centre-Point 'snaps' to the Point  when you release

your mouse.

TECHNIQUE 2

1. Drag the Circle near to the Point   

2. Add a Coincident Constraint between the centre-Point

of the Circle and the Point  

Add a dimension and constraint to the Circle:

 STEP 4: Click Add Equal Constraint in the

Constraints toolbar [to the right-side of the

graphic-area]

 STEP 5: Click the two Circles

 STEP 6: Click Add Dimension and Click a Circle

 STEP 7: Click again to place the dimension

The Dimension dialog-box opens:

 STEP 9: Enter a Dimension.

- or -
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 STEP 10: Right-click the dimension box

Click 'Round' to force the Dimension to the nearest

integer that is divisible by the spin-increment value.

Use the spin-box tool to edit the values.

[Ignore the actual numbers in the data-boxes to the

left].

You have fully-defined the Circles:

the centres are coincident with Points in the Part, and 

the Radii are equal; one is dimensioned

The sketch is black in the Part-Editor to show it is

fully defined.

 STEP 11: Close the Part-Editor – Double-click a

sketch-element.

Use the Circles to add Holes through the Extrusion.

 STEP 12: Click Add Hole in the Solids Toolbar

[above the graphic-area]

You must click two elements to complete Add Hole.

See the Command-Manager.

 STEP 13: Click the Circle (or a sketch-element in a

sketch-loop) in the Part to become the

Hole 

 STEP 14: Click the Profile through which you want to

cut the hole

 STEP 15: Click OK

Do Steps 12 to 15 again to add each hole.

Holes :

The shape of the hole is also a sketch-loop .

They must be 'inside' the sketch-loop that you

use for the Extrusion or Auto-Profile.

They cut through an Extrusion. 

They are a brother to an Extrusion and child to

the Profile or Auto-Profile.
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Step 4.4: Level 2: Sketch-Loops and Extrusions in Parts

 Solids in a Part

1. Add a Sketch-Loop in the Part-Editor 

2. Add a Profile in the Mechanism-Editor

3. Select the Profile and Extrusion

4. Use the Extrusion dialog-box in the Mechanism-Editor

5. Add one more Profile, use the SAME sketch-loop

6. Add more Sketch-Loops to the Part

7. Add a Hole to cut through Extrusions

1: Add a Sketch-Loop to a Part in the Part Editor

I have prepared this simple model. I have added a:
1. Line to the Base-Part 

2. New Part 

3. Pin-Joint between a Point in the Line in the Base-Part and a Point at

the Origin of the new Part

4. Motion-Dimension FB

The kinematic-chain is kinematically-defined - the Part-Outlines are 

green.  The Part is a Rocker.

 STEP 1: Start the Part-Editor to edit the new Part.

Double-click the Part-Outline.

The Part is in the same orientation in the Part-Editor as it is in the

Mechanism-Editor.

You can use the 'View Align' tool to rotate the X-axis of the Part

so that it is horizontal.

I usually do not do 'View Align'.

 STEP 2: Use the Part-Editor to add a 3 Lines and 3 Arcs 

For the purposes of this tutorial, do NOT merge the points as you

add the sketch-elements.

It is always faster to use the Merge-Hover technique as you add the

sketch-elements.

However, in this case, the image shows that the Arcs and Lines are

NOT merged.
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 STEP 3: Use Merge-Points six times to make a Sketch-Loop

The Merge-Points tool is NOT persistent. You need to: 

1. Click Add Merge-Points command 

2. Click the two Points you want to merge [not Point 1 must be

red when you click the Point 2]

3. Click the graphic-area to complete the command

4. Do 1 - 3 again and again until the six points are 'merged'.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor when the Sketch-Loop is complete.

In the Mechanism-Editor, the colour of the sketch-loop

matches the colour of the Part in the Mechanism-Editor – blue

if the Part is not kinematically-defined, green if it is

kinematically-defined.

In this case the Part-Outline is green. Therefore, the sketch-

elements in the Part are green.

2: Add a Profile in the Mechanism Editor

In the Mechanism-Editor, select the Add Profile command. 

 STEP 1: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu

> Add Profile.

- or - 

Use  in the Solid Toolbar

In the graphic-area, select a Line or Arc from the sketch-loop you

created in the Part

 STEP 2: Make sure the correct sketch-element is in the

Command-Manager

MechDesigner will only add the Profile if the sketch-loop is 'valid'.

That is, ALL Points at adjacent sketch-elements are merged.

Message in Feedback Area for 'Invalid

Sketch-Loop'

If the sketch-loop is not

'valid', MechDesigner does

not add the Profile. The

message is in the Message

Window.

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

- or -

Right-Click in the graphic-area as a short cut.

The colours of the sketch-elements are now Pink [default colour].

Why? The Profiles are in front of the sketch-elements and therefore,

the Profiles hide the sketch-elements.

You cannot see the sketch-elements when the view is the Front View.
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 STEP 4: Look in the Model Tab.

Spin the model, if necessary, to see the Extrusion that fills the gap

between the Profile contours.

[Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to spin the model].

 STEP 5: Click the Mechanism-Editor, and spin the View with the

Arrow keys on your keyboard.

Bug: if when you use your Keyboard Arrow keys and the

Mechanism-Editor tab changes to the Model-Editor name tab, then:

1. Click the Mechanism-Editor tab  

2. Click somewhere in the Assembly-Tree

3. Use the Arrow Keys again to spin the view. 

You can see one of the two Profile contours.

Q: There are always two Profile contours – the Primary Contour and Secondary Contours. You can see

one. Where is the other contour? 

A: The Primary Contour and the Sketch-loop are at the same position. MechDesigner shows the sketch-

elements in preference to the Profile.

Q: How do you edit the Profile contours?

A: See '3' below.

3: Select an Extrusion to open the Extrusion dialog box

 STEP 1: Click the Profile.

When you click a Profile contour in the graphic-area, two elements

show in the Selection-Window.

The Profile

The Extrusion

Selection-Window

 STEP 2A: Right-click the Extrusion element in the Selection-

Window.

Click 'Edit' from the contextual menu,

The Extrusion dialog-box opens.
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Assembly-Tree

 STEP 2B: - or -

Right-Click the Extrusion element in the Assembly-Tree,

and 

Click Edit in the menu

The Extrusion dialog-box opens.

4: Use the Extrusion dialog box in the Mechanism Editor

Extrusion Parameters

Three parameters control the location, relative to the Mechanism-Plane, of the Primary and

Secondary Contours of the Profile.

 Extrusion Depth

The Extrusion Depth box specifies the distance to the Secondary Contour from the Primary

Contour. This is always a positive value. The Secondary Contour is always 'in-front' of the

Primary Contour.

 Extrusion Offset

The Extrusion Offset box moves the Primary Contour along the Z-Axis of the Part. 

 Part Offset 

The Part Offset box moves the Primary Contours of ALL the Extrusions in a Part.

The other parameters edit the Properties of the Extrusion.

 Show or Hide Extrusion, Extrusion Colour, Change Transparency, Graphic Quality

 Material Density

MechDesigner calculates the Mass and Inertia from the Density, Profile Contour, and the
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Extrusion Depth.

1. Extrusion Depth: 

Extrusion Depth parameter is the distance to the

Secondary Profile Contour from the Primary contour.

Extrusion Depth parameter is only a positive value.

When you edit the Extrusion Depth, only the Secondary

Contour moves along the Z-axis.

In the image to the left:

Extrusion Depth is 10mm. 

The Primary Contour is coincident with the sketch-loop. The

sketch-loop may show in the graphic-area over the Profile.

 STEP 1: Edit the Extrusion Depth. 

I have edited the Extrusion Depth to 30mm with the spin-

box tool. The Spin-Increment is 10, so it took two clicks!

The Secondary Contour moves away from the Primary - the

Primary Contour does not move when you edit the

Extrusion Depth.

Note: If the model is very large, the Extrusion Depth parameter can

take a few seconds to update.

2. Extrusion Offset and Part Offset 

There is only one Extrusion in this model. Therefore,

comparison between Extrusion Offset and Part Offset is not

immediately clear.

MechDesigner adds the Extrusion Offset and Part Offset.

They calculate where the Primary contour is relative to the 

Mechanism-Plane. These values are Positive or Negative.

The Secondary contour always moves with the Primary

contour.

 STEP 2: Edit the Extrusion Offset. 

The Extrusion Offset is -10mm.

The Primary Contour moves from the Mechanism-Plane in

a negative direction by 10mm.

The image to the left shows the new positions of the

Primary and Secondary contours.
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3. Part Offset:

A Part may have more than one Extrusion and it may be

convenient to move all of the Extrusions together.

The Part Offset applies to all Extrusions in a Part

Add the Part Offset to the Extrusion Offset to equal the

total offset of the Primary contour from the Mechanism-

Plane.

 STEP 3: Edit the Part Offset

The Part Offset is 30mm

Add the Part Offset to the Extrusion Offset. The total offset

is (-10+30) = 20mm from the Mechanism-Plane.

5: Use the same Sketch-Loop to add one more Extrusion

 STEP 1: Toggle IN 'Show Model Element in Mechanism'

in the Visibility toolbar

 STEP 2: First, edit the Extrusion again. 

Remember, to Edit an Extrusion: 

1. Click the Profile in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the Extrusion in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu

Enter these values in the Extrusion dialog-box:

Extrusion Depth = 10

Extrusion Offset = 20

Part Offset = 0

 STEP 3: Add a new Profile

1.  In the Mechanism-Editor, 

Use the  in the Solids Toolbar

2. In the graphic-area, select a Line

or Arc from the same sketch-loop.

3. Click OK in the Command-

Manager.

 STEP 4: Edit the new Extrusion. 

1. Click on the Profile in the graphic-area 

2. Right-Click the Extrusion in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit'

Enter these values:

Extrusion Depth = 10

Extrusion Offset = -30

Part Offset = 0
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 STEP 5: Look at the two extrusions with the 'Right View'

In the Mechanism-Editor, use the View > From

Right menu option.

Note: To make the Extrusions symmetrical to the

Mechanism-Plane: the Extrusion Offset of the Extrusion

'behind' the Mechanism-Plane must compensate by the

Extrusion Depth (Part Offsets is zero). Experiment!

The Extrusion Depths are 10.

The Extrusion Offsets are 20 and -30

6: Edit and Add New Sketch-Elements to the original sketch 

 STEP 1: Edit the Part in the Part-Editor 

Double-click the Part-Outline, or a sketch-element, in the

Part.

 STEP 2: Add dimensions and constraints to the sketch

so the sketch-elements become black 

I have added:

Tangent constraints between the Arcs and Lines

Coincident constraints between the centre of the bottom

two Arcs and the ends of the CAD-Line

Coincident constraint between top Arc and the vertical Y-

axis

Equal constraints to the Arcs

Dimensioned the Arc and the distance to the centre of the

top Arc

Re-dimensioned the length of the CAD-Line

 STEP 3: Review the Profiles 

Click the 'Show Model in Mechanism' tool to hide the

Extrusions

You can see that the Profile contours and the Extrusions

have also updated to the new shape of the sketch-loop.

[For some reason, the Profile contours are 'White' in this

image - they are usually Pink].

 STEP 4: Add New Sketch-Elements

Here, I have added three Circles to the sketch.

The Circles are:

equal in size

coincident with centre-Point of the Arc.

A Circle is the most basic shape of a sketch-loop.
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 STEP 5: Add three new Profiles with the three Circles

Do the commands three more times.

AS BEFORE: Select Add Profile, select the Sketch-loop

(the Circle), and click OK in the Command-Manager.

ALTERNATIVELY, try this new technique!

1. Hover above the sketch-loop so it becomes red – DO NOT

click it

2. Right-Click

3. Click Add Profile from the contextual sensitive icon palette

4. Right-click to complete the command. (This is a keyboard

shortcut for OK in the Command-Manager).

 STEP 5: Edit the Three Extrusions

Here, we want the three Circles to be 'posts' between the

two plates.

Edit each Extrusion, and enter these values in the Extrusion

dialog-box

Extrusion Depth = 80

Extrusion Offset = -40

Part Offset = 0

Extrusion Colour – here all a light grey.

7: Add Holes 

 STEP 1: Edit the Part in the Part-Editor 

Double-click the Part-Outline, or a sketch-element in the

Part.

 STEP 2: Add a Sketch-Loop that you want to be the

same shape as the Hole:

See the new Sketch to the left

The sketch-loop that is the shape of the hole is 'inside' the

sketch-loop used for the Profile.

Close the Part-Editor.

 STEP 3: Add a Hole to each side 'plate' 

Use the  in the Solids toolbar.

In the Command-Manager:

Click a sketch-element on the sketch-loop intended to be

the shape of the hole [an 'Arc' has the label 'Circle'].

Click the Profile with the Extrusion through which you want

to cut the hole.

Click OK

Do Steps 1-3 again for the other Extrusion
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 STEP 4: View Holes through Extrusions

I have used the Display Filter to 'hide' Points.

With the 'Show Model in Mechanism' Toggled OFF, it is

possible to see:

Sketch-loops [green] for the: 

Primary Shape, the three Posts, and the Hole

Profiles [white - but default colour is Pink]

2 for the main shape, three for the posts, and the 

Hole Element [also white, usually Maroon

 STEP 5: Show / Hide Model in Mechanism

With the 'Show Model in Mechanism' Toggle ON it is

possible to see:

Extrusions:

2 Blue 'Plates' made from the one primary sketch-loop

3 Grey Posts/Pegs made from Circle sketch-loops

2 Holes derived from one sketch-loop

 STEP 6: Click the Model name-tab to review the model

in the Model-Editor

MechDesigner uses six lights to improve the display of the

model. 

 STEP 7: Right-click the Model element that is at the top

of the Model Assembly-Tree. 

The Model dialog-box opens. 

Click the Lighting tab

Also, see: Visibility toolbar > Solids Display tool to

view: 

'Solids with wire-edges',  as 'Wire-edges only'

or  as 'Solids only, without wire-edges'.
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6.14Tutorial 5: Kinematic Function Blocks for Motion

Function-Blocks (FBs)

MechDesigner is different to normal CAD. Parts move in MechDesigner! Motion is within the

kernel of MechDesigner, and not added to 'static CAD' sometime later.

Function-Blocks (FBs) can be divided in to two types. They are:

FBs that specify or measure the motion of Parts and Points - we call these the 'Kinematic-

FBs'.

FBs that add and define different Machine elements - we call these the 'Modelling FBs'.

The Kinematic-FB menu

The 'Golden' Function Blocks in the Toolbar

This Tutorial

This Tutorial shows you how to add, connect and use the Kinematic Function-Blocks, so that

you can make your kinematic-chains move.

We connect wires to a Graph FB. Each graph helps us you understand how the motion-values

are changed by each Function-Block.

  Use Function-Blocks

Step 5.1: About Function-Blocks, Connectors and Wires

Step 5.2: The Kinematic Function-Blocks ['motioneering'].

Step 5.3: The Motion-Dimension FB

Step 5.4: MMA, 3 most used Function-Blocks, Graph FB

Step 5.5: Crank, Rockers and Sliders

Step 5.6: Gearing: Amplitude and Frequency

Step 5.7: The Point-Data FB and Measurement-Data FB
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Step 5.1: Function-Blocks, Connectors and Wires

Function-Blocks, Connectors and Wires

About Function-Blocks [FBs]

The icon of each Function-Blocks [FB] should help you

recognize its 'function'.

In the image, the FBs are a 'Linear-Motion FB' and a

'Motion-Dimension FB'.

The connectors,  , are small triangular symbols that

are 'in to' or 'out from' each FB.

The connector on the:

right-side of a FB is its 'output-connector'

left-side of a FB is its 'input-connector'

To allow motion-values to 'flow' from FB to FB, you

connect wires  from an output-connector  to an

input-connector .

Each FB can have many wires out from its output-

connector(s), but only one wire in to its input-

connector.

To connect FBs 

Drag Wires out from Output-Connectors into Input-

Connectors

In the image to the left, there are four Function-Blocks

that are connected together with wires.

The motion-values flow from FB to FB along the wires

to specify the angle of a rotating-part.

To connect wires between two Function-Blocks:

1. Move your mouse above the output-connector

of a FB so that it becomes red ... 

2. ...mouse-button down...

3. ...and drag a wire  from the output-connector

towards the input-connector of a different FB...

4. ...keep your mouse-button down....and hover

above the input-connector of a different FB  so

that it becomes red...

5. ...mouse-button-up. 

Now, a wire is between the output-connector and

the input-connector of two different FBs.

6. Do 1 to 4 again and again to add more wires. 

Video to show how to connect wires between Function-

Block connectors.
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About Motion-Values

We use the term 'motion-values' for the data that 'flows' from FB to FB. 

Each FB changes the motion-values at its input-connector to different motion-values at its

output connector.

Each FB uses an equation, or mathematical function, that is unique to the FB.

At each Master-Machine-Angle value, there is a motion-value at the input-connector,

and thus the output-connector.

The FB instantly converts the input to the output motion-value.

The motion-values instantly 'flow' along the wires between the FBs.

Example: of the 'flow' of motion-values along

the wires of four FBs:  -  -  - 

1. The 'first FB' is a Linear-Motion FB  

The [default] motion-values at the output-connector

of this Linear-Motion FB are the same as the Master-

Therefore, as you cycle the machine, the output from

the 'first FB' changes at the same rate as the Master-

Machine-Angle.

2. The 'second FB' is a Motion FB   

Motion FBs make a link, similar to a hyperlink, with a

motion name in MotionDesigner.

The motion-values at its input-connector correspond

to the X-axis values of a motion. The motion-values

at its output-connector become the Y-axis values of

the same motion. You edit the Motion FB to 'hyper-

link' a different motion name, in a Motion tab in

MotionDesigner.

3. The 'third FB' is a Gearing FB   

The Gearing FB multiply the motion-values at its input connector by a fixed number, and

also add or subtract a number.

If the input is 0 - 360, and the Gearing Ratio parameter is 2, and you add 40 to the output,

then its output will change from 40 to 760.

4. The 'forth FB' is a Motion-Dimension FB   

The Motion-Dimension FB uses the motion-values at its input-connector to control the

motion of a Motion-Part. The Motion-Part in this case is a 'Rocker'.

It is possible to offset the initial position of the Rocker if you edit the Motion-Dimension

FB, to edit its Base-Value parameter.

If the Base-Value is '20', the Rocker moves from 60º to 780º within the 0 – 360 cycle of the

Master-Machine-Angle.

The Kinematic Function-Blocks

Motion Providers: 'to provide' motion-values. These only have output-connectors.
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Linear-Motion FB

One output-connector

Measurement FB [Point to Line [Linear]; Line to Line[Angle]; 3 Points [Angle]]

One output-connector

Measurement FB [Point to Point [Linear]]

Two output-connectors

Point-Data FB

Two output-connectors

Motion Processors: 'to process', or 'to manipulate' the motion-data. These have input-

connectors and output-connectors.

Motion FB

One input-connector and one output-connector

Gearing FB

One input-connector and one output-connector

Motion-Parts: 'to transfer' the angular or positional motion-values to a Motion-Part with a

Motion-Dimension. These have input-connectors and output-connectors.

Motion-Dimension FB – Rocker

One input-connector and one output-connector

Motion-Dimension FB – Slider

One input-connector and one output-connector

Motion-Paths: 'to transfer' motion-values to a Motion-Point to define its position along a

sketch-loop. These have input-connectors.

Motion-Path FB

One input-connector
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Step 5.2: The Kinematic Function-Blocks

The Function-Blocks (FBs)

The Function-Blocks 'provide' motion, 'process' motion', or they identify Motion-Parts and

Motion-Paths.

Schematics for Connecting Function-Blocks

The image shows, symbolically, how you can connect wires between Function-Blocks.

Motion Providers Motion Processors Motion-Parts

'Motion Provider' FBs include:

Linear-Motion FB

The 'Linear-Motion

Function-Block' moves at

least the first kinematic-

chain in a Mechanism-

Editor. 

It has a range 0 to 359.

You can use its output many

times, or add a Linear-

Motion FB many times.

'Motion Processor' FBs include:

Motion FB

Gearing FB

For each value given at the

input-connector, 

MechDesigner 'calculates' a

new motion value with the

internal function and

parameters. MechDesigner

gives the new motion value

at the output-connector 

It is possible to connect

many 'Motion Processors' in

series. 

'Motion-Part' FB:

Motion-Dimension

FB: 

o Rocker - a rotating

Part

o Slider - a Sliding

Part

We add the motion-

values, at the input-

connector, to a 'Base-

Value'. 

A Motion-Dimension FB

specifies the distance or

angle between two Parts. 

Motion-Points

Point-Data FB

Measurement FB

The output 'range' from a

Measurement or Point-Data

FB can be an independent

Motion-Point FB::

Motion-Path FB: 

o Distance of

Motion-Point(s)

along a sketch-
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variable for a Motion or a

Motion-Part. 

element

Notes:

1. These do not have an 'input'

connector.

2. We use the Data provided by

Point-Data and Measurement

FBs:

as an independent variable,

and 'range' of values, at the

input-connector of a Motion

FB

be the input to a Motion-

Dimension FB and so 'drive'

a Motion-Part, directly or

indirectly, See Step 6.5

simply 'report' kinematic

motion-values, with a Graph

FB, for design and kinematic

analysis

Notes:

1. It is not always necessary to

use these Function-Blocks –

the Motion-Parts can get their

motion-values directly from

the Motion Providers.

2. Design the Motion FB

'function' in MotionDesigner,

usually with an X-axis range

from 0 to 360. However, the X-

axis range at the input-

connector does not need to

be 0 to 360.

Notes:

1. Add Motion-Dimension FBs

to a Part that is joined to a

kinematically-defined Part

with a Slide-Joint or a Pin-

Joint. 

2. Add a Motion-Path FB to

add a Motion-Point to the

sketch-element or number

of sketch-elements that are

merged, or a sketch-loop.
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Step 5.3: The Motion-Dimension FB

Motion-Dimension FB

We have used the Motion-Dimension FB in Tutorial 1 and Tutorial 2.

Key Learnings in this Step.

Motion-Dimension FBs identify Parts that we want to move with a specified motion.

These Parts are called Motion-Parts.

 Base-Value[a parameter in the Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box. The 'initial-value'], is the

position of the Motion-Part when you do not connect a wire to the Motion-Dimension

FB's input-connector.

The motion-values are 'on the wire' at the Motion-Dimension FB's input-connector.

Motion-Parts include:

Sliders 

Rockers.

'Add Motion-Dimension FB' command

Kinematics-FB toolbar > Add Motion-Dimension FB

The Command-Manager has three selection-boxes for

three elements.

Selection-Box & Element 1: A Joint  

Selection-Box & Element 2: Select a Solved Line or

Point [in a 'Green' Part*]  

Selection-Box & Element 3: Select an Unsolved

Line or Point [in a Blue Part*]

 are Lines if you select a Pin-Joint  .

 are Points if you select a Slide-Joint  .

* A Solved Part is a kinematically-defined Part.  The

Parts have a Green Part-Outlines

An Unsolved Part is a Free-Part [NOT Kinematically

Defined]. The Parts have Blue Part-Outlines.

Motion Dimension FBs in the graphic-area

The FB in the graphic-area becomes different to the FB in the Kinematic-FB toolbar.

The FB in the graphic-area for a Rocker.

The FB in the graphic-area for a Slider.

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint

PREPARATION: Before you can 'Add a Motion-Dimension FB' to a Pin-Joint:
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Part joined to the Base-Part

Part joined to a Rocker

Refer to images to the left:

Before you can add the Motion-Dimension FB, you

must have, at minimum of:

1. Two Parts   

One Part must be a kinematically-defined Part

 

It has a Green Part-Outline...

The Base-Part  is an example

and

The other Part must be Free Part 

It has a Blue Part-Outline

2. A Pin-Joint   

It joins a Point from a Line  in each of the

two Parts

The Lines radiate (are rays) from the Pin-Joint .

Two Examples to the left. 

a Part joined to the Base-Part.

a Part joined to a Rocker

SELECT ELEMENTS: Select the First Element: PIN-JOINT

Click Kinematic-FB toolbar > Add Motion-

Dimension FB

In the command manager: You have the option to

select a Pin-Joint or a Slide-Joint as the first

element.

For the Part to become a Rocker, you must select a Pin-

Joint.

First Rule:

The Pin-Joint must join a kinematically-defined

Part to a Free Part

SELECT ELEMENTS: Select the Second and Third Elements: LINES

When you select a Pin-Joint as the first element, you

must select Lines as the second and third elements.

Second Rule:

The Points that make the Pin-Joint must be at

the ends of two Lines that radiate (are rays) from

the Pin-Joint.

Third Rule:

As the second and third elements, you must

select the Lines that radiate (are rays) from the

Pin-Joint .
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Also, from Rule One: 

One Line  is a child to a kinematically-defined

Part (The Part-Outline is Green)

The other Line  is a child to a Free Part. (The

Part-Outline is Blue)

The 'Free-Part' becomes kinematically-defined, with a 

Green Part-Outline, after you click OK. 

RESULT: The Motion-Dimension FB at a Pin-Joint.

Refer to the two examples of a Rocker in the images to

the left:

We call the Part a Rocker. A Rocker is a Motion-Part.

The Rocker icon in the graphic-area.

To edit the initial position of the Rocker, use the

Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box.

To open the Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box, you

can:

Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB

- or - 

Double-click the Motion-Dimension arrowhead

or dimension

Double-click to watch Video Clip
Note: After you add the Motion-Dimension FB, you may

want to move the FB in the graphic-area to a more

convenient place.

To move the Motion-Dimension Function-Block :

Hover + Drag the Function-Block

To move the Motion-Dimension dimension line :

CTRL+Hover+Drag the arrowhead of the

Motion-Dimension.

Video : Add a Motion-Dimension to a Pin-Joint

Add a Motion Dimension FB to a Slide-Joint

PREPARATION: Before you can use Add Motion-Dimension with a Slide-Joint


Add-MotDim-Rocker.mp4
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Your model must have:

1. Two Parts   

Before you add the Motion-Dimension FB, the Parts

are:

A kinematically-defined Part (Green Part-

Outline)...[for example, the Base-Part ]

and

A Free-Part (It has a Blue Part-Outline)

2. a Slide-Joint   

The Slide-Joint joins a Line  in the two Parts [see

1]

Note: The arrowhead  shows the Positive direction of the

Slide-Joint.

SELECT ELEMENTS: Select the First Element: SLIDE-JOINT

First Rule:

The Slide-Joint  must join a kinematically-

defined Part to a Free Part

SELECT ELEMENTS: Select the Second and Third Elements: POINTS

When you must select a Slide-Joint as the first element.

Second Rule:

You must select Points as the second and the

third elements

The Points must be at the ends of the Lines that

make the Slide-Joint you select as the first

element.

Also, from Rule One:

One Point  is a child to a kinematically-defined

Part (The Part-Outline is Green)

The other Point  is a child to a Free Part. (The

Part-Outline is Blue)

RESULT: The Motion-Dimension FB applied to a Slide-Joint.
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We call the Part a Slider after you have added the

Motion-Dimension FB.

A Slider is a Motion-Part.

The Motion-Dimension FB icon for the

Slider in the graphic-area.

To edit the initial position of the Slider, use the Motion-

Dimension FB dialog-box.

Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB

- or - 

Double-click the Motion-Dimension arrowhead

or dimension

Double-click to watch Video Clip Notes: 

To move the Motion-Dimension Function-Block:

Hover + Drag the Function-Block

To move the Motion-Dimension: CTRL+Hover

+Drag the arrowhead of the Motion-

Dimension.

Video: Add a Motion-Dimension to a Slide-Joint

The Motion Dimension FB dialog box

Motion Dimension FB

You cannot specify the initial position of the

Motion-Part as you add a Motion-

Dimension FB.

To edit the initial position of the Motion-

Part - we call it the Base-Value - we must

open Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box.

To edit the Motion-Dimension FB:

1. Double-click the Motion-Dimension

FB in the graphic-area 

The Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box

opens.

2. Edit the:

o Base-Value  [ the Base-Value

text is missing!]

The Base-Value should be above the dimension
box '47.438903'...! at the Top of the Motion-
Dimension dialog-box.

- or - 

o Base-Value + Motion Value 

It is best to think of the:

Base-Value as the position of the

Motion-Part when a wire is not

connected to the input-connector.


Add-MotDim-Slider.mp4
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Base-Value + Motion-Value as the

position of the Motion-Part when a

wire is connected to the input-

connector.

Directions separator, there are options to:

Edit the positive direction of the

Base-Value

Edit the positive direction of the

Motion-Values.

Use a Graph FB to display the values at the output-connector of a Motion-

Dimension FB

STEP 1: Add TWO Linear-Motion Function-Blocks to the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Add a Graph FB to the Mechanism graphic-area

STEP 3: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB X-axis (the bottom connector).

STEP 4: Edit the Base-Part to Add a Line - See Step 1.3

STEP 5: Add a Part (Step 1.2) and Add a Pin-Joint (Step 1.4) to join one end of the Part to
the end of a Line in the Base-Part.

STEP 6: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to identify the Added-Part as the Part we will specify
an angle relative to the Line in the Base-Part.

STEP 7: Connect the other Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-Dimension FB, and from the
Motion-Dimension FB to the Graph Y-axis 

STEP 8: Double-click the Linear-Motion FB: Edit the phase to 30

STEP 9: Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB, Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-
Dimension to 110

STEP 10: Double-click the Graph FB to open the Graph. 
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The image shows the elements

in the graphic-area after Steps

1-10.

The 'top' Linear-Motion FB

adds 30 to the MMA.

We have connected a wire

from the Linear-Motion FB

directly to Motion-Dimension

FB

We have connected a wire

from the Motion-Dimension

FB directly to the Y1 input of

the Graph FB .

The Motion-Dimension

dialog-box  and the Graph

FB  are open.

The 'Base-Value' of the

Motion-Dimension is 110º  in

the Motion-Dimension dialog-

box.

The Master-Machine-Angle

(MMA) is 120º

Thus, the output from the

Linear-Motion FB is 120º + 30º

= 150º.

This means the input to the 

Motion-Dimension FB = 150º. 

The Base-Value for the

Motion-Dimension is 110º.

Thus, the Rocker angle is at

110º + 150º = 260º.

The output from the Motion-

Dimension FB is also the input

to the Graph FB.

When you open the Graph FB,

the red cursor is at the MMA. 

If you set the red cursor to 120º,

the Y-axis value is 260º.

The Graph shows a plot of the

output of the 'Motion-

Dimension FB against the
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'bottom' Linear-Motion FB(0

to 359º) 

The DRO shows the X-axis

(red-cursor) is at 120º, the Y-

axis Output is at 260º.
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Step 5.4: MMA, Kinematic Function-Blocks, Graph FB

Basic Function-Blocks

In this Step, we review the: 

The Master-Machine-Angle

Three Kinematic FBs that we use frequently

Make a plot of motion-values with a Graph FB

Basic Kinematic Function-Blocks

The Master Machine Angle (MMA) 'Function-Block'

The Master-Machine-Angle is at the bottom and right of the application. It is not a

Function-Block. 

You might think of it as a 'virtual machine-clock'.

Master:

    

Machine:

    

Angle:

 There is only one master!

+

 We use it to synchronize all of the mechanisms/kinematic-chains in the

machine.

+

 Equivalent to the angle of a shaft that rotates one time per machine cycle.

We use the Master-Machine-Angle (MMA) to 'beat the drum' for the Machine. 

It is the virtual input to Linear-Motion Function-Blocks.

When you use Cycle command ['C' key on your keyboard], the MMA value moves at a

constant rate from 0 to 360, again and again, unless you cancel the Cycle command ['C'

key again]. All of the kinematic-chains move and synchronize with the MMA.

Zero(0) of the MMA is the machine 'home' position. Use Run menu > Home to move all

kinematic-chains to the home, zero, position.

You can change the value of the Master Machine Angle:

Accurately: Enter a value in the Precision Digital Read / Write interface. Use your

keyboard to enter a new value or use the spin-box tool.

Approximately: Drag your mouse inside the 0 to 360 scale marks, to the left or

to the right.

You connect FBs with wires. You must edit each FB of course.

The Linear Motion FB

The motion-values at the output-connector of the Linear-Motion FB increase

linearly at the same rate as the MMA. 

Linear-Motion FB Output Angle ψ[ ] = Master-Machine-Angle[ ] + θ[ ]

Use a Linear-Motion FB to synchronize each kinematic-chain with the Master-
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Machine Angle.

Question: Why do we need the Linear-Motion FB? Why not always give the Master-Machine-

Angle to move all the kinematic-chains?

Answer: The movement of a kinematic-chain is not always a function of the Master-Machine-

Angle. This FB also lets you delay or advance the output relative to the Master-Machine-

Angle.

[The 'virtual' input to this FB is the Master-Machine-Angle].

The Gearing FB

The 'Gearing Function-Block' has three parameters:

'Parameter 1' [N] = multiply the input motion value by N

'Parameter 2' [α] = add α to the input motion value, then multiply with the gear ratio

N

'Parameter 3' [β] = calculate with Parameters 1 & 2, and then add β to motion value.

The Mathematical Equation for the Gearing FB is: 

Output [δ] = N(Input + α) + β

Notes: N this is a 'gearing' ratio. 

When N > 1, the output motion > input motion (opposite to normal a gear-box where a gear

ratio of N > 1 reduces the output speed.

If N > 0 then the output δ > 0 has the same sign (assuming α and β are zero). The output is

not negative.

The Motion FB

We link Motions in MotionDesigner to Motion Function-Blocks.

To link the Motion FB to a Motion in MotionDesigner:

1. Double-click the Motion FB to open the Motion FB dialog-box 

2. Select a Motion in the drop-down list box 

The motion list is a complete list of motions that are in MotionDesigner tabs

We design the motions in MotionDesigner, of course. You can design simple or

complex motions in MotionDesigner.

To add these FBs to the graphic-area:

1. Click the FB in the Function-Block menu (or toolbar) 

2. Click again in the graphic-area.

The FB then shows in the graphic-area.

Make a plot of motion-values of FBs with a Graph FB

To find the motion-values at the output-connectors of a FB, simply connect a wire from its

output-connector to the input-connector of a Graph FB.

Remember, when you connect two FBs with a wire, the motion-values at the output-

connector of one FB is the same as the motion-value at the input-connector of the FB with

which you connect the wire.
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Linear Motion FB

STEP 1: Add TWO Linear-Motion Function-Blocks to the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Add a Graph FB to the graphic-area

STEP 3: Connect a Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB X-axis.

STEP 4: Connect a Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB Y-axis.

STEP 5: Double-click the Linear-Motion FB connected to the Graph Y-axis.

STEP 6: Edit the 'phase' parameter

STEP 7: Open the Graph (Double-click the Graph FB in the graphic-area)

Below: a screen capture of the various elements, cleverly positioned, after Steps 1–7.

There are two Linear-Motion Function-Blocks connected to a Graph FB.

Note: the Linear-Motion

FB in this image is old.

However, the main

parameter has not

changed.

In the image to the left, the

'top' Linear-Motion FB is

red. It is connected it to the

top (Y1) input of the Graph

FB , and the 'bottom'

Linear-Motion FB is connected

to the X-axis.

SETTINGS

The dialog for the 'top'

Linear-Motion FB is

open . The 'Phase'* =

+30

The Master-Machine-

Angle (MMA) = 120
* The Term 'phase' nods

to frequency analysis.

However, we simple add

the value to the MMA.

GRAPH CONNECTIONS

X-AXIS -'bottom' Graph

connection

The 'bottom' Linear-

Motion FB is connected

to the X-axis of the

Graph FB. 

The phase of the

'bottom' Linear-Motion

FB is '0'.

Therefore, the motion

value at the output-
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connector of the

'bottom' Linear-Motion

FB, and the input to the

X-axis of the Graph FB

is:

 = MMA

 = 120

Y-AXIS – 'top' Graph

connection

The 'top' Linear-Motion

FB is connected to the

Y1-Axis of the Graph FB.

The phase of the 'top'

Linear-Motion FB is +30

Therefore, the motion

value at the output-

connector of the 'top'

Linear-Motion FB, and

the input to the Y1-Axis

of the Graph FB is:

 = MMA + Phase 

 = 120 + 30 = 150

Digital Readouts (DROs)

The DROs below the graphs indicate the values at the

position of the vertical red cursor

Gearing FB

STEP 1: Add TWO Linear-Motion Function-Blocks to the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Add a Graph FB to the graphic-area

STEP 3: Connect a Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB X-axis.

STEP 4: Add a Gearing FB to the graphic-area

STEP 5: Connect the other Linear-Motion FB to the Gearing FB, and from the Gearing
FB to the Graph Y-axis.

STEP 6: Double-click the Linear-Motion FB connected to the Gearing FB and edit the
phase.

STEP 7: Double-click the Gearing FB to edit the Gear parameters.

STEP 8: Double-click the Graph FB to open it.

We have cleverly positioned the elements after we have followed the steps above. 
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Master Machine Angle (MMA) Slider @ is at 120º, corresponding

to the graph cursor position. 

Note: the Gearing FB in

this image is old.

However, the parameters

have not changed.

The Gearing FB dialog box

is open

We have selected the 'Use

Ratio of Pulley Teeth?'

option

We have entered:

20 for the 'Input Pulley'

10 for the 'Output Pulley'

20 for the 'Before Gear

Ratio'

10 for the 'After Gear

Ratio'

X-AXIS: 'Bottom' Graph

Connection

The 'bottom' Linear-

Motion FB is connected

to the X-axis of the

Graph FB

We have not edited the

phase of the 'bottom'

Linear-Motion FB.

Therefore, it equals the

MMA

 = MMA 

 = 120

Y-AXIS: 'top' Graph

connection

The 'top' Linear-Motion

FB is connected to the

Gearing FB, which is

connected to the Graph

FB

The output of the

Linear-Motion FB is +30

The input to the

Gearing FB

 = 120 + 30 = 150

The output from the

Gearing and input to

the Graph FB is:

= (20/10)*(120+30)

+20)+10 = 350
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The Digital Readout [DRO]

lists the values of the

variables connected to the

Graph FB. 

X-axis = 120 ; Y1-Axis =

350

For Information:

Gearing FB Output [when MMA 0]   = 2 * ((0+30) +  20) + 10 = 110

Gearing FB Output [when MMA 360] = 2 * ((360+30) + 20) + 10 = 830

Motion FB

STEP 1: Add TWO Linear-Motion Function-Blocks to the graphic-area

STEP 2: Add a Graph FB to the graphic-area

STEP 3: Connect one Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB X-axis.

STEP 4: Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area

STEP 5: Connect the other Linear-Motion FB to the Motion FB, and from the Motion

FB to the Graph Y-axis.

STEP 6: Double-click the Linear-Motion FB connected to the Motion FB and edit the

phase

STEP 7: Double-click the Motion FB to link it with Motion in MotionDesigner

STEP 8: Open the Graph FB. Double-click the Graph FB in the graphic-area.

We have cleverly positioned the elements after we have followed the steps above.

Master-Machine-Angle (MMA) Slider @ is at 120.

'Top' Linear-Motion FB >>

Motion FB >> Y1 Graph FB

Connect 

The 'top' Linear-Motion

FB to the Motion FB to

the Y1 input of the Graph

FB

MotionDesigner is open

MotionDesigner shows

the Motion that is linked to

the Motion FB

The Motion 'Function' in 

MotionDesigner is the

default motion – a Rise-

Dwell-Return-Dwell.

'Bottom' Linear-Motion FB

>> Graph FB

The output of the Linear-

Motion FB is equal to the

Master-Machine-Angle

[MMA]. The MMA is 120

The DRO for the X-axis 120
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The Graph  shows a plot

of output from the 'Motion

FB' against the 'bottom'

Linear-Motion FB

The MMA is 120 

The 'top' Linear-Motion

FB is 150

The motion graph shows

that the Y-axis is still

100mm when the X-axis is

150.
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Step 5.5: Cranks, Rockers and Sliders

Cranks, Rockers, Sliders

In this step, we connect these Function-Blocks (FB):

A Linear-Motion FB  

A Motion-Dimension FB 

A Motion FB and a Gearing FB 

These FBs, together, specify how and when a Crank, Rocker or Slider moves.

A Rocker

+

+

A Rocker is a Part that rotates around a Pin-Joint with a motion as defined by motion-

values at the input-connector of a Motion-Dimension FB.

The image shows a Rocker. To add a Rocker: 

1. Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint   

The Base-Value is 40º

2. Add a Motion FB  to the graphic-area.

3. Add a Linear-Motion FB  to the graphic-area.

4. Drag wires to connect the Linear-Motion FB to

the Motion FB to the Motion-Dimension FB

5. To edit the FBs, double-click the FB icons.

Double-click to watch Video Clip

A Crank

+

In MechDesigner, the Crank is a simplified Rocker. It rotates at constant speed. 

The 'Crank':

1. A Part joined to a 'kinematically-defined' Part with a

Pin-Joint 

2. The angle between the parts defined with a Motion-

Dimension FB

3. Add and connect a Linear-Motion FB  to the input

of the Motion-Dimension FB

To reverse the direction of the Crank, add and connect

a Gearing FB  between the Linear-Motion and Motion-

Dimension FB, and edit it to change the Gearing Ratio

parameter to -1.

A Slider

A Slider is a Part that reciprocates, back-and-forth, along a Slide-Joint.


AddRocker-simple.mp4
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+

+

Double-click to watch Video Clip See the video to the left.


AddSlider-simple.mp4
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Step 5.6: Gearing, Amplitude and Frequency

Amplitude and Frequency

This topic is 'How to use Gearing-Ratio parameter in the Gearing FB'. 

The Gearing FB applies a linear mathematical function to transform motion-values at its input-

connector to motion-values at its output-connector.

There are three Parameters in the Gearing FB dialog-box. The parameters make it similar to a 'Belt

and Pulley'.

See also: Add Gearing FB.

Crank speed: different to the MMA

+

+

To drive a 'crank' at different speeds, counter clock-wise [default] or clock-wise,

connect a Gearing FB, between the Linear-Motion FB and the Motion-Dimension FB.

There are two 'Cranks' in the image to the left. 

Left-side Crank: The input to the Motion-

Dimension FB is directly from the motion-values

at output-connector of the Linear-Motion FB. This

increases linearly from 0 to 360, and repeats.

Thus, the Crank will rotate Counter-Clockwise at a

constant speed.

Right-side Crank: Its motion is  the same as the

output from the Gearing FB. The input to the

Gearing FB  is directly from the Linear-Motion

FB. If we edit the Gearing Ratio in the Gearing FB

dialog-box  to be '–1', its output will be 0 to -

360, and repeat. Thus, the Crank will rotate

Clockwise. If we edit the Gearing FB to '3', [as a

different example], its output will be 0 to 1080.

'Crank on Crank'

+

+

We can add a crank to a crank.

Shown to the left is an Epicycloid Curve called a

'Deltoid' – it has a shape like a delta. To do this:

1. Connect two Parts end-to-end with Pin-Joints,

the first Part to the Base-Part 

2. Use Motion-Dimension FBs fix the initial angle

of the two Parts.

3. Drive the 'first' Part joined to the Base-Part with

a Linear-Motion FB – it is a 'Crank'.

4. Make the second Part half the length of the first

Part

5. Drive the second Part, with a Gearing FB, and

edit its Gearing Ratio to '-3'.

6. Use a Trace-Point to trace the path of the Point

at the end of the 'second' Part to show the

Deltoid - the deltoid curve is the trace of the
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point at end of the second Part.

Note: You can easily replicate this motion with a

Gear-Pair.

Gearing FB : Motion Amplitude AND Frequency

There are three ways to use a Gearing FB. We can connect Gearing FBs 'before' and 'after' a

Motion FB.

A Gearing FB 

before a Motion FB will change the frequency of the Motion

after a Motion FB will change the amplitude of the Motion

before and after will change the magnitude and frequency of a motion.

Also, we can use a Gearing FB to change the direction of a motion.

AMPLITUDE:

Here, we connect a Motion FB to the input of the

Gearing FB. 

For example:

Linear-Motion FB range = 0–360º

Motion FB range = 0–100mm 

Gearing Ratio = '3'...

The Gearing FB increases the AMPLITUDE of the

Slider by 3x

FREQUENCY:

Here, we connect the Gearing FB to the input of the

Motion FB.

For example:

Linear-Motion FB range = 0 – 360º

Gearing Ratio = '3', 

Input to Motion FB: range 0 – 1080º

Output from Motion FB range = 0 – 100mm

every 360. 

The Gearing FB increases the FREQUENCY of the

Sliders motion by 3x

Note - if the Gearing FB is '–ve', the input to the

Motion FB is 360 to 0, thus the Motion becomes

reversed.

AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY:
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To change the amplitude and frequency of a motion,

connect a Gearing FB before and after a Motion FB.

VIDEOS : 

CRANK - SPEED 

Double-click to watch Video Clip  

'CRANK ON CRANK'

Double-click to watch Video Clip  


Geaign1.mp4


Deltoid.mp4
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Step 5.7: The Point-Data FB and Measurement FB

Point-Data FB and Measurement Function-Blocks

You might also call these the Point-Data FB a 'Point Sensor', and the Measurement FB a

'Dimension Sensor'. 

It is important to note, that the output from FBs have three 'data-channels' as motion-derivatives.

There are two applications:

Make a plot of a kinematic parameter. 

Connect a wire from the output-connectors of a Point-Data or Measurement FB to the

input-connector of a Graph FB.

Use the motion-values from these FBs as the independent-variable of a Motion.

Connect a wire from the output-connectors of a Point-Data of Measurement FB to the

input-connector of other Kinematic FB and then to a Motion-Dimension FB or Motion-

Path FB.

This is called a Motion Dependency.

There is not a limit to the number of FBs you can connect together.

About the 'Independent-Variable'

When we design a Motion (in MotionDesigner) and link it to a Motion FB, the independent

variable (input) is the motion-value at the input-connector to the Motion FB. Usually these

motion-values continually increase, at a constant rate. This is the normal way we connect FBs.

However, it is also possible the input motion-values at the input-connector to a Motion FB do

not continually increase, and may decrease also.

The input to the motion may actually be any 'function'. Thus, the motion-values may be from

a Measurement FB, a Point-FB, or even another Motion FB. 

Point Data (or Measurement Data FB): Make a plot of the Motion Values with a

Graph FB

We will use a Graph FB to make a plot of the motion-values.

Use a Point-Data FB to make a plot of the kinematic data of a Point element.

STEP 1: Assemble a kinematically-defined chain - for example a Crank!

STEP 2: Add a Point-Data FB to the graphic-area 

To link the Point-Data FB with a Point in the graphic-area:

STEP 3: Double-click the Point-Data FB. 

STEP 4: Click a Point that moves in the kinematically-defined chain.

STEP 5: Click OK in the Point-Data dialog-box

To make a plot of the Kinematic Data for the Point:

STEP 6: Add a Graph FB to the graphic-area

STEP 7: Connect a Point-Data FB to one of the four input-connector on the Graph FB

STEP 8: Connect a Linear-Motion FB to the Graph FB X-axis (the bottom connector) (not

strictly necessary - Release 7+)

STEP 9: Open the Graph FB. Double-click the Graph FB in the graphic-area.
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After you follow these steps, you can see all of the elements in the image below.

The Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension FB and the Phase of the Linear-Motion FB are 0º.

The motion-values connected to the X-axis of the Graph are equal to the MMA.

Rotate a Crank at constant angular

velocity. Use a Linear-Motion FB

and a Motion-Dimension FB.

Make the Crank 50mm long. 

The end of the Part will have a

horizontal and vertical range of

+50mm to -50mm about its

centre-point, with a sinusoidal

function in the X and Y directions.

The sinusoid for Y lags the X value

by 90º.

The Pin-Joint for the Part is 20mm

above the 0,0 of the Base-Part and

Mechanism-Editor.

Link the Point at the end of the

Rotating-Part with a Point-Data FB.

Connect the X and Y outputs of

the Point-Data FB to the Graph FB.

Open the Graph FB.

The MMA angle is 120º, as shown

by the red pointer below the

MMA slider, and the vertical red

line in the Graph.

The DROs (Digital Readouts),

below the Graph, give the Y1 (=X

coordinates of the Point), and Y2

(=Y coordinates of the Point).

You can see:

the Blue graph has a range of -

50 to +50mm

the Green graph has a range -

30 to 70mm. 

Top-Tip

To show the position, velocity

and acceleration of a Point in the

same graph.

1. Drag a wire from the same

output-connector of the Point-

Data FB three times to three

different input-connectors on a

Graph FB, 

2. Use the Y-axis display options

in the Graph dialog-box to

display each motion derivative.
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Measurement FB: Gives the motion values as the Independent Variable to a different

Kinematic Chain

Below, there are two kinematically-defined chains:

The 'First' kinematic-chain uses a Linear-Motion FB as the independent Variable to

move it.

The 'Second' kinematic-chain uses the motion-values given by a Measurement FB

as the independent variable.

STEP 1: Add a Measurement FB to 'capture' motion-values 'somewhere' in the 'First'

kinematic-chain 

STEP 2: Connect the Measurement FB to the Motion-Dimension FB of the second

kinematically-defined chain. 

Kinematic-Chain 1 – a Crank

Rotate a Crank at constant angular

velocity. Connect a Linear-Motion

FB to the input of a Motion-

Dimension FB.

Make the Crank 50mm long. 

 

Kinematic-Chain 2

Connect the Measurement FB to

the input of a different Motion-

Dimension FB.

The Measurement FB shows, in this

case, the distance between two

Points. The distance between the

two Points continually changes as

the 'machine' cycles. 

The Base-Value of #2 Motion-

Dimension' is 0º.

Hence the Motion-Part that the

Motion Dimension specifies the

motion for, will be the same as the

output from the Measurement FB,

and continually change as the

model cycles. 

The distance between two Points is

45.14mm, as shown in:

the graphic-area

the Graph: 

Therefore, the Angle of the Rocker

is 45.14 degrees.

Measurement FB: connected to a Motion-Part via a Gearing FB

There are two kinematically-defined chains: 
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+ The 'First' kinematic-chain uses a Linear-Motion FB as the independent variable

to move it. 

The 'Second' kinematic-chain uses the output a motion-values derived from

the Measurement and Gearing FBs as the independent variable.

STEP 1: Add a Crank

STEP 2: Add a Measurement FB to 'capture' the motion-values somewhere in the ''First'

kinematic-chain. 

STEP 3: Add a Gearing FB to the graphic-area. 

STEP 4: Double-click the Gearing FB and change the Gear Ratio to 0.5

STEP 5: Connect the Measurement FB to the Gearing FB

STEP 6: Connect the Gearing FB to the Slider Motion-Dimension FB of the 'Second

kinematic-chain'

A screen capture below shows a graph that illustrates the connection of a Measurement FB

to a Motion-Dimension FB drives the Slider Part of a different kinematic-chain.

Kinematic-Chain 1 – a Crank

Connect a Linear-Motion FB to a

Motion-Dimension FB to rotate a

Part at constant angular Velocity -

a crank.

The angle of the Motion-

Dimension is 120°. This is the

same as the MMA. 

The Base-Value of the Rocker

Motion-Dimension FB is 0°

A Measurement FB gives the

distance between two Points. 

The distance between the two

Points continually changes as the

'machine' cycles.  The

measurement is 127.99mm, say

128mm

We connect the output from the

Measurement FB to a Gearing FB.

Its ratio is 0.5. Hence its output is

64.00mm

Kinematic-Chain 2

Connect the Gearing FB to the

Motion-Dimension FB to drive a

Slider.

The Base-Value of Slider Motion-

Dimension has is 0mm. 

Hence, the Motion-Dimension is

the same as the output from the

Gearing FB as the 'machine'

cycles.
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Measurement FB: connected to a Motion FB connected to a Motion-

Dimension FB

+

There are two kinematically-defined chains. 

The 'First' uses a Linear-Motion FB to move a Rocker. It is a Crank.

The 'Second' uses the output from a Motion FB as its independent variable,

which itself uses the output from a Measurement FB as its independent

variable.

STEP 1: Add a Crank as the first kinematic-chain

STEP 2: Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion-values somewhere in the 'First'

kinematic-chain

STEP 3: Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area. Edit it to link to it a Motion in

MotionDesigner.

STEP 4: Edit the Motion in MotionDesigner.

STEP 5: Connect the output-connector of the Measurement FB to the input-connector of

the Motion FB

STEP 6: Connect the Motion FB to the Motion-Dimension FB of the 'Second' kinematic-

chain

'FIRST kinematic-chain' – Crank

Connect a 'Linear-Motion FB' to a

Motion-Dimension FB to model a

crank.

The angle of the Motion-

Dimension is 120°. This is the

same as the MMA. 

The Base-Value of the Rocker

Motion-Dimension FB is 0°

A Measurement FB show the

distance between two Points. The

distance between the two Points

continually changes as the

'machine' cycles.  The

measurement is 127.99mm – say

it is 128mm

We connect the Measurement FB

to a Motion FB. The Measurement

FB 'acts' as the independent

variable (X-axis) of the Motion

linked with the Motion FB.

If you click here, or where

indicated on the image 'hotspot'

to the left, you will see the output

from the motion is approximately

55 when the independent variable

(X-axis value) is 128
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SECOND kinematic-chain

Connect the Motion FB to the

Motion-Dimension FB. The Base-

Value of Motion-Dimension is

0mm. 

Therefore, the Motion-Dimension

will continually agree with the

output from the Motion FB as the

'machine' cycles.

Connect the output from the

Measurement FB to the input of

the Motion FB.

Each value at the input to the

Motion FB acts as the X-axis value

for the motion graph, in

MotionDesigner, to give a Y-axis

value at the output-connector of

the Motion FB.

The output from the

Measurement FB:

can increase and decrease

does not change steadily

may be greater than 360

Irrespective of the motion-value

at the output from the

Measurement FB, the Motion FB

outputs a motion value that

corresponds to the Y-axis value

given the X-axis value.

Develop a Stationary Cam

An important application the Point-Data and Measurement Function-Blocks is to

develop 'Stationary Cams'.

See Tutorial 6D Design 2.
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6.15Tutorial 6: Cams: Flat, Barrel, Globoidal, 'Slot'

Cams and Cam-Followers

Please do tutorials 1,2,3,5 before this tutorial.

In machines, in general terms, a cam gives a motion, that satisfies different design

requirements, to a cam-follower. The cam-follower is in continuous contact with the cam.

Usually, the cam and cam-follower move. The cam usually has a simple motion and the cam-

follower a more complex motion. However, it is also possible that the cam or the cam-

follower is stationary. 

Example of cams in a protected enclosure with forced oil feed, typical of a

packaging machine.

As you design cams, you should notice a difference between MechDesigner and other

software. In MechDesigner, you add the cam when your design is almost complete, and not

when you start your design. New users are often confused: 'Why does the model not yet include

a cam?'

Objective of these Tutorials

To learn how to Add 2D-Cam. 

Add different cam types.

To improve your modeling skills.

  2D and 3D-Cams

6A: 2D-Cams – Rotating Cam & Circular Cam-Follower

6A2: 2D-Cam – Rotating Cam & Flat-faced Cam-Follower

6B: 2D-Cams – A Labelling Machine. A Design Study –  You need

good motion design skills!

6C: 3D-Cams – Barrel and Globoidal Cams

6D: 2D-Cams – A Stationary Linear 2D-Cam
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6E: 3D-Cams - Design of Cams for a Cycloidal Gear Reducer -

YouTube Tutorial.

6F: Design of Cams for a Parallel-Indexer - YouTube Tutorial
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6A1: Rotating Cam & Circular Cam-Follower

Rotating Cam with a Circular Cam-Follower

To add a 2D-Cam, we must select two elements:

Part  - which becomes the Cam-Part.

Profile/Extrusion - which becomes the Cam-Follower. 

Before you can add a 2D-Cam, you must prepare the model with these two elements, and

specify their motions.

Objective

To model a Cam-Mechanism that is frequently used in packaging machines.

To introduce Inverse-Kinematics.

Summary of this Tutorial

Model a kinematic-chain that includes a Part for the tooling and a Part for the cam-

follower.

Add a 'Roller' to the Cam-Follower Part.

Model a different kinematic-chain for the Cam. This is a rotating-Part, or a Cam-Shaft.

Add the 2D-Cam to the Cam-Shaft, and export its coordinates to SOLIDWORKS®.

  Model a Rotating 2D-Cam

Add the Cam-Follower Mechanism

Step 6A.1 Add a Slide-Joint for the Tool

Step 6A.2: Add the Tool Motion

Step 6A.3: Add the Transforming-Mechanism

Step 6A.4: Add the Cam-Follower Roller (+ Profile)

Add the Cam-Shaft

Step 6A.5: Add the cam-shaft

Add the 2D-Cam

Step 6A.6: Add the 2D-Cam 

Step 6A.7: Add the Polyline and Cam-Profile [not needed to get Cam-

Coordinates]

Step 6A.8: Get the 2D-Cam Coordinate Data

Export the Cam-Data

Step 6A.9: Export the Data to SOLIDWORKS®
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Step 6A.1: Add the Tool Slide-Joint

Summary of this Step

1. We add a Part that becomes the Tool-Part. 

2. We sketch the shape of the 'Tooling'

3. We add a Slide-Joint between a Line in the Tool-Part and a Line in the Base-Part

(Machine Frame).

Note: We do not need the shape of the Tooling to get Cam-Coordinates. However, it is useful in

this tutorial to practice using the Part-Editor.

Video of this Steps 6A.1 and 6A.2

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add a Part, Add a Sketch in a Part to represent the Tool, Add a Line to the BasePart

A reminder: 

A Mechanism-Editor must be active to add Parts and Joints. 

Click the Mechanism name-tab at the top of the graphic-area. If necessary, Add a New

Mechanism Editor.

We must add a Part that will become the Tool-Part.

 STEP 1: Add a Part 

Reminder: In the Mechanism-Editor: Drag you mouse in

the graphic-area. When you release your mouse-button, the

Part will show.

Top-tip: use the 'Insert' key on your keyboard as the short-

cut to make Add-Part active.

Step 1 is complete

You must edit the new Part, with the Part-Editor, to add the

geometry that will represent the shape of the 'tooling'.

 STEP 2: Edit the new Part with the Part-Editor. 

For example: Double-click the Part-Outline of the new

Part.

 STEP 3: Add a sketch to the Part 

Use the sketch-elements and Dimension tool in the

Geometry toolbar [left-side of graphic-area]

Use the Constraints in the Constraints toolbar [right-

side of the graphic-area]

Top-Tip: As you add sketch-elements, hover+drag from the

end-Point of the previous sketch-element. Then the end-

Points become 'Merged-Points'.

Step 3 is complete

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor 


Tutorial5A-1.swf
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For example: Double-click a sketch-element or the Part's

Y-axis.

 STEP 5: Edit the Base-Part 

Double-click the Part-Outline

 STEP 6: Add a Line to the Base-Part  and dimension it.

 Step 6 is complete

 STEP 7: Close the Part-Editor

Add a Slide-Joint

We will add a Slide-Joint between the:

CAD-Line  along the centre of the new Part, and 

Line  in the Base-Part.

Note: In MechDesigner, it is possible to add a Slide-

Joint between two Lines that are ANYWHERE in a Part. It

is not necessary to select the CAD-Line along the centre

of the Part. The CAD-Line is a convenient Line, however.

It is the most commonly used Line for a Slide-Joint.

 STEP 1: Click Add Slide-Joint in the Kinematic-

elements toolbar 

 STEP 2: Click the Line  added to the Base-Part

(coloured green before selection) 

 STEP 3: Click the CAD-Line  along the centre of the

Added-Part (dark green before selection).

Step 3 is complete

The symbol for the Slide-Joint is:

Two rectangles.

The length of each rectangle is the length of each Line that you
selected to add the Slide-Joint. There is:

a thin rectangle  (the 'slide-rail') on the

kinematically-defined (green) Part,

a wider rectangle  ('slide-block') on the free

(Blue) Part.

A small arrowhead  at the start-Point of the Line in

the kinematically-defined Part. The arrowhead

direction gives the positive direction of the Line and

the Slide-Joint. The positive direction is important

for the Motion-Dimension FB.

[To Drag a Blue Part-Outline: hover above the Part-Outline to make it Red, then Drag.
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(Note: Occasionally, you can only hover to make a Part-Outline Red by hovering over the Part-Outline at its

arcs, near its start and end Points)]

Step 6A.2: Add the Tool's Motion

Summary of this Step

We add the elements to move the Tool-Part along the Slide-Joint.

To do this:

1. We add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Slide-Joint 

The Tool-Part becomes a 'Slider' - in the Kinematics-Tree.

2. We add two more FBs: a Linear-Motion FB ('Clock') and a Motion FB. 

3. We connect the three FBs together with wires.

In MotionDesigner :

4. we add and edit a motion so that it is a 'Rise-Dwell-Return-Dwell' [R.D.R.D.] motion type.

The motion 'Rise' is +50mm and the 'Return' is -50mm, back to 0mm. 

5. We link the Motion FB to the new R.D.R.D motion.

6. Cycle the mechanism to watch the kinematic-chain move.

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add a Motion Dimension FB to the Slide-Joint

Click Add Motion-Dimension FB in the Kinematic-FB

toolbar

The Command-Manager tells you which elements to

select.

The full message in the Command-Manager - if you

expand the width of the vertical bar of the panel is:

Click in turn: a Slide or Pin-Joint;

a Green Line or Point; a Blue

Line or Point.

 STEP 1: Click the Slide-Joint   

Click one of the rectangles that are the symbol of the

Slide-Joint, or the Slide-Joint element in the Assembly-

Tree.

 STEP 2: Click a 'Point -  Solved (Green)'

Click a (Solved) start-Point  of the Line in the Base-

Part.

 STEP 3: Click a 'Point - Free'  – a Point on the Line in


Tutorial5A-2.mp4
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the Part that you can still drag (the Blue Part).

Click the Origin of the CAD-Line in the Part.

The Points and the Lines must be elements in the Slide-

Joint.

Step 3 is complete

The image shows the Command-Manager with the

elements in the boxes for the 'Add Motion-Dimension FB'. 

 STEP 4: Click OK in the Command-Manager.  

When the first element is a Slide-Joint, the new Motion-

Part is a Slider.

Step 4 is complete.

MechDesigner adds the Motion-Dimension  between

the Points in the Slide-Joint. The dimension is positive

or negative. 

You will usually want to edit the Base-Value of the

Motion-Dimension.

 STEP 5: Edit the Motion-Dimension to open the dialog-

box 

Double-click the dimension extension lines or

arrowhead 

- or -

Right-click the FB icon, then

Select the Edit Element icon, in the contextual sensitive

icon palette.
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The Motion-Dimension dialog-box opens. 

Edit the 'Base-Value'

- or - 

Edit the 'Base-Value + Motion Value'

Step 5 is complete in the near image.

Edit the 'Base-Value' to 40mm

In the image, ignore the Base-Value[75], and the

Motion-Value [0.1599...].

Add a Motion FB and a Linear Motion FB

These Function-Blocks are very easy to add to the

graphic-area.

In the Kinematic-FB toolbar

 STEP 6: Click the Linear-Motion FB  and then 

Click in the graphics area.

 STEP 7: Click the Motion FB  and then 

Click in the graphic-area.

Step 7 is complete. The Linear Motion FB  and the Motion FB

are in the graphic-area.

You now need to connect the Function-Blocks together with

wires.

Connect the Function-Blocks together with wires

 STEP 8: Connect the Function-Blocks, as shown   

Drag from an 'output-connector' to an 'input-

connector'.

Step 8 is complete.

 STEP 9: Use Run menu > Cycle 

- or - 

Use the keyboard shortcut: 'C'
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Add a New Motion to MotionDesigner

The Default Motion

When you add a Motion FB, MechDesigner links the Motion

name that is first (left-most tab) in MotionDesigner to the

Motion FB. This is the Default motion.

The default motion has four segments . The

segments make a Rise-Dwell-Return-Dwell motion.

The Rise Segment  is from 0 to 90. The Return

Segment  is from 90 to 0 [mm or degrees].

Therefore, Base-Value in the Motion-Dimension FB is

40mm, the Slider moves from 40 to 140mm.  Usually,

the default motion is not the motion that you need.

Add a new Motion

 STEP 10: Use Tools menu > Show/Hide

MotionDesigner to show MotionDesigner  

In MotionDesigner, add a new Motion tab.

 STEP 11: Click Add Motion   

 STEP 12: Rename the Motion to 'Tool Motion'   

To rename a Motion in MotionDesigner, you can right-

click the Motion name tab .

 STEP 13: Edit the Motion so its Rise is 50 

[See below, for instructions to edit the motion, or see

below]

MotionDesigner

- or -  

Tutorial 2: Introduction to the Flexible Polynomial

Segment 

Keep the motion as a RDRD Motion.

The Rise Segment should increase from 0 to 50mm

Select Segment 2, use the Blend-Point Editor 'Pos' box,

change it to 50 with the Spin-Box or your keyboard.

The Return Segment should take it back from 50 to 0mm.

See image to the left:

Select Segment 3 , click the Blend-Point Editor 'Pos' box

, change it to 50  with the Spin-Box or your

keyboard.

Each segment can take 90º of the MMA.

Step 13 is complete.

Link 'Tool-Motion' to the Motion FB
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 STEP 14: Double-click the Motion FB in the graphic-area,

to open the Motion FB dialog-box 

See dialog to the left.

 STEP 15: Click the 'Select Motion' drop-down box and

select 'Tool Motion' in the list 

 STEP 16: Click OK 

 STEP 17: Now, again, Run > Cycle to watch the new

motion.

Step 6A.3: Add a Dyad

Summary of this Step

We add a Dyad between the Base-Part and the Slider.

To assemble a Dyad, add:

Two new Parts

Three new Joints

Note 1: Dyads ALWAYS have two Parts and three Joints.

Note 2: We do not need to add a Dyad. This step is practice. Also, it introduces the concept of Inverse

Kinematics. This concept will become clear after we add the 2D-Cam.

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Edit the BasePart

Why Edit the Base-Part?

In this tutorial, we will add two Pin-Joint between two Parts and the Base-Part:

One Part will be the 'parent' to the rotating 2D-Cam, which is joined to the Base-Part

One of the Parts in a Dyad, which is joined to the Base-Part.

There must be a sketch-element in the Base-Part for each joint.

Therefore, we must add sketch-elements to the Base-Part.

[Note: We only need to add a Point to the Base-Part to make a Pin-Joint. However, it is best

practice to add a Line. There are a number of advantages. In time, these advantages become

clearer].


Tutorial5A-3.mp4
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 STEP 1: Double-click on the Part-Outline of the Base-

Part to open the Part-Editor. 

 STEP 2: Add two new Lines  , approximately as

shown to the left.

 STEP 3: Dimension the Lines. 

Step 3 is complete

[Note: I have used Show/Hide Dimensions to hide the dimensions in the
image]

As noted, we will use the Points that are at the left end of

these Lines for the:

Pin-Joint that will connect a Part to the Base-Part –

see below

Pin-Joint that will connect the cam-shaft to the Base-

Part – see Step 6A.5

Add two Parts and three Pin-Joints – an RRR Dyad

Add two Parts

 STEP 1: Click Add Part in the Kinematic-elements

toolbar. 

- or -

Mechanism > Add Part

 STEP 2: Drag in the graphic-area to add a Part

 STEP 3: Do Steps 1 and 2 again to add the other

Part

The new Parts have a blue Part-Outline. 

They are not kinematically-defined parts.

Add three Pin-Joints

 STEP 4: Click Add Pin-Joint in Kinematic-elements

toolbar 

- or -

Mechanism menu > Add Pin-Joint  

 STEP 5: Add 3 Joints to join the Parts: 

Joint 1 : Click one end a new Part and a

Point in the Base-Part

Joint 2 : Click one end of the other new

Part and then a Point in the Slider

Joint 3 : Select a Point at each end of the

two new parts to join them together

Run menu > Cycle and you will see the new Dyad move as the Slider moves.

The kinematic-chain may 'brake' if the Parts in the Dyad cannot reach the Slider!

If necessary:

edit the Length of the Parts, or

change the Position of the Pin-Joint with the Base-Part, or

reduce the distance of the motion in MotionDesigner.
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Step 6A.4: Add the Cam Follower (Profile)

Summary of this Step

Before we can use Add 2D-Cam, we must add the Cam-Follower to a Part. We define its

shape and its position in the Part with the Part-Editor. We use Add-Profile to make it a Solid.

In this Step:

1. We use the Part-Editor to edit the Part to which we want to add the Cam-Follower Roller.

2. We use the sketch-editor to add a circular shape to become the Cam-Follower Roller.

3. We add a Profile to the shape of the Cam-Follower to make it a 'Solid'.

Notes: 

Cam-Followers are in continuous contact with the Cam surface.

There is not a command: 'Add Cam-Follower'. You must sketch the shape and define the position of the

Cam-Follower in the Part-Editor as a sketch-loop. Then add a Profile to the shape in the Mechanism-Editor. 

The shape of the Cam-Follower does not need to be circular. See Cam-Follower.

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Start the Part Editor, Add a Circle, Add a Profile

Start the Part-Editor

The shape of a Cam-Follower Roller is a sketch-element

that is a child to a Part!  Edit the Part to which you want to

sketch-element to give the shape of the Cam-Follower

Roller.

You know how to 'Start the Part-Editor'. There are many

ways:

 STEP 1: Double-click the Part-Outline   

- or -

Right-click Part-Outline + Click the Edit

Element

- or -

Click the Part-Outline and then Click the Edit

Part icon  to the left of the graphic-area. 

Add and Dimension a Circle to specify the position and

shape of the Cam-Follower

 STEP 1: Click Add Circle in the Geometry toolbar 

 STEP 2: Click in the graphic-area and Drag the Circle

radius out from the centre-Point

 STEP 3: Dimension the centre of the Circle relative to

the X-axis and Y-axis.

 STEP 4: Dimension the radius of the Circle.

The Circle  becomes black to indicate its definition is

complete.


Tutorial5A-4.mp4
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Step 4 is complete

 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor: Double-click the new

Circle or the Part axes to return to the

Mechanism-Editor 

Add a Profile to the Circle

A Cam-Follower must be a Profile.

 STEP 1: Click Add Profile in the Solids Toolbar,  

- or -
Solids menu > Add Profile

 STEP 2: Click the Circle

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 3 is complete

The Pink colour identifies the Profile . When we view the

model from the 'Front- View, the Profile is in front of the

Circle sketch-element. 

See Application Settings | Colour tab to edit the colour of

the Profile Element.

Step 6A.5: Add the Cam-Shaft

Summary of this Step

A 2D-Cam is a child to a Part. Thus, we must add the Part for the Cam.

This Cam is to rotate at constant-angular velocity. See Tutorial 1.

In this Step:

1. We add a rotating Part to represent the shaft for the cam - or the 'cam-shaft'. 

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add the cam-shaft

In Step 6A.3, we added a Line  in the Base-Part. 

The Point, at the left-side of the Line, is to locate the Pin-

Joint and centre of the cam-shaft.

Question: Do you remember why we need a Line in the

Base-Part, and not only a Point?

Answer:   Because, a cam-shaft is kinematically a

'Rocker' (a Crank). 

A 'Rocker' has a Motion-Dimension FB to define its angular

position. A 'Rocker' Part needs a Line from which to specify

its angular position. Thus, we added a Line in the Base-Part.

See also Tutorial 1, Step 5


Tutorial5A-5.mp4
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Add the Line and the Pi-Joint

 STEP 1: Click Add Part in the Kinematic-elements

toolbar 

It is possible to add a Pin-Joint at the same time as we add

the Part. 

In this case, before you mouse-button-down and drag to

add the Part :

 STEP 2: Hover above a Point  so that only the Point

becomes red 

When ONLY the Point is RED:

 STEP 3: Mouse-button-down and drag to add the Part.

Notes:

Only use this Hover technique to add a Part and Pin-Joint when

there is only one Point.

If the Line and the Point is red when you hover, you will add a

Part and Slide-Joint.

Step 3 is complete.

Cam-shaft Part-Coordinates.

You can choose to calculate Cam-coordinates with Mechanism-

Coordinates or Part-Coordinates – see Step 6A.8

To calculate with Part-Coordinates correctly, connect the Origin of

a cam-shaft to the Base-Part.

Now, add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the motion of

the Part - so that it becomes a Crank.

Add a Motion-Dimension.

 STEP 4: Click Add Motion-Dimension FB from the

Kinematic-FB toolbar. 

 STEP 5: Click the elements in the selection-boxes of

the Command-Manager - from top to bottom:

a) Click the Pin-Joint  that joins the Part (cam-

shaft) to the Base-Part

b) Click the Line  in the Base-Part that

radiates from the Pin-Joint – see Step 6A.3

c) Click the Line  in the new Part (cam-shaft)

The Part-Outline becomes green – it is a kinematically-

defined Part. 

 STEP 6: Connect the Linear-Motion FB  to the Motion-

Dimension FB  [Connect is 'Drag a wire

from...to....'] 

 STEP 7: Run > Cycle the kinematic-chains. 
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Step 6A.6: Add the 2D-Cam

Objective of this Tutorial

The objective of this step is to add a 2D-Cam. It is easy!

Summary of this Step

In this Step, we use Add 2D-Cam.

After the 2D-Cam is in the graphic-area, we open the 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog-

box to review its display options.

* The Internal and External Cam is referred to as Cam 1 and Cam 2.

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add the 2D-Cam

 STEP 1: Click Add 2D-Cam in the Machine-elements

toolbar 

- or -

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add 2D-

Cam

 STEP 4: Click the elements in the selection-boxes of

the Command-Manager - from top to bottom:

a) Select a Part for the 2D-Cam

Select the Part-Outline  of the Part that is the 'cam-shaft'.

See Step 6A.5.

 STEP 2: continued... 

b) Select a Profile to be the Cam-Follower: 

Select the Circle  that is the shape of the 'Cam-Follower'.

See Step 6A.4.


Tutorial5A-6.mp4
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 STEP 3: Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager:  

MechDesigner draws two 2D-Cams in the graphic-area.

Cam 1  – may be the External or the Internal 2D-

Cam

Cam 2  – may be the External or the Internal 2D-

Cam

 STEP 4: Cycle the Machine 

Short-cut for 'Cycle' or 'Run continuously' is 'C' on your

keyboard.

You will see the 2D-Cam rotate. The Cam-Follower is in

continuous contact with it.

Note: If the Cam-Follower is not in contact with the Cam, then

rebuild the model. Click, two times, the Auto-Update tool [Traffic-

Lights' icon in the Edit toolbar

The 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog box

The 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog-box has a number of parameters.

 In this tutorial, we use the 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog-box to hide one of the cam-

tracks.

 STEP 1: Double-click a 2D-Cam in the graphic-area 

- or -

Double-click the 2D-Cam in the Assembly-Tree.

- or -

1: Click the 2D-Cam one time in the graphic-

area or the Assembly-Tree 

2: Right-Click the 2D-Cam in the Selection-

Window

3: Click 'Edit element...' in the Contextual-menu.
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The 2D-Cam Properties and Display Options dialog-box

opens.

 STEP 2: Click the Cam Visibilities separator 

Cam 1, Pitch-Path and Cam 2 each have a check box 

Click the check box to show or hide each one in the

graphic-area.

You can click one, two or all three check boxes.

You must click a minimum of one check box.

 STEP 3: Click Cam 1, Cam 2 or Pitch-Curve, or all three,

to hide or show a Cam or Pitch-Curve

Step 6A.7: Add Polyline and Profile to 2D Cam

The Objective of this Step is to:

Show you how to add a Polyline, and Profile to a 2D-Cam. 

Summary of this Step:

Use these commands.

1. Move the model to 0º with the Home key on your keyboard 

2. Add Polyline to the 2D-Cam 

3. Add Profile to the Polyline 

4. Add sketch-loops and Profiles

You need this step only if you want to:

Model the Cam as a Solid. 

For example, if you want to check the model for collisions.

Know the Mass Properties: Mass, Centre-of-Mass, and Moment-of-Inertia of the Cam. 

For example, if you want to balance the Cam.

Include the Mass Properties in a Force Analysis.

Step 1: Add the Polyline to the 2D Cam

 STEP 1: Click 'Home' on your keyboard to send

the Master-Machine-Angle to Zero.

Why Home? The Polyline will be out-of-phase with the

2D-Cam if you do not 'Home' the model before you

Add Polyline.

 STEP 2: Click Add Polyline: In the Extrusion Toolbar

- or -
Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-
menu > Add Polyline
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The Command-Manager suggests:

Click a '2D-Cam' or 'Gear-Pair'.

Use the Polyline as a sketch for

a Profile/Extrusion.

 STEP 2: Click the 2D-Cam 

You can click the 2D-Cam  in:

the graphic-area

- or -

the Assembly-Tree

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

If you edit the model, the shape of the 2D-Cam changes.

When you edit an element in the model, it is possible that the shape of the 2D-Cam

changes. However, MechDesigner does NOT update the Polyline.

You must update the shape of the Polyline to become the same as the shape of the 2D-

Cam.

To update the Polyline:

1. Click the Home key to put the MMA at 0.

2. Click Add Polyline again.

3. Click the 2D-Cam that you want to update.

4. Click OK in the Command-Manager.

MechDesigner updates the existing Polyline. It does not add a new Polyline.

Step 2: Add a Profile to the Polyline

STEP 1: Click the Home Key to put the MMA at 0

STEP 2: Click Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Solids sub-menu > Add Profile [or see Solids

toolbar]
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 STEP 3: Click the 2D-Cam in the graphic-area

In the Command-Manager, you should see the Polyline

is in selection-box.

 STEP 4: Click OK

Assembly-Tree with 2D-Cam, with

Profile/Extrusion element.

Look in the Assembly-Tree again.

If you expand Part with the cam, we see a:

CAD-Line

Cam-Plate [a child to the Part)]

o 2D-Cam [as a child to the Cam-Plate, with a

'tick' to indicate it is a 'good' cam [in this

case]]

o Note: It is your decision as to whether the Cam is

'OK or 'Not OK'.

Profile [a child to the Part]

o Extrusion [a child to the Profile]

MechDesigner does not list the Polyline in the

Assembly-Tree. If you click the cam in the graphic-

area, you will see the Polyline elements in the Selection-

Window.

Step 3: Add Profiles to the other Parts

It is better to use the Part-Editor to add sketch-loops. Do not merge the centre of circles and

arcs with Points that you also use for Pin-Joints.

Add Profiles to Parts in a kinematic-chain with the Add Auto-Profiles tool.

 STEP 1: Click Auto-Profiles in the Extrusions

Toolbar 

 STEP 2: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Use the Add Layers tool to move the Extrusions by

different amounts along the Z-axis of their Parts

 STEP 3: Click Auto-Layer in the Extrusions Toolbar 

View the mechanism in the Model-Editor.

 STEP 4: Click the Model tab at the top of the

graphic-area. 

Step 6A.8: Get 2D Cam Coordinate Data

The Objective of this Step:

To link a 2D-Cam to a Cam-Data FB.

To use the Cam-Data FB to:

Make a plot of the cam parameters for cam analysis
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Get the Cam-Coordinates 

Summary of this Step:

This step will:

1. Add a Cam-Data FB 

2. Link the Cam-Data FB to the 2D-Cam

3. Plot the Pressure Angle of the 2D-Cam with a Graph FB

4. Use the Cam-Coordinates FB to calculate the Cam-Coordinates

Video of this Step

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add a Cam-Data FB to the graphic-area 

To Add a Cam-Data FB:

 STEP 1: Click Add menu > Add Cam-Data FB

- or -

Click Kinematic-FBs toolbar > Add Cam-Data

FB

Cam-Data FB

in graphic-area

 STEP 2: Click in the graphic-area.

Step 2 is complete

The Cam-Data FB is larger than other Function-Blocks.

It has four output-connectors 

Link the Cam-Data FB to a 2D Cam

 STEP 1: Double-Click the Cam-Data FB that is in the

graphic-area 

The Cam-Coordinates dialog opens.

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box

 STEP 2: Click the 2D-Cam that is in the graphic-area

or

Click the 2D-Cam in the Assembly-Tree.

The name of the 2D-Cam shows in the 'Selected Cam-Track'

box

Step 2 is complete

 STEP 3: Close the Cam-Coordinated dialog-box. 

To open the Cam-Coordinates dialog later:

Double-click the Cam-Data FB again, or See 'How to open a

dialog-box'

Cam Analysis - Pressure Angle


Tutorial5A-7.mp4
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Cam Data FB output-connectors

There are four output-connectors from the Cam-Data

FB. - see the image for the output from each.

A Profile/Extrusion element is one way we can add

mass to a Part. However, the only Profile in the model is

the Cam-Follower Roller, which will not have a large

mass. Also, it does not represent the distribution of the

Mass in the Cam-Follower System. Thus, in this tutorial

we will not analyse the Contact-Force or Contact-Stress

between the Cam and the Cam-Follower. 

We can however, analyse its Pressure Angle and Radius-

of-Curvature.

 STEP 1: Drag a wire from the bottom output-

connector of the Cam-Data FB to a Graph FB

The bottom output-connector is for the Pressure Angle.

See: Cam Analysis and Checklist for further information.

See Tutorial Forces 13 for force analysis.

Step 6A.9: Export 2D Cam Data to SOLIDWORKS

Summary of this Step:

In this step, you will transfer a Cam to SOLIDWORKS.

1. Make sure you have the correct SOLIDWORKS Type Library in your MechDesigner

installation path 

2. Open a Part or add a new Part in SOLIDWORKS.

3. Use the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box to send the Cam to SOLIDWORKS from

MechDesigner.

1: SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

A Type-Library file in the MechDesigner installation path must match the release of the

SOLIDWORKS® to which you will transfer the cam.

See  MD-Download-SOLIDWORKS-Type-Library

 2: Cam-Coordinates dialog box

If the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box is not open:

 STEP 1: Double-click the Cam-Data FB in the graphic-area

If the Cam-Coordinates dialog  is not linked to a Cam, then 
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 STEP 1: Click a Cam in the graphic area or Assembly-Tree.

When you click the Traffic Light in this dialog-box,  , MechDesigner calculates the Cam-

Coordinates. 

It uses the settings you have made for buttons. You must experiment with the buttons.

See Cam-Coordinates dialog-box for more details. EXPERIMENT

3: Open SOLIDWORKS

1. Start SOLIDWORKS 

2. Open an existing Part, or add a New Part

3. Save the Part, if it is a new Part.

1. Arrange MechDesigner and SOLIDWORKS to see the

two applications.

Make sure you have only ONE SOLIDWORKS application

running.

4: Select CAD Transfer in MechDesigner

In the CAD-Coordinates dialog-box [IN

MechDesigner again]

1. Click 'Send to CAD', [the

SOLIDWORKS icon next to the

Rebuild button] 

2. WAIT! ESPECIALLY IF THERE

ARE MANY POINTS IN THE

CAM.

MechDesigner draws three 'Curves' on

the Front Plane of the SOLIDWORKS

Part:

2D-Cam-Data [which is the Cam1

or Cam 2 [external or internal]

X-axis 

Y-axis

If required: to send the 'other' Cam:

3. Click the 'other cam' in the Cam-
Coordinates dialog-box and 'Send
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to CAD' again.

4. Do again for the Pitch-Circle, if
required.

5: Edit the Model in SOLIDWORKS with standard sketch and feature tools

In SOLIDWORKS

For example, if you want to make a 2D-

Groove or Track Cam:

1. Start a sketch on the Front Plane 

2. Add a Circle. Make its diameter
greater than the radius of the
larger Cam. 

3. Use Insert > Base/Boss > Extrude

to extrude the circle to the full
thickness of the Cam part.

4. Add a sketch to the face of the
Cam.

5. Click a 2D-Cam Curve

6. Use Tools > Sketch Tools >

Convert Entities.

7. Do 1-3 again for the other 2D-
Cam. 

8. Use Insert > Cut > Extrude. to
extrude the cam groove into the
Cams.

9. Cut a Hole through the Centre for a
Shaft, key-way, etc.

6:: Save the Cam as a STEP[AP203] file for manufacture
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Export Options dialog 

To save the file as a STEP file ready

for a CAM program, you must make

sure the 'Export 3D Curve features'

check-box is checked. 

In SOLIDWORKS:

1. Click File > Save as... 

2. Enter a File name for the cam

In the 'Save as type:' drop-down
box, 

3. Click STEP AP203 file type 

4. Add a description

5. Click the Options button, at the
bottom of the File > Save as
dialog

In the Export Options dialog

5. Make sure the 'Export 3D
Curve features' check-box is
checked - see left image 

6. Click the OK button to close the
Export Options dialog

7. Click OK button to save the
cam as a STEP file.
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6A2: Rotating Cam & Flat-faced-Follower

Rotating Flat Cams with Flat-Faced-Followers

To add a 2D-Cam, you must select two elements:

Part - which becomes the 'Cam-Part'.

Profile/Extrusion - which becomes the Cam-Follower.

Before you can add a 2D-Cam, you must prepare the model with these two elements, and

specify their motions.

Objective

Design a Cam with a Flat-Face Follower that slides - a Translating Flat-Faced Follower.

Design a Cam with a Flat-Face Follower that rotates - an Oscillating Flat-Faced Follower.

Short Summary of this Tutorial

1. Add a Slider and Rocker to two different mechanism, for the 'Translating' and 'Oscillating'

Cam-Followers, respectively.

2. Add a flat-faced cam-follower (Profile element) to the Slider and Rocker.

3. Add a Crank as the cam-part - the Cam-Shaft.

4. Add the 2D-Cam element

This tutorial can take 3 minutes.

 Rotating Cam with Translating Flat-Faced-

Follower

Step 6A2.1: Rotating Cam with a Translating Flat-Faced Follower

Rotating Cam with Oscillating Flat-Faced-Follower

Step 6A2.2: Rotating Cam with a Oscillating-Offset Flat-faced

Follower

6A2.1: Translating Flat-faced Follower

Summary

Add 2D-Cam with a Translating Flat-faced Cam-Follower

Add the Parts for the Cam and Cam-Follower

In this tutorial, the two Parts - Cam and Cam-Follower - are in two simple kinematic-chains 

The Cam rotates continuously - it is Rocker [a Rocker that rotates continuously is usually

called a 'Crank'].

The Cam-Follower slides - it is a Slider.
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Add geometry in the Base-Part to locate: 

the rotational centre of the Cam

the sliding axis of the Cam-Follower

 STEP 1: Add a new Mechanism-Editor

 STEP 2: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Add a Horizontal Line in the Base-Part. Its
start-Point locates the centre of the Crank 

 [The Line's start-Point is for the Pin-Joint,

and the horizontal Line is the 'solved' Line

we need when we add the Motion-

Dimension FB] 

 STEP 4: Add a different Line to the Base-Part to

locate to the sliding direction of the Slider 

. The start-Point of the Line will be the

'solved' Point we need when we add the

Motion-Dimension FB.

 STEP 5: Add dimensions and constraints to the Line

sketch-elements

In the image, you can see that Line  for the Slider is

not vertical or horizontal, or on a radial axis from the

Crank centre-Point .

In this case the Line for the Slider is:

at an angle of 50º 

offset from a radial axis from the centre of the Cam-Shaft by 10mm. 

The offset will not change the cam. It only moves the contact point to the left or the right of the sliding
axis. Thus it will change the 'overturning moment', which is the force that tilts the sliding-Part in its slide-
way.

Note: the short line that is perpendicular to the Slider Line . The short Line is to dimension the distance

from the centre-Point of the Crank-axis to the start-Point of the slider-axis. The dimension is 100.00 in the

image.

 STEP 6: Close the Part-Editor.

 STEP 7: Add a Crank   . A Part with a Pin-Joint, and

a Motion-Dimension FB to give the

rotational angle of the Cam-Shaft.

 STEP 8: Add a Slider  . A Part with a Slide-Joint,

and a Motion-Dimension FB to give the

linear position of the Cam-Follower..

 STEP 9: Add the Linear-Motion and Motion FB, and

connect the wires to the two Motion-

Dimension FBs.

Step 9 is complete
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 STEP 10: Edit a Motion for the Slider - about 30mm

stroke.

Add the sketch-loop to the Slider for the Cam-Follower

We must make a sketch-loop for the cam-follower. Clearly, for a flat-faced follower, one of the

sketch-elements must be a Line. I have found the best shape for the flat-faced-follower is a long-

narrow rectangle. One long side becomes the contact surface. 

The long sides of the rectangle  are most frequently perpendicular  to the direction of the

cam-follower's motion. However, it is possible to that the long-side are a different angle relative

to the Cam-follower's motion.

 STEP 1: Add a 'Line'  that will be in contact with

the cam.

Add the Line so its mid-point is approximately at
the sliding axis of the Slider

You may need to edit the length of line later.

The Line can also be at a small angle relative to

the direction of the Slider's Motion. In this case it

10º (90-80) from perpendicular 

 STEP 2: Complete a long narrow rectangle -  with a

short Line  that is perpendicular to

Line

 STEP 3: Complete the sketch with dimensions and

constraints.

Step 3 is complete.

Make sure the rectangle is a 'sketch-loop'.
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 STEP 4: Exit the Part-Editor

 STEP 5: Add a Profile to the sketch-loop rectangle

To add the Profile, use : 

1. Solid Toolbar > Add Profile 

- or -

1. Solid menu > Add Profile

Step 5 is complete.

Add the 2D-Cam

MechDesigner always calculates an external and an internal cam. For a Flat-Faced Follower, we

must hide the external cam.

 STEP 1: Add a 2D-Cam

You can use the: 

1. Machine-elements toolbar > Add 2D-Cam 

- or -

1. Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add 2D-

Cam 

-or -

1. Right-click the graphic area 

2. Click Add 2D-Cam in the contextual menu.

When Add 2D-Cam is active [the cursor is 'Add 2D-

Cam']:

1. Click the Crank   

2. Click the Profile  - the long, narrow rectangle.

Finally, to end the Add 2D-Cam command:

3. Click OK in the Command Manager 

- or -

4. Right-click the graphic-area
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You can see in the image, that there are two Cam-

Profiles.

Cam 1 and Cam 2 are in contact with the two long
sides of the Flat-Faced Cam-Follower.

We must hide the 'outside' cam.

We can hide the 'outside' cam with the Cam

Properties and Display dialog-box.

 STEP 2: Edit the 2D-Cam

To edit the 2D-Cam

1. Move your mouse pointer over the 2D-Cam so

that it becomes red.

2. Double-click the cam.

The 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog-box

opens.

In the 2D-Cam Properties and display dialog:

Cam Display tab: Cam Visibilities separator

 STEP 3: Click the Cam1 (or Cam2) to hide one of

the Cams

Note: 

In the Cam Properties and Display dialog-box it is

also possible to show the 'Pitch-Curve' 

The Pitch-Curve has no meaning with Flat-faced

Followers.

Does the Cam make contact with the Flat-Faced

Follower for the complete rotation of the cam.

Are there 'flats' on the cam? 

If a 'flat' appears on the cam , then you must edit the

model - see below.
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You must edit the one or all of these parameters

motion - so the Slider does not need to move as
far or move as quickly. This may not be an option
of course.

make the flat-faced follower longer 

move the Slider nearer to the centre of the Crank

(but be careful of undercutting)

offset the rectangle of the flat-faced follower to

one side of the Slider

or 

Move the Slider's Axis so that it is not radial [on

a ray] from the cam center.

On this occasion I have made the Cam-Follower

longer.

6A2.2: Oscillating-Offset Flat-Faced Follower

Summary

This tutorial is Add Cam with an Oscillating Flat-faced Cam-Follower

Add the Parts for the Cam and the Follower

In MechDesigner, the Parts can be in any Kinematic-Chain.

However, in this tutorial, we keep things simple. We add the parts for the cam and the cam-

follower directly to the Base-Part.

 STEP 1: Add a Mechanism-Editor

 STEP 2: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Add a Line for the Crank 

 STEP 4: Add a Line for the Rocker

 STEP 5: Add dimensions and constraints to the sketches

In the image, you can see that the Line  for the Slider does

not need to be vertical or horizontal, or on a radial axis

from the Crank centre-Point .

In this case the Line for the Slider is:

at an angle of 50º 

offset from a radial axis by 10mm. [Actually, the

important dimensions will locate the cam-follower within the

Slider].
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 STEP 6: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 7: Add a Crank

 STEP 8: Add a Rocker

Add the Linear-Motion and Motion FB, and connect the

wires.

Step 8 is complete.

 STEP 9: Edit a Motion for the Slider - about 30mm

stroke.

Add the Flat-faced Cam-Follower 

We must make a sketch-loop for the Flat-Faced Cam-Follower. One of the sketch-elements must

be a Line.

I have found the best shape for the Cam-Follower is a narrow rectangle. The long side of the

rectangle becomes the contact surface. 

 STEP 1: Add a Line  that will be in contact with the

cam

 STEP 2: Complete a rectangle with a Line  that is

much shorter than Line  and they are

perpendicular 

 STEP 3: Complete the sketch with dimensions and

constraints.

Make sure the long-rectangle is a 'sketch-loop'.

 STEP 4: Complete the sketch with dimensions and

constraints.

 STEP 5: Exit the Part-Editor

 STEP 6: Add a Profile to the rectangular sketch-loop

In this case the flat-face is offset to the Pin-Joint.

Step 6 is complete.

Add the 2D-Cam
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 STEP 1: Add a 2D-Cam

Use: 

1. Mechanism menu (or Local Toolbar) > Add 2D-

Cam 

The Command-Manager has two selection boxes for

two elements:

1. Click a Part - the Crank   

2. Click a Profile - the long, narrow rectangular profile 

Finally, to end the Add 2D-Cam command:

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager.

You can see in the image that the cam does not seem to

'complete'.

The problem, in this case, is classic under-cutting.

1. Edit the motion so that the cam remains in contact. 

I have edited the rise and return segments so that they

are longer and the dwell segments are shorter - see 

MotionDesigner Help.

Lastly we need to hide the 'external' Cam with the Cam

Properties and Display dialog-box.

The external cam is either Cam 1, or Cam 2. 

 STEP 2: Edit the 2D-Cam

To do this: 

1. Move your mouse pointer over the cam so it

highlights.

2. Double-click to open the Cam Properties and

Display dialog-box

The 2D-Cam Properties and Display dialog-box opens.
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In the 2D-Cam Properties and display dialog:

If necessary, click the Cam Visibilities separator

 STEP 3: Click the Cam1 (or Cam2) to hide one of the

Cams

Note: 

In the Cam Properties and Display dialog-box it is also

possible to show the 'Pitch-Curve'.

This is nonsense with a Flat-faced Cam Follower.
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6B: Labelling Machine Cams

Design Study: 'Labelling Machine'

This tutorial improves your modelling skills.

You learn how to add a 2D-Cam to the machine frame (Base-Part).

[We do not show you the motion design for the tools that transfer the label*. You can

experiment in MotionDesigner.].

You will use the Trace-Points and Velocity Vectors at Points to help you review how the label

and tools interact.

*Contact PSMotion if you need our consultancy to design a motion for a labelling or similar

machine, especially when tools need to roll along a stationary magazine, glue stations, printing

heads...].

You can skip this tutorial. If you need to model a rotary machine, review this at that time.

Background

View of a Typical Labelling

Machine.

Schematic of Labelling Machine

See this YouTube video – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g84UMA7rRI4 between 1:00 and 2:00.
This link is with the permission of the Copyright holder.

In this Tutorial, we model a Rotary Labelling Machine.

This is the 3D MechDesigner model on YouTube – http://youtu.be/5bG3fUAZo2Q .  In this tutorial,
we design the tool schematics and motions, not the 3D Model.

General information

A typical labelling machine has rotating turrets with a tools mounted around each periphery.

The tools can rotate on their own axes, while they also move with the rotation of the turret.

In this model, there are three turrets. The tools rotate, so they can remove a label from a

magazine, then transfer it to another turret and tool, and finally onto a bottle on the third turret.

The image above and right, shows a schematic of the Labelling Machine.  The label moves from 

right to left.

List of the Machine Sub-assemblies:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g84UMA7rRI4
http://youtu.be/5bG3fUAZo2Q
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Label Magazine. 

The Magazine must:

1.  Release the label correctly 

P&P-Turret with Tools:

Each tool must:

1. Rotate to remove a label from the Magazine.  

2. Transfer the label to the Tool on the Transfer-Turret. 

Transfer-Turret with Tools:

Each tool must:

1. Rotate to accept the label from a Tool on the P&P-Turret

2. Rotate to transfer the label to a Bottle on the Bottle-Turret.

Bottle-Turret with Bottle Platforms:

Each Bottle must:

1. Rotate to accept the label from the Tool on the Transfer-Turret 

The Three Transfers of the Label:

First Transfer: the Label from the Magazine to the P&P Tool

Second Transfer: the Label from the P&P Tool to the Transfer Tool

Third Transfer: the Label from the Transfer Tool to the Bottle

Note that the:

First Transfer is between a tool that moves and a stationary label

Second Transfer is between tools that move in opposite directions

Third Transfer is between tools that move in the same direction

Summary of this Tutorial

1. Preparation 1: Add the 'Hardware': turrets and tools. 

2. Preparation 2: Design the motion and shape for each Tool and a Bottle

3. Add Cam-Followers and Stationary 2D-Cams

  A Stationary 2D-Cam

Specify the design with kinematic-chains 

Add the 'Hardware': Turrets and Tools:

Step 6B.1: Add Bottle Turret and Bottle Platform

Step 6B.2: Add the Transfer Turret and Tool

Step 6B.3: Add the Pick & Place Turret and Tool

Design and Add the Motions to coordinate the Tools and Label

Design the Motion and Shape of the Tools
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Step 6B.4: Transfer from the Magazine to P&P Tool

Step 6B.5: Transfer from the P&P Tool to Transfer Tool

Step 6B.6: Transfer from the Transfer Tool to Bottle

Add the 3 Stationary 2D-Cams

Control the Motion of the Tools with Stationary 2D-Cams

Step 6B.7:Add the Cam to control the Bottle Platform Motion

Step 6B.8: Add the Cam to control the Transfer Tool

Step 6B.9: Add the Cam to control the P&P Tool.

Add the 'Hardware': Turrets and Tools

Rotary machines have many tools, or platforms, on each turret. 

Usually, it is necessary to model only one tool on each turret.

Note: I will soon replace Steps 6B.1 to 3 with a Simple Gear Train and Add Rockers to the

Geared-Rockers. See Tutorial 14.

THE NEW METHOD - USE GEAR-PAIRS

I will give more details soon.

To Model the Turrets

Add two Gear-Pairs as a Simple Gear-Train. The First Gear-Pair with a ratio of teeth that are

2:1. The second Gear-Pair with a ratio of teeth that is 1:1.

Example Gear Teeth are 300 : 150 : 150; Module 2, all external Gears.

To Model the Tools

Edit the Length of the Input Crank, and the two Geared-Rockers, that are the Main Turret,

Transfer and P&P Turrets, to 2/3 of the radius of the Gear.

Add Parts, and join with Pin-Joint to the ends of the Geared-Rockers (or to a Line in the

Geared-Rocker that is at 180º to the CAD-Line in the Geared-Rocker). 

Edit the Length of the Parts to 1/2 the Radius of the Geared-Rockers. Add Motion-

Dimensions to the Tooling Parts.

THE OLD METHOD - Summary of this Section: Add Three Turrets with a Tool on each.

See the video to the left.

Step 6B.1: Add Bottle Turret and Bottle Platform

Step 6B.2: Add Transfer Turret and Tool

Step 6B.3: Add P&P Turret and Tool

Step 6B.1: Add Bottle Turret and Bottle Platform

The Turret and Platform for the Bottle

The Turret rotates at constant angular velocity.
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Bottles are on platforms. We can call them 'Bottle Platforms', or 'Platforms'.

The platforms rotate with the Turret. Each bottle platform can also rotate about its own axis [Pin-
Joint].

There are frequently many platforms on each Turret. It is usually necessary to model only one

platform.

This Step models two Parts:

A Part to model the Bottle Turret - it is a Crank.

A Part to model a Bottle Platform on the Turret - it is a Rocker.

In a later step, we will edit the motion of the Rocker and the shape of the Bottle.

Summary of this Section: Add Bottle Turret with a Bottle Platform for tool.

See the video to the left.

Step 6B.1: Add Bottle Turret and Bottle Platform

Add the Bottle Turret

The Bottle Turret is a Part that rotates at constant velocity. It is a Crank.

 STEP 0: Add a Mechanism. 

Add the Mechanism to the 'Horizontal' Plane. This is

because our Rotary Labelling machines rotates about a

vertical axis. A Turret will nearly always rotate at constant

velocity. See Tutorial 1. 

Or to do Tutorial 1 again:

 STEP 1: Add a Line, or CAD-Line, to the Base-Part. 

 STEP 2: Add a Part.

Rename this Part to: 'Bottle Turret'

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Dimension FB;  Add a Linear-
Motion FB;  Connect the Functions Blocks

 STEP 5: Edit the 'Base-Value' of the Motion-Dimension
(Double-Click the Motion-Dimension FB icon) –
here 0º

Step 5 is complete
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 STEP 6: Edit the Part (Double-Click the Part-Outline). 

 STEP 7: Edit its length to make it equal to the Pitch Circle
RADIUS of the Platforms on the Turret: 250mm.

 STEP 8: Add a Circle so that its radius is equal to the
length of the Main Turret Part.

Top-Tip: Add constraints to a Circle so it 'expands' or 'contracts'

with the length of a Part: 

Use Coincident constraints:

1: Between the centre-Point of the Circle and the Point at the

Origin of the Part. 

2: Between the circumference of the circle and the Point at the

end of the Part/CAD-Line.

Step 8 is complete

Add Bottle Platform

To add the Bottle Platform, add a Rocker on to the end-Point of the CAD-Line and Part that is

the Bottle Turret.

It is convenient to join the Bottle-Platform with a Pin-Joint to the end-Point of the CAD-Line in

the Bottle Turret for the Pin-Joint.

 STEP 9: Add a new Part; Edit its length to 50mm 

 STEP 10: Add a Pin-Joint between the 'origin' of the new
Part and the end 'Bottle Turret' 

Rename the new Part to: 'Bottle Platform'

 STEP 11: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to identify the 
'Bottle Platform' as the Part we will move with a
specified motion relative to the motion of the 
'Bottle Turret'. 

Note: When you add the Motion-Dimension FB, the second

selection, is the CAD-Line of the 'Main Turret'.

 STEP 12: Open the new Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box
(double-click the FB icon) to edit the 'Base-
Value' of the 'Bottle Platform' so that it is in-line
to the 'Bottle Turret', that is at 180º. 

Step 12 is complete

Assembly -Tree

The Assembly-Tree shows the list of the elements in the
mechanism.

We have renamed the two Parts to:

BOTTLE TURRET - it is 250mm long

BOTTLE PLATFORM - it is 50mm long.
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Step 6B.2: Add Transfer Turret and Tool

This 'Sub-assembly' also has two parts: the Part for the Label Transfer Turret and the Part for the

Tool on the Turret.

We will use the 'Label Transfer Tool' to 'accept' the label from the 'Pick & Place Tool' and transfer

the label onto the Bottle.

In this step we will add two Parts:

Label Transfer Turret.

This is a 'Crank'. The centre of the Crank is at X=450, Y=0. It has a length of 100mm

Edit the Motion-Dimension FB of the Crank to make the Base-Value =180º. 

It will rotate in a negative direction, at 2X the speed of the Bottle Turret.

Label Transfer Tool.

This is a Part. It has a length of 50mm.

Join the Part with a Pin-Joint to the end-Point of the Crank.

Add a Motion-Dimension to move this Part relative to the Crank.

Summary of this Section: Add Label Transfer Turret with a Label Platform for tool.

See the video to the left.

Step 6B.2: Add Label Transfer Turret and Tool

Add the Transfer Turret and Tool

This is the last time we will tell you how to: Add a Crank.

 STEP 1: Add a Line to the Base-Part with start Point at
Position X=450mm, Y=0mm. 

 STEP 2: Add a Part. Edit its Length to be 100mm

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint between the new Part and the
new Line in the Base-Part

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the angle
of the new Part

 STEP 5: Edit the Base-Value of the new Rocker Motion-
Dimension – here 180º (it might be -180º in the
dialog-box)

Rename the new Rocker (Crank) Part to 'Label Transfer

Turret'
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Add a new Part to the End of the 'Label Transfer Turret'. 

Do Steps 2–5 above again. However, make:

the length of the new Part equal to 50mm 

the Base-Value of the Rocker Motion-Dimension
equal to 180º

Rename the new Rocker Part to 'Label Transfer Tool'

Drive the 'Label Transfer Turret' at twice the angular speed

and in the opposite direction to the Main Turret.

 STEP 6: Add a Gearing FB  to the graphic-area 

 STEP 7: Edit the Gearing FB (double-click on it). Change
the Gear Ratio to '-2'.

 STEP 8: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Gearing FB
to the Motion-Dimension FB to drive the Label
Transfer Turret.

Step 6B.3: Add P&P Turret and Tool

This 'sub-assembly' also has two parts: the Part for the Pick and Place Turret and the Part for the

Tool on the Turret.

We will use the Pick and Place Tool to 'Pick' the Label from a Label Magazine and 'Place' it on the

Label Transfer Tool (see Step 6B.2 for the Label Transfer Tool).

Note: the label magazine is not necessarily stationary. There are magazine designs that oscillate to

facilitate the transfer of a label to the Label Pick & Place Tool.

The P&P Turret and Tool are virtually the same as the Parts in Step 6B.2. It rotates in the same

direction as the Label Transfer Turret. It is equally possible that the Turrets rotate in opposite

directions, like the Bottle Turret and Label Turret.

Add the Label Pick & Place Turret and Tool

The very last time I will tell you how to Add a Rocker.

 STEP 1: Add a Line to the Base-Part with start Position at
X=750mm, Y=0mm 

 STEP 2: Add a Part. Edit its Length to be 100mm

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint between the new Part and the
new Line in the Base-Part

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to identify the new
Part we will move with a specified motion.

 STEP 5: Edit the 'Base-Value' of the new Motion-
Dimension – here 180º (it might be -180º in the
dialog-box)

Do Steps 1–5 again for the Label P&P Tool so that it is:

joined to the end of the Label P&P Turret

horizontal and 

50mm long.
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Rename the Parts to:

'Label P&P Turret'

'Label P&P Tool'

The Parts in Assembly-Tree to the left.

You should find it easy to add Parts that rotate at constant

speed. 

To rotate a Crank in a Counter-Clockwise direction, add a 

Gearing FB and edit the Gear Ratio to a 'negative' number.

Drive the 'Label P&P Turret' at the same speed as the Label
'Transfer Turret' and in the same direction.

 STEP 6: Connect the Gearing FB to the P&P Turret 

This image shows the Turrets rotated so that they are easier

to see.

We now have added six Parts: three Turrets, each with a

Tool connected to the 'distal' end.

The directions of the Turrets are edited for speed and

direction with the Gearing FB.

The Lengths of the Turrets and Tools are equal to the

diameters of the Pitch Circle Diameters of the centre of the

Tools and the radius of the tool that transfers the label.

Label Transfers: Design Tool Motion and Shape

Between the Magazine and the Bottle, there are three transfers.

In these steps, we must design the:

1. Position of the Stationary Magazine 

2. Shape and Motion of the P&P Tool

3. Shape and Motion of the Transfer Tool

4. Position and Motion of the Bottle

The three Label Transfers:

Step 6B.4: From Magazine to P&P Tool

Step 6B.5: From P&P to Transfer Tool

Step 6B.6: From Transfer to Product (Bottle)

PSMotion know how to optimize the motion and shape of the Tools. If you need consultancy,

then please contact us.
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Video to show the Label moving from the Magazine to the Bottle

See Video to the Left

Step 6B.4: Label from Magazine to P&P Tool

This Step reviews the design that is necessary to transfer the label from the Magazine to the P&P

Tool.

Requirements Specification

To transfer the label from the Magazine to the P&P Tool.

Make the position and motion of the P&P Tool agree with the Stationary Magazine

It is important that the tool does not slide across the label. The label may crease and the

print may become damaged.

There are two motion types that satisfy this motion requirement.

a 'stamping' action,

a 'rolling' action.

Nearly all labelling machines use a rolling action to transfer labels.

Design Variables:

Shape of the Magazine - NO: We cannot change the shape of the Magazine - the

Magazine is flat.

Motion of the Magazine - NO: We cannot change the motion of the Magazine - the

Magazine does not move.

Shape of the P&P Tool - YES: We can change the shape of the P&P Tool

Motion of the P&P Tool - YES: We can change the Motion of the P&P Tool

'Solution'

Summary of this Step

This video shows the finished design of this Step.

In this Step:

Design the Shape of the P&P Tool

Design the Motion of the P&P Tool so that

the P&P Tool rolls along the label.

[In the video, you can see that we have added a

number of Trace-Points [#7] along the tool. This helps

to see that the P&P Tool rolls along the label].
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'Ideal' motion to transfer a Label from the Magazine to the P&P Tool

The ideal motion is to roll the P&P tool along the surface of the flat label and magazine. The

P&P Tool should roll and not slide along the label and magazine.

A 'vacuum', or negative air flow through the tool [suction], removes a label from the magazine.

Edit the Shape and Motion of the P&P Tool to transfer of the Label

How to model a Cylinder to roll along a stationary flat surface.

A cylinder that rolls along a flat surface is ideal to transfer a

label from the flat surface to the cylinder. A Cylinder that

rolls along a Flat Surface is the equivalent to a Rack and

Pinion.

To model a cylinder that rolls along a flat surface, we use a

Rocker and a Slider. The Rocker becomes the Cylinder. The

Slider moves the centre of the Cylinder/Rocker parallel to

the flat-surface [magazine/label].

We must specify the relative velocities of the Rocker

and Slider. The Angular Velocity of the Rocker, ω [rad/

s], equals the Linear Velocity of the Slider, V [mm/s],

divided by the radius of the Cylinder, R [mm]. 

It is simple to use the output-connector from the Linear

Slider to a Gearing FB with a Gearing Ratio of 360/

(2*pi*R) [degrees rotation / mm displacement. Take the

output from the Gearing FB to the input-connector of

the Motion-Dimension FB of the Rocker.

If you model the relative velocities correctly, you will

see a Point at the radius of the Cylinder move towards

then away from the label. The motion of the Point is

exactly 'normal' to the label at the instant it touches the

label. Use a Trace-Point to show the motion of the

cylinder surface.

The Labeller - the P&P Tool rolling along a stationary Flat Label

In a rotary labelling machine, the centre-Point of the P&P

Tool moves in an arc , not a straight line. Thus, we must

change the model.

Our challenge is to find the motion and shape of the P&P

Tool so that it rolls along the label.

 STEP 1: Model the Basic Motion of the Turret and the

P&P Tool

The Turret is a Crank. The P&P Tool is a Rocker. 

Rotate the P&P Tool 'backwards'  [negative angular

velocity] relative to the Turret  to make the tip of the

tool stationary relative to the label

Q: What is Rocker's Negative Angular Velocity relative to the

Turret's Positive Angular Velocity? 
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A: If Radius (Tool) = 1/3 Total Radius (Turret + Tool), then

rotate the tool backwards at 3 x the angular velocity of the

turret.

Step 1 is complete.

 STEP 2: Review the model: Does the P&P Tool roll

along the label?

In this image, the P&P Tool  is nearly horizontal. When

it is horizontal, the 'distal' point of the tool contacts the

label at position 

When we show the Trace-Point  of the P&P Tool, we

see the tool traces a 'cusp' as the Tool and the Turret

become horizontal. The Cusp is at position .

Step 2 is Complete.

Question: Is that it? Answer: No! A tool with a radius

equal to the length of the P&P Part, so it contacts the

label when the tools is 'in-line' with the Turret Part, will

leave a GAP at ALL places that is not 'in-line'.

In the image to the Left, you can see:

A Tool Shape that is a simple Arc that is the same

radius as the length of the Tool Part.

Five Trace-Points

The Tool touches the Label only at the 'in-line'

position .

There is a GAP between the tool and the label at

ALL other positions - for example at . 

Question: Is there a better Shape for the Tool? Answer:

Redesign the Tool so it is 'flatter' to 'reach' the label where

there is currently a Gap.

The image to the Left:

Flatter? The radius of the Tool Segment now has a

radius that is larger than the radius of the Tool Part. The

centre of the Tool is not at the origin of the Part. See 

Here. The new tool design eliminates the GAP.

However, the Trace-Points now form loops  –

technically called 'Crunodes'. This means that when the

Tool meets the Label, it will slide along the label rather

than roll along it.
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Q: Is there a better Motion Design for the Tool that will

remove the loops (Crunodes) along the path of the tool

against the label?

A: Let us try. Yes.

The image to the Left:

Here is the result of the new Tool Motion [The Turret

still rotates at a constant speed of course]. 

Now, the Trace-Points do not loop  and the gap is

eliminated .

More Information

Imagine the Shape of the P&P Tool is a 2D-Cam! A 2D-

Cam? Yes, a 2D-Cam. Why?

A 2D-Cam has motion interaction between two Parts - the

cam and the cam-follower. The two Parts are the P&P Tool

and the Label. The Cam-Follower Part (label) is stationary

but that does not matter.

The 2D-Cam is the P&P Tool Part.

[The Cam-Follower should be a long and narrow rectangle

- see Cam-Follower.

Where the Cam rolls along the Cam-Follower (Label) is the

interesting part.

The shape of the P&P Tool should the 2D-Cam. Of Course,

the 2D-Cam is correct. Edit the Sketch of the Tool to agree

with the 2D-Cam.

Step 6B.5: Label from P&P Tool to Transfer Tool

This Step reviews the design that is necessary to transfer the label from the P&P Tool to the

Transfer Tool.

Requirements Specification

To transfer the label from the P&P Tool to the Transfer Tool:

Make the position and velocity vector of the P&P Tool be identical to that of the Transfer

Tool at each contact-point as they roll over each other.

We can satisfy the motion condition if we roll, without slipping, the P&P Toll along the

Transfer Tool.

Available Design Variables:

Shape of the P&P Tool NO: The shape of the P&P Tool was set in Step 6B.4.

Motion of the P&P Tool

Shape of the Transfer Tool

Motion of the Transfer Tool

Note that the Transfer Turret rotates in the same direction to the P&P Turret. This means that the

tools move in opposite directions as they pass each other.  This is a very onerous design
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problem.

'Solution'

Summary of the Transfer of the Label from the P&P Tool to
the Transfer Tool

This video shows the motion and shape of the

Transfer Tool at the end of this Step.

The shape of the Transfer Tool 'reaches' the

P&P Tool. 

The motion of the Transfer Tool relative to

the P&P Tool allows the shapes to roll along

each other.

Transfer the Label from the P&P Tool to the Transfer Tool

Here, we design the shape and motion of the Transfer Tool and the motion of the P&P Tool.

Q: What is a basic shape and shape for the Transfer Tool?

A: An initial guess for the shape of the Transfer Tool might

be an Arc  with a centre-Point at the centre of the Transfer

Tool.

In this condition, the Tools will touch  as they pass each

other.

See image to the left...

Q: What rotation motion of the P&P and the Transfer Tools

will roll them against each other?

First Try 1: Rotate the:

P&P Tool 'backwards' , relative to the P&P Turret

, so it is stationary relative to the Mechanism-Plane

Transfer Tool 'backwards' , relative to the Transfer

Turret , so it is stationary relative to the

Mechanism-Plane.

The image, above, shows the velocity vectors  shortly before they contact at the 'in-line'

position. See Point Vectors and Position dialog-box.

Question: Is that it?

Answer: No!

Even though it is possible to change the motion of the P&P Tool and the Transfer Tool, it is not
easy (impossible?) to find suitable motions to roll the tools along each other. Therefore, it is better
to change the motion of one or the other, but not the two.

I have elected to:

Keep the P&P Tool fixed relative to the P&P Turret.

Edit the motion of the Transfer Tool.

Edit the shape of the Transfer Tool.
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To edit the Shape of the Transfer tool, I set up a Design-

Set, 

The sketch to the left shows the dimensions I used in the

Design-Set to edit the Shape of the Transfer Tool.

We colour dimensions in the Design-Set as Magenta [R10,

in R11+ dimensions in the Design-Set or Grey]

This image shows the Velocity Vectors at the instant the

two tools (shapes) come into contact.

The velocity vectors are superimposed. This shows that the

velocities are identical: direction and magnitude.

You can add many points to the edge of the each tool to

show the relative velocities.

When the velocities are identical for each point, the tools

roll along each other. This is perfect motion to transfer a

label.

Step 6B.6: Label from Transfer Tool to Bottle

This Step reviews the design that is necessary to transfer the label from the Transfer Tool to the

Bottle.

Requirements Specification

To transfer the label from the Transfer Tool to the Bottle:

Make the position and velocity of the Transfer Tool agree with the Bottle

Velocities are Vectors. Hence, the velocity must be the same direction can magnitude.

We can satisfy the motion conditions if we roll, without slipping, the Transfer Tool along the

Bottle

Available Design Variables:

Shape of the Transfer Tool  NO: The shape of the Transfer Tool was set in Step 6B.5.

Motion of the Transfer Tool

Shape of the Bottle Tool - NO: good luck with the Marketing Department if you want to

change the shape of the bottle.

Motion of the Bottle

Note that the Transfer Turret rotates in the opposite direction to the Bottle Turret. This means

that the tools move in same directions as they pass each other. 

The Bottle Turret is twice the diameter.
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Summary of Transfer from Transfer Tool to a

Bottle

This video shows the finished design of this Step.

Modify the Motion of the Transfer Tool so

that it rolls along the Bottle

Modify the Motion of the Bottle

Note: We know the shape of the Transfer Tool and the

Bottle.

Ignore the Cams – I add the Cam in the next Steps of

Tutorial – I got ahead of myself.

Design of the Transfer of the Label from Transfer Tool to the Bottle

The Section changes the Motion of the Transfer Tool and the Motion of the Bottle.

Q: Why not change the shape of the Transfer Tool or the

Bottle?

A:  We fixed the shape of the Transfer Tool in Step 6B.5. 

Good Luck if you want to redesign the shape of the Bottle

to suit your machine design. I would like to be a 'fly on the

wall' in that negotiation!

Q: What rotation motion of the Transfer Tool will roll it

against the Bottle Tool?

A: We can try to do nothing!

Why? The Transfer Turret moves in the same direction as

the Bottle.

In the image, the Points in the middle of the transfer Show

the Velocity Vectors.

The image to the left shows the Velocity Vectors shortly 

before the in-line position.

Note: the Targets are not in new releases of MechDesigner.

The image to the left shows the Velocity Vectors now at the

in-line position.

The velocity vectors (Blue) are now identical:

they point upwards, and 

they are the same magnitude (length)

If the vectors were a different length, two arrowheads would

be visible.
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Q: Is that it?

A: The Zero rotational velocity motion given to the Transfer

Tool leaves a GAP at ALL other points on the two sides of

the 'in-line' position. 

The image to the left shows the GAP between the Tools after

the Turrets have moved past the 'in-line' position. There is a

Gap between the tool and the magazine unless the tool is

horizontal.

Q: Is there a better Motion for the Transfer Tool and the

Bottle?

A: Let us move the Transfer Tool and the Bottle with equal

and opposite motions – in proportion to their radius at the

contact point – so that they roll against each other like

gears.

Now, we must add the Stationary 2D-Cams to guide the

Tools with the Motions.

Add the 3 Stationary 2D Cams

The Stationary Cams rotate the Bottle and Tools as they rotate with the Turret.

When the motions and shapes of the Tools are correct, we can add the Cam-Followers and Cams.

Notes:

The Amplitude of the Motions designed for the Bottle Platform and the Transfer Tool are

quite small. Hence, it is a simple step to add 2D-Cams.

The Motion Amplitude for the P&P Tool is too big to add a Cam to move the Tool directly.

There are two other options:

1. Turn the tool by 360º and more. This needs a complex Cam with a number of followers -

usually 4 followers in a start.

2. Use a Gear Segment and Pinion to reduce the motion amplitude of the Cam-Follower.

3. Three Stationary 2D-Cams:

Do these steps:

1. Step 6B.7: Bottle Platform 

2. Step 6B.8: Transfer Tool

3. Step 6B.9: P&P Tool
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Video of this Section: The Stationary 2D-Cams

The Stationary 2D-Cams

Step 6B.7: Add the Bottle Platform Stationary 2D Cam

This Step adds the Stationary 2D-Cam that controls the movement of the Bottle Platform. 

An important understanding is that the command 'Add 2D-Cam' is the same as any 2D-Cam, we

simple select the Base-Part as the 'Part' element.

 STEP 1: Start the Part-Editor with the Part used for

Bottle sketch. 

The image to the left shows the Bottle sketch in the Part-

Editor.

 STEP 2: Add a Circle. 

 STEP 3: Dimension its size and position.

Step 3 is Complete

 STEP 4:  Close the Part-Editor

Top-Tip: You can close the Part-Editor if you double-click a

sketch-element.

 STEP 5: Click Add Profile in the Solids toolbar or Solids

menu 

 STEP 6: Click the Circle.

 STEP 7: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 7 is complete

The image shows the Bottle in the Mechanism-Editor and

the Profile – in Pink – added to the Circle.

The Circle will be the Cam-Follower.
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 STEP 8: Click Add 2D-Cam in the Machine-elements

toolbar 

 STEP 9: Click the Base-Part [this is Stationary]

 STEP 10: Click the Profile that is added to the Circle

 STEP 11: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 11 is Complete

MechDesigner adds the 2D-Cam to the Base-Part.

Step 6B.8: Add the Transfer Tool Stationary 2D Cam

This Step Adds the Stationary 2D-Cam to Control the movement of the Transfer Tool. 

 STEP 1: Start the Part-Editor to edit the Transfer Tool

sketch. 

Step 1 is complete

 STEP 2: Add a Circle 

 STEP 3: Dimension its location and diameter

Step 2 is complete

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

.

 STEP 5: Click Add Profile in the Extrusion Toolbar or
Solids menu 

 STEP 6: Click the Circle.

 STEP 7: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 7 is complete
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 STEP 8: Click Add 2D-Cam in the Machine-elements

toolbar. 

 STEP 9: Click the Base-Part

 STEP 10: Click the Profile added to the Circle as the

Cam-Follower

 STEP 11: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 11 is complete

The image to the left shows the new 2D-Cam that controls

the movement of the Transfer Tool.

Step 6B.9: Add the P&P Tool Stationary 2D Cam

This Step Adds the Stationary 2D-Cam to Control the movement of the P&P Tool. 

This 2D-Cam does not control the P&P Tool. 

We add a new Part and a Gear-Pair to control the Motion of the P&P Tool.

Note: since we wrote this tutorial, we have introduced the Add Gear-Pair command.

 STEP 1: Select the P&P Turret and start the Part-Editor.
 

Step 1 is Complete

 STEP 2: Add sketch-elements to give the centre for the

Cam-Follower 

Step 2 is complete

Add some Lines and dimension.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor 

 STEP 4: Add a Part 

 STEP 5: Add a Pin-Joint between the new Part and the

Point in the new sketch.

Step 5 is complete

The Part for the Cam-Follower Roller. The motion of the

Cam-Follower is 'equal' to the tool, but 5 times less in

amplitude.
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 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the New Part

to specify its angle relative to a Line 

 STEP 7: Add a Gearing FB. Double-click it and edit the

Gear Ratio to -0.2.

 STEP 8: Connect the output from the Motion-

Dimension FB that defines the motion for the

Tool to the Gearing FB

 STEP 9: Connect the output from the Gearing FB to the

Motion-Dimension FB that now controls the

Cam-Follower

Step 9 is complete

The New Part will now rotate with the P&P Tool but

only with 5 times less than the rotation amplitude.

 STEP 10: Edit the New Part 

 STEP 11: Add a Circle to give the shape for a Cam-

Follower

 STEP 12: Close the Part-Editor

Step 12 is complete

 STEP 13: Add a Profile with the new Circle 

Step 13 is complete

 STEP 14: Add a 2D-Cam to the Base-Part and the new

Profile 

Step 14 is complete

The image to the left shows the new 2D-Cam.
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6C: Barrel-Cams & Globoidal-Cams

Barrel Cams and Globoidal Cams

Barrel and Globoidal Cams, of all types, can be designed in MechDesigner.

You can export all of the cam types directly to SOLIDWORKS®.

Note:  Skills needed for this Tutorial: Add Plane to Plane, Add Plane to Line.

 3D-Cams

6C1: Oscillating Barrel-Cam

It is possible to design Barrel Cams that have:

Cam-Followers that move inside a 'Groove-Cam' [see

image to the left] 

and 

Cam-Followers that move along the two sides of a 'Rib-

Cam'.

Rib-Cams take longer to model because you must use two

cam-follower rollers.

6C2: Indexing Globoidal-Cam

6C3: Examine 3D-Cams for Cam-Follower Clearance.

6C1: Oscillating-Follower Barrel-Cam

Barrel-Cam with Oscillating Cam-Follower 

Barrel Cams can give Indexing, Oscillating or Reciprocating motions.

In this tutorials we will add a Cam-follower that oscillates [rotates about a pivot and swings

back and forth]
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 A Barrel Cam
6C.1: Add the kinematic-chains

6C.2 Add the 3D-Cam

6C.3: Edit the 3D-Cam Parameters

Step 6C1.1: Add the 3 Planes and 5 Elements

Barrel Cams need three Planes and three Mechanism-Editors

Image of Barrel Cam after it has been transferrred to SolidWorks.

[The Oscillating Cam-Follower and the 'Frame' are not exported].

With reference to the

image to the left:

   A Plane for the

Cam-Follower and

Cam-Follower

Roller

  A Plane for the

rotating Barrel-Cam

   A Plane for the

Barrel-Blank

Note: 

This

tutorial

designs

a Barrel

Cam

with a

Cam-

Track [a

groove

for the

Roller]

It is also

possible

to model

a Barrel

Cam

with a

Rib - see

image to
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the left -

so that

the Cam-

Follower

s are

against

the two

outside

flanks of

'Rib'.

Contact

us for

help if

you need

to model

the

Barrel

Rib Cam.

The Five Elements for a 3D-Cam:

There must be five elements in the model before you can

use the Add 3D-Cam command. The Command-Manager

needs you to select the five elements. You must add the

elements to three different Planes. The elements are

1. The Part that is the Cam-Follower 

2. The Profile that is the Cam-Follower Roller 

3. The Part that is the Barrel Cam  [Green, in the active-

Mechanism-Editor]

4. The Profile that is the Barrel Blank 

5. The Sketch Line that is the Barrel Blank Rotation Axis 

The five elements are on different Planes. Thus, to see them,

you must use 'Show other Sketch-Elements'.

Plane 1: Add the Barrel Cam as a Rotating Part

The Barrel Cam-Shaft

In this case, the shaft for the Barrel-Cam rotates with

constant angular velocity. Thus, it is a simple Crank. 

It is best add a Mechanism-Editor to the FRONT Plane for

the Cam-Shaft, and put Pin-Joint of the Crank at the Origin

of the Mechanism-Plane. 

 STEP 1: Add a Mechanism to the Front Plane 

 STEP 2: Edit the Base-Part to add a Line – make it
coincident with X and Y-axes

 STEP 3: Exit the Part-Editor

 STEP 4: Add a Part and Pin-Joint

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Dimension FB and Linear-Motion
FB
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To help you identify the different Mechanism-Editors it is best
to rename the Mechanism-Editors.

STEP   6. Rename the Mechanism to 'BARREL-CAM' and

the Part to 'BARREL-PART' 

Plane 2: Add the Cam-Follower Part and the Cam-Follower Roller

The Cam-Follower Part

Add a Plane for the Cam-Follower Part. In this case, the

Plane is offset from the Model's 'Top' Plane2.

STEP   1. Click the Model tab 

STEP   2. Click Add Plane in the Model menu or the Model
Local Toolbar

STEP   3. Click the Horizontal Plane in the graphic-area or
Plane2 in the Assembly-Tree.

STEP   4. In the Add Plane dialog-box, enter 100mm, click

OK.

STEP   5. Click Add a Mechanism in the Model Menu or
Model Local Toolbar

STEP   6. Select the new Plane for the Mechanism

STEP   7. Click OK in the Command-Manager

You will jump to the new Mechanism tab. 

STEP   8. Rename the New Mechanism to CAM-

FOLLOWER 

Here, I have changed the 'Background colour' to 'White'

with the Application Options dialog-box | Colours tab

STEP   9. Select  Visibility toolbar > Show Other

Mechanisms

This helps you see the relative location of the two

mechanisms.

STEP   10. Use the View Front to view the Mechanism

along the Z-axis.  

To the left, we have rotated the view to show the relative

positions of the elements on the two planes. It is easier to

add sketches in the 'Front View'.

STEP   11. Add a Sketch Line and Dimension it so it starts

at (-100,0) in the Mechanism Coordinates   

STEP   12. Add a Part and Pin-Joint. Edit the Length of the

Part to be approximately 105mm long.

STEP   13. Rename this Part to CAM-FOLLOWER-PART

STEP   14. Add a Motion-Dimension FB, Motion FB and
Linear-Motion FB

STEP   15. Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension to 

-30º

STEP   16. Connect the Function-Blocks

STEP   17. Edit the Motion in MotionDesigner to give it a
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RDRD with a Rise of 60º

I have rotated the view in the image above (use your keyboard arrow keys) so that I can view the

Barrel Part and the Cam-Follower Part together.

The Cam-Follower Roller

STEP   1. Edit the Cam-Follower Part 

STEP   2. Add a Circle Sketch for the Cam-Follower Roller
to the end of the Cam-Follower Part.

STEP   3. Dimension the Circle to be 30mm diameter

(15mm Radius)

STEP   4. Close the Part-Editor

STEP   5. Add a Profile. Use the Circle as the Sketch-Loop

STEP   6. Edit the Profile with the Extrusion dialog-box to
edit the Extrusion Offset to -15mm and the
Extrusion Depth to 16mm

I use 'Show Model in Mechanism' to show the Extrusion of the Cam-Follower Roller. 

Note: In 3D-Cams, MechDesigner can model only Cylindrical Cam-Follower Rollers.

Plane 3: Add the Cam-Blank and Rotation Axis

Add the Cam Blank Sketch-Loop and Profile, with

Rotation Axis

Think of the Cam-Blank as the material before you start to

machine the Cam. You cut the Cam into the 'Cam Blank'. 

In this step, you specify the Cam-Blank cross-section and

the axis-of-rotation.

 STEP 1: Add a Mechanism to the ZY Plane - see image

to the Left. 

 STEP 2: Rename the New Mechanism to BARREL
BLANK

 STEP 3: Edit the Base-Part in the BARREL BLANK. 

 STEP 4: Add sketch-elements as a Sketch-Loop that
extend 'wider' that the motion extents of the
Cam-Follower Roller.

It is important that the Sketch-loop is 'clean'. That is, it does

not have sketch-elements that are not part of the Barrel-

Blank's sketch-loop.

It is useful to Cycle the Mechanism so you can see how far

the Cam-Follower Part and Roller Moves. The image to the

left shows the Cam-Follower Roller at one end of its motion.

 STEP 5: Add a Line as the Rotation Axis of the Barrel
Blank. 

The Line should be horizontal and and coincident with the

X-axis of this Mechanism-Editor and Base-Part. The length

of the Line is not important.

Do not join this Line to other sketch-elements.

SOLIDWORKS® will use this Line as a Rotation Axis for the
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Barrel Blank.

 STEP 6: Close the Part-Editor 

 STEP 7: Add a Profile to the new sketch-loop 

I often edit the Extrusion element [child of the Profile] to

make the Extrusion-Depth = it 2mm and the Extrusion-

Offset = -1mm.

The Model is ready for Add 3D-Cam

To the left, you can see all the elements to select when you

use Add 3D-Cam.

You must use these two tools:

Show Model in Mechanism

Show other Part Outlines and sketch-elements.

Step 6C1.2: Add the 3D Cam

Add the 3D-Cam

STEP   1. Click the BARREL-CAM Mechanism tab 

You can only add the 3D-Cam in the Mechanism-Editor that

has the Part for the Cam-shaft. In this example, the

Mechanism-Editor is the BARREL mechanism tab.

STEP   2. 'Show other Mechanisms' – F11 

STEP   3. Spin the View to see all the five elements for
Add 3D-Cam.

STEP   4. Click the 'Add 3D-Cam' Command in the
Machine-elements toolbar. 

Command-Manager: 3D-Cam

The Add 3D-Cam Command-Manager dialogue opens.

The 'Hint' suggests you 'Add a barrel or Globoidal cam to

your model'.

The Command-Manager shows five boxes for five

elements. 

: The Cam-Follower Part

: The Cam-Follower Roller Profile

: The Barrel Part

*
: The Barrel Blank Cross-Section sketch as a Profile*

*
: The Barrel Blank Axis of Rotation

You MUST select the elements in order : 1 – 5
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STEP   5. Click the five elements as indicated in the
image, for each selection-box in the Command-

Manager. 

*
If you want to transfer the 3D-Cam-Data to

SOLIDWORKS®, the sketch should ONLY have the cross-

section of the Cam-Blank as a sketch-loop, and the Cam-

Blank axis of rotation, is a Line.

Delete all other sketch-elements in the Part.

MechDesigner draws the 3D-Cam as a tube. The Cam-

Follower's flanks are always 'inside' the tube.  The 3D-Cam

is the 'negative' of the Cam. 

Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box to:

edit the design parameters to specify the 3D-Cam

save the cam as a STEP file

transfer the Data to SOLIDWORKS® 

Step 6C1.3: Edit and send to SOLIDWORKS

Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box to enter parameters for the 3D-Cam.

Open the 3D-Cam dialog-box

 STEP 1: Double-click the 3D-Cam in the graphic-area. 

The 3D-Cam dialog-box opens [click the image to

expand / collapse it].

If the 3D-Cam dialog-box does not open when you double-

click the 3D-Cam: 

1. Click the 3D-Cam element in the graphic-area or

the Assembly-Tree 

2. Right-click the 3D-Cam element in the Selection-

Window

3. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu

The 3D-Cam dialog-box will open.

There are seven areas in the 3D-Cam dialog-box:

1. Rebuild / Save Cam 

2. Cam Mesh Density 
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3. Flank Length

4. Clearance

5. Display

6. SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer

7. SOLIDWORKS Paths

A Review of the 3D Cam dialog box

Cam Mesh Density Parameters 

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Cam Mesh Density

Surface Clearances

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Surface Clearances

Edit the 'Flank Length Control'

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Flank Length Control

Edit the 'MechDesigner Display'

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: MechDesigner Display

Rebuild and Save 3D-Cam-Data

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Rebuild and Save buttons

Data Transfer to SOLIDWORKS

 STEP 1: Do you have the correct Type-Libraries installed? 

Before you can successfully transfer Cam-Data to SOLIDWORKS®, MechDesigner must

have the Type-Libraries in its installation directory that match your installation of

SOLIDWORKS®.

See Here: MD-Download SOLIDWORKS Type-Library

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Cam Transfer

6C2: Indexing-Follower Globoidal-Cam

Globoidal Cam with Indexing Output-Shaft

We use 'Add 3D-Cam' to model Globoidal Cams.

This tutorial shows you how to add the 5 elements we need before we can use Add 3D-Cam.

Note: 'Globoidal' Cams are also called 'Ferguson' or 'Roller Gear' Cams.

Indexing Globoidal Cams
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Referring to the image:

The input, or Cam-Shaft, is the Pink Axis 

The output, or Cam-Follower turret, is the Red Axis.

The Cam-Follower shaft is frequently called the Turret or

Wheel.

The six(6) Cam-Follower Rollers are mounted to output-

shaft. Their axes are in Green. 

They are perpendicular  to the axis of the Cam-

Follower Red Axis]

Commercial Indexing Cams: 'Indexers'

Commercial Cam Indexers are nearly always enclosed in oil-filled, sealed, cam-boxes. The

cam-box is often cast, and then CNC machined to accurately locate the input and output

shafts. Even so, there is often an eccentric to finally adjust the position of the output-shaft

relative to the input-shaft.

The input and output-shafts extend outside of the cam-box. Backlash free, torsionally stiff

couplings are used to connect the shafts to the other parts of the machine.

Often, the input-shaft is connected directly to a geared-motor. It is important the motor

rotates at as near as possible to constant velocity‡. This is not as easy as it sounds, because

the load inertia and torque varies considerably within each index period.  The motor must

be isolated from these torque fluctuations with a worm/wheel gearing.

‡ You should make sure the angular velocity of the input-shaft is near to a constant value. For example,

use a gearbox to drive the input-shaft so that motor rotates at near to its maximum rated speed at the

maximum intended indexing speed. With the gearing, the motor behaves as a flywheel. If the input-shaft

cannot rotate at constant velocity, the motion of the output-shaft will not follow exactly the indexing

motion. This can cause damage to the Cam-Box, or damage to your machine. If the motor input speed is

faster than planned, the accelerations and speeds of the output-shaft may far exceed that of the original

motion-design. When the speed of the input-shaft is faster than intended, it is called 'over-run'.

† Occasionally, there are two Cam-Follower indexes for each 360º rotation of the input cam-shaft. This is

needed when there are many 'Stops'. Read the catalogues carefully.

A Cam from 'Destaco® North America'.
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Referring to the image:

The input, or Cam-Shaft, is the Pink Axis 

The output, or Cam-Follower turret, is the Red Axis.

The Cam-Follower shaft is frequently called the Turret or

Wheel.

The six(6) Cam-Follower Rollers are mounted to output-

shaft. Their axes are in Green. 

They are perpendicular  to the axis of the Cam-

Follower Red Axis]

Click to Expand / Collapse

Destaco catalogue

Part Number: 140RGS 4H40-270©. See Catalogue Page 14 (IN-RGS-14). – External link to

Destaco Catalogue. 

'110' Distance [mm] between the Input and Output Shaft.

'RGS' RDS is a 'Roller Gear with Shaft'. 

RDG is a 'Roller Gear with Dial'.

'4' Number-of-Stops - in this case, '4 Stops'.

The Input-Shaft makes 4 complete rotations for each single rotation of the

Output-Shaft.

H32 The diameter of the Cam-Follower Roller Bearings, in units of 1/32 inch!

The diameter of the Cam-Follower Roller is Ø32/32 inches. 

'270' The Number-of-Degrees the input-shaft rotates to index the output-shaft. The

Index-Period is 270º.

Thus, the Dwell-Period is 90º.

MS /
MSC33

Motion-Law : MS : Modified Sine , Symmetrical.

MSC33 :  Modified Sine with a 33% Constant Velocity, Symmetrical.

http://www.destaco.com/assets/pdfs/Catalog%20Sections/Indexers/S7_IN-RGS.pdf
http://www.destaco.com/assets/pdfs/Catalog%20Sections/Indexers/S7_IN-RGS.pdf
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This Tutorial:

1. Reviews the Planes you need to model a Globoidal Cam 

2. Prepares the model.

3. Adds the Globoidal Cam with Add 3D-Cam.

4. Uses the 3D-Cam dialog-box to configure the cam and calculate its coordinates.

5. Exports the 3D-Cam to SOLIDWORKS®.

Review of a Globoidal-Cam exported from MechDesigner to SOLIDWORKS®

In MechDesigner, a Globoidal-Cam is built on four Planes:

   A Plane for the Cam Part - the Cam Part is a simple Crank

  A Plane for the Cam Blank sketch

   A Plane for the Cam-Follower 

  A Plane for the Cam Follower Roller

Notes:

1. The image above shows the four planes and their relative positions in a 'finished' Cam in SOLIDWORKS®.

 

2. I have added the Cam-Follower and Roller Parts and the Frame Bracket in SOLIDWORKS® to help visualise

the model.

STEP 1: Add the Output Shaft: the Cam Follower Part with Cam Follower Rollers

The Cam-Follower Part

Note: I think it easier to add the cam-Shaft, then the Cam0Follower Shaft.
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 STEP 1: Add a Mechanism – use the
XY (Front) Plane 

 STEP 2: Add a Sketch Line to the
Base-Part – make it
Horizontal, from the Origin,
Horizontal. Dimension it to
70mm

 STEP 3: Add a Part, edit the Part to
be 80mm long.

 STEP 4: Add a Pin-Joint, to join the
Part to the Line at the Origin. 

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Dimension FB
(edit the Base-Value to -
135º) and a Linear-Motion FB

 STEP 6: Rename the Mechanism to 

'CAM-FOLLOWER' and the

Part to 'CAM-FOLLOWER-

PART.'

 STEP 7: Rename the Mechanism-

Plane to CAM-FOLLOWER-

PLANE

The Motion for the Cam-Follower Part

Design Note: When there are only a few

'Stops', such as four, the Pressure Angle can

be high and the Cam Rib width between the

rollers can be small.

MODIFIED SINE

In the catalogue page, see above, the

270  Index Period(β) uses a Modified

Sine segment type/motion.

In the image - left - there are two

Modified Sine Motions: with Index-

Periods of 270º (Blue) and 180º

(Magenta).

The Peak Velocity for the Modified Sine

(β=180 ) is ~315 /s and ~235 /s for MS

(β=270 ) index period.

Similarly, the Peak Acceleration is

~2200º/s/s and ~980º/s/s respectively.

That is, an index angle β=180  has ~20%

higher peak velocity, and ~210% higher

peak acceleration.
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MODIFIED SINE with 33% CONSTANT
VELOCITY (MSC33)

In the catalogue page, the cam with a

180º Index-Period uses a MSC33 Cam-

Law. This is Modified Sine, with Constant

Velocity for 33% of the total Index-

Period.

In the image to the left [labels corrected

12/08/2018], the motions are Modified

Sine (Magenta) and the MSC33 (Blue) -

both with an Index-Period of 180º.

You can see that the Peak Velocity of the

MSC33 is less the MS motion.

MS: ~315º/s  

MSC33: ~270º/s

However, the Peak Acceleration of the

MSC33 is more than the MS motion:

MS(β=180 ) = ~2000 /s/s

MSC33(β=180 ) = ~2425 /s/s

The advantage of the MSC33 is its low

peak velocity, NOT its high Peak

acceleration!

A motion with a 'Reduced Peak Velocity'

has a the 'Reduced Peak Pressure Angle'.

The Cam-Follower Part: Accumulate Output Motion and Gearing FB

The Cam-Follower [output-shaft] rotates

4 x 90º to rotate a total of 360º.

The Cam-Shaft [input-shaft] rotates a

total of 4 x 360º = 1040º.

To make the Cam-Follower move 4 x

90º, to rotate a total of 360º, you must:

1. Add a Motion FB to the graphic-

area 

2. Double-click it to open the

Motion FB dialog-box.

The 'Select Motion' drop-down

box shows all of the motions

in MotionDesigner

a. Use the drop-down to select

the index motion

b. Select the 'Accumulate

Output'
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c. Close the Motion FB dialog

box. 

3. Add a Gearing FB to the graphic-

area

4. Double-click it to open the

Gearing FB dialog-box. Set the 

Gearing Ratio = 4 

5. Connect a wire from the Linear-

Motion FB to the Gearing FB, and

then a wire from the Gearing FB

to the Motion FB.

The Cam-Follower Part moves 

forward four times, in one cycle of

the Master-Machine-Angle [MMA].

In one cycle of the MMA: 

the output from the Linear-

Motion FB is 0 – 360

the output from the Gearing FB is

0 – 1440

the Motion FB gives an index of 0

- 90 for each 0 – 360 at its input-

connector. This occurs four times.

[When we design the motion for the

Input cam-shaft, we also add a Gearing

FB with a Ratio of 4].

. This is how the model looks.

The Cam-Follower Rollers

A Globoidal Indexer is a 'Body' Closed Cam System. 

A roller is in a cam groove/track, or two rollers are 'braced' across a cam rib, or two cam

flanks  

This design has eight rollers. They are at equal angles around the Cam-Follower Part as a

'dial', or 'turret'.

In MechDesigner, it will be necessary to add two 3D-Cams, as we will see. Hence, we need at

least two Cam-Followers.

However, you can, if you want, add all eight of the Cam-Follower Rollers to see the cam

engage with a roller for each rotation of the cam.

To add eight Cam-Follower Rollers with an axis-of-rotation that is perpendicular  to the

axis-of-rotation to the Cam-Follower Shaft:

Add eight Lines...

Add eight Planes, (select the Lines)...

Add eight Mechanisms to the Planes...
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Add a Circle sketch-element to the Base-Part of each Mechanism...

Add a Profile to each Circle

Remember, most of the effort below is not necessary. You only need to add two cam-

followers to get two cam tracks in the cam. Thus, you only need to add two Lines, Planes,

Mechanisms and Rollers.

ADD EIGHT LINES

Edit the indexing Cam-Follower Part

(Output-Shaft).

Prepare a layout sketch for the eight

Planes and Mechanisms – see image –

the layout sketch is in the Cam-Follower

Part.

If we use constraints, we can reduce the

number of dimensions to three.

 STEP 1: Start the Part-Editor to edit
the Cam-Follower Part 

 STEP 2: Add eight 'long' Lines
Each long Line should
radiate from the Origin of the
Part. Start each Line at the
Origin.

 STEP 3: Add eight 'short' Lines.

The start-Point of the short Line
should be at the end of the long Line. 

This is important because we will use
the Short Line for a Plane and
Mechanism. The Origin of the Plane
and Mechanism must be at the end of
the Long-Line. Then we can sketch
the Cam-Follower Roller at the Origin.

 STEP 4: Make the long lines equal,
and the short lines equal with
the 'Equal Constraint'.

 STEP 5: Add other constraints, such
as Perpendicular,
Coincident, Horizontal and
Vertical. 

 STEP 6: Rename the Short Lines to
LRoller1, LRoller2...LRoller8,
if you wish.

 STEP 7: Close the Part-Editor.
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ADD EIGHT PLANES

Use the eight short Lines in the Sketch of

the Cam-Follower Part to add eight

Planes and eight Mechanism-Editors.

 STEP 1: Click Add Plane in the
Mechanism-Editor: Cam-
Follower Part .

 STEP 2: Click the Line: 'LRoller1' 

 STEP 3: Click OK

 STEP 4: Rename the new Plane to
PRoller1

Add Plane Extrudes* the selected Line.

Here, the Plane is at 90º to the CAM

FOLLOWER-PLANE.

 STEP 5: Do Steps 1-4 for each Line,
LRoller1...8

 STEP 6: Rename each new Plane to
PRoller1...8.

*MechDesigner extrudes the Plane from

the Line. 

0º is coplanar with the active

Mechanism-Plane. The default angle is

90º. This means the default setting

makes the Plane perpendicular  to the

Mechanism-Plane. You cannot see the

Plane in the Front View. Use the arrow

keys to spin the view if you want to see

the Plane.

This image shows the eight Planes.

The Origin of each Plane is at the origin

of each 'short' Line. 

This is because the 'short' Lines 'start' at

the end of the 'long' Lines.

[I have indicated the Origin (0,0) and the

+X direction for one of the Lines and

Planes]
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This image shows the eight planes in the

Assembly-Tree.

The Planes are children to the CAM

FOLLOWER-PART.

ADD EIGHT MECHANISMS

 STEP 1: Click the CAM FOLLOWER
mechanism tab 

 STEP 2: Click the PRoller1 in the 

Assembly-Tree* to select it.

 STEP 3: Click Add Mechanism in the
Model toolbar

 STEP 4: Click OK in the Command-
Manager.

* The Planes are easier to select one at a

time in the Assembly-Tree, because we

have renamed each Plane...

You will 'Jump' to the New Mechanism.

 STEP 5: Rename the Mechanism to
MRoller1 

ADD EIGHT CIRCLES AND PROFILE

ELEMENTS for the Rollers

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part and Add a
Circle 

 STEP 2: Double-click the centre-Point
of the new Circle to open the
Point Vector and Position

dialog-box - see image left

 STEP 3: Select the Lock and Specify
check box and edit the 'x'
and 'y' Part Coordinates to 0

and 0 mm – see image left

 STEP 4: Close the Point Vector
Display and Position dialog-
box

 STEP 5: Add a Radius to the Circle,

make it (40*25.4/32/2)mm
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 STEP 6: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 7: Add a Profile. Use the Circle
as a sketch-loop

 STEP 8: Rename the Profile or the
Extrusion to 'Profile-Roller1'

 STEP 1: Click the CAM FOLLOWER
Mechanism 

 STEP 2: Use 'Show Model in

Mechanism', 

 STEP 3: Cycle the Mechanism – use 
ALT+C [C for R13.2+]

The image to the left shows the new

Roller, as shown in the CAM FOLLOWER

mechanism.

My default Extrusion Depth is 30mm. A

Standard Ø31.75mm Stud Roller is

20mm wide. You can reset the default

Extrusion Depth in the Application-

Settings | Auto-Profiles dialog-box, or

use the Extrusion dialog-box of the

Extrusion

 - This video shows the model as

designed so far.

Do 'ADD EIGHT MECHANISM and

ADD EIGHT PROFILE ELEMENTS'

again.

The Motion for the Cam-Follower and

the design of the Cam-Followers is

complete.

Rotate the image with your keyboard

arrow keys to view the Cam-Follower

Part and the all eight Cam-Follower

Rollers.

STEP 2: Add the Input-Shaft: the 3D Cam Part

There are two requirements for the orientation and

placement of the Input-Shaft:

1. The cam-shaft  (input) has an axis-of-rotation
that is 90º to the axis-of-rotation of the Cam-
Follower  (output) 

2. The Plane  of the Cam-Follower Rollers
intersects with the axis-of rotation of the cam-
shaft

See below for more details.

The cam-shaft Part is Parallel, or co-planar, with the image above. The Pin-Joint for the cam-
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shaft, is at  (image above). The Axis-of-Rotation is perpendicular to the Plane of the

image.

Add the Plane and Mechanism-Editor for the cam-shaft

Add a short Line. The Start Point of the Line,  gives the

Origin of the New Plane. The Plane for the cam-shaft is

perpendicular  to the Plane for the Cam-Follower.

 STEP 1: Click the CAM-FOLLOWER Mechanism

 STEP 2: Double-click the Base-Part to Start the Part-
Editor for the Base-Part.

 STEP 3: Add a horizontal Line to the sketch, with an

Origin  at X=110mm, Y=0mm, and the

end at (X+Length)mm

 STEP 4: Double-click the Line or Y-axis to close the
Part-Editor

[140mm because the Input and Output shafts are

140mm apart]. 

 STEP 5: Click the new Line then Add Plane, Click
OK.

Accept the default 90º for the 'Angle of New Plane:'

 STEP 6: Rename the new Plane to P-InputCamShaft

Make sure the 'Show other Mechanism Sketches' and/or
'Show other Mechanisms' is/are toggled on.

 STEP 7: Click the new Plane and then Add
Mechanism, then OK

You jump to the New Mechanism.

 STEP 8: Rename the new Mechanism to M-
InputCamShaft.

 STEP 9: Use the 'Show other Mechanisms in this
Mechanism' tool, F11.

The image to the left shows the new Base-Part  of the

new M-InputCamShaft mechanism. You can see, in grey,

the other eight Base-Parts, with sketches and Cam-

Follower Profiles.

Add the cam-shaft to the new Mechanism

The Input-cam-shaft is a Crank. The Pin-Joint is at the

Origin of the Base-Part in the new Mechanism: M-

InputCamshaft.

 STEP 1: Add a Part 

 STEP 2: Add a new Horizontal Line to the Base-Part,
with its 'start' point at 0,0 in the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint between the Part and Line in
the Base-Part

 STEP 4: Add and connect a Linear-Motion FB to a
Gearing FB to a Motion-Dimension FB

 STEP 5: Rename the Part  (Crank) to cam-shaft

 STEP 10: Open the Gearing dialog-box, and set the Gearing-Ratio to 4.
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This means it will rotate 4 times in one Machine-Cycle. The Gearing Ratio is the same as the

Cam-Follower Part.

 STEP 11: Open Motion-Dimension dialog-box. Change the Base-Value of the cam-shaft

to 0º.

Click the video icon to the left to view the model so far. 
.

STEP 3: Add the Cam Blank Sketch – the shape of the Cam without Cam Tracks

 

Make a Cam-Blank Sketch. It must have the same 'cross-section' as the block of metal

[Blank] before the Cams are cut.

Q: Where do I add the Sketch for the Cam Blank?

A: Add the Cam-Blank to the Base-Part of a new Mechanism and Plane.

Q: Why not use the same Plane as the cam-shaft Plane?

A: Although we can use the same short Line as the source of the Cam-Blank Plane, the Cam-

Blank Plane is at right angles to the cam-shaft Plane. 

It is coplanar with the Cam-Follower Plane.

Q: Why do we not add the Cam-Blank sketch to the Base-Part/Plane of the Cam-Follower

Mechanism?

A: That is a good question! However, we must put the Cam-Blank a new mechanism. If

you put the cam-blank sketch in the Base-Part of the Cam-Follower then when you

come to transfer the 3D-Cam to 3D CAD, you will find the Cam-Blank is not in the

correct place.

Orientation of the Cam-Blank

To help orientate yourself relative to the other parts

and mechanisms, you can use two useful tools 

 STEP 1: Click the Cam-Follower mechanism.

 STEP 2: 'Show Other Mechanisms and Sketches' –
F11

 STEP 3: 'Show Model in Mechanisms'

This is the view slightly rotated. Use the 'up/down'

keyboard arrows.

Add Plane and Mechanism for Cam Blank Sketch.
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 STEP 1: Click the Cam-Follower Mechanism

 STEP 2: Click the short Line that we used to add the

Plane for the cam-shaft.

 STEP 3: Click  Add Plane

 STEP 1: Enter '0º' for 'Angle of New Plane'

 STEP 2: Click OK.

 STEP 3: Rename the Plane to Cam-Blank

 STEP 1: Click the new Plane – in the graphic-area,

or Assembly-Tree, and make sure it is in the

Selection-Window

 STEP 2: Click Add Mechanism

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

 STEP 4: Rename the new Mechanism to CAMBLANK

Sketch the Blank and Add a Profile

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part of the Mechanism
CAMBLANK

 STEP 2: Use the sketch tools to add a Sketch

Add the sketch as a Sketch-Loop.

The cross-section of a Globoidal Cam-Blank looks a bit

like the sketch to the left!

 STEP 3: Add a Vertical Line to give the axis for the

centre of rotation of the 'cam-shaft'

Rename the Vertical Line to 'AxisofRotation'.
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If you use the 'Show other Sketches and Mechanisms'

Tool, you can view the shadow of the 'Cam-Follower

Roller' Profiles. This will help you judge the sketch-loop

for the Cam-Blank. 

You will notice the cross-section is 'dished'. This gives

sufficient space for the swing of the Cam-Follower

Rollers.

Edit the cross-section where the Cam-Followers 'enter'

the Cam-Blank.

 STEP 1: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 2: Add a Profile. Use the Cam-Blank sketch-
loop.

The image to the left shows the new Profile with the

default 'pink' colour.

I have renamed the Extrusion to 'Profile-Cam-Blank'

Here, I use the 'Shown Model in Mechanisms' and 'Show

other Sketches' tools.

The Extrusion Depth of the Cam-Blank Extrusion is

0.1mm thick – see Extrusion dialog-box

This lets you see the Cam-Follower Rollers above the

Mechanism-Plane.

STEP 4: Add the 3D Cams

Add two 3D-Cams.

All the elements are in the correct orientation. Now use Add 3D-Cam to give a Globoidal

(Ferguson, Roller Gear Drive) Cam.

Add 3D-Cam 1
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You must select the Mechanism-Editor that has the Part

that represents the rotating Cam-shaft.

 STEP 1: Click the cam-shaft Mechanism

 STEP 2: Use the 'Show other Mechanisms sketches'
visualisation tool

 STEP 3: Spin the model (up/down; left/right keyboard
arrows)

Your graphic-area should look like the image to the left.

 STEP 4: Click Add 3D-Cam in the Machine-

elements toolbar

The Command-Manager dialog-box needs you to

select five elements:

1. The Cam-Follower Part - in Grey

2. The Cam-Follower Roller Profile - in Grey

3. The Globoidal Cam Part - in Green

4. The Globoidal Cam-Blank Cross-Section Profile -
in Grey

5. The Globoidal Cam Rotation Axis - in Grey

Select the five elements in order.

 STEP 5: Make the Selections in order, 1 to 5.

You have eight possible Profiles you could select for

element '2' – the Cam-Follower Roller Profile.

Select the profile for the Cam-Follower Roller that has

not yet 'entered' the Cam Blank. 

In the image, the red arrow at  identifies the Cam-

Follower.

Note that you select the Profile contour and not the

sketch.

MechDesigner adds the 3D-Cam to the cam-shaft

Mechanism.
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Q: Why is the 3D-Cam similar to a 'Worm-Cast'?

A: It is similar to a Worm-Cast because we calculate the

3D-Cam – like 2D-Cams – for the full 360º of the

Master-Machine-Angle. The cam-shaft rotates four

times and the Cam-Follower indexes four times.

Q: Why did we increase the speed of the input and

output shafts by four times?

A: The Cam-Follower must index more than one time to

enter and leave the Cam-Blank. To be sure, we moved

the cam-follower four times, and the also the cam-shaft

four times. Thus, the Gearing Ratio in the Gearing FB is

'4'.

Q: How do we remove the 3D-Cam data that we do not

need to calculate the flanks of the 3D-Cam?

A: Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box...

 STEP 6: Double-click the 3D-Cam, the 'worm-cast'.
or
Use the Selection-Window - see below

The 3D-Cam dialog-box opens, as shown to the left.

You may need to click the orange separators to close

each sub-menu of the dialog-box.

If the 3D-Cam dialog-box does not open when you

double-click the 3D-Cam in the graphic-area, use the

Selection-Window:

1. Click the 3D-Cam element in the graphic-area,

or the Assembly-Tree, one time

2. Right-click the 3D-Cam element in the

Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu

The 3D-Cam dialog-box will open.

Click the Flank-Length separator.

 STEP 7: Click the Flank Length separator

 STEP 8: Click the check box to make it an 'Indexing
Cam'.

 STEP 9: Edit the Cam Start Angle and the Cam End
Angles

MechDesigner reduces the section of the 3D-Cam.
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It is sometime helpful to add an 'Extrusion' that gives

the approximate shape of the Cam Blank

Here, you can see the reduced 3D-Cam 'worm'. It

'disappears inside the Cam-Blank, and then reappears.

When you add a simple extrusion, it is easier to see

where the 'Cam' enters the 'Cam-Blank'.

Add 3D-Cam 2

Now, we must the 3D-Cam for the other track in the

Cam.

Toggle-off the 'Show Model in Mechanism'.

1. Click Add 3D-Cam again. 

2. Click the 5 elements again 

However, this time, select the Cam-Follower Roller, as

indicated in the image to the left.

Here, you can see the two 3D-Cams. 

The Flank-Length is reduced - see Flank-Length

separator, above.

The values are now:

1. 1st Cam 'Cam Start Angle' is 17º. The 'Cam End
Angle' is 120º.

2. 2nd Cam 'Cam Start Angle' is 30º. The 'Cam End
Angle' is 194º.

When the Flank-Length is reduced, it is much easier to

see where the two 3D-Cams enter the Cam-Blank.

STEP 5: Edit the 3D-Cam and send the Cam to SOLIDWORKS

STEP   1. Do you have correct Type-Libraries installed? 

Before you can successfully transfer Cam-Data to SOLIDWORKS®, MechDesigner must have

the Type-Libraries in its installation directory that match your installation of SOLIDWORKS®.

See Here: MD-Download SOLIDWORKS Type-Library

STEP   2. Open the 3D-Cam dialog-box and Edit the 3D-Cam settings:  

1. Double-click the 3D-Cam in the graphic-area. 

The 3D-Cam dialog-box should open

If the 3D-Cam dialog-box does not open when you double-click the 3D-Cam: 

1. Click the 3D-Cam element in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree one time 

2. Right-click the 3D-Cam element in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu

The 3D-Cam dialog-box will open.

The 3D-Cam Separators
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Cam Mesh Density Parameters 

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Cam Mesh Density

Surface Clearances

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Surface Clearances

Edit the 'Flank Length Control'

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Flank Length Control

Edit the 'MechDesigner Display'

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: MechDesigner Display

Rebuild and Save 3D-Cam-Data

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Rebuild and Save buttons

STEP   3. Send the Cam to SOLIDWORKS 

See 3D-Cam dialog-box: Cam Transfer

6C3: Examine 3D Cams for Cam Follower Clearance

Does the SOLIDWORKS Model agree with the MechDesigner Model?

3D-Cams have complex surface geometry. If you want to manufacture a Globoidal Cam, we

recommend that you make sure the MechDesigner model and the 3D-Cam in SOLIDWORKS®

agree. In other words, if you give a 'Flank Clearance' of 0.005mm [see 3D-Cam dialog-box] in

MechDesigner, the SOLIDWORKS® model should agree with this clearance throughout the

indexing and dwell motion.

This tutorial uses the CAD-Control FB to move an assembly model in SOLIDWORKS [you must

prepare this], to the same as position as the MechDesigner model. Then you can use the

Clearance Detection tool in SOLIDWORKS to see whether the Flank-Clearance' Parameter, as set in

the MechDesigner model, agrees with the clearance as found in the SOLIDWORKS model.

If the communications with the CAD-Control FB fails, enter the two 'angle mates' [see

below] manually in SOLIDWORKS.

Add the CAD Control FB to the graphic-area:

1. Click the CAD Control FB in the Modelling-FB toolbar 

2. Click again in the graphic-area

The CAD Control FB is now in the graphic-area.

Use the CAD Control Function-Block to synchronize the positions of Parts in a SOLIDWORKS®

Assembly model with the Parts in a MechDesigner model.

Q: Why do this when MechDesigner is perfect to model motions?

A: Because SOLIDWORKS® has useful tools that include:

'Collision Verification' 

'Interference Detection'.

The Clearance Detection Tool in SOLIDWORKS shows the exact gap between Parts.

We connect motion-values from Function-Blocks that move the indexer to the CAD Control FB. 

When you configure the CAD Control dialog-box, motion-values from the indexer model in 
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MechDesigner are 'piped' into 'Distance' or 'Angle' Mates of an equivalent assembly in

SOLIDWORKS®. 

The motion of the SOLIDWORKS® model is the same as the MechDesigner model. It is much

slower than MechDesigner - do not use Cycle in MechDesigner.

Model Preparations in SOLIDWORKS® and MechDesigner

1. MECHDESIGNER MODEL

This example is the CamCo® Part Number

M601RDM4H24-330 in CamCo Catalogue,

Page B-4.

A Globoidal Cam.

4-Stop Cam, with 12 Cam-Follower

Rollers.

Index motion: 'Modified Sine' but with

33% Constant Velocity – MSC33. 

Index-period is 330º, the dwell-period

is 30º.

Distance between the input and

output shafts is 107.95mm [4.25"].

There are two motions:

The rotation of the 3D-Cam – constant

angular velocity

The rotation of the Cam-Follower

Wheel – the index motion

2. SOLIDWORKS® EQUIVALENT ASSEMBLY

MODEL

We have transferred the '3D-Cams'

and the Cam-Blank to SOLIDWORKS®

from MechDesigner to make the

Globoidal Cam Part.

In SOLIDWORKS®, we have:

Modelled a 'frame' to represent the

Cam-Box and the two orthogonal

axes.

Modelled an equivalent Cam-Follower

Turret (or 'Wheel')

Modelled the axes of rotation of a

Cam-Box

Assembled the three Parts: Frame,

Cam-Follower and Cam-Part [from 

MechDesigner].

Clearly, the Cam-Box and Cam-Follower

Turret/Wheel are very simplified.

However, they are configured in the same

http://www.camcoindex.com/Catalogs/Ferguson-B-RDM.pdf
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way as the Cam-Box in the catalogue.

The 'Front' Plane of the 3D-Cam should be the

'Front' Plane in SOLIDWORKS®.

3. SOLIDWORKS® 'MATES'

Here, we add mates[SOLIDWORKS®

terminology] – that we want to control, with

motion-values, from the MechDesigner

model. The mates are:

1. Mate 1: ANGLE2 Mate in the

SOLIDWORKS® Mates is typically

between two planes. One Plane would

be the Fixed 'Top' Plane in 

SOLIDWORKS® and the other a Plane in

the 3D-Cam – this is the Cam-Blank

Plane in MechDesigner terminology. 

2. Mate 2: ANGLE1 Mate of the Turret /

Wheel is typically between two planes.

One plane would be the Fixed 'Right'

or 'Front' Plane and the other a vertical

Plane in the Turret /Wheel.

The image to the left shows the 'mates' added to

configure the three Solid Parts.

The two (highlighted) Mates – 'Angle 2' and 'Angle1'

– are the Mates 'driven' by the Cad Control

Function-Blocks.

[You can rename these Mates. I renamed them to

'Output Cam-Follower' and 'Output cam-shaft'].

Notes on 'Angle' Mates in SOLIDWORKS:

Angle mates in SOLIDWORKS® cannot be

'negative'. They can only have a range from 0º

to 360º'.

The output from an Angle Motion-Dimension

in MechDesigner has a possible range of -

180º to 180º. Much larger if we select the

'Accrue Index Motion' check box in the 

Motion FB dialog-box.

The 'Relative' Positive and Negative sense of the

Mate should be the same in SOLIDWORKS® and

MechDesigner. That is, if you increase the Angle in

SOLIDWORKS® by 10º and MechDesigner, the

Part in the two models should move in the same

direction. You should test which is positive in the

Angle Mate Control in SOLIDWORKS.
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Prepare the Motions in MechDesigner

The motion of the 3D-Cam (Input Shaft) and

the motion of the Cam-Follower (Output

Shaft) are in different Mechanism-Editors. We

must make them available in one Mechanism-

Editor.

We must add an indexing Cam-Follower Part

in the Cam-Shaft Editor

In the image to the left ('Show Model in

Mechanism' is Toggled IN'), the Part and the

Function-Blocks in the 'Red Rectangle' have

been added.

Note: Even though the Motion-Dimension

value is 225º, the output value from the Angle

Motion-Dimension FB itself is -135º! 

As we cycle the Model in MechDesigner, the -

135º value increases in the Positive sense to

0º and up to 225º.

The Angle Mate in SOLIDWORKS® is '+225º'. 

Note: It is not possible to make angle

negative in SOLIDWORKS®, thus we add 360

to –135º' to give 225º

We have configured the angle mate to

increase in the same positive sense.

To do this we:

Add a Gearing FB, and edit the 'Add to

Output' parameter to 360º. 

Connect the Gearing FB to the Motion-

Dimension FB.

Add a Graph FB to help make sure the

motions values that you want to connect

to the Cad-Control FB input-connectors

will agree with the required changes to

the Angle Mate parameter in 

SOLIDWORKS®.
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Add the CAD Control and compare data

 STEP 1: Open SOLIDWORKS 

 STEP 2: In MechDesigner, Add a Cad
Control Function-Block to the
graphic-area

 STEP 3: Connect FBs with the correct

motion-values to the Cad Control

FB to control the Angle Mates in 

SOLIDWORKS.

 STEP 4: Double-Click the Cad Control FB

to configure it.

MechDesigner checks that you have the

correct Type Libraries installed.

This may take 20 seconds.

If you do not have the correct type Libraries,

you must install them.

See Internet menu > Download SOLIDWORKS

Type Libraries

With the SOLIDWORKS model open:

 STEP 1: Select the 'Enable CAD Control

Function-Block' option. 

 STEP 2: Click Get Dimensions

The dialog-box, 'finds' the correct mates in 

SOLIDWORKS.

 STEP 3: Click the Get Dimension list, to

see the Mates found in 

SOLIDWORKS.

 STEP 4: Select the SOLIDWORKS Mates, top

to bottom, that agree with the

Motions, top to bottom, at the

input-connectors of the CAD

Control FB. 

Note: I renamed the mates in SOLIDWORKS from

Angle2 and Angle1 to 'Output CamFollower' and

'Input CamShaft'.

 STEP 5: Click OK

Now, the positions of the Parts in SOLIDWORKS

move when you move the Parts in 

MechDesigner.

The connection is slow – say a step per

second. 

Use the 'Step Forward', 'Step Backwards' or the

'Home' buttons – DO NOT USE THE CYCLE
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buttons. 

It is possible to use the 'Interference

Detection' and 'Clearance Verification' tools

in SOLIDWORKS®.

 STEP 1: Change the 'Units' in the
'Document Properties' of the
'Options' in SOLIDWORKS to mm
with 6 decimal places. 

 STEP 2: 'Step Forward' the cam-shaft in 

MechDesigner to, say, 18º, as
indicated in the Master-Machine-
Angle 

The Cam-Follower moves to the angular
position given by the Modified-Sine Motion-
Law, with Constant-Velocity of 33%, in the 

MechDesigner and SOLIDWORKS models.

[If this does not happen the communication

between MechDesigner and SOLIDWORKS

has not worked. 

Do not worry. Manually enter the angles in

SOLIDWORKS.

you must read the two angles in

MechDesigner and manually set the

angles in SOLIDWORKS

 STEP 3: In SOLIDWORKS, use the
'Clearance Verification' Tool

 STEP 4: Click the Cam-Follower Turret
and the 3D-Cam

The SOLIDWORKS 'Clearance Validation' Tool

shows the clearance as 0.00389mm. 

[I typically put 5µm (0.005mm) clearance

between the Cam-Follower and the 3D-Cam

in the 3D-Cam dialog-box – dependent on

the 3D-Cam or Cam-Follower Size]

This means the data sent to SOLIDWORKS:

Was calculated correctly in 

MechDesigner to less than 1.111µm, 

and / or

SOLIDWORKS gives the surface derived

from the 3D-Cam 'Rims' to less than

1.111µm.
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6D: 'Slot-Cams'

' Slot-Cam'‡

Usually, the motions of cam and cam-followers are a function of the Master-Machine-Angle

[MMA]. 

However, the cam or cam-follower motions, or both, may be a function of the angle or

position of a Part, and not the MMA.

When the motion of one Part is a function of the motion of a different Part, we call it Motion-

Dependency.

‡ The Cam is not necessarily a 'Slot'. Other names might be: 'Linear Cam' or 'Stationary Cam',

'Ramp'.

Summary of this Tutorial

In this tutorial, we will design two slot cams in which the motion of a cam-follower, as a

Rocker, is a function of the position of a sliding-part:

Design 1: The sliding-part is a Slider. Thus, we know its motion directly from the output-

connector of the 'Slider' Motion-Dimension FB.

Design 2: The sliding-part is one a Part in a Dyad. Thus, as we do not directly know the

motion of the sliding-part, we must measure the motion of the sliding-part with a

Measurement FB.

DESIGN 1

Step 6D1.0: Target Design

Step 6D1.1 Rotate a 2D-Cam to move a Slider

Step 6D1.2: Add the Rocker, Rocker Motion

Add the Stationary 2D-Cam...

Step 6D1.3: Add the Stationary 2D-Cam: Models that do work and those

that do not!

DESIGN 2

Step 6D2.0: Target Design

Step 6D2.1: Add a Gear-Pair and Trace-Point

Step 6D2.2: Add an RRP Dyad and Rocker

Add the Stationary 2D-Cam...

Step 6D2.3: Add the Stationary 2D-Cam

Prepare the Cam-Data for SOLIDWORKS.

STEP 6D3.1: EXPORT THE DATA AND PREPARE IT FOR SOLIDWORKS
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Step 6D1.0: DESIGN 1: The Target Design

Target Design for Tutorial

How to assemble this model: Summary

1. Rotate a 2D-Cam one time per machine cycle to

move a Slider [Translating-Follower]. 

2. Add a Rocker to the Slider [Translating-

Follower].

3. Add a motion to rotate the Rocker as it moves

with the Slider

4. Add a Cam-Follower Profile to the Rocker.

5. Add a 2D-Cam to the Base-Part.

The motion of the Sliding-Part is a function of the

Master-Machine-Angle. It is a Translating-Follower.

The rotation of the Rocker is a function of the position

of the Sliding-Part / Translating-Follower.

Step 6D1.1: Prep 1A-D: Slider [Translating-Follower] driven by a Cam

Prepare the Sliding-Part

We add a Slider, and a rotating Cam to move the Slider as a Translating-Follower.

Preparation 1A: Add a Part, Add a Sketch to the Part, Add a Line to the BasePart

Add a Mechanism to a Plane.

Then, in the Mechanism-Editor:

 STEP 1: Add a Part – see the image to the left.

 STEP 2: Edit the Part. 

 STEP 3: Add a sketch to the Part similar to the sketch

shown to the left. Make sure it is a sketch-loop.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor
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 STEP 5: Use the Part-Editor to edit the Base-Part

 STEP 6: Add a Line to the Base-Part, dimension it.

 STEP 7: Close the Part-Editor.

Question: Why is the Line in the Base-Part Green, while all

the Lines in the Added-Part Blue?

Answer: The colour of the sketch-elements in a Part agrees

with the colour of the Part-Outline in the Mechanism-

Editor.

The Base-Part is a kinematically-defined Part and, therefore, it is
Green. 

The Added-Part is not yet Kinematically-Defined and, therefore, it

is Blue.  It is often called a Free-Part.

Preparation 1B: Add a Slide-Joint

Add a Slide-Joint:

 STEP 1: Click Add Slide-Joint, in the Machine-elements

toolbar

 STEP 2: Click the Line in the Base-Part, and then

 STEP 3: Click the CAD-Line along the centre of the

Added-Part (deep green)

In the image to the left, the second Line is being clicked.

The image below shows the Slide-Joint.

The Part-Outline stays blue. This means it is not

kinematically-defined. You can still drag the Part along the

Slide-Joint if you drag the Part-Outline.

To remind you: the Slide-Joint is given symbolically in the

graphic-area by:

1. Two rectangles that extend along the length of the two

Lines that are each a child to each Part in the Slide-Joint: 

a thin rectangle (the 'slide-rail') on the kinematically-

defined (green) Part,

a wider rectangle ('slide-block') on the free (Blue) Part

2. A small filled arrowhead on the 'start' Point of the Line that

is the kinematically-defined Part (this was the Base-Part).

The arrowhead direction gives the positive direction of the

Slide-Joint.

Note: As a reminder: the 'start-Point' of Lines and Parts is

the Point where you start to 'Drag' the Line or Part.  Parts

show its origin with the XY-axes. However, Lines do not

show their axes. You must remember the start-Point and

origin of a Line.

Preparation 1C: Add a Slider Motion Dimension FB, Motion FB, and Linear Motion FB

 STEP 1: In the Kinematic-FB toolbar , Click Add

Motion-Dimension FB.
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Reminder: You can add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint

or a Slide-Joint, to make a 'Rocker' or 'Slider' respectively.

The Command-Manager shows you must select three

elements.

 STEP 2: Click the Rectangular Symbol for the Slide-

Joint.

You can select the Rectangle that is around the Line in the

Sliding-Part, or around the Line in the Base-Part.

Because you select a Slide-Joint as the first element, the

second and third elements can only be Points. 

You must select a Point in the kinematically-defined

Part (Green) – also called the 'Solved' Part.

You must select a Point in the Part that is not yet

kinematically-defined Part (Blue)

 STEP 3: Click the Point with a small arrowhead at the

start of the Line in the Base-Part - it is Green 

 STEP 4: Click the Point at the start of the Line in the

sliding-part - it is Blue. 

Top-Tip: Each Line has 2 Points. Try to select the start-Point of

the two Lines in the Slide-Joint.

The Added-Part is Green to indicate it is now a

kinematically-defined Part.

Edit the Base-Value with the Motion-Dimension dialog-

box.

 STEP 5: Double-click the Motion-Dimension arrowhead

or the Motion-Dimension FB icon in the

graphic-area

Change the Base-Value to 30mm

To make the Slider move and be useful, add a Motion FB

and a Linear-Motion FB.

 STEP 6: Click the Point at the Start of the Line in the

Part that is still Blue

 STEP 7: Click the Motion FB in the Kinematic-FB

toolbar, then the graphic-area

 STEP 8: Similarly, Click the Linear-Motion FB then the

graphic-area

 STEP 9: Connect the Function-Blocks. 

If you cycle the Machine (keyboard shortcut: ALT+C, [C for

R13.2+]), the Slider will move from 30mm to 130mm then
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return, and again and again for each machine cycle.

Preparation 1D: Add a 2D Cam and Cam Follower

We rotate a 2D-Cam to drive the slider back and forth. 

Add the sketch for the centre of a cam-shaft.

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a short, horizontal Line , approximately

where you want the centre of the cam-shaft.

You can see the new Blue Line, at the bottom. It is Blue

because we have not yet specified its Length.

Add a sketch for the Cam-Follower. 

 STEP 3: Add a circular  Cam-Follower to the Slider.

 STEP 4: Add a Profile. 

Use the Cam-Follower Roller  sketch.

Add a 'cam-shaft' that rotates one time per machine cycle.

This is Tutorial 1.

Use the Line in the Base-Part as the centre of the cam-shaft.

 STEP 5: Add a Part

 STEP 6: Add a Pin-Joint

 STEP 7: Add a Motion-Dimension FB, and 

 STEP 8: Add a Linear-Motion FB.

 STEP 9: Connect the Function-Blocks
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Now, at last, add the 2D-Cam

 STEP 10: Click Add 2D-Cam.

 STEP 11: Click the new cam-shaft

 STEP 12: Click the Cam-Follower Roller

 STEP 13: Click OK in the Command-Manager. 

The new 2D-Cam  shows in the graphic-area. 

If you cycle the model, the 2D-Cam rotates one time as the

Slider moves back and forth one time.

Step 6D1.2: Prep 1E-G: Add the Rocker and Motion.

Prepare the Rocker

In this Step we:

1. Add a Rocker – it is 'mounted' to the Slider. 

2. Specify the Motion of the Rocker.

Preparation 1E: Add a Rocker to the Slider

Edit the sketch to add a Point for the Pin-Joint of the

Rocker.

 STEP 1: Double-click the Slider to edit the sketch of the
Slider.

 STEP 2: Add a Line to the original Tool sketch, and
Position it as shown to the left.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

Quick Quiz:

Q: How can I make the new sketch Lines become Black (fully

defined) even without Dimensions?

A: I have used the 'Mid-Point Constraint' to the new Vertical and

Horizontal Lines.

 STEP 4: Add a New Part

 STEP 5: Add a Pin-Joint to the Point in the new sketch.

 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Part to make
it a 'Rocker'.

 STEP 7: Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension to
be -90º. (Double-click on the FB or Motion-
Dimension arrow head)

Quick Quiz:

Q: For the Rocker Motion-Dimension, why did you reference

the vertical short Line in the new sketch and not the horizontal

Line?

A: The Horizontal Line does not 'radiate' from the Pin-Joint. It

only passes through it. The Vertical Line does radiate from the

Pin-Joint.
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 STEP 8: Edit the Rocker

 STEP 9: Add a Line and Circle, as shown to the left.

 STEP 10: Dimension them, as shown to the left.

 STEP 11: Add the Motion and Linear-Motion FBs. 

 STEP 12: Connect the Function-Blocks

 STEP 13: Cycle (ALT+C [C for R13.2+]) to preview the
design.

You will notice the Slider moves back and forth by 100mm and

the Rocker oscillate by 100º – at the same time.

Quick Quiz:

Q: Why is the motion the same?

A: We have linked the same Motion in MotionDesigner to the

two Motion-Dimension FBs. The Rocker will use its own motion,

not the Slider's motion.

Preparation 1F: Edit the Motion for the Rocker

Add a new Motion in MotionDesigner

 STEP 1: In MotionDesigner: Click Add Motion in
the File Toolbar

 STEP 2: Use Active-Motion-Settings > Motion tab

> Motion Name to rename the motions

to 'Slider' and 'Rocker'.

Add two Segments and edit the Blend-

Points.

 STEP 3: Use the 'Append Segment'

Tool in the Segment Toolbar

, twice to add two

segments.

 STEP 4: Edit the X Value of the

Blend-Points to be as

follows:0º, 30º, 110º, 140º,

230º, 260º, 360º

 STEP 5: Edit the Y Position Values to

be: 0, 0, 10,10, 20, 20, 20mm
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 STEP 6: Edit the Motion FB that we have

connected to the Rocker, and 

 STEP 7: Select 'Rocker' in 'Motion in

MotionDesigner' to link the Rocker

motion to the Motion FB

 STEP 8: Cycle the Mechanism (ALT+C [C for R13.2

+]) before we add the 2D-Cam

Preparation 1G: Add the 2D Cam and Cam Follower

A Cam-Follower must be a Profile. Usually, the shape is

circular.

See Also: Cam-Follower shapes

 STEP 1: Click the Add Profile Command in the Profile &

Extrusions toolbar

 STEP 2: Click the Circle in the 'Rocker' Part

There are two elements that we should not confuse.

The element that is in continuous contact with the

Cam is a Profile element.

We give this element the name: Cam-Follower. If the

shape is circular, then: Cam-Follower Roller.

The element to which we add the Cam-Follower

Roller is a Part element.

We give this element the name: Cam-Follower Part.

 STEP 3: Click 2D-Cam

 STEP 4: Click the Base-Part Part-Outline

 STEP 5: Click the new Cam-Follower Roller

The Cam looks like a bird's nest. 

To help understand the shape, we can edit the 2D-Cam to
hide Cam 1 and Cam 2, and show the Pitch-Circle-Path
only.

 STEP 6: Double-click the 2D-Cam.

 STEP 7: Select the Pitch-Curve check box and clear
Cam 1 and 2 check boxes.
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The image to the left shows the Pitch-Curve of the

Stationary 2D-Cam.

The only good thing is it is 'Stationary'!

Q: What is the problem?

A: The angle of the Cam-Follower Part (Rocker) is a

function of the Master-Machine-Angle.

It should be a function of the position of the Slider.

Do you need more explanation?

See Step 6D1.3

Step 6D1.3: Add the Stationary 2D Cam

Add the Cam

In this Step, we add a 2D-Cam. We add the Cam to the Base-Part (Machine Frame).

First: What do we want the Cam to look like?

We have prepared a motion for the Rocker. See image to

the left.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Imagine that the units along the X-axis

of the Motion are not degrees, but 'unit-less'. That is, they

are 'numbers'.

The Stationary 2D-Cam , looks like the Rocker motion.

We will look at four methods to get the Stationary 2D-Cam

we want. We explain the problems and advantages of each.

Method 1: Do 6D1.2 again: Fail

Method 2: Fail, but better

Method 3: Success for Single-axis Machines

Method 4: Success for Multi-axis Machines

Method 1: Add the 2D Cam as normal

 STEP 1: Click the Add Profile Command.

 STEP 2: Click the Circle sketch-element in the 'Rocker' 

For convenience, we name the Part the Cam-Follower and

the Profile the Cam-Follower Roller.
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 STEP 3: Click 2D-Cam

 STEP 4: Click the Base-Part Part-Outline.

 The 2D-Cam is stationary. Therefore, we add it to the Base-
Part.

 STEP 5: Click the new Cam-Follower Roller

The 2D-Cam is a bird's nest*.

To help us untangle the bird's nest, hide Cam 1 and Cam 2

and leave the Pitch-Circle-Path.

 STEP 6: Click the 2D-Cam – see image to the left - then
Double-click it in the Selection-Window

 STEP 7: In the 2D-Cam Properties Display dialog-box,
select the Pitch-Curve check box and clear the
Cam 1 and Cam 2 check boxes.

 STEP 6: You can also select the 'Open Cam' option in
the dialog-box.

The image to the left shows the Pitch-Curve of the

'Stationary 2D-Cam'.

The only good thing is the Stationary 2D-Cam is

'Stationary'!

Q: What is the problem?

A: It does not look like the Rocker motion! 

Do you need more explanation?

The motion for the Rocker is specified in MotionDesigner

- see Step 6D.2.

We have connected a Linear-Motion FB to the Motion FB.

Therefore, the input to the Motion FB increases

continuously from 0 to 360

Hence, the Motion FB follows the Motion Design in 

MotionDesigner for each complete cycle of the Master-

Machine-Angle – this is what we know and love!

Why is this design so different?

Imagine the Slider is Stationary while we cycle the machine. The Rocker will still continue

through its motion design because the output from the Linear-Motion FB always 'feeds' the wire

with the Master-Machine-Angle.

We must synchronize the motion of the Rocker with the Motion of the Slider, NOT the Master-

Machine-Angle! This is an important concept.

Method 2: Use the MMA at the input to the Slider Motion and the Rocker Motion

Method 2 will synchronize the Motion of the Slider and Rocker with the Master-Machine-Angle.

This is easy! Drive the two with a Linear-Motion FB (the MMA).
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Click to Expand / Collapse

Method 2: 

 STEP 1: Delete the wire that connect the Motion (Slider) FB to the

Slider Motion-Dimension FB from the Motion FB

 STEP 2: Delete the wire that connects the Linear-Motion FB to the

Motion (Slider) FB

 STEP 3: Connect a Linear-Motion FB directly to the Slider Motion-

Dimension FB

The image to the left shows the Stationary 2D-Cam after Step3. 

We use the top 2 FBs to move the Slider. We use the bottom 3 FBs to

move the Rocker (That is opposite to what they look like!)

The Slider moves with the MMA, or constant velocity, for 360mm. It

then 'jumps' back to the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension FB.

Click to Expand / Collapse

Question 1: Why is this no good? The Stationary 2D-Cam 'looks' like

the Rocker Motion designed for the Rocker.

Answer 1: The Slider moves 360mm not 100mm the original Slider

Motion.

A Gearing FB can reduce the output from the Linear-Motion FB from

360 to 100mm.

 STEP 1: Add a Gearing FB to the graphic-area. Delete the existing

wires. Connect the FBs to include the Gearing FB

 STEP 2: Double-click the Gearing FB to open the Gearing dialog-

box. 

 STEP 3: Select 'Use Ratio of Pulley Teeth' check box. Enter 10 and

30 for the 'Input Pulley' and 'Output Pulley', respectively.

The Stationary Cam now is 'perfect'.

Notes:

We could also design a motion with a constant velocity of 100mm/cycle and use a Motion FB, as an

alternative to the Gearing FB.

I took the opportunity to reduce the diameter of the Cam-Follower Roller. The 2D-Cam started to

'undercut'.

Click to Expand / Collapse

Question 2: Why is this still not a good result? 

Answer 2: The Stationary Cam is 'perfect'. However, when we add the

2D-Cam for the Slider, it looks like a 'Snail'!

The method is not useful to synchronize the motion of Cam-Follower

Rocker with the motion of a  different motion axis.

MechDesigner is 'software for complete machine design', NOT

'software for single motion axis design'!

The 2D-Cam is like a snail because the slider moves at constant

velocity to the right and then jumps back.

We want a 2D-Cam for the Slider and the Stationary 2D-Cams.

Method 3: Use the output from the Slider motion as the input to the Rocker FB

As stated above. We want the Slider Cam AND the Stationary Cam for the Rocker.
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Re-connect the input to Slider Motion-Dimension FB to give the Slider 2D-Cam again.

Then, we can use the output from the Slider as the input to the Rocker.

Click to Expand / Collapse

Method 3: 

 STEP 1: Delete the wire to input-connector of the Slider Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 2: Connect the Motion FB (with the Slider Motion) to the

Slider Motion-Dimension FB.

 STEP 3: Disconnect the Linear-Motion FB that is connected to the

input-connector of the Motion FB (with the Rocker

Motion)

 STEP 4: Connect Slider Motion-Dimension FB to the Rocker

Motion-Dimension FB.

The image above shows the Stationary 2D-Cam. There are 5 FBs joined end to end. The values at

the output of each connector is as follows

The Output from the Linear-Motion FB is 0 to 360.

The Output from the 'Slider' Motion FB is 0-100. It is a motion 'function', see DRRD.

The Output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB is 30 to 130, (the Base-Value is 30mm

and hence 0-100 becomes 30-130).

The Output from the Rocker Motion FB is 0 to approximately 10º.

The Output from the Rocker Motion-Dimension FB is -10º to approximately 0º, because

the Base-Value -10º.

This is connected to the input-connector of the Rocker Motion-Dimension FB.

Note: You will get a message in the Feedback area: '1 Mechanism dependencies detected'. It is advisable to

rebuild the model when the number of dependencies becomes more than 1.

The black arrows in the image to the left indicate the range of the

input to the Motion FB connected to the Rocker Motion. The input has

a range of and cycles between 30 and 130 (units)

The 2D-Cam looks a lot nearer to the motion we want. But it is not

complete.

Q: Why is the stationary 2D-Cam not complete?

A: The X-axis of the Rocker motion in MotionDesigner has a 'range'

of 0 to 360.

The output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB cycles between 30

and 130. The arrows in the image to the left show the range of the

output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB.

The X-axis of the Rocker Motion has a range of 360. The Rocker

motion is never completed. 
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Click to Expand / Collapse

Add a Gearing FB to increase the 'Range' of the Motion out of the

Slider Motion-Dimension FB

 STEP 1: Add a Gearing FB. 

 STEP 2: Connect the output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB

to the input of the Gearing FB.

 STEP 3: Connect the output from the Gearing FB to the Motion

FB.

 STEP 4: Double-click the Gearing FB to open the Gearing FB

dialog-box. Select 'Use Ratio of Pulley Teeth' check box. 

 STEP 5: Enter 360 (or 36) and 100 (or 10) for the Input Pulley and

Output Pulley.

Is the range of values at the output-connector of the Gearing FB is

now 360, not 100.

The image above shows the Stationary 2D-Cam. The Stationary 2D has a step in it! Why is this? 

The Output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB is 30–130, (the Base-Value is 30mm).

The Output from the Gearing FB is 108–468. When we look at the numbers:

30 * 36/10 = 108

130 *36/10 = 468.

Therefore, the input to the Motion FB varies from 108 to 468, not from 0 to 360. 

It needs to be 0–360, not 108–468. 

We can see why in the image below.

In MechDesigner, when, or if, the input motion value extends more

than the maximum value X-axis value of the Motion in 

MotionDesigner, the input 'wraps' around the X-axis to start at 0

again.

This means when the input is 108 to 468, the output from the Motion

FB 

start where the X-axis is 108, 

follow the motion from 108 to 360, 

continues from 0 to 108.

Question: What do we do to make the input from 0 to 360, not

108 to 468?

A: Edit the Gearing FB to subtract 108 from all of the input values

that are at the input-connector.

Click to Expand / Collapse

Two parameters do this. Edit one of them.

Edit the 'After Gear Ratio' to subtract 108 from the output

values. This is AFTER the FB applies the Gear Ratio to the

motion at the input-connector. 

[The input is 30–130. The Gear Ratio changes it to 108–468. This parameter

changes it to 0–360. Perfect].

- or - 
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Edit the 'Before Gear Ratio' to subtract 30 from the input

values. This is BEFORE the FB applies the Gear Ratio to the

motion at the input-connector. 

[The input was originally 30–130. This parameter changes it to 0–100. The

Gear Ratio changes it to 0–360].

The two options give the output from the Gearing FB as 0–360.

You can see we have the Slider Cam and the Rocker Cams

Success!

Method 4: Edit the Rocker Motion 'X Range' to match the Slider Motion 'Y Range'

The 'Y Range' of the Slider is 100mm.

We edit the 'X Range' of the Rocker Motion to be 100 units. 

We will design the Rocker Motion with an X Range of 100, not 360. This is a reduction ratio of

100/360.

We must also edit the position of each Blend-Point along the X-axis by the same proportion of

100/360.

Method 4: 

 STEP 1: Edit the Rocker Motion in MotionDesigner. 

Reduce the X-Values of each Blend-Point. 

The last Point should be at 100 'degrees'.

 STEP 2: Delete the Gearing FB 

 STEP 3: Connect the Slider output to the Rocker input.

Click to Expand or Collapse

Q: Why does the Cam have a step?

A: Because the output from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB is

actually 30 to 130 not 0 to 100mm

Q: How do you correct that? There are a number of ways to correct it.

Pick one:

Answer 1: Add a Segment of width '30' to the start of the Motion.

Answer 2: Edit the Motion Start with the Active Motion Settings -

Generally not recommended. See MotionDesigner help.

Answer 3: Use a Gearing FB and shift the output by 30 - same as

Method 3.

We will look A1.

This Rocker Motion has a new segment. The segment moves the

motion to the 'left'. The motion now has an X-axis total range of 0 to

130.

The input from the Slider Motion-Dimension FB to the Motion FB has

a range between 30 and 130.
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Here is the result. 

You can see the Slider Cam and the Rocker Cams

Success!

What do we do if the Slider is not a Slider? What?

It is possible that the Slider (a Motion-Part) is a sliding-part. A

sliding-part is a Part joined to a different Part with a Slide-Joint. 

It does not use a Motion-Dimension to get its motion. See Tutorial

6D2.0.

Step 6D2.0: DESIGN 2: The Target Design

Target Design at the end of this Tutorial

How to assemble this model: Summary

1. Orbit a Gear insides a stationary Gear so that the

Gear orbits one time per machine cycle 

2. Add a Dyad: 

join one Part in the Dyad to the orbiting Gear

with a Pin-Joint 

join the other Part in the Dyad to the Base-

Part with a Slide-Joint. 

This Part is the 'Sliding-Part'. We do not know the motion of
this Part unless we measure its motion.

join the two Parts together with a Pin-Joint

3. Add a Rocker to the Sliding-Part 

4. Add a motion to rotate the Rocker as it slides

5. Add a 2D-Cam to the Base-Part

The motion of the Sliding-Part is quite complex. It is a function of many parameters:

ratio of the Gear-Pair

The Base-Value of the Rocker that rotates the gear

The length of Parts

...and more.

The rotation of the Rocker to be a function of the position of the Sliding-Part.

Step 6D2.1: Prep 2A: Add a Gear Pair & Trace Point

Add a Gear-Pair

We have chosen to add a gear-pair with an orbiting gear.

[See Tutorial 14 for more information on Gear-Pairs]

Preparation 2A: 'Add a Gear-Pair'
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This Gear-Pair will include a Stationary Internal Gear and an

External Gear to roll along the inside of it. The external

gear, inside the internal gear, will have 1/3 of the number-

of-teeth.

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a Horizontal Line – see the image to the left.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 1: Add a Part to the Mechanism-Editor

 STEP 2: Add a Pin-Joint between the Part and the Point
at the left of the Line added to the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to identify the Part
as a Rocker

 STEP 4: Add a Linear-Motion FB to the graphic-area 

 STEP 5: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-
Dimension FB

 STEP 1: Add a new Part

 STEP 2: Add a Pin-Joint to join the new Part to the end of
the First Part

Notice that one Part is Blue, and the others are Green.

 STEP 1: Add a Gear-Pair...

The four selections for the Gear-Pair are:

1. The Horizontal Line in the Base-Part 

2. The CAD-Line in the Blue Added-Part

3. The CAD-Line in the kinematically-defined Part that
connects the Base-Part to the Added-Part

4. The length dimension of the kinematically-defined
Part – the CAD-Line

 STEP 2: Click OK in the Command-Manager, 
- or -
Right-click as a shortcut.

MechDesigner draws the Gear-Pair with a 'Number-of-Teeth'
and 'Module'.
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 STEP 1: Double-Click on Gear-Pair in the graphic-area

The Gear-Pair dialog-box opens.

Edit the Gear-Pair as follows: 

Gear 1: 60 Teeth, 

Gear 2: 20 Teeth, 

Module = 5, 

Gear 1: Internal

Click OK.

When you cycle, the larger gear is stationary.

 STEP 1: Edit the Part with the gear that has 20 teeth.

 STEP 2: Add a Line to extend from the 'Origin'

 STEP 3: Dimension the Line, and its Angle relative to the
CAD-Line along the X-axis

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 5: Add a Design-Set – See Tutorial 7

 STEP 6: Double-click on the Design-Set in the
Mechanism Assembly-Tree to edit it.

 STEP 7: Edit the Part again and add the Length and the
Angle of the Line to the Design-Set.

 STEP 1: Click the Add Trace-Point tool in the Kinematic-
elements toolbar [left-side of graphic-area]

 STEP 2: Click the Point to the end of new sketch Line
added to the Part 

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager 
- or -
Right-click.

MechDesigner shows the Trace-Point.

If you cycle the machine [ALT+C [C for R13.2+]] you will see
the Point at the end of the Line move along the Trace-Point.

Edit the Design-Set

 STEP 1: Double-click the Design-Set in the Assembly-
Tree.

 STEP 2: Edit the Length and Angle of the Line until the
Trace-Point is as shown in the image to the Left.

Step 6D2.2: Prep 2B: Add RRP Dyad and Rocker

Add the RRR Dyad

Add a Dyad: 

Join one Part in the Dyad to the orbiting Gear with a Pin-Joint 

Join the other Part in the Dyad to the Base-Part with a Slide-Joint. 
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This Part is the 'Sliding-Part'. We do not know the motion of this Part unless we measure its motion.

Join the two Parts together with a Pin-Joint

Quick Reminder of Dyads

There are five possible Dyads in Planar Kinematics: RRR, RRP, RPR, RPP and PRP. 

The R stands for Revolute. This is the same as a Pin-Joint

The P stands for Prismatic. This is the same as a Slide-Joint.

A Dyad does not add or remove degrees-of-freedom. 

Each Part adds three degrees-of-freedom.

Each Joint removes two degrees-of-freedom.

Always add a Dyad with two Parts and three Joints. 

Preparation 2B: 'Add an RRP Dyad'

As with all Dyads, add two Parts and three Joints

 STEP 1: Add two Parts. 

Now, add three Joints.

 STEP 2: Add a Pin-Joint between the end of one of the
Added-Parts and the Point with the Trace-Point
on the small gear.

This is the first R in the RRP Dyad.

 STEP 3: Add a Slide-Joint between the Horizontal Line in
the Base-Part and the Line along the centre of
the other Added-Part.

This is the P in the RRP Dyad.
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 STEP 4: Add a Pin-Joint between the Points at the end of
the CAD-Lines in the Parts

This is the second R in the RRP Dyad.

The Parts become Green again. The two Parts are
kinematically a new Dyad.

 STEP 5: Cycle the Mechanism to make sure the Parts
can complete the cycle.

 STEP 6: Edit the length of the 'Connecting Rod'

Edit the length until it is approximately equal to the radius of
the Trace-Point  that the Gear-Pair generates.

When Length of Part  is the same radius as the Trace-
Point , the sliding-part  will approximately dwell at one end
of the slide movement.

Preparation 2B: 'Add the Rocker'

In this exercise, we will not design the tool. We will simply

add the Rocker to the sliding-part.

 STEP 1: Edit the sliding-part 

 STEP 2: Add a vertical Line

See the image to the left. 

 STEP 3: Add a Part

 STEP 4: Add a Pin-Joint – select the Point at the end of
the vertical Line and the Origin of the Part.

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to make the Part a
'Rocker' 

The angle of the Rocker relative to the vertical Line is 135º.

Name this Part the Cam-Follower.

We now want to synchronize the Motion of the Rocker with

the Motion of the Slider.
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We want a Stationary Cam to rotate the Cam-Follower. 

Add a Cam-Follower Roller sketch and Profile.

 STEP 6: Edit the Rocker / Cam-Follower.

 STEP 7: Add a Line and Circle, as indicate to the left.

 STEP 8: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 9: Add a Profile. Use the Circle. 

We can rename the Circle Profile a Cam-Follower Roller.

Step 6D2.3: Add the Stationary Cam

Add the Stationary Cam

First: What do we want the Stationary Cam to look like?

The image to the left shows the

design we want. It has a Stationary

Cam .

What is the difference between

Design 1, 6D1, and this Design 2,

6D2?

In Tutorial 6D1:

We know the position of the

sliding-part directly.

The sliding-part is a Slider. Thus,

the Motion-Dimension FB gives

the position of the Slider at its

output-connector.

In Tutorial 6D2:

We do not know the position

of the sliding-part directly. 

In this case, the sliding-part is one

of the Parts in an RRP Dyad. The

Gear-Pair moves the Dyad.

This is the Motion for the Rocker that we have prepared.

Q: How can we measure the

position of the sliding-part?

A1: METHOD 1

Use a Measurement FB to

measure the position [and

motion] of the sliding-part

relative to the Base-Part.

A2: METHOD 2

Use a Point-Data FB to give the

position [and motion] of the

sliding-part with mechanism
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coordinates.

Method 1: Add a Measurement FB

A Measurement FB measures the distance between sketch-elements in two different Parts.

In this case, we will measure the distance from a stationary sketch-element in the Base-Part to a
moving sketch-element in the sliding-part.

Add a sketch-element to the Base-Part  

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a Vertical Line – see the

image to the left.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

Add a Line to the sliding-part : 

 STEP 1: Edit the sliding-part

 STEP 2: Add a Vertical Line

The Line is at the Origin of the sliding-
part.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

Use a Measurement FB to measure the 

perpendicular  distance between the
two sketch-element

[We must select a Line and a Point to

measure the perpendicular  distance].

Select the Line in the Base-Part, and then
a Point at the end of the Lines in the
sliding-part.

 STEP 1: Add a Measurement FB
between the two new sketch-
elements

We need to find the range of the
Measurement. 

 STEP 2: Add a Graph FB and drag a
wire from the Measurement
FB to the Graph FB..

The Measurement Range is: Minimum =
20.000mm; Maximum = 220.00mm

 STEP 3: Cycle the kinematic-chain.
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 STEP 1: Add a Motion FB

 STEP 2: Double-click the Motion FB to
open the dialog-box

 STEP 3: Click the box arrow and
select the Rocker motion in 
MotionDesigner

 STEP 4: Then connect a wire from the
TOP* output-connector of the
Measurement FB to the 
Motion FB.

 STEP 5: Connect a wire from the
output-connector of the
Motion FB to the input-
connector of the Motion-
Dimension FB [Rocker].

Note: this image has a modelling risk.

You can see two outputs from a

Measurement FB. This means the

measurement is between two Points. 

The Points must be horizontal with each

other for the measurement to give the

horizontal distance.

Here, we should measure between a

vertical Line in the Base-Part and a Point

in the sliding-part to give the

perpendicular  distance.

For information: when the Measurement

FB measures between two Points, the 

TOP output gives the distance between

the Points and the motion derivatives

BOTTOM output gives the angle

between the Points and the motion

derivatives. 

We want the perpendicular  distance -

the TOP output. See image.
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Click to Expand / Collapse

Look at the output from the Motion FB now
we have connected the Output from the
Measurement FB to the Input of the Motion
FB. See the image.

The Red lines/arrows indicate the range of
output from the Measurement FB
(20>220>20). When we connect the
Measurement FB to the Motion FB, the
output from the Motion FB is limited to the
motion between the Red lines/arrows
along the X-axis.  That is, between 20 and
200.

Note: The UNITS of the Measurement FB
Units ARE IRRELEVANT. Simply, it is the
number values provided to the Motion FB
that are important. 

Add the 2D-Cam.

 STEP 1: Click the Add 2D-Cam

 STEP 2: Click the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Click the Cam-Follower
Roller

MechDesigner adds the 2D-Cam to the
Base-Part / Machine Frame.

We can use the same method, if we use
the Point-Data FB.

Notes:

1. If the Stationary Cam has a range greater than 360'units', edit the motion in MotionDesigner

so it extends more than 360 along the X-axis. Remember, the units of the Motion FB X-axis are

dimensionless. 

2. It is best to make sure the Measurement does not become a negative value. 

3. If you want, use a Gearing FB to 'scale' or 'shift' the output of the Measurement FB to suit the

motion and the requirements of the Stationary Cam.

Step 6D3.1: Export the Cam to SOLIDWORKS

Background- A 'Standard Rotating Cam' 

When we export cam-coordinates to SOLIDWORKS,

the coordinates of the cam in SOLIDWORKS becomes

the XYZ table of a Curve feature. 

After the transfer is finished, we must use the 

Convert Entities sketch tool to convert the Curve

feature to a Spline sketch-element. We extrude, or

cut, the Spline to become the cam surface.

A 'standard rotating-cam' is a closed shape. The

contact-point between the cam and the cam-

follower moves around the cam continuously as the

MMA increases from 0 to 360. 

It is easy to export and extrude these cams to 
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SOLIDWORKS. 

However, with a 'Slot-Cam*', the contact-point may

not move along the cam steadily. SOLIDWORKS may

not be able to create the Curve feature.

This topic describes how to solve this problem. 

* Any cam in which the contact-point does not move

steadily along the cam.

'Complications' when exporting coordinates of a Slot-Cam to SOLIDWORKS

If the contact-point does not continually move along a cam's surface, there are two possible

complications

A. The Cam-Follower changes its direction, or dithers*. 

If the cam-follower changes its direction, the contact-point of 'Cam 1', as calculated by MechDesigner,
moves from one cam-flank to the other cam-flank
*'Dithers' : small changes in direction

B. The Cam-Follower becomes Stationary 

If the cam-follower becomes stationary relative to the cam, the contact-point also becomes stationary.
While the contact-point is stationary, the cam-coordinates become the same values, even as the MMA
increases.

When the cam-coordinates have complications as described in A or B, or the two, SOLIDWORKS
cannot create the Curve feature.

Example of a cam with the two

complications.

Refer to the image to the left:

Sliding-part  moves horizontally.

A 'connecting-rod'  joins the

sliding-part to a point that has a

complex 'looping' motion' as

identified by the Trace-Point .

Thus, the sliding-part  moves to

the right and to the left, but with

a complex motion, rather than

move with a simple motion that is

to the right and then to the left.

Each time the sliding-part

changes its direction, the contact-

point moves from one cam-flank

to the other cam-flank .

Because MechDesigner draws the

cam from cam-point to cam-

point, a line is drawn across from

one cam-flank to the other cam-

flank .

Linearize the input to the Cam.
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Before we export the cam to 

SOLIDWORKS, we must remove the

two 'complications'. 

There are two ways: 

manually edit a text file of the

cam-coordinates, or 

'linearize' the motion between

the cam and cam-follower.

To do this, we need to add a new

mechanism with a Slider and a

Rocker.

The Slider  should:

move at constant velocity in

one direction, and 

move the same distance as

the Sliding-Part in the original

model

The Rocker * must:

rotate with the same motion

as the original model,

coordinated to the linear

position of the Sliding-Part.

* Or Slider.

Steps to 'Linearize' the Independent Input to the Cam.

 STEP 1: Measure the full stroke of the sliding-part in the 'original model' 

The full stroke of the sliding-part in the original model is the 'Sliding-Part Range'. 

There are number of ways to measure the Sliding-Part Range.  For example, connect the

output of the Measurement FB* to a Graph FB, or a Statistics FB, and scrutinize those

values.

* We use a Measurement FB to measure the position of the Sliding-Part in the original

model. Thus, this FB is already available.

 STEP 2: Build a new model to replace the Sliding-Part and Rocker of the original model

with a Slider  and Rocker .

Note: the difference between a Sliding-Part and a Slider.

The input to the Slider and the Motion FB for the Rocker should increase linearly with a

displacement range equal to the Sliding-Part's displacement range.

Add a Linear-Motion and a Gearing FB  and connect them with wires to the Motion-

Dimension for the Slider.

We need the motion-values at the output-connector of the Gearing FB to have a range

equal to Sliding-Part Range. Thus the Gearing Ratio in the Gearing FB dialog-box

should be:
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Gearing Ratio = Sliding-Part Range/360.

 STEP 3: Edit the Gearing FB 

 STEP 4: Enter a Gearing Ratio = Sliding-Part Range/360

For example:

If, with the original model, the Maximum Measurement is 340mm, and the Minimum

Measurement is 20mm, then the Range is 340-20 = 320mm.

Thus the Gearing Ratio = 320/360 = 0.88889.  Enter this, as an equation, [that is, enter

exactly 320/360] in the Gearing Ration in the Gearing FB dialog-box.

Connect wires from the output-connector of the Linear-Motion FB to the Gearing FB to

the input-connectors of the Motion FB and the Motion-Dimension FB.

Now, the Cam-Coordinates will not change flanks. 

When you export the cam, SOLIDWORKS can create the Curve entity and the Cam feature.

Note: You may need to delete the last point in the saved cam-coordinate data or from the

Curve feature in SOLIDWORKS.
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6E: Design of Cams for a Cycloidal Gear Reducer

Design of Cam Lobes for a Cycloidal Gear Reducer.

See complete tutorial on YouTube:  https://youtu.be/uP6Y39GuKBo 

https://youtu.be/uP6Y39GuKBo
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6F: Design of Cams for a Parallel-Indexer

Design of Cams for a Parallel-Indexer.

See complete tutorial on YouTube:  https://youtu.be/IWOwLOfQnTY 

https://youtu.be/IWOwLOfQnTY
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6.16Tutorial 7: Design-Sets

Design Sets

This tutorial reviews:

1. Why and when to use  Design-Set 

2. How to use a Design-Set

3. An example application of a Design-Set

  Tutorial 7: Design-Sets

Step 7.0: Why use a Design-Set; & 'The Design Objective'

Step 7.1: Add a Design-Set 

Step 7.2: Open, Unlock and Add Dimension Boxes

Step 7.3: Add Dimensions to the Dimension Boxes

Step 7.4: Edit the Dimensions in the Design-Set
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Step 7.0: Why use a Design-Set; The Design Objective

Why use Design-Sets?

Let us imagine a design objective: 'Improve the pressure angle between a cam and a cam-

follower'.

Without a Design-Set you must:

1. Edit a Part...edit a dimension...close the Part-Editor... 

2. Review the design objective - has it improved?

3. Edit a FB...edit the parameter...close the FB dialog-box...

4. Review the design objective - has it improved?

Repeat 1 to 4 again and again and again...

With a Design-Set you can:

1. Add to the Design-Set those dimensions and parameters that you believe can

improve or influence the design objective 

2. Edit, within the Design-Set dialog, the dimensions and parameters

3. Watch the design objective continuously change at the same time as you edit the

dimensions and parameters.

The Power of Design-Sets:

1. The effect on a design objective as you edit dimensions and parameters is immediate,

and... 

2. ... the sensitivity on the design objective to each dimension and parameter is much

easier to understand

3. ...it is very convenient.

When you add more Design-Sets for more design objectives, then, if you rename each

Design-Set to the name of the design objective:

1. It becomes much easier for you to edit the model in the future 

2. You can make it much easier for other design engineers to use your model.

The Design Objective

Before we start this tutorial, add this cam mechanism in

a new file, or to a new plane of an existing file.

It is a 4-bar mechanism. The length of the short-

rocker[left-side] is 100mm, the long-

rocker[right-side] and the coupler[horizontal]

are 200mm . 

The centre of the long-rocker is at [200,-100]mm.

The centre of the Cam Crank is at [100,100]mm.

There are two cams and two cam-follower-

rollers. The rollers are ø40mm

The two cam-follower-rollers  are fixed to

the coupler of a 4-bar mechanism, and offset
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from the coupler's centre-line by approximately

10mm.

What are the Design Objectives?

In this tutorial, we use one Design-Set to find a

solution for two design objectives.

The design objectives are:

1.  The 2D-Cams should have the same maximum
radius. 

2. The minimum radius-of-curvature of each 2D-
Cam should not be less than 20mm.
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Step 7.1: Add a Design Set

Add a Design-Set to the graphic-area

 STEP 1: Click Add menu > Add Design Set 

- or -

Click Modelling-FB toolbar > Add Design-Set

 STEP 2: Click in the graphic-area

The Design-Set element is now in the graphic-area and in the

Assembly-Tree.

Because the Design-Set is an element, you can rename it. 

I usually rename the design set to indicate its design intent. 

For example: Pressure Angle Cam 1.

Note: If you cannot see the captions above each FB in your

model, then make sure this check-box has a 'tick'.

Edit menu > Application-Settings > Graphics > Graphic Display

separator > 'Show Function-Block Captions' check-box.
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Step 7.2: Open, Unlock and Add Element Rows

Add Element-Row to the Design-Set

What are Element-Rows?

You add 'element-rows' in the dialog, and then 'link' to each row a dimension or parameter.

Important Note:

After you link a dimension or parameter to an element-row, you can ONLY edit that dimension
or parameter by opening the Design-Set again.

You cannot edit that dimension from the Part-Editor or by editing the element that controls the
parameter.

Open the Design-Set

 STEP 1: Open the Design-Set dialog-box

To edit a Design-Set - use the usual procedures to edit

an element.

1. Move your mouse over the Design-Set icon, and Right-Click 

2. Click the Edit-Element icon in the contextual-sensitive icon

palette - see image

- or -

1. Double-click the Design-Set in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. Click the Design-Set so it shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click it in the Selection-Window

3. Click Edit in the contextual menu

The Design-Set dialog-box:

When you open the Design-Set dialog-box the first time, it is empty. 

You must add elements to the Design-Set dialog. To do this, you must use the Design-Set toolbar
icons.

The  icon -  Use the Padlock icon to lock and unlock the Design-Set. 

The icons are grey when the Design-Set is locked. The icons have colours when the Design-Set is not
locked.

It is very good practice re-lock immediately after you add elements to the Design-Set.

The  icon -  Use this to add an element to the Design-Set.

The  icon - Use this to remove an element from the Design-Set.

The  icon - Use this to rebuild the model, to make sure the model is uses the active value of each

element in the Design-Set dialog-box.
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To Unlock the Design-Set

You cannot add or remove element rows when the Design-Set padlock is locked.

Click the padlock icon, to unlock the Design-Set. 

Then icons become colourised

Add Element Rows to the Design-Set:

Click the  [See image below, for ] to add an element row.

Click it again and again to add more element rows.

Add one element row for each dimension of parameter you will edit in the Design-Set.

You can add and remove rows each time you edit the Design-Set. Thus you do not need to add
the exact number of rows at this time.

There are three fields in each row:

The left-side field: is the Element Name  and the name of the Part to which the element

is a child.

The middle field: is the numerical Property Value  of the dimension or parameters

The right-side field is the Maximum or Minimum Values and Limits.

The Element Name that is surrounded by a 'white' box, is the active row.

Note: For Release 10 and earlier, you cannot resize the Element name box. Therefore, if you rename the

elements to help you identify them, in the Designer-Set, then do not make them very long!
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Step 7.3: Add Dimensions to Element Rows

Add Dimensions to Element Row boxes

To the left, the 'Coupler' is open in the Part-

Editor.

We will add the dimensions, shown in the

image, to four different Element Rows in

the Design-Set.

Why not Rename each dimension before

you add them to the Design-Set?

To do this:

1. Click a dimension 

In the Selection-Window

2. Right-click the element

3. Click Rename

IMPORTANT: You cannot edit a dimension in

the Part-Editor or a parameter from a dialog 

after they are in the Design-Set.

To link the four dimensions [see grey

dimensions in the image above ] to the four

Element Rows in the Design-Set.

1. If necessary, click the Padlock  to

UNLOCK the Design-Set. The icons

become colourised. 

2. Click the Element Name  box so that it

becomes the active Element-Row.

3. In the Part-Editor graphic-area, click on

the arrowhead of a dimension.

The name of the dimension replaces

'Element name' in the Design-Set.

For example, the Element name becomes

the dimension name: 'CamRoller1'

The dimension value shows in the 

Property Value box. It may be a negative

value! 

4. Click the next Element-Row to make

sure it is active

5. Do Steps 2 and 4 again, and again, as

required.

The dimension-line, extension lines and

dimension-value of each dimension you add to
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the Design-Set become Grey. They become

'Driven-Dimensions'.

Be careful. Make sure the correct Element row

is active before you click a dimension in the

graphic-area.

When the Design-Set is complete :

6. LOCK the Design-Set. again - click the

Padlock icon . so that the 'add' and

'remove' Element-Rows become grey

again.

7. Close the Part-Editor. 

You do not need to close the Design-Set. If

you do close it, you can open it again.

Add one more dimension to the Design-Set. 

We will add a Motion-Dimension, that you can

see in the Mechanism-Editor.

1.  UNLOCK the Design-Set 

2. Click the 'Add a new Element Row' icon

in the Design-Set toolbar.

3. Click the arrow-head of the Motion-

Dimension ,  75.00° - see image.

4. LOCK the Design-Set.

Notes: 

BEFORE you click a dimension in the graphic-area, make sure the correct Element-Row and

Element-Name is active.

AFTER you add the Motion-Dimension to the Design-Set, the Motion-Dimension FB icon

becomes grey in the graphic-area.

The colour of the icon indicates you cannot

edit it directly. You can only edit its value in

the Design-Set.
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Step 7.4: Edit the Dimensions in the Design Set

Edit the Design-Set.

The objectives are to edit the Design-Set to:

Make the radius-of-curvature of the two cams have a minimum value of 20mm 

Make the radius-of-curvature of the two cams to have equal maximum values.

Measure the Cam Radii of Curvature

1. Add two Cam-Data Function-Blocks

 to the graphic-area. 

2. Add one Graph FB 

3. Link the Cam-Data Function-Blocks to

the 2D-Cams with the rollers on the left

and the right.

4. Connect the Cam Radius-of-Curvature

output from the two Cam-Data

Function-Blocks to two different input-

connectors of the Graph FB

5. To indicate to which Cam/Roller the

Cam-Data FB is linked, rename the

Cam-Data FBs to Left-Roller and Right-

Roller.

Note: You can also use a Measurement FB and

measure between the centre of the cam and

the cam contact-points.

Display the Graph:

1. Double-click the Graph FB icon in the

graphic-area. The Graph-Plot opens. 

2. Select the correct Radius-of-Curvature

[1 or2] for the the two cams with the Y-

axis data-channel drop-down boxes [to

the right-side of the graph-plot area].

Important Notes:

Each 2D-Cam has two Cams: Cam 1 and

Cam 2. Thus, you can also plot, Radius-of-

Curvature 1, and Radius-of-Curvature 2.

For each Cam, use the Y-axis data-channel

drop-down [to the right-side of the graph-

plot area] to select which Radius of

Curvature you want to plot - RoC1 or RoC2?

For this model, with two different cams,

there is a small '2' next to their contact-
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points. Thus, we want to plot the Radius-of-

Curvature 2 for the two cams. 

To read the radius-of-curvature values in

the graph-plot

2. Move your mouse to the graph-plot

area   

3. Drag your mouse in the graph-plot

area 

As you drag in the graph area...

the Vertical Bar moves with your

mouse-pointer

the MMA updates so that it equals the

Red Vertical Pointer and the kinematic-

chains follow the MMA - of course

The DRO  shows the exact value[s] of

the graphed variable at the red cursor

You can edit the Minimum and Maximum

graph-plot values in the Graph Settings

dialog-box.

I have changed the maximum and

minimum of the two graphs to ±100.

Measure the Minimum and Maximum

Radius of Cam Radii of Curvature

1. Drag the Cursor Pointer to put the

kinematic-chain in the Dwell Segment

of the motion at the maximum or

minimum radius of the cam. 

2. Read the Radii-of-Curvature from the

DROs

Do Steps 1 and 2 again for the other Dwell

Segment
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Edit the Design-Set

1. Double-Click the Design-Set in the

Assembly-Tree or graphic-area 

2. Make sure the Design-Set is LOCKED. 

Edit the dimensions to make the Radii-of-

Curvature equal.

1. In the Design-Set dialog-box, click the

Element Row with the dimension you

want to change, to make it the active

Element-Row.

2. Edit the values - with the Spin-Box tool

The model updates as you edit the

dimension in the Design-Set.

If it does not, then click the Rebuild icon in

the Design-Set.

3. Experiment. You will find many

solutions for the design objectives.

Note, it is best to put the Number-of-Steps

parameter in the Machine-Settings dialog-box

to ~100.

See Edit menu > Machine Settings > Cycling

Parameters > No-of-Steps.
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6.17Tutorial 8: Import DXF Files, Convert to Solid
Extrusions

Objective of this Tutorial

This tutorial:

1. Imports a DXF Drawing with the Open DXF File command. 

2. Links the DXF Drawing to a CAD-Line.

3. Use the CAD-Line dialog-box to convert DXF Entities that are in the DXF Drawing to 

MechDesigner sketch-elements.

  Import DXF Drawings onto Parts

Step 8.1: A Review of the DXF-Elements

Step 8.2: Example: DXF to MechDesigner Outlines

Step 8.3: Example: DXF to MechDesigner Extrusions
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Review: DXF Element, CADLine & CAD-Line Dialog Box

Summary of DXF commands and dialog-box

If you have a DXF Drawing, then you can use a CAD-Line to show the DXF Drawing.

Do two steps to show the DXF drawing:

STEP 1:   Use File menu > Open DXF File

STEP 2:   Use a CAD-Line, to open the CAD-Line dialog-box, to link the DXF-Drawing with the

CAD-Line.

Before you save a DXF drawing in your CAD:

Remove hidden lines [if saved from a 3D-CAD package].

Explode all Blocks.

Save the DXF drawing as 'Release 12', or as early as is available.

The DXF element and DXF element dialog box:

File menu > Open DXF-Drawing

Note: Explode all blocks in the original DXF drawing before you save it in your CAD

software.

1. Do File menu > File open 

In the Windows® 'File Open' interface, 

2. Use 'F ile of type' : DXF files (*.dxf)] 

3. Explore to and find the DXF-Drawing file

4. Click the 'Open' button

Do 1 to 4 again and again to open more DXF Files.

DXF element dialog-box

The DXF element in the Assembly-Tree:

It is represented by the   icon

You can add many DXF elements to the

Assembly-Tree. 

Top-Tip: rename the DXF element to the DXF

drawing name. 

In the image to the left, there are three DXF-Elements. Two

DXF element have been renamed.

DXF

Bottle-1Litre

Bottle-0.5Litre
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To open the DXF element dialog-box

1. Double-click a DXF-element in the Assembly-

Tree 

- or - See 'How to edit an element'

DXF-element dialog-box:

You can:

1. Click the Browse button to search and select

a different DXF-Drawing 

2. Click the Apply button [ ] 

DXF File name and DXF Path are Read-only

boxes of the DXF file you choose.

DXF: Units

To apply the correct scale to the drawing:

Click the units of the drawing in the original

DXF Drawing.

CAD-Line element

We link DXF-drawings to CAD-Lines.

The CAD-Line is a child to a Part. 

We edit the CAD-Line to link to it the DXF-Element and DXF-Drawing.

CAD-Lines in the Graphic-Area

CAD-Line : in the Graphic-Area

CAD-Line are Dark Green.

MechDesigner adds a CAD-Line  along the

centre of each Added-Part, from its start-Point

to its end-Point.

Use the Part-Editor and Add CAD-Line to add

more CAD-Lines , with 

CAD-Lines have an Origin (0,0)  and a positive

X-axis  direction.

The origin of the CAD-Line is the start-Point

[where you mouse-button-down] and the X-axis

is the direction you drag to add the Part or CAD-

Line, towards the end-Point.

The start-Point / Origin  and +X-axis

direction are obvious in an Added-Part

When you add your own CAD-Line, you must

remember which Point is the start-Point. The

Point at the Origin is always the start-Point.

CAD-Line : in the Assembly-Tree

The CAD-Line is the only sketch-element to

CAD-Lines in the Assembly-Tree
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show in the Assembly-Tree.

The CAD-Line is a child to a Part.

See  and , which are both children to Part3.

CAD-Line dialog-box

To open the CAD-Line dialog-box

Edit a CAD-Line

1. Double-Click a CAD-Line in the Part-Editor or

the Mechanism-Editor. 

- or -

1. Click a DXF-element in the Assembly-Tree 

2. Right-Click the DXF element in the Selection-

Window

3. Click 'Edit'.. in the contextual menu

MechDesigner opens the CAD-Line dialog-box.

CAD-Line dialog : DXF Element Selection

To select a DXF element:

1. Click the DXF tab 

2. Click the Select DXF element down-arrow  

3. Use the drop-down and click a DXF element

When you select a DXF element, the DXF-Drawing

shows immediately in the 'DXF Element box and the

graphic-area.

Each DXF element name in the Select DXF Element

drop-down list box  has two parts:

DXF element name -  the name of the DXF

element in the Assembly-Tree

DXF Drawing name - the Cad-file-name of the

DXF-Drawing

Default Alignment of the DXF-Drawing with the

CAD-Line

The DXF-Drawing aligns its 0,0 and positive X-axis

with the start-Point and positive X-axis direction of

the CAD-Line. 

If you cannot see the DXF Drawing, try to find it...

Zoom-out to see if the DXF-Drawing is larger

than the workspace.

Zoom-in to see if the DXF-Drawing is very small
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Change the background colour of the graphic-

area. Use Application Settings dialog > Graphics

tab > Graphic Colours | Background | Grey is

frequently a good colour.

If necessary use the: 

Edit Layers button  to open the DXF Layers

dialog-box 

Clear Link button  to remove the DXF File from

the CAD-Line.

CAD-Line dialog: Align the DXF Drawing with the CAD-Line - optional

To change the default alignment of the CAD-Line 

1. Click the Align DXF to CAD-Line separator to
expand 

2. Click in the 'DXF Point at CAD-Line's Origin'
box - see image left - and it becomes Orange 

In the graphic-area:

3. Click a Point in the DXF Drawing to move it to

the Origin of the CAD-Line.
When you select a Point in the DXF Drawing: 

The Point's name shows in the box

The 'DXF Point to CAD-Line's Origin' box

becomes Green, and 

The 'DXF Point to CAD-Line's X-axis' box

becomes Orange

In the graphic-area:

4. Click a Point in the DXF Drawing that you

want to align with the X-axis and CAD-Line. 

The Point's name shows in the box

The 'DXF Point to CAD-Line's on X-Axis'

box becomes Green,

If you want to align the DXF with different Points, do
steps 1 to 3 again.

CAD-Line dialog: Convert DXF Entities to MD Lines and Arcs
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The DXF Entities - Lines, Arcs, Circles, Points - that

show in the graphic-area are 'dumb'. 

You can convert these DXF Entities to 

MechDesigner sketch-elements.

To Convert a DXF Entity to a sketch-element:

1. Click in the 'DXF Entity' box to make it active 

2. Click a 'DXF Entity' (a DXF Line or DXF Arc)
in the graphic-area 

3. As options:

Select a different 'Owner Part'. (However,

usually, sketch-elements are on the same

Part as the CAD-Line)

Select the 'Enable-Loop Select' check box, if

you want MechDesigner to attempt to find

a sketch-loop

Select the 'Free or Locked Points' check box,

if you want to fix the Points to the Part.

Optionally, edit the Merge Radius value to

help make a sketch-loop with those DXF

entities inside the radius

4. Click the Convert Entities button 

Repeat 1 to 4 again, and again, to convert

more DXF Entities to MechDesigner sketch-

elements.

IMPORTANT: 

Each time, you must click the 'DXF entity' box in

the dialog to make it Orange before you click a
DXF Entity in the graphic-area.

When you apply the 'Convert Entities' , the new sketch-
elements are not linked with the CAD-Line; they are linked
with the Part. 

Therefore, you can use Clear DXF Link  to remove the

DXF File, but the sketch-elements stay with the Part.

DXF Filters: Display Elements toolbar> DXF-Outline and Display DXF Points

Two tools in the Display Filters toolbar:

Display DXF Outlines in the graphic-area.

To see a DXF Outline, make sure this icon is 'Toggled IN'. That is, the light bulb is

'ON'

Note: A DXF Outline is a DXF Drawing for display only.

Display DXF Points in graphic-area.

To see DXF Points, make sure this icon is 'Toggled IN'. That is, the light bulb is 'ON'.

When you use the CAD-Line dialog, you may select DXF Points to re-align the DXF
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Drawing with the CAD-Line.

Sometimes you need to toggle this off, and back on, to see the DXF Points. This is a

bug that we are trying to resolve.
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Step 8.1: Open DXF File, Show DXF Outline

In this step we will open a DXF Drawing File and show it in the graphic-area.

Open a DXF File

 STEP 1: Open a DXF File. 

In the Windows interface, change the 'File as type'

to DXF 

The select the file.

MechDesigner adds a DXF element to the Assembly-

Tree . 

Note: The DXF element is usually at the bottom of the

Assembly-Tree. It may move to the top of the

Assembly-Tree, above the Mechanism element - see

image left.

Open the CAD-Line dialog-box

 STEP 1: Add a Part.

If necessary, add a new Part. 

Do Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add

Part.

 STEP 2: Double-Click the CAD-Line.

The CAD-Line is along the centre of the Part.

If necessary, use the Selection-Window to find and

open the CAD-Line dialog-box.

The CAD-Line dialog-box opens.

 STEP 3: Select the DXF tab

Link the DXF File with the CAD-Line
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If necessary, expand Select DXF Element separator.

 STEP 1: Click the down-arrow  to expand the

'Select DXF-Element' list box

The name [DXF : trace2.DXF] in the drop-down list box

has two[2] parts. The:

   Name of the DXF element, as it is in the

Assembly-Tree.

In this case, the name of the DXF element : 'DXF'.

  Name of the DXF file you opened with 'File

menu > Open DXF file'

In this case, the name of the DXF file you opened

was 'Trace1.DXF'.

The name of the DXF element shows in the 'DXF

Element' box , after you select the element in the

box.

Options: 

'Edit-Layer' button - click to explore the 'Layers' that

might be in the DXF drawing. See Edit Layers

dialog-box

'Clear Link' button - click to remove the DXF

Drawing from the CAD-Line.

The DXF-Outline of the DXF Drawing shows in the

graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Click OK

Note 1: If the DXF Drawing is far from the origin of the

DXF file, you may need to zoom out!

Note 2: If the DXF Drawing is very small, or it is in 'inches'

and you are working in 'mm', you may need to zoom in! 

Use the DXF Element dialog-box to change the units of

the DXF file to the original units of the DXF Drawing, and

reload DXF File.

OPTIONAL ALIGNMENT.  If the DXF Drawing does

not align  with the CAD-Line as you want click the 

'Alignment of DXF' separator.

You may need to Toggle OFF and Toggle ON

the Display DXF Points tool to show DXF Points.

 STEP 3: Click in the 'DXF Point at Origin'  box to

make it active

The selection box is active when it is the colour English

skin after a swim in the North-Sea

 STEP 4: Click a Point in the DXF Drawing in the

graphic-area that you want to align with

the Origin of the CAD-Line
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The Point (with a number) should show in the 'DXF

Point at Origin' box

 STEP 5: Click in the 'DXF Point Along Origin'

 STEP 6: Click a Point in the DXF Drawing in the

graphic-area you want to align with the

+X-axis of the CAD-Line

Each box is active when it is the colour of English

skin after a swim in the North-Sea. Then you can

select a Point.

The box becomes green after you select a Point.

The DXF Drawing moves to the new alignment with the CAD-Line.

If you make a mistake, or want to select other Points:

 STEP 7: Click the box again to make it is the colour of English-skin after a swim in the

North Sea.

 STEP 8: Click Points again in the DXF Drawing.

 STEP 9: Click OK.
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Step 8.2: Convert DXF Outline to Extrusion Elements

Now, we must select and convert 'DXF-Entities' [such as DXF Lines and DXF Arcs that are in the

'DXF-Outline'], to MechDesigner sketch-elements. 

The button to convert the DXF Entities to MD sketch-element is in the CAD-Line dialog-box.  We

select the new sketch-elements, when as a sketch-loop, to add a Profile element.

Convert DXF-Entities into MechDesigner Lines and Arc separator

 STEP 1: Click the Convert DXF into MD Lines and

Arcs separator.

MechDesigner links the Part with the CAD-Line to the

'Parent Part' box.

 STEP 2: Make sure the name of the Part shows in

the 'Owner Part' box. 

The CAD-Line is a child to a Part. It is possible to add the

sketch-elements to a different Part! Not usual, but

possible!

 STEP 3: Click a 'DXF Entity' in the graphic-area

Each DXF-Entity is a child to a DXF-Outline.

Here, we have selected 'Line7' as the 'DXF-Entity

 STEP 4: Click the check-box so that 'Loop Select

Enabled' shows

MechDesigner attempts to find a sketch-loop which

includes the DXF Entity: See Above 'Line 7 ' See

Also: Sketch-Loop

 STEP 5:  Clear the check box so that 'Entities

Unlocked' shows

Select this check-box if you want to fix the points in

the DXF Drawing

 STEP 6: Click the Convert Entities button

MechDesigner uses the DXF Entity, and the DXF entities

in a sketch-loop, to make new sketch-elements.

This is 'Line7'  in the graphic-area.
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The new sketch-elements AND the DXF-Outline are in

the graphic-area.

If your DXF Drawing has many DXF Entities, you may

need to select 'DXF Entities' and 'Convert Entities' many

times.

It is sometimes convenient to remove the DXF Outline

from the graphic-area and the CAD-Line after you

'Convert the DXF-Entities'.

 STEP 7: Click the DXF Element Selection separator

 STEP 8: Click the Clear Link button

The new sketch-elements stay in the Part - see left.

If the 'Sketch-Loop' option is successful, the sketch-

elements are a sketch-loop. 

It is possible to use the new sketch-elements to add

a Profile and Extrusion.

 STEP 9: Click OK at the bottom of the CAD-Line

dialog-box to close it.

Use the Add Profile command

If MechDesigner has found a sketch-loop, you can add a Profile.

You can optionally, edit the Part to add sketch-elements to complete a sketch-loop if the

Convert Entities tool did not find a sketch-loop.

 STEP 1: Click Add Profile in the Extrusions Toolbar or

Solids menu 

 STEP 2: Click a sketch-element in the sketch-loop

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager.

 STEP 4: Spin the View in the graphic-area to view the

Profile.

The sketch-elements align with the Primary Contour of the

Profile (when the 'Part Offset' and 'Extrusion Offset' values

in the Extrusion dialog-box are 0mm). 
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To view the new Extrusions:

 STEP 5: Click the Model tab

- or - 

Click Visibility toolbar > Show Solids in

Mechanism 

 In summary:

We show a DXF Drawing as a DXF Outline in the

graphic-area.. You cannot edit a DXF Outline.

Optionally, we select DXF Entities in the DXF Outline

to add new sketch-elements. 

The 'Sketch-loop' option attempts to select a

number of DXF Entities to make a sketch-loop.

We  select a new sketch-element in a sketch-loop to

add a Profile. 
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6.18Tutorial 9: Add Joints automatically as you add
Parts

Automatic Joints...

Summary

If, when the Add Part command is active, you move your mouse above a Point or a Line

before your mouse-button-down or mouse-button-up, you can add a Pin-Joint or a Slide-

Joint as you add the Part.

Thus, you will do two commands at the same time: add Part and Joint.

But, be careful: Only do this procedure when it is unambiguous with which Point or Line you

will make the joint.

Notes : 'to move your mouse-button-above' is to hover.

With this technique, you do two commands.To 'undo': the first 'undo' will delete the new joint, the

second 'undo' will delete the new Part.

Procedure 1: Move your mouse above a Point

Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Add a Part and a Pin-Joint

1. Use Add-Part 

2. Move your mouse above a Point so that it becomes 

RED before you...

3. mouse-button down... 

4. ...drag... 

5. ...mouse-button up.

- or -

1. Use Add-Part 

2. Mouse-button down... 

3. ...drag a Line... 

4. ...move your mouse above a Point so that it becomes 

RED before you...

5. ...mouse-button up.

Or, use the two options... 'move your mouse above a Point

before you mouse-button down and before you mouse-

button up'.

Procedure 2: Move your mouse above a Line [or CAD-Line]

Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Add a Part and a Slide-Joint:

1. Use Add Part 

2. Move your mouse above a Line so that it becomes 

RED before you... 

3. ...mouse-button down...


AddPart-PinJoint.mp4


AddPart-PinJoint.mp4


AddPart-SlideJoint.mp4


AddPart-SlideJoint.mp4
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4. ...move your mouse to drag a line...

5. ...mouse-button up.

- or - 

1. Use Add-Part 

2. Mouse-button down... 

3. ...move your mouse to drag a line... 

4. ...move your mouse above a Line so that it becomes 

RED before you...

5. ...mouse-button up.

Or, use the two options... 'move your mouse above a Line

before you mouse-button down and before you mouse-

button up'.

Note: If you mouse your mouse above a Point and a Line,

then we add a Slide-Joint.

Procedure 3: Move your mouse above a Point AND a Line [or CAD-Line]

Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Add a Part and a Slide-Joint:

When you move your mouse over a Point AND a Line, 

MechDesigner always adds a Slide-Joint.

Thus, this action is the same as when you move your

mouse above a Line ONLY.


AddPart-SlideJoint-PL.mp4


AddPart-SlideJoint-PL.mp4
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6.19Tutorial 10: Model Mechanical Devices

Mechanical Devices

 Mechanical Devices - Examples

Step 10.1: The Scotch Yoke kinematic-chain

Step 10.2: The Whitworth 'Quick-Return' kinematic-chain

Step 10.3: The Oldham Coupling

Step 10.4: Straight-Line Kinematic-Chains
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Step 10.1: The Scotch-Yoke Kinematic-Chain

The Scotch-Yoke Kinematic-Chain

A Scotch-Yoke is a mechanism that changes rotary motion at its input to linear motion at its
output. 

The input rotates with constant angular speed.

The output reciprocates with Simple Harmonic Motion.

The kinematic-chain is:

1. One Motion-Part – a Rocker / Crank 

2. One Dyad – an RPP Dyad.

[Closure - Review the Change Dyad Closure tool - you may need to use it when the Dyad builds
the first time!].

Note: When the crank at the input rotates with constant angular velocity, the output at the Slider is Simple

Harmonic Motion, 

However, there are two Motion-Laws in MotionDesigner that can modify the motion of a Crank in a very

useful way.

When you apply the Y-Inverse-Sinusoid or the Crank-Constant-Velocity you can make the Slider move at

Constant Velocity for a part of the Crank's rotation.

The video shows a 'Scotch-Yoke' kinematic-chain. 

 STEP 1: Add the 'Input' Part – a Crank

The 'Crank' is the 'input' Part to the Scotch-Yoke. See

Tutorial 1.

1. Add a Part in a new Mechanism tab 

2. Add a Line to the Base-Part – make the Line horizontal

3. Join the Part to the Base-Part with Pin-Joint

4. Add a Motion-Dimension FB to give the Angle of the Part

5. Add a Linear-Motion FB and connect it to the Motion-

Dimension FB.

You have a 'Crank'

 STEP 2: Add the Dyad to complete the Scotch-Yoke

A new Dyad ALWAYS has two Parts and three Joints. 

The 'Bill of Materials' is Part 1, Part 2, Joint 1, Joint 2 and

Joint 3.

Top Tip: Add the 'Output' Part and Joint first.

Dyad: Part 1  & Joint 1

The 'Output' Part' of the Scotch-Yoke is a 'Sliding-Part',

1. Add a Part  (Part 1) 

2. Add a Slide-Joint

Click the CAD-Line in Part 1 and the horizontal Line in the
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Base-Part 

Dyad: Part 2  & Joint 2

A Point at the end of the Crank slides in a 'Vertical Slot' in the

output Part. 

1. Add a Part  

2. Add a Pin-Joint

Click a Point in Part  and the end of the Crank

The two new Parts are blue. 

You must always add a Part to move along the slot.  I find it easier

to imagine the 'Slot' is actually a Sliding-Block on a Slide Rail.

Dyad: Joint 3 between Part 1 & Part 2

The third joint is a vertical slide-joint (the slot) between the

two new Parts . 

Preparation for Joint 3 – draw a vertical line to give the
direction of the 'slot'

1. Edit Part 1 in the Part-Editor - the slot is machined in Part 1

 

2. Add a Line , with vertical a constraint and the dimensions

to specify it fully

3. Close the Part-Editor

This image shows the Vertical Line in the Part-Editor.

Add Joint 3: the Slide-Joint

This image shows the Vertical Line  in the Mechanism-

Editor.

1. Click Add Slide-Joint 

2. Click the Vertical Line  in the sliding-part (Part 1)

3. Click the Cad-Line  in Part 2

4. If necessary, click the graphic-area to complete the

command.

MechDesigner completes the Dyad to Add the Slide-Joint

The Part-Outlines become green to indicate the kinematic-

chain is kinematically-defined.

Note: The Part  along the Slide-Joint is either upwards or

downwards. This does not change the kinematics. 

If you prefer the Part to be in the other direction: Add the

Line [see image above], by 'dragging' it in the opposite

direction, from top to bottom, or vice versa.

Cycle the mechanism (ALT+C [C for R13.2+]).
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This is the kinematics of a 'Scotch-Yoke'.

It has a:

Rocker (as a Crank)

R-P-P Dyad: one Pin-Joint (R - - ) and two Slide-

Joints (- P-P).
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Step 10.2: The Whitworth Quick Return Kinematic-Chain

A 'Whitworth' kinematic-chain – or a Quick-Return kinematic-chain

A 'Whitworth Quick Return' changes rotary movement to a back-and-forth movement. The Part

moves faster in one direction than the other.  

This kinematic-chain has:

1. A Motion-Part – a Crank 

2. Two Dyads – an RPR and an RRP Dyad

The video shows the 'Whitworth Quick-Return' kinematic-chain. 

The 'Input': A Crank – the Motion-Part

The 'Output': It slides quickly in one direction and slowly in the other

direction. This is the 'Quick-Return' Part.

 STEP 1: Add the 'Input' Part – a Crank

The Crank  is the 'input' Part to the mechanism. See Tutorial 1, or:

1. Add a Part in a new Mechanism tab 

2. Add a Line to the Base-Part

3. Join the Part to the Base-Part with Pin-Joint

4. Add a Motion-Dimension FB to give the Angle of the Part

relative to the Line

5. Add a Linear FB and connect it to the Motion-Dimension FB
Step 1.5 is complete.

 STEP 2: Add Dyad 1

Add the first Dyad

Remember: A Dyad ALWAYS has two Parts and three Joints.

Dyad 1: Part 2 and Joint 3

1. Add a vertical line to the Base-Part, directly down from the

centre of the Crank 

2. Add a new Part 

3. Join it with a Pin-Joint to a Point at the end of the Line  in

the Base-Part

Dyad 1: Part 1 and Joint 1

Add a Part, and join it to the end of the Crank.

There is a Pin at the end of the Crank. This suggests we add a

part and join it to the end of the Crank with a Pin-Joint

1. Add a new Part 

2. Join it with a Pin-Joint to the Point at the end of the Crank 
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Dyad 1: Joint 2

Use Add Slide-Joint and select the Lines along the centre of the two

Added-Parts with the Blue Part-Outlines.

1. Click Add Slide-Joint  

Select a Line in each Part.

2. Click the Line in Part 1 - see above

3. Click the Line in Part 2 - see above

MechDesigner adds the Slide-Joint  to complete the new RPR

Dyad.

The Parts become Green to indicate the kinematic-chain is now

kinematically-defined.

This is the basic Whitworth Quick Return kinematic-chain. The output

Part moves quickly in one direction and returns more slowly.

The length of the Crank and the distance between the Pin-Joints in the Base-Part give the 'Return

Ratio'.

Return Ratio = 

Crank Angle Rotation[Degrees] to move the Rocking Part in one

direction 

Crank Angle Rotation [degrees] to move the Rocking Part in the other

direction

Experiment with the length of the Crank.

Add one more Dyad.

Remember: a Dyad ALWAYS has two Parts  and three Joints .

1. Dyad 2: Part 2, Joint 3: Add a Part and Slide-Joint. This is the

'output' Part. 

2. Dyad 2: Part 1, Joint 1: Add a Part with a Pin-Joint to the end

of the Quick-Return Part of Dyad 1

3. Dyad 2: Joint 3: Connect the sliding-part to the other Part

with a Pin-Joint.

4. If necessary, click the graphic-area to complete the

command.

This is the kinematics-chain for a 'Whitworth Quick-Return'.

It has a:

Rocker (this is the Crank)

R-P-R Dyad: Pin-Joint, Slide-Joint, Pin-Joint 

R-R-P Dyad: Pin-Joint, Pin-Joint, Slide-Joint
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Step 10.3: The Oldham Coupling

The Oldham Coupling

The 'Oldham' Coupling transmits power between shafts that are parallel and offset from each
other.

A 'floating' disc, in the middle of the coupling, has a raised rib on each face. Each rib is

perpendicular  to each other. The raised ribs engage with slots in flanges on the input and
output shafts.

The Oldham Coupling is a kinematically-defined chain that is built with a:

Motion-Part, and an

PPR Dyad

Oldham Coupling Video - Click to

play

The video shows an 'Oldham Coupling'.

'Input': The Input Crank – the Motion-Part

'Output': The Output Crank – rotates at the same constant

speed.

'Middle Disk': This transmits power from the Input to the

Output Crank.

Each kinematic-chain has a Motion-Part.

 STEP 1: Add the 'Input' Part – a Crank

See Scotch-Yoke, Whitworth Quick Return kinematic-chain or

Tutorial 1 to see how to 'Add a Crank'. In summary:

Add a horizontal Line to the Base-Part. The length of the Line

in the Base-Part will give the distance between the input and

output shafts.

Make the Crank approximately 100mm long, and drive it

constant velocity.

Make the length of the Line in the Base-Part approximately

80mm long, so that the centres of the Shafts are 80mm

apart.

We now want to add a Dyad. Dyads ALWAYS have two

Parts and three Joints. Never forget this!

 STEP 2: Add the Dyad

Dyad: Part 2 and Joint 3

The 'Output' Part' of the Oldham Coupling Rotates.

1. Add a Part 

2. Join it with a Pin-Joint to the Point at the end of the Line in

the Base-Part. 
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Dyad: Part 1 and Joint 1

1. Add a Part 

2. Add a Slide-Joint between the CAD-Line in the Input Crank

and the CAD-Line along the centre-line of the new Part.

Dyad: Joint 3 ...Preparation

Specify the position and orientation of Joint 3.

1. Edit the Part that is joined with a Slide-Joint to the Crank 

2. Add a Line that is perpendicular  to the CAD-Line*

3. Close the Part-Editor

Dyad: Joint 3 

The Oldham Coupling is almost complete.

Add a Slide-Joint between the two new Parts:

1. Click the CAD-Line in Part 2 

2. Click the Line we added to Part 1

The Oldham Coupling is Complete.

You can add Extrusions to the Parts to show the coupling as a

Solid model.

* Note: The Part may be at 180º to the direction it is in this image.

The direction of the +X-axis of the Part is the same direction as the

+X-axis of the Line you add to make the Slide-Joint.

The +X-axis of a Line is the same as the direction you drag your

mouse to add the Line.

The Kinematics-Tree shows the Rocker (input Crank) and the new

RRP Dyad.

Note: this is the same Dyad as the Scotch Yoke! 

In this Oldham Coupling, you connect the R Joint to the Base-Part

and the PP Joints are 'internal' to the kinematic-chain.

In the Scotch-Yoke, you connect the P Joint to the Base-Part, and

the RP Joints are internal to the mechanism.
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Step 10.4: Approximate and Exact Straight-Line
Kinematic-Chains

Straight-Line Mechanisms and Linkages

History

It is not possible to 'draw' a straight-line with simple tools.

Historically, it was difficult to manufacture linear guide-ways with low friction. Also, after it

was manufactured, it was impossible to measure its straightness. 

However, it is relatively easy to make Parts with the same length. It is also relatively easy to

measure their relative length.

Engineers, mathematicians and inventors searched for mechanism designs with Pin-Joints

only and could guide a Point, or Part, along a straight-line.

Engineers found mechanisms by trial and error, while mathematicians searched for

mechanisms from analytical geometry.

Straight-Line Mechanisms are classified as:

Approximate Straight-Line Mechanisms 

Exact Straight-Line Mechanisms

[See also: Gear-Trains and Straight-Line Mechanisms: See: Use Gear-Pairs ]

Approximate Straight Line Mechanisms 

The James Watt Straight-Line Mechanism (Linkage)

The Watt Straight-Line mechanism was invented by James Watt in about 1773.

The historical contextual: A steam engine condenses steam, or applies steam pressure, to
the two sides of a working piston. It can 'huff' and 'puff' in the two directions.

However, before the 'Watt Straight Line Mechanism', piston steam engines would do 'work'
efficiently only in one direction. This was because the piston rod had to pass through a
gland. The gland had to seal the working steam volume from the atmosphere. If the rod
moved sideways, the gland would usually leak. To make an seal that was trouble, efficient
and leak-free, it was advantageous to be able to guide the piston rod in a straight line
through the gland. 

The Watt Straight-Line Mechanism was one of the first kinematic-chains used in this
contextual. He used the mechanism to guide the piston-rod along a straight-line.

Watt also used a pantograph mechanism to increase the length of the straight line. He

called the pantograph the Parallel Motion. See YouTube Video: http://youtu.be/7LpHf0ssIb8 .

The video shows a Watt kinematic-chain in

MechDesigner.

Input: is a Rocker – it rotates by 30º with a Rise-Dwell-

Return-Dwell motion.

Output: is a Point on the coupler Part that moves

vertically in a straight line - approximately.

In reality, you would connect the Piston Rod to the

point that moves in a straight line. 

http://youtu.be/7LpHf0ssIb8
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To assemble the Watt's Straight-Line Mechanism

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part to add the geometry for
the Grounded Pin-Joints.

Add two Lines. One vertical and one horizontal. 

Lines have Points. We will use these for Pin-Joints.

Step 1 is complete.

The horizontal distance between the Points is 200mm.

Each Part that is joined to the Base-Part will be 100mm

long. The vertical distance is 60mm. The coupler will be

60mm long.

 STEP 2: Add the Motion-Part

Do Tutorial 1 again, or the Summary Steps of Step 10.1

in 'The Scotch-Yoke' Mechanism.

Here, the Part is 100mm long and the Base-Value of the

Motion-Dimension is 90º.

Step 2 is complete

Now add an RRR Dyad. 

Dyads ALWAYS have 2 Parts and 3 Joints.

 STEP 3: Add the Dyad. 

This Dyad is easy for you. If not, review Tutorial 2.

1. Add two more Parts – one Part 100mm long,

the other Part 60mm long. 

2. Add three Pin-Joints to assemble a four-bar

mechanism, as shown to the left.

Step 3 is complete

Add a Point to the short Part 

 STEP 4: Add a Point to the coupler Part. 

Here, I have added a Circle. 

I used a Mid-Point constraint between the CAD-

Line and the centre-Point of the Circle.

[You may need to Zoom-In to see the end of the

CAD-Line in an Added-Part.

If you click a Point and then the X-axis, and not the

CAD-Line, then Add Mid-Point does not work].

Step 4 is complete
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To show the straight line on the Mechanism-Plane, use

a Trace-Point.

 STEP 5: Click Add Trace-Point 

 STEP 6: Click the centre-Point of the Circle

 STEP 7: Click OK in the Command-Manager

 STEP 8: Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension to 75º 

 Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB icon to open
and edit the Motion-Dimension dialog-box.

Step 8 is complete

You will notice that the Trace-Point is not straight at its

top part.

This is because the input Rocker rotates too far.

 STEP 9: Edit the Motion to rotate the input Rocker by

30º

The Motion-Dimension moves 15º on both sides of

the horizontal position.

Step 9 is complete.

Measure the vertical motion of the Trace-Point.

 STEP 10: Add a Measurement FB 

Click the vertical Line in the sketch (at the left) and
the centre-Point of the Circle on the coupler.

Step 10 is complete

The Rocker is at its most down position. The 'error' from 100

is 0.05mm. 

At its most up position the distance is 100.05. Again the error

is 0.05mm.

A percentage error of ±0.05% is good for such a simple

mechanism, that is also very easy to remember.

Explore the ratio of the Parts to see if you can improve the

straightness.

Exact Straight Line kinematic-chains

The Peaucellier Straight Line kinematic-chain

The Peaucellier Cell kinematic-chain is the 'daddy' of 'Exact Straight-Line Mechanisms'. It
gives a Point that draws an exact straight line for a range of movement of an input 'Rocker'.

Note: The 'Select Elements dialog-box' has been introduced since we wrote this part of the Tutorial.

It helps you select the correct elements when there is ambiguity.
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The video shows a Peaucellier Cell kinematic-chain in

MechDesigner.

The 'Input': Is a Rocker – it oscillates 140º.

The 'Output': Is a Point that moves vertically.

There are eight Parts (N), including the Base-Part, and ten

Joints (J). 

[You may think there are only six Pin-Joints. However, there

are four Points that each have two Pin-Joints.]

The Gruebler Equation gives 1 degree-of-freedom:

DOF = 3 * (N-1) – 2J = 1. 

It has a Mobility of Zero when we add a Motion-

Dimension.

Add a Part for the input.

It is convenient to use the right-hand of the two Parts

connected to the Base-Part. It rotates 140º in my

kinematic-chain.

 STEP 1: Add the 'Input' Part – a Rocker.

Do Tutorial 1 again, or the Summary Steps of Step 1 in 

'The Scotch-Yoke' kinematic-chain.

While we assemble the kinematic-chain, it is convenient to

position the 'Rocker' to be horizontal.

Note 1: The Peaucellier Cell requires that length of this Part is

equal to the distance between the Pin-Joints attached to the

Base-Part. I have made the length of the Line and the Part

equal to 100mm.

We now want to add an RRR Dyad. Dyads ALWAYS

have two Parts and three Joints.

 STEP 2: Add the first Dyad. 

This Dyad is easy for you. If not, review Tutorial 2.

Add two Parts – one approximately 280mm long, the

other approximately 120mm long. Edit the lengths if

required.

Add three Pin-Joints to assemble a standard four-bar

kinematic-chain as shown to the left.
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 STEP 3: Add the second Dyad. 

Add two Parts

Add three Pin-Joints.

You must add a Pin-Joint 'over the top' of an existing

Pin-Joint. 

When you use Add Pin-Joint, select the Point in the 

Free Part first, and the a Point in the existing Pin-

Joint.

The Select Elements dialog-box opens.

The Point you select first is at the top of the list of

Points in the dialog-box.

In the Select Elements dialog-box: CTRL + Select the

Point at the end of the Free-Part and then a

different Point. 

Edit the lengths of the two new Parts to be the same as

the equivalent Parts of the first Dyad. 

The kinematic-chain should now look like the image to

the left.

The second RRR Dyad is in the second closure of the

first RRR Dyad.

 STEP 4: Add the third Dyad. 

Add two Parts

Add three Pin-Joints

As above, you add a Pin-Joint 'over the top' of Pin-

Joint.
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Add the Pin-Joints. 

As before, click the Point in the Free Part first, and then

the Point in the existing Pin-Joint.

Edit the lengths of the two new Parts in the third Dyad

to be equal to the shorter Parts of the first two Dyads. 

Four of these Parts should form a 'Diamond' shape.

Each Part has the same length – 120mm if you have

chosen the same lengths as above. 

 STEP 5: Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-
Dimension FB.

Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB to open the

Motion-Dimension dialog-box.

Change the Base-Value to be 130º

The kinematic-chain should now look like the

image to the left.

 STEP 6: Add the Function-Blocks 

Add a Linear-Motion FB

Add a Motion FB

Connect the Function-Blocks together

Cycle the Mechanism.

 STEP 7: Add a Trace-Point 

Mechanism menu > Add Trace-Point in the
Mechanism menu or the 

- or- 

Trace-Point in the Kinematic-elements toolbar 

Click the Point in the Pin-Joint as you can see in the
image to the left. You can see that it traces an
exact straight line.
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6.20Tutorial 11: Two Degrees-of-Freedom Planar
Kinematic-Chains

Two Degree of Freedom Planar Kinematic-Chains

Background: Properties of a Point that moves along an XY-Path

If we make a Point move with a general motion on the Mechanism-Plane, we can think of its:

A. Path on the Plane 

B. Motion magnitude [velocity and acceleration] along the path

In MechDesigner, to define the motion of a Point on the Mechanism-Plane, you can use:

Piggyback Sliders : give each slider a different motion.

Motion-Path FB : pre-define a sketch-path and give a motion to a Point along the Path.

Some design problems are easier to design with Piggyback Sliders and others with a Motion-

Path FB. 

This tutorial uses the Piggyback Slider procedure. See Tutorial 16 Motion-Path FB and Blend-

Curve for the other technique.

An example of a Piggyback slider application:

A tool (say a vacuum cup) must take a carton from a stationary magazine and insert it into a pocket on

a moving conveyor. 

To place the carton, you must move the tool along with the moving conveyor (say, the X-direction) and

also move it down into the pocket (say, the Y-direction) at the same time. To make sure the carton does

not touch the sides of the pocket, we must synchronize the motion of the tool in both the X and Y

directions.

  Two Degree-of-Freedom Kinematic-Chains

Step 11.1: Introduce the Piggyback Sliders

Step 11.2: Add Dyads to the XY Piggyback Sliders

Step 11.3: Remove the XY Piggyback Sliders

'Two Degree-of-Freedom Robots': XY-Path to give the letters 'MD'

2D Point Motion

Machines that move a point in the X- and Y-axis directions, include:

Pen Plotters 

Water-Jet Cutters 

Laser Markers or Cutters

Engravers

Each machine is a two degree-of-freedom (2 DOF) system.

Many kinematic-chains have two degrees-of-freedoms. 
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Gantry Robot

Gantry Style Robot

Imagine a 'Pen Plotter'. Look at the video to the left.

This 'Plotter' moves a Pen with a slide along the X-

axis. Another slide carries the X-axis slide, but along

the Y-axis. The combined movement of the slides

plots the drawing. 

SCARA Robot

Scara Style Robot

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=v5eR0eHknZk 

This SCARA robot, as another 'Plotter', is also a two

degree-of-freedom system. 

The two inputs rotate as an alternative to the two

Sliders.

The motions we give to the two motors are not the

same as those we give to sliders in the Gantry

Robot.

Parallel '5-bar' Robot

Five-Bar Parallel Robot

Here is a different 'Plotter'. An example is shown

here, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=b2UkmcPLEOs 

In this model, the motors are attached to the frame.

It is potentially a much faster (more responsive,

more accurate) system, because the one motor does

not carry the mass of the other motor.

2D Planar Motion

Planar Guidance

In this model, 

we have fixed three 'motors', shown as black

cylinders, to 'Ground'. 

we have connected a Part (a Dark Green colour)

to each motor. 

we keep the tool platform at the same angle

relative to the frame while the other two axes

write the letters 'MD'.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5eR0eHknZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5eR0eHknZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2UkmcPLEOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2UkmcPLEOs
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Step 11.1: Piggyback Sliders as XY Table

About Piggyback Sliders

The Piggyback Slider configuration is a:

Slider[A], that moves along the X-axis† of the Mechanism-Plane

Slider[B] mounted to Slider[A], and moves along the Y-axis† of the Slider[A]

The 'Piggyback Slider' configuration is only one way to model an XY-Path. See Motion-Path

and Blend-Curves.

† The Sliders are not always in the X and Y-axis directions. For example, they may be in the Radial and

Tangential direction relative to radius line of a circle. However, here, it is convenient to label the Sliders

as X & Y.

Mechanical Systems that follow the 'XY'-Path:

Linear Slides 

o The Piggyback Sliders are modelled in the same way as the Linear-Motion

Technology' [the motors and the mechanics].

o The motors that drive the 'Sliders' have the same nominal* motion as the

Piggyback Sliders. See Step 11.1

* For example, a motor may rotate a Pulley to move a Belt, or a motor may rotate a Ball-Screw to move a

Nut. In each case, the motors may rotate a different number of rotations, but their rotation is a linear
relationship to the Slider's motion.

Linear Slides with Dyads

a. Use linear-slides to design an XY-table. 

b. Connect Dyads between the linear-slides and the Machine Frame. 

c. Use Cams or servomotors on the Machine Frame to drive the Dyads and thus the

XY-table

Design and add motions to the XY-table directly. Given the motion of the XY-table, MechDesigner will

use inverse-kinematics to calculate the motions for the Cam-Followers or servomotors. See Step 11.2

A 'Translating Beam'

o It is possible to configure Parts and Joints to move a translating beam in the X

and Y directions where you do not need to use linear-slides.

o Look at this video of the 5-bar Planar Guidance Robot. It is an example that can

give general X,Y and Rotation.

o Use Piggyback Sliders to specify the XY-Path, even though they are not in the

mechanical system. See Step 11.3.

Technical Note: 

Translation: all points in the body move along parallel paths, have the same velocity and acceleration,

keep the same orientation and the body does not rotate

Rectilinear Translation: Translation + all points move along a straight line.

Curvilinear Translation: Translation + general motion of a rigid body (same as Translation)
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Quick Instructions: Add Piggyback Sliders

Quick Instructions:

1. Add a Part that is the X-Slider  to a horizontal

Line. 

2. Edit the X-Slider. Add a Line that is

Part-Editor.

3. Add the Part that is the Y-Slider  to the new

Line in the X-Slider.

4. Design the motions for each Slider.

5. Add a Trace-Point  to a Point  that moves

with the Y-Slider.

6. Cycle the Mechanism to watch the kinematic-

chain move.

'Detailed Instructions: Add Piggyback Sliders'

Add the X-Slider

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part; Add a Horizontal Line;
Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 2: Add a Part; Add a Slide-Joint between the
Part and the Line in the Base-Part

 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to identify the X 
Slider

 STEP 4: Add a Linear-Motion FB and a Motion FB to
the graphic-area

 STEP 5: Connect the FBs

 STEP 6: Rename the Slider Part to 'X SLIDER'

Edit the X-Slider, Add a Vertical Line

 STEP 1: Edit the length of the X-Slider Part

I have changed it to 100mm.

 STEP 2: Add a Line

 STEP 3: Add a Vertical Constraint to the Line

 STEP 4: Dimension and add Constraints to fully
specify the Line

The length of the new Line is 100mm. The Origin of the
new Line is 'Coincident' with the Origin of the Part.

 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor
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Add the 'Y'-Slider

 STEP 1: Add a Part; Add a Slide-Joint between the
new Part and the vertical Line in the X-Slider

 STEP 2: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the
Position of the Y-Slider. 

 STEP 3: Add a Linear-Motion FB and a Motion FB to
the graphic-area

 STEP 4: Connect the FBs

 STEP 5: Rename the new Slider Part to 'Y-SLIDER'

Get Motions for the Sliders

 STEP 1: Double-click the Motion FB connected to the
X-Slider

 STEP 2: Click the Motion for the X-Slider

 STEP 3: Double-click the Motion FB connected to the
Y-Slider

 STEP 4: Click the Motion for the Y-Slider

Show the Path traced out by the Y-Slider

 STEP 5: Use Add Trace-Point in the Kinematic-
elements toolbar to add a Trace-Point to a
Point in the Y-Slider

 STEP 6: Run menu > Cycle, [or use] [C for R13+]]

X Motion

This is a Motion for the X-axis.

Use a Motion FB to link this motion to the Motion-

Dimension FB to move the X-Slider.

Y Motion

This is a Motion for the Y-axis. 

Use a different Motion FB to link to the Motion-

Dimension FB to move the Y-Slider.

These two example motions define an XY motion path

on the Mechanism-Plane

We can show the XY motion path in the graphic-area

with a Trace-Point.
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Degrees-of-Freedom of Piggyback Sliders

'Degrees-of-Freedom' and 'Mobility' of Piggyback

Sliders

The Piggyback Slider kinematic-chain has:

two 'added Parts' (with the BasePart, there are three

Parts in total) 

two Joints.

Gruebler Equation to find the number of Degrees-of-Freedom (F):

F = 3(P-1) - 2J  : P = Number of Parts ; J = Number of

Joints

F = 3*(3-1) - 2*2

F = 6 - 4 = 2

Mobility = # Degrees-of-Freedom - # Motion-Dimensions = 2 - 2 = 0.

Kinematics Tree of Piggyback Sliders

This is the Kinematics-Tree for 'Piggyback Sliders'.

Note: there is:

One kinematic-chain [Solved Mechanisms]

The Solved Mechanism has:

Two Sliders

Machines that use Piggyback Sliders

Example machines include:

Pen Plotters 

Water-Jet Cutters 

Laser Markers or Cutters

The tool is equivalent to a 'Point'.

An XY 'Gantry' Robot

Imagine a 'Pen Plotter'. Look at the video to the left.

This 'Plotter' moves a Pen along a slide, say the X-

axis slide. The Y-axis carries the X-axis slide.  The

combined movement plots the drawing. 

With this machine, there is an EXACT link between a

Point at position X
1
,Y

1 
and the control positions of

the slider motors. The system is Kinematically Linear.
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Step 11.2: Add DYADS to the Piggyback Sliders

In this Step, we add two kinematic Dyads between the Piggyback Sliders and the machine frame

[Base-Part].

It is then possible to drive one of the Parts in each Dyad, and thus drive the Piggyback Sliders,

with cams or servomotors. The cams and servomotors are fixed to the machine frame.

Dyads that we can use.

We can use any of the five Dyads. To keep the principle very simple, we will add in this tutorial

two R-R-R Dyads. 

1. First R-R-R Dyad: Connects the X-Slider to the Machine Frame. 

2. Second R-R-R Dyad: Connects the Y-slider to the Machine Frame. 

The Dyads in the model.

[Note: Below, we have changed the X and Y Motions. Now, the motions include a constant velocity segment so that

the motion follows 'something'. Hence, below, the XY-Path is different to the XY-Path in Step 11.1.]

R-R-R Dyad #1: between the X-Slider and the BasePart

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part, Add a Horizontal Line  near
to where you want to join the R-R-R Dyad to the
Base-Part. 

 STEP 2: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 3: Edit the X-Slider, Add a Line   to specify the
location of a Point, which is where you want to
connect the Dyad to it.

Now we can add the 1st RRR Dyad .

 STEP 4: Add Two Parts. Connect them together with a
Pin-Joint

 STEP 5: Add two more Pin-Joints – one with the Base-
Part and the other with a Point at one end of the
new Line in the X-Slider.

R-R-R Dyad #2: between the Y-Slider and the BasePart

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part, Add a Horizontal Line 
 near to where you want to join the R-R-R Dyad
to the Base-Part. Close the Part-Editor.

 STEP 2: Edit the Y-Slider, Add a Line  where you want
to connect the Dyad to it.

We will use the Point at the Trace-Point

We can now add the 2nd RRR Dyad .

 STEP 3: Add Two Parts. Connect them together with a
Pin-Joint

 STEP 4: Add two more Pin-Joints – one with the Base-
Part and the other with the new Line in the
Slider.
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OPTIONAL: R-R-R Dyad #3, with a Bell-Crank

Question: Why a 3rd RRR Dyad? 

Answer: To drive the Piggy-Back Sliders from a position

that is nearer to the drive of the 

 Part 1st Dyad. Note the 'Bell Crank' .

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part, Add a Horizontal Line,
near to where you want to 'ground' the R-R-R
Dyad. Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 2: Edit the Grounded Part of the second Dyad so it
is used as a Bell-Crank

We can now add the 3rd RRR Dyad

 STEP 3: Add Two Parts, Connect them with a Pin-Joint

 STEP 4: Add two more Pin-Joints – one to the Base-Part
and the other to the Y-Slider.

Now, the two Parts

that will drive the

mechanism are near to

each other. 

This makes it more

convenient for cams

and servomotors.

Please view the Video.
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Calculate the Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility of the Piggyback Sliders with new

Dyads

P = Parts; J = Joints, F = 3*(9-1) - 2*11 = 2

DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM
The new design has:

6 new Parts (9 in

total), and 

9 new Joints (11

in total).

Gruebler Equation:

F = 3(P–1) – 2J  : P =

# Parts ; J = # Joints

F = 3 * (9–1) – 2 * 11

F = 24 – 22 = 2

Degrees-of-Freedom =
2

MOBILITY

Mobility = Degrees-of-
Freedom – Number of
Motion-Dimensions. 

Mobility = 2 – 2 = 0

How do we 'Drive' the design so that we follow the 2D Planar Motion?

We can 'drive' the Dyad Parts connected to the BasePart – Parts 7P and 8P in the image above.

We can use:

Servomotor Drives. We would need to save the motions of the driven Parts to a text file,

and format it for the servo controller.

Cams and Cam-Followers: Add the Cam-Follower 'Rollers' and Camshafts. See Tutorial 5.

Add 2D Cams to Drive the Parts

The video clip to the left
shows the Piggyback
Sliders driven by two
2D-Cams
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A slightly different configuration for the 2D Cams

This is a more

convenient

configuration.

Now two cams

mounted to one cam-

shaft.
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Step 11.3: 'Remove' the Piggyback Sliders

We have used the Piggyback Sliders to specify the motion. However, it is not always necessary to

include them in the 'physical' design.

Background

Question 1: Why would we want to remove the Linear Sliders? 

Answer Part 1a: Slide-Rails and Slide-Blocks are more expensive than rotary bearings.

Answer Part 1b: It is easier to seal rotary Bearings than Slide-Blocks on Slide-Rails. Often,

this is important for food production machines in the FMCG industries.

Model with Sliders 'Virtually' Removed

In the model so far, we use the Piggyback Sliders to move the Parts in the Dyads. 

Can we configure Dyads to give a Part that moves in the same way as the Y-Slider of the

Piggyback Sliders? 

That is, can we find a Part that copies the XY-Path given to the Y-Slider.

For information, all Points in the Y-Slider Part move with

the same 2D Planar Motion. Different Points in the Y-Slider

move with parallel motions. 

This is a definition of a 'Translating Part'.

Note: I have joined the Parts directly to the Y-slider. The

Pin-Joints on the Y-Slider are slightly apart.

None of the Parts in the Dyad 'translate'. They all rotate,

even slightly, as they move.

Question 2: Can we add new RRR Dyads so that one of the

Parts in a new Dyad 'Translates'. That is, it does not rotate.

Answer 2: Yes, we can.

See below.
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In the image to the

left, we have added

two more R-R-R

Dyads.

The length of the Parts

in the Dyads and the

Position of the Pivot

Points are important. 

The orange Part does

not rotate – it

'translates'. 

Hence we can remove

the Sliders in the real

design. 

Here, we use the

Sliders only to specify

the XY-Path of the

Translating Part.

The Video shows the

mechanism

movement. 

All the Points in the

Translating Part move

with the same 2D path.

We do not use the

Sliders in the physical

machine. They only

give a useful means to

force the translating

part to move with the

XY-Path.
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For completion, I have

added two 2D-Cams

and Cam-Followers to

move the translating

part with the 2D Planar

Motion.

Add 2D-Cams to drive

the Cam-Followers

with the required

motions. 

MechDesigner derives

the motions of the

Cam-Followers.

Compare to a Model with the Sliders 'Actually' Removed.

Degrees-of-Freedom of Mechanism with Sliders removed

Compared to Step 11.2, we
have:

removed two

sliding-parts

added a Part (4P)

to join the end of

the Dyads

together (to make

eight Parts in

total),

removed two

Slide-Joints (to

make nine Joint in

total).

Gruebler Equation.

F = 3(P-1) - 2J  : P = #

Parts ; J = #

Joints

F = 3 * (8-1) - 2 * 9

F = 21 - 18 = 3. 

There are three Degrees-of-
Freedom.

Here, there are two Motion-Dimension FBs, and Rockers.

Not all of the Parts have Green Part-Outlines.

Three Parts have Blue Part-Outlines. These can belong a 4-bar

kinematic-chain when all the other Parts fixed.

To make the new 4-bar kinematic-chain, imagine all the Green

Parts are the same as one Base-Part.

Therefore, one more Motion-Dimension FB kinematically

defines the complete kinematic-chain. 

Use the Gruebler Equation to make sure. 
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Here, there are three Motion-Dimension FB  and Rockers.

Note: the Green Part-Outlines - to indicate that they

kinematically-defined chain.

However, it is not easy to use the power of 'inverse kinematics'.

It is not easy to design the motions for the three Rockers so

that the Part we want to translate actually moves with a

Translating Motion.

Translating Motion = Does Not Rotate as it moves in a Plane.
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Step 11.4: Force Analysis of design with Piggyback Sliders

Please get in touch with us when you need to analyse Forces when your model uses Piggyback

Sliders to design the Planar motion path but where they are not physically in the machine.

The model with Piggyback Sliders will not give the correct Force analysis results, because they

have a contact force that will not occur physically.
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6.21Tutorial 12: Spatial Mechanisms

Spatial Kinematic-Chains and Ball-Joints.

When you cannot model a kinematic-chain on one Plane, it is a Spatial Kinematic-Chain.

A spatial kinematic-chain may have Cylindrical, Spherical and Helical-Joints. However, 

MechDesigner is limited to those kinematic-chains with Spherical-Joint. With Packaging,

Textile and Automation machinery, the spherical-joint is used almost exclusively. In fact, I

have used the Cylindrical-Joint only one time, and a Screw-Joint only one time.

In MechDesigner, we use the term 'Ball-Joint' for the 'Spherical-Joint'.

IMPORTANT: 

Ball-Joints and Mechanism Misalignment

In machines, two Rod-End Bearings at the ends of one Part are frequently used to allow a small

amount of misalignment between two other parts in a kinematic-chain. When the primary

function of the Ball-Joints is to make sure the mechanism does not bind, then model the

mechanism on one Plane with Pin-Joints as a 'planar kinematic-chain'. 
But, in your machine, use Rod-End bearings.

This Tutorial

We will look at 'Planar' and 'Spatial' mechanisms.

We will design a typical spatial mechanism.

  Spatial and Planar, Design a Spatial Mechanism

Step 12.1: Is my kinematic-chain 'Planar' or 'Spatial'?

Step 12.2: Design a Spatial Mechanism
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Step 12.1: Is my Kinematic-Chain Planar or Spatial?

Planar and Spatial Kinematic-Chains.

Kinematic-chains that you can represent on one plane are 'Planar Mechanisms'. If you must

use more than one Plane, then the mechanism is said to be a 'Spatial Mechanism'.

The examples in this topic help you identify whether the mechanism you want to model is

planar or spatial.

See also: Mechanism

Note: We will learn how to add 'Solids' to Parts in Tutorial 3 and Tutorial 4. 

Example Planar and Spatial Mechanisms

Concealed Door Hinge

A Six-bar mechanism.

This mechanism allows the door to rotate by 180º

and also hides the mechanism within the door and

door frame. There are usually two or three hinges

on each door.

All the Parts can be represented on one

Mechanism-Plane.

In MechDesigner, it is a Planar mechanism.

A 'Twister'

A four-bar mechanism, and a cam.

A Slot-Cam rotates a shaft by 90º. A block on the

shaft holds the stem of a vacuum cup, with the

stem at 90º to the shaft.

As the shaft rotates about its axis, the stem of the

vacuum cup also rotate about its axis.

In MechDesigner, it is a Spatial mechanism.

Car Boot or Bonnet (Trunk or Hood in USA)

There is a six-bar mechanism at each side of the

Boot or Bonnet. (Trunk or Hood).

There is also a 'Spring Damper' between two of

the Parts in this model. You can model this dyad

with an RPR dyad. Even though one end of the

Spring Damper looks like a Ball-Joint, you can

model it as a Pin-Joint.

In MechDesigner, it is a Planar mechanism.
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Garage Door

In this model, there is a six-bar planar guidance

mechanism at each side of the garage door. 

In MechDesigner, it is a Planar mechanism.

Kitchen Cabinet Door Hinge

There is a hinge at the top and bottom of the

kitchen cabinet door.

This hinge is a six-bar Planar Mechanism. 

In MechDesigner, it is a Planar mechanism.

Simple 'Bell-Cranks', with levers on different

Planes

The cam-follower lever may be offset to the lever

that is the 'crank' to the slider.

In MechDesigner, the cam-follower lever and the

crank are modelled with one Part.

In the machine, the two levers are often physically

two separate lever, with a part at each end of a

shaft. 

In MechDesigner, it is a Planar mechanism.
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Step 12.2: Design a Spatial Mechanism

Design of a Spatial Mechanism - very common to Packaging Machines

We will design a kinematic-chain that is frequently found in packaging machines. The input

and output parts of the kinematic-chain are on Mechanism-Planes that are 

to each other.

 Design a Spatial Mechanism

About the Ball-Joint and Connecting-Part

Preparation

Add a Part and two Ball-Joints to make the Part a Connecting-Part

Edit the Length of the Connecting-Part

Edit the 'diameter' of the Connecting-Part

Edit the 'diameter' of the Ball symbol

Edit the offset of the Ball-Joints along the Z-axis of each Mechanism-

Plane

Note: In a machine, the Ball-Joint is usually a Rod-End bearing or a Ball and Socket bearing. A

Rod-End bearing is called a 'Heim-Joint' in North America or a 'Rose-Joint' in the UK.

See Ball-Joint Mounting Configurations.

The Ball-Joint and Connecting-Part

A 'Ball-Joint' is a joint we use to constrain a Point in one Part to align with a

Point in a different Part. 

When you use a Ball-Joint:

You must add a Ball-Joint to each end of a Part.

We call the Part with the two Ball-Joints a Connecting-Part. 

In this tutorial, the Connecting-Part is equivalent to the 'coupler' Part -

see also Tutorial 2.1.

The Connecting-Part is one Part in a Dyad. The Dyad must be an SSR or

SSP. These are very similar to an RRR and RRP Dyads

The image shows a Connecting-Part in the graphic-area. There is a Ball-

Joint at each end.

The Connecting-Part does not look like an Added-Part

Frequently, a kinematic-chain in a packaging machine may have levers that are offset from the

Mechanism-Plane. However, if you can 'project' the Parts onto the Mechanism-Plane, do NOT add

Ball-Joints. In this case, you should offset the Solids from the Mechanism-Plane.
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Preparation

Before we add the Connecting-Part and Ball-Joints we

must prepare a kinematic-chain in two different

Mechanism-Editors. In this case, the Mechanism-Editors

Kinematic-Chain 1

Is a kinematically-defined chain; it has Green

Part-Outlines. 

There is a Rocker  joined to the Base-Part

with a Pin-Joint  .

Kinematic-Chain 2

Is not a kinematically-defined chain; it has 

Blue Part-Outlines. 

There is a Free Part  that is joined to the
Base-Part  with a Pin-Joint  .

How to Prepare the two Kinematic-Chains

Prepare Kinematic-Chain 1

1. Add a new Mechanism-Editor to Plane (the front
Plane in the Model-Editor). 

[Call it 'Mechanism A]

2. Edit the Base-Part

3. Add a Line

Step 3 is complete

4. Close the Part-Editor

5. Add a Part 

6. Add a Pin-Joint between the Part and the Base-

Part

7. Add a Motion-Dimension FB – to make it a 

Rocker

8. Edit the Motion-Dimension FB and edit the

Base-Value to -15º. (this may show as 345º in the

graphic-area)

Step 8 is complete

Also, add a Motion FB [Edit the motion to give a

rotation of 30º] and Linear-Motion FB and connect

them to the Motion-Dimension FB.
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9. Edit the new Part 

10.Edit the length of the Base-Part to 190mm

Step 10 is complete

11.Close the Part-Editor

Prepare the Kinematic-Chain 2

We need  a new Mechanism-Editor [Mechanism B] that

is added to a new Plane. 

We need the new Plane to be offset from the Right

Plane [Plane3]. Plain3 is a child to the Model-Editor.

1. Click the Model tab to show to the Model-Editor 

2. Click the Add Plane icon in the Local-Toolbar

The Add Plane dialog-box opens.

3. Click Plane3 in the Assembly-Tree, or in the
graphic-area.

4. Edit the 'Distance to New Plane' to be 200mm

 

Step 4 is complete

5. Click OK in the Add Plane dialog-box

Spin the model view to show the new Plane  [Plane4]

in the Model-Editor

6. Click Add Mechanism in the Model Local Toolbar

 

7. Click Plane4  in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area

8. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager.
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MechDesigner 'jumps' immediately to the new
Mechanism.

In this tutorial, we call this Mechanism-Editor
'Mechanism B'

9. Click 'Show or Hide Other Mechanism Sketches'

Visibility toolbar > Show/Hide other Mechanism

Sketches.

10. Use the left/right and up/down arrow keys to spin
the view.

Mechanism A shows in Grey.

Step 10 is complete.

11. Edit the Base-Part in Mechanism B 

[To edit the Base-Part, double-click the
rectangular Part-Outline].

12. Add a short horizontal Line (with the left Point of
the Line at 100,100  in the Base-Part)

13. Close the Part-Editor 

Step 13 is complete.

14. Add a new Part 

15. Add a Pin-Joint to join the Part to the Point at
100,100.

16. Edit the Part, and edit its length to be
approximately 105mm long.

This is the Part that is Not Kinematically Defined.

It has a Blue Part-Outline. It is also a Free Part.

Step 16 is complete.

Now, make Mechanism A the active Mechanism-

Editor.

17. Click the 'Mechanism A' tab 

18. Spin the model again

Now, you can see the Part  in Mechanism B , but in

grey.

Add a Connecting-Part and two Ball-Joints

Make Mechanism B the active Mechanism-Editor again.

Summary of this Step:

Add a new, Completely Free Part to Mechanism B

Add a Ball-Joint to each end of the new Free Part.

o Add one Ball-Joint between the Free Part and the end of Rocker  in Mechanism

A
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o Add the other Ball-Joint between the Free Part and the end of the Free Part  in

Mechanism B. 

We call the Part joined to other Parts with Ball-Joints a Connecting-Part.

1. Make Mechanism B the active Mechanism-Editor

 

2. Toggle-On the 'Show/Hide other Mechanism

Sketches' tool to show the Rocker in Mechanism

A again.

3. Use the keyboard arrow keys to spin the view.

4. Use Front View, to view normal to the plane
again. 

5. Add a new Completely-Part

6. Edit the Part and edit its length to be 
approximately 50mm.

Step 6 is complete

7. Spin the model again slightly to see the:  

The two mechanisms

The Parts in each Mechanism

The Points at the end of each Part. 

Click Add Ball-Joint in the Kinematic-elements

toolbar.

The pointer changes to the 'Add Ball-Joint' pointer.

8. Click a Point at the ends of the: 

Completely-Free Part

- and the

Free-Part

In the image, Point  has been selected – it is red. We

are about to click Point .
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When you click the second point in the Free-Part, to add

the first Ball-Joint:

The Points DO NOT snap together

The end of a Part has a Ball-Joint  symbol in

Black

You must add two Ball-Joints to one Part before the

Part becomes a 'Connecting-Part'.

9. Click Add Ball-Joint again, to make the

command active, if necessary 

10.Click a Point  in the Completely-Free Part in

Mechanism B

Step 10 is complete

11.Click a Point  in Mechanism A 

Note: This Point is near to the Origin of the Base-

Part  It is at the end of the grey Part.

MechDesigner replaces the Completely-Free

Part' with a 'Connecting-Part'

The Connecting-Part has a symbolic rod  and

two Ball-Joints .

The symbol of the Connecting-Part and the Ball-

Joints are now Green

Ball-Joints in Kinematic-Tree

The 'Kinematics-Chain' now includes an S-S-R Dyad.

Each 'S' is a Spherical-Joint. They are the Ball-Joints.

Note

The Connecting-Part was added in Mechanism B.

Mechanism B began with a Free-Part and a

Completely-Free Part.

The Free Part and the Completely-Free Part became

the two Parts in the S-S-R Dyad.

Edit the Length of the Connecting-Part

The Connecting-Part is in Mechanism 1 in the images below. However, you should select

Mechanism 2 to continue with this Tutorial.

It is quite easy to edit a Connecting-Part.
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It is easier to leave the 'Show / Hide Sketches' Toggled IN' to show the sketches of other

Parts, even in the Part-Editor.

Edit the Length of the 'Connecting-Part'.

1. Hover above the Symbol for the 'Connecting-

Part' 

2. Double-Click

MechDesigner opens the 'Connecting-Part' in the

Part-Editor.

While the Part is open in the Part-Editor, it returns to

the position it had before we added the Ball-Joints.

3. Double-Click the dimension 

Remember, to edit a dimension, double-click the

extension lines or arrowheads, but NOT the

dimension number itself.

To edit the value, use your keyboard to enter a new
value, use the spin-box tool, or use the Zero/Round
contextual menu. For example:

4. Right-Click the dimension box 

5. Click 'Round'

6. Round it to exactly 50mm

MechDesigner changes the length of the Part - if it is

not already 50mm.

7. Close the Part-Editor 

 The Connecting-Part is now exactly 50mm long.

Edit the 'Radius' of the Connecting-Part

When you want to add Solids to the Parts that represent the kinematics, you can import a 

Solid from SOLIDWORKS®, or use MechDesigner to add a sketch-loop and then show an

Extrusion. 

However, you cannot import Solids or add Extrusions to Connecting-Parts. 

It is possible, though, to add and edit a symbol for the diameter of the rod that is between

the Ball-Joints.
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Edit the Radius of the Connecting-Part

Add and then dimension a sketch-element in the

Connecting-Part. 

MechDesigner uses the dimension of the 'first'

sketch-element in the Connecting-Part as the 

'radius'.

1. Use the 'Show Model in Mechanism' tool 

2. Hover + Double-click  the symbol for the

Connecting-Part

MechDesigner opens the Connecting-Part in the Part-

Editor.

While the Connection-Part is open in the Part-Editor,

it returns to the position it was at before we added

the Ball-Joints.

3. Add a Line or Circle to the Part 

Note: when you add and dimension sketch-elements and the

current view is not the Front View, the sketch-elements and

dimensions may show in unusual places! Use the Front View if

necessary.

4. Dimension the Line or Circle 
The dimension is 6mm in this example.

Step 4 is complete.

5. Close the Part-Editor 

When you close the Part-Editor, the Dimension you

add to the Line or Circle becomes the 'radius' of the

Connecting-Part.

The Connecting-Part is still not very attractive!

Edit the Ball-Joints

Use the Ball-Joint dialog-box to edit parameters that apply to the appearance and the

kinematics of the Ball-Joint.

1. Diameter of the Ball-Joint 

It is possible to add and change the symbol for the diameter of the Balls.

2. Offset the Ball-Joint from the Mechanism-Plane 

Ball-Joints frequently do not lie on the Mechanism-Plane. See Ball-Joint configurations 

When Ball-Joints are not on the Mechanism-Plane, the kinematic analysis changes. 

3. Mass of the Ball-Joint

MechDesigner calculates Planar Forces.

Enter the mass of the Ball-Joint. This mass is 'referred to' the Ball-Joint from the

kinematic-chain in the other Mechanism.
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Open the Ball-Joint dialog-box. 

As with most dialog-boxes, you can open a dialog-box

to edit an element in three ways:

Option 1: Graphic-Area: If you can double-click only

the element:

1. Double-Click the Ball-Joint  in the graphic-area 

- or -

Option 2: Selection-Window: If you cannot click

only the element:

1. Click the Ball-Joint in the graphic-area so it
shows, with other elements, in the Selection-
Window 

2. Double-click the Ball-Joint in the Selection-
Window

- or - 

2. Right-click the Ball-Joint in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu 

- or -

Option 3: Assembly-Tree: Use the Assembly-Tree

1. Right-Click the Ball-Joint in the Assembly-Tree 

2. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu

Use Option 2.

The Ball Joint dialog-box

Enter these values:
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Ball Diameter [mm]

This is the diameter of the Symbol for the Ball. The

symbol only shows when you use 'Show Model in

Mechanisms'.

20mm - This is bigger than the diameter of the

Connecting-Part

Ball Offset from Plane [mm].

-7mm [+ve is in the +Z direction of the

Mechanism-Editor]

See Also: Ball-Joint configurations

Ball Equivalent Mass [kg]

30g

MechDesigner does not yet calculate forces for all of

the Mechanism-Editors together. MechDesigner only

calculates the forces of individual Mechanism-Editors.

Edit the two Ball-Joints

Here, the two settings for the Ball-Joints are:

Ball-Joint Offset = -7mm 

Ball-Joint Diameter = 16mm

Use Visibility toolbar > 'Show Model in Mechanisms' to
see the symbols for the Ball-Joints.
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6.22Tutorial 13: Forces: Introduction

Force Analysis with MechDesigner

The objective of this tutorial is to:

To use the Forces Toolbar.

To understand the Force Vectors in the graphic-area.

To understand the Configure Power Source dialog-box.

Gravitational Force acts vertically down, in the direction of Model's 'Global –Y-axis'.

Therefore, when you start a model, and force calculation are important, it is best to start

the design on the correct plane. To move a mechanism to a different plane, you must save the

Model as a Library File, then select a different Plane to open the Library File. 

 Forces in MechDesigner 

Step 13.0: Understand Forces in MechDesigner

Step 13.1A: A Stationary Rocker

Step 13:1B: A Stationary Slider, a Slider moving at Constant-Velocity,

and an Accelerating Slider

Step 13.2: A Rocker supported by a Spring

Step 13.3: A Rotating Rocker

Step 13.4: A Rocker Supported by a 2D-Cam – Configure Power

Source

Step 13.5: A Motion and Maximum Cam Speed

Step 13.6: Select a Motor and Gearbox
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Step 13.0: Understand Forces in MechDesigner

Kinetostatic Forces

A Kinetostatic Analysis calculates the resultant forces1 at joints from a motion that is imposed

on the mechanism by an 'idealised power source2. MechDesigner will do the Kinetostatic-
Analysis of each kinematic-chain on a Mechanism-Plane.

A Dynamic Analysis is the opposite. It calculates the resultant motions of the mechanism from
a force or torque that is imposed on the mechanism. MechDesigner does not do a 'dynamic-
analysis'

Notes:

1: 'Force': when we use the word 'force', it will refer to a 'generalised force', which will include
'moments'.

1: Other 'schools' call these Dynamic-Forces. See Dynamic Forces.

2: An Idealised Power Source [also Fictitious Power Source] has an infinite capacity to move
the parts exactly as given by the planned motion. A simple example of an 'Idealized Power
Source' would be a cam-shaft that does not deviate from constant velocity even though the
torque required to drive the cam-shaft is changing rapidly.

Kinetostatic-Forces:

Reaction forces at joints

Reaction forces at anchor points of Springs

Reaction forces at the contact point between gear teeth flanks, and between a cam-

profile and cam-follower.

The 'Motive Force' to move each kinematic-chain with a predefined motion.

Kinetostatic-Forces are a function of:

The Motion of Parts: Inertia force, Centripetal force, Coriolis force. We assume the
motions of all Parts move exactly as planned.

The Mass distribution: Centre-of-Mass, Inertia

External Forces: Spring, Drag, Coulomb Forces

Gravitational Force – when the Mechanism-Plane is not horizontal

Which joint gives the 'Power' to the kinematic-chain. See: Why Configure the Power

Source

Kinetostatic-Forces do not include:

Forces that result from impact between colliding Parts  

Forces because of impact after traversal of backlash in Joints, Gear-Pairs or Cam-
Tracks. 

Forces because of friction at Joints.

Forces because of magnetism, electricity. 

Forces in kinematic-chains that are not kinematically-defined chains

Forces that are not on the Mechanism-Plane – all forces are coplanar with the
Mechanism-Plane

Kinetostatic-Forces are for 'Ideal' Kinematic-Chains:

IDEAL KINEMATIC-CHAINS: REAL KINEMATIC-CHAINS: 
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Rigid Parts do not bend, twist or

stretch 

Rigid Parts do not expand with

temperature

Joints do not have play (backlash) 

Joints do not have Friction

All Parts follow the motion design

exactly

The Power Source moves exactly as

planned

Contact surfaces at Cams and Gears

do not deflect

The kinematic-chain is 100% efficient

Real Parts do deflect, twist and stretch 

Rigid Parts do expand with

temperature

Real Joints do have play

Real Joints do have friction

Real Parts are not followed by the

motion design exactly

The Motor does not move exactly as

planned

Real contact surfaces at Cams and

Gears do deflect

Real kinematic-chains are not 100%

efficient.

Configure the Power Source.

It is important that you configure the Power Source correctly for each kinematic-chain before

you analyse forces.

That is, you must tell MechDesigner at which joint [or cam or spring or gear] each kinematic-
chain gets its 'power'.

* Note: The Moment Vector we show at a joint is the Torque a Servomotor needs to provide to the

mechanism. When you add a Servomotor and Gearbox, you must also accelerate their inertia, and

overcome their friction. To find the Servomotor and Gearbox combination for your application, see 

Kinetostatic Motor Torque and Speed Data.

In MechDesigner, each kinematic-chain has three different possible sources of 'Power':

A Motor 
If you drive a kinematic-chain with a motor (rotary or linear), make sure the Power Source
is given to the correct joint.

By default, MechDesigner gives the Motor to the joint with the Motion-Dimension FB. 

However, it is possible, especially when you use inverse-kinematics, that the Motor drives

a different joint. 

A 2D-Cam

Usually, a cam is a child to a Part in one kinematic-chain, and the cam-follower is a child

to a Part in a different kinematic-chain.  When you use Display Forces, you will see two

motors: one motor drives each kinematic-chain. 

However, the cam is most often the cam-follower's Power Source and not a motor.

Hence, you must Configure the Power Source so that the cam-follower's Power-Source is

the cam. The remaining motor drives the cam.

A 'Spring' that acts as a Linear Motor

When you add a Spring Force FB between two Points in a kinematic-chain, or different

kinematic-chains, it simply exerts a Force. However, it can be a Linear Motor. You must

configure the power source to make the Spring Force FB the Power Source.
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'Configure the Power Source'

The Torque and Force values at each joint are a function of the joint you select for the Power

Source. 

We can illustrate this with a simple mechanism

We model a four-bar kinematic-chain, arranged as a simple a parallelogram [see images

below]. The angle between each part is 90º. See the images below. 

The four-bar includes:

the Motion-Part. 

This is a Rocker. It is the vertical Part on the left-side.

The Rocker has a 1kg mass that is 100mm horizontally to the left of the Pin-Joint made

with the Base-Part [Local Coordinates in Rocker 0,100]. Its weight is ~9.81N [1kg * 9.81m/s/

s=9.81N].

an R-R-R Dyad. 

There are two Parts: one horizontal, the other vertical and parallel to the Rocker, on the

right-side.

Example to onfigure the Power Source

When we configure the power source we nominate which joint, cam, spring or gear that

we want to be the 'drive' for the Mechanism. 

To illustrate how important it is to nominate the correct Joint, we will Configure the Power

Source to be at two different joints in the 'Simple Mechanism' below.

The Mechanism is stationary. There is a Mass to the left Side, which belongs to the vertical

Part to the left-side of the mechanism.

The position of the mass does not change when we move the Power Source from the left-

side to the right-side.

However, when we move the Power-Source, the resultant Forces at each Joint are

completely different.

Simple Mechanism : Power Source at Bottom-Left Joint.

 Configure Power Source 1

 Put the Power Source  at the Pin-

Joint on the left, near to the Mass .

Resolve Forces:

A vertical Force acts at the Pin-Joint

of the Rocker of 9.81N, because of

the weight of the mass

No other Forces at the other Joints.

The other Parts are massless. Thus,

in this case, they do not need to

resist a force.

Resolve Moments:

0.98Nm Torque that acts at Pin-

Joint of the Rocker. We need the

torque to balance the Moment of

9.81Nm from the 1kg mass, that is

0.1m horizontal, 

We can imagine that the Drive Torque

keeps the Rocker in its vertical
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position.

Simple Mechanism : Power Source at Bottom-Right Joint

 Configure Power Source 2

 Put the Power Source  at the right

Pin-Joint. The Mass  does not change

from Option 1.

Resolve Forces:

Vertically and horizontally to give

forces at the Pin-Joints.

The force due to the mass is

transmitted through the kinematic-

chain to the motor. The motor

holds the mass in position.

Resolve Moments:

Resolve Moments gives the same

Moment (Torque).
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Step 13.1A: A Stationary Rocker

Forces that 'Act On' a Rocker.

To understand how MechDesigner calculates and shows Forces Vectors, we must start with a

very basic kinematic-chain.

The kinematic-chain is a:

Rocker

The Rocker does not move. The Rocker does not have a wire connected to the input-

connector of Motion-Dimension FB.

The kinematic-chain to the left is a kinematically-defined

chain [ Green Part Outlines].

It is a Rocker that is horizontal and 200mm long.

The Rocker has a mass. The mass is calculated by 

MechDesigner from the Extrusion Density, Extrusion

Depth [see: Extrusion dialog-box] and the shape of the

Profile. The shape of the Profile is specified by the

sketch-loop [see Pink Profile, sketch-loop].  

To add the Profile and specify its shape:

a. Use the Part-Editor to add an 'oval' sketch-loop

to the Rocker Part. Make the length of the oval

equal to the length of the Part, then exit the

Part-Editor.

b. Use Solids menu (or toolbar) > Add Profile:

Click the sketch-loop, then OK in the Command-

Manager.

c. Edit the Extrusion element to open the Extrusion

dialog-box. 

d. Edit its density, or the Extrusion Depth, to make

the Mass = 1kg .

In addition to its Mass[kg], MechDesigner finds its

Moment-of-Inertia[kg.m^2] and the position of the

Centre-of-Mass .

In this case, because the oval shape is symmetrical and

equal to the length of the Part, the centre-of-mass is 

100mm from the Pin-Joint, at the mid-point along the

Part.

MechDesigner identifies the centre-of-mass of the Part

with a small 'position' symbol .

Calculate Forces

Click Forces Toolbar > Calculate Forces so that the icon becomes the same as the

icon to the left. 

Display Force-Vectors
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Click the Forces Toolbar > Display Force Vectors so that the icon becomes the same

as the icon to the left.

'Force': when we use the word 'force', it will refer to a 'generalised force', which will

include 'moments'. 

If a minimum of one Part has a mass, MechDesigner shows the Force Vectors. The Force-Vectors

give the direction and magnitude of each Force. [Note if the Force Vectors do not show, click the

'Rebuild' tool]

If necessary, increase or decrease the length of the Force and Torque Vectors with the Force and

Torque Vector Scales buttons.

If necessary, change the background colour of the graphic-area to Grey , or a dark colour, so

that it is easier to see the textual magnitude that is at the end of each Force-Vector.

The force analysis shows the action and reaction of

the kinetostatic-force vectors at each joint.

In this force analysis, there are two Points at the Pin-

Joint - Point 1 on the Base-Part and Point 2 on the

Rocker.

The force analysis shows the Torque at the Pin-Joint.

The Torque is the Power Source that must hold the

Rocker in place.

There is a 'Motor' symbol at the Pin-Joint. The Motor

symbol identifies the location of the Power Source.

Each Part-Outline changes its colour. The Part-

Outline and the Force-Vector that acts on that Part

become the same colour.

Move your mouse-pointer to the Part-Outline of the

'Rocker' Part. You will see that the Force-Vectors that ACT

ON the Rocker become RED. 

The summation of the Vertical Forces acting on the Rocker

[Point 2] : [upwards is +ve].

: R2[N] - 1[kg]*9.807[m/s/s] = 0;  R2 =
9.807N [upwards]

Take Moments about Point 1, acting on the Rocker, Point 2:

 [Counter-clockwise is +ve]

M1 = 0.9807Nm 

 Gravitational Vector - not shown. There is, however, a

vertical gravitational force of [1[kg]*9.807[kg/m/
s/s]]=9.81N

  Vertical Force of 9.81N  acts upwards. The Base-

Part's reaction force acts on the Rocker. The Rocker
would fall freely if the Base-Part did not resist Rocker
with the vertical Force.

 Counter-Clockwise Moment (Torque) of 0.98Nm.. The
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Rocker would rotate freely clockwise if the Base-

Part did not resist the Rocker with this Torque.

Now move your mouse-pointer to the vertical Force-Vector

that acts on the Base-Part. All vectors that ACT ON the

Base-Part turn Red.

There is:

 Vertical Force 9.81N downwards, that acts on the

Base-Part. This is the Gravitational Force that acts-

on the Base-Part.

 Clockwise Moment (Torque) of 0.98Nm that acts on

the Base-Part.

Now, the same Rocker is vertical. [To do this, edit the Base-

Value in the Motion-Dimension FB to +90º].

My mouse-pointer is above the Part-Outline of the Rocker,

so that the Part-Outline and the Force-Vector have become

RED.

You can see that the Vertical Force, 9.807N, is the same as

before. This is not a surprise. The Part has the same mass

and it is the only joint through which the force can act.

The Moment is now 0Nm. This is because the Centre-of-

Mass of the Rocker is vertically above the Pin-Joint. The

Rocker 'balances' directly above the Pin-Joint, and hence, a

Torque is not necessary to hold the Rocker.

Edit the Motion-Dimension FB again to make the Base-

Value 0º.
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Step 13.1B: [A Slider]

SLIDER FORCES

This topic shows how Force-Vectors are calculated and displayed for a Slider.

A Slider = Part [sliding-part] + Slide-Joint + Motion-Dimension].

The Slider

The kinematic-chain, to the left, is a Slider. [To help see the

important information, I am not showing the Motion-

Dimension]. 

The Slide-Joint is constructed after you select two Lines;

one Line in two different Parts. Each Line has two Points -

one at each end. 

In the image, I have added numbers to identify the Points: :

1 & 2 at each end of the long Line and 3 & 4 at each end of

the short Line. 

Line 1 in the Slide-Joint is in the Base-Part [1,2]: Its

length is 100mm. It is horizontal. It supports the

sliding-part.

Line 2 in the Slide-Joint is in the Sliding-Part [3,4[: Its

length is 40mm[20+20]. The Line in the sliding-part is

offset from its CAD-Line by 50mm .

Mass  of the Sliding-Part : [1kg]

Centre-of-Mass: 50mm above the mid-Point of Line 2

in the Slide-Joint. 

Edit the CAD-Line of the Sliding-Part to add a mass and

edit its position with the CAD-Line dialog-box | Mass

Properties tab

Calculate Forces

Click Forces menu (or toolbar) > Calculate Forces so that the icon becomes the same

as the icon to the left.

Display Forces

Click the Forces menu (or toolbar) > Display Forces so that the icon becomes the

same as the icon to the left

If a minimum of one Part has Mass, MechDesigner displays Force Vectors. The Force Vectors

show the direction and magnitude of each Force. 

Note: you may need to click the Force and Torque Arrow Scales buttons to display Forces when

you show forces the first time. These buttons are below the graphic area, in the middle of the 

Feedback Area.

If necessary, increase or decrease the length of the Force and Torque Vectors.

If necessary, change the background colour of the graphic area to a Dark-Grey so that you can

see the magnitude of each vector next to the arrowhead of each Force Vector.
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The 'Force Vectors' are at each Point of the Slide-Joint.

The four Points that make up a Slide-Joint can ONLY exert a force that is

If the sliding-part is a Slider[sliding-part+Motion-Dimension FB], and it is a Power

Source, then it can exert a 'Motive Force' that acts along the axis of the Slide-Joint.

Case 1: Forces on stationary Slider, or Slider moving at constant velocity.

Sliding-Part. 

Gravitational Force: The Slider has a Mass of 1kg.

Thus, there is a gravitational force vertically

downwards = 9.81N. This force vector is not

shown.

Inertia Force: It is stationary [or moving at a

constant-velocity]. Thus the Inertia Force = 0N

These force vectors must be 'balanced' by the

reaction forces that act on the sliding-part.

There are two, upwards acting force-vectors, each

equal to 4.90N, that ACT ON the sliding-part, by

the Base-Part.

These two Force Vectors are equal because of the

symmetry of the mass with the short 40mm line in the

sliding-part, and that the Slide-Joint is horizontal.

Base-Part.

Refer to the dimensions and point numbers in the image at the top of this topic.

The total force acting upwards by the BasePart on the sliding-Part is 9.81N.

Taking Moment about 'Point 1': 0.020[m]*4.9[N] + 0.060[m]*4.9[N] - 0.100[m]

*R4[N] = 0 ; R4 = 3.92N.

Summing Vertical Forces:  : R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 = 0;  R1 = 5.88N

These Force Vectors ACT ON the Base-Part, by the Sliding-Part.

Video 

The Force Vectors on the Frame 'Rail' as a sliding 'Block'

moves along it with Constant-Velocity.

The forces vectors are concentrated at the Points that

are at each end of each Line in the Slide-Joint.
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Case 2: Forces on Accelerating Slider.

The acceleration of the sliding-part to the Right is 10m/

s/s [Taking Acceleration to the Right [  as Positive]

Consider the Sliding-Part. 

Gravitational Force, vertical, down: : 1kg*9.81m/

s/s = 9.81N Thus there is a gravitational force

vertically downwards = 9.81N. This force vector

is not shown.

Inertia Force, horizontal, [] = 1[kg]*-10[m/s/s]

= 10N []

Summing Horizontal Forces

 ] + Motive-Force = 0,.
Thus, Motive-Force = -Inertia 10N, or

10N [

These force vectors must be 'balanced' by the

reaction force acting on the sliding-part.

Taking Moments about Point 3:  [Counter-clockwise

+ve]

*9.81[m/s/s]] - [0.04[m]*R4[N] = 0 ; R4
= 7.595N

Summing Vertical Forces [ +ve]

 R3 + R4 - mg[N];  R3 +[-7.595[N]]
- 9.81[N] ; R3 = 17.405[N]

Consider the Base-Part. 

Refer to the dimensions and point numbers in the image at the top of this topic.

The total force acting upwards by the BasePart on the sliding-Part is 9.81N.

Taking Moment about '1': 0.020[m]*17.405[N] - 0.060[m]*7.595[N] - 0.100[m]
*R4[N] = 0 ; R4 = -1.076N. [Upwards]

Summing Vertical Forces:  :  R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 = 0;  R1 = 10.9N
[Downwards].

These force vectors ACT ON the Base-Part.
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Step 13.2: A Rocker and a Spring

A Rocker and a Spring 

In this topic, we balance the forces that act on the Rocker with a 'Spring'.

The Downward Force and Clockwise Moment on the Rocker that result from the

Gravitational Force

...will be balanced by...

An Upward Force and Counter-Clockwise Moment on the Rocker from a Spring

The Rocker is stationary.

A Spring exerts a force between two Points in two different

Parts. In this case, a Point in the Rocker and a Point in the

Base-Part. 

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part, Add a Line

Add the Line so that one of its Points  is 100mm below the end of

the Rocker Part, when the Rocker is horizontal.

Step 1 is complete.

TOP-TIP: Use Tools menu > Show/Hide other Mechanisms to make the

Rocker visible (in Grey) when you edit Parts in the Part-Editor.

 STEP 2: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 3: Click Add Spring-Force FB in the Force Toolbar.

To add the Spring, you must click a Point in two different

Parts 

 STEP 4: Click two Points  – as indicated to the left.

Try to click the point that is the end-Point of the CAD-Line

in the Rocker and not the centre-Point of the Arc[+].

The order you select the Points is not important. Thus, click  

 then  or  then .

The Points become the 'Anchor-Points' for the Spring.

Steps 5,6,7 may not be necessary, as the Spring-Force FB

should be enabled automatically.

If necessary, Click the 'Enable Spring-Force FB' check-box.

We must use the Spring-Force FB dialog-box.

 STEP 5: Double-click the Spring-Force FB in the

graphic-area.

The Spring Force dialog-box opens.

If necessary, click the Spring Parameters separator to see its

parameters.

 STEP 6: Click the 'Enable Spring-Force' check box

The tick should show in the check-box.

Do not edit the Spring or Velocity Factors.
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 STEP 7: Click OK

The image to the left shows the Spring Function-Block

and the Symbol  that represent the Spring.

The Spring does not exert a Force, yet. Thus, MechDesigner

does not show Forces at the Spring's anchor-points.

 STEP 8: Double-click the Spring FB again to open the

Spring-Force FB dialog-box.

'Constant Force' We can balance the Gravitational Force if we edit the 

Constant Force parameter in the Spring Force dialog-box.

 STEP 9: Enter a Constant Force of -9.80665N in the

Spring FB to exert 9.81N Upwards. 

(Actually -9.80665N – a more accurate value for g * 1kg)

Addition of Vertical Forces acting on the Rocker [Point 2] :

[upwards +ve].

: R2[N] -1[kg]*9.807[m/s/s] + 9.807[N] =
0;  R2 = 0N

Addition of Horizontal Forces acting on the Rocker [Point

2] : [upwards +ve].

: R2H[N] = 0;  R2H = 0N

Take Moments about 1, acting on the Rocker [Point 2]: 

[Counter-clockwise +ve]

0 . Thus M2= -0.981Nm. 

Spring Rate and Free Length

You can use the Spring Rate and Free Length Parameters to

obtain the same result.  You must enter a 'Free-Length' and

'Spring-Rate' so that the Spring exerts a force equal and

opposite to the Gravitational Force. Change the Constant

Force = 0N again.

The distance between the

Points is 100mm. 

When we make the

Spring Free Length

110mm and the Spring-

Rate 0.980665N/mm, the

Spring will exert 9.80665N upwards.

MechDesigner 'compresses' the Spring from the Free Length

of 110mm to 100mm. Therefore, the Spring exerts a Force

of 9.81N upwards on the Rocker.
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For information: The Spring Force FB has two output-connectors. MechDesigner can give:

From the top output-connector:

Distance, linear velocity and linear acceleration between the two Points

From the bottom output-connector

Total Force, X-Force and Y-Force. The X and Y-Force components are relative to the

coordinate axes of the Mechanism-Plane.
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Step 13.3: A Rotating Rocker

A Rocker – a Crank

We connect a Linear-Motion FB [a Clock FB] to rotate the Rocker with a constant angular

velocity.

This Step helps to understand:

1. 'Centripetal Acceleration and Force' that is a result of the circular motion of the Centre-of-
Mass 

2. 'Superposition of Gravitational and Centripetal Force' 

3. Why the 'Moment of the Centripetal Force' equals zero.

 STEP 1: Delete the Spring Force FB

or

Edit the Spring-Force FB and make the Spring-Rate = 0 N/mm

 STEP 2: Add a Linear-Motion FB,

 STEP 3: Connect a wire from the output-connector of the Linear-Motion FB to the input-

connector of the Motion-Dimension FB.

The Machine Speed Setting is 60RPM, or 1Cycle/second. 1Cycle/second = 2π radians/

second. 

The mechanism below shows the forces that act at the Pin-Joint.

Addition of Vertical Forces acting on the Rocker [Point 2] :

[ +ve].

: R2V[N] - 1[kg]*9.807[m/s/s] = 0;  R2V
= 9.807N [upwards]

Addition of Horizontal Forces acting on the Rocker [Point

2] : [  +ve].

: +R2H[N] + 1[kg]*0.1[m]*[2π]2[/s/s] = 0; 
R2H = -3.948N [to the left]

Moments are:

An Anti-clockwise Moment that acts on the Rocker is

0.98Nm - as before.

The Centripetal Force acts through the centre of rotation. It

does not apply a moment to the Arm. Hence, the Moment

is the same.

The image to the left is the same as the image above.

I have added to the image the Horizontal and Vertical

Force Vectors that ACT-ON the Rocker

The two components are:

1. Reaction to the Gravitational Force - it acts on the
Rocker. Equal to 9.81N 

2. Centripetal Force acts on the Rocker to the left.

Equal to 3.948N

horizontal. Hence, we can use Pythagoras, to give 10.571N
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F
total

 
g

2 + F
c
2) (Total Force = SQRT(SQR(Gravitation Force)

+ SQR(Centripetal Force)) = SQRT((m.g)2 + (m.r.ω2)2)
2 + (1*0.1*(2π)2)2) = 2 + 3.9482) = 10.571N
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Step 13.4: A Rocker [Cam-Follower] and 2D Cam

Configure Power Source

It is important to 'Configure the Power Source' when we use a cam to move a cam-follower.

In the default case, a power-source drives the Part specified by the Motion-Dimension: thus,

the cam and the cam-follower kinematic-chains each have a power-source.

We must re-configure the model so that the cam is the power source for cam-follower. 

For this tutorial, we will remove the Spring Force FB.

1. Delete the Spring Force FB

2. Delete the wire that connects the Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-Dimension FB

A Stationary Rocker 'driven' by a Cam

Add a Cam-Follower Roller to the end of the Rocker.

To add the Cam-Follower Roller: Edit the Rocker Part, Add

a Circle, constraints and dimensions, Close the Part-Editor,

Add a Profile to the Circle.

The Cam-Follower Profile:

Weighs 10N (a mass ~1kg)

centre-of-mass (the centre of the Circle) is 200mm,

horizontally, from the Rocker Pin-Joint 

The image shows a 'close up' view of the end of the

Rocker

Notice: there are now three 'dowel symbols' – each

identifies the position of the Centre-of-Mass of each

Extrusion. . The three dowel Symbols  are the::

 centre-of-mass of the original Profile (1kg, @100,0)

 centre-of-mass of the Cam-Follower Roller Profile

(1kg,@200,0)

 centre-of-mass (or centre-of-Gravity) of all the

Profiles in the Part / Rocker (2kg, @150mm). It has a

colour that matches the colour of the Part-Outline.

Forces and Moments with a Profile (1kg @100mm) and

New Cam-Follower Roller Profile (1kg @ 200mm)

Forces:

Rocker has a Vertical Forces down: (1[kg] +

1[kg])* 9.81[m/s/s] = -19.62N 

Rocker is 19.62N UP.

Moments:

Rocker has a Clockwise Moment [-ve] of -1[kg]
*9.81[m/s^2]*0.1[m] - 1[kg]*9.81[m/s^2]
*0.2[m] = -2.943Nm

  Reaction Moment from the Base-Part that act on

the Rocker = +2.943Nm Anti-clockwise.
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Add a 2D-Cam

I have de-selected 'Display Forces'  temporarily,

to remove the Force Vectors, while we add the cam..

STEP 1: Add a Part that will carry the 2D-Cam.

Put the centre of the 2D-Cam vertically below the

centre of the Cam-Follower Roller, at '200,-200mm'.

STEP 2: Add the Motion-Dimension FB with the

Linear-Motion FB to rotate the cam-shaft.

 STEP 3: Click Add 2D-Cam in the Local toolbar.

Click the new cam-shaft  [image above] and the
Cam-Follower Profile

The 2D-Cam  [left image] is circular because the

Cam-Follower Roller does not move.

 STEP 4: Edit the 2D-Cam to remove Cam 1 [external
Cam] from the display

To remove Cam 1: 

1. Double-click the Cam-track in the graphic-area to
open the Cam Display and Properties dialog-box. 

2. Clear the check box for Cam 1 in the Cam
Visibility separator.

Give the Cam a Mass

We can add a Profile to the Cam to give it a mass.

Before we can add a Profile to a Cam, we must first

add to it a Polyline.

 STEP 5: Click the 'Home' key on your keyboard.

 STEP 6: Click Add Polyline; 

 STEP 7: Click the 2D-Cam shape

 STEP 8: Click OK in the Command-Manager

The Polyline of a 2D-Cam is a 'sketch-loop'. We can

add a Profile to a sketch-loop

 STEP 8: Click Add Profile in the Solids toolbar

 STEP 9: Click the Polyline [sketch-loop]

 STEP 10: Click OK in the Command Manager
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You can see the force and moment that act on the

Rocker are the same as before, 19.61N and 2.942Nm,

respectively.

[For convenience, I have made the mass of the 2D-Cam

equal 4kg. Therefore, there is a Reaction Force from the Base-

Part of 39.227N to support the Cam].

Configure the Power Source

The 'Problem'

Where is the Contact Force between the Cam and Cam-

Follower?  Why is the Cam-Force zero?

In the image to the left, there are two Power Source [ 2

Motors ]

A Motor to drive the Rocker  

A Motor to drive the cam-shaft

There is usually ONE motor to drive this mechanism!

This is because:

Motor  does not really exist. The cam moves

the Rocker.

Motor  is OK. It rotates the cam.

Reconfigure the Power Source to make the 2D-Cam

drive the Rocker.

 STEP 11: A: Right-Click the kinematic-chain with
Cam-Follower 'Rocker' 
B: Click the 'Configure Power Source'

 STEP 12: - or - 
A: Click the kinematic-chain with the Cam-
Follower 'Rocker', then 
B: Click Configure Power Source in the
Force Toolbar.
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The Configure Power Source

dialog-box opens.

'Motion-Dimensions and Joints'

tab:

Motion-Dimensions separator 

Here, you select the Motion-

Dimension for which you want to

configure the Power Source. 

 STEP 13: Click the Mot-Dim
Rocker' in the
'Motion-Dimensions'
List 

'Available Motor Elements' 

After you click a Motion-

Dimension , a list of

'Possible Motor Elements'

shows in .

You can see there are two

'Possible Motor Elements':

'Pin-Joint2' – selected by

default

'2D-Cam'.

We want to use the 2D-Cam as

the 'Motor' for the kinematic-

chain

 STEP 14: Select 2D-Cam   in

the dialog in the

Possible Motor

Elements box

 STEP 15: Click OK

You should see a Green tick, 

,  next to the 2D-Cam  element.

You should see:

1. The Motor symbol is not at the Pin-Joint of the

Cam-Follower Rocker    

2. Torque is not at the Cam-Follower Pin-Joint . 

The 2D-Cam does not need a torque because it does
not do useful work. The Cam simply supports Cam-
Follower and Cam-Follower Roller.

3. Action and reaction forces at the Cam Surface

4. The Motor symbol at the cam-shaft Axis

5. The cam-shaft centre 'Action and Reaction
Forces' have increased to 53.94N, to support the
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weight (mg) of the Rocker and the Cam-Follower
Roller
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Step 13.5: Cam Speed and Cam-Follower Force

Cam Speed and the Cam-Follower Contact Force.

The Cam-Follower Roller and the Follower Part [Rocker] have mass. As you increase the machine

speed, you will also increase its acceleration and inertia force. 

In this step, we will give the Cam-Follower a Motion - from MotionDesigner. We increase the

machine speed until the Contact-Force between the Cam and Cam-Follower becomes zero or

negative.

Add a Motion to the Cam-Follower.

This motion will move the Cam-Follower ±5º – a total

swing of 10º.

Use the tools in MotionDesigner to design this motion.

1. Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area . 

2. Edit the Motion FB and select the Motion1 in

drop-down box.

3. Connect the Linear-Motion FB  to the new

Motion FB  to the Motion-Dimension FB  for

the Cam-Follower.

I have deselected Display Force Vectors to make it

easier to see the new shape of the 2D-Cam.

See, in the image:

The 2D-Cam

The original Cam-Profile . 

Cam Contact Force
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We can show Cam Contact-Force in the graphic area in

three ways. Use the:

1. Display Force Vectors button. This shows:

the force vector that ACTS-ON the Cam-follower

Part 

the force vector that ACTS-ON the Cam-Part, 

You must analyse whether the force between the

cam and the follower is active or not. 

2. Use: Cam Display and Properties dialog > Cam

Display Options > Contact-Force. 

3. Use a Force -Data FB, select the Cam as the

Force element, plot with a Graph FB.

You must analyse whether the force between the

cam and the follower is active or not. 

4. Use a Cam-Data FB . Use the Contact Force

output-connector to plot with a Graph FB.

If the Contact Force < zero,  Contact-Force is = zero.

This is the preferred option for Cam Contact

Force.

We will use the Cam Display and Properties dialog-box.

1. Double-click the 2D-Cam 

The 2D-Cam dialog-box opens. 

We want to show the contact force around the 2D-

Cam.

In the Cam Display Options separator:

In the 'Display Cam Contour as...' box

Select 'Contact Force' radio-button

To see the colors more clearly, make the: 

Line Thickness of Cam: = 3

In the graphic-area, the 2D-Cam shows the:

Cam is Colour Coded

Contact-Force at the contact point

You do not need to show the Forces with the

Display Force Vectors

Note: 

The contact is in fact along the width of the Cam-

Roller. 

The Line becomes a small rectangle area as the cam

and roller deform. Thus, there is a contact stress..
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See Cam Analysis and Design Checklist.

Drag the Master-Machine-Angle Slider until the

Contact-Force is at a minimum.

For my motion, this is at a Machine Angle of 109º.

The minimum Contact-Force agrees with,

approximately, the maximum deceleration of the Cam-

Follower Arm.

Open the Edit menu > Machine Settings dialog 

Increase the Machine Speed until the Contact-Force

becomes ~0N.

For my motion, the Contact-Force becomes ~0N

when the cam-shaft rotates at ~91.5 Cycles per

minute. (RPM)

The maximum speed is a function of:

The motion

The mass and mass distribution of the Cam-

Follower Rocker

Are there ways to increase the speed of the cam-shaft,

but use the same motion and the same mass

distribution?
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Step 13.6: Select a Motor and Gearbox

Kinetostatic Motor Torque and Speed dialog-box

Use this dialog-box to find a Servomotor and Gearbox that has enough capacity to drive your

machine.

Use this dialog-box to:

Select a Servomotor

Select a Gearbox

Find the Servomotor Torque and Speed: Maximum and RMS

Find the Gearbox Torque and Speed: Maximum and RMS

Find the Servomotor Duty Cycle as a percentage of the machine cycle

Upload your own database of Servomotors or Gearboxes, or both.

Notes: 

You must use Display Forces to see the Motor Symbol at the Pin-Joint in the graphic-area.

You must Configure Power Source to make sure the Torques and Speeds are correct.

The options for a Slide-Joint will become available in a later release.

To Open the Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog-box

1. Make sure Calculate Forces and Display Forces

Vectors are Toggled In 

See Force Toolbar  

2. Makes sure you have Configured the Power

Source correctly for the kinematic-chain

3. Double-click a Motor Symbol in the graphic-

area.

See image to left.

- or -

1. Click the Motor / Pin-Joint in the graphic area. 

2. Right-click the Pin-Joint in the Selection-

Window.

3. The Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog-

box should open

The Kinematic Torque and Speed dialog-box opens.

N

o

t

e

: The first time you use this dialog in a session, MechDesigner
loads the database of Motors and Gearboxes. Please wait for

the database to open.

Select a Motor and Gearbox

Select a Motor Manufacturer and a Motor Part Number:
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The Servomotor selection-box is at the top and left of the dialog.

1. Click a Motor Manufacturer - for example: Parker 

The box to its right should then list the gearboxes available from the Manufacturer

2. Click, in the list, a Motor Part Number 

This is to the right of the Motor selection-box

To help you make a selection, we show Rated-Torque and Rated-Speed with each Motor.

There are more parameters for the Motor in the Database.

Select a Gearbox Manufacture and Gearbox Part Number:

The Gearbox selection-box is to the top and right of the dialog.

1. Click a Gearbox Manufacturer in the list - for example Wittenstein 

The box to its right should then list the gearboxes available from the Manufacturer

2. Click, in the list, a Gearbox Part Number 

This is to the right of the Gearbox selection-box

To help you make a selection, we show Gear-Ratio and Rated-Torque with each Gearbox.

There are more parameters for the Gearbox in the database.

Note: You should check the parameters and your selection with your hardware supplier.

About the Torque / Speed and the Duty-Cycle Analysis Curves

X and Y Axes

Torque [N.m] is the Y-axis 

Speed [RPM] is the X-axis

The Torque and Speed show four quadrants of Torque and Speed: ± Torque and also ±

Speed .

Torque and Speed Graph Scales

Clear the 'Show Limit Lines' check-box:

The Torque and Speed graphs auto-scale to the maximum and minimum, even if the

motor cannot deliver the Torque or Speed. 

Select the 'Show Limit Lines' check-box:

The Torque & Speed graphs scale to the capacity of the Motor.

Points in the Graph

There points are at equal increments of the Master-Machine-Angle. The number-of-

points is set in the Machine Settings dialog-box.

Thus, when the Torque or Speed, or both, change rapidly, the Points are further apart.

Point Colours

The Points have a colour code. The colours indicate whether the Motor or Gearbox, or the

two, have the Torque and Speed capacity to drive the mechanism.

o Green Points: the Motor & Gearbox have the Speed and Torque capacity in all

respects.

o Amber/Orange Points: the Motor & Gearbox do not have the Continuous Torque
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or Speed capacity, or both

o Red Points: the Motor & Gearbox cannot provide the Torque or Speed, or the

two.

Duty-Cycle Percentages

There are three Duty Cycle Plots

Power Duty Cycle

Torque Duty Cycle

Speed Duty Cycle

Each Duty Cycle Plot shows the distribution of the Power, Torque and Speed of the Motor

for a complete Machine Cycle.

If you select 'Show Limit Line' check box, then you can see if the motor must perform with

more than its rated or maximum capacity.

If you want more detail for each chart, then increase the 'Bin Count'. You may also need

to increase the number-of-steps in the Machine Settings dialog.

Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog-box

After you select a Motor and Gearbox, you can review the Torque and Speed.

Torque Speed tab
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Click to Exapand or Collapse

Torque Speed Curve of Servo-Motor, Four Quadrant, positive and negative torque and velocity

Duty Cycle Analysis tab
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Click to Expand or Collapse
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The Database 

Database for Drives, Motors, Gearboxes...

Click the
Edit DB
(Database
) button

There

are Six

tabs
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How to Import your own data into the database.

Step 1: Save the Old Database

Backup the original Database

This is typically in: C:\Program Files (x86)\PSMotion\MD Pro10\DBase\...

Step 2: Suppliers

1. Click the Suppliers tab 

2. Click the ' ' , at the top

3. Enter with your keyboard a new: 

Index number

Company

Components (for example: Motors)

Step 3: Units

1. Click the Units tab

Check that the unit you will be using in your database is in the list of Units. 

If the units you want to use are not, you can add a new Unit to the list.

2. Click the ' ' , at the top

3. Enter with you keyboard

Index number

Quantity

Make the Quantity the same as another, unless you have a new 'Quantity'.

UnitString
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Make sure the UnitString is text, and does not not have spaces. For Example:

N . m = no ; 

N.m = yes.

ConvertToSI

You must add the ratio to convert 'your' new unit to SI (System International) units.

Make this number as accurate as you need.

Step 4: Prepare the .CSV

file.

The CSV file must include

the text:

'Units' in Cell A3

'Fields' in Cell A4

Row 3 must include the

Units identical in text to

the units in the Units 

Units tab - see Step 3

Row 4 must have the

Fields the same as the

Column Header in the

tab to which you will

append your new data. 

An example .CSV File,

the image shows:

Units 'N.m'.

This unit must be the

same as in the Units

tab in the database.

Field 'Ts'

This is the same as

the Header 'Ts' in

the Drives tab in the

database.

If you do not have the

particular data, for a

Part, for example, Ke,

then add zeros ('0') to

the column in the .CSV

File.

Step 5: Click the worksheet tab in the database in to which you want to import the .CSV data

Step 6: Import the .CSV File

The data in your .CSV file will append to the data in the database.
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More information on Motor Torque and Speed 

Why the Motor Torque is different to the Mechanism Torque

Why is the Motor Torque different to the Torque given at the Pin-Joint when you Display

Forces with the Display Force Vectors tool?

The Torque we show in the graphic-area when we 'Display Force Vectors' is the torque to

move only the mechanism. 

It does not include the Torque to move the motor and gearbox. It is necessary to add the

Torque to accelerate the motor and the gearbox to Torque in the graphic-area.

Clearly, the Torque to move motor depends on the ....motor and gearbox. 

Each motor and gearbox has its own inertia, and efficiency.

The higher the gear ratio, the less Torque the motor 'sees'. But the motor must run faster

and accelerate more itself.. This influences the overall power, as well as system efficiency.

Torque vs Speed Curves 

The performance characteristics of a brushless servomotor (motor/drive combination) are

described by a torque/speed operating envelope. 

As shown below, the coloured areas of the curve identify the Exceeded Duty, Continuous

Duty and Intermittent Duty zones of the system.

Exceeded Duty

To move the mechanical system, the gearbox and itself, the servomotor must exceeds its

maximum speed or the maximum torque, or both.

Continuous Duty Zone

The continuous duty zone is bordered by the maximum continuous stall torque up to the

intersection with the intermittent duty line. The continuous torque line is set by either the

motor’s maximum rated temperature, or the drive's rated continuous current output,

whichever is less. 

The system maximum continuous or 'voltage line' is set by the voltage rating of the

drives, the line voltage supplied, and the motor winding. 

The system can operate on a continuous basis anywhere within this area, assuming the

ambient temperature is 40°C or less. 

Intermittent Duty Zone

The intermittent duty zone is bordered by the peak stall torque line and the system

voltage line. The peak torque line is set by either the drives’ peak current rating, which

the drive can give for a limited time, or the maximum rated peak current for the motor,

whichever is less. Higher torque levels may be achievable at higher power levels.
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Typical Torque / Speed Duty Capability of a Brushless

Servomotor.

Peak Torque: ( 
PS

 ) The Peak

Torque the Motor and Gearbox at

Stall Speed

Continuous Stall Torque: ( 
CS

 ). The

Continuous Torque the Motor and

Gearbox can give Continuously at

Stall Speed.

Maximum Speed: (ω
MAX

 ) Maximum

possible speed of the Motor and

Gearbox. Not attainable when the

voltage is limited by the drive.

Knee Speed: (ω
K
 ) The Speed at

'knee' in peak envelope that is the

intersection of the Peak Torque

with the Voltage Torque/Speed

Limit Line.

Motor Providers also give a Rated

Power - this is dependent on the Drive.

Continuous Rated Torque:( 
CR 

).

The Continuous Torque at the

Speed of the Rated Power.

Rated Speed: (ω
R
 ) The Rated

Speed or Speed at Rated Power.

The motor can operate at this

speed with the supply voltage.

How we calculate the Motor Torque and Motor Speed

The Reflected Inertia at the Motor shaft is usually continuously varying in a machine cycle.

With Constant Inertia Mechanical Systems it is easy to calculate torque.

With mechanisms, the torque is dependent on reflected inertia that is a function of

Acceleration, Velocity, and Position.

PSMotion has developed algorithms to calculate these, which we believe give a true

indication of the reflected inertia at a motor shaft for even the most complex

mechanisms.

The equations below, are calculated at every instant in a machine cycle.

Typically, you aim to make the Reflected Load Inertia = (Motor + Gearbox) Inertia.

However, when the Load Inertia is not constant, it is more difficult to select the Motor and

Gearbox.

Speed:

ω
m
 = N   ω

L
 

α
m
 = N × α

L 

N    = Gear Ratio

ω
m  

= Motor Angular Velocity

ω
L
  = Load Angular Velocity

T
T
   = Total Torque
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Torque

T
m
 = - α

m
 (J

G
 + J

M
) + |T

VD
 |

T
L
 = (T

MD
 / N ) / η

T
T
 = T

m
 +  T

L

T
m
  =  Motor Torque

T
L 
  = Load referred to Motor Shaft.

T
VD

 = Viscous 'Drag' Torque. It is added to the torque.

T
MD

 = Torque derived by MechDesigner at the Motor

Shaft ( f{P
L
 , ω

L,  
α

L 
} )

J
G
   = Inertia of Gearbox

J
M
   = Inertia of Motor

α
m
  = Motor Acceleration, 

α
L
 =  Load Acceleration

η    = Gearbox Efficiency
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Step 13.x: Dynamic Forces

Dynamic-Forces - General Notes

Kinetostatic Force Model

The kinetostatic forces are those forces that arise at joints, cams, springs, and gears

because of the motion of the Parts.

There are always differences between the model given by your computer and the real,

or physical, model. Identifying the differences is not always easy.

You might investigate the source of errors with different models.

1. Tolerance Model 

A 'tolerance model' explores the statistical inaccuracies between a payload's position

in a real and modelled machine, by analysing all possible differences between the

length of parts, position of joints, and surface cam-profiles. It explains the reason that

when you assemble two or more machines, that you believe to be identical are, in-

fact, different. They can also have significant performance differences.

2. Dynamic Model 

Dynamic modeling explores the motion and force interactions between the machine

elements in the mechanical system.

Motion of Power Source

MechDesigner uses the exact motion of a Power Source to calculate the Torque

required to move the kinematic-chain. However, its real motion will not be the same.

For example, even when the Power Source should rotate at constant velocity, it is

often the case that when a mechanism is accelerating an inertia, the Power Source

[motor] will tend to reduce its speed. At another angular position of the same

mechanism, when parts are decelerating, the load may tend to drive the Power Source

[motor] and thus increase its speed. Thus, the motor's speed is not constant, even if we

give it a constant speed. For this reason, the 'Power-Source' we use in MechDesigner is

sometimes called a 'Fictitious Power Source'.

Motion of the Physical System

Even with a Fictitious Power Source, the physical system does not respond perfectly,

because of the interplay of elasticity/stiffness, backlash, inertia.

Motion Interplay

There is a complex interplay between the response of the mechanical system to the

motion actually given to it by a Power Source, and the response of the Power Source

to the forces it experiences as the mechanical system moves.

Control Loop

Frequently, a response of a servomotor to a control loop is not perfect, even with the

most sophisticated control strategy. For example, a PID loop is an 'Error Driven'

Control Strategy - it only provides a signal to the servomotor when there is an error

between the motion command and the motion response.

Dynamic Modelling

There are many definitions of a Dynamic Model. In the contextual of MechDesigner, I

would take it to mean:
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'...to find the motion and the forces experienced by a real mechanical system, in response

to the motion provided by a Power Source.'

MechDesigner does not provide this modelling.
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6.23Tutorial 14: Gear-Pairs

Gear Pairs

The Objective of this Tutorial

Learn how to add gears that have:

fixed centres 

orbiting centres

single and multiple centres.

MechDesigner has strict 'rules' for the Add Gear-Pair command.

  Gear-Pairs 

Elements in the Gear-Pair Command-Manager

About Gear-Pairs, Kinematics of Geared-Rocker

Option 1: Fixed Gear centres

These include:

Simple Gear-Pairs

Simple Gear-Trains

Compound Gear-Trains

Reverted Gear-Trains

Option 2: Orbiting Gear centres

 These include:

Planetary Gear-Trains

Differential Gear-Trains 

Other: Epitrochoid, Hypotrochiod,

Peritrochoid, Wankel, Lobe Pumps
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Command-Manager and Add Gear-Pair

A Standard Gear-Pair and the Gear-Pair elements

Before you can use Add Gear-Pair, you must add four elements.

Before 'Add Gear-Pair':

We need:

Three [3] Parts : two

Parts that are kinematically-

defined [Green Part-

Outlines], and one Part that is

not kinematically-defined

[Blue Part-Outline].

Three Lines: a Line in each

Part  

Two Pin-Joints : a Pin-Joint

at the each end of the

'middle' Line  to join it to

the other two Lines  , at

thend of 

A Dimension: the 'middle'

Line  must have a dimension

to give its length. Use the

Part-Editor to give its length. 

Notes: 

Line  and the Part  may move

or be stationary [fixed] relative to

the Base-Part.

Each Line can also be a CAD-Line

Command Manager - before you select

the elements
Command Manager - after you select

the elements.
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After 'Add Gear Pair':

Part  becomes a kinematically-

defined Part [ its Part-Outline

changes from Blue to Green]

The name of the new element in

the Kinematics-Tree is a Geared-

Rocker.

Two Gears

The two Gears move with Part

 and Part

The centres-of-rotation of the

two gears are at the two Pin-

Joints

The 'middle' Line  becomes, in

name only, the 'Line-of-Centres'.

'Add Gear-Pair' command: Videos

Two 'Fixed Gear-Centres'

 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

One 'Fixed' and one 'Orbiting Gear-Centre'

 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Geared-Rocker elements in the Kinematics-Tree

See Kinematics-Tree

The kinematic-chain for the gear arrangements as

defined above, is:

 Kinematically-defined Part  

This Part is any rotating-Part that is a

'kinematically-defined Part'. 

In this case, the kinematically-defined Part is

a Rocker

 Geared-Rocker 

The kinematic elements for a Geared-Rocker

are a:

Pin-Joint 

Part

and a

Gear-Pair element


AddGearPair.mp4


AddGearPairEpi.mp4
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Basic 'Fixed' and 'Orbiting' Gear-Pair Arrangements

Basic Gear-Pair Arrangements

You can use Add Gear-Pair for two gear arrangements. 

A) Gears with fixed centres 

B) One gear orbiting-centre around another gear.

You use the same command for each gear arrangement.

Gear-Mesh: Videos Examples

We can use the Gear-Pair dialog-box to edit the number-of-teeth and the mesh to get these

different gear-arrangements.

Gear-Pair: Fixed Centres

Mesh: External Mesh: Internal

# Teeth Gear 1 < Gear

2

# Teeth Gear 1 > Gear

2

# Teeth Gear 1 > Gear2 # Teeth Gear 1 <

Gear2

Gear-Pairs: Orbiting Centres

Mesh: External Mesh: Internal

# Teeth: Gear 1 < Gear

2

# Teeth: Gear 1 > Gear

2

# Teeth: Gear 1 >

Gear2

# Teeth: Gear 1 <

Gear2
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Option 1: Fixed Gear Centres

Option 1:  Gear-Pairs with Fixed Centres

A Gear-Pair where each gear has a 'Fixed Centre': 

Both gears rotate about their own centres. 

The centres are fixed in one Part - usually the Base-Part, but not necessarily.

Applications

Use gears with Fixed-Centres for:

Simple Gear-Pairs (also known as Parallel or Standard Gears) 

Simple Gear-Trains

Compound Gear-Trains

Reverted Gear-Trains 

Use gears with 'Fixed-Centres' to:

Increase or decrease the Torque/Speed at a shaft

Change the rotational direction of a rotating shaft

Change the position of a rotating shaft

Combine Gears with a mechanism to get:

Coupler-Curves: from Geared Four-bar and Geared- Five-bars

Function-Generation: from Geared Four-bar and Five-bars

Basic Arrangement of Simple Gear-Pair

Simpe Gear Pair - External Mesh

Negative Gear Ratio

In the two schematics examples:

Gear 1  : rotate on a 'fixed-centre'

Gear 2  : rotate on a 'fixed-centre'

Line-of-centre  : Line between two 'fixed-centres'. It

is a Line in the Base-Part.
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Simple Gear Pair - Internal Mesh

Positive Gear Ratio

In the two schematics examples:

Gear 1  : rotate on a 'fixed-centre'

Gear 2  : rotate on a 'fixed-centre'

Line-of-centre  : Line between two 'fixed-centres'. It

is a Line in the Base-Part.

How to add a Fixed Gear-Pair

OPTION 1: FIXED GEAR CENTRES

How to add a 'Fixed Gear-Pair...

Preparation 

 STEP 1: Use the Part-Editor to edit a kinematically-

defined Part - for example the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a Line

 STEP 3: Add a dimension to the Line . The exact

length of the Line is not important.

See image below.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 5: Add two Parts

 STEP 6: Join the Parts with Pin-Joints  to the Line

Use the Points that are at the end of Line  and the

Points that are at the end of the CAD-Lines in Parts

.

 STEP 7: Add a Motion-Dimension FB between Line

 and the CAD-Line in Part

The Part  may also be a child to a Dyad, or be
Geared Rocker.

Connect wires from other FBs to the Motion-

Dimension FB to move Part .

Add Gear-Pair

 STEP 8: Click Add Gear-Pair in the Machine-

elements toolbar
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When you run the Add Gear-Pair, the Command-

Manager shows four selection-boxes.

Select these four elements. [Refer to the images above

to identify the Elements].

1. 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1: Part 1 for Gear 1

2. 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2: Part  for Gear 2

3. 'Green Line' that joins Gear Centres: Line  will be the

'Line-of-centres'.

4. Centre Distance Dimension: Length Dimension   

MechDesigner adds the Gear-Pair, with an External

Mesh and the same number of involute Gear Teeth.

In the Command-Manager we use the terms:

'Green Line' relates to a Line in a kinematically-defined

Part

'Blue Line' relates to a Line in the Part that is not

kinematically-defined

The 'Green Line' and the 'Blue Line' are very often CAD-Lines.

All Parts become kinematically-defined after you add the

Gear-Pair.

Basic Settings: Number-of-Teeth, Module and Mesh

When MechDesigner adds the Gear-Pair, the default

Gears have an:

External tooth form

Equal Number-of-Teeth

Module that does not change the length you

give to the Line-of-centres  - much

The Module and the Number-of-Teeth on each Gear

give the length of the Line-of-Centres.

Double-click the Gear-Pair to open the Gear-Pair

dialog-box.

Edit the Number-of-Teeth and Module

In the Gear-Pair dialog-box, edit the Number-of-Teeth and

Module:

Gear 1 = 60 ; Gear 2 = 20 ; Module = 2

Gear Diameter = Module * Number-of-Teeth 

Length of Line-of-centres = Module * (number-of-

teeth Gear 1 + Number-of-Teeth Gear 2) / 2

= 2 * ((60 + 20)/2) = 80mm
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Make Gear 1 'Internal'.

When the Gears have a different number-of-teeth, you

can select the 'Internal' Radio button.

The Gear with less teeth moves inside the other Gear.

The Gear with more teeth has the Internal teeth form.

In this example:

Length of the Line-of-centres is:

= 2 * ((60 - 20)/2) = 40mm

Simple Gear Trains

OPTION 1: FIXED GEAR CENTRES

Simple Gear Trains

Schematic of Simple Gear Train

A Simple Gear Train is a number of Simple Gear-Pairs in

series. Each Shaft has only one gear.

Use a Simple Gear Train:

To increase the distance between the input and

output shafts and still use small gears

To reverse the direction of the output shaft on a

Simple Gear-Pair

The image to the left shows a Schematic of a Simple Gear

Train.

Note: 

1. Gears between the input and output gears do not change the speed
ratio. They only change the direction.

2. We call gears between input and output shafts idle gears or idlers.

MONOBLOC

This is a schematic of a 'Monobloc' machine, typical of

Filling, Capping, Labelling, Coding, Orientating and many

other high speed packaging applications.

It uses a Simple Gear Train to transmit the motion from one

'head' to the next.

See Also: the YouTube Video: http://youtu.be/fvRp2lC1aXw 

See Also: Simple Gear-Pair, Compound Gear-Trains, Planetary

Gear-Trains

Simple Gear Train: Stage 1

http://youtu.be/fvRp2lC1aXw
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Start with a Simple Gear-Pair with an External Mesh -
see Option 1 Step 14.1

Here, the number-of-teeth are:

T
1
=20 , T

2
=40 .  The Gear Ratio is T

1
/T

2
 = 2

Use the rule:

'Three Parts, with three Lines, joined together with

two Pin-Joints'.

Prepare Simple Gear Train: Stage 2

Again, we need three Lines, in separate Parts. The Parts

must be joined with Pin-Joints. The Pin-Joints must use

the Points at the end of each Line.

Stage 2: Line 1 and Part 1

The Part that we need for Gear 1 of the Stage 2 is the

Output Shaft the first Gear-Pair.

We do not need to add Line 1 in Part 1 because we can

use Part  .

Stage 2: Line 2 and Part 2

'Line-of-centres'. 

It is in the Base-Part. 

1. Edit the Base-Part  

2. Add a Line  

It does not matter how long

3. Use Merge-Points to merge the Point  and a

Point  at the end of the new Line

4. Close the Part-Editor

Line 3 and Part 3

5. Add and Join a Part  to the end of the new

Line, with a Pin-Joint.

The length of Part  is not important.
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Add Simple Gear Train: Stage 2

Element 4 is the Dimension of Line 3

Add Stage 2

Gear-Pair:

1. Add Gear-

Pair 

2. Click the

four

elements, in

sequence

You can see the Stage 2 Gear-Pair

MechDesigner adds two gears. 

For a Simple Gear Train, we do not need one of the

Gears in the Stage 2 Gear-Pair.

We must hide the Gear on the same shaft centre. 

This is a MechDesigner trick. 

Use the Gear-Pair dialog-box to edit:

1. Module to 3 

2. Number-of-teeth on Gear 1 of Stage 2 Gear-Pair

to 40 – the same as Gear 2 of the Gear-Pair

Stage 1 

3. Number-of-teeth on Gear 2 of Stage 2 Gear-Pair

to 20

The image shows the Gear-Pairs Stage 1 and Stage 2: Gear-Pair , Gear-Pair 

Gear 1 of Gear-Pair 2 is hidden. It is hidden by Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Prepare and Add a Simple Gear Train: Stage 3
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Preparation of model before we add

the second Gear-Pair

Preparation of

Model to add

the Third Gear-

Pair.

1. Edit the

Base-Part,

Add a Line

- Merge it

with the

end of the

Line used

for Gear-

Pair Stage

2, Close the

Part-Editor 

2. Add Gear-

Pair

3. Click the

four

elements, in

sequence

You can see the new Gear-Pair, , Stage 3

The default module of the Gear-Pair Stage 3 is different

to the Gear-Pairs of Stage 1 and 2.

To 'hide' the Gear we do not want to see, use the Gear-

Pair dialog to edit the:

1. Module to 3 

2. Number-of-teeth on Gear 1 of Gear-Pair 3 to 20

- the same as Gear 2 of the Gear-Pair Stage 2 

Also, edit:

3. Number-of-teeth on Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 3 to 40

The image shows the Three Gear-Pairs: Gear-Pair , Gear-Pair , and Gear-Pair 

Gear 1 of Gear-Pair 2 is hidden. It is hidden by Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 1 of Gear-Pair 3 is hidden. It is hidden by Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 2
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Compound Gear Trains

OPTION 1: FIXED GEAR CENTRES

Compound Gear-Trains

Schematic of Compound,

Three-Stage, Gear Train

A 'Compound Gear Train' has at least:

two Gear-Pairs 

one shaft with more than one gear

In MechDesigner, it is easier to add Compound Gear-Trains

than Simple Gear-Trains.

The image to the left shows a Compound Gear Train. There is

more than one gear-pair and two shafts have two gears.

Therefore, it agrees the definition of the Compound Gear

Train.

See Also: Simple Gear-Pair, Simple Gear-Trains, Planetary Gear-

Trains

Compound Gear Train – Stage 1

Start with a Gear-Pair with an External Mesh- see

Option 1 Step 14.1

Here, the number-of-teeth are:

T
1
=20 , T

2
=40 .  The Gear Ratio is T

1
/T

2
 = 2

Use the rule:

'Three Parts, with three Lines, joined together with

two Pin-Joints'

Note 1: In this Tutorial, we sketch the Lines-of-Centre between

the gears in the Base-Part. 

Prepare Compound Gear-Train – Stage 2

Again, we need three Lines, in separate Parts, with Pin-

Joints that join the three Lines end-to-end.

Line 1 and Part 1 – see image.

The Input Shaft  to the second Gear is the Output Shaft

of the first Gear-Pair. It also has a Line along it. 

Hence, we do not need to add anything for Line1/Part1/

Joint1.
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Line 2 and Part 2

'Line-of-centres'. 

Because this Gear-Pair also has 'fixed-centres' , this Line

must also be in the Base-Part. 

1. Edit the Base-Part  – Double-click it. 

Note the Length of the Line-of-Centres for the first Gear-Pair

= 120mm. Why?

Module = 4; Teeth are 20 and 40; Centre Distance = 4*((20

+40)/2) = 120mm.

2. Add a Line . 

3. Add a dimension to the Line

4. Use Merge-Points to merge the Point  (the

Point at the end of the Line-of-Centres for the

first Gear Pair), and Point  at the end of the

new Line

5. Close the Part-Editor

5. Add a Part  , with a Pin0Joint at the end of the

new Line. The length of the Part is not important.

Add Compound Gear Train – Stage 2

(Element 4 is the Dimension of Line 3)

Preparation of

Model to add

the Third Gear-

Pair.

1. Add Gear-

Pair 

2. Click the

four

elements
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You can see the new Gear-Pair.

The module is different. Usually, Gears have the same

module throughout a Compound Gear Train.  

Use the Gear-Pair dialog-box to edit 

1. The Module to 4 

2. The number-of-teeth on Gear 1 to be 30

3. The number-of-teeth on Gear  2 to be 50

The image shows the Two Gear-Pairs

Gear-Pair  in Blue 

Gear-Pair  in Red

Prepare and Add Compound Gear Train – Stage 3

Preparation – the same as Stage 2.

1. The New Line in the Base-Part ... 

2. ... with the end Point in the Line merged to the

Point at the centre Gear 2 in the Second Stage

3. A New Part Joined to the end of the new Line.

As before, we will use the Part that has Gear 2 of

Stage 2, as the Part for Gear 1 of the Stage 3.

You can see the Gear-Pair Stage 3 – in red.

The module is different. Usually, Gears have the same

module throughout a Compound Gear Train.  

Use the Gear-Pair dialog-box to edit:

1. The Module to 4 

2. The number-of-teeth on Gear 1 to be 22

3. The number-of-teeth on Gear  2 to be 52

The image shows the complete Compound Gear

Train.
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Frequently, the centre of the Gears in Compound Gears

are in line:

1. Edit the Base-Part – double-click it 

2. Use Add Horizontal to the Lines for each 'Line-

of-centre'.

Important: Merge the Points at the ends of each

Line.

Here is the third stage of the Compound Gear Train.

To make the Gears 'Solid':

1. Use the Home key to make sure the model is at

the home position - this is important.

2. Click  Solids Toolbar : Add Polyline

3. Click a Gear in one of the Gear-Pairs

To see the Polyline as a copy of the Gears, click

the Gear-Pair to see the Gear-Pair and Polyline

elements in the Selection-Window.

4. Repeat 2 and 3 for each Gear-Pair

5. Click Add Profile

6. Click the Gear-Pair with a Polyline

7. Repeat 5 and 6 for each Gear

8. Edit each Profile, to offset it etc, to give a model

similar to the image to the left.

9. Edit the Parts to add shafts etc.
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Reverted Gear-Train

OPTION 1: FIXED GEAR CENTRES

Reverted Gear-Pairs

Schematic of Reverted

Gear-Train.

A 'Reverted Gear Train' has:

two Gear-Pairs 

two shafts 

the input and output shafts are co-axial

It is a Compound Gear with, two Gears-Pairs, and a special

condition that makes the total number of teeth of the first gear-

pair equals the number of teeth of the second-gear-pair, when

the module is the same.

The image to the left shows a schematic of a Reverted Gear-Train.

There is more than one gear-pair, two shafts, and the input and

output shafts are co-axial.

Therefore, it agrees the definition of the Reverted Gear Train.

See Also: Simple Gear-Pair, Simple Gear-Trains, Planetary Gear-Trains

Reverted Gear Train – Stage 1

Start with a Gear-Pair with an External Mesh- see

Option 1 Step 14.1

Here, the number-of-teeth are:

T
1
=30 , T

2
=70 .  The Gear Ratio is T

1
/T

2
 = 2.5

The total number-of-teeth is 100T.

Reverted Gear Train – Stage 2

1. Add a new Part 

2. Add a Pin Joint: 

a. Click a Point in the new Part 

b. Click a Point on the Base-Part (left side of

Line in Base-Part

We use the Point to add a Pin-Joint at the left end

of the Line in the Base-Part two times - 

»one time for the input gear, and 

one time for the output gear.
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Add the second Gear-Pair.

1. Add Gear-Pair 

2. Click the Part that is the Driven Geared-Rocker in

the first Gear-Pair

3. Click the new Parts with the Blue-Part-Outline

4. The Line between the two Parts

5. The dimension of the Line. 

This dimension is already a 'driven-dimension'.

Edit the Gear-Pair 2

Edit the Number of Teeth:

Gear 1 = 20 

Gear 2 = 80

Video

See Video to the left to see the gear reduction of

the Gear-Pair.

The Gear Reduction is : 30*20 : 70*80 = 3: 28 
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Option 2: Orbiting Gear Centres

Option 2: Orbiting Gear-Pairs

A Gear-Pair with 'Orbiting Centres': 

One gear centre revolves, or 'orbits', around another gear centre. 

A gear 'carrier' connects the centres of the two gears.

Applications

Planetary Gears

The combination of an orbiting gear that engages with a sun gear and also an annular gear is

called a planetary gear train. 

Planetary Gears have a number of advantages over simple and compound Gear-Trains.  

We can design:

1. Planetary Gear-Trains 

2. Differential Gear-Trains

Curve Generation and their Applications

The path of the centre of the revolving Gear - Gear 2 in both of the images - is a circle. This is

not very useful, or interesting. However, the path of a different Point on the revolving gear is

interesting and sometimes useful.

Points on a revolving gear rolling around the outside of a fixed gear. See top image

(below)

Epicycloid: A curve given by a point on the pitch-circle of a gear that rolls around the

outside of the stationary gear

Epitrochoid: A curve given by a Point that is not on the pitch-circle of the gear that rolls

around the outside of a stationary gear

Points on a revolving gear rolling around the inside of a fixed gear. See bottom image

(below)

Hypocycloid: A curve given by a point on the pitch-circle of a gear that rolls around the

inside of the stationary gear

Hypotrochoid: A curve given by a Point that is not on the pitch-circle of the gear that rolls

around the inside of a stationary gear.

Peritrochoid: A curve given by a Point on an orbiting gear, that is bigger than a fixed gear,

and its centre is inside the pitch circle of the fixed gear.
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Basic Arrangement of Orbiting Gear-Pair

External Gear-Pair : The mesh is 'External'

Gear 1  : Fixed to the Frame - it does not rotate

Gear 2  : Orbits around the centre of Gear 1 

Line-of-centres  : Rotates with axis at the centre of Gear

1

Internal Gear-Pair : The mesh is 'Internal'

Gear 1  : Fixed to the Frame - it does not rotate

Gear 2  : Orbits around the centre of Gear1 

Line-of-centres  : Rotates with axis at the centre of Gear

1

How to add a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting Centre

Option 2: Orbiting Centre Gear-Pairs

It is possible to orbit a gear around the outside of a gear and also a gear around the inside

of a gear.

Preparation for Option 2

 STEP 1: Edit a kinematically-defined Part 

 STEP 2: Add a Line 

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 4: Add two Parts 

 STEP 5: Join Part  to Line  with a Pin-Joint  

 STEP 6: Join the Part   to the other end of Part

with a Pin-Joint

In this configuration, you MUST use the Points that

are at the end of the CAD-Lines in the Parts.

 STEP 7: Add a Motion-Dimension FB between the

Line  and the Line in the Part 1.

Note:  The CAD-Line  along the centre of a Part has

a dimension. 

Use Add Gear-Pair

Click Add Gear-Pair in the Machine-elements toolbar
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Add Gear-Pair opens in the Command-Manager. 

Select these four elements. Refer to the images above

to identify the Elements.

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1  

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2 

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres 

4. The Dimension of the Cad-Line that joins the Gear

centres 

In the Command-Manager we use the terms:

'Green Line' is usually the CAD-Line in a kinematically-

defined Part.

'Blue Line' is usually the CAD-Line in the Part that is

not kinematically-defined.

The 'Green Line' and the 'Blue Line' might be a CAD-Line - and

dark green in the graphic-area.

Edit Number-of-Teeth, Module and Mesh

Default Gear-Pair: Orbiting Gear rotates around the

outside of a Sun Gear

In the default, the two Gears have:

an external tooth form.

the same number-of-teeth

module that will minimize a change of length to

the Line-of-centres.

The module and the number-of-teeth on each Gear

give the length of the Line-of-centres .

Edit the Number-of-Teeth and Module

Gear 1 = 60 

Gear 2 = 20 

Module = 2

Gear Diameter = Module * number-of-teeth 

Length of Line-of-centres = Module * ((Number-of-

Teeth Gear 1 + Number-of-Teeth Gear 2) / 2).

= 2 * ((60 + 20)/2) = 80mm

Make the Orbiting Gear rotate around the inside of a

Ring Gear

When the Gears have a different number-of-teeth, it is

possible to make one of the gears internal.

Gear 2 moves inside Gear 1.

Length of the Line-of-centres is now:

= 2 * ((60 - 20)/2) = 40mm
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Gear-Trains: Planetary and Compound-Planetary

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Planetary Gear-Trains

A Planetary Gear Train.

One or more gears (planets) are held in a 'Carrier'. The Carrier rotates gears that

themselves may be fixed or rotating with respect to their own axes.

The motion of the planet gears consist of a rotation about their own axes and a rotation

about the centre axes of the coaxial gears.

Note: Modelling Planetary Gear-Pairs has become more complex because of a new 

MechDesigner 'Rule'. 

The new Rule is 'you cannot use the same Line as the 'Line-of-Centres' for more than one Gear-

Pair'. 

Before R11: You will see below, the models use one Line as the Line-of-Centres for Gear-Pair 1

and Gear-Pair 2.

R11 and after: To add a second Gear-Pair, you must add a second Line [with a dimension] as

the Line of Centres and make Pin-Joints with the new second Line. It becomes coincident with

the Line-of-Centres' of the first Gear-Pair. The Point at the centre of the Gear 1 in Gear-Pair 2,

must be merged, with the point at the centre of Gear 2 in Gear-Pair 1.

'To model Gear-Pair 2, add a Line, to become coincident with the Line-of-Centres of Gear-

Pair 1'.

Planetary Gear Design Arrangements

P = Pinion; S = Sun; A =

Ring/Annulus; C = Carrier

The typical arrangement is shown to the left. It

consists of a:

Central Sun (S) Gear with External Teeth

A Ring (A) Gear with Internal Teeth, with the

same centre as the Sun Gear

Revolving Planet (P) Gears that engage with the

Sun and Ring Gear

Planet Carrier (C) in which the Planet Pinions are

supported.

Note: The Ring is also called the Annulus. Hence the

letter 'A' for 'Annulus' Gear.

The Gear Ratios are a function of the gear - A, S or C -

you lock. See YouTube video here: http://youtu.be/

hXTzO1UXnLs 

There are also possibilities where all three members (A,

S or C) rotate. They are called Differential Gears.

http://youtu.be/hXTzO1UXnLs
http://youtu.be/hXTzO1UXnLs
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Planetary Gears

Schematic of Variation 3

Simple Planetary Gear-Trains

There are six drive variations when we keep one gear

stationary.

Variation 1: The Carrier (C) is the Input; the Sun

(S) is Stationary; the Output is (A). 

Gear Ratio = [ω(1 +1/ω) input turns : 1 output

turn]

Variation 2: The Carrier (C), is the Input; the

Annulus (A) is Stationary; the Output is (S).

Gear Ratio = [1/(1+ω) input turns : 1 output

turn]

Variation 3: The Sun (S), is the Input; the Carrier

is Stationary (C); the Output is (A).

Gear Ratio = [-ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 4: The Sun (S), is the Input; the Annulus

(A) is Stationary; the Output is (C). 

Gear Ratio = [1+ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 5: The Annulus (A), is the Input; the

Carrier (C) is Stationary; the Output is (S).

Gear Ratio = [-1/ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 6: The Annulus (A); is the Input: the Sun

is Stationary (S); the Output is (C).

Gear Ratio = [(1+ω)/ω input turns : 1 output

turn]

ω = Number of Sun-Teeth / Number of Annulus-Teeth

Compound Planetary Gear-Trains.

These gear arrangements give different speed ratio

options. They will cost more!

When there are three or more planets, as is the usual

case, care must be made to make sure the teeth of both

planets can engage. 
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VARIATION 1: Carrier (C) as Driver; Stationary Sun (S); Driven Annulus

(A)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs.

You can also see it on YouTube.

Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1

See 'How to Add a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting Centre'

1. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension

= 60º

2. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 60, Number-of-Teeth

Gear 2 =30, External Mesh.

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Sun Gear  - Stationary

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Driver

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Rolling around the Sun

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

The new Planet

The new Planet is in all respects, an identical copy to Planet Gear (Gear 2) of Gear-Pair 1

The Planet Gear is a child to a Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 in Gear-

Pair 1

Therefore, when we add Gear-Pair 2, we can select the same Part as Gear 2 in Gear-Pair 1

Line-of-centres

Between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus

Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

The Annulus

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and a Part for the Annulus Gear

The Line for the Part must radiate from the centre of the Sun Gear

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Annulus Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the centre of the Sun Gear
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 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 1: Add a Part

Add a Part

 STEP 2: Join the New Part to the Sun

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Sun Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Sun Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you

want to select - it is 'ambiguous'.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens. When the Select Element

dialog-box opens, you must select

all of the elements again.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select the 'Free'

Point first. It is not ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we
select in the Select Elements
dialog-box?

The Point MUST be a child to

the Sun Gear (Gear 1 of Gear-

Pair 1) 

If we join the Part to the Base-Part,

we will not join it to the Line-of-

centres.

We must join it to the Part that is

currently the Sun Gear - Part

To 'CTRL + SELECT' the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements you

need to complete the

command, Point  and 
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 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements.

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centre  (The Part-Editor opens so you can select

the length of Part

MechDesigner adds the second Gear-Pair with the

default options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

existing length of the Line-of-centres.

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

Internal Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 120 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = ω(1 +1/ω)

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth

VARIATION 2: Carrier (C) as Driver; Stationary Annulus (A); Driven Sun

(S)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs.

Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1
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See Step 14.4. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension = 60º

1. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 120, Internal Mesh,

Number-of-Teeth Gear 2 =30

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Annulus Gear  - Stationary

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Driver

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Rolling inside the Annulus

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

Is the new Planet (identical copy to original)

It must be a child to the Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

We can make it the same Part as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Line-of-centres

Is between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus

Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

Is the Sun

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and Part for the Sun Gear

The new Line must radiate from the centre of the Annulus Gear

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Sun Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the centre of the Annulus Gear 

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 1: 

Add a Part

 STEP 2: 

Join it with a Pin-Joint to centre of the Sun Gear

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Annulus Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Annulus

Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you

want to select. It is ambiguous.
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The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we select
in the Select Elements dialog-box?

The Point MUST be a child to the

Annulus Gear (Gear 1 of Gear-Pair

1) 

If we join the Part to the Base-Part,

it will not be joined to the Line-of-

centres.

We must join it to the Part that is

currently the Annulus Gear - Part

To select the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements needed

for the command, Point

 and 

 STEP 3: 

Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements.

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centres  (The Part-Editor opens so you can

select the length of Part

MechDesigner adds Gear-Pair 2  with the options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

length of the Line-of-centres.
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 STEP 4: 

Edit Gear-Pair 2

External Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 60 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = 1 +1/ω 

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth

VARIATION 3: Sun (S) as Driver; Stationary Carrier (C); Driven Annulus

(A)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs

Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1

See Step 14.1. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension = 60º

1. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 60, Number-of-Teeth

Gear 2 =30, External Mesh

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Sun Gear  - Rotates

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Stationary

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Turns on its axis as Sun

rotates

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

Is the new Planet (identical copy to original)

It must be a child to a Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

We can make it the same Part as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Line-of-centres

Is between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus
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Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

Is the Annulus

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and Part for the Annulus Gear

The new Line must radiate from the centre of the Sun Gear, and it must be joined to

the Base-Part.

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Annulus Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the Base-Part at the centre of the Sun

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 1: 

Add a Part

 STEP 2: 

Join it with a Pin-Joint to centre of the Sun Gear

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Sun Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Sun Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you

want to select. It is ambiguous.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we
select in the Select Elements
dialog-box?

The second Point MUST be a

child to the Base-Part
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If we join the Part to the Sun Gear,

it will not be a child to the Line-

of-centres.

We must join it to the Base-Part

To select the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements needed

for the command, Point

 and 

 STEP 3: 

Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements. 

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centres  (The Part-Editor opens so you can

select the length of Part

The Gear-Pair 2  is added with the default options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

length of the Line-of-centres.

 STEP 4: 

Edit Gear-Pair 2

Internal Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 120 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = -ω

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth
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Gear-Trains: Differential Gears

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Differential Gear-Trains

These are more complex to model because they have two degrees-of-freedom.

Differential Gears use two independent input drives to rotate a single output shaft.

Differential Schematic

These are more complex to model because they have

two degrees-of-freedom.

Differential Gears use two independent input drives to

rotate a single output shaft.

There are two standard variations:

1. Sun and the Carrier are Driver Gears. The Annulus

is the Output Gear.  

2. Annulus and the Carrier are Driver Gears. The Sun

is the Output Gear.

If you take one as the input and one as the output, the

effective gear ratio between them depends on the speed

of the third gear.

Differential Gears are frequently used:

to shift the phase of the output shaft relative to

the input shaft

to modulate the output speed

where you need a wide gear ratio

VARIATION 1: Carrier (C) and Sun (S) as Drivers; Driven Annulus (A)

For information: this is the model

after completion of this step. 

Profile Elements also added.
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 STEP 1: Add two Parts

 STEP 2: Join Part  with a Pin-Joint  to a Point at

the end of Line  in the Base-Part 

Steps 1 and 2 are complete.

Both Gear-Pairs use the CAD-Line along the centre

of Part  as the Line-of-centres.

 STEP 3: Join Part  with a Pin-Joint to the Point in

Part

Step 3 is not complete...

The Point  at the end of Part  is selected (it is red) and

The Pin-Joint , with two Points, is about to be clicked.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first element you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point in the

Pin-Joint  is ambiguous. 

Which Point do we select in

the Select Elements dialog-

box to complete Add Pin-

Joint? 

We must select the Point7 in

Part  because Line  is in Part

 and is the Line-of-centres.

To select the elements in the

Select Elements dialog-box:

1.  down

2. Select all Elements you

need to complete the

command.
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Step 3 is complete

 STEP 4: Add two Rocker Motion-Dimension FBs to
the two Parts

A Rocker Motion-Dimension FB between the
CAD-Line in Part  and the Line  in the Base-
Part. 

See Motion-Dimension  [Remember: A Rocker

Motion-Dimension needs a Kinematically Defined Line

and a 'Free' Line. Only, the Pin-Joint1 satisfies this

requirement.]

The Second Motion-Dimension FB is between the
CAD-Line in Part  and the CAD-Line in Part . 

See Motion-Dimension  [Remember: Only, the Pin-

Joint2 is available for the Rocker as Pin-Joint 1 is used.]

Step 4 is complete

 STEP 5: Add a new Part to the end of the Part  

 STEP 6: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the Cad-Lines in Parts . Note: New

Numbers in the image for Elements

Step 5 complete.

Step 6 not complete.

Step 6 is now complete.
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 STEP 7: Edit the Gear-Pair

Edit: Number-of-Teeth and Module:

Gear 1  = 60 

Gear 2  = 30

Module =3

We must now add a second Gear-Pair.

Use the same CAD-Line as the Line-of-centres

Use Gear 2 as the Drive Gear for Gear-Pair 2

Add a new Part as Gear 2 for Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 8: Add a new Part 

 STEP 9: Add a Pin-Joint 
Step 9 is not complete...

Point  at the end of Part  is selected (it is red) and the Point at the

Pin-Joint  is clicked.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first element you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point in the

Pin-Joint  is ambiguous. 

Which Point do we select in the

Select Elements dialog-box to

complete Add Pin-Joint? 

We must select the Point7 in

Part  (again) because it is the

Line-of-centres.

To select the elements in the

Select Elements dialog-box:

1.  down

2. Select all Elements to

complete the command.

3. Click OK
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Step 9 is complete.

 STEP 10: Add a Gear-Pair

With reference to the image:

Select the CAD-Lines in Parts

Step 10 is complete.

 STEP 11: Edit the Gear-Pair

Remember: Double-click the Gear in the graphic-area.

Edit: Number-of-Teeth Module and Mesh

Gear 1  = 30 (the planet gear) same as Gear 2 in the

Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2  = 120

Module =3

Internal Mesh for Gear 2

Step 11 is complete.

 STEP 11: Add a Linear-Motion FB

 STEP 12: Add two Gearing FBs

 STEP 13: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the

Gearing FBs and a Gearing FB to each

Motion-Dimension FB

 STEP 14: Cycle the Gear-Pairs

Steps 11,12,13 are complete

Edit the Gear Ratio on the Gearing FBs

Motion-Dimension 1 controls the speed of the Carrier

Motion-Dimension 2 controls the speed of the Sun - see

note

(Note: Motion-Dimension 2 is relative to Motion-Dimension 1.

Hence, a Gear Ratio of 0 given to Motion-Dimension 2 means

the Sun rotates at the same speed as Motion-Dimension 1 not

necessarily 0.

To stop the rotation of the Sun, you must apply the negative
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Gear Ratio in the Gearing FBs.  

For example,1 and -1 in the Gearing FBs will make the Sun

stationary.

Epictrochoid: Epicycloid, Contracted and Protracted

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Epicycloid and Epitrochoid Curves

Epicyclic Gears are arranged so that a gear rolls around the outside of a fixed gear. 

You can show a Trace-Point of a Point on the rolling gear.

The curve is called an Epicycloid if the point is on the pitch-circle of the rolling gear.

The curve is called an Epitrochoid if the point is not on the pitch-circle of the rolling gear.

If the point is inside of the Pitch-Circle, it is called 'Contracted [also 'Curtate'], and if outside

the pitch-circle it is called 'Protracted [also 'Prolate'].

Epitrochoid Curves are traced by a Point on a gear that rolls (orbits) around the outside of the

fixed internal gear.

The shape of the curve depends on the ratio of the teeth. With gears, the ratio of the teeth is

always a rational number. Therefore, the curve will always repeat, even if the gear ratio is a ratio

of two prime numbers, for example. 

Equal Number of Gear Teeth.

This curve is called a Lima on.

If the Point is on the Pitch-Circle it is called a Cardioid.

The image shows four curves. 

Epicycloid

One curve  is given by a point on the pitch-circle of the

orbiting gear - it is the Epicycloid

Epitrochoid

Two Prolate Epitrochoid curves  are given by points

outside the pitch-circle.

One Curtate Epitrochoid curves  is given by a point inside

the pitch-circle.

The External Gear is half the diameter of the fixed gear.

This curve is called a Nephroid.

The image shows four curves. 

Epicycloid

One curve is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is the

Epicycloid

Epitrochoid

Two curves are given by points outside the pitch-circle 

One curve is given by a point inside the pitch-circle
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The Gear ratio is 8: 1

There are four curves: 

3 outside, one on the

pitch-circle

Gear Ratio is 13:11

There is ONE curve.

Use a Gearing FB to

rotate the carrier 11

times to complete

the Epicycloid Path.

Gear Ratio 2:3

There is ONE Curve.

Use a Gearing FB to rotate

the carrier 3 times to

complete the Epicycloid

Path.

Gear Ratio

24:6

There is ONE

Curve.

This is

because the

ratio reduces

to 4:1

Straight Line Curve with Epicycloid Gears - External

Mesh - 1 - the Easy Way

There are two ways to assemble this mechanism in 

MechDesigner

The not easy, and the easy way. 

This is the Easy Way

Hypotrochoid: Hypocycloid, Contracted and Protracted

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Hypocycloid and Hypotrochoid Curves

Hypotrochoid Curves are produced by a Point on a gear that rolls (orbits) around the inside of

the fixed gear.

There are two sets of Hypotrochoid Curves.

The Stationary Gear has inward facing teeth with the revolving gear orbiting inside.

The Stationary Gear has outward facing teeth with the revolving gear orbiting outside. 

These curves are sometimes called Peritrochoid Curves. See Peritrochoid Curves

This topic shows Hypotrochoid Curves.

The shape of the Hypotrochoid curve depends on the ratio of the teeth. With gears, the ratio of

the teeth is always a rational number. Therefore, the curve will always repeat eventually even if

the gear ratio is a ratio of two prime numbers, for example. 
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The Revolving Gear is half the diameter of the fixed

gear..

The revolving gear is inside, and is half the diameter of

the fixed outside gear.

There are four curves

One curve  is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is

the Hypocycloid

In this case, when the ratio of teeth is 1:2, it is a straight

line.

Hypotrochoid Curves

In this case the three other curves are ellipses.

Two curves  are given by points outside the pitch-

circle 

One curve  is given by a point inside the pitch-circle

The revolving gear inside, is 2.3 the diameter of the

fixed outside gear.

Hypoycloid

The image shows one trace point that is on the pitch-

circle 

It is the Hypocycloid.

Hypotrochoid

The image shows two curves of points outside the

pitch-circle.

You can see the curve is approximately a square.

You can use the Euler-Savary Equation to calculate the

best distance from the centre of the orbiting gear to

give a curve with the best 'straight-line' curve. 

Gear Ratio is 48:18

There is ONE Curve.

You must rotate the carrier 3 times to

complete the Hypocycloid Path.

Hypocycloid

One curve that is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it

is the Hypocycloid

The Gear Ratio is 48:18.
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Straight Line Curve with Hypocycloid Gears -

Internal Mesh

The Video shows the Trace-Point follows a perfectly

straight line.

You can see that the smaller gear has half the teeth of the

other.

This is the standard Straight-Line Epicyclic Gear-Pair

configuration.

Peritrochoid and the Wankel Engine..and others.

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Peritrochoid

Peritrochoid Curves are produced by a Point on a gear when:

the rolling gear has more teeth than the fixed gear

the rolling gear encircles the fixed gear

The shape of the Peritrochoid Curve depends on the ratio of the teeth.  With gears, the ratio of

the teeth is always a rational number. Therefore the pattern of the curve repeats eventually. 

You can easily draw the shape of engine casing of a Wankel engine.

The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 3:2

There are four separate curves in the image.

You can use this ratio and shape to define the combustion

chamber of a Wankel Engine.

The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 4:3

There are four curves.
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The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 11:12

There are four curves.

Special Curves: Lobe Pumps

OPTION 2: ORBITING GEAR CENTRES

Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Curves to design a Lobe Pump.

Design a Lobe Pump with Epitrochoid and Hypotrochoid Curves

You can design a Lobe Pump rotor by combining Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Curves. 

The number of lobes is given by the ratio of gear teeth in the Gear Pair. Two and three lobes are

very common.

Lobe Pumps are sometimes called Roots Blowers - after the inventor - Roots - and 'Blower'

because they were originally designed to pump air.

They are often used to pump liquids with soft solids....for example fruit.

MechDesigner: 

You must know how to:

Add a 2D-Cam

Export the Cam to SOLIDWORKS

Edit the Cam in SOLIDWORKS

Re-import the Cam into MechDesigner

Steps to design the Roots Blower shown in the video to

the left.

1. Add tow gear-pairs, one External and one Internal

Gear, to Roll around a fixed gear to give a

Hypocycloid and an Epicycloid Curve . 

2. Make the ratio of the two the same, and so the they

start at the same angle.

3. Add a Cam to re-create the Hypocycloid and

Epicycloid Curves. 

4. Export the cams to SOLIDWORKS. 

5. Edit the data to create the solid models. Re-import

the Lobes to complete the model.
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Details below.

Add a Gear-Pair with an orbiting external gear. 

The input is a Crank.

Use these settings:

Mesh = External

Module  = 1

Gear 1 = 180

Gear 2 = 45 

See image

Add a second Gear-Pair with an orbiting external gear.

Make the Crank for this Gear-Pair have the same rotation

position.

Use these settings:

Mesh = Internal

Module  = 1

Gear 1 = 180

Gear 2 = 45

Edit the Motion-Dimensions for the Cranks.

Make the Base-Value for both to be '0º'.

The image shows the Cranks away from the the horizontal ,

to show that they more together.
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Edit the Geared-Rockers (the Part rotating with the smaller

gear) to make its length equal to the Pitch Circle Radius of

the small gear.

In this case the Lengths are 22.5mm

Add a Line to the inner Part.

Make the end of the Line at -22.5, 0. That is, the end of the

line is at 180º phase to the CAD-Line in the Geared Rocker

Part CAD-Line.

Add a Trace-Point to both Geared-Rockers.

They should meet at the same points around the fixed, big

gear.

These show the shape of the Two-Lobe Roots Blower.

The shape of the Lobes Roots-Blower changes from the

Epicycloid to the Hypocycloid Trace Paths.

How do we make the shape?

I have found it best to add a 2D-Cam to recreate the paths

of the Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Trace-Points.

Add a Circle to each of the Geared-Rockers.

Put the centre of each circle at the same Point as the Trace-

Points.

You can delete the Trace-Points.

Add a Profile to each of the two Circles.

They can now become Cam-Followers.
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Add 2 x 2D-Cams.

Select the Base-Part as the Cam-Part. and the 2 Cam-

Followers.

Edit the 2D-Cams - Show only the Pitch-Circle-Path for

both 2D-Cams.

The Pitch-Circle-Paths show the same paths as the Trace-

Points.

However, you can use MechDeisgner to calculate the

points for the Cams, while you cannot calculate the points

for the Trace-Points.

Add a Cam-Data dialog-box.

Select the External Epicycloid 2D-Cam.

Calculate as Cam as Arcs option in the Cam-Coordinates

dialog-box.

Export the Cams to SOLIDWORKS®.

SOLIDWORKS® shows the Cam profile and the centre point

of each arc.
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Delete the Arcs that you do not need in this lobe

We only need two external lobes.

Repeat the steps to export the Cam for the Internal

Hypocycloid Cam

Delete the Arcs that you not need for this Lobe

At this point you will need to merge the Points at the end

of each arc.

Take care not to move the end-points of the Arcs.

To do this, I use the Fix constraint in the sketch editor to

fix the point near to the ends where I want to merge the

two cams tracks.

Leave one of the Points at the end of one of the Cams

so it can move, then merge it with the end Point of the

other Cam that has fixed Points.
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When both cams are as one loop you can extrude it in 

SOLIDWORKS.

Then you must add a Coordinate System.

Import the Part to one of the Cranks in the MechDesigner

model.
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Add a second Crank for the centre of the other Lobe of the

Pump.

Make it 180mm from the centre of the Crank used for the

Gear-Pair

Use a Gearing FB, and set the Gearing Ratio to -1. This lobe

rotates in the opposite direction.

Import the SOLIDWORKS Part on to this Crank also.

This is the basis for the Lobe Pump.

You can add the casing etc.

Usually Lobe Pumps have a simple 1:1 Gear Pair external to

the casing, to drive the Lobe shafts.

You can add the gears if you like.

When you Cycle the model, you can see there is rolling/

sliding contact between the Lobes at all points in the

machine cycle.

In reality there should be some clearance.

This small clearance prevents the fluid leaking back through

the centre of the lobes.

Any leaking is defined by the Volumetric Efficiency of the

Pump.
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Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Four-bar Mechanisms are usually assembled with:

A four-bar mechanism - with at least one Part that rotates continuously

One or two Gear-Pairs

The input 'drive' gear is fixed to the Coupler, at the distal end of the Crank or the Rocker

The output gear is usually at the joint with the Base-Part of the respective Crank or the

Rocker

'Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms' are often used as 'Function-Generators'. Function-Generators

provide an input to output mathematical relationship. 

Geared Four-bar Mechanism Configurations

One Gear-Pair

Regressive and Ir-regressive Gears. [I do not know why they are called 'regressive' and 'ir-

regressive' gears].

Regressive gears - a gear at each end of the Crank of a four-bar.

Ir-regressive gears - a gear at each end of the Rocker of a four-bar.

Note: A 'Four-bar' is a common term for a 'kinematic-chain with four Parts' usually with four

Pin-Joints, usually with one Part that is the Base-Part.

'Regressive' Geared Four-bar

 STEP 1: A Four-bar 

Line-of-Centres

The Line-of-Centres will be the CAD-Line in the 

Crank.

The input to the Gear-Pair is the Coupler. It is joined

to the CAD-Line in the Crank with a Pin-Joint

The output of the Gear-Pair, the Geared-Rocker, will

be a new Part. 

We must join the new Part with a Pin-Joint to the

Point at the end of the CAD-Line in the Crank.

Do not join the new Part to the Point at the end of

the Line in the Base-Part.

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the Ground Point of the Crank

When you add the Pin-Joint, the Select-Elements dialog

will show. This is because there are two Points at the

centre of the Crank in addition to the Point in the new

Part

See Select Elements dialog-box
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 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the the CAD-Lines that are in:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

Crank as the Line-of-centres

The 'Output Gear' rotates, with a new motion, at the

centre of the Crank.

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 5: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.

'Ir-regressive' Geared Four-bar

STEP 1:   A Four-bar

STEP 2:   Add a Part to the ground Point of the

Rocker

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints to

the Points at each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is joined

to the Rocker, and not the Base-Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the the CAD-Lines that are in:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

The Rocker as the Line-of-centres
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 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 5: Edit the length of the Parts.

 STEP 6: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.

Two Gear-Pairs: 

Gear-Pair 1

 STEP 1: A Four-bar

We will add the first Gear-Pair to the Coupler.

The input Gear will be at the end of the Crank.

The motion of the input gear will be the relative motion

between the Crank and the Coupler.

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the end of the Coupler.

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints to the Points at
each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is joined

to the end of the Coupler and not the end of the

Rocker.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the:

Crank as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker (output)

The Coupler as the Line-of-centres

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth.

Gear-Pair 2
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This step requires a good understanding of the Add

Gear-Pair command.

 STEP 1: Add the Output Part

Make sure it is joined to the Rocker and not the Base-

Part.

We want to add the 'Gear-Pair 2'.

The Parts with the Gears must be joined to the end of the Line that will be the Line-of-

centres. The Line-of-centres will be the CAD-Line along the Rocker - the output Part of the

Four-bar Mechanism.

The Blue Part is joined to the Rocker.

However, the Green Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker is joined to the Coupler  -

not the Rocker.

So, if we tried to add a Gear-Pair, we would not succeed. 

We must add a new Part to the distal end of the Rocker 

The new Part must:

be joined to the distal End of the Rocker.

rotate at the same speed as the Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker - the idler
gear.

To do this we:

add a New Part to the distal end of the Rocker

add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the position of the new Part relative to the

Rocker

measure the speed of the Idler Gear with a Measurement FB

use the measurement at the output -connector of the Measurement FB as an input to

a Motion-Dimension FB to move the new Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 2: Add a new Part

The Parts at each end of the CAD-Line along the Rocker

or Blue.

One must be Green.
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 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB

The Part is now Green

We must move it at the same speed as the Idler Gear.

To do this we measure the Idler Gear Part relative to the

Rocker with a Measurement FB.

 STEP 4: Add a Measurement FB

Now we can know the motion of the idler relative to the

Rocker. 

 STEP 5: Connect the output of the Measurement FB

to the input of the Motion-Dimension FB

This makes the Motion-Dimension, and Motion-Part,

move with the same motion-values given by the

Measurement FB.

The Motion-Part will ave the same motion as the

existing Geared Rocker.

Therefore, when we add the new Gear-Pair, the Parts

move in the same way.

 STEP 6: Add the Gear-Pair

 STEP 7: Edit the number-of-teeth so that the

'middle' idler gear has the same number-

of-teeth.

 STEP 8: Edit the number-of-teeth for the output

gear.

 STEP 9: Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension FB equal to Zero.

The two Parts at the end of the Rocker are now

together.

Also, it makes the Gears appear as Simple Gear-Train.

You may need to edit the Gear Teeth so that the four-

bar makes a complete rotation.
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 STEP 10: Measure the motion of the Output Gear.
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Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Five-bar mechanisms are usually built with:

One Gear-Pair 

+

One Dyad

Applications

Geared five-bar mechanisms are very interesting...to some people. They can give:

Complex Coupler Curves

Complex Function Generators

Geared Five-bar Mechanism Configurations

There are four ways to edit 'Geared Five-bar Mechanisms':

1. Gear-Pair: Use fixed or orbiting gear centres 

2. Dyad: use one of the five dyads:RRR, RRP, RPR, RPP, or PRP. 

3. Gear Mesh: Use an external or internal gear-mesh

4. Basic Design: Edit the number of teeth on each gear.

Typical Geared Five-bar Mechanism Configurations

Complex Coupler Curves

Gear-Pair: 1:1, Fixed-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RRR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

In a Geared Five-bar, three Parts are the 

Base-Part, Input Crank, and Geared-Rocker

The other two Parts are joined as a Dyad. Typically, the

Dyad is an RRR Dyad.

 STEP 1: Add a Simple Gear-Pair - Option 1

Step 1 is complete.

 STEP 2: Add an RRR Dyad

To remind you:

2.a.Add two Parts

Step 2.a is complete.
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2.b.Add three Joints  between the Parts that

are the Gear Pairs.

Step 2.b is complete.

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms can give unusual motions

and complex coupler curves.

You may want to be more flexible with the design

 STEP 3: Edit the Part used for Gear 2

 As an alternative to the R (Pin-Joint) at the end of the

Part used for Gear 2 , add a Point (with a Line) in the

Part.

Use the new Point for one of the Pin-Joints in the RRR

Dyad . You can edit the phase of the Gear 2 relative to

Gear 1. 

The design parameter options are:

1. Gear Ratio between Gear 1 and 2 (Number-of-
Teeth), Module to give centre distance 

2. Phase between the Gears

3. Length of Gear 'Cranks'

4. Length of Dyad Parts

5. Position of Coupler Point

 STEP 4: Change the number-of-teeth with the Gear-

Pair dialog-box - for example 60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank to

complete the function at the output shaft

To plot the complete Trace-Point ,you must rotate the

input crank two times faster.

 STEP 5: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio = 2

 STEP 6: Connect the wire between the Linear-

Motion FB, Gearing FB and the Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 7: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the Graph

FB
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Here is an 'interesting' Coupler Curve.

In these Coupler Curves we are plotting the motion of

the middle joint of the RRR Dyad.

You can add a Point to one of the Parts to give even

more complex Coupler Curves.

Geared Five-Bars as Complex Function Generators

Gear-Pair: 1:1, Orbiting-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RRR Dyad

Application: Function-Generation

Typically, you can get interesting motions from a

Geared Five-bar that has a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting

Centre.

The output motion is a function of the input constant

speed motion and is therefore called a Function-

Generator.

 STEP 1: Add an Epicyclic Gear-Pair

 STEP 2: Make the gear ratio 1:1 (for example 50:50

Gear Teeth)

Step 2 is complete.

 STEP 3: Add an RRR Dyad  between the end the

Geared Rocker and the Line in the Base-

Part

Step 3 is complete.

 STEP 4: Measure the angular position of the output

Part over a Machine Cycle with a

Measurement FB

 STEP 5: Add a Graph FB

 STEP 6: Connect the Measurement FB to an input of

the Graph FB

Step 6 is complete.

Add a Design-Set to give a quick way to edit the Part

lengths.
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This Graph shows the Output Shaft Rotation as a

Function of the Input, Constant Speed, Shaft Rotation.

Notes about Mechanism Synthesis

It is typical that an output to input relationship is given.

Then a mechanism is found to repeats the function.

Four-bar mechanism Function-Generators are limited.

For example, it is not easy to synthesise a mechanism

that oscillates the output shaft more than one time in a

machine cycle. 

It is clear from this graph that more complex functions

are possible. However, it is far more easy to synthesise a

mechanism for a function. I will not suggest how you

do.

Change the Gear Ratio to give more interesting Function
Generation

You can change the gear ratio of the Gear-Pair to give

more complex function generation.

 STEP 7: Change the Gear ratio - for example 60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank to

complete the function at the output shaft

 STEP 4: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio 2

 STEP 5: Connect the wire between the Linear-

Motion FB, Gearing FB and the Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 6: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the Graph

FB

The Graph will show the Y-axis for two rotations of the

crank to give the complete Function-Generation for the

60:40 gearing ratio.

Geared Five-Bars: Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints
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Gear-Pair: 1:1, Fixed-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RPR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair, 2:1 Fixed-Centres with an RPR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

The Gear-Pair ratio changed to 60:40

The Crank must rotate twice for the mechanism

to repeat a machine cycle.

To plot the complete Coupler Curve you should

add a Gearing FB before the Motion-Dimension

FB and make the Gearing Ratio parameter equal

to 2.

Gear-Pair 1:1,  Fixed-Centres, RRP Dyad.

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair 1: 1, Orbiting-Centre, RPR Dyad

Application: Function-Generation

The motion of the output Rocker as a function of the

input-rocker.

It has a reasonable dwell.
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Historical applications of Gear-Pairs

Mathew Boulton And James Watt Steam Engine

Mathew Boulton, 1728-1809, financed and worked with James Watt, 1736-1819, to improve

Steam Engines. They entered a partnership in1775.

The design below uses a gear-pair to rotate a flywheel at twice the speed of the crank. Why

was this useful? It made him a lot of money. When the flywheel rotates at twice the angular

velocity, a smaller flywheel can store the same amount of energy. The energy in the flywheel

keeps the engine turning as the crank move though the bottom and top dead centres. A

smaller flywheel is useful when you need to install the Steam Engine in a small spaces - such

as a coalmine. On a train, you might get the engine closer to the ground.

A different innovation by Watt was his straight-line mechanism. [This is in Tutorial 12]. He

added a pantograph mechanism to amplify the straight-line motion, and so reduce the size

of the engine for a given stroke of a piston. I show this in the video.

This is the Bolton and Watt Pump.

The flywheel is attached to

the gear at the centre of

the crank - on the right..

The straight-line and

parallel motion

mechanisms are on the left.

The parallel motion

amplifies the straight

motion with a pantograph

mechanism.

Compare how straight it is

to the radius of the beam

arc.

 STEP 1: Add a Crank - Slider Mechanism

See Tutorial 2, Step 3.

Make the Slider  vertical.

Apply the Motion-Dimension FB  to the Crank

Make sure the Connecting Rod  is longer than the Crank

Step 1 is complete.
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We need a Part for the Flywheel. Before this Patent, the Flywheel

was attached to the Crank.

In this new Engine, the Flywheel is not the Crank. It is a different

rotating Part that is centreed at the centre of the Crank.

 STEP 2: Add a Part

Step 2 is complete.

We join the Part Flywheel) to the

centre of the Crank with a Pin-

Joint.

When you add the Pin-Joint, you

must select the Point  at the end

of the new Part, obviously, and

then the Point that is a child to the

centre of the Crank - not the Base-

Part.

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint

Step 3 is complete.

We have joined the New Part with a Pin-Joint to the Crank.

 STEP 4: Add a Gear-Pair

Select, in order:

4.a.  The connecting Rod as the kinematically-defined Part

4.b.The new Part

4.c. The Crank

4.d. The Dimension that defines the length of the Crank

Step 4 is complete

 STEP 5: Cycle

The Flywheel  rotates at twice the speed of the Crank .
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Straight Line Mechanism for Engines 1: Cartwright's Geared Engine

 STEP 1: Add a Simple Gear-Pair - Option 1

The Line-of-centres is horizontal.

The Gears have the same number-of-teeth

Step 1 is complete.

 STEP 2: Edit Gear 2 to add a Line  

 STEP 3: Edit the Angle of the Line in the Part so it

counter-rotates the CAD-Line of the input

Part

 STEP 4: Edit the Length of the Line so it is the same

Length of the Gear 1 Part.

The Line is in the –X Axis direction to the CAD-Line of the

Part in Gear 2.

Step 4 is complete.

 STEP 5: Add a vertical Line in the Base-Part

 STEP 6: Constrain it to the Midpoint of the Line-of-

centres

 STEP 7: Add a Part and Slide-Joint

 STEP 8: Add a Line so it is Horizontal  relative to

the Base-Part (but vertical in the Part)

It is best to add the Line  mid-way along the CAD-Line of

the new Part

Step 8 is complete.

 STEP 9: Add a Part , approximately 2.5 times

longer than the Gear 1 Part, with Pin-Joints,

between Gear 1 and the Line in the Sliding-

Part.

Step 9 is complete.

We would want to add a Part that mirrors Part , between

Points

However, the kinematic-chain is fully defined. MechDesigner
will not let you add one more Part to this kinematic-chain.

In reality, the mechanism would be constrained too much.

However, backlash, play, in the bearings and gears let the

machine work.

When a Kinematic-chain is Green, it is a kinematically-defined

chain, and we cannot add one Part to it. We must add two

Parts. That is, a Dyad.
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 STEP 10: Add a Dyad with Points   

I have chosen to add an RRP Dyad.

In the image, the Joints are:

R = 

R = 

P = 

The kinematic-chain can now cycle. The Slider in the

new RRP does not move, but it is still needed to

make the kinematic-chain. THIS IS NOT A CHEAT -

IT IS A KINEMATIC REQUIREMENT. You must design

the Mechanism like this or add backlash to a joint.
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6.24Tutorial 15: Indexing-Chain - Pattern Example

Pattern Element

The Objective

Use the skills you have learnt in the other tutorials.

Learn how to model a belt and chain with 'Piggyback Sliders'

Note: This tutorial was prepared before the Motion-Path FB became available. Now we would

use the Motion-Path FB to prepare the path of the chain rather than use Piggyback Sliders.

However, the Piggyback Slider modelling technique is always important to understand.

Introduce the Pattern tool.

Learn how to model links on an indexing chain with the Patterning tool.

This Tutorial:

1. Models the path of a point on a belt that moves at constant velocity - the belt is 1200mm

long. 

2. Models a 'Long Link' on the belt, so it becomes equivalent to a long Chain-Link - each

chain-link is 100mm long, giving 12 chain-links.

3. Adds a Solid to represent the Chain-Link and Tooling.

4. Makes copies the Solid with the Pattern Tool.

5. Re-models the belt to have an 'index motion'.

  Belt : Motion, Patterns

Step 15.1: Add a Piggyback Slider Configuration

Step 15.2: Design the Motion for a Belt

Step 15.3: Duplicate Piggyback Sliders

Step 15.4: Add a Chain-Link

Step 15.5: Design or Import a Solid

Step 15.6: Pattern the Solid

Step 15.7: Index the Belt

Step 15.6: Video of Pattern

Double-click to watch Video Clip


Pattern-BeltIndexing.mp4
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Step 15.1: Piggyback Sliders

Piggyback Sliders to model the Path of a Point on the Belt

We must model the motion of a point on the path of a Belt.

To do this, we design two motions for the Point: its X-axis and Y-axis motion components.

We give the each motion to a different Slider. We configure the two sliders as 'Piggyback

Sliders'. 

When we cycle, the Y-axis Slider moves in the Y-axis direction. The Y-axis Slider is being

carried by the X-axis Slider. Thus, the Point also move in the X-axis direction. 

If we design the motions correctly, the Point on the Y-axis Slider has the same motion as a

Point on a Belt.

In this Tutorial Step, we add a set of Piggyback Sliders. We call the two Sliders a Slider Set.

We design the two motions for Slider-X and Slider-Y in Tutorial Step 15.2.

Note - From Release 11+, it is easier to use a sketch-loop and Motion-Path FB. See Also: Tutorial

11.

However, we should learn how we go about the model the piggyback sliders, as it is an

important modelling method.

About Piggyback Sliders

What is a Piggyback? I am not sure if it is only an English term. 

When someone is off the ground and on the back of a standing person, and their hands are

around the standing person's neck (to hold on, not to strangle!) and their legs are on each

side of the standing person with their legs held up by the standing person's arms, then the

person that is off the ground is being given a 'Piggyback'.

The motion of the person on the back is a combination of their own motion and the motion

of the person on the ground.

Why Piggyback Sliders?

We can design a motion for a Point to move along the X direction and a different motion to

move along the Y direction, 

The total motion give the motion of a Point and Plane that moves (translates ) in the XY

Plane.

The total motion of the Slider that is supported = Motion Slider 1 + Motion Slider 2.

Why not Piggyback Rockers?

Yes we can have Piggy-Back Rockers also - this is exactly like a SCARA robot - see below. 

However, it is almost impossible to predict exactly what the motion of the Point at the end of

the second Rocker will be if we give the motions, in angle [degrees], to the Rockers only.

(Note: we can still design a motion for the XY Plane for a SCARA robot in MechDesigner. In

fact we use Piggyback Sliders, as a simple trick.)

New thoughts from the author since writing the above Piggyback Sliders Configuration. 

We add a Slider to the Base-Part that moves along the Y-axis of the Base-Part. (Slider-Y).

Add Slider-X to Slider-Y in the -Y-axis direction of the Slider-Y (in the horizontal direction of the Base-

Part).
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A Point in Slider-X with coordinates (x,y) has coordinates (X+x, Y+y) in the Base-Part.

How do we add Piggyback Sliders? Short Version.

We add the Piggyback Sliders as follows:

Add a Slider to move parallel to the X-axis of the Base-Part. We name it Slider-X

Edit Slider X to add vertical Line, usually along Y-axis of Slider X.

Add another Slider to the new Line in Slider-X to move along Y-axis of Slider-X. We name

it Slider-Y. 

A Point, called Point-XY, is a child to the Slider-Y.

The movement of the Piggyback Sliders and the Point XY, is as follows:

If only Slider-X moves, then Point-XY moves along the X-axis of the Mechanism-Plane,

(or the Part Plane of the Part to which we join Slider-X).

If only Slider-Y moves, then Point-XY moves along the Y-axis of the Mechanism-Plane,

(or the Part Plane of the Part to which we join Slider-X).

If Slider-X and Slider-Y move, then Point-XY moves with the combined movement in the

Mechanism-Plane (or the Part Plane of the Part to which we join Slider-X).

Add Piggyback Sliders - Long Version

Add the X-Slider

The X-Slider will move in the X-Direction. It is the horizontal motion of the point on the belt.

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part; Add a Horizontal Line; Close
the Part-Editor

To add the Line, drag from Left-to-Right. The positive
direction of the Line will agree with the positive X-axis of the
Base-Part.

 STEP 2: Add a Part.

Drag from Left-to-Right to add the Part. Add the Part
adjacent to the Line. The positive direction of the Part agrees
with the positive X-axis of the Base-Part.

 STEP 3: Add a Slide-Joint between the Part and the Line
added to the Base-Part

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Dimension FB  to identify the
Part as X-Slider

The positive direction of the X-Slider and Motion-Dimension
is to the right. Edit the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension 

Edit the X-Slider, Add a Vertical Line

 STEP 1: Edit the X-Slider Part

Edit the Length of the CAD-Line to 100mm - my habit.

 STEP 2: Add a Line

Drag from Bottom-to-Top to add the Line. The positive
direction of the Line agrees with the positive Y-axis of the X-
Slider Part.

 STEP 3: Add a Vertical Constraint to the Line

 STEP 4: Dimension and add Constraints to give the
length and be coincident with the Y-axis

The length of the Line is 50. The Origin of the Line is
Coincident, not merged, with the Origin of the X-Slider.
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 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor

Add the Y-Slider

The Y-Slider will move in the Y-Direction. It is the vertical motion component of the point on the

belt.

 STEP 1: Add a Part

Drag from Bottom-to-Top to add the Part. The positive
direction of the Part agrees with the positive Y-axis of the X-
Slider Part.

 STEP 2: Add a Slide-Joint between the Part and the
vertical Line in the X-Slider

 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB  to identify the
Part as Y-Slider

The positive direction of the Y-Slider and Motion-Dimension
is to the Top. 

The Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension is 100.

You can specify the Base-Values . Edit the Base-Values to
offset the 'belt' in the horizontal and vertical directions.
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Step 15.2: Design the Motion for the Belt

We need to design the motions a Point on a Chain as it moves around two Pulleys.

The Point moves in an arc as it moves around a pulley.

The Point moves in a straight line as it moves between the pulleys.

Design decisions we have made for the Belt:

The belt has twelve (12) pockets

Each pocket and tool has a pitch of 100mm

Thus, the belt is exactly 12 x 100mm = 1200mm long.

Each Pulley has five teeth.

Hence: 

o Circumference of each Pulley = 500mm, Radius = 500/2π = 79.577mm

o Distance between Pulleys = (1200 – 500)/2 = 350mm

Note: All of the calculations we do in this step can be done much more easily with a:

a sketch to define the path of the Belt,

A Motion-Path FB will add a Motion-Point to the belt sketch, 

a motion can be defined for the Motion-Point. at the input-connector to the Motion-

Path FB.

However, the information below helps us understand the how to edit the Sinusoid Segment.

Motion Design Preparation and Calculations for the Piggyback Sliders

Background Information: How to model the motion of a Belt and Pulley

The pulleys have equal diameters and their shafts are horizontal with each other. The Pulleys

rotate clockwise. 

As with motion design, we must find:

1. The Number of segments 

2. The Segment Width of each Segment

3. The Segment Types

4. The Segment Parameters and the Blend-Point motion-values for each segment.

We must find these for the X and Y Slider Motions of the Piggyback Sliders.

MOTION DESIGN PREPARATION

Belt & Pulley Schematic

STEP 1: Number of Segments

The number of segments is equal to the number of arc and

straight sections of the Belt path.

In the image to the left, you can see there are four

segments  . 

The Number of Segments is the same for the:

X and Y-axis Slider motions
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Motion for the X-Axis Slider

STEP 2: Segment Width

We will specify that the belt moves at constant velocity. The

duration of the motion is 360º.

Then the duration of each segment is proportional to the

length of the belt along each straight and arc of the belt

path.

Each Segment Width = (Linear Length of Segment /

Length of Belt) *360.

Each Segment Width  = (Number of tool pitches in an

arc or straight / Total number of tool pitches along the

belt ) *360

Segment Width of Segment  &  = (2.5/12)=75º

Segment Width of Segment  & = (3.5/12)=105º

STEP 3: Segment Type

There are two Segment Types: 

 :  Sinusoid

 : Constant Velocity

 : Sinusoid

 : Constant Velocity

Motion for the Y-Axis Slider

STEP 4: Segment Parameters

Segments  & 

The Sinusoid Segment Type has three Parameters: 

Amplitude, Phase, and Number-of-Cycles. 

Amplitude - The Peak of the Sinusoid 

Amplitude = Peak Value of the Sine Wave.

Amplitude = Radius of Pulley 

Amplitude for Segments  &  = 79.577mm

The Amplitude is the same for the X and Y-axis Slider
motion.

No-of-Cycles :  Number of Sine Waves [No = Number]

One Cycle = One Sine Wave

One Sine Wave = One Full Rotation around a Pulley

Therefore, No-of-Cycles for Segments  &  =

180º/360º = 0.5

Phase - The angle, in degrees, at which the Sinusoid Segment
starts.

See Below How to Find the Phase Parameter for

Sinusoid Segments

The Phase is different for:

Segment   &  

The X and Y motions

Segments  & 
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If you enter the correct parameters for the Sinusoid Segments, then MotionDesigner

calculates the Position and the Velocity that will match the belt velocity.

You can then select the 'Match' Control Button in the Position and Velocity Controls.

Top-Tip: To Design the Belt Motion for the Y-axis after the X-axis (or vice versa)

1. Prepare the Motion for the X-axis (or Y-axis): Segment Widths and Segment Types

2. Enter the Segment Parameters and the Blend-Point motion-values

3. Save the Active Motion as 'X-axis Motion'

4. Use the 'Reopen and Append' option to reopen the 'X-axis Motion'.

The new motion in the new motion tab is identical to the 'X-axis Motion'.

5. Rename it to 'Y-axis Motion'

You only need to edit one parameter - the Phase of each Sinusoid Segment - to design the Y-axis motion.

How to Find the Phase Parameter for the Sinusoid Segments

We need to find and enter the Phase Parameter four times. We have two motions, each with

two sinusoid segments:

1. X-axis motion, Segment   

2. Y-axis motion, Segment   

3. X-axis motion, Segment   

4. Y-axis motion, Segment   

To find the phase for each, it is best to draw a sketch to visualize the motion - position and

velocity - of the point on a belt as it starts, then moves around each pulley and arc, and

finally exits the pulley to move along a straight section of the belt path.

Remember, we have already entered the Amplitude and the Number of Cycles parameters.

Segment  - Right-hand Pulley

X-axis motion-values 

Position: A : X= 0mm, B : X increases to 79.577mm

(peak X value), C : decreases to 0mm.

Velocity: A : V
x
 = Max in + X direction, B : V

x
 = 0mm/

s, C : V
x
 = Max in – X direction

Y Values:

Position: A : Y= 79.577mm (peak X value), B : Y

decreases to 0mm, C : decreases to -79.577mm.

Velocity: A : V
y
 = 0mm/s, B : V

y
 = Max in – Y direction

, C : V
y
 = 0mm/s

X-axis Phase: Segment   

You can see that the part of the sine-wave from 0º

to 180º agrees with the motion of the point in the

X-axis direction as it moves around the right-hand

pulley, from A to C

Therefore, the Phase of the X-axis Motion for the first

Sinusoid Segment = 0
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Sinusoid Segment Parameters: Segment 1, X-Axis Slider Motion

Y-axis Phase: Segment   

You can see that the part of the sine-wave from 90º

to 270º  agrees with the motion of the point in the

Y-axis direction as it moves around the right-hand

pulley from A to C

Therefore, the Phase of the Y-axis Motion for the

Sinusoid Segment = 90

Sinusoid Segment Parameters: Segment 1, Y-Axis Slider Motion

Segment  - Left-hand Pulley

X Values:

Position: A : X= 0mm; B : X decreases to -79.577mm

(peak X value); C : increases to 0mm.

Velocity: A : V
x
 = Max in -X direction, B : V

x
 = 0mm/s,

C : V
x
 = Max in +X direction

Y Values:

Position: A : Y= -79.577mm; B : Y increases to 0mm; C

: increases to 79.577mm.

Velocity: A : V
y
 = 0mm/s; B : V

y
 = Max in +Y

direction; C : V
y
 = 0mm/s

X-axis Phase:

You can see that the part of the sine-wave from

180º to 360º agrees with the motion of the point as

it moves around the left-hand pulley.

Therefore, the Phase of the X-axis Motion for the

Sinusoid Segment = 180

Y-axis Phase:

You can see that the part of the sine-wave from

270º to 90º (360+90) agrees with the motion of the

point as it moves around the left-hand pulley.

Therefore, the Phase of the Y-axis Motion for the

Sinusoid Segment  = 270
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Complete the Model in MechDesigner

 STEP 1: Add two Motion FBs and one Linear-

Motion FB to the graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Edit a Motion FB and select the X motion in

the drop-down box

 STEP 3: Edit the other Motion FB and select the Y

motion in the drop-down box

 STEP 4: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to both

Motion FBs

 STEP 5: Connect the Motion FB linked to the X

Motion to the Horizontal, X-Slider

 STEP 6: Connect the Motion FB linked to the Y

motion to the Vertical, Y-Slider

 STEP 7: Add a Trace-Point  to a Point on the Y-

Slider

 STEP 8: Cycle the Kinematic-chain

The Trace-Point  shows the path of the Belt.

This is the Kinematics-Tree for the Piggyback Sliders.

Notice that there is:

One kinematic-chain

Two Sliders
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Step 15.3 New Slider Set - Different Phase

Slider-Set 2

We will join the tool to the Belt at two separate 'anchor' Points, like Pins on a Chain.

In this Step, we use a new set of Piggyback Sliders to give the second 'anchor' point.

This Piggyback Slider Set is the same as the first set, but it runs before[ahead of, sooner than] the

Master-Machine-Angle by 30º.

This means we can have 12 Tools along the length of the Belt. (360/30 = 12)

There is far less to model that the first Piggyback Sliders. We can:

Reuse the horizontal Line in the Base-Part.

Reuse the X and Y motions for the Sliders.

NOTE: Remember - you can use the Motion-Path tool to add as many Motion-Points along the

Motion-Path as you like. However, we do not have a Motion-Path in this Tutorial.

See Tutorial 16: Motion-Path FB and Blend-Curves

Add Piggyback Sliders - Slider Set 2

Add the new Sliders:

We give names: X-Slider1 and Y-Slider1 to the Sliders we added in Step 15.1. Here we will add

two new Sliders, We will rename them to X-Slider2 and Y-Slider2.

 STEP 1: Add Sliding-Part, to the same Line as 'X-Slider1'

 STEP 2: Edit the new Sliding-Part, Add a Vertical Line.
Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 3: Add a Sliding-Part to the vertical Line

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Sliding-Part
that moves along the horizontal Line - rename it
to X-Slider2

Tip: When you select the Slide-Joint as the first element for the

Motion-Dimension FB, it not easy to identify the 'narrow rectangles'

on the Line in the Base-Part as they are identical. It is easier to

identify and select the 'wide rectangle ' on the moving Part.

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Sliding-Part
that moves along the vertical Line - rename it to
Y-Slider2

 STEP 6: Edit the Base-Value of the new Motion-
Dimension FBs to the same as the First set of
Piggyback Sliders

Tip: Use Step forward a number of times to move the first Slider-

Set along the Belt path.

Add the Function-Blocks
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 STEP 1: Add two Motion FBs

 STEP 2: Edit the Motion FBs: Link one to 'X' motion, and
the other to 'Y' motion - see Step 15.1

 STEP 3: Rename the Motion FBs correspondingly to X2
 and Y2

 STEP 4: Add a Gearing FB

 STEP 5: Edit the Gearing FB . Edit the 'After Gear Ratio'
parameter to 30

 STEP 6: Connect the existing Linear-Motion FB  to the
Gearing FB

 STEP 7: Connect the Gearing FB to the two Motion FBs

 STEP 8: Connect the Motion FB called Y2  to Y-Slider2

 STEP 9: Connect the Motion FB called X2  to X-Slider2

The two Motion FBs at the bottom of the image  are connected to

the existing X-Slider and Y-Slider.

When you cycle the mechanism, Slider2 set is ahead of

Slider1 set by 30º of the MMA.

There are two sets of Sliders: Slider-Set 1 and Slider-Set 2. 

Each Slider Set can trace out the path of the Belt. See Add

menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Point-Trace
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Step 15.4: Add a Chain-Link RPR Dyad

We must be able to put a Link

We add an RPR Dyad between a Point on Slider-Set 1 and a Point on Slider-Set 2.

As always, a Dyad has two Parts and three Joints. 

Add a new Part and join it with a Pin-Joint(R) to a Point on Y-Slider of Slider-Set 1

Add a new Part and join it with a Pin-Joint(R) to a Point on Y-Slider of Slider-Set 2

Join the two new Parts together with a Slide-Joint(P).

The two Parts and three Joints make the RPR Dyad.

We use the Part that is joined to Slider-Set 1 as the 'Tool-Part'. We can add a 'Solid' to this Part.

Add a Dyad to the Slider Sets

Add the Dyad to represent the Chain-Link

Remember, Dyads always have two Parts and three Joints.

Add an RPR Dyad between Slider-Set 1 and Slider-Set 2

Top-Tip: Temporarily hide the Motion-Dimension FBs. See 

Display Filers: Hide Dimensions

 STEP 1: Add a Part  

 STEP 2: Rename Part  to 'Tool-Part'.

 STEP 3: Add a Pin-Joint  between the Part  and
the start-Point of Y-Slider1

 STEP 4: Add a Part

 STEP 5: Add a Pin-Joint  between the Part and the
start-Point of Y-Slider2

The Two Parts and two Pin-Joints are the R Joints in the
 R – P – R dyad

We need a 'P' Joint to complete the dyad. P is a
Prismatic-Joint.

Confusingly, we call a Prismatic-Joint a Slide-Joint.

 STEP 1: Add a Slide-Joint  between the CAD-Line in
Part  and the CAD-Line in Part

The Slide-Joint completes the RPR Dyad

The Part-Outlines become green.

When you cycle the machine, you will see the Dyad
moves with the Slider-Sets1 and 2.

To show the length variation between the Pin-Joints:

 STEP 2: Add a Measurement FB  between the Pin-
Joints

The length variation between the Pin-Joints is from
100mm to 93.55mm.
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Step 15.5: Add a Solid to Chain-Link

Add a Solid to the Tool-Part. 

We add a Solid to a Part. We can then use the Pattern tool to make copies of the Solid..

We will add the Solid to the 'Tool-Part' that is one Part in the RPR Dyad. We renamed in Step

15.4 one of the Parts in the RPR dyad to 'Tool-Part'.

There are two methods to add a Solid to a Part. You can do the two methods to each Part.

Use the Part-Editor to add a sketch-loop to give the shape of a Tool, then add a Profile/

Extrusion element that becomes the Solid.

Edit a CAD-Line to import a part or assembly document from SOLIDWORKS®.

You can also:

Import a DXF File; then convert DXF Lines or Circles to MechDesigner sketch-elements and

sketch-loop; and a Profile/Extrusion to the sketch-loop. 

Edit a CAD-Line to import an STL file from other CAD.

Use the two methods to add Solids to a Part

Add a Sketch-Loop, Profile and Extrusion, and Holes

We will add a sketch-loop to Part  in the RPR dyad

that we joined to the Slider-Set 1.

The sketch-loop will become the 'Tool'. In this case,

the tool is a 'tool-holder'.

The distance between the two Pin-Joints in the

Dyad, identified by dimension , changes as the

Slider-Sets move around the arcs at each end of the

Belt.

The distance changes:

from 100mm when the Part  is along the

straight of the Belt

to a minimum of 93.55mm when Part

 moves along the arc/pulley of the Belt.

Thus, we must add a short 'slot' to the Part.

The images shows the sketch for the tool-holder.

There is a short slot   - [not easy to see in the

sketch].
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Now the shape of the Solid Extrusion is complete:

There is:

one Profile

three holes:

o the hole for the Pin 

o the hole for the Slot 

o the hole for the Tool-holder 

Here, I have added:

a Profile and Extrusion  to give the shape of

the tool-holder

a Hole through the Tool-holder

You must pass a hole through each extrusion,

unlike more sophisticated CAD.

Import a Solid from CAD

Parts from SOLIDWORKS® can have much more design detail.

You can also import Assemblies or many Parts. Use a different CAD-Line for each Part or

Assembly. You can add new CAD-Lines to the same Part.

1. Open SOLIDWORKS; and design a chain link 

- or -

1. Open SOLIDWORKS, Open Link100 from the

'Examples' folder in your account. 

2. Save the SOLIDWORKS Part, if necessary

3. In MechDesigner, edit the CAD-Link of the

Part that is in the Dyad, attached with a Pin-

Joint to the Y-Slider of Slider-Set 1.

4. Use the CAD-Line dialog-box, Solids tab, to

import the Part from SOLIDWORKS.

We can also add a Sprocket and a Pin to drive the

links along the Path.

1. Add a Rotating Part (Crank) at both ends of

the Path, at the centre of the Arcs. 

2. Edit the CAD-Lines in the Rotating Parts, to

import the Sprockets from SOLIDWORKS with

the CAD-Line dialog-box

3. Import a Drive-Pin. You can add a new CAD-

Line, if necessary.

The image shows the three Parts on three different

CAD-Lines

The Chain-Link and Tool-holder
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The Sprocket

The Pin
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Step 15.6: Pattern the Chain-Link

Pattern Tool in the Modelling-FB Toolbar

Use the the Pattern FB to make multiple copies of a Solid in space and time.

The Pattern tool is very powerful. You should experiment with it!

You can use the Pattern element in one of two ways:

Space Pattern

- or -

Phase Pattern

In this Step, we use a 'Phase Pattern' to model multiple copies of Solids moving along a path. 

We use a Pattern FB to show multiple copies of a Solid, with each copy moving along the same

path and motion as that of the 'source' Solid.

Step 15.6: Video of Pattern

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Add and Edit the Pattern FB: 

Add the Pattern Element to the Assembly Tree

1. Click Modelling-FB toolbar > Add Pattern

Tool

2. Click the graphic area

MechDesigner adds the Pattern Element to the

Assembly-Tree.

Edit the Pattern Element

1. Right-click the Pattern Element in the

Assembly-Tree. 

2. Select 'Edit...' in the contextual menu.

The Pattern Element dialog-box opens.


PatternElement-Phase.mp4
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The Pattern Element

Before you enable the Pattern

element, set the Auto-Update tool

to 'Do not Auto-Update'.

The pattern element uses a lot of

CPU. This slows selection

processes.

Double-click the Pattern Element

in the Assembly-Tree.

1. Select the Enable check box . 

2. Select the Phase Pattern radio

button .

Phase Patterns apply to multiple copies of
the same Solid for the 'Path' that the Solid
follows in a machine cycle.

Reminder. Solids are:

Extrusions

and

Files imported from SOLIDWORKS,

or other CAD, onto a CAD-Line.

3. Select Extrusions and those

CAD-Lines onto which you

have imported a SOLIDWORKS

file. 

The Extrusions and CAD-Lines show in

the Pattern Elements box

4. Use the Spin-box or your

keyboard to enter the number

of copies along the Path   

Enter 12 Copies.
This is because the Slider-Set 2 leads
Slider-Set 1 by 30º.  To fill the chain with
links, we will need 12 copies. (360/30 = 12)
Each copy, and its phase, shows in the box

 below.

5. Click the 'Hide the Source

Element' check-box

(recommended) 

6. Make the Pattern Range =

360º.  

We enter 360º because we want to show

each Solid along the Path during a 
complete machine cycle.
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Step 15.7: Index the Belt

Background: 

The Belt, currently, moves with constant velocity. 

An Indexing Belt is one where, in one machine cycle:

1. There is an Index Period: The belt moves to a new position, or a number of pockets,

during part of the machine cycle. 

2. There is a Dwell Period: The belt stops at the position, for the remainder of the machine

cycle.

We must change the motion-values that we give to the kinematic-chains.

We connect new Function-Blocks to the input-connector of the Motion-Dimension FB to give a

different motion to the Belt.

Function-Blocks for a Constant Velocity Belt

Schematic of FBs of one Slider

Set for belt moving at constant

velocity.

Schematic of the Function-Blocks for a Constant-Velocity Belt

The image to the left is a schematic of how to connect

the Function-Blocks to model the Path of the Constant

Velocity Belt.

The MMA motion value is the independent variable at

the input of the separate X & Y Motion FBs. 

For each motion value at the input of a Motion FB, there

is a specified motion value at the output. 

It does not matter how fast or slow the input changes

(to change the speed of the Belt), the motion value at

each output-connector is the same for each motion-

value at a input-connector.

The MMA increases continuously from 0 to 360, and

again and again.

The X & Y Motions were specified to give a constant

velocity Belt. See Design the Motion for the Belt.  

Function-Blocks for an Indexing Belt 

Schematic of one Slider Set for belt

moving at constant velocity.

Schematic of the Function-Blocks for an Indexing Belt

We want the belt to index along the path, and stop at

fixed positions during the dwell.

To do this, replace the motion that is given to the input-

connectors of the Motion FBs

We replace the steady motion, provided by the

MMA...

...with an Indexing Motion linked to a Motion FB

Note: the MMA must still be at the input-connector

to the Indexing Motion FB
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This is an example 'Indexing Motion'.

Segment 1: Output increases to 360º, as the input

changes from 0º to 180º, the output motion indexes

[increases] to 360, also. 

Segment 2: Output is a Dwell, as the input changes

from 180º to 360º

The image shows the position and acceleration graphs.

Question: Spot the problem? 

Answer: The output from the indexing motion changes

from 0 – 360º during a machine cycle.

Thus the belt and pocket moves all the way around

from the start position back to the start position again. 

It does this in one machine cycle [0 – 360 of the MMA].

We need to do two things:

Index the Belt 12 times, not one time, all within

one machine cycle [0 – 360 of the MMA].

- and -

Index the Belt 30º, not 360. This is one pocket,

not 12 Pockets, each index.

Index the Belt 12 times...

To do the indexing motion twelve times in one machine

cycle [0 – 360 of the MMA], connect a Gearing FB  to

the input to the Indexing Motion. Edit the Gearing Ratio

parameter to 12.

Add a Gearing FB  . Edit it, and enter 12 as the

Gearing Ratio parameter.

Now, the motion-values at the output from the Gearing

FB, and thus also the input to the Motion FB, are from 0

to 4320º each time the MMA changes from 0 to 360.

Index the Belt 30º...

To index the Belt 30º, edit the Motion in 

MotionDesigner.

Now, the Motion Design is:

Segment 1: Move 30º , as the input changes from 0º

to 180º 

Segment 2: Dwell at 30º, as the input changes from

180º to 360º.

It does a total of 12 indexes, in one machine cycle

[MMA], because the input to the Motion FB changes

from 0 to 4320.
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The Graph to the left shows the output from the Motion

FB as a function of its input, which is now 0 – 4320º

Question: Spot the Problem? 

Answer: The output from the Motion FB resets to 0

after each index motion. It does this 12 times.

Luckily, we have a check box in the Motion FB dialog-

box.

1. Edit the Motion FB again 

and

2. Select the 'Accumulate Output' radio button.

This graph shows: 

Y-axis: output from the Motion FB - range of 

360º.

X-axis: input to the Motion FB [or the output

from the Gearing FB] - range of 4320º.

The output from the Motion FB increases from 0 – 30º

for the first 180º of the MMA, and stays at 30º between

180 – 360º.

Then it increases to 60º for the next index. 

There are 12 indexes in one cycle of the MMA. Each

index increases the position of the output by 30º.

This is the motion that we want for the pocket and

chain-link

The pocket and chain-link will move 12 times, in one

cycle of the MMA.
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6.25Tutorial 16: Motion-Path FB and Blend-Curves

Motion-Path and Blend-Curve

The Objective

Add and edit a Blend-Curve

Add and edit a Motion-Path FB

Learn about motion continuity and curvature continuity

Apply the Motion-Path FB and Blend-Curve to the Pick & Place motion of a two degrees-

of-freedom SCARA type robot.

Motion Properties of a Point that moves on the XY-Plane [Mechanism-

Plane].

If we make a Point move with a general motion on the Mechanism-Plane, we can think of its:

A. Path on the Plane 

B. Motion magnitude [velocity and acceleration] along the path

In MechDesigner, to define the motion of a Point on the Mechanism-Plane, you can use:

Piggyback Sliders : where we give a motion to each slider so that the Slider that is 'on the

back' of the other gives the path and the motion.

Motion-Path FB : where we pre-define a sketch-path and give the motion of a Point along

the Path.

Some design problems are easier to do with Piggyback Sliders and others with a Motion-Path

FB. 

Summary of Procedures: 'Piggyback Sliders' and 'Motion-Path FB'

Piggyback Sliders

1. Use MotionDesigner to design two separate motions for the X–axis and Y–axis. 

2. Add the 'X–Slider'. Make this move in the X–axis direction of the model.

3. Add the 'Y–Slider'. Add this to the Y–axis of the 'X–Slider' so that its Y–axis direction of

the model.

Note: The Slider directions are usually in the X–axis and Y–axis directions. However, this is not

necessary. Put the direction of each slider to suit your design requirements.

Motion Properties:

A. The shape of the Path is a combination of the separate motions in the X–axis and Y–

axis directions.

To show the path, add a Trace-Point to a Point on the Y–Slider - the slider being given

a piggyback.

B. The magnitude along the path is a combination of the X–axis and Y–axis motions.

The motions in the X–axis and Y–axis are known directly from the motions given to

the Sliders, as designed in MotionDesigner.

You can measure the Magnitude, X–axis and Y–axis motions with a Point-Data FB.
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Motion-Path FB

1. Define the shape of a path, explicitly, with sketch-elements. 

2. Add a Motion-Point to the path, with the Motion-Path FB.

3. Add a motion and Motion FB to design the motion along the path for the Motion-

Point.

Motion Properties:

A. The Shape is given by the shape of the sketch. 

B. The motion magnitude along the path is the given by the Motion and the shape of the

sketch.

The motion in the X–axis and Y–axis directions are a combination of the shape and

motion.

You can measure the Magnitude, X–axis and Y–axis motions with a Point-Data FB.

  Use the Blend-Curve and the Motion-Path FB

About the Motion-Path and Blend-Curve 

Motion-Path FB - Basic

Blend-Curve and Motion-Path FB - Basic

Comparison of XY Piggyback Sliders and Blend-Curve
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Step 16.1: About the Blend-Curve & Motion-Path FB

Compare a Motion-Part to a Motion-Point

A Motion-Part and a Motion-Point are similar elements:

Motion-Part, is a Part, whose motion is constrained by a joint, whose position is identified

by its Motion Dimension, and whose motion is defined by the input to the Motion-Dimension

FB.

Motion-Point, is a Point, whose motion is constrained by a sketch, whose position is

identified by its Motion-Point Dimension, and whose motion is defined by the input to the

Motion-Path FB.

Motion-Path FB & Motion-Point: 

'Add Motion-Path FB' does three things:

1. Adds a Motion-Point  to a sketch-element [or

sketch-path] 

2. Adds a Motion-Path FB  to the graphic-area

3. Adds a dimension to the Motion-Point FB  to

indicate how far the Motion-Point is from the

start-Point of the sketch-element you select

when you add the Motion-Path FB.

Note: 

To see the Motion-Point Dimension  you must 

1. Edit the Motion-Path FB, and 

2. Click the Displacement option in the 'Point List

and Data Display separator of the Motion-Path

FB dialog.

The displacement of the Motion-Point along the

sketch-path shows above the Motion-Path FB.

Motion-Point: is a Point constrained by a sketch-path.

Its position from the start-Point of a sketch-path is a total

of those values given by:

Motion-values at the input-connector of the

Motion-Path FB 

Base-Value, as entered in the Point Parameters

separator Motion-Path FB dialog-box.

Motion-Dimension FB & Motion-Part.
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'Add Motion-Dimension FB' does three things:

1. Specifies the position of a sketch-element [Line

or Point] in a Motion-Part  relative to another

sketch-element [Line or Point] in another Part 

2. Adds a Motion-Dimension FB  to the graphic-

area.

3. Adds a Motion Dimension  between the

sketch-elements in the two Parts.

Motion-Part: is a Part constrained by a joint. Its position

from a sketch-element in a different Part, is total of those

values given by:

Motion-values at the input-connector of the

Motion-Path FB.

Base-Value as entered in the Motion-Dimension

FB dialog-box.

Why we need a Blend-Curve

About the Blend-Curve

A Blend-Curve is a sketch-element.  A Blend-Point

has a start-Point and an end-Point. 

You can use the Blend-Curve dialog-box to specify,

at its start-Point and its end-Point, its:

Angle

Curvature 

Rate-of-Change of Curvature

You can also specify a 'normalisation' parameter we

call Velocity-Scaling. This controls the overall length

and shape of the Blend-Curve.

Why we need a Blend-Curve

Question: Why do we have a Blend-Curve Element? Answer: To eliminate a curvature-

discontinuity.

When a Motion-Point moves from an Arc to a Line [and vice versa], or from an Arc to

another Arc with a different radii, it will experience an curvature-discontinuity. If you join

a mechanical element to the Motion-Point, the curvature-discontinuity will give rise to

vibrations.

To reduce mechanical vibrations, you must eliminate the curvature-discontinuity. 

The Blend-Curve element can eliminate the curvature-discontinuity.
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Step 16.2: Motion-Path FB And Ram-R

Motion-Path: Ram-R and Ram-P

This is one example of how we use a Motion-Path FB. We can use the Motion-Path FB to build

two new Dyads:

Ram-R

Ram-P

An application is to model the opening and closing of an engine valve. We can use the Ram-

R dyad to control the distance between the centre of the rotating cam and the centre of the

roller.

Ram-R Dyad

Preparation

 STEP 1:  Edit the Base-Part to add a horizontal Line.

Make it 150mm long 

 STEP 2: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 3:  Add two Parts

 STEP 4: Make the left-hand Part 120mm long and the

right-hand Part 140mm long.

 STEP 5:  Add Pin-Joints between the Origin of each

Part and a Point at each end of the Line in the

Base-Part.

Step 5 is complete.

Add A Motion-Path FB

 STEP 6: Click Add Motion-Path FB in the Kinematics-FB

Toolbar

You must select a sketch-path [in this case, the CAD-Line].

 STEP 7: Click the CAD-Line of the left-hand Part.

 STEP 8: Click OK in the Command-Manager.

MechDesigner adds the Motion-Path FB . The Motion-

Point  is at the start-Point of the CAD-Line. 

Note: 

You can show a Dimension between the start and active

position of the Motion-Point, in mm or in degrees. The

'mm' dimension is the actual distance moved from its

start positon. The 'degrees' dimension is normalized

from 0 to 360º. 360 is complete length of the sketch-

path.

See Motion-Point FB > Point List and Data Display

separator
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Move the Motion-Point

 STEP 9: Add a Motion FB and a Linear-Motion FB to

the graphic-area.

 STEP 10: Double-click the Motion FB to open the Motion

FB dialog-box

 STEP 11: In the Motion FB dialog-box, make the Output

Data-Type to Linear, then close the dialog

box.

 STEP 12: Connect wires between the FBs in the usual way

Step 12 is Complete

When you connect a wire motion from a Motion FB to a

Motion-Path FB, you MUST edit the Output Data Type in

the Motion FB dialog-box to Linear or Rotary. In this

case, make it Linear.

Add a Pin-Joint

When you add a Motion-Path FB, the Motion-Point is at the

start-Point of the sketch-element you select

In this case, it is necessary to move the Motion-Point from

the start-Point of the CAD-Line.

 STEP 13: Click Cycle - or step the cycle with the 'F' key.

Wait until the Motion-Point moves a short distance

along the CAD-Line, so that you can see it.

 STEP 14: Click Add Pin-Joint in the Local Toolbar

 STEP 15: Click the end-Point of the Cad-Line in the

right-hand Part and then the Motion-Point that

is partly along the CAD-Line

Step 15 is Complete

The Parts are now kinematically-defined Parts. They

have Green Part-Outlines.

 If it is necessary to change the closure of the Dyad,

then use the Change-Dyad tool.

 STEP 16: Click Cycle.

You will see the Motion-Point move along the CAD-

Line.

However, when the Motion-Point is near to the Origin

of the CAD-Line, the Kinematic-Chain breaks.

We need to move the 'Start Position' of the Motion-

Point along the CAD-Line so that it does not start its

motion at the start-Point of the CAD-Line.
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Edit the Motion-Path FB

 STEP 17: Double-click the Motion-Path FB in the

graphic-area.

The Motion-Path FB dialog-box opens.

 STEP 18: In the Point Parameters separator, edit the Base-

Value to move the 'Start Position' to 20mm

See image to the left.

The start position of the Motion-Point is now 20mm

from the Origin along the CAD-Line.

 STEP 18: Click Cycle

The Kinematic-chain now operates as intended.

We call this kinematic-chain a Ram-R

The Ram-R dyad is often used in packaging machines

to represent an Air-Cylinder.
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Step 16.3: Blend-Curve and Motion-Path FB - Basic

Blend-Curve sketch-element and Motion-Path FB

When we want to guide a Motion-Point along an XY-Path, we often use a Blend-Point sketch-

element. This is because it can give curvature continuity with other sketch-elements. Curvature

Continuity is important to prevent needless vibration of the mechanism elements that are

made to follow the Motion-Point FB.

The two basic steps are:

1. Edit a Part to add a sketch-path, which includes a Blend-Curve sketch-element [in this

example], to define the shape of the XY-Path on the Mechanism-Plane. 

2. Add a Motion-Path FB to the Blend-Curve

Add a Blend-Curve

In this tutorial, we will add a Blend-Curve between the end-points of a Line and an Arc.

Preparation - in the PART-EDITOR

In the image, I have edited the Base-Part to add an Arc

and a Line.

The two Points at the end of the Arc are horizontal with

the top Point of the vertical Line.

Add Blend-Curve

Add a Blend-Curve with the same hover+drag

technique to merge its end-points with other sketch-

elements.

Add the Blend-Curve between the Line and the Arc.

In the Part-Editor:

 STEP 1: Click Add Blend-Curve in the Geometry

toolbar to the left-side of the graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Hover + Drag from the end of the Line  

 STEP 3: ...the Arc  - see image

When you release your mouse, MechDesigner draws the

Blend-Curve.

Step 3 is Complete

Zoom in to Examine the start and end of the Blend-

Curve

Start-Point  

Angle of the Blend-Curve is 90º, vertically upwards.

The Blend-Curve aligns with the end of the vertical

Line . 

Curvature of the Blend-Curve is '0'. It is a Straight-

Line . Its Radius-of-Curvature is infinite.

Curvature Rate of the Blend-Curve is '0'.  That is to

say, the Blend-Curve is a straight-line for a 'short
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distance' after the Blend-Curve [Mathematically,

that is nonsense, of course].

Note: 'Angle' is Counter-Clockwise from the the X-axis of

the Part to which you add the Blend-Curve.

End-Point 

Angle of the Blend-Curve is –90º vertically

downwards. The Blend-Curve aligns with start of

the Arc . 

Curvature of the Blend-Curve is equal to the

curvature of the Arc . 

Curvature Rate of the Blend-Curve is '0'.  The

Curvature of the Blend-Curve is the same for a short

distance before the end of the Blend-Curve.

Open the Blend-Curve dialog-box

 STEP 4: If necessary, de-select Add Blend-Point

command

 STEP 5: Double-click the Blend-Curve to open the

Blend-Curve dialog-box.

Step 5 is Complete

There are two separators in this dialog

Start-Point parameters 

End-Point parameters 

If you expand the Start-Point separator you will find

the:

Parameters are equal to the observations we have

made for the start and end-points of the Blend-

Curve.

Blend check-box is selected for each parameter.

Thus the Parameters are 'Read-Only]

These are the default settings.

The Blend-Curve is continuous: 

Angle, 

Curvature [Tangent] and 

Curvature Rate [Same Radius at the 'Start-Point
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Edit the Blend-Curve

 STEP 6: Click the 'Blend' check boxes, to de-select it, to

the right the Curvature Rate in the Start Point

and End-Point separators.

 STEP 7: Edit the Curvature Rates

Step 7 is complete

Here, I have changed the Curvature Rate values 

Start-Point = 4300 

End-Point = -4300

The units of Curvature Rate are 1/m2. 

Rather than calculate values for Curvature Rate, it is

best to observe the shape of the Blend-Curve as you

use the Spin-Box tool.

What is the best value of the Blend-Curve?

It is not possible to know unless you know the

application of the Blend-Curve.

This is the new 'shape' for the Blend-Curve.

 STEP 8: Close the Part-Editor

Add a Motion Path FB

The Motion-Path FB is in the in the Kinematic-FB toolbar

[R13.2: Kinematics-GB toolbar]

 STEP 1: Click Add Motion-Path FB in the Kinematic-FB

toolbar

 STEP 2: Click one of the three sketch-elements

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Step 3 is Complete. You will see a:

 Motion-Path FB

 Motion-Point, at the start-Point of the sketch-

element you select

 Dimension between the Motion-Point and the start-

Point of the sketch-path - 0 [deg] because the Motion-

Point is at the start-point.

The Dimension is not shown in the default case. Open

the Motion-Path FB dialog-box > Point Params. tab >

Point List... separator . You can show it as
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'Displacement' or 'Phase'. 

'Phase' normalizes the sketch-path between 0 and

360 degrees, with 0 at the start and 360 at the end

of the sketch-path.

'Dimension' gives the literal distance from the start-

Point to the Motion-Point.

When sketch-element Points are 'merged', the Motion-Point will be at
the start-Point of the sketch-Path and at the start-Point of the first
sketch-element that you added.

When sketch-elements Points are 'coincident', the Motion-Point will be
at the start-Point of the sketch-element you select.

 STEP 4: Add a Motion FB and a Linear-Motion FB

 STEP 5: Edit the Motion FB to change the Output Data

Type to Linear - in the Motion FB dialog-box

 STEP 6: Connect the FBs in the usual way

Step 6 is Complete

 STEP 7: Cycle the 'Machine'

You will see the Motion-Point move up the vertical line and

then along the Blend-Curve.

It will stop, somewhere along the sketch-elements, then

return to the start position.

What is the Motion?

The Motion that is in MotionDesigner and linked to the

Motion FB.

Why only so far along the sketch-elements?

The Motion-Point moves the distance along the sketch-

elements by the maximum Y-axis value in the Motion. In

this case, 90mm.

Cycle the Motion-Point between  -  : the ends of

the sketch-elements

 STEP 1: Double-click the Motion FB to open the Motion
FB dialog-box

 STEP 2: In the Output Data Type, click the Rotary radio
button option

 STEP 3: Click OK
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 STEP 4: Edit the Motion in MotionDesigner, to have a
Rise of 360 units.

Why 360?

I find it easiest to think that the Motion-Point is a 'Crank'.

One complete rotation of the Crank = 360º.

One complete movement along the sketch-elements
for the Motion-Point = 360 Rotary Units.

The Motion-Point will move the complete length of the

sketch-elements that are merged, when the:

Motion in MotionDesigner has a 'Rise' of 360 [units].

Output Data Type of the Motion FB is set to Rotary 

See the Video, to the left, cycle the Motion-Point with the
Motion in MotionDesigner.
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Step 16.4: Compare XY Piggyback Sliders and Blend-Curve

We will use the two ways to design a path that moves up and over an obstacle.

Piggyback Sliders

- and -

A Motion-Path FB

Piggyback Sliders

 STEP 1: Add an Obstacle

Draw a simple shape in the Base-Part and add a Profile to

it.

Use Tools menu (or Toolbar) > Show Model in

Mechanism to see the Solid.

Step 1 is complete - I have added a rectangle.

 STEP 2: Add Piggyback Sliders

1. Add a vertical Slider    

2. Add a horizontal Slider to the vertical Slider.

Note, the Part in the image to the left, keeps the Parts

vertical. There is a Line in both Parts that we use for the

Slider moving in the Horizontal direction. We use

Points in the Lines to add the Motion-Dimension FB.

3. Add a Motion FB and then a Linear-Motion FB as

the input to each.

 STEP 3: Design Motions for the X and Y Sliders.

Design an XY-Path for each Slider so that the XY Point

does not hit the 'obstacle' as it moves along the Path.

If you want to understand the disadvantages of the

Piggyback Slider technique, then do not look at the two

motions to the left! Please use MotionDesigner to design

your own.

Alternatively, this is the Motion for the X-Slider. 

The numbers (Θ,Y) (for example (45,0) on the motion

graphs are the Machine Angle (Θ) and Slider Position (Y)).
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This is the Motion for the Y-Slider

These motions make the Point follow the same Path in the

Pick and the Place directions.

To do this, the Motions are symmetrical at the 180.

 STEP 4: Add a Trace-Point.

To show the path of a Point in the Horizontal Slider.

You can see the Path of the Slider avoids (does not

collide) the Blue Solid.

You know the motions in the X and Y directions from the 

MotionDesigner. But you do not know the absolute

values.

2 + Y2

 STEP 5: Display the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors

to find the Peak values.

[Double-click the Trace-Point to open the Point Vectors

and Position dialog-box. Select the Show Velocity and

Show Acceleration check boxes].

This image shows the Sliders at the position of the Peak

Acceleration of the Point.

To find the peak vertical and horizontal velocity and

acceleration you can look directly at the X and Y Velocity

and Acceleration graphs in MotionDesigner.

This is one advantage of Piggyback Sliders.

The disadvantage is to arrange the motions that do not

collide with the obstacle. 

 STEP 6: Edit the X and Y Motions to return the Slider

more quickly in the reverse direction - so it is

a quick-return. 

When you edit the motions, you will notice that it is not

very easy to make the 'Place' Path match the 'Pick' Path.

The target is to :

1. Not collide with the Obstacle

2. Reduce the Peak Acceleration of the Point.

The image shows the Peak Acceleration for the return path

- with the Red Vector - 14.67m/s/s

It takes a while to create suitable motions with Piggyback

Sliders. Small changes to the motion can give large

changes to the Path.  There is a different approach.
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Alternatively, you can keep the same motion path, but

move along it with a different velocity.

 STEP 7: Add a new Motion FB

 STEP 8: Connect it to the inputs of the X and the Y

Motion FBs.

Design the Motion for the Motion FB to give two

segments: both constant velocity; one is faster than the

other. The Mid-Position has a position of 180, the end

position is 360. The first segment takes 230º degrees and

the second takes 130º. [Compare to a Linear Motion FB,

which increases steadily from 0 to 360].

The output from the Motion FB is the input to the X and Y

motions. The first 180º (Y-axis) takes longer than the

second 180º. With this technique, you can keep the same

XY-path, but change the speed along it.

You must take care to design this motion so it 'marries'

with the X and Y motions.

A Motion-Path FB.

 STEP 1: Add an Obstacle

Draw a simple shape in the Base-Part and add

a Profile to it.

Use Show Model in Mechanism to see the Solid

if you like.

Step 1 is complete - I have added a rectangle.

 STEP 2: Add a sketch in the Base-Part to

give the XY-Path

a) Add a vertical Line  to the right of the

rectangle/obstacle.

Make sure you 'Drag upwards' from the

start-Point to the end-Point.

b) Add a vertical Line  to the left of the

rectangle/obstacle

Make sure you 'Drag downwards' from

the start-Point to the end-Point.

c) Add a Blend-Curve

Drag from the top of the Line in the

right side, to the top of the Line on the

Left side.

Make sure you Hover+Drag to make the

start and end-Points merge.

d) Close the Part-Editor
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 STEP 3: Look in the Blend-Curve dialog-

box 

Open the Blend-Curve dialog

1. Double-click Blend-Curve sketch-

element 

In the Start Point separator and the End-

Point separator, accept the values for the:

Angle: Start +90, End-90), 

Curvature: Start 0,End 0 and 

Curvature Rate: Start 0,End 0)

The image shows the Start Point separator

expanded.

Note: Click the image to the left to 'Expand

and then Collapse'.

 STEP 4: Add a Motion-Path FB to the

sketch of the XY-Path.

a) Click Function-Block menu (or

Toolbar) > Motion-Path FB

The Command-Manager selection-box will

accept a sketch-element

b) Click the Line  on the right-side of the

XY-Path

c) Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager

The Motion-Path FB shows in the graphic-

area.

The Motion-Point  shows at the start-Point

of the Line.
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 STEP 5: Add a Motion FB and Linear-

Motion FB

a) Edit the Motion FB

Change the Output Data Type to Linear

b) Connect the FBs

c) Cycle the Mechanism. 

You will see that Motion-Point  does

not move all the way along the XY-Path.

 STEP 6: Edit the Motion that is linked to

the Motion FB

There are two ways to make sure the Motion-

Point moves along all of the XY-Path, and

returns.

a) Edit the Motion so it equals the

projected length of the XY-Path, and

returns to zero.

Keep the Output Data Type in the

Motion FB as Linear.

The disadvantage to this approach is when

you edit the XY-Path. The length of the

XY-Path will change.

We do not recommend you do this.

Use Method b)

b) Edit the Motion so it changes from 0 to

360 [See Note] and returns to zero(0).

In the Motion FB, change the Output

Data Type to Rotary.

In this case, a motion from 0 to 360

ALWAYS moves the Motion-Point along

the complete length of a XY-Path.

When you edit the XY-Path, the Motion-

Point will always move from the start of the

first sketch-element to the end of the last

sketch-element.

Note: Make the motion value equal to 359.999

(not 360) to make sure the Motion-Point does

not, for an instant, appear at the start of the

first sketch-element when it should be at the

end of the last sketch-element. This is because

it is possible that the motion-value that should

be 360 is actually 360.000001.
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Notice that the velocity along the XY-Path is

proportional to the Velocity of the Motion.

 STEP 7: Edit the Motion so the first

segment is longer than the second

segment. 

 In this example, the first segment is 2x longer

than the second segment.

The segment types are the same.

In this case:

The Velocity of the Motion-Point when

moving in the 'forward' direction has

1/2 of the Velocity in the 'return'

direction.

The Acceleration of the Motion-Point

when moving in the 'forward' direction

has 1/4 of the Acceleration in the

'return' direction.
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6.26Tutorial 17: Belts and Pulleys

Belts and Pulleys

The objective of this tutorial is to:

1. Add a sketch-loop to represent the path of a belt 

2. Add a Motion-Path FB to automatically add a Motion-Point to the sketch-loop.

3. Use the Add-Pulley command to link the Linear Motion of the Motion-Point to the

Angular Rotation of a Part

This is a new relationship between Belt and Pulley elements. 

Notes: Belts and Pulleys

Belt and Pulleys

Preferred Tooth-Pitch, Belt-Length, Maximum and Minimum Distances between Pulley Centres,
Minimum and Maximum Tension, Minimum and Maximum number of Pulley-Teeth, ...

... are available to you in sales literature - not in MechDesigner.

Belt-Length

You can use the Motion-Path FB dialog-box to select a dimension to control the length

of the belt to a target length. 

You can thus make sure the belt has an integer number-of-teeth and is readily available.

  Use Belts and Pulleys 

Step 17.1: About Add Pulley, Kinematics of Pulley-Rocker

Option 1: Fixed Pulley centres

These include:

Pulleys Driven by Belt

Belt Driven by Drive Pulley

Multiple Belts in Series

Option 2: Orbiting Pulley centres

 These include:

Applications of Pulley Centres
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Step 17.1: About Add Pulley, Kinematics of Pulley-Rocker

General Procedure to add the Belt and Pulley Elements

Step 1: Add the Belt-Path:

Edit a Part, and sketch a sketch-loop with Lines and Arcs. The sketch-loop will become the

path of the Belt.

Make sure you add a dimension to each Arc. Also, it is best to make the sketch fully

constrained [the sketch should be black]

Step 2: Add a Motion-Point to the Belt-Path.

Use 'Add Motion-Path FB' and select the sketch-loop. This adds a Motion-Point to the

'Belt'.

The Motion-Point indicates the motion of the Belt.

Step 3: Add the Pulley Part:

Add a rotating-Part, with a Pin-Joint at the centre-Point of an Arc in the sketch-loop. The

rotating-Part becomes a Pulley.

The rotating-Part may be:

o a kinematically-defined rotating-Part [Green]

or 

o a freely rotating-part [Blue]

Step 4: Add the Pulley:

Use Add Pulley [see the Command-Manager to select the correct elements].

If the rotating-Part [Step 3] is a kinematically-defined Part:

o the Motion-Point [on the Belt] becomes driven by the motion of the rotating-Part. 

o The rotating-Part becomes a DriveR Pulley. 

o The default colour of a Driver Pulley is Cyan.

o There is a maximum of ONE DriveR Pulley in one belt/sketch-loop.

- or -

If the rotating-Part [Step 3] is not a kinematically-defined Part:

o the rotating-Part becomes driven by the motion of the Motion-Point on the Belt.

o The rotating-Part becomes a DriveN Pulley. 

o The default colour of a DriveN Pulley is Magenta.

o There is not a limit to the number of DriveN Pulleys in one sketch-loop.

Kinematics Tree and the Pulley-Rocker
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Kinematics of Pulley-Rocker

The complete kinematic-chain is the:

1. Rocker 

2. Pulley-Rocker 

It is a Part with a Pin-Joint and a Path-Joint.

The Path-Joint shows when you use Add Pulley.
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Option 1: Fixed Pulley Centres

Option 1: Fixed Pulley Centres

Fixed Pulley Centres

This means the centre of each pulley does not move in

the relative to the machine frame [Base-Part]

Thus: 

We add the sketch for the belt path to the Base-

Part. 

Each Pulley is a rotating-Part joined to the Base-

Part with a Pin-Joint.

A Pulley Part can be a:

Drive Pulley 
The Drive Pulley is kinematically-defined with a motion
before you use Add Pulley. 
The Drive Pulley rotates to move the Belt.

Linear Motion of Belt = 

Drive Pulley Radius x Drive Pulley
Angular Motion

Driven Pulley 

The Driven Pulley becomes kinematically-

defined by Add Pulley. 

The Driven Pulley is rotated by the Belt.

Angular Motion of Pulley = 

Linear Motion of Belt / Pulley Radius.

Pulleys that have 'Fixed-Centres' rotate with their centres fixed to the Base-Part.

It is possible to have:

1. Pulleys that are driven by the Linear Motion of a Belt 

2. Belt that is driven by the Angular Motion of a Pulley

3. Many pulleys with One Belt

4. Two or more different Pulleys on one shaft axis [more than one Belt]

When Pulleys have Fixed Centres, the:

Pulleys

Pulleys are Rotating-Parts, with Pin-Joints at the

centre-Points of the Arcs in the sketch-loop in

the Base-Part

Use the Pulley dialog-box to edit the Number-

of-Teeth of each with the 

Belt

The 'Belt' is a sketch-loop

When the Pulleys are on fixed-centres, add the

sketch-loop to the Base-Part
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Motion

The Pulleys or the Belt move with a specified

motion.

When the motion is specified for the:

Belt: We use a Motion-Path FB to define the

motion of a Motion-Point along the sketch-loop

on the Base-Part. Then, the Pulley's motion

comes from the Belt's motion.

Pulley. We use a Motion-Dimension FB to define

the rotation of the Pulley.  Then, the Belt's

motion comes from the Pulley's motion.

To be a Drive Pulley, the Part must be kinematically-defined
before you apply to it the Add Pulley command.

Pulleys Driven By Belt

Fixed Pulleys Centres: Pulleys become driven by a Belt

This design arrangement is a little more unusual than the Belt driven by a Pulley. 

Physically, the Belt is wrapped around freely rotating Pulleys. The Belt is driven by a motion-

values at the input-connector to the Motion-Path FB.

Free Running Pulleys that are driven by a Belt

Preparation : Add Belt-Path and 'Free' Pulleys.

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a closed sketch-chain to represent the

Path of the Belt

Either Hover+Drag or merge the Points at the end

of each Line and Arc to give a sketch-loop.

 STEP 3: You MUST dimension each Arc

The exact radius of the Arc is not important.

However, MechDesigner will use the value to find a

Pulley with a radius that is near to its radius and has

an integer number-of-teeth.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 5: Click Add Motion-Path FB  in the

Kinematic-FB toolbar 

The Command-Manager dialog starts. The

selection-box needs you to click a sketch-element. 

Click an Arc or a Line in the sketch-loop. 

Click OK in the Command-Manager.

The Motion-Point (from the the Motion-Path FB )

shows at the start-Point of the sketch-element you

select in the sketch-loop.

 STEP 6: Add a Linear-Motion-Path FB 
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Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-Path

FB with a wire.

When you connect a Linear Motion FB directly to a

Motion-Path FB, the Motion-Point will move along

the total length of the sketch-loop for each Machine

Cycle.

You can move the Motion-Point with a different

motion, with a Motion FB, of course.

 STEP 7: Add one Part  for each Arc

The length of each Part is not important.

 STEP 8: Add a Pin-Joint  between the Point in

each Part and the centre-Point of an Arc in

the sketch-loop

The Pin-Joint will be the centre of the Pulley rotating

shaft.

Note: Usually, join the origin of the Part to the

centre-Point of the Arc.

Use 'Add Pulley' command

You need to use Add Pulley for each Pulley.

Click Add Pulley in the:

Mechanism menu

- or - 

Kinematic-elements toolbar

Add Pulley opens in the Command-Manager.

[Note: Refer to the images in the 'Preparation' section,

above, to identify the four elements].

Click, in the graphic-area, the four elements:

 The Pin-Joint  

 The Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens to show the sketch-loop for the Belt.

 The Dimension of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes.

 The Part joined with a Pin-Joint  at the centre-Point of

the Arc.

Click 'OK' to complete the command

MechDesigner adds the Pulley.

Do Add Pulley again, to add a Pulley to the second Arc

and rotating-Part.
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Notes:

The Pulleys are 'Driven-Pulleys'. 

This means their angular-velocity is given by the

linear-speed of the Motion-Point along the sketch-

loop (Belt) and the radius of the Pulley.

When you add a Pulley, the radius of the Arc

changes so that there are an integer number-of-

teeth on the Pulley.

The Parts are horizontal when the MMA is zero.

Driven Pulleys are Purple

Edit the number-of-teeth with the Edit Pulley

dialog.

Belt Driven by Pulley

Fixed Pulley Centers: Belt becomes driven by a DriveR Pulley

This design arrangement is very common : there is one Driven Pulley. 

The belt becomes driven by the Driven-Pulley. The other Pulleys become driven, via the Belt.

Preparation: Sketch-Loop and the Pulleys

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a sketch-loop to represent the Path of

the Belt

In this example, the sketch-loop has two Arcs and

two Lines.

 STEP 3: Add a Line  and merge the start-Point

with centre-point of the Arc.

It is easier to Add the Arc, then Hover+Drag the Line

to merge it with the centre of the Arc.

 STEP 4: You MUST dimension each Arc

The exact radius of the Arc is not important. 

MechDesigner uses the dimension to add a Pulley

with an integer number-of-teeth and near to the

radius. (you can edit the number-of-teeth later).

 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the sketch-loop that represents the path of

the belt.

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you select in the sketch-loop.
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 STEP 7: Add one Part  for each Arc

The length of the Parts is not important.

 STEP 8: Add a Pin-Joint  between a Point in each

Part and the centre-Point of an Arc.

Usually, use the origin of each Part for the Pin-Joint.

 STEP 9: Add a Motion-Dimension FB  to the Part

you wish to be the Drive Pulley.

There should be one kinematically-defined Part

that identifies the axis that will be the Drive Pulley.

In this case, it is a Rocker.

[Not shown in the image: You can add a Linear-

Motion FB to the Motion-Dimension FB]

Use Add Pulley

You must use Add Pulley for each Pulley.

Click Add Pulley

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add

Pulley

- or -

Kinematic-elements toolbar > Add Pulley

Add Pulley opens in the Command-Manager. 

Click, in the graphic-area, the four elements from top to

bottom.

See 'Preparation' images to identify the elements: 

:

 The Pin-Joint 

 The Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens to show the sketch-loop to

which you added the Motion-Path FB.

 The Dimension of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes.

 The Part joined with a Pin-Joint at the centre of

the Arc.

Click 'OK' to complete the command.
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MechDesigner adds the Pulley.

Do Add Pulley again, to add a Pulley to the right-

hand Arc and Part.

Notes:

A Drive-Pulley is given to the Pulley on the same

axis as the kinematically-driven Part (the Rocker,

in this case).

Belt Speed = Radius of Drive-Pulley * Angular-

Velocity of the Drive-Pulley

The Belt-Speed gives the angular-velocity of the

Driven-Pulleys

The Drive Pulley can transmit a Torque and

tension to the Belt

Drive Pulleys are Cyan 

You can edit the number-of-teeth with the Edit

Pulley dialog.

Multiple-Pulleys driven by one Pulley

Fixed Centre Pulleys

This is a typical Multi-Pulley system. Drive one Pulley with a motion, and let MechDesigner

find the angular motion of other Pulleys.

Preparation

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a closed sketch-chain (sketch-loop) to

represent the Path of the Belt

We must define which Arc we will use to add the Drive-

Pulley. The rotation of the Drive-Pulley is given

kinematically-defined Part.

We will add Line, so that we can add a Rocker in the

Mechanism-Editor.

 STEP 3: Add a Line  so that start-Point is merged

with centre-point of an Arc.

The start-Point of the Line MUST be merged with

the centre-Point of the Arc.

[It is easier to Add the Arc, then Hover+Drag the

Line from the centre-Point of the Arc].

 STEP 4: You MUST dimension each Arc

The exact radius of the Arc is not important. 

MechDesigner uses the dimension to add a Pulley

with an integer number-of-teeth that is near to the

radius. (You can edit the number-of-teeth later with

the Edit Pulley dialog).
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 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Path FB   

Select the sketch-loop that represents the path of

the belt.

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you select in the sketch-loop.

 STEP 7: Add a Part for each Pulley.

Add the Parts near to the centre-Point of each Arc

Mouse-button-down and drag from near to the

centre-Point of each Arc.

Then:

 STEP 8: Add a Pin-Joint between the centre-Point

of each Arc and the start-Point of each Part

There should be one rotating Part (that is, a Part

with a Pin-Joint) for each Pulley you will add.

Usually, one rotating Part at the centre-Point of each

Arc.

The length of each Part is not important.

 STEP 9: Add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Part

you wish to be the Drive Pulley.

There should be one kinematically-defined Part to

show which rotating Part is the DriveR Pulley.

Use Add Pulley

You must use Add Pulley for each Pulley. 

Click Add Pulley in the: 

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add

Pulley 

- or -

Kinematic-elements toolbar
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The Add Pulley dialog starts in the Command-

Manager. 

Add a Pulley to the kinematically-defined Part and Arc

first.

Click, in the graphic-area, from top to bottom.

1. The Pin-Joint 

2. The Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens with sketch-chain to which you add

the Motion-Path FB

3. The Dimension of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes

4. The Part joined with a Pin-Joint at the centre of the Arc.

MechDesigner adds the Pulley.

Do Add Pulley again to the four Rotating Parts.

Notes:

Drive Pulleys are Cyan 

Driven Pulley are Magenta

The radius of each Arc changes to give an

integer Number-of-Teeth.

Edit the Number-of-Teeth with the Edit Pulley

dialog.

Use Edit Pulley dialog box

1. Open the Pulley dialog-box 

Double-click a Pulley in the:

graphic-area 

- or -

Assembly-Tree

- or -

Selection-Window
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In the Pulley dialog-box

2. Edit the Number-of-Teeth 

Repeat 1 and 2 for each Pulley.

3. Edit the Motion-Dimension FB to 0º.

When the DriveR-Pulley is at 0º, the other Pulleys
will also be at 0º.

Edit the Length of the Belt

Belts have an integer number-of-teeth. Also, belt manufacturers have preferred lengths of

belts. 

To make the Motion-Path give an integer number-of-teeth and a preferred belt length, you

can use the:

'Adjust Path Length' tool in the Motion-Path FB dialog-box

The Adjust Belt Length tool in MechDesigner moves a pulley, or another dimension, to

make the length of the belt equal to a target belt length.
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Frequently, you will include a belt tensioning

pulley in the layout of the belt design. The

centre of the Belt Tensioning Pulley moves to

remove slack and to give the belt the correct

tension.

1. Make sure you add a dimension to the
sketch-chain that can change the length
of the Belt, such as a tensioning pulley. 

In the design to the left, we will make the

'Belt Tensioner Pulley'. the pulley at the top

the sketch-chain.

Therefore, I will use the vertical dimension

in the sketch-chain. See the dimension - in 

RED.

When we apply the 'Adjust Path Length'

tool, MechDesigner makes a change to this

dimension.

2. Close the Part-Editor

3. Double-click the Motion-Path FB

dialog box top open the dialog 

4. Expand the 'Path Length using

dimension' separator

You will see the 'Actual Path Length'.

In this case, the 'Actual Path Length' is

497.26mm

5. Click the 'Controlling Dimension'

selection-box 

6. Edit the Base-Part with the sketch-chain

7. Click the dimension you want to adjust.

The dimension value shows in the box

The dimension element name shows above

the box

8. Close the Part-Editor

9. Enter the Target Path Length for the

Belt 

In this case, I have entered 500mm it is

a standard Belt Length for a 5mm tooth

pitch belt.

It is best to make the length near to the

Actual Path Length.

10.Click the Adjust Path Length button 

If successful, the dimension, DimL, will

change to make the Actual Path Length
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equal to the Target Path Length.

Three Shafts, Two Belts, Four-Pulley, with two pulleys on One Shaft

Fixed Pulley Centres : Two or more Pulley Sets

Use Two Belts to:

Give a larger speed reduction

Reduce total belt span

Wrap the belt more around the DriveR-Pulley.

The image to the left shows 

Three shafts

Two belts

Two Pulleys on one shaft.

Step 1:  First Belt

Add Motion-Path of Belt 1 and two Rockers

PREPARATION IN THE Part-Editor

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a sketch-loop to represent the Path of

the Belt

 STEP 1: Add a Line 

The start-Point of the Line MUST be merged with

the centre-Point of the Arc.

[It is easier to Add the Arc, then Drag the Line from

the centre of the Arc].

 STEP 4: Dimension each Arc

The exact radius of the Arc is not important.  Edit

the Pulley later to enter the number-of-teeth. 

See Edit Pulley dialog-box

 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor

PREPARATION IN Mechanism-Editor

 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the sketch-loop that represents the path of

the belt.

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you select in the sketch-loop.
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 STEP 7: Add one Part  for each Arc

 STEP 8: Add a Pin-Joint  between a Point in each

Part and the centre-Point of an Arc.

 STEP 9: Add a Motion-Dimension FB  to the Part

at the Arc you wish to be the Drive Pulley.

There should be one Rocker  that identifies the

axis that will be the Drive Pulley.

[Not shown in the image: You can add a Linear-

Motion FB to the Rocker]

There should be one Rotating-Part for each Pulley

you will add.

The length of the Parts are not important.

Use Add Pulley

Click Add Pulley in the Kinematic-elements toolbar

Add Pulley opens in the Command-Manager. You must

use Add Pulley for each Pulley.

Select these four elements for each Pulley. We add a

Pulley to the left Arc first.

Refer to the images above to identify the Elements.

Select, from top to bottom.

1. The Pin-Joint  

2. The Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens with sketch-loop to which you add

the Motion-Path FB

3. The Dimension  of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes

4. The Part  joined with a Pin-Joint  at the centre of the

Arc.

MechDesigner adds the Pulley.

Do Add Pulley again, to add a Pulley to the right-hand

Arc and Part. This a Driven Pulley.

Notes:

A Drive Pulley is given to the Pulley on the same

axis as the Rocker.

The Linear Speed of the Belt = Radius of Drive

Pulley *Angular Speed of Drive Pulley

The angular speed of the Rocker gives the linear

speed to the belt.

This then gives the angular speed to the other

Rotating Parts, and the Driven Pulley
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Step 2:  Add Second Belt

Add Motion-Path of Belt 2, and two Pulleys

PREPARATION IN Part-Editor

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a different sketch-loop to represent

the Path of the second Belt

You must merge the centre-Point  of the Arc for

the second belt, with the centre-Point of the Arc for

the first Belt.

[Add the Arc first, then use Merge-Point tool in the

Geometry toolbar].

 STEP 3: You MUST dimension each Arc  

The exact radius of the Arc is not important. You can

edit the number-of-teeth on Pulley later.

See Pulley dialog-box

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

PREPARATION IN Mechanism-Editor

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Path FB

Click a sketch-element in the sketch-loop that

represents the path of the second belt

Step 5 is complete

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you click.

Use Add Pulley

 STEP 6: Add a Pulley 

Make the selections for the Command-Manager:

a. Select the Pin-Joint at the centre of the Part

Pulley

b. Select the Motion-Path FB

c. Select the Radius dimension of the Arc (the Part-

Editor opens to select the Radius of the Arc)

d. Select the Part

Click OK in the Command-Manager.

The Pulley shows in the graphic-area.

Note: You do not need to add a rotating-Part for the

second belt, with a different Pin-Joint. We 're-use' these

elements.
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 STEP 7: Add a different Pulley at the other end of

the sketch-loop
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Option 2: Orbiting Pulley Centres

Option 2: Orbiting Pulley centres

Orbiting Pulley Centres

There is one fixed Pulley, joined to the Base-Part.

The belt path is on a rotating Part. The Orbiting Pulleys

rotate with rotating Part around the centre of one fixed

Pulley on a rotating Part.

Each Part can be:

DriveR Pulley 
The DriveR Pulley is kinematically-defined with a
motion before you use Add Pulley. 
The DriveR Pulley rotates to move the Belt.

Linear Motion of Belt = Drive Pulley Radius
x Drive Pulley Angular Motion

DriveN Pulley 

The DriveN Pulley becomes kinematically-

defined by Add Pulley. 

The Belt moves to rotate the DriveN Pulley.

Angular Motion of Pulley = Linear Motion of
Belt / Pulley Radius.

Preparation

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a Line 

 STEP 3: Make it Horizontal

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

Step 4 is complete

 STEP 5: Add a Part

This Part will be the rotating frame for the Orbiting

Pulley.
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 STEP 6: Edit the new Part

 STEP 7: Add an two Arcs and two Lines to give the

Path of the Belt

 STEP 8: Add a Line, drag from the Centre of the Arc

near the Part Axes

 STEP 9: Add a dimension to each Arc

Step 9 is complete

Note that the centre of the Arc is not at the Origin

of the Part.

A Drive Pulley has one important rule - 

'You must merge the centre-Point of the Arc and the

start-Point of the Line'

However, a rule that you might not know is:

'You cannot merge the centre-Point of the Arc with

the start-Point of the CAD-Line along the centre of the

Part'.

This means you cannot use the CAD-Line for the

centre-Point of the Arc. 

This is why we added a new Line to merge the centre-

Point of the Arc with it.  This is the only reason.

 STEP 10: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 11: Add a Pin-Joint  between the Line in the

Part and the Line in the Base-Part

Note: the Pin-Joint does not use the Point at the Origin

of the CAD-Line.

 STEP 12: Add a Motion-Dimension FB and Linear

Motion FB

Use the Pin-Joint, the Line in the Base-Part and the Line

in the Part for the 

 STEP 13: Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the sketch-loop around the Crank.
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 STEP 14: Tidy up the Line in the Part!

Now, we can :

make the start-Point of the Line coincident with

the Origin of the CAD-Line - add coincident

constraints between the point and the X-axis

and Y-axis of the CAD-Line

make the end-Point of the Line coincident with

the ray of the CAD Line

Use Add Pulley

Click Add Pulley in the Kinematic-element toolbar

Add Pulley opens in the Command-Manager. 

Refer to the images above to identify the four Elements

you must select to add a Pulley. From top to bottom:

1. Click the Pin-Joint  

2. Click the Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens. It shows the sketch-loop to which

you have added the Motion-Path FB

3. Click the Dimension  of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes

4. Click the Base-Part . 

Select the Base-Part because the Pulley is fixed

to the Base-Part.

MechDesigner adds the Pulley. It is Cyan colour. This

identifies it is a 'Drive' pulley.

You must use 'Add Pulley' for each shaft centre where

you want to add a Pulley.

 STEP 1: Add a Part with a Pin-Joint to the centre-
Point of the Arc at the other end of the
sketch-loop.

Do not add a Motion-Dimension to the Part - leave it as a
Free-Part with a Blue Part-Outline.

 STEP 2: Add Pulley again 

This time the Pulley has a Magenta colour. This means
it is a 'DriveN' pulley.
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Application of Orbiting Pulley Centre

There are many applications that use Pulleys that orbit around a centre.

Dwell Mechanism

 STEP 1: Follow the Steps to Add an Orbiting Pulley

Step 1 is complete

 STEP 2: Add a Trace-Point to the Motion-Point

Step 2 is complete

The Trace-Point is in the image to the left.

We would like the Trace-Point to make an integer

number of lobes around the fixed Pulley.

The output, indexing shaft will index one time for

each lobe of the Trace-Point.

You may need to add a Gearing FB to make sure the

input shaft rotates for each lobe.

 STEP 3: Change the number-of-teeth on each

pulley and the centre distance between the

pulley centres

Now, the Trace-Point shows three lobes that repeat

exactly.

 STEP 4: Add a Dyad - RPR 

Two Parts, three Joints.

This image shows:

Two new Parts

Two Pin-Joints:

A Pin-Joint joins a Part to the fixed Pulley
A Pin-Joint joins a different Part to the Motion-Point on the
Belt.
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Add a Slide-Joint between CAD-Lines of the two
new Parts.

Cycle the mechanism.

You can see the output Part indexes then dwells as the

input rotates continuously.

Because the Motion-Trace-Points three lobes, the

output Part is a three stop indexer.
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6.27Tutorial 18: Maths FB

Maths FB

The objective of this tutorial is to learn how to use the Maths FB. We will apply it to a design

application.

The most difficult challenge with the Maths FB is to enter each equation with the correct

syntax.

You must derive your own equations of course.

This Tutorial

We will use the Maths FB to enter the parametric, kinematic equations of an Epitrochoid

Curve. 

Epitrochoid Curve definition: 'the curve that is generated by a point that is within the frame of

a circle, where that circle rolls without slipping around the outside of a circle that is fixed to

the machine frame'.

We will see we must enter the: 

1. Position Equations to plot a Point that moves along the Epitrochoid Curve.  

If the position equations are not correct, the curve will not be correct.

2. Velocity Equations to add a cam-follower at the centre of the point and then add a 2D-

Cam to the machine frame. 

If the velocity equations are not correct, the plot of the 2D-Cam is not correct.

3. Acceleration Equations to plot the Radius-of-Curvature for the 2D-Cam. 

If the acceleration equations are not correct, the plot of the cam's Radius-of-Curvature is

not correct.

It is possible to do this tutorial with a Gear-Pair (See Here). However, in this tutorial, we imagine we do not have the Add
Gear-Pair tool. 

As another simple example, I have added Lissajous Figures/Curves.

  Maths FB 

Introduction to the Maths FB

Epitrochoid Curves

Epitrochoid Cam

Epitrochoid Radius-of-Curvature 

Extra: Lissajous Figures - Trigonometric Curves
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Step 18:0: Introduction to the Maths-FB

The Maths FB

IMPORTANT NOTES:

Equations

You must enter the equations correctly with the correct syntax. The Maths FB will check the

syntax and formatting, but not the equation itself. If you enter an incorrect equation, the

output will be incorrect. 

For example, if you enter the equation  ((u*t) + (0.5*a*t)) for 'the final velocity of a

point that has constant acceleration' then the result will be incorrect [Note: the correct

equation is ((u*t) + (0.5*a*t*t))].

Motion Derivatives

YOU must add the symbolic equation of each motion derivative.

If your application needs position, velocity and acceleration, then you must add the three

equations separately.

If you do not add the motion derivatives (velocity and acceleration), their values remain

at zero.

Units:

The units of the output data are set in the Maths FB.

What can you do with a Maths FB?

The Maths FB can use data that is available at the output-connectors of other FBs.

You can use the Maths FB to do:

Simple Algebra

For example 2+3. The output will be 5, of course.

Parametric Constants

For example, connect the output of a Motion-Dimension FB of a Crank and the

output of a Force-Data FB of the same Joint. You can use the Maths FB to multiply the

Torque[Nm] and the Velocity[rad/sec]values to give the Power[kW] as the output.

Top-Tip: Connect a Gearing FB to the input of a Maths FB. You can edit the Gearing ,

in the Gearing FB, so that it becomes a parametric-constant of an equation in the

Maths FB.

Change the Units of a Variable

For example, change the units at the input-connector of a Maths FB - for example: mm

or degrees - to different units at the output-connector of the Maths FB - for

example: Newtons.
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To Add a Maths FB

To add the Maths FB:

1. Click the Maths FB in the Modelling-FB toolbar

 

2. Click the graphic-area,

The Maths FB  is now in the graphic-area

Input-Connectors and Output-Connectors - how many?

To open the Maths FB dialog-box

1. Double-click the Maths FB. 

or, see How to edit an Elements.

Input-Connectors

1. Click the Add Input button  to add an input-

connector   

How many?

Add as many input-connectors as you have

parameters and variables in your equation. See

Example below.

Output-Connectors

When you add a Maths FB, it has one output-

connector. 

If you need more output-connectors:

1. Click the Add Output button  to add an output-

connector   

How many?

Add as many output-connectors as you need to use

in the model. See Example below.

Example

For example, if you want to calculate Power from the Torque and Velocity at a Pin-Joint:

P =  T . ω

You need two input-connectors and one output-connector.

You can use the output from a Force-Data FB that measures the Torque at the Pin-Joint.

The other input-connector needs to include the Angular Velocity of the same joint. You

might use the output of a Motion-Dimension FB at the joint, or you might need to

measure the motion of the joint with a Measurement FB.
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Data from Input-Connectors, Data at Output-Connectors, Units, and Valid Equations

Data-Channels and Input-Connectors

When you click the Add Input button, you do not

change anything inside the dialog-box. You only

add a new input-connector.

We identify each input to an equation with a letter

and a number.

The letter gives the data-channel on each input.

The letters are always:
p = Channel 1 ; v = Channel 2 ; a = Channel
3

We identify each input-connector with a

number:

The input-connector is in parentheses in an

equation.

(0), (1), (2)... for input-connectors 1, 2
and 3 respectively.

Thus, examples might be:

p(0) = Data-channel 1, with input-connector 1

a(2) = Data-channel 3, with input-connector 3

v(1) = Data-channel 2, with input-connector 2

Data at Output-Connectors

The data at each output-connector are given in sets

of three.

The image has two sets of three: Output-connector

0 and 1, with Data-Channels 0–2 and 3–5,

respectively.

Output Data Type: Units (S.I. Units 'inside the Maths

FB)

Output Data-Type drop-down box specifies the

units for all of the output-connectors.

If you change the Output Data Type, you should

click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

dialog-box.

The units that are used within each equation are the

SI unit of the 'Output Data Type' : kilogram, metres,

seconds, radians

WARNING:

An input of 18° becomes [2*π*18/360] = 0.314

radians within the Maths FB, and then back to 18°

again when the Output Data Type is set to Rotary

Coordinates.

An input of 18° becomes [2*π*18/360] = 0.314
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radians within the Maths FB, BUT the data is

converted to 314mm from 0.314radians at the

output-connector, when the Output Data Type is set

to Linear Coordinates.

To look at the values at the output-connector of a

Maths FB, plot the values at the output-connector of a

Maths FB with a Graph FB.

Valid Equations

The  ,or a  at the start of each equation identifies whether the equation is valid.

You must make it valid. An invalid equation might be where the number of parentheses is

incorrect. Read the message in the Feedback Area.

Wires, Channels and Units

Each wire has three channels.

Each channel has a label

Each label has a unit.

Labels

Dis = Displacement, Vela = Angular Velocity; Acct = Acceleration, An = Angle or Angular

...wire from... Channel 1 

Label & Units

Channel 2

Label & Units

Channel 3

Label & Units

Data Type /

Notes

Linear Motion FB Machine Angle

Deg

Machine Angular

Velocity

Deg/sec

Machine Angular

Acceleration

Deg/sec/sec

Note: Velocity:

is a function of

Machine Speed

in Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Gearing FB Dis

Input Unit

Vel

Unit/s

Acc

Unit/s/s

Output Data is a

function of

input data type

- Linear or

Rotary

Motion Dis

mm or deg

Vel

mm/s or deg/s

Acc

mm/s/s or deg/s/

s

Output Data:

motion-values,

Linear or Rotary

Change the

Output Data

Type to the

match input

Units 

Motion-

Dimension

Dis

mm or deg

Vel. or Ang. Vel.

mm/s or rad/s

Acc

mm/s/s or rad/s/s

If Slider, Data-

Type is Linear, if

Rocker, Data-

Type is Rotary
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Measurement Dis

mm or deg

Vel

mm or deg

Acceleration If Linear

Dimension, then

Data-Type is

Linear, and

Rotary for

Angles

Point FB Displacement Velocity Acceleration Data Type is

Linear.

Cam-Data FB Pressure Angle

deg

Contact Pressure

Angel 1

deg

Contact Pressure

Angle 2

deg

Radians

Radius-of-

Curvature Cam 1

Radius-of-

Curvature Cam 2

---- Linear Units

Contact Force

Total

Contact Force, X

component

Contact Force, Y

component

Units as set in

Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Shear Stress Cam

1

Shear Stress Cam

2

Units as set in

Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Force Data FB Joint Total Force Force, X

Component

Y Component Units as set in

Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Cam Contact

Force

X Component Y Component Units as set in

Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Spring Force X Component Y Component Units as set in

Machine

Settings dialog-

box.

Maths FB A 'special' :

Any Unit

As per equation As per equation You connect a

wire to it and

convert its units

to a different

Data Type. 

Beware of units.
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Step 18.1: Position: Plot an Epitrochoid Curve

Plotting the Epitrochoid Curve: Position Equations

In this Tutorial, we enter, in the Maths FB, the kinematic equations for the 'Epitrochoid Curve'.

To plot a curve, we need the position equations only.

The Epitrochoid Curve is a good example. We can compare the curve we get with the

equations we enter in the Maths FB with the curve we can get with a Gear-Pair, as provided

in MechDesigner. 

The Epitrochoid Curve given by a Gear-Pair will be correct - it is found by MechDesigner!

The Epitrochoid Curve given by our equations will only be correct when our equations in

the Maths FB are correct!

See Tutorial 14 and Epitrochoid Curve given by a Gear-Pair.

Parameters Equations

We will use parametric equations in the Maths FB to calculate the X,Y coordinates of the

Epitrochoid Curve. 

One equation will calculate the X–axis coordinates. A different equation will calculate the

Y–axis coordinates.

The parametric equations for the epitrochoid family of

curves are:

x = (a+b)*cos(t) – h*cos((a+b)/b)*t)

y = (a+b)*sin(t) - h*sin((a+b)/b)*t)

Note: Replace 'a+b' with 'a-b' to give the

Hypotrochoid Curve.

Parameters and Variables

a = radius of the fixed circle: parameter 1

b = radius of the rolling circle: parameter 2

h = distance to the point, P, from the centre of the

rolling circle: parameter 3

t = the independent variable: 0 to 360 (0 or 2*pi)

Inputs: three 'parametric-constants': a, b, h and

one variable: t

Outputs: two: x and y.

The parametric equations, above, give the family of Epitrochoid Curves. Thus, if you change a

'parametric-constant' (a, b, h), you will plot a different Epitrochoid Curve. 

You can use two different procedures to enter different values for the parametric-constants

in the Maths FB.

Procedure 1:

Enter the equations, but enter the values for the parametric-constants - a,b and h -

explicitly. For example, enter the values 110, 20, 14 for each constant.

In this case, when you want to plot a different Epitrochoid Curve, you must edit the Maths FB

to change a parametric-constant.
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Procedure 2:

Enter the equations, but use a separate input to the Maths FB for each parametric-

constant.

In this case, to plot a different Epitrochoid Curve, you edit the input to the Maths FB to

change a parametric constant.

We recommend Procedure 2 when you want to experiment with the parametric-constants.

Input and Output-Connectors

We will use Procedure 2. 

Input-Connectors

We need four input-connectors: three parameters (a, b,

h) and one variable (t)

1. Double-click the Maths FB to open a Maths FB

dialog-box 

2. Click the Add Input button four times to add four

inputs to the Maths FB

3. Click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

Maths FB dialog-box

Output-Connectors

We need two output-connectors to give the data

separately to the X and Y-axes

1. Double-click the Maths FB to open the Maths FB

dialog-box  

2. Click the Add Output button two times to add

two outputs to the Maths FB in the graphic-area

The units for the output-channel is dependent on the

Output Data Type you specify.

3. Set the Units to Linear Units 

4. Click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

Maths FB

Parametric Equations in the Maths FB

Position Equations: X and Y 

The Epitrochoid Curve equations for the X and Y coordinates are given here again:

The parametric equations for the family of Epitrochoid Curves are:

x = (a+b)*cos(t) - h*cos((a+b)/b)*t)

y = (a+b)*sin(t) - h*sin((a+b)/b)*t)

We must re-write these in the correct syntax in the Maths FB. 

Each parameter or variable at the input is represented by:

p(0) = a

p(1) = b

p(2) = h
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p(3) = t

1. Enter the equations very

exactly as follows... 

X = (p(0)+p(1))*cos(p(3))-p(2)
*cos(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1))*p(3)))

Y = (p(0)+p(1))*sin(p(3))-p(2)
*sin(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1))*p(3)))

I frequently enter the parameters

without the brackets, then add the

brackets last. 

2. Select the Output Data Type

as Linear Coordinates  

3. Click the Update button to

confirm changes.

The Piggyback Slider Model and Epitrochoid Curve

We connect the two output-connectors of the Maths FB to the input-connectors two

Motion-Dimension FBs.

1. Connect the output that is the X equation to a Motion-Dimension FB to move a

horizontal slider 

2. Connect the output that is the Y equation to a Motion-Dimension FB to move a

vertical Piggyback Slider

3. Add a Trace-Point to the Piggyback Slider.

The Trace-Point plots the Epitrochoid Curve - when the equations are correct!

The Mechanical model in MechDesigner 

Because we will use parametric equations, it is very

convenient to use Piggyback Sliders

The 'Variable' Inputs to the Maths FB

We will use Motion-Dimensions of a Slider as the

Parametric Constant.

The Base-Value of each Motion-Dimension FBs can

define a, b, or h.

The Linear Motion FB can be used as the angle, t, as the

independent variable

Note: 

You can also use the output-connector of a Gearing

FB.

I find it better to use Motion-Dimensions. I can see
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their values in the graphic-area.

The Maths FB - input variable connectors

The Maths FB has four inputs to represent:

a ... the radius of the fixed circle

b ... the radius of the rolling circle

h ... the radius of the point from the centre of the

rolling circle

t .... angle of the centre of the rolling circle from

0° to 360º

Maths FB - output variable connectors

The Maths FB has two outputs:

x ... the horizontal position of the point, P, at

machine angle, t, relative to the centre of the

fixed circle

y ... the vertical position of the point, P, at

machine angle, t, relative to the centre of the

fixed circle

Epitrcohoid Curve with Position

Equations Only

The Trace-Point of the Piggyback Slider

When you connect the Maths FB output-connectors

to the X and Y Piggyback Sliders, and we show the a

Trace-Point, then you can see the Epitrochoid Curve.

You can edit the Base-Values of the Slider Motion-

Dimensions to change the radius, the number of

'loops', and distance 'h' from the centre of the

rolling circle to the point, P.

Click the video to watch the sliders 'plot' the

Epitrochoid Curve and the curve update as I edit the

parameter: 'h'.
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Step 18.2: Velocity: Add a Cam to the Epitrochoid Curve

Add a Cam to the Epitrochoid Curve

We will show the difference between a Cam when we do not, and then we do add the

Velocity Equations to the Maths FB.

A Cam is a good example, because we need the velocity of the Cam-Follower relative to the

Cam before MechDesigner can find the correct Cam track coordinates.

We must symbolically differentiate the X and Y coordinate equations, given in Step 18.1, to

find the velocity equations.

Remember, MechDesigner does these calculations automatically with a Gear-Pair. We are

doing this with a Maths FB only as an example of how to use the Maths FB.

Add a Cam-Track; BUT the Velocity Equation is not in the Maths FB

The two Sliders move with the parametric equations to generate the the Epitrochoid

Curve

But, can we add a Cam and get the coordinates Cam-Coordinates?

Add a Cam-Follower to the Piggyback Slider

1. Edit the Piggyback Slider Part 

2. Add a Circle to it - typically at the 'Origin' of the

Part

3. Exit the Part-Editor

4. Add a Profile to the Circle

Add a 2D-Cam

1. Click Add 2D-Cam 

2. Select the Base-Part as the 'Part'

3. Click the new Cam-Follower

Cycle or Move the Master Machine to a different

Machine Angle

You can see the Cam does not follow the Cam-

Follower.

The Cam is nonsense.
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Add the Velocity Equation to the Maths FB

You need to differentiate the Parametric Curves for the Epitrochoid Curve with respect to t.

To make your life easier, here are the two parametric equations for the velocity components:

Xvel = -(a+b)*sin(t) - h*((a+b)/b)*cos((a+b)/b)*t)

Yvel = (a+b)*cos(t) - h*((a+b)/b)*sin((a+b)/b)*t)

These are written in the Maths FB as:

-(p(0)+p(1))*sin(p(3))+p(2)*(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1)))*sin(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1)
*p(3))

(p(0)+p(1))*cos(p(3))-p(2)*(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1)))*cos(((p(0)+p(1))/p(1)
*p(3))

These are the 6 equations

in the Maths FB:

Equations 1 & 2:

Position and

Velocity of the X -

axis

Equations 4 &5:

Position and

Velocity for the Y-

axis

Equations 3 & 6:

default -

acceleration of X &

Y respectively.

Review the 2D-Cam

You can see the Cam is correct.
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Step 18.3: Acceleration: Find the Radius-of-Curvature of the
Cam

Plot the Radius-of-Curvature for the Cam we have found for the

Epitrochoid Curve

A plot of a curve's Radius-of-Curvature is a good example because Radius-of-Curvature needs

the parametric velocity and acceleration equations for the X and Y coordinates. 

We must symbolically differentiate the velocity equations, given in Step 18.2, to find the

acceleration equations.

Remember, MechDesigner does these calculations automatically with Gear-Pair. We are

doing this with a Maths FB only as an example of how to use the Maths FB.

Add a Cam-Data FB; Plot the Radius-of-Curvature

To plot the Radius-of-Curvature for a Cam, we must 

1. Add a Cam-Data FB 

2. Edit the Cam-Data FB to associate it with the

Cam

3. Add a Graph FB

4. Drag a wire from the Radius-of-Curvature to the

Graph input-connector.

5. Open the Graph FB

We can see graph is nonsense.

Add the Equations in the Maths FB for the Acceleration for the coordinates of

Epitrochoid Curve

You would need to differentiate the Velocity Equations we derived from the equations for

the Epitrochoid Curve.

To make your life easier, here are the two parametric equations for the acceleration

components:

Xacc = -(a+b) * cos(t) + ( (a+b)2 * h * cos((a+b) * t / b) ) / b2
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Yacc = -(a+b) * sin(t) + ( (a+b)2 * h * sin((a+b) * t / b) ) / b2

These are the acceleration equations written in the Maths FB:

–((p(0)+p(1))*cos(p(3)))+((p(0)+p(1))^2 * p(2) * cos((p(0)+p(1)) *
p(3) / p(1)) / p(1)^2)

-((p(0)+p(1)) * sin(p(3))) + (( p(0)+p(1)^2 * p(2) * sin((p(0)+p(1)) *
p(3) / p(1)) / p(1)^2)

It is important to click the 'Update' button to check the equations are valid.

These are the equations in

the Maths FB

Position, velocity and

Acceleration for the

X-axis

Position, Velocity and

Acceleration for the

Y-axis.

Radius of Curvature of the Epicycloid Curve.

We can now see the the plot

for the Radius-of-Curvature

is as we expect.

How can we check that the

result is correct?

We can check the results by

adding sketch-circles in the

Base-Parts with a radius

equal to the values given in

the graph.

In this case I have added

two Circles at the External

and Internal Radii-of-

Curvature.

The radius of the circles

agree with the Radius of

Curvature graph.
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Step 18.4: Lissajous Figures

Plotting Lissajous Curves with Parametric Equations.

We only need the position equations to plot the Lissajous Curve.

These are simple parametric curves.

This topic here is only because they look nice to me!

Parameters Equations

We will use parametric equations in the Maths FB to calculate the X,Y coordinates of the

Lissajous Curve. 

One equation will calculate the X-axis coordinates. Another equation will calculate the Y-

axis coordinates.

The parametric equations for the epitrochoid family of curves are:

x = cos(a*t)

y = sin(b*t)

Parameters and Variables

a = indicate the frequency of the Slider along the X-axis

b = identifies the frequency of the Slider along the Y-axis

t = the independent variable: 0 to 360 (or 2*pi)

Inputs: three parametric-constants: a, b, and the independent variable, t

Outputs: two: x and y.

The parametric equations, above, give the family of Lissajous Curves. 

This means if you change a 'parametric-constants' (a, b), you will plot a different Lissajous

Curve. 

Inputs and Outputs

We will use Option 2. 

Input-Connectors

We need three input-connectors: three parameters (a,

b) and one variable (t)

1. Double-click the Maths FB to open a Maths FB

dialog-box 

2. Click the Add Input button three times to add

three inputs to the Maths FB

3. Click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

Maths FB dialog-box
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Output-Connectors

We need two output-connectors to give the data

separately to the X and Y-axes

1. Double-click the Maths FB to open the Maths FB

dialog-box  

2. Click the Add Output button two times to add

two outputs to the Maths FB in the graphic-area

The units for the output-channel is dependent on

the Output Data Type you specify.

3. Set the Units to Linear Units 

4. Click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

Maths FB

Parametric Equations in the Maths FB

Equations for the Position (Displacement) for the two outputs. 

The Lissajous equations for the X and Y coordinates are given here again:

The parametric equations for the epitrochoid family of curves are:

x = cos(a*t)

y = sin(b*t)

We must re-write these for the Maths FB. 

Each parameter or variable at the input is represented by:

p(0) = a

p(1) = b

p(2) = t

Parametric

Equations for

Lissajous Curves.

1. Enter the equations very carefully - see the image to the left. 

Add the right-hand side of these equations.

X = cos((p(0)*1000)*p(2))

Y = sin((p(0)*1000)*p(2))

2. Select the Output Data Type as Linear Coordinates 

3. Click Update button to confirm changes.

Note: The parametric constants (p(0) and p(1)) are multiplied by

1000. This is because the distances are in SI units in the Maths FB,

which means 5 becomes 0.005. A more typical value is 5.

The Piggyback Slider Model for the Lissajous Figures

We give the X and Y position coordinates to two output-connectors. 

We can then use a wire to:

connect the output for the X equation to move a horizontal slider

connect the output for the Y equation to move a vertical Piggyback Slider, 

Then, a Trace-Point in the Piggyback Slider will plot the Lissajous Figures - when the

equations are correct!
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The Mechanical model in MechDesigner 

Because we will use parametric equations, it is very

convenient to use Piggyback Sliders

The 'Variable' Inputs to the Maths FB

We will use Motion-Dimensions for Slider as the

Parametric Constant

The Base-Value of each Motion-Dimension FBs can be

define a, b, or h .

The Linear Motion FB can be used as the angle, t, as the

independent variable

The Maths FB - input variable connectors

The Maths FB has four inputs to represent:

a ... the radius of the fixed circle

b ... the radius of the rolling circle

h ... the radius of the point from the centre of the

rolling circle

t .... angle of the centre of the rolling circle from

0 to 360º

Maths FB - output variable connectors

The Maths FB has two outputs:

x ... the horizontal position of the point, P, at

machine angle, t, relative to the centre of the

fixed circle

y ... the vertical position of the point, P, at

machine angle, t, relative to the centre of the

fixed circle

Video of Lissajous Curves with

changing parameters.

The Trace-Point of the Piggyback Slider

When the outputs from the Maths FB are connected to

the X and Y Piggyback Sliders, and we add a Trace-

Point to to show the Path, then you can see the Lissajous

Curve.

The video shows a number of Lissajous Curves. 

I have put the parameters 'a' and 'b' in a Design-Set to

make them faster and easier to edit.
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6.28Tutorial 19: Import SOLIDWORKS Part and
Assemblies

How to prepare and import SOLIDWORKS Parts and Assemblies

We use the CAD-Line dialog-box | Solids tab to import SOLIDWORKS Part and Assembly
documents.

Note: The correct 'Type-Library' file must be in the MechDesigner installation directory before you
can import documents from SOLIDWORKS. See Install Type Library.

About Coordinate Systems in SOLIDWORKS and MechDesigner

We align a:

Coordinate System in MechDesigner: Each CAD-Line has a 'Coordinate-System'

with a

Coordinate System in SOLIDWORKS: We must add a Coordinate-System to the

SOLIDWORKS document.

The 'Coordinate Systems' in SOLIDWORKS and in MechDesigner

Coordinate

System MechDesigner's Elements

SOLIDWORKS' 

Features

Origin... ...the start-Point of the CAD-Line ...the Origin of the

Coordinate System

+XY Plane... ...the Mechanism-Plane ...the XY–Plane of the

Coordinate System

+X–axis... ...the CAD-Line [from its start-Point to its end-Point] ...the +X–axis of the

Coordinate System 

+Y–axis... ...+90º from the +X-axis, on the Mechanism Plane ...the +Y–axis of the

Coordinate System

+Z–axis... ...the +Z–axis of the

Coordinate System

MechDesigner's Elements

CAD-Lines in a Part and how it defines the Coordinate-System.

There are two ways to add a CAD-Line:

Automatically: along the centre of an Added-Part.

Manually: use the Part-Editor to add one or more CAD-Lines to a Part, at any

position and orientation.
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This CAD-Line is automatically added with

the Added-Part.

The image shows and Added-Part and its

CAD-Line:

1. Origin of the Coordinate System: the

start-Point of the CAD-Line is always

the Origin

2. +X–axis of the Coordinate System: is

along the CAD-Line, from its start-

Point to end-Point

3. +Y–axis of the Coordinate System: is

at +90º to the +X–axis

4. The +X and +Y–axes are on the

Mechanism Plane. 

5. The +Z–axis is perpendicular[ ] to

the Mechanism Plane. It is always

towards you, the viewer.

6. The Origin, or zero, of the Z–axis is

on the Mechanism Plane.

SOLIDWORKS Features.

The Coordinate-System in the SOLIDWORKS document.

Add three new features to the 
SOLIDWORKS active document:

1. Add a new Plane   

It becomes the XY-Plane of the new

Coordinate System.

2. Add a new Sketch  to the new Plane

: 

Add two perpendicular  construction

lines, that intersect.

The directions of the Lines become

the +X and the +Y–axes of the

Coordinate System.

The intersection of the Lines

becomes the Origin of the

Coordinate System.

The perpendicular  to the Plane

becomes the +Z–axis of the

Coordinate System - using the Right-

Hand Coordinate rule.

The +Z–axis is always towards the

viewer.
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Add Coordinate Syastem dialog in

SOLIDWORKS

3. Use SW > Insert menu > Coordinate

System to add a new Coordinate
System 

a. Click the Point at the intersection of the
two Lines as the Origin 

b. Click the construction line that you
want to become the +X-axis

c. Click the construction line that you
want to become the +Y–axis.

The +Z–axis automatically becomes
normal to the Plane defined by the +X and
+Y–axes and the Right-Hand-Rule.

The +Z–axis is towards you, the same
direction as the +Z–axis of the

Mechanism-Editor in MechDesigner.

Procedures to import SOLIDWORKS Documents 

Procedure 1: Import one Part onto one CAD-Line

SOLIDWORKS

Add a new Coordinate System to the document in SOLIDWORKS (Refer to the images above):

Step 1: SOLIDWORKS > Insert menu > Add Reference Geometry > Reference Plane 

The new Plane becomes coplanar with the Mechanism Plane and Part Plane in

MechDesigner.

Frequently, I offset the new Plane to be 'in front' of the Solid body in SOLIDWORKS

Then, the Solid will display 'behind' the Mechanism Plane in MechDesigner. The kinematic

elements will show and they will be easy to edit.

Step 2: SOLIDWORKS > Tools menu > Sketch Entities > Line (Construction Lines) 

Draw two construction lines on the new Plane. It is easy to edit the sketch later, if

necessary.

Thus, add constraints/relations to make the lines:

a. Perpendicular

Make one Line align with the +X–axis of the Coordinate System (this will be along

the CAD-Line) and the other Line along the +Y-axis 

b. Intersect 

Make the Lines intersect at the position you want to become coincident with

start-Point and origin of the CAD-Line

Step 3: SOLIDWORKS > Insert menu > Add Reference Geometry menu > Reference

Coordinate System 

In the SOLIDWORKS Add Coordinate System dialog selection-boxes:

Origin: Select the intersection of the new construction lines.

X– and Y–axes: Select the construction lines as the +X–axis and +Y–axis. 
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SOLIDWORKS will add the +Z–axis with the Right-Hand-Rule.

MechDesigner: 

Step 1: To show the Solid you will import from SOLIDWORKS 

Use Tools menu( or toolbar) > Show model in Mechanism.  

Step 2: M echD esigner > Open CAD-Line dialog-box.

[Click the CAD-Line onto which you want to import the SOLIDWORKS® Part.

In the Selection-Window, right-click the CAD-Line, in the contextual menu click 'Edit

element...']

In the CAD-Line dialog-box:

1. Click the SOLIDWORKS tab 

2. Click the 'Model Import from SOLIDWORKS' separator

3. Click the Read button.

Wait until the SOLIDWORKS Part, Configuration and Coordinate System show in the boxes

below.

For a large model, this may take many seconds.

4. Click the Import Model from SOLIDWORKS button (at the bottom of this separator)

Wait until the Import Model from SOLIDWORKS button 'releases' and its action is complete. 

You may need to click 'Import Model from SOLIDWORKS' two times.

5. Click the Display Options separator 

If the number in the Number-of-Vertices box is zero, or a number is not in the box

6. Click the 'Import Model from SOLIDWORKS' button again, and again wait until the

button releases. 

When the Number-of-Vertices is not zero...

7. Click the Colour button to edit the colour of the SOLIDWORKS solid in the graphic-

area.

8. Click OK.

Procedure 2: Import a Sub-Assembly onto one CAD-Line

If the Sub-assembly has many parts and features that are not necessary - for example

washers, screws./.. - then in SOLIDWORKS, create a new Configuration.

In the new SOLIDWORKS configuration, suppress parts and features in parts that you do not

need to see in the MechDesigner model. Also, replace fillet with chamfer features from parts.

SOLIDWORKS®:

1. Make active the configuration in which you have suppressed parts and features. 

2. Add a Plane and Coordinate System - see Procedure 1, above.

MechDesigner

See Procedure 1 above

You may need to press the 'Import Model from SOLIDWORKS' button two times.

If you have already imported a SOLIDWORKS model, then you will need to delete the STL
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from the model path.

Procedure 3: Import different SOLIDWORKS Parts onto different CAD-Lines

It is often best to mate the Parts into a 'working' Assembly. 

Import each Part form SOLIDWORKS onto a different CAD-Line. Each CAD-Line may be in the

same and in different Parts.

Top-Tip: 

To make sure the layering of all the Parts is correct when you import the Parts from SOLIDWORKS.

Review the model and decide which Plane you want to coincide with the Mechanism Plane in

MechDesigner.

Add a Master Reference Plane to the top level of the assembly. 

Add a Plane, that is coplanar with Master Reference Plane, to each Part in the Assembly. 

Add a sketch to the Plane for the Coordinate System.

CAD-Lines in one Part:

In SOLIDWORKS:

At the top level of the assembly, add a Plane. We call this the Master Reference Plane.

Add a Plane, that is coplanar with the Master Reference Plane, to each Part you will

import from SOLIDWORKS 

Add a sketch to the Planes in each Part, and then a Coordinate System. 

Make sure each Coordinate System is coincident.

In MechDesigner:

Add an equal number of CAD-Lines to the Part as the number of parts you will import

from SOLIDWORKS 

Make the start-Point of each CAD-Line coincident 

Make the CAD-Lines co-linear

Rename each CAD-Line to the same as each SOLIDWORKS Part.

CAD-Lines in different Parts:

In SOLIDWORKS

If necessary, add a Master Reference Plane at the top level of the assembly.

Add a Plane, that is coplanar with the Master Reference Plane, to each Part you will

import from SOLIDWORKS 

Add a sketch to the Plane in each Part and then a Coordinate System. 

Make sure each sketch and Coordinate System aligns with the CAD-Line in the

respective Parts.

In MechDesigner:

Typically, you will import the SOLIDWORKS Parts onto one or more CAD-Lines along

the center of each Added-Part.

If necessary, if you also want to add more than one Part to a MechDesigner Part, add

more CAD-Lines to each Part. As above, make the CAD-Lines co-linear and their start-

Point coincident.

Rename each CAD-Line to the same as each SOLIDWORKS Part.
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Then follow MechDesigner Procedure 1 - see above.

Do Procedure 1 again and again, with all the CAD-Lines and Parts you want to import to 

MechDesigner from an assembly in SOLIDWORKS®.

Trouble-shooting: Active Document does not show in

MechDesigner.

Occasionally a Part, and more often an Assembly, does not import or show in MechDesigner:

In SOLIDWORKS Parts

1. Make sure there are not any: 

 small gaps between parts

 small parts with complex details - for example, a set-screw.

In the MechDesigner CAD-Line dialog-box and SOLIDWORKS tab 

1. Change the File-Quality to Custom, and edit the Linear and Angular Deviation

parameters. 

2. Re-import.

Experiment with the Linear and Angular Deviation parameters to import a Solid with

'fine' details, or with 'coarse' details.

Using the STL File Import separator in the CAD-Line | Solids tab.

STL File Import separator - If you have SOLIDWORKS, you do NOT need to use this control.

Unfortunately, we do not recognize Planes and Coordinate Systems in STL Parts.

Thus, you must move the Part in your CAD to align with the CAD-Line.

Edit the model in your CAD Program:

1. Move a Point/Vertex to want to be at the Origin of the CAD-Line, to (0,0,0) of the

Model Coordinates. 

2. Make a Line/Edge in the model to align with the +X–axis of the CAD-Line,

3. Make +Y-axis of the Part to be at +90º so it will be coincident with the +Y–axis of the

CAD-Line. 

Then save the Part as a Binary STL file type before you import the Part.

To Import the STL File:

1. Click the Browse...button: .to find the STL file you would like to import. 

2. Click the Convert STL to MD Solids button: to import the STL file.
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6.29Tutorial 20: Design a Scroll or Feedscrew

Scrolls and Feed-screws

Typically, a Scroll regulates 'packs*', that are in a queue on a conveyor, into pockets on a

rotating Star-Wheel, at the in-feed to a rotary machine.

Usually, at the entry to the scroll, the packs are adjacent to each other. The scroll separates

the packs so that they match the pitch of the pockets on the star-wheel, which is at the exit of

the scroll.

It is also possible to rotate the packs about their vertical axis as they move along the scroll.

* A 'Pack' is any product, typically a bottle. It is assumed its shape is approximately rigid and

prismatic. Its section can be anything from Rectangular to Circular. There should not be any

'concave' sides to the Pack, for example a handle. If the Pack has a concave side, then re-draw the

pack to remove the concave faces with a single line or arc.

This Tutorial:

1. Prepare the model to add a Scroll 

2. Use the Scroll dialog to configure the Scroll ready for export to SOLIDWORKS.

3. Export the 3D-Cam to SOLIDWORKS® .

STEP 1: Pack: Shape and Motion-Points 

The Pack moves along a line that is parallel to the scroll's rotation-axis. It is also possible to

rotate the Pack on its own axis as it moves from the entry to the exit of the scroll.

1. Add a Mechanism to a 'Plane' - the 'Front' Plane

- in the Model-Editor. 

2. Rename the Mechanism-Editor to 'Pack'.

In the new Mechanism-Editor:

3. Add a Slider with a Motion FB for the Pack's

axial motion [Define the Linear Motion of the

Pack in Step 4] 

If the Pack rotates about an axis normal to the Pack

Mechanism-Plane [graphic-area] as it moves along

the scroll:

4. Add a Rocker to the Slider, with a Motion FB for

the Pack's rotation [Define the Rotational

Motion of the Pack in Step 4]. 

5. Add the Pack shape to the Slider or Rocker, as

appropriate. The Pack's shape must be a sketch-

loop.

Motion-Path, Motion-Points. 
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In order to calculate the shape of the scroll, we must

define the contact points between the Pack and the

Scroll.

Rather than a Profile, we add Motion-Points to the

shape of the Pack. Each Motion-Point will define a 'Rim'

along the scroll - as we will see.

1. Click Add Motion-Path 

2. Click one of the sketch-elements that give the

shape to the Pack 

One Motion-Point  shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element that you click.

1. Double-click the Motion-Path FB to open the

Motion-Path dialog-box 

In the Point parameters separator:

2. Edit the 'Phase-Offset' or 'Linear-Offset' to

position the Motion-Point approximately as

indicated by   in the image to the left. 

3. Edit the '# Motion-Points' to 10 - we can edit

this number later, if necessary.

4. Click the 'Re-generate Motion-Points' button.

5. Edit the 'Range', or 'Linear Range' to ~160º

(degrees) - so that the  Motion-Point #10 is

approximately horizontal with #1.

All 10 Motion-Points must be in the 'Green

Zone' [see sketch to the left]. The Motion-Points

cannot be in the 'Red Zone'. If they are in the Red-

Zone, the scroll will need to 'wrap' around the

bottle, which is not physically possible.

A Motion for the Motion-Points

As the Pack rotates, we must also rotate the Motion-

Points in the opposite direction so that they remain in

the half of the Pack that faces the rotation-axis.

1. Connect a wire... 

...from the output-connector of the Motion-

Dimension that rotates the Pack...

...to the input-connector of the Motion-Path.

You may need to add a Gearing FB, with a ratio of -1, to

move the Points in the negative direction.
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STEP 2: Add rotational cross-section and rotational axis to represent the Scroll-

Blank.

[Note: I have rotated the Pack by 180º on the rotating

Part. This helps later.]

We must add a sketch-loop that represents the

rotational cross-section of the scroll.

1. Edit the Base-Part 

2. Click Tools menu > Show/Hide other

Mechanism Sketches - this will show the shape

of the Pack .

3. Add a rectangle , [as a sketch-loop] that

represents the rotational cross-section of the 

'blank'.

The rotational cross-section needs a rotational axis. At

this point, its length is not too important.

4. Add a Horizontal Line  to represent the rotational
axis of the feedscrew.

This should be along the X-axis of the Base-Part.

We must also add a Profile to the rotational cross-
section .

1. Close the Part-Editor 

2. Add Profile  to the rectangle

When we send the rotational cross-section and
rotational axis to SOLIDWORKS, SOLIDWORKS makes a
'revolved-section'. It represents the Scroll-Blank.

STEP 3: Add a Plane, Mechanism, and the Scroll Part

We will add the scroll to a different Mechanism-Editor. We must add a new Plane for the

new Mechanism-Editor. 

The Plane to which we add the new Mechanism-Editor must be orientated in a particular

direction. If the Plane is not in the correct orientation, we will not be able to add the scroll.

Add the new Plane

1. Spin the model with your keyboard arrow keys 

2. Click Add Plane

3. Click the arrowhead of the X-axis at the Origin

of the Base-Part

The image shows the default position of the new

Plane.

We will use the Add Plane dialog to change the

orientation of the Plane. 

First, close the Add-Plane dialog, and 'Add a new
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Mechanism' to the Plane, and then edit the Plane for

the new Mechanism later.

4. Click OK to close the Add Plane dialog 

5. Click Add Mechanism

6. Click the new Plane

7. Click OK in the Command Manager

You will 'jump' to the new Mechanism-Editor.

Rename the new Mechanism-Editor to 'Scroll'

8. Click the 'Pack' Mechanism tab at the top of the

graphics area to return to the Pack Mechanism-

Editor. 

9. If necessary, click Tools menu (or toolbar) >

'Show Sketches in Mechanism'

You can see the new Plane and its Base-Part  (in Grey)

to see the orientation of the Scroll Mechanism-Plane.

The XY-axes of the Base-Part are coplanar with Scroll

Mechanism-Plane.

10.Edit the new Plane. To open the Plane dialog-

box - double-click the new Plane in the graphic-

area, or navigate to it in the Assembly-Tree. 

MechDesigner Rules - relative orientation of the new

Plane with respect to the orientation of the Pack's

Mechanism Plane.

The Z-axis of the Scroll Mechanism Base-Part

must be co-axial with the X-axis of the Pack

Mechanism's Base-Part

The Y-axis of the Scroll Mechanism Base-Part

must be co-axial with the Y-axis of the Pack

Mechanism's Base-Part

In the Add Plane dialog:

If you added the new Plane to the X-axis, then the X,

Y and Z-axis rotations in the Plane dialog are 0,90,0

respectively.

If you added the new Plane to the Y-axis, then the X,

Y and Z-axis rotations are 0,90,90 respectively.

The image shows the new orientation of the Base-

Part and Mechanism-Plane of the 'Scroll'

Mechanism.
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11.Click the Scroll Mechanism tab 

We will now add the Part to represent the rotating

'feedscrew'.

12.Add a rotating Part 

The origin of the Feedscrew is at the origin of the

Base-Part. 

We rotate the feedscrew many times as the Pack

moves from its infeed to its exit points.

13.Add a Gearing FB 

Edit its Gearing Ratio parameter to '8' [first guess].

Rename the Gearing FB to '8'

Note : We use the Gearing Ratio parameter to

calculate the linear motion of the Pack.

Step 4: Define the Motion of the Pack

The Motion for the Axial and Rotation of the Pack

Click to Expand and Collapse

Pack Axial Velocities

The motion usually

has a 'Constant

Velocity Segment' as

its first and last

segment. Thus, there

are two velocities we

must consider.

Start Velocity: [VS]

Packs are usually

adjacent

['bunched up',

'back-to-back'].

Thus we must

move the pack by

one 'Pack-Length'

as we rotate the

pack one time. My

Pack length is

62mm, and the

Gearing Ratio [G]

= 8 [See Step 3].

VS = Product-
Length × G

VS = 62 * 8 =
496 mm/s

Final Velocity: [VF]

Packs should be at
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the same pitch as

the star-wheel or

circular pitch of

the Rotary

Machine. Number

of Starwheel

Pockets = N,

Starwheel Radius

= R. Say N = 4 and

R = 300mm

VF = Starwheel-
Pocket Pitch ×
G.

VF= [2ΠR/N] * G
= 3770 mm/s 

VF= [2Π300/4] *
G = 3770 mm/s 

Segment Timing:
 X0, X1, X2, X3

The first segment

should have a

duration that

rotates the scroll

rotates at least

one pack-length.

The last segment

should have a

duration that

advances the

scroll one pocket

pitch on the star-

wheel.

Again, we use the

Gearing Ratio, G'

in the equations.

X0 = 0, X1 =
360/G = 360/8 =
45 ; X2 =
360(1-1/G) =
360*(1-1/8) =
315 ; X3 = 360.

Y axis at X2

Edit the Position

of X2 until the

velocity profile

increases steadily

from the Start
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Velocity to the

Final Velocity.

Pack Rotation

The Pack rotates

90º as it moves

from the entry to

the exit of the

scroll.

The duration of

the motion

segment to rotate

the pack is the

same duration as

the motion

segment that

increases its

velocity.

Step 5: Add the Feedscrew element

14.Click the Home key on your keyboard to make

sure the MMA is at 0 

15.Make sure 'Tools menu > Show other Part-

Outlines and sketches' is active.

16.Rotate the view so you can see the elements in

the two Mechanism-Editors.

Remain in the Scroll Mechanism-Editor.

17.Click Add Scroll. 

Select the five elements in order - see image above

for the elements:

  The Follower Part is the 'Pack' Part - in grey 

  The Part to carry the Feed-Screw is the 'Scroll', in

the active Mechanism-Editor

  The Profile is the 'rotation-section' in grey - the

Profile element 

  The Line for the 'revolve axis' is the 'rotation-

axis' in grey

  The Motion-Path FB in the graphic area. It shows

after you click ,  the 'rotation-axis'
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Click 'OK'.

You may need to click the Model-Editor to force a

full model rebuild.

MechDesigner creates a surface for the part of the

scroll that becomes in contact with the Pack, as the

Pack advances.

STEP 6: Transfer the Scroll to SOLIDWORKS

To transfer the Scroll to SOLIDWORKS, we need to

edit the Scroll element.

1. Double-click the Scroll in the graphic area 

or

1. Click the Scroll element in the graphic-area

or the Assembly-Tree 

In the Selection-Window

2. Right-Click the Scroll-Element 

3. Click 'Edit element' 

The Scroll Element dialog-box [Also called the

Feed Screw - dialog-box].

The important separators are:

Number-of-Points

Edit the Number-of-Points along each Rim.

Typically 500 to 1500.

Screw Start / End

The Start and End of the feedscrew is with

respect to the MMA.

Typically, set to 0 to 360 

Display

Colour

Transparency - applies to view in the Model

only

Show as Solid (Surface) and/or Rims check

boxes.
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SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer separator:

Start SOLIDWORKS, add a new Part, save the new

Part.

Now: in the SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer separator: 

1. Click the 'Create Scroll Blank in CAD' 

 button Wait until it is complete.

2. Click 'Create Scroll Surface in CAD'  button.

 

Commands  &  are reliable.  However, 'Cut

Scroll Surface from Blank'  may not work, or

appear not, to work.

Trouble-shooting the Scroll in SOLIDWORKS

However, the last command: 'Cut Scroll Surface from

Blank'  may not, or appear not to, work.

CHECK 1: In SOLIDWORKS, inspect the 'left' face of the

revolved Scroll Blank  relative to the Scroll-Surface .

In the image to the left, the vertical line that is at the

left-side of the Scroll-Blank  is to the left-side of the

end of the Scroll-Surface . 

In this case, the 'Cut Scroll Surface from Blank' [button

in dialog] will not work. 

You must, in SOLIDWORKS, or MechDesigner

1. Edit the sketch of the revolved Scroll-Blank   

I prefer to edit the sketch in SOLIDWORKS, rather

than MechDesigner.

2. Move the end of the sketch to the right-side of

the end of the Scroll-Surface. 

In this sketch, I have added a dimension between the

end of the Scroll-Surface and the left-side of the

Sketch-Blank. You do not need to add the dimension.

To help me edit the sketch, I have, in SOLIDWORKS,

dragged the 'Revolve' feature of the Scroll-Blank to

below 'Feed-Screw Scroll Boundary-Surface' feature.

Then, if I need to edit the sketch in the Revolve feature, I

can see the end of the Scroll-Surface at the same time.
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CHECK 2: After you close the sketch and rebuild the

model. the Surface-Cut feature in SOLIDWORKS might not

cut the correct side of the Scroll-Surface - see image to

the left.

In this case, in SOLIDWORKS:

1. Edit the Feed-Screw Scroll Boundary-Surface

feature

2. Click the 'cut direction' arrow - see image - to

reverse the direction of the Cut.

In the image, you can see the revolved Scroll-Blank has

been cut correctly by the Scroll-Surface.

However, the Feed-Screw Scroll Boundary-Surface feature

is still shown in the model

CHECK 3: Hide the Feed-Screw Scroll Boundary-Surface

feature. Use the contextual menu

See image.

Finally, the scroll is correct.
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6.30Tutorial 21: Reverse Engineer Cams

Reverse Engineering Cams

Frequently, OEMs need to improve the performance of existing machines. They can often

achieve the best results if they improve the motion design to be better than that given by the

cams. 

The designer must first reverse engineer the cams to find their original intended motion. Then

he can look to improve the motion design.

Reverse-Engineering Cam Motions

When you look at 'standard' motions, you typically identity it by looking at the acceleration

motion law. This is why they are called: 'Modified Sinusoid', 'Modified Trapezoid'..., as this is their

'shape' in the acceleration graph.

When you come to Reverse-Engineer a Cam, you must understand these issues:

Motion and the Measured Cam Profile:

A small displacement error in measurement gives a large error to its acceleration graph.

When you measure a cam, there will [must] be small dimensional differences between the

measured cam and the original cam.

The dimensional differences may result from:

measurement errors

cam wear - the wear will be different at different places along the cam profile.

damage.

Identify the 'Intended Cam Motion':

When you plot the acceleration graph, to identify the motion law, it will be 'noisy'. This is

because to look at acceleration, you are numerically differentiating the measured

displacement data.

If the original cam motion is not very good, the cam will wear more, and the measured data

becomes even more noisy, making the acceleration almost impossible to identify any motion.

MechDesigner 's definition:

Reverse-Engineering a Cam:

Measure a cam to give its XY or RΘ coordinates.

Import the measured data to MechDesigner and recreate the Cam Shape with the Point -

Cloud tool

Use the Magnetic-Joint and a mechanism model to find the motion of the Cam-Follower

from the Cam Shape.

Import the Cam-Follower motion to MotionDesigner

Crete a new motion [over the top of the imported motion] that has at least acceleration

continuity, even if the original cam had an acceleration discontinuity.

look for opportunities to reduce the cam-follower's peak acceleration and velocity, while

making only small changes to the cam-follower's displacement.

Thus, it is possible to improve the performance of the machine to be better than its original

specification.
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Reverse-Engineering a Cam in MechDesigner.

Please follow these steps to reverse engineer a cam with MechDesigner.
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Machine 

Measure or Scan a Cam : 

To get the best results use a CMM to measure the

cam profile. 

If the cam-follower is an oscillating cam-follower,

also find the these dimensions:

the distance between the cam's rotational

centre and cam-follower's oscillating centre, 

the distance between the cam-follower roller

centre and the cam-follower's oscillating centre

. 

the radius of the cam-follower, and get its part-

number.

the minimum and maximum radius of the cam

If the cam-follower is a reciprocating cam-

follower, measure: 

any offset between the cam-follower's sliding

plane and its centre of rotation

any offset between the cam-follower roller and

the cam-follower's sliding -axis.

the radius of the cam-follower, and get its part-

number.

the minimum and maximum radius of the cam

Measure the mechanisms on the machine: 

To get the best results, measure the distance

between each fixed centre, the position of slides,

and the length of each part in the mechanism. You

should be able to model the same mechanism in 

MechDesigner.

MechDesigner

1. Build the cam and the cam-follower kinematic-

chains, to represent the mechanism[s] you have

measured on the machine. 

2. Import a Point-Cloud: Add a Point-Cloud FB to

the rotating 'Cam-Part'; Edit the Point-Cloud

dialog-box to import data you have measured

for the cam-profile. Use the Point-Cloud

dialog-box to fit a Curve to the Point-Cloud

data.

- or -

2. If possible, open a DXF File, then edit a CAD-
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Line to show the DXF drawing of the cam.

Convert DXF Entities to sketch-elements. Make

a sketch-loop to represent the cam. Add a

Profile element to the sketch-loop that

represents the cam. 

3. Add a Magnetic-Joint FB to pull the Cam-

Follower onto the Curve [derived from the

Point-Cloud] or the Profile element [derived

from the DXF]

4. Connect wires from the Motion-Dimension FB

that is driven by the Magnetic-Joint to a Graph

FB to plot the cam-follower's motion - its

displacement, velocity and acceleration.

MotionDesigner

Use the 'Data Transfer Table' to import the

plot / data from the Graph

'Put the Data' in the table to a Z-Raw-Data

'motion-law' [segment type] [this is to make

sure you do not lose the data if you close 

MechDesigner].

If necessary, 'Get the motion' from the Z-Raw-

Data [if the Data Transfer table is empty after

closing MechDesigner].

Add a new Motion and Motion tab and 'Put the

data' as an 'Overlay Trace'.

Edit the new motion so that it becomes the

nearly the same as the 'Overlay Trace'.

MotionDesigner - MechDesigner

Interaction

Build a new model with new kinematic-chains

to represent the Cam and Cam-Follower again.

Put the Joints and Parts in the same positions as

those in the original kinematic-chain.

Add the new motion, which is similar to the

Overlay-Trace. 

Now there are two motions to compare - one

driven by the Magnetic-Joint and the other by

the new motion.

Improve the New Motion

Make sure the new motion is continuous in at

least acceleration.
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Reduce the number of segments

'Balance' the new motion to reduce peak

accelerations and velocities

Change motion-laws to suit the application

Check the Pressure Angle and Radius of

Curvature to make sure they are acceptable.

Export the Cam to SOLIDWORKS

Use a Cam-Data FB and Cam-Coordinates

dialog to export the Cam to SOLIDWORKS.

SOLIDWORKS

If necessary, 'mirror' the cam to put it in the

correct orientation for machining.

Add various details - bore, boss, key-way, ,

dowel holes...to make a full cam model

From the model, add a drawing with tolerances

Export to CAM

CAM

Generate the G-Code that is needed for CNC

Machine.

If necessary, reverse the cam surface data to cut

the cam with 'climb' or conventional' milling.

CAM

Machine the Cam.
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6.31Tutorial 22: Working with Large Models

Working with LARGE Models.

SPECIAL CASE: Sweep Display dialog-box in MotionDesigner

If the model is cycles slowly, make sure the Sweep-Display dialog-box is not open. Close the

dialog if it is open.

This tool is found here: MotionDesigner > Tools > Sweep Display.

Use Briefcase FBs

Use Briefcase FBs to manage large numbers of FBs that are in the graphic-area. Please try to

learn how they can help you.

Tools menu [ or toolbar] > Briefcase FB

'Number-of-steps':

Make sure the number of steps in MechDesigner and MotionDesigner are not too high.

MechDesigner

Edit menu > Machine Settings > Number-of-Steps

There are not many occasions when you must make the Number-of-Steps 

MotionDesigner

Edit menu > Active Motion Settings > Motion tab > Motion Cycle Data separator.

Make the Number-of-Steps = 360.

'Click the Graphic-Area':

'Click the graphic-area' to complete a command if it does not complete correctly.

'Click the graphic-area' after you open a large model.

'Click the graphic-area' after you click a different Mechanism-Editor.

Rebuild Traffics Light

There is a Traffic-Light tool in MechDesigner AND MotionDesigner. The default Traffic-Light

setting is Green. In this case, the model is rebuilt after each command or edit of a parameter.

When the model is large, editing can be become slow.

To increase the speed of modelling

Make the Traffic-Lights Red, to model more easily and faster.

to select elements - for example, as you add new elements to the model

Note: You may need to click the 'Traffic-Light' again, to make it Green, to complete some commands. Click it
again to make it Red to continue modelling.

to edit parameters - for example, a dimension

to open dialog-boxes - for example to open a Function-Block dialog-box

to edit a motion [make the Traffic-Light in MotionDesigner Red]

to Add Ball-Joint if the model has many elements and you cannot select a Point.
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Make the Traffic-Light Green again and then Red again, if:

The model does not complete a command.

When there are 'motion-dependencies'. A motion-dependency is when a motion is a

function of a different motion. You may need to click the Traffic-Light two times.

SOLIDWORKS

SOLIDWORKS Parts May have a lot of cosmetic detail that you do not need in the

MechDesigner model. The extra details can make the graphics in MechDesigner slow to

respond, for example, if you want to pan the model across your screen, with CTRL+Drag.

To increase the speed, and to reduce the time to open a model with SOLIDWORKS Parts and

Assemblies:

Save all SOLIDWORKS Parts or Assemblies to the same path, or sub-path. of the

MechDesigner model path.

Before you save Parts in SOLIDWORKS, add a new configuration to the SOLIDWORKS Part. In the

new configuration:

Suppress small fillets on all parts

Use chamfers and not 'rounds' [internal fillets]

Suppress tapped-holes

Remove fasteners

Before you import the SolidWorks Assemblies, add a new configuration to the SOLIDWORKS

Assembly. In the new configuration:

Suppress, washers, bolts - unless important. [Use the 'Fix Mate' if the assembly needs the

parts that you suppress].

Optionally, save the Assembly as a Part.



Part

VII
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Getting Started Tutorials -
MotionDesigner

7

MotionDesigner - Tutorials: 

Explore the User Interface 

Understanding the Motion Graphs

How to Link a Motion in MechDesigner

Tutorial 1: Simple Indexing 

Tutorial 2: Introduction to the Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law

Tutorial 3: Constant-Velocity with the Flexible-Polynomial

Tutorial 4: Edit the End of the Selected-Segment

Tutorial 5: Edit the Start and End of Standard Segments

Tutorial 6: Edit the End of the Last Segment

Tutorial 7: Edit the End of a Motion with one Segment

Tutorial 8: Why I cannot edit the end of the Previous-Segment

Tutorial 8: Asymmetrical Motions - Dwell-Rise-Dwell Application

Tutorial 10: How to Import your own data.
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7.1Explore the User Inerface

MotionDesigner Interface

Note

When you start MechDesigner,  the MotionDesigner application is docked to the right-side.

The triangular symbols, which we call Blend-Points, should be together, but they are not. To

move the triangular symbols together:

1. Click one time in the motion graph area - see the 'Motion Graph Area'  in the image

below. 
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MOTIONDESIGNER

[Click to Expand/Collapse]

The User Interface

  Toolbars

  Motion-Law

Selector 

  Motion-Width

  Motion Name tabs

  Motion Graph Area

 'Drag bars' to resize

MotionDesigner and

each Graph.

The Blend-Point

Editor and Segment

Editors are found in

the toolbars.
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 Toolbars 

The Toolbars are at the top of MotionDesigner. 

Motion-Law Selector

The Motion-Law Selector is one of the toolbars. It is a drop-down box. See Motion-Laws

Motion Width

The Motion-Width is 360. The box is Light-Blue

Motion Name Tabs 

The Motion Name tabs are above the Graph-Area.

When you have many Motion Names tabs, you may need to use the left and right, < > , scroll

buttons (4a)

See also: MotionDesigner > Edit menu > Active Motion Settings > Motion tab.
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Graph-Area 

The Motion Graph Area is where we plot the motions. You can show or hide the motion

graph for Position, Velocity, Acceleration, and Jerk. (see View menu)

The 'Selected-Segment' is Red.

The Y-axis Units and scale are to the left of each graph and the X-axis Units below the

bottom graph.

The Motion-Name and the Machine-Speed are at the bottom of the graphs, in Red. Machine-

Speed is set in MechDesigner, not in MotionDesigner
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7.2Understand the Graphs
Motion

Motion is an abstract concept. It is difficult to order a motion off eBay®, for example. 

For a motion design software package to be useful, the motion must be made 'visible' by

representing it somehow. The easiest method is to plot a motion as a graph. This is what

MotionDesigner does. Another method is to move machine-elements in a CAD-model with the

same motion as the motion graph. This is what MechDesigner does.

Motion Graphs in MotionDesigner

There are four graphs available in MotionDesigner: Position, Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk

You can use the P,V,A, and J icons in the View Toolbar, to show or hide each motion-

derivative graph.

CONCEPT 1: SAME X–AXIS 

IS USED ALL THE GRAPHS

All graphs have the

same X-axis, which is at

the bottom of the

graphs.

CONCEPT 2: SAME MOTION

FOR ALL MOTION-

DERIVATIVES .

The same motion is

displayed, exactly

above each other.

Each graph is the same

motion, but at a

different motion-

derivative.

For each point along

the X-axis, the value of

a graph is equal to the

slope [gradient], at the

same X-axis, of the

graph above.

CONCEPT 3: MOTION IS

SPLIT INTO SEGMENTS 

It is convenient to split

the motion into

segments. You select a

'Motion-Law' for each

segment that can

satisfy the motion

design specification.
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CONCEPT 4: BLEND-POINTS

 JOIN THE SEGMENTS

MotionDesigner joins

the segments end-to-

end with 'Blend-Points'.

These are also called 

'Nodes'.

CONCEPT 5:  SEGMENT

NAMING CONVENTIONS.

For convenience, we

name the segments in

the help as the:

Selected-Segment

 - the RED

segment you edit.

Previous-Segment

- the segment

before the

Selected-Segment.

Next-Segment -

the segment after

the Selected-

Segment.

As soon as you click a

different segment, it

becomes the RED

Selected-Segment. 
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7.3How to link a Motion to Motion-Parin MechDesigner
Background

Motions are defined in our code with mathematical functions. You do not need to know the

mathematics. The functions are displayed as graphs in MotionDesigner. 

Each function has an input from which we get the variable output[. The input to the function is

a value on the X-axis of the motion graph. The output from the function is a value on the Y-

axis.

To make a part in MechDesigner move with the motion as specified in the motion-graph in

MotionDesigner, we must link the motion to a Motion FB in the MechDesigner model.

The motion-values at the input-connector of a Motion FB are the X–axis values of the

motion-graph.

The motion-values at the output-connector of a Motion FB become the Y–axis values of

the motion-graph.

We connect the Motion FB to other FBs to give the motion-values to a Motion-Part or

Motion-Point.

Add more motions in MotionDesigner.

MotionDesigner gives Motion0 , identified by the Motion-name tab, as the default motion.

Usually, you will need more than one motion.

IN MOTIONDESIGNER

STEP 1: Add new Motion tabs 

1. Click MotionDesigner to make MotionDesigner active. 

2. Click File toolbar > Add Motion.

3. Do Step 2 again, to add more motions.

The new motion-names in each tab become Motion0, Motion1, Motion2...

STEP 2: Rename the Motions

It is easy to rename each motion to be different to 'Motion0', 'Motion1'....

1. Click a Motion tab to make the motion active.

2. Click the  Edit toolbar > Active Motion Settings icon 

3. In the Motion tab, and the Motion name separator enter a new name for the motion.

4. Use the 'Enter' key on your keyboard to confirm the motion name.

5. 'OK' in the Active Motion Settings dialog.

How to Link a Motion to a Motion-FB

Link a motion that is in MotionDesigner with a Motion FB that is in MechDesigner.

IN MECHDESIGNER

STEP 1: Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area

1. Click Kinematic-FB toolbar > Motion FB 

2. Click the graphic-area.

The Motion FB is now in the graphic-area.

The Motion FB is automatically linked to the left-most Motion tab in MotionDesigner.
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STEP 2: Open the Motion FB dialog-box

1. Double-click the Motion FB in the graphic area, or Assembly-Tree 

OR

1. Click the Motion FB one time in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree 

The Motion FB is now in the Selection-Window

2. Right-click the Motion FB in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu  

The Motion FB dialog-box is now open.

STEP 3: Link the Motion FB in MechDesigner to the Motion name in MotionDesigner

To select a motion name in the Motion FB dialog-box:

1. Click the down-arrow to show the motions in the drop-down list box.

2. Click a motion in the drop-down list 

3. Click 'OK' to close the Motion-FB dialog-box.

4. Connect wires with other Function-Blocks and so 'give' the motion to a Motion-Part

or Motion-Point. 
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7.4Tutorial 1: Indexing Motion [13.2]

Indexing Motion

This tutorial is to help you design an indexing motion. 

After this tutorial you should be able to:

delete segments 

make sure the Motion-Width is 360º

change the Motion-Law of a Segment

edit the X-axis value of a Blend-Point

edit the Y-axis value of a Blend-Point

Terminology and Index Motions

Index Motions usually have two segments:

Index Segment. We must specify its:

Index-Period:  the rotational angle of the input-shaft  [X-axis] while the output shaft

also rotates

Index-Angle: the rotational angle of the output-shaft [Y-axis] during the Index-Period.

Motion-Law:  the mathematical function for the output-shaft rotational angle as a

function of the input-shaft rotational angle.

Dwell Segment. We must specify its:

Dwell-Period: the number-of-degrees the input-shaft rotates during the dwell segment.

Dwell Period = 360 - Index-Period

Note: 

'Period' is frequently the term for 'Time-Period', 'Duration', 'Interval'. Period of a motion

segment is the number of degrees of change in the X-axis'.

Video of this Step

 Double-click to watch Video Clip

Starting from the Default Motion


Tutorial1-Indexing-Motion.mp4
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The Default Motion:

Number of Segments = 4

Motion-Width = 360º

Motion Rise = 90º

Motion-Laws = Flexible Polynomial

Motion 'type' = Rise-Dwell-Return-

Dwell

Notes:

The X-axis is the horizontal axis. You

can see its units are 'degrees'.

The X-axis usually represents one

machine shaft rotation rotation, 360º.

The Position, Velocity, Acceleration and

Jerk graphs are exactly above each

other, and are the same motion, but at

different motion-derivatives. The X-

axis is the same for all of the motion

graphs.

Segment Names

Select-Segment - is the RED Segment

Previous-Segment - is to the left-side

of the Selected-Segment.

Next-Segment - is to the right-side of

the Selected-Segment.

Edit the Y-axis units

If the Y-axis units are not 'degrees' then make

them 'degrees':

1. Click the Edit toolbar > Active Motion-

Settings 
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1. Click the Active Motion-Settings > Motion

tab | Motion Units separator : Y-axis

Position units 

2. Select 'degrees' in the drop-down box. 

Delete Two Segments

STEP   1. Make the last segment the

Selected-Segment 

To make the last segment the Selected-

Segment:

1. Click in the motion-graph area

above or below the last segment 

Step 1 is complete

In the image to the left: the RED segment

is the 'last' segment. 

Thus, the last segment is now the Selected-

Segment.

STEP   2. Delete the last Segment

To delete the Red Selected-Segment

2. Click the Blend-Point & Segment

Editor toolbar > Delete Segment 
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After we delete the last segment:

there are 3 segments

the last segment has a Segment-

Width of 180º, from 180 to 360º.

the Motion-Width does not change.

It is 360º.

the first segment becomes the RED

Selected-Segment.

The indexing motion has only 2 segments.

Thus, we must delete one more segment.

We want to delete the last segment.

STEP   3. Do again Steps 1 and 2 

That is: 'Click the last segment', and then

'Delete it'.

Step 3 is complete

You should have a motion the same as the

image to the left.

There are two segments.

Terminology:

'Index-Period' . It is 90º

This is the number-of-degrees

along the X-axis when the Y-axis

moves from 0 to 90mm.

'Dwell-Period'. It is 270º

This is the number-of-degrees

along the X-axis while the Y-axis

does not change. The Y-axis stays at

90mm.

'Index-Angle' . It is 90mm.  

This is the change of the output of

the motion, the Y-axis.

Edit the Motion-Law and Blend-Points
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The motion we have:

The Segment-Width of the first

Segment is 90º.

The Segment-Width of the last

segment is 270º.

[The Motion-Width 90 + 270 = 360º]

The Index-Angle is 90º.

The motion we want:

The Segment-Width of the first

Segment to be 120º.

The Segment-Width of the last

segment to be 240º.

The Index-Angle to be 120º.

The Motion-Width of the 'before and

after' motions are the same:  is 90º

+ 270º = 120º + 240º = 360º.

We need to edit the Segment-Width of

the two segments, but not change

Motion-Width. We can:

Use the Blend-Point Editor to the

'slide' the Blend-Point to the right.

Use the Segment-Editor to make the

first segment longer and then make

the last segment shorter.

I find the best tool to edit the Segment-

Width, when we do not want to edit the

Motion-Width, is the Blend-Point Editor.

Blend-Point Editor

button

STEP   1. Open the Blend-Point Editor

Click: Blend-Point and Segment toolbar

> Open Blend-Point Editor.
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STEP   2. Make sure the active Blend-

Point is #2 

1. Use the 'Previous / Next' buttons to

move the active Blend-Point to #2 

You can see the X-axis position is at 90º

Note: You can optionally make sure the

second segment is the Selected-Segment

before you open the Blend-Point Editor.

However, you can use the 'Next' and

'Previous' buttons to see if there is a 'very

short' segment in the motion that you

cannot see in the graph.

STEP   3. Edit the X-axis value

 Use the spin box tool in the X-axis

position control-button.

1. Click the bottom arrow buttons in

the spin-box control to increase the

Spin-Increment from 1 to 10. 

2. Click the top arrow-buttons in the

spin-box control to increase X-axis

motion-value from 90º to 120º. 

Or:

You can also use your keyboard to

enter a value. If you do use your

keyboard, use the 'Enter' key to update

to the new value.
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General Reminder: 

The Blend-Point Editor edits the active

Blend-Point. 

The active Blend-Point is to the left-

side of the RED Selected-Segment.

As you edit the X-axis position of the

active Blend-Point, the duration of the

segments to its left-side and its right-

side change at the same time.

The Motion-Width does not change.

STEP   4. Change the Motion-Law of the

Selected-Segment to a 'Dwell'

The default motion uses Flexible-

Polynomial Motion-Laws for each

segment.

1. Click the last segment so that it

becomes the RED Selected-

Segment

2. Click the Motion-Law Selector

3. Select' Dwell' to change it from a

Flexible-Polynomial to a Dwell

motion-law

4. Click the first segment so that it

becomes the RED Selected-

Segment
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5. Click the Motion-Law Selector

again

6. Select' 'Modified-Sinusoid' to

change it from a Flexible-

Polynomial to a Modified-Sinusoid

motion-law.

IMPORTANT: Click in the motion graph

area above a different segment to

remove the 'focus' from the Motion-Law

in the selector.

Edit the Index-Angle [Y-axis-Values]

STEP   5. Edit the 'End-Position' Y-axis

values separator of the Blend-

Point from 90 to 120º

1. Click the spin-box of the 'End-

Position - see image to the left - to

edit the Y-axis value of the Blend-

Point from 90 to 120º 

You may not see the Y-axis move, as

the Y-axes of each motion-derivative

motion auto-scale. 

To see the Y-axis values, look at the Y-

axis values at the left of the Position

motion-graph.

Question: What if you do not change the

'Motion-Law' to a Dwell?

Answer: The second Blend-Point moves up

or down along the Y-axis, but the last

Blend-Point does not move.

You will need to edit the End-Position

of the last segment. To do this, you

must first make Blend-Point #1 the

active Blend-Point. 
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7.5Tutorial 2: Edit Flexible Polynomial - Basic Level
[13.2]

Edit Flexible Polynomial Motion-Law - Basic-Level

The Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law is good for most motion design requirements.

The purpose of this tutorial is to learn how to use the Blend-Point Controls when the

segments in the motion are all Flexible-Polynomial motion-laws.

After this tutorial, you should be able to use the Blend-Point Editor to edit Flexible Polynomial

segments, at a basic level.

Recommended: It is best not to mix 'Flexible Polynomial' with 'Traditional' Motion-

Laws.

It is recommended [but not essential] that you use segments that are:

ALL Flexible Polynomials 

or 

ALL Traditional [also called 'Standard'] Motion-Laws

Video of this Tutorial

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Important information to remember

The Blend-Point Editor can EDIT ONLY the:

Start of the RED Selected-Segment.

End of the Previous-Segment.

You cannot edit the:

End of the Selected-Segment

To edit the end of the Selected-Segment, you muse click the  'Next-Segment'. 

As soon as you click the 'Next-Segment', it becomes the Selected-Segment!

The Default Motion has four Flexible Polynomial Segments


Tutorial2-EditFlexiblePolynomial-BasicLevel-1.mp4
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Number of

Segments:

Four

segmen

ts 

Motion-Width (X-

axis):
360º

Motion-Laws All four

segmen

ts are

Flexible

-

Polyno

mial

Note: Only the bottom graph

displays the X-axis values. All

the motion-graphs [P.V.A.J.]

use the same X-axis values.

Make the second Blend-

Point the the active-Blend-

Point.

STEP   1. Click the

second

segment.

The second segment ,

becomes the RED Selected-

Segment. The Blend-Point

at its start, has a RED ? .

Terminology: 

 Active-Blend-Point:

The Blend-Point

with the RED ?
around it.

 Previous-Segment:

This is the segment 

before (earlier than)

the Active-Blend-

Point.

 Selected-Segment:

This is the RED

segment after (later

than) the active

Blend-Point.

Look at the Motion-Law

Selector, to confirm that

the Selected-Segment is a

Flexible-Polynomial.

Edit the X-Value of Blend-Point #2
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Open Blend-Point

Editor icon

STEP   2. Open the

Blend-Point

Editor.

Click the 'Open Blend-Point

Editor' icon in the Blend-

Point and Segment toolbar.

STEP   2. Edit the X-axis values of the active-Blend-Point.

In the Blend-Point Editor - see image below - you can see two Orange Separator.

The X-axis data-box is in the X-axis Values separator.

You move the Blend-Point to the left or the right as edit the X-axis value in the data box.

To make the Next-Segment shorter, you must increase the X-axis value in the data box

At the same time, this makes the Previous-Segment longer.

The image shows the virtual

connection between the X-

axis control and the Blend-

Point in the motion-graph

area.

Edit the Position Y-Value of Blend-Point No2
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STEP   2. Edit the Y-axis

motion-values

of the active-

Blend-Point.

In the Blend-Point Editor -

you will see you can edit

the Position Values.

This is where - in the

Position Graph - the Blend-

Point is at the start of the

Selected-Segment.

To move the Blend

Segment up or down, that

is to edit the Position of the

Blend-Point, you must edit

the Position value in the

data box.

STEP   3. Change the

Position Value

of the Blend-

Point to 70º

Use the spin box, to edit

the Position Value   to 70º

from 90º.

Notice the Blend-Point

Position Control Buttons:

The 'Specify End of
the Previous-
Segment' is Black 

The 'Match' is Green 

This means:

1. The motion value in

the data box

controls the position

of the blend-point

at the 'End of the

Previous-Segment' 

2. The 'End of the

Previous-Segment'

is forced to equal

the 'Start of the

Selected-Segment'

Edit the Velocity Y-Value of Blend-Point No2
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In the Blend-Point Editor

 'Y-axis Values'
separator

 End Velocity

parameter data box.

 The 'Match' Control

Button is 'active'.

Thus, the 'Start Velocity'

of the Selected-Segment is

forced to be equal to the

'End-Velocity' and it 'Read-

Only'.

STEP   4. Change the

End Velocity to

200º/s

Use your mouse to click on

the left or right spin box

button at the right-side of

the End Velocity box .

You can see in the velocity

motion-graph: 

The Velocity

increases to 200 .

Edit the Acceleration Y-Values of Blend-Point No2

In the Blend-Point Editor

 'Y-axis Values'

separator

 End Acceleration

parameter data box.

 The 'Match' Control

Button is 'active'.

Thus, the 'Start

Acceleration'  of the

Selected-Segment is forced

to be equal to the 'End-

Acceleration' and it 'Read-

Only'.

STEP   4. Change the

End

Acceleration to

-4000º/s

Use your mouse to click on

the left or right spin box

button at the right-side of
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the End Acceleration box .

You can see in the

acceleration motion-

graph: 

The Accelerations

changes to -4000 .
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7.6Tutorial 3: Constant Velocity with Flexible
Polynomial [13.2]

Constant-Velocity [or other 'Polynomial* Motion-Laws] with the

Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law

Polynomial' motion-laws include: Dwell, Constant-Velocity, Cubic, Quadratic, 345 Poly,, 4567

Poly.

Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law

You can make the Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law the same as other 'Polynomial Motion-

Laws'.

It is possible to make it the same as the Dwell, Constant Velocity, Cubic, Quadratic,

Polynomial 345, Polynomial 4567 Motion-Laws, and others.

This tutorial shows you  how to use the Segment-Editor to:

1. Start the Segment-Editor 

2. Edit the Motion-Law in the Segment-Editor

3. Edit the 'Start of the Segment'

The Default Motion

Number of

Segments:

Four

segmen

ts 

Motion-Width (X-

axis):
360º

Motion-Laws All four

segmen

ts are

Flexible

-

Polyno

mial

Notes:

Only the bottom graph

displays the X-axis values.

All the motion-graphs

(Position, Velocity,

Acceleration, and Jerk) use

the same X-axis values.

The Basic Flexible Polynomial

IMPORTANT: 

When you select a segment, it becomes red and it is the Selected-Segment.

The Steps to make the Flexible Polynomial Motion-Law appear like a Constant-Velocity Motion-

Law:

STEP 1: Identify and select the segment you would like to be Constant-Velocity
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STEP 2: Use the Motion-Law Selector to change it to a Constant Velocity motion-law.

STEP 3: Use the Blend-Point Editor to edit the Blend-Point at the start of the 'Constant-

Velocity segment.

STEP 1: Make the segment you want to be Constant-Velocity, the 'Selected-Segment'.

In this case, I want to make the second segment a 'constant velocity'

segment. 

1. Click the graph area below the graph line of the second

segment. 

The segment should be RED. '1'

Note : If you click the graph line itself, you will open the Segment-Editor.

Do not do this yet.

2. Use the 'Motion-Law Selector' to make the segment a 'Constant-

Velocity' segment.

See the inset image '2'

3. You MUST click a different segment, to take the 'focus' from the

Motion-Law Selector.

STEP 2: Edit the Motion-Values

Blend-Point Editor

button

1. Click the 'Start Blend-Point Editor' icon in the

Segment & Blend-Point-Editor toolbar - see left 

Now, we can edit the motion-values of the Selected-

Segment. 

The Blend-Point Editor, is open.

We use the Blend-Point Editor to edit the motion values

at the:

'end' of the previous-segment

'start' of the selected-segment

The Control Buttons for the Position and Velocity

motion-values are shown in the image.

We will focus on the Velocity Control-Buttons and

Motion-Values.

Match Control-Button is active. 

This means that, if we edit a motion-values at the end of the
previous-segment, the motion-values at the start of the selected-
segment will be the same.

Specify-End of Previous-Segment is active

This means that we can edit the motion-values.

Specify-Start Selected-Segment is NOT active. 

When the 'Match' Control-Button is active, this control button is
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always 'not active'.

The motion-value in the 'End Velocity' box is '0 mm/s.

Thus, the velocity at the end and start of the selected-segment is '0'
mm/s

Because the Selected-Segment is a 'Constant-Velocity' motion-law,
the velocity of the whole segment is '0'. This means the Segment
will be identical to a 'dwell'.

1. Use the 'End-Velocity spin-box to increase the

Velocity of the Selected-Segment to 200mm/s.

Because, the Motion-Law is 'Constant-Velocity, the

velocity of the whole segment is 200mm/s

See image.
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7.7Tutorial 4: Edit the End of the Active-Segment
[13.2]

How do I edit the End of the Selected-Segment with the Blend-Point

Editor?

The Blend-Point Editor edits the motion-values at the:

'End of the Previous-Segment

and the 

'Start of the Selected-Segment

A question that is frequently asked is: 'How do I edit the 'End of the Selected-Segment with the

Blend-Point Editor?''

It is quite easy:

1. Click above or below the Next-Segment 

It becomes the 'Selected-Segment'.

Now, you can edit the 'End of the Segment' because now it has become the 'End of the

Previous-Segment'.

Use the Blend-Point Editor to:

2. Edit the 'End of the Previous-Segment'. 

VIDEO OF THIS TUTORIALDouble-click to watch Video Clip

More Details...

In the motion-graph, you can see I have added the number of the

Blend-Points: - #2 and #3.

We want to edit the Position value of Blend-Point #3.

With this Selected-Segment, you cannot Blend-Point #3 with the

Blend-Point Editor.

Blend-Point Editor: Blend-Point #2

We simply click above or below the Next-Segment.

Now, we can edit Blend-Point #3 with the Blend-Point Editor.

Simple!

Blend-Point Editor: Blend-Point #3


Tutorial-4-EditEndSegment.mp4
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7.8Tutorial 5: Edit the Start of Traditional Motion-Law

Edit the Start and End of Traditional Motion-Laws

Traditional Motion-Laws are those segments that allow you to specify their start and end

positions. 

Usually, you cannot specify the velocity, acceleration and jerk values at the start or end of

'traditional' segments. Their velocity and acceleration values are usually zero.

See Standard Segments

Here, we show you how to edit the Position at the Start of a Standard Segment.

We consider the two cases:

When the Previous-Segment is a Standard Segment.

and 

When the Previous-Segment is a Dwell Segment.

VIDEO OF THIS TUTORIALDouble-click to watch Video Clip

If the Previous Segment is another Standard Segment

In the image to the left, the:

 Selected-Segment

(RED) is a Modified-

Trapezoidal - a 'Standard

Segment'.

 Previous-Segment is a

Modified-Sinusoid - this

is also a 'Standard

Segment'.

To edit the 'End of the

Modified-Sinusoid' Segment:

1. Select the Modified-

Trapezoid Segment   

Edit the Control Buttons  in

the Position Control box

of the Blend-Point Editor.

2. Make sure the Specify

End  is Black and the

Match  is Green.

3. Edit the motion-values in

the Position data box

with the Spin-Box tool, or

use you keyboard to

enter a new motion

value.

The Position at the end of

the Modified-Sinusoid


Tutorial-5-Edit the Start of a Standard Segment.mp4
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Segment changes.

Question:

Why are the Velocity (and

Acceleration and Jerk) 

Control Buttons disabled ?

Answer:

You cannot edit them.

The motion derivatives are

fully defined by the

mathematics of the

Modified-Sinusoid segment.

The Velocity and

Acceleration values are zero.

The Jerk is another value.

If the Previous Segment is a Dwell

In the image to the left, the:

 Selected-Segment

(RED) is a Modified-

Trapezoidal

 Previous-Segment is

a Dwell

In the Postion Control

Box, the Specify End

control button  is

disabled (Grey

Triangle)

In the Position Control

Box, the Match Control

Button is active (Green

circle)

The Green Match Control-

Button makes the end of

the Dwell (Previous-

Segment) match the

position as the Start of the

Selected-Segment.

The Grey Specify End

Control-Button means you

cannot edit the Position.

Logically, the position at

the end of a Dwell

segment is equal to the

position at the start of the

Dwell Segment.
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To edit the end of the Dwell

Segment you must edits start

position.

1. Select the Dwell

Segment   

The Dwell Segment

becomes the Selected-

Segment.

2. Edit the Start of the

Selected-Segment

(Dwell) 

Because it is a Dwell

Segment, you also edit the

end of the Dwell Segment.
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7.9Tutorial 6: Edit the End of the LAST Segment [13.2]

How do I edit the End of the Last Segment?

A question that is frequently asked is:

'How do I edit the 'End of the Last Segment?'

It is easy!

First, make a note of two types of motion:

Non-Progressive: The position at the end of the last segment is the same as the start of

the first segment.

Progressive: [also called Indexing]. The position at the end of the last segment is NOT the

same as the start of the first segment.

When you use a Flexible Polynomial Motion-Law, you can use the same procedure to make

the Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk Values different to each other.

See Also: Tutorial 1: Indexing Motion

VIDEO OF THIS TUTORIALDouble-click to watch Video Clip

Progressive 

Definition: The position at the end of the

Last Segment start

of the first segment.

However, the Velocity and Acceleration at

the start and end of the motion are 

usually equal.

Do this:

1. Click the left most Segment  to make it

the Selected-Segment. 

The left-most Blend-Point is also the

selected or 'active' Blend-Point.

2. Start the Blend-Point Editor 

Note: As always: the Blend-Point Editor edits the:

'End of the Previous Segment' [when the left-most segment is the Selected-Segment, this

is the end of the motion].

'Start of the Selected-Segment [clearly, when the left-most segment is the Selected-

Segment, this is the  start of the motion].

The image below shows the default Position Controls in the Blend-Point Editor for the FIRST

SEGMENT.

It is possible to edit the Positions at the End of the Previous-Segment AND the Start of the

Selected-Segment.

We can give different values to these Positions; 


Tutorial-6-EditEndLastSegment.mp4
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Blend-Point-Editor - Postion Controls - Default First Segment

3. Edit the Start and End Positions to be

two different values. 

In this case, i have changed the

End of the Previous-Segment to be -

30mm [THE END OF THE MOTION]

Start of the Selected-Segment to be

+30mm

In the Blend-Point Editor, below, you can see

the two different Position values.

Blend-Point Editor: Differnt Positons - Progressive

Progressive

Definition: The position at the end of the

Last Segment start

of the first segment.

Usually, the Velocity and Acceleration at the

start and end are also the equal.

Do this:

1. Click the left most Segment  to make it

the Selected-Segment. 

The left-most Blend-Point is also the

selected or 'active' Blend-Point.

Blend-Point Editor: Differnt Positons - Non-Progressive

End of Motion = Start of Motion

2. Start the Blend-Point Editor 

3. Click the Middle Control Button [the

Match Control-Button] so it is as above.

4. Edit the End Positions 

Because the 'Match Control-Button is active,

the Start is made to equal the End

Position.
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7.10Tutorial 7: Edit the Motion when there is ONE
Segment [13.2]

Edit a Motion that is one Segment

INTRODUCTION

The 'Segment' is the 'Selected-Segment'

It is easier to use the SEGMENT-EDITOR when there is only one segment in your motion.

VIDEO OF THIS TUTORIALDouble-click to watch Video Clip

Tutorial 7 Edit the Motion when there is only one Segment'

The Motion-Law is a 'Flexible Polynomial'. This means, I can edit the 'Start' and 'End' motion-

values of all four motion-derivatives individually. There are eight motion-values in total.

Part 1:

1. Open the Segment-Editor   . 

2. Clear the 'Blend' Control Buttons   for each motion derivative. See the image below. 

3. Make active the 'Start' and 'End' Control-Buttons for each motion-derivative. See the

image below.

In the image below:

The 'Start' and 'End' motion values for Position are '0' and '90'. 

The 'Start' and 'End' motion values for Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk are all zero. 

4. Edit any of the motion-values in any data-box. 

Remember - the graphs auto-scale. Therefore, look at the Y-axis to see the minimum and

maximum values, as you edit the motion-values.


Tut-7.mp4
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Part 2:  Experiment with the Motion-Values and Control-Buttons

1. Edit any of the motion-values for any of the motion-derivative in any data-box. 

Remember - the graphs auto-scale. Therefore, look at the Y-axis as you edit the motion-

values.

2. Click the Control Buttons.

Continue to observe the motion values in the data-box and the motion in the graphs.
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7.11Tutorial 8: Why I cannot edit the End of the
Previous-Segment?
If the Previous Segment is a Dwell or a Constant-Velocity. 

In these cases, the Position at the END of Previous-Segment is specified at the START of the

Previous-Segment.
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7.12Tutorial 9: Asymmetrical Motions

Dwell-Rise-Dwell Asymmetrical Motion

The following applies to Traditional Motion-Laws. They must have the 'Segment Range'

parameter in the Segment-Editor.

Symmetrical Motions 

Symmetrical Motions most typically start and end with zero velocity and acceleration.

If we take the full duration of the segment to be a period of 1.0 'x-unit', then the maximum

velocity is at the motion's mid-point, at a period of 0.5 'x-units'. This is the point at which the

acceleration becomes deceleration [or vice-versa], which is the 'motion-law crossover'.

The displacement of a symmetrical motion at its 'crossover' is also 0.5 'y-units'. 

Asymmetrical Motions

Asymmetrical motions also start and end with zero velocity and acceleration. However, the

crossover of an asymmetrical motion is not at 0.5'x-units'.

The displacement of an asymmetrical motion at its 'crossover' is also not at 0.5 'y-units'

The asymmetry factor is λ

When to use Asymmetrical Motions

Often, you want a machine tool to accelerate quickly [or slowly], so that its peak velocity is

sooner[or later] than 0.5'x-units'. 

If the acceleration period is less than [or more than] 0.5 'x-units', the deceleration period

must be more than [or less than] 0.5 'x-units'.

The maximum values of acceleration and deceleration will be different, although the

maximum velocity does not change.

The displacement at crossover is not at 0.5 'y-units'.
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Symmetrical

Motion

Orange

Motion λ = 0.5 

Motion: Mod-

Sine Motion

Law.

Crossover @ 0.5

= 180º machine

angle

Note: The 'standard'

Mod-Sine motion

design usually has

one segment. To

help us understand

the asymmetrical

law, we show it with

two segments:

Segment 1: 

Machine angle :

0 - 180º  [ 0 - 0.5

of total

duration]

Displacement : 0

- 0.5 units 

Segment Range

: 0 to 0.5. [ See :

'Segment Range

in Segment-

Editor' ]

Segment 2: 

Machine Angle :

180 - 360º [ 0.5 -

1.0 of total

duration]

Displacement :

= 0.5 - 1.0 units

Segment Range

: 0.5 to 1.

Asymmetrical

Motion

Orange
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Motion λ =

0.25

Motion: Mod-

Sine Motion-

Law

Crossover: 0.25 =

90º machine

angle. 

Asymmetrical

motions are

modelled with two

segments- always.

Segment 1: 

Machine angle :

0 - 90º [0.25 of

total duration = 

λ ]

Displacement : 0

- 0.25 units [0.25

of total

displacement = 

λ ]

Segment Range

: = 0 to 0.5.

Segment 2: 

Machine angle :

90 - 360º [0.75 -

1.0 of total

duration]

Displacement :

0.75 - 1.0 units

Segment Range

: = 0.5  to 1.

Characteristics

Values:

Velocity - No

Change

Acceleration

Segment 1:  C
a1

= C
a 
/ 2λ ; 

Acceleration

Segment 2:  C
a2
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= C
a 
/ 2(1-λ)
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7.13Tutorial 10: Import your own data

Motion -Law : Z-Raw-Data

To use the Z-Raw-Data segment:

1. Select a Motion tab 

2. Change a segment to Z-Raw-Data [or Position List, or Acceleration List] in the Motion-Law
Selector. 

There is only one segment in the image below. Also, you can use more segments that are 'Z-
Raw Data', mixed in with other Motion-Laws.

However, one segment is the most common.

3. Click the Z-Raw-Data Segment in the graph area

4. Open the Data-Transfer Table. 

5. Select the top, left cell.

6. Cut & Paste data to the Data-Transfer Table from, a Graph FB Plot, NotePad® or Excel®,

or open a .txt or .asc file. The data must be as columns of data.

In the Data-Transfer Table:

6. Click the first (top-left cell) and SHIFT+ Click the last (bottom-right cell) 'Y–axis' cells that

you want to Put to the Z-Raw-Data Motion-Law.  Do not select X–axis values. 

7. Use the 'Put List' tool - using this icon,  - in the toolbar at the top of the Data-Transfer

dialog-box.

 Z-Raw-Data

 NEED to Check Below!!!

Please Experiment.

 When you Put a list of data

to a Z-Raw-Data Segment,

MotionDesigner will do the

following: 

Do nothing if you

post less than 5

points. But 

MotionDesigner will

tell you to put more

points in your list. 

Squeeze the data in

to the segment

width.

Create points to

coincide with the

points in the

segment.

Numerically

Differentiate the data
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to create Velocity,

Acceleration and

Jerk values.

MotionDesigner will

allow you to extract

your original data

you Put to the Z-

Raw-Data Segment

by using Get List

Data.



Part

VIII
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MechDesigner Reference8

MechDesigner Reference Help 

Main User Interface

Menu-bar and General Toolbars

The main menus and 'general use' toolbars are ABOVE and BELOW the main

graphic-area.

Each toolbar has an 'expand/collapse' icon that you must click to see the

commands in the toolbar.

See more: Menus and General Use Toolbars

Model-Editor / Mechanism-Editor / Part-Editor + Contextual Toolbars

This is the main editor workspace with the Graphic-Area, Name-Tabs, and the

Contextual Toolbars.

The Contextual toolbars are to the LEFT-SIDE and RIGHT-SIDE of the graphic-

area.

See more: Model, Mechanism and Part-Editor

Project-Explorer

The Project-Explorer is to the LEFT-SIDE of the graphic-area.

See more: Project-Explorer

Feedback Area

The Feedback-Area is to the BELOW the graphic-area.

See more: Feedback-Area 

MotionDesigner
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MotionDesigner is docked to the RIGHT-SIDE of the graphic-area. You can show and

hide MotionDesigner at any time.

See more: MotionDesigner 

Memo

The memo is a separate dialog. You can open it or set it to 'Open Automatically at

Start'

See more: Memo 

Dialog-boxes  

After you add an element, you must open its dialog-box to edit its parameters.

This section describes the purpose of each parameter in each dialog-box.

It also has a link to the command you must do to add add the element.

FAQs

You need Adobe Flash® installed to view the short videos. Get it here.

We recommend Mozilla Firefox® as your web-browser. Get it here.

http://get.adobe.com/flashplayer/
http://www.mozilla.org/en-GB/firefox/new/
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8.11: Main Menu bar & 'General-Use' toolbars

Main Menu bar

'General-Use' toolbars

The General-Use Toolbars are 'collapsed' when you start MechDesigner.

The General-Use Toolbars ABOVE and BELOW the graphic-area.

The other toolbars are contextual to the editor.

General-Use toolbar ABOVE graphic-area

Click the 'expand/collapse icon to 'expand' a toolbar to see its commands.

General-Use toolbar BELOW graphic-area

Click the expand/collapse icon to 'expand' a toolbar to see its commands.
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File menu and toolbar

File menu

File menu

[Click menu items to see more...]

File toolbar

The File toolbar is ABOVE the graphic-area.

File toolbar [Release 13.2+]

[Click commands to see more...]
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File | New

R13

File toolbar > New

File menu > New 

Shortcut Key : CTRL + N

The 'Information: Would you like to save?' dialog-box opens if the model is different to the

most recently saved file: 

Click:

Yes: to save the active model before you start the new model

No: to not save the active before you start the new model

Cancel: to cancel the 'New File' command
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File | Open

R13

File menu > Open

File toolbar > Open

You can open the file-types listed below by setting 'File of type:' in the Open File dialog.

Top-Tip: 'How to Restore window size of the 'Save' and 'Open' dialogs'

File of type: 

CXL

CXL is the MechDesigner default file. 

Note:

The MTD file should be in the same path. If it is not, the Windows® 'Open' interface starts

so that you can browse to find the MTD file.

See also Why so many CXL files?

LXL

Open LXL file type is a Library file

Note: 

You must pre-select a Plane for the new Library File.

See Open LXL File for more details. 

See also Save As... LXL file type

ZXL 

The ZXL file type is a 'ZIP' file for CXL, MTD, STL and DXF files that might be in the model.

Open ZXL file type extracts the files. 

Notes:

Specify to where you extract the files with the radio-button in Application Settings |

General | ZXL Output file location

'Create sub-directory automatically'...to a sub-directory of the ZXL file. 

'Specify ZXL output directory' [recommended by Kevin Stamp!]

I recommend the same path as ZXL file itself.

DXF

Open DXF file type adds a DXF element to the Assembly-Tree. The DXF element is the

'container' for the DXF drawing file.

Note:

To show the DXF drawing you must also link the DXF element to a CAD-Line.

See also CAD-Line dialog-box > DXF tab 

MEC

MEC is a Camlinks file type.

Notes: 
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This is available if a Mechanism-Editor is active. 

See Open MEC files for more details.
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Why so many .CXL and .MTD files?

If you explore to the model directory that lists your model files, you will see many files. Why

is this?

The are files that are automatically created with the:

Auto-save option : check-box 

These are set in Application Settings > General tab > File Options Separator

When the 'Number of Backup-Files' is set to three(3), and you open a MechDesigner file:

If *.CXL.2 is found, we rename it to *.CXL.3

If *.CXL.1 is found, we rename it to *.CXL.2

We copy *.CXL to *.CXL.1

MechDesigner opens the *.CXL file.

Similarly, backup files are made of the MotionDesigner *.MTD file:

To open a file with .1, .2 or .3, delete the .1, .2, or .3 from the file-extension.
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File | Open MEC File [<R13.2]

See below for Release 13.1 and older.

We recommend that you re-build Camlinks models from the beginning in MechDesigner. 

You will remember the design decisions that you made when building the original

Camlinks model.

When you open a Camlinks file, MechDesigner adds many elements that you do not

need. 

We will be able to support you.

We prefer to help you use MechDesigner, not how to use Camlinks.

This Camlinks import option cannot be guaranteed to be perfect in every respect.

IMPORTANT

'Locked Points': After you open a .MEC file, Points become 'locked'

You cannot use the dimension tool in the Part-Editor to edit the dimension of a Locked Point

To edit the Position of the Locked Point:

1. Double-click the Point to open the Point Vectors and Display dialog-box

2. Edit the 'x' and 'y' values in the dialog-box with 'Part Local Coordinates'.

If you want to dimension the Locked Point in the Part-Editor:

1. Double-click the Point to open the Point Vectors and Display dialog-box.

2. Clear the Lock and Specify check box, 

3. Click OK to close the dialog-box.

4. Start the Part-Editor to add dimensions to specify the position of the Point.

See Point Vectors and Display dialog-box.

History Note for Camlinks, and Camlinks Import Limitations.

MOTION: Camlinks4 vs Camlinks3

1. 'Camlinks4': Mechanisms and motions are saved in the .MEC files. The motions were defined with

segment and motion parameters. Open a '.MEC' file in MechDesigner to recreate the motions with

motion segments in MotionDesigner.

2. 'Camlinks3': Mechanisms and motions are saved in the .MEC files. However, motions were defined

with a series of numbers. Open a '.MEC' file in MechDesigner to recreate the motion, but with a Z

Raw Data segment in MotionDesigner.

3. To help you recreate the motion design, save the Z Raw Data Segment as an Overlay Motion and use

it as an overlay. See MotionDesigner: Overlay Trace

'Throw' Motion-Law

These are available in Camlinks but not imported into MotionDesigner. However, it is

possible to design the Throw Motion-Law with two segments and the correct Blend-point

Control Button conditions. We can give a Video on request.

Auto-Adjust

Auto-Adjust is not recreated. However, we have a better tool, which we call Magnetic-Joint.

View Outline On/Off as a Function of the Master Machine Angle

MechDesigner uses the Pattern Element - Release 7+

Camlinks Outlines

Camlinks Outlines are DXF Drawings that you have imported onto Parts in Camlinks. The

lines and arcs in the DXF Drawing were converted to 'Camlinks Outlines'. They were 'dumb'.
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You could not edit them in Camlinks. 

When you open a Camlinks file with 'Outlines' in MechDesigner, you have three options

available. See below.

SSR

We do not import these dyads. You can design the SSR Dyad in MechDesigner.

MechDesigner can also make an SSP Dyad.

RamR and RamP Dyads

We do not import these dyads. If you use these Dyads, MechDesigner will crash (23-03-

2013)

Forces, Forcebars, Torquebars

Use MechDesigner to add and show forces and torques in your kinematic-chains.

Cams

When a Cam-Follower Roller has 0mm diameter in Camlinks – to define the Pitch-Curve of

the Cam – MechDesigner will re-define it as 0.1mm, not as 0.0mm.

You must edit the 0.1mm dimension to make it equal to the real Cam-Follower Radius.

Then, to show the Pitch-Curve, use the Pitch-Circle-Path check-box in the Cam Display

dialog-box.

When you start MechDesigner, the

'Open MEC File' icon in the File

toolbar is disabled.

The command is not available in

the File menu.

To open a MEC file, first add a Mechanism-Editor.

STEP 1: Add a Mechanism to the Model

See Add Mechanism in the Model menu.

Step 1 is complete

The Open .MEC File icon becomes

active.

STEP 2: Click the 'Open .MEC

File' icon in the File

toolbar

Click to Expand / Collapse

STEP 3: Select a .MEC file 

STEP 4: Click 'Open'

The dialog-box below will open:

WAIT until the Camlinks Model

Elements dialog-box, as shown

below, opens fully. All of the dialog

should show.
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Click to Expand / Collapse

The top of the dialog-box shows

the selected file-name.MEC file.

'MECHANISM'. THIS IS ONLY
USEFUL TO PSMOTION
LTD. 

Import Options:

Camlinks Outline Import Options. 

o 'Do not import Camlinks

Outlines'

o 'Import as Camlinks Outlines

– fast, fixed' -

Recommended when you

open a Camlinks file for the

first time.

o 'Import as MechDesigner

Sketch-Elements'– slow,

flexible' [Be careful,

especially with a large .DXF

file].

Import Parameters:

Outline Arc Quality –

experiment with the slider

'Sketch-Element Merge Point

Radius'. Leave as default is

best.

Offsets to apply to Camlinks model

on import

Specify an offset distance, if any,
for the imported mechanisms.

STEP 5: Make your selections,

above, or leave as

default, in the dialog-

box

STEP 6: Click Apply button.

WAIT until the Apply button

changes from a 'blue' colour, to

its normal state. The Camlinks

must be open in the graphic-

area.

STEP 7: Finally, click OK

If you have imported 'Camlinks

Outlines' you can hide them with
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the Show or Hide Camlinks Outlines

tool in the Display Toolbar.

File | Open LXL File [<R13.2]

Note: You must make sure that you can select the Plane, before you use Open Library File. Thus,

you may need to change to a different Editor before you start this command.

1. Click a Plane that is a child to the active editor 

The Plane must show in the Selection-Window

2. Click File > Open > LXL file type 

The Windows® 'File Open' interface starts. The 'File of type:' filter is set to 'Library files (*.LXL)'.

 

3. Explore to, and select, a 'Library File'. 

4. Click 'Open'

5. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager.

Result MechDesigner:

1. Adds a new Mechanism-Editor name-tab. Its Mechanism-Plane is the Plane you

select. 

2. Adds the model that is in the Library File to the new Mechanism-Editor

To move a model to a different Plane:

1. Save your work 

2. Save the Mechanism-Editor as a Library File - see Save As

3. Open the Library File - see Open Library File

4. Select a different Plane for new Mechanism-Editor

5. Save your Work

6. Delete the original Mechanism-Editor
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File | Save

R13

File menu > Save

File toolbar > Save 

Save your model with the active file-name. 

If you have not saved your model before now, the Save As... dialog-box opens.

MechDesigner saves two files with same file name but different file extensions:

file-name.CXL

This is the extension for the 'model'

file-name.MTD 

This is the extension for the motions in MotionDesigner.

All of the MotionDesigner Motions are in the  file with the .MTD. You can save one Motion or all

of the Motions, to a different file with the File toolbar in MotionDesigner with File menu.

See Also:  Save As and Auto-Save.
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File | Save As...

R13

File menu > Save as...

File toolbar > Save as

Top-Tip 'How to Restore window size of Save & Open dialog'

Save files of type: 

CXL

Save the model. 

The CXL and MTD files are saved together. They are the MechDesigner 'native' files.

LXL

Save model in the active Mechanism-Editor as the LXL file type.

This is a Library File.

See also : File Open

ZXL 

The ZXL file type is a 'ZIP' file

The CXL, MTD, and also STL and DXF files that might be linked with the MechDesigner

model.

Note: 

The source SOLIDWORKS SLDPRT and SLDASM files are not put in the ZXL file. 

Use the SOLIDWORKS Pack&Go tool to move these files, if necessary.

DXF

1. Click a Mechanism element or a Part element in the Assembly-Tree. 

The Mechanism or Part element must show in the Selection-Window. 

2. Click Save as... to save the model with the DXF file type.
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File | Most Recently Used

File menu > Most

Recently Used

Open your most

recently saved files

with the 'Most

Recently Used >'

option.

The most recent file

is at the top of the

list.

If you have opened 

.DXF and .MEC files,

we list them below

the MechDesigner

files. 

File | Printer Set-up

File menu > Print Setup 

See Also: Print

File | Print

R13

File menu > Print

File toolbar > Print

A Screen-shot of the graphic-area. 

You can Print the screen-shot or save the screen-shot as a JPG image.
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File | Download Tutorial Video

Download Tutorial Video.

A series of videos to help you use MechDesigner and MotionDesigner.

File toolbar > Download Tutorial Videos

Menu: Help menu  > Download Tutorial Videos

What to do: 1. Click the Download Tutorial Videos icon icon in the Help menu or File

toolbar 

2. Wait until the Tutorial Video dialog box opens.

After the dialog opens 

1. Click a video on the left-side of the dialog 

Wait until the video downloads to your PC.

It will play automatically on the right-side of the dialog.

The videos downloads to the location as given in Application-Settings >

General tab > File Options separator > Tutorial Video Directory.

The default location is C:\Users\Adam\AppData\Local\PSMotion

The second time you select a video, it should play immediately from your PC.

Tutorials dialog-box

File | Make One-Cycle Movie

R13

File toolbar menu > Make Movie [video] icon

Dialog: See Make Movie dialog-box 

Use to: Make a movie [video], or a number-of sequenced images a period of the machine

cycle.

Notes: If you save the movie as:

movie-name.GIF, you make a single .GIF file.
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image-name.JPEG, .JPG, .PNG, .BMP, then you will save a series of

images.

The number of images will equal the number-of-frames parameter in the 

Make Movie dialog-box.

MechDesigner appends a number, starting at 001, to each image.

Top-Tip

Do not add a number at the end of the movie file name. This may confuse the

software you use to compile the images into a single movie file. 

To compile multiple the images into a 'movie', I use Avidemux2.6. You will

find this free software on the internet.

1. Save the images with the .PNG file extension. 

2. Import the images into Avidemux2.6

3. Output the movie with the MP4 x264 movie.

MP4 and the x264 codec, is recommended format for YouTube®. The files are

small and without much loss.

File | Save Timing Diagram

Save Timing Diagrams

File menu > Save Timing Diagram

The purpose of Timing Diagrams is to show the relative timing of each motion.

A Timing Diagram:

Shows each motion as a graph, each segment is a straight-line between each Blend-Point.

The start point of each straight-line is the same as the timing [X-axis] and position [Y-

axis] of each Blend-Point.

The motions, when there is more than one motion, are drawn separately, but directly

above each other.
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Typical Timing Diagram with 4 Motions

Save Timing Diagram

MechDesigner

STEP 1: File menu > Save Timing Diagram

Use this menu item to save the motions in MotionDesigner as a Microsoft Excel®

Comma Separated Values [.csv] file.

The CSV file stores 

each motion

motion names

timing of each Blend-Point along the X-axis 

position of each Blend-Point along the Y-axis. 

Other motion derivatives are ignored.

Microsoft Excel

STEP 1: 

Open the Microsoft Excel Macro-Enabled Worksheet: 'Timing Diagrams.xlsm' in:

My Documents > PSMotion > MD13 XXX64.

Make sure to 'enable macros' and 'enable content'.

STEP 2: 
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In sheet 'Motion data', 

a) Click the button '1: Open Timing Diagram CSV file'

Find, and open, the CSV file you have saved to disc with 'MechDesigner : File menu

> Save Timing Diagram'

Note: You may need to format the Y-axis data to make sure the format has the same

number of decimal places, to make sure the timing charts are directly above each other.

STEP 3: 

In sheet 'Motion data', 

a) Click the button '2: Create Timing Diagram' 

STEP 4: 

Look at sheet 'Timing Diagram' to find a timing diagram of each motion.

The segments are drawn as linear ramps between each Blend-Point.

File | Exit

File menu > Exit 

This command exits MechDesigner. 

If you have changed the model since you last used the 

Save or Save As... commands, the Information dialog-

box shows. Please:

1. Click 'Yes', 'No', or 'Cancel'. 
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Edit menu and toolbar

Edit menu

Edit menu

[Click menu items above to see more...]

Edit toolbar

The Edit toolbar is ABOVE the graphic-area.

Edit Toolbar

[Click icons or

text to see

more...]
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Edit | Auto Update / Rebuild

R13

Active Traffic-light - Button is 'active'

The model automatically updates when you edit:

1. A Motion-Dimension 

2. A Motion in MotionDesigner (when the Traffic-light in MotionDesigner is also

active)

3. The geometry of any kinematically-defined Part in the Part-Editor

4. Any parameter in a Function-Block.

R13

Not Active Traffic Light - button is not active

The model does not update with each command. 

Cams do not display or update when you edit parameters.

However, it is still possible to add Parts, Joints and Function-Blocks.

The model rebuilds when you click the RED [R13 'inactive'] 'Traffic-Light' to make it

GREEN [R13 'active'] again.

Large Model Top Tips:

Make Auto-Update Not Active. Then experiment. Many commands continue when Auto-

Update is RED. Then make it Green, and then Red, every 4-5 commands to rebuild.

Number-of-Steps : Make 90, or even less. You do not need many steps for a machine

cycle while you build the model.

Show Model in the Mechanism-Editor : Do not use as you edit model's kinematics, if

possible. 

Image Quality : Change to 'Low', then save and re-open the model. Do this when there

are many Solids in the model.

Spin-Box tool. In each dialog-box, do not use the Spin-Box tool when the model is large,

because the model will update after each click. Use your keyboard to enter new values in

each data box.

Remember: Make Auto-Update 'active' - to rebuild- before you get Cam-Coordinates Data,

Graph Data for Analysis or other important Kinematic and Kinetostatic Force-Data.

Edit | Edit Part in Part-Editor

Edit Part

This icon is to the left-side of the graphic-area.

IMPORTANT : 

You can edit only one Part at a time.

See: Why Edit a Part?

When you start the Part-Editor

We hide the other Parts [See also: Show other Mechanism and Part Outlines]

The mouse-pointer changes to the Edit-Part pointer

When you close the Part-Editor, you return to the Mechanism-Editor.
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To Start the Part-Editor

Do one of the following actions...

Double-click a Part-Outline ...

1. Double-click the Part-Outline in the

graphic-area 

Note: When you double-click a Part-Outline,

you may also double-click a different element.

It is possible that:

the dialog of the 'other element'

opens, or 

nothing happens. 

See 'What can go wrong'

Double-click a sketch-element ...

1. Double-click a Line*, Circle or Arc sketch-element that is a child to a Part. 

* See 'What can go wrong'.

Use the Selection-Window ...

1. Click the Part-Outline, or a Line, Circle or Arc sketch-element that is a child to a Part. 

The Part element should be in the Selection-Window

2. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window.

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu.

Use the Edit Part icon ...

1. Click a Part-Outline in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit Part icon [it is to the left-side of the graphic-area, in the vertical

side-bar]

Use Edit menu > Edit-Part ...

1. Click a Part-Outline in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor 

... the Part-Editor is now open.

To Close the Part-Editor

1. Click to deselect the Edit-Part icon 

- or -

1. Double-click a Line, Arc or Circle sketch-element 

- or -
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1. Double-click the Y–axis 

[we suggest the Part's Y–axis to avoid the CAD-Line which is coincident with the Part's X–

axis].

... the Part-Editor is now closed. 

You are in the Mechanism-Editor. You can now edit a different Part.

Videos

Three ways to start the Part-Editor: Double-click to watch Video Clip

What can go wrong?

If you double-click a:

CAD-Line, the CAD-Line dialog-box opens.

Blend-Curve sketch-element, the Blend-Curve dialog-box opens.

Point, the Point Vectors and Position dialog-box opens.

... or nothing happens if you click more than one element.

In which case, try again to double-click the element to close or open the Part-Outline, or use

a different method.

See Also: Menu | Geometry, Why use the Part-Editor, How to Start the Part-Editor; Edit the Length

of a Part

Edit | Command History

Edit menu > Command History

Edit toolbar > Command History

The Command History interface shows the commands that

you have completed. 

Use the Command History tool to undo and redo a number

of commands at one time.

To Undo:The most recent command you have completed is

at the top of the list. 

Select a command lower in the Command History.

MechDesigner 'asks' you to before the model is

undone to command you select.

See also: Undo

To Redo:

Select a command towards the top of the list to 'redo'

the commands.

MechDesigner rebuilds the commands.

See also: Redo

Note: If you want to redo your work back to the the most

recent command, do not do a new command. If you do a


EditPArtLength.mp4
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different command before you redo, the Command History.

Edit | Delete Element

Edit toolbar > Delete Element icon

Edit menu > Delete element

 To delete an element:

1. Click the element in the graphic-area 

2. Click this Delete icon in the Edit toolbar, 

 - or - 

1. Click the element in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit menu > Delete element

Notes: MechDesigner may not let you delete an element until you delete a different element that is also

dependent on the element.

For example, 

You cannot delete an element, if it is in a Design-Set. Remove the element from the Design-Set, then

delete the element.

You cannot delete a 2D-Cam if it has a Polyline. Delete the Polyline, then delete the 2D-Cam.

See Also: How to Delete Elements

Edit | Machine-Settings

Command: Use the Machine Settings dialog-box to edit:

Machine Speed

Number-of-Steps in a machine cycle

Units

To Open:

R13

Click Edit toolbar > Machine-Settings icon 

- or - 

Click Edit menu > Machine Settings 

Notes: 

Machine Speed in MotionDesigner is read-only.

Number-of-Steps: MechDesigner can evaluate exact kinematic data at

all possible values of the Master Machine Angle, not only at each step

increment.

Dialog: Machine Setting dialog-box

Edit | Edit Element

Use this command to edit an element. Usually, the element's dialog-box will open.

See Dialog-Boxes
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To edit an element:

1. Click Edit toolbar > Edit Element icon 

2. Click an element in the graphic-area, the Assembly-Tree, or the Selection-

Window

The element's dialog-box is now open.

See Also: How to open a Dialog, How to Edit a Parameter

Edit | Application-Settings

Command: 'Application-Settings' : to edit your user-interface and environmental settings: 

colours

number-format

element sizes

accessibility...much more

To open: 
Click Edit toolbar > Application Settings icon 

- or - 

Click Edit menu > Application Settings 

Dialog: Application Settings dialog-box

Notes: C:\Users\your-name\AppData\Local\PSMotion\MechDesigner
\MechDesigner.ini

If you cannot start MechDesigner, the MechDesigner.ini file may be corrupted. 

Delete the MechDesigner.ini in this path:

C:\Users\your-name\AppData\Local\PSMotion\MechDesigner\

Edit | Undo

Edit toolbar > Undo last command

Edit menu > Undo last command

Notes: 

Keyboard shortcut: CTRL+Z

Do again to continue to undo commands.

If you want to redo your work back to the latest command, make sure you do not do a new

command after you undo.

See Also: Command History

Edit | Redo

Edit menu > Redo last undone command.
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Menu:: Edit menu > Redo last undone command

See Also: Command History
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Add menu...

The Add menu

The Add menu and its sub-menus have the commands you need to add the modelling

elements in the three different editors.

See also: Model, Mechanism & Part-Editors : Menus and Toolbars

Click to Expand / Collapse
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Run menu and toolbar

Run menu

Run toolbar

The Filters toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' ABOVE the graphic-area. 

The Run toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' above the graphic-area.

You can do these commands in the Part, Mechanism and Model-Editors.

These commands also have simple shortcuts:

Continuo

usly

Cycle 

Keyboard shortcut: 'C' [not case-sensitive]

Step

Forward 

Keyboard shortcut: 'F' [not case-sensitive]

Step-

Backwar

d 

Keyboard shortcut: 'B' [not case-sensitive]

Home Keyboard shortcut: 'HOME' key

Note: Click in the Project-Explorer before you press the 'Home' Key. 

How to 'Edit a Parameter' and 'Cycle the Model' at the same time.

You can cycle the model while you edit parameters. 
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1. Click (click one time) the element that you want to edit. For example, Click a Gearing FB. 

The element must be in the Selection-Window.

2. Click the Run toolbar > Cycle icon  

The element should still be in the Selection-Window.

3. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window 

4. Click 'Edit..'. in the contextual menu to open its dialog-box.

You can edit the parameters in the dialog-box while the model cycles.
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Visibility toolbar

Visibility toolbar

The Visibility toolbar is one of the 'General Use' toolbars ABOVE the graphic-area.

 NOTE - these commands do not show in the menus.

Click icons or text to link to commands
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Show/Hide Force Vectors

Show or Hide Force Vectors

The Show / Hide Force Vectors' is a 'toggle-button' to show or hide Force Vectors.

Visibility toolbar > Display Force Vectors

Visibility toolbar > Hide Force Vectors

Menu: Add menu > Forces sub-menu > Display 'Force Vectors'

What to do: 1. Click the 'Display Kinetostatic Forces' icon in the Forces Toolbar or

Forces menu, to change the state. 

Result: MechDesigner shows:

Force Vectors - with direction and magnitude, of the force that acts on

each Joint, Cam, Gear-Pair and Spring.

Vector Symbol: arrows with the magnitude of the force at the

arrowhead.

Vector Location: radiate ( a Line Ray) from each Joint, Cam Contact(‡),

Gear-Pair Contact, and Spring.

Vector Direction: instantaneous direction of the Force .

Vector Length: proportional to the magnitude of the Force acting on

each Point at a Joint.

If the Vectors are too long, then change their length with the Force and

Torque Vector scaling buttons, in the Feedback Area.

Balancing Moment / Torques (†)

Moment Location: at the Pin-Joints that we assign Rotary Motors

Moment Length: proportional to the magnitude of the balance

moment to make sure the kinematic-chain remains in kinematic

equilibrium

Moment Direction: in the direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise)

of the balance moment

Motor Force

Motor Symbol: Symbolic View of Motor, Gear-box and ball-screw.

Force Location: at the Slide-Joint or Spring Joint that we assign a

Linear Motor

Force Length: proportional to the magnitude of the force to make

sure the kinematic-chain remains in kinematic equilibrium

Force Direction: in the direction of the balance force to keep the

mechanism in equilibrium.

‡  Use the Configure Power Source dialog-box to make the Cam Contact

Force active.

† Although we show a Motor Symbol, we do not assign inertia or a gearbox
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to the motor. Therefore, the Moments/Torques we calculate and show are

the Kinetostatic Moment/Torque. These simply keep the kinematic-chain in

equilibrium.

To add a motor and gearbox, and calculate the motor torques, see 

Kinetostatic Motor and Speed dialog.

Part and Vector colours

The colour of each Part-Outline changes from Green to a new,

random colour.

The Force Vectors that act on each Part are the same as the new

colour of the Part-Outline.

To identify the force vectors that ACT ON a Part, 'hover' your pointer

above a Part-Outline. The Part-Outline AND the Force Vectors that act

on the Part become Red.

In the Configure Power Source dialog, you can, for each Part:

Change the colour of the Vector and Part-Outline

Show or display the Force Vector.

Drive Motor Default Location

There is a Drive-Motor for each Motion-Dimension FB in a kinematic-

chain.

In the default case, MechDesigner puts the Drive Motor on the joint

with the Motion-Dimension FB.

You can move the Drive Motor to a different Joint, a 2D-Cam, a Gear-

Pair or a Spring with the Configure Power Source dialog-box.

Notes: To Display Forces you must also:

1. Enable Calculate Forces 

2. Make sure the model has a minimum of one kinematically-defined

chain

3. Add Mass to a minimum of one Part - see Solids

4. Display Part-Outlines

5. To show the Total Force and the Forces in to the X– and Y–axis

directions, you can connect a Force-Data FB to a Graph-FB. You must

link the Force-Data FB to a Joint select the Point in the Joint.

You can also use the Cam Display and Properties dialog to show Cam

Contact Force at each point along the cam track.

See Also: See Also: Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog

 Calculate Forces, 

Show/Hide Part-Outlines and Sketches

Show or Hide 'Other Part-Outline and Sketches

The 'Display 'Other Part-Outlines and Sketches' is a 'toggle-button' to show or hide the Part-
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Outlines and sketches in different Parts.

Show / Hide Part-Outlines and Sketches.

In the Part-Editor:

In grey, you will see sketch-elements, Profiles, Part-Outlines and Joints in the active

Mechanism-Editor to which the Part is a child, and all also, the same type of elements, in

other Mechanism-Editors.

In a Mechanism-Editor:

You will see, in grey: sketch-elements, Profiles, Part-Outlines and Joints that are in other

Mechanism-Editors.

To show, click:

Visibility toolbar > Show Part-Outlines and

Sketches

 is a Part-Outline in a different mechanism.

 is a Line sketch-element in a different

mechanism.

To hide, click again:

Visibility toolbar > Show Part-Outlines and

Sketches

Notes: 

You can transfer sketch-elements from other Mechanism-Editor to the active Mechanism-

Editor with Add Reference Geometry.

Show/Hide Solids/Wireframe

Show Model as 'Solids-only, Wire-Frame only, or the two together.

You can view the Solids in the 'Model in the Mechanism' in three different ways.

Note: You must display the solids for this to take effect: See Show/Hide Model in Mechanism.

R13

View Solids AND wire-frame edges

R13

View Wire-Frame edges only
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R13

View Solids only

Show/Hide Model in Mechanism

Show of Hide the 'Model in the Mechanism-Editor and Part-Editor

You normally only see Solids and Planes in the Model-Editor.

Use Show or Hide 'Model in Mechanism' toggle-button to also show or hide Solids and Planes

in the Mechanism-Editor and Part-Editor.

Show Solids and Planes in the Mechanism-Editor.

Hide 'Solids' and Planes in the Mechanism-Editor.

Show / Hide Planes:

Planes frequently hide the elements that you want to see. Thus, most often, the next

command to use is 'Hide the Planes'.

1. Toggle Planes On / Off with:

Filters menu > Display Filters (or toolbar) > Display Planes 

Quality of Solids Models: 

Extrusion elements may not show with the quality you need.

To increase, or decrease, the quality of Extrusion elements:

1. Edit a Part that is a parent to an Extrusion, and immediately exit the Part-Editor 

- or -

2. Use the 'quality slider' in: 

- or - 

1. In Edit Extrusion dialog-box | Opacity and Quality separator : move the  Graphics

Quality 'slider' to the right. 

2. Then 'Toggle Off and On' this tool Show/Hide Model in Mechanism before the new

Image Quality becomes active.

Lighting: 

To improve the lighting of Solids in a Mechanism-Editor, use and experiment with the 

Mechanism Options dialog-box.

See Also: Solids menu > Show/Hide Individual Extrusions and Dialog > Edit Extrusion dialog

Example: 
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Tools menu (or toolbar) > Show Model in Mechanism 

Solids toggled-off

You can still see the Pink Profile element

Tools menu (or toolbar) > Show Model in Mechanism 

Solids toggled-on

Show/Hide MotionDesigner

Show

Hide

Visibility toolbar > Show / Hide MotionDesigner

Click the icon to toggle between Show and Hide MotionDesigner.
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Filters menu and toolbars

The Filter and Display menus and toolbars

The Filter and Display toolbars are BELOW the graphic-area.

Use the Filters and Display menus and toolbars to help you select and to show or hide

different individual element types.

Use Filter Elements to help you select different element types

Use Display Elements to hide or show different element types.

Filter and Display menus

Display Filters toolbar

The Display toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' BELOW the graphic-area. 
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Display Filters toolbar 

[All filters Selected]

Selection Filters Toolbar

The Selection toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' below the graphic-area. 

The Filters toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' below the graphic-area. 
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Selection Filters toolbar

[All filter elements selected]
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Filters | Selection Filters Toolbar: Show/Hide

Each time you click a filter button, you add it to the list of elements you can select in the

graphic-area. 

Selection Filters toolbar

[All filter elements selected]

The Selection Filters [R12]

When selected, you can select Planes.

TO CLICK A PLANE IN THE MECHANISM GRAPHIC-AREA, USE THE SHOW MODEL IN MECHANISM
TOOL.

When selected, you can select Parts and BaseParts by clicking the Part-Outline

Note: The CAD-Line is NOT a Part.

When selected, you can select Points. 

When selected, you can select Lines and CAD-Lines.

When selected, you can select Circles and Arcs.

When selected, you can select Dimensions.

The Dimensions you can select include:

Dimensions in the Part-Editor

Measurement Dimensions and the Measurement FB in the Mechanism-Editor

Motion-Dimensions and the Motion-Dimension FB,  or ,, in the

Mechanism-Editor

When selected, you can select Profiles. 

Top-Tip: If the sketch-loop hides the Primary or Secondary contour, click the contour you can see.
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When selected, you can select Function-Blocks

Note: Use the Dimension Filter, , to filter Motion-Dimension,   or,

When selected, you can select Joints.

Filters | Display Filters Toolbar: Show/Hide

Use the Display Filter toolbar to:

Show or hide the elements types in the graphic-area 

Make it easier to select an element by removing different elements.

Display Filters toolbar 

The Display Filters [R12]

Remove Planes from the graphic-area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Planes

Note: the active Mechanism-Editor shows only those Planes that are children of it.

Remove Part Axes from the graphic-area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -
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Click Filters menu > Display Axes

Remove Part-Outlines and Joints from the graphic-area display.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Part-Outlines

Remove Points from the graphic-area display.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Points

Remove Sketch-Elements from the graphic-area display.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Sketch-Elements

Remove Profiles from the graphic-area display.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Profiles

Note: It is possible to select Profile elements in 'Other Sketch-Elements' when the 'Show Other

Mechanisms' tool is used. 

To select a Profile in another Mechanism-Editor is necessary (Add 3D-Cam), or inconvenient (Add

Reference Geometry). 

Remove from the graphic-area display the CAD-Lines, all DXF Outlines and Solids that

you have imported onto CAD-Lines.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display CAD-Lines

Remove DXF Points in the DXF Drawings from the display. Other DXF Entities stay in

the graphic-area.

DXF Points sometimes show at each end of each DXF Entity in a DXF Drawing that you

have imported. If there are many DXF Points, for example every point around a Cam

you have imported, they hide the underlying DXF Drawing.

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display DXF-Points

Remove Camlinks Outlines from the graphic-area display.

('Camlinks' was a 2D kinematics software package. MechDesigner has replaced it).

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Camlinks Outlines

Remove Function-Blocks, Input-Connectors and Output-Connectors from the graphic-

area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Function-Blocks
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Remove from the graphic-area:

Motion-Dimensions and Motion-Dimension FBs

Dimensions

- or -

Click Filters menu > Display Function-Blocks

Remove Gear-Pairs from the graphic-area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

Remove 2D Cams from the graphic-area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar

Remove 3D-Cams from the graphic-area display. 

Click this icon in the Display toolbar
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View menu and toolbar

View toolbar and menu

The View toolbar is BELOW of the graphic area.

The expand / collapse icon is a 'Pair of Binoculars'

View menu

View toolbar

The View toolbar is one of the 'general toolbars' BELOW the graphic-area. 
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All of the views are 'local' to the X and Y–axes of the active Mechanism or Model-Editor.

Standard Views: Front, Back, Left, Right, Top, Bottom

View Normal to a Plane

The Plane must be a child to the active editor.

To make the view normal[ ] to Plane:

1. Click View Normal to Plane icon 

2. Click a Plane in the Model or Mechanism-Editor

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

View Align: Use this tool:

In the Part-Editor to make the X–axis of the Part horizontal

In the Mechanism-Editor to make the X–axis of the Base-Part horizontal

Note: When you start the Part-Editor to edit a Part, the Part stays in the same alignment relative

to your monitor. This tool makes the X–axis of the Part horizontal. When the Part X–axis is

horizontal, it often easier to sketch and add constraints to it.

Use this tool again after you return to the Mechanism-Editor to make the X–axis of the Base-Part

horizontal.

SMOOTH SPIN: 'Click icon then Drag'  : SHORTCUT: SHIFT + DRAG

INCREMENTAL SPIN: SHORTCUT AND RECOMMENDED

Mouse-Pointer MUST be in the graphic-area.

10º Spin-Increments:  LEFT / RIGHT & UP / DOWN arrow keys

30º Spin-Increments:  CTRL + LEFT / RIGHT & UP / DOWN arrow keys 

90º Spin-Increments:  SHIFT + LEFT / RIGHT & UP / DOWN arrows keys

SPIN ABOUT A POINT:

Pre-select a Point, then the Spin tool to spin the model around the Point, and

not the Origin.

PAN: Click icon + DRAG [ SHORTCUT: CTRL + DRAG ]

ZOOM EXTENTS : Click icon. To make the display size show the complete model.

ZOOM IN : Click icon [SHORTCUT: Scroll Wheel on your mouse - forward]

ZOOM OUT: Click icon [SHORTCUT: Scroll Wheel on your mouse - reverse]

ZOOM WINDOW: Drag a window to make the new view to the window size.
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Help menu

The Help menu

Help menu commands

Open 'Local' Help

You must do 'Download Latest Help...' [see below] before you can open the 'local help'.

The local help has the file name MechDesigner.chm

Note: To open contextual local help for dialog-boxes and parameters : 'Dialog-Boxes' 

'On-line' Help - you need an Internet connection.

MechDesigner opens the 'Welcome Page' of MechDesigner Help on the internet. 

The On-Line Help is usually the most up-to-date.

You can navigate to the 'On-Line Help' directly with http://mechdesigner.support

Edit Language Database

Note: Generally, do not touch this dialog!

See Edit Language Database

Download Latest Help...  - you need an internet connection.

You need this file  - MechDesigner.chm - to show help when you are working off-line.

There are two ways to download the help file:

Recommended: 1. If necessary, exit MechDesigner 

2. Click this link MechDesigner.chm 

http://mechdesigner.support/index.htm?mechdesigner.htm
http://mechdesigner.support
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/MechDesigner.chm
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3. Save the file to:

C:/ProgramData/PSMotion/MD12 XXX*64/MechDesigner/ 

* XXX = TRL for Trial installation ;  XXX = PRO for Professional

Installation

4. Start MechDesigner

Or: Note: my virus-checker frequently does not allow this method.

1. Start MechDesigner 

2. Click Help menu > Download Latest Help...

The file downloads to the correct directory. 

Toggle Hints

Use to show 'tool-tips' to appear next to your mouse-pointer.

Click to 'Toggle Off' [You may need to click this two times].

Click again to 'Toggle On'

See also Application Settings / Options

Tutorials

See Tutorials Dialog

Run Test Models

Internet sub-menu

About

Information about:

Your MechDesigner Release, Version and Build . For example: R13[Release]

2[Version].186[Build]

Your Graphics Card and OpenGL Version
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The installed version of SOLIDWORKS and of the SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

See About dialog
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Help | Edit Language Database

It is possible to edit the text in each dialog, and the text of each command and hint.

Please email us if you need any particular change.

STEP 1: Make a backup of the database directory and change its default path.

MechDesigner uses a database for command-names, hints and dialogs. You can edit these to

your preferred wording or language.

Before you edit the language in the database, we must make a back-up of the database files

in the default path : C: / Program Files / PSMotion/MD1x Pro64 / dBase 

1. Start MechDesigner 

2. Use Application Settings > General tab > File Options separator | Language Database

Directory to enter new database path.

The database path you enter is stored with the MechDesigner.ini file. We do not overwrite the

MechDesigner.ini if you install a new MechDesigner Release. However, if you delete the

MechDesigner.ini file, change the database path again with the Application-Settings dialog.

3. Exit MechDesigner 

4. Use Windows Explorer® to find the path you entered in '3' to make sure you can see the

database files. 

STEP 2: Edit the database.

1. Start MechDesigner 

2. Click Help > Edit Language Database 

3. Click the 'Edit Program Hints and Captions' tab

4. On the right-side, scroll down to find a 'dialog' and explore it to find the text that

you want to edit.

The name of each dialog in the list is not a direct correlation with the name of the

dialog in MechDesigner. However, with a bit of imagination, you will be able to find the

dialog you are looking for. Thus, you might need to explore to find the correct dialog.

Example: dlgsettings [which is the 'ACTIVE MOTION SETTINGS' dialog] > Motion tab .

5. On the left-side top, enter with your keyboard new text for the Motion tab .

Example shows: 'Motion' as the new text

6. Click 'Update Modified Text' button .

7. Click the 'Reload Hints and Captions' button  , to update the text.

Do steps 4 to 7 again and again and again for different dialogs and each field in the dialog.

Internet menu

The Internet menu

PSMotion Home Page

This should take you to: www at psmotion dot com
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Report Bug, Send Mail, Feature Request

To report a bug:

1. Go to www.psmotion.com/user 

2. Login to your account.

3. Click 'Report a Bug' in the black menu, at the top of the screen [just below the main

header].

4. At the top of the page, below in large text 'Report a Bug'...click 'Create new ...'.

5. Enter a title of the bug report

6. Enter a description of the bug

7. Scroll down to the bottom of the page

8. Use the two Browse buttons to find the CXL and MTD files that have the bug

9. Use the Upload buttons to upload them to the PSMotion server.

10.Click 'Save'

You can also send an email to 'support at psmotion dot com'.

Download Example Models

Some files are a large models, so please be patient after you select model to make sure the

files have been downloaded.

Internet | Download SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

Background

To communicate with SOLIDWORKS, we need a file which we call the 'Type-Library' in the

installation path of MechDesigner. 

The Type-Library file is different for each release of SOLIDWORKS. 

You may need to change the Type-Library after you:

Run MechDesigner the first time.

Install a new release of MechDesigner.

Install or run a SOLIDWORKS release.

Do I have the correct Type-Libraries?

MechDesigner installs a Type-Library at the time of the normal installation. It may not be correct

for your SOLIDWORKS installation. To see whether the Type Library is correct:

In MechDesigner:

1. Click Help menu > About > Type Library tab 

http://www.psmotion.com/user
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You will see the message 'All good to go' if the installed Type-Library and you installed

SOLIDWORKS are the same.

If you do not have the correct Type-Libraries, then do 'Automatic Installation of Type-

Libraries'...

Automatic Installation of Type Libraries - recommended

1. Close MechDesigner. 

2. In SOLIDWORKS, save at least one Part with the SOLIDWORKS release with which you want to

communicate, then close SOLIDWORKS.

3. Make sure you have an internet confection.

4. Right-click the MechDesigner application icon [in the Windows® Start menu or on your

desktop] to show a contextual menu.

5. Click 'Run as Administrator' even if you think you have Administrator Rights:

'Run as administrator'

Wait a little longer than usual for MechDesigner to start.

After MechDesigner starts:

6. Look in the Help menu > About >Type-Libraries tab to see if the Type-Libraries are the

same as the SOLIDWORKS release.

7. If they do not, then please do steps 1-5 again.

8. If again they are not correct, then do the Manual Installation.

Manual Installation - less recommended

Occasionally, the SOLIDWORKS Type-Library file cannot be installed automatically. For

example, your company policy will not give you Administrator Rights, pr ypur 'internat Firewall

prevents the installation.
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You must do the installation manually.

Do all of these steps:

1. Run and save at least one Part with the SOLIDWORKS release with which you want to

communicate, then exit SOLIDWORKS 

2. Save your MechDesigner model and exit.

We need to make a copy of the Type-Library file because if Step 7 fails then we must put the

files back in place.

3. COPY the Type-Library file that is in a sub-directory of the MechDesigner installation

path.

The file-name is, typically : SW_TLB2301.1.bpl

Path for the Type-Library File: 

For MD10 and earlier, the path is : C:/Program Files(x86)/PSMotion/MD10-PRO64/

For MD11 and later, the path is:  C:/Program Files/PSMotion/MDnn-PRO64/
SW_TLBxxxx*_64/

 xxxx is the year release of SOLIDWORKS, for example, 2016 ; nn is the release of
MechDesigner.

4. Click the link below for the year that is the same as your SOLIDWORKS release and save

the ZIP file : 

2009-32bit

2010-32bit

2012-32bit

2013-32bit ; 2013-64bit

2014-32bit ; 2014-64bit

2015-32bit ; 2015-64bit

2016-32bit ; 2016-64bit

2017-64bit

2018-64bit

2019-64bit

5. Unzip the ZIP file to extract the Type-Library.bpl file 

6. Copy and Paste the Type-Library.bpl file into the path [see above: 3 : Path for the

Type-Library File]

7. Start MechDesigner 

If you cannot run MechDesigner: 

8. Put the copy of the original Type-Library file back into the installation path - see step

3 

9. EMAIL us: sales at psmotion dot com

Help | About

Help > About dialog

The About dialog has three tabs: 

http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2009_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2010_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2012_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2013_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2013_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2014_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2014_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2015_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2015_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2016_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2016_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2017_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2018_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2019_64.zip
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Help | About | MD XXX R-V-B

Version: MD PRO 13.2.234

MD XXX R.V.B

Options

:

PRO =

Professional

Version.Release.

Build.

Version = New

Features

Release = Bugs,

New Options

with Existing

Commands

Build =

Upgrade, Minor

Bug are

corrected.

STD = Standard

TRL =  Trial

Help | Graphics tab

Graphics : OpenGL Example

Graphics Card

Supplier: 

NVIDIA Corporation

OpenGL Version:  4.5.0 NVIDIA 361.91

Graphics Card Model GeForce GTX 970/

PCIe/SSE2

OpenGL Extension GL...AMD_multi_draw

_indirect

GL_AMD_....

Help | Type Library Tab - SOLIDWORKS®

Each release of SOLIDWORKS® has a Type Library. 

In the image to the left,

SOLIDWORKS Type Library:  2010 

Installed Version of SOLIDWORKS:

'sw2010_SP0....

When the year is the same then you are 'All

good to go'.

IF the Years are not the same, then you must

install the correct type libraries.

See 'Install Type Libraries'
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8.22: Editors: Add menu & Contextual toolbars

Model, Mechanism and Part-Editors: 

There are three different editors:

Model-Editor

Mechanism-Editor

Part-Editor

The Editor Workspace

R13.2+ Workspace

Each editor has:

Graphic-Area: The workspace to add elements in the Model, Mechanism

and Part-Editors.

Contextual-Toolbars:

<< Left-side

& Right-side >> 

The contextual-toolbars are to the left-side and right-side

of the graphic-area. 

They are contextual to each active editor.

Name-Tab: The Name-Tab, at the top of the graphic-area, identifies

the active Editor.

Click a different Name-Tab, at the top of the Graphics-Area

to move to a different editor.

When you edit a Part that is in a Mechanism-Editor, the Part

name-tab replaces the Mechanism name-tab.

 Name-tab icons: Model, Mechanism and Part-Editor

Name-Tab Icons EDITOR

Model Editor

  [No Parts]

 [With Parts]

Mechanism-Editor
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Name-Tab Icons EDITOR

Part-Editor
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Model-Editor & Contextual Toolbars

 Model-Editor Workspace 

The Model-Editor is the 'General Assembly'.

Model in Model-Editor

To make it active :   Click the Model

name-tab. It is 

always the left

most name-tab.

Default View :   Red, Green

and Blue

Arrows Triad: 

These

are +X,

+Y and

+Z-axes

at the

Origin

on the

Machine

Frame.

 Three[3]

Orthogonal

Planes.

The

Planes

are co-

linear

with the

 XY, XZ

and XZ

axes

When to use :  Use the Model-

Editor to:

Add

Mechani

sm-

Editors

Add

Planes

Edit and

view the

Solids

Cycle to
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move

mechani

sms,

each

synchron

ized with

the 

Master

Machine

Angle.

Edit the 'Model element' :  Use the 

Model

Options

dialog-

box to

change

the 

Model

Lighting

and 

Synchron

ize CAD

Files

Notes :   The Gravity

Vector is always

in the negative

Y–axis direction

[downwards]

Top-Tip :   In the Model-

Editor, it is

inconvenient

[ annoying] that

the Solids turn

red [default

colour] as you

move your

mouse over

them.  To stop

this happening,

for example

when you want

to view, spin

and pan the

model:

Use 

Filters
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menu

[or

Selectio

n Filters

toolbar]

> Filter

Points. 

 The Solids will

now not turn

red as you

move your

mouse over the

Solids.

Model menu and contextual toolbar

Model menu

The Model menu is a:

sub-menu of the Mechanism sub-menu 

Mechanism sub-menu is a sub-menu of the Add menu

Model toolbar

The Model toolbar is to the left-side of the graphic-area in the Model-Editor and the

Mechanism-Editor.

Model Toolbar

[Click items to see more...]

Top-Tip

In the Model-Editor, Solids turn red [default colour] as you move your mouse over them.  In

the Model-Editor, when you only want to view, spin and pan the model:
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Use Selection Filter > Filter Points. 

The Solids will now not turn red as you move your mouse over the Solids.

Model | Add Mechanism [Editor]

What is a Mechanism?

A Mechanism, in this context, is a 'Mechanism-Editor'. 

The Mechanism-Editor is linked to a Plane. We name this Plane the 'Mechanism-Plane

You must add at least one Mechanism-Editor.

IMPORTANT: The Gravity Vector. 

The gravity vector direction is the '–ve Y–axis' of the Model. You cannot edit its direction.

Thus, when you add the first Mechanism-Editor, ask yourself the question as to which plane

you should select.  For example, a rotary, liquid-filing machine is usually 'horizontal'. Thus, the

Mechanism-Plane for the primary rotating-turret will be parallel with the horizontal Plane.

This is 'Plane2', or 'Top' Plane.

If, later, you need to put a Mechanism-Editor onto a different Plane, save and then open the

model as the LXL file type. See File Save As...

Add Mechanism

R13

[Left-side of Graphic-Area]: Model toolbar > Add

Mechanism

Command:
Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-menu >

Add Plane

Model Toolbar

[Click items to see more...]

STEP 1: Click Add Mechanism

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-

menu > Add Mechanism

or

Model toolbar > Add Mechanism

Command-Manager - no elements

Command-Manager  

The instruction in the Command-Manager is: 

In the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree: select a

Plane for a new Mechanism-Editor and name-tab.
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Command-Manager - with Plane

element

STEP 2:  Click a Plane  

Click the Plane in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree. .

The Plane must be a child to the active

Mechanism-Editor.

The Plane shows in the Command-Manager's selection

box .

Top-tip: To clear the element in the selection-box, click in the selection-

box . 

STEP 3: Click 'OK'  in Command-Manager

After you click OK, you 'jump' to the new Mechanism-

Editor.

NEW Mechanism-Editor - in the Graphic-Area

The terminology we use in Mechanism-Editors is:

Mechanism-Plane - or the Graphic-Area

Mechanism name-tab  [ Note: the icon is a 'sketch-

element' before you add a Part ].

Contextual toolbars  

The elements in the new Mechanism-Editor are:

Base-Part , with a rectangular Part-Outline. Its

Origin is at the origin of the Mechanism Plane .

The X–axis is horizontal, positive direction is to the

right. The +Y–axes is vertical and upwards. +Z-axis

is towards you.

New Mechanism-Editor - in the Assembly-Tree

The Assembly-Tree:

Plane4 is a child to the 'Base-Part' in 'Mechanism'

'Mechanism2' is a child to 'Plane4'

'BasePart2' is a child to 'Mechnaism2'

Video of Add Mechanism Double-click to watch Video Clip

See Also: Model | Add Plane, Mechanism | Add Plane, Mechanism | Add

Mechanism, Mechanism Plane

Model | Add Plane

What is a Plane?

A Plane is flat surface onto which you can add new Mechanism-Editors. 

Use Add Plane to add and position a new Plane.

In the Model-Editor, you can add a new Plane to a Plane.


AddMechanism.mp4
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In the Mechanism-Editor, you can add a new Plane to a Plane or a Line.

Note: 

This topic is Add Plane in the Model-Editor. There are more options when you use in Add Plane

in the Mechanism-Editor.

See HERE 'Add a Plane in the Mechanism-Editor'.

Add Plane (Model-Editor)

R13

Model toolbar : Add Plane icon

Model Toolbar

[Click items to see more...]

STEP 1: Click Add Plane 

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-

menu > Add Plane

or

Model toolbar > Add Plane

The Add Plane dialog-box opens

The 'default' dialog is to add a Plane as an 'Offset from

an existing Plane'

The parameters in the dialog-box are:

  Name of New Plane

  Method to add new Plane

  'Element' with which you use as a reference

for the new Plane

  Dimension to new Plane

In the Model-Editor, you must click a Plane as the

'element'

Note: 

Usually, you must add the element, and then to edit

the element parameters, you must open it dialog-box

to edit its parameter[s]. 

However, the Add Plane dialog-box opens

immediately.

STEP 2: Click a Plane 

1. Click a Plane in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree.

The Plane shows in the Element box  

See image for STEP 3, below.

In the Selection-Window: 

1. Click the Plane you wish to use as the
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reference for the new Plane

The Plane you want should show in the Elements box
 of the Add Plane dialog-box

When you select a Plane

You can see the new Plane  in the graphic-area.

The parameter you can edit is in the dialog-box:

Its distance along the Z-Axis of the reference

Plane

Features of the New Plane

It is a copy of the reference Plane

The 'Distance to New Plane' is the distance along

the Z-axis of the reference Plane.

STEP 3:  Edit the 'Distance to the New Plane'

To change the 'Distance to the New Plane':

Use the Spin-Box tool 

or 

Use your keyboard to enter a value, then use 

'Enter' key on your keyboard.

You can see in the graphic-area, the new Plane move

relative to the reference Plane.

STEP 4: Click OK

MechDesigner adds a new Plane to the graphic-

area and Assembly-Tree. 

Note - if you cannot see the new Plane, use these tools:

Zoom-out [See View menu > Zoom-Out]

Spin the model [ Use your keyboard arrow keys ]

Make sure Display Planes is not set to 'hide' - [See

Filters menu (or Toolbar) > Display Planes]

See Also: Mechanism | Add Plane, Mechanism Plane

Video of Add Plane: Double-click to watch Video Clip


AddPlanePlane.mp4
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Mechanism-Editor & Contextual Toolbars

 
/ 

 
Mechanism-Editor Workspace

You use a Mechanism-Editor to divide your model in different ways. As examples:

All sub-assemblies in one 'drawing view' may be a Mechanism-Editor, and you use the

'Front', 'Top' and 'Right' views for the whole machine.

or, each Mechanism-Editor models a each different 'sub-assembly'. 

but, you MUST add a new Mechanism-Editor for each 'Spatial Mechanism'.

It is your choice how to use Mechanism-Editors to model your machine. It is sometimes

required and sometimes it is a choice.

You must add a minimum of one Mechanism-

Editor, and you can add many. See Add

Mechanism-Editor

Use Mechanism-Editors to:

Add Parts, Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints, to

make kinematic-chains, then specify

their motions with Function-Blocks

Add cams and cam-followers, use the

cam analysis tools and export cam-

coordinates for manufacture

Add Solids as Extrusions or Import

Solids from SOLIDWORKS

Measure kinematic data and

kinetostatic forces

Add Gears, Belts, Pulleys, ...

Mechanism-Editors can be added to a 

Fixed Plane 

or a

Moving Plane.

MechDesigner-Editor Name-tab 'icons'

  Icon to indicate the editor does not have an Added-Part [it is only a Base-Part]. There

may be sketch-elements in the Base-Part.

   Icon to indicate the editor has at least one Added-Part.

Open Memo: 

You have the option to add a Memo to each

Mechanism-Editor. 

1. Right-click the Mechanism name-tab to

show 'Open Memo'. 

The memo remains with the Mechanism-

Editor.
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Mechanism menu: Kinematic Elements toolbar

Mechanism menu and Contextual toolbars

The kinematic and machine elements that you can add to a Mechanism-Editor are the 'bones'

of the machine model. To add 'flesh' over the 'bones' you will need to add 'Solids'.

Use the kinematic-elements to build the basic kinematic-chains with simple 'kinematic-

pairs'

Use the machine elements to add more function parts to the model to transform motions

with complex 'kinematic-pairs'.

Nearly all of the elements are projected onto the Mechanism-Plane of the Mechanism-

Editor.

Mechanism menu - Kinematic elements toolbar

Note: you can use the commands that are in the Model-Editor also in an active Mechanism-

Editor.

The Mechanism menu is a sub-menu of the Add menu.

Mechanism toolbars

The Mechanism toolbar has become two toolbars: Kinematic Elements toolbar and Machine-

Elements toolbar.

The two toolbars are to the left-side of the Mechanism-Editor's graphic-area.
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Kinematics Elements toolbar

Machine Elements toolbar

Mechanism | Add Mechanism [Editor]

What is a Mechanism?

A Mechanism, in this context, is a Mechanism-Editor.

In the Mechanism-Editors, you will add the elements to build kinematic-chains, cams, gears,

belts and more...

Add Mechanism-Editor

[Left-side of Graphic-Area]: Model toolbar > Add

Mechanism
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Menu:
R13: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-

menu > Add Mechanism

Model Toolbar

[Click items to see more...]

STEP 1: Click Add Mechanism

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-

menu > Add Mechanism

or

Model toolbar > Add Mechanism

Command-Manager - no elements

Command-Manager 

The instruction in the Command-Manager is: 

Add new Mechanism-Editor : Select a Plane

There is one selection-box.

Command-Manager - with Plane

element

STEP 2:  Click a Plane  

Click the Plane in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree. .

The Plane must be a child to the active

Mechanism-Editor.

The Plane shows in the Command-Manager's selection

box .

Top-tip: To clear the element in the selection-box, click in the selection-

box . 

STEP 3: Click 'OK'  in Command-Manager

After you click OK, you 'jump' to the new Mechanism-

Editor.

The New Mechanism-Editor - in the Graphic-Area

The terminology we use in Mechanism-Editors is:

Mechanism-Plane - or the Graphic-Area

Mechanism name-tab  [ Note: the icon is a 'sketch-

element' before you add a Part ].

Mechanism toolbars  

The elements in the new Mechanism-Editor are:

Base-Part , with a rectangular Part-Outline. Its

Origin is at the origin of the Mechanism Plane .

The X–axis is horizontal, positive direction is to the

right, and the +Y–axes is vertical, upwards.
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The New Mechanism-Editor - in the Assembly-Tree

The Assembly-Tree:

Plane4 is a child to the 'Base-Part' in 'Mechanism'

'Mechanism2' is a child to 'Plane4'

'BasePart2' is a child to 'Mechnaism2'

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes: To move a mechanism to a different Plane, you must

save and then open the model as an LXL file type. -

see Here.

It is good-practice to save the model before you 

delete a Mechanism-Editor.

Inversions

If you only want to view the model from the perspective of

a 'Part' – that is, an inversion – add a Plane to a Line in the

Part, and then select the Plane to add a new Mechanism-

Editor.

When you show the model in the new Mechanism-Editor all

other Parts move relative to it. Hence, it is an 'inversion'

with respect to others Mechanism-Editors.

See Also: Model | Add Mechanism 

More Details...

You add Mechanism-Editors to Planes. 

You can only select a Plane that is a child to the Model or active Mechanism-Editor.

To add a Mechanism:

STEP 1: If necessary, spin the graphic-area to view the
Plane. 

Use View menu > Zoom > Spin

- or - 

Use your Keyboard Arrow Keys

Note: you can use Add Mechanism in the Model menu even when

in a Mechanism-Editor.

Command-Manager - no elements

STEP 2: Click Add Mechanism in the Model-Toolbar

The instruction in the Command-Manager is:

In the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree:

select a Plane for a New Mechanism name-

tab.


AddMechinMech.mp4
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STEP 3: Click the Plane in the graphic-area 

                    - or -

Click a Plane In the Assembly-Tree

Command-Manager - with Plane

element

The Plane you click should show in the selection box in the

Command-Manager.

If you want to select a different Plane, then click in the

selection-box to clear the selection.

STEP 4: Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager

What will you See?

1. The active view becomes the new Mechanism-

Editor.

2. A new Mechanism name-tab [R11.2 - a sketch icon

before you add a Part].

3. The Base-Part.

Assembly-Tree

 The Assembly-Tree:

Plane5 is a child to the 'Base-Part' in 'Mechanism'

'Mechanism3' is a child to 'Plane5'

'BasePart3' is a child to 'Mechnaism3'

If 'Plane5' is a child to a moving Part, and the Part moves,

then 'Mechanism3' and 'BasePar3' also move.

''Plane5' may move when:

you edit it with the Add Plane dialog-box

it is also a child to a Part that moves.
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Mechanism | Add Plane

What is a Plane?

A Plane is flat surface onto which you can add a new Mechanism-Editor.  

Use Add Plane to add and also position a new Plane. 

In the Model-Editor, you can add a new Plane to a Plane.

In the Mechanism-Editor, you can add a new Plane to a Plane or a Line.

Note: 

This topic is for Add Plane in the Mechanism-Editor only. 

See HERE 'Add a Plane in the Model-Editor'.

Add Plane (Mechanism-Editor)

[Left-side of Graphic-Area]: Model toolbar > Add Plane

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-menu >

Add Plane

Notes: In an active Mechanism-Editor, it is possible to add a Plane

to a Line or a Plane. The Line or the Plane must be a child

to the active Mechanism-Editor.

Plane dialog-box:Plane dialog-box

Model Toolbar

[Click items to see more...]

STEP 1: Click Add Plane to a Plane

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Model sub-

menu > Add Plane

or

Model toolbar > Add Plane

The Add Plane dialog-box opens

Add Plane - Plane

The 'default' dialog is to add a Plane as an 'Offset from an

existing Plane'

The default parameters in the Add Plane dialog-box

are:

  Name of the new Plane

  Method to add the new Plane - default method

is 'Offset from Plane'

  The element you reference for the new Plane -

See STEP 2

  Parameter[s] that you edit to locate the new

Plane. 

The Parameter[s] are distance or three orthogonal

angles. 
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STEP 2: Click one of these elements:

Line , CAD-Line, X–axis or Y–axis † of an

Added Part or the Base-Part)

- or -

Plane  that is a child to the active Mechanism-

Editor

- or - 

Mechanism-Editor in the Assembly-Tree.

† Where is the new Plane?

You may not be able to see the new Plane. Its default position is perpendicular[ ] to the

Mechanism Plane.

If you cannot see the new Plane, then:

Zoom-out with your mouse-wheel

Spin the model with your keyboard arrow keys

Make sure Display Planes is not set to 'hide' - [see Filters menu (or Toolbar) > Display

Planes]

 If you click a Line, CAD-Line

Parameters you can edit are the:

Angle around the X–axis of the Line or CAD-Line

you select

and

Angle around the Y–axis of the Line or CAD-Line

you select

and

Angle around the Z–axis of the Line or CAD-Line

you select

Note: A Positive angle is Clockwise around the axis or Line,

as you look along the positive direction of the axis or Line.

 If you click a Plane

Parameter you can edit is the:

Distance along the +Z-Axis of the reference Plane

'0mm' is coplanar with the reference Plane.
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Add Plane - Add Line

STEP 3:  Edit the parameter[s]

The 'parameter[s]' are a function of the element you

click as the reference.

(see dialog-box to left as example). If you click a:

Line, CAD-Line, X–axis or Y–axis of a Part

(Added Part or Base-Part)

..then edit the 'X, Y and Z Angles of New Plane' 

- or -

Plane that is a child to the active Mechanism-

Editor

... then edit the 'Distance to New Plane'

- or - 

Mechanism-Editor in the Assembly-Tree.

...the edit the 'Distance to New Plane'

STEP 4: Click 'OK' [the 'green tick' at the bottom dialog-

box]

MechDesigner adds a new Plane to the graphic-area

and Assembly-Tree

The dialog-box will close. 

The new Plane shows in the active Mechanism-Editor.

Video: Add Plane to Line

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Video: Add Plane to Plane

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Mechanism | Edit-Part

What is 'Edit-Part' in the Mechanism-Editor?

'Edit-Part' in the Mechanism-Editor is to 'select a Part to open it in the Part-Editor'.

Why edit a Part?

To edit its length, add to it other sketch-elements, edit the sketch-elements.

See also: 'Close the Part-Editor'

Edit-Part in Mechanism-Editor

Edit-Part icon [left-side of the graphic-area]

Menu: Edit  menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Edit Part

Notes: This command is to 'edit a Part with the Part-Editor'.


AddPlaneLine.mp4


AddPlanePlane.mp4
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Edit-Part icon [left-side of the graphic-area]

See also: Why Edit a Part

What to

do:

There are many different procedures you can do to edit a Part:

Do one of these Procedures:

1. Click a Part-Outline 

2. Click the 'Edit menu > Edit Part in Part-Editor 

or 

2. Click Edit Part icon to the left-side of the graphic-area. 

- or -

1. Double-click a Part-Outline 

- or -

1. Double-click a Line, Circle or Arc sketch-element that is a child to the Part 

Notes: If you double-click...

a CAD-Line ...the CAD-Line dialog-box opens

a Blend-Curve ...the Blend-Curve dialog-box opens

a Point ...the Point Vectors&Pos. dialog-box opens

...more than one element, nothing happens.

- or -

1. Double-click a Part in the Assembly-Tree 

Result: MechDesigner opens the Part-Editor. 
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Edit-Part icon [left-side of the graphic-area]

Notes: To close the Part-Editor:

1. Click, to deselect, the Edit-Part icon 

- or -

1. Double-click a Line, Arc or Circle sketch-element in the Part 

- or -

1. Double-click the Part's Y–axis 

The Y-axis easier to click than the X-axis because the CAD-Line is coincident with

the X-axis.

Video: Three ways to start the Part-Editor: Double-click to watch Video Clip

See

Also:

How to Start the Part-Editor; Edit the Length of a Part

How to recognize an active Part-Editor

When the Part 'opens' in the Part-Editor:

The Part-Outline is not in the graphic-area

The X–axis and Y–axis of the Part are longer

The CAD-Line shows with its length, dimension

arrowheads and extension lines

You may need to Zoom-In to see the CAD-Line

extend at the end of the X–axis.

The Geometry Toolbar is to the left of the graphic-

area

The Constraints toolbar is to the right-side of the

graphic-area.

The mouse-pointer changes to the Edit Part pointer

If you want the X–axis of the Part to become horizontal:

1. Click View > Align 

When you close the Part-Editor, to make the X-axis of the Base-Part / Mechanism-Plane to

become horizontal:

1. Click View-Align again 

When you close the Part-Editor, you will need to use View Align again to make the X-axis of

the Base-Part horizontal.

Mechanism | Add Part

What is a 'Part'?

MechDesigner definition: A Part is the most basic kinematic-element. Parts move relative to

each other. Joints constrain how they move relative to each other.

Kinematic definition: a Part is a Link, a rigid-body, or a solid-body. Any two points within it do

not change their relative position.


EditPArtLength.mp4
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See also: Rigid-Body, Edit-Part

Add Part

Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Part icon

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Part

Shortcut  'INSERT' on your keyboard

What to do: In a Mechanism-Editor :

STEP 1: Click Add Part

STEP 2: Drag in the graphic-area

As you drag, an 'elastic' stretches from where you

mouse-button down. 

After you 'mouse-button up', a Part shows in the

graphic-area.

If the Part does not show:

STEP 3: Click the graphic-area to complete the command.

Optionally : You can add a Part and a Joint at the same

time.

To add a Pin or Slide-joint at the same time, then:

1. Click Add Part 

2. Move your mouse above a Point or Line so it

become 'selected' before you mouse-button-

down

3. Mouse-button-down and move your mouse

away from the Point or Line

Optionally, before you muse-button-up

4. Move your mouse above a different Point or

different Line 

5. Mouse-button up

Warning: When there is more than one Point or Line

that are above each other, you cannot control with

which of the Points or Lines you will make the Joint.

In this case, add the Part as a 'free-Part'. Then add the

Joint.

See also: Full Details: How to add a Part

The symbol and element in the graphic area are:

 Part-Outline this is the symbol for the Part - you

cannot edit it.

 CAD-Line is a child to the Part

The start-Point of the CAD-Line at the origin of the Part
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The end-Point of the CAD-Line is along the X-axis of the

Part.

 X- Y–axes: at the origin of the CAD-Line

DRAG is:

1. Mouse-button down, to start the Drag...

2. ...move your mouse pointer...

3. ...mouse-button up, to end the Drag.

Video:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes: It is good to approximate the Part's position, its direction

and its length as you add it to the graphic-area.

Add Part is NOT a persistent command. To add another

Part, you must click Add Part again.

Skills Needed: How to 'drag'.

See Also: How to Edit the Length of a Part

How to Edit a Part

Full Details: To Add a Part

You can only add Parts in a Mechanism-Editor.

STEP 1: Click a Mechanism name-tab

If there is not a Mechanism name-tab, see: Add a New

Mechanism, 

STEP 2: Click Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu >

Add Part

- or - 

Click Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Part

icon

STEP 3: Drag a Line in the graphic-area

When you 'mouse-button up', the new Part shows in the

graphic-area.

The Drag technique:

1. Left Mouse-Button Down at the start-Point...

2. ...Move your Mouse Pointer...

3. ...Release your Left Mouse-Button at the end-Point. 

Do not 'click' in the graphic-area before Drag.


AddPart.mp4
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When you release your mouse, a Part shows in the graphic-

area.

MechDesigner shows a:

Blue Part-Outline  if it is not a kinematically-

defined part

Green Part-Outline  if it is a kinematically-defined

part

New Elements:

The CAD-Line  is along the center of the Part

There is a Point at each end of the CAD-Line

A small set of XY-axes  to identify the Origin of the

CAD-Line

The oval Part-Outline is the symbol for the Part.

Double-click the oval to edit the Part.

Mechanism | Add Pin-Joint

What is a Pin-Joint?

MechDesigner definition: A Pin-Joint makes a Point in a Part become co-axial (coincident)

with a Point in a different Part. The two Parts can rotate relative to each other with the centre-

of-rotation at the Pin-Joint. Typically, use a Pin-Joint to model a rotary bearing.

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR ROCKERS: ...the general definition of a Pin-Joint is a joint between two

Points in two different Parts. The general definition does not need the Points to be at the ends of

two Lines.

However, when we want to add a Motion-Dimension FB, and the Pin-Joint is to become the

rotational joint for a 'Rocker', then the Pin-Joint MUST be between two Points at the ends of two

Lines.

See Add Motion-Dimension FB

Kinematic definition: a Pin-Joint makes an axis in one part become co-linear with an axis in a

different part, but allows the axes rotate relative to each other.

[Left-side of the graphic-area] Kinematic Elements

Toolbar : Add Pin-Joint icon

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Pin-Joint

The Pin-Joint symbols in the graphic-area:

   the Symbol for a Pin-Joint that joins a Part to the

Base-Part.

   the larger circle is the Symbol for a Pin-Joint , the

smaller circle, inside, is the two 'Points' that join one Part to

a different Part.

Preparation:
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Before you can add a Pin-Joint, you must have a minimum

of two Points, with one Point in two different Parts. 

A minimum of one Part must be a Free-Part. 

Thus, in preparation, you need a:

1. Point that is a child to a Free-Part 

and a

2. Point that is a child to: 

a different Free-Part 

- or -

a kinematically-defined Part.

Add Pin-Joint:

STEP 1: Click Add Pin-Joint

1. Add menu > Mechanism menu  > Add Pin-

Joint 

- or -

1. Kinematic elements toolbar > Add Pin-

Joint 

STEP 2: Select two Points:

1. Click a Point in a Free-Part 

2. Click a Point in a Free-Part 

- or -

2. Click a Point in a kinematically-defined Part. 

Note: If the Select-Elements dialog-box opens, see Pin-

Joint Special Case

STEP 3: Complete the command: 

If the Points do not snap together, it may be necessary

to:

1. Click the graphic-area 

The Points 'snap' together.

Assembly-Tree

MechDesigner adds a Pin-Joint to the Assembly-Tree.

Kinematics-Tree

'R' is the letter we use for Revolute-Joint. It is identical

to our Pin-Joint.

In the Kinematics-Tree , a Pin-Joint is the:

'R' Joint in a Dyad or a

'R' Joint in a Rocker

VIDEO:
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Double-click to watch Video Clip

See Also:

Add Pin-Joint, Add Ball-Joint

Add Motion-Dimension FB

More Details: Special - To add two or more co-axial Pin-Joints

'A Pin-Joint makes a Point in one Part to be co-axial (coincident) with a Point in a different

Part. The two Parts can rotate relative to each other with the Pin-Joint as the centre of rotation'.

Frequently a design has two co-axial Pin-Joints.

When we add a 'Pin-Joint 2', we must select one of the two Points that already belongs to 'Pin-

Joint 1'.

Thus, the Point in the two Pin-Joints may be:

Option A: Pin-Joint 1: Points 1&2 /and/ Pin-Joint 2: Points 3&1

Option B: Pin-Joint 1: Points 1&2 /and/ Pin-Joint 2: Points 3&2

Option A or Option B becomes important when you need to add Motion-Dimension FBs to

specify the motions of the two Parts

The image to the left shows:

A Line  that is a child to a kinematically-defined

Part – it is coloured Green. [For example, a Line in

the BasePart] 

A Free-Part  joined with a Pin-Joint to a Point at

one end of the Green Line .

A Completely Free Part  – you can drag the Part-

Outline freely.

We want to join the Completely Free-Part  with a Pin-Joint

at the same position as the existing Pin-Joint.

STEP 1: Click Kinematic-elements -Toolbar >Add Pin-

Joint

STEP 2: Click the Point  at the end of the 'Completely

Free Part'

Top-Tip: Select the Point that is in the Completely Free-Part before any
other Point. This becomes useful when the Select Elements dialog-box
opens - see below. 


AddPinJoint.mp4
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STEP 3: Click the Point  at the centre of the Pin-Joint.

There is ambiguity at Point .

MechDesigner sees a total of three Points:

one Point  in the Completely Free-Part, and 

+

two Points  at the Pin-Joint

Select-Elements dialog-box

When there is ambiguity about which two Points

you can select, the Select Elements dialog-box

opens.

In this model, the three possible Points are 

Point 278, 

Point 301 & 

Point 187

The element at the top of the list is always the first element you select. See Point  above in

STEP 2.

This is why we should select the Point that does not have ambiguity before the elements that do

have ambiguity. it is at the top of the list in the Select-Elements dialog-box.

To select the Points

1.  key down - do this before you click

the Points in the box.

2. Select all of the Points in the list to do the

Add Pin-Joint command

There are two selections that are possible: 

Point 278 and Point 301 
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- or -

Point 278 and Point 187.

Point 310 and Point 187 are not possible.

See Red Circle at the bottom of the dialog.

Point 310 and Point 187 are joined with a Pin-

Joint, already.

STEP 4: Select two Points. 

To select the Points:

 key down

Click the two Points that you want to join

with a Pin-Joint.

STEP 5: Click the 'OK' at the top and right-side

of Select-Elements dialog-box.

The dialog-box closes. The Points snap together. 

Now, there are two co-axial Pin-Joints.

Mechanism | Add Slide-Joint

What is a Slide-Joint?

MechDesigner definition: A Slide-Joint makes a Line in one Part to be co-linear with a Line in a

different Part. The Lines can move along each other.

Kinematic definition: a Slide-Joint makes an axis in one part become co-linear with an axis in

a different part, but allows the axes slide along each other.

Add Slide-Joint.

[Left-Side of graphics-area] Kinematic Elements Toolbar :

Add Slide-Joint icon
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Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Slide-Joint

Dialog-Box No dialog-box

IMPORTANT: Slide-Joints and Force calculations.

To correctly calculate reaction forces, the lengths of the two Lines in a Slide-Joint should be

equal to the Slide-Rail and Slide-Bearings in the real design. 

A kinematically-defined Slide-Joint

The Slide-Joint symbol in the graphic-area. It is

kinematically-defined ; The Parts have Green Part-Outlines].

There are two rectangles - a wide and and a narrow

rectangle.

 Narrow Rectangular Box - its length is equal to the

length of one of the Slide-Joint's selected Lines

 Wider Rectangular Box - its length is equal to the

length of the other Slide-Joint's selected Line.

 Arrowhead to show its Positive-Direction*

* Positive-direction is important to know when you add a

Motion-Dimension FB to the Slide-Joint.

See Positive direction of Slide-Joints and Motion-Dimension

Preparation:

Before you can add a Slide-Joint, you must have a

minimum of two Lines* in the model. A Line* in two

different Parts. 

A minimum of one Part must have a blue Part-Outline.

1. A Line* that is a child to a Free-Part 

and

2. A Line* that is a child to: 

a Free-Part 

- or -

a kinematically-defined Part.

This image has one line in the BasePart,  and the CAD-Line

along the centre of an Added-Part.

[* Line or CAD-Line].

Add Slide-Joint:

STEP 1: Click Add Slide-Joint

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add

Slide-Joint

Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Slide-Joint

icon

STEP 2: Click the two Lines:

1. Click a Line  in a Free-Part 
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2. Click a Line  in a different Part

If the Select-Elements dialog-box opens, see Slide-Joint

Special Case

STEP 3: Complete the command

If the two Lines do not snap together:

1. Click the graphic-area 

The two Lines become co-linear.

Assembly-Tree

A new Slide-Joint

Kinematics-Tree

A new Slide-Joint in one of the Unsolved Mechs [the

Part-Outline is Blue in the model above]

In the Kinematics-Tree , a Slide-Joint is the 'P' Joint in a

Dyad. P is for Prismatic-Joint.

Video:

Double-click to watch Video Clip

See Also: Add Pin-Joint, Add Ball-Joint, Add Motion-Dimension FB

Special Case: Two or more co-linear Slide-Joints 

'A Slide-Joint makes a Line in one Part to be co-linear with a Line in a different Part. The Lines

can move along each other'.

Frequently a design has two Slide-Joints, that make co-linear a total of three Lines in three

different Parts.

When there are three Parts, with a Line in each Part (Lines 1,2,3), the two Slide-Joints may make

co-linear:

A. Lines 1 & 2 and Lines 1 & 3 

- or -

B. Lines 1 & 2 and Lines 2 & 3 

The selection of A or B becomes important when you also need to add one or more Motion-

Dimension FBs to specify the motions of the different Parts/Lines relative to each other.

The image to the left shows:

A Slide-Joint : a CAD-Line in Part  is joined to a

Line  in another Part. 

o The CAD-Line (hidden by Line ) is a child to Part

, which has a Blue Part-Outline, it is a Free Part . 

o Line  is Green - it may be in the Base-Part.

A Completely Free Part .

Note: A minimum of one Part must be a Free Part.  One

Part, two Parts or all three Parts may be Free-Parts.


AddSlideJoint.mp4
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STEP 1: Click  Add Slide-Joint in the Kinematic-elements
Toolbar

STEP 2: Click the CAD-Line  along the center of the
'Completely Free Part'

STEP 3: Click a Line  in the Slide-Joint.

There is ambiguity as to which Line you want to select.

Select-Elements dialog-box

When there is ambiguity about the Lines you can

select, the Select Elements dialog-box opens.

The element at the top of the list is always the first

element you select. See Line  above in STEP 2.

This is why we should select the Point that does not

have ambiguity before the elements that do have

ambiguity. it is at the top of the list in the Select-

Elements dialog-box.

To select the Lines

1.  key down - do this before you click

the Lines in the box.

2. Select all of the Lines in the list to do the Add

Slide-Joint command

There are two selections that are possible: 

CAD-Line2 and Line3 
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- or -

CAD-Line2 and CAD-Line

CAD-Line2 and CAD-Line are not possible.

Why? Because these two Lines are joined

together with a Slide-Joint already.

In the Select-Elements dialog-box.

STEP 4: Select the two Lines:

1.  key down 

2. Select all Lines to do Add Slide-Joint command

STEP 5: Click OK in the Select-Elements dialog-box.

The dialog-box closes. 

The two Lines become co-linear.

If they do not become co-linear...

STEP 6: Click the Graphic-Area

The two Lines become co-linear to add a new Slide-

Joint,

There are now two Slide-Joints that are co-linear.

Mechanism | Add Ball-Joint

What is a Ball-Joint?

A Ball-Joint makes a Point in one Part coincide with a Point in a different Part. The Parts can

be in two different Mechanisms.

You must use Add Ball-Joint two times, with a Ball-Joint at each end of one Part. 

We use the derived name 'Connecting-Part' for a Part that has a Ball-Joint at each end.
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See: How to Edit a Ball-Joint', How to Edit a Connecting Part, Ball-Joint configurations, Ball-Joint

dialog-box

Add Ball-Joint

[Left-Side of graphic-area] Kinematic Elements Toolbar :

Add Ball-Joint icon

Menu:Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Ball-Joint

You must know:How to add Mechanism-Editors to different Planes.

The difference between a Free-Part and a Completely Free

Part.

Preparation

Notes:

It is best to add the two Mechanisms Editors, Parts, Pin and Slide-Joints, Motion-Dimension

FB, before you add the Ball-Joints.

Toggle-On the Show other Mechanism Sketches. 

Mechanism-Editor A should have a kinematically-defined chain - in this model below, it

is a Rocker. It can be ANY kinematically-defined Part [Green Part-Outline]

Mechanism-Editor B should have a Free-Part [typically, joined to the BasePart with a Pin-

Joint or Slide-Joint, and a Completely Free Part. [Blue Part-Outlines].

Below, An example model prepared before you add Ball-Joints:

The two Mechanism-Editors - A and B - are typically perpendicular[ ] to each other.

Mechanism-Editor A 

A kinematically-defined Chain (in GREY) in

Mechanism-Editor(A).

Mechanism-Editor B [the active mechanism Editor]

A Kinematic-Chain that is not yet a kinematically-

defined chain . The Parts have Blue Part-Outlines.

A Free-Part  [with a Pin-Joint or a Slide-Joint].

A Completely Free Part

YOU MUST DO ADD BALL-JOINT COMMAND TWO

TIMES

Always use Add Ball-Joint to each end of the Part that is a

Completely Free Part. 

Add Ball-Joint #1

1. Make Mechanism-Editor B active. 

2. Click Point  at one end of the Completely Free Part 

3. Click Point  in a Free Part in the active Mechanism-

Editor(B).

Note: if you cannot select the two Points to add a Ball-

Joint, Toggle-Off the Auto-Update tool.
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When you add  Ball-Joint 1, the Ball-Joint shows in the

graphic-area as a 'rough' Ball-Joint .

Points  do not above image] snap together until

you add Ball-Joint #2.

Add Ball-Joint #2

4. Click Point  at the other end of the Completely

Free Part 

Do NOT make Mechanism A active. You click the two

Points when Mechanism B is active 

5. Click Point  - the Grey Point - in the kinematically-

defined Part  that is in Mechanism-Editor(A)

Note: Point  is not a sketch-element in the Base-Part.

Result:

When you add Ball-Joint 2, the two Ball-Joints  snap

the Completely Free Part to the two ends of the Points in

Mechanisms (A) and (B).

The Completely Free Part becomes a Part we name

the Connecting-Part

The Free Part and the Completely Free Part become

kinematically-defined in the active Mechanism-

Editor(B) as a new Dyad. 

The new Dyad is an S-S-R Dyad. It is also possible

to add an S-S-P Dyad

The centre of the Ball-Joints are on the two

Mechanism-Planes - one on each.

Use the Ball-Joint dialog-box to move the Ball-Joint off

the Mechanism-Plane.
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Notes: After you add the Ball-Joints you can edit its visibility.

1. Edit the Connecting-Part to edit its length and

'Symbolic' shaft diameter. 

2. Edit the Ball-Joint to edit the 'Symbolic' ball

diameter.

3. Use Visibility toolbar > Show Model in Mechanism-
Editor to see the visibility.

In the Kinematics-Tree, each Ball-Joint is a letter 'S',

which is for Spherical-Joint.

The two Ball-Joints  are the two 'S' Joints in the

S-S-R and the S-S-P Dyad. See Dyads and

Kinematics-Tree.

A Connecting Part  is a Part with two Ball-Joints.

Do not add two Ball-Joints to Parts that are in one

Mechanism-Editor.

Other Skills:

Add Part, Edit Part, Add Plane, Add Mechanism, Add Motion-Dimension FB, Add Pin-Joint and /

or Add Slide-Joint, Spin View.

How to Edit the Ball-Joint

To edit the Ball-Joint, you must open the Ball-Joint dialog-

box.

To open the Ball-Joint dialog-box:

1. Click the Ball-Joint 'rings' in the graphic-area  or the

Ball-Joint element inthe Assembly-Tree 

The Ball-Joint should show in the Selection-Window. 

In the Selection-Window, 

2. Right-click the Ball-Joint element to open the

contextual menu 

3. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu
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BALL-JOINT DIALOG-BOX

1. Ball Diameter

To edit the symbolic diameter of the ball.

2. Ball Offset [±]

To move the Ball-Joint along the Z-axis of the Mechanism

Plane 

Ball-Joints frequently are not on the active Mechanism

Plane. See also: Ball-Joint configurations

When Ball-Joints are not on the Mechanism Plane, the

kinematic analysis changes. 

3. Mass

Mass of the Ball-Joint. MechDesigner calculates Planar

Forces. The mass is referred to the Mechanism-

Plane.

Example of Ball-Offset: Z = 10mm

 Mechanism-Plane

The Ball-Joint is on the Mechanism-Plane when the Ball-

Offset is '0'.

 Ball-Offset.

The Ball-Joint moves along the Z-axis in +Z-axis or –Z-

axis direction.

In the image, the Ball-Offset is 10mm in the +Z-axis

direction.

Edit the Connecting-Part: Length and Symbolic Part/Rod Radius

You cannot add Solids to Connecting-Parts. 

However, it is possible to add and edit a symbol to give the diameter of the 'rod' between the

Ball-Joints.

Edit the Connecting-Part

MechDesigner uses the first dimension you add to the Part

in the Part-Editor as the symbolic radius for the

Connecting-Part.

To add and edit the Dimension, you must edit the

Connecting-Part

1. Double-click the symbol for the Connecting-Part 

MechDesigner opens the Connecting-Part in the Part-

Editor.
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2. Add a Line or Circle to the Part  

3. Add a dimension to the Line or Circle

Note: when you edit dimensions in a Part and the view is not the

Front View, the CAD-Line, Axes, sketch-elements and dimensions

may show in unusual places! 

If you cannot add or edit a dimension, then click View | Front Plane.

4. Edit the Dimension to 7mm, with the dimension tool 

5. Edit the Length of the Connecting-Part to 100mm, in

the usual way.

6. Close the Part-Editor 

7. Use the 'Show Model in Mechanism' tool

It still is not very attractive!

Mechanism | Change Dyad Closure

What is a 'Dyad Closure'

When it is possible to physically assemble the two parts of a dyad in two or more ways, such

that their motion becomes different, then the dyad has two or more 'Closures'.

Change Dyad Closure

[Left-side of graphics-area] Kinematic Elements Toolbar :

Change Dyad Closure icon

Menu:Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Change Dyad

Closure

What to do: 1. Click the Green Part-Outline of a Part in a Dyad, in

a kinematically-defined Chain 

2. Click the Change Dyad Closure icon.

3. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager

If a Dyad has more than two closures:

4. Do 1 to 3 again and again. 

The 'dyad closure' is changed until you return to the original

closure.

To identify the Dyad in the Kinematics-Tree

If necessary, use the Kinematics-Tree to find the Dyad

whose closure you want to change. 

In the Kinematics-Tree:

1. Click each Kinematic-Chain 

2. Expand the Kinematics-Chain to see the kinematic-
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elements 

There are Motion-Parts [Rockers and Slider] and Dyads

in this Kinematic-Chain

When you click a Dyad, the Part Outlines and Joints

show as Red in the graphic-area.

3. Click a dyad to confirm it is the dyad whose closure

you want to change.

4. Expand the Dyad to show the five element - two

Parts and three Joints.

5. Click one of the two Parts 

6. If the Dyad is in different Kinematic-chain, then click

a different Kinematic-Chain

Do 1-6 until you find the Part and Dyad whose Closure

you want to change.

Change the Closure of the RRP Dyad

Use the Kinematics-Tree to identify the Kinematic-Chain and the Dyad that is in a closure you

want to change.

Then use the Change Closure Tool,  , at the bottom of the Kinematic-elements Toolbar.

 STEP 1: Click a Part-Outline in the Dyad

Here, I have clicked the Part-Outline of the 'Connecting Rod'

in the RRP Dyad.

 STEP 2: Click the 'Change Dyad Closure' icon in the

Kinematic-elements toolbar.

 STEP 3: Click 'OK' in the Command Manager

The Dyad Closure changes immediately.
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Notes:

It is possible that the Dyad is in a closure that

cannot physically connect the Joints. In this case,

when you cycle the mechanism, the Joints will

'brake'. In this case, do Steps 1, 2 and 3 again to find

if the joints can assemble.

If after you change the closure of a Dyad it is still

not in the correct closure, do Steps 1, 2 and 3 again

In the case of the RRP Dyad, the Dyad has four(4)

closures.

See below.

Mechanism | Add Pulley

Why add a Pulley?

The motion of a Pulley is related to the motion of a Belt. 

Either the 'Pulley moves the Belt' or the 'Belt moves the Pulley'.

There is a maximum of one 'Pulley that to drive a Belt'. 

You can add any number of 'Pulleys that are driven y a Belt'.

Use the Pulley dialog-box to edit the Pulley parameters.

Two Pulleys and 'Kinematic Properties'.

After 'Add-Pulley', a rotating-part becomes a Pulley.

The Pulley is a:

DriveR-Pulley: [or Driving Pulley] Add a Pulley to a Green rotating Part. MechDesigner

calculates the Linear Velocity of the Belt from the Angular Velocity of the Pulley.

or a:

DriveN-Pulley: Add a Pulley to a Blue rotating Part. MechDesigner calculates the

Angular Velocity of the Pulley from the Linear Velocity of the Belt. 

Add Pulley

Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Pulley

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Pulley

Dialog: Pulley dialog-box

ADD PULLEY - COMMAND-MANAGER
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Command-Manager: Add Pulley

To add a DriveR-Pulley or a DriveN-Pulley. 

Elements that must be in the model before you can use this

command:

[#1] A Pin-Joint that joins a Part to the centre of arc

on the sketch-path that defines the Belt's Path.

[#2] A Motion-Path FB linked to the sketch-path.

This gives a Motion-Point on the sketch-path.

[#3] A dimension that defines the Radius of an Arc,

that will becomes the Radius of the Pulley.

[#4] A Part, that is joined with the Pin-Joint[#1] to

the centre-Point of each Arc

Note: The sketch-path of a Belt may be closed or open. It is

usually closed.

MODEL PREPARATION

PART-EDITOR

Edit the Base-Part or an Added-Part. 

Add a sketch-path [or sketch-loop] to represent the

path of the Belt - made with Lines and Arcs. 

Each Arc must have a dimension.

DRIVER-PULLEY - OR DRIVEN-PULLEY?

There is only one DriveR-Pulley. Only one Rotating-Part can

be a DriveR-Pulley.

The sketch in the Part for the Driven-Part might need a Line

from the centre of the arc, only if the Driven-Pulley is a

Rocker [Motion-Part].

DRIVER-PULLEY is a ROCKER in the BASE-PART

Only if the DriveR-Pulley Part is a Rocker [Motion-Part]:

1. Edit the Base-Part 

2. Add a Line , or CAD-Line 

3. Merge the start-Point of the Line with the centre-

Point  of the Arc

DRIVER PULLEY is a Rocker in an ADDED-PART

Only if the DriveR-Pulley Part is a Rocker [Motion-Part]:

1. Edit the Part with the sketch-path 

2. Add a new Line  or CAD-Line in Part-Editor

3. Make the new Line  co-linear with the CAD-Line

along the centre of the Part.

4. Merge the start-Point of the new Line with the

centre-Point of the Arc.

Do NOT use the start-Point of the CAD-Line given with the
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Added-Part.

MECHANISM-EDITOR

1. Click Add a Motion-Path FB  .

2. Click a sketch-element that is the sketch-loop of the

Belt. 

A Motion-Point is now at the start-Point of the

sketch-element

DRIVER PULLEY PART

3. Add a rotating Part that is joined to the centre-Point

of the Arc. 

A Rocker or a different kinematically-defined

rotating-Part .

The Prepared Model for a DriveR Pulley is to the left.

The four elements are:

 the Pin-Joint

 The Motion-Path FB

 The Radius of the Arc [added to the Arc in the Part-

Editor]

 The kinematically-defined rotating Part - the DriveR-

Pulley

The rotational motion of the DriveR-Pulley gives the

velocity to the Motion-Point(s) along the sketch-loop.

DRIVER-PULLEY PART

DriveN-Pulleys rotate with a peripheral speed given by

the Belt.

Elements in the Mechanism-Editor

 The Pin-Joint

 The Motion-Path [not shown: there is only one

Motion-Path FB for one Belt

 The Radius of the Arc [added to the Arc in the Part-

Editor]

 The rotating Part that is a Free-Part - a DriveN-Pulley

DO ADD PULLEY FOR EACH PULLEY IN A BELT
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Click Add Pulley in the Kinematic elements toolbar 

1. Click the Pin-Joint at the centre of the Rotating-

Part* and Arc  

2. Click the Motion-Path FB  that gives the Motion-

Point  that moves along the Arc

3. Click the dimension  given to the radius of the Arc

when the Part-Editor opens

4. Click the Rotating-Part*  joined with the Pin-Joint

 at the centre of the Arc

5. Click OK in the Command-Manager

* Rotating Part:

A Rocker for a DriveR-Pulley, 

Free-Part for DriveN-Pulleys, 

or the Base-Part if the Pulley is fixed to the Frame.

Result:

MechDesigner:

Adds a Pulley schematic to the graphic-area.

The Radius of the Arc ÷ Pulley Pitch Circle Diameter

changes to give an integer number-of-teeth.

The Radius of the Arc becomes 'Read-Only' in the

Part-Editor.

Use the Pulley dialog-box to edit the number-of-

teeth.

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes:

Physical Design Parameters

We do not use a database to make sure the Belt Tooth-Pitch, Belt-Length, Minimum number of

Pulley-Teeth are available in sales literature. You must enter these values.

Length of the Belt 

Usually, you want the belt to have an integer number-of-teeth. To edit he length of the belt to

give a specified 'Belt Length' edit the Motion Path FB. In it, you can give a 'target belt length'

and select a dimension in the sketch-loop to be a driven dimension to make the total

length of the sketch-loop/belt give an integer number-of-teeth.

Minimum Number-of-Teeth on a Pulley

You must make sure the Number-of-Teeth parameter in each Pulley > minimum practical

number-of-teeth. Typically, it is 10 teeth.


AddPulleyBelt.mp4
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Kinematics-Tree: DriveN-Pulley

The Kinematics-Tree adds a Pulley-Rocker

Kinematic-Element for each DriveN-Pulley you add

to the model.

The Pulley-Rocker has a Pin-Joint, a Part, and the

Path-Joint [Motion-Path]

DriveR-Pulley

This is a kinematically-defined Part (a Rocker or one

of two Parts with a Pin-Joint in a Dyad)

Mechanism | Add Trace-Point

What is a Trace-Point?

A Trace-Point shows, on the Mechanism Plane, the locus of a moving Point for one machine-

cycle.

With special conditions, you can slowly drag the Point in the Mechanism Editor and see the

Trace-point continuously update.

Add Trace-Point

[Left-side of graphics-area] Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Trace-Pointy

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Trace-Point

What to

do:

1. Click Add Trace-Point 

2. Click a Point in the graphic-area in a kinematically-defined Chain.

If the Select Elements dialog-box opens, you have clicked more than one Point.

a. Click a Point in the Select Elements dialog-box 

b. Click OK to close the Select Elements dialog-box 

then...

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager 

Do Steps 1-3 again and again to show Trace-Point of other Points, as necessary.

See Special Condition below.

Result: MechDesigner shows the 'Trace of the Point' on the Mechanism Plane. 

NOTES: Occasionally, you may need to use the 'Rebuild' button to update the locus of the

trace as you edit the model.

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes: 

You can add many Trace-Points to the same and different Parts.

You will not see the trace of the Point if the Point does not move!

Other terms for 'Trace-Point' include Locus, Curve, Path, Trajectory, Trace and Coupler

Curve. 

It is possible that the trace-point does not complete its closed path in one cycle of the MMA

(a machine-cycle). In this case, increase use a Gearing FB to increase the number-of-cycles
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each kinematic-chain cycles within one MMA [machine cycle].

Special Condition

As a special condition, you can 'Drag' Points in the Mechanism-Editor if all of these conditions

are met:

In the Part-Editor:

a. You use Add Point to add the Point 
[The Point cannot be a child to a different sketch-element]

b. You do not add a dimension or a constraint to the Point

and, in the Mechanism-Editor:

c. You add a Trace-Point to the Point

To Drag the Point more easily:

Reduce the Number-of-Steps to '30' in the Machine Setting dialog-box 

- or -

Drag the Point and then keep the pointer very still until the Trace-Point moves to the

pointer

Mechanism | Add Reference Geometry

What is Reference Geometry

Reference Geometry is a sketch-element that is copied to the Base-Part in the 'active'

Mechanism-Editor from a Part in a 'source' Mechanism-Editor. If you edit or move the 'source'

sketch-element, the Reference Geometry in the active Mechanism-Editor also updates to the

new size or position.

Reference-Geometry may also have a motion. When the 'source' and 'active' Mechanism-

Editors are parallel, the motion-values [position, velocity and acceleration] are also

transferred to the Reference Geometry.

Add Reference Geometry

[Left-Side of graphics-area] Kinematic Elements Toolbar : Add Reference

Geometry

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Reference Geometry

What to do: 1. Click a Mechanism-Editor in to which that you want to copy sketch-

elements from another Mechanism-Editor. 

2. If necessary, Toggle Off Display Profiles (you cannot make a reference

copy of Profile Contours, but you may 'try' to select one)

3. Use Visibility toolbar > Show other Mechanism Sketches and Toggle On

4. Spin the model so you can see the sketch-element, in grey, in the source

Mechanism-Editor.

5. Click Add Reference-Geometry

6. Click a sketch-element [Circle, Arc or Line] in the 'source' Mechanism-

Editor

7. Click OK in the Command-Manager
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Do Steps 5-7 again and again to copy more sketch-elements.

Result: MechDesigner copies the sketch-element from the source Mechanism-Editor to

the Part in the active Mechanism-Editor. It is Reference Geometry.

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Preparation: See Below - More Details

Notes: You cannot delete or edit a reference sketch-element. You must delete or

edit the source sketch-element in the source Mechanism-Editor.

Reference Geometry element names are 'RefLine' or 'RefCircle'.

How to Add Reference Geometry - More Details

You need two Mechanism-Editors.

Mechanism A: The 'Source' Mechanism-Editor with the 'source' sketch-element in a Part

you want to 'reference'.

Mechanism B: The 'active' Mechanism-Editor into which you want to add the 'source'

sketch-element to become 'Reference Geometry'.

STEP 1: Make Mechanism 'B' active

STEP 1: Click Visibility toolbar > Show other

Mechanism Sketches

STEP 2: Spin to view the sketch in the Mechanism A. 

In the image to the left, the active Mechanism B is in

front of the source Mechanism A

You cannot select the grey geometry from Mechanism-

A before you start Add Reference Geometry.

STEP 3: Click Kinematic element toolbar > Add

Reference-Geometry

The Command-Manager instruction is:

Add Lines, Circles or Arcs to the active
Mechanism with Lines, Circles or Arcs in
a different Mechanism.

STEP 4: Click the sketch-element in Mechanism-A you

want to 'copy' as Reference-Geometry to

Mechanism-B.


AddReferenceGeomtry.mp4
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STEP 5: Click OK

The sketch-element shows in the Mechanism-B. 

Do steps 3-5 again to add more Reference Geometry

sketch-elements.

Mechanism menu: Machine Elements toolbar

Mechanism menu and Contextual toolbars

The kinematic and machine elements that you can add to a Mechanism-Editor are the 'bones'

of the machine model. To add 'flesh' over the 'bones' you will need to add 'Solids'.

Use the kinematic-elements to build the basic kinematic-chains with simple 'kinematic-

pairs'

Use the machine elements to add more function parts to the model to transform motions

with complex 'kinematic-pairs'.

Nearly all of the elements are projected onto the Mechanism-Plane of the Mechanism-

Editor.

Mechanism menu - Machine elements toolbar

Note: you can use the commands that are in the Model-Editor also in an active Mechanism-

Editor.

The Mechanism menu is a sub-menu of the Add menu.

Machine Elements toolbar

The commands in the Mechanism menu is two toolbars: Kinematic Elements toolbar and

Machine-Elements toolbar.
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The two toolbars are to the left-side of the Mechanism-Editor's graphic-area.

The Machine elements usually need elements that are in the Kinematic elements toolbar.

Mechanism | Add 2D Cam

What is a 2D-Cam?

In a machine, a 2D cam is a planar [flat] shape that moves a cam-follower with a specified

motion. The 2D-cam and the cam-follower remain in continuous contact [usually].

In MechDesigner, the motions of the cam and the cam-follower are specified before you can

use Add 2D-Cam. The Parts will be Green.

Compare with a 3D-Cam.

2D-Cam elements and 2D-Cam dialogs

ADD ELEMENTS DIALOG-BOXES

STEP 1: Add 2D-Cam

Select 

Part: as the Cam-Part

Profile: as the Cam-Follower

-> EDIT to OPEN

->

[optionally]

Cam Display and Properties

dialog-box

Display Cam1, Pitch-Circle,

Cam2

Display Cam as Profile,

Contact-Force

Display Colour

*Material-Properties for Cam-

Analysis

STEP 2 : Add Cam-Data FB -> EDIT to OPEN

->

[necessary]

STEP 3 : Cam-Coordinates dialog-

box

Select the 2D-Cam [see STEP

1]

STEP 4 : ANALYSIS WITH:

Cam-Data FB and Graph FB

Output-Connectors of Cam-Data

STEP 5 : When design and analysis

is complete, open Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box again to
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FB are:

Contact-Force*

Contact-Shear-Stress*

Radius-of-Curvature

Pressure-Angle

calculate and save:

Cam-Coordinates

as Points or Arcs

save as DXF, TXT, STEP [New

in R13.2]

transfer cam to SOLIDWORKS

STEP 5 : *With Cam Force Analysis: Configure Power Source, Mass Properties of Parts 

Add 2D-Cam

[Right-side of graphic-area] Machine Elements Toolbar :

Add 2D-Cam

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add 2D-Cam

Preparation:

You need two elements:

1. A Part to which we add the 2D-Cam 

2. A Profile element on a different Part that becomes the

Cam-Follower. 

The two Parts kinematically-defined, with a Green Part-

Outlines. 

See Also Shape of the Cam-Follower.

What to do:

1. Click Add 2D-Cam in the Machine-elements toolbar. 

The Command-Manager shows the two elements you need to

select: 

'Select Part to carry Cam' 

'Select Profile to be... Cam-Follower'

2. Click a Green Part-Outline (a kinematically-defined

Part) as the Part that 'carries' the cam. 

3. Click a Profile in a different kinematically-defined Part,

to be the shape of the Cam-Follower.

4. Click OK in the Command-Manager.
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Result:

MechDesigner calculates the internal and external Cams
and shows them in the graphic-area.

We call the Cams: Cam 1 and Cam 2. You can also display
the Pitch-Curve

See Cam Display and Properties dialog-box

Assembly-Tree

MechDesigner adds a 'Camplate' as a child to a Part, and the

2D-Cam as a child to the Camplate. You can add many 2D-

Cams to the same Camplate.

MechDesigner identify the Cam as 'Good' or 'Bad' Cam -

based on Radius-of-Curvature only.

It is your responsibility to make sure the cams are suitable for

your need.

 A 'Good' Cam

 A 'Bad' Cam

Video:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes:

1. To show a scaled colour 'swatch' and colours along the Cam for Pressure Angle, or

Contact Force, or Maximum Shear Stress: see the Cam Display and Properties dialog-box 

2. Use a Cam-Data FB to get the Cam-Coordinates.

3. If a 2D-Cam has an SSR or SSP Dyad in its kinematic-chain, you should use 'Show other

Mechanism Sketches' to make sure the Cam is correct.

See Also: Cam Display and Properties dialog-box, Cam-Data FB. Cam-Coordinates dialog-box

Mechanism | Add 3D Cam

What is a 3D-Cam?

A 3D-Cam has complex surfaces that represent the cam-flanks. The rotational axes of the

Cam and the Cam-Follower are perpendicular and offset. 

Barrel, Cylindrical and Globoidal Cams are 3D-Cams.

Add 3D-Cam

R13

Machine Elements Toolbar : Add 3D-Cam

Menu:Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add 3D-Cam


Add2DCam.mp4
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Pre-amble:

You must prepare five elements in at least 3 different

Mechanism-Editors. See Preparation 

When you click Add 3D-Cam, you will see the five element

in the Command-Manager. 

The five element are, from top to bottom:

1. The Cam-Follower Part 

2. The Cam-Follower Roller Profile 

3. The Cam-Shaft Part

4. The Cam-Blank Profile

5. The Cam-Blank Axis-of-Rotation.

The five elements:

there are 3 different Mechanism-Editors when you want to add

a Barrel Cam

there are 4 different Mechanism-Editors when you want to add

a Globoidal Cam

To see the five elements, you must use Tools menu (or toolbar) >

Show other Part-Outlines and Sketches

Result:The 3D-Cam shows in the graphic-area.

See also: Tutorial 6C1: Oscillating-Follower / Barrel-Cam; 

Tutorial 6C2: Indexing Follower / Globoidal-Cam

Note:The 3D-Cam 'tube' has four flank-surfaces with a mesh of points on

each flank. 

Four Flank Surfaces

Two Cam Flanks - the active flanks, one each side of the Cam-

Follower

One Flank: - 'the root' or 'floor' of the Cam. It is not in contact

with Cam-Follower.

One-Flank - the face that completes the rectangular cross-

section.

Density of the Mesh

The are 'Rims' along the flank, made up of a number of points

The rims and points are equally spaced along and across each

flank.

Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box to edit the number of rims and

points, to give the density of the mesh.

See Also: 3D-Cam dialog-box
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Preparation before you can use the 'Add 3D Cam' command

We calculate a 3D-Cam from the relative movement of

Parts and Profiles in different Mechanism-Editors and

Mechanism Planes. 

The 5 Parts, Profiles and Mechanisms are:

A Part that rotates, in Mechanism 'A':  the Cam Part

A Part in Mechanism 'B': the Cam-Follower

A Profile  in the Cam-Follower, and Mechanism 'B',

the Cam-Follower Roller

A Cam-Blank Profile  and the Cam-Blank Rotation

Axis  in Mechanism 'C'.  

How to Add a 3D Cam

Assume the preparation is complete. 

[To learn how to prepare the model for a 3D Cam see:

Tutorial 6C: Barrel and Indexing Cams] 

 STEP 1: Click the Mechanism name-tab with the 'Cam

Part'

We must add the 3D-Cam in the Mechanism-Editor that has

the Part that will be the 'Cam-Part' – 

In this example, we have renamed the Mechanism-Editor to

BARREL.

Before we can use the Add 3D Cam command, we must see

the five elements we need to click to complete the

command - see images below

 STEP 2: Click 'Show other Mechanisms' command

 STEP 3: Spin the model to show all five elements

 STEP 4: Click Add 3D-Cam in the Machine-Elements

toolbaroolbar.

The Command-Manager dialog-box opens with five

selection boxes.

 STEP 5: Click the five elements in the graphic-area

You MUST click the elements for each selection-box in

the Command-Manager from top to bottom of the list.
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: The Cam-Follower Part: Click the Grey Part-Outline
of the Part 

: The Cam-Follower Roller Profile: Click the Profile
Contour (in Grey) for the Roller. [With 3D-Cams, the
sketch for the Profile must be a circle]

 : The Cam Part: Click the Green Part-Outline in the

active Mechanism-Editor

*
: The Cam-Blank Profile*: Click the Grey Profile

Contour

*
: The Axis-of-Rotation of the Cam Blank: Click the

Grey sketch-line

Notes on : Cam-Blank and Rotation-Axis

To transfer the 3D-Cam to SOLIDWORKS®, this sketch should only be:

a sketch-loop and Profile/Extrusion for the 'Cam-Blank'

a Line for the cam rotation axis . 

Delete all other sketch-elements in the 'Barrel Blank' Part before you use transfer a Cam-Blank

to SOLIDWORKS®. The shape does not need to replicate the cam-blank - but it helps.

MechDesigner draws the 3D-Cam as a 'tube'.

The 3D-Cam is the 'negative' of a 'solid' Cam.

Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box to edit its parameters, and

export it to SOLIDWORKS®.

When the cam is transferred to SOLIDWORKS, the complete

cam is built as a solid part.

Mechanism | Add Magnetic-Joint

What is a Magnetic-Joint? 

Add Magnetic-Joint pulls a Profile, that is in one Part, to be in continuous contact with a

Profile, that is in a different Part. One Profile is circular and the other Profile is irregular*. 

Why use a Magnetic-Joint?

A frequent application of the Magnetic-Joint is to reverse-engineer a cam, and to find the

motion of a Cam-Follower from the shape of a existing cam. 

Add Magnetic Joint

[Right-Side of graphic-area] Machine Elements Toolbar : Add Ball-Joint icon

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Magnetic-Joint

Use the Add Magnetic-Joint command to pull two Profiles that are in two different Parts, together

so that they become in continuous contact.
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One Profile is circular and the other Profile is irregular*. 

Add Magnetic-Joint 'pulls' the circular Profile onto the irregular* Profile.

The Part with the irregular Profile rotates or slides. 

* The shape of the 'irregular' Profile can be derived from a Point-Cloud or a sketch-loop.

Dialog-box: Magnetic-Joint dialog-box

PREPARATION:

Two kinematically-defined chains, 

At least one Part and one Profile in each kinematic-

chain.

With reference to the image above:

KINEMATIC-CHAIN 1; PART 1: [see image to the left]

 Has an irregular Profile , or a Curve derived from a

Point-Cloud

 A Motion-Dimension FB. Its motion is specified with 

The Part rotates in this model (it is a Rocker / Crank). It

might also be a Slider.

Profile  does not need to be a child to the Part that has its

motion specified by the Motion-Dimension FB , it must

only belong to Kinematic-Chain 1.

KINEMATIC-CHAIN; PART 2: [see image above]

 A Motion-Dimension FB specifies the position of the Part before you apply the Magnetic-

Joint . A wire is not necessarily connected to its input-connector.

 Has a circular Profile as a child to the Part

This Part is pulled by the Magnetic-Joint so that the circular Profile  becomes in continuous

contact with the irregular Profile .

Profile  does not need to be a child to the Part that has the Motion-Dimension FB , it must

only belong to Kinematic-Chain 2.

ADD MAGNETIC-JOINT:

1. Click Add Magnetic-Joint in the Machine elements

toolbar. 

2. Click the Profile [or Point-Cloud]  that is the

irregular shape

3. Click the Motion-Dimension FB  that becomes

driven by the new contact between the circular and

irregular Profile.

4. Click the Profile  with the circular shape.

5. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager
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Result:

The Magnetic-Joint 'pulls' the two Profiles  together. 

The Magnetic-Joint FB  shows in the graphic-area

When you cycle the machine, the two Profiles stay in

continuous contact.

The Motion-Dimension FB  becomes 'driven' by

the Magnetic-Joint.

EDIT MAGNETIC-JOINT:

1. Identify the Magnetic-Joint FB  in the graphic-area 

To open the Magnetic-Joint dialog-box:

2. Double-click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the graphic-area 

- or - 

2. Click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the graphic-area so it shows in the Selection-Window 

3. Right-click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the Selection-Window

4. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu. 

Note:

Do not edit the driven Motion-Dimension FB  to change its Base-Value. The Base-Value is

ignored when the Magnetic-Joint is enabled.

Model: Unacceptable Irregular Profile.

The image shows a shape that is not acceptable. 

The irregular Profile should:

NOT be to one side of the centre of rotation or its

Origin

NOT form a 'horse-shoe' shape around the centre of

rotation, or its Origin.

NOT have a radius-of-curvature that is less than the

circular Profile.

If the irregular Profile is not acceptable, the circular

Profile will jump to different contact solutions as you

cycle the model.

Video:

Double-click to watch Video Clip

More Information:

The Magnetic-Joint does not use 'closed mathematical equations'. The motion of the

Magnetic Driven Part is 'solved' using optimization techniques. Thus:

The modeling is slower.

Magnetic-Joints do not work when the motion of the circular Profile is made from two

Motion FBs.


AddMagneticJoint.mp4
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A Magnetic-Joint may fail if the Profiles cannot stay in continuous contact for a complete

Machine Cycle.

See Also: Magnetic-Joint dialog-box, Add Profile, Sketch-Loop, Add Motion-Dimension FB; YouTube

Video : http://youtu.be/IME9Eb4mpQE 

Mechanism | Add Rack-Pinion - Ball-Screw

What is a Rack and Pinion?

A Rack is a Linear-Gear. The Rack drives, or is driven by, a Pinion. The Rack has a linear

motion and the Pinion has a angular motion. The linear motion of the rack is directly related

to the radius of the Pinion.

What is a Ball-Screw

A Ball-Screw is a precision device that converts rotary motion of a screw to linear motion of a

nut. 

To add the Ball-Screw, you must first do Add Rack-Pinion. Then use the Rack-Pinion dialog-

box to change the Rack-Pinion to a Ball-Screw.

Add Rack-Pinion / Ball-Screw

Machine Elements Toolbar : Add Rack-Pinion [Ball-Screw]

Menu:
Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Rack-Pinion [Ball-

Screw]

Edit Rack-Pinion with... Rack-Pinion dialog-box to edit the number-of-teeth around pinion

and along rack, and to move the position of the rack along its axis. 

You can edit the Gear Module plus other gearing parameters in the

Rack-Pinion dialog-box.

You can also convert the Rack-Pinion to a Ball-Screw.

Rack-Pinion Preparation

You must prepare two elements before you can use Add Rack-Pinion. The two elements are Lines

[or CAD-Lines] in two different Parts.

Line 1: a child to a Part with a Green Part-Outline - the DriveR-Part [also called Driving-

Part]. 

Line 1: will become the Pinion if it is a rotating-Part or the Rack if it is a sliding-Part. 

Line 2: a child to a Part with a Blue Part-Outline - the DriveN-Part

Line 2: will become the Pinion if it is a rotating-Part or the Rack if it is a sliding-Part. 

Preparation to add a DriveR Pinion and DriveN Rack

Line  in Part A, a Green Part-Outline, a rotating-

Part, and will become the DriveR [Driving] Pinion.

Line  in Part B, a Blue Part-Outline, a sliding-Part,

and will become the DriveN Rack.

Note, the two Parts are joined to the same third Part. In this

case, the third Part is the Base-Part.

http://youtu.be/IME9Eb4mpQE
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Preparation to add a DriveR Rack and DriveN Pinion

Line  in Part A, a Green Part-Outline, a sliding-part,

and will become the DriveR Rack.

Line  in Part B, a Blue Part-Outline, a rotating-part,

and will become the DriveN Pinion.

Note, the two Parts are joined to the same third Part. The

third Part is the Base-Part.

Add Rack-Pinion: command

Note the Line numbers: Lines .  Each 'Line' is a Line or a

CAD-Line.

1. Click Mechanism menu (or toolbar) > Add Rack-

Pinion 

The Command-Manager now has two selection-boxes.

You must select the two Line elements:

2. Click Line  in a Part with a Green Part-Outline, it is

a kinematically-defined Part. 

3. Click Line  in a Part with a Blue Part-Outline; it is

NOT a kinematically-defined Part, becomes so..

4. Click OK in the Command-Manager  

The Rack-Pinion is in the Assembly-Tree and Graphic-

Area.

Videos of Add Rack-Pinion

Rack-Pinion with Driving [DriveR] Pinion:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Rack-Pinion with Driving [DriveR] RackDouble-click to watch Video Clip

Notes:

See also: Kinematics-Tree, Pinion Driven Rack, Rack Driven Pinion, Dyads.


Add Rack-Pinion.mp4


Add Rack-Pinion.mp4
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Mechanism | Add Gear-Pair

What is a Gear-Pair?

A Gear-Pair is two Gears that rotate in mesh. The ratio of teeth determine their relative

rotational speeds of two Parts.

The gears may have fixed centres or moving centres.

The gears may have an external or an internal mesh between the teeth.

Add Gear-Pair icon

Machine Elements Toolbar : Add Gear-Pair

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Gear-Pair

Edit Gear-Pair: Gear-Pair dialog-box

Add Gear-Pair : two different preparations:

There are four elements to select in the Command-Manager, which you must prepare before

you can use Add Gear-Pair.

1. Line 'A' in Part 'A', which must have a Green Part-Outline - to show the Part is a
kinematically-defined Part. 

2. Line 'B' in Part 'B', which must have a Blue Part-Outline - to show it is a Free-Part and

thus, not yet kinematically-defined.

3. Line 'C' in Part 'C', which must have a Green Part-Outline

Points in Lines 'A' and 'B' are joined with Pin-Joints to the start-Point and end-Point of

Line 'C'.

4. A Dimension that gives the length of the Line in Part 'C'.

Preparation 1: Simple Gear-Pair

Gear-Pair uses three Lines‡  , joined with Pin-

Joints, in three separate Parts

Line  in Part A [with a Green Part-Outline] is

joined to Line  in Part C [with a Green Part-

Outline] with a Pin-Joint..

Line  in Part B [with a Green Part-Outline] is

joined to Line  in Part C [with a Green Part-

Outline] with a Pin-Joint..

The two Pin-Joints must use Points at the ends of

Lines and  not any other Points.

Line  in Part C must have a dimension  [not

visible in Mechanism-Editor] to define its

length. 

Add the dimension to Line  BEFORE you use the

Add Gear-Pair.

‡ Lines or CAD-Lines.
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Preparation 2: Epicyclic Gear-Pair

Gear-Pair uses three Lines‡  , joined with Pin-

Joints, in three separate Parts

Lines  in Part A [with a Green Part-Outline] is

joined to Line  in Part C [with a Green Part-

Outline] with a Pin-Joint..

Lines  in Part B [with a Green Part-Outline] is

joined to Line  in Part C [with a Green Part-

Outline] with a Pin-Joint..

The two Pin-Joints must use Points at the ends of

Lines and , not any other Points.

Line  in Part C must have a dimension [not

visible in Mechanism-Editor] to define its length.

‡ Lines or CAD-Lines.

Videos of Add Gear-Pair

Simple Gear-Pairs:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Epicyclic Gear-PairsDouble-click to watch Video Clip

Notes:

See also: Geared-Rocker, Dyads and Kinematics-Tree.

Other Skills: Add Part, Edit Part, Add Line, Add Dimension, Add Pin-Joint, Add Motion-

Dimension FB (Rocker)

Result:

MechDesigner draws a Gear-Pair in the graphic-area, with an External Mesh 

The Free-Part becomes kinematically-defined (Green). It is in the Kinematics-Tree as

a Geared-Rocker.

The Line-of-Centers becomes a 'Driven-Dimension'. The Number-of-Teeth, Module

and Gear Mesh drive the dimension. 

You cannot edit the value of the dimension in the Part-Editor. It is a 'Driven

Dimension', the dimension is coloured grey.

See Also: Gear-Pair dialog-box

Add a Gear-Pair command

Do the 'Preparation' above, then:

 STEP 1: Click Add Gear Pair in the Machine elements
toolbar


AddGearPair.mp4


AddGearPairEpi.mp4
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The Command-Manager instruction is:

Add Gears: DriveR Gear is Green Part;
DriveN Gear is Blue Part. Parts joined
to Green Line with Pin-Joints.

Select four elements to do Add Gear-Pair. The short hints

are:

1. 'Green Line on Gear Part 1' 

2. 'Blue Line on Gear Part 2' 

3. 'Green Line Joining Gear Centers' 

4. 'Centre Distance Dimension' 

Select the four elements from 1 to 4.

 STEP 2: Click the 'Green Line on Gear Part 1'

This means: 'Select the CAD-Line  in the kinematically-

defined Part'. This Part should have a Green Part-Outline.

 STEP 3: Click the 'Blue Line on Gear Part 2'

This means: 'Select the 'Rusty Red' CAD-Line  in the Part

that is not yet kinematically-defined. This Part should have a

Blue Part-Outline.

 STEP 4: Click the 'Green Line that joins the Gear
Centers' 

This Line  joins the other two Lines with Pin-Joints. The

Line should belong to a Part that has a Green Part-Outline -

a Part that is kinematically-defined (Green)

The Part-Editor opens for the Part with the Green Line   to

show the Dimension for the length of the Line.

 STEP 3: Click the 'Centre Distance Dimension' 

Click an extension line or the arrowhead for the dimension.

Do not click the actual Dimension Value, as this does not

work.

Note, you must dimension the actual Line, not the distance

between the two Points.
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The Command-Manager shows that selected elements as

you select them.

You must start with the top element and then each element

in turn, until each selection-box has a Green 'tick.

 STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager. 

The distance between the Gear-Centres changes, if
necessary, to a distance that is a function of the number-of-
teeth, module and mesh of the gears.

Gear-Pair elements have External Gear Teeth Form in the
default configuration.

All the Parts are kinematically-defined.

The motion of the 'first' Part defines the motion of the
'second' Part. 

The 'second' Part is now identified in the Kinematics-Tree as
a Geared-Rocker

How to Edit a Gear-Pair

To edit a Gear-Pair, you must edit the Gear-Pair with
the Gear-Pair dialog.

To edit the Gear-Pair element, do:

1. Click the Gear-Pair in the graphic-area 

The Gear-Pair is now in the Selection-Window

2. Right-click the element 

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual-menu.

How to Add a Profile/Extrusion to a Gear-Pair

 STEP 1: Click 'Home' in the Run menu 

 STEP 2: Click the 'Add menu> Mechanism sub-menu  > Solids sub-menu > Add Polyline'

 STEP 3: Click one of the gears in the Gear-Pair

 STEP 4: Click OK in the Command-Manager

If the Gear is a complete gear (the default state), the new Polyline sketch-element is a 'closed'
sketch-loop.

If you edit the Gear so that it becomes a Gear Segment, then the Polyline will be an 'open'
sketch-loop. 

To add a Profile, you must edit the Part to 'close' the Polyline. This means you must add
sketch-elements that merge with the end-points of the Polyline, so that it becomes a 'closed'
sketch-loop.
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When you have the 'closed' sketch-loop,  

 STEP 5: Click the 'Add Profile' tool in the Solids menu

 STEP 6: Click a Gear with a Polyline

 STEP 7: Click OK in the Command-Manager

See Add Polyline, Add Profile, Add Hole.

Mechanism | Add Scroll

What is a scroll?

A Scroll feeds products into a Rotating Machine. The products are in a buffer as they move

into the start of the Scroll.  At the end of the scroll, the products move into a star-wheel. The

star-wheel feeds the products into the rotating machine. 

The pitch of the products in the buffer, at the start of the scroll, is the same as the length of

the product. The products are separated by the scroll so that their pitch becomes the same as

the star-wheel* at the end of the scroll.  The pitch of the products on the star-wheel is the

same as the pitch of the products on the Rotary Machine. 

Other names for a Scroll are: Feedscrew, Worm.

Add Scroll

R13

R13 [Left-side of Graphic-Area]: Model toolbar > Add Scroll

Menu: R13: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Scroll

What to do: You must do the Preparation before you can use 'Add Scroll'.

You need five elements:

1. A Part for the moving 'Pack'. 

A sketch-loop is the cross-section of the 'Pack'. You must also add a Motion-

Path FB [see 5] and generate a number of Motion-Points to the sketch-loop.

2. A Part that is the rotating Scroll.

3. A sketch-loop and Profile that is the cross-section of the Scroll.

4. A Line to be the Scroll's axis-of-rotation.

5. A Motion-Path FB.

Result: MechDesigner draws a Scroll in the graphic-area.

Preparation: There is a significant amount of preparation.

You must prepare five elements in at 2 different Mechanism-Editors. See

Preparation 

When you click Add Scroll, you will see the five element in the Command-

Manager. 

Note: How MechDesigner shows a Scroll in the graphic-area

When the 3D-Cam shows in the graphic-area, it is a 'tube' with a rectangular

cross-section.

The 'tube' is the path of the outer surfaces of the Cam-Follower relative to the
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Cam, for a Machine Cycle.

The 'tube' has four flank-surfaces, which are a large number of Points that specify

a 'mesh'.

Four Flank Surfaces

Two Cam Flanks - the active flanks that will be in contact with the Cam, on

each side of the Cam-Follower.

One Flank: 'the root, or floor' of the Cam that not be in contact with Cam-

Follower.

One-Flank - the flank that simple completes the rectangular cross-section.

This should be outside of the Cam Blank.

Rims

Each Rim is equally spaced across each flank

Each Rim runs along the length of the flank

Points

A number-of-points along each Rim 

The Rims spaced across each flank of the tube and the Points along each rim

make a mesh or 'net'.

Use the 3D-Cam dialog-box to edit the number of Rims and Points to give the

density of the mesh.

See Also:

Preparation for 'Add Scroll'

STEP 1: Pack: Shape; Motion, and Motion-Points 

The Pack moves along a line that is parallel to the scroll's rotation-axis. It is also possible to

rotate the Pack on its own axis as it moves from the entry to the exit of the scroll.

1. Add a Mechanism to a 'Plane' - the

'Front' Plane - in the Model-Editor. 

2. Rename the Mechanism-Editor to

'Pack'.

In the new Mechanism-Editor:

1. Add a Slider with a motion to define

the axial motion of the Pack 

If the Pack rotates as it moves along the

scroll:

2. Add a Rocker to the Slider Part, and

a motion to define the rotation of

the Rocker / Pack

3. Then add the shape of the Pack to

the Slider or Rocker.

The shape of the Pack must be a sketch-

loop. If the Pack is not prismatic, then
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the shape should represent the its cross-

section at the height of the scroll's

rotational-axis.

The Motion for the Axial and Rotation of the Pack

Click to Expand and Collapse

Pack Axial Motion

The motion usually has a 'Constant

Velocity Segment' as its first and last

segment.

Thus, there are two Velocities we must

consider.

Start Velocity, [SV]

Packs are usually adjacent '[bunched up',

'back-to-back']

SV = Product-Length ÷ Time for scroll to

rotate one time

Final Velocity, [FV]

Packs should be at the same pitch as the

star-wheel or circular pitch of the Rotary

Machine

FV = Rotary Pitch  ÷ Time for scroll to

rotate one time

'Time', or 'Number of Machine Degree',

for Scroll to rotate one time.

This is a function of the number-of-times

the scroll rotates. Thus, of the length of

the Scroll

The first constant velocity is the speed of

the bottle at its entry.

The last constant velocity is the speed of

the bottle at its exit.

We will need to edit the motion later.
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Pack Rotation

The Pack rotates by 90º as it moves from

the entry to the exit.

The duration of the segment that rotates

the pack is the same duration as the

segment that accelerates the pack.

Motion-Path, Motion-Points. 

In order to calculate the shape of the scroll,

we must define the contact between the

Pack and the Scroll.

Rather than a Profile, we add Motion-Points

to the shape of the Pack. Each Motion-Point

will define a 'Rim' along the scroll - as we

will see.

1. Click Add Motion-Path 

2. Click one of the sketch-elements that

give the shape to the Pack 

One Motion-Point  shows at the start-

Point of the sketch-element that you

click.

1. Double-click the Motion-Path FB to

open the Motion-Path dialog-box 

2. Edit the '# Motion-Points' to 10 - we

can edit this number later, if

necessary.

3. Click the 'Re-generate Motion-

Points'.

4. Edit the 'Range' of the Motion-Points

to 160º (use the Range option in

degrees).
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5. Edit the 'Base-Value' of the Motion

Points so that they are only in the

half of the sketch-loop for the Pack

that 'faces' the rotation-axis.

The Motion-Points must be in the 'Green

Zone'  The Motion-Points cannot be in

the 'Red Zone'.

A Motion for the Motion-Points

As the Pack rotates, we must also rotate the

Motion-Points in the opposite direction so

that they remain in the half of the Pack that

faces the rotation-axis.

1. Connect a wire from the output-

connector of the Motion-Dimension

that rotates the Pack to the input-

connector of the Motion-Path.

You may need to add a Gearing FB, with a

ratio of -1, to move the Points in the

opposite direction.

STEP 2: Add the Scroll rotation-section and its rotation-axis.

[Note: I have rotated the Pack by 180º on the rotating

Part. This helps later]

We must add a sketch-loop that represents the

rotation-section of the scroll.

1. Edit the Base-Part 

2. Click 'Show/Hide other Mechanism Sketches' - this

will show the shape of the Pack .

3. Add a rectangle , that represents the section-

of-rotation of the Scroll-Blank. 

The rotation-section needs a rotation-axis.

4. Add a Line  that represents the rotation-axis of
the scroll.

This should be along the X-axis of the Base-Part.

We must also add a Profile to the rotation-section .

1. Close the Part-Editor 

2. Add a Profile  to the rectangle

When we send the rotation-section and rotation-axis
to SOLIDWORKS, SOLIDWORKS makes a 'revolved-
section'.
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STEP 3: Add a Plane, Mechanism, add the Scroll Part

We will add the scroll in a different Mechanism-Editor. We must add a new Plane for the

new Mechanism-Editor. 

The Plane to which we add the new Mechanism-Editor must be orientated in a particular

direction. If the Plane is not in the correct orientation, we will not be able to add the scroll.

Add the new Plane

1. Spin the model with your keyboard arrow keys 

2. Click Add Plane

3. Click the arrowhead of the X-axis at the Origin

of the Base-Part

(you can also click the Y-axis)

The image shows the default position of the new

Plane.

We must use the Add Plane dialog-box to re-

orientate the Plane.

It is is possible to use the Add Plane dialog-box to

edit the orientation of the new Plane now. 

However, I find it easier to 'Add a new Mechanism'

to the Plane now, and then edit the Plane for the

new Mechanism later.

4. Close the Add Plane dialog-box 

5. Click Add Mechanism

6. Click the new Plane

7. Click OK in the Command Manager

You will 'jump' to the new Mechanism-Editor.

Rename the new Mechanism-Editor to 'Scroll'

8. Click the 'Pack' Mechanism name-tab to return

to the Pack Mechanism-Editor. 

9. Click Tools menu (or toolbar) > 'Show Sketches

in Mechanism'

You can now see the new Plane and the Base-Part  (in

Grey) to give the orientation of the new Mechanism-

Plane. The XY-axes of the Base-Part are coplanar with

Mechanism-Plane.
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10.   Edit the new Plane - double-click it to open

the Plane dialog-box 

MechDesigner Rules - relative orientation of the

new Plane with respect to the orientation of the

Pack's Mechanism Plane.

The Z-axis of the Scroll Mechanism's Base-Part

must be co-axial with the X-axis of the Pack

Mechanism's Base-Part

The Y-axis of the Scroll Mechanism's Base-Part

must be co-axial with the Y-axis of the Pack

Mechanism's Base-Part

If you clicked the X-axis to add the new Plane, then

the X, Y and Z-axis rotations are 90,90,90

respectively.

If you clicked the Y-axis to add the new Plane, then

the X, Y and Z-axis rotations are 0,90,90 respectively.

The image shows the new orientation of the Base-

Part and Mechanism-Plane of the 'Scroll'

Mechanism.

11.Click the Scroll Mechanism name-tab 

We will now add the Part that will represent the

'scroll'.

12.Add a rotating Part. 

Make sure the Origin of the Part is at the Origin of

the Base-Part.

Add a Gearing FB, and edit its Gearing Ratio

parameter so that the Scroll Part rotates many times

in a machine cycle.

I suggest a Gearing Ratio of 'x8' as the first estimate.

13.Click the Home key on your keyboard to make

sure the MMA is at 0 

14.Rotate the view so you can see the elements in

the two Mechanism-Editors.

15.Click Add Scroll. 
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Select the five elements in order.

The Follower Part is the 'Pack' Part - in grey

The Part to carry the Feed-Screw is the 'Scroll', in

the active Mechanism-Editor

The Profile is the 'rotation-section' in grey - the

Profile element 

The Line for the 'revolve axis' is the 'rotation-

axis' in grey

The Motion-Path FB in the graphic-area, only

appears after you have clicked the 'rotation-axis'

Click OK

You may need to click the Model-Editor to force a

full model rebuild.

MechDesigner creates a surface for the part of the

scroll that becomes in contact with the Pack, as the

Pack advances.

STEP 4: Transfer the Scroll to SOLIDWORKS

To transfer the Scroll to SOLIDWORKS, we need to edit

the Scroll element.

1. Double-click the Scroll in the graphic-area 

or

1. Double-click the Scroll element in the Assembly-

Tree 
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The Scroll Element dialog-box [Also called the Feed

Screw - dialog-box].

The important separators are:

Cam (that is: Scroll) Surface Mesh Density

Edit the number of Points along each Rim.

Typically 500 to 1500.

Flank-Length

The Flank Length is with respect to the MMA.

Typically, set to 0 to 360 

Display

colour

Transparency - applies to view in the Model only

Show as Solid (Surface) and Rims check boxes.

SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer

1. Start SOLIDWORKS, add a new Part, and Save it. 

2. You can click each button in turn

If the Scroll Surface is not cut from the Scroll Blank,

there may be a couple of things you should look at.

1. The end of the Scroll Surface is outside the ends

of the Scroll Blank.  

In the image, you can see that the Scroll-Blank

extends past the start of the Scroll Surface.

Edit the Scroll-Blank in SOLIDWORKS or

MechDesigner.

1. Move the left end of the sketch to the right by a

small amount.  

When the Scroll Surface is cut from the Blank, then hide

the Scroll Surface.

Function-Blocks: Kinematics

Kinematic Function-Blocks [FB]: Menus and Toolbars

Kinematic Function-Blocks are the 'brains' of kinematic-chains.

Use Function-Blocks to give and modify motion-values of Motion-Parts and Motion-

Points.

Use Function-Blocks to measure and plot the linear or angular motion of, or between,

Point and Line.  
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Use Function-Blocks to calculate, export Cam-Coordinates and change the display of 2D-

Cams.

Connect Function-Blocks with wires. The motion-values 'flow' instantly 'along' the wires

and 'through' the Function-Blocks.

See also How to connect FBs ; Forces menu and toolbar

Kinematics FB toolbar

The Kinematics Function-Block toolbar is to the right-side of each Mechanism-Editor's

graphic-area. 
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Function-Block | How to Connect, Data-Values & Channels

Schematic of how to connect Function-Blocks

R12

Function-Block menu and toolbar icons

Each wire has Data-Type.

Each wire has three channels.

Each channel has a unit label.
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Each unit is an SI unit.

Wires, Data-Type , Channels and Units

...wire from a...

Channel 1 

Label & Units

Channel 2

Label & Units

Channel 3

Label & Units

Data Type

/ Notes

Linear Motion FB Machine Angle Machine Angular

Velocity

Machine Angular

Acceleration

Note:

Velocity: is

a function

of

Machine

Speed in

Machine

Settings

dialog-

box.

'Machine Deg' 'Machine Deg/sec Machine Deg/sec/sec

Gearing FB Dis

'Input' Unit

Vel

Unit/s

Acc

Unit/s/s

Output

'Units' are

a function

of input

data type

- Linear or

Rotary

Motion Dis

mm or deg

Vel

mm/s or deg/s

Acc

mm/s/s or deg/s/s

Output

Data:

motion-

values,

Linear or

Rotary

Change

the Output

Data Type

to the

match

input

Units 

Motion-

Dimension

Dis

mm or deg

Vel. or Ang. Vel.

mm/s or rad/s

Acc

mm/s/s or rad/s/s

Slider:

Data-Type

is Linear

Rocker:

Data-Type

is Rotary

Measurement Dis

mm or deg

Vel

mm or deg

Acceleration Linear

Dimension

: Data-

Type is

Linear

Angular
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Dimension

: Data-

Type is

Rotary

Point FB Displacement Velocity Acceleration Data Type

is Linear.

Cam-Data FB Pressure Angle

deg

Contact Pressure

Angel 1

deg

Contact Pressure

Angle 2

deg

Radians

Radius-of-

Curvature Cam 1

Radius-of-

Curvature Cam 2

---- Linear

Units 

Cam 1 and

Cam 2

indicated

in

Graphic-

Area at

contact-

point.

Contact Force Total Contact Force, X

component

Contact Force, Y

component

Units as

set in

Machine

Settings

dialog-

box.

Shear Stress Cam 1 Shear Stress Cam 2 Units as

set in

Machine

Settings

dialog-

box.

Force Data FB Joint Total Force X Component Y Component Units as

set in

Machine

Settings

dialog-

box.

Cam Contact Force X Component Y Component Units as

set in

Machine

Settings

dialog-

box.

Spring Force X Component Y Component Units as

set in

Machine
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Settings

dialog-

box.

Maths FB A 'special' :

Any Unit

As per equation As per equation You

connect a

wire to it

and

convert its

units to a

different

Data

Type. 

Beware of

units.

Kinematics | Add Linear-Motion FB

Why use a Linear-Motion Function-Block?

The Linear-Motion FB becomes the 'heart-beat', or it 'beats the drum', of a kinematically-

defined chain.

The output from a Linear-Motion FB are motion-values that linearly increase at the

same rate as the Master Machine Angle.

Optionally, edit with the Linear-Motion FB dialog-box it to make the motion-values

become 'before' or 'after' the Master-Machine-Angle.

The 'Function' of the Linear-Motion FB is:

Output motion-value = Master Machine Angle + Machine Angle (see below) 

Output Velocity = Machine Speed [See Machine Settings ]

Linear-Motion FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Linear-Motion FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Linear-Motion FB

Add: STEP 1: Add the Linear-Motion Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Linear-Motion FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Linear-Motion FB is now in the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Open the Linear-Motion Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click the Linear-Motion FB in the graphic-area. 

- or -

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

Edit:
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[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Linear-Motion FB

Linear Motion FB dialog-box

LINEAR-MOTION FB DIALOG-BOX

 Machine Angle + 

We add the value in this data-box to the Master-

Machine-Angle [MMA]

 Output Option: 

 Reset after one Cycle

- or - 

 Accumulate

Click  

Connect a wire from its output-connector to the input-

connector of a different FB.

Read more...

Machine Angle:

Machine Angle = 0: its output is at the same time as the Master-Machine-Angle.

Machine Angle > 0: the output 'leads' the Master-Machine-Angle [the output becomes 

'earlier than' those that have Machine Angle = 0].

Machine Angle < 0: the output 'lags' the Master-Machine-Angle [the output becomes 

'later than' those that have Machine Angle =0].

'Accumulate' or 'Reset after one Cycle' :

Reset after each Cycle (default): Output = MMA + Machine Angle parameter. The output

returns to 'Machine Angle', after each Machine Cycle

Accumulate: Output = (Number-of-Revs * 360) + Machine Angle parameter + MMA

Generally, use Reset after one Cycle

Use 'Accumulate' when you want to model a watch, or a mechanism that does not have a

motion-period equal to the Master-Machine-Angle, for example.

Notes: You must use a Linear-Motion FB in the 'first' kinematic-chain. 

Generally, the 'Machine Angle = 0' in the 'first' kinematic-chain.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Kinematics | Add Motion FB

Why use a Motion Function-Block?

A Motion FB links a motion that you have designed in MotionDesigner to the a Motion-Part

or Motion-Point model in MechDesigner

The motion-values at its input-connector are the X-axis values of the motion.

The motion-value at its output-connector are the Y-axis of the motion 

Select which motion MotionDesigner with the Motion FB dialog-box

Motion FB

R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Motion FB

Menu: R13: Add menu > Add Motion FB

Add: STEP 1: Add the Motion Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Motion FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Motion FB is now in the graphic-area. 

Edit: STEP 2: Open the Motion Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click a Motion FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

MOTION FB DIALOG-BOX

Motion Function-Block Parameters:

Select-Motion 

Select a motion in the list box

The Motions are the same as the Motion name-

tabs in MotionDesigner.

Output Option

Reset Output 

-or- 

Accumulate Output  

Output Data Type 

Motion

Linear

Rotary

It is import to set the Output Data-Type to

'Linear' or 'Rotary' if you connect the Motion FB

to a Motion-Path FB or a Maths FB.

See: Motion-Path FB and Maths FB for more

details.
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R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Motion FB

5. Click .

Motion-Names in Motion tabs in

MotionDesigner

Typical wires connected to the input and

output of a Motion FB

Typical Connections at the Input and Out-

Connectors of the Motion FB

The image shows how wires are frequently

connected to the input and output-connectors of

a Motion FB.

The Motion FB is linked to the motion-name

'Pusher', in MotionDesigner - see image to the

left.

Motion-Values at the Input-Connector of the Motion

FB 

The motion-values will be the same as the

motion-values at the output-connector the 

Linear-Motion FB.

Motion-Values at the Output-Connector of the

Motion FB

In sequence, as the motion-values at the input-

connector increase from 0 to 360

Segment 1: remain at 0 for a short time - a

short dwell segment

Segment 2: increase from 0 to 90

Segment 3: remain at 90 for a short segment

- another dwell 

Segment 4: decrease from 90 to 0

Segment 5: finally, they remain again at 0 for

a short time - a short dwell segment.

For example, if the motion-value at the input-

connector is 120, the motion-value at the output-

connector is approximately 85.

Typical 0 - 360 at the input to the Motion FB

and the motion-values coresponding to

'Pusher' at the output of the Motion FB.

Wires connected to the input of a Motion FB

from Measurement FB.

Motion-Values at Input-Connector to the Motion FB 

See Also: Connecting FBs

Reset or Accumulate Output?

When to select the Accumulate Output check box...
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As an example: An indexing motion and Indexer.

Design the index motion with one index. Link the indexing-motion to a Motion FB

Use a Gearing FB at the input to the Motion FB. 

Edit the Gearing Ratio to equal the Number-of-Stops of the Indexer.[Number-of-Stops

equals the number of times the shaft must move to rotate 360º]

Connect a wire from output-connector from the Motion FB to a Motion-Dimension FB to

move a Rocker. 

The output from the Gearing FB equals Gearing Ratio Parameter * MMA.

The Part moves the number-of-times equal to the Gearing Ratio parameter in the

Gearing FB as the MMA changes from 0 to 360.

When you select the 'Reset Output' radio-button, the Part jumps back to its start

position when the motion-values at the input to the Motion FB are greater than the

final X-Value of the motion (typically, greater than 360).

When you select the 'Accumulate Output' radio-button, the Part does not jump back.

The final position of the Part becomes the start position for the next cycle – exactly

like an indexer. The Part moves 6 times as the MMA cycles from 0 to 360.
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Kinematics | Add Gearing FB

Why use a Gearing Function-Block?

The Gearing FB applies a simple linear equation to motion-values at its input-connector.

The linear equation:

Output motion-value = (  * (Input motion-value + )) + 

After you add a Gearing FB, open the Gearing FB dialog-box to edit the parameters in the

linear equation.

Gearing FB

Right-side of Graphic-Area: Kinematics FB toolbar > Gearing FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Gearing FB

Add: STEP 1: Add the Gearing Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Gearing FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Gearing FB is now in the graphic-area. 

Edit: STEP 2: Open the Gearing Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click a Gearing FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 
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Right-side of Graphic-Area: Kinematics FB toolbar > Gearing FB

GEARING FB DIALOG-BOX

Ratio and Phase

Gearing Ratio

Enter the Gearing Ratio parameter in one of two

ways. You can enter it as Irrational Ratio or a

Rational Ratio [see below]

Add after Gear Ratio

The FB applies this number after the Gearing Ratio

parameter

  Add before Gear Ratio

The FB adds this number before the Gearing Ratio

parameter

Rational Gear

:

Irrational Ratio

 Use the Gearing Ratio:  - see above

- or -

 Rational Ratio

 Use the 'Input Pulley and 'Output Pulley' boxes. 

Enter positive or negative values for the 'Input

Pulley' and the 'Output Pulley' to give the Gearing

Ratio

The ratio of the two numbers is a 'rational' number.

Notes: The default parameter values do not change the motion-values at the output-

connector.

Use a Gearing Ratio of '-1' to reverse the direction of a Crank.

Connect a Gearing FB to the input of a Motion FB to change the frequency

of the motion.

Connect a Motion FB to the input of a Gearing FB to change the amplitude

or direction, or both, of the motion.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Kinematics | Add Motion-Dimension FB

Why use a Motion-Dimension Function-Block?

Each Motion-Dimension FB identifies a Motion-Part.

A Motion-Dimension FB can specify the:

Angle between Lines in two separate Parts. This is a Rocker.

 - or -

Distance between Points in two separate Parts. This is a Slider.

There are two components to the motion of the Motion-Part. Its:

start-position, called the 'Base-Value', which we edit with the Motion-Dimension FB

dialog-box

motion-values, which we specify at its input-connector.

The Motion-Dimension FB equation is:

Output motion-value = Base-Value + the motion-values at its input-connector.

Use the Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box to edit the Base-Value parameter.

Motion-Dimension FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematic FB toolbar > Motion-

Dimension FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Motion-Dimension FB

In the graphic-area:  Motion-Dimension FB after it is an element in a

Design-Set.

How to Add: The Motion-Dimension Function-Block is the most complex to add.

However, it is easy when you can identify the three elements you must

select. 

See also Videos

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to become a Rocker: [see more details

here]

Note: ...the general definition of a Pin-Joint is a joint between two Points

in two different Parts. The general definition does not need the Points to

be at the ends of two Lines.

However, when we add a Motion-Dimension FB, and the Pin-Joint is to

become the rotational joint for a 'Rocker', then the Pin-Joint MUST be

between two Points at the ends of two Lines.

1. Click Add menu > Add Motion-Dimension Function-Block

(FB) 

You must click three elements to complete the command. The

selection-boxes are in the Command-Manager.

2. Click Element #1  : a Pin-Joint 
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[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematic FB toolbar > Motion-

Dimension FB

3. Click Elements #2 and #3 : Lines

The two Lines must radiate from the Points that also specify the

Pin-Joint[Element #1]- see Note 1 and 'Special-Procedures'

In the graphic-area: Motion-Dimension FB for a Rocker

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to become a Slider: [see more details here]

1. Click Add menu > Add Motion-Dimension Function-Block

(FB) 

You must click three elements to complete the command. The

selection-boxes are in the Command-Manager.

2. Click Element #1 : a Slide-Joint 

3. Click Element #2 and #3 : Points.

The two Points must be at an end of each of the two Lines that

also specify the Slide-Joint [Element #1]- see Note 2 and

'Special-Procedures'

In the graphic-area: Motion-Dimension FB for a Slider

Note 1: When Element #1 is a Pin-Joint ...

A Pin-Joint has previously been added with Point 1 and Point 2, at the ends of Line 1

and Line 2. 

Thus, the two Lines radiate from the Pin-Joint.

Elements #2 and #3 must be:

Element #2: is Line 1 that is a child to a kinematically-defined Part

Element #3: is Line 2 that is a child to a Free Part

Note 2: When Element #1 is a Slide-Joint ...

The Slide-Joint has previously been added with Line 1 and Line 2.

There is a Point at the ends of Lines 1 & 2.

Elements #2 and #3 must be:

Element #2: is a Point at the end of a Line in a kinematically-defined Part and in the

Slide-Joint .

Element #3: is a Point at the end of a Line in a Free Part and in the Slide-Joint.

Special Procedures

When there are two or more joints that coincident to each other, you must specify which

joint to apply the Motion-Dimension FB.

Two or more coincident Pin-Joints 

When there are two or more coincident Pin-Joints, and three or more Lines radiate from
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[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematic FB toolbar > Motion-

Dimension FB

the same location, you must take care when you select the Pin-Joint as the first element.

The second and third elements you select can only be Lines that are parents to Points and

the Pin-Joint you select as the first element.

Two or more coincident Slide-Joints

When there are two or more coincident Slide-Joints, and three or more Lines are along

the same 'ray', you must take care when you select the Slide-Joint as the first element.

The second and third elements you select can only be the Points that are children to the

Lines to the Slide-Joint you select as the first element.

See Special Condition below. 

See Add Pin-Joint - Special Condition and Add Slide-Joint - Special Condition

Notice: In the graphic-area:

Use CTRL+Drag to move the Motion-Dimension's dimension and arrowhead. 

Use Drag to move the Motion-Dimension FB icon.

Possible

Messages:

If there is more than one Joint at the Pin-Joint you select as the 'first'

element in the command manager, (a different Pin-Joint or a different

Slide-Joint), and that Joint joins two kinematically-defined Parts, then you

will get the message:

Joints: - Joint: X-Joint, it is not possible to add a Motion-Dimension FB

to Green Parts.

If the Line you select as 'second' element is superimposed above a

different Line that does not radiate from the Joint, then you will get the

message:

Line is not a child to the same Part as the Joint.

See Also: Connecting FBs

Videos: Add Motion Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint and Slide-Joint: General

Procedure

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint

– General Procedure

Add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Slide-

Joint – General Procedure

Double-click to watch Video Clip Double-click to watch Video Clip

Element #1: Pin-Joint – General Procedure

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematic FB toolbar >

Motion-Dimension FB


Add-MotDim-Rocker.mp4


Add-MotDim-Slider.mp4
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When you start Add Motion-Dimension FB, the Command-

Manager needs you to select three elements to complete

the command.

The selection-box hints are:

1. Joint [Pin or Slide] 

2. Select Solved Line or Point [green]* 

3. Select Unsolved Line or Point [blue]*
Elements 2 and 3 are in two different Parts.

The two sketch-elements must also construct the Joint

* 'Solved' is kinematically-defined, 'Unsolved' is not

kinematically-defined.

Preparation:

1. Two Parts  

o One Part is a kinematically-defined Part (Green Part-

Outline)...the Base-Part

o The other Part is a Free Part (Blue Part-Outline)

2. The two Parts are Joined together with a Pin-Joint

3. Lines  radiate from the Pin-Joint

It is also important that the Points that were selected to

assemble the Pin-Joint  are at the ends of Lines .

Select the First Element: PIN-JOINT

When you select a Pin-Joint, the second and third elements

are Lines.

One Line is a 'Solved' Line [solved Line = within a

Part that has a Green Part-Outline and

kinematically-defined Part].

The other Line is 'Free' Line [ Free Line = within a

Part that has a Blue Part-Outline]

This means the Pin-Joint must join a Free Part to a

kinematically-defined Part.

Select the Second and Third Elements: LINES 

The Lines that you select for the second and third elements

are 'parents' to the Points that specify the Pin-Joint.
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Result: The Motion-Dimension FB is added to

define the rotation angle of a Rocker.

You can see the dimension  is a Green colour in the

graphic-area.

 --- the icon in the graphic-area for a Rocker

Kinematics-Tree for a Rocker

When we add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Pin-Joint, we

identify it as a Rocker in the Kinematics-Tree.

The kinematic elements that construct the Rocker are:

'Part' + 'Pin-Joint' + 'Motion-

Dimension' = 'Rocker'

Pin-Joint – SPECIAL PROCEDURES: when there are coincident Pin-Joints

Frequently in a machine, there are a number of Rotating-Parts that rotate about one Point.

If you want to specify the motion of each rotating part, with a different Motion-Dimension FB,

you must carefully select the Points when you add the Pin-Joints, 

Then, when you add the Motion-Dimension FBs, the Motion-Dimensions can reference the

correct Parts. 

SPECIAL PROCEDURE 1:

At the end of Special Procedure 1

We want the two Motion-Dimensions to reference the

same Line in the Base-Part.
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SPECIAL PROCEDURE 1: Add Pin-Joints two times

There are two Parts and a Line to the Base-Part - three

Parts in total.

The Points at the ends of the lines are 5, 7 and 11.

In the image to the left, we have joined Point7 to

Point5 with the first Pin-Joint.

Now we must add a second Pin-Joint.

PROCEDURE 1

We will add the second Pin-Joint between Point11

and Point5.

Q: Why Point5 and not Point7?

A:  Point5 is a child to the horizontal Line  .

We want two Motion-Dimensions to reference

the same horizontal Line  .

To add the Pin-Joint: select

Point11 and then try to select

Point5.

Because Point5 and Point 7 are at

the same position, 

MechDesigner does not know

which Point you want to select.

There is ambiguity between

Point5 and Point7. Hence, the 

Select Elements dialog-box opens.

The Select Elements dialog-box:

Gives ALL of the elements

to complete the

command are available

The element you had

selected first is at the top

of the list.

None of the elements are

selected.

CTRL +Click ALL of the

elements you need to

complete the command.
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Here, we have selected Point 11

and Point5

1. CTRL + CLICK

Point11 AND

Point5

2. Click 'OK'

SPECIAL PROCEDURE 1: Add Motion-Dimension FB two times

The two Parts are now joined to the Base-Part with

two Pin-Joints

Now, use the Motion-Dimension FB two times

1. Click Add Motion-Dimension FB in the Function-

Block Toolbar.

We must click the three elements: ,   and . 

Elements 1 : 

2. Click a Pin-Joint.

There are two Pin-Joints that are

at the same position.

Hence, MechDesigner opens the

'Select Elements' dialog-box.

Select the first Pin-Joint  , at

the top of the list.
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Elements 2 & 3: Two Lines – a 'Solved Line'  then a

'Free Line' 

3. Click the horizontal Line  

4. Click the CAD-Line  along one of the Parts

This image shows the three elements in the

Command-Manager boxes.

The first Rocker Motion-Dimension FB.

Now, add the second Motion-Dimension FB

We must now select another three elements,

Select Add Motion-Dimension FB in the Function-

Block Toolbar again.

These are the elements.

1. Joint: Pin-Joint2 . 

Now, there is not ambiguity. There is only one Pin-

Joint available.

2. Line – Solved : select the horizontal Line. 

3. Line – Free : select the CAD-Line along the center

of the Blue Part.
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Here, you can see the result.

Both Motion-Dimensions FBs use the Horizontal Line

that is a child to the Base-Part as a reference for the

motion-dimension.

Note: When you add two Motion-Dimensions, the FBs

may be on top of each other.

Drag each FB so you can see them.

SPECIAL PROCEDURE 2: 

At the end of Special Procedure 2

We want the two Motion-Dimensions as:

Motion-Dimension 1: From the horizontal Line in

the Base-Part to a Line in 'Part 1'

Motion-Dimension 2: From the Line in 'Part 1' to

the Line in 'Part 2'

SPECIAL PROCEDURE 2: Add Pin-Joint two times

Again, there are two Parts and a Line in the Base-Part.

The Points at the ends of the lines are 5, 7 and 11.

We want to:

Add a Pin-Joint between 'Point7' and 'Point5',

and 

Add a Pin-Joint between 'Point11' and 'Point7'.

In the image to the left, Point7 is joined to Point5

CONDITION 2

Add the second Pin-Joint between Point11 to

Point7.

Q: Why Point7 and not Point5

A:  Because Point7 is a child to CAD-Line  and

we want this Motion-Dimension to reference

CAD-Line . 

We do not want the Motion-Dimension to

reference the Line in the Base-Part. That was

Procedure 1, above.
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Select Point11.

Then try to select Point7

There is ambiguity between

Point5 and Point7. Hence, the

Select Elements dialog-box

opens.

ALL the elements you

need for the command

are made available to you

The first element you

select is at the top of the

list.

In the image to the left, we have

selected Point 11 and Point7.

1. CTRL + CLICK

Point11 AND

Point7

2. Click 'OK'

Special Procedure 2: Add Motion-Dimension FB two times.

The two Parts become joined with a Pin-Joint.

To add two Motion-Dimension FBs, use Add Motion-

Dimension FB tow times.

The Add Motion-Dimension FB requires three

elements.

Element 1: A Joint.

There is ambiguity when we

select the Pin-Joint, hence the

Select Elements dialog-box

opens.

Here, I have selected the first Pin-

Joint  at the top of the list.

Then, Click 'OK'.
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Elements 2 & 3: Two Lines – a Solved Line  then a

Free Line 

There are three Lines to select from.

Select the Horizontal Line  and the CAD-Line 

 along one of the Parts

The three elements in the Command-Manager

Click OK in the Command-Manager

You can see the First Motion-Dimension FB.

Add the second Motion-Dimension.

We must now select another three elements,

These are the elements:

1. Joint: when we select the Pin-Joint4, there is no

ambiguity because the existing Motion-

Dimension FB uses the other Pin-Joint. 

You must select this line because the Pin-Joint4

uses Point7 on this Line.

2. Line – Free: select the CAD-Line along the

center of the Blue Part.
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This image shows the end result.

First Motion-Dimensions FB: uses the Horizontal

Line that is a child to the Base-Part as a reference

Line.

Second Motion-Dimension FB: uses the CAD-Line

along the center of the Added-Part that is

kinematically-defined by virtue of the First Motion-

Dimension FB - see Procedure 1

Note: When you add two Motion-Dimensions, the FBs

may be on top of each other.

DRAG each FB so you can see them.

Slide-Joint - General Procedure

Preparation: Motion-Dimension to be added to a

Slide-Joint

1. Two Parts   

2. One is a kinematically-defined Part (Green Part-

Outline)...the Base-Part

3. The other is a Free Part (Blue Part-Outline)

4. The Two Parts are Joined... with a Slide-Joint

Note the Points  that  the Lines selected for the

Slide-Joint

Select the First Element: SLIDE-JOINT

When you select a Slide-Joint, the second and third

elements are Points.

One Point is a 'Solved' Point

The other Point is 'Free' Point

Each Point must be a child to the Lines that were used for

the Slide-Joint.

Hence, the Slide-Joint should join a kinematically-defined

Part and a Free Part.

Select the Second and Third Elements: POINTS 

The second  and third  elements are children to the

Points to the the Lines used for the Slide-Joint.
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Result: The Motion-Dimension FB is added to

define the linear distance of a Slider

You can see the dimension is a Gold colour.

The icon in the graphic-area for a Slider

Kinematics-Tree

When we add a Motion-Dimension FB to a Slide-Joint, we

identify it as a Slider in the Kinematics-Tree. 

'Part' + 'Slide-Joint' + 'Motion-

Dimension' = 'Slider'

'Positive' Direction of Slide-Joints and Slider

Top-Tip : plan. Drag Lines, and Parts, from the 'start-Point' to the 'end-Point' in the same direction and in

the positive direction of the Motion-Dimension.

The Positive-Direction of a Motion-Dimension for a Slider is logical, but needs some thought.

Always, the positive-direction of a Slider Motion-Dimension is: 

'...the positive direction of the Line, or CAD-Line, that is kinematically-defined before you

add the Motion-Dimension to the Slide Joint'.

What is the Positive-Direction of a Line or CAD-Line?

The direction with which you drag - from its start-Point to its end-Point - when you add a

new Line or new CAD-Line, and a new Part (its CAD-Line).

Example Sliders. Here, there are four.

Note: 

Line 1 in each case is in the 'Fixed Green Part' – it belongs to a kinematically-defined

part.

Line 2 the 'Free Blue Part' – it becomes a Slider after you add the Motion-Dimension FB,

and a kinematically-defined part and a Motion-Part.

I have used the red arrow-heads to show the direction in which I 'dragged' to add the Lines

and Parts
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Line 1 – Drag from Left to Right

Line 2 – Drag from Left to Right

The Motion-Dimension is '12.0000'. 

Increasing the value, say to 16, will move the Motion-

Part(Slider) to the right.

The small green arrowhead at the start-Point of Line 1 shows

the positive direction of the Line and the Slider.

Line 1 – Drag from Left to Right

Line 2 – Drag from Right to Left

The Motion-Dimension is '11'. 

Increasing the value, say to 16, will move the Motion-

Part(Slider) to the right.

The small arrowhead shows the positive direction

Line 1 – Drag from Right to Left

Line 2 – Drag from Left to Right

The Motion-Dimension is -10'. 

Increasing the value, say to -6, will move the Motion-

Part(Slider) to the left.

The small arrowhead shows the positive direction

Line 1 – Drag from Right to Left

Line 2 – Drag from Right to Left

The Motion-Dimension is -10'. 

Increasing the value, say to -6, will move the Motion-

Part(Slider) to the left.

The small arrowhead shows the positive direction

Kinematics | Add Motion-Path FB

Why use a Motion-Path Function-Block?

Motion-Path FB

MechDesigner adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element* - this is the 'source Motion-

Point'.

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-Path FB specify the motion for

the source Motion-Point along the sketch-element.

Applications of a Motion-Path FB and Motion-Point include: Robot Path, Chain or Belt

Path, Ram-R dyad and Ram-P dyads.
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* The sketch-element can be a:

sketch-element : a single sketch-element such as a Line, Arc, Circle, Blend-Curve.

sketch-path : sketch-elements, with end-Points merged, but as an 'open loop'.

sketch-loop : sketch-elements, with end-Points merged, and in an endless 'closed

loop'.

The sketch-loop may be 'crossed (8)' or 'not-crossed (0)'.

The Motion-Path FB dialog-=box has many parameters:

Add more Motion-Points to the same Motion-Path

Move the Base-Value of the source Motion-Point along the sketch-element from its

start-Point.

Edit the Range with which the Motion-Points move along the sketch-elements in a

Machine-Cycle.

Display the displacement (linear dimension or normalized to 0–360) of the Motion-

Point as it moves along the sketch-loop.

Motion-Path FB

R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Motion-Path

Function-Block (FB)

Menu: R13: Add menu > Add Motion-Path FB

Dialog: Motion-Path dialog-box

Add: STEP 1: Add the Motion-Path Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click Add Motion-Path FB

The Command-Manager opens, you need to select a sketch-element.

2. Click a sketch-element, sketch-path or sketch-loop, in the graphic-area

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

Open: STEP 2: Open the Motion-Path Function-Block dialog-box :

1. Double-click a Motion-Path FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

See Motion-Path Function-Block dialog-box to review all parameters.

Its behaviour is a function of the data-type of the input-values : Rotary or Linear

Coordinates.

Connect Wires: If you connect a wire from a Linear-Motion FB to a Motion-Path FB, the

Motion-Point will move along the complete Path in one machine cycle

at constant velocity.

If you connect a Motion FB to a Motion-Path FB, then you must use the

Linear or Rotary check box in the Motion FB dialog-box - see below.

Motion FB and Motion-Path FB.

When you connect a wire to or from a Motion FB then the  Motion FB dialog-box : Output
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R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Motion-Path

Function-Block (FB)

Data Type 'Linear' or 'Rotary' check-box is important.

Motion FB - Output Data Type:

Linear check-box

The Motion-Point moves along the sketch-path by the same distance[mm] as the

range of the actual motion that you link to the Motion FB. 

 Current Position of the Motion-Point along sketch-path = Current motion-value at at

input-connector to Motion-Path FB [+Base-Value, set in Motion-Path dialog-box]

Rotary check-box

The Motion-Point moves the full length of the sketch-path when the motion-value at

the input-connector have a range of 360.

Current Position of the Motion-Point along Path = Current motion-value at input-

connector * Total Length of the sketch-path / 360

Make the motion have a range of 0 – 360‡ to move the Point along the Path by '1 Path

Length'. [Similar to rotating a Rocker by one rotation, 360º]

‡ If the sketch-path is 'Open', and you want to move the Motion-Point between the ends of

the sketch-path, it is best to make the range of the motion from 0.001 to 359.999'. This

prevents the Motion-Point 'flicking' for an instant from the start-Point to the end-Point [or

end-Point to the start-Point] of the sketch-path when the motion-value is <0 [or >360] and

should never be <0 [or >360].

Comparisons between the Motion-Path FB and Motion-Dimension FB

The Motion-Path FB / Motion-Point can be directly compared to a Motion-Dimension FB /

Motion-Part.

Function-Block: Motion-Path FB <

> 
Mot

ion-

Dim

ensi

on

FB

Motion Element: Motion-Point <

> 
Mot

ion-

Part

Constraint: Sketch-Element/Sketch-Path/Sketch-Loop <
> 
Join

t

Input: Motion-Values at its input-connector <

>M

otio

n-

Valu
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R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Motion-Path

Function-Block (FB)

es

at

its

inpu

t-

con

nect

or

Result: Motion of a Motion-Point constrained by a sketch-element <

> 
Mot

ion

of a

Mot

ion-

Part

con

stra

ine

d

by a

join

t

Preparation: You need a sketch-element in a Part. You can configure the sketch-elements

as a sketch-loop, or as an open series of merged sketch-elements. The Path

Length is the total length of the merged sketch-elements.  

Note: It is best to drag, as you add each sketch-element to the sketch-path,

in the positive direction of the motion.

Notes: You should not add sketch-elements to a Motion-Point. You should add

sketch-elements to a Part that you join to the Motion-Point with a Pin-Joint.

It is best not to do Add Auto-Profiles with a kinematic-chain when you have

a Motion-Path.

See Also: Motion-Path dialog-box

Kinematics | Add Measurement FB

Why use a Measurement Function-Block?

The Measurement FB:

measures between sketch-elements in the Mechanism-Editor. 

the measurement dimension is a 'driven dimension'

The Dimension in the graphic area may be the:

Length of a Line

Distance between: two Points, a Line and a Point, two parallel Lines
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Angle between: two Points, two Lines, three Points.

The Function-Block:

has two output-connectors when you measure between two Points

has one output-connector when you measure between all other sketch-elements.

each output-connector gives all motion-derivatives of linear and angular dimensions.

Measurement FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Measurement FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Measurement FB

Add: 1. Click the Measurement FB in the Kinematics Function-Block Toolbar. 

2. Click the sketch-element, or sketch-elements, you want to measure.

3. Click the graphic-area to complete the command.

The Measurement FB and the measurement dimension show in the
graphic-area.

Use: There are three different ways to use the motion-values at the output-

connector of a Measurement FB:

1. Use a Graph FB to plot Linear or Angular Position, Velocity and

Acceleration of the Measurement.

2. Use the Measurement's motion-values at the input and independent

variable of a different FB, rather than a Linear-Motion FB. 

For example:

Use the Measurement's motion-values as the independent variable of

a Motion-Dimension FB, for a Rocker or Slider. 

The Rocker or Slider will move with the motion as given by the output

from the Measurement FB.

Note: Options 2: a message in the Feedback area: '1 Mechanism dependencies

detected'. You should rebuild the model when the number of dependencies

becomes more than 1 if the data is critical, before you use the data for a Cam, for

example.

Top-Tip - 1

You can click the X-axis or Y-axis as a fixed reference for the position of a Point or Line,

or as the fixed reference for the angle of a Line.

Top-Tip - 2

To plot the position, velocity and acceleration of a Measurement in the same graph:

1. Drag a wire from the same output-connector of the Measurement FB three times to

three different input-connectors on a Graph FB. 

2. Use the Y–axis display options in the Graph dialog-box to display all motion

derivatives.

Top-Tip - 3 

If you only want to know the length of a Line then CTRL+Click the Line to show the

Element-Properties dialog-box for the Line.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Measurement FB - more details 

How to Add a Measurement FB

STEP 1: Add menu > Add Measurement FB

Measrement FB between two Points

STEP 2: Click sketch-elements in the graphic-area

STEP 3: Click in the graphic-area to place the

Measurement FB.

The Measurement FB  is near to the dimension . You can

drag the FB to a more convenient location.

In this example: The dimension  is between two Points

The Measurement FB  has two output-connectors when it

measures between two Points

The Measurement FB has one output-connector when you

measure between any other sketch-elements.

See details below for motion-values available from the

output-connectors.

Linear Distance

Length or Radius

Distance between Two Points

Perpendicular Distance between a Point and a Line

Screen-Shot Sketch-Elements Measurement Dimension

A Line or CAD-Line.

A Circle or Arc.

Length: The length of the Line! 

Radius: The radius of the circle or arc.

Two Parallel Lines.

NOT

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED... 

It is often difficult to measure the distance

between two parallel lines.

The Measurement FB will often return the

angle between the lines as 0º, 360º or 180º.

Measure from one of the Lines and a

Point at the end of one of the Lines.

See Also: Angle Measurement between

Two Lines, and Distance between Line and

Point.
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Two Points Distance between two Points.

The Measurement FB has two output-

connectors:

The top output-connector gives the

gap, the rate-of-change of the

dimension and the second rate-of-

change of the dimension

The bottom output-connector gives

the angle, angular velocity and

angular acceleration between the

Points.

A Point and a Line Perpendicular Distance between a Line and

a Point.

Select the Point first, then the Line.

You many need to add a Line to a Part in the

Part-Editor.

To measure a 'Horizontal Distance' or a

'Vertical Distance' you can select the X-axis

or Y-axis as a 'Line'.

Angle between Three Points 

My work-around when two Points are at one Point, but I want to add a measurement with the

Point at the apex of an angle.

1. Edit the Part and add a 'Free' Line so that its start-Point is near to the coincident Points. 

2. Add the Measurement: Three Points with the Points at each end of the Line, plus another

Point. 

When you do this, the angle is not yet giving the angle you actually want.

3. Edit the Part to make one of the Points at the end of the Line to be coincident with the

Point you want to be the apex of the angle.

Now, the angle is the angle you want.

Measurement: Angle between Three Points

In the graphic-area:

1. Click a Point '1'. 

Point '1' is the 'apex' of the angle.

2. Click  Point '2'

3. Click Point '3'. 

The Measurement FB displays the counter-clockwise angle from Point '2' to Point '3'.

Screen-Shot Sketch-Elements Measurement Dimension

Three Points

1. Click the Apex Point   

2. Click Point 

3. Click Point   

Internal Angle

Angle is from  to  in a

Counter-Clockwise direction.
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Three Points

1. Click the Apex Point   

2. Click Point 

3. Click Point   

External Angle

Angle is from  to  in a

Counter-Clockwise direction.

Angle between Two Lines

Double-click to watch Video Clip

After you select the two Lines, and before you click in the

graphic-area to place the Measurement dimension, you can

display one of eight possible angles.

Move your mouse-pointer around the apex of the two lines:

Counter-clockwise : dimension < 180° , namely, the Acute,

Obtuse, Supplementary and Vertical angles

Clockwise : dimension > 180° : namely, the 'reflex angles'

to those < 180°.

Kinematics | Add Point-Data FB

Why use a Point-Data Function-Block?

The Point FB measures, with respect to the Mechanism Plane, and provides at its output-

connectors, the motion of a Point.

Its three output-connectors give the Point's:

X–axis motion-values

Y–axis motion-values

and the 

Magnitude of the Point's motion-values

The magnitude equals:

o 2 + Y2) with X and Y equal to the position, velocity or acceleration.

Motion-values are the Point's Position, Velocity, and its Acceleration.

The Point must be a child to a kinematically-defined Part.

Point-Data FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Point-Data FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Point-Data FB

Dialog-Box: Point-Data FB dialog-Box [see also 'below']

How to Add: STEP 1: Add the Point-Data Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Point-Data FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Point-Data FB is now in the graphic-area. 


MeasurementFB-Angle.mp4
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[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Point-Data FB

How to Edit: STEP 2: Open the Point-Data Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click a Point-Data FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

Point-Data FB - Open

STEP 3: Add a Point to the selection-box

1. Click a Point in the graphic-area. 

The Point element should now be in the selection-

box

To change the Point in the selection-box, then:

1. Click a different Point in the graphic-area. 

STEP 4: Close the Point-Data Function-Block

1. Click the OK button to close Point-Data FB. 

The motion-values of the Point are now available at the

output-connector of the Point-Data FB.

Point-Data FB - Point in selection-box

How to Use: There are three different ways to use the motion-values at the output-connector

of a Point-Data FB:

1. To plot the Linear or Angular Position, Velocity and Acceleration of the

Point with a Graph FB. 

2. As the motion-values at the input-connector of a different FB to 'drive'

the motion of a different kinematic-chain. The motion-values from the

Measurement FB become the independent variable, rather than a Linear-

Motion FB. 

3. As the motion-value at the input -connector of a Motion-Dimension FB,

for a Rocker or Slider. The Rocker or Slider moves with the motion as

given by the Point-Data FB.

Note: Options 2 & 3: a message in the Feedback area: '1 Mechanism dependencies

detected'. You should rebuild the model when the number of dependencies becomes

more than 1 if the data is critical, before you use the data for a Cam, for example.

Notes: Top-Tip

To plot the X or Y position, velocity and acceleration of a Point in the same graph.

1. Drag a wire from the same output-connector of the Point-Data FB three times to three

different input-connectors on a Graph FB, 

2. Use the Y–axis display options in the Graph dialog-box to display all motion derivatives.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Kinematics | Add Cam-Data FB

2D-Cam 'Elements and Dialog-Boxes'

2D-Cams have a number of elements, function-blocks and dialog-boxes that are related to

each other. The Process-Map [below] shows how they are related.

2D-Cam Process-Map:

STEP 1A

 Add 2D-Cam

Select a:

Part: the Cam-Part

Profile: the Cam-Follower

... optional ... STEP 1B

Open: Cam Display and

Properties dialog-box

Display Cam1, Pitch-

Circle, Cam2

Display Cam as

Profile, Pressure

Angle, Contact-

Force*, ...

Display Colour

Note: Make sure *material-

properties are correct.

STEP 2A

Add Cam-Data FB

STEP 2B

Edit Cam-Data FB to open 

Cam-Coordinates dialog-

box

Select the 2D-Cam

Do STEP 3B

immediately, or 

Do STEP 3A, then STEP

3B

STEP 3A

Cam-

Analysis

[with 

Graph

FB]

Output-

Connector

s of Cam-

Data FB:

Conta

ct-

Force

*

Conta

STEP 3B 

Calculate

Cam-

Coordinat

es as

Points or

Arcs

Save

as

DXF,

TXT,

STEP

Transf

er

cams

directl
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ct-

Shear-

Stress

*

Radius

-of-

Curvat

ure

Pressu

re-

Angle

y to

SOLID

WORK

S

Save

As

Points,

Arcs

*Force analysis only: Configure Power Source, Mass Properties of Parts 

2D-Cam-Data Function-Block (FB)

Toolbar: [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB

toolbar > Cam-Data FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Cam-Data FB

What for: To analyse 2D-cams - see below:  Cam Analysis

To calculate 2D-cam coordinates

See also: Add 2d-Cam

Cam-Data FB in Graphic-Area

STEP   1. Add the Cam-Data FB to the graphic

area 

1. Click Kinematics Function-Block toolbar > Add

Cam-Data FB  

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB
in the graphic-area.

The Cam-Data FB is now in the graphic-area - see left.

STEP   2. Edit the Cam-Data FB to open the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box, 

1. Double-click the Cam-Data FB to open the

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.

Cam-Coordinates Data

dialog-box opens

immediately.

You must now select a 2D-

Cam.
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Toolbar: [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB

toolbar > Cam-Data FB

STEP   2. Link a 2D-Cam to the Cam-Coordinates

dialog-box 

1. Click a 2D-Cam in the graphic-area 

The 2D-Cam becomes

linked to the Cam-Data

FB and shows as the:

'Selected Cam-Track'.

You can use the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-

box to calculate the

cam coordinates, or

close it, and open it

again, later.

Cam Analysis data is

available at the output-

connectors of the Cam-

Data FB. 

Usually, you connect

wires from the 

Cam-Data FB to a

Graph FB or Stats

FB.

Cam Analysis

Typically, connect wires from the Cam-Data FB to a 

Graph FB or Stats FB.

I usually use a different Graph FB for each Output-

Connector.

See Cam Analysis parameters, below

Cam Analysis Parameters

The Cam Analysis parameters that are available at the output-connectors of the Cam-Data FB
[to plot with a Graph FB] are:

F  : Cam Contact Force. See Note 1

 : Maximum Shear Stress. See Note 2

ρ : Radius-of-Curvature. See Note 3

µ : Pressure Angle.  See Note 4

Drag wires from the output-connectors of the Cam-Data FB to a Graph FB or a Statistics FB

In the Graph FB, make sure you select the correct cam [Cam 1 or Cam 2] in the Y–axis display
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option .

Note 1: Make sure you have Configured the Power Source. Select the Kinematic-chain with the Cam-

Follower, and select the 2D-Cam as its Power Source.

If Force does not show in the Graph FB, even with the Power Source Configured Correctly, try the

changing the Cam: Cam 1 or Cam 2.

Note 2: Make sure you have Configured the Power Source. Select the Kinematic-chain with the Cam-

Follower, and select the 2D-Cam as its Power Source.

If Shear-Stress does not show in the Graph FB, even with the Power Source Configured Correctly,

try the changing the Cam: Cam 1 or Cam 2.

The Maximum Shear Stress happens to be below the Cam Surface. You must enter the correct material

properties for the Cam and the Cam-Follower in the Cam Display and Properties dialog. Also, there are

many assumptions. The most significant assumption is that there is no lubrication, and, for sliding cam-

followers, is that there is no friction between the Cam and the Cam-Follower.

Note 3: The Radius-of-Curvature [ROC] of the Cam-Follower is assumed to be 'positive'. If the cam

conforms to the cam-follower roller [wraps around], the cam has a 'negative' ROC. If the cam is convex

to the cam-follower roller, the cam has a 'positive' ROC.

Radius-of-Curvature of the Pitch-Curve is not available. If you need to know the Radius-of-Curvature of

the Pitch-Curve, export the Radius-of-Curvature of Cam 1 and Cam 2 to Excel, and then calculate the

average. Also, it is easy to forget which cam is in the Graph plot. Make sure you use the Y–axis Display

drop-down box to select the correct Cam.

Note 4: 

1. The Pressure Angle is through the Centre of the Cam-Follower. There are also two other

Pressure Angles available: the Contact Pressure Angle of Cam 1 and Cam 2.

2. We cannot calculate Pressure Angle for a Stationary Cam. You must add a line to the Cam-

Follower that is perpendicular to the movement of the Cam-Follower. Add an 'Angle'

measurement with the Cam Contact Point and the Line that gives the motion direction of Cam-

Follower Roller. Please email for more information.

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box

See Cam-

Coordinat

es dialog-

box

Cam Contact-Force

There are four ways to show and plot the Contact-Force between the Cam and the Cam-

Follower.

In all four cases, you must use 'Configure Power Source' to calculate the cam-force correctly.
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Display in the Graphic-Area:

1. Display Force Vectors button. This shows two equal and opposite vectors:

the force vector that ACTS-ON the Cam-follower Part, and

the force vector that ACTS-ON the Cam-Part. 

You must analyse whether the force between the cam and the follower is active or

not. 

2. Use: Cam Display and Properties dialog > Cam Display Options > Contact-Force. 

The Force remains at zero when the active force is less than zero.

Use a Graph-FB:

3. Use a Force -Data FB, select the Cam as the Force element, plot with a Graph FB.

You must analyse whether the force between the cam and the follower is active or

not. 

The Force is always 'positive'.

4. Use the Cam-Data FB . and the Contact Force output-connector to plot with a Graph

FB.

Contact-Force is = '0' if Contact-Force  '0'. 

This is the preferred option if you need to know whether the Cam-Force

becomes less than zero.

Kinematics | Add Graph FB

Add Graph FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Graph FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Graph FB

STEP 1: Add a Graph FB to the graphic-area

1. Click... 

Add menu > Add Graph FB 

- or -

Kinematics FB toolbar > Add Graph FB [see Function-Block Toolbar ]

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB.

The Graph FB is now in the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Connect wires

The wires are from the output connectors of other Function-Blocks to the input-connectors of
the Graph FB.

1. Drag a wire from the output-connector of a FB to an input-connector of the Graph FB. 

There are five(5) input-connectors on the Graph FB:

Top:      #1 – 4 : are the Y-axes of the graph. [ See Below: Y-axis Options ]

Bottom:    #5  : is the X-axis of the graph [ See below X-axis Options ]

STEP 3: Open the Graph FB
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[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Graph FB

1. Click the Graph FB in the graphic-area 

The Graph FB is in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Graph FB in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contact-sensitive menu.

or, see How to open a Dialog-Box

- or -

1. Double-click a Graph FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. Double-click a Graph FB in the Assembly-Tree 

See: Graph FB to review the Graph Interface.

See Graph Display Option to review the kinematic, kinetostatic and Cam-Data that you can plot

with a Graph FB.

Input to X-axis [bottom-connector]:

Option 1: Nothing - the X-axis becomes the same as the Master Machine Axis [however, the

graph may 'fly-back' from 360 back to 0 across the middle of the plot].

Option 2: Directly from a Linear-Motion FB or Gearing FB - input increases linearly, the X-

axis can thus have a scale that is not 0 – 360.

Option 3: From a Motion FB or Measurement FB - input does not increase at a constant rate. 

See also: Function-Block menu

Application Settings | Number Format for Data Format

Graph Interface
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There are 5 Panel in the Graph FB:

 Y–axis Scales:

A 'Y-Scale' for each graph plot and connected input – from left to right, Y1 to Y4 

The colour of the Y–axis and the graph are the same. 

 Y–axis Options:

The Y-axis Options in the drop-down box depend on the FB that you have connected to the

input-connector of the Y–axis.

To show all of the options, you must 

See Y–axis Options

 Digital Readout (DRO):

The X–axis and the Y1 to Y4 axis values at the position of the vertical red pointer . 

The colour of the numerical values are the same as the line-colour of each Y–axis graph

The Number Format for the X–axis, Y–axis, and 'Data in Clipboard', is configured in Application

Settings | Number Format tab.

 The Graph Area:

The colour-coded graphs for each Y–axis input

A Vertical Red 'pointer'

The 'Vertical Red Pointer' AND the Master Machine Angle 'jump' to where you click in the graph area,

and also to where you 'Drag' your mouse pointer.

 Toolbar:

Save, Print, Graph Settings, Zoom Extents, Pan Left, Pan Right, 'Copy Graph Data to Clipboard' –

see  below

Also, note these tools:
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 Vertical Red Pointer

When you click in the Graph Area , the Vertical Red Pointer will snap to your mouse Pointer.

When you drag your pointer in the graphic-area:

the Vertical Red Cursor will move with your pointer

the Digital Readouts  will continuously update to the 

the Master Machine Angle will continuously update to be the same as the position of the Vertical

Red Pointer along the X–axis

the kinematically-defined Chains will move to agree with the Master Machine Angle

 Copy Graph Data to Clipboard

When you click the right-most tool/icon in the toolbar above the Graphs , the graph data is

copied to the Clipboard  .

Paste this Data to Excel, or to MotionDesigner in the Data Transfer table. You can plot it as an

overlay or use it as a Motion [use Z Raw-Data].

Configure the Number Format for the X–axis, Y–axis, and 'Data in Clipboard' in Application

Settings | Number Format tab.

Y-Axis Options:

Y-Axis Options [the right-side of the Graph FB interface] are a function of the FB connected

to the Y-axis input-connector of the Graph FB.

If the wire you connect to the Y–axis input-connector is from a:

Golden Function-Block (Linear-Motion, Gearing, Motion, Motion-Dimension) you can

plot:

o Motion Data being sent along any FB 'along the wire'. 

o Motion-Data to trouble-shoot. For example, the motion given to a Rocker or Slider is not as

you expect.

o Learn how FBs transform the motion-data.

Measurement FB or Point-Data FB you can plot:

o Linear position, velocity, acceleration of the Measurement Dimension or Point.

o Angular position, velocity, acceleration of the Measurement Dimension.

Cam-Data FB,  

o Pressure-Angle. 

You can plot three Pressure Angles – See Pressure Angle

o Cam Radius-of-Curvature. 

You can plot Radii-of-Curvature for Cam 1 and Cam 2.

o Contact Cam-Force

o Maximum Contact-Shear-Stress. 

You must know the material-properties to obtain this data. See Cam Display and Properties

dialog-box.

Force-Data FB. 

After you link a Force-Data FB to a:

o Pin-Joint with a Motor, you can plot Motor Drive Torque.

o Slide-Joint with a Motor, you can plot Motor Drive Linear Force

o Joint without a Motor, plot 

Total Force [ F
T
 

X
2 + F

Y
2), or
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Force along the X-coordinate of a Point: F
X

Force along the Y-coordinate of a Point: F
Y

o 2D-Cam: you can plot the Cam Contact Force

o Spring FB: you can plot the Total Force, the X Force and the Y Force acting on the Point.

Note:

To show Position, Velocity and Acceleration available from one connector of a FB that is

listed above, then drag a wire from the same output-connector of the FB to different

input-connectors on the Graph FB.

Function-Blocks: Modelling

Modelling unction-Blocks

Kinematic Function-Blocks are the 'brains' of kinematic-chains.

Use Function-Blocks to give and modify motion-values of Motion-Parts and Motion-

Points.

Use Function-Blocks to measure and plot the linear or angular motion of, or between,

Point and Line.  

Use Function-Blocks to calculate, export Cam-Coordinates and change the display of 2D-

Cams.

Connect Function-Blocks with wires. The motion-values 'flow' instantly 'along' the wires

and 'through' the Function-Blocks.
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Modelling FB toolbar

The 'Modelling' Function-Block toolbar is one of the 'General-Use toolbars' above the graphic-

area.
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Modelling | Add Point-Cloud FB

What is a Point-Cloud?

A Point-Cloud is a set of dimensional coordinates that specify the outline of a 2D object.

For example, the object is a cam. 

The dimensional coordinates are found by measuring a cam, frequently with a

Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM).

Point-Cloud FB dialog-box

Use the Point-Cloud FB dialog-box to import data and then fit a smooth curve to the

data. The curve is mathematically smoother than the Point-Cloud data.

Application Note: Reverse-engineer a 2D-Cam.

Measure an old Cam, import the Point-Cloud and define it as a new Curve in the Point-

Cloud dialog-box.

Use the curve, in combination with a Magnetic-Joint and a Graph FB to find the motion of

a Cam-Follower. 

Use the tools in MotionDesigner to replace the motion with a 'smooth' motion-law.

Redefine the motion of the cam-follower with the smooth mathematical motion-law,

and add a 2D-Cam.

Finally, you can recalculate cam-coordinates. 

Point-Cloud FB

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Point-Cloud FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Point-Cloud FB

Dialog-box:Point-Cloud dialog-box

What to do: STEP   1. Add the Point-Cloud FB to the graphic area 

A Point-Cloud is a child to Part.

1. Click Modelling FB toolbar > Add Point-Cloud FB  

The Command-Manager shows one selection box

2. Click a kinematically-defined Part 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

The Design-Set FB is now in the graphic-area and the Assembly-Tree.

Result:The Point-Cloud is an element that is child to the Part.

Edit: STEP   2. Edit the Point-Cloud FB to open the Point-Cloud dialog-box

1. Explore the Assembly-Tree to find the Point-Cloud that is a child

element to the Part 

2. Double-click the Point-Cloud FB to open the Point-Cloud dialog-box 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.
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Video:See YouTube: http://youtu.be/IME9Eb4mpQE 

http://youtu.be/IME9Eb4mpQE
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Modelling | Add Birefcase FB

Why use a Briefcase Function-Block?

When a model becomes complex, it becomes more difficult to identify to which kinematic-

chain each FB applies.

You can use Briefcase FBs 

To hide or show a group of Function-Blocks in a 'Briefcase Display Window'.

To group Function-Blocks.

To edit a FB directly inside the Briefcase FB

To be able to rename a FB directly inside the Briefcase FB.

Briefcase FB

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Briefcase FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Briefcase FB

How to Add and

Edit:

STEP 1: Add a Briefcase FB to the graphic-area:

1. Click Tools menu > Add Briefcase FB

2. Click in the graphic-area.

The Briefcase FB is now in the graphic-area.

STEP 2:  Open the Briefcase FB dialog-box

Open the Briefcase FB dialog-box in the usual ways:

1. Double-click the Briefcase FB in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree 

- or - 

1. Click the Briefcase FB in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree so

that it shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Briefcase FB in the Selection-Window

3. Click Edit element in the contextual menu

STEP 3:  Use the Briefcase FB dialog-box

BRIEFCASE FB DIALOG-BOX

Display Options

 << write a label >>

Enter text for a 'label' to remind you of the

FBs that are in the Briefcase. The label

shows above the Briefcase FB in the

graphic-area.

 'Background colour' and 'Transparency' Slider

When you show the 'Briefcase Display

Window', you can edit its colour.

Use the transparency slider to edit the
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[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Briefcase FB

density of its colour.

 'Hide Elements' / 'Show Elements'

Use this check-box to show or hide the

elements in the 'Briefcase Display Window'.

'Hide-Elements' to hide 'Briefcase Display

Window'.

'Show Elements' to show 'Briefcase Display

Window'

Add / Remove Function-Blocks

To add FBs to the Briefcase

1. Click the Padlock  to unlock the Briefcase -

the padlock icon becomes unlocked - see

image. 

2. Click FBs that are in the graphic-area

The FBs you click show in the 'Function-Blocks'

box, below. At the same time, the FBs are

removed from the graphic-area.

3. Click the Padlock  again to lock the

Briefcase. 

Now you cannot add or remove FBs to or from

the Briefcase.

To remove a FB from the Briefcase:

1. Click the Padlock  to unlock the Briefcase 

2. Click a FB that is in the Function-Blocks box

- in the dialog - to make a FB 'active'.

3. Click the Red Cross  button

The FB returns to the graphic-area, outside the

'Briefcase Display Window'. The wires that

connect to and from this FB will now connect

with the Briefcase.

4. Click the Padlock  again to lock the

Briefcase

To arrange the FBs in the 'Briefcase Display Window'.

1. Click the 'arrange FBs'  button to put the

FBs in a 'linear array' in the graphic-area. 

Note: You may also need to use the 'Show

Elements' check-box - see above.

To add automatically ALL FBs that are connected 

'upstream' of a FB that is already in the Function-
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[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Briefcase FB

Block box:

1. Click a FB in the Function-Blocks box - it is

'pre-selected' 

2. Click icon 

To add automatically ALL FBs that are connected 

'downstream' of a FB that is already in the

Function-Block box:

1. Click a FB in the Function-Blocks box - it is

'pre-selected' 

2. Click icon 

Example of Briefcase FB and Briefcase Display

Window in the graphic-area.

 The Briefcase FB and its label: 'Lifter Mech'.

 The Briefcase Display Window. It resizes as you

add or remove FBs.

To move the Briefcase FB together with the Briefcase

Display Window

1. Drag the Briefcase FB icon. 
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Modelling | Add Statistics FB

Statistics FB

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Statistics FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Statistics FB

Dialog-Box Statistics dialog-box

What for:To show basic statistical data for a variable.

'If you can connect a wire to the input-connector of a Graph FB, then you can

also connect a wire to a Statistics FB'.

The Graph FB plots the variable over one Machine-Cycle.

The Stats FB provides a summary of the variable for one machine-cycle as

simple statistical data.

How to Add: 1. Click Add Statistics FB in the Function-Block Toolbar 

2. Click in the graphic-area

The Statistics FB is now in the graphic-area.

How to use:Step 1: 

1. Connect a wire to the input-connector of the Statistics FB from a different

FB 

Step 2: 

1. Double-click the Statistics FB in the graphic-area to open the Statistics

dialog-box 

2. Expand the Motion Derivative separator 

3. In the drop-down list, click a motion derivative, or motion variable, in the

list.

The Statistics FB analyses the first motion-derivative in the default case. 

For example, from Position, Velocity and Acceleration data as the three data-

channels, the Statistics FB will analyse the Position data. See Data-Channels

for more information

Please ignore the other separators in the dialog.

4. Close the dialog-box

Step 3: 

1. CTRL+ Click the Statistics FB to show the statistics of the motion-values or

motion variable. 

The Statistics FB is a read-only dialog.

Modelling | Add Polynomial-Fit FB

Why use a Polynomial-Fit FB?

It is often the case that your 'motion-design' is given to a 'Tool-Part'. Then, you add more

Parts and join other Parts to the Tool-Part to create a more complex kinematic-chain.
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A different Part, with a different motion to the Tool-Part, is driven. This is normal inverse-

kinematics.

If you want to drive the Part with a servo-motor, you can use a Measurement FB and a

Graph FB, and can give a servo-controller the required motion of a servo-motor as a

series of data-points. 

While this is often satisfactory, it is often preferable to give the servo-controller a series

of polynomials rather than a series of a data-points.

The output from the Poly-Fit FB is the 'best-fit' motion of the input, but defined as a

series of one or more 5th order Polynomials. You can save the output of the 'best-fit':

as 'motion-values' at its output-connector

to a CSV file,

in the format required for a Schneider Electric [Elau] servo-controller.

Note: The Poly-Fit FB uses all three data-channels to find the 'Best-Fit' to the data at its

input-connector.

Polynomial FB

Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Polynomial Fit FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Polynomial Fit  FB

Dialog-Box Polynomial Fit dialog-box

Add: STEP 1: Add the Polynomial Fit Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Add Polynomial Fit FB in the Modelling FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Polynomial Fit FB is now in the graphic-area. 

STEP 2:  Connect a wire to its input-connector 

Each wire you connect to the Poly-Fit FB usually has three data channels with

three derivatives of motion-values. See Data-Channels.

1. Add a Measurement FB to measure the linear or angular dimension you
want to control with a Servo-motor 

2. Connect a wire from the Measurement FB to the Polynomial Fit FB 

STEP 3: Open the Polynomial Fit Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click a Polynomial Fit FB in the graphic-area 

or 

1. See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

Polynomial Fit dialog-box

Motion Function-Blocks separator

The Poly-Fit FB can use the X-axis values of Blend-Points in a related motion

to give the same timing of the 'Best-Fit' polynomials.

1. Click the 'Padlock' to unlock the box. 
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Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Polynomial Fit FB

2. Click a Motion FB.

The name of the Motion FB is now in the 'list box'.

3. Click the padlock again to make sure you do not accidentally add another

Motion FB to the list.

Step 4:

1. Edit Parameters, as required, to minimize error between the Best-Fit and

the Measured data. 

The algorithms fit a series of concatenated polynomials to the motion data

that is at the input-connector.

See Poly-Fit dialog

Step 5:

Save the polynomial data to disk.

Modelling | Add Pattern FB

What is the Pattern tool?

The Pattern is similar to a linear or circular array that you find in 'static' CAD. However, in

MechDesigner, Parts move in different ways. 

You use the Pattern to make copies of a 'Solid', and also move the copies  along the same

Path. 

You can switch on and off the visibility of each Solid instance in the 'pattern', and also at

different phases of the machine cycle.

See: Pattern dialog-box

Pattern FB

R13 [Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Pattern FB

Menu: R13: Add menu > Add Pattern FB

What to do: STEP 1: Add the Pattern Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Add Pattern FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Pattern FB is now in the graphic-area and the Assembly-Tree.

What to do

next:

STEP 2: Open the Pattern FB dialog-box 

1. Double-click a Pattern FB in the graphic-area 

or See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

Preparation: Nothing.

Notes: A simple application of the Pattern element is to show or hide a single Solid at

different angles in a machine cycle.
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Modelling | Add Math FB

Why use a Maths FB?

A Math FB allows you to develop new functions that might be useful for your modelling. 

Add Math FB

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Maths FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Maths FB

Dialog-
Box:

Math dialog-box 

The Calculator tool is behind the Maths dialog-box - drag the Math dialog-box to

one side!

What for:To use custom functions that are not available with other FBs.

How to
add:

STEP 1: Add the Maths Function-Block to the graphic-area

1. Click the Add Maths FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Maths FB is now in the graphic-area. 

How to
edit:

STEP 2: Open the Maths Function-Block dialog-box:

1. Double-click a Maths FB in the graphic-area 

or See 'How to Open a Dialog-Box'. 

Tutorial: Tutorial 18: Maths FB

Input-Connectors and Output-Connectors

Input-Connectors

Click the Add Input button  to add an input-

connector

Add as many input-connectors as there are

parameters and variables in the equation.

Output-Connectors

Click the Add Output button  to add an output-

connector

Add as many output-connectors as there are

functions / equations you need to output. 

For each output-connector, you can write an

equation for three Data Channels( top image).  

How many input and output-connectors?
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By example, to calculate Power from Torque ×

Velocity 

P =  T . ω

Power is the 'output'; Torque and Velocity are the

'inputs'.

Thus, you need two input-connectors and one

output-connector.

Data from Input-Connectors, Data at Output-Connectors, Units, and Valid Equations

INPUT-CONNECTORS: 'Wire Numbers' + 'Data-

Channels'

Together we identify each wire and and each data

channel in an equation as:

'Data-Channel(Wire-Number)'

'Wire-Number'

Each wire [input-connector] is given a number, which we can think of as a 'wire-number'.

The top-most wire-number is '0'.

The next wire-number down is '1'

The next wire-number down again is '2', ....

'Data-Channel'

Each wire has 3[three] 'data-channels'

p = Data-Channel 1 ; v = Data-Channel 2 ; a = Data-Channel 3

We use these three letters even if the data at the input is not a motion-value.

Thus, together, we use the notation as in these examples:

p(0) : The 'p' indicates Data-channel 1, the '0' indicates the top wire/input-connector 

a(2) : The 'a' indicates Data-channel 3, the '2' indicates the third[3rd] input-connectors from

the top 

v(1) : The 'v' indicates Data-channel 2, the '1' indicates  the second[2nd] input-connector

from the top 

Equations for each

Output-Connectors

There is one output-

connector when you

add the Maths FB to

the graphic-area. Each

output-connector has

[3] three data-

channels.

In the image, we can

see that we can write

up to six equations
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[for two output-

connectors].

Three equations for

each of the two

output-connectors

[0,1] 

The top Output-Connector  is '0'. We can write

three equations, one to each 'Output [0]: Data-

Channel # 0, 1 & 2 

The next Output-Connector  is '1'. We can write

three equations, one to each 'Output [1]: Data-

Channel # 3, 4 & 5.

Output Data-Types drop-down box.

All output-connectors must have the same data-type.

1. Select the 'Output Data-Type' fin the drop-down

box. 

2. Click the 'Update' button at the bottom of the

dialog.

For example, if you select 'Linear Coordinates', the 

Data Output on Data-Channels 0, 3, 6, 9,... is 'Dis',

with units of 'm'

Data Output on Data-Channels 1, 4, 7, 10,.. is 'Vel',

with units of 'm/s'

Data Output on Data-Channels 2, 5, 8, 11,...' is

'Acc', with units of 'm/s/s'

Notes:

The Units inside the Maths FB are SI units: kilogram,

metres, seconds, ...

Valid Equations

Click the 'Update' after you edit the equation to find if the syntax is correct or not correct.

The syntax is corrected in some way if it is not correct.F or example, an equation may not

have the correct number of parentheses. The reason is given as a message in the

Feedback-Area. 

The  at the left-side of each equation shows whether the syntax of the equation is

correct or not correct.

Each output-connector has one equation for for each Data-Channel.

For example: the equation : v(0)*p(1).

It multiplies:

channel #2 on input-connector wire #1 ... v(0)

by 
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channel #1 on input-connector wire #2  ... p(1) 

Modelling | Add Parameter-Control FB

Parameter-Control FB

Use motion-values at the input-connector of a Parameter-Control FB to:

control the value of a dimension in a sketch

control the Extrusion Depth of a Solid*

control the Extrusion-Offset of a Solid*

* The model cycles slowly if the Solid has many facets. For example, a Circle/Cylinder when the
'image quality' is set to 'high'.

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Parameter-Control FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Parameter-Control  FB

Dialog-Box:Parameter-Control dialog-box

How to add:STEP 1: Add a Parameter-Control FB to the graphic-area, in the usual
way:

1. Click Add menu > Add Parameter-Control FB 

2. Click in the graphic-area.

The Parameter-Control FB is now in the graphic-area.

You must specify the 'motion' of the parameter, you must connect a wire to its
input-connector 

How to open
the dialog-box: 

STEP 2:  Open the Parameter-Control FB dialog-box

Open it with one of the usual procedures. For example:

1. Double-click the Parameter-Control FB in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree 

- or -

1. Click the Parameter-Control FB in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree so that it shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Parameter-Control FB in the Selection-Window

3. Click Edit element in the contextual menu

The Parameter-Control FB dialog-box is now open.

Modelling | Add Design-Set FB

What is and why use a Design-Set?

A Design-Set is a group, or set, of dimensions and parameters that you can edit together in

the Design-Set dialog-box.

When they are in the Design-Set, you do not need to edit them separately, each with their
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own dialog.

Design FB

[Above Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > Design-Set FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Design-Set FB

Dialog-box: Design-Set dialog-box

STEP   1. Add the Design-Set FB to the graphic area 

1. Click Modelling FB toolbar > Add Design-Set FB  

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the
graphic-area.

The Design-Set FB is now in the graphic-area and the Assembly-

Tree.

STEP   2. Edit the Design-Set FB to open the Design-Set

dialog-box

1. Double-click the Design-Set FB to open the Design

dialog-box 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.

Notes: A.You can add to the Design-Set dialog-box: 

Dimensions used for sketch-elements in ANY Mechanism-

Editor

Motion-Dimensions

Parameters in Function-Blocks

Parameters in the Gear-Pair dialog-box.

B.When you add a dimension or parameter is in the Design-Set, you

can edit the dimension value ONLY in the Design-Set. 

To indicate to you that you cannot edit the dimension, the its

dimension and extension lines become grey.

When you use more than one Design-Set Tool, it is good

practice to rename each Design-Set element.

C. The Motion-Dimension FB becomes grey if it has been added to

the Design-Set. 

See Also: Tutorial 7
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Modelling | Add CAD Control FB

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Modelling FB toolbar > CAD-Control FB

Menu: Add menu > Add CAD-Control FB

To Add a CAD Control FB to the graphic-area:

1. Click the CAD Control FB in the Kinematics FB Toolbar or Add menu 

2. Click again in the graphic-area

The CAD-Control FB is now in the graphic-area.

See CAD Control dialog-box

Use a CAD Control FB to synchronize the positions of Parts in a SOLIDWORKS® Assembly model

with Parts in a MechDesigner model.

Question:  Why do this when MechDesigner is perfect to model motions?

Answer:  Because SOLIDWORKS® has useful tools such as Collision Verification and Interference

Detection

The Clearance Detection Tool in SOLIDWORKS® shows the exact gap between Parts. For example,

to make sure that the coordinates of a Globoidal Cam are correct.

Connect motion-values from any of the Golden Function-Blocks to the inputs of the CAD Control

FB. 

When you have configured the CAD Control dialog-box, motion-values from Parts in 

MechDesigner are 'piped' into 'Distance' or 'Angle' Mates that define the position of Parts in an

equivalent assembly in SOLIDWORKS®. The SOLIDWORKS® model follows the MechDesigner

kinematic-chain, with this Function-Block as a 'pipeline'.

Note: It is not automatic that the MechDesigner and SOLIDWORKS® models work together. The angle in

SOLIDWORKS® cannot be negative. Thus, you may need to use Gearing FBs in MechDesigner to add a

constant to the output values so that they have the same minimum and maximum values as those in 

SOLIDWORKS®.

Force menu and toolbar

Forces Menus and Toolbars

The Force menu and toolbar configures the 'muscles' of each kinematic-chain

Use Force menu to configure which element has the 'power' and to turn calculations 'on'

or 'off' in the background.

Add a Spring FB to apply a force function between two Points.

Add a Force-Data FB to measure the Force function of an element.

See: Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog-box for more information, and to select a Servomotor and
Gear-box.

'Forces' is the generic term we use for: kinetostatic forces at Pin-Joints, Drive Moment and

Torques at Pin-Joints, Linear Forces to drive Slide-Joints, Cam Contact Forces and Spring

Forces. We use 'Drive Torque' for the torque a rotary motor must deliver to drive the
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kinematic-chains and 'Drive Force' for the force a linear motor must deliver to drive the

kinematic-chain.

See Also : Tutorial 13

Forces toolbar

The Forces toolbar, in the Mechanism-Editor, is vertical and to the RIGHT-SIDE of the

graphic-area.

Note: Show Forces is in the Visibility toolbar ABOVE the graphic-area

Forces sub-menu

The Force menu is a sub-menu to the Add menu.

Forces | Calculate Forces

Calculate Forces

Use the 'Calculate Forces' button to 'silently' calculate forces at each Joint.

R13 The 'Calculate Kinetostatic Forces' button has two states.

[Right-side of graphic-area]: Forces toolbar > Calculate-Forces

R13

Menu: Add menu > Forces sub-menu > Calculate-Forces FB

What to do: 1. Click the 'Calculate Kinetostatic Forces' icon in the Forces Toolbar or Forces

menu, to change its state. 
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Result: Silently, MechDesigner: either:

Calculates Kinetostatic Forces

- or -

Does not calculate Kinetostatic Forces

Notes: Before MechDesigner can calculate Kinetostatic Forces correctly:

The kinematic-chain must be a kinematically-defined chain.

There is a minimum of one Part in the kinematic-chain that has mass.

The Power Source should be configured to act at the correct Joint, Cam,

Gear-Pair or Spring with the Configure Power Source dialog-box.

See Also: Tutorial 13: Use Forces

Display Forces, 

Configure Power Source
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Forces | Add Force-Data FB

Force-Data FB 

Use the Force Data FB to measure the Force at a Joint, Spring, Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam and Cam-

Follower.

Use a Force-Data FB to measure the:

Force that acts on a Point

Torque at a Pin-Joint 

Force at a Slide-Joint.

Cam Contact Force

Spring Force

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Forces toolbar > Add Force-

Data FB

Menu: R12: Forces menu > Add Force-Data FB

R13: Add menu > Forces sub-menu > Add Force-Data FB

Dialog-Box: Force-Data FB dialog-box.

Force-Data FB in graphic--area

STEP   1. Add the Force-Data FB to the graphic

area 

1. Click Kinematics FB toolbar > Add Force-Data

FB  

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB
in the graphic-area.

The Force-Data FB is now in the graphic-area - see left.

Opening a Force-Data FB

STEP   2. Edit the Force-Data FB to open the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box, 

1. Double-click the Force-Data FB to open the

Force-Data FB dialog-box. 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.
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Force-Data FB with example selection of a Spring

STEP 3: Link to a Point that is

associated with a Joint, Spring or 2D-

Cam:

1. Select a Joint, 2D-Cam or

Spring in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree 

When you select a Joint, 2D-Cam or

Spring:

The Joint, 2D-Cam or Spring

shows in the box

A list of 'Available Points' shows

in the box below,  each with a

'Point Owner'

2. Click a Point in the list of
Available Points (not in the
graphic-area) 

If you select a:

Pin-Joint - there are two

'Available Points' in the box

One Point on each Line that

make the Pin-Joint

Slide-Joint - there are four

'Available Points' in the box

Two Points on each Line that

make the Slide-Joint

2D-Cam - there are no

'Available Points' in the box

The contact point is selected for

you

Spring Force FB - there are two

'Available Points' in the box 

Two Points that anchor each end

of the Spring Force FB

Note: Even if a Point shows in the
'Selected Force Data Element' box  you 
must click it in the 'Available Points' box.

3. Click OK 

Force-Data available from the 'Available Point' when you click on a:

Point at a Pin-Joint or Slide-Joint - no Motor: Total Force, X Force and Y Force that act on

a Point

Point at a Pin-Joint - with a Motor: Motor Torque, Force X, Force Y if the Pin-Joint is

configured as a Power Source

Point at a Slide-Joint - with a Linear Motor: Driving Motive Force.

2D-Cam: Cam Contact Force: Total Cam Force, X–axis component and Y–axis component.
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Spring Force  Opposing Force Acting on the Point by the Spring.
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Forces | Add Spring-Force FB

Spring Force FB

Use a Spring-Force FB to add a force between two Points that are in two different Parts. The

two Points are the Spring's 'Anchor-Points'.

Use the Spring-Force FB dialog-box to edit the Spring's force parameters.

R13

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Forces toolbar > Add Spring-Data FB

Menu: Add menu > Forces sub-menu > Add Spring-Data FB

Dialog-Box: Spring-Force FB dialog-box.

How to add: 1. Click Forces toolba) > Add Spring Force FB  

2. Click two different Points in the graphic-area - one Point in two different
Parts. 

The 'Spring' is now in the graphic-area.

Result - the Spring-Force FB Element:

The Spring-Force FB element has three symbols' in the
graphic-area:

Symbol 1 : Spring-Force FB - see below Spring-

Force FB connectors

Symbol 2 : Spring 'shape' between the spring's

anchor-points

Symbol 3 : Dimension between the spring's

anchor-points.

Spring-Force FB  connectors:

Output-Connectors

Top: Distance, Velocity Acceleration between the

spring's anchor-points.

Bottom: Force, Force-X, Force-Y between the

spring's anchor-points.

Input-Connectors

Use a 'function-map' of data-values to represent a

force between the Spring's Anchor Points

The map of Force-Values must 'pass through' a 

Maths FB to convert the units to Newtons.

Spring Force FB in the graphic-area.

The Spring-Force FB can be in three different states:

1. Active Spring-Force FB 

This is the 'default' setting.
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2. Disabled Spring-Force FB 

Use the Spring-Force FB dialog-box to disable the

'spring'.

3. Linear Motor 

Use the Configure Power Source dialog-box to select

the Spring as the 'Power Source'

How to Open the Spring-Force FB dialog-box

To open the Spring-Force FB dialog-box:

1. Double-click the Spring-Force FB in the graphic-area
  

- or -

1. Double-click the Symbol of the Spring  in the
graphic-area  - see image 

- or -

1. Click the Spring-Force FB, or the Spring 'shape'

symbol, or the Dimension, in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the 'DimPtoPn' (the element name of the

Spring-Force FB) in the Selection-Window.

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu

Forces | Configure Power Source

Configure Power Source

Use the 'Configure Power Source' to make sure the 'driving' force of a kinematic-chain is at the

correct element: a Joint, 2D-Cam, Gear-Pair or Spring.

This tool opens the Configure Power Source dialog-box to select the correct element.

When you use Calculate Forces and Display Force-Vectors, MechDesigner puts a Power
Source at the Joint with a Motion-Dimension FB. This is the default state. 

However, it is possible, especially when you apply inverse-kinematics, that the input power is
not at the joint with the Motion-Dimension. Thus, it is frequently necessary to move the Power
Source to a Joint, Spring or Cam.

[Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Forces toolbar > Calculate-Forces

Menu: Add menu > Forces sub-menu > Calculate-Forces FB

Dialog-box: Configure Power Source dialog-box

What to do: To open the Configure Power Source dialog-box

1. Click a Kinematically-Defined Chain [with the  Symbol] in the

Kinematics-Tree 

2. Click Configure Power Source in the Force toolbar
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- or -

1. Click a kinematically-defined Chain in the Kinematics-
Tree. 

The square must show around the icon 

2. Right-click the kinematic-chain or icon with the red
square

3. Click Configure Power Source in the contextual
menu

Why use: We use the Configure Power Source dialog-box to move the Power Source to a:

Different joint in the kinematic-chain - Pin-Joint or Slide-Joint

- or - 

2D-Cam 

- or - 

Spring

Result: MechDesigner opens the Configure Power Source dialog-box.

See Also: Tutorial 13: Use Forces

Solids menu and toolbar

 Mechanism-Editor: Solids menu and toolbar 

The Solids menu is a sub-menu to the Mechanism menu, which is a sub-menu to the Add

menu.

Use the Solids menu and toolbar to add Profiles [with Extrusion elements], to Parts. These are

the basis of the MechDesigner Solids'.

Profiles, and Holes, need a sketch-loop, which you must add as with sketch-elements in

the Part-Editor.

Auto-Profiles will add a sketch-loop automatically to all or one Part, but their shape is

limited to Arcs and Lines [ovals]

Polyline is a sketch-element that you can add to 2D-Cams and Gears-Pairs. If the Polyline

is 'closed', you can add a Profile to the Polyline. 

Note: To import a Solid [ or DXF], edit a CAD-Line to open the CAD-Line dialog-box
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Solids Menu

Solids toolbar

The Solids toolbar shows ABOVE the graphic-area

Solids | Add/Update Polyline

What is a Polyline?

In MechDesigner, is a sketch-element.

A Polyline is a copy of the shape of a 2D-Cam or Gear in a Gear-Pair as a sketch-element.

It can be closed or open.
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Why add a Polyline

You can select the Polyline when you use Add Profile or Add Hole to create a solid [or hole]

copy of of the 2D-Cam or Gears [if the cam and gears are complete]

Add Polyline' & 'Update Polyline'

Toolbar: Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu > Add

Polyline

Add Polyline 1. Click the Home key on your keyboard to move the Master Machine

Angle to zero degrees. 

2. Click Add Polyline in the Solids Toolbar or Solids menu 

3. Click a 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair in the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree.

The 2D-Cam or the Gear-Pair shows in the selection-box of the 

Command-Manager.

4. Click OK in the Command-Manager.

Update

Polyline

Do Add Polyline again if you change the shape of the 2D-Cam or edit any

parameter of the Gear-Pair in the Gear-Pair dialog-box.

Notes: If you delete a Polyline, you also delete the 2D-Cam.

You must add the 2D-Cam again.

See Also: Add 2D-Cam; Add Gear-Pair, 

Add Profile, Add Hole

Detailed: How to use Add Polyline

Use Add Polyline to:

Add a Polyline, and 

Update an existing Polyline

Each 2D-Cam and Gear-Pair can have only one Polyline. 

You can use a Polyline to add many Profiles.

STEP 1: Click the Home button on your keyboard

-or- 

Use Run > Home

STEP 2: Click Add Polyline in the Solids Toolbar 

- or -

Mechanism menu > Add Polyline
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The Command-Manager instruction:

In the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree:
select a 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair to make
a Polyline  sketch-element. The
Polyline is a  sketch-element that can
be used to Add a Profile Element.

The short hint over the box: 'Select a 2D-Cam / Gear-Pair to

convert'.

STEP 2: Click a 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair in the graphic-

area

Click the 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair.

If there is an existing Polyline, then click the 2D-Cam or

Gears.

If you try to click the existing Polyline, it will not update to

the new shape of the Cam or Gear-Pair.

STEP 3: Click OK in the Command-Manager

Solids | Add Profile...

What is a Profile?

'Profiles' and its child 'Extrusion', are 'Solids'. They do not influence the kinematics of the

model. They have mass and inertia, and influence the force at each Joint.

To add a Profile you need a sketch-loop in a Part.  Add Profile adds two offset contours that

are a copy of the sketch-loop. The Extrusion [child of the Profile] is the Solid you can see in

the model. 

Add Profile

 

Toolbar: Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Command: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu > Add

Profile

To add: 1. Click Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu > Add

Profile

2. Click a closed sketch-path, or a closed Polyline*, in the graphic-area
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3. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager.

* If the Polyline is 'open', you must use the Part-Editor to add a Line or Arc to

make a closed sketch-path.

Result: MechDesigner adds a Profile and 'child' Extrusion to the Part.

The Profile's default colour is Pink.

The default colour of the Extrusion is Blue.

Note: To see the Solid, you must use the: Visibility toolbar to Show Model in

Mechanism.

To Edit: Open the Extrusion dialog-box

1. Double-Click the Profile Contour [Pink] in the graphic-area 

or

1. Click the Profile element [Pink] in the graphic-area, or the Assembly-Tree

 

The Profile and the Extrusion elements will show in the Selection-Window.

In the Selection-Window:

2. Right-click the Extrusion-Element

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu.

See also: Tutorial 4: Add Profile.

Add Auto-Profile, Add Auto-Profiles, Polyline Sketch-Loop

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Before you

can use this

command:

You need a:

closed sketch-path 

- or -

closed Polyline.

See Also:

Add Profile command, in more detail

You MUST have a sketch-loop or a closed Polyline to

which you add the Profile.

STEP 1: Click Add Profile in the Solids toolbar 

The Command-Manager hints:

'In the graphic-area: Select a
Line or an Arc that is one
sketch-element in a Sketch-
Loop. A Profile is added with a
'Child' Extrusion'


AddProfile.mp4
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STEP 2: Click a sketch-loop or a Polyline. 

Sketch-loops and Polyline are each a child to a Part.

Note:

Solids toolbar > Add Polyline uses the shape of a

2D-Cam or Gear-Pair to give the Polyline shape.

If you edit the 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair, the shape of

the Polyline does NOT update.

You MUST use Add Polyline again to update the

shape of the Polyline to new the shape of the 2D-

Cam or Gears.

STEP 2: Click OK in the Command-Manager, 

- or -

Right-Click in the graphic-area.

The Profile element shows in the graphic-area above

the sketch-loop.

It is a child to the Part of which the Line is also a child.

The Profile element is Pink – the default colour on my

PC.

STEP 3: Spin the model with the arrow keys on your

keyboard to see the Profile Contour.

Notes : Profile element:

The Profile element is two contours - the Primary

and Secondary Contours - with one offset from the

other.

They are the same shape as the sketch-loop. Spin

the model to see the two contours. The Primary

Contour may hide the sketch-loop, or the sketch-

loop may hide the Primary Profile Contour. The

Secondary Contour is along the +Z-axis of the

Mechanism-Plane.

Use Application Settings | colours to set your colour

preference for the Profile element (the contours)

Top Tip: Use a Sketch-Loop once or many times to add one or many Profiles and Extrusions. see

Extrusion dialog-box
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Top Tip: A Cam-Follower must be a Profile.

How to delete a Profile or edit an Extrusion

You can:

Delete a Profile

-or -

Edit an Extrusion

How to delete a Profile (and the Extrusion)

1. Click a Profile in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area 

The Profile and the Extrusion show in the Selection-

Window.

In the Selection-Window:

2. Right-Click the Profile 

3. Click Delete from the contextual menu – see

image at left.

MechDesigner deletes the Profile, the Extrusion and

sketch-loop.

How to edit an Extrusion - open the Extrusion dialog-

box

1. Click an Extrusion in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area, so that it shows in the Selection-

Window. 

Both the Profile and the Extrusion show in the

Selection-Window.

In the Selection-Window:

1. Right-Click the Extrusion 

2. Click 'Edit' from the contextual menu – see

image at left. 

- or -

2. Double-click a Profile or an Extrusion in the

Selection-window. 

See Extrusion dialog-box for more information
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The Profile and Extrusion elements more details

Profile element

Each Profile has two contours that are the same shape

as the sketch-loop  

You select the sketch-loop to to add the Profile with 

Add Profile or Add Auto-Profile.

Profile Contours:

Primary Contour  

Distance from Mechanism Plane = Part Offset +

Extrusion Offset. 

Secondary Contour

Distance from Primary Contour = Extrusion

Depth.

Extrusion element

The Extrusion  element is a 'Solid'.

It is a child to the Profile element.

The Extrusion  fills the space between the Primary

and Secondary Profile contours. [You can still see the

two Profile contours that 'cap' the two ends of the

Solid Extrusion].

Extrusion properties are: Density, Mass (read only),

Inertia (read only), colour, Opacity, Graphic Quality.

The Extrusion's Mass, Inertia and Centre-of-Mass are

calculated from the shape of the sketch-loop and the

Density parameter.

Solids | Add Hole...

What is a Hole?

A Hole is a cut completely through a Profile and Extrusion [Solid].

Thus, before you can use this command, you must already have used the command Add

Profile.

Note: You must use Show Model in Mechanism to see Solids and the Hole.

Add Hole

R13  

Toolbar: Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Menu:
Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu >

Add Hole

What to do: 1. Click Add Hole in the Solids Toolbar (or Solids menu)

2. Click a sketch-loop inside the bounds of a Profile

3. Click the Profile through which you want to cut a hole
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4. Click OK in the Command-Manager

Result: MechDesigner adds a Hole as a 'child' to the Profile. The Hole cuts through

the Profile.

Video:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Preparation: Before you use this command:

1. Draw a sketch-loop[1] in a Part, to give the shape of

the hole 

2. Make sure that sketch-loop[1] is inside the shape of

another sketch-loop[2], in the same Part

3. Make sure that you have added a Profile to sketch-

loop[2].

See Also: Add Profile

Detailed: How to use Add Hole

Before you can use this command:

1. In one Part there must be two sketch-loops 

A sketch-loop[1] to give the shape of the hole

A sketch-loop[2] that is the shape of the Profile, through which you will cut the hole.

2. Use Add Profile and select sketch-loop[2] to add a Profile and Extrusion.

Now you can use Add Hole.

R13

STEP 1: Click Add Hole in the Solids Toolbar

The Command-Manager hints:

Select a sketch-loop that is in the
bounds of a Profile to 'cut' a hole
through the Extrusion.

STEP 2: Click a sketch-loop that is the shape of the

Hole

Note: You can Click a Polyline as a sketch-loop, also.

STEP 3: Click a Profile that encapsulates the Hole

STEP 4: Click OK in the Command-Manager

MechDesigner adds a Hole. The Hole elements cuts a hole

through the Extrusion that is the child to the selected

Profile.

You can apply Add Hole many times to cut a hole through many Profiles in a Part.


AddHole.mp4
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In this example, two holes are in the Assembly-Tree. The

Holes are 'children' of the Profile contour that surrounds

them.

This is the Part in the Model

graphic-area. It shows the two

holes in a Profile.

See Also: Add Auto-Profile, Add Auto-Profiles

Solids | Show/Hide Extrusion

What does this tool do?

Use this tool to hide or show an individual Extrusion element. It is a shortcut as you do not

need to open the Extrusion dialog-box.

You can use this tool in the Mechanism and Model-Editors.

Notes: 

To see Solids [Extrusions], you must use Show Model in Mechanism 

Also, see Application-Settings > Graphics tab > Graphic Display Options > 'Only View Solids

in active Mechanism' check-box

R13

Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu > Show/

Hide Extrusion. Hole

To Show or Hide a single Extrusion in the graphic-area:

1. Click this icon in the Solids Toolbar 

The Command-Manager hint is 'Select an Extrusion, Profile, or

Auto-Profile'

2. Click the Extrusion, Profile or Auto-Profile in the Assembly-

Tree or the graphic-area 

3. Click OK 

MechDesigner hides the Extrusion.

Do this command again to Show the same Extrusion.

In the Assembly-Tree, the Extrusion icon changes to a light grey

colour when you hide the Extrusion.
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Solids | Auto-Profiles...

What is 'Auto-Profiles'?

Auto-Profiles is a tool to automatically add new sketch-loops and then solids to each Part

and Joint in the Mechanism-Editor.

In each Part, you can edit the dimensions of the sketch-elements that give their size but not

add new sketch-element to the sketch-loop. 

Note: You must use Show Model in Mechanism to see the Solids.

Toolbar: Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Menu: Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Solids sub-menu > Add Hole

What to do: 1. Click Add Auto-Profiles in the Solids Toolbar (or Solids menu)

Accept the default Mechanism in the Command-Manager 

- or - 

Click another Mechanism-Editor in the Assembly-Tree that is a

child to the active Mechanism-Editor.

The Command-Manager instruction is:

'Toggle In' to add Sketch-Loops, Profile and
Extrusion to each Joint and Part of each
kinematically-defined Chain in the
Mechanism name-tab. A tool to quickly view
a 'Solid Model'. 

2. Click OK in the Command-Manager. 

3. Wait, especially if there are many Parts and kinematic-chains in the

Mechanism-Editor.

4. To show the Profiles and Extrusions use the 'Show Model in

Mechanism' Tool. 

You can edit each Extrusion in the Extrusion dialog-box.

Result: This command applies to Parts in the active Mechanism-Editor.

MechDesigner follows this rule when you use this command:

If there are 50% or fewer Parts that have Auto-Profiles, MechDesigner

adds:

Sketch-loops around all Parts and Joints in all kinematic-chains

Auto-Profiles and Extrusions to the sketch-loops

If there more than 50% of the Parts that have Auto-Profiles, 

MechDesigner removes:

Auto-Profiles and Extrusions Elements

Sketch-loops for the Auto-Profiles Elements

Therefore, to remove Auto-Profiles from all of the Parts when there are

50% or fewer Parts in the Mechanism-Editor you must use this command

two times.
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Toolbar: Solids toolbar: above graphic-area.

Video:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Preparation: Ideally, use Add Auto-Profiles when the:

Kinematic-chains are kinematically-defined Parts (Green Part-

Outlines)

Sketch-elements for Joints are Black in the Part-Editor

How to Remove

(Delete):

You must use Auto-Profile or Auto-Profiles in the Extrusions Toolbar to

remove one or all of the Auto-Profiles and sketch-loops.

To delete all of the Auto-Profiles:

1. Click Add Auto-Profiles in the Extrusions Toolbar 

2. Click OK in the Command-Manager

To delete one Auto-Profile:

1. Click Add Auto-Profile in the Extrusions Toolbar 

2. Click a Part-Outline in the graphic-area 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

Notes: The sketch-elements that give the shape to each Auto-Profile have

different properties to other sketch-elements:

1. They are grey in the Part-Editor. This is to help you identify them

from sketch-elements you add 

2. You cannot select or delete the sketch-elements in the Part-Editor

3. You cannot delete any constraints

4. You can change the dimensions to edit the size of the sketch-loop

5. You cannot add Pin-Joints, Slide-Joints, Ball-Joint or Planes to a

sketch-element used an Auto-Profile

See Auto-Profiles

See Also: Extrusion dialog-box, How to Select and Extrusions

What does Auto-Profiles do?

It is best to experiment. 

Add Auto-Profiles adds: 

1. Sketch-loops around:

a. Each Point and Line in each Pin-Joint  and

Slide-Joint

b. Each Part

2.  An Auto-Profile to each sketch-loop


AddAutoProfiles.mp4
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Spin the view with your arrow keys tool to see the Profile

contours. The sketch-elements may hide the Primary

contour. 

In this image, you can now see all four extrusions. I have

edited the offsets of each Profile in the Extrusion dialog-

box.

You can:

Set the default diameter of the sketch-loops around

the Joints, and the Extrusion Depth, in the 

Application Settings dialog-box

Edit the dimensions of the sketch-loops in the Part-

Editor 

Edit the Extrusion in the Extrusion dialog-box 

The sketch-elements that give the shape to the Auto-Profile

are grey when you open the Part-Editor.

You can only edit the dimensions. 

That is, you can edit the length of a Part, the radius of each

Arc and the diameter of a circle.

Note:

If the default size of the circle sketch-loop around a Joint is large

compared with the length of the Part, there may be inconsistent

results.

Solids | Auto-Profile...

What is 'Auto-Profile'?

Auto-Profile is a tool to automatically add a sketch-loop and then solid to a Part.

You can edit the dimensions of the sketch-elements that give its size but not add new sketch-

element to the sketch-loop. 

Note: You must use Show Model in Mechanism to see the Solids.

Command: Solids menu [or toolbar] > Add Auto-Profile...[Part]

What to do: 1. Click Auto-Profile in the Solids Toolbar (or Solids menu)

2. Click a Part-Outline.

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager.

Result: MechDesigner adds a sketch-loop and Auto-Profile to the Part. 

The sketch-loops is around the ends of the CAD-Line and other fully

defined sketch-elements that you may use in the Part to define a Joint.

Experiment to learn more details.
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Preparation: Add at lease one Part.

How to

Remove

(Delete):

You must do Auto-Profile again to delete an Auto-Profile.

To delete one Auto-Profile:

1. Click Add Auto-Profile in the Extrusions Toolbar 

2. Click a Part-Outline that has an Auto-Profile element 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

Notes: The sketch-elements that MechDesigner adds to give the shape to each

Auto-Profile have different properties to sketch-elements you can add in

the Part-Editor.

They are different in the following ways:

1. They are grey in the Part-Editor 

This is to help you identify them from sketch-elements you add.

2. You cannot select or delete the sketch-elements in the Part-Editor

3. You cannot delete any constraints

4. You can change the dimensions to edit the size of the sketch-loop

5. You cannot add Pin-Joints, Slide-Joints, Ball-Joint or Planes to a

sketch-element used for an Auto-Profile

See Auto-Profiles

See Also: Add Auto-Profiles, Extrusions, How to Select and Edit Extrusions, Delete a

Profile

How to delete the Auto-Profile and edit the Extrusions

Delete an Auto-Profile

1. Click an Auto-Profile in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area 

The Auto-Profile and the Extrusion show in the

Selection-Window

2. Right-Click the Auto-Profile

3. Click Delete from the contextual menu – see image

at left.

MechDesigner deletes the Auto-Profile, the Extrusion

and sketch-loop.

Edit an Extrusion

1. Click an Extrusion in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area, so that it shows in the Selection-

Window 

The Auto-Profile and the Extrusion show in the

Selection-Window

2. Right-Click the Extrusion in the Selection-Window

3. Click Edit from the contextual menu – see image at

left.
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- or -

1. Double-click a Profile or an Extrusion in the

Selection-window. 

See Extrusion dialog-box for more information

Solids | Auto-Layer

What is 'Auto-Layer'?

Auto-Layer automatically approximates Extrusion Offsets of each Solid Extrusion. It attempts

to make sure each extrusions does not collide with a different extrusion as the machine

cycles.

Note: You must use Show Model in Mechanism to see the Solids.

Command: Solids menu [or toolbar] > Auto-Layer

What to do: 1. Click Auto-Layer in the:  
Solids Toolbar 
- or - 
Solids menu 

2. Wait 

You cannot 'Toggle' this command. You must 'Undo'.

Result: Auto-Layer enters values for Extrusion Offset and Part Offset in the Extrusion

dialog to offset Auto-Profiles and Extrusions in each kinematic-chain.

Video: Double-click to watch Video Clip

Preparation: You must have Auto-Profiles and Extrusions in the model.

Notes: You can use the Extrusion dialog-box to edit each Extrusion offset.

See Also: Add Auto-Profiles, Auto Profile


AddLayer.mp4
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Part-Editor & Contextual Toolbars

 The Part-Editor 

Note: You must exit the Part-Editor to return to

the Mechanism-Editor before you can edit a

different Part.

Use the Part-Editor to add and edit geometry

to each Part.

Edit the length of the Part

Add and edit new sketch-elements

Add new sketch-elements to:

Specify the position of Pin-Joints and

Slide-Joints

Specify the shape of Extrusions

Specify the path of belts, paths for

motions, gear centres...

SEE ALSO: WHY EDIT A PART, PART GEOMETRY

MENU, USING THE PART-EDITOR

Geometry menu and toolbars

Part-Editor - Geometry menu and toolbar

In the Part-Editor, use the commands in the 

Geometry menu and toolbar : to add sketch-elements.

Constraints menu and toolbar : to edit constraints to and between sketch-elements.

Geometry menu

See also: Constraints menu: to add constraints to, or between, sketch-elements.
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Geometry Toolbar

In the Part-Editor, the Geometry toolbar is to the LEFT-SIDE of the graphic-area.

Geometry toolbar

[Click text to see more...]

See also: Constraints toolbar:  to add constraints to, or between, sketch-elements.

ABOUT GEOMETRY - TOP-TIPS

Edit a Dimension

To edit a dimension: 

1. If necessary, de-select 'Add Dimension' [OR: to add a dimension, Add Dimension

cannot be active]. 

then

2. Double-click the arrowhead of the dimension or dimension or extension lines [ OR: do

not double-click the dimension number].

Color of Sketch-Elements

Part-Editor:

Blue: sketch-elements are not fully-defined. 

Cyan: sketch-elements are fully-defined [default colour]

Mechanism-Editor:

Sketch-elements are the same color as the Part-Outline: 

Green: sketch-elements are Green if the Part-Outline is Green.
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Blue: sketch-elements are Blue if the Part-Outline is Blue.

Trouble-shoot Geometry

Use CTRL+Z (Undo) or the Delete button: 

If one or more sketch-elements 'disappear', then CTRL+Z , possibly again and again.

If a sketch-element is black, and it should be blue, delete the sketch-element, and

add it again. 

If an angle dimension will not increase to be greater than 180º, then delete the

dimension, move the sketch-element, add the dimension again.

If a dimension gets 'stuck' at 0, (angular or linear dimension) delete the dimension,

and add the dimension again.

'Fix' Constraint

To Fix a Point: use the Lock & Specify check box in the Point Vectors and Position dialog-

box.

It is not possible to use the Lock and Specify check box if the point has any another

constraint.

Geometry | Edit-Part

What is the 'Edit-Part icon' for in the Part-Editor?

It is a 'toggle-command'.

When in the Part-Editor : Click the 'Edit-Part in the Part-Editor' icon to close, or exit, the Part-

Editor, and to return to the Mechanism-Editor.

When in the Mechanism-Editor : Click a Part-Outline then the 'Edit-Part in Part-Editor' icon to

start the Part-Editor.

Note: there are many other methods to start and close the Part-Editor.

Edit-Part icon in the Part-Editor.

Above Geometry toolbar > Edit Part icon [left-side of graphic-area]

Menu: not in menu

Use one of these methods to close the Part-Editor [and return to the Mechanism-Editor]

1. Click the 'Edit Part' icon in the Geometry toolbar, at the left-side of the graphic-area.

- or -

1. Double-click a Line, Circle or Arc sketch-element. 

Notes: If you double-click...

a CAD-Line ...the CAD-Line dialog-box opens
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Above Geometry toolbar > Edit Part icon [left-side of graphic-area]

a Blend-Curve ...the Blend-Curve dialog-box opens

a Point ...the Point Vectors&Pos. dialog-box opens

...more than one element, nothing happens.

- or -

1. Double-click the Y-axis. 

Note: You can also double-click the X-axis, however, a CAD-Line is co-linear with the X-axis of an

Added-Part, and thus more difficult to double-click.

- or - 

1. Right-click the graphic-area 

The contextual menu shows the Edit-Part icon is active

2. Click the 'Edit Part in Part-Editor' command to deselect 

- or -

1. Double-click the Part in the Assembly-Tree.  

See-also: Edit menu > Edit-Part

See

Also:

How to Start the Part-Editor

Edit the Length of a Part

Geometry | Dimension

Why use 'Add Dimension'? 

Use Add Dimension to add all dimensions. 

See more 'How to add a dimension'.
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Top-Tip - Learn how to edit a dimension in the dimension dialog-box!

Add Dimension

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Dimension 

To Add a Dimension:

1. Click Add Dimension in the Sketch-Elements toolbar 

2. Click one or more sketch-elements

Add a dimension to locate a Point, dimension a distance, a radius, and an

angle.

See more details below

The dimension shows near to your mouse pointer

- or -

If the dimension you want to add is already defined, with dimensions or

with other constraints, then the dimension does not show.

3. Click in the graphic-area to place the dimension and extension lines

next to your mouse-pointer. 

The Dimension dialog-box opens.

4. Edit the dimension in the dialog-box 

About 'Negative Dimensions'.

If the dimension is '–ve', then, do not delete the dimension, but edit

the dimension in the normal way.

If you delete the '–ve' sign, the position of the sketch-element will

'flip'.

See Why the dimension is negative.

See How to Edit Parameters in dialog-box.

5. Click 'OK' button to close the Dimension dialog-box 

The Dimension is now in the graphic-area.

To Edit a Dimension

1. If necessary, de-select Add Dimension ['Add Dimension' cannot be

active]. 

2. Double-click the arrowhead of the dimension element,
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The Dimension dialog-box opens:

3. Edit the dimension in the dialog-box.

4. Click the 'OK' button to close the Dimension dialog-box.

Not - we recommend the arrowhead because it is is easier. You can also

double-click the dimension-lines or extension-lines. 

Notes: When sketch-elements are black, they are fully defined. You cannot add a

new dimension. Use the Measurement FB in the Mechanism-Editor to add

a 'Driven Dimension'*.

Generally, do not make a dimension zero. It is better to add a Coincident,

Horizontal, Vertical Constraint or other constraint to move Lines or Points

together.

See also: Dimension Font Size

How to apply 'Add Dimension':

Dimensions to locate a Point

Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Add Dimensions 

Examples Dimension How? Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Shortest distance

between two Points

Click each Point DimPtoPn

Perpendicular

distance between a

Point and a Line

You can also use the

X–axis and the Y–

axis as a line.

Click the Point then the Line

(note Arcs, Circles and Lines

have Points)

See Why is my Dimension

Negative?

DimPtoLn

Use 'Lock & Specify' in the Point Vector and Location dialog box
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Example Dimension S
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'Lock and Specify' the exact location of a Point in a

Part.

The Point cannot be moved accidentally.
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Example Dimension S
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1. Double-Click a Point in the Part-Editor 

- or -

1. Double-Click a Point in the Mechanism-Editor 

The Point Vector Display and Location dialog-box

opens.

2. Select the Lock and Specify check box.

3. Enter 'x' and 'y' values for the Point, with Part

Coordinates
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Example Dimension S
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Example Dimension S
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Example Dimension S
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Specify the location of a Point in a Part in one of two ways:

Did you know? You can drag a Point sketch-element in the Mechanism-Editor

If you:

Do not add a Dimension or a Constraint to a Point sketch-element

and

Add a Trace-Point to the Point in the Mechanism-Editor

and

The kinematic-chain is a kinematically-defined Part

Note: The drag option does not apply to a Point that happens to be at the end of a Line or

Arc sketch-element.

Dimension Distances

Example Dimension: How? Selection-

Window

Geometr

y-Tree

Length of a Line Click the Line Dimn

Distance between two parallel

Lines

Distance between an axis and a

parallel Line

1. Click a Point at the end of one

of the Lines

2. Click the Line.

DimLtoLn

Shortest distance between two

Points

Click each Point DimPtoPn

Horizontal Distance

between Points

1. Add a Vertical Line from

one of the Points 

2. Click the Line and the other

Point

Vertical Distance between

Points

1. Add a Horizontal Line from one

of the Points 

2. Click the Horizontal Line and the

other Point.

Perpendicular distance between

a Point and a Line [or axis].

Top-tip: Click the Point then the

Line [or axis].

Note: Arcs, Circles and Lines have

Points.

DimPtoLn

Dimension Arcs and Circles
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Example Dimension: How? In

Selection

-Window

as:

Radius of a Circle Click the Circumference of the

Circle

DimRadius

n

Radius of an Arc Click the Radius of the Arc DimRadius

n

Dimension Angles

Example Dimension: How? In

Selection

-

Window

as:

Angle between two Lines

Angle between an axis and a

Line

*The angle is between the intersection
of the Line 'rays', even if the Lines do
not cross.

Click each Line

The displayed angle has rules. See

Below

Bug: When you edit an angle:

sometimes the angle does not like

passing through 180. If

MechDesigner hangs, then please

wait, maybe a minute!

DimAngLt
oLn

Angle between two Lines - Rules: The

dimension shows next to your pointer
when you select two Lines. Before you
click your mouse again to define the
displayed angle, select which angle to
display; from a possible eight:

If you move your mouse (in a circular
fashion) 'anti-clockwise' around the
*intersection of the two Lines, 
MechDesigner draws the angle less
than 180° for the four angle possibilities
– the 'acute', the 'obtuse', the
'supplementary' or the 'vertical' angle.
If you move your mouse (in a circular
fashion) 'clockwise' around the
*intersection of the two Lines, the four
'reflex' angles to the four 'anti-
clockwise' angle possibilities are
displayed.

Angle between three Points Click the Point that will form the

apex of the angle, followed by

the other two Points.

DimAngP

PPn
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Geometry | Point

Add Point

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Point 

What to do: 1. Edit a Part 

2. Click 'Add Point' in the Geometry toolbar.

3. Click in the graphic-area 

The Point is now in the graphic-area.

Different Point Symbols

'+' : centre-Point - at the centre of Arcs and Circles [Also, when

a centre-Point is Merged with a start-Point or end-Point of a

Line or Arc, the symbol is a '+'. You cannot select one or the

other, because there is only one Point].

'? ' : start-Point or end-Point - at the ends of Lines and Arcs

   : centre-Point that is also coincident with a start-Point [or

end-Point].

You may need to select the '+' or the '? ' to do a command, and

it is important to know the difference between the two Points,

and to be able to select one Point or the other Point.

' : Locked-Points - as defined by the 'Position and Vectors

dialog-box' 

?    : Free-Points are Blue

 : Motion-Point - added to a sketch-element with Add Motion-

Path FB.

: Motion-Point coincident with a start-Point or end-Point.

Point:  Trace-Point

You can drag a Point in the Mechanism-Editor, if you:

1. Add a Point in the Part-Editor 

AND ...

2. Do NOT add a dimension or constraint to the Point 

AND ...

3. Add a Trace-Point to the Point in the Mechanism-Editor 

Point: Locate the Point in one of two ways

Use dimensions and constraints in the Part-Editor

OR

Use the Point Vectors and Position dialog-box in the Mechanism-Editor
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NOT BOTH

Point: Motion-Dimensions FBs, Rockers and Sliders.

Do NOT add a Point, when you also want to add a Pin-Joint, and then a Motion-Dimension

FB for a Rocker. 

Do add a Line. Then, you can always add a Motion-Dimension FB to the Pin-Joint to add a

Rocker.

See Add Motion-Dimension FB

Example How: Selection-Window

Click the graphic-area to approximately

locate the Point.

Pointn

Geometry | Line

Add Line

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Line 

What to do: 1. Edit a Part 

2. Click Add Line in the Geometry toolbar.

3. Drag in the graphic-area to specify the Line's start-Point and then

its end-Point.

'Drag': mouse-button-down [start-Point], move your mouse-pointer,

mouse-button-up [end-Point].

The Line is now in the graphic-area.

There are two ways to add the start-Point and end-Point of the Line.

As you 'mouse-button-down' or 'mouse-button-up':

Add the start-Point or end-Point, or both, as 'Free Points'  

Add constraints and dimensions to the start and end-Points later [which you

can also delete, if necessary] to position a joint, or for other construction

geometry. 

See Also:  How to Delete a Constraint

- OR -

Merge the Points with different-Points 

Do this to construct a 'sketch-path', for example.

See: Hover+Drag , merge-points.

More details

1. A Line (and a CAD-Line) has an Origin and a positive X–axis direction. 

The Origin is its start-Point.
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The positive X–axis is from the Origin to its end-Point.

2. Use the Origin and X–axis direction of the Line to:

Give the positive direction of a Slider. See Add Motion-Dimension FB

Give the Origin and +X–axis of a Plane. See Add Plane 

To identify which is the Line's start-Point and/or end-Point when it is constrained to other Points.

If the Line is not coincident with other Points, then do:

STEP 1: 

1. Click on the Line so that it shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Line in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Show element references...' in the contextual menu

Take a note of the Point numbers in the dialog. The lowest Point number is the start-

Point and Origin of the Line. 

STEP 2: 

1. Click the Line's two Points in the graphic-area 

The Point with the lowest Point number, as noted in STEP 1, is the start-Point of the Line.

Example How: Selection-Window

'Drag' from the start

to the end Point of

the Line

Linen +

Pointn at each end of the Line
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Geometry | Circle

Add Circle

R13

Toolb

ar:
Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Circle 

What

to do:
1. Edit a Part 

2. Click Add Circle in the Geometry toolbar.

3. Drag in the graphic-area to specify the Circle's centre-Point and then its

radius.

'Drag': mouse-button-down [centre-Point], move your mouse-pointer, mouse-

button-up [radius].

The Circle is now in the graphic-area.

There are two ways to add the centre-Point of the Circle 

As you 'mouse-button-down':

Add the centre-Point as a 'Free Point' 

Add constraints and dimensions to the centre-Point later. 

You can delete the constraints later, if necessary.

See Also:  How to Delete a Constraint

- OR -

Merge the centre-Point with a different Point 

'Merge-Points' is not  recommended when you add a Circle.

Notes: A Circle is a Sketch-Loop.

A Circle [that has a Profile element as a child] is the most basic shape of a 

Cam-Follower.

Top

tip:

 Add a Dimension to define the Radius of the circle before you add a Constraints

between its centre-Point and a Line or Point.

Example How to Add... Selection-Window

Drag 

from its

center-

Point...

to its radius

Circlen +

Pointn at the center
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Geometry | CAD-Line

Why use 'Add CAD-Line? 

Added-Parts [see Add menu > Mechanism sub-menu > Add Part] have a CAD-Line from its

start-Point to its end-Point. 

Add CAD-Lines for each additional CAD-File that you want to import to a Part. You may also

want to refine the mass properties of the Part.

Use CAD-Lines to:

Import and show a DXF Drawings

Import and show a SOLIDWORKS® Part

Import and show an STL File

Specify Mass & Inertia Properties

Add CAD-Line

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Blend-Curve 

What to do: 1. Edit a Part 

2. Click 'Add CAD-Line' in the Geometry toolbar - see image to the

left

3. Drag in the graphic-area to specify the CAD-Line's start-Point

and then its end-Point.

'Drag': mouse-button-down [start-Point], move your mouse-pointer,

mouse-button-up [end-Point].

The CAD-Line is now in the graphic-area.

There are two ways to add the start-Point or end-Point of the CAD-Line:

Add as a 'Free Point' 

Add constraints and dimensions later [which you can also delete, if necessary]

to position a start-Point or end-Point . 

See Also:  How to Delete a Constraint

- OR -

Merge the start-Point or end-Point with a different Point 

Do this to construct a 'sketch-path', for example.

See: Hover+Drag , merge-points.

Why add a new CAD-Line and not a Line?

You can edit each additional CAD-Line to import different DXF Drawings or 

SOLIDWORKS documents onto the same MechDesigner Part.

Thus, the MechDesigner Part can have more complexity, if needed.
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[Note: in the image, I have added the

arrowheads along the CAD-Line to

indicate the X-direction]

CAD-Lines in the graphic-area:

are dark green

All CAD-Lines have a Coordinate System: 

Its Origin, X–axis and Y–axis are on the Mechanism

Plane.

The Origin is at the start-Point

The + X–axis: from the Origin  to the end-Point  

The + Y–axis: at + 90º from the + X–axis.

The + Z-axis: is towards you, perpendicular to the

XY Plane and Mechanism Plane.

The Coordinate System is important:

to orientate CAD elements that you import 

to specify the positive direction of a Slider.

What to do next: Open the CAD-Line dialog-box. 

See: How to open a dialog-box

See about: CAD-Line dialog-box

Note: you can open the CAD-Line dialog-box from the:

Part-Editor,

Mechanism-Editor,

AND

Model-Editor [if it already has a Solid as a child]

Example How: Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Drag from the start-Point to

the end-Point of CAD-Line

CAD-Linen 

Pointn at each end of the CAD-Line

The CAD-Line shows in the Assembly-

Tree.
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Geometry | Arc

Add Arc

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: R13: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Arc 

What to do: 1. Edit a Part 

2. Click Add Arc - see image to the left.

Then do two 'Drags':

3. Drag in the graphic-area to specify the Arc's start-Point and then

its end-Point.

AND ALSO

4. Drag again between the start-Point and end-Point of the Arc to

define its radius.

'Drag': mouse-button-down [start-Point], move your mouse-pointer,

mouse-button-up [end-Point].

The Arc is now in the graphic-area.

There are two ways to add the start-Point and end-Point of the Arc 

As you 'mouse-button-down, or mouse-button-up':

Add start-Point or end-Point of the Arc as a 'Free Point' 

Later, add constraints and dimensions to position the start-Point and end-Point.

See Also:  How to Delete a Constraint

- OR -

Merge the centre-Point with a different Point 

Do this to construct a sketch-path.

See also: Hover+Drag , merge-points.

Video:
How to Add an Arc:  , the 'Hover Techniques' 

Top tip: Specify the Radius of the Arc before you add Constraints between its

centre-Point and a Line or a Point.

Example How: Selection-Window

You must Drag Two times.

Refer to the image to the left:

1. FIRST DRAG: from  to  to add the

start-Point and end-Point of the Arc, then

release you mouse. 

2. SECOND DRAG: Position your pointer

between the start-Point and end-Point of

Circlen +

Pointn 

At each end of the Line + 

CoincidentPtoCn. 

A constraint fixed with the

Arc. This constraint uses all

of the elements.
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Example How: Selection-Window

the Arc, at  and Drag towards the apex

of the Arc  as you intend it to be drawn,

then release your mouse.

MechDesigner adds the Arc with a centre-Point

at the center of the Arc and a start-Point and

end-Point at each end of the Arc.

Geometry | Blend-Curve

Add Blend-Curve

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Blend-Curve 

What to do: 1. Edit a Part 

2. Click 'Add Blend-Curve' in the Geometry toolbar.

3. Drag in the graphic-area from the start-Point to the end-Point.

'Drag': mouse-button-down [start-Point], move your mouse-pointer,

mouse-button-up [end-Point].

The Blend-Curve is now in the graphic-area.

There are two ways to add the start-Point or end-Point of the Blend-Curve:

Add as a 'Free Point' 

Add constraints and dimensions later [which you can also delete, if necessary]

to position a start-Point or end-Point . 

See Also:  How to Delete a Constraint

- OR -

Merge the start-Point or end-Point with a different Point 

Do this to construct a 'sketch-path', for example.

See: Hover+Drag , merge-points.

If you merge the start-Point or end-Point with a Line, Arc, or a different Blend-Curve [not

with a Spline, however], then the:

Angle

Slope 

and Curvature 

...of the Blend-Curve become the same as the Line,Arc or Blend-Curve sketch-

element with which it is merged.

What to do next: To edit a Blend-Curve:

Approximately: Use Blend-Curve 'drag-handles'.
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See Edit Blend-Curve Approximately drag-handles

- or -

Exactly: Use Blend-Curve dialog-box

What is a Blend-Curve?

Two Blend-Curves

A Blend-Curve is a special 2D path, frequently used to

guide the path of a Motion-Point:

Blend-Curve parameters at each Point:

Edit its Angle  relative to the Part-Plane.

Edit its Curvature  [Curvature is 1/Radius].

Edits its Curvature-Rate [in the Blend-Curve dialog-

box, not with the Blend-Curve Drag-Handles]

Edit its 'Velocity Scaling'

Why use a Blend-Curve?

Arcs and Lines

Use Blend-Curve to give a smooth sketch-path. See

'Smoothness'.

MechDesigner can guide a Motion-Point along a Blend-

Curve and sketch-path with a Motion-Path FB

In general, it is important that the:

The motion of the Motion-Point along the sketch-path
does not have discontinuities in position, velocity,
acceleration, and jerk.

and the: 

The shape of the sketch-path itself does not have
discontinuities in angle, curvature, and rate-of-change
of curvature.

A Part that is constrained to move along a 'smooth' Blend-

Curve sketch-path will vibrate less than if the part is

constrained to move along a sketch-path that is less

smooth. Lines and Arcs cannot give the same 'smoothness'.

Generally, when it is possible, and there is an advantage,
guide a Motion-Point along a Blend-Curve.

Example How: Selection-Window

Assembly-Tree

Drag from the start  to the

end Point  of Blend-Curve

Blend-Curven 

Pointn at each end of the CAD-Line

The Blend-Curve is a child to the Part. 
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The default Angle, Curvature and Curvature Rate at the start-Point and end-Point

of the Blend-Curve are zero.

The images to the left and above are default Blend-Curves.

The Blend-Curve at the top has been added with a drag from bottom-left to

top-right. 

The Blend-Curve at the bottom has been added with a drag from top-right to

bottom-left.

Hover + Drag from the end-Point of a different sketch-element to merge

the start-Point of as new Blend-Curve.

When you merge the Blend-Curve with a sketch-element, the Blend-Curve

matches the Angle, Curvature and Curvature Rate with the other sketch-element.

Edit a single Blend-Curve with its 'drag-handles'

To show the Drag-Handles

1. Click the Blend-Curve one time 

Four drag-handles show: two different drag-handle

types at each control-Point of the Blend-Curve. 

At each control-Point, there is a drag-handle with an

'arrowhead'  and a drag-handle with a 'small Circle' .

Drag-Handles with an 'Arrowhead' control the Blend-

Curve's:

Angle 

'Velocity-Scaling Factor' [see Blend-Curve dialog-

box]

Drag-Handles with a 'Small-Circle' control the Blend-

Curve's:

Curvature 

You cannot drag the drag-handles when they are green.

You can only drag a drag-handle when it is blue.

1. Double-click a drag-handle with an arrowhead to

make it blue

Now you can drag the blue 'arrowhead'

Drag = move your mouse above the arrowhead,

mouse-button-down, then move your mouse. 
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2. Drag the blue arrowhead drag-handle 

 Rotate the arrowhead around the Point to control

the angle of the Blend-Curve at the Point.

 Move the arrowhead further away from the Point to

increase the Velocity-Scaling factor

1. Double-click a drag-handle with an small-circle to

make it blue 

2. Drag the blue small-circle drag-handle

Move the small-circle  clockwise from 90º [vertically

up] towards 270º [vertically down], the Curvature

increases from 0 (a straight-line) to +ve 'Large Value'

Move the small-circle  counter-clockwise- from 90º

towards 270º, the Curvature increases from 0 to –ve

'Large Value'

Smoothness definitions

Smoothness of Sketch-elements.

You are often concerned with the smoothness of the sketch, especially at the transition

between sketch-elements. This is important when the sketch-path is a Path for a Motion-

Point that also moves a kinematic-chain.

Smoothness transition between

sketch-elements

Angle Curvature Curvature

Rate

Line joins a Line Can 'kink', be

the same angle

(why two

Lines?)

NA NA

Arc joins a Line Keep the same

Angle

Keep the same

Curvature (or Radius)

NA

Arc joins an Arc Keep the same

Angle

Keep the same

Curvature (or Radius)

NA

Blend-Curve joins a Line Keep the same

Angle

Keep the same

Curvature=0 (infinite

Radius)

Keep at 0

Blend-Curve joins an Arc Keep the same

Angle

Keep the same

Curvature; Radius

Keep at 0

Blend-Curve joins a Blend-Curve Keep the same

Angle

Keep the same

Curvature; Radius

Keep the

same

Curvature

Rate
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Geometry | Spline

Add Spline

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area

Menu: Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Add Spline

What to do: Note: Add Spline is the only sketch-element [other than Add Point] in

which you do NOT drag your mouse-pointer. 

1. Edit a Part 

2. Click Add Spline in the Geometry toolbar - see image to the left

When Add Spline is the active command:

3. Click in the graphic-area to add a Point, as the first 'node' of the

Spline

- or -

Click an existing Point of a different sketch-element, as the first

'node' of the Spline

4. Continue to click at different places in the graphic-area to add

more 'nodes' 

To end Add Spline:

5. Click the 'first node' again to add a Closed Spline 

- or -

Click the 'last node' again to add an Open Spline. 

The Spline sketch-element is now in the graphic-area.

An open and closed Spline.

Spline-handles at the nodes.

Notes:

A Spline may be open  or closed .

To show the spline-handles , click the Spline.

The direction of the spline is normal to the spline-

handle

The curvature of the spline is proportional to the the

length of the spline-handle

The curvature of the spline is symmetrical to the two

sides of the spline-handle.

To hide the spline-handles [default], click the Spline again.

 To edit its geometric properties:

Edit the Node's Position

Use the Part-Editor: 

1. Add a dimension, to the node to edit its position.

2. Drag the node to a new position.

Use the Point Display and Properties dialog-box
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1. Double-click a node in the Part-Editor or the Mechanism-Editor 

Edit the Spline's Angle at the Node

1. Click the Spline to show the Spline-Handles 

2. Drag the arrowhead of a spline-handle in a different direction 

Edit the Spline's Curvature at the Node

1. Click the Spline to show the Spline-Handles 

2. Drag the arrowhead of a spline-handle further from or nearer to a node
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Geometry | Add Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

Why 'Import a SOLIDWORKS sketch'?

It is easy to add complex geometry to a sketch in SOLIDWORKS. To do the same complex

geometry in MechDesigner would be difficult. 

It is convenient to be able to import those complex SOLIDWORKS sketches directly on to a

Part.

When you import a sketch from SOLIDWORKS, the sketch-elements do not have dimensions or

constraints.

Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

We use the tool 'Import SOLIDWORKS sketch' in the Part-Editor to import an active sketch of

a SOLIDWORKS document.

We must:

1. Add the Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB to the Part in the Part-Editor. 

2. Edit the Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB

3. Import the sketch.

Add the Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB 

R13

Toolbar: Left-side of the graphics-area]

Add menu >  Import SOLIDWORKS sketch 

Before you can use this command, a sketch must be 

active in SOLIDWORKS.

STEP 0: In SOLIDWORKS. 

1. If necessary, add a sketch to a plane

2. Save the Part

3. Edit the sketch to make it 'active'

This image shows an active sketch in SOLIDWORKS.

STEP 1: Edit a Part to add an 'Import

SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB':

1. Edit a Part 

This becomes the Part onto which you will

import the SOLIDWORKS sketch.

2. Click the Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch icon

3. Click the graphic-area

The 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB' is now in the

graphic-area.

Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch
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The Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB is grey if you edit a

different Part or the Mechanism-Editor is active.

The Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB is a child to the Part. 

You must edit the Part to use the FB.

STEP 2: To open the 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB'

dialog-box

1. If necessary, editt the Part, to which the Import

SOLIDWORKS sketch FB is a child, again. 

The 'Import SolidWorks sketch FB' becomes active. 

Use any method to open its dialog-box. For example:

2. Double-click the Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB

in the graphic-area. 

The Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch dialog-box opens - see next

image

R13 : Import SOLIDWORKS sketch

dialog-box

STEP 3: 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB' dialog-box:

Make sure the sketch you want to import from 

SOLIDWORKS is the 'active sketch'.

1. Click button . The name of the: 

'Document name in CAD' box  shows the

SOLIDWORKS active document name 

'Sketch name in SOLIDWORKS'  shows the

name of the active sketch in the SOLIDWORKS

feature-tree

Button  becomes colorized.

2. Click button   

WAIT until the SOLIDWORKS sketch shows in

the MechDesigner graphic area.

Button  becomes colourised

If you edit the same sketch in SOLIDWORKS, you

can:

3. Click button  to Refresh 

Note: Click button  to clear the 'Document name'

and the 'sketch-name' from  & 
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Notes: 

To import a new sketch:

Click Button  to clear an existing 'CAD Document '

and 'Feature Name of CAD Sketch'  from the dialog-

box. 

This image shows the active sketch that is in SOLIDWORKS

now in the MechDesigner graphic-area.

See  Install Type Libraries 
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Geometry | Merge Points

Merge-Points

R13

Tool

bar:
Left-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:

Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Merge-Points

Use Merge Point to merge two Points to become one Point.

'Merge-points' for:

Sketch-Loops: for Profile elements

Sketch-Loops: for Motion-Paths, Belts, motion Guidance.

Gear-Trains: between different Line-of-Centres

Pulleys: between the centre-Point of an Arc and a Line to add a DriveR Pulley.

Add Coincident Constraints 

for construction geometry

See also: sketch-path, Add Coincident Constraint.

Notes:

You CANNOT use the Merge-Point command to merge a Point with the Origin of

an Added-Part [the CAD-Line's start-Point]

You CAN, however, merge a start-Point or end-Point of a sketch-element if you 

'drag to' or 'drag from' the Part's Origin, [CAD-Line's start-Point]

If you merge three Points to become one Point, you have a 'Branch-Point’. A

sketch-loop cannot have a Branch-Point.

Video of Hover-Technique

and Merge-Points tool. 
Double-click to watch Video Clip  

Merge-Point in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.


MergePoints.mp4
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Before After Select: In

Sel
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ion

-

Wi

nd

ow

&
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Tr

ee

Two different Points at the end of sketch-

elements.

Click a Point and then a different Point. One Point is

deleted (Compare with CoincidentPtoP), and the

sketch-elements move together.

A

Poi

nt 

Poi

nt

N

Two Coincident Points

A Point and the Coincident constraint is deleted

A

Poi

nt

Poi

nt

N

As you add a new sketch-element [Line, Arc, Blend-

Curve], 'hover' above a Point at the end of an

existing sketch-element, then drag to add the new

sketch-element.

A
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–
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n
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o
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e 

ske
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-
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Constraints menu and toolbar

Part-Editor - Constraints-Menu and Toolbar

In the Part-Editor, use the commands in the:

See : Geometry menu and toolbar  : to add sketch-elements. This vertical and to the left-

side of the graphic-area.

Constraints menu and toolbar : to add and edit constraints to and between sketch-elements.

This is vertical and to the right-side of the graphic-area.

Part-Editor: Constraints menu

Part-Editor: Constraints Toolbar

In the Part-Editor, the Constraints toolbar is to the RIGHT-SIDE of the graphic-area.
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ABOUT ADDING CONSTRAINT - TOP-TIPS

When to use MERGE-POINTS and COINCIDENT-POINTS?

MERGE-POINTS 

Deletes a Point. 

Use to join sketch-elements end-to-end, and remove one of the Points.

Use to make a sketch-path.

You cannot remove a 'Merged Point'.

COINCIDENT CONSTRAINT 

Does not delete a Point.  

Use to move two Points, or a Line and a Point, together.

Use for 'construction' geometry.

You can delete a Coincident-Constraint later and move the Points apart again.

Why can I NOT add a new Constraint?

You cannot over-constrain a sketch-element in the Part-Editor [SOLIDWORKS will allow you,

but give you a warning].

For example: 

A Point has 2 degrees-of-freedom [DOF]. It you add a 'coincident constraint' between a

Point and a Line, you remove 1 DOF, and 1 DOF remains. The Point can slide along the

Line.

You cannot add a further constraint between the same Point and a Point t the end of the

Line, as a constraint between two Points try to remove two more DOF. 

How to delete a Constraint...
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1. Click a sketch-element in the: 

a. graphic-area

- or -

b. Geometry Tree

The sketch-element and the constraint show in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the constraint in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu

Geometry | Coincident

Add Coincident

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Coincident

To

add:

Click Add Coincident Constraint, then click:

two Lines (or: a Line and the X-axis or Y–axis) 

- or -

a Point and a Line (or a Circle), (or a Point and the X-axis or Y–axis)

- or -

two Points

- or -

or a Point and a Motion-Point

To

delet

e:

1. Click a sketch-element that is 'coincident' with a different sketch-element... 

The sketch-element and the constraint show in the Selection-Window.

- or -

1. In the Geometry Tree, explore the 'Constraint Loops' to find the Coincident

constraint 

2. Click the Coincident constraint.

The Coincident constraint is now in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Coincident constraint in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Delete' in the contextual menu

Resul

t:

If the two sketch-elements have a total of more than two degrees-of-freedom:

the two Lines (or a Line and the X or Y–axis) become co-linear

- or -

the Point becomes coincident with the 'ray' of the Line, 

the Point becomes coincident with the circumference of the Circle

- or -

the two Points become coincident.

Note: If the two sketch-elements have a total of 1 degree-of-freedom, then the two

sketch-elements cannot become 'coincident'.
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In MechDesigner, you cannot, remove more than two degrees-of-freedom from a Point. For

example, you cannot do these two steps:

STEP 1: Add a Coincident Constraint between a Point and a Line (or axis) - this removes 1

degree-of-freedom from the Point.

STEP 2: Add a Coincident Constraint between the same Point and another Point - this attempts

to remove a further 2 degrees-of-freedom - it CANNOT!

Why: 

A Coincident Constraint between a Point and a Line removes 1 DOF from the Point.

A Coincident Constraint between a Point and a Point removes 2 DOF from the Point. 

Thus, delete the constraint between the Point and the Line (STEP 1), before you add the constraint

between the two Points (STEP 2).

About Point Symbols

'+' : centre-Points - at the centre of Arcs and Circles

'O' : start-Point or end-Point - at the end of a Line and Arc

   : centre-Point that is coincident with a start-Point or end-Point.

You may need to select the '+' or the 'O' with a command, and it is important to see the

difference between the two Points and be able to select one Point or the other Point.

When a centre-Point is Merged with a start-Point or end-Point of a Line or Arc, the symbol is

a '+'. You cannot select one or the other, because there is only one Point.

 : Motion-Point - added to a sketch-element with Add Motion-Path FB.

: Motion-Point coincident with a start-Point or end-Point.

See Also: Compare with Merge-Points, Horizontal, Vertical

All About Sketch-Loops

Notes: Use Add Coincident between two Points for construction geometry. 

Use Merge-Points for sketch-loops and sketch-paths.

Points that are 'coincident' give you the option to delete the Coincident

Constraint later.

Coincident constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select: In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

Two Lines:

Line and X or Y–axis

The Lines become co-linear

CoincidentLtoLn

Point and Line (or X & Y–axis)

a. The Point lies on 'ray' of the

Line. 

CoincidentPtoLn
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Before After Select: In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

b. A Point in a sketch-element and

Line 

c. The X or Y–axis or Ray of the X

or Y–axis. 

Point and Circle: 

The Point is constrained to lie on

the circumference of a Circle

CoincidentPtoCn

Point and Point:

The Points become coincident

CoincidentPtoPn
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Geometry | Concentric

Add Concentric

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Concentric

What

to

do:

Click Add Concentric Constraint, then click:

Two Circles

- or -

two Arcs

- or -

an Arc and a Circle

Resul

t:

Two Circles become concentric

- or -

Two Arcs become concentric

- or -

the Arc and Circle become concentric

Concentric constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select: In Selection-Window &

Geometry-Tree as...

Two Circles Concentric

Similarly, 

Arc and Circle

Concentric

Similarly,

Arc and Arc

Concentric
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Geometry | Equal

Add Equal

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Equal

What

to

do:

The Equal constraint applies to the length or radii of sketch-elements.

Click Add Equal Constraint, then click:

Two Lines, including the CAD-Line along the X–axis

- or -

Two Arcs or Two Circles

- or -

an Arc and a Circle

Resul

t:

The Lines become equal in length

- or -

The Arcs become equal in radii

Note

s:

Click the two sketch-elements, not their dimensions

Add a dimension to none or only one of the two sketch-elements

You can make many sketch-elements equal to one sketch-element

'Equal' Constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select: In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

Two Line

Equal in Length

EqualLength

 (Circle or Arc) + (Circle or Arc)

Equal in Radius

EqualRadii

Top-Tip

If you want to make an array of equally spaced Points, then:

1. Add, end-to-end, a number of Lines (use Coincident Constraint) 

2. Add Equal constraints to the Lines

3. Add Coincident constraints to the Lines to make them co-linear (select a Line and then a Point in the

adjacent Line). 

The Lines become a long, straight, line with equally spaced Points'

4. Dimension the total distance or a single Line.
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Geometry | Horizontal

Add Horizontal

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Horizontal

What

to

do:

Click Add Horizontal Constraint, then click:

Two Points

- or -

A Line

Resul

t:

The Two Points become Horizontal

- or -

The Line becomes Horizontal

Note

s:

Horizontal is Parallel with the X–axis - always. Even if the X–axis is not

horizontal in the graphic-area.

You cannot add this constraint between a: 

Line and a Point

X–axis and a Point.

Use the Coincident Constraint

Horizontal constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select:

Result:

In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

Line

The Line becomes Horizontal

HorizontalL

 Two Points

The two Points become Horizontal

HorizontalPtoP
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Geometry | Vertical

Add Vertical

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Vertical

What

to

do:

Click Add Vertical Constraint, then click:

Two Points

- or -

A Line

Resul

t:

The Two Points become Vertical

- or -

The Line becomes Vertical

Note

s:

Vertical is Parallel with the Y–axis - always. Even if the Y–axis is not vertical

in the graphic-area.

You cannot add this constraint between a: 

Line and a Point

Y–axis and a Point.

You must use the Coincident Constraint.

Vertical constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select:

Result:

In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

Line

The Line becomes Vertical

VerticalL

 Two Points

The two Points become Vertical

VerticalPtoP
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Geometry | Parallel

Add Parallel

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Parallel

What

to

do:

Click Add Parallel Constraint, then click:

Two Lines

- or -

A Line and the X–axis / CAD-Line (identical to Horizontal Constraint)

- or -

A Line and the Y–axis (identical to Vertical Constraint)

Resul

t:

The Two Lines become Parallel

- or -

The Line and Axis become Parallel

Note

s:

None

Parallel constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select:

Result:

In Selection-Window

&

Geometry-Tree as...

Two Lines

The Two Lines becomes Parallel

Parallel

 Line and Y–axis

The Line becomes parallel to the

Y–axis

Parallel

 Line and X–axis

The Line becomes parallel to the

X–axis

Parallel
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Geometry | Perpendicular

Add Perpendicular

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:

Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add

Perpendicular

What

to

do:

Click Add Perpendicular Constraint, then click:

Two Lines

- or -

A Line and the X–axis / CAD-Line (identical to Vertical Constraint)

- or -

A Line and the Y–axis (identical to Horizontal Constraint)

Resul

t:

The Two Lines become Perpendicular

- or -

The Line and Axis become Perpendicular

Note

s:

Other terms for 'Perpendicular to...' are: 'Normal to...', 'Right-Angles to...'.

Perpendicular constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-

Tree.

Before After Select: Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Two Lines

The Lines becomes Perpendicular

Perpendicular

 Line and X–axis

The Line becomes perpendicular

to the X–axis

Perpendicular

 Line and Y–axis

The Line becomes perpendicular

to the Y–axis

Perpendicular
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Geometry | Tangent

Add Tangent

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Tangent

What

to

do:

Click Add Tangent Constraint, then click:

Two Circles or two Arcs

- or -

A Line and a Circle or Arc 

- or -

A Circle or Arc and the X–axis or Y–axis

Resul

t:

The two Circles or two Arcs become Tangential

- or -

The Line and Circle or Arc become Tangential

- or -

The Circle or Arc becomes Tangential with the X–axis or the Y–axis

Note

s:

MechDesigner treats Arcs and Circles in the same way.

The sketch-elements do not need to be near to each other.

If possible, try to drag a the sketch-elements to be near to tangential before

you use this command.

'Internal' Tangents give inconsistent results.

Tangent constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select: Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Line and Circle TangentCtoLn

Circle with Circle TangentCtoCn

Arc with a Line

Line 'coincident' with a Point on

the Arc radius

TangentCtoLn

Arc with an Arc

Arc Points 'coincident' 

TangentCtoCn
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Before After Select: Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Arc with a Line

Arc and Line not adjacent but as

Part of sketch-loop

TangentCtoLn

Internal Tangents do not give

consistent result.
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Geometry | MidPoint

Add Mid-Point

Tool

bar:
Right-side of the graphics-area

Men

u:
Add menu > Geometry sub-menu> > Constraints sub-menu > Add Mid-Point

What

to

do:

Click Add Mid-Point Constraint, then click:

1. A Point that is a child to a Line, Circle or Arc sketch-element, or a Point

sketch-element 

- then -

2. A Line or CAD-Line

Resul

t:

The Point becomes constrained to the middle of the Line.

Note

s:

None

Mid-Point constraints in the Graphic-Area, Selection-Window and Geometry-Tree.

Before After Select: Selection-Window

Geometry-Tree

Point and Line

The Point becomes 'tied' to the

middle of the Line.

MidPoint
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8.33: Project Explorer

Project-Explorer

The Project-Explorer is to the left of the graphic-area and Contextual toolbar.

The Project-Explorer has three areas:

Selection-Window

Command-Manager 

Element-Explorer

Use the:

Selection-Window and Element-Explorer: to select and edit elements

Command-Manager : to read hints, and have selection-boxes for some elements where

you must select elements to run a number [not all] commands.

Selection-Window  

The Selection-Window - at the top - lists the

elements that you click in the graphic-area or

the Element Explorer (see below).

Read more... 

Command-Manager  

The Command-Manager gives a hint and

opens selection-boxes that are contextual to

the active command.

To complete a command:

1. Click the contextual element, in the

graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree, that

the selection-box needs to do the

command. 

2. Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager.

Reda more...

Element Explorer  

The Element Explorer show the elements that

are in the model.

The Element Explorer has three trees. It shows

two trees at one time.

In the Model-Editor or Mechanism-Editor, the

two trees are the:

Assembly-Tree
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Kinematics-Tree

In the Part-Editor, the two trees are the:

Assembly-Tree

Geometry-Tree 

Read more...
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Project Explorer | Selection-Window

Selection-Window

Elements in the Selection-Window

The Selection-Window is at the top of the Project

Explorer.

The Selection-Window shows a list of elements that

are in the model and that you 'click' [or select] in

the graphic-area or Element-Explorer. 

Headers in the Selection-Window:

Selection: the list of elements that you have

selected

Owner: the owner is:

Mechanism when the element in the list is a

child to the Mechanism-Editor.

- or - 

Part when the element in the list is a child

to the Part.

Contextual-menu in Selection-Window

Contextual menu in Selection-Window

Right-click an element in the Selection-Window to

show a contextual menu.

The contextual menu has one or all of:

Show Element References - see also below

Edit Element: to open the Element's dialog-

box.

Delete:

Rename element

Show / hide selected elements - for example

a Solid on a CAD-Line.

View References dialog

For many element to exist, they must reference other elements. These 'other elements' are

the 'Reference Elements'.

For Example: the 'Reference Elements'...

... of a Line: are the two Points (one at each end of the Line)

... of a Pin-Joint: are two Points

... of a Motion-Dimension: are the joint and sketch-elements that you selected to add

the Motion-Dimension FB.
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To see the Reference Elements that are

related to an Element:

1. Right-click an element in the

Selection-Window 

In the contextual menu

2. Click 'View References'

A read-only dialog-box that is a list of

the 'Reference Elements'.

The dialog shows the:

References and No. that are

associated with the Element

Element Type - what type of

element

Element Owner: to which the

elements is a child

How to edit a Parameter AND Cycle the Model

If you want to edit a design parameter in a dialog-box and cycle the model:

1. Click the element you want to edit so it shows in the Selection-Window - for

example a Gearing FB 

2. Click Cycle

3. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window

4. Select edit from the contextual menu

5. Edit the parameter in the dialog...while the model is cycling
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Project Explorer | Command-Manager

Command-Manager

The Command-Manager is a short dialog that becomes active when you start a command to

add a new element.

When you start a command, the Command-Manager

shows:

A:  Instruction  [The 'hint' is also in the Feedback Area]

 

B:  Dialog 

There are one to five selection-boxes which show the

elements that you must select to add the new

element.

Each selection-box has:

  Above it, a 'contextual, generic name of the

element you must select'.

  A small contextual icon to its left, to help

identify the element you must select

  A green tick to its right to show a selection has

been made

  An orange cross to its right to show a selection

has not been made.

C:  'Close' Action  Click the:

'Tick' to complete the command [also 'Right-click' in

the graphic-area.

'Cross' to close the command, and do not add the

new element

'Page' to clear the elements from each selection

box. You can also click in a selection-box to 'clear'

the elements.

How to select elements 

1. You must select the elements, in order,

from top-to-bottom.

2. The top box is automatically active when

you start the command. 

3. Click an element in the graphic-area or

Assembly-Tree, of the correct element type.

4. The next box becomes active automatically.

In this example, you must select elements in order:

   >  >     
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Do not click in the selection boxes . 

If you click in any selection-box, the selection-boxes
become empty again.

To select the elements again:

1. Click the selection box at the top of the list 

2. Click the elements again, in order.
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Project Explorer | Element-Explorer

Element-Explorer

Example: Assembly-Tree [R13]

The Element-Explorer is to the left of the application

window, at the bottom of the Project-Explorer.

There are three trees in the Element-Explorer.

Assembly-Tree – shows in the Model, Mechanism

and Part-Editors

Hierarchical list of the elements in the active

Mechanism-Editor

Kinematics-Tree – shows only in the Mechanism-

Editors

A list of kinematic-chains in the active

Mechanism-Editor.

Geometry-Tree – shows only when the Part-

Editor is active.

A list of sketch constraints and dimensions

added to the Part in the active Part-Editor. It

does not list the sketch-elements. 

If you click any element in any tree, it shows as RED

[default colour] in the graphic-area.
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Element Explorer | Assembly-Tree

Assembly-Tree

Assembly-Tree in Explorer-Explorer

The Assembly-Tree shows the:

Element Icon and Element Name of each element in

the Model.

We indent each element that is a child to a parent

element.

 Solved or Broken Kinematic-chains.

Next to each Part and Joint element, there is an icon

to identify if the kinematic-chain is 'solved' or

'broken', as follows:

  A 'solved' kinematic-chain.  All of the Parts

can stay joined for all positions of the machine

cycle .

  A 'broken' kinematic-chain. At least one Part

in a dyad cannot 'reach' all positions in the

machine cycle, and a Joint must break.

 Selected Elements:

When you click an element, you will see:

an orange square  around the icon 

the element shows in the Selection-Window

Contextual Menu:

When you Right-click an element in the Assembly-

Tree, a menu shows next to your pointer. See image,

near top. 

You can use the menu to:

Show Element References

Edit Element

Delete [element]

Rename [element]

Element Explorer | Kinematics-Tree

Kinematics-Tree

The Kinematics-Tree shows the structure of each kinematic-chain. 

MechDesigner compiles the Kinematic-Tree automatically as you add the different Kinematic

and Machine Elements to your model.

 The header of the Kinematic-Tree has the name Mechanisms.

The important information is below Mechanisms. The structure of the Kinematics-Tree is at
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three levels:

Kinematic-Chains [Solved and Unsolved]

Kinematic Sub-assemblies

Kinematic Elements

Kinematic-Chains

The objective is to make the Mobility of each kinematic-chain equal to zero. Then, we say the

kinematic-chain is a kinematically-defined chain.

In the Kinematics-Tree, the kinematic-chains are either:

A. Solve[d] Mechanisms : called 'kinematically-defined chains'. 

These kinematic-chains are identified in the Kinematics-Tree with the Green  icon. 

You can explore these kinematic-chains in the Kinematics-Tree. 

These kinematic-chains have Dyads, Geared-Rockers, ...

These are assembled with the kinematic elements': Parts, Joints, Motion-Dimensions...

In the graphic-area, Parts and Joints that are kinematically-defined have Green Part-

Outlines and Joints.

- or - 

B. Unsolved Mechanisms :  Kinematic-chains that not Kinematically-Defined . 

These kinematic-chains are identified in the Kinematics-Tree with the Blue  icon. 

You can also explore these kinematic-chains. 

You will see only the kinematic elements: Parts and Joints.

Example:

Kinematics-Tree in

Element-Explorer

Kinematic-Sub-Assemblies [Solved Mechanisms]:

1. Motion-Parts 

a. Rockers

b. Sliders

2. Motion-Paths

3. Dyads - all have two Parts and three Joints 

R : Revolute = Pin-Joint

P : Prismatic = Slide-Joint

S : Spherical = Ball-Joint

a. RRR 

b. RRP

c. RPR

d. PRP

e. RPP

f. Ram-R

g. Ram-P

h. SSR

i. SSP
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4. Geared-Rockers - a Gear-Pair, a Joint and a Part 

5. Rack-Pinion / Pinion-Rack

6. Geared-Pulley - a Pulley-Path, Part and Joint

Symbols

Kinematics-Tree Structure & Symbols

 Symbol at top of 'Kinematics-Tree'

TOP-LEVEL

'Unsolved' and 'Solved' Mechanisms Symbo

l

Kinematic-Chain is: Mobility M

e

a

n

s

Unsolved Mechs

Mobility is not Fully-

Defined.

M > 0

T

h

e

k

i

n

e

m

a

t

i

c

-

c

h

a

i

n

i

s

n

o

t

f

u

l

l

y

d

e

f

i
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-
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e

k

i

n

e

m

a

t

i

c

-

c

h

a

i

n

s

.

Solved Mech

Mobility is Fully-Defined.

M = 0 

See: Mobility is Zero

T

h

i

s

i

s

y

o

u

r

g

o

a

l

.

T

h

e

k

i

n

e

m

a

t

i

c

-
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c

h

a

i

n

i

s

a

'

k

i

n

e

m

a

t

i

c

a

l

l

y

-

d

e

f

i

n

e

d

c

h

a

i

n

'

.

SUB-ASSEMBLY LEVEL

Kinematic Sub-Assemblies

Kinematic-Sub-Assemblies are:

Motion-Parts

Geared-Rockers

Dyads

Pulley-Rockers
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Rack-Pinions

Solved and Unsolved Mechanisms [Kinematic-Trees].

The sub-assemblies have one symbol in three colours. The colour of the symbol may change

as you cycle the machine.

Summary of Symbols:

  - solves for a complete machine cycle.

  - is solved now, but it does not solve [it breaks] for at least one period in the

machine cycle.

  - does not solve now, at this machine angle.

Example. 

Kinematic-Chain with four sub-assemblies: 

Rocker, 

Geared-Rocker, 

R-R-R Dyad, and 

R-R-R Dyad[2].

Example 1

The Symbol is  : 

The Dyad is solved for a

machine cycle [0-360 of the

Master Machine Angle].

Example 2 : A Dyad that 'Breaks'...

The Symbol is  : 

The Dyad is solved now, but

it does not solve for all

positions of the machine

cycle [0-360 of the Master

Machine Angle].

Example 2 : - The Dyad later in the

machine cycle

The Symbol is  : 

The Dyad is not solved 'now'

and at this position of the 

machine cycle [0-360 of the

Master Machine Angle].

ELEMENT LEVEL

You can explore the basic elements of kinematic-chains.

At this level you can see:
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Parts

Joints

Motion-Dimensions

Gear-Pairs

Pulley-Joints

The symbol, , also shows next to the elements in each sub-assembly.

Example 1

The symbol is  to show the Dyad is

solved for a complete machine cycle.

The symbol  is next to each element

in the dyad to show they are solved for

complete machine cycle.

Example 2

The symbol is   to show the Dyad

does not solve at some instant in the

machine cycle.

The symbol  also shows next to the

elements in the dyad that are not

solved at some instant in the machine

cycle.

Example 2

The symbol is  : to show the RRR

Dyad is not solved at this instant in the

machine cycle.

The symbol  also shows next to the

elements in the dyad that are not

solved at this instant in the machine

cycle.

A typical Kinematics-Tree
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This Kinematics-Tree has three kinematic-chains:

1. Three Kinematic Defined Chains, identified by

the  icon. 

a. Two Rockers

b. A Rocker with an RRR Dyad

A Rocker is expanded to show three elements:

1. Pin-Joint 

2. Part4

3. Mot-Dim Lin: Slider Motion-Dimension

The RRR Dyads [broken] is expanded to show it is

assembled from:

1. Three Pin-Joints 

2. Two Parts

Dyad and Joint Symbols: 

 This symbol is alongside a Dyad and Joint

when it does not break at any instant in the

machine cycle.

 This symbol is alongside a Dyad and Joint if a

Joint brakes at some instant in the machine cycle.

 This symbol is alongside a Dyad and Joint

while it is broken, or at this instant, in the machine

cycle.

Tools

Kinematics-Tree - contextual menus

KINEMATIC-CHAIN

Configure Power Source

To open the 'Configure Power-Source dialog-box' , use this mouse-click sequence.

1. Click a kinematic-chain that you want to configure so that it has a RED square. 

2. Right-click to show 'CONFIGURE POWER SOURCE' 

3. Left-click the 'CONFIGURE POWER SOURCE' text to open the dialog. 

DYADS : RRR, RRP, RPR, PRP, RPP

Change Dyad Closure : 

To change the closure of a dyad, use this click sequence:

1. Click the dyad icon to highlight it with a RED square 

2. Right-click it to show 'CHANGE DYAD CLOSURE' menu

3. Click the 'CHANGE DYAD CLOSURE' text to change the Dyad closure.
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Note: It is easier to this tool: Change Dyad Closure Tool.

Element Explorer | Geometry-Tree

Geometry-Tree

When you start the Part-Editor, the Geometry-Tree replaces the Kinematics-Tree.

 This is the symbol at the head of the Geometry-Tree - labelled 'Constraint-Loops'.

Example: Geometry in

Element-Explorer

What is a Constraint-Loop?

Each Constraint-Loop [labelled as 'Constraints'] lists the

constraints that you have added to or between sketch-

elements. The Points are also in the Constraint Loop.

Constraints that relate a set of sketch-elements are

listed in one Constraint-Loop.

Constraints that relate a different set of sketch-elements

are in a different Constraint-Loop.

If a Constraint relates the two different sets of sketch-

elements, the two Constraint-Loops combine into one

Constraint-Loop that lists all of the Constraints. 

For example:

A Horizontal Constraint is given to two different

Lines to give two Constraint Loops.

Then a Horizontal Constraint between a point in

each of the Lines will result in one Constraint-Loop,

with all three Horizontal Constraints.

Why use the Geometry-Tree?

You can understand how the sketch-elements in your model are constrained to each other

with existing constraints and if they are needed by other elements in the Mechanism-Editor.

If you click a sketch-element in the graphic-area, then constraints you have applied to it: 

become 'selected' in the Geometry-Tree 

show in the Selection-Window

If you click a constraint in the Geometry-Tree, then sketch-elements you have applied to it:

become 'selected' in the Geometry-Tree

show in the Selection-Window

also, shown in the Selection-Window, are the elements that need the sketch-element in

the Mechanism-Editor.
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Example: Geometry in

Element-Explorer

What is a Constraint-Loop?

Each Constraint-Loop [labelled as 'Constraints'] lists the

constraints that you have added to or between sketch-

elements. The Points are also in the Constraint Loop.

Constraints that relate a set of sketch-elements are

listed in one Constraint-Loop.

Constraints that relate a different set of sketch-elements

are in a different Constraint-Loop.

If a Constraint relates the two different sets of sketch-

elements, the two Constraint-Loops combine into one

Constraint-Loop that lists all of the Constraints. 

For example:

A Horizontal Constraint is given to two different

Lines to give two Constraint Loops.

Then a Horizontal Constraint between a point in

each of the Lines will result in one Constraint-Loop,

with all three Horizontal Constraints.
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8.44: Feedback Area

Feedback-Area

The feedback-area is at the bottom of the application window.

There are five different areas.

MechDesigner User Interface: Feedback Area

[Click to expand and collpase]

Extended Hints  [Read-Only]

The Short and Extended Hints  box shows the hint for command as you hover above its icon

in each toolbar.

The hint also shows next to your mouse-point as you hove above the icons in each toolbar.

To see all of the hint, you may need to drag the horizontal blue separator bar upwards a

short distance.

See in Application Options | Accessibility tab Menus separator > 'Show Hints'

Message Area  [Read-Only]

Messages:

The most recent message is at the top of the list. The three columns in the Message Window

are:

Message Importance Level icon:   – Information;    – Warning;    – Error - save your

work now! 

Message Text: relates to the command you have completed or tried to complete. This is the

message you should read!

Message Time: When the message was displayed.

Sound:

With your computer sound 'on', and the sound enabled in Application Options | Accessibility

tab, you will hear a 'honk' when a new message is in the Message Window.

To clear the messages from the Message Window:

1. Right-Click, with your pointer in the Message Window area 

2. Click 'Clear Messages' in the pop-up menu 

Master Machine Angle [MMA] and Revs Counter  

The MMA is a scale with a range of 0 – 360, which is the range of one Machine-Cycle.
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As you cycle the model, the small orange triangle below the MMA scale moves continuously

from 0 to 360 again and again . The 'Revs' counter increments by 1 count each time the MMA

passes 360. Each value of the MMA is the reference angle for all kinematically-defined chains.

 

It is possible to edit the MMA :

Exactly

Enter a value in the Read/Write data-box, to the right-side of the MMA scale.

Approximately

1. Put your mouse pointer inside the scale that is the Master Machine Angle slider. 

2. Mouse-button-down

3. Drag your pointer to the left or right

4. Mouse-button-up

The Red Triangle  moves to the left or right as you drag your mouse.

Kinematic and Kinetostatic Scale Vectors

Force and Torque Vector Scales

Click, one or more times, the Force / Torque  buttons to change the length of the vectors when

you display Force Vectors in the graphic-area.

Click Force Up button to increase the length of the Force Vector

Click Force Down button to decrease the length of the Force Vector

Click Torque Up button to increase the length of the Torque Vector

Click Torque Down button to decrease the length of the Torque Vector

Velocity and Acceleration Vector Scales

Click, one or more times, the Velocity / Accel  buttons to change the length of vectors when

you display Kinematic Vectors in the graphic-area.

Click Velocity Up button to increase the length of the Velocity Vector

Click Velocity Down button to decrease the length of the Velocity Vector

Click Accel Up button to increase the length of the Acceleration Vector

Click Accel Down button to decrease the length of the Acceleration Vector

See also: Point Display and Location dialog-box

Animation Speed Slider

The Animation Speed Slider is to the right-side and bottom of the Feedback-Area.

The Animation Speed Slider lets you speed-up or slow-down the animation speed of the

model as it cycles.

To adjust the Animation Speed:

1. Move your pointer inside the Gold Animation Speed Slider. 

2. Mouse-button-down
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3. Drag your pointer to the left or right

The animation maintains full kinematic and motion integrity. The animation speed is

different to the Machine Simulation Speed. 

See also: Run >Cycle
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8.55: MotionDesigner- and 'link a Motion to a Part'

MotionDesigner

MotionDesigner is a separate application in which you add, name and design motions. Each

motion has a unique name.

To Link a Motion to a Part

We use a Motion FB to link a Motion in MotionDesigner to a Part in the MechDesigner model.

In detail, the steps are:

 STEP 1: Add a Motion FB to the graphic-area

1. Click Kinematics FB toolbar) > Add

Motion FB 

2. Click the graphic-area

The Motion FB is now in the graphic-area.

STEP 2: Open the Motion FB dialog-box 

1. Double-click a Motion FB in the graphic-

area. 

- or -

1. Click the Motion FB one time  

2. Right-click the Motion FB element in the

Selection-Window, 

3. Click Edit Element...]

The Motion FB dialog-box opens. See image to the left.

STEP 3: Select a motion from the drop-down

box 

Motion0 is the default motion. To select a

different motion:

1. Click the 'Select Motion' drop-down list

box   

2. Click the motion name that you want to

use in the MechDesigner model

3. Optionally, select the 'Accumulate output'

check box

4. Optionally, select 'Linear' or 'Rotary' in the

'Output Data Type' [required if you

connect the Motion FB to a Motion-Path FB

- see STEP 5.].

[In the image, 'Motion0' is selected]

STEP 4: Connect wires to the input-connector

of the Motion FB .

You must connect a wire to  input-connector
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of the Motion FB 

The data-values at the input-connector

become the X-axis motion-values for the

Motion in the Motion-Designer.

Those motion-values at the output-connector

are the corresponding Y-axis values given by

the motion.

STEP 5: Finally, connect a wire to a Motion-

Dimension FB, or a Motion-Path FB, to

apply the motion at the output-

connector to a Motion-Part or

Motion-Point.
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8.66: Memo

Memo  dialog-box

The memo lets you write a note. The Model-Editor and each Mechanism-Editor can have its

own memo.

It is a Windows NotePad® style interface. The memo is saved with the model file and is

contextual to the name-tab.

To open or add a memo at any time:

1. Right-click a Model or Mechanism name-

tab 

2. Click 'Open Memo'

To stop the memo opening when you start 

MechDesigner:

1. Clear the 'Automatically Open on Start'

check box, at the bottom of the memo

dialog   
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8.7Dialog-Boxes

Dialog-Boxes

To build a model, do:

STEP 1: Do a command to add an element - see Menus and Toolbars 

STEP 2: Open the element's dialog-box - see How to Open a Dialog-Box

STEP 3: Edit the elements's parameters - see How to edit a Parameter in a Dialog-Box

'Inside' a typical Dialog-Box

Note If you need to move, or 'drag', a dialog-box, click approximately at location '   ' in the

image.

 Dialog-box name: MOTION-

DIMENSION FB [not always shown in

R13.2+]

 Element names:

Element's Name: 'Mot-Dim

Rocker2'

Element's Parent Name: 'RotCam-

SwingCirc..'

 Parameter Read-Write Data-Box 

Parameter's Name: Base-Value

Parameter's Units: [deg] (degrees).

Parameter's Icon:  [See also:

contextual Help - below] 

Parameter's Data-Value : '-101'

 Parameter Read-Only Data Box

It is coloured a 'light-grey'.

Parameter Data Value:

'16.950677' [See also: Application-

Settings: Number-Format]

 Spin-Box Control 

If you do not see the spin-box control,

double-click inside the data box.

See also: Spin-Box Controls

 Separator Bar : to show more

parameters and options

Click Separator Bar to 

e x p a n d  

Click Separator Bar to   collapse
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'OK' - apply changes made in the dialog-box to the element

'Cancel' - do NOT apply change made in the dialog-box to the element 

'Reset' - undo all edits made to the parameters

'Help' - open the contextual 'local help' to show the help topic for the dialog-box 

Note: Do Help menu > Download Latest Help to get dialog and contextual help.

Contextual Help for a Parameter

 To show contextual help for a Parameter -

see image to the left.

1.  Move your mouse to Parameter's

Icon : The 'Help' icon  must show. 

Do not click the help icon . 

2. Move your mouse pointer (cursor) to

the bottom and left of the

Parameter's Icon , but the Help icon

 must still show.

3. Click one time, with you mouse

pointer exactly as it shows in the

image to the left .

Dialog-Boxes

DIALOG-BOX NAME

GENERAL DIALOGS

Model / Mechanism Lighting, 'Solids'

Application Settings General, Number-Format, Auto-Profiles,

Accessibility, Colours

Machine Settings Machine Speed, # Steps, Units

Add or Edit Plane Angle or Offset Value 

Rename Old Name , New Name

Dimension Dimension Value

CAD: DXF, SOLIDWORKS

DXF-Element New DXF File, Units

CAD-Line

DXF tab: DXF Layer Editor Import DXF File

SOLIDWORKS: Import SOLIDWORKS or STL File

Mass Properties tab User Defined, SOLIDWORKS Mass Properties
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DIALOG-BOX NAME

CAMS: 2D & 3D

Cam-Data FB Select a 2D-Cam

Cam-Coordinates Calculate and Export Cam Coordinates

2D-Cam Display and Properties Show Cam as Pressure Angle, Contact Force/Stress

3D-Cam-Data Calculate and Export Cam

FUNCTION-BLOCKS

Linear-Motion FB Provides machine 'clock'.

Gearing FB Amplify or Frequency of motion values.

Motion FB Connect Motion in MotionDesigner to Model

Motion-Dimension FB Define a Motion-Part

Motion-Path FB Define a Motion-Point

Point-Data FB Measure Point's Position, Velocity and

Acceleration.

Measurement FB Measure Linear or Angular Position, Velocity and

Acceleration.

Graph FB Plot data 

Graph Settings Graph Display

Cam-Data FB Cam Data: Pressure Angle, 'RoC', Force, Stress.

Spring Force FB Define Spring Function

Force-Data FB Measure Force or Torque

CAD Control FB

Magnetic-Joint Glue Profiles together.

Maths FB User defined functions.

Statistics FB Statistics of Element

Polynomial Fit FB Fit Polynomials to Motion-Values.

Parameter-Control FB Parameters 

TOOLS

Design-Set Optimise Design Objectives

Briefcase FB Collate FBs

Make Movie

Point-Cloud Import XY Data, Smooth with a Function.

Pattern Copy Solids multiple times in space and time.

OTHER Dialogs

Point: Vectors and Location Edit Position of a Point, , Display Velocity and

Acceleration Vectors,
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DIALOG-BOX NAME

Blend-Curve Edit a Blend-Curve for a Motion-Point.

Extrusion Solid Extrusion - Prismatic Extrusion from Plane

Ball-Joint 3D Joint for Spatial Mechanisms

Gear-Pair Two gears meshed.

Rack-Pinion Rack and Pinioned meshed

Pulley Related with Motion of a Point as a Belt.

Select Elements Choose elements

Dependant Elements Information.

Kinetostatic Motor Speed and Torque

Data

Select a Motor and Gearbox.

Configure Power Source To put motor source in a kinematic-chain.

Tutorial Videos Play Tutorial Video
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How to open a Dialog-Box

To build a model, do:

STEP 1: Do a command to add an element - see Menus and Toolbars 

STEP 2: Open the element's dialog-box

STEP 3: Edit the element's Parameters - see How to edit a Parameter in a Dialog-Box

This topic reviews the different procedures to do STEP 2.

STEP 2 : 'To open the element's dialog-box'

We can open an element's dialog-box with different procedures.

In all cases, we must be able to select the element before we open its dialog-box. We can

select the element in three different places:

Selection-Window 

Graphic-Area

Assembly-Tree

Use the Selection-Window

This procedure is the most reliable.

Summary: 

1. Click the element, to put it in the Selection-Window. 

2. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu.

Procedure Details with Images:

1. Put the element in the Selection-Window. 

We can select the element in two places:

In the Graphic-area:

a) Move your mouse over the element so that
the element becomes RED [default colour]

b) Click the element ONE-TIME.

The element shows in the Selection-Window.

Elements that are related to the element you click
also show in the Selection-Window.

- OR -

In the Assembly-Tree.

a) Click the element ONE-TIME 

The element shows in the Selection-Window. 

Elements that are 'related' to the element you

click also show in the Selection-Window.
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2. Right-click the element in the Selection-

Window 

A contextual menu shows - see image

3. Click 'Edit-element' in the contextual menu. 

The element's dialog-box opens.

See image:

In this case, when you click 'Edit element...', the dialog-

box of the 'Motion-Dim Slid' element opens.

Double-Click the element

Double-click does not always work. If it does not work, you may need to exit and restart 

MechDesigner.

Summary: 

1. Double-click the element in the 

Graphic-Area, 

Assembly-Tree, or 

Selection-Window. 

Double-Click the element in

the grpahic-area.

Procedure Details with Images:

In the Graphic-Area

1. Move your mouse-pointer above the element 

The element becomes the 'highlight-colour'.

It is important that the only one element is the 'highlight
colour' Red [default colour].

2. Double-click the element in the graphic-area 

When there are many elements in the same place,  it is

sometimes difficult to double-click the element.

In this case, do one of the following:

Become precise with your mouse-pointer! Edit the

Cursor Selection size - See Edit menu > Application

Settings > Accessibility tab

Use Selection Filters to reduce the selection to only

those elements you choose.

Use Display Filters to hide other elements.

Double-click the Element in

the Assembly-Tree

In the Assembly-Tree

1. Double-click the element in the Assembly-Tree. 
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Double-click the Element in

the Selection-Window

In the Selection-Window

1. Click the element in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree one time so that it shows in the Selection-

Window. 

When the element is in Selection-Window,

2. Double-click the element in the Selection-Window.  

Right-Click the element

Summary: 

1. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window, the Assembly-Tree and Graphic-

Area 

2. Click 'Edit-Element in the contextual menu.

Procedure Details with Images:

In the Assembly-Tree:

1. Right-click the element one time in the Assembly-Tree 

The contextual menu shows.

In the contextual menu:

2. Click 'Edit Element...' 

In the Graphic-Area:

1. Right-click an element. 

2. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu.

Edit menu (or toolbar) > Edit Element tool   

Summary: 

1. Click the Element in the Assembly-Tree or Graphic-Area, and then click the 

Edit Element tool in the Edit menu or the the Edit toolbar. 

Procedure Details with Images:

In the Graphic-area, Assembly-Tree, or Selection-

Window:

1. Click the element 

2. Click Edit menu (or Edit toolbar ) > Edit

Element 

The element's dialog-box opens.

Special Cases:

To edit a dimension in the Part-Editor

Point 1: You cannot edit a dimension when Add Dimension is active!
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Point 2:  We recommend you click, or double-click, the arrowhead, as it is the easiest

target. You can also double-click the dimension-line or an extension-lines.

Point 3: If you double-click the dimension number - 90.02 in the image below -

MechDesigner will not respond.

To edit a Dimension:

If, in the Geometry toolbar, 'Add Dimension' is

active:

1. Click Add Dimension again, to de-select Add

Dimension 

Do the normal actions to open a dialog-box. For

example:

2. Double-Click the arrowhead of a dimension

to open Edit Dimension dialog-box

To edit a Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam

The Gear-Pair and 2D-Cam or similar elements.

It is possible that you click a total of four elements

when you click a Gear-Pair (or 2D-Cam): 

the Gear-Pair (or 2D-Cam), 

a Polyline, and

a Profile with its Extrusion elements.

In this case, to edit the Gear-Pair (or 2D-Cam), we

recommend you use the Selection-Window

technique - See Here

To edit a Profile, or Auto-Profile

To edit a Profile - or Auto-Profile.

1. Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to spin

the model, so that you can see the Pink

Profile Element - the default colour.

2. Double-click the Profile element

- or - 

1. Click the Profile one time. 

The Profile and Extrusion elements are now in

the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Extrusion element 

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu.

Possible reasons you cannot edit an element

You cannot open a dialog-box to edit an element when:

A different dialog-box is already open. Close all dialog-boxes, if necessary.

If double-click two or more elements, then MechDesigner may not respond, or
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open the dialog-box for a different dialog-box.

A command is active, in the Command-Manager. You must complete or cancel

that command.

You click or double-click an element that is not possible to edit - for example, a

Line when using the Part-Editor.
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How to edit a Parameter in a Dialog-Box

As we build a model, we do these steps:

STEP 1:   Add an Element

STEP 2:   Open the Element's dialog-box - see How to open a dialog-box

STEP 3:   Edit the Element's Parameters in the dialog-box

This topic reviews how to edit parameters in its dialog-box.

A typical Dialog-Box and Parameter.

The image below is a typical dialog-box. It is the Edit Dimension dialog-box. 

It has one parameter and its data-box.

In this image of the Dimension dialog-box, I have

added a 'window' to highlight the parameter box.

The three parts to the parameter box are:

300

'Data-value' in the 'data-box' - this is

the 'parameter' value that you apply

to the element.

10  Spin-Increment value - you can edit

this with the arrows at the bottom of

the Spin-Box tool

  Spin-Box arrowheads [top and

bottom arrowheads to the left and

right]

How to edit parameters in a dialog-box.

There are three different methods/procedures you can use to edit a parameters value in a

dialog-box:

Method 1: Use your Keyboard

Enter a data-value directly:

1. Enter the data-value with your keyboard 

2. Press the Enter key on your keyboard to
update to the new value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.
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Enter a 'symbolic equation':

1. Enter an equation with your keyboard 

2. Press the 'Enter'  on your keyboard to update
the value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also called the
Return key) to update the value.

Symbolic parameters:

Simple Arithmetic: +, –, *, /; 

Indices: ^, Sqrt(); 

Trigonometric [Angles are Radians], pi, Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), Sinh, Cosh, Tansh, ArcSin(),

ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

Method 2: Use the 'Spin-Box' tool

Spin-Box arrowhead buttons [in the blue-box]

 Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value

 by the Spin-Increment

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to divide the Spin-

Increment  by 10

 Bottom : Left arrowhead to multiply the Spin-

Increment  by 10

Edit the Data Value

Click the Top : Left arrowhead to decrease the data-value . [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 – Spin-Increment[1] = 66.12345 ]

Click the Top : Right arrowhead to increase the data-value  [Data-value after one

click: 67.12345 + Spin-Increment[1] = 68.12345 ]

Edit the Spin-Increment

Click the Bottom : Left arrowhead to decrease the spin-increment  [Data-value after

one click: 1 ÷ 10 = 0.1 ]

Click the Bottom : Right arrowhead to increase the spin-increment  [Data-value

after one click: 1 × 10 = 10 ]

WARNING: The model re-builds each time you click the top arrow buttons. 

Show / Hide the Spin-Box

< >
'Double-Click'

Double-click inside the data-box to hide the Spin-Box.

Double-click the data-box again to show the Spin-Box.
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Method 3: Use the Zero/Round contextual menu

To use: 'Zero' or 'Round' data-value:

1. Right-click inside the data box 

The 'Zero / Round' contextual menu shows.

2. Click: 

Zero: value becomes = 0.

Round: value becomes nearest value that is

exactly divisible by the Spin-Increment.
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Dialog: Model / Mechanism Options

Model / Mechanism Options dialog-box

Use the Model / Mechanism Options dialog-box:

Synchronize tab: Synchronize CAD Files with CAD-Lines.

Lighting tab: Change the lighting in the graphic-area.

Ignore the third tab if it is made available to you!

How to open the Model Options dialog-box

1. Double-click the 'Model' or 'Mechanism' element that is at the top of the Assembly-

Tree 

- or -

1. Right-click the 'Model' or 'Mechanism' element that is at the top of the Assembly-Tree 

2. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu

Synchronize CAD Files

There is a list of the CAD files you have imported onto a CAD-Line shows in the CAD-File

box. Each file has a 'traffic-light' to indicate if it is the latest file available.

There are three buttons we can use to reimport CAD files if they are not the latest CAD files. 

Background

You use the CAD-Line dialog-box | Solids tab to import Solids from CAD (usually

SOLIDWORKS). Thus, each Solid is linked to a CAD-Line. 

When you save the Model, MechDesigner also saves the 'time-stamp'* of each

SOLIDWORKS document.

We use the time-stamp to find if the SOLIDWORKS document on your disc has the same

time-stamp and 'up-to-date'. If the document is more recent, then the file can be

Synchronized.

* Time-stamp : the time at which the file was last saved to disk by SOLIDWORKS.

CAD-File box:

Owning Element

CAD-Lines that have a link to a CAD file. Each CAD-Line has a 'traffic-light'. 

The 'traffic-lights' indicate whether the time-stamp [see 'Background' above] of the CAD

file:

  Is older than the CAD-Line d-disk. Thus, you can use the 'Buttons' to re-

synchronize the CAD-Line again with the CAD file.

  Has the same 'time-stamp', as the CD file on your hard-disk.

  Is active in your CAD program.

CAD File Path

The Path and Name of the CAD file that has a link to the CAD-Line. When you import a

Solid from SOLIDWORKS it has the .SLDPRT file extension.
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The CAD file is either:

  Found on your hard-disk 

  Not Found on your hard-disk

Source File Path

The 'Solid' file, with the .STL extension, that we import on to the CAD-Line.

Usually, the Solid has the same file name as the source CAD-File, but it has the .STL file

extension.

Control Buttons: 

[ 'To Synchronize' : To check you have the

most up-to-date SOLIDWORKS file and, if

needed, import it again.

Note: It is best to start SOLIDWORKS before

you use these buttons.

Synchronize all files

a. Click the Synchronize all files

button 

Synchronize Files

a. CTRL+Click each CAD file in the

list 

b. Click the Synchronize Files

button

Find Selected File

a. Click a CAD file in the list 

b. Click the Find Selected File

button

c. Browse to find a File that

MechDesigner cannot find.

Lighting tab

Use the Light tab to edit the

lighting for your model. 

Experiment!

Group Lights Editor

The slider controls those

'Affected Lights' that

have a 'check' in the

check-box

1. Click each 'Affected

Light' check-box to

make active a set of

lights. 

Light Number 0 to 5
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2. Use the sliders to

change their: 

Ambient, Diffuse, and

Specular Light Levels

Notes:

It is often better to decrease 

Ambient Light Levels, and

increase Diffuse and Specular

Light Levels to view Solids and

SOLIDWORKS Parts. I usually set

one light at 1,1,1 - so it is from

over my right-hand shoulder!

Individual Light Editor

To turn on or off each

light and to control its

source point

1. Use the drop down

box to select a light

(Light 1 to 6) 

2. Click the check box to

turn the light that is in

the drop-down list on

or off.

3. Enter numbers into

the X, Y, Z and W

Position boxes to

change the direction

of the light in the

drop-down box.

±X, ±Y ±Z directions

for each light

W - not sure how this

works!

An External Link to Light :

Good Luck!

http://www.glprogramming.com/red/chapter05.html#name2
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Dialog: Application Settings

Application-Settings

Use the Application-Settings dialog-box to edit parameters and the user environment.

How to Open

Edit menu > Application-Settings 

Edit toolbar 

Application Settings dialog-box:

Application-Settings dialog-box
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Application-Settings tabs

General

CAD Linear Units

Imported DXF Files: Default Units

The units given to the DXF Drawings when

you use Save AS..DXF file type, and

Open...DXF file type.

Note: Make the units the same as the

original drawing. See also: 'Edit a DXF-

Element'

File Options

Extract Files in ZXL to... : [See here for

ZXL file type].

Create a sub-directory automatically

[I do not recommend this]

The new directory will be a sub-

directory with the same file-name 

[I do not use this option as there is a

danger that you open the new CXL file

from the sub-directory to create a

sub-sub-directories...and so on.

Specify the ZXL directory...

I usually specify the same directory as

the ZXL file and do not create a sub-

directory.

Enable Auto-Save check-box:

Select if you want to continually

develop one model with the same

file-name.

De-select if you want to specify a

new file name, or you are reviewing

existing files.

Note 1: You must use File Save before 'Auto-

Save' becomes enabled.

Note 2: Each Auto-Save overwrites the file you

have open. Save to a new File-name

immediately you open an old file if you want to

preserve old work. My preference is not to use

Auto-Save.

# of Backup files 

These are made when opening an existing file.

Backup files have the extension CXL.1, .2, .3...n

and MTD.1, .2, .3...n.
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# of Commands between each Auto-

save

At each Auto-save, we:

1. Rename the active file-name.CXL

and.MTD to file-name.~cxl and file-

name.~mtd

2. Save the active file to file-name.CXL and

file-name.MTD

Tutorials Video Directory : see Tutorials

Language Data Directory - see Help

menu > Language Database

Allow Internet Downloads - check box,

needed for tutorials

Cam Options

Equation: Evaluate = (Cam Radius-of-

100 %

If the Radius-of-Curvature of the Cam

becomes less than the '% * Radius of the

Cam-Follower Roller': 

The Cam-Follower may not contact with

a convex cam surface.

The Cam becomes red in the graphic-

area.

 Style Options

Active Style: The current style in use [this

helps is in Charcoal Dark Slate]

Target Style: Select from one of three

styles: 

Windows

Charcoal Dark Style [default]

Windows 10
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Number Format   

Data Output Format

Data format that is used if you save

data for a Graph FB and Cam-

Coordinates FB.

Float Number Format: See here

(External Internet Link) about

number formats: General, Exponent,

Fixed and Number.

Precision and Digits - see below

Dimension and Vector Format

Data format of dimensions and vectors,

as you see in the graphic-area

Precision and Digits - see below

Dimension and Vector Font Size -

experiment.

Note: Auto-Rebuild must be active to

enable the new Dimension Format.

Top-Tip: Experiment with a dimension to

help understand how Precision and Digits

change the results

Precision: 

The number-of-digits for the full number -

before and after the decimal mark.

Digits: 

The number-of-digits after the decimal mark.

Example

~ 1234.56789

'Digits'

2 4 6 8

'Precision' 2 1.2E0

3

1.2E0

003

1.2E3 1.2E3

4 1,235

.00

1,234

.0000

1,234

.0000

00

1,235

.0000

0000

6 1,234

.57

1,234

.5700

1,234

.5700

00

1,234

.5700

0000

8 1,234

.57

1,234

.5679

1,234

.5679

00

1,234

.5679

0000

Note: Digits and Precision are similar to

Decimal Places and Significant Figures, but

http://docwiki.embarcadero.com/Libraries/XE4/en/System.SysUtils.TFloatFormat
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not identical. 

Please experiment. Generally, Digits at 3,

and Precision at 8, will give a number with 3

decimal places. 

Reset to Defaults.

Return all Application Settings to default

values.
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Graphics

Graphic colours

You can change the colour of the

elements or symbols that are in this

table. Use button next to each to open

the Windows® colour 'picker'.

Recommended Colours:

Parts-Outlines and sketch-element in the
Mechanism-Editor are:

Blue if the Part is NOT kinematically-defined
[Part Not Solved]

Green if the Part IS kinematically-defined
[Part Solved]

Sketch-Elements in the Part-Editor:

Blue: when NOT Geometrically Defined 

Black: when fully Geometrically Defined

Dark Red: CAD-Lines in the Part-Editor and
Mechanism-Editor.

XY-axes in the Mechanism and Part-Editor
are:

Black: X–axis Arrow

Green: Y–axis Arrow

XYZ-axes (Triad) at Origin in Model-Editor
(RGB):

Red: X–axis, Green: Y–axis, Blue: Z-Axis

Reference Geometry: Orange

Dimension used for a Line-of-Centers in a
Gear-Pair: Grey

Dimensions used in a Design-Set: Magenta

Graphics Options

Sketch-element arc faceting quality: Low <

Quality > High

Use the 'Quality' slider to edit the

drawing accuracy of various symbols

and sketch-elements.

Show Function-Block Captions check-box.

Click the check-box to display as a

caption in the graphic-area the 'name'

of the function-block.

Only View Solids in active Mechanism.

When 'Show/Hide Model in

Mechanism' is active:

Click check-box: To 'Only View

Solids in active Mechanism-Editor'

Clear check-box: To 'View Solids in 

all Mechanism-Editors'
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With Function-Block

Captions

Without

Function-Block

Captions

Accessibility

Menu

Toolbar Icon Size

Choose the style for the Menu bar and

Toolbars

Text Size

Large 32x32 - [sometimes you may not
see all of the icons in a Contextual-
Toolbar on a small screen]

Medium 24x24 - typical use 

Small 16x16 - bit small for me.

English

See an English Joke! about sizes and language.

Language: English or Italian

Show or Hide Hints check box - 

Show Hints check box

see also Help menu

If you do not need the hints, clear the Show

Hints check box. We still show hints in the

Feedback zone.

Graphic

Symbol Display Size [Pixels]: The size of
elements in the graphic-area, such as arrow
heads, Part-Outlines and axes. 

Symbol Selection Size [Pixels]: The size of
the pointer 'pin-head'. The larger this number
the easier it is to select element, but you
may select than one element.

Sounds

Enable Message Sounds: check box to let

you listen to a sound each time

MechDesigner sends a message to the

Message Area in the Feedback-Area.

Click the buttons to hear the sound for each

message.
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Auto-Profile

Default Sizes

Parameters that apply to Solids. You can

change all four in their dialog-boxes, also.

Ball-Joint Symbolic Radius

This parameter applies to Add Ball-Joint

See Also: Add Ball-Joint, Ball-Joint dialog

Default Bearing Diameter and...

Default Grounded Bearing Diameter: 

The dimensions that apply to arcs and circles

of Auto-Profiles with respect to moving and

fixed Pin-Joints, respectively.

See Also: Add Auto-Profiles

Default Extrusion Depth

The dimension that applies to an extrusion

when you add a Profile or Auto-Profile.

See Also: Add Auto-Profile and Add Auto-

Profiles

See Also: Extrusion dialog-box
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Dialog: Machine Settings

Machine Settings

Use the Machine Settings dialog-box to change the Machine Speed, Number-of-Steps in a

machine cycle, and the  Units.

See Edit menu > Machine Settings

Machine Settings dialog-box

Machine Setting dialog-box

Cycling Parameters

Cycling Parameters

: See also Note 1 

Master Machine Speed.

Also, RPM: Revolutions per Minute

MotionDesigner reads this parameter.

Number-of-Steps: See also Note 4

Number-of-Steps gives the number of:

Facets around 2D and 3D-Cams. You can have many

more cam-points with Cam-Coordinates dialog-box.,

See Note 2

Points along a Graph in a Graph FB

Facets along a Trace-Point

Points in the Motor Torque and Speed Curves
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Modelling Parameters

Modelling Units

 See also Note 3

Linear: mm (default), cm, metres, inch.

Angular: deg (default), radians, cycles

Force: N (Newtons) (default), Pound force [lbf]

Torque: N.m, N.mm, (default), ft.lbf

Stress: Pascal Mega

Pascals PSI 

Mass: kg (default), gms (grams), lb, oz

Notes:                  

Note 1

Animation Speed Slider. 

Note 2: Calculate and export as many cam points as you need for cam manufacture. See the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box.

Note 3: We do not display the dimensional units in the graphic-area. 

If you change the Linear or Angular Units, we change the value of the dimensions is the same 'absolute

size', but with new units. For example, a Part is 100 long and the units are set to [mm]. If you change the

Units to [Inch], we display the new Part length as 3.94. Similarly, 'Degrees' to 'Radians' - 100 [º] is

redisplayed as 1.75 [radians]. In all cases we do NOT display the units. 

Note 4 Warnings: The model is calculated for each step of the machine cycle. 

Too many Steps?

A 'high' value does not make the model more accurate. 

If you want to increment the model with small steps, use the 'spin-box' in the Master Machine

Angle DRO.

We re-calculated each time you enter a new value - use your keyboard to enter the new value one

time.

The value becomes the default value, when you exit.

A 'high' value (the actual 'high' value depends on the complexity of the model) will slow the editing of

complex models. Make 'high' (greater than 360) when you want to view, in the graphic-area, more points

in a graph, facets along a trace-point, complex cams. In all cases, the model does not become more

precise with more steps. To precisely set the model at a particular position, use the MMA.
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Dialog: Element Properties

Element Properties dialog-box.

'Read-Only' 

The Element Properties dialog-box [Properties of the Element] shows the element's kinematic

motion-values and if available, its kinetostatic force values.at the current machine angle.

Elements with motion-values are: 

Wire, Part, Pin-Joint, Slide-Joint, Point, Line, Circle, Arc, Cam...

The Element Properties dialog-box shows:

Element Name, Element Part, Element's Mechanism

Properties:

o V:  a Vector

o R :  a Real Number

o |n| : Absolute Real Number

o X, Y, ∆X, ∆Y, Θ, ω, α, ∆Θ, ∆ω, ∆α

How to Open the Element Properties dialog-box

In the graphic-area:

CTRL+Click an element 

[Read-Only] Element Properties dialog-box

'Wire' Element Properties dialog 

1. CTRL+Click a wire

A wire has a maximum of 3 Data Channels

In the example: the Output Data-Type in the Motion FB is

Rotary.

At the top of the dialog you can see the wire Element's Name,

and the Element's Owner Part and Element's Mechanism.

In this example: 

Property: Angle, Angular Velocity, Angular Acceleration,

Data-Type

Data-Type: is Rotary Coordinates
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Part Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL + Click a Part-Outline 

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's Name, the

Element's Part, and the Element's Mechanism.

Property: 

Kinematic: Angle of Part in Mechanism Plane, Angular

Velocity or Part in Mechanism Plane

Instant Centre: The Part has an instant Centre of

rotation: X and Y coordinates of the instant-Centre in

Mechanism Coordinates 

When the Part has Mass

Centroid: X and Y coordinated of Centre of Mass

Mass: Value

Inertia: Value

Mobility: -1 if kinematically solved

Pin-Joint Element Properties dialog 
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In this case, CTRL+Click a Pin-Joint at the end of Part in a

four-bar Mechanism.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's Name, the

Element's Part, and the Element's Mechanism.

Property: 

Power On: True or False (T or F) - if the Power Source

is given to this Pin-Joint - see Configure Power Source

Broken: True or False (T or F) - if the Joint in the

kinematic-chain is 'Broken' at this instant in the machine

cycle

Solved : True or False (T or F) - if the Joint is a child to

a kinematically-defined chain

Bearing Force 

o F
x
 and F

y
 ; Vectors in Mechanism Coordinates 

Torque

o T
z 
; Vector normal to Mechanism Plane (if the Pin-

Joint is the Power Source)

Slide-Joint Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL+Click a Pin-Joint at the end of Part in a

four-bar Mechanism.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's Name, the

Element's Part, and the Element's Mechanism.

Property: 

Power On: True or False (T or F) - if the Power Source

is given to this Pin-Joint - see Configure Power Source

Broken: True or False (T or F) - if the Joint in the

kinematic-chain is 'Broken' at this instant in the machine

cycle

Solved : True or False (T or F) - if the Joint is a child to

a kinematically-defined chain

Drive Force

o F
x 
; Force along positive direction of Slide-Joint (if

the Power Source is the Slide-Joint
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Point Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL+Click a Point at the end of Part in a four-

bar Mechanism.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's Name, the

Element's Part, and the Element's Mechanism.

Property: 

Part Pos: Position of the Point; Part Coordinates

Mech Pos: Position of the Point; Mechanism

Coordinates

Glob Position: Position of the Point; Global Coordinates

(Z does not appear!)

Velocity, Acceleration Vectors

o i,j: the coordinates of the Velocity / Acceleration

Vector, X and Y directions; Mechanism

Coordinates

o |n|: the magnitude of the Velocity / Acceleration

Vector

o Θ: the direction of the velocity Vector; Mechanism

Coordinates

See Also: Double-click a Point to show the Point Vectors

and Position dialog-box.

Line Element Properties dialog 
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In this case, CTRL+Click a Line.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's Name, the

Element's Part, and the Element's Mechanism.

Property: 

Line Data: 

o ∆x, ∆y : the change in x and y from the Line's

start-Point and end-Point

o |n|: the length of the Line

o Θ: the angle of the Line relative to the Mechanism

Coordinates

Kinematic:

o ω : angular velocity of the Line

o α : angular acceleration of the Line

Circle Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL+Click a Circle.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's

Name, the Element's Part, and the Element's

Mechanism.

Property: 

Radius: 

o |n|: the Radius of the Circle

Centre:

o x & y : the position of the centre of the

Circle in Mechanism Coordinates
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Arc Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL+Click an Arc.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's

Name, the Element's Part, and the Element's

Mechanism.

Property: 

Radius: 

o |n|: the Radius of the Circle

Centre: 

o x & y : the position of the centre of the Arc

in Mechanism Coordinates

Start

o x & y,  the position of the start-Point of the

Arc in Mechanism Coordinates

o Θ : the angle of the start-Point from the

centre of the Arc

End

o x & y,  the position of the end-Point of the

Arc in Mechanism Coordinates

o Θ : the angle of the end-Point from the

centre of the Arc
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Cam Element Properties dialog 

In this case, CTRL+Click a 2DCam.

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's

Name, the Element's Part, and the Element's

Mechanism.

Property: 

Contact 1 & 2: 

o x & y: the coordinates of the contact Point

of Cam 1 and 2

Pressure Angle 1 & 2: 

o Θ : the Pressure Angle of the Roller with Cam

1 and 2

Curvature 1 & 2: 

o |n|  : the Curvature of Cam 1 and 2

Force 

o Fx & Fy : the Contact Force of the Cam on

the Roller, given in the X and Y directions,

with Mechanism Coordiantes

Polyline Element Properties dialog 
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In this case, CTRL+Click a Gear-Pair

At the top of the dialog you can see the Element's

Name, the Element's Part, and the Element's

Mechanism.

Property: 

Count

o |n|: number of facets to the Polyline (*100?)
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Dialog: Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

We use the tool 'Import SOLIDWORKS sketch' in the Part-Editor to import an active sketch of

a SOLIDWORKS document.

We must:

1. Edit a Part with the Part-Editor

2. Add the Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB to the Part. 

3. Edit the Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

4. Import the sketch.

See also: SolidWorks Type Libraries. 

The 'Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB' 

Edit the Part, and import an active sketch from 

SOLIDWORKS.

Sketch-Elements toolbar [Left-side of graphic-area]:

Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

Add menu: Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB

STEP 1: Edit a Part to add an 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch

FB':

1. Edit an Added-Part, or the Base-Part 

You will import the SOLIDWORKS sketch on to this

Part.

2. Click Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch icon in the

Geometry menu or Geometry toolbar

3. Click the graphic-area

The 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB' is now in the graphic-

area.

In SOLIDWORKS...

STEP 2: You need a sketch to be active in SOLIDWORKS. 

In SOLIDWORKS:

1. If necessary, add a sketch to a plane

2. Save the Part

3. Edit the sketch to make it 'active'

This image shows an active sketch in SOLIDWORKS.
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In MechDesigner...

The FB is grey if you edit a different Part or the

Mechanism-Editor is active.

The Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB is a child to the Part. 

Thus you must edit the Part to which you originally

added the to use the FB. 

STEP 3: To open the 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB'

dialog-box

1. Edit the Part to which the Import SOLIDWORKS

sketch FB is a child. 

The 'Import SolidWorks sketch FB' becomes active. 

Use any method to open its dialog-box. For example:

2. Double-click the Import SOLIDWORKS sketch FB

in the graphic-area. 

The Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch dialog-box is open.

STEP 4: 'Import SOLIDWORKS Sketch FB' dialog-box:

Make sure the sketch you want to import from 

SOLIDWORKS is the 'active sketch'.

1. Click button . The name of the: 

'Document name in CAD' box  shows the

SOLIDWORKS active document name 

'Sketch name in SOLIDWORKS'  shows the name

of the active sketch in the SOLIDWORKS feature-

tree

Button  becomes colorized.

2. Click button   

WAIT until the SOLIDWORKS sketch shows in the

MechDesigner graphic area.

Button  becomes colourised

If you edit the same sketch in SOLIDWORKS, you

can:

3. Click button  to Refresh 

Note: Click button  to clear the 'Document name'

and the 'sketch-name' from  & 
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Notes: 

Click Button  to clear an existing 'CAD Document '

and 'Feature Name of CAD Sketch ' from the dialog-

box. 

Then you can import a new sketch from SOLIDWORKS in

addition to the original model.

When you import a sketch from SOLIDWORKS, the

sketch-elements do not have dimensions or constraints.

This image shows the active sketch that is in SOLIDWORKS

now in the MechDesigner graphic-area.
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Dialog: Plane

Plane dialog-box

The Plane dialog-box opens when you:

Add a new Plane with 

o Model Editor > Add Plane

o Mechanism-Editor > Add Plane

- or -

Edit an existing Plane that is a child to the active editor.

See Model | Add Plane ; Mechanism | Add Plane

To open the Plane dialog-box

The Plane must be a child to the active editor. 

1. Click a Plane in the Assembly-Tree or graphic-area 

The Plane will show in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Plane in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu

The Plane dialog-box opens.

See also: How to open a dialog-box.

Plane dialog-box

Add / Edit Plane dialog-box

Offset from Plane definition

When you open the Plane dialog-box to add a or edit a

Plane:

You cannot:

 Edit the name of the Plane you are now adding or

editing.

 Edit the 'Plane Definition Option'

 Edit the 'Element'

 The Parameter Definition:

o 'Distance to New Plane'  

o 'Rotate about X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis'

You can:

 Edit the magnitude of the 'dimension: #mm or #º

When the definition of the Plane you want to edit

 is 'Offset from a Plane'  , you can:

Edit the 'Distance to New Plane'  .
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Angle from Line or Axis definition

When the definition of the Plane you want to edit

is 'Angle from Line'  you can:

1. Edit the 'Angle of the New Plane'  about the: 

X-axis, 

Y-axis 

Z-axis.
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Dialog: Rename

Rename dialog-box

Use this dialog to rename elements.

You should be able to identify the element from the element's icon.

How to Rename an Element

There are two ways to rename an element

Do the Windows® procedure:

1. 'Click, pause, click' the element 

2. Enter a new element name 

- or -

Use the Rename dialog:

1. Right-click an element in the Assembly-Tree or
Selection-Window 

2. Click 'Rename' in the contextual menu

The Rename dialog-box opens.

The 'Old Name' is a 'Read-Only parameter'.

3. Enter a 'New Name' with your keyboard 

4. Click the 'OK' tick at the top of the dialog-box 

Note: If you enter a 'New Name' that is in the Assembly-
Tree, MechDesigner appends a number to the 'New
Name'.

Top-Tips: 

Do not rename an element to a name that ends in a number.

To help identify elements that relate to the same function, I frequently give the same name

to all of the elements that contribute to the same function.
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Dialog: Dimension

Dimension dialog-box

When you add a dimension, the Edit Dimension dialog-box opens immediately. You can edit

the dimension.

To edit a dimension later, you must open the Dimension dialog-box again.

See How to open a dialog-box : Special Case

 Dimension dialog-box

Dimension dialog-box

To edit the dimension parameter in the Dimension

dialog-box, do one of these procedures:

Enter a new value with your keyboard, then press

the 'enter' key on your keyboard, or

Enter an equation, then press the 'enter' key on

your keyboard, or

Use the Spin-Box tool, or

Right-click the data box, and use the Zero /

Round contextual menu.

See also How to edit a parameter in a dialog-box
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Dialog: CAD-Line

CAD-Line dialog-box

Use the CAD-Line dialog-box:

1. To import a SOLIDWORKS or STL File - [use the SOLIDWORKS tab]  

2. To edit the Mass-Properties the CAD-Lines adds to the Part - [use the Mass Properties

tab] 

3. To import a DXF Drawing - [use the DXF tab]  

Note: you can also use a CAD-Line as a 'normal' Line.

How to open the CAD-Line dialog-box

Double-Click CAD-Line element in an

Added-Part

To open the CAD-Line dialog-box:

Double-Click a CAD-Line in the graphic-area

- or -

Double-click a CAD-Line in the Assembly-Tree

- or - 

1. Click a CAD-Line one time in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the CAD-Line in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu

Notes: 

A CAD-Line is along the centre of all Added-Parts.

You can add CAD-Lines to all Parts with the Add

CAD-Line in the Part-Editor.

See also How to open a dialog-box

CAD-Line dialog-box

There are three tabs in the CAD-Line

dialog-box

SOLIDWORKS tab

Mass Properties tab

DXF tab
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Dialog: CAD-Line | SOLIDWORKS tab

CAD-Line | SOLIDWORKS tab
Terminology: Solids, CAD-Line

Use the SOLIDWORKS tab in the CAD-Line dialog-box to:

1. Import a SOLIDWORKS® Part or Assembly 

2. Import an STL file

3. Show or hide, change accuracy and colour of the Solid.

Note: SOLIDWORKS 2018 SP1: Bug : Model does not import in the correct orientation, even with a

Coordinate-System.

See Also: Model (or Mechanism) Editor dialog-box | Synchronize tab

YouTube Tutorial: http://youtu.be/gsbVQc_kjnk 

SOLIDWORKS tab

Separators:

Import from SOLIDWORKS

Display Options

STL file Import

Import from SOLIDWORKS

Notes:

Often, you need to use only these two buttons:  and . 

You must use Tools menu (or toolbar) > Show Model in Mechanism to see the CAD

file that you import with this dialog [in the Mechanism and Part-Editors].

MUST DO STEP 1:  Read button   

1. Click the Read button, and wait, to read the active SOLIDWORKS® document's: 

path and file-name [see box:  ]

configuration [see box  ] 

OPTIONAL BUTTONS 

When a SOLIDWORKS CAD file is in box , you can use:

1. Remove button : to remove the CAD model from the CAD-Line and box  

2. Open button : to open in SOLIDWORKS the file that is in box  . 

READ-ONLY BOXES

SolidWorks Part / Assembly  [Read-Only]The SolidWorks® file-name, with

its full path

SOLIDWORKS Configuration [Read-Only]: The name of the active SOLIDWORKS

http://youtu.be/gsbVQc_kjnk
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configuration 

Current Model Status  [Read-Only]:

Out of Date: if the date/time of the file in box  in 'disk memory' is older than

the current date/time. 

Up to Date: if the date/time of the file in box  is the same as the date/time

of the File saved to disk. 

OPTIONAL BUTTONS

File Quality  - To control the linear and angular fidelity of the imported

document

Fine: more vertices - [default]

Coarse: fewer vertices

Custom : You must click 'Custom' to edit the Linear Deviation and Angular

Deviation parameters.

Linear Deviation : Maximum =0.5mm; Minimum =0.014mm

Angular Deviation : Maximum =30º; Minimum =0.4º 

Coordinate System : Use when there is more than one Coordinate System in the
imported model.

MUST DO STEP 2: Import Model button 

2. Click to import the SOLIDWORKS document  onto the CAD-Line. 

MechDesigner saves the document as an STL file and then imports onto the CAD-
Line. 

The name of the STL File is: 

Document Name-Configuration Name.STL

[Top tip: if you hover above the box , the full path and file-name shows as a tool-tip,

and in the 'Extended Hints' box. After 3 seconds, the full file name disappears as a

tool-tip, but not from the extended hints box.]

Rename CAD-Line to SolidWorks Part name 

Top-tip:

1. Tile SOLIDWORKS and MechDesigner before you use the Import button - you need to see any

messages that may show in SOLIDWORKS.

Pop-up in SolidWorks

For example:

1. A large file can take some time to import - be patient!

Wait until a number shows in the Number-of-vertices box

(see Display Options separator), before you click OK

2. Some files that you download from the internet are 

huge. Try to reduce their size before you import it.

3. Chamfers use fewer vertices than Fillets. Always suspend

Fillets in the SOLIDWORKS file
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4. Cosmetic Threads in CAD add a may vertices - Suspend

them

Display Options

Show / Hide the Solid on the CAD-Line:

1. Click the check box to show the Solid
 

You must also use 'Show Solids in

Mechanism' to view the Solid model in a

Mechanism-Editor.

Transparency:

Drag the Slider to change the

Transparency.

Experiment!

Solid colour:

Click the Solid colour button to open the
Windows colour Picker 

Number of Vertices: [Read only]

Complex files give more vertices. 

MechDesigner is slower when the

Number-of-Vertices is very high.

What is too many vertices? It depends

on your PC. 

Experiment with the Fine, Coarse and

Custom radio buttons in the 'Model

import from SOLIDWORKS' separator. 

Try to make Number-of-Vertices <

20,000.

Top Tips: Make a new SOLIDWORKS

Configuration if there are many features that add

vertices for cosmetic reasons.

In the new configuration, reduce the number

of vertices:

Remove Fillets, cosmetic fillets.

Use Chamfers to show model edges.

Do not import models with balls in ball

bearings!

Make the model as simple as possible.
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STL File Import

When to import Import STL files

When you do not have the CAD

model in the 'native' CAD format,

but do have an STL file.

If you have already imported the

CAD model [see above] you will

now also have the STL file. 

The STL file will be in the STL file

field.

You can import the STL file again

and you do not need to start
SOLIDWORKS.

To import an STL file onto the CAD-Line

1. Browse button: 
Click to browse to and select an STL
file (Binary) 

2. Import STL File: 
Click to import the STL file onto the
CAD-Line.

3. Edge Angle Limits: 
Usually make this about 25º

Edge Angle Limit parameter.

We use the Edge Angle Limit parameter

to remove 'edges' from the facets of the

'Solid' STL Part that you do not want to

see as a Line..

If the angle between a facet in the STL

file is less than the “Edge Angle Limit”

parameter, then we do not show an

'edge' in the Solid.

You can usually make the “Edge Angle

Limit” parameter greater than 20º

For example:

you do want to show the edge 'lines'

at a 'square' corner.

you do not want to show the edge

of each facet around a circular shaft.

Compare the top image, to the left, with

the bottom image.

In the top image the “Edge Limit

Angle” parameter is set to 6º.

In the top image the “Edge Limit
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Angle” parameter is set to 26º.

GENERAL NOTES: STL FILEs

When you import a SOLIDWORKS model, we instruct MechDesigner to save the model as .STL

file type, then we import the .STL file.

A large STL file will slow down the speed MechDesigner, and thus it is important to understand

the parameters that make the STL file larger.

STL Files 

The STL file renders the surfaces of the CAD model as a mesh of 'triangles, in a process of

'tessellation'. The number of triangles determines the accuracy of the 'tessellated STL file

when compared to the original CAD model.  Fillets and rounds that are in your CAD model

must have facets in the STL files.

Chordal Tolerance / Deviation: The maximum distance between the surface of the original

CAD model and the tessellated surface of the STL triangle. 

The maximum distance is 0.5mm.

Angle Control: The angular deviation allowed between adjacent triangles. 

This setting enables you to increase tessellation for surfaces

with small radii. 

The maximum angle is 30º.

STL File Format: Make sure the STL file is saved in the Binary format.

Binary files are smaller by a factor of 6!. MechDesigner can

only import Binary STL files!

Units:  Make sure the units are set to meters in your CAD model.

Coordinate Systems: We do not recognize the Coordinate System in an STL file.

Make sure the original STL is at the correct place and

orientation:

Move the CAD part so that its Origin and the X– and Y–

axes of the part will coincide with Origin and the X- and

Y–axes of the CAD-Line in MechDesigner. This makes

the +Z-axis point towards you in the front XY View.

Move the CAD part along the Z-Axis, as needed, to

offset the Solid relative to the Mechanism Plane.
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STL Geometry Check: Model designs containing 'holes', 'gaps' and 'whiskers' adversely

affect the quality of the model. Therefore, you should perform

a geometry check of the STL files before saving to STL.

To reduce STL file size, and so make MechDesigner more

responsive after you import the file, create a new configuration.

In the new configuration:

Delete, or suspend, small fillets, especially if they do not
have a real function. 

Replace fillets with chamfers, if possible.

Remove all fasteners

Delete fastener holes and hole features.

Remove cosmetic details.

Top-Tips

1. To import more Solids onto one Part 

a. Add new CAD-Lines to the Part 

b. Import each SOLIDWORKS Part model onto each new CAD-Line. 

2. To remember which CAD-Line is for which SOLIDWORKS Part, rename the CAD-Line to

the SOLIDWORKS Part-Name 

3. If you email a Model, then email the .ZXL file.  All the files you use in the model are in in

the .ZXL file

4. Create a new configuration in SOLIDWORKS for the document you will import to

MechDesigner. 

5. Remove, or suspend, Fillets in the SOLIDWORKS model, and replace with chamfers, if

possible. The files with chamfers are much smaller.
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Dialog: CAD-Line | Mass Properties tab

CAD-Line | Mass Properties tab
Terminology: Solids, CAD-Line, Kinetostatic Force 

To calculate Forces correctly, it is important that the Part's Mass Properties are correct. 

Use the Mass Properties tab in the CAD-Line dialog-box to:

Import mass properties from the active SOLIDWORKS document

Use the 'User Mass Properties' separator to specify other Mass Properties.

Mass Properties include:

Mass [kg]

Position of the Centre-of-Mass [mm]

Moment-of-Inertia (at it Centre-of-Mass), or 

OR defined as a Mass[kg] and Radius-of-Gyration[mm] = [kg.m2]

All mass properties are co-planar with the Mechanism Plane.

Note:  The mass-properties of Profile and Extrusions elements are also added to the total mass-

properties in this dialog.

Mass Properties tab

Separators:

User Mass Properties

SOLIDWORKS Mass Properties

Total Mass-Properties
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User Mass Properties

Enter:

Mass

Units [kg]

Centre-of-Mass X–axis [dimension]

Units [mm]

X–axis relative to the CAD-Line's coordinate

system

Centre-of-Mass: Y–axis

Y–axis coordinate relative to the Origin and

X–axis of the CAD-Line.

Units are [mm]

Radius-of-Gyration

Units are [mm]

Moment-of-Inertia 

Enter the value about the Centre-of-Mass

Units are [kg.m2]

Note: Units are NOT kg.mm2

MechDesigner uses the Parallel Axis Theorem to

calculate the Moment-of-Inertia about the Part's

Origin.

If you enter 'Moment-of-Inertia', then

MechDesigner calculates the 'Radius-of-Gyration'

If you enter 'Radius-of-Gyration', then

MechDesigner calculates the 'Moment-of-Inertia'

SolidWorks Mass Properties

Usually, the Mass-Properties will show after you

import a SOLIDWORKS document. However, you may

want to update the Mass Properties to those of the

active document in SOLIDWORKS.

 Import Mass Properties button

MechDesigner imports the Mass Properties of

the active document in SOLIDWORKS, as Read-

Only values:

Mass : [Units: kg]

Centre-of-Mass : X-axis: [Units: mm]

Coordinates along the X–axis of the CAD-Line.

Centre-of-Mass Y-axis [Units: mm]

Coordinates along the Y–axis of the CAD-Line.

Moment-of-Inertia (CoG) [Units:  kg.m2]

Enter the value about the Centre-of-Mass
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MechDesigner uses the Parallel Axis Theorem to

calculate the Moment-of-Inertia about the Part's

Origin.

 Clear SOLIDWORKS Mass Properties button

When you do not want to use the Mass

Properties of the active document in SOLIDWORKS

, then:

1. Click the button  to set the Mass-Properties

to zero[0]. 

Total Mass Properties

The Total Mass Properties includes masses from

other CAD-Lines in addition to those defined for

this CAD-Line.

Parallel-Axis Theorem 

Inertia about Part's Origin = Inertia about Centre-

of-Mass  + Mass×(Distance to Part's Origin)2

Relationship between Moment-of-Inertia and

Radius of Gyration

Moment-of-Inertia(about Center-of-Mass) =

Mass×(Radius-of-Gyration)2

Total Mass of Part = 

Mass of Extrusion + Mass from SOLIDWORKS

Mass Properties + User Mass Properties +

Total mass of other CAD-Lines in the same

Part.

Total Moment-of-Inertia about the Part's Origin

= 

Inertia of Extrusion + Inertia from SOLIDWORKS

Mass Properties + User Inertia Properties +

Total Inertia of other CAD-Lines in the same

Part.
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Dialog: CAD-Line | DXF tab

CAD-Line | DXF tab

Use the CAD-Line | DXF tab to:

Show a DXF-Drawing that is linked to a DXF-Element see note

Options:

Re-align the DXF Drawing with the CAD-Line 

Show or Hide different DXF Layers, and to change the colours of the DXF Layers 

Convert DXF Entities into MechDesigner sketch-elements

Clear (remove) the DXF Drawing from the CAD-Line

Note: Before you can use the CAD-Line | DXF tab, to show a DXF drawing, you must open the DXF

Drawing to add the DXF element to the Assembly-Tree.

1.  File menu (or toolbar) > Open 

See: File menu > Open, 

DXF tab

Separators:

Select DXF-Element

Align DXF to CAD-Line

Convert DXF into MD Lines and

Arcs
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Select DXF-Element 

To select which DXF-Element and DXF Drawing

you want to link to the CAD-Line and show in the

graphic-area:

Select DXF-Element box

1. Click the down-arrow  to select a DXF-

Element 

Note

Each name in the list box has two parts, separated

by a ':'

First Part: DXF-Element name: the same as in

the Assembly-Tree

Second Part: DXF-Drawing name: the same as

the original DXF Drawing

The DXF-Drawing shows in the graphic-area

immediately.

If you cannot see the DXF Drawing, then...:

Change the background colour of the
graphic-area 

See Application Settings | colour tab.

Gray is a good colour.

The DXF-Drawing may be outside of

the current graphic view. 

See View menu > Zoom-Out.

The Linear Units of the DXF Drawing

may be incorrect to make the

drawing very small or very big. It is

normal to use the same units as the

original DXF drawing.

See Edit DXF-Element dialog-box. 

Buttons  & 

Edit Layers button  to open the DXF

Layers dialog-box 

Clear Link button  to remove the DXF

Drawing from the CAD-Line.
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Alignment of DXF

To change the alignment of the DXF Drawing

with the CAD-Line, there are two boxes.

'DXF Point at Origin of CAD-Line' box

1. Click the box to make the box Orange -
See Note 1

2. Click the Point in the DXF Drawing that

you want to put at the Origin of the CAD-

Line

When you click a Point in the DXF Drawing,
the DXF-Drawing moves so that the:

DXF Drawing moves so that the DXF-
Point moves to the Origin of the CAD-
Line

DXF Point shows in the box, and the
box turns Green

'DXF Point along X–axis / CAD-Line'

box turns Orange, and that box should
become active.

'DXF Point along X-Axis / CAD-Line' box

1. Click the box to make the box Orange (if
necessary) -See Note 1

2. Click a Point in the DXF Drawing that you

want to be somewhere along the CAD-

Line.

When you click a DXF Point the DXF-Drawing

moves so that:

the DXF-Point moves to become along

the X-axis of the CAD-Line

the DXF-Point shows in the box and

the box turns Green,

NOTES: 

Note 1: If you want to put a different DXF-
Point at the Origin or along the X-axis:

1. Click inside the a box so the box

turns Orange 

2. Click a different Point in the DXF
Drawing

Note 2: If you cannot see the DXF Drawing
but not DXF-Points, then:

1. Click the Display DXF Points in the
Display Filters menu or toolbar. 
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Convert DXF Entities to MD Lines and Arcs

The DXF Line, Arc and Point entities that belong

to the DXF Drawing are 'dumb'. 

Use this separator to convert the dumb DXF-

Entities to MechDesigner sketch-elements. 

'Owner Part' box

This box specifies the Part to which you will
add the sketch-element

Usually, you will add the sketch-elements to
the same Part as the CAD-Line.

1. Click in side the box to make it Orange 

2. Click a Part in the graphic-area or the
Assembly-Tree.

'DXF Entity' box

This box specifies which DXF-Entity you will

convert to a MechDesigner sketch-

element

Before you click a DXF-Entity, you may want

to 

Make active the Loop Select Enable check

box so that you will convert a number of

DXF-Entities  sketch-loop

Select the Entities Locked check box to fix

the Points in the sketch-elements to the

Part, after they are converted to MD

sketch-elements

Optionally, edit the Merge Radius value to

help make a sketch-loop with those DXF

entities inside the radius

1. When the 'DXF Entity' box is Orange
Select a DXF Entity (a DXF Line or DXF
Arc) in the graphic-area 

3. Click the Convert Entities button  

Repeat 1 to 3 again and again to convert

more DXF Entities to MD sketch-elements.

Note: You must click the DXF entity box in the

dialog to make it Orange before you click a
DXF Entity in the graphic-area.

Once you apply the 'Convert Entities' , the new sketch-
elements are not linked with the CAD-Line; they are
linked with the Part. 

Therefore, you can use Clear DXF Link to remove the

DXF File, but the sketch-elements stay with the Part.
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Dialog: CAD-Line | DXF tab > DXF Layers

DXF Layers dialog-box

DXF Drawings frequently use 'Layers' for different drawing information. 

Use the DXF Layers dialog-box to show or hide, and set the colours of each Layer in a DXF

Drawing.

To open the DXF Layers dialog-box:

Click the Edit Layers button  in the DXF tab of the CAD-Line dialog-box

The DXF Layers dialog (Release 10)

To Show or Hide a Layer:

1. Click a 'tick' or 'cross'  in the 'Show' column  of the

list of Layers box 

2. Click the Layer State  check box to show or hide

the Layer

Click the check box to show the layer

Clear the check box to hide the layer

To change the colour of a Layer:

1. Click a 'tick' or 'cross' in the 'Show' column  of the

Layers box 

2. Click the Layer colour  button

3. Click a colour in the Windows® Colour Picker dialog

4. Click 'OK' in the Windows® Colour Picker dialog

5. Click 'OK' to close this dialog
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Dialog: DXF-Element

DXF-Element dialog-box

After you use File menu > Open DXF File, there is a DXF-Element in the Assembly-Tree.

You can edit the DXF-Element dialog-box to:

Link a different DXF-Drawing File to the DXF-Element  

Change the Linear Units of the DXF Drawing File

Usually you show link the DXF drawing to a CAD-Line the CAD-Line dialog-box | dxf tab

How to Add and then Open the DXF-Element

Editing the DXF-Element from the

Assembly-Tree

You many also need to know how to add a DXF-

Element:

1. File menu > Open

2. In the 'Files of type', select DXF 

3. Browse to the DXF file you want to open

4. Click 'Open'.

The new DXF-Element  is in the Assembly-Tree. 

To open the DXF-Element dialog-box

After you find the DXF-Element in the Assembly-

Tree, then

1. Right-click the DXF-Element  in the Assembly-

Tree.

2. Click Edit Element in the contextual menu

or

2. Double-click the DXF-Element in the Assembly-

Tree 

The DXF-Element dialog-box opens.

See also 'How to open a dialog-box'
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The DXF-Element dialog box

To change the DXF File that is linked to the DXF-

Element

 Click the Browse button to find and

select a new or updated DXF File.

 Click the Apply button to link the DXF

File with the DXF-Element.

To use different Units to the DXF File:

1. Click the correct units in the DXF: Units control 

To show the DXF Drawing to the correct scale, the

'Units' in this dialog should be same as the units in the 

original DXF Drawing.

After you have changed the DXF File or the DXF Units, or

both:
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Dialog: 2D Cam: Display and Properties

2D-Cam: The Elements, Function-Blocks and Dialog-Boxes 

2D-Cams have a number of 'related' elements, FBs, and Dialog-Boxes. Their relationships are

indicated in the table below.

You must link the 2D-Cam to the Cam-Data FB to obtain a 2D-Cam's kinematic-data [cam-

coordinates, pressure angle, radius of curvature.

To find a 2D-Cam's force, stress and cam-torque data, you must also Configure the Power

Source', enter its material properties, and edit the mass properties of each Part in the model.

Release 13: 

STEP 1A

 Add 2D-Cam

Select a:

Part: the Cam-Part

Profile: the Cam-Follower

... optional ... STEP 1B

Open: Cam Display and

Properties dialog-box

Display Cam1, Pitch-

Circle, Cam2

Display Cam as Profile,

Pressure Angle, Contact-

Force*, ...

Display Colour

Note: Make sure *material-

properties are correct.

STEP 2A                  

Add Cam-Data FB

STEP 2B

Edit Cam-Data FB to open 

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box

Select the 2D-Cam

Do STEP 3B immediately,

or 

Do Step 3A, then do STEP

2B again to do STEP 3B

STEP 3A

Cam-

Analysis

[with 

Graph FB]

Output-

Connectors

of Cam-

Data FB:

Contact

-Force*

Contact

STEP 3B 

Calculate

Cam-

Coordinate

s as Points

or Arcs

Save as

DXF,

TXT,

STEP

Transfer

cams

directly
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-Shear-

Stress*

Radius-

of-

Curvatur

e

Pressure

-Angle

to

SOLIDW

ORKS

Save As

Points,

Arcs

*Force analysis only: Configure Power Source, Mass Properties of Parts 

Cam Display and Properties dialog-box

To open the 2D-Cam dialog box, see How to open a Dialog-Box

Cam Display tab

Cam Visibilities

Display the Cam as

Cam 1

Pitch-Curve. [a dashed line]

and , or 

Cam 2

Notes:

You can display all three.

You must display a minimum of one.

Look in the graphic-area to see which is which

cam. 
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Cam Display Options

Radio buttons to display the cam as a:

Cam-Profile (only) [default]

**Maximum Contact Shear-Stress

*Contact Force

Pressure Angle

See also: Cam-Data FB

* The Power Source must be configured correctly.

1. Configure the Power Source:  to make the 2D-

Cam as the Power Source for the kinematic-

chain in which the Cam-Follower is a Part. 

* The Elastic Modulus and Poisson's Ratio must both be

correct for the Cam and the Cam-Follower

2. Material Properties 

It is not necessary to Display Forces. 

Line Thickness of Cam: [default =1]

Increase the thickness of the cam profile.

Increase the Line Thickness for Cam Display that is

not 'Cam Profile'.

Show Instant Centres : for the kinemagicians

Example Cam Display Option:

Cam Profile

 Cam 1 and 2 are continuous lines.

 Pitch-Curve is a dashed line.
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Maximum Shear-Stress 

Each point around the cam has a unique Maximum

Shear-Stress.

See image:

 The value of the Maximum Shear Stress at the

contact point

 The colour of the cam profile agrees with the

colour-bar .

 The colour-bar is a scale of the Maximum Shear-

Stress.

Contact Force 

Refer to the image:

 The value of the Contact Force is at the contact

point. 

  The colour of the cam profile agrees with the

colour-bar

 The colour-bar is a scale of the Contact Force

Pressure Angle

 The value of the Pressure Angle is adjacent to the

contact point between the Cam-Follower and

Cam 

 The colour of the Cam agrees with the colour-bar

 A colour-bar is a scale of the Pressure Angle

See Also Pressure Angle

Cam Parameters tab | Material-Properties

Material Properties

To calculate the Maximum Contact Shear-Stress enter:

Cam and Cam-Follower's Poisson's Ratio 

Cam and Cam-Follower's Elastic Modulus  

You must enter all of the zeroes!

Elastic Modulus is also its Young's Modulus.

Notes:

See also: www.matweb.com [internet link] for material

properties.

http://www.matweb.com
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Radius-Alert Parameters

Check-box: Open Cam / Closed Cam

'Rise Only' (Open Cam)

- or -

'Rise - Return' (Closed Cam)

See more details below

 [%]

When the radius of the cam [Rc] becomes less than

100% of the radius of the cam-follower [Rf] there is

a risk of undercutting. 

See Also Application Settings

Cam Range Start [R13+] & Cam Range:

Calculate the cam over a reduced range. usually less

than 360.

For example:

If the cam rotates two times in one machine

cycle, then enter Cam Range Start: 0 ; Cam

Range : 180

If the cam is a 'slot-cam', the cam-follower

moves along the cam in two directions. Then,

enter a value in the Cam-Range box to calculate

the cam only as the cam-follower moves in one

direction.

This is not always possible, as the cam-follower may

have a complex motion in the right and left directions,

even at points that are not at the two ends of the cam.

Examples of Open / Closed Cam and Cam Range

For example: a reciprocating 'Slot-Cam' that moves to

the right and left. [see image]

Cam-Range Start: 0 ; Cam Range: 120

The first points of the Cam are at the start [left-

side] of the profile. 

The cam-follower starts to move from the right-

side towards the left again at 120 MMA

Rise Only: clear check-box;  

The cam does not have a 'fly-back' line.

Rise-Return: select check box; 

The cam does have a 'fly-back' line.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Cam-Data

Summary of 2D-Cam 'Elements and Dialog-Boxes'

2D-Cams have a number of related elements, FBs and dialog-boxes. Their relationships are

indicated in the table below.

To obtain correct 2D-Cam's kinematic-data [cam-coordinates, pressure angle, radius of

curvature], you only need to link the 2D-Cam to the Cam-Data FB.

To obtain correct 2D-Cam's force, stress and cam-torque data, you must also 'Configure

the Power Source', enter the material properties, and edit the mass properties of each Part

in the model.

STEP 1A

 Add 2D-Cam

Select a:

Part: the Cam-Part

Profile: the Cam-Follower

... optional ... STEP 1B

Open: Cam Display and

Properties dialog-box

Display Cam1, Pitch-

Circle, Cam2

Display Cam as

Profile, Pressure

Angle, Contact-

Force*, ...

Display Colour

Note: Make sure *material-

properties are correct.

STEP 2A

Add Cam-Data FB

STEP 2B

Edit Cam-Data FB ; Link a

2D-Cam to the Cam-Data

FB 

Cam-Coordinates

dialog-box

Close the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box

dialog, and do STEP 3A, or

do STEP 3B.

STEP 3A

Cam-

Analysis

[with 

Graph

FB]

Output-

Connector

s of Cam-

Data FB:

Conta

STEP 3B 

Edit the

Cam-Data

FB again

to

calculate

Cam-

Coordinat

es as

Points or

Arcs:
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ct-

Force

*

Conta

ct-

Shear-

Stress

*

Radius

-of-

Curvat

ure

Pressu

re-

Angle

Save

as

DXF,

TXT,

STEP

Transf

er

cams

directl

y to

SOLID

WORK

S

Save

As

Points,

Arcs

*Force analysis only: Configure Power Source, Mass Properties of Parts 

  Cam Data FB dialog-box

NEW R13.2: Cam-Data FB dialog-box - is integrated with the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box.

2D-Cam-Data Function-Block (FB)

[Right-Side of graphic-area] Toolbar: Machine

elements FB toolbar > Cam-Data FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Cam-Data FB

What for: To analyse 2D-cams - see below:  Cam Analysis

To calculate 2D-cam coordinates

See also: Add 2d-Cam

Cam-Data FB in graphic-area

STEP   1. Add the Cam-Data FB to the graphic

area 

1. Click Kinematics Function-Block toolbar >

Add Cam-Data FB  

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the
FB in the graphic-area.

The Cam-Data FB is now in the graphic-area - see
left.
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[Right-Side of graphic-area] Toolbar: Machine

elements FB toolbar > Cam-Data FB

Double-Click CamData FB in

graphic-area

STEP   2. Edit the Cam-Data FB to open the

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box, 

1. Double-click the Cam-Data FB to open the

Cam-Coordinates dialog-box 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.

Cam-Coordinates Data

dialog-box opens

immediately.

You can see the 'Selected

Cam-Track' box is orange
.

You must select a 2D-Cam

to make the toolbar

become active.

You must select a 2D-Cam

STEP   2. Link a 2D-Cam to the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-box 

1. Click a 2D-Cam in the graphic-area 

The 2D-Cam becomes

linked to the Cam-Data

FB and shows as the:

'Selected Cam-Track' 

The toolbar  becomes

active.

You can use the Cam-

Coordinates dialog-

box to calculate the

cam coordinates, or

close it, and open it

again, later.

Cam Analysis data is

available at the output-

connectors of the Cam-

Data FB. 
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[Right-Side of graphic-area] Toolbar: Machine

elements FB toolbar > Cam-Data FB

Usually, you connect

wires from the 

Cam-Data FB to a

Graph FB or Stats

FB.

Cam Analysis

The output-connectors from the Cam-Data FB make

available four analysis parameters.

F : Contact Force - this gives the Contact Force

when a positive value, and 0N when a negative

value - Cam 1 and Cam 2.

  :  Contact Maximum Shear Stress - Cam 1 and

Cam 2.

ρ : Radius-of-Curvature - Cam 1 and Cam 2.

µ : Pressure Angle

Typically, connect wires from the Cam-Data FB to a 

Graph FB or Stats FB.

Actually, I usually use a different Graph FB for each

Output-Connector.
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Dialog: Cam-Coordinate-Data

To open the Cam-Coordinates Data dialog-box 

Edit a Cam-Data FB to open the Cam Coordinates dialog-box.

When the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box is open:

Select the 2D-Cam so that it becomes linked to the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box and the
Cam-Data FB

Save the cam-coordinates as a TXT or ASC file for Excel® or NotePad®

Save the cam-coordinates as a DXF file for 2D OR 3D CAD or CNC manufacture

Save the cam-coordinates as a STEP file for 3D CAD.

- or -

Export the cam coordinates directly to SOLIDWORKS® as Arcs or as Points.

When you finish:

1. Close the Cam-Coordinates dialog-box 

2. Close the Cam-Data FB dialog-box.

Summary of 2D-Cam 'Elements and Dialog-Boxes'

2D-Cams have a number of related elements and FBs with their dialog-boxes. Their

relationships are indicated in the table below.

To obtain a2D-Cam's kinematic-data [cam-coordinates, pressure angle, radius of curvature,

you only need to link the 2D-Cam to the Cam-Data FB.

To obtain a 2D-Cam's force, stress and cam-torque data, you must also Configure the Power

Source', enter its material properties, and edit the mass properties of each Part in the model.

STEP 1A

 Add 2D-Cam

Select a:

Part: the Cam-Part

Profile: the Cam-Follower

... optional ... STEP 1B

Open: Cam Display and

Properties dialog-box

Display Cam1, Pitch-

Circle, Cam2

Display Cam as

Profile, Pressure

Angle, Contact-

Force*, ...

Display Colour

Note: Make sure *material-

properties are correct.

STEP 2A

Add Cam-Data FB

STEP 2B

Edit Cam-Data FB to open 

Cam-Coordinates dialog-

box

Select the 2D-Cam

Do STEP 3B
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immediately, or 

Do STEP 3A, then STEP

3B

STEP 3A

Cam-

Analysis

[with 

Graph

FB]

Output-

Connector

s of Cam-

Data FB:

Conta

ct-

Force

*

Conta

ct-

Shear-

Stress

*

Radius

-of-

Curvat

ure

Pressu

re-

Angle

STEP 3B 

Calculate

Cam-

Coordinat

es as

Points or

Arcs

Save

as

DXF,

TXT,

STEP

Transf

er

cams

directl

y to

SOLID

WORK

S

Save

As

Points,

Arcs

*Force analysis only: Configure Power Source, Mass Properties of Parts 
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Cam-Coordinates dialog-box

R13.2: The 2D-Cam-Track that you select when you edit the Cam-Data FB.

Clear all Cam-Coordinate Data from the table.

Save all Cam-Coordinate Data in the table to a .txt or an .asc file.

Save the Cam-Coordinate Data for Cam 1, Cam 2 or Pitch-Curve, as Lines or Arcs,

as a .DXF file. 

See Note: Saving Cam for Manufacture vs Exporting Cam-Data for CAD

Copy all Cam-Coordinate Data in the table to the Clipboard. After this, you can

paste to Excel® or NotePad®. In Excel®, you can, for example, add a column of

0's for the Z-axis. 

Copy Selected Data to the Clipboard (Select then Shift+Select the top left and

bottom right cell of the cells you want to copy) - Button seems to be inactive!

Calculate Cam 1:  after you click 'Get Cam-Coordinates Data Traffic Light' [14]

Hide Cam 2 and Pitch-Curve.

Note: Cam 1 is the external Cam or the internal Cam - look at the graphic-area to see which Cam

is active

Calculate 'Cam 2', when you use the 'Get Cam-Coordinates Data Traffic Light' [14]

Hide Cam 1 and Pitch-Curve.

Note: Cam 2 is the external Cam or the internal Cam - look at the graphic-area to see which Cam

is active

Calculate the Pitch-Curve, when you use the 'Get Cam-Coordinates Data Traffic

Light' [14]

Hide Cam 1 and Cam 2.

Mechanism Coordinates: Calculate Cam-Coordinates with Mechanism Coordinates

Part Coordinates: Calculate Cam-Coordinates with Part Coordinates. See Note: Part/

Local Cam-Coordinates

Chord Error: Calculate Cam-Coordinates with a Chord Error equal to the value in

Box [15]. 
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(We recommend you use the 'Arcs', see option [12], when you calculate Cam-

Coordinates with Chord Error. See Note 3).

Equal Increments: Calculate Cam-Coordinates with equal increments of Master

Machine Angle with the 'Number-of-Points' as entered in # Points / Chord Error

box [16].

Closed Cam: When you calculate the Cam-Coordinates, the first and last cam point

become different.

Open Cam: The first and last coordinate become the same. The cam will be closed.

Cam-Coordinates as XY-Points. 

Notes : IF 'Chord Error + XY-Point'

Not recommended: 'XY Point + Chord Error'. It will take a very long time to

calculate - make a coffee!

Usual recommendation: 'XY-Point + Equal Increments

More Recommended: 'Arcs + Chord Error' 

Cam-Coordinates Data as Arcs. 

Cam Data as Arcs forces the 'Chord Error[10]' and 'Part Co-ordinates[9]' buttons to

be active.

See Note 3, Note 5. 

Cam-Coordinates: Send Cam-Coordinates to SOLIDWORKS®. [This button will also

open SOLIDWORKS® if it is not open. Then, must start a new Part model.

You must have SOLIDWORKS® and a Part open. You should save the

SOLIDWORKS® Part before you send it Cam-Coordinates from MechDesigner.

Arcs are constructed in SOLIDWORKS as sketch entities.

Points are constructed in SOLIDWORKS as Curves. This gives the best representation of the cam if

you can manufacture it directly from a STEP file. See Note 4

See also 'Check and Install SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries'

Traffic-Light Red - Calculate coordinates. 

Traffic Light Green - Cam Coordinates are ready to be saved or exported to
SOLIDWORKS®

When you click this icon, MechDesigner recalculates the Cam-Coordinates with:  

[6,7 or 8]: Cam 1 or Cam 2 or the Pitch Circle Coordinates

[9] Mechanism or Part Coordinates

[10] Equal increments of the Master Machine Angle or Chord Error

[11] Open or Closed

[12] Lines or Arcs

Enter Maximum Chord Error

Use with 'Chord Error' option

Minimum ~1µm. Experiment!
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Enter Number-of-Points

Use with 'Equal Increments' option

Maximum ~100,000. Experiment!

Notes:

Note 1: When you use Part Coordinate for a rotating 2D-Cam (a standard 2D-Cam), make sure the Origin of

the Part is the Centre of the Cam.

Note2: Cam-Data for CAD vs Manufacture: If the CNC can only accept Line and Arcs, then use Chord Error

[12], and save the Cam as a .DXF or .TXT file.

If the CNC can accept a STEP, or other 3D CAD file, then send the data to SOLIDWORKS as Points.

Note 3: The maximum error between the 'true' cam and the actual cam data is less with Chord Error with

Arcs than with Chord Error with Line.

Note 4: The data will be on the XY Plane, with Z columns as '0'. SOLIDWORKS fits a Spline to it immediately.

If you need to put the data on a different plane in SOLIDWORKS, then you will need to change the data

slightly in Excel. Add a column of zeros in the X, Y or Z column. Possibly multiply a column -1. Then

import the data as a Curve entity into SOLIDWORKS.

The Cam as Arc Data has six columns:

1 2 3 4 5 6

Arc Radius Arc Start Point X
Coordinate

 Arc End Point X
Coordinate

Arc Start Point Y
Coordinate

Arc End Point Y
Coordinate

Arc Angle Range
(degs)
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Dialog: 3D-Cam

3D-Cam dialog-box

Use the 3D-Cam dialog box to:

Set the number-of-points along the 3D-Cam, and across its flanks

Set the 'range' of the 3D-Cam (when it is an 'Indexing Cam')

Edit the display of the 3D-Cam in the graphic-area

Export the 3D-Cam to 

o SOLIDWORKS®

o save the data as number of text files

To Open the 3D-Cam dialog-box

1. Click the Mechanism name-tab in which you have added the 3D-Cam. 

2. Click the 3D-Cam element in the Assembly-Tree or graphic-area 

3. Right-click the 3D-CAD element

4. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu

5. Select Edit 

3D-Cam dialog-box

 There are three tabs in the 3D-Cam dialog-box:

Cam

Display

Export

Buttons at top of the 3D-Cam dialog-box:

Rebuild button

Save Cam button

See below for more details.
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Cam tab

Cam Surface Mesh Density 

Rims along the Cam-Flanks (Purple),

the Top and Bottom (Orange), and

Points along each Rim.

Preamble:

We specify 3D-Cams with four(4) cam faces.

There are a number of lines, that we call Rims,

along each cam face.

There are a number of points along each Rim.

The four (4) cam faces are the:

Two working faces.They are the Cam-Flanks. 

The Cam Flanks are in continuous contact with

the Cam-Follower Roller. There must be some

clearance between the roller and the actual cam.

Two non-working faces. The Root-Face and the

Top-Face.

The Root-Face is at the 'floor' of the cam. It
should not contact the actual Cam-Follower Roller
at any time.

The Top Face is 'outside' the cam diameter. It
does not have a function in the actual cam. We
use the Top-Face to close the 3D-Cam, when we

export the data to SOLIDWORKS, or save it as a

STEP file.

Parameters:

# Points along Rims: 

Number-of-points along each Rim: '360' in dialog to

left

# Rims along Flanks:  

Number-of-rims across each flank (working faces)

of the Cam: '6' in dialog to left

# Rims along Top & Bottom: 

Number-of-Rims across the Root and Top (non

working faces) of the Cam: '4' in dialog to left

# Hoops (data for CAD only)

Number-of-hoops that wrap around the 3D-Cam

and connect the same Point along each Rim: '10' in

dialog to left

The hoops help SOLIDWORKS to keep the shape of

the surfaces.

There is a minimum of 4 hoops if the Cam-Follower

oscillates or reciprocates. That is, it is continuous.

If the Cam-Follower indexes, then Hoops are generated

for you at the end-caps. There are 2.
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Roller Parameters

Preamble: Note: the equation: V = r

ω [Linear Velocity = Radius × Angular

Velocity] 

The Roller-Parameter is the 'Taper-

Angle' of the Cam-Follower Roller.

Why use a Taper-Roller with a

Barrel and Globoidal Cam? 

Different points on the cam-flank

surface are at different radii from

the cam's rotational axis. The

tangential velocities of points on

the cam-flank at a large radii are

greater than those points at a

small radii.  The tangential

velocities of all points on the

surface of a cylindrical roller are

identical, because the radii of

those points are identical.  Thus,

the linear speeds of a cylindrical

roller and the cam cannot be

equal at all radii. 

However, if you use a a tapered-

roller, with an apex coincident

with the rotational axis of the

cam, then pure rolling can occur

during the dwell periods, and

nearly pure rolling during the

motion periods.

Nevertheless, cylindrical rollers

are most often used as they are

readily available, cheap, and can

take high loads when they have

needle-rollers. 

What is the Roller Diameter of a

Taper-Roller?

We cannot consider this until we

understand the Extrusion-Offset

and Extrusion-Depth parameters

that define the Profile Extrusion of

the Cam-Follower Roller.

In MechDesigner, to model a 3D-

Cam, we sketch a circle to

represent the diameter of the
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roller. We add a Profile to the

circle to represent the cylindrical

sides of the Cam-Follower. We

use Extrusion dialog-box to make

the Extrusion-Depth parameter

equal to the 'Width' value [usually

'B' in bearing catalogues] of the

physical Cam-Follower you want

to use. 

Extrusion dialog-box: 

Extrusion-Offset [mm]: Positive or

Negative value

A dimension, that may be

positive or negative. 

Equals the position of the 

Primary-Contour [when the

Part-Offset parameter is 0mm].

Extrusion-Depth [mm]:  ONLY a

positive value. 

Extrusion-Offset [mm] +

Extrusion-Depth[mm]= the

position of the Secondary-

Contour.

Note: In image to the left, +Z-axis

direction is downwards

Parameters

 Taper-Angle [degrees] Inclines the

Flanks of the 3D-Cam. The angle

pivots about the Secondary-

Contour.

 With reference to the image to

the left, we can see the 

Positive Taper Angle increases

the diameter in the +Z-axis

direction.

Negative Taper Angle [shown

in image] decreases the

diameter in the +Z-axis

direction.

Recommendation , if you are going to use the Taper-Roller parameter.
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Below, we assume you have made sure the Mechanism Plane of the Cam-Follower is half

way through the width of the Cam-Follower. It if is not, then change the dimension below

to suit your model.

The Taper-Angle 'pivots' about the 

Secondary-Contour of the Extrusion

Element that you use for the Cam-

Follower: 

1. Edit the Cam-Follower

Extrusions with the Extrusion

dialog-box 

Enter these parameters:

Extrusion-Depth[mm] = 0.5 ×

Actual Roller Width[mm] 

Extrusion-Offset [mm] = –

Extrusion-Depth[mm], 

The Extrusion-Offset is the

negative of the Extrusion-Depth.

The Secondary Profile is on the

Mechanism-Plane. 

Then, the Taper-Angle parameter

will rotate the cam flanks,

pivoting on the Mechanism-Plane.

In the Clearances separator [in the

3D-CAM dialog, see below],

enter:

1. Root-Clearance = minimum of

0.5 × Actual Roller Width[mm]

 

2. Add further Root-Clearance

and Top-Clearance values to

extend the flanks as required

of the 3D-Cam, to suit your

design. 
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Clearances

Preamble:

Clearances are practical considerations.

Clearance assumes the Cam is a Groove/Track

Cam. 

Positive Clearance values move the 3D-Cam

faces away from the Cam-Follower Roller. 

Parameters:

Radial-Clearance

A positive value 'pushes' the working cam

faces apart. 

A negative value 'sucks' the Flanks inside

the Roller.

Note: Total Clearance = 2 X Radial

Clearance. 

Root-Clearance:

Use this parameter so that the

Cam-Follower Roller does not

touch the floor/root of the

Cam Groove. A positive value

extends the bottom, non-

working face, nearer to the

Centre of the Cam. 

If the Extrusion Depth of the
Cam-Follower Roller is the
same as the width (B
dimension) of the Cam-
Follower Roller that you intend
to use in your machine, then
you should add Root-
Clearance to give clearance
between the bottom of the roller
and the cam floor.

Top-Clearance:

A positive value moves the

top, non-working face, further

from the Centre of the Cam.

Make sure the top, non-

working face is outside the

maximum radius of the Cam-

Blank.

Note: the Top Clearance may be the

Root Clearance and Vice Versa.

Practically, the Radial Clearance is necessary to make sure that the Cam-Follower Roller does not jam
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as it slides along the Cam Groove in the Barrel or Globoidal Cam. My guide for Radial Clearance is

As you increase the Radial Clearance there is more 'Play'. The motion of the machine will not be exactly

the same as your motion design. Impacts and vibration occur each time the Cam-Follower Roller

traverses the Radial Clearance. The greater the clearance, the longer the roller will skid before it

reaches the rolling speed again.

To check the Cam-Follower-Roller does not show outside the four faces of the cam.

1. Increase the Number-of-Points to ~1 Point per 0.1º of cam rotation. Experiment for different size cams. 

2. Rebuild the cam with the Rebuild button at the top of the dialog

3. Edit the Roller Extrusion. In the Edit Extrusion dialog-box, increase the Image Quality to High - the maximum
Quality.

4. Show Solids, Rims and Hoops

5. Step through the machine cycle with the F or B key. Or use the MMA spin box for smaller steps.

6. Inspect the Cam in the graphic-area to make sure the Cam-Follower does not break through the cam flanks
and the Root of the Cam.

Flank Length

Preamble:

Flank Length  parameters apply to Indexing Cams. 

When you add a 3D-Cam, we calculate the

coordinates for the cam over a complete machine

cycle of the MMA, 0 – 360. However, cam-follower

rollers of indexing cams do not stay in contact with

the cam for a complete machine cycle 0 – 360. The

cam-follower rollers progressively engage, then

disengage with the cam, in a similar way to gear

teeth.

We use the 'Flank-Length' separator to calculate the

cam coordinates for the period only when one of

the cam-followers is engaged with the cam. To do

this we reduce the 'Flank Length' from a machine

period of 0 and 360, to a period between two other

machine angles.

Parameters: 

If the cam is an 'Indexing Cam', you usually need to edit
the 'Flank Length' to be different to 0 and 360.  To edit the
Flank-Length:

1. Click the 'Indexing Cam' check-box 

2. Enter a 'Cam Start Angle' and a 'Cam End Angle'.

Indexing Cam check box

Select the Indexing Cam check-box when the

cam-follower indexes. 

Deselect the check-box when the cam-follower

oscillates.

When the Cam is 'Indexing', enter:

Start-Angle:
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Edit the Start-Angle 

End-Angle:

Edit the End-Angle 

As you edit the Start and End Angle, you will notice the

Cam becomes shorter in length.

The Number-of-Points that we calculate along each 'rim'

in the cam does not change. Thus, the points along

each rim become nearer to each other.

Display tab

Display in Graphic-Area

Preamble: 

The 'Display' edits how the 3D-Cam shows in the

graphic-area. 

Cam Display Options:

Solids* | Hoops | Rims check-boxes.

 Solids*: show or hide, 3D-Cam as 'Solid' [with

colour of the 'color' control, and with the

Transparency %].

 Hoops: show or hide a hoop at each Point along

each of the Rims.

 Rims: show or hide the Rims along the 3D-Cam

* You MUST select the Solids check-box to see the

3D-Cam in the Model-Editor other Mechanism-

Editors.

Color

Use the Windows® colour-picker to select
a colour of the 3D-Cam 

Transparency

Use the slider to change the Transparency
of the 3D-Cam.

Display Cam-Contour as...

Pressure-Angle

Cam-Profile

When you show the 3D-Cam as Pressure Angle,

the faces have a colour-code.

Red identifies a high Pressure-Angle

Blue identifies a low Pressure-Angle

Minimum / Maximum

By default, the colour-code scales to the

maximum and minimum values of the

Pressure-Angle
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If you want to change the scale, use the

Maximum Value and Minimum Value boxes.

Auto-scale button

Click the auto-scale button to reset to the

maximum and minimum values again.

Export tab

SOLIDWORKS Paths

Preamble: 

After you have sent the 3D-Cam to 

SOLIDWORKS, it is often useful to link the file-

name in SOLIDWORKS with the 3D-Cam in

MechDesigner.

At a later date, when you open this 3D-Cam

dialog again, you can use these buttons to

open the part in SOLIDWORKS.

Controls:

Get Cad Part Path button

Click this button to link the CAD file-name in

SOLIDWORKS with the 3D-Cam.

The file-name is put into the Cam Part Path

box

Open Cam Part button

The Open Cam Part button open the CAD file

that is in the o open the file in the box

SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer

Preamble:

When you have set the correct parameters: Flank

Lengths, Clearances, Mesh Density, Range, then

you can export the cam to SOLIDWORKS.

1. Open SOLIDWORKS 

2. Add a new Part and make sure the new Part

is 'active'

3. Press the three buttons in the SOLIDWORKS

Data Transfer separator

Buttons:

Send Cam Blank button

MechDesigner exports the sketch of the 'Cam-Blank' and its 'Axis-of-Rotation'.

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to add a revolved feature with the Cam-Blank

and 'Axis-of-Rotation'.
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Note: Typically, the sketch of the Cam-Blank is symmetrical about the middle of the

sketch. If the sketch is not symmetrical (top to bottom), then it is possible that 

SOLIDWORKS will put the sketch 'up-side-down' with respect to the 3D-Cam. To flip the

Cam-Blank, mirror [ in SOLIDWORKS] the sketch about the Y–axis and then the X–axis.

Send Cam Surfaces button [Note you can also save the Cam as a STEP file, to import directly

into your CAD.

MechDesigner exports each Rim and Hoop

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to:

o Create a surface from the Rims for each face and flank of the Cam

o Knit the surfaces together

o Add end-caps to the surfaces, if it is an Indexing-Cam

Remove Surfaces from Blank button

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to:

o Cut the knitted surfaces into the Cam Blank

o Hide the knitted surfaces

Note: You may need to edit the Surface Cut feature to reverse the direction of the cut.

Rebuild and Save Cam buttons

Rims along the Cam-Flanks (Purple),

the Top and Bottom (Orange), and

Points along each Rim.

Rebuild button

Click the 'Rebuild' button:

to recalculate the 3D-Cam with updated

parameters

before you transfer the 3D-Cam to 
SOLIDWORKS

before you save the 3D-Cam to text files

Save Cam button

Note: Before you save your data, it is good practice

to click the Rebuild button.

Click the Save button.

The File Types are: ASC, SLDCRV, STEP 

ASC and SLDCRV 

The data in each file is the XYZ coordinates of the

Points on a Rim. Each Rim is saved to a different

file.

In the image to the left, there will be 20

separate files - one file for each Rim.

STEP

The STEP file is very efficient. You can open the

STEP file in most other 3D CAD.

In SOLIDWORKS, I open the STEP file and

immediately save it as a Part.

Then, from open a 'Cam-Blank' and use Insert
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menu > Cam Part

Then Combine : Subtract to cut the STEP file

from the Cam-Blank.

Example Steps to Transfer a 3D-Cam to SOLIDWORKS

Make sure the active document is a Part document.

 STEP 1: Open SOLIDWORKS® 

 STEP 2: Add a new Part

 STEP 3: Save the new Part

See Download SW Type Libraries

 STEP 4: Click the 'Send Cam Blank' button

Step 4 is Complete

MechDesigner controls SOLIDWORKS to:

1. Use the Sketch and Rotation Axis in the Cam-Blank

Mechanism to make the Cam-Blank. 

See Getting Started Tutorials 6C for more information.

You can see 'Sketch1' and 'Revolve1' in the SOLIDWORKS Feature

Manager.

 STEP 5: Click the 'Send Cam Surfaces' button

To make the transfer quicker: Show a drop-down menu in 

SOLIDWORKS® for example the 'help' menu'! [we do not

know why this is makes the transfer faster].

MechDesigner controls SOLIDWORKS to:

1. Make the Rims as 'Curve' entities 

2. Make four Surfaces features (or six if the cam is an

Indexing Cam)

a. two Cam Flanks, a Cam Floor and Cam Top Surface

b. two 'End-Caps' if you have selected the 'Indexing'

option..

3. Knit the Surfaces
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 STEP 6: Click the 'Remove Surfaces from Cam' button

The 3D-Cam Surfaces are 'Cut' into the Cam Blank. 

Wait!

 STEP 7: Save the Part In SOLIDWORKS® 

If You can edit the 'SurfaceCut1' features in SOLIDWORKS to

and reverse the direction of the cut. If STEP 5 does not work,

then 'manually' in SOLIDWORKS® , use: 

1. Insert > Cut > With Surface 

2. Select the Knitted 3D-Cam Surface - the last feature in

the Feature Manager. 

Frequently, you will get the 'negative-space' of the cam. See

image.

3. Edit the 'SurfaceCut' feature in SOLIDWORKS® and click

the 'Change Direction' button. 

4. 'Hide' the Knitted 3D-Cams Surface. 
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Dialog: Function-Block: Linear-Motion

How to add the Linear-Motion FB

R13

Toolbar: Right-side of Graphic-Area: Kinematics toolbar > Linear-Motion FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Linear-Motion FB

How to Add: 1. Click the Linear-Motion FB in the Kinematics FB toolbar or Add Menu 

2. Click in the graphic-area to 'place' the Linear-Motion FB.

The Linear-Motion FB in now in the graphic-area.

How to open the Linear-Motion FB

Double-Click 

Linear-Motion FB

1. Double-click the Linear-Motion FB in the graphic-area, Assembly-Tree

or Selection-Window 

- or -

1. Click it in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree. 

The Linear-Motion FB is now in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click it in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu.

Right-Click

Linear-Motion FB

- or - 

1. Right-click the Linear-Motion FB in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit-Element in the contextual menu.

See also: How to Open Dialog-Box

Linear-Motion FB dialog-box

Default Output: The default output from the Linear-Motion FB is equal to the Master Machine

Angle 

Output Function: Edit to make the motion-values become 'before' or 'after' the Master Machine

Angle.

The 'Function' of the Linear-Motion FB:

Output motion-value = Master Machine Angle + Constant 

Optionally, select the Accumulate option, so that the output does not reset to

0 after each machine cycle. 

The 'Function' of the Linear-Motion FB is then:

Output motion-value = (Revs * 360) + Master Machine Angle +

Constant 

Parameters:
Machine Angle + 

The parameter is a constant which is added to the Master-Machine-

Angle.  
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Output Option:

A check-box to determine whether the motion-value Resets to 0 after

360, or Accumulates after 360, and continues to increase.

Linear-Motion FB dialog-box

Linear-Motion FB dialog-box:

'Machine Angle +' 

Enter a motion-value in the Machine Angle + 'data box'.

In the example: the motion-value = '53.4'.

Thus, if the Master-Machine-Angle is '120', the output

motion-value from the Linear-Motion FB = 120 + 53.4 =

173.4

When the Machine-Angle is made to be:

'Positive', then the output is 'before' [it 'leads'], the 

Master Machine Angle.

'Negative', then the output is 'after' [it 'lags'], the Master

Machine Angle.

Output Options: 

Reset after one Cycle [default option and most

typical]

Output = Master Machine Angle + Value

- or - 

Accumulate

Output = (Revs * 360) + Master Machine Angle +

Value

3. Click the OK to close the dialog. 

Notes on: 'Accumulate' or 'Reset after one Cycle' :

Generally, use Reset after one Cycle

Use 'Accumulate' when you want to model a watch, or a mechanism that does not have a

motion-period equal to the Master-Machine-Angle.

Notes: You must use a Linear-Motion FB in the 'first' kinematic-chain in the

'first' Mechanism-Editor. 

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Dialog: Function-Block: Gearing

How to add the Gearing FB

R13

Toolbar: R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics FB toolbar > Gearing FB

Menu: R13: Add menu > Add Gearing FB

How to Add: 1. Click the Gearing FB in the Kinematics FB toolbar or Add menu. 

2. Click in the graphic-area to 'place' the Gearing FB.

The Gearing FB in now in the graphic-area.

How to open the Gearing FB dialog-box

Double-Click

1. Double-click the Gearing FB in the graphic-area, Assembly-Tree or

Selection-Window 

- or -

1. Click it in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree. 

The Gearing FB is now in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click it in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu.

Right-Click to

Edit-Element

- or - 

1. Right-click the Gearing FB in the graphic-area 

2. Click Edit-Element in the contextual menu.

See also: How to Open Dialog-Box

Gearing FB dialog-box

Default output: The default output from the Gearing FB is equal to its input.

Output Function: Its parameters apply a simple linear function to the motion-values at the

input-connector.

It has three parameters, which specify a simple linear equation function.

The equation of the Gearing FB is:

Output  = *(Input + ) + 

Identical in form to: y = m.x + c

Parameters: Add before Gearing-Ratio

Parameter  is a constant which is added to the motion-value at the

input-connector.

Gearing-Ratio

Parameter  is a constant which multiplies the of : [Input Motion-

Values + 'Add before Gear-ratio' ] × Gearing-Ratio

Enter the Gearing-Ratio  as a Rational Ratio or an Irrational Ratio -
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see below.

Add after Gearing-Ratio

Parameter  is a constant which is added to the result of : [Input value +

'Add before Gear Ratio' ] × Gearing-Ratio

Gearing FB dialog-box

Ratio and Phase separator

 Gearing Ratio

Multiply motion-value at input-connector with a 

Gearing-Ratio

See Irrational and Ratio Ratio radio buttons below.

 Add after Gear Ratio

The FB will multiply the input by the Gearing Ratio, 

then add this number to give the motion-value at

the output-connector

 Add before Gear Ratio

The FB will add this number to the motion-value at

the input-connector, then multiply by the Gearing

Ratio

Rational Gear 

 You can enter the Gearing Ratio number in two

different ways. 

Click ...

Irrational Ratio radio-button ... to enter any

number (Irrational and Rational) in the Gearing

Ratio box

- or - 

Rational Ratio radio button ... to enter two

integers [±] in the 'Input-Pulley'  and 'Output-

Pulley'  boxes 

The ratio of Input-Pulley / Output-Pulley shows in

the Gearing Ratio as a 'Read-Only' parameter.

Top-Tips:

Use a Gearing Ratio  of '-1' to reverse the

direction of a Crank.

Connect a Gearing FB to the input of a Motion

FB to change the number of times you complete

the Motion in one Machine Cycle.

Connect the output of a Motion FB to the input

of a Gearing FB to change the amplitude of the

motion.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Dialog: Function-Block: Motion

How to add the Motion FB

R13

Toolbar: R13 [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics toolbar > Motion FB

Menu: R13: Add menu > Add Motion FB

How to Add: 1. Click the Motion FB in the Kinematics FB toolbar or Add menu. 

2. Click in the graphic-area to 'place' the Motion FB.

The Motion FB in now in the graphic-area.

How to open the Motion FB dialog-box

Double-Click

1. Double-click the Motion FB in the graphic-area, Assembly-Tree or

Selection-Window 

- or -

1. Click it in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree. 

The Motion FB is now in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click it in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu.

Right-Click to

Edit-Element

- or - 

1. Right-click the Motion FB in the graphic-area 

2. Click 'Edit-Element' in the contextual menu.

See also: How to Open Dialog-Box

Motion FB dialog-box

Parameters: Select Motion 

Use the drop-down list box to select a Motion name. The names

correspond to the Motion name-tabs in MotionDesigner. 

The motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion FB will

correspond to the X-axis of the motion you select.

The motion-values at the output-connector from the Motion FB will

correspond to the Y-axis of the motion you select.

Output Option

Radio buttons:

 Rest output : Start Value = Start-Value

Accumulate output: [Start-Value = Start-Value + Revs*Last Value]

See Notes below

Output Data-Type 

These three options are important for only some models types. 

For example: if you connect a wire from the Motion FB to a Motion-Path
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FB, then you must change the settings to Linear or Rotary.

Pattern Parameters : Please ignore!

Motion Function-Block Parameters

Select Motion

Select a motion in the drop-down list-box. The list

gives the name-tabs in MotionDesigner. 

Output-Option: Click one radio-button:

Reset Output: The output is set to the

motion-value at the start of the motion

after each machine cycle [default]

Accumulate Output: The output adds the

motion-value at the end of the motion to

the motion-value at the start of the motion

after each machine-cycle.

Output Data-Type*: click one radio button:

Motion : Default - units is 'Counts'

Linear : 

Rotary

For Linear and Rotary, see Machine-Settings

dialog > Modelling Units

4. Click .

* Important to select Linear or Rotary if you connect

the Motion FB to a Motion-Path FB or Maths FB.

Notes: Typically, the motion-values at the input-connector of a Motion FB have a

range from 0 – 360. However, any range of motion-values is possible at the

input-connector. 

Also, typically, the motion-values at the input-connector increase at a

constant rate. However, the motion-values at the input-connector may

increase and decrease at any time in a machine cycle.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Dialog: Function-Block: Motion-Dimension

Why use a Motion-Dimension FB

A Motion-Dimension FB identifies a Part you want to move with a specified motion.

A Motion-Dimension FB specifies:

An Angle between two Lines that are in different Parts - a Part becomes a Rocker.

 - or -

A Distance between two Points that are in different Parts - a Part becomes a Slider.

Rockers and Sliders are said to be Motion-Parts. The motion-values at the input-connector of

the FB specifies its motion.

How to add the Motion-Dimension FB see below.

Toolbar: [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics toolbar > Motion-Dimension FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Motion-Dimension FB

How to Add: 1. Click the Motion-Dimension FB in the Kinematics FB toolbar or Add menu.
 

The Command-Manager starts...and you must select, in turn, three elements.

To select the three elements, you must understand the difference between

the 'states' of Parts and sketch-elements in Mechanism-Editors:

kinematically-defined: Part-Outlines AND sketch-elements are Green, also

labelled as: 'Solved'  or 'Green'.

NOT kinematically-defined: Parr-Outlines AND sketch-elements in these

Parts are Blue, also labelled 'unsolved' Parts and sketch-elements, 

See Add Motion-Dimension FB for details.

How to open the Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box

Identify the two different icons for a Motion-Dimension FB in the Graphic-Area.

Motion-Part

Type

In the graphic-area, there are two different icons for a Motion-Dimension FB.

 Motion-Dimension FB of a Rocker

Motion-Dimension FB of a Slider

Motion-Diemension

Rocker

1. Double-click the Motion-Dimension FB in the graphic-area, Assembly-

Tree or Selection-Window 

- or -

1. Click it in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree. 

The Motion-Dimension FB is now in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click it in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu.
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Right-Click 

Mot-Dim FB

- or - 

1. Right-click the Motion-Dimension FB in the graphic-area 

2. Click 'Edit-Element' in the contextual menu.

See also: How to open a dialog-box

Motion-Dimension FB dialog-box

Default output: : when a wire IS NOT connected to its input-connector: the dimension

between the two sketch-elements at the time you added the Motion-

Dimension FB.

: when a wire IS connected to its input-connector: the motion-values 'on' the

wire + motion-value when a wire is not connected to its input-connector.

 Base-Value: in the image, the Base-Value is '75' 

This is the 'constant' contribution to the output

of the Motion-Dimension

The linear or angular value given to the

Motion-Part when a wire is not connected to

the input of the FB.

 Motion-Value: (motion-value at its input-connector)

in the image, the Motion-Value is '9.15992104

This is the 'motion contribution' to the output

of the Motion-Dimension.

It is the motion-value at the input-connector of

the Motion-Dimension FB.

The 'Motion-Value' regulates the position of the

Motion-Part relative to the Base-Value.

 Base-Value + Motion-Value

The actual motion-value given to the position

of the Motion-Part 

It is the output of the Motion-Dimension.

It is the total of Base-Value + Motion-Value

Directions 

 Negate Motion-Values: Option to multiply the

Motion-Values by -1.

Mirror the motion-values relative to the Base-

Value. Click the 

 Positive Motion-Values check box [default], or 

 Negative Motion-Values check-box

 Negate Base-Values: Option to multiply the Base-

Value by –1. 

Mirror the start-position of the Motion-Part. Click:

Positive Base-Value check box [default], or
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Negative Base-Values check-box

Notes: The Positive direction of the Motion-Dimension.

When the Motion-Dimension specifies an Angle [Rocker]:

The Positive direction is always the 'counter-clockwise' angle from the

'Fixed Part' to the 'Motion-Part'

When the Motion-Dimension specifies a Distance [Slider]:

The Positive direction is a function of the positive direction of the

Lines that you use in the Slide-Joint. 

See Positive Direction of Sliders
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Dialog: Function-Block: Motion-Path

 Motion-Path FB dialog-box

See Also: Add Motion-Path FB

About a Motion-Path FB

About the Motion-Path FB?

A Motion-Path FB adds Motion-Point to a sketch-element in a sketch-path*

Motion-values at the input-connector to the Motion-Path FB specify the motion of the

Motion-Point along the sketch-path.

There are a number of applications for a Motion-Path FB and Motion-Point. For

example: Robot Path, Chain or Belt Path, Ram-R dyad and Ram-P dyads.

* The sketch-path along which the Motion-Point will move, can be a:

sketch-element : a single sketch-element such as a Line, Arc, Circle, Blend-Curve.

sketch-path : sketch-elements, with end-Points merged, but as an 'open loop'.

sketch-loop : sketch-elements, with end-Points merged, and in an endless 'closed

loop'.

The sketch-elements may be 'crossed (8)' or 'not-crossed (0)'.

Use the Motion-Path FB dialog-box to:

Add more Motion-Points to the same Motion-Path

Move the Base-Value of the source Motion-Point along the sketch-element from its start-

Point.

Edit the Range with which the Motion-Points move along the sketch-elements in a

Machine-Cycle.

Display the displacement (linear [actual] or normalized to 0-360) of the Motion-Point as

it moves along the sketch-loop.

See all parameters below...

How to add the Motion FB

Toolbar: [Right-side of Graphic-Area]: Kinematics toolbar > Motion-Path FB

Menu: Add menu > Add Motion-Path FB

How to Add: 1. Click the Motion-Path FB in the Kinematics FB toolbar or Add menu. 

2. Click in the graphic-area to 'place' the Motion-Path FB.

The Motion FB in now in the graphic-area.
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How to Open the Motion-Path FB dialog box

Motion-Path FB in graphic-area

1. Click the Motion-Path FB in the graphic-area or

Assembly-Tree 

The Motion-Path FB is now in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Motion-Path FB element in the

Selection-Window

A contextual-menu shows.

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu

See 'How to open a Dialog-box'.

Motion-Path FB dialog-box

Motion-Path FB dialog-box [R13.2]

There are two tabs:

Point Parameters tab

Length Control tab

Point-Parameters tab

Point Parameters                           

Note: if the input to the Motion-Path FB is a Linear-

Motion-FB, which has a range of 360, then the Motion-

Point will move along the complete sketch-path one

time, and return to the start-Point at MMA=0 and

REVS=1.

Number of Motion-Points: 

The number of Motion-Points to be equally

distributed along the sketch-path.

Note: Click the Re-generate Motion-Points button [at

the bottom of this separator] to update the Number

of Motion-Points parameter.

If you have previously made Pin-Joints with Motion-

Points, you must add the Pin-Joints again.

Range [360=complete path] [deg] / Linear Range

[mm].  Default Range [deg] = 360, Default Linear

Distance = Length of sketch-path*.

When the Number of Motion-Points parameter is two

or more:

Range = 360[deg], or Linear Range = total
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length of sketch-path[mm]: the Motion-Points

(as given in the # Motion-Points box) become

equally spaced along the complete length of

the Path.

deg], or 
length of sketch-path [mm

360], the Motion-Points become spaced
equally over the new Range or Linear Range
parameter.

Example:

A Path Length is 127.123mm long.

Point Count is 3. 

A Range of 360 [default], makes the 3 Points equally

spaces with a distance between each Motion-Point =

127.123/3 mm

A Range of 66[deg], makes the 3 Points equally spaced

the distance between each Motion-Point is [127.123/3 *

66/360].

Phase Offset / Linear Offset:  [deg] or [mm]

The position of the 'first' Motion-Point when a wire is

not connected to the input-connector of the Motion-

Path FB.

When the Offset = 360[degs] or 0[mm], the 'first'

Motion-Point is at the start-Point of the sketch-

path.

If you generate more than one Motion-Point, the

Motion-Points are offset along the sketch-path

together.

Example:

A Path is 127.123[mm] long. 

360[mm] along the Path. 

The motion at the input to the Path FB moves the first

Point relative to this position.  
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Point List and Data Display         

Motion-Point Information box

Headers: Name | Index | Phase

Name is the name given to identify the Point 

If you click on Point in the list it shows as Red
in the graphic-area.

Index is the Point number identity

Phase is the relative displacement along the

sketch-element, relative to the origin of the

fist Point of the sketch-element

Display Data of the First Point as:

Radio Buttons to show the phase or linear distance

of the first motion-point, 

Show Nothing - nothing shows above the FB

Show Distance - the absolute distance along

the Motion-Path of the first Motion-Point

Show Phase - the relative angle along the

Motion of the first Motion-Point. 360 = 1 Path

Length

Length Control tab

Path Length using Dimensions    

You can define the length of the sketch-path with a 

'Controlling Dimension'.

Before you edit the length of the sketch-path, it is

best to make sure the sketch-path is fully defined,

and Black.

Controlling Dimension [Dimension Name]

A 'Controlling Dimension' is a dimension that controls

the length of the sketch-loop. It might give the

position of a Belt Tensioner device, or simply define

the distance between two arcs / pulleys.

To select a 'Controlling Dimension':

1. Click this box 

The Part-Editor opens automatically.

2. Click the 'arrowhead' of a dimension that

you want to control the length of the sketch-

loop / 'belt'. The dimension cannot be 'grey'.

Top tip - If you click an arc dimension, you will

not be able to add a pulley to that arc later.

The Part-Editor closes. The name of the
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dimension you click shows in the 'Controlling

Dimension' as a 'label'. [In this case the

dimension name is 'DimPtoP4'].

Actual Path Length [mm]

Read only box 

When you click a 'Controlling Dimension', this
read-only box shows the active length of the
Motion-Path / Belt Length.

'Actual Path Length' should equal 'Target
Path Length'.

Target Path Length [mm]

Read / Write box

3. Edit to give the length of the Belt you would
like. 

Note: It is best to make the 'Target Path Length' near
to the 'Active Path Length', then, edit the 'Target Belt
Length' in small steps with the 'Spin-Box' Tool until it
equals the Belt Length you want in your design.

Minimum and Maximum Dimension Value 

Set these to limit the range over which the 

Controlling Dimension can change.

Belt Tooth Pitch                               

Belt Tooth Pitch separator

If you use the Motion-Path as a Belt, with

Pulleys, then change the Tooth-Pitch to equal

the tooth-pitch for the belt you want to use.

Note: this also changes the Read-only

parameter in the Pulley dialog-box.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Graph

Graph FB dialog-box

R13

Menu: Add Graph Function-Block (FB)

Toolbar:  Kinematic FB toolbar : Add Graph FB

What for: Use a Graph FB to plot Kinematic Data, Kinetostatic Force-Data and

Cam-Data.

How to add: 1. Click the Graph FB in the Kinematics FB-Block Toolbar 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area
and the Assembly-Tree

The Graph FB is now in the graphic-area.

How to use: 1. Drag wires  to a maximum of its four input-connectors from the
output-connectors of FBs 

The default X–axis of each graph plot is 0 – 360, the Master Machine

Angle. 

However, it is best to connect a Linear-Motion FB to the bottom input-

connector, as it usually prevents the 'fly-back' line of the data at the

other inputs.

To use a different variable for the X–axis:

2. Drag a wire to the input-connector of the X–axis input-connector 

How to Open: To open the Graph dialog: 

1. Double-click a Graph FB icon in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree 

Notes: Why are the Y–axis values given by the DRO  different to, for example,

the Velocity and Acceleration Vectors that I can see in the graphic-area?

The number-of-points in the graph is equal to 'Number-of-Steps'

parameter in the Machine Settings dialog-box

In the graph, the X–axis and Y–axis values at the DRO must jump

from 'step' to 'step'. Each 'step' must coincide with the 'Number-of-

Steps' as given in the Machine Settings dialog-box.

In the graphic area, the vector values are calculated for the value of

the Master Machine Angle, which may not coincide with a 'step'.
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There are 5 Panels:

 Y–axis Scales:

A 'Y-Scale' for each graph plot and connected input – from left to right, Y1 to Y4 

The colour of the Y–axis scale and the graph are the same. 

 Y–axis Data Set [Drop-Down list]

The Data-Set in the drop-down list is a functions of the FB that you connect to the input-connector of

the Graph DB

Each FB has a set of three data-types available from each output-connector.

To simultaneously plot all data-types from one FB, drag a wire from 3 times to different input-connectors

on the Graph FB, and use drop-down list to select each data-type.

See Y–axis Display Options

 Digital Readout (DRO):

The X–axis and the Y1 to Y4 axis values at the position of the vertical red pointer . 

The colour of the numerical values are the same as the line-colour of each Y–axis graph

The Number Format for the X–axis, Y–axis, and 'Data in Clipboard', is configured in Application

Settings | Number Format tab.

 The Graph Area:

The colour-coded graphs for each Y–axis input

A Vertical Red 'pointer'

The 'Vertical Red Pointer' AND the Master Machine Angle 'jump' to where you click in the graph area,

and also to where you 'Drag' your mouse pointer.

 Toolbar:

Save, Print, Graph Settings, Zoom Extents, Pan Left, Pan Right, 'Copy Graph Data to Clipboard' – see

 below
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Also, note those tools:

 Vertical Pointer:

When you click in the Graph Area , the Vertical Pointer will snap to your mouse Pointer.

When you drag your pointer in the graphic-area:

the Vertical Cursor will move with your Pointer

the Digital Readouts  will continuously update to be the same as the data values at the position of

the pointer along the X–axis

the Master Machine Angle will continuously update to be the same as the position of the Vertical

Red Pointer along the X–axis

the kinematically-defined Chains will move to agree with the Master Machine Angle

 Copy Graph Data to Clipboard

When you click the right-most tool/icon in the toolbar above the Graphs, the graph data is copied to

the Clipboard  .

Paste this Data to Excel, or to MotionDesigner in the Data Transfer table, where you can plot it as an

overlay.

You do not need to copy the data to the clipboard - simply Paste the data immediately after the

data shows in the table.

Configure the Number Format for the X–axis, Y–axis, and 'Data in Clipboard' in Application Settings |

Number Format tab.

Y-Axis Display Options:

The 'Y-Axis Data Set' are given in the drop-down at the right of the graph dialog-box.

If you want to show more than one of the data options for one of the FBs listed below, then

you must drag a wire from the same output-connector to different input-connectors on the

Graph FB.

You can plot:

o The three Data-Types available at the output-connector of a FB

o To trouble-shoot. For example, the motion given to a Rocker or Slider is not as you expect.

o To learn how FBs transform the motion data.

Golden Function-Block (Linear-Motion, Gearing, Motion, Motion-Dimension) you can

plot:

o Linear or angular position

o Linear or angular velocity

o Linear or angular acceleration

Measurement FB or Point-Data FB you can plot:

o Linear or angular position

o Linear or angular velocity

o Linear or angular acceleration

Cam-Data FB,  

o Pressure Angle. 

You can plot three Pressure Angles – See Pressure Angle

o Cam Radius-of-Curvature. 

You can plot Radii-of-Curvature 1 and 2 for Cam 1 and Cam 2.
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o Contact Cam Force

o Maximum Contact Shear Stress. 

You must know the material properties to obtain this data. See Cam Properties and Display

dialog-box.

Force-Data FB. 

The output form a Force-Data FB is a function of the element with which it is linked.

See Force-Data FB dialog-box

If you link a Force-Data FB to a: 

o Pin-Joint with a Motor, you can plot Motor Drive Torque.

o Slide-Joint with a Motor, you can plot Motor Drive Linear Force

o Joint without a Motor, plot 

Total Force [ F
T
 

X
2 + F

Y
2), or

Force along the X-coordinate of a Point: F
X

Force along the Y-coordinate of a Point: F
Y

o 2D-Cam, you can plot the Cam Contact Force

o Spring FB: you can plot the Total Force, the X Force and the Y Force acting on the Point.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Graph Settings

Graph > Settings dialog-box

The Graph Settings icon is at the top of the Graph FB dialog-box.

Click the Graph Settings icon to open the Graph Settings dialog-box.

Graph-Settings dialog-box

In the Graph Settings dialog-box, there are three orange separators. 

Title and Y-axis Input Selection

Graph Title: 

Enter a 'Graph Title'. Here the graph title is

'Graph'.

Y–axis Input box

Apply settings to

1. Click the drop-down box to show list of Y-
axis inputs

2. Click in the list: 

o 'Y# : Data Type'  [#=1 to 4. Data
Type: corresponds to the data at the
input-connector].

- or - 

o 'Set all' 

Use 'Set all' to scale all graphs to the same Y-

axis scale.
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Y-Axis and X-Axis 

Auto-Scale Y–axis check-box

[These Settings apply to the Y–axis Input, or all of

the Y–axis inputs - see above]

Auto-Scale Y-Axis

'Check' the 'Auto-Scale Y–axis' box 

The graph automatically sets Y–axis to

the maximum and minimum of the

values at the input-connector.

Y maximum / Y minimum

'Clear 'the 'Auto-Scale Y–axis' box.

Enter values in the 'Y maximum:' and 'Y

minimum:' boxes

Graph Line colour

If you prefer a different colour for the graph.

Click the 'Graph Line colour' button 

Use the the Windows® pop-up colour

picker, click OK in the pop-up.

X–axis separator

Use the check-box to 'Auto-scale' or

'Manually Scale' the X–axis

The X-axis setting applies to all the graphs.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Point-Data

Point-Data FB dialog-box

Point Output Function-Block (FB)

Command: Add menu > Add Point Output Function-Block (FB)

Kinematic-FB toolbar > Add Point-Data Function-Block (FB)

What for: To get a Point's motion-values. The Point must be a child to a kinematically-

defined Part.

Its three output-connectors give, with respect to the Mechanism Plane, the Point's:

X–axis motion-values

Y–axis motion-values

Magnitude of the Point's motion-values*

The magnitude of the motion-values are equal to:

o 2 + Y2) with X and Y 

Each output-connector has three channels: position, velocity or acceleration

values

* Motion-values are the Point's Position, Velocity, and its Acceleration.

STEP 1: Add the Point-Data Function-Block

1. Click the Point-Data FB in the Modelling FB Toolbar. 

2. Click again in the graphic-area to 'place' the FB in the graphic-area.

The Point-Data FB is now in the graphic-area. 

STEP 2: Open the Point-Data Function-Block

1. Click the Point-Data FB in the graphic-area or
Assembly-Tree one time 

The Point-Data FB should be in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Point-Data FB In the Selection-

Window 

3. Click 'Edit element...' in the contextual menu.

- or -

1. Double-click a Point-Data FB in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. Double-click a Point-Data FB in the Assembly-Tree 
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Point Output Function-Block (FB)

STEP 3: Add the Point to the selection-box

1. Click a Point in the graphic-area. 

If the incorrect Point is in the selection-box, then:

1. Click a different Point in the graphic-area. 

The Point will now be in the selection-box.

STEP 4: Close the Point-Data Function-Block

1. Click the 'OK' button , the 'green tick', to close 

Point-Data FB. 

How to Use: You can connect the Point-Data FB with a wire:

1. To a Graph FB, to plot the motion-values of Position, Velocity and

Acceleration of the Point in the X and Y–axis directions. 

2. To become the independent motion-values variable, rather than a Linear-

Motion FB. 

Notes: Top-Tip

To plot the X or Y position, velocity and acceleration of a Point in the same graph.

1. Drag a wire from the same output-connector of the Point-Data FB three times to three

different input-connectors of one Graph FB, 

2. Use the Y–axis display options in the Graph dialog-box to display all motion derivatives.

See Also: Connecting FBs
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Dialog: Function-Block: CAD Control

CAD Control FB dialog-box

Use the Cad Control Function-Block to control Distance or Angle Mates in a SOLIDWORKS®

Assembly model and to synchronize them with motion given to Parts in a MechDesigner

model.

See Getting Started Tutorial 5C3: Examine 3D-Cam Clearances

See Also: Function-Block menu | CAD Control, 

A CAD-Control FB should be in the graphic-

area. See Add CAD-Control FB.

With the SOLIDWORKS® assembly model open:

 STEP 1: Double-Click a Cad-Control FB in

the graphic-area

It may take some time to open the first time

you use this FB. MechDesigner checks that

you have correct Type Libraries installed.

If you do not have the correct Type Libraries -

see here.

 STEP 2: Enable the Cad Control, select the

'Enable CAD Control Function-

Block' check box

 STEP 3: Use Get Dimensions button  

The dialog-box finds the correct Mates in 

SOLIDWORKS® for you.

 STEP 4: Click the Get Dimension list box

to select the Mates available in 

SOLIDWORKS®.

You should select the Mates in order, top to

bottom, to agree with the Motions that are

connected, top to bottom, to the input-

connector of the CAD Control FB. 

 STEP 5: Click OK

The position of the Parts in SOLIDWORKS®

move* when you move the Parts in 

MechDesigner.

* Only use Home, Step Back or Step. Do not

use Run.

If the angles or distances are not correct, then 

See Tutorial 6C3: Examine 3D-Cam

Clearances
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Dialog: Function-Block: Math

Math FB dialog-box

See also: Add Maths FB

See also: Tutorial 18: Maths FB

 Add menu > Add Maths FB.

To Open:

1. Double-click the Math FB in the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree 

- or -

1. Click the Maths FB in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click  the Maths FB in the Selection-Window

3. Click Edit element... in the contextual menu.

Add

Connectors;

Edit Output

Data Type

'Add Input'

button - Click

to add an input-

connector to

the Maths FB.

Nothing

happens

inside

the

Maths

FB, only

a new

input-

connect

or shows

at its

left-side.

Each

input-

connect

or can

'carry'

three(3)

sets of

data,

called

data-
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channels.

'Add Output'

button - Click

to add more

output-

connectors to

the Maths FB.

There is

one

output-

connect

or on the

Maths FB

when

you add

it to the

model.

Each

output-

connect

or can

carry

three

sets of

data.

Thus, we

see three

equation

s in the

'Equatio

ns box'

for each

output-

connect

or. See

below

how to

write the

equation

s.

Output Data-

Type

Choose

the

Data-

Type,
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and,

thus, the

Units for

the data

at the

output-

connect

or.

Update

Update

button -

use this

button 

each

time you

edit an

equation

or Data-

Type.

More information, to help you write the equations in the box

Input-Connectors:

Each wire in your model 'carries' three sets of data. Each set of data is a called a 'Data-

Channel'.

The Data-Channels are labeled as 'p', 'v' and 'a'. This is how you must use them in the

equations.

Each input-connector is given a number, staring from 0, then 1, 2, 3,... This is how you must

use them in your equations.

Data on each Input-Connector

The data carried by a wire is a function of the FB from which you connect the wire.  

If you connect a wire from a:

 Golden FB, then the wire 'carries': Position, Velocity and Acceleration as its three data-

channels (Angular or Linear, depending on the actual FB)

If you connect a wire from a Force-Data FB, that is measuring the kinetostatic data at a

Motor, then the data -channels are: Torque, F
x 
,F

y
..

Equations:

As an example, the second channel on the third input connector:

'v(2)' - where 'v' is the second channel, '(2)' is the third input-connector.

You can write, as an equation:

'v(2)*a(3)^1.2' 

This is '[Second-channel, Third Input-connector] * [Third-channel, fourth Input-connector]1.2 

You can write nonsense, so be careful.

Units (also see more below for more information)
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The units in the Maths FB are always SI Units. meters, radians, kilogramme, seconds.

So an input of 12mm is 0.012, and an angle of 90º is  radians, when 'inside' the FB.

If you want mm in the equation, you need to multiply the output by 1000 in the equation.

UNITS 'inside' the Maths FB

There are three possible sources of confusion with respect to 'units' when you use the Maths

FB.

1. Motion FBs 

When you connect to an input and output-connector a wire, to Golden FB,  the Unit Type

should be set to Linear or Rotary units in the Motion FB. 

2. SI Units

Inside the Maths FB, the units are SI.

If an input is 90º, the value is 1.57rad 'inside' the Maths FB.

If another input is 100mm, the value is 0.1m 'inside' the Maths FB.

If you multiply these together, the result 'inside' the Maths FB is 0.157 - of course.

You have the opportunity to convert the units of the result to other units with the Output

Data-Type drop-down

3. Output motion-values and Coordinates 

Even though the values internally are SI, the units are converted back to units in the

Machine Settings dialog at the output-connector, for the units you select in the Output

Data-Type drop-down box.

For example:Machine Settings

If the units are set to Linear Coordinates, then 0.157 is 0.157m, which becomes 157mm

in the model (Machine Settings Units are mm).

If the units are set to Rotary Coordinates, then 0.157 is 0.157radians, which become 9º

in the model (Machine Settings Units are degrees).

4. Confusion between Linear Coordinates given to a Rocker, and a Rotary Coordinates given

to a Slider 

Rotary units connected to a Linear Slider - that is, the opposite data type

If you set the output units to Rotary Coordinates, then 0.157 becomes 0.157rads or 9º.

when the Machine Settings are degrees. 

If you then connect the output to a Motion-Dimension to move a Slider, then the 9º

becomes 9mm.

Linear Units connected to a Rotary Rocker

If you set the output units to Linear Coordinates, then 0.157 becomes 157mm, when the

Machine Settings are mm.

If you connect the output to a Motion-Dimension to move a Rocker, then the Rocker

rotates 157º.
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The Calculator

gives some of

the 'standard'

mathematical

functions. 

When the open

and closed

brackets show

in the function

button, you

must enter a

value or an

input variable - 

For

example,

Sin(p(1))

calculates

the

trigonometri

c 'Sin' of the

position

value of the

second

input. [p(0)

is the first

position

input, p(1) is

the second,

p(2) is the

third....]

They include:

1. Position,

Velocity

and

Accelera

tion

Values

for an

Input 

P() ;

V(),

A()

2. Standard

Algebra

Arith
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metic:

, *

Raise

to the

Powe

r: ^

Brack

ets: ( )

3. Trigono

metry 

All inputs

in

radians.

Stand

ard:

Sin,

Cosin

e,

Tang

ent

Hyper

bolic:

Sinh,

Cosh,

Tansh

Invers

e:Arc

Sin,

ArcCo

s,

ArcTa

n2

4. Limit,

OverLimi

t,

UnderLi

mit,

XLimits 

5. Numeric

al

Keypad

6. 1...9, 0, 

Pi.
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7. Abs(),

Mag(),

Sqrt();

Example Maths FB

Example 1: Rack Motion from a Pinion. 

Assume we want to drive a Rack from a

Pinion.

The Motion of a Rack is given by the

Motion of the Pinion. The standard

equations we should use are:

Rack Displacement = Pinion Radius

* Pinion Rotation Angle of Pinion (D

= R * Θ )

Rack Velocity = Pinion Radius *

Pinion Angular Velocity of Pinion (V

= R * ω )

Rack Acceleration = Pinion Radius *

Angular Acceleration of Pinion (A =

R * α )

The units in the Maths FB are always

SI Units.

Linear Dimensions:

If the Linear Units in the Machine

Settings dialog are mm, then the

dimension of a Part is in mm. If you

change the Linear Units to m, then the

dimension of the Part is in m (meters).

For example, a dimension of 100 while

the Machine Settings are set to 

millimeters, will become 0.1 if you

change the units to meters in the

Machine Settings.

When you add a wire to a Maths FB, it

will use the SI units m (meters).

In this case you must multiply the

Displacement equation by 1000.

Angular Dimensions:

If the units in the Machine Settings

dialog are degs (degrees), and we

measure the angle of a Part, it will

show as degrees.

However, when you wire it to a Maths

FB, it will use the SI units for the degs
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(degrees), that is: rads (radians)

Example 2: Epitrochoid /

Hypotrochoid: 

When you have parametric

equations, you can give the

output for the X parameter

to a horizontal slider, and

the Y parameter to a

piggyback orthogonal

slider.

If you enter the equations

for

position only, then

you can plot the

Curve

position and

velocity, then you

can add a Cam with

the Sliders (since a

Cam needs position

and velocity values)

position, velocity

and acceleration,

then you can plot

Radius-of-

Acceleration (since

this needs all three

motion derivatives)

See Tutorial 18 for full

details of this

example.

Make a Tool Translate at the end of a SCARA Robot.

1. Use Measurement FBs to measure the angles of the 'Upper Arm' and 'Lower Arm', relative

to each other.

2. Add two Input-Connectors on the Maths FB

3. Subtract the two angles to give an angle in the Maths FB

4. Connect a wire at the output to the Motion-Dimension FB at the end of the SCARA to

keep the tool fixed relative to the Base-Part.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Statistics

Statistics FB dialog-box

A Statistics Function-Block

If you can connect a wire to plot data with a Graph FB... 

   ...then you can connect a wire to a Statistics FB to find the Statistical information for

the same data.

The Statistics FB calculates various Statistical values for the data at its input-connector
for a complete machine cycle.

Compare with Element Properties. Element Properties give motion-values for the
Master Machine Angle.

See Graph FB - Y–axis input-connectors for the list of possible inputs to the Statistics FB.

To Add a Statistics FB to the graphic-area:

1. Click the Statistics FB in the Function-Block Toolbar 

2. Click in the graphic-area.

The Statistics FB is now in the graphic-area.

See: Add Statistics Function-Block 

To Use the Statistics FB dialog-box:

1. Connect a wire to its input-connector 

2. Edit the Stats FB to open the Stats FB
dialog-box

Select Derivative

Note: Function-Blocks have three Data-

Channels at their output-connectors

The Data-Channels for the Kinematic-

FBs are the three motion-derivatives. 

The Data-Channels for a Force-Data FB

are Total Force or  Torque, Force X,

Force Y.

3. Click the list box and select the data-

channel in the list for which you want

to find its 'Statistics'.

Optimization Parameters - Do Note Use

Numerical Estimation of Min/Max - Do Not Use
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4. Close the Statistics FB dialog-box 

5. CTRL + Click the Statistics FB in the
graphic-area. 

The Statistics for the Data-Channel show in
a Read-only dialog-box.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Polynomial-Fit

Polynomial-Fit FB dialog-box

The data at the output-connector from this FB is a series of concatenated [joined end-to-

end] polynomials that are a 'best-fit' to motion-values at its input-connector.

You can output the 'best-fit' as:

'motion-values' at its output-connector

to a .csv file, or 

the format required for a Schneider-Electric® servo-controller.

See: Add Polynomial Fit Function-Block 

STEP 1: Connect a wire from the output-connector of a different FB to the input-connector of the
Polynomial-Fit FB. 

STEP 2: Open the FB dialog-box:[See 'How to open a dialog-box']

Polynomial-Fit dialog-box

The Polynomial-Fit dialog-box:

   Toolbar to 'get '1-cycle', 'run', 'stop', 'save' and

'auto-run' 

  Three[3] separators: 

Polynomial Parameters

Motion Function-Blocks

Solve Values

  Graph-Area

  Toolbar to save, print and control how to view the:

data at the input-connector 

and 

'solved-data'.

Toolbar

Polynomial Fit toolbar

After you edit the 'Polynomial Parameters', then you can

press the different buttons in the toolbar.

The toolbar has these buttons:

  'Acquire / Capture / Get One Cycle' button : Click

each time you edit 'Polynomial Parameters' or change

the data at the input connector.

  'Fit Polynomials to Data' button: Click each time you

want to fit the polynomials to the input-data.
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  'Stop the 'Polynomial Fit algorithms'. Click if the

algorithms cannot find a good solution quickly.

  'Save Coefficients' : Click to save the results to a CSV

file, or a EPAS4 file THAT IS suitable for a Schneider

Electric servo-controller.

  The algorithms will run until the polynomials fit the

data to the accuracy as specified, and with less or equal

to the maximum number of Polynomials in the 'best-fit'.

Polynomial Parameters 

Parameters to enter before you do 'Polynomial

Fit' [button  above]

Number-of-Points : 

... you want in the output motion, should you want

to save the fit as a series of data points.

Pts. in Tol Sample : 

... that the algorithm will use to calculate the error

between the 'output motion' and the input motion'.

Maximum Number of Polynomial : 

... to 'best-fit' to the 'input data'.

Position Tolerance %; Velocity Tolerance %;

Acceleration Tolerance %

... the difference [error] between the 'best-

polynomial-fit' and the 'input-data' within the

number of samples in the 'Sample Count'. These are

scaled to the range of the input to the Poly-Fit FB.

Polynomial-Fit algorithm: 

1. Does the algorithm to fit the Polynomial, using number of points as specified in the

'Tolerance Sample Count',  and then... 

2. Shifts the data point by one data point, and then... 

3. Repeats the calculation, and then...

4. Repeats 1 to 3 again and again by the total 'number of points': 

until the errors are less than the 'Tolerances' specified below

or

the number of Polynomials exceed the 'Maximum Polynomial Count' value 

or

you use the 'Stop the Polynomial Fit algorithm' button - see toolbar above. 
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Motion Funtion-Blocks 

The Motion name, associated with the Motion FB, helps

the algorithms to fit the polynomials.

The Blend-Points X-axis values should have the same

timing as the motion-values at the input to the

Polynomial-Fit FB. 

This is especially useful when the motion-values at the

input to the Poly-Fit FB and the Motion name both have

dwells with the same X-axis timing.

To add a Motion FB:

1. Unlock the data-box 

2. Click a Motion FB in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area.

Example:

When the Polynomial Fit FB must find Polynomials that are equal to a servo's motion that

controls a Tool-Part, but via a kinematic-chain.

Add the same Motion FB [with associated FBs] that controls the motion of the Tool-Part. 

Solve Values 

RMS Position Error, RMS Velocity Error, RMS

Acceleration Error [Read-Only]. 

They give the RMS [Root, Mean Square] error values

of the Position, Velocity and Acceleration between

the 'best-polynomial-fit' and the 'input-motion-

data', as percentage of the motion range, in the

Polynomial Fitted 'Solution'.

They are a percentage of the maximum range of

each motion-derivative.

# of Polynomials in Fit

The number of Polynomials in the solution.

See also: 'Maximum Polynomial Count'. in the 

Polynomial Parameters separator.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Parameter-Control

Parameter-Control Function-Block dialog-box

Use a Parameter-Control FB to 'dynamically' control the dimensions of sketch-elements and
the Extrusion Depth and Extrusion-Offsets of an Extrusion element.

How to use the Parameter-Control FB

 Enabled : Delete element

To make the FB active

1. Click the check-box to put a check in the box - see image. 

To delete an element:

1. Select an element in one of the boxes, below, 

2. Click the 'cross' to delete it.

 Controlled Parameters' separator - click to expand to show the control boxes below.

There are two boxes for selected elements. The top box has the actual elements whose
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dimension are controlled by the FB.

Top box : When you click a dimension, it shows immediately in the 'top' box.

Bottom box: When you click a Profile element, two elements show in the 'bottom' box.

You can select one or the two of these element to transfer them to the 'top' box. 

When they show in the 'top' box they will be controlled by the FB.

 Driven Parameter : 

The name of the dimension, whose value is driven by this Function-Block.

The name of Extrusion-Offset or Profile. 

 Solve Element : 

A Part when the 'Driven-Parameter' is a dimension.

An Extrusion when the 'Driven Parameter is an 'Extrusion' or a 'Profile'

 Control-Action : 

The actual action taken by the FB 

'Update dimension' when the 'Driven Parameter' is a 'dimension'

'Update extension length' when the 'Driven Element' is a 'Profile'

'Rebuild Solid' when the 'Driven Parameter' is an 'Extension'.
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Dialog: Tool: Pattern

 Pattern Tool dialog-box

See Add Menu Add Pattern

See How to open a dialog-box

Notes: You must toggle in Show Model in Mechanism' in the Tools Toolbar to see the Solid

elements that you want to Pattern.

From one or more Solid elements that are in a model, the Pattern element makes an

array of the source Solids [those that you select to be in the pattern]. 

The Pattern is similar to a circular or linear array as found in your CAD. However, the

Pattern element also anticipates where each Solid in the pattern will be at each

instant in a machine cycle.

Pattern dialog-box

 There are two tabs in the 3D-Cam dialog-

box:

Pattern Elements

Phase Visibilities.

Pattern Elements tab

Enable and Type

1. Click the Enable check box to

make sure the settings are

passed to the model. 

2. Click: Space Pattern or Phase

Pattern. Experiment!

 Space Pattern 

1. Makes a number of solid copies
of a Solid element(s) [See 
Phases | Copies, below] 

2. Shows them at equal angles in
the machine cycle.

3. Shows each copy of the Solid at
the phase as if its home position
is at the phase of the machine
cycle.

4. When you cycle the machine,
each copy of the Solid moves
with the Part, and remain fixed in
the Part.

- or - 
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 Phase Pattern

The same as the Space Pattern,
however:

1. When you cycle the machine,
each copy of the Solid cycles as if
it is a packaging moving along the
motion time axis. 

2. Each Solid is at an advanced
position around the cycle.

Pattern Elements

Padlock icon.

You must click the Padlock, to

'unlock' it, before you can add or

remove elements.

The are two boxes:

A.  Pattern Elements 

These are Solids that you Pattern. 

Solids you can pattern include: 

MechDesigner Profile/Extrusion

elements 

Imported Solids - SOLIDWORKS

and STL files. 

To add Solids to the 'Pattern

Elements' box:

Click - in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area:

1. the Solids 

or 

2. CAD-Lines onto which a Solid

has been imported 

B.  Motion to Linearise 

If the motion of the Solids is linear -

when they move at constant velocity -

then the Solids will show at equal

positions. There is no need to select a

Motion elements.

If the motion of the Solids is not linear,

then Solids will 'bunch-up' at machine

angles when the Solids move slowly,

and they will 'stretch-out' when they

move quickly. 

Motion FBs you select will linearize the
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pattern's positions.

To add Motion FB to the 'Motions to

Linearize' box:

1. Click a Motion FB in the
Assembly-Tree or the graphic-
area. 

To remove elements from the boxes.

1. Click an element in the Pattern
Elements or Motion to Linearize
box 

2. Click the 'Remove Solid' or the
'Remove Motion FB' icon at the
top of the Pattern Elements
separator.

The Padlock icon: 

To make sure you do not add more
Solids or Motion FBs while you edit
your model:

1. Click the Padlock, to lock it. 

Phase Visibilities tab

Phases

The format of the Phases separator is

different when you select Space Pattern

to when you select Phase Pattern.

Copies: 

The number-of-copies of the 

Solids in the Pattern and in the

graphic-area.

IF Space Pattern

Start Angle, Final Angle: 

The 'Copies' show at regular

intervals from the Start Angle to

the Final Angle. 

The Start to Final Angle is the 

Pattern Range.

The Phase Visibility separator 

does not show.

IF Phase Pattern:

The concept of a Motion-Period is

important.

When the Final Angle is, for

example, 20º, the motion period is
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20º.

Then the Phase Visibility repeats 36

 

Final Angle: 

If the Final Angle is 360, then

the Motion Period is 1 Machine

Cycle

If 

The 'Copies' show at regular

intervals of the MMA. from

Machine Home to the Final

Angle.

Machine Home to the Final Angle is

the Pattern Range.

The Phase Visibility separator 

shows, at the bottom of the

dialog-box

Hide Source Element:

The source elements are the Solids
that is in the Pattern Elements
separator.

Click the check-box to hide the
Solids that you have selected in
the Pattern Elements separator.

Typically, you hide the source Solid.

This is because a copy will show at

the same position as the source

Solid.

'Copies Visibility Box'.

The box in this separator shows the

list of the 'Copies' and the Master

Machine Angle at which each copy

of the Solid will show in the

graphic-area.

This box gives

angle, or

phase, with

reference to

the Master

Machine

Angle, of

each copy of

the Pattern
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Element. 

To

hide a

copy,

for the

compl

ete

machi

ne

cycle,

click a 

. 

To

show a

copy,

for the

compl

ete

machi

ne

cycle,

click a 

. 

Phase Visibility

Th Phase Visibility separator only shows

when you use the Phase Pattern check

box in the Enable and Type separator.

Phase Visibility:

You can show or hide individual

Pattern Elements at one or more

phases in the Pattern Range..

Think of a chain wrapped around a

clock and the chain moves around

the clock. You can make each link

disappear, in turn, as they move

between 6 and 9 o'clock.

[Compare with Copies Visibility: a

Cross will hide the Solid as it moves

all the way around the clock]

To edit the 'Phase Visibility' of an

Solid:

1. Click a Solid in the Pattern

Elements box in the Pattern
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Element separator. 

The Solid element - 'Extrusion'

or 'CAD-Line' must show in

the 'Current Pattern Element'

box before you should click

the Edit Pattern Visibility

button

2. Click the Edit Pattern

Visibility...button

The 'Pattern Show and Hide Phase'

dialog-box opens.

Phase Visibility dialog

Edit Pattern Visibility - Show and

Hide Solid Elements during a

Machine Angle

Note: you must click a Solid Element in

the Pattern Elements box so that it shows

in the Current Pattern Elements box in

the Phase Visibility separator

Click the Edit Pattern Visibility... button. 

The Phase Visibility dialog opens.

 Visibility of Pattern Element

This identifies the CAD-Line or Solid

you are editing in the Phase Visibility

dialog.

Note: Make sure the correct

element shows in this box

 before you edit the phases.

 Phase Visibility Chart

The chart can 'Switch' the visibility of

the Pattern element [Solid] over a

machine cycle.

The X–axis is Machine Period or

Machine Angle : 0 – 360.

The Y–axis is 'High' to Show or 'Low'

to Hide the Solid element in the

graphic-area.

In the image: the chart is High from 0º to

90º and also from 190º to 270º.

 Add or Remove a Show or Hide

Switch.

To add a Switch: 
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1. Click the  icon 

2. Click the Phase Visibility Chart

To remove a Switch:

1. Click a Node   

2. Click the  icon

The dialog removes the switch that

needs the Node

You cannot remove all of the Phases. 

To Edit a Node:

1. Click a Node  

2. Edit the machine angle of the

Node in the Switch Phase data

box  [Node Position].

Examples

Space Pattern - No Motion FB

Build a model:

The Mechanism:  A 'Piggyback Slider' arrangement

Add 'Slider 1', Add 'Slider 2' to move on Slider 1',

but moving in a perpendicular direction to 'Slider 1'.

The Motion:  Default motion (Rise-Dwell-Return-

Dwell)

Advance the motion of the Slider 2 by 90º:

Edit the Linear Motion FB, and set it to 90º.

The path taken by the Origin of the Slider that

moves along the X and the Y–axis should be a

'square'.

The Pattern element : a Solid:

Add a Profile/Extrusion at the Origin of Slider 2

1. Add a Pattern Element 

It is in the Assembly-Tree.

2. Edit the Pattern Element 

Double-click the Pattern Element in the

Assembly-Tree to open the dialog-box.

3. Enable it and select 'Space Pattern' 

4. Expand the Pattern Elements separator.

Click the Extrusion in the graphic-area so it

shows in the Pattern Elements box

5. Expand the Phases separator

Set the Copies to 8.
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There is a copy of the Source Extrusion every 45º of

the Master Machine Angle, starting at 0º.

The motions for the Extrusion happens to produce a

regular pattern for the Extrusion.

The model should be like the image to the left.

6. Set the Copies to 6. 

The model should be similar to the image to the

left.

There is a copy every 60º of the Master Machine

Angle, starting at 0º .

The copy shows at the position that the Extrusion

would show at each angle (in the Copies List box)

with reference to the Master Machine Angle.

7. Set the Copies to 8. 

The model should be similar to the image to the

left.

See Video to the Left.

Edit the Copies

1. Turn off one or many of the copies in the Pattern

 

See Video to the Left.
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'Compress the Copies'

Edit the Start and End-Angles.

This changes the range of the Master Machine

Angle over which the eight copies are distributed.

CASE 2/1: Space Pattern: Copies = 6,

Start Angle = 0; End Angle = 360,

Non-Linear Angular Velocity

CONDITION 2/1: Part Moves with a Non-Linear-

Motion - See Motion above

The Part rotates 360 in a Machine Cycle

Start Angle = 0; End Angle = 360;

Copies = 6

Example Instance: Look up the second instance of the

Pattern. 

When the X– Axis is 60, the Y motion-value is 100.

This means the second instance after the start, is

100º.

CASE 2/1: Space Pattern: Copies = 6,

Start Angle = 0; End Angle = 120,

Non-Linear Angular Velocity

CONDITION 1/2: Part Moves with a Linear-Motion -

for example Constant Angular Velocity

The Part rotates 360 in a Machine Cycle

Start Angle = 0; End Angle = 120.

Copies = 6

Example Instance: Look up the fourth instance of the

Pattern.

When the X– Axis is 60, the Y motion-value is 100.

This means the fourth instance after the start, is also

100 degrees.
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Phase Pattern - No Motion FB

Build a model:

The Mechanism:  A 'Piggyback Slider' arrangement

Add 'Slider 1', Add 'Slider 2' to move on Slider 1',

but moving in a perpendicular direction to 'Slider 1'.

The Motion:  Default motion (Rise-Dwell-Return-

Dwell)

Advance the motion of the Slider 2 by 90º:

Edit the Linear Motion FB, and set it to 90º.

The path taken by the Origin of the Slider that

moves along the X and the Y–axis should be a

'square'.

The Pattern element : a Solid:

Add a Profile/Extrusion at the Origin of Slider 2

1. Add a Pattern Element 

It is in the Assembly-Tree.

2. Edit the Pattern Element 

Double-click the Pattern Element in the

Assembly-Tree to open the dialog-box.

3. Enable it and select 'Phase Pattern'

4. Expand the Pattern Elements separator.

Click the Extrusion in the graphic-area so it

shows in the Pattern Elements box

5. Expand the Phases separator

Set the Copies to 8.

There is a copy of the Source Extrusion every 45º of

the Master Machine Angle, starting at 0º.

The motions for the Extrusion happens to produce a

regular pattern for the Extrusion.

The model should be like the image to the left.

See Video to the Left.

Edit the Copies

1. Turn off one or many of the copies in the Pattern

 

See Video to the Left.

'Compress the Copies'

Edit the Start and End-Angles.

This changes the range of the Master Machine Angle

over which the eight copies are distributed.
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Dialog: Tool: Briefcase

Briefcase Tool dialog-box

Briefcase FB dialog-box

See: Add Briefcase Function-Block 

Display Parameters separator

 << write a label >>

Use your keyboard to 'write a label'.

Usually, the label reminds you of the

FBs that are in the Briefcase. 

The label shows above the Briefcase

FB, even if you hide the captions of

other FBs...

...see: Edit menu [or toolbar] >

Application Settings > Colours tab > 

Graphic Options separator > Show

Function-Block Captions

 'Background colour' and Transparency Slider

When you show the FBs that are in the

Briefcase as a window, you can edit

the colour of the window.

Use the transparency slider to edit the

density of the colour.

 'Hide Elements' / 'Show Elements'

Use this check-box to show or hide the

elements in a window.

Click 'Hide-Elements to show the FBs as

a window

Click 'Show Elements' to hide the FBs 

Elements add / remove separator

To add FBs to the Briefcase:

1. Click the Padlock  to unlock the

Briefcase 

2. Click FBs that are in the graphic-area.

As you add FBs to the Briefcase, they will
show in the 'Function-Blocks' box,

below.At the same time, they are removed

from the graphic-area.

3. Click the Padlock  again to lock the

Briefcase. Now you cannot add to or

remove FBs. 

To remove FBs from the Briefcase:
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1. Click the Padlock  to enable the

Briefcase 

2. Click a FB in the Function-Blocks  box -

in the dialog - to make the FB 'active'.

3. Click the Red Cross  button

The FB returns to the graphic-area,

outside the Briefcase 'window'.

The FB returns to the graphic-area,

outside the Briefcase 'window'. The wires

that connect to and from this FB connect

with the Briefcase to indicate they are

associated with a different FB that is in the

Briefcase FB.

4. Click the Padlock  again to lock the

Briefcase 

To arrange the FBs in the window and graphic-

area:

1. Click the 'Arrange FBs'  button to put the

FBs in a 'linear array' in the graphic-area

Example of Briefcase with Window in

graphic-area.

Example of Briefcase and Window in the graphic-

area.

 The Briefcase FB and its label: 'Lifter Mech'.

 The Window. It resizes as you add or

remove FBs.

To move the Briefcase FB and the Window of FBs

1. Drag the Briefcase FB  to move the

Window
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Dialog: Tool: Point-Cloud

 Point-Cloud Tool dialog-box

Use the Point Cloud dialog-box to:

1. Import dataA, usually the coordinates of a 2D-Cam, as a text file. 

Typically, you would measure a cam at discrete points with a Coordinate Measurement

Machine (CMM).

The format of the data is 'Radius vs Angle', or 'X vs Y'.

2. Fit a continuous-curveB to the coordinate-data.

A continuous-curve is better that the coordinate-data for Cam Design and Analysis.

NotesA,B

Coordinate-data: the measurement data that is taken 'as is' [It is raw data]. If you want to use the

coordinate-data to get velocity, acceleration and jerk, you would need to differentiate the data with

numerical techniques. Usually, the motion-derivatives are 'noisy'.

Continuous Curve: a mathematical equation that is a 'good fit' to the coordinate-data. To obtain velocity,

acceleration and jerk, we can differentiate the mathematical equation. The motion-derivatives of a function

are 'smoother' than motion-derivatives of the raw data.

Add a Point Cloud element and Open the Point-Cloud dialog-box

STEP   1. Add the Point-Cloud FB to the graphic area 

A Point-Cloud is a child to Part.

1. Click Modelling FB toolbar > Add Point-Cloud FB  

The Command-Manager shows one selection box

2. Click a kinematically-defined Part 

3. Click OK in the Command-Manager

The Point-Cloud FB is now in the graphic-area and the Assembly-Tree.

STEP   2. Open the Point-Cloud dialog-box

1. Explore the Assembly-Tree to find the Point-Cloud FB as a child element

to the Part 

2. Double-click the Point-Cloud FB to open the Point-Cloud dialog-box 

-or...

...see 'How to open a Dialog-Box'.

STEP 1: Import Data tab

STEP 1: Import Data tab :import the coordinate-data. Typically, the data is the shape of a 2D-

Cam.

Point-Cloud file-name:

Use the Browse button [at top of dialog] to find

the text file you want to import. 

Remove headers from the text-file.
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Pre-select a File Format

The data file should be coordinates for the shape

as rows of [X,Y] or [R,Θ]

If there are more columns in the file, for example:

X,Y,Z ; or: 'Line # X,Y, ; we must filter

1. Use the drop-down list to Pre-select a File

Format box to ignore a column. 

- or - 

If the file-format is not available to 'Pre-Select'

then:

1. Modify the'File Format' [see below] 

'Modify the File Format':

The 'File Format' should be the same as that of the

file you want to import.

What to enter as the file format:

Use (x) and (y) for X–axis and Y–axis data.

Use (Radius) and (Angle) for Radius and

Angle data

Use () to ignore columns of numerical

data, such as columns of Z-Axis data, or

numerical G codes.

We ignore ASCII characters that are NOT: ., -, 0–9.

Example:

For: N100 G00 X0 Y0 Z0

Enter: ()()(x)(y)()

Offset the Point-Cloud Origin from Part Origin

Optional: Enter an offset for the X and Y

coordinates if the origin of the Part to which you

have added the Point Cloud element is not 'inside'

the Point Cloud Data. 

Point-Cloud Units: Linear and Rotary

If needed: select different dimensional units 

Import Point Cloud Data

'Import' button : [at top of dialog] to import
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Point-Cloud

Go to Fit Curve to Data tab

STEP 2: Fit Curve to Data
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Note: The chart above intentionally illustrates the Point-Cloud and the Curve data as different plots

for illustrative purposes. The two charts should be virtually indistinguishable when the Curve Quality

is near or equal to one.

Fit Curve to Point-Cloud tab

When you successfully import Point-Cloud data, the Chart  displays the:

Original Point-Cloud Data in Red 

- and -

Curve that MechDesigner 'fits to the Point-Cloud' in Blue.

Use the Fourier Fitting Parameters, , to make the 'Fitted Curve' (in Blue) nearly the

same as the 'Original Point-Cloud Data' (in Red).

The target is to make the Curve Quality  calculation near or equal to one (1), and for the

Traffic Light Icon  to show a Green Light.

Note: The chart above intentionally illustrates the two plots as visibly different plots for illustrative

purposes. The two charts should be virtually indistinguishable when the Curve Quality  is near or

equal to one.

STEP 1: Measurement Accuracy

Enter in the Measurement Accuracy  box a value that is approximately the accuracy of

the Measurement Equipment. 

It is important to know, or have a good estimation, of the Measurement Accuracy. Do not

enter a value more accurate than the estimated measurement accuracy.

Typically: for each 100mm of Cam Diameter, the accuracy of a:

Temperature controlled (18-22ºC) CMM is between 0.2-5µm

Non-temperature controlled CMM is between 2-10µm

Portable CMM is between 5-20µm, and

Test Rig is variable, but you should aim for 20-100µm.

Notes: 

Do not enter a measurement accuracy more accurate than the data. For example, if the data

is to three decimal places, then do not enter a value less than 0.001! In fact, 0.005 would be a

sensible entry.

Also, you should think about the skill of the user taking the measurements, if it has a human

element, also, how clean is the cam, the condition of the cam, the condition of the CMM etc.

Examine the condition of the Cam you measure. If the Cam is worn, try to measure points

around the cam that are not, or are less worn.

STEP 2: Select the 'Auto-Update' check box

When you select the Auto-Update  check box, the fitted curve, in Blue, continuously

updates, after a small delay, as you make changes to the Harmonic Count .

Clear the Auto-Update check box, if the data you import has many points, for example

more than 1000 points. Experiment with your PC.

If you clear the Auto-Update, you must click the Fit to Data  button to update the curve,

in Blue.

STEP 3: Edit the Harmonic Count
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Increase the Harmonic Count  until you see the Traffic Light  become Green, and the

Goodness-of-Fit  value is near or equal to one (1).

When the Goodness-of-Fit value is near or equal to one (1), and the Traffic Light is Green,

the Fitted-Curve is near to the Point-Cloud. 

Important: Do not add more harmonics . The fitted curve will tend to oscillate with an amplitude of

the Measurement Accuracy. The fitted plot will have an unnecessary ripple!

Point-Cloud Data and Curve in the graphic-area

Click one of the four radio buttons:

Do Not Show

Point-Cloud only

Point-Cloud and Curve

Curve Only

Velocity and Acceleration Filter Width

If you want to look at the plot of the Point-Cloud as Velocity or Acceleration ( ), then

click the V or the A icons. 

If the Point-Cloud Data is noisy you can smooth the Velocity or Acceleration data. Use the

Filter Width  to remove some of the noise from the data. This may help you recognize

the original Motion-Law. 

However, do not make the Filter Width too 'wide' - or too 'smooth' - such that the velocity

and acceleration curve become 'flat'. Experiment!

We numerically differentiate the Point-Cloud to derive this data. 

However, the Curve is a mathematical equation. The Magnetic-Joint uses the Curve

Equation and not the Point-Cloud data.
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Dialog: Tool: Design-Set

Design-Set FB dialog-box

See Modelling FB toolbar > Add Design-Set

Why use a Design-Set FB

You add dimensions and parameters to a Design-Set.

Then, at any time, you can open the Design-Set dialog-box to edit the dimensions and

parameters in the Design-Set dialog-box.

Also, you can add different Design-Set FBs to add different dimension and parameters for

different design objectives. 

Design-Set FB

R13

Use the Design-Set dialog-box to select and then edit:

dimensions from the same or different Parts

parameters from the same or different FBs 

elements with parameters that you can edit with a dialog-box 

IMPORTANT

After you add a dimension to a Design-Set, you CAN ONLY use the Design-Set to

edit it. 

You CANNOT edit the dimension in the Part-Editor.

If you see a grey dimension in the Part-Editor, then that dimension is being controlled

by a different element - and ofter a Design-Set.

The Design-Set dialog-box 

When you open the Design-Set dialog-box, it is locked and the icons are not active

To unlock the toolbar:

1. Click the Padlock icon . 

The other icons in the toolbar become 'colourized' and 'active'.

The icons and commands are:

 :  Add element-row icon

 :  Delete element-row icon

 :  Padlock icon : Lock or Unlock the Design-Set.
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 :  Rebuild icon :  Use after you edit an element and the model does not seem to update to

the new dimension or parameter.

 :  'OK', 'Cancel' and 'More Help'.

Add or Delete 'Element-Rows'

To add an Element-Row

Add one element-row for each dimension or parameter you want to edit with the Design-Set. 

1. Click Padlock  icon in the toolbar. 

The Design-Set toolbar icons become 'colourized'.

2. Click Add Element-Row  icon for each dimension or parameter you want to link to

Design-Set. 

The element-row[s] do not yet have a link to a dimension or parameter.

3. * Click Padlock icon again  icon to lock the Design-Set selections

To delete an Element-Row

Delete element-rows if you add too many:

1. Click the box at the left-side of an element-row so that it becomes active - see above 

2. Click the Delete Element-Row  icon to remove the element-row[s] you do not want in

the Design-Set.

3. *Click the Padlock icon again  icon 

* It is good practice to Lock the Design-Set if you are not ready to add, delete or link

dimensions to element-rows.

Link a [or edit] Dimension to an 'Element-Row'

To link a dimension to an Element-Row 

OR To edit an dimension that is already linked to an element-row.

1. Open the Design-Set dialog-box 

2. If it is a Part's dimension, edit the Part.

3. Click an Element-Row in the Design-Set, so that it becomes 'active'

4. Click the Padlock to unlock the Design-Set ONLY when you are ready

5. Click a dimension in the Part-Editor, or click a Motion-Dimension in the Mechanism-

Editor

The Dimension 'name'  and its 'value'  shows in the box.
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Maximum and Minimum Hard-Limits

It is useful to set these limits in certain circumstances.

The Maximum and Minimum Hard-Limits are Read-Only [default]. To make the active, and to

set their values:

1. Click the button . 

2. Edit the Maximum and Minimum values 

In this example:

 The dimension's name [DimPtoP2] becomes linked to the element-row, [OR it replaces an

existing dimension in the element-row].

 The dimension's value [-299] show in the middle box. Its Property Type [DimVal] shows

above the dimension's value.

Continue...

6. Click a new Element-Row to make sure it is the active element-row. 

Note: the Active Row may become above or below.

7. Continue to click different dimensions to link those dimension to the other element-rows.

 

8. Click the Padlock again to lock the Design-Set again 

Link Parameter from a Dialog-box to an Element-Row

In addition to dimensions, you can also link Parameters in different element types. For

example: Parameters in FBs, Parameters in a Gear-Pair dialog-box, Parameters in CAD-Lines

dialog-box, and more.

To link a parameter to an element-row [or replace an existing dimension or parameter]

1. Open the Design-Set dialog-box  

2. Make sure the Design-Set is not locked

3. Click the element-row to make it active 

4. Click the Padlock icon, to unlock the Design-Set.

5. Click the element-type in the graphic-area or the Assembly-Tree to open its parameters

list box - for example a Function-Block

A pop-up shows lists the parameters associated with the element-type you click. The names

of the parameters are in CamelCase. 

Generally: If you cannot identify the parameter's name, then do not use it - see Parameter

tables below for each element-type.

6. Click the parameter in the list you want to link to the Element-Row
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7. Click the 'OK' button in the parameter list

The parameter name, and its value show in the element-row.

8. Click the graphic-area again to re-place the FB [small bug]

9. Click the Padlock icon to lock the Design-Set.

Parameter List from Function-Blocks

Linear Motion Function-Block

Parameter List 

Linear-Motion FB

Parameter Units What is the

Parameter?

Use OutputStart Radians motion-value

offset of the

Linear Motion

Do NOT use Range_Units Radians Max-Min

value at the

output - Do

Not Use

Do NOT use Speed Machine

Speed in

Machine

Settings - Do

Not Use

Parameter List : Gearing Function-Block

1. Open the Design-Set. 

2. Make sure the Design-Set is not locked.

3. Click a row to make it the active row.

4. Click the Gearing FB.

A pop-up form show a list of the parameters that are

associated with the Gearing FB.

There are possibly more parameters than those you can

identify. Try to identify the names of the parameters.

5. Click a Parameter in the list to add it to the element-

row in the Design-Set.

6. Click the OK button [top of pop-up parameter list box]

7. Click the graphic-area - to fix the FB to graphic-area -

[This is a bug ]!

Parameters in the Gearing FB

Parameter Units What is the Parameter?

Use GearRatio Number Gear Ratio

Use InputStart Number Add to input before Gear Ratio

Use OutputStart Number Add after Gear Ratio
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DO NOT USE OutputStartUnits Number ?

DO NOT USE InputStartUnits Number ?

Gear-Pair

Parameters in the Gear-Pair

Parameter Units What is the

Parameter?

Use NTeeth1 Number Gear 1 Number

of Teeth

Use NTeeth2 Number Gear 1 Number

of Teeth
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Dialog: Point: Position and Vectors

Point Position and Vector dialog-box

Use this dialog to:

Show Velocity and Acceleration Vectors of a Point in the graphic-area as you cycle the

model

Find the exact position of a Point, with Mechanism Coordinates (read only).

Find and, if possible, edit the position of a Point with Part Coordinates. 

You can only edit its position when it does not have any other constraints. 

[You do not need to open the Part-Editor to edit the position of a Point with this dialog]

To open the Point Position and Vectors dialog box: 

In the Selection-Window:

1. Click a Point one time in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the Point in the Selection-Window 

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual menu

- or -

4. Double-click the Point in the Selection-Window

- or - 

In the graphic-area:

1. Double-click a Point in the Mechanism-Editor 

- or -

1. Double-click a Point in the Part-Editor 

The Point Position and Vectors dialog-box

Point Position and Point Vectors dialog-box

There are three separators:
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Show or Hide Vectors

Velocity and Acceleration Vector check-boxes

Velocity and Acceleration Vectors:

Start at the Point

Their length is proportional to their

instantaneous velocity and acceleration value

The velocity and acceleration magnitudes show

at the end of each vector.

Are Blue for Velocity, Red for Acceleration

[default colours]

To see the vectors: 

The Point must be a child to a kinematically-

defined Part

The Point must move

Buttons to increase or decrease the scale of

the vectors in the graphic area.

To change the scale and length of the vectors, in the

Feedback-Area:

Click the up or down buttons below Velocity

Click the up or down button below Accel

(Acceleration) 

Mechanism Coordinates

Point Coordinates on the Mechanism Plane. 

The X, Y and Z–coordinate boxes are Read

Only.

The Origin [0,0] of the

Mechanism Plane is at the

small X– and Y–axes in the

Base-Part.
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Point Coordinates [Read-Write]

Two states of Point-Coordinates check-box.

Lock and edit here

Edit in Part Editor

To edit the postilion of the Point using the data-

boxes in this dialog, 

1. Click the check-box 'Lock and Edit here'. 

Notes

If you use this check-box, you will not be

able to edit it in the Part-Editor.

This option over-rides any dimensions or

constraints you have used in the Part-

Editor.

To lock the position of the Point using the data-

boxes in this dialog, 

1. Click the check-box 'Edit in Part-Editor'. 

The Point remains 'free' and you can edit it, as

normal, in the Part-Editor.

If you use the Lock and Specify check box, you can:

Enter the Position of the Point along the X–axis of the Part

Enter the Position of the Point along the Y–axis of the Part

Locked Points

The y-axis of an Added-Part is along its CAD-Line. The y-axis of an

Added-Part is at +90º to the CAD-Line, on the Part and Mechanism

Plane.

The x- and y-axis of the Base-Part is the same as the X– and Y–axis

of the Mechanism Plane.

If you edit the position of a Point, MechDesigner over-rides any constraints and

dimensions given to the Point in the Part-Editor. 
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Dialog: Blend-Curve

Blend-Curve dialog-box

Notes: 

Use the Blend-Curve dialog-box to edit the Blend-Curve sketch-element exactly.

Use the Blend-Curve drag-handles to edit the Blend-Curve sketch-element  approximately.

About the Geometric Properties of the Blend-Curve 

We control the geometric-properties of the Blend-Curve at its start-Point and end-Point, not

their actual positions.

If you want to edit their positions, then use the normal sketch-editor to add dimensions or

other constraints.

Its geometric properties at its start-Point and end-Point include its:

Angle

Curvature

Curvature Rate

These three parameters can be set to 'blend' with its adjacent sketch-element, or set to an

other value.

'Velocity-Scale' parameter for the start-Point and end-Point. 

The Velocity-Scaling parameter increases or decreases the length of the Blend-Curve

[imagine inflating a balloon].

See: Add Blend-Curve dialog-box

Note: The Blend-Curve is a sketch-element developed by PSMotion Ltd. It is particularly useful to

guide a Point with a smooth Path - specifically a Motion-Point. It is not a Bezier Curve.

To open the Blend-Curve dialog box: 

There must be a Blend-Curve in the model.

1. Double-click a Blend-Curve in the: 

Part-Editor 

- or -

Mechanism-Editor

Edit Blend-Curve Exactly : Blend-Curve dialog box

Each Blend-Curve sketch-element has a 'start-Point' and an 'end-Point'. 

Thus, the two separators in the Blend-Curve dialog-box are:

Start-Point parameters

End-Point parameters

The parameters in each separator apply to geometric properties of the Blend-Curve.
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Start Point or End Point separator

Angle [Units: º]:

Default Value = 0 ; Maximum =360º ; Minimum = –

360º

'Blend' check-box:

Make the angle of the Blend-Curve at the start-Point
(or end-Point) equal the angle of the sketch-element
with which you merge the Blend-Curve.

Enter a different angle for the Blend-Curve at the

start-Point (or end-Point).

Default Value = 0, Curvature = 1 Radius-of-Curvature.

Curvature is the reciprocal of the radius of the

Osculating Circle you can make with the Blend-Curve

at the start-Point (or end-Point). 

'Blend' check-box:

Make the curvature of the Blend-Curve at the start-
Point (or end-Point) equal the curvature of the
sketch-element with which you merge the Blend-
Curve.

Enter a different curvature for the Blend-Point at the
start-Point (or end-Point).

Radius.

Default Value = 0

Curvature-Rate is the rate-of-change of curvature with

respect to the distance along the Blend-Curve.

'Blend' check-box:

Make the curvature-rate of the Blend-Curve at the
start-Point (or end-Point) equal the curvature-rate of
the sketch-element with which you merge the
Blend-Curve.

Enter a different curvature-rate for the Blend-Point

at the start-Point (or end-Point).

Note: Only a different Blend-Curve can have a Curvature-Rate

value that is not zero. The Curvature-Rate of a Line and Arc are

zero.

Velocity Scaling

The Velocity Scaling parameter does not have units.

Default Value = 1 ; Maximum Value = 10 ; Minimum

0.01

Increase the Velocity-Scaling, to 'inflate' the Blend-

Curve. 
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Decrease the Velocity-Scaling, to 'deflate' the Blend-

Curve. 

'Smoothness' of sketch-elements

You frequently need a sketch to be smooth when it acts as the Path for a Motion-Point.

To join Blend-Curves to other sketch-elements, and other Blend-Curves, and to keep the 

sketch-path smooth:

Imagine that one Blend-Curve is 'later' or 'after' another:

1. Edit the Blend-Curve that comes later 

2. Select the start-Point separator in the Blend Curve dialog

3. Click all of the 'Blend' check boxes

4. Edit the Blend-Curve that comes earlier

5. Select the end-Point separator in the Blend-Curve dialog

6. Clear the 'Blend' check boxes

Now edit the values of the end-Point.

7. Edit the values of the end-Point of the 'earlier' Blend-Curve 

As you edit the values, the start-Point of the Blend-Curve that is 'later' will update to the new

values you enter in the 'earlier' Blend-Curve.

Edit Blend-Curve Approximately: Drag-Handles

Like other sketch-elements, it is possible to edit the position of the start-Point and the end-Point

in the Part-Editor. You can do this with a dimension, a constraint, or you can drag the Points with

your mouse.

To edit the properties of the Blend-Curve with the Drag-

Handles:

1. Click the Blend-Curve one time to show Drag-

Handles (one click) 

Four Green drag-handles show - two at the start-Point

and two at the end-Point - but they are not active.

At each end of the Blend-Curve, there is a drag-handle

with an:

Arrow : this drag-handle can control the Velocity-

Scaling and the Angle

Small Circle  : this drag-handle can control the

Curvature.

You must use the Blend-Curve dialog to control the

Curvature-Rate.
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To make a drag-handle active, so that you can 'drag' it.

2. Double-click a drag-handle to make it active 

You must double-click each drag-handle to make each

one active.

The colour of the drag-handle will change to Blue to

indicate the drag-handle is 'active'.

To change the shape of the Blend-Curve at the start-Point

or end-Point or both:

1. Drag the drag-handle. 

If you drag the Arrow  then:

Move the arrowhead further away from the Point to

increase the Velocity-Scaling factor

Rotate the arrowhead around the Point to control

its Angle.

If you do rotate the Arrowhead around the Point, 

the Angle continuity with the adjoining sketch-

element will be broken.

If you move the Small-Circle  between 90º and ±180º 

The Curvature increases from 0 Curvature (a

straight-line) to +ve 'Large Value'

If you move the Small-Circle  between 90º and ±180º

The Curvature increases from 0 (a straight-line) to –

ve 'Large Value'

Note: the angle is always relative to the +Y-axis of the

Mechanism Plane, Not the Angle of the Blend-Curve.

Thus 0º is Vertical Upwards - always- and will tend to make

the Blend-Curve 'straight' at the Point.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Spring-Force

Spring-Force Function-Block

Use the Spring-Force FB to apply a force between two Points.

Edit the Spring-Force FB to edit the Spring-Force FB parameters.

See Machine Settings for Force Units.

See: Add Spring-Force FB, 'Configure Power Source' 

Spring Parameters

Enable Spring Force check-box. 

Spring-Rate: 

The Force [in Force Units] exerted by the Spring for

each Linear Unit [in Linear Units] difference between

the Free-Length and the actual distance between the

Points. 

Free-Length: 

At this length, the 'Spring' will exert a force between

the Points equal to the Constant Force, which may

be zero.

Constant-Force: 

A Positive value will pull Points together. 

A Negative value will push Points apart.

Velocity Parameters

Coulomb Friction Force: (F
f
 = µ.F)

A Constant Force that is opposite to the direction of

the motion.

This parameter is intended to be similar to a Friction

Force. 

However, it is NOT Friction Force, because this

Coulomb Friction-Force is not a function of the

'Normal Force'.

Note:  MechDesigner cannot model Friction Force

since that is not a Kinetostatic Force.

Viscous Coefficient: (F
v
 α V)

A Force that is proportional to the relative velocity

between the Points.

The Force is opposite to the direction of motion.

Drag Factor: (F
d
 α V2)
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A Force that is proportional to relative velocity,

squared.

For example, air resistance.

The Force is opposite to the direction of motion.
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Dialog: Function-Block: Force Data

Force-Data FB dialog-box

Use this dialog-box to link a Force-Data FB with one of these elements:

Joint

2D-Cam

Gear, 

Rack

Ball-Screw

- or -

Spring 

The Force-Data FB gives at its output-connector the force that acts on the element.

Before you measure a Force with this FB, make sure the Power Source is configured correctly.

See: Add Force-Data FB, Configure Power Source

How to edit a Force-Data FB

Open the Force-Data FB dialog-box

1. Double-click a Force-Data FB that is in the graphic-area 

or 

2. Use a different procedure to open a dialog-box 

Selection 

STEP 1: Select a Joint, Cam, Gear, Rack,

Ball-screw or Spring. You can click the

element in the graphic-area or the

Assembly-Tree.

When you select an element,:

The Joint, 2D-Cam or Spring

shows in the box

A list of 'Available Points' shows

in the box below, each with a

'Point Owner'

If you select a:

Pin-Joint - there are two

'Available Points'

Each Point that makes the Pin-

Joint.

Slide-Joint - there are four

'Available Points'

Two Points on each Line that

make the Slide-Joint.

2D-Cam - there are no
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'Available Points'

The contact point is assumed.

Spring Force FB - there are two

'Available Points' 

Two Points that anchor each end

of the Spring Force FB.

STEP 2: Click a Point in the 'Available
Points' box, even if a Point shows in the

'Selected Force Output Element' box.

Force-Data available from Force-Data FB

The 'Points' in the 'Available Points' box depends on whether you click a Joint, 2D-Cam, Ball-

Screw/Rack or Spring.

Point at a Pin-Joint or Slide-Joint - no Motor: Total Force, X Force and Y Force that act on

a Point

Point at a Pin-Joint - with a Motor: Motor Torque, Force X, Force Y if the Pin-Joint is

configured as a Power Source

Point at a Slide-Joint - with a Linear Motor: Driving Motive Force.

2D-Cam: Cam Contact Force: Total Cam Force, X–axis component and Y–axis component.

Spring Force - Opposing Force Acting on the Point by the Spring.
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Dialog: Ball-Joint

Ball-Joint dialog-box

Use the Ball-Joint dialog-box to edit parameters of a Ball-Joint.

See Also: Add Ball-Joint. Tutorial 12: Design a Spatial Mechanism

How to open the Ball-Joint dialog-box

The actual Ball-Joint element may be hidden inside the

symbol of the 'Connecting-Part'.

1. Move your pointer to the end of the Connecting-

Part until it becomes Red - see image. 

2. Click the Ball-Joint  symbol, so that it shows in the

Selection-Window 

3. Right-click the Ball-Joint element in the Selection-

Window 

4. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu.

The Ball-Joint dialog-box opens.

Ball-Joint dialog box

Use the Ball-Joint dialog-box to edit these parameters:  

Ball Diameter

Enter the diameter for the symbol of the 'Ball-Joint's

Symbol'.

Notes: 

'Show Model in Mechanism' to view the Solid Ball

Typically, make the radius symbol of the Ball-Joint to be 1.25 <>

1.4x the symbol for the radius of the Connecting-Part.

Ball Offset [±mm]

Enter the distance to the center of the Ball-Joint from the 
Mechanism Plane.

The symbol of the Ball-Joint will move from the
Mechanism-Plane.

Why do you need this parameter? See Ball-Joint configurations

The kinematic analysis of a Dyad with two Ball-Joints is different

to that of a Dyad with two Pin-Joints. The kinematic analysis is

different to uses the Ball-Offset parameter to calculate positions,

velocities and accelerations. 

Ball Mass

Enter the Mass of the Ball-Joint.

MechDesigner calculates Planar Forces. The mass

referred to the Ball-Joint acts on the Mechanism Plane.
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Dialog: Magnetic-Joint

Magnetic-Joint dialog-box

Use the Magnetic-Joint dialog-box to edit the settings of a Magnetic-Joint.

See also: Add Magnetic-Joint.

Background

The Magnetic-Joint is an unusual Joint for MechDesigner. 

Motion-Dimension FB and motion-values

Usually, motion-values at the input-connector to a Motion-Dimension FB specify the

motion of a Motion-Part. 

The motion-values at the input to the Motion-Dimension FB are predictable and

planned. 

Motion-Dimension FB and a Magnetic-Joint

A Magnetic-Joint makes two profiles in separate Parts have continuous contact: a Profile

in one Part is circular, and the Profile in the other Part is irregular*. 

With the Magnetic-Joint, the motion of the Part with the circular Profile becomes a

function of the motion and shape of the Part with the irregular* Profile. 

The input to the Motion-Dimension FB are those motion-values measured by the

Magnetic-Joint FB. 

In this way, the Magnetic-Joint 'back-drives' a Motion-Dimension FB.

* The irregular shaped Profile may include a flat face or even be circular. The Profile can

be derived from a Point-Cloud and a sketch-loop.

Open the Magnetic-Joint dialog box

1. Double-click a Magnetic-Joint FB icon in the graphic-area. 

- or -

1. Click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit' 

- or -

1. Double-click the Magnetic-Joint FB in the Assembly-Tree 

Magnetic-Joint dialog-box

There are three tabs in the Rack-Pinion dialog-box. 

 Curve Following Options...

 Radius Control
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Curve Following Options

'Enable Magnetic-Joint' check box is active

The circular Profile becomes in continuous contact

with the irregular Profile or Point-Cloud.

'Enable Magnetic-Joint' check box is cleared.

The circular Profile is not in continuous contact

with the irregular Profile or Point-Cloud.

Outside

The refers to the relative position of the circular

profile and the irregular Profile.

The image shows the 'Curve Following Profile'  on

the outer side of the 'Curve Shape Profile' .

Curve Following Side - Inside

The image shows the Curve Following Profile  on the

inner side of the 'Curve Shape Profile'

Radius Control

Optionally, modify the effective radius of the Cam-

Follower Roller.

'Not Overriding Circle Radius' [default]

The Circular Profile moves along the Irregular

Profile.

The 'Radius' parameter is now 0mm and Read-Only

'Modify Circle Radius

Click the check box to be able to overlap the

Circular Profile relative to the 'Irregular' Profile.

Radius parameter box.

When the Radius parameter is '0mm', the

Centre of the Circular Profile moves along the

Irregular Profile.

When the Radius parameter is '3mm', the
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Centre of the Circular Profile moves to become

3mm from the Irregular Profile.

This is useful if you use a CMM machine with a probe

diameter that is different to the Cam-Follower Roller,

and the CMM software does not have 'Probe

Compensation'.

When the CMM data does not compensate for the

Probe Diameter, you would set the offset Radius

to recreate a Cam-Follower system.

Offs Profile Radius = Radius of Actual Cam-Follower

– Radius of CMM Probe

R = R
cf
 – R

p

R
cf
 = Cam-Follower Radius; R

p
 = CMM Probe

Radius.
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Dialog: Gear-Pair

Gear-Pair dialog-box

After you do Add Gear-Pair, use the Gear-Pair dialog to edit parameters of the Gear-Pair.

See: Add Gear-Pair

Use this procedure to open the Gear-Pair dialog-box:

1. Click the Gear-Pair element in the Assembly-Tree or the graphic-area.

The Gear-Pair element should show in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Gear-Pair in the Selection-Window to show a contextual-menu.

3. Click 'Edit element' in the contextual-menu

The Gear-Pair dialog-box

There are three tabs in the Gear-Pair dialog-box. 

Define tab

Adjustments tab

Parameters tab

Define tab

Gear Mesh and # Teeth

External and Internal

Gears can have an internal or external mesh (also

called 'tooth form').

o External 

- or -

o Internal 

Centre Distance - [Read-Only]

External Mesh: = Clearance + [Module ×
(Number-of-Teeth Gear1 + Number-of-Teeth

Internal Mesh = Clearance + [Module ×
(Number-of-Teeth Gear1 - Number-of-Teeth

Number-of-Teeth, z
1
 [Minimum =5]

This is the Gear on the DriveR Part that has a Green

Part-Outline before you do Add Gear-Pair.

Number-of-Teeth, z
2
 ; [Minimum = 5]

This is the Gear on the DriveN Part that has a Blue
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Part-Outline before you do Add Gear-Pair. The Part

becomes Green after you add the Gear-Pair. 

Gear Segment Parameters

You can show the Gear 1 and Gear 2 as Gear-Segments

rather than full gears.

MechDesigner shows the Gear Teeth between the 

'Start Angle' and a 'Segment Range'.

A Gear-Segment can only have an integer number-of-

teeth. 

Gear 1:

Select the Check-Box to enable Gear-Segment

Parameters for the Drive Gear.

Start Angle: Enter the 'Start Angle' of the Segment

for the Drive Gear [0 – 360].

0º is at the point between the gears when the

Master Machine Angle is at zero.

Segment Range: Enter the 'Range' of the Segment

for the Drive Gear [0 – 360].

This gives the angle for the Gear Segment from the

Start Angle.

Gear 2:

Select the Check-Box to enable Gear-Segment

Parameters for the Drive Gear.

Start Angle: Enter the 'Start Angle' of the Segment

for the Driven Gear [0 – 360].

0º is at point between the gears when the Master

Machine Angle is at zero.

Segment Range: Enter the 'Range' of the Segment

for the Driven Gear [0 – 360].

This gives the angle for the Gear Segment from the

Start Angle.

If you want to show Gears as Extrusions for Solid Modeling

(see Add Polyline) AND you want a 'Gear Segment', then:

1. Click Add Polyline and then the Gear Segment in the

graphic-area. The Polyline is now a sketch-element in

the Part. 

2. Edit the Part that has the Polyline and Gear Segment

3. Add Line and Arc sketch-elements to the Polyline in the

Part-Editor to make a sketch-loop.
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Adjustments tab

Adjustments

Gear-Slip [degrees]

These two parameters move  Gear 1 and Gear 2

around the rotating centre of each Part at the Pin-

Joint.

This parameter does not rotate the Part, only the

Gear.

To adjust Gear-Slip, and keep the gears in mesh, you

must adjust the gears by –vegear ratio.

TO KEEP THE GEARS IN MESH:

Clearance [move gears apart] [mm]:

This parameter moves the centers of the Gears

apart.

It is intended to add a Backlash [Play] between the

Gears.

Recommend Backlash: 

Minimum: 0.006 × (Centre-Distance)0.5

Maximum: 0.024 × (Centre-Distance)0.5

Note:

An alternative way to get a small amount of

backlash is to cut the gears more.

The gear teeth become slightly smaller but the

centre distance remains the same.

We do not offer this design parameter.
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Parameters tab

Gear Tooth Parameters

Edit the Standard Gear Parameters to define the gear

teeth.

Module [m] . 

[Fewer teeth for a P.C.D., means each tooth is bigger].

The default module is calculated from Number-of-

Teeth, Centre-Distance and External Mesh.

Pressure Angle [alpha, α] [Default = 20 ]. 

Standard gears are typically 20º. Other 'standards' are:

14º (weaker, quieter), 17.5º, 22.5º and 25º (stronger,

noisier).

Addendum [Default = m]. 

The radial height of the gear tooth from the pitch circle

to the tip of the tooth.

Dedendum [Default Value = m * 1.25 (when m > 1)]. 

The radial depth of the Gear tooth below the Pitch

Circle to the root of the tooth. It is usually larger than

the Addendum so there is clearance for the Gear Teeth

to mesh without binding. 

If 0.25<m<1, Dedendum is typically = m *.1.4

If  m>1, Dedendum is typically = m *.1.25

Root Radius, or 'Flank Radius' [Default is 0.3 * m]

The small fillet between the Flank and the Root of the

Gear Tooth. 

Note: In reality, if the gear is manufactured from a Hob/

Rack Cutter, then the root of the gear is a Trochoid.

'Points along Profile' [and # Points Root Radius*2]

The number of 'facets' along the gear tooth flank [and

around the two Root Radii]. 

To display Gears more accurately, then increase the

number of points. Otherwise, 4 is adequate, 10 is good. 

There is a CPU overhead when drawing Gear-Pairs, do

not increase the number of facets without a good

reason.
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For information:

Working Clearance = Dedendum - Addendum

Working Depth = Addendum * 2

Whole or Tooth Depth = Addendum + Dedendum

Pitch Circle Diameters: d1= z
1
*m ;  d2=z

2
*m,

Addendum = 1.0*m;  Dedendum = 1.25*m ; Root

Radius =~0.3*m

Tip Diameter = d + 2*m

Root diameter = d - 2.5*m

Centre Distance = (d1 + d2) / 2

Gear Parameters

There are a number of parameters that are available for

Gear Analysis.

Contact Ratio:

Each gear tooth is in contact with another gear

tooth as it moves through the meshing position.

The 'Contact-Ratio' gives the number-of-teeth that

are in contact with another, on average, as they pass

through the meshing point. A contact ratio between

1 and 2 means that contact alternates between two

and one pairs of teeth in contact at any one time.

Contact Ratios that are 'higher' give gears that are

smoother and quieter. 

Contact ratio should never be less than 1.1. Contact

Ratio should be 1.2 or greater. Standard external

spur gears do not generally have a Contact Ratio

greater than 2. If the contact ratio is too low, then

consider:

Decrease the pressure angle

Increase the number-of-teeth

Increase the working depth.

Internal Gear-Pairs have relatively high Contact

Ratios, even greater than 2.

Working Clearance = Dedendum - Addendum 

See image above in 'Gear Ratio Parameters'.

The distance between the top land of a gear tooth

and the bottom land of the gear with which is

meshed.

Gear 1 PCD & Gear 2 PCD

PCD is Pitch Circle Diameter of each Gear. 
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PCD = Module * Number-of-Teeth, m*z

Normal Backlash [mm]

If the Gears are moved apart, with the Centre

Distance Adjustment Parameter, then there will be

backlash between the Gears at the mesh point.

This parameter gives the gap between the teeth as a

consequence of moving the gears apart by the

Centre Distance Adjustment Parameter. It is the gap

you could measure between the gear teeth with a

'feeler gauge'.

Angular Backlash - Gear 1 [deg]

This parameter gives the maximum rotation of Gear

1 without moving Gear 2, as a consequence of

moving the gears apart with the Centre Distance

Adjustment Parameter.

Angular Backlash - Gear 2 [deg]

This parameter gives the maximum rotation of Gear

2 without moving Gear 1, as a consequence of

moving the gears apart with the Centre Distance

Adjustment Parameter.

Example Gear-Pairs with External and Internal Mesh 

Gears 1 and 2 are External

External Mesh: 

In the image, 

Gear 1  has 40 teeth and Gear 2  has 20 Teeth.

Gear1 has Internal Teeth Form

Internal Mesh:

The 'Internal' refers to the 'Tooth Form' or 'Tooth Shape'.

Only the Gear with more teeth can be Internal. 

When you select the 'Internal' option, the:

Gear with less teeth 'jumps' inside the other

Gear.

Length of the Line-of-Centers changes.

In the image: Gear 1  is the 'Internal' Gear because it

has the internal tooth form.
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Gear 2 has Internal Mesh

In this image: Gear 2  is the 'Internal' Gear.

Useful Gearing Calculations and Equations

Image Courtesy of the Internet - an image available from

so many sources it is difficult to know which is the

original source.

TO OBTAIN FROM KNOWN USE THIS FORMULA

Pitch Diameter Module, m, number-of-teeth, N D = mN

Circular Pitch Module p
c
 = m.π = 

Module Diametrical Pitch, Pd
d

Number-of-Teeth Module, m, Pitch Diameter, D

Addendum Module, m a = m

Dedendum Module, m b = 1.25m

Outside Diameter Module, m, Pitch Diameter, D, or D
o
 = D + 2m = m (N + 2)
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TO OBTAIN FROM KNOWN USE THIS FORMULA

Pitch Diameter Module, m, number-of-teeth, N D = mN

number-of-teeth, N

Root Diameter Pitch Diameter, D, Module, m D
R
 = D – 2.5m

Base Circle Diameter Pitch Diameter & Pressure Angle Db = D cos µ

Base Pitch Module, m, & Pressure Angle, µ p
b
 = m π cos µ

Tooth Thickness at 

Standard Pitch Diameter 

Module, m T
std

 = 2

Center Distance Module, m, number-of-teeth, N C = m . (N
1
 + N

2

Contact Ratio for Spur

Gears

( 1 < CR < 2 )

Outside Radii, Base Circle Radii,

Centre Distance, Pressure Angle
01

2 – R
b1

2 
02

2 – R
b2

2 – C

Backlash (linear) Change in Centre Distance, ∆C B = 2( ∆C )tan µ

Backlash (linear) Change in Tooth Thickness, ∆T B = ∆T

Backlash (linear) along 

Line-of-action 

Linear Backlash along Pitch Circle,

B

B
LA

 = B cos µ 

Backlash, Angular Linear Backlash, D B
a
 

Min. No. of Teeth 

for No Undercutting 

Pressure Angle, µ N
c
 2 µ

Nc (20º) = ~17 Teeth

Useful Gearing Definitions

Term Definition

Addendum: the height of the gear tooth above the pitch circle diameter

Backlash: the angle the output shaft of the gearbox can move without the

input shaft moving

Base Circle: an imaginary circle used in involute gearing to generate the

involutes that form the tooth profiles

Bevel Gears: used for right-angle applications. There are two types of bevel gears

which are straight and spiral

Center distance: distance between the axes of two meshed gears - Length of the Line-

of Centres

Circular Thickness: the thickness of the tooth on the pitch circle.

Dedendum: the depth of the tooth below the diameter of the pitch circle.

Diametrical Pitch: the teeth per inch of the diameter of the pitch circle

Differential Gear: a bevel gear which allows two shafts to rotate at a different speed.

Gear: a wheel with teeth that meshes with another wheel with teeth to

translate motion.
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Term Definition

Gear Center: the center of the pitch circle.

Gear Train: two or more gears meshed by their teeth. A gear train generates

power speed through the meshed gears rotating

Gear Ratio: the ratio between the numbers of teeth of meshing gears.

Helical Gear: gear with the gear teeth cut at angles

Line of Contact: the line or curve along which two tooth surfaces are tangent to each

other

Involute: the curve which describes a line which is unwound from the

circumference of the gear

Pinion: a small cogwheel which fits into a larger gear or track.

Pitch Circle: the curve of intersection of a pitch surface of revolution and a plane

of rotation

Pitch Diameter: the diameter of the pitch circle

Pitch Radius: the radius of the pitch circle

Planetary Gears: a system that consists of three components: the sun gear, ring gear,

and two or more planet gears. The sun gear is in the center, the ring

gear is the outermost gear, and the planet gears are the gears

surrounding the sun gear inside the ring gear.

Pressure Angle: the angle between the line-of-action and the normal [90º,

perpendicular] to the surface of the tooth

Spiral Bevel Gears: shafts whose axes are perpendicular [90º] to each other and are used

in right-angle applications

Spur Gear: connect parallel shafts which have involute teeth that are parallel to

the shaft

Sun Gear: a gearwheel that rotates around its own axis and has other gears

(planet gears) that rotate around it

Torsional Strength: the measure of the amount of torque that a radial shaft can sustain

during its rotation in a mechanical system

Working Depth: the max depth a tooth of one gear extends into the tooth gear of a

mating gear

Worm Gear: a gear with one or more teeth with screwed threads
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Gear Modifications

Image Term

Crowning:

End-Relief

Topping and Semi-Topping

End Radius and Edge Radius/End Relief

Top Round/Semi-topping

Definition of Circular Pitch, p

Circular Pitch  = pitch circle circumference[pi.d] / number

of teeth[z] ; p = Π.d / z

Module = Pitch Diameter[d] / Number of Teeth[z] ; m =
d/z

Circular Pitch[p] / Module[m] = pi ; p/m = Π

Pitch Diameter[d] = module[m]*number of teeth[z] ; d =
m.z

α
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Dialog: Rack-Pinion / Ball-screw

Rack-Pinion and Ball-Screw dialog-box

See Add Rack-Pinion

Use the Rack-Pinion and Ball-Screw dialog-box to edit parameters for a:

Rack and Pinion and

Ball-Screw.

How to open the Rack-Pinion dialog-box 

To open the Rack-Pinion/Ball-screw dialog-box, there must be a Rack-Pinion in the model -

see Add Rack-Pinion

1. Double-click a Rack-Pinion element (the actual Gear-Teeth) in the graphic-area. 

- or -

1. Click the Rack or the Pinion in the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree. 

The Rack-Pinion element shows in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the Rack-Pinion element in the Selection-Window.

3. Click 'Edit Element...' in the contextual menu.

Rack-Pinion / Ball-Screw dialog-box

Rack & Pinion dialog-box

[With Ball-Screws tab]

There are three tabs in the Rack-Pinion dialog-box. 

General  tab

Gear Tooth tab

Ball-screw tab

General tab: Rack and Pinion Parameters
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Rack Offset

Rack Offset : moves the rack along its pitch-line by

a number of teeth.

Rack Tooth, N

Rack Tooth, N : the number-of-teeth along the

Rack

Pinion Tooth N

Pinion Tooth parameter box gives the Pinion's

number-of-teeth.

As you increase the number-of-teeth on the Pinion,

the Rack will move to remain in contact with the

Pinion.

To correct the Mesh:

When you want to add two Racks to the same

pinion, you must do Add Rack-Pinion two time.

You may need to rotate one of the Pinions a

fraction of a gear tooth so that the two pinions are

appears to be the same. To do this, click one of

the options:

Shift Rack, or 

Shift Pinion, or

Do not Shift

Select Rack Side

The Rack may be on the two sides of the pinion

and move parallel with the Rack's Pitch-Line.

Select:

Right 

- or -

Left 
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Gear Tooth Parameters

Module = P.C.D (mm) ÷  number-of-teeth.

Ratio [degrees / mm] [Read-Only] 

The 'degrees of rotation' of the Pinion for each 'mm'

travel of the Rack.

P.C.D (Pitch Circle Diameter) [mm] [Read-Only]

The diameter of the Pitch Circle of the Pinion

Pressure Angle [Default = 20º]. 

The 'standard' Pressure Angle is 20º. Other

'standards' are: 14º, 17.5º (weaker, quieter), 22.5º

and 25º (stronger, noisier)

Addendum [Default = Module]. 

The radial height of the gear tooth from the pitch

circle to the tip of the tooth.

Dedendum [Default Value = Module * 1.25

(Module>1)]. 

The radial depth of the gear tooth below the Pitch

Circle to the root of the tooth. It is larger than the

Addendum so there is clearance. Then the tip of

the tooth is clear of the root of the 

Root Radius, or 'Flank Radius' [Default is 0.3 *

Module]

The small fillet between the Flank and the Root of

the Gear Tooth.

Points along Profile

The number of 'facets' along the gear tooth flank. ':

 ' is 'OK', 8 is 'Good'. 

Ball Screws Parameters

Note: Typically, if you plan to change the Rack-Pinion

to become a Ball-Screw, then it is most usual that the

'Part whose motion is defined with a Motion-

Dimension FB [kinematically defined-Part] is the

Sliding-Part, and the 'Driven Part' is the Pinion. That is

to say, the motion is defined for the 'Nut'.

Rack and Pinion

Ball-Screw

Click the Ball-Screw 'radio-button' to change the

element to a Ball-Screw.

Ball-Screws - the symbol in the graphic-area changes

to a 'screw', starting at the origin of the Sliding-Part. 
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Lead - [Screw-Pitch] [mm] - the distance the

Sliding-Part must move to rotate the Rotating-

Part one time.

Screw Diameter [mm] - to edit the diameter of

the rectangular and screw thread symbol.

Note:

The Ball-Screw has a 'Right-Hand Thread' when

the 'Rack-Side' is set to Right.

The Ball-Screw has a 'Left-Hand Thread' when the

'Rack-Side' is set to Left. - See Gear Parameters,

above.

The Module, in the Gear Parameters changes to

the value should the motions of the Sliding and

Rotating-Parts of the Ball-Screw be applied to a

Rack-Pinion.
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Dialog: Pulley

Pulley dialog-box

See also: Add Pulley

Use the Pulley dialog-box to edit the number-of-teeth around a Pulley.

The Pulley dialog-box also has this 'read-only' information: 

Pulley's Pitch Circle Diameter [P.C.D.].

Tooth-Pitch [Edit the Tooth-Pitch parameter in the Motion-Path dialog-box].

Belt Length [Edit the Target Belt Length parameter in the Motion-Path FB dialog-box, or

edit the sketch directly].

To Open the Pulley dialog-box

1. Double-click a Pulley  in the graphic-area 

- or -

1. Click a Pulley in the graphic-area or the Assembly-

Tree so it shows in the Selection-Window 

2. Right-click the Pulley element in the Selection-

Window

3. Click 'Edit...' in the contextual menu

The Pulley dialog-box opens.

Pulley dialog-box

Pulley Parameters 

Number-of-Teeth

Edit the 'number-of-teeth', the radius of the arc in

the sketch-loop will also change.

Read-Only' Parameters: 

'DriveR-Pulley' [pulley drives the belt] or 'DriveN-

Pulley' [belt drives the pulley]

Pitch-Circle-Diameter - see Notes

Belt Parameters 

Read-Only parameters:

Tooth-Pitch - see Motion-Path FB dialog-box

Belt Length - see Part-Editor

Notes: 

If there is a Pulley, then, in the Part-Editor, its

radius becomes a 'read-only dimension - it is 

grey.

Pitch Circle Radius = Number-of-Teeth[Pulley

dialog-box] × Tooth-Pitch[Motion-Path FB dialog-
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box] / (2 × Pi)
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Dialog: Feedscrew [ Scroll]

Feedscrew [ Scroll] dialog-box

See Add Scroll

We have labelled the dialog as Feedscrew and Scroll because they are both very common terms.

Other terms include: Worms, Infeed Screws, Gusanos, and Tortillas sin fin.

Use the Feedscrew [Scroll] dialog box to:

Set the number-of-points along the feedscrew surface for each 'rim'

Set the Start and End - the 'range' - of the 3D-Cam

Edit the display of the feedscrew in the graphic-area

Export the feedscrew to SOLIDWORKS®

Rebuild the feedscrew with the current or active settings.

Save the feedscrew data that defines the surface mesh.

To Open the Feedscrew dialog-box

1. Click the Mechanism name-tab in which you have added the Feedscrew  

2. Double-click the Feedscrew in the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree

- or - 

2. Click the Feedscrew in the graphic-area or Assembly-Tree  

In the Selection-Window:

3. Right-click the Feedscrew element

4. Click 'Edit element'.

Feedscrew dialog-box

 Buttons at top of dialog-box

Rebuild and Save Data buttons

Use the Rebuild button to 

o re-calculate the points along each 'rim' when

you change a parameter

o before you use the Save Data button

o before you transfer the Feedscrew to

SolidWorks

Use the Save Cam button to save the feedscrew

mesh data as text files.
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Number of Points 

Preamble:

We specify a Feedscrew with a surface.

There are a number of lines, that we call Rims,

along the feedscrew surface.

There is one Rim for each Motion-Point as defined

by the Motion-Path FB.

There are a number-of-points along each Rim.

Parameters:

Number-of-Points: 

Number-of-points along each Rim. - 860 in dialog to

left

Screw Start/End

Preamble:

When you add a Feedscrew, MechDesigner will

calculate its surface for a complete cycle of the MMA :

0 – 360

Use this separator to edit the range of the MMA for

which you want to calculate the feedscrew.

The Number-of-Points along each rim does not

change. 

Parameters:

Feedscrew Start-Angle

Edit the Start-Angle

Feedscrew End-Angle

Edit the End-Angle 

Display

Preamble: 

The 'MechDesigner Display' edits how the surface of the

Feedscrew shows in the graphic-area. 

Controls:

'Surfaces' ; 'Rims' check-boxes

Use the check-boxes to Show or Hide Surface, and
Show or Hide Rims.

Solids: show or hide, with the colour in the 'colour' control, and

with the Transparency given by the 'Slider'.

Rims: show or hide the Rims along the Feedscrew.

Color

Use the Windows color picker to select a color for
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the Feedscrew and Rims. 

Transparency

Use the slider to change the Transparency of the
Feedscrew.

SOLIDWORKS Data Transfer

Preamble: When you have set the correct parameters in

this dialog: Number-of-Point and Start/End Angles, then

you can export the Feedscrew to SOLIDWORKS. To do this

1. Open SOLIDWORKS 

2. Add and Save a new Part 

3. Make sure the new Part is the 'active' document in 
SOLIDWORKS

Buttons:

Create Feedscrew Blank in SOLIDWORKS

MechDesigner exports the sketch of the Feedscrew

Blank and its Axis-of-Rotation'

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to use the

Feedscrew Blank and Axis to add a 'Revolved'

feature

Create Feedscrew Surface in SOLIDWORKS

MechDesigner  exports the XYZ data of each Rim

to a 'Curve' feature

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to use the

Curves to Insert a Boundary Surface feature.

Cut Feedscrew Surface into Blank.

MechDesigner instructs SOLIDWORKS to cut the
Revolved feature with the Boundary Surface 

See Troubleshooting below.

SOLIDWORKS Paths

Preamble: 

After you have sent the Feedscrew to SOLIDWORKS, it is

often useful to link the its file-name in SOLIDWORKS

with the Feedscrew element in MechDesigner. At a

later date, when you open this Feedscrew dialog again,

you can reopen the part in SOLIDWORKS.

Buttons:

Get Cad Part Path button: Click this button to link the

CAD file-name in SOLIDWORKS with the Feedscrew.

The file-name, with its full path, is put into the 'Path of

Feedscrew in SOLIDWORKS is :
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Open Cam Part button: Click this button to open the

part with the file-name in the 'Path of Feedscrews

in SOLIDWORKS is' box.

Before this is possible: 

1. You have previously transferred a Feedscrew to

SolidWorks and saved the file, 

AND 

2. You have already clicked the button 'Get Cad Part

Path' button.

Trouble-shooting the Feedscrew in SOLIDWORKS

The last command: 'Cut Feedscrew Surface into Blank' 

may not work, or appear not, to work.

CHECK 1: In SOLIDWORKS, inspect the length of the

Scroll Blank  relative to the Scroll-Surface .

In the image to the left, the left-side of the Scroll-

Blank  is to the left of the end of the Scroll-

Surface . 

In this case, the 'Cut Scroll Surface from

Blank' [button  in dialog] will not work. 

You must, in SOLIDWORKS, or MechDesigner

1. Edit the sketch of the Scroll-Blank   

I prefer to edit the sketch in SOLIDWORKS.

2. Move the end of the sketch to the right-side of

the end of the Scroll-Surface. 

In this sketch, I have added a dimension between

the end of the Scroll-Surface and the left-side of the

Sketch-Blank.

To help, I have, in 

SOLIDWORKS,

dragged the 

'Revolve' feature  to

below 'Feed-Screw

Scroll Boundary-

Surface'. 

Then, as I edit the

sketch for the Sketch-

Blank I can see the

end of the Scroll-

Surface. 
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CHECK 2: After you close the sketch and rebuild the

model. the Surface-Cut feature in SOLIDWORKS might

cut to the incorrect side of the Scroll-Surface - see

image to the left. In this case:

1. Edit the

Feed-Screw

Scroll

Boundary-

Surface

feature in 

SOLIDWORKS  

2. Click the

direction

arrow - see

image- to

reverse the

direction of

the Cut.

In the image, you can see the Scroll-Blank has been cut

correctly by the Scroll-Surface.

However, the Feed-Screw Scroll Boundary-Surface

feature is still shown in the model

CHECK 3: Edit

the Feed-Screw

Scroll Boundary-

Surface feature to

hide it from the

display.

See image.

Finally, the scroll is correct.
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Dialog: Extrusion

Extrusion dialog-box

See Add Profile

Use the Extrusion dialog-box to edit the properties of the Profile-Extrusion element.

Profile and Extrusion Elements in the Graphic-Area 

Profile element:

To add a Profile, select a sketch-loop .  The Profile

becomes a child to the same Part. 

The Profile element has two contours. The two

contours are the same shape as the sketch-loop. 

Profile contours:

Primary Contour  

Distance from Mechanism Plane = Part-Offset +

Extrusion-Offset. 

Secondary Contour

Distance from Primary Contour = Extrusion-

Depth.

Extrusion Depth can only be a positive number.

Extrusion element:

The Extrusion element is the child to the Profile element

The Extrusion element is the Solid extrusion  between

the Primary and Secondary Contours.

Extrusion elements have properties: Density, Colour,

Opacity, Graphics Quality.

We calculate Mass, Inertia and Centre-of-Mass from the: 

the shape of the sketch-loop 

the distance between the Profile Primary and

Secondary Contours - the Extrusion-Depth

the Density parameter in the Extrusion dialog-

box

To open the Extrusion dialog-box
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In the graphic-area [Mechanism-Editor]:

1. If necessary, spin the view with your keyboard

arrow keys to see the two Profile Contours.

2. Double-click a Pink Profile contour that is NOT

coincident with the sketch-loop - see image to

the left. 

If the Extrusion dialog-box does not open, try to open it

in the Selection-Window or the Assembly-Tree - see

below.

In the Selection-Window:

1. Click a Pink Profile contour in the graphic-area 

2. Right-click the Extrusion element in the

Selection-Window

3. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu.

In the Assembly-Tree:

Expand the Assembly-Tree elements to see the Extrusion

element   - see image to left 

1. Right-click the Extrusion element. 

2. Click 'Edit Element' in the contextual menu.

The Extrusion dialog-box

Extrusion dialog-box

There are three separators in the Extrusion dialog-box. 

Extrusion Parameters

Colour, Opacity and Quality

Mass Properties 

Extrusion Parameters
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Primary-Contour 

Secondary-Contour.

 Sketch-Loop and

Mechanism-Plane

Extrusion-Depth

The distance to the Secondary-Contour from

the Primary-Contour, along the +Z-axis of the

Part. 

The parameter must be positive. Minimum

0.001mm

Extrusion-Offset

The positive or negative distance to the Primary-

Contour from the Part-Offset.

Part-Offset 

The positive or negative distance to the Primary

Contour from the Mechanism-Plane [sketch-loop]

 Distance to Primary Contour from sketch-loop

= Part Offset + Extrusion Offset

Colour, Opacity and Quality

'Solid is Visible' / 'Hidden' check-box

Toggle between 'Visible' and 'Hidden'.

Colour

Click the button to open and select a colour in

the Windows® Colour Picker

Transparency [slider]

Drag the slider to change the Transparency of the

Extrusion in the graphic-area.

This applies only to the visibility of the Solid in

the Model-Editor

Graphics Quality [slider]

Drag the slider to change the Quality of the

Extrusion in the graphic-area.

Note: If an Extrusion has 'facets' when it should be a

smooth arc, then open and close the Part-Editor that

is the parent to the Extrusion element.

See Also: Application Settings | General
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Extrusion Mass Properties

 Material Density

Edit the Density of the Extrusion. The Mass and

Inertia [below] change as you edit the Density.

Mass [read-only]

Mass = Density * Area of Extrusion * Extrusion

Depth

Inertia [read-only]

Inertia is calculated with respect to the centre-of-

mass.

Its center-of-mass is a function of its shape.
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Dialog: Select Elements

Select Elements dialog-box

MechDesigner opens the Select Elements dialog-box if there is ambiguity as to which elements

you must select to do a command. 

There is 'ambiguity', for example, when you click two or more elements in the graphic-area with

one mouse-click, and the command needs only one element to complete the command.

The dialog list the elements that are not ambiguous and ambiguous.

You must start the selections again to complete the command, or to continue with the

command-manager selections.

 Use the CTRL key to select more than one element

MechDesigner lists the

elements you have clicked

when you are use a command

to add an element, but there

becomes ambiguity as to

which element to use.

To complete the command you

must select all of the elements

you need to complete, or

continue, with the command:

Element's that are not

ambiguous

Element's that are

ambiguous

How to use the Select Elements dialog

Start the selections in the dialog-

box you need for the command 

again.

Do:

1.  key down [and

keep it down] ...

2. ... + Click ALL of the

elements you need to

complete the command

You must see the 'tick' marks to

see that your selections are

good to complete the

command.

3. Click OK
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Now, you may need to also:

4. Click OK in the Command-

Manager 
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Dialog: Configure Power Source

Configure Power Source dialog-box

To calculate forces correctly, you must 'Configure the Power Source' correctly. 

We use the Configure Power Source dialog-box to make sure the correct element [for example,

a Part] transfers the 'power' to each degree-of-freedom in a kinematic-chain.

Power Source elements can be: 

Motors at Joints (Linear or Rotary)

Cams provide power to cam-followers

Springs

Special Cases of 'Configure the Power Source'

In MechDesigner, it is possible that the model has more Parts than the real-world

application.

For example: We use 'Piggyback Sliders' to plan and define the planar motion of a point on

the Mechanism-Plane. We then add a Dyad between the Sliders and the Base-Part. The two

Parts in a Dyad might represent the two links of a planar robot.  In this case, the piggyback

sliders are not needed in the 'real-world'.

When this is the case, you MUST remodel the mechanism without the Piggyback Sliders. You

must then define the motions again for the Parts that will actually be driven, and then give

the Power Source directly to these Parts and Joints.  There are MechDesigner 'tricks' that you

can use to create the motions of the new mechanism. Please email for details.

How to open the Configure Power Source dialog-box

1. Click a kinematically-defined chain in the

Kinematics-Tree 

The square must show around the Kinematic-Chain

icon before you right-click

2. Right-Click the Kinematic-Chain 

3. Click Configure Power Source contextual menu

OR

1. Click a kinematically-defined chain in the

Kinematics-Tree 

The square must show around the Kinematic-Chain

icon before you right-click

2. Press ALT+P on your keyboard 

The Configure Power Source dialog-box opens.

Configure Power Source for a Kinematic-Chain

There are two tabs in the dialog-box:

Motion-Dimensions and Joints tab

Configure Force Vector colours tab
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Motion-Dimension and Joints tab

Motion Dimensions

Motion-Dimensions box:

1. Click a Motion-

Dimension in the box 

The Motion-

Dimension you select

shows in the read-

only Selected Motion-

Dimension box, below.

The icon, to the left of

the box, matches the

Motion-Dimension

that you select as a

Motion-Dimension.

Possible Motor Elements:

When you select a

Motion-Dimension, 

MechDesigner shows in

the 'Possible Motor

Elements' box those

elements that can drive

the Motion-Dimension.

Possible Motor Elements

may include Joints, or

Cams or  Springs or any

combination of these

elements.

2. Click a Possible Motor

Elements in the list

box 

The Motor Element

you select shows in

the read-only Selected

Motor Element box,

below.

The icon, to the left of

the box, matches the

Joint, Spring or Cam

that you select as a 

Possible Motor

Element.

See Also: Tutorial 13
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If the Kinematic-Chain

has two or more Motion-

Parts - because it has two

or more degrees-of-

freedom for example -

then you must choose the

Motor Element for each

Motion Dimension.

Configure Force Vector Colors tab

Use this tab to

customize the

display of Force

Vectors that are in

the graphic-area.

When you show

Force Vectors, you

can, for each Part:

Change the

colour of

each Part-

Outline and

Force Vector 

Show or hide

the Force

Vector on the

Element

Display Force

Vector 

o At the

Joint

o as a

Polygon

of Forces

o use the

two

options

above

o or not to

show the

Force

Vectors

acting on

the Part
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Dialog: Make Movie

Make Movie dialog-box

Background: Most screen recording software, for example Camtasia®, can skip a step in the

recording. When you play the movie, it may seem 'jerky'.  The Make Movie dialog-box does not

miss a step in the cycle.

Use the Make Movie tool to record a movie

as a GIF file, or

as a series of PNG, JPG or BMP images, which you would normally compile into a movie

File toolbar > Make Movie

Make Movie dialog-box

1. Click  File toolbar > Make Movie or File

menu > Movie 

The Make Movie dialog-box opens

The default 'frame' shows in the graphic-

area

2. Edit the 'frame-size and position', 'file-

name and file-type', and 'number-of-

frames'. 

3. Click the Make Movie button in the Movie

Movie... separator.

Frame Size and Position

Pre-set Frame Size...

1. Edit the 'Pre-set Frame Size...'  list box to
select one 'frame size' 

- or - 

1. Edit Width and Height to define the size of the
frame. 

TOP-TIP: If you use a 'Pre-set Frame Size', click the

'Left'  box to take the 'blue-focus' away from the 'Pre-

set Frame Size...' box.

2. Edit Top and Left to position the frame in the

graphic-area. 
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File-name and File-type

File-name and file-type button

1. Click the File-name and file-type... button...  the
Windows® Save As dialog opens 

In the standard Windows® Save As dialog:

a. Enter a 'File name' 

b. Select a file type from the 'Save as type'

list box.

2. Click Save in the Windows® 'Save As' dialog 

The File-path and File-name show in boxes.

Note:

If you select PNG, JPG, JPEG, BMP as the file type, MechDesigner saves one image file for
each frame. See Number-of-Frames

If you select GIF as the file type... MechDesigner save the movie in GIF format. Note: GIF
file can be very large.

Make Movie.

Number-of-Frames

1. Edit the Number-of-Frames box [Default = 30

Frames, Minimum=5 ; Maximum=10000]

2. Edit the Machine Start Angle 

Minimum < Maximum] 

3. Edit the Machine End Angle [Default=360,

Make Movie button

4. Make Movie button.

When you click the Make Movie button, the model

moves the model and 'Makes the Movie'.

If you select GIF as the file type... MechDesigner save the movie in GIF format.
Note: GIF file can be very large.

If you select PNG, JPG, JPEG, BMP as the file type, MechDesigner saves one
image file for each frame. See Number-of-Frames

MechDesigner appends 001, 002, 003....to the name of each image.

For example: Hinge001.png, Hinge002, Hinge003,... to
Hinge&Number-of-Frames

To compile separate PNG images as a movie, I use Avidemux 2.6. But many

other tools are available.
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Dialog: Kinetostatic Torque and Speed

Kinetostatic Motor Torque and Speed dialog-box

Use this dialog-box to:

select a Servomotor

select a Gearbox

plot the Servomotor Torque and Speed curve; find the Maximum and RMS

plot the Gearbox Torque and Speed curve; find the Maximum and RMS

find the Servomotor Duty Cycle as a percentage of the machine cycle

upload your own database of Servomotors and Gearboxes.

You must use Display Forces to see the Motor Symbol at a Pin-Joint in the graphic-area.

Note: The options for a Slide-Joint will become available in a later release.

To Open the Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog-box

1. Make sure Calculate Forces and Display Forces

Vectors are Toggled In 

See Force Toolbar  

2. Makes sure you have Configured the Power

Source correctly for the kinematic-chain

3. Click the Motor Symbol element in the graphic-

area. The Pin-Joint element shows in the

Selection

4. Right-Click the Pin-Joint element, and click Edit

element in the contextual menu.

N

o

t

e

: The first time you use this dialog in a session, MechDesigner

loads the database of Motors and Gearboxes. Please wait to

open.

The Kinematic Torque and Speed dialog-box opens.

Select a Motor and Gearbox

Select a Motor Manufacturer and a Motor Part Number:

1. Click a Motor Manufacturer 

The Motor selection box is at the top and left of the dialog

2. Click a Motor Part Number 

This is immediately to the right of the Motor selection box

To help you make a selection, we show Rated Torque and Rated Speed with each Motor in

the selection boxes

There are more parameters for the Motor in the Database.

Select a Gearbox Manufacture and Gearbox Part Number:
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1. Click a Gearbox Manufacturer 

The Gearbox selection box is to the top and right of the dialog 

2. Click a Gearbox Part Number 

This is immediately to the right of the Gearbox selection box

To help you make a selection, we show Gear Ratio and Rated Torque with each Gearbox

in the selection-box.

There are more parameters for the Gearbox in the Database.

Note: You should make sure the parameters are correct with the most recent hardware

available from your hardware supplier.

About the Torque vs Speed and the Duty-Cycle Analysis Curves

X and Y Axes

X-axis : Speed [RPM] (RPM: revolutions per minute)

Y-axis: Torque [N.m]

The Torque and Speed show: ± Torque and ± Speed;  the four quadrants.

Torque and Speed Graph Scales

Clear the Show Limit Lines check box:

The Torque and Speed Graphs will auto-scale to the maximum and minimum as

required from the Motor, even if the motor cannot deliver the Torque or Speed. 

Select the Show Limit Lines check box:

The Torque and Speed Graphs will scale to the capacity of the Motor.

Curve Plot Points

We plot a point on the graph for each machine step.

The number-of-points is set in the Machine Settings dialog-box

Curve Point colours

The graph points have a colour code. The colour-code shows whether the Motor and

Gearbox have the capacity to drive the mechanism at the required speed.

o Green to indicate the Motor has the Speed and Torque have the capacity in all

respects.

o Amber/Orange to indicate the Motor and Gearbox do not have the Continuous

Torque or Speed capacity

o Red to indicate the Motor and Gearbox cannot provide the Torque or Speed, or

both.

Duty-Cycle Percentages

There are three Duty Cycle Plots

Power Duty Cycle

Torque Duty Cycle

Speed Duty Cycle

Each Duty Cycle Plot shows the distribution of the Power, Torque and Speed of the Motor
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for a complete Machine Cycle.

If you select 'Show Limit Line' check box, then you can see if the motor must perform

beyond its rated or maximum capacity.

If you want more detail for each chart, then increase the 'Bin Count'. You may also need

to increase the number-of-steps in the Machine Settings dialog.

Kinetostatic Torque and Speed dialog box

There are two tabs.

Torque vs Speed tab
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Duty Cycle Analysis tab
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The Database 
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Database for Drives, Motors, Gearboxes...

Click the

Edit DB

(Database)

button

There are Six

tabs

Drives
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Phase

)

[ohms

]

L =

Induct

ance

(Phas

e to

Phase

) [mH]

Vmax =

Maxi

mum

Volta

ge [V]

Suppliers

Units

Frame Sizes

Gear Heads

Ball Screws

How to Import your own data into the database.

Step 1: Make a Copy of the Old Database

It is best to ZIP and make a copy of the Database Folder.

This folder is: C:\Program Files\PSMotion\MDx PRO64\DBase

Step 2: Suppliers

1. In this dialog, Click the Suppliers tab 

2. Click the ' ' , at the top

3. Enter with your keyboard a new: 

Index number

Company

Components (for example: Motors)

Step 3: Units

1. Click the Units tab 

Check that the unit you will be using in your database is in the list of Units. 

If not, you can add a new Unit to the list.

2. Click the ' ' , at the top

3. Enter with you keyboard

Index number

Quantity

Make the Quantity the same as another, unless you have a new 'Quantity'.

UnitString

Make sure the UnitString is text, and does not not have any spaces. For Example:
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N . m = no ; 

N.m = yes.

ConvertToSI

You must add the ratio to convert 'your' new unit to SI (System International) units.

Make this number as accurate as you need.

Step 4: Prepare the CSV file.

The CSV file must include the

text:

'Units' in Cell A3

'Fields' in Cell A4

Row 3 must include the

Units identical in text to the

units in the Units Units tab -

see Step 3

Row 4 must have the Fields

Identical to the Column

Header in the tab to which

you will append your new

data. 

An example CSV File, the

image shows:

Units 'N.m'.

This unit must be the

same as in the Units tab

in the database.

Field 'Ts'

This must the same as

the Header 'Ts' in the

Drives tab in the

database.

If you do not have the

particular data, for a Part,

for example, Ke, then add

zeros ('0') to the column in

the CSV File.

Step 5: Click the tab in the database in to which you want to import the CSV data

Step 6: Import the CSV File

The data in your CSV file will append to the data in the database.

More information on Motor Torque and Speed 

Why the motor torque is different to the mechanism torque

Why is the Motor Torque different to the Torque given at the Pin-Joint when you Display

Forces with the Display Force Vectors tool?

The Torque we show in the graphic-area when we 'Display Force Vectors' is the torque to
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move only the mechanism. 

It does not include the Torque to move the motor and gearbox. It is necessary to add the

Torque to accelerate the motor and the gearbox to Torque in the graphic-area.

Clearly, the Torque to move motor depends on the ....inertia of the motor and gearbox as

well as the gearbox ratio.

The higher the gear ratio, the less Torque the motor 'sees'. But the motor must run faster

and accelerate more. This influences the overall power, as well as system efficiency.

More on Torque vs Speed Curves 

The performance characteristics of a brushless servo motor (motor/drive combination) are

described by a torque/speed operating envelope. 

As shown below, the coloured areas of the curve identify the Exceeded Duty, Continuous

Duty and Intermittent Duty zones of the system.

Exceeded Duty

To move the mechanical system, the gearbox and itself, the servomotor must exceeds its

maximum speed or the maximum torque, or both.

Continuous Duty Zone

The continuous duty zone is bordered by the maximum continuous stall torque up to the

intersection with the intermittent duty line. The continuous torque line is set by either the

motor’s maximum rated temperature, or the drive's rated continuous current output,

whichever is less. 

The system maximum continuous or 'voltage line' is set by the voltage rating of the

drives, the line voltage supplied, and the motor winding. 

The system can operate on a continuous basis anywhere within this area, assuming the

ambient temperature is 40°C or less. 

Intermittent Duty Zone

The intermittent duty zone is bordered by the peak stall torque line and the system

voltage line. The peak torque line is set by either the drives’ peak current rating, which

the drive can give for a limited time, or the maximum rated peak current for the motor,

whichever is less. Higher torque levels may be achievable at higher power levels.

Typical Torque / Speed Duty Capability of a

Brushless Servomotor.

Peak Torque: ( 
PS

 ) The Peak Torque

the Motor and Gearbox at Stall Speed

Continuous Stall Torque: ( 
CS

 ). The

Continuous Torque the Motor and

Gearbox can give Continuously at Stall

Speed.

Maximum Speed: (ω
MAX

 ) Maximum

possible speed of the Motor and

Gearbox. Not attainable when the

voltage is limited by the drive.

Knee Speed: (ω
K
 ) The Speed at 'knee'

in peak envelope that is the

intersection of the Peak Torque with
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the Voltage Torque/Speed Limit Line.

Motor Providers also give a Rated Power -

this is dependent on the Drive.

Continuous Rated Torque:( 
CR 

). The

Continuous Torque at the Speed of

the Rated Power.

Rated Speed: (ω
R
 ) The Rated Speed

or Speed at Rated Power. The motor

can operate at this speed with the

supply voltage.

How we calculate the Motor Torque and Motor Speed

The Reflected Inertia at the Motor shaft usually continuously changes in a machine cycle.

With Constant Inertia Mechanical Systems it is easy to calculate Torque.

With mechanisms, the Torque is dependent on reflected inertia that is a function of

Acceleration, Velocity, and Position.

PSMotion has developed algorithms to calculate these, which give a true indication of

the reflected inertia at a motor shaft for even the most complex mechanisms.

The equations below, are calculated at every instant in a machine cycle.

Typically, you aim to make the Reflected Load Inertia = (Motor + Gearbox) Inertia.

However, when the Load Inertia is not constant, it is more difficult to select the Motor and

Gearbox.

Speed:

ω
m
 = N   ω

L
 

α
m
 = N . α

L 

Torque

T
m
 = - α

m
 (J

G
 + J

M
) + sign(T

VD
)

T
L
 = (T

MD
 

T
T
 = T

m
 +  T

L

N    = Gear Ratio

ω
m  

= Motor Angular Velocity

ω
L
  = Load Angular Velocity

T
T
   = Total Torque

T
m
  = Motor Torque

T
L 
  = Load referred to Motor Shaft

T
VD

 = Viscous 'Drag' Torque. It is always opposite to

the direction of motion.

T
MD

 = Torque derived by MechDesigner at Motor

Shaft ( f{P
L
 , ω

L,  
α

L 
} )

J
G
   = Inertia of Gearbox

J
M
   = Inertia of Motor

α
m
  = Motor Acceleration

α
L
 = Load Acceleration

η    = Gearbox Efficiency
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Dialog: Delete Dependent Elements

Delete Dependent Elements dialog-box

Warning - When you delete the 'element' you

will also delete these elements.

Many elements are dependent on [need] other
elements.

For example, 

A Pin-Joint needs a Point in two different Parts

If you delete one of the Parts, MechDesigner
must also delete the Pin-Joint.

The Dependent Elements dialog-box warns that you
will delete 'dependent' element if you continue.

You can:

Delete all - click the 

 

 button

- or -

Do nothing - click the X button
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Dialog: View References

Show Element References

View References

Many elements 'need' other elements in

model that they reference.

For example, a Pin-Joint 'needs' two

Points. It must 'reference' these other

two Points.

They are called 'Reference Elements'.

To see the Reference Elements that an

element needs:

1. Right-click an element in the

Selection-Window 

2. Click 'Show element reference' in

the contextual menu

A read-only dialog-box shows

'References', Element Type, and

Element Owner.

Note: you can often see all of the Elements in

the Selection-Window. However, how the

elements reference each other is not clear. 
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Dialog: Tutorials

Open Download Tutorials dialog-box

R13

Help menu > Tutorials

or 

File toolbar > Download Tutorials

Download Tutorials dialog-box

After the dialog opens 

1. Click a video on the left-side of the dialog 

Wait until the video downloads to your PC.

It will play automatically on the right-side of the dialog.

The videos downloads to the location as given in Application-Settings > General tab > File

Options separator > Tutorial Video Directory.

The default location is C:\Users\Adam\AppData\Local\PSMotion

The second time you select a video, it should play immediately from your PC.
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8.8FAQs and 'How do I...?'

How and Why

Use the Tutorials in the main help files for much more help.

 General Questions:

How do I Rename an Element

Why cannot I edit an Element when I 'Double-Click' it.

I want to export my Cam as a Smooth Curve to SolidWorks/SolidEdge

Part-Editor:

o FAQs

Mechanism-Editor:

o FAQs
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How to Rename an Element

See Rename dialog-box
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How do I show Velocity & Acceleration Vectors?

See 

Point Position and Vectors dialog-box.
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How to Edit a 2D Cam, Gear-Pair, or Profile?

How to edit a 2D-Cam, Gear-Pair, Profile.

There are certain elements that are above each other in the graphic-area.

For example, the Polyline is above a 2D-Cam or Gear-Pair. A Profile/ Extrusion is above the

sketch-loop that defines its shape.

When you want to edit one of these elements, you may find you open dialog-box that is not

the one you want to open. 

There are two basic procedures:

Procedure 1 - Selection-Window [preferred]

1. Click the element you want to edit the graphic-area 

The element you want to edit will show with the other elements in the Selection-Window

2. Right-click the element you want to edit 

3. Click 'edit' in the contextual menu

Procedure 2 - Alternatively - Assembly-Tree

1. Find the element in the Assembly-Tree 

2. Click the element in the Assembly-Tree to select it. 

3. Right-click the element you want to edit 

4. Click 'edit' in the contextual menu
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Export a Cam as a Smooth Curve to CAD

Background

In MechDesigner, you can save a cam as a DXF File. The DXF is intended for some CNC

machines that do not have a spline option, or cannot open a STEP, IGES, STL, parasolid, or

other 3D Cad file format.

In CAD, you often need to mate, or constrain, a cam follower to a cam face.

If you open the DXF File you save in MechDesigner in other CAD, and then extrude, you will

see the cam face has a number facets and edges. In this case, you will not be able to easily

make a mate between the Cam face and the Cam Follower.

The procedures given below give the best option when you want to use a Cam prepared in

MechDesigner, but in an assembly prepared in CAD.

In MechDesigner

In the Cam-Coordinate Data dialog, you should calculate the Cam-Coordinates as:

Equal increments of the Master Machine Angle

Lines. NOT Arcs

Part Coordinates - see Note on Part Coordinates

Closed Cam

As many Points as necessary.

Finally, press the 'Send Cam Data to SOLIDWORKS' button.

Make sure the SOLIDWORKS is open, and a Part, existing or new, is the active document.

The data is sent to SOLIDWORKS as a Curve Feature.

The Cam 'Curve' shows in the 'Front View in the

Part'.

Note: If you want the 'Cam Curve' to be projected onto the

XZ Plane or the YZ Plane then you must save the Curve data,

and swap the X, Y or Z data with the zero set.

1. Select a Plane that is coplanar or parallel to

the Curve you have imported.

2. Start a sketch on the Plane

3. Use Convert Entities in SOLIDWORKS® sketch

editor, to convert the Curve to a sketch

4. Close the Sketch

5. Use the sketch to Extrude the Curve.

You can see the Cam does not have any facets.
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Open Excel®

1. Open the file, with file-type as... *.txt 

2. Select a delimiter, as a ',' or 'tab'.

You want the 'X' and 'Y' Cam Points in separate columns, with each Cam Point in a new

Row. 

Experiment with the import options if necessary.

3. Tidy up the data, remove headers etc.

4. Move all the data so the first X Point starts at Cell A1, and the first Y Point at B1.

5. Add a Column for the Z-Axis, and fill it with Zeros (0).

6. If necessary, make the first and last point to be identical.

Experiment as necessary. Some CAD will close the cam for you, other CAD will not.

7. If necessary, scale the Cam-Data to the units you are working in your CAD 

8. Save your data as an Excel® spreadsheet, for back-up purposes.

9. Save your Data to a NotePad® file.

You will use the file saved in Excel® or NotePad® to import into your CAD.

Import Cam Data into CAD

The next steps depend on the CAD you are using.

Solid Edge

Select:

1.

Table 

2. On the Insert Object dialog-box, set the 'Create

from File' option and click OK.

Browse to your Excel® spreadsheet and click ‘Open’.  

Curve by Table uses an Excel spreadsheet to define a

construction curve. The spreadsheet, which is

embedded in the Solid Edge document, allows you to

better import and manage engineered curves.

Curve by Table Parameters

Curve Fit

Linear Segment

Creates line segments between the data points in the

table.

Smoothing Off

Applies the direct curve fit method to the data points

in the table.  Using this method, the curve passes

directly through the points.

Smoothing On

Applies the 'least squares' curve fit method to the data

points in the table.  Selecting this option enables the

tolerance drop list.  Using this method, the curve path
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is controlled by the tolerance value and does need to

touch the points.

Tolerance

Allows you to specify a tolerance for the Smoothing

On option.  Gives the maximum distance the curve can

deviate from the points.

To create a curve using the

Curve By Table command, or

to edit an existing curve,

Microsoft Excel® must be

loaded on your machine.

Curve End Conditions

Open

Allows you to specify an open curve. For example, the

first and last data points do not touch each other or

any part of the curve.

Closed 

Specifies a closed curve. For example, the first and last

data points can touch one another or any part of the

curve. When this option is set, the Periodic and Natural

options become available.

Periodic

Connects the first data point with the last data point to

make a smooth tangent closed curve.

Natural

Creates a closed curve without a tangency condition.

Note: The 'Curve by Table' Feature will fail if the first and last data

points in the spreadsheet are coincident. If you select 'Closed',

delete the last point in the table that is coincident with the first.

Coordinate System

Allows you to select coordinate systems to offset the

curve data to. Make the coordinate system prior to

creating the curve through table of points.

number-of-points

Records the total number-of-points in spreadsheet.

Now, you can extrude the Curve as a Surface, I believe!
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Mechanism Editor: FAQs and How to...?

FAQs about using the Mechanism-Editor

What are the colours of Part-Outlines?

Why can't I see the Base-Part properly?

Why can't I add the Angle Motion-Dimension FB. Why?

How do I change the Closure of a Dyad?

What is the best way to Edit Profiles and Extrusions?

What is the Hierarchy of an Extrusion?

How many Mechanism-Editors can I add?

How many Kinematic-Chains can I add to a Mechanism-Editor?

How do I 'invert' a view, so I can watch the model from the perspective an a particular

Part?

What are Part Outlines and their Colors?

What are Part-Outlines

Part-Outlines are purely Symbolic. You can change the size of the Part-Outline in the

Application Settings | Accessibility tab. 

You cannot edit Part-Outlines.

Part-Outlines:

Double-click a Part-Outline to edit the Part in the Part-Editor

The colour of the Part-Outline helps you identify if the Part is kinematically-defined

Why do Part-Outlines have different colours?

Blue Part-Outlines

The Parts have a mobility greater than one(1)

Derived names for Blue Parts are:

'Completely Free Part'  when not joined to

another Part.

'Free Part'  when joined, but still not fully

defined and Blue

Green Part-Outlines

We say the Parts are kinematically-defined. Their

Mobility is 0.

We also sometimes say they are 'fully defined, or

solved.

The Rectangular Base-Part  is always Green - it

is always kinematically-defined.

A Rocker or a Slider  is a Motion-Part.

The Part can one of the two Parts in a Dyad, or a

Geared-Rocker.
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The Parts can be in a Dyad with a Motion-Path -

a Ram-R or Ram-P

The Part could be a Pulley Part.

Multi-coloured Part-Outlines

The Parts take on different colours when, in the 

Forces Toolbar, you:

Enable Calculate Forces 

- and -

Display Force Vectors 

Why is the Base-Part not Green when I had a Mechanism-Editor?

If the BasePart is a different colour, usually the 

Display Forces icon is toggled in. 

: The Display Forces icon toggled in. 

When Forces are displayed, each Part is given a new,

random colour. 

The Base-Part is the new Random colour. 

To make the Part Green, you should:

Click the Display Forces icon, in the Forces

toolbar to 'Not Display Forces'.

When the icon is gray the Base-Part should be

Green.

Why can I not see the Base-Part properly?

BasePart partial hidden by a Plane.

This is usually because the 'Show Model in

Mechanism' is toggled in. 

: The 'Show Model in Mechanism toggled in. 

When the Model is being shown in the Mechanism,

we also show the Planes. 

The Base-Part is being partly hidden by a Plane.

You can either:

Click the Show Model in Mechanism icon to

'Hide Model in Mechanism'.

- or - 

Click the 'Display Planes' icon to hide the

Plane that is in front of, or coplanar with the

BasePart.
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Why can I not see the BasePart properly?

Why is the Base-Part not Green?

Display Forces is active

When Forces are displayed, each Part is given

a new, random colour. The Base-Part is the new

Random colour. 

To make the Part Green, you should:

Click the Display Forces icon, in the Forces

toolbar to 'Not Display Forces'.

When the icon is grey the Base-Part should be

Green.

Show other Sketches and Mechanism is active

If 'Show other Sketches in Mechanism' tool is active,

and a different Mechanism-Editor is in front of the

active Mechanism-Editor, then the Base-Part of the

other Mechanism-Editor will show over the Base-

Part in the active editor.

If you spin the model you will be able to see the

Base-Part of the active Mechanism-Editor.

Show Model in Mechanism is active

When the Model is being shown in the Mechanism,

we also show the Planes. The Base-Part is being

partly hidden by a Plane.

To hide the Plane, you can either:

Click the Show Model in Mechanism

icon to 'Hide Model in Mechanism'.

- or - 

Click the 'Display Planes' icon to 'Hide Planes'

I cannot add an Angle (or Linear) Motion Dimension FB. Why?

The Motion-Dimension command and Elements.

The three elements you select when you add a Motion-Dimension FB for a Rocker are:

A Pin-Joint...

...followed by two Line sketch-elements.
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However, you may find you cannot select one of the Lines to complete the command. 

This can happen when:

there is already a Motion-Dimension FB at the Pin-Joint

the Point at the end of the Line you are trying to select is not a child to the Pin-Joint.

the Pin-Joint that you select is not a Pin-Joint between the two Lines you want to select.

Read this topic:  Add Motion-Dimension.

How do I change the Closure of a Dyad?

See : Change the Closure of a Dyad

How do I edit Profiles and Extrusions?

How to select and edit an Extrusion element.

See Also: Hierarchy of Extrusions

To open the Edit Extrusion dialog-box, it is usually easier to identify and select a Pink [default]

Profile Contour in the Mechanism-Editor. 

However, if the you have imported a Solid from CAD, then it easier to select the imported Solid

in the Model-Editor, and open the CAD-Line dialog-box.

Select the Profile and Extrusion in the Assembly-Tree or the

graphic-area.

The image to the left shows many Profiles - all Pink - in the

Mechanism graphic-area

1. Zoom in, with your middle scroll button on your

mouse, and 

2. Click the Profile you need to edit.

3. Review the Selection-Window

OPTION 1:

STEP 1: Click a Mechanism name-tab to make it the
active Mechanism-Editor 

STEP 2: Spin the View to show the Pink Profile contours

in the graphic-area 

STEP 3: Hover + Click to select a Profile

STEP 4: Make sure the Profile and Extrusion show in

the Selection-Window

STEP 5: Right-click the Extrusion in the Selection-

Window

STEP 6: Click Edit... in the contextual menu

Note: If you Right-Click the Profile element, you cannot edit it, but

you can delete it.  This will also delete the child to the Profile - the

Extrusion.

If you delete an Auto-Profile, the Extrusion and the sketch-loop are

deleted.
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OPTION 2: If you can:

STEP 1: Hover + Click only one Profile/Extrusion: 

STEP 2: Right-Click the Profile/Extrusion in the

graphic-area. 

STEP 3: Click the Edit Element icon .

OPTION 3:

STEP 1: Click the Part that is the Parent of the Profile.

In the Assembly-Tree, the Part Element shows with a red

square around the Element icon 

STEP 2: Click the small triangle to expand the Part in the

Assembly-Tree to reveal the Profile and

Extrusion

STEP 3: Right-click the Extrusion and select 'Edit'.

NOTE:

You can ONLY:

Edit Extrusions

Delete Profiles. MechDesigner will delete the

Extrusion, (and the Sketch-loop if you delete an

Auto-Profile).

How do I delete an Extrusion? You cannot! You must delete the Profile!

To Delete a Profile (and the Extrusion)

1. Click a Profile in the Assembly-Tree or the graphic-area,

so that it shows in the Selection-Window. 

The Profile and the Extrusion show in the Selection-

Window

2. Right-Click the Profile you want to delete 

3. Click 'Delete' from the menu

MechDesigner deletes the Profile and the Extrusion.

MechDesigner does not delete the Sketch-loop.

To Edit an Extrusion

1. Click an Extrusion in the Assembly-Tree, the Model or

the Mechanism-Editor, so that it shows in the Selection-

Window. 

The Profile and the Extrusion show in the Selection-

Window

2. Right-Click the Extrusion you want to edit 

3. Click 'Edit' from the menu

MechDesigner opens the Extrusion dialog-box.
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What is the hierarchy of Extrusions?

The Parent to Child hierarchy is as follows

MODEL > PLANE > MECHANISM > PARTS > (sketch-loop) > (Auto)PROFILE > EXTRUSION

and HOLE

There are a number of elements that must 'co-exist' to create Extrusions for Solid Modelling. It is

helpful to understand the:

Commands that you need to use

Actions that MechDesigner adds to the model for you.

Command 1:

Add sketch-elements: Lines, Cad-Lines, Arcs, Circles to become a

sketch-loop

- or - 

Add Polyline: to a 2D-Cam or a Gear-Pair

 MechDesigner

Sketch-Loops: 

...are recognized by MechDesigner when sketch-

elements are added as a sketch-loop

Command 2:

Add Profile: 

Select a sketch-element that is in a

sketch-loop

MechDesigner
Extrusions: 

Added with a Profile

Command 3:

Add

Holes:

Through

Extrusio

ns

Notes:

1. We do not show a sketch-loop as an element in the Geometry-Tree

2. We do not show the sketch-elements in the Geometric-Tree. Click a constraint to see the sketch-

element in the Selection-Window.

3. Auto-Profiles and Profiles have slightly different properties:

You can delete a Profile. The sketch-loop stays in the Part-Editor.

You cannot delete an Auto-Profile with the delete key or command.

To remove an Auto-Profile you must:

For the Complete Mechanism: De-select the Auto-Profiles

- or -

For individual Auto-Profiles: Use the Add / Remove Auto-Profile 

The sketch-loop is also deleted.
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See Tutorial 4

See also How to add sketch-loops

Information:

A Sketch-Loop is series of sketch-elements , joined end-

to-end, or a Circle, added to a Part.

The Sketch-Loop cannot have branches - 'T-bars'

The Sketch-Loop cannot cross itself - 'Figure-of-Eights'.

Sketch-Elements and Sketch-Loops do NOT show in the

Assembly-Tree.

To add a Profile, select a Sketch-Loop , to define the

shape - called the contour - of the Profile

The Profile is two contours: the Primary Contour  and the

Secondary Contour .

The Profile contours are offset from each other, they can 

only be offset along the Z-axis of the Part; the Secondary

Contour is always at a more positive Z-axis value (it is in-

front of the Primary Contour when viewed from the 'Front'

view).

The Extrusion  simply fills the space between the Primary

and Secondary Contours of the Profile. 

Extrusions have a few more properties: visibility, density,

colour, opacity, etc.

The location of the Profile contours are edited with the

Extrusion dialog-box.

You can sketch many Sketch-Loops in each Part - hence

Add many Profile and Extrusions

You can supply many Profiles from one Sketch-Loop - each

with different offsets

You can use a sketch-loop to cut a hole through an

Extrusion
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How many Mechanism Editors can I add?

How many Mechanism-Editors/Tabs can I add?

You can add as many 

Mechanism-Editors

and Tabs to as many

Planes as you like. 

It is possible to design

complete machines in

one Mechanism-Editor.

Alternatively, you can

model a machine with

many Mechanisms

Editors, each

contributing a

kinematic-chain.

The model to the left

shows 47 Mechanism-

Editors.

How many Kinematic-Chains in a Mechanism Editor?

How many Kinematic-Chains can I add to each Mechanism-Editor?

You can add as many

Kinematic-chains as

you need to model

your machine.  Within

the capacity of your PC

and RAM.

For example, in the

image to the left, I

have modelled 160

kinematic-chains on

one Mechanism-Editor

- all Sliders with a

Motion.
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Model Editor: FAQS, How to...?

Model-Editor FAQs

How do I stop the solids truning red when i zoom in to look closely at the Solids?

Stop Solids turning Red

Stop Solids turning Red

The Solids turn red when you want to 'Zoom-In' to the model. Then is its difficult to know at

which you part you are looking.

How do I stop this happening?

Use a Selection Filter. For example Filter Points.
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Part Editor: FAQs and How to...?

TOP-TIP 1 - Complex Sketches in the Part-Editor.

The Part-Editor is not as powerful as those found in 3D CAD software. The Part-Editor is not meant to be

a sketch editor for complex geometry.

Do not try to add a very complex sketch. Keep them basic. 

Remember, MechDesigner is a design and analysis tool for kinematics - not a 3D Modelling tool.

TOP-TIP 2 - Construction vs Sketch-Loop Geometry.

Construction geometry:

Add each sketch-element as a 'free element', then use Constraints

TOP-TIP 3 - Large-Models

Large Models:

Toggle-out the Auto-Update tool.

Toggle-in the Auto-update occasionally, to make sure the model is up-to-date.

Toggle-in the Auto-Update before exporting data changes.

How to use the Part-Editor

Why edit a Part

How do I 'Start the Part-Editor'?

How many Parts can I edit at one time?

How do 'I know I am using the Part-Editor'?

Why does the Part-Outline go out of view when I start the Part-Editor?

Can I edit the Part-Outline?

How do I 'Edit the Length of a Part'?

How do I 'Edit a Dimension'?

Why is the dimension negative in the Dimension dialog?

How do I 'Add a Sketch-Loop'?

Why do I need to add Geometry to the Base-Part?.

What are the colour Codes used in the Part-Editor?

Why can I not delete a sketch-element.

Trouble-shooting in the sketch-editor.
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Trouble-shooting the sketch-editor.

Where is my Sketch?

If your sketch changes in an unexpected way, and you

cannot Drag to recover it:

Use Edit Menu > Undo, or CTRL + Z

To return the sketch to state it was in before:

Use Edit menu > Undo or CTRL + Z

Sometimes the Sketch 'Collapses' to a small dot. 

Use Edit menu > Undo or CTRL + Z

Sometimes the Sketch 'Explodes to the size of a planet. 

Use Edit menu > Undo or CTRL + Z

Why is my sketch BLACK when it should be BLUE?

Sometimes, a sketch-element is BLACK but you know it should be BLUE. You should be able

to add a dimension or constraint to it, but you cannot.

Or, a sketch-element is BLUE  when it should be BLACK. 

The best solution is to:

Delete the sketch-element to add it again.

Click the sketch-element so it shows in the Selection-Window

Right-click a constraint, or the sketch-element, and select 'Delete Element'.

- or -

Use Edit menu > Undo or CTRL + Z

Then add a different constraint. 

You can add the same constraint again, or use a different constraint, to see if the sketch-

element turns BLACK.

In our defense, the sketch editor is continuously improved.

'Why is my sketch Blue, and I cannot add any more constraints?'

Sometimes, a sketch-element is BLUE but you cannot add more constraints.

You might be able to drag a sketch-element that is blue, but when you come to add a new

constraint, MechDesigner does not accept it.

In this case, a new constraint may remove two degrees-of-freedom, but the sketch has only

one degree-of-freedom remaining.

Example:

Add Coincident Constraint between the centre-Point of a Circle and a Point at the end of

a Line.

If: the centre-Point of the Circle has a Coincident Constraint with the Line, 

Then: it is not possible to also add a Coincident-Constraint with a Point at the end of

the Line

1. Click the centre-Point of the Circle so it shows in the Selection-Window 
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2. Delete the Coincident Constraint using the Selection-Window

Why edit a Part?

Why Edit a Part

There are a number of reasons why you may want to edit a Part.

Edit the Length of Parts

When you add a Part, you 'Drag out a Line' in the Mechanism-

Editor. You must edit the Part to give the exact length to the Part.

See Also: Edit Dimensions

Add Points and Lines for Pin-Joints, Slide-Joints and Ball-Joints

In an Added-Part, you can use the CAD-Line and its Points for Pin-

Joints and Slide-Joints

You can also add new Lines and Points for Joints in other places in

a Part.

You MUST add Lines and Points to the Base-Part.

Add Points to Display Trace Points 

You can add a Point to a Part and then view the trace that a Point

makes on the Mechanism Plane during a machine cycle.

There are some rules: see Add Trace-Point.

Add Sketch-Loops for Solid Extrusions

Each Extrusion references a sketch-loop.

You must use the Part-Editor to add sketch-elements for the

sketch-loop.
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Add a Sketch-Loop for a Cam-Follower Profile

Each Cam needs a Cam-Follower. A Cam-Follower must be

sketched in the Part as a sketch-loop.

You must also sketch the shape of the 'Cam-Blank' with the 3D-

Cams.

Add Points to display or plot exact Kinematic Data

For any Point that you add to a Part, you can:

Show the instantaneous kinematic vectors (Velocity and

Acceleration) of a Point with the Point Vectors and Position

dialog-box

Plot motion-values of Position, Velocity and Acceleration

throughout the Machine Cycle with the Point-Data FB or

Measurement FB wired to a Graph FB

Add a CAD-Line

There is a CAD-Line between the start and end Point of every Added-Part. 

You can add one or more new CAD-Lines to any Parts. You use the CAD-Line to import DXF

drawings, SOLIDWORKS parts or STL files onto them. 

CAD-Lines can be stacked on top of each other or at different positions in the Part Plane.

Use the Constraint Based Editing Tools for Mechanism Synthesis

See Mechanism-Synthesis.

Three, Four and Five Position Synthesis

Coupler Curve and Coupler Point Synthesis

Function Generation
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Add a Point or Line for a Measurement FB

Add a Measurement FB between two

sketch-elements. See Add Measurement

FB

The output from the Measurement FB

continually reports the dimension,

velocity and acceleration between the

two sketch-elements.

Add a Point-Data FB to report the

position, velocity and acceleration of the

Point.

You can use the output of a

Measurement or Point-Data FB as the

independent variable [X-axis] of a

different FB.

Add a Point or Line for a Force Spring FB

Add a Point or Line added to attach a

Linear Force Spring FB.

Add a Sketch-Element, a series of merged Sketch-Elements, or a sketch-loop for a

Motion-Path.

A Motion-Path needs a sketch-path, sketch, chain or sketch-

loop.

You can use a Motion-Path for a Belt, Chains, Motion-

Trajectory.
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How to start the Part Editor

Methods to Start the Part-Editor [To Edit a Part]

Double-Click Part-Outline in

Graphic-Area

IN THE GRAPHIC-AREA

The Part-Outline  is the symbol to select to edit a Part.

Note: Occasionally, with some graphic-cards, it is only

possible to double-click the arc at the start-Point of a

Part.

METHOD 1:

 STEP 1: Double-click a Part-Outline. 

Note:The Part-Editor icon is in the contextual-toolbars

to the left-side of the Mechanism-Editor.

Click Part-Outline in the Graphic-Area

METHOD 2:

 STEP 1: Click the Part-Editor icon in the contextual-

toolbars to the left of the graphic-area.

 STEP 2: Click the Part-Outline

METHOD 3:

 STEP 1: Click a Part-Outline in the graphic-area,

then 

 STEP 2: Click the Part-Editor icon in the contextual-

toolbars to the left of the graphic-area.

Hover+Right-Click Part-Outline

METHOD 4: [Click a place that is clear of other

elements in the graphic-area before you do this

method].

 STEP 1: Hover + Right-Click the Part-Outline. 

 STEP 2: Click 'Edit Part in Part-Editor' in the

contextual menu.

Hover above Part-Outline to make it RED, then right-

click.

Double-Click Part in Assembly-Tree

IN THE ASSEMBLY-TREE

METHOD 5:

 STEP 1: Double-click the Part element in the

Assembly-Tree

Right-Click Part in Assembly-Tree

METHOD 6:

 STEP 1: Right-click the Part element in the

Assembly-Tree

 STEP 2: Click 'Edit' in the contextual menu.
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Contextual-menu in Selection-Window

IN THE SELECTION-WINDOW

METHOD 7:

 STEP 1: Double-click the Part element in the

Selection-Window

METHOD 8:

 STEP 1: Right-click the Part element in the

Selection-Window

 STEP 2: Click 'Edit' in the contextual menu.

How many Parts can I edit at one time?

How Many Parts can I edit at a time

You can edit one Part at a time.

To edit a different Part, you must:

1. Close the Part-Editor to the Mechanism-Editor

2. Select another Part to edit in the Part-Editor

How do I know I am using the Part Editor?

How do I know I am using the the Part-Editor and not the Mechanism-Editor?

Part in Mechanism-Editor

Mechanism-Editor:

A Mechanism name-tab is at the top of the graphic-

area

You see the Part-Outlines

The XY-axes are small

The pointer is the 'Mechanism pointer'

Part in Part-Editor

Part-Editor:

The Part name-tab replaces the Mechanism name-tab

The cannot see the Part-Outline

The XY-axes are large

The pointer changes to the Part-Editor pointer

Can I edit the Part Outline?

Can I Edit the Part-Outline?

Part-Outline in the Graphic-Area

Can I edit the Part-Outline ?

No. You cannot edit the Part-Outline.

The Part-Outline is a symbol you select to start

the Part-Editor.

What do I do with a Part-Outline?

Select it to start the Part-Editor.

Select it to complete some other commands.
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Can I change the size of the Part-Outline?

Yes. Use the Application Settings > Accessibility

tab > Graphic > Symbol Display Size

Must I display Part-Outlines in the graphic-area?

See Display Filters > Show/Hide Part-Outlines.

Yes if you want to

display Forces.

select the Part-Outline for some commands.

Can I hide individual Part-Outlines?

Not yet. We plan to add a dialog for the display

of individual elements in the future. 

How do I edit the Length of a Part?

To Edit the Length of a Part:

You must first edit the Part.

To start the Part-Editor, I find it easiest to:

 STEP 1: Double-Click the Part-Outline of the Part
you want to edit

[Double-click a Connecting Part (a Part with Ball-
Joints) by clicking the 'solid' symbol for the
Connecting Part].

You are now using the Part-Editor.

To edit a dimension:

 STEP 2: Double-Click the arrowhead of the
dimension

 STEP 3: Enter a new dimension in the Dimension
dialog-box

You can type in a new dimension in the box

You must use the ENTER key to confirm the new

dimension before you use the 'OK' button.

 - or -

Use the spin-box tool
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- or -

STEP 3: Right-click the Dimension Value and select
'Round'

The Dimension changes to the nearest value that is

exactly divisible by the 'Spin-Increment'.

In this example, the Spin-Increment is '10'. Thus the new

dimension will round down to '130'.

- or -

STEP 3: Enter an equation into the data box. Use

the Enter key to apply the equation.

Powers: ^, Sqrt()

Trigonometric: Angle in Radians

o Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), 

o Sihn, Cosh, Tansh

o ArcSin(), ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

How do I edit a Dimension?

How to edit a dimension or to edit the length of a Part

Key Learning

To edit a Part you must select the Part, and open the Part-Editor.

You cannot edit a dimension if Add Dimension is active. 

You MUST cancel [deselect] Add Dimension before you can edit a Dimension.

Double-click the arrowhead or extension line of a dimension to open the Dimension

dialog. 

Nothing will happen if you double-click the dimension value (the number itself).

The Dimension tool in the Part-Editor: 

Use Add Dimension to add dimensions.

De-select Add Dimension to edit dimensions.

In the image, you cannot edit a Dimension.

Why?

Because the Add Dimension tool  is active

[Toggled-In].

The pointer is 'Add Dimension'

In the image, you can edit a Dimension.

Why?

Because the Add Dimension tool  is not

active [Toggled-OUT].
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The pointer is 'Edit Part'

 STEP 1: To open the Dimension dialog-box:

Double-click one of these features:

>  an arrow head , at one end of the

dimension, or

>  the dimension line , or

>  an extension line ,

Note: if you Double-Click:

the Dimension value itself (39.7199), 

MechDesigner does not respond

the CAD-Line, you open the CAD-Line

dialog

the X–axis, you close the Part-Editor

STEP 2: Edit the Dimension with the Dimension

dialog-box.

To edit a dimension:

1. Use your keyboard to enter a new value 

2. You MUST use the enter key.

- or -

1. Use the spin-box tool. 

Also, you can 'Right-click to select Round or

Zero'.

Enter an equation into the data box. Use the

Enter key to apply the equation.

Powers: ^, Sqrt()

Trigonometric: Angle in Radians

o Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), 

o Sihn, Cosh, Tansh

o ArcSin(), ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

How to delete a Sketch-Element, Sketch-Constraint or Dimension

Delete

SKETCH-ELEMENTS IN THE Part-Editor

If a sketch-element has a child element in the Mechanism-Editor, you must delete the child

element first.

A Profile element (solid) is an example of a child element to a sketch-element. 

To delete the sketch-element that has as a child a Profile element.

1. Close the Part-Editor 

2. Delete the Profile Element

3. Start the Part-Editor
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4. Delete the sketch-element

Note: to delete a Polyline, a child to a Gear-Pair or 2D-Cam, you must first, delete the parent Gear-Pair

or 2D-Cam in the Mechanism-Editor.

In the Part-Editor

1. Hover + Right-Click the element in the graphic-

area 

2. Click the delete icon in the contextual icon

palette.

3. If you Drag a Window to select many element,

use your DEL key to delete all of the elements in

the Window.

Alternatively, in the Part-Editor

1. Click the element in the graphic-area 

The element show in the Selection-Window.

2. Right-click the element in the Selection-Window

3. Click 'Delete...' in the contextual menu

Why is the dimension 'negative' in the Dimension dialog'?

Why is my dimension negative?

When you add a dimension from a Line to a Point, the dimension itself can be Negative or

Positive.

Why is this?

The Line from which you dimension the point has its own X-Y Coordinate System.

The positive x–axis of the Line is from the start-Point to the end-Point' (the places where

you mouse-button down and mouse-button up at each end of the Line)

Therefore, when looking along the positive x–axis of the Line, a 

o dimension to a Point that is to the positive X-axis of the Part, is negative with respect

to the y-axis of the Line.

o dimension to a Point that is to the negative X-axis of the Part, is positive with respect

to the y-axis of the Line.

When you add a dimension from the X or Y–axis of a Part, the dimension itself can be Negative

or Positive.

Why is this?

Each axis is treated as a Line. Thus, the axis itself has its own X-Y Coordinate System.

The less obvious case is the Y–axis:

The positive X–axis of the Y–axis(!) is from the Origin and in the positive Y–axis direction.

Therefore, when looking along the positive X–axis of the Y–axis, a 

o dimension to a Point that is to left-side is negative. 

Therefore, a dimension to a Point in the +X–axis direction of the Part is negative.
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o dimension to a Point that is to right-side is positive. 

Therefore, a dimension to a Point that is in the -X–axis direction of the Part is positive.

More Details

Why is the Dimension along the X–axis negative?

Note: X-axis, Y-axis : coordinate-system of Part, x-axis, y-

axis : coordinate-system of element, and a Line.

Dimension convention in MechDesigner:

All Lines and Axes have a Coordinate System (Origin

and +x,+y) . This includes the Part-axes : X–axis and the

Y–axis. Each axis has an origin and a +x–axis direction

and a +y–axis   

When we dimension using the Y–axis, or a Line in the Y-

axis direction, then its +x–axis direction is along the

+Y–axis of the Part.

In the image, the area with the 'patch' is all –ve in the

Coordinate System of the Y–axis, or Line in the Y-axis

Therefore, is this case, when we dimension the Point

 along the X–axis of the Part, it is along the negative

direction of the y-axis of the Line.

How do I add a Sketch-Loop?

A Sketch-Loop is an important concept in MechDesigner.

Generally, do not make a sketch-loop unless you intend to add to the sketch-loop a Profile or

a Motion-Path FB.

*About Merge-Points

Each Line or Arc you add to the graphic-area has a Point at each end.

In the Part-Editor, to join the Points, you can:

make the Points coincident with the Add Coincident tool

- or -

merge the Points with the Merge-Points tool

In both cases, the Points appear in the graphic-area as one Point. However:

Coincident Constraint does not remove a Point. 

Merge-Points removes one Point

Why Merge-Points?

Use Merge-Points when you want to make an open or closed sketch-path.

You can use a sketch path for a Motion-Path FB

You can use a closed sketch-path [sketch-loop] for a Profile element.
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Sketch-Loops with the Hover Technique and Merge-Points Tool

There are two ways to merge two Points into one Point: 

Use the Hover Technique

Use the Hover Technique as you add the sketch-elements.

Use Merge-Points.

Use the Merge-Points tool after you add the sketch-elements, 

You can use Merge-Points, to 'repair' a sketch-loop when the Points coincident but not
merged.

Video of Hover Technique and

Merge-Points tool 
 Double-click for Video  

Why Sketch-Loops fail

Condition 1: Point are Coincident and not Merged

Points are not recognized as part of a sketch-loop when they are coincident.

You must merge the Points into one Point where each Line and Arc join.

Condition 2: No Branches  

You CANNOT merge three Points into one Point - for example, the ends of three Lines or

Arcs - you have a 'Branch-Point'. A Branch-Point is not O.K.

You CAN merge two Points, then make a Point at the end of a Line or Arc to be Coincident

with the merged Point. This is NOT a Branch-Point.

Condition 3: No Figures of Eight or sketch-elements that touch

A sketch-element can not cross another sketch-element in the same sketch-loop.

A sketch-element cannot osculate, or touch, another sketch-element in the same sketch-loop.

Example sketch-loops 

Video of Hover Technique and

Merge-Points tool 
 Double-click for Video  

The Circle

The Circle is a sketch-loop. A Circle is frequently used for a Cam-

Follower.

Lines

Lines joined, with Points merged.


MergePoints.mp4


SampleSketchLoops-long.mp4
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Lines and Arcs

Lines and Arcs, with Points merged.

Arcs and Arcs

Arcs and Arcs, with Points merged.

Why do I need to add Geometry to the BasePart?

Where is the Base-Part Geometry?

1. Why is there not a CAD-Line in the Base-Part? 

We do not want you to automatically add Joints to the Origin, Xiaxis or Y–axis of the Base-

Part (and Mechanism Axes).

However, you are welcome to do this.

2. Why? 

For the Base-Part, we have found it to be useful to add Points and Lines that are not at the

Origin or along the X or Y–axis. We then add dimensions to give the position of the Points

and Lines relative to the origin of the Base-Part.

3. Why? 

You can edit the dimensions later, and also add them to a Design-Set.

4. Why edit Points and Lines in the BaseParts? 

You have the design flexibility to:

1. Move the Joints, if the Points or Lines are used for Joints 

2. Move the Plane and Mechanism-Editor in the Machine Frame, if a Line is used for a new

Plane and then Mechanism-Editor.

What are the color codes of the Part Editor?

Colour-codes of Elements in the Part-Editor

The various default colours used for elements in the Part-Editor are noted below.

Sketch-Elements: Not Fully-Defined and Fully-Defined: Blue and Black

Blue - sketch-elements that are not yet fully

constrained.

You will notice that as you add sketch-elements to a

Part they are Blue 

This is the colour of 'under-defined geometry'. You will

find that you can still drag Blue sketch-elements.

CAD-Lines are a deep green.
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Black - fully defined or constrained sketch-elements.

Ideally, you should add dimension and constraints to

your sketch so that all the sketch-elements are Black.

This means the sketch is fully-defined. 

There is no correct or incorrect way to define the

sketch-elements. 

Dimensions and Constraints should agree with the

design intent.

Reference Geometry, Sketch-Elements from Other Mechanisms, Dimensions in a

Design-Set

Reference Geometry is Orange .

Grey when Show / Hide Sketch-Elements from Other

Mechanisms tool is active, Part-Outlines, Axes, sketch-

elements and Joints in the other Mechanisms are

coloured Grey .

When dimensions are used to control an element, they

are Grey 

For example:

Dimension of a Line that is the Line-between-

Centers

Dimension of an Arc for a Pulley

Dimensions added to Design-Sets

Why can I not delete a Sketch-Element

There are special conditions when MechDesigner does not let you delete a sketch-element. 

The sketch-element is usually used by another Element.

Example 1: Sketch-element used by a sketch-loop and a Profile.

You cannot delete a sketch-element in a sketch-loop and you then use for the Profile, UNLESS

you first delete the Profile.

Example 2: Delete a Line that is used by a Plane and the Plane is used a Mechanism-

Editor.

Example 1: Delete a Line.

The image to the left, in the Mechanism-Editor shows a Part with a number

of 'long' sketch lines that radiate (are rays) from the origin of the Part.

Each 'long' line has a 'short' line that is perpendicular to it.

We want to delete one of the 'short' lines.
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So, 'Start the Part-Editor'....

 STEP 1: Double-click on the Green oval Part-Outline.

 STEP 1: 'Hover + Right-click' the Line 

 STEP 2: Click the 'Delete' icon in the contextual array of tools.

MechDesigner does not delete the element. Why?

 STEP 3: Read the Message in the Message area.

It tells you that it is not possible to delete the Line - (which we had

renamed to LRoller8), as 'Plane' is dependent on it.

Therefore, first close the Part-Editor to delete the Plane.

Click to Expand or Collapse

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor - Double-click a Line

 STEP 5: Click and Delete the Plane

You can:

'Hover + Right-Click' and Click the 'Delete' icon, 

- or -

Right-Click it in the Selection-Window and 

Click the 'Delete...' option - see the image to the left.

MechDesigner does not delete the Plane. Why is this? Look in the Message

Area.

Click to Expand or Collapse

First delete the Mechanism that is dependent by the Plane.

 STEP 6: Delete the Mechanism...

NOTE: SAVE YOUR MODEL with a new file-name BEFORE AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER

YOU DELETE A MECHANISM. THERE IS A KNOWN BUG IF YOU DELETE MECHANISMS.

After you have deleted a Mechanism, exit MechDesigner, then restart and open the

file with the new file-name.

Navigate to the Mechanism that is dependent on the Plane in the

Assembly-Tree, Right-click, select Delete - this option is shown to

the left.

- or -

Click the Mechanism name-tab at the top of the graphic-area and

delete it in the Assembly-Tree.

MechDesigner reminds you with a Warning you will delete a Mechanism.

This is because it may be a significant to part of your model. You will delete

the 'Children' of the Mechanism, also.

You can now delete the Plane.

 STEP 7: Delete the Plane

Hover + Right Click the Plane and select the 'Delete' icon.
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The image to the Left shows you have deleted the Plane.

 STEP 8: Delete the Line...with keyboard 'Delete'

Click the Line in the graphic-area, then 

1. Click the Line in the Selection-Window, then

2. Use the keyboard 'Delete'

- or -

Use the contextual icon palette

1. 'Hover + Right-Click' the Line

2. Click the 'Delete' icon.



Part

IX
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MotionDesigner R13.29

Motion Terminology in MotionDesigner

Segments:

A motion is split into segments. Each segment has a duration - which we name its Segment

Width. 

Each segment has a Motion-Law. Many motion-laws have Segment Parameters that we apply

to the mathematical function to give different motion characteristics.

Selected-Segment : the segment that is RED [default colour]. Click above or below a

segment to make the segment the Selected-Segment.

Previous-Segment / Next-Segment : the segments that are immediately before and after

the Selected-Segment.

Blend-Points:

There is a Blend-Point at the start and end of each Segment.

Active Blend-Point: the Blend-Point at the start [left-side] of the Selected-Segment. It has a

?  around the diamond symbol

Motion-Law

A mathematical function that provides the y-axis values as a function of the x-axis values.

There are many different motion-laws. The motion-laws provide different motion

characteristics, for different applications, with advantages and disadvantages.

See Motion-Laws
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MotionDesigner: Main User Interface
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MotionDesigner

13.2 :

 Toolbars.

 Motion-Law

 Motion-Width

[Read-Only]

 Motion Name

tab [you can

add many

motions to

the default

motion. Each

motion is

identified

with a Motion

name-tab]

 Motion

Graphs

[Position,

Velocity,

Acceleration

and Jerk

motion-

derivatives].

 Graph 'drag-

handles'.

IMPORTANT NOTES

- General Motion

Definitions

Each motion is

defined by a one

or more

segments, each

segment is

joined to a

different

segment with

Blend-Points.

For each X-axis

value there is a

Y-axis motion-

value.

We define the X-

axis and Y-axis

motion-values at

each Blend-

Point.

We influence the

X-axis and Y-axis

motion-values 

between each

Blend-Point with

the segment's

Motion-Law.

We use the Blend-

Point Editor:

to edit the X-

axis and Y-

axis motions

values of

each Blend-

Point

We use the Segment

Editor:

to edit the X-

axis and Y-

axis motion-

values of

each Blend-

Point

to edit each

segment's

Motion-Law

to edit

segment-

parameters

associated

with each

segment's

Motion-Law.

See also: Motion

Design

Considerations  ,

FAQs

MOTIONDESIGNER

[Click to Expand/

Collapse]
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MotionDesigner: Toolbars

Blend-Point &

Segment

toolbar

Edit toolbar

File toolbar

Motion

toolbar :

Motion-

Width &

Motion-

Law

Selector

View toolbar

   To 'Undock' and 'Redock' MotionDesigner.

Generally, I do not undock MotionDesigner.

To 'undock' MotionDesigner:

1. Move your mouse pointer to immediately below the 'Lime-Green' horizontal bar, that is

above of the MotionDesigner toolbars 

2. Drag your mouse

MotionDesigner moves with your mouse until you 

3. Release your left-mouse button. 

To 'redock' MotionDesigner:

1. Click MechDesigner's 'Restore Window' so that MechDesigner is NOT maximized. 

2. Make a space to the right-side of the MechDesigner application. 

3. Move your mouse-pointer to the top of MotionDesigner dialog, above the

MotionDesigner toolbars.

4. Drag your mouse to the right-side of the MechDesigner application-window, until you see

an 'empty box' show to the right of the MechDesigner application. Then release your

mouse-button.

Terminology

Segments:

A motion is split into segments. Each segment has a duration - its Segment Width. 

Each segment has a Motion-Law. Many motion-laws have Segment Parameters that apply to

the mathematical function to give different characteristics.

Selected-Segment: the segment that is RED [default colour]. Click above or below a segment

to make the segment the Selected-Segment.
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Previous-Segment / Next-Segment the segments that are immediately before and after the

Selected-Segment.

Blend-Points:

There is a Blend-Point at the start and end of each Segment.

Active Blend-Point: the Blend-Point at the start of the RED Selected-Segment. It has a RED ?
'diamond' symbol.

Motion-Law

A mathematical function that provides the y-axis values as a function of the x-axis values.

There are many different motion-laws. Each motion-law provides many different motion

characteristics, for different applications and each with different advantages. 

See Motion-Laws

For Information, this Help File is:13.2.262, Published on the: 22/06/2019, at 16:13

All contents may not be republished without the consent of PSMotion Ltd.
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9.1Blend-Point & Segment toolbar

Blend-Point & Segment toolbar.

SEGMENT EDITOR

Edit motion values of the RED

Selected-Segment [Red is the

default 'active' colour]

BLEND-POINT EDITOR

Edit motion-values of active Blend-

Point, at the start of the Selected-

Segment.

Insert Blend-Point
Add a new Blend-Point as specified

by a mouse-click 

Insert Blend-Point At... 

Add a new Blend-Point 'at' a

specified X-axis value.

To split a segment in to two [note -

icon is incorrect].

Insert Segment
Add a segment before the Active

Blend-Point

Append Segment
Add a Segment to the end of the

motion

Delete Segment
Remove the Segment after the 

Active Blend-Point

Data Transfer Table
Import and Export motion data to

and from motion graphs

Blend-Point Symbols 

A Blend-Point is a single position in a motion where one segment ends and a different

segment starts. 

You can see Blend-Points as a small 'diamond' ?  shape. The diamond is actually split into

two triangles.

Blend-Point - a split diamond, to identify the 'end of a segment' and the 'start of a

segment'.

Active Blend-Point - has a RED ?  'diamond' symbol.

Symbol for the Start of the Selected-Segment. This symbol may also be Black, 'Clear',

or Grey.

Symbol for the End of a Segment. This symbol may also be 'Clear' or Grey.

Motion-Values at Blend-Points [Nodes]
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It is important to understand that each Blend-Point is

defined by:

X-axis Motion-Values:

Each Blend-Point has one X-axis Value for all motion-

derivatives

Y-axis Motion-Values:

Each Blend-Point has two Y-axis motion-values for

each motion-derivative. 

The two Y-axis motion values of each motion-

derivative are at the:

End of the Previous-Segment

and the

Start of the Selected-Segment

To edit the motion-values of each Blend-Point, use the:

Blend-Point Editor  

and / or the 

Segment Editor
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Segment: Insert

Insert Segment

Insert Segment

Insert Segment: Add a new segment to the left-side of the Selected-

Segment

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Insert Segment

 

A new segment is now to the left-side of the Selected-Segment.

Notes:

The  Segment-Width of the new segment is 90º or, the same

duration for other X–axis units.

The Motion-Width increases by 90º, or the same for other X–axis

units.
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Segment: Append

Append Segment

Append Segment

Append Segment: Add a new segment to the end of the motion, after

the last segment.

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Append

Segment 

A new segment is now at the end of the motion, after the last

segment.

Notes:

The  Segment-Width of the new segment is 90º or, the same

duration for other X–axis units.

The Motion-Width increases by 90º, or the same for other X–axis

units.
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Segment: Delete

Delete Segment

Delete Segment

Delete Segment: to remove the Selected-Segment from the motion.

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > D elete

Segment 

The Selected-Segment is deleted from the motion.

Notes:

There is not a warning that you are about to delete a segment. 

you can do CTRL+Z to undo, and the segment shows again.
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Blend-Point: Add [approximately]

Add Blend-Point Approximately

Insert Blend-Point

'Approximately'

Insert Blend-Point 'Approximately': Click the motion-graph to add a

new Blend-Point.

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Insert Blend-

Point 'Approx imately '

2. Click the motion-graph at the approximate position you

want to add the new Blend-Point.

A new Blend-Point is now under your mouse-pointer. 

An existing segment is 'split' into two segment.

Use the Blend-Point Editor or Segment Editor to edit the motion-values of the Blend-Point.

see also: Insert Blend-Point 'Exactly'
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Blend-Point: Add [exactly]

Add Blend-Point Exactly

Insert Blend-Point 'Exactly': Specify the X-axis value of a new Blend-

Point

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Insert Blend-

Point 'Exactly ' '

Insert Blend-Point 'Exactly'

dialog-box

The Add Blend-Point at... dialog-box opens. You must edit

the value in the data-box to add a new Blend-Point.

2. Edit the value in the data-box: 

Use your keyboard

or

Use the Spin-Box tool

The new Blend-Point shows on the motion-graph

3. Click the 'OK' [tick icon] 

Use the Blend-Point Editor or Segment Editor to edit the

motion-values of the Blend-Point.
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9.2BLEND-POINT [NODE] EDITOR

BLEND-POINT [NODE] EDITOR

See also : Segment-Editor.

How to start the Blend-Point Editor

Blend-Point Editor icon

METHOD 1: Use toolbar icon

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Start Blend-

Point Editor 

The Blend-Point Editor opens.  The motion-values in the Blend-

Point Editor relate to the Active-Blend-Point.

SHORT-CUT ...

METHOD 2:  ...Click a Blend-Point directly. [this is difficult if the

symbol size 

1. Move your mouse above a Blend-Point so that the ?  becomes

RED  

2. Double-click the ?  'diamond' symbol at the active Blend-

Point. 

BLEND-POINT [Node] EDITOR DIALOG-BOX

BLEND-POINT EDITOR

Use the Blend-Point Editor to specify:

X-axis Values  see Blend-Point - X-

axis 

Motion Start - to move the start of

the motion to be earlier or later

than the Master Machine Angle.

X-axis - to move the position of

the active Blend-Point

Y-Axis Values  see Blend-Point Y-

axis Controls

Position, Velocity, Acceleration &

Jerk motion-values of the active

Blend-Point

'Previous' and 'Next' buttons 

 Make the 'Previous Blend-Point become the Active Blend-Point/Segment.

 Make the 'Next Blend-Point/Segment' become the Active Blend-Point.
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Blend-Point Editor: X-axis Control

BLEND-POINT EDITOR : X-axis Values

There are two parameters in the BLEND-POINT EDITOR: X-axis Values separator.

Motion Start: the start position of the motion, in X-axis units.

When you edit 'Motion Start':

The whole motion moves to become earlier or later. 

The duration of the complete motion does not change 

X-axis: the position of the active Blend-Point [at the left-side of the Selected-Segment], in X-

axis units.

When you edit 'X-axis':

 [duration of the Previous-Segment + duration of the Selected-Segment] does not

change 

Position of Blend-Point to the left of < X-axis value < position of the Blend-Point to the

Right

BLEND-POINT-EDITOR : X-axis Values: an example

Example X-axis Values in X-

axis value separator

You can see for this

example, for the

active Blend-Point:

'X-axis' value = 150º

Minimum value =

90º

Maximum value =

270º

As you edit the X-axis value

in the data box, the active

Blend-Point moves to the

left ['earlier'] or to the right

['later'].

See also: How to Edit a value

in a Data-box.
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Blend-Point Editor: Y-axis Controls

Blend-Point Editor: Y-axis Controls

The motion-values of a

Blend-Point are its:

X-axis Values [see

Blend-Point: X-axis]

Y-axis Values :

Position, Velocity,

Acceleration and

Jerk motion-values. 

Each Blend-Point has two

Y-axis values, for each 

motion-derivative. They

may be different or the

same.

IN THE GRAPH, you can see

the two Y-axis values. They

are the:

 'End of the Previous-

Segment' = 40mm

 'Start of the Selected-

Segment' = 60mm

IN THE BLEND-POINT

EDITOR, you can see the Y-

axis values in this example

are:

'End Position' [end of

previous-segment]

motion-value = 

40mm

 3 Control-

Buttons 

 'Start Position' [start

of Selected-

Segment] motion-

value = 60mm

There are 8 different

possible settings of the

Control-Buttons - see 

Control Buttons: States and

Patterns'
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Three[3] Control-Buttons for EACH Motion-Derivative

In this

example,

the states

of the 3

control

buttons

are:

'Edit', or

'Do not

edit', or

'It is not

possible

to edit'

the

motion-

value ...at

END of 

previous-

segment:

Positio

n...Velo

city...

Acceler

ation...

Jerk 

'Blend' or

'Do not

Blend'

'End' with

'Start'

motion-

values.

'Edit' , or 

'Do not

edit', or 

'It is not

possible

to edit'

the

motion-

value ...at

START of

the 
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Selected-

Segment

Positio

n...

Velocit

y...

Acceler

ation...

Jerk 
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Blend-Point Editor: Control-Button 'States and Patterns'

Control-buttons

It is extremely important to understand how to use the three[3] control-buttons in the Blend-

Point Editor [and the Segment-Editor].

Whether it is possible to specify a value in a data-box is a function of the:

A. Motion-Law [For example, it is NOT possible to edit the Position at the end of the segment

that is Dwell or Constant-Velocity Motion-Law]. 

B. Motion-Derivative [For example, it is NOT possible to edit the Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk

of many Traditional Motion-Laws]. 

C. Control-Buttons States [For example, even if you have a choice to edit a value, YOU may

choose NOT to specify a value]. 

Control-Button: Possible States

Button  Definition:

Possible to give the motion-value AND it is given a motion-value

Possible to give the motion-value BUT it is not given a motion-value

It is not possible to give the motion-value.

'Do not Blend' the End of the Previous to the Start of the Selected-Segment

'Do Blend' the End of the Previous to the Start of the Selected-Segment

Possible to give the motion-value AND it is given a motion-value

Possible to give the motion-value BUT it is not given a motion-value

It is not possible to give the motion-value.
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Control-Button: Patterns: 1- 8

Control-Button Pattern 1

Start of Selected-Segment : Possible to specify a value BUT NOT given a

value

'End of the Previous-Segment'  'Start of the Selected-Segment'

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND NOT given a value

Control-Button Pattern 2

Start of Selected-Segment : Possible to specify a value BUT NOT given a

value

'End of the Previous-Segment'  'Start of the Selected-Segment'

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND given a value

Control-Button Pattern 3

Start of Selected-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND given a value

'End of the Previous-Segment'  'Start of the Selected-Segment'

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value BUT NOT given a value

Control-Button Pattern 4

Start of Selected-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND given a value

'End of the Previous-Segment'  'Start of the Selected-Segment'

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND given a value
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Control-Button Pattern 5

Start of Selected-Segment : NOT possible to give a value

'End of the Previous-Segment' = 'Start of the Selected-Segment'

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value BUT NOT given a value

Control-Button Pattern 6

Start of Selected-Segment : NOT possible to specify a value

'End of the Previous-Segment' = 'Start of the Selected-Segment'  

End of Previous-Segment : Possible to specify a value AND given a value

Control-Button Pattern 7

Start of Selected-Segment : NOT possible to specify a value

'End of the Previous-Segment' = 'Start of the Selected-Segment'  

End of Previous-Segment : NOT possible to specify a value

Control-Button Pattern 8

Start of Selected-Segment : Possible to specify a value BUT NOT given a

value

'End of the Previous-Segment'  'Start of the Selected-Segment'  

End of Previous-Segment : NOT possible to specify a value
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9.3SEGMENT EDITOR

SEGMENT EDITOR

See also : Blend-Point [Node] Editor.

How to start the SEGMENT-EDITOR

Segment-Editor icon

METHOD 1: Use the toolbar icon

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Start

Segment Editor 

The Segment-Editor opens.  The motion-values in the

segment-editor relate to the Selected-Segment.

SHORT-CUT ...

METHOD 2: Click a segment directly

1. Click a segment on the graph line. 

The segment becomes the Selected-Segment, and the

Segment-Editor starts.

SEGMENT EDITOR DIALOG-BOX

SEGMENT EDITOR

The separators that show in the

Segment Editor are a function of the 

Motion-Law.

In this example show all of the

possible orange separators Segment

Editor.

X-axis Values:   [always show] 

Segment Start [Read-Only] - at

the Blend-Point at the start of

the segment

Segment-Width  

Segment End [Read-Only] - at

the Blend-Point at the end of

the segment

Segment Parameters:   [only show

with Traditional Motion-Laws]

Segment-Parameters

Y-axis Values:  [always show]

The Y-axis Control-Buttons that you

can use are a function of the Motion-

Law. For example,
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With the Flexible-Polynomial, you

can edit Position, Velocity,

Acceleration, Jerk motion-values

at the start and end of the

Selected-Segment. 

With many of the Traditional

Motion-Laws, you can only edit

their Positions at their start and

end.

See Segment-Editor: Y-axis

Controls

Segment Ranges:  [only show with

Traditional Motion-Laws]

See Segment-Ranges

Segment Motion-Law:  [always

show] 

See Segment Motion-Laws

'Previous' and 'Next' buttons  [always available]

 Make the Active Blend-Point/Segment become the 'Previous Blend-Point/Segment' [#

-1] 

 Make the Active Blend-Point/Segment become the 'Next Blend-Point/Segment' [# +1]
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Segment Editor: Segment-Width

SEGMENT-EDITOR : Segment-Width

There are three parameters in the SEGMENT EDITOR: X-axis Values separator.  

Segment Start: the position of the Blend-Point at the start of the Selected-Segment [Read-

Only]

Seg Width : the width, or 'duration', of the segment in X-axis units. 

Segment End: the position of the Blend-Point at the end of the Selected-Segment [Read-

Only]

Use the Segment-Width control in the X-axis values separator, to edit the duration* of the

Selected-Segment.

Notes: 

Be careful if you do NOT want to change the Motion-Width. If you edit the Segment -Width

of the 'this' Selected-Segment, you must also edit the Segment-Width of at least one other

segment. I, preferably, use the Blend-Point-Editor to edit the X-axis values when I do not want

the Motion-Width to change.

SEGMENT-EDITOR - X-axis Values - Segment-Width

Parameter

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

A. Duration of a segment is a

function of the X-axis units. 

The possible units are:

machine angle: 

degrees[default] or radians; 

machine cycles

time: milli-seconds or seconds.

B. Be careful - if you edit the

Segment-Width, the Motion-

Width will also become

different. 

Thus, if the Motion-Width

should be 360, you must also

edit the Segment-Width of at

least one other segment.

C. If you edit the Segment-Width,

the X-axis value at the end of

the Selected-Segment moves,

and the whole motion-width

becomes different.

D. The 'Segment Start' and

'Segment End' are Read-Only

values.

Example: The 'Segment-Width' in the
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image is 180º. 

See also: Segment Editor: Range, and

Segment Editor: Parameters
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Segment Editor: Segment-Range

SEGMENT-EDITOR : Segment-Ranges

These parameters 'clip', or 'remove', the start or end of the mathematical-function that

defines the motion-law.

Start and End Segment Ranges

'Segment Ranges' -only with Traditional

Motion-Laws.

The parameters are:

'Start-Range' 

'End-Range'

The Segment Range values are limited to:

0  Start Range < End Range 

Note: The 'rules'. The:

Segment-Width does NOT change.

position values at the start and end of the segment do not NOT change. 

Example:

This image shows a Modified Sinusoid motion-law.

Image 1

Start-Range = 0.0

End-Range = 1.0

Image 2

Start-Range = 0.2

End-Range = 1.0

A 'Start-Range' of 0.2 removes the first 20% of the

Modified-Sinusoid segment. 

Image 3

Start-Range = 0.0

End-Range = 0.8

An 'End-Range' of 0.8 removes the last 20% of the

Modified-Sinusoid segment. 

see also: Segment Editor: Width, Segment Editor: Parameters

Dwell-Rise-Dwell Asymmetrical Motion

The following applies to Traditional Motion-Laws.

Symmetrical Motions 
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They most typically start and end with zero velocity and also acceleration.

If we take their full duration of the segment as 1.0unit, then the maximum velocity is at the

motion's mid-point, or at 0.5. 

'Crossover' also coincides with 0.5, or the point in the motion-law at which acceleration

becomes deceleration. 

Asymmetrical Motions

An asymmetrical motion is one where crossover is not at 0.5 of the motion duration.

When to use Asymmetrical Motions

Often, you want a machine tool to accelerate quickly from a dwell until it reaches a peak

velocity sooner than the 0.5 point, followed by deceleration that takes longer. 

Or vice-versa.
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You can model

an asymmetrical

motion with two

segments that

have the same

motion law - for

example a 

Modified

Sinusoid. 

λ = 0.5 

Orange graph is a

symmetrical Mod-

Sine Motion Law.

Crossover @ 0.5 =

180º machine angle

This can be

modelled with one

standard Mod-Sine 

or two Mod-Sine

motions:

Segment 1: 

Machine angle:

0 - 180º  [ 0 - 0.5

of total

duration]

Displacement : 0

- 0.5 units 

Segment Range

= 0 to 0.5.

Segment 2: 

180 - 360º

machine angle

[ 0.5 - 1.0 of

total duration]

Displacement 0.5

- 1.0 units

Segment Range

= 0.5  to 1.

λ = 0.25

Asymmetrical

Motion  Mod-Sine

Motion-Law
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Crossover @ 0.25 =

90º machine angle. 

This can be only

modelled with two

Mod-Sine motions:

Segment 1: 

Machine angle:

0 - 90º [0 - 0.25

of total

duration]

Displacement : 0

- 0.25 units

Segment Range

= 0 to 0.5.

Segment 2: 

Machine angle:

90 - 360º [0.75 -

1.0 of total

duration]

Displacement :

0.75 - 1.0 units

Segment Range

= 0.5  to 1.

Characteristics Values:

Velocity - No

Change

Acceleration:

Segment 1:  C
as

= C
a 
/ 2λ ; 

Acceleration:

Segment 2:  C
as

= C
a 
/ 2(1-λ)
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Segment Editor: Segment-Parameters

SEGMENT-EDITOR : Segment-Parameters

The 'Segment Parameters' separator shows with some of the Traditional Motion-Laws.

The Segment-Parameters , when they show, are unique to the Motion-Law.

The best way to learn about the Segment-Parameters is to experiment.

Segment-Parameters of the Since-Constant-Cosine Motion-Law

This Motion-Law, the Sine-Constant-Cosine, has Segment-Parameters that can give a large

number-of-different Motion-Laws. 

For example, Commercial Indexers with a Modified Sine-Constant-Cosine motion. The

'Constant' refers to a period of Constant-Velocity within the Indexing Motion Segment.

A family of commercial indexers may include within the index-period, a duration of 

Constant-Velocity. For example,  20%, 33%, 50%, or 66% of the Indexing Motion Segment.

In MotionDesigner, you can specify any percentage to be Constant Velocity.

You can also edit the percentage of the Sine and Cosine periods within the index period.

see also: Segment-Range, Segment-Width
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Segment Editor: Y-axis Values

SEGMENT-EDITOR: Y-axis values

SEGMENT-EDITOR - Example Y-axis Value of Position only

Y-axis Values

It is EXTREMELY important

to understand that the Y-

axis values you can edit are

a function the:

Motion-Law

Motion-Derivative

Control-Buttons

Settings.

Control-Buttons Settings:

Use the settings of the

three Control-Buttons

 in the Y-axis separator

to specify or not-specify a

motion-derivative.

 Do you want the Start-

Value of the Selected-

Value of the Previous-

Segment.

 Do you want to specify,

or not-specify, the Start-

Value of the Selected-

Segment?

 Do you want to specify,

or not-specify, the End-

Value of the Selected-

Segment?

See below: Segment-

Editor : Control-

Buttons

Motion Laws and Motion-

Derivatives

Each Blend-Point has

four[4] motion-

derivatives: Position,

Velocity, Acceleration

and Jerk. 

The Motion-Law
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determines whether you

can specify a motion-

value for a particular

derivative. For example:

The Flexible-

Polynomial Motion-

Law allows you to

specify values for all

motion-derivatives.

Most Traditional

Motion-Laws allow

you specify motion-

values for a Position

only.

SEGMENT-EDITOR: Control-Button Settings

 Blend...

If active, to make the

motion-values at the 

End of Previous-

Segment = Start of

Selected-Segment.

 Start....

...Position... Velocity...

Acceleration... Jerk... 

... of the Selected-

Segment

 End...

...Position...Velocity...

Acceleration... Jerk... 

... of the Selected-

Segment

SEE BLEND-POINT

EDITOR CONTROL

BUTTONS TO HELP

UNDERSTAND THE

DIFFERENT STATES
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9.4File toolbar

File Toolbar

NOTE: MechDesigner automatically saves all Motions in a model when you save a MechDesigner

model. 

Thus, when working in the normal way, you do not need to save MotionDesigner motion files. 

However, you can use the File toolbar to save individual motions or all of the motions. You can

open and append a motion you have saved to become a new Motion name-tab at a later time in

the same or a different model.

File toolbar

Add New Motion tab 

Open and Append Motion

Save All Motions

Save All As...

Save Active Motion...

Print Active Motion

Print all Motions

Delete Active Motion

see also: Edit Toolbar, View Toolbar, Blend-Point & Segment toolbar
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File: Add New Motion

File toolbar > Add New Motion 

The new motion has a new Motion name-tab.

It is the Default Motion: Rise-Dwell-Return-Dwell.

The new motion becomes the active motion.

To rename the motion, see Active Motion Settings > Motion tab

> Motion name separator. 
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File: Open and Append

File toolbar > Open and Append

To open an existing motion file and to add the motion(s) as new motion name-tab(s).

Each motion file you open may contain one or more motions.

See Save all, Save all as..., Save Active Motion

Use the File type drop-down box to open an MTD, SHP, or DA file

type.

MTD: MotionDesigner file type.

SHP: Camlinks and Motion file type. 

DA: Jetter Automation file type.
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File: Save All

File toolbar > Save All 

Saves the motions in all of the motion name -tabs to a MTD file.

Note: It is not normally necessary to save the motions with this command because they

are automatically saved when you save a MechDesigner model.

see also: Open And Append, Save All As, Add Motion, Save, Close
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File: Save All As...

File toolbar > Save All As

To save the Motions in all of the motion name tabs and to select a file name and a file

type.

In the 'Windows® Save as... dialog:

1. Select the file type in the 'Save as type:' box 

See 'File Types' below for more information

2. Enter a 'File-name'

3. Browse to the directory in which you want to save all of the motions

4. Select the 'Save' button

See also: Open and Append, Save All, Add Motion, Save, Close

File Types

MTD: The default file extension for MotionDesigner motions.

All of the Motions are save to one MTD file.

SHP: Motion File

This is the file extension for Camlinks - a different kinematics and motion design program.

Each motion tab is saved to a different file. The file name of each is the same as the Motion

Tab name.

DA: Jetter Motion File

This is the file extension for Jetter Automation. When you click the 'Save as ' button

MotionDesigner opens the 'Jetter .da File Parameters' dialog-box.

Save as DA Jetter file type dialog-box

Write Comments to File

Click the check box if you want the DA file to

explain the function and parameter of each line

Header Data box

Use the check box to write, as text, at the top of

the DA file:

File Path - the Path is given in the box as a 'Read

Only'.

- or -

Project Name - you must write the Project Name

in the box

Register Number at Start box

Enter a Register Offset in the box

Use your keyboard or the Spin-box tool to enter the

Register Number.

Click OK, Cancel or Help
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MotionDesigner saves each motion to a different file.

The file name is the Motion name-tab name.

Notes on the DA file

The segments are saved as Polynomials, with their coefficients.

If the segment is a Traditional Motion-Law of the Harmonic Type, for example a Modified-Sinusoid,

then:

1. The segment is divided into sub-segments.

The Blend-Points for the sub-segments are at the 'natural' positions of the Segment.

2. The sub-segments are saved as Polynomials.

The Polynomial coefficients minimize the error between the actual Segment and the Polynomial

Segment.

For example, 

A Modified-Sinusoid Motion-Law has three sub-segments

A Modified-Trapezoidal Motion-Law has five sub-segments

To review the Blend-Points of the sub-segments, you can Open and Append the DA motion after you

save it.
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File: Save Active Motion

File toolbar > Save Active Motion

To save the Active Motion and select a file type.

In the 'Windows® Save as... dialog:

1. Select the file type in the 'Save as type:' box 

See 'File Types' below for more information

2. Enter a 'File-name'

3. Browse to the directory in which you want to save all of the motions

4. Select the 'Save' button

See also: Open and Append, Save All, Add Motion, Save, Close

File Types

MTD: The default file extension for MotionDesigner motions.

All of the Motions are save to one MTD file.

SHP: Motion File

This is the file extension for Camlinks - a different kinematics and motion design program.

Each motion tab is saved to a different file. The file name of each is the same as the Motion

Tab name.

DA: Jetter Motion File

This is the file extension for Jetter Automation. When you click the 'Save as ' button

MotionDesigner opens the 'Jetter .da File Parameters' dialog-box.

Save as DA Jetter file type dialog-box

Write Comments to File

Click the check box if you want the DA file to

explain the function and parameter of each line

Header Data box

Use the check box to write, as text, at the top of

the DA file:

File Path - the Path is given in the box as a 'Read

Only'.

- or -

Project Name - you must write the Project Name

in the box

Register Number at Start box

Enter a Register Offset in the box

Use your keyboard or the Spin-box tool to enter the

Register Number.

Click OK, Cancel or Help

MotionDesigner saves each motion to a different file.
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The file name is the Motion name-tab name.

Notes on the DA file

The segments are saved as Polynomials, with their coefficients.

If the segment is a Traditional Motion-Law of the Harmonic Type, for example a Modified-Sinusoid,

then:

1. The segment is divided into sub-segments.

The Blend-Points for the sub-segments are at the 'natural' positions of the Segment.

2. The sub-segments are saved as Polynomials.

The Polynomial coefficients minimize the error between the actual Segment and the Polynomial

Segment.

For example, 

A Modified-Sinusoid Motion-Law has three sub-segments

A Modified-Trapezoidal Motion-Law has five sub-segments

To review the Blend-Points of the sub-segments, you can Open and Append the DA motion after you

save it.
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File: Print

Print!! This prints the Active Motion
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File: Print All

Print all of the motions.
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File: Delete Active Motion

File toolbar > Delete Active Motion

1. Click a Motion tab to select the motion you want to delete 

2. Click File toolbar > Delete Active Motion icon 

Notes: You cannot:

Delete a motion when there is a total of only one motion.

Delete a motion that is linked to a Motion FB in MechDesigner

Warnings:

Undo this command.

There is no 'are you sure?' warning!

See also: Open and Append, Add Motion, Save All, Save, Add Motion
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9.5Edit toolbar

Edit Toolbar

Edit toolbar

Undo

Redo

Active Motion Settings / Rename Motion

Sweep Display

Auto-Update
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Edit: Undo

Edit toolbar > Undo 

... to 'undo' the previous motion edit command. 

Also: SHIFT + Z 

You can 'undo' all commands.

Note: Make sure to click in the MotionDesigner Application Window - to make it active -

before you use Undo.

See also: Redo
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Edit: Redo

Edit toolbar > Undo 

Each Motion has its own 'Undo'.

1. Click Edit toolbar > Redo to 'redo' the undone command. 

or

1. SHIFT + R  to 'redo' an undone command. 

You can 'redo' all 'undone' commands.

If you do a new command, you cannot 'redo' after that new command.

See also: Undo, Command History
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Edit: Active Motion Settings

Active Motion Settings

To open the Active Motion Settings dialog-box

1. Click Edit toolbar > Active Motion

Settings.

Active Motion Settings dialog-box

There are four tabs in the Active Motion

Settings dialog-box.

Dialog Separators

The Dialog Separators are Horizontal

Orange Bars.

Click the orange separator to show the

contextual parameters.

For example, the separators in the image

to the left are:

Motion Name

Motion Cycle Data

Motion Units

The two buttons at the bottom of the Active Motion Settings dialog-box are:

'Save as Defaults': ['Defs' is 'Defaults'].

Use this button to make the changes become the new Active Motion Settings.

'Load Defaults': 

Use this button to load new, saved, Active Motion Settings.

Note: The Active Motion Settings become the default settings when you save a model and then

exit MechDesigner.

Motion                                    

Motion Name

Motion Name [Read / Write]

1. Enter a new name with your keyboard.  

2. Press the Enter [also called 'Return']
key on your keyboard.
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Motion Cycle Data

Number-of-Steps [Read / Write]

The number of points along each motion graph.

Note: MotionDesigner evaluates motion-values at
all and ANY value of the X–axis.

Cycles / Min: [Read Only] 

See MechDesigner >Edit menu > Machine

Settings]

Seconds / Cycle [Read Only] 

Seconds / Cycle = 1÷ Cycles/Min

IMPORTANT: 'Cycle/Minute' [MechDesigner] and 'Motion-Width' [MotionDesigner]

To make sure the duration of the motion is correct in MotionDesigner, you must edit the machine-

speed in MechDesigner. See MechDesigner > Edit menu > Machine Settings so that Seconds/Cycle

is = the Motion Width.

For example: If you want a cycle time of 1200ms (milliseconds), then enter (60*1000)/1200 = 50 Cycles/

Minute. 

Then, if you change the X–axis units to msecs, one cycle will equal 1200msecs, and not 1000msecs.

 Position Units: Units

Y Velocity Units: Units/sec

Y Acceleration Units: Units/sec/sec

Y Jerk Units: Units/sec/sec/sec

Note: The scale of the model does not

change when you edit 'Units'. 

For example: 90mm becomes 0.090m or

3.543inches.

Motion Units

X–axis Units:

Units available:

Y–axis Units:

Units available:

Advanced                              

X-axis Parameters

The settings for the X–axis. 

'Degrees' at Start

'Units' at Start  [The unit is a function of the
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Motion Units - See Motion tab > Motion Units

separator]

Y-axis Parameters 

Counts/Degree

Counts per 'Unit'

'Degrees' at Start

'Units' at Start

Counts at Start

Number  Format                          

Number Format 

Format

Number Format 

Precision

Precision

Digits

Digits

Accessibility                           

Motion Colors 

Show Grid check-box [does not seem to

do anything!]

Colours

Click a button next to the colour to open the 

Windows Colour Picker®

Line: the colour of the plot that is not the

Selected-Segment

Grid: the colour of the vertical and

horizontal 'Grid-Lines'

Selected : the colour the Selected-Segment

Background: the colour of the graph space

Overlay: the colour of the Overlay Trace
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Sizes

Line Thickness 

The thickness, in pixels, of the lines in the

graph plot.

Maximum Line Thickness = 8

Symbol Size

The symbols in MotionDesigner are the

triangles that represent the Blend-Points.

Maximum Symbol Size = 8
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Edit: Sweep-Display

Sweep-Display dialog-box

Use the Sweep Display dialog-box to read the exact Y-axis values of the motion as a function

of an X-axis value, which is defined by the parameter 'X Cursor Position'. 

The Master Machine Angle [and the kinematic model] also moves to the same 'Cursor

Position'.

To open the Sweep-Display dialog:

1. Click Edit toolbar > Sweep-Display icon

Sweep-Display 

Cursor Position: [Read-Write]

The Cursor Position parameter specifies the

position along the X-axis of a vertical cursor in

the motion graph.

Edit the 'Cursor Position' parameter  [see below]

to move the cursor along the X-axis. 

Note: You can enter any real number for the

'Cursor Position' [for example:

3.141592653589793...].

Position ; Velocity ; Acceleration ; Jerk [Read Only]

The motion-values of each motion-derivative at

the Cursor Position along the X-axis.

Notes:

Edit the number of digits and the precision of

the motion-values with:

Edit menu > Active Motion Settings >

Number Format tab | Number-Format

separator.

Maximum 'X Cursor Position' = 'Motion-

Width' – 'Number of Steps' / Motion-Width

NEW 

Use cycle [Shortcut: C] and, with this dialog open,

the Sweep-Cursor continuously moves so that

Cursor Position equals the Master Machine Angle.

Editing the motion-values with the Blend-

Point Editor, and cycling the mechanism are

now very slow.

CLOSE the Sweep-Display after any analysis

with the Sweep-Display dialog-box.
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Edit: Rebuild Motions

Auto-Update Motion

Edit toolbar > Rebuild icon 

Use to rebuild the motion graphs and apply to the MechDesigner models.
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9.6Motion toolbar

Motion toolbar

Motion-Width [Read-Only]

Motion-Law Selector

See also : Motion-Laws for the different Motion-Laws

you can select.

Notes: 

The default Motion-Width is 360 degrees, or 1 second when the machine is cycling at 60

Cycles / Minute

The default Motion-Law for each segment in the default motion is the Flexible-Polynomial. 

The default Blend-Point settings are made so that each segment is equivalent to a 3-4-5

Polynomial.
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Motion-Width

Motion-Width [Read-Only]

Motion-Width [Read-Only]

Motion-Width is Read-Only.

It is the total number of units [usually degrees] along the

X-axis of the active motion.

The Motion-Width should usually be equal to one

machine cycle - and usually 360 degrees. 

If the Motion-Width is not exactly as you expect, you 

must use the Segment-Editor to edit the Segment-Width

of one or more segments.
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Motion Law Selector

Motion-Law Selector

Use the Motion-Law Selector 'drop-down box' to select the motion-law for the Selected-

Segment.

If necessary, click above or below the Selected-Segment to see the Motion-Law in the

Selector box.

Note: You can also edit the motion-law with the Segment-Editor.

See Motion-Laws

To change the motion-law of the Selected-

Segment:

1. Click the drop-down arrow in Motion-Law

Selector to see the Motion-Laws.

2. Click a Motion-Law.

IMPORTANT:

After you click a Motion-Law, it remains as

the application focus. Thus, it is easy to

accidentally change the Motion-Law. For

example, if you use the middle-mouse scroll-

wheel you will scroll AND 'select' all of

motion-laws, in turn.

Thus, after you select a Motion-Law, it is very

important to:

3. Click somewhere in the motion graph

area so that that the 'focus' is not the

Motion-Law Selector.

Recommended Motion-Laws: 

This is my order of preference, from most preferred, to lease preferred.

ALL Flexible-Polynomials - most design possibilities

- OR -

ALL Traditional Motion-Laws - 'standard' design possibilities

- OR -

Flexible-Polynomial AND Traditional Motion-Laws - most difficult to edit.
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9.7View toolbar

View Toolbar

View Toolbar

Show Position Graph

Show Velocity Graph

Show Acceleration Graph

Show Jerk Graph

Zoom Out

Zoom In

Zoom Extents

Pan Left

Pan Right
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View: Show Position Graph

View toolbar > Show POSITION Graph

'Change of Position' is 'Displacement'. 

Position is the absolute place, similar to an X,Y, Z coordinate.

Displacement is a movement from one position to a different position.

See Also: Show Velocity, Show Acceleration, Show Jerk
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View: Show Velocity Graph

View toolbar > Show VELOCITY Graph

Velocity is the 'rate-of-change of Position with respect to time'. 

See Also: Show Position, Show Acceleration, Show Jerk
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View: Show Acceleration Graph

View toolbar > Show ACCELERATION Graph

Acceleration is the 'rate-of-change of Velocity with respect to time'. 

See Also: Show Position, Show Velocity, Show Jerk
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View: Show Jerk Graph

View toolbar > Show JERK Graph

'Jerk is the rate-of-change of Acceleration with respect to time'. 

See Also: Show Position, Show Velocity, Show Acceleration
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View: Zoom-In

View toolbar > Zoom-In

Display-only: 'Expand' the X–axis.

See Also: Zoom-Out, Zoom Extents, Pan Left, Pan Right
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View: Zoom-Extents

View toolbar > Zoom Extents

Display only: Show the full Motion-Width

See Also: Zoom-In, Zoom-Out, Pan Left, Pan Right
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View: Pan Left

View toolbar > Pan Left

Display only: Move the X-axis to the right to see more of the motion to the left.

See Also: Zoom-In, Zoom-Out, Zoom Extents, Pan Right
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View: Pan Right

View toolbar > Pan Right

Display only: Move the X-axis to the left to see more of the motion to the right.

See Also: Zoom-In, Zoom-Out, Zoom Extents, Pan Right
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View: Zoom-Out

View toolbar > Zoom-Out

Display only: 'Contract' the X–axis.

See Also: Zoom-In, Zoom Extents, Pan Left, Pan Right
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9.8Data Transfer Table

Data Transfer Table

1. Click Blend-Point & Segment toolbar > Data Transfer icon to

open the Data-Transfer Table

2. MOVE THE TABLE AWAY FROM THE CENTRE OF THE

DISPLAY.

Why? It is possible that a pop may show behind the table that

you cannot see or close!!! 

'Data Transfer Table'

Use the Data-

Transfer Table to:

Import data -

see Import

Data Motion-

Law.

Export data

Show an

'Overlay

Trace'

Click the ×
button at the

top and right-

side of the

Data-Transfer

dialog-box to

close the

table.

Worksheet Commands and Tools

Note: you can 'right-click' the table to show the same commands and tools.

Clear Worksheet: or remove, all the data from the Data-Transfer Table.

Save data: Save all of the data in the table to a .txt or an .asc file. 

Load data: a .txt or .asc file of motion data you have saved and put in the table.

Copy to Clipboard: To select and copy all the data in the table to your Clipboard. 

You can past the data in the Clipboard back into the Data Table, or into another

application, such as Excel®.

Copy Selected Data: To copy data that is pre-selected in the table to the clipboard.

You can past the data in the Clipboard back into the Data Table, or into another

application, such as Excel®.
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Copy and Cut Selected Data to Clipboard: To remove 'selected' or 'highlighted' data

from the table and put in the clipboard for pasting into another application

Paste data to Table: To paste data in the clipboard to the Data-Transfer Table, starting

at the selected cell.

Delete Selected Data: To remove selected data from the table. It is not added to the

clipboard.

Get 'List' Data: To get the Data from a List Type Motion-Law. ONLY if the Selected-

Segment is a Position-List, Acceleration-List, Z-Raw-Data  [See Below]

Put 'List' Data: Put Data in the table to a List Type Segment. Active ONLY if the

Selected-Segment is Position-List or Acceleration-List, Z-Raw-Data [See Below]

Get All Motion-Values: Get all of the motion-values , of each active graph, and list

them in the table. [See Below]

Get Selected-Segment Motion-Values: Get the motion-values, of each active graph

on display, of the RED Selected-Segment, and list them in the table [See Below]

Overlay-Trace : Use the motion-data in the table as an overlay trace. 

An Overlay-Trace is a 'dumb' graph that shows together with the active motion.

You can toggle the icon to 'show' or 'hide' the overlay-trace.

About List Segment Types:

1. When data is 'Put to a List Segment', it is usual that the number-of-data-points in the list is

not equal to the number-of-motion-steps in the segment. 

MotionDesigner uses the list to regenerate list 'internally' to have the correct 'number-of-

steps' in the segment. 

If: Number-of-Motion-Steps in Segment  Number-of-Data-Points in List 

Then: NEW Number-of-Points in Segment = Number-of-Motion Steps * Segment-Width[º] /

360.

2. The minimum number of points in the list = 5 [Shift + Click the data in table to select the

points]. 

3. MotionDesigner calculates all motion-derivatives.

About Motion and Segment Data you can 'Get'

Number of Rows of Data : see Active Motion Settings > Motion tab > Motion Cycle data

separator

Number of Columns of Data: = X-axis + a data-column for each active graph [show the

graph to get the motion data].

Number Format: see Active Motion Settings > Motion tab > Motion Cycle data

The 'units' will be same as set in the X–axis Units and Y–axis Units boxes  Active-Motion-

Settings dialog-box.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Contextual Menu

Also, Right-click in the Data-Transfer Table to show the same commands in a context-sensitive

menu.

Copy

Clear Worksheet

Load Text File

Save to Text File

Copy All

Copy

Cut

Paste

Delete

Get Segment Data

Put List to List Segment

Get Motion Data

Get List from List Segment

Copy Data in Table to Overlay
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Tools: Data Transfer: Clear

Clear Data-Transfer Table

Use this icon to 'Clear', or remove, all the data from the Data-Transfer Table.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Save Data

Save Text File

Use this to save all the data in the table to a .txt or an .asc file. 
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Tools: Data Transfer: Load Data

Load Text File

Use this to open a TXT or ASC file of data you have saved from the:

Data Transfer Table

Graph in MechDesigner

from any other application

The data that you open and load into the table will start at the cell you have click and is 

light grey [Charcoal Style setting]

You can post the data to a 'List' type segment. 

The List segment are:

Position List : MotionDesigner will differentiate the data to create Velocity,

Acceleration and Jerk.

Acceleration List : MotionDesigner will integrate the data to create Velocity and

Displacement

Z Raw-Data : MotionDesigner will differentiate the data to create Velocity,

Acceleration and Jerk.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Copy All to Clipboard

Copy all Data in Table to Clipboard

Click to select and copy all the data in the table to your clipboard.

From the clipboard, you can:

Paste into any other application such as Microsoft Excel®, NotePad®, Word® or

MathCad®

Use the Put List Data tool to a segment that is a 'List Type' segment: Position List,

Acceleration List and Z Raw Data.

Use the Overlay Trace tool to show the data as a 'Display Only' motion graph.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Copy

Copy only Selected Data to Clipboard

This tool puts data to the clipboard.

To use this tool:

1. Use any means to fill the table with data 

2. Click a cell in the table 

3. 'Shift+Click' a different cell 

4. Click this the icon for this tool

From the clipboard, you can:

Paste into any other application such as Microsoft Excel®, NotePad®, Word® or

MathCad®

Use the Put List Data tool to a segment that is an Import Data Motion-Law 

Use the Overlay Trace tool to show the data as a 'Display only' motion graph.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Cut

Cut Selected Data from Table to Clipboard

Use this to remove 'highlighted' and 'selected' data from the table and put in the clipboard

for pasting into another application.

The data will then be ready for you to:

'put' to a position list or acceleration list.

paste to another computer application, such as Notepad, Wordpad, Word, Excel,

etc.

paste back into the Data-Transfer table, anywhere you want.

see also: Data-Transfer: Copy, Data-Transfer: Paste
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Tools: Data Transfer: Paste

Paste Data in Clipboard to Table

Use this to 'Paste' data in the clipboard to the Data-Transfer Table.

Click a cell in the table to identify from where you want the data to start.

Click the button to paste the data in the clipboard

You can paste any data you have copied to the clipboard, from an application such as

Microsoft Excel, or a graph, to the Data-Transfer worksheet.

see also: Data-Transfer: Cut, Data-Transfer: Copy
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Tools: Data Transfer: Delete

Delete Data from Table

Remove data from table, without pasting to clipboard. This command does not remove

the data from the motion.

see also: Data-Transfer: Copy, Data-Transfer: Paste
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Tools: Data Transfer: Get List Data

Get List Data from List Type Segment

If the Selected-Segment is not a List type segment, the icon is disabled and grey.

Get List Data from List type Segment

1. Click the button to 'get' the data in a 'List' type segment. 

The data, that you 'get', shows in the Data-Transfer Table.

List type segments are: Position-List, Acceleration-List and Z-Raw-Data.

see also: Put List Data, Position-List, Acceleration-List, Get Segment Data
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Tools: Data Transfer: Put List Data

Put Data to List Type Segment

If the Selected-Segment is not a List type segment, the icon is disabled and grey.

'Put' Data to List Type Segment

1. Click the button to 'put' the data that has been copied into the clipboard, to a 'List'

type segment. 

List type segments are: Position-List, Acceleration-List and Z-Raw-Data.

When the list is 'Put to a List Segment':

MotionDesigner makes the number-of-points in the segment equal to the

'number-of-steps' in the segment. 

Number-of-Points = Number-of-Steps * Segment-Width[º] / 360.

MotionDesigner calculates the motion derivatives.

see also: Get List Data, Position-List, Acceleration-List
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Tools: Data Transfer: Get Active-Motion Data

Get Complete Motion Data

'Get' each motion-point of the active motion and put the data into the Data Transfer table.

Number of Rows: see Active Motion Settings > Motion tab > Motion Cycle data

separator

Number Format: see Active Motion Settings > Motion tab > Motion Cycle data 

The 'units' will be same as set in the X–axis Units and Y–axis Units boxes in the

Motion form of the Settings dialog-box.

Data columns = X-axis, + a data-column for each active graph [show the graph to

get the motion data].
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Tools: Data Transfer: Get Active-Segment Data

Get Selected-Segment Motion Data 

Get the Selected-Segment Motion Data as a list with Step, Position, Velocity, Acceleration.

Number of rows of data points =Segment-Width × Number-of-Steps / 360 Motion

The number format of the data will be the same as that given in the Data Format

form of the Settings dialog-box.

The data units will be same as set in the X–axis Units and Y–axis Units boxes in the

Motion form of the Settings dialog-box. 

The columns will always include the X–axis data as the first column (which is

equivalent to the cam-angle or time etc) PLUS the data for the graphs on display at

the time you use this function.
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Tools: Data Transfer: Overlay Trace

Overlay Trace

 An Overlay-Trace is a 'display-only'

graph that shows together with the active

motion. You cannot edit it.

In the image, the Overlay-Trace is 'orange'

.

To show an Overlay-Trace

1. Make sure there is data in the Data

Transfer Table [see below for Data

Format, below] 

2. Click the Overlay-Trace icon 

The icon should now be in its active

state.

When you click the graph, the active-

motion and the Overlay-Trace rescale..

To hide an Overlay-Trace:

1. Click the Overlay-Trace icon again 

The icon should now be in its normal

state.

Data Format for Overlay Trace

Position data is in 'Column 2'. 

First number in 'Row 1'

Velocity, Acceleration, and Jerk data in Columns 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Data is not needed in Columns 3, 4, and 5

Maximum = 10,000 Points 

Plot of the Overlay-Trace

Edit its colour in the Active Motion Settings dialog 

Simple example:

To use data in 'Motion A' as the Overlay Trace in 'Motion B'.

1. Two motions: 'Motion A' and Motion 'B'. If necessary, use File: Add Motion to add a new

motion name-tab.

2. Open the Data-Transfer dialog-box. See Tools: Data-Transfer

3. Make 'Motion A' active (click the 'Motion A' tab).

4. Edit 'Motion A' so that it is different to 'Motion B'.

5. In the Data-Transfer dialog, use Get Motion Data to fill the Data Transfer Table with the

motion-values of the active motion.

6. Make 'Motion B' active (click the 'Motion B' tab).
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7. Click the Overlay Trace icon

8. You will see the Overlay Trace of 'Motion A' in 'Motion B'.
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9.9Motion Laws

Motion-Laws [also called 'Cam-Laws'].

A Motion-Law specifies, with a mathematical expression, how an 'output variable' changes as

a function of an 'input variable'. The output is either a linear [m, cm, mm, inch] or an angular

[degrees, radians] value. The input is usually machine-angle [ degrees, radians, cycles] or time

[ msecs, seconds].

The mathematical expression calculates displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk values.

The calculations are not 'numerical' techniques. Rather, all motion-derivatives are calculated

with an algebraic expression to give the motion-values for each motion-derivative exactly.

We list the Motion-Laws alphabetically [English] in the Motion-Law Selector.

Here, we can separate the motion-laws into three broad groups. 

Traditional Motion-Laws

Traditional Motion-Laws [sometime named 'Standard Motion-Laws'] have been used for many

years in cam mechanisms as 'Rise' and 'Return' segments, usually between two 'Dwell'

Segments.

Their main disadvantage is that you cannot usually edit their velocity, acceleration and jerk

values at their start and end.

The Traditional Motion-Laws are based on function that are:

Trigonometric / Harmonic

 or 

Polynomial

Traditional Motion-Laws:

1. Constant-Acceleration & Deceleration - Polynomial Function 

2. Constant-Velocity - Polynomial Function

3. Cubic - Polynomial Function

4. Cycloidal - Trigonometric Function

5. Cycloidal Constant-Velocity 50% -Trigonometric Function

6. Dwell - Polynomial Function

7. Modified-Sinusoid - Trigonometric Function

8. Modified-Trapezoidal - Trigonometric Function

9. Polynomial 2-3 - Polynomial Function

10.Polynomial 3-4-5 - Polynomial Function

11.Polynomial 4-5-6-7 - Polynomial Function

12.Polynomial Low Impact Crossover - construct with two Flexible-Polynomial segments

13.Quadratic - Polynomial Function

14.Ramp - Trigonometric Function

15.Simple-Harmonic - Trigonometric Function

16.Sine-Constant-Cosine + SCCA with Constant-Velocity 20%, 33%, 50%, 66%.... -

Trigonometric Function
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17.Sine-Squared - Trigonometric Function

18.Sinusoidal - Trigonometric Function

19.Triple-Harmonic (also called Three Harmonic) - Trigonometric Function

Also, use the 'Triple Harmonic' Controls in the Segment-Editor to give:

20.Triple Harmonic - Modified Trapezoidal - Trigonometric Function

21.Triple Harmonic - Modified Sine - Trigonometric Function

22.Triple Harmonic - Zero Jerk at Crossover - Trigonometric Function

Throw Motion Laws* [Symmetrical & Asymmetrical] 

* A Throw motion-law is a 'Rise' segment followed immediately by a 'Return' Segment - no

dwell between. It can be imagined to be similar to the vertical 'rise and fall[return]' motion

when you 'throw' a ball up in the air. Also, the swing of a pendulum.

We construct 'Throw' motion-laws with two Flexible Polynomial segments. Each segment

can have the same or different periods.

The 'throw' is a 'Quick-Return motion' when its acceleration is not zero as its 'rise' segment

becomes its 'return'. 

The transition from 'rise' to 'return' is quicker than two adjacent [concatenated] Traditional

Motion-Laws that have zero-acceleration at their transition.

22.Quick-Return 1: Finite Jerk @ Start / End - construct with two Flexible-Polynomial

segments 

23.Quick-Return 2: Zero Jerk @ Start / End - construct with two Flexible-Polynomial

segments

24.Rapid-Return 1: Finite-Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point - construct with two Flexible-

Polynomial segments

25.Rapid-Return 1: Zero Jerk @ Start/End, Finite Jerk @ Mid-Point - construct with two

Flexible-Polynomial segments

The 'Crossover Jerk' of 25 is greater than other motion laws. This means that backlash is

traversed quickly to give a large velocity impact.

Special Motion-Laws

These meet the needs of specific applications.

26. Y–Inverse-Sinusoid : when applied to a the motion of a 'crank', it gives a constant

linear velocity at the tip of a crank. Limited to one segment per crank rotation.

27. Crank-Constant-Velocity : an enhancement of Y-Inverse-Sinusoid, it can be applied

more than one time to a motion.

28. Flexible-Polynomial - a VERY important motion law .

29. Ramp - a VERY useful motion law.

Imported Motion Data

When you select these 'Motion-Laws', you can import your own motion-values. 

The Z-Raw-Data is the easiest to use, as it imports your data values directly.

The Position-List scales all of the values you import. The scale is in proportion to the
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difference between the start and end positions that you specify with the Blend-Point Editor -

it is compatible with Camlinks.

30.Position-List 

31. Acceleration-List 

32. Z-Raw-Data

'Flexible Polynomial' OR 'Traditional' Motion-Laws?

The Flexible Polynomial is the 'default' motion-law. It is very powerful tool. We strongly

recommend that you learn how to use it effectively and efficiently. 

Traditional Motion-Laws have advantages in some circumstances, especially for simple Rise-

Dwell-Return motions.

Thus, we recommend, that you make the segments:

All Flexible-Polynomials - most powerful and flexible motion design possibilities

- or -

All Traditional Motion-Laws - 'standard' motion-design requirements

- or -

A mixture of Flexible-Polynomial and Traditional Motion-Laws - least preferred.

The Motion-Laws available in MotionDesigner exceed the German Technical VDI-guidelines 2143
Papers (Part) 1 and 2. Also bare in mind, that the motion at a cam-follower or servomotor is usually found
by MechDesigner with Inverse-Kinematics. In this case, the motion at the cam-follower or servomotor will not
be the same as the motion of the Motion-Part.
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Acceleration-List [Import Data]

Acceleration List

The Acceleration List is one of three segments you can use to import your own data.

1. Use the Motion-Law Selector to select 'Acceleration List' 

2. Import data that represents the 'Acceleration' data. [How to import the Data? See

Position-List].

MotionDesigner integrates (numerically) your data to give the Velocity and Position graphs.

MotionDesigner scales the data to give the Position value at the end of the Acceleration List

Segment that you must specify with the Blend-Point Editor.

MotionDesigner re-samples the data to give the correct number-of-points in the segment. 

Number-of-Points in Segment = Segment-Width * Number-of-Steps in Motion / 360

Related topics 

Position List

Z-Raw-Data

Example Applications

You can acquire Acceleration Data of a machine component with an Accelerometer. Import

the data to an Acceleration List segment.

To acquire the acceleration data, we recommend a dc-accelerometer that gives an output

from 0 to 1000Hz. Because it gives an output at 0Hz, you can calibrate the accelerometer

with ±g by turning it over to give a range of 2g ['g' is ~9811mm/s/s]
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Constant-Acc and Dec- Motion-Law [Parabolic]

Constant-Acceleration and Constant-Deceleration Cam-Law, Motion-

Law

It is a Traditional Motion-Law

It is also named a Parabolic Cam Law.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

Position at the END of the segment.

The Position motion-value usually flows from the Previous-Segment to the START of the

segment.

CANNOT specify the 

Velocity at the START or END of the segment.

Acceleration at the START or END of the segment.

Jerk at the START or END of the segment.

Segment Editor

You can edit its Segment Range.
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Notes on this

Segment:

Velocity Coefficient, 

Cv = 2

Acceleration

Coefficient, Ca = 4

Jerk Coefficient Cj =

This Motion-Law is

often given to

Servomotors. 

PSMotion would

usually not

recommend this

motion-law.

It has the lowest 

nominal peak

acceleration. 

Because it has

discontinuities in

acceleration, and

infinite jerk, the actual

peak acceleration - in

a real mechanical

system - will be at

least 2 times the

nominal peak

acceleration. 

To design a

Trapezoidal Velocity

Segment  use the 

Sine-Constant-Cosine

Motion-Law

Application Notes

This Motion-Law has been used frequently in the past because it has the lowest maximum

nominal acceleration of the Traditional Motion-Laws. However, it has infinite jerk at three

points: the start, end, and at its cross-over. This makes it a very poor choice form a dynamic

viewpoint. 

Infinite-Jerk incites vibrations in any mechanical system. 

See Motion Coefficients

Dynamic Performance

The actual acceleration of the load being driven by Constant-Acceleration motion will

always be significantly higher than the nominal value, because of induced vibrations. 

For this reason, this segment should only be used in applications where inertia effects are

small or even insignificant.

Pressure Angle Considerations

This segment produces a relatively large pressure angle - and so might need a large cam for

a given lift. The pressure angle for this segment varies quite severely throughout this
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Motion-Law indicating that it is unsuitable for roller follower applications because of the

severe accelerations imposed on the roller that will tend to induce roller slip.

Drive Torques

This law performs badly in terms of drive torque considerations. All of the torque factor

curves for this law exhibit a discontinuity, indicating shock loading and noise in operation.

Particularly notable is the sudden reversal of the inertia torque factor, and hence of the

torsional strain energy, at the cross-over of the motion segment. These reversals will

contribute further to noise, shock loading and vibration during operation.
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Constant-Velocity Motion-Law

Constant-Velocity Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Constant-Velocity : is a 'Polynomial' Motion-Law.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

Velocity at the START of the segment. 

The Position and Velocity motion-values usually flow from to the START of the segment

when the Previous-Segment is a Flexible-Polynomial motion-law.

CANNOT specify the:

Velocity at the END of the segment, because the Velocity at the END of a Constant-

Velocity segment EQUALS the Velocity at the START of the segment!

Position at the END of the segment...

...the Position at the end of the Constant-Velocity segment is a function of the:

o Segment-Width

o Position at the START of the segment

o Velocity at the START of the segment.

How to use Control-Buttons in the Segment-Editor to specify the

Constant-Velocity segment parameters...

VELOCITY DIS-CONTINUITY

1. Click the Constant-Velocity segment to make it the RED Selected-Segment 

In the Segment-Editor

2. De-select the Velocity 'Match' [Flow] Control-Button at the far left-side of the

Velocity motion-derivative 

3. Make sure the 'Edit Start' Control Button is active, to the left of the Velocity

motion-value 

4. Enter a value in the 'Start Velocity' data box. [see below, 1,480 as an example] 

Segment-Editor: Control Buttons for the CONSTANT-VELOCITY segment with 'no-flow'

VELOCITY CONTINUITY

1. Click the Constant-Velocity segment to make it the RED Selected-Segment 

In the Segment-Editor
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2. Select the 'Match' [Flow] Control-Button at the left side of the Velocity

Control 

See below:  Segment Editor Control-Buttons for the Constant-Velocity Segment with 'flow'

The Edit Start Control Button becomes write-only because: 

the Velocity at the Start of the Selected-Segment is now specified by the Velocity at

the end of the Previous-Segment.

The Edit End Control Button becomes write-only because:

the Velocity at the End of the Selected-Segment is equal to the Velocity at the start

because it is a 'Constant-Velocity' motion-law.

Segment Editor: Control-Buttons for the CONSTANT-VELOCITY segment with 'flow'

In the Segment-Editor:

3. Click the 'Previous' button to make the Previous-Segment become the

Selected-Segment. 

The Previous-Segment now becomes the Selected-Segment[!]. In this motion, the

Previous-Segment happens to be a 'Flexible-Polynomial' motion-law. Thus, you can

specify its Velocity at its end: its End-Velocity

4. Enter a value in the 'End-Velocity' data box. [see below, 1,380 in this example]. 

The End-Velocity of this segment 'flows' to the Next-Segment, which is the Constant-

Velocity segment.

Segment-Editor: Flexible-Polynomial Segment and the 'PREVIOUS-SEGMENT' that 'flows' to

the CONSTANT-VELOCITY segment.

See also: Tutorial 3: Constant-Velocity with Flexible-Polynomial
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Constant-Velocity

Example in image:

The Velocity of the Constant-Velocity

Segment is 1380 º/sec.

The Previous-Segment and the Next-

Segment are Flexible-Polynomial

Motion-Laws. 

Application Notes:

For example, a transfer mechanism

that makes a transfer to a belt

moving at Constant-Velocity.

'On-the-fly' cutting, printing, filling,

labeling machines.
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Cubic Motion-Law

Cubic Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Cubic : is a 'Polynomial' Motion-Law. A different name is Constant Jerk

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

Velocity at the START of the segment. 

The Position motion-value usually flows from the Previous-Segment to the START of the

segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

Velocity at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the:

Acceleration at the START and the END of the segment.

Jerk at the START and the END of the segment.

Cubic Position from '0' to '1'

In the image, the Blend-Point

values at the START and END are:

Position: 0 ; 1mm

Velocity: 0 ; 0mm/sec

Acceleration: Undefinable

Jerk: Undefinable

Cv = 1.5

Ca 
= ±6

Cj  = 12

Application Note

Any application where you

must have a Constant Jerk

[acceleration changing at a

constant rate].
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Cycloidal Motion-Law

Cycloidal Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Cycloidal is a Traditional Motion-Law. Cycloidal is a Harmonic function.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position motion-value usually flows from the Previous-Segment to the START of the

segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

The Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment, and

its duration.

Note: You can edit Segment Editor Parameters of the Ramp Motion-Law to give this motion-

law.

SEE ALSO: Getting Started Tutorials: MotionDesigner - 4: Edit the Start of a Traditional Motion-

Law
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Cycloid

The Motion-Law is a

Sine function when

viewed in

acceleration.

Symmetrical

Position,

Velocity and

Acceleration

Continuity

Finite Jerk

Motion-Law

Coefficients

Velocity

Coefficient: Cv

= 2

Acceleration

Coefficient: 

Ca= ± 6.28

Jerk

Coefficient: 

Cj= ± 39.48

Jerk at Cross-

over: Cj(co)= ±

39.48

Application Notes:

Dynamic

Performance

This Motion-Law

is recommended

in applications

where the 

period ratio is

near to 5 so

long as the input

drive is stiff and

the shaft speed

does not

fluctuate

significantly

under load. 

It has the good
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acceleration

characteristics at

the load and

should be used

in systems where

low residual

vibration

(vibration after

the end of the

motion

segment) is

desired.

Pressure Angle

Considerations

It gives a

relatively large

pressure angle -

and so might

need a large

cam for a given

lift and

predetermined

pressure angle

limits, to reduce

it. 

Drive Torques

This Motion-Law

is recommended

in applications

where no

sudden change

of input torque

is a requirement.

Its torque

characteristics

are particularly

good in relation

to the other

Traditional

Motion-Laws

when the period

ratio is less than

approximately

10.
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'Cycloidal-CV50 Motion-Law'

Cycloidal-CV50 Cam-Law, Motion-Law

This is a Cycloidal motion-law, but 50% of the Segment-Width has Constant-Velocity.

The Cycloidal-CV50 has three phases:

Phase 1: Acceleration Phase: with a C
a
 = 8.378. It is the first of a Sine function.

Phase 2: Constant Velocity: 50% of the Segment-Width.

Phase 3: Deceleration Phase: with a C
a
 = 8.378. It is the last half of a Sine function.

To do this motion:

1. Select a Ramp Motion-Law with the Motion-Law Selector 

2. Use the Segment-Editor to edit the Motion-Law.

3. Edit the Segment Parameters Start-Fraction and End-Fraction to equal 25%

SEGMENT EDITOR or the BLEND-POINT EDITOR you:

CAN: specify the Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position motion-value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

CAN specify the Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

Velocity at the START or the END of the segment. 

The Velocity values at its Start and End are 0 units/s

Acceleration at the START or the END of the segment. 

The Acceleration values at its Start and End are 0 units/s2

Jerk at the START or the END of the segment. 

Its Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment.
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Cycloidal-CV50

The Motion-Law is a Sine

function when viewed in

acceleration.

Symmetrical

Position, Velocity and

Acceleration Continuity

Finite Jerk

Motion-Law Coefficients

Velocity Coefficient: Cv

= 1.33

Acceleration

Coefficient: Ca= 8.378

Jerk Coefficient: Cj=

±105.276

Jerk at Cross-over: 

Cj(co)= ±105.276

(Effectively)

Application Notes:

Dynamic Performance

This Motion-Law is

recommended in applications

where you need the peak

velocity to be low when

compared to others. It has a

large Peak Acceleration, with

a short duration, thus more

likely to induce vibrations.

Pressure Angle

Considerations

It gives a relatively low

pressure angle - because of

its low peak velocity.

Drive Torques

This Motion-Law is not

recommended in applications

as it will give a sudden

change in torque.
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Dwell Motion-Law

Dwell Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Dwell is a Traditional Motion-Law. 

Dwell is a 'Polynomial' Motion-Law.

Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

... CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

Velocity at the START of the segment. 

These motion-values usually flow from the Previous-Segment.

... CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

Velocity at the END of the segment. 

... CANNOT specify the 

Acceleration at the START and the END of the segment.

Jerk at the START and the END of the segment.

See Also: Tutorial 4: Edit the Start of a Traditional Segment

Dwell

A Dwell keeps the position at a constant value.

Application Notes

Use the Dwell when you want a stationary

Motion-Part.

Dwell is used far too frequently, in my book. The longer
the Dwell, the shorter the other segments, and hence
their peak accelerations increase, and become shorter.

Top tip: 
Try not to use a Dwell segment unless you
absolutely need a tool to be stationary.
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Flexible-Polynomial Motion-Law

Flexible-Polynomial Cam-Law, Motion-Law

When all of the segments are Flexible-Polynomial, you can design complex and simple motions.

Blend-Point Editor & Segment Editor you:

CAN edit its:

Positions: Start and End

Velocity: Start and End

Acceleration: Start and End

Jerk: Start and End

Notes:

You can make the Flexible-Polynomial become the same as these Motion-Laws:

Dwell, Constant-Velocity, Cubic, Quadratic, Throw, Poly 345 and Poly 4567.

Flexible-Polynomial

You can design complex and simple motions.

Do not be tempted to add too many segments.

Always aim to reduce the number of segments.

See Also: Tutorial: Introduction to the Flexible-

Polynomial Motion-Law

Throw - Quick-Return: 1: Finite Jerk @ Start/End Motion-Law

Throw: Quick-Return with Finite Jerk

The 'Quick-Return 2' motion-law is Not available in the Motion-Law Selector.
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The 'Quick-Return-2' motion-law is a Rise & Return motion-law that is continuous in Position,

Velocity and Acceleration.

Construct the 'Quick-Return 1' motion with two Flexible Polynomial Segments. 

The first segment is the 'Rise', and the second the 'Return'. Each segment is a 'mirror' of each

other. 

Usually, the segments have an equal duration, but this is not necessary.

Continuity at the Mid-Point Blend-Point 

At the mid-point, the Position is maximum [in the image, max P=1], and the Velocity is zero.

The Rise segment [below, in Blue] ends with a finite, negative acceleration.

The Return segment [below, in Red] starts with the same finite, negative acceleration. Thus,

there is acceleration continuity when the segments follow each-other.

The Jerk is continuous and zero at the mid-point. [The Jerk is un-specified and not zero at its

start an end].

The position graph makes a quick-return at the mid-point because there is a large negative, but

continuous, negative acceleration at the mid-point. 

See Also: 

Quick Return: Zero Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return: Finite Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return: Smooth-Start/End
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Two Segment  'Quick-Return Motion 1'

'Quick-Return Motion 1' is designed with two

Flexible-Polynomial Segments - usually of

equal duration, but not necessarily

Two Segments with Acceleration Continuity

Start: Rise Segment 1 @ Start

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk [Actual = 320mm/s3]

Mid-Point: Segment 1 @ End = Segment

2 @ Start

Position = 1

Zero Velocity

Match, but Unspecified Acceleration

=Actual = –26.666mm/s2

Zero Jerk [

End: Segment 2 @ End

Position 2 = 0

Zero Velocity 

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk  [Actual = –320mm/

s3]

Note, the jerk is near to its maximum

(negative) value at the acceleration

crossover of the Rise and Return

segments. Thus do not use this motion-

law where there is backlash in the

following mechanical system.
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Rise Only Segment

It is designed with one Flexible-Polynomial

Segment:

Start:

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk [Actual = 40mm/s3]

End:

Position = 1

Zero Velocity 

Unspecified Acceleration

Zero Jerk

C
v

 = 1.733

C
a
 = 4.583

C
d
 = –6.666

C
j
 max = 40

C
j
 min  = –22.5

Jerk at Crossover = -21.5

Throw - Quick-Return: 2: Zero Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point Motion-Law

Throw: Quick-Return with Zero Jerk

The 'Quick-Return-2' motion-law is Not available in the Motion-Law Selector.

The 'Quick-Return-2' motion-law is a Rise & Return motion-law that is continuous in Velocity,

Acceleration and Jerk.

Construct the 'Quick-Return 2' motion with two Flexible Polynomial Segments. 

The first segment is the 'Rise', and the second the 'Return'. Each segment is a 'mirror' of each

other. 

Usually, the segments have an equal duration, but this is not necessary.

Continuity at the Mid-Point Blend-Point 

The Position is maximum [P=1], and the Velocity is zero at the mid-point.

The Rise segment [below, in Blue] ends with a finite, negative acceleration.

The Return segment [below, in Red] starts with the same finite, negative acceleration. 
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There is acceleration continuity when the two segments follow each-other.

The Jerk is continuous and zero at the mid-point. 

The Jerk is also zero at its start an end.

The position graph makes a quick-return at the mid-point because there is a large negative, but

continuous, acceleration at the mid-point. 

See Also: 

Quick Return: Finite Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return: Finite Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return: Smooth-Start/End

* An acceleration discontinuity would give a very poor dynamic response if applied to any

mechanical system.

Two Segment 'Quick-Return Motion 2

'Quick-Return Motion 2' is designed with two

Flexible-Polynomial Segments - usually of

equal duration, but not necessarily.

Two Segments with Acceleration Continuity

Start: Rise Segment 1 @ Start

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Zero Jerk

Mid-Point: Segment 1 @ End = Segment

2 @ Start

Position = 1

Zero Velocity

Match, but unspecified Acceleration*

[Actual = –40mm/s2]

Zero Jerk

End: Segment 2 @ End

Position 2 = 0

Zero Velocity 

Zero Acceleration

Zero Jerk

* It is possible to reduce this slightly - to

approximately 28, before it begins to make

the motion-law less smooth.
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One Segment 'Rise Segment'

Flexible Polynomial Parameters Settings

Start:

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Zero Jerk [Actual Jerk = 40mm/s3

End

Position = 1mm.

Zero Velocity

Unspecified* Acceleration [Actual

Value = –10mm/s2]

Zero Jerk

Motion Coefficients

C
v

 = 1.975

C
a
 = 5.120

C
d
 = –10 [Deceleration]

C
j
 max = 19.491

C
j
 min  = –39.402

C
j
 @ Crossover  = –35.556

Note: The Segment is two times longer than
the Two Segment Motion above. The
maximum motion values are: 1/2 of the
Velocity,, 1/4 of the Acceleration, , 1/8 of the
Jerk.

Throw - Rapid-Return 1: Finite-Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point Motion-Law

Throw: Rapid-Return Finite Jerk

The 'Rapid-Return 1' motion-law is Not available in the Motion-Law Selector. 

The Rapid-Return-1' motion-law is a Rise & Return motion-law that is continuous in Velocity and

Acceleration throughout.

Construct the 'Rapid-Return 1' motion with two Flexible Polynomial Segments. 

The first segment is the 'Rise', and the second the 'Return'. Each segment is a 'mirror' of each

other. 

Usually, the segments have an equal duration, but this is not necessary.

Continuity at the Mid-Point Blend-Point 

The Position is a maximum, and the Velocity is zero.

The Rise segment [below, in Blue] ends with a finite, negative acceleration.

The Return segment [below, in Red] starts with the same finite, negative acceleration. Thus,
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there is acceleration continuity.

 The Jerk is discontinuous at the mid-point. [The Jerk is also discontinuous at its start an end-

points].

The position graph makes a rapid-return at the mid-point because there is a large negative, but

continuous, acceleration at the mid-point. 

The transition from Rise to Return is more rapid than Quick-Return 1 and Quick-Return 2. Thus we

call it a Rapid-Return 1.

See Also: 

Quick Return 1: Finite Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Quick Return 2: Zero Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return 2: Smooth-Start/End

* An acceleration discontinuity would give a very poor dynamic response if applied to any

mechanical system.

Two Segment 'Rapid-Return Motion 1'

It is designed with two Flexible-Polynomial

Segments - usually of equal duration, but

not necessarily

Two Segments with Acceleration Continuity

Start: Rise Segment 1 @ Start

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk [Actual = 320mm/s3]

Mid-Point: Segment 1 @ End = Segment

2 @ Start

Position = 1

Zero Velocity

Match, but Unspecified Acceleration =

Actual = –26.666mm/s2

Unspecified Jerk

End: Segment 2 @ End

Position 2 = 0

Zero Velocity 

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk
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Throw - Rapid-Return 2: Zero-Jerk @ Start/End Motion-Law, Finite at
Mid-Point

Throw: Rapid-Return with Zero Jerk

'Rapid-Return 2' is Not available in the Motion-Law Selector

The Rapid-Return-2' motion-law is a Rise & Return motion-law that is continuous in Velocity and

Acceleration throughout.

Construct it with two Flexible Polynomial Segments. 

The first segment is the 'Rise', and the second the 'Return'. Each segment is a 'mirror' of each

other. 

Usually, the segments have an equal duration, but this is not necessary.

Continuity at the Mid-Point Blend-Point 

The Position is a maximum, and the Velocity is zero, the Acceleration is 'finite', but

continuous.

The Rise segment [below, in Blue] ends with a finite, negative acceleration.

The Return segment [below, in Red] starts with the same finite, negative acceleration. There is

acceleration continuity.

The Jerk is discontinuous at the mid-point. [The Jerk is zero at its start an end].

The position graph makes a rapid-return at the mid-point because there is a large negative, but

continuous, acceleration at the mid-point. 

The motion from Rise to Return at the mid-point is more rapid than Quick-Return 1 and Quick-

Return 2 and Rapid-Return 1. Thus we call it a Rapid-Return 2.

Generally, this motion is not recommended.

See Also: 

Quick Return 1: Finite Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Quick Return 2: Zero Jerk @ Start/End/Mid-Point

Rapid Return 1: Finite-Jer @ Start/End/Mid-Point
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Two Segment 'Rapid-Return 2'

It is designed with two Flexible-Polynomial

Segments

Two Segments with Acceleration Continuity

Start: Rise Segment 1 @ Start

Position = 0

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Zero Jerk

Mid-Point: Segment 1 @ End = Segment

2 @ Start

Position = 1

Zero Velocity

Match, but Unspecified Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk

End: Segment 2 @ End

Position 2 = 0

Zero Velocity 

Zero Acceleration

Zero Jerk

Polynomial: Low Impact Crossover Motion-Law

Polynomial : Low Impact at Crossover.

Low Impact at Crossover is Not available in the Motion-Law Selector

See Crossover.

The Default Polynomial Low Impact Crossover Motion-Law is made with two Flexible-

Polynomial Segments.

Start: Segment 1 @ Start

Position 1

Zero Velocity

Zero Acceleration

Jerk = Specified = 80*P.
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Mid-Point‡: Segment 1 @ End = Segment 2@ Start

Position 0.5 = 0.5P

Maximum unspecified* Velocity [1.666'P] 

Zero Acceleration

Unspecified Jerk (Becomes Zero)

End: Segment 2 @ End = Segment 1 @ Start

Position 2 = P

Zero Velocity 

Zero Acceleration

Jerk = Specified = 80*P

* Unspecified (default). You may choose to specify these values.

‡ Mid-Point (default). You can make this law asymmetrical, if you move the X-axis value.

Application Notes

Cross-Over Jerk is Zero. Thus it is

good motion-law where there is

backlash. It is especially useful for

those high-speed mechanisms

where a moderate amount of

backlash cannot be avoided.

Motion Coefficients

Cv = 1.667

Ca = 5.926

Cj = 80, -26.667

Cj at Crossover = 0.0
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Polynomial 2-3 Motion-Law

Polynomial 2-3 Cam-Law, Motion-Law

The Polynomial 2-3 Motion-Law is not available directly with the Motion-Law Selector. 

You can edit the start and end of a Flexible-Polynomial motion-law be the same as the

Polynomial 2-3.

You can also use the Cubic Motion-Law, but specify 0 units/s for the Velocity at its start and

end.

This segment is included for reference. 

A different name for this motion-law is a 

Parabolic Velocity. 

This motion-law is not usually

recommended.

The maximum velocity is the lowest of

the Traditional Motion-Laws.

Dynamic Performance

Polynomial 2-3:

when a Dwell is the 'Previous-

Segment', there will be a Motion

Discontinuity in Acceleration at the

start and end of the segment.

has infinite jerk at the start and end

of the segment. 

should only be used in

applications where the period-

ratio is much greater than 10,

ideally at least 20.

uses the minimum energy from a

servomotor or stepper motor.

Polynomial 2-3 with Flexible Polynomial

Motion-Laws

If you can put a Flexible Polynomial

motion-law before and after this

segment, then it is possible to make

sure the motion is continuous in

position, velocity and acceleration.
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Modified-Sinusoid Motion-Law

Modified-Sinusoid Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Modified-Sinusoid is a Traditional Motion-Law. It is frequently used with Indexing Cam

Mechanisms.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

The Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment, and

duration of the segment.

Notes:

The Start and End Velocity and Accelerations are zero.

The Start and End Jerk values are not zero, but 'finite'.

The Segment is symmetrical.

See also: Motion-Law: Sine-Constant-Cosine for Modified Sine with Constant-Velocity options.
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Modified Sine

Motion-Law

It is Symmetrical

It is made from

smaller segments

and has the

following in

acceleration:

a 1/4 sine

wave function,

starting from

zero

acceleration,

for 1/8 of the

segment

width

a 1/2 cosine

function, for

3/4 the

segment

width

a 1/4 sine

wave function,

returning to

zero

acceleration,

for 1/8 of the

segment

width

Motion-Law

Coefficients

Velocity

Coefficient: Cv

= 1.76

Acceleration

Coefficient: 

Ca= 5.53

Maximum Jerk

Coefficient: 

Cj= +69.47

Jerk at Cross-

over,

Coefficient: 
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Cj(co) -23.15 

Application Notes

This law produces

finite jerk

throughout the

segment. It also

produces a

relatively low

nominal peak

velocity, but a

relatively high peak

nominal

acceleration. This

Motion-Law also

has a relatively low

jerk value at the

cross-over point

(the mid-point).

Dynamic

Performance : 

This Motion-Law

is recommended

in applications

where the

period ratio is

between 5 and

10, particularly

where the input

drive is flexible

and has

backlash

present. It also

perform

relatively well

from a residual

vibration

viewpoint.

Pressure Angle

Considerations

This one of the

Traditional

Motion-Laws

that produce a

relatively small

pressure angle -
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and so might

allow a smaller

cam for a given

lift and pre-

prescribed

maximum

pressure angle. 

Drive Torques

Both the

nominal drive

torque

characteristics

and the actual

drive torques for

low period ratio

values are very

good for this

law. The low

peak values and

smooth

variation of the

drive torque

during the

motion segment

further

emphasise the

suitability of this

Motion-Law in

applications

where the input

drive is flexible

or exhibits

backlash.

It also needs

very low overall

Power. Hence it

is very efficient

for servo

applications.
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Modified-Trapezoidal Motion-Law

Modified-Trapezoid Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Modified-Trapezoid is a Traditional Motion-Law

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

The Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment, and

duration of the segment.

See also: Tutorial 4: Edit the Start of a Traditional Segment

See also : Tutorial 8: 'Asymmetrical Motion Laws'.

Modified-Trapezoid

The Modified-

Trapezoid is:

Symmetrical

Continuous in

Position,

Velocity and

Acceleration,

with Finite

Jerk

In acceleration, the

segments are:

a 1/4 sine

wave function

for 1/8 of the

segment

width

a Constant-

Acceleration

for 1/4 the

segment

width

a 1/2 cosine

function for
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1/4 the

segment

width -

crossing the

mid-point of

the motion

law at the

mid-point of

this segment

a Constant-

Acceleration

for 1/4 the

segment

width

finally, a 1/4

sine wave

function for

1/8 of the

segment

width

The Modified

Trapezoid Motion-

Law parameters

Velocity

Coefficient: Cv

= 2

Acceleration

Coefficient: 

Ca= 4.89

Jerk

Coefficient: 

Cj= ±61.43

(Start, Finish

and cross-

over).

Application Notes

The Modified

Trapezoidal motion

law has finite jerk

throughout the

segment. It has an

average peak

nominal acceleration

compared to the
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other Traditional

Motion-Laws. 

Dynamic

Performance : 

This Motion-Law is a

good general

purpose type

particularly in

applications where

the period ratio is

above about 5. It is

not good in

applications where

the input drive has

backlash or is

relatively flexible. As

long as the drive

satisfies these

conditions, then this

segment exhibits low

residual vibrations.

Pressure Angle

Considerations

This one of the

Traditional Motion-

Laws that produce a

relatively large

pressure angle - and

so might need a

large cam for a given

lift and pre-

prescribed maximum

pressure angle. 

Drive Torques

This Motion-Law

exhibits a rapid

reversal of

acceleration at the

cross-over (mid)

point. Only the

Constant-

Acceleration Motion-

Law is more rapid, of

the Traditional

Segments. It is

unsuitable to drive
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heavy masses at high

speeds. The rapid

reversal of torque

may give rise to

severe vibrations and

shock loading

especially if the

period ratio is less

than 10. 
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Polynomial 3-4-5 Motion-Law

Polynomial 3-4-5 Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Polynomial 3-4-5 is a Traditional Motion-Law

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

The Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment, and

duration of the segment.

SEE ALSO: Tutorial 4: Edit the End and Start of a Traditional Segment
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Application Notes

This segment has finite jerk throughout. It also
gives a relatively low nominal peak velocity, but
a relatively high peak nominal acceleration. This
Motion-Law also has a relatively low jerk value
at the cross-over point (the mid-point).

Dynamic Performance:
This Motion-Law is recommended for
applications where the period ratio is between 5
and 10, particularly where the input drive is
flexible and has backlash. It also performs
relatively well from a residual vibration viewpoint.

Pressure Angle Considerations
This is one of the Traditional Motion-Laws that
produce a relatively small pressure angle - and
so might allow a smaller cam for a given lift and
pre-prescribed maximum pressure angle. 

Drive Torques
Both the nominal drive torque characteristics
and the actual drive torques for low period ratio
values are reasonable for this law. The peak
values and smooth variation of the drive torque
during the motion segment makes it suitable in
applications where the input drive is relatively
flexible or exhibits backlash.
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Polynomial 4-5-6-7 Motion-Law

Polynomial 4-5-6-7 Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Polynomial 4-5-6-7 is a Traditional Motion-Law

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

CANNOT specify the 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

The Jerk values at the Start and End are 0 units/s3

See Also: Tutorial 4: Edit the Start and End of a Traditional Segment
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Application Notes

Dynamic Performance: 

This Motion-Law is recommended in

applications where the period ratio is

between about 5 and 10.

Pressure Angle Considerations

This is a Traditional Motion-Laws. It gives

a relatively large pressure angle - and so

might need a large cam for a given lift. 

Drive Torques

This Motion-Law produces a high peak

torque requirement.

When using this Motion-Law the user

should be aware of:

High peak velocity.

High peak acceleration.

High value of crossover jerk (mid-

point value). Only the Modified-

Trapezoidal (finite jerk motions) is

worse.

Tiny displacements at the start and

end of the segment for significant

changes to the X–axis Value.

This this would require extremely precise
machining of a cam, or a high resolution
encoder for a servo system.

If possible, increase the segment width

when using this Motion-Law - for example

by deleting a Dwell segment.

Motion Coefficients

C
v

 = 2.188

C
a
 = 7.513

C
j
 = 42

C
j
 at Crossover = -52.5
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Position List [Import Data]

Import Data: Position List

Note: Use the Z-Raw-Data segment in preference to the Position-List segment. 

About the Position-List

It is compatible with Position-List segment in Camlinks.

The scale the Position List is a function of the difference between the first and last

Position values that you edit with the Blend-Point or Segment Editor.

If the first and last values of your list are equal, the Position-List is the same as a Dwell.

How to use the Position-List segment to 'host' your own data:

1. Edit the Start Position and the End Position of the segment that will become a Position-

List segment. These values scale the data in the Position-List.

2. Use the Motion-Law Selector to change the segment to a Position-List Motion-Law. (The

Segment changes to a straight line). 

3. Open the Data-Transfer Table.

You need to get your data into this table.

4. 'Cut' and 'Paste' the data from NotePad® or Excel®, 

or 

5. 'Open a .txt or .asc file with the data as a column.

When the data is in the Data-Transfer Table:

6. Select the first data point, then 

7. Shift+Select the last data point in the table that you want to use in the Position-List

Segment

When the cells of the data are 'blue':

6. Click Put List Data,  in the Data-Transfer Toolbar.
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Position-List

When you Put your own values into a Position-

List segment, MotionDesigner will:

do nothing if you post less than 5 points,

other than tell you to 'Put' more points in

your list

squeeze them into the Segment-Width

create new points to synchronize with

the Steps as given by the 'Number-of-

Steps'. You can extract these with Get

Segment Data 

interpolate linearly between them

scales the data so that the position

values at the start and end of the

segment match the Blend-Point data

values.

You can extract your original data with Get

List Data.

You can edit Start and End of the Segment

with the Blend-Point Editor in the usual way.

If the data is not very 'smooth', then when it is 

numerically differentiated to get velocity and

acceleration and jerk, it becomes 'noisy'.

See Also: Acceleration-List, Tools: Data-Transfer,
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Quadratic Motion-Law

Quadratic Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Blend-Point Editor

Use the Blend-Point Editor to edit its:

Start Position 

Start Velocity

Start Acceleration

You cannot edit the Position, Velocity or Acceleration at the end of the Quadratic Motion-Law

when you select the Next-Segment.

Quadratic

In this example, I have set the Blend-Point

motion-values:

Position = 0mm

Velocity = 0mm/sec,and 

Acceleration = -9810mm/s/s 

Jerk cannot be set - it is zero throughout

the segment. 

The motion-values at the Start [position,

velocity, acceleration] and the Segment-Width

give the motion-values at the end of this

Segment.

Applications
You can use this to model a Part under the
influence of a Constant-Acceleration, or a constant
force or torque.
For example: Gravity, by setting the Acceleration
to -9807mm/s/s.
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Ramp Motion-Law

Ramp Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Segment Editor

Use the Segment Editor to edit its:

Start Fraction Parameter

End Fraction Parameter

Segment Parameters. Start Fraction : End Fraction. 

For example: a Start Fraction of 0.2' is 20% of the  Segment-Width.

Start Fraction: the acceleration phase of the Ramp Segment

End Fraction: the deceleration phase of the Ramp Segment

Notes:

If Start Fraction + End Fraction < 1, there is a constant-velocity. You cannot specify the

value of the constant-velocity.

If Start Fraction + End Fraction = 1, there is not a constant velocity.

If Start Fraction = End Fraction, the segment is 'Symmetrical'

If Start Fraction  End Fraction, the segment is 'Asymmetrical'.

Examples of Start and End Fractions Segment-Parameters

IF Start Fraction + End Fraction = 1.0

Start Fraction = 0.5 ; End Fraction = 0.5

Symmetrical : the Segment is the same as the Cycloidal Motion-Law. 

Start Fraction = 0.7; End Fraction = 0.3. 

Asymmetrical: The segment ramps to maximum velocity 'slowly', then

decelerates to zero velocity 'quickly'.

There is a Constant-Velocity between the 'start and end-fractions'.

Applications Notes

Use a Ramp with a constant-velocity to reduce the peak velocity. This

might reduce the pressure angle. However, the peak acceleration will

increase.

Use the Ramp Motion-Law when a Part has a long 'lift'. - for example a

car journey!

ASYMMETRICAL MOTION

The segment is asymmetrical when the Start-

Fraction  End-Fraction

In the image, the:

Start-Fraction is 0.7

End-Fraction is 0.3.
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Start-Fraction + End-Fraction = 1, 

Thus, there is no constant-velocity between

the start and end fractions.
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Simple-Harmonic Motion-Law

Simple Harmonic Motion Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Simple-Harmonic-Motion 

Use the Blend-Point Editor to edit its:

Start Position 

End Position 

To edit the Position at the end of this Segment you must select the Next-Segment.

Application Notes

This Motion-Law has been used

commonly in the past, principally because

it creates the lowest maximum nominal

follower velocity of all the Traditional

Motion-Laws. However, it also produces 

infinite jerk at the start and end. This

makes it a poor choice form a dynamic

viewpoint.

Dynamic Performance:

This law should only be used in

applications where inertia loading is not

very significant. For values of period ratio

less than 10, the use of this law will give

rise to shock loading, noise and vibration

during operation.

The actual acceleration at the load being

driven by this Motion-Law will always be

significantly higher than the nominal

value, and for this reason, this segment

should only be used in mechanical

applications where inertia effects are

insignificant.

Pressure Angle Considerations:

This is one of the Traditional Motion-Laws

that produce a relatively small pressure

angle - and so might allow a smaller cam

for a given lift. 

Drive Torques:

When considering drive torques in

isolation, the nominal torque for this

Motion-Law is the best of Traditional

Motion-Laws - it has both the lowest

value and the smoothest variation

throughout the segment. For compliant
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systems of high speed systems (period

ratio between 2 and 10) the Modified

Sine and the Cycloidal are preferred. 
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Sine-Constant-Cosine (SCCA) Motion-Law

Sine-Constant-Cosine Acceleration (SCCA) Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Sine-Constant-Cosine is a Traditional Motion-Law

It is possible to edit the segment parameters of this motion law to get the complete family

of Traditional Motion-Laws laws that are based on combinations of Sine, Cosine, Constant

Acceleration. 

For example, you can set its Segment Parameters to make this segment the same as the,

Modified Sine, Modified Trapezoid, Cycloidal, Constant-Acceleration and Retardation...

However, it also possible to edit the segment parameters to get many other standard and

non-standard motion-laws.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

... CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

The Position value usually flows from the Previous-Segment.

... CAN specify the:

Position at the END of the segment. 

... CANNOT specify the 

Velocity at the START or the END of the segment. 

The Velocity values at the Start and End are 0 units/s

Acceleration at the START or the END of the segment. 

The Acceleration values at the Start and End are 0 units/s2

Jerk at the START or the END of the segment. 

The Jerk values are a function of the Positions at the Start and End of the segment.

Example SCCA Motion Law.
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Example motion with Sine-Constant-Cosine Motion Law to give 'Lazy'

Modified Trapezoidal'. The Jerk is less than the 'Standard' Modified

Trapezoidal Motion Law.

About the

Sine-

Constant-

Cosine

Accelerati

on (SCCA)

The first

half of the

symmetrica

l SCCA

Motion-

Law is a

sequence

of these

trigonomet

ric

segments

in

acceleratio

n.

The

sequen

ce from

X= 0 <

X < 0.5 :

Sine

Frac

tion

[Se

gm

ent

Para

met

er

Con

stan

t

Frac

tion:

Cosi

ne

Frac

tion:

Zer

o

Acc
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eler

atio

n

The

sequen

ce from

0.5 < X

< 1 :

Zer

o

Acc

eler

atio

n

Cosi

ne

Frac

tion:

Con

stan

t

Frac

tion:

Sine

Frac

tion

The

Segment

Parameters

a =

Tot

al

Sine

Acc

eler

atio

n

Frac

tion

b =

Tot

al

Con

stan

t
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Acc

eler

atio

n

Frac

tion

c =

Tot

al

Cosi

ne

Acc

eler

atio

n

Frac

tion

a + b +
c + d =
1

To describe
a particular
SCCA
motion, it is
only
necessary
to enter a,
b and c .

d must
satisfy the
equation
above.

d =

Total

Zero

Acceler

ation

Fraction

Rules for

the

segment

parameters

:

may

be

zero

, but
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not

all

of

the

m. 

non

e

may

be

neg

ativ

e. 

Example

Segment

Parameters

entered for

SCCA

Motion

Law

Segment

Parameters

in the

example

Motion-

Law - see

images to

left

a = 0.2

; 20% :

Total

Sine

Acceler

ation

Fraction

b = 0.2

; 20% : 

Total

Constan

t

Acceler

ation

Fraction

c = 0.4
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; 40% :

Total

Cosine

Acceler

ation

Fraction

d = 1 –

a – b –

c = 0.2;

 20% :

Total

Zero

Acceler

ation

Fraction

.

Sine-Constant-Cosine Segment Parameters to give 'Standard' Motion-Laws.

MOTION-LAW: 

Coefficients Parameters

C
v

C
a a b c

Modified Trapezoidal: 2 4.89 0.25 0.5 0.25

'Lazy' Modified Trapezoidal: 2 4.88 0.333 0.333 0.333

Modified-Sine: 1.760 5.5 0.25 0 0.75

Modified-Sine CV 20%: 1.528 5.999  0.2 0 0.6

Modified-Sine CV 33%: 1.404 6.616  0.1667 0 0.5

Modified-Sine CV 50%: 1.275 8.0127 0.125 0 0.375

Modified-Sine CV 66%: 1.168 11.009 0.0833 0 0.25

Cycloidal: 2 6.2832 0.5 0 0.5

Cycloidal CV 50%: 1.333 8.378 0.25 0 0.25

Constant Acceleration-

Deceleration: 
2 4 0 1 0

Trapezoidal Velocity CV33%: 1.5 4.5 0 0.6667 0
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Example motion with Sine-Constant-Cosine Motion Law to give 'Lazy'

Modified Trapezoidal'. The Jerk is less than the 'Standard' Modified

Trapezoidal Motion Law.
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Sine-Squared Motion-Law

Sine-Squared Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Sine-Squared Motion-Law is a Traditional Motion-Law

It is a Traditional Motion-Law

It is also named a Parabolic Cam Law.

In the Segment-Editor or the Blend-Point Editor you ...

... CAN specify the:

Position at the START of the segment. 

Position at the END of the segment.

The Position motion-values usually flow from the Previous-Segment.

... CANNOT specify the 

Velocity at the START or END of the segment.

Acceleration at the START or END of the segment.

Jerk at the START or END of the segment.

Motion-Law Coefficients

C
v

 = 2.000

C
a
 = ±8.000

C
j
 = ±52.265

See also: Motion-Law: Sine-Constant-Cosine for Modified Sine with Constant-Velocity options.
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Application Notes

This law produces finite jerk throughout

the segment. It also produces a relatively

low nominal peak velocity, but a relatively

high peak nominal acceleration. This

Motion-Law also has a relatively low jerk

value at the cross-over point (the mid-

point).

Dynamic Performance : 

This Motion-Law is recommended in

applications where the period ratio is

between 5 and 10, particularly where

the input drive is flexible with backlash.

Residual Vibration is less than many

other laws. 

Pressure Angle Considerations

This one of the Traditional Motion-

Laws that produce a relatively small

pressure angle - and so might allow a

smaller cam for a given lift and pre-

prescribed maximum pressure angle. 

Drive Torques

Both the nominal drive torque

characteristics and the actual drive

torques for low period ratio values are

very good for this law. The low peak

values and smooth variation of the

drive torque during the motion

segment further emphasise the

suitability of this Motion-Law in

applications where the input drive is

flexible or exhibits backlash.
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Sinusoidal Motion-Law

Sinusoid Cam-Law, Motion-Law

This Motion-Law is a 'Traditional Motion Law'.

Blend-Point Editor

Use the Blend-Point Editor to edit the: 

Start Position

Segment Editor

Use the Segment Editor to edit the Sinusoidal Segment Parameter

Segment Parameters

Amplitude

The amplitude of the sine wave. Amplitude equals half peak-to-peak of the sinusoid.

Note: If you are using this segment to model a Belt and Pulley, then Amplitude = Pulley

Radius.]

Phase - (degrees)

The phase allows you to phase the sine wave. When the phase is zero, the displacement

looks like a sine wave.

Number-of-Cycles

One cycle is a one Sine Wave function.

Number of degrees of Sinusoid, NOT the Segment-Width

[Number-of-Cycles = Number of degrees the Belt is in contact with the Pulley / 360]

Note:

The graph may alias if you have many cycles, or too few steps in the Number-of-Steps

parameter.

Example: Segment Parameters

The motion to the left is a 'normalized' sinusoid segment. 

A 'normalized' segment has a duration of '1' second and a Amplitude of '1' unit.

The maximum values of Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk become the Motion-

Coefficients.
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Triple-Harmonic Motion-Law

Triple-Harmonic Motion-Law Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Triple-Harmonic is a Traditional Motion-Law - with segment parameters to provide different

motion characteristics.

Blend-Point Editor

Use the Blend-Point Editor to edit its:

Start Position 

End Position

To edit the Position at the end of this Segment you must select the Next-Segment.

In the Segment Editor, you can edit the:

First Harmonic

Second harmonic

MotionDesigner calculates the third harmonic, based on the fact that the segment always

creates a D-R-D segment.

Notes:

The Start and End Velocity and Accelerations are zero.

The Start and End Jerk values are a consequence of the mathematical form of the

segment. 

The Segment is symmetrical about the mid-point.

Triple-Harmonic

This Motion-Law can approximate the Cycloidal, Modified-Trapezoidal,

Modified Sine, Polynomial 3-4-5, Motion-Laws by using the harmonic settings

indicated below.

To the Left, a 'Modified-Trapezoid' has been created by setting the first

Harmonic to 6.025. The third harmonic recalculates itself. The second stays at

zero, unless you edit it of course.

Example Harmonic Settings that give an Acceleration similar to a

Modified Trapezoid.

Cycloidal:

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 2*pi

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 0.0

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): 0.0

Modified Trapezoidal:

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 6.04

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 0.0
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Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): 0.73

Modified Sine:

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 5.1968

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 1.769

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): 0.6057

Polynomial 3-4-5

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 5.9

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 0.704

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): 0.9

It can also create other useful Segment Forms with these harmonic settings:

Zero-Jerk at Start, End and Cross-over

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 9*pi/4

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 0.0

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): -3*pi/4

Zero-Jerk at Cross-over

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 4.9832

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): 2.6

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): 0.0

Zero-Jounce * at Start

Parameter 1 (First Harmonic): 7.79

Parameter 2 (Second Harmonic): -2.29

Parameter 3 (Third Harmonic): -1.08

*Jounce is a term used for rate-of-change of Jerk. 

3-Harmonic-Modified Sine Motion-Law

Triple-Harmonic: 'Modified Sine' Cam-Law, Motion-Law)

To use this Motion-Law:

1. Select the Triple Harmonic in the Motion-Law Selector 

2. In the Segment Editor, edit the Segment Parameters to:

First Harmonic = 5.1968

Second harmonic = 1.7690

Third Harmonic = 0.6057

MotionDesigner calculates the third harmonic, based on the fact that the segment always

creates a D-R-D segment.
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Triple-Harmonic Motion-Law

This law is continuous.

The output motion is near to the traditional Modified Sinusoid Acceleration Cam

Law. However, it has only three harmonics and, thus, it is a smoother function at

the higher derivatives.

The maximum velocity is slightly lower and the nominal acceleration is slightly

higher than the traditional law.

Harmonic Settings that give an Acceleration similar to

a Modified Sinusoid

3-Harmonic-Modified Trapezoidal Motion-Law

Triple-Harmonic: 'Modified Trapezoidal' Cam-Law, Motion-Law

To use this Motion-Law:

1. Select the Triple Harmonic in the Motion-Law Selector 

2. Use the Segment Editor, to edit the Segment Parameters:

First Harmonic = 6.04 (optionally 5.96)

Second Harmonic = 0.0

Third Harmonic = 0.7296 (optionally 0.9696)

MotionDesigner calculates the third harmonic, based on the fact that the segment always creates a D-R-D
segment.

Triple-Harmonic Motion-Law

This law is continuous.

The output motion is near to the traditional Modified Trapezoidal Acceleration

Cam Law. However, it can be described by one mathematical function.

The maximum velocity is the same as the traditional law, but the nominal

acceleration is slighter greater.

Example Harmonic Settings that give an Acceleration similar to a

Modified Trapezoid.

3-Harmonic-Zero-Jerk-at-Crossover Motion-Law

Triple-Harmonic: 'Zero-Jerk at Crossover' Cam-Law, Motion-Law

Crossover : the point at which the Acceleration changes to Deceleration.

When Jerk is Zero, the Acceleration changes slowly. When Jerk is zero, and the also the

acceleration changes from a positive value to a negative value, we say the the Motion-Law has

'Zero Jerk at Crossover'.
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[You will notice that the Jerk also changes slowly. Thus the Crossover is especially 'gentle'].

When acceleration changes slowly, and it is also near to zero, the velocity changes slowly. 

If there is backlash in the mechanical transmission between the follower and the tool, then

backlash is traversed as the force changes from a positive action to a negative action. Since the

velocity happens to be changing slowly, the impact velocity should also be be small, with this

motion-law. 

[Note: the Force will change when the total force on the mechanical element changes sign. The

force in the system is not only a function of the Motion-Law. The Force may also include:

constant, spring, damping and other forces].

To use this Motion-Law:

1. Select 'Triple Harmonic' in the Motion-Law Selector 

2. Edit the Segment Parameters to:

First Harmonic = 9*Π/4 

Second harmonic = 0.0

Third Harmonic = -3*pi/4
MotionDesigner calculates the third harmonic, based on the fact that the segment always creates a D-R-D
segment.

Triple-Harmonic Motion-Law

This law is continuous in position, velocity, acceleration and jerk.

The output motion is near to the traditional Modified Sinusoid Acceleration Cam

Law. However, it has only three harmonics and, thus, it is a smoother function at

the higher derivatives.

The maximum velocity is slightly lower and the nominal acceleration is slightly

higher than the traditional law.

Harmonic Settings that give an Acceleration with Zero

Jerk at Crossover
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Y-Inverse-Sinusoid [Special]

Y–Inverse-Sinusoid

This segment is best explained by considering the X and Y motion components of a Point at the

end of a rotating Crank.

When a Crank rotates with constant angular velocity, the horizontal* motion of a Point at the

end of the Crank is 'Simple-Harmonic-Motion'. 

When you apply the 'Y–Inverse Sinusoid' segment to a Crank, the Point can be made to

move at a constant linear horizontal* velocity for a portion of the crank's rotation.

* Actually, the motion of a Point on a Crank projected on to any line is Simple-Harmonic-

Motion.

Blend-Point Editor

Use the Blend-Point Editor, edit the: 

Start Position.

If EP is more than SP,

then the Constant-

Velocity motion is

from left to right, not

right to left

In the Segment Editor, edit the:

Radius of the Rocker: R

The maximum range of the Rocker = ± Radius of the Rocker.

The Radius of the Rocker specifies the maximum amplitude of the Simple-

Harmonic-Motion.

You can make this Parameter equal to the actual length of the Crank. 
Or, make it 100. When it is 100, the other two parameters are percentages of
amplitude, R.

Start Position [

The Start Position must be within the maximum range. 

Specifies the motion value, in X–axis Units, that the tip of the rocker is at when

the crank starts to move at a Constant-Velocity

End Position [

Specifies the motion value, in X–axis Units, that the tip of the rocker is at when

the crank ends the move at Constant-Velocity.

Th End Position must be within the maximum range.
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Click to Expand or Collapse

If SP is more than EP, then the Constant-Velocity

of the Point is from Right to Left.

If EP is more than SP, then the Constant-Velocity

of the Point is from Left to Right.

An example with two segments.

The first Segment:

Is the 'Y–Inverse-Sinusoid' Motion-Law, from 0 to

90º along the X–axis

The Y–Inverse Sinusoid Segment-Parameters are: 

o Radius of Rocker = 100mm,

o Start Position = 50, 

o End Position = -50mm. 

With these Parameters:

o The Segment Y–axis Value is 60º†, when the

Master Machine Angle (MMA) is 0º . 

o The Segment Y–axis Value is 120º‡ when the

Master Machine Angle is at 90º .

The second segment:

Is a 'Flexible-Polynomial' Motion-Law, from 90 to

360º along the X–axis

The Y–axis Value at the end of the second

segment is 420º. 

This means the Crank rotates 
from 60º to 420º while the MMA moves from 0 to 90
from 120º to 420º while the MMA moves from 90 to
360.

† Why 60º?
It is the angle of a triangle with the Hypotenuse of 100mm
(Radius of Rocker) and an Adjacent of 50mm (Start
Position).

‡ Why 120º?

It is the supplementary and obtuse angle of a triangle with
the Hypotenuse of 100mm (Radius of Rocker) and an
Adjacent of -50mm (End Position).

Crank in MechDesigner.

1. Add a Motion Dimension to a Pin-Joint Part. 

2. Add Linear Motion FB and a Motion FB

Do not connect a wire from the Motion FB to

the Motion Dimension FB.

3. Make the Base Value of the Motion-

Dimension 0º. 

This Part can be a 'Crank' for a Scotch Yoke

Mechanism.
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4. Connect the FBs with wires: the Linear

Motion FB to the Motion FB to the Motion

Dimension FB 

At 0º of the Master Machine Angle, the output of

the Y–Inverse Sinusoid is 60º. 

Hence, the 'Crank' moves to 60º when we 'Home'

the Master Machine Angle.

Between 0 and 90 of the MMA:

Motion will be: 'Y–Inverse-Sinusoid' motion 

Angle of movement: from 60º and 120º

Between 90 and 360 of the MMA

Motion will be: Flexible-Polynomial motion

Angle of movement: rotate from 120º to

420º (60º)

This is a schematic of a 'Scotch-Yoke' mechanism. 

The End of the Crank has a Pin which engages in a

slot. The Slot is vertical in this case, and rigidly

attached to a slider that can slide in the horizontal

direction.

As the Crank rotates, the Slider moves right to left

and then left to right.

While the crank is between 60º and 120º, the Slider

moves to the Left with a Constant-Velocity.
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Z-Raw-Data - [Import Data]

Import Data: Z-Raw-Data

About the Z-Raw-Data

This Z-Raw-Data Motion-Law is used under two circumstances:

To 'host' motion-values that you import.

- or - 

To 'host' the motion-values when you open a Camlinks .mec file with an old motion -

before Motion4. Contact PSMotion to find out more.

Unlike the Position-List Motion-Law that scales the values, the Z-Raw-Data Motion-Law does

not scale the values. They are displayed exactly as they are in the table.

You can, however, offset the whole data along the Y–axis by the same amount.

How to use the Z-Raw-Data Segment

To use the Z-Raw-Data segment:

1. Select a Motion tab 

2. Change a segment to Z-Raw-Data in the Motion-Law Selector. 

There is only one segment in the image below. Also, you can more segments that are 'Z-Raw
Data', mixed in with other Motion-Laws.

However, one segment is the most common.

3. Click the Z-Raw-Data Segment in the graph area

4. Open the Data-Transfer Table. Select the top, left cell.

5. Cut & Paste data to the Data-Transfer Table from, a Graph FB Plot, NotePad® or Excel®,

or open a .txt or .asc file. The data must be as columns of data.

In the Data-Transfer Table:

6. Click the first (top-left cell) and SHIFT+ Click the last (bottom-right cell) 'Y–axis' cells

that you want to Put to the Z-Raw-Data Motion-Law.  Do not select X–axis values.

7. Use the 'Put List' tool - using this icon,  - in the toolbar at the top of the Data-Transfer

dialog-box.
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Z-Raw-Data

NEED to Check Below!!!

Please Experiment.

When you Put a list of

data to a Z-Raw-Data

Segment, 

MotionDesigner will do

the following: 

Do nothing if you

post less than 5

points. But 

MotionDesigner

will tell you to put

more points in your

list. 

Squeeze the data

in to the segment

width.

Create points to

coincide with the

points in the

segment.

Numerically

Differentiate the

data to create

Velocity,

Acceleration and

Jerk values.

MotionDesigner

will allow you to

extract your

original data you

Put to the Z-Raw-

Data Segment by

using Get List Data.

See Also: Acceleration-List, Position-List, Tools: Data-Transfer,
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CV [Constant-Velocity] Inverse Crank [Special]

Constant-Velocity Inverse Crank

CV [Constant Velocity] Inverse Crank is similar to the Y–Inverse Sinusoid Motion-Law. This

segment can be used more than once in one machine cycle, whereas the Y-Inverse-Sinusoid can

be used only one time.

The 'Y Inverse Sinusoid' is available to maintain backward compatibility.

We urge you to use the CV [Constant Velocity] Inverse Crank in preference to the Y-Inverse

Sinusoid.

This segment is best explained when you imagine a rotating 'crank'.

The imaginary crank makes a full rotation in each machine cycle, but it does not rotate at

constant velocity.

Imagine the motion of the tip of the crank is projected along a line, for example the X-axis.

When a Crank rotates with constant angular velocity, the motion of the tip projected on to

the X-axis is 'Simple-Harmonic-Motion'.

When you apply the 'Constant-Crank-Velocity' Motion-Law to the Crank, so it does not

rotate with a constant angular velocity, the motion of the tip can be made to move along

the X-axis with a constant linear velocity for a portion of the crank's rotation.

However, the point can be projected on to any line, not necessarily the X-axis.

In the Blend-Point Editor: 

You cannot specify any motion-derivative directly. This is because the values of the motion

derivatives at the start and end of this Motion-Law are a function of the Segment-

Parameters.

In the Segment Editor - see image below with Segment-Parameters

You can set the:

Minimum Velocity

Start Angle

End Angle  

See schematic below

If you use the Flexible-Polynomial Segment before and after this segment, you can:

Use the Blend Control Button to make the End of the Flexible-Polynomial Segment

match the start of this Segment.

Use the Blend Control Button to make the Start of the Flexible-Polynomial Segment

match the end of this Segment.

Example Segment Parameters for a Constant Crank Velocity Segment Type.

You can edit the Angles 2,4 and 5.
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Schematic of Crank

(green) made to give a

constant linear

velocity between the

Start Angle(4) and End

Angle(5).

You can edit the

angles 2, 4 and 5 in

the Segment Editor.

In the Segment Editor, edit the:

Minimum Velocity  [Angle of Minimum Velocity]

This parameter gives the angle, from the initial angle*  of the Crank (or Rocker),

at which the angular velocity of the Crank is at a minimum. At all other positions,

within the angular range of this segment, the angular velocity of the Crank is more

than the Minimum Velocity.

In full, we call this parameter the 'Angle of Minimum Velocity'.

The direction of the Constant-Velocity vector for the Point  on the Crank is

projected onto a Line  that is perpendicular to the Angle of Minimum Velocity .

*The initial angle  of the Rocker is given by the Base-Value of the Motion

Dimension for the Crank/Rocker, not by the end of the Previous-Segment.

Rel Start  [Relative Angle before the Minimum Velocity Angle]

This parameter gives the angle from the Angle of Minimum Velocity  at which the

Constant-Velocity for the Point on the Crank  starts.

Usually, this angle is a negative angle.

Rel End  [Relative Angle after the Minimum Velocity Angle]

This parameter gives the angle from the Angle of Minimum Velocity  at which the

Constant-Velocity for the Point ends.

Usually, this angle is a positive angle.

The velocity of the Point  when projected on to the Line  is constant while the crank moves

within the angular range of:

Start Angle =  +  - 

...to...

End Angle =  +  +  

The linear velocity and the length  of the Constant-Velocity of the Point along the line

depends on the:

Segment-Width

Length of the Rocker/Crank

Segment-Parameters Rel Start Angle + Rel End Angle.

An example motion with four segments.

Segment 1:

Is the 'Constant-Crank-Velocity, from 0 to 73º

along the X–axis

The Constant-Crank-Velocity Parameters are: 

o Angle of Minimum Velocity = 0º

o Relative Start Angle = -30º

o Relative End = 30º

With these Parameters:

o The Y–axis Value is -30º, when the Master

Machine Angle (MMA) is 0º

o The Y–axis Value is 30º when the Master

Machine Angle is at 73º

The Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk at the end of the
Previous-Segment are made to match Start of this
Segment.
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The Position at the end of the Previous-Segment (the
end of the Motion) is usually = 'Position at Start + 360º'
This makes sure the Crank rotates one time for each
for each Machine Cycle

Segment 2:

Is a 'Flexible-Polynomial' Motion-Law, from 73 to

180º along the X–axis

All of the motion derivatives are made to Match

the end of the Constant-Crank-Velocity Segment.

Segment 3:

Is the 'Constant-Crank-Velocity, from 180 to 253º along the X–axis

The Constant-Crank-Velocity Parameters are:

o Angle of Minimum Velocity = 0º

o Relative Start Angle = -30º

o Relative End = 30º

With these Parameters

o The Y–axis Value is 150º, when the Master Machine Angle (MMA) is 180º

o The Y–axis Value is 210º when the Master Machine Angle is at 253º

Segment 4:

Is a 'Flexible-Polynomial' Motion-Law, from 253 to 360º along the X–axis

All of the motion derivatives are made to Match the end of the Constant-Crank-Velocity 
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How to? and other FAQs...

1. What is 'Motion-Design'

2. How to edit a value in a data-box

3. How do I edit the start of the motion so it does not start at 0.

What is 'Motion Design'?

Motion Design

There are many disciplines that use the term 'Motion Design': Graphic Design, and Dance

Choreography, as examples. 

However, in MechDesigner, we usually design the motions for machine elements during a

machine cycle. In machinery, all the machine parts have mass and inertia. As such, forces between

machine elements are also important. Parts with inertia must be moved carefully, especially as

speeds are increased. If motions aren't designed carefully, machine elements will vibrate

needlessly.

MotionDesigner 

MotionDesigner, provides all the tools for you to design motions for high-speed packaging

machinery. 

Understanding Motion

Design:

1. A motion is a sequence

of positions for a

machine element - or a

Rocker or Slider in 

MechDesigner. 

2. A motion-design

satisfies a number of

positional, velocity,

acceleration and/or jerk

specifications for the

angle or distance

between two parts

throughout a machine

cycle.

3. When the number of

motion requirements

become extensive or

complex, it is difficult to

find one mathematical

function that can satisfy

the motion specification

throughout a machine

cycle.

4. Therefore, it is

convenient to split a
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motion into segments.

The segments are

joined end-to-end

(concatenated, to be

technical).

5. The process of splitting

into segments is called 

segmentation [The

image shows a motion

split into 4 segments].

6. Each segment is given a

different mathematical

function, which we call

a motion-law. Each

motion-law is best

suited to satisfy the

motion specification

during its segment

period, without regard

to the motion

requirements of the

other segments.

7. The number of

segments is a decision

you must make yourself.

Very complex motion

requirements may need

the segment to be split

many times.

8. The motion-law you

choose for each

segment is a decision

you make yourself. 

Each motion-law should

have the capacity to

deliver the motion

specification during the

segment period.

9. A 'Blend-Point' is an

instance where one

segment ends and

another starts.

10.We have two editors in

MotionDesigner to edit

the motion:

Segment Editor
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Blend-Point-Editor

How to edit a value in data-box

Edit edit a value in a data-box.

The data-boxes are the same in MechDesigner and MotionDesigner.

We can use the Dimension dialog-box to show the tools and different procedures you can

use to edit a parameter in a data-box. 

The Data-Box in a Dialog-Box

In the image, I have added a 'window' to show the

'Dimension' data-box in the Dimension dialog-box.

It is typical of all data-boxes in MechDesigner and

MotionDesigner.

The data-box has three parts:

68.24987846
  'Data-value' : this is the

'parameter'.

10   Spin-Increment value box

  Spin-Box arrowheads
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Three different procedures to edit a data-value:

1: Use your Keyboard

Enter a value directly with your

keyboard.

Enter the data-value directly:

1. Enter the value in the data-box with your
keyboard 

2. Press Enter to update the value

You must press the 'Enter' key (also
called the Return key) to enter the new
value.

Enter an Equation

Enter the data-value as a 'symbolic equation':

1. Enter the equation 

2. Press Enter to update the value

You must use the 'Enter' key to enter the

value.

Powers: ^, Sqrt(); 

Trigonometric: Angles are Radians,

o Sin(), Cos(), Tan(), pi

o Sinh, Cosh, Tansh

o ArcSin(), ArcCos(), ArcTan2( ; )

2: Use the 'Spin-Box' tool

The Spin-Box controls in a Data-Box.

The to use the Spin-Box tool, we should first

look at these two values: 

 Top-Row: data-value: = 67.12345

 Bottom Row: Spin-Increment value: = 1

The Spin-Box tool is inside the Blue box. It

also has two rows:

 : Data-Increment: Click the Left or Right

arrow button to change the data-value

by the spin-increment.

 : Spin-Increment: Click the Left or Right

arrow button to change the spin-

increment value by a multiple of 10.

You cannot enter your own Spin-

Increment.

Use the Spin-box tool - the Blue-Box:
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Click the Top arrow-buttons  to change the Data Value  value by the Spin-
Increment :

Click the top - left arrow button, and the data-value  will become [67.12345 –

Spin-Increment] = 66.12345, then 65.12345, 64.12345,...

Click the top - right arrow button, and the data-value  will become [67.12345 +

Spin-Increment] = 68.12345, then 69.12345, 70.12345,...

Click the Bottom arrow-buttons  to change the Spin-Increment : 

Click the bottom - left arrow button, and the spin-increment becomes 0.1. then

0.01, 0.001, 0.0001,...

Click the bottom - right arrow button, and the spin-increment becomes 10, then

100, 1000, 10000,...

WARNING : The model re-builds each time you click the arrowheads of the top arrows in

the spin-data box!

When the MechDesigner model has many 'steps, and the model is complex, then the model may

need seconds to update each time you click the spin-box. 

See MechDesigner > Edit menu > Machine Settings > Cycling Separator  number-of-steps

In this case, use your keyboard to enter a data-value, or reduce the 'number-of-steps', or de-

select the Auto-Update, or both.

Hide / Show the Spin-Box tool :

<>
Double-

Click

Double-Click the dimension box to

Toggle the Spin-Box tool on and off.

3: Use the Zero/Round context-sensitive menu

The 'Zero/Round' menu

'Zero' or 'Round' data

1. Right-click inside the data box 

The 'Zero and Round' contextual-menu

shows.

2. Click: 

'Zero' : to make the data value Zero!

'Round' : to change the data to the

nearest value that is exactly divisible by

the Spin-Increment

FAQ: I want my motion to start at 30º not at 0º...

Use the Active Motion Settings dialog - Advanced tab
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9.10Motion Design Considerations

Motion Design Considerations

1. Refresher on Blend-Point and Segments 

2. Segment Blending and Motion [Dis]Continuity 

3. Motion Design - Dynamic Considerations

4. How to Improve a Motion
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Refresher: Blend-Point and Segments

A Refresher on Segments and Blend-Points in MotionDesigner

1. A motion describes the position that you would like a machine element to follow for a

complete machine cycle.

The velocity, acceleration and jerk values are motion derivatives of position. 

There are also many mathematical function that describe the acceleration of the motion.

These integrated to obtain velocity and position, or differentiated to obtain jerk. 

Each mathematical-function is also called a Motion-Law or Cam-Law. There many different

Motion-Laws you can choose from, each with differnt applications or advantages.

In MotionDesigner, we use algebraic equations to obtain all motion-derivatives. This means

we can input any value for the independent variable [usually machine angle or time] and

obtain an exact motion-value.

2. When the motion requirements becomes complex, it is difficult to find a single

mathematical function that satisfies all of the motion requirements.

3. Therefore, you will usually split, or divide, a motion into two or more segments. Each

segment is also defined by a mathematical function and given a Motion-Law.

4. The splitting [dividing] process is called segmentation.

5. You must choose how many segments and also choose the Motion-Law for each

segment.  

6. You must make sure the total duration of the segments is equal to one machine cycle.

7. MotionDesigner joins the Segments end-to-end.

8. We use the term 'Blend-Point' to describe an instance where one segment ends and

another starts.

The Blend-Points define the motion-values at the start and the end of the Segment.

The Motion-Law defines the 'shape' and the motion-values between the Blend-Points.
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The Motion-Law Coefficients

MOTION LAWS COEFFICIENTS: Cv ,Ca, Cj

We can compare Traditional Motion-Laws with their 'Motion Law CoefficientsDE: Kennwert'.

To obtain a Motion Law Coefficient, we must normalize the motions, whereby the the X-axis has a

range from 0 to 1, and the Y-axis position graph also has a range of 0 to 1.  Then, the motion-

derivatives of the functions automatically become normalised values.

The three Motion-Law Coefficients, Cv , Ca , and Cj , are the maximum velocity, acceleration and

jerk that a motion-law has when the output has a stroke (or 'lift') of '1' [linear or angular unit] and

the time taken is a period of '1' [second].

VELOCITY COEFFICIENTDE: normierte geschwindigkeit , Cv =  Maximum Velocity of a

motion-law when the output has a stroke and period of '1'.

ACCELERATION COEFFICIENTDE: normierte Beschieunigung, Ca =  Maximum Acceleration

of a motion-law when the output has a stroke and period of '1'.

JERK COEFFICIENTDE: normierte Ruckfunktion, Cj =  Maximum of the Jerk of a motion-law

when the output has a stroke and period of '1'.

Dynamic Torque Coefficient, CT =  Maximum of the Product of Velocity X Acceleration of a

motion-law when the output has a stroke and period of '1'.

To calculate the actual velocity and acceleration when the stroke and period are not '1':

Actual Maximum Velocity of a Motion-Law = Cv × Actual Stroke ÷ Actual Period

Actual Maximum Acceleration of a Motion-Law = Ca × Actual Stroke ÷ Actual Period 2

Actual Maximum Jerk of a Motion-Law = Ca × Actual Stroke ÷ Actual Period 3

Input Torque Coefficient, Cc

The Input Torque Coefficient, Cc [also given as 'Q' in indexer catalogues. However, we use Q as

the 'inertia ratio' [See the MechDesigner manual].

INPUT TORQUE COEFFICIENT, Cc = maximum of (vi × ai)/Ca 

Power Coefficient, Pc

When Torque and Angular Velocity are constant, then Power is:

P = τ × ω

Similarly, when Linear Force and Linear Velocity are constant, then Power is:

P = F × v

Clearly, when the Torque and Angular Velocity [or Force and Linear Velocity] both change

continuously throughout the motion, the instantaneous Power also changes continuously.

Thus, if we use the suffix 'i' to indicate any instant in the motion, then the 'instantaneous'

Power is:
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Pi = τi × ωi, 

or 

Pi = Fi × vi

Torque and Force are found from instantaneous values of reflected inertia and acceleration. 

Acceleration changes throughout the motion. 

Reflected Inertia is the inertia referred back to the Power Source [usually the Drive Motor

or Servomotor]. This would vary for any mechanism that has a variable transmission ratio

between the drive and payload. Again, in the general case, the reflected inertia varies

throughout the motion.

τi = Ii × αi, 

or 

Fi = mi × ai

When Reflected Inertia or Mass are not a function of the motion, the Power Coefficient is

normalized by ignoring their values. We can use the instantaneous values of angular

acceleration and linear acceleration. Thus:

POWER COEFFICIENT : Pc= max of (vi × ai) 

MOTION COEFFICIENTS OF THE TRADITIONAL MOTION-LAWS

Motion-Law Name

Non-

dimensional

Maximum

Velocity

Cv

Non-

dimensional

Maximum

Acceleration

Ca

Non-

dimensional

Input Torque

Coefficient*

Cc 

Non-

dimensional

Power

Coefficient

Pc

Constant

Acceleration,

Parabolic

2 4 2 8

Simple Harmonic 1.570796 (π/2) 4.934803 (π2/2) 0.785 3.8758

Cycloidal 2 6.283185 1.298 8.1621

Modified Trapezoid 2 4.888124 1.655 8.0894

Polynomial 3-4-5 1.875 5.773503 1.159 6.6925

Polynomial 4-5-6-7 2.1875 7.5132 1.431 10.750

Modified Sine 1.759603 5.527957 0.987 5.4575
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SINE-CONSTANT-COSINE ACCELERATION (SCCA) with CONSTANT

VELOCITY

Edit the Segment Parameters (Fractions) of the Sine-Constant-Cosine Acceleration

 (SCCA) Motion Law to give many of the popular motion cam-laws for industrial

cams. The most common variations are symmetrical, and they have a constant-

velocity in the middle of the motion.

Enter the Segment-Parameters, indicated below, in the boxes in the Segment

Editor.

Motion Law Name Coefficients SCCA Parameters (Factors)

Velocity

Coefficient

Cv

Acceleration

Coefficients

Ca

a b c

Modified-Sine

CV 0%
1.760 5.528 0.25 0 0.75

Modified-Sine 

CV 20%
1.528 5.999  0.2 0 0.6

Modified-Sine 

CV 33%
1.404 6.616  0.1667 0 0.5

Modified-Sine 

CV 50%
1.275 8.0127 0.125 0 0.375

Modified-Sine 

CV 66% 
1.168 11.009 0.0833 0 0.25

Cycloidal 

CV 50%
1.333 8.378 0.25 0 0.25

Trapezoidal Velocity

CV 33%
1.5 4.5 0 0.6667 0

3-HARMONIC MOTION-LAWS

Edit the Segment Parameters of the Triple Harmonic Motion Law to give

alternatives to some of the popular motion-laws.

Enter the Segment-Parameters for each Harmonic in the boxes in the Segment

Editor.

Motion Law Name Coefficients Harmonic

Velocity

Coefficient

Cv

Acceleration

Coefficients

Ca

1st 2nd 3rd

3-Harmonic 
2.0 5.16 5.96 0 0.9696
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Edit the Segment Parameters of the Triple Harmonic Motion Law to give

alternatives to some of the popular motion-laws.

Enter the Segment-Parameters for each Harmonic in the boxes in the Segment

Editor.

Modified Trapezoidal

3-Harmonic 

Modified Sine 
1.72 6.07  5.1968 1.7690 0.6057

3-Harmonic 

Zero-Jerk at

Crossover

2.0 9.42  9*Π/4 0 -3*Π/4
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Segment Blending and Motion-Continuity

see also: Impact, Acceleration Shock, How to Blend Two Segments

Motion Discontinuity

Motion-Discontinuity of CA-CD Motion

Law at Cross-Over.

A motion discontinuity means that there are two Y–

axis values, of one particular motion-derivative, at

one instant on its X–axis. 

When we refer to a motion discontinuity, we name

the lowest motion derivative at which you can see

the motion discontinuity. For example, acceleration

motion-discontinuity. 

A 'motion-discontinuity' is also termed a 'shock'.

'Shock' is usually pre-pended by the motion-

derivative. For example, Acceleration Shock.

Every motion and motion-law has a motion-

discontinuity at some motion-derivative. However,

those Motion-Laws with a motion-discontinuity at a

motion-derivative above Jerk are usually ignored. 

There are motion-laws that have discontinuities in

the acceleration motion-derivative. These motion-

laws are usually not recommended for machines

design.

For example: , in the top image, the Constant-Acceleration
and Constant Deceleration Motion-Law has three motion
discontinuities in a Dwell-Rise-Dwell type motion. Most
significant is the motion-discontinuity in the middle of this
segment, as it changes from the maximum positive
acceleration to the maximum negative acceleration.

For example:  , in the bottom image, there is also an
acceleration motion-discontinuity. This can be eliminated if the
motion-laws are 'flexible-polynomial' motion-laws.

Motion-Discontinuity at Segment

Blend-Point.

Segment Blending

Segment Blending considers the motion-values at the Blend-Points. 

It is recommended that you design your motions that have Position, Velocity and

Acceleration motion continuity throughout the motion design. 

Jerk motion continuity may also be appropriate, but not all circumstances.

 In MotionDesigner it is possible to design motions with motion-discontinuities at any

motion-derivative, even Position. A Position motion-discontinuity is only needed in the

Blend-Point Editor with progressive, indexing motion, in which the position at the end of the

index motion is different to the position at the start of the index motion. Clearly, the

mechanical system does not move from one position to the next in zero time. It does not

have a positional motion-discontinuity.

Position Blending and Continuity

Step-change in Position

Mechanical systems do not like moving from one position to a different position in zero
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time! - it would be a magic trick! Cartoon characters can complete this motion, but not

mechanical systems.

A Cam would need a step in it! 

You must use at least the 'Match' Control button in the Blend-Point Editor to give Position

Continuity.

Velocity Blending and Continuity

Step-change in Velocity

In all cases, a mechanical system cannot respond to a Velocity Discontinuity. You are

trying to make the system respond as if it has been hit. 

A Servo motor would need to instantly change speed, with infinite acceleration. This is

unattainable

A Cam would have a corner.

Acceleration Blending and Continuity

Step-change in Acceleration

Mechanical systems do not like an Acceleration Discontinuity. The mechanical system will

tend to vibrate.

We can show an Acceleration Discontinuity with this experiment:

Clamp (or hold down) a 300mm ruler at one end, so it hangs over the edge of a table, and release a coin
from zero height on to it.
The velocity impact is zero, because it does not 'hit' the ruler. 
There is, however, a step change in acceleration and force as you release the coin
The ruler vibrates with a peak displacement amplitude of about twice the final resting position of the ruler. 

Jerk Blending and Continuity

Step-change in Jerk

Finally, it is sometimes required that adjacent segments have Jerk Continuity.

Continuity in Jerk typically results in the least mechanical vibration in the mechanical

system, at the expense of higher peak nominal accelerations. 

For a motion law, zero jerk at the start of a segment require tiny amounts of displacement

for the first 10º of input. It is almost a dwell for the first 10º.

Unfortunately, by specifying zero continuity in jerk to get a smoother motion, the motion

will generally have a higher acceleration. This is essentially the compromise in motion

design. How smooth can I make my motion before the peak nominal velocity and

acceleration become unacceptable? 

If it is possible to increase the duration of the segments, then the peak nominal

accelerations are reduced.
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Motion-Laws Compared

Motion-Laws.

A motion is made from usually more than one segment. You select the motion-law for each

segment with the Motion-Law Selector.

A common question is 'Which motion-law is best?'

When the motion is complex, possibly with many segments, that must satisfy many different

position, velocity and acceleration requirements, it is almost impossible to answer the

question 'Which motion-law is best?'.

However, when the motion is simple, when the segments are arranged for a 'Dwell-Rise-

Return-Dwell' motion, then it is easier to select a motion-law that is best for the mechanical

system.

Which Motion-Law?

You will see that, with many of the motion-laws, especially the 'Traditional Motion-Laws', you

can only specify the position at the start and end of the segment.  When you give the same

position at the start and the same position at the end of the segment , then the displacement

plot of each Traditional Motion-Law is almost the same!

Surely, if you want to move the part, then why worry as to which motion-law you select for

the segment? 

The question is 'Why are there so many different motion-laws when each provides nearly the

same result?'.

Actually, it is the shape of the acceleration plot, and not the displacement plot, that become

more important as machine-speed is increased.

Although there is little difference between the Motion-Laws' Displacement plots, there is

more difference between their Velocity plots, and a large difference between their

Acceleration plots. The shape of the Acceleration plot has a significant influence on the

dynamic response of the part. 

For this reason, it is the shape of the acceleration plot that gives the name to a Traditional

Motion-Law, and not the shape of the displacement plot.

When the motion is simple, it is easier to explore the advantages and disadvantages of each

motion-law.

See Also: General Design Information Manual[ coming 2019]: Design of Cam Mechanical Systems

Initial Selection

We can give relative ratings to the most common 'Traditional Motion-Laws'. You can use the

ratings to help you select a law at the initial stage of a machine design. The ratings range

from1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). The ratings apply to Dwell-Rise Dwell type motions.

Of the laws listed, that the Modified Sine(MS) is the best for general purposes. Its particular

merit is that it is very tolerant of a bad input drive and transmission (elasticity, backlash, wear,

low inertia). It is frequently the first choice of cam designers and is almost always used by

commercial manufacturers of cam-operated indexing and oscillating mechanisms.

Additionally, you can look at the Motion-Law Coefficients of the common cam motion-laws.

These indicate the relative values of their Velocity Coefficient and Acceleration Coefficient.
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Cam Law

Designati

on

Peak

Accelerati

on

Output

Vibration

Peak

Velocity

Impact Input

Torque

Input

Vibration

Residual

Vibration

Const Acc,

Const

Decel

5 1 2 1 1 1 1

Simple

Harmonic
3 1 4 4 5 2 1

Modified

Trapezoid
3 3 2 2 2 3 3

Modified

Sinusoid
2 4 3 4 4 4 4

Cycloidal 1 5 2 3 3 4 5

Explanatory Notes

Peak Acceleration

This merit rating applies to the nominal maximum output acceleration during the motion

period, calculated by the motion-law equation.

Output Vibration

Output vibration is superimposed on the nominal output acceleration, thereby increasing

the nominal peak value. The vibration severity depends on the elasticity and operating

speed of the mechanism. The merit rating applies to mechanisms of average rigidity

running at fairly high speed.

Peak Velocity

Peak Velocity is the nominal maximum output velocity during the motion period,

calculated by the motion-law equation. Its value is also increased by superimposed

vibration.

Impact / Backlash

Impact forces occur at the locations of backlash in the mechanism when the changeover

from acceleration to deceleration occurs. The severity of the impact depends on how

gradually the changeover takes place. That is, how low the jerk is at point of impact.

Strictly speaking, it is the changeover from positive to negative force or torque that

matters, but in most high speed systems, that almost coincides with the acceleration

changeover.

Input Torque

The nominal input torque of a mechanism varies throughout the motion period and is a

function of the output load profile, and the velocity pattern. The peak acceleration and

the peak velocity do not coincide and neither coincides with the peak input torque.

Motion-Laws with good, that is low, acceleration do not necessarily have good input

torque.

Input Vibration

The elasticity and backlash of the input transmission can cause serious 'over-run'. This is
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when the sudden reversal of the input torque at the changeover from acceleration to

deceleration - or load - causes the cam to jump forwards before it can transmit a

decelerating force to the output. The more gradual that the nominal input torque

changes over, the less severe is the overrun and its consequences.

Residual Vibration

Residual Vibration takes place in the dwell period immediately following the motion

period in high speed or elastic systems. Its amplitude depends on the vibration

generated during the motion period, and the degree of damping present in the output

transmission. It is very difficult to add sufficient damping to high speed mechanisms to

eliminate residual vibration, so the the choice of a motion-law is vital in some cases.
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Motion: Dynamic Considerations

Dynamic Response and Considerations

We use vibration terminology to describe the dynamic performance and response (or output) of

a mechanical system to a regular, repeating motion design (or input).

Nominal Motion: The intended [input] motion that you want the mechanical part or system to

follow. It is given by your motion design.

Transient Motion: The actual [output] motion that the mechanical part or system has during

your motion.

Residual Vibration: The actual [output – input] motion that the mechanical part or system has

after your motion. This term usually applies to the dwell period at the end of an indexing

motion.

Dynamic Performance

All mechanical systems have a degree of elasticity. In applications, the elasticity means that

the resulting actual accelerations at the driven tooling (the output and the point where the

motions is actually applied to the product) will be greater than the nominal acceleration as

applied by the cam-follower (the input and the point where the motion is intended) and

predicted by the Motion-Law and the motion design [as designed in MotionDesigner] . This

issue is a reality of all mechanical systems.

Transient oscillations, or vibrations, occur in all mechanical systems when the input motion-

law has a discontinuity in the function at any motion derivative, particularly lower derivatives

such as velocity and acceleration.

The Dynamic Performance, or Dynamic Response, is a result of many factors.

The speed of the drive shaft (cycle speed) is one of the factors which determine the Period

Ratio [speed category] of the mechanism. Others being: 

the natural frequency, 

the segment duration angle and 

the range of movement (lift) - this being the LEAST significant. 

Besides the effect of these factors on jerk and the resultant distortion of the actual motion

produced, the maximum allowable operating speed is also influenced by the accuracy of

profile manufacture. The adverse effect of local profile inaccuracies is aggravated as the

speed of operation increases but, in some cases, may be compensated by the flexibility of

the system. Very stiff mechanisms are to be preferred in all cases, provided the cam profile is

smooth.

Account must be taken of the compliance of the following system.

Residual Vibration

Vibration levels don't stop when the segment is finished! Residual vibration levels should be

considered. If high vibration levels are experienced by the system in a dwell immediately

after a segment, then frequently the machine tooling may well be out of position as another

mechanism tries to interact with it. Some designers then redesign the motion with an even

longer dwell (= shorter motion segment) creating even more vibrations and longer to wait.

This is not good motion-design.
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Period Ratio.

In order to provide an accurate definition of the operating characteristics of a mechanism,

including induced vibration of the following system, use the non-dimensional parameter

called PERIOD RATIO.

The period ratio is the ratio of the

Period [duration] of the motion segment : Period [duration] of the fundamental vibration

of the following system. 

Here, period might mean the segments duration 

High values of period ratio [>10] indicate stiff, low mass systems, operating at moderate or

low shaft speeds. 

Low values of period ratio [<5] occur in systems with compliant followers, a large driven

mass or high shaft speed which produces a short motion segment duration. 

Period Ratio < 5 represents very compliant or 'high speed mechanisms' 

Mechanisms operating at moderate speeds with fairly stiff follower systems would be

indicated by Period Ratio values of approximately 10.

For Period Ratio values of more than 20, the acceleration at the driven mass approaches the

nominal acceleration defined by the Motion-Law and the dynamic response of the follower

system may be neglected when determining actual accelerations. 

However, it is very important to note:

In the case of the Simple-Harmonic-Motion and the Constant-Acceleration motion-laws, the

actual acceleration will always be significantly higher than the nominal value, no matter what

the period ratio or machine speed. 

Motion-Laws or motions that exhibit discontinuities in acceleration (infinite jerk) at any point

in their cam profile, produce particularly severe vibrations at the driven mass. 

The actual acceleration/deceleration at the driven mass will be up to 4 times the nominal

acceleration when driven with by a (cam) motion with infinite jerk. The kinematically

predicted acceleration ignores the flexibility or compliance in the following mechanical

system.

Pressure Angle Considerations.

Clearly, this relates to Cam designs, and the influence of Motion-Law on the Pressure Angle of

Cams.

The pressure angle and the way in which it varies throughout a DRD motion segment

depends upon the basic dimension of the cam, the type of the follower (roller, or flat faced)

and, to a lesser extent on the particular cam law employed.

Drive Torque

The operating torques for a cam system depends on the Motion-Law and may influence the

choice of the most suitable one. 

There are three Torque factors to consider:

Constant Load Factor

This is the component of torque required to overcome the constant component of the

external load on the cam follower! The constant load is usually due to the weight of the

following system (or the referred weight), the load at the start of the motion due to any
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spring constraint, and also friction. This is usually the least significant of the three, for a

'normal' cam driven system - but it depends on the other two!

Inertia Torque Factor

This is the component of torque required to accelerate the mass of the follower assembly. It

is usually the most significant in normal systems - but that depends on the others!

Spring Stiffness Torque Factor

This component is due to the linear change of spring constraint with the follower movement.

This factor is based on the minimum spring force required at the point of maximum

deceleration to maintain contact between the follower and the cam. The spring, might be an

'air-cylinder' which might be either a 'constant force' or as a 'fixed air mass'.

The magnitude of the total drive torque gives some indication of the amount of torsional

deflection in the drive shaft and therefore the amount of segment motion distortion that may

occur. The distortion will tend to attenuate (reduce) the accelerations and amplify (increase)

the decelerations of the follower. An abrupt reversal of torque (e.g. due to backlash in the

drive train) will result in torsional vibration in the driving shaft which will then be transmitted

through the cam to the driven system. Such distortions can be reduced by increasing the

torsional stiffness of the shaft and by increasing the mass moment of inertia, especially near

the cam.

Motion distortion can result from shaft bending due to cam contact forces. The shaft size and

the position of its support bearings should be chosen to minimise any distortion of the cam-

shaft.

Motion distortion can also result from the deflection of the cam-follower support shaft due

to the pressure angle and cam contact-force.

Jerk 

The jerk function is related to the rate-of-change of the strain-energy of the system

throughout the motion design. 

Jerk should not be considered in isolation; it must be considered in association with both

system rigidity/stiffness and the operating speed of the machine system.

The machine designer is usually most interested in jerk:

at the start and end of a motion or segment

the peak value of jerk

the value of jerk as the acceleration is changing sign from positive to negative, or vice

versa. This is called the 'crossover jerk'. Low values crossover jerk are beneficial for

systems with backlash. Backlash will typically traverse once the velocity has reached its

peak and begins to reduce. Standard 'Rise' Motions, between dwells, with low 'crossover

jerk' will typically have low peak velocity.  A low peak velocity will mean a reduced

impact as the backlash traversal is completed.

for many of the Traditional Motion-Laws, jerk will change instantaneously from zero to

some finite value immediately after the motion segment starts. This will tend to induce

vibrations in the mechanical system being driven. 

other motions will start and end with 'infinite jerk' - this is an even worse condition.

however, motions with zero jerk at the start, will have a large maximum acceleration. The

mechanical system will 'nominally' [without vibrational considerations] strain more when
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the acceleration is increased.
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How to Improve a Motion?

Improve the Motion

This is a very subjective problem. A good motion for one application may not be a good motion

for another.

An attempt to answer...

Assumptions:

The motion is for a machine, and not a cartoon character.

The motion is intended for a machine where the machine elements reciprocate, oscillate,

index or the speed modulates in some way.

General Advice:

Try to use the Flexible Polynomial Motion-Law for all of the segments in your motion. This

motion-law gives you the most motion-design flexibility.

You must remove Velocity Discontinuities. 

You must, in nearly every machine design circumstance, remove Acceleration

Discontinuities.

Always ask yourself 'Can you reduce the number of segments?' Use a minimum number of

segments. 

Always ask yourself 'Can you delete the Dwell Segment?' Try to remove Dwell Segments -

especially short dwells. Usually it is better to remove a Dwell segment, and give the

adjacent segments zero-jerk.

Try to reduce the number of motion specifications.

For example, you can make a motion continuous in position, but it may be possible not to

specify the actual position at a Blend-Point.

Try to make the peak acceleration values of each segment similar to each other, or try to

give similar motion durations.

This is not always possible or desirable. But consider balancing the motion to give similar

motion durations or peak accelerations, or both.

Can you reduce the distance a part is moved? 

Why select different Motion-Laws?

A motion-law might:

give more flexibility for you to specify the motion-derivatives at the Blend-Points

suit the mechanical system. For example, the motion-law might have a 'low peak

maximum velocity'.

give a good dynamic response to the mechanical system. For example, the motion-law

might have a good response to system backlash, low drive stiffness.

agree with a company preference(!) - for example Modified Sinusoid is often a company

preference.

However, I nearly always design my motions with the Flexible-Polynomial. It gives me almost

all of the flexibility I need.
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Installation, Legal10

Installation, Legal, ...

Installation

Legal

Software Protection with CopyMinder

Firewalls and Virus Checkers

OpenGL Graphics Card Driver.

How to buy MechDesigner
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10.1Installation
Release 13+: General Permissions/Rights to Run MechDesigner:

You MUST have Administrator Rights to Install AND also to run the first time.

Then , you do not need Administrator Rights.

Download a New Release or Upgrade

To find if you have the most recent release of MechDesigner installed.

1. See Help menu > About  

Version 12-2-350

Note down the 'Version'. 12.2.350

Version is '12'; Release is '2'; 'Build is '350'.

You need to find if there is a ZIP file in you web account that is greater than any of these

three numbers.

2. Login to your PSMotion account at: https://www.psmotion.com/user

3. Click File Downloads.

4. Compare the name of the most recent ZIP file with your current installation.  

5. If necessary, download the ZIP file to install and upgrade. 

6. Email us to obtain the password to unzip the file.

Installation Information

Standalone Installations

Network Installation

Install SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

MechDesigner Files: Where are they?

https://www.psmotion.com/user
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Standalone License Installations

Standalone Installations

Standalone Installations are for one PC. Occasionally, you can transfer the license to a different

PC.

If you want to install on a Network Server, you must buy a Network License.

 Standalone Installations Information

Trial Installation

Standard and Professional Installations

Standalone Trial Installation

Release 13.2 General Permissions / Rights to Run MechDesigner:

You MUST have Administrator Rights to Install  AND to run the First Time 

After the first time, you do not need Administrator Rights.

Step 1: Download MechDesigner 13.2.YYY.ZIP; Extract MechDesigner.EXE

 STEP 1: Go to https://

www.psmotion.com/user

The 'Login/Register' link is to the right-

side of the PSMotion 'Home' page.

Login with Username or

Email, Password and

Captcha

 STEP 3: Enter Login details

Enter your Username or Email

Enter Password

Enter Capcha

https://www.psmotion.com/user
https://www.psmotion.com/user
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 STEP 4: Click My Account

 STEP 5: Click 'File downloads'

If you cannot see the ZIP file in

your account, please email us.

If you can see the ZIP file, but

you cannot download it, please

email us.

 STEP 6: Click in the Filename

column...

'MechDesigner_TRL_X_X _XXX  .

If these is more than one file, then

click the most recent.

 STEP 7: Click 'Save File'.

Do NOT use 'Open with'.

After the ZIP file is on your computer:

 STEP 8: Extract the executable file

from the ZIP file.

 STEP 9: Double-click the extracted 

MechDesigner File.
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You are asked for a Password. We

have emailed it to you. 

This is NOT the Product Key. It is an

extra layer of security to protect the

zip file.

 STEP 10: Please wait 5-10 seconds -

we are checking if you

have a different

installation.

Click to Expand/ Collapse

'Suspicious Network Activity'!!! 

Sometimes your Virus Checker or

Firewall will identify MechDesigner.exe,

or similar files, as suspicious activity.

 STEP 11: Please 'Allow this instance'

or 'Always Allow' so that

the installation can

continue.

The Installation will begin.

Note: 

The Installation form may minimize' to

your 'Taskbar'. Click the MD icon in your

taskbar to open the form again.

Step 2: Install MechDesigner as a Trial Installation

We recommend you accept all of the

default settings from this point in

the installation.

 STEP 1: Click Next  
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Select Applications Folder

Select the installation folder.

If possible accept the default folder.

 STEP 2: Click Next 

Select Programs Menu Folder

This is what you will see when you run 

MechDesigner from the Start Menu and

the Folder in 'All Programs'.

Please accept the default options.

 STEP 3: Click Next

Ready to Install

This is a summary of the choices your

have made.

 STEP 4: Click Install in the 'Ready to

Install' dialog
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Installing...

 STEP 5: Watch and Wait.

 STEP 6: Click Finish

Now, you must run MechDesigner from

'Windows > Start > MechDesigner

If this windows form shows, then:

Click 'This program installed

correctly'.

Now, you must run MechDesigner from

'Windows > Start > MechDesigner'

Step 3: Launch: Register as a Trial, and Register with CopyMinder

Now, you must run MechDesigner from 'Windows > Start > MechDesigner'

When you launch, or run, MechDesigner the first time, you must register with CopyMinder, the

license control system from Microcosm Ltd, our Software Protection Partner. 
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A product registration screen appears. 

It asks you what license you have or

want. 

You have three options.

Configure as a standalone

program

Configure as a trial

Configure as a network client

You should only 'Configure as a Trial'

when you download a Trial, or Demo.

If you try the others it will not work.

I promise.

 STEP 1: Click 'Configure as a trial'

 STEP 2: Click OK

Registration asks permission to connect

to the Internet. 

MechDesigner uses the CopyMinder

licence control system from Microcosm

Ltd. They publish their privacy policy

which is accessible if you click the

'Privacy Policy' button.

'CopyMinder Privacy Policy'

If you see a Firewall Alert, then please

select 'Allow Always' or 'Allow this

Instance'.

You may see an error at this stage.

For example if you have installed

before, or your PC cannot see the

internet.

If you see an error, then make sure your

PC can see the internet, or, please get

in touch.

https://www.microcosm.com/products/copyminder
https://www.microcosm.com/products/copyminder
http://www.copyminder.com/privacy.php
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The next stage is for the Program to

communicate with CopyMinder

database.

The program will request permission to

connect to the Internet for registration. 

Microcosm (CopyMinder) publish their

privacy policy which is accessible if you

click the Privacy Policy Button.

 STEP 3: Click OK

CopyMinder will try to connect to the 

CopyMinder website to let you to

register your installation.

When the communication is

established, you must fill in some

details.

The registration form should be

completed with your contact

information. 

Even if you install as a trial version, your

licence agreement will not be valid

unless you provide contact information.

Provide a valid email address. 

A verification email is sent to this email

address.

 STEP 4: Fill in the required

information

 STEP 5: Especially the Email

Address

 STEP 6: Click OK
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A message tells you that you are about

to receive an email. You are told that you

need to click the link in the email to

verify the email address.

 STEP 7: Click OK

PSMotion are also sent an email for

their records.

You are sent an email to that address.

The email is from 

verification@copyminder.com. 

If you cannot see it in your in-box, look

in Span, Junk etc.

 STEP 8: Open the email

 STEP 9: Click the Link in the Email

You are told that you have now verified

your email.

Your personal details have been

logged with CopyMinder for PSMotion

Ltd.

We or Microcosm do NOT share this

information with anyone.

Step 4: Run FIRST TIME: Run; CopyMinder checks you have Registered

Click

the

MD

TRL

Progr

am.

mailto:verification@copyminder.com.
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Your
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Common Problems and Errors with CopyMinder Software Protection.

CopyMinder Errors:

Error 7

Description

There was a problem connecting to the CopyMinder website.

The error usually appears with a second number (the extended error), e.g. 7/12029. The

extended error number is a Windows specific error number. A full list of these errors is

provided by Microsoft here: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/193625

Solution

Check your computer can access the internet ok, specifically http://primary.copyminder.com

and http://secondary.copyminder.com. We also have http://www.copyminder.comÂ and

http://www.microcosm.co.uk as backup servers, but access to these shouldn't usually be

required.

Specific Extended Errors

12029

This means a connection to our server could not be established. This can be due to the

internet connection being down, or the presence of a web proxy on the network which is

blocking access to our servers. In the latter case please ensure the proxy is either

reconfigured to allow access or bypassed completely.

12168

This extended error has been seen to occur with the "Untangle" firewall product when it is

configured to block direct connections by IP address. Untangle must be configured to allow

direct connections by IP address.

NORMAL RUNNING: Occasional Internet Checks

Click the MD TRL

Program

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/193625
http://primary.copyminder.com
http://secondary.copyminder.com
http://www.copyminder.com
http://www.microcosm.co.uk
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Occasionally 

CopyMinder check up

on the Product to

make sure it is still on

the same PC etc.

Standalone Professional Installation

Before you install, please email us [sales at psmotion dot com]. We will create an account for

you on our website. 

We will put the correct installation file in your account so that you can download it.

If you cannot see the MD-ABC-X-Y-Z.ZIP file in your account, in File Downloads, please email

us.

If you can see the MD-ABC-X-Y-Z.ZIP file in your account, but you cannot download it, please

email us.

Release 12 General Permissions / Rights to Run MechDesigner:

You MUST have Administrator Rights to Install  AND to run the First Time only 

After the first time, you do not need Administrator Rights.

See Install SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

Step 1: Download MechDesigner 13.2.YYY.ZIP; Extract MechDesigner.EXE

 STEP 1: Go to https://

www.psmotion.com

https://www.psmotion.com
https://www.psmotion.com
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Login with Username or

Email, Password and

Captcha

 STEP 3: Enter Login details

Enter your Username or Email

Enter Password

Enter Capcha

 STEP 4: Click My Account

 STEP 5: Click in File Downloads:

'Click here to view your file

downloads'

 STEP 6: Click in the File-name column

'MechDesigner_PRO_X_X _XXX  .

If these is more than one file, then click

the most recent.
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 STEP 7: Click 'Save File'

Do NOT use 'Open with'.

After the ZIP file is on your computer:

 STEP 8: Extract the executable file

from the ZIP file.

 STEP 9: Double-click the extracted

MechDesigner File.

You are asked for a Password. We have

emailed it to you. 

This is NOT the Product Key. It is an

extra layer of security to protect the ZIP

file.

 STEP 10: Cut & Paste the Password we

emailed to you into the

Password box

 STEP 11: Please wait 5-10 seconds - we

are checking if you have a

different installation.

Click to Expand/ Collapse

'Suspicious Network Activity'!!! 

Sometimes you Virus Checker or Firewall

will identify MechDesigner.exe, or similar

files, as suspicious activity.

 STEP 12: Please 'Allow this instance'  or

'Always Allow' so that the

installation can continue.

The Installation will begin.

Note: 

The Installation form may minimize' to

your 'Taskbar'. Click the MD icon in your

taskbar to open the form again.
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Step 2: INSTALLATION: From .Zip File

Note: 

The Installation form may minimize' The

icon will show in your 'Taskbar'. Click the

MD icon in your taskbar to open the form

again.

The 'Welcome' dialog

 

 STEP 1: Click Next

Browse to a new 'Destination

Folder'

- or - 

Accept the default folder.

Note: Program Files (x86) is Program

Files for MD Pro 64

 STEP 2: Click Next 

Select Programs Menu Folder dialog-box.

Please accept the default options.

 STEP 3: Click Next 
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Ready to Install

A summary of the selections you have

made.

 STEP 4: Click Install

 STEP 5: Watch and Wait.

 STEP 6: Click Finish.

You must now Run MechDesigner from

the 'Windows Start'
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Step 3: FIRST TIME LAUNCH: Enter Product Key and Register with CopyMinder

Run MechDesigner from the

'Windows Start'

When MechDesigner runs, you have three

options:

Configure as a standalone

program 

Configure as a trial

Configure as a network client

See also: Network Installation and License.

 STEP 1: Click 'Configure as a

standalone program'

 STEP 2: Add your Product Key

If you do not have a Product Key, please

email us.

When you install an software update,

the Product Key will show

automatically.

 STEP 3: Click OK

Registration asks permission to connect to

the Internet. 

MechDesigner uses the CopyMinder

licence control system from Microcosm

Ltd. They publish their privacy policy which

is accessible if you click the 'Privacy Policy'

button.

'CopyMinder Privacy Policy'

 STEP 4: Click OK

It will then try to connect to the 

CopyMinder website and database to

confirm your Product Key is valid, and lets

you register your installation.

https://www.microcosm.com/products/copyminder
https://www.microcosm.com/products/copyminder
http://www.copyminder.com/privacy.php
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If this is a new installation:

Product Registration dialog-box

Complete the registration form with your

contact information. 

Your licence agreement will not be valid

unless you provide contact information.

Provide a valid email address.

 STEP 5: Fill in the required information

 STEP 6: Especially the Email Address

 STEP 7: Click OK

Step 4: RUN AGAIN: Confirmation with CopyMinder

Click the MD Pro X

Program.

Select Run as

Administrator to install the

SolidWorks Type Libraries.

The first time you run after

you have given

CopyMinder your details

for your Product Key,

CopyMinder must check

that the key matches the

PC with which you

registered.

This dialog asks you

permission to check with

CopyMinder.

You can review the Privacy

Policy.
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 STEP 1: Click OK

CopyMinder is now

checking your PC against

the CopyMinder database.

 STEP 2: Wait

After the check is

complete, MechDesigner

runs.

SECON RUN and then NORMAL RUNNING: Occasional Internal Checks

Second Run:

If you have SolidWorks

1. Right-Click the

MechDesigner

Program icon

2. Select Run as

Administrator in

the contextual

menu.

The SolidWorks Type

Libraries are installed.

Normal Running

Occasionally, CopyMinder

checks to make sure the

Product Key and the PC

are still the same.

Each time it will ask you

for permission.

 STEP 1: Click OK

Click OK

 STEP 2: Wait

After the check is

complete, MechDesigner

Runs.

If you have SOLIDWORKS,

then you should not Install
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the Type Libraries
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Network License Installations

Network Installations 

Network Installations are more complex than Standalone Installations. 

PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENTATION BEFORE YOU INSTALL. 

Note: Network Administrators [' IT '] should not give the Product Key to users, as they may try

to install a standalone copy - which they cannot.

Network Licenses are the same as, and also called, Floating Licenses.

Network License Installation Instructions

Network Installation: Step by Step - Summary of Steps

Network Installation: Detailed Instructions  - More information for

Network Administrators

Network Installation: Step-by-Step

Network Installation

If necessary, delete existing CopyMinder product keys for Trial or Standalone installation. [Note:

Do not uninstall a trial installation. We need a file that is registered to that path].

Delete the path C:ProgramData/HW . It is associated with a Trial or Standalone License and it

may confuse the new network installation.

Client Side Server Side

CLIENT MACHINE PART 1

Install MechDesigner on the Client Machine 

If necessary see Install Standalone Professional Installation for more details.

1. Download the latest MechDesigner application ZIP file from your account on our website
(www dot psmotion dot com/user). It is typically called 'MD-PRO-ZZ-Y-ZZZ.ZIP'. If
necessary, order the files and choose the most recent. 

1. Double-click on the ZIP file you have downloaded, to start

the installation wizard. 

- or -

2. Extract and save the installation executable from the ZIP file. 

3. Double-click the extracted .exe file to start the installation
wizard. 

SEE LEFT: You will need a password to open the ZIP - we give you
the password in an email - THIS IS NOT THE PRODUCT KEY.

The installation wizard will guide you through the installation steps. 

Next, Next Next, Install...Finish.

The installation directory must have access to the Server ' See Server Machine Part 1'
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 In this help, we call the installation directory: [installdir].

DO NOT LAUNCH MECHDESIGNER YET

DO NOT LAUNCH MECHDESIGNER YET

DO NOT LAUNCH MECHDESIGNER YET

After you have installed MechDesigner, there are files in [installdir] you need to move

and run on the Server.

SERVER MACHINE PART 1

1. Create a directory on your server [CMServer] 

CMServer must have write access to the folder in which you will find

the MechDesigner.cm file. 

CMServer must have permissions for internet access during and after

the Network Administrator has logged off after this installation is

complete.

2. Copy these files from... 

[installdir] cmserver.exe

[Installdir] MechDesigner.exe.cm

[installdir] MechDesigner.exe.cm.ini

and paste them to...
[CMServer] cmserver.exe

[CMServer] MechDesigner.exe.cm

[CMServer] MechDesigner.exe.cm.ini

SERVER MACHINE PART 2

Do this procedure before Part 3, even if you have not installed 

MechDesigner on a Network before.

1. From Windows®..Start..Run 

2. Browse to [cmServer] cmServer.exe and append /U into the run

dialog-box window, and run the program.

SERVER MACHINE PART 3

1. Run cmServer.exe again,but do not append /U. 

In the CMServer Configuration dialog, set the 

Startup Modes to 'Service' 

Network Configuration to 'Automatic'.

2. Click the Start button 

3. Enter the Product Key. 

The Product Key is in the format : MD_0_0–xxxx-xxxx-xx. PSMotion have

sent you the key in a separate email.

CLIENT MACHINE PART 2

Now, you can run MechDesigner (MD-PROx) with Start > All Programs

> MechDesigner
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The first time you run MechDesigner on each Client-Machine, you must

specify the installation you want. You will see three options:

Configure as a standalone program 

Configure as a trial

Configure as a network client

Select 'Configure as a Network Client', when you want to run a Network

License.

When MechDesigner is run for the first time: an IP address and Port

should appear in the box automatically.  A typical entry will be:
192.168.51.23:10589. 

It includes the:

<IP address of the machine running CMServer>:<CMServer listening
port>.  The default listening port is 10589.

If the IP address and Port are not found automatically, then review the 

firewall settings. 

You can type it in manually if necessary - but it is much better that the IP

address and Port are found automatically.

Troubleshooting

Licence manager says that licences are all in use! But you think they are not all in use... 

This can happen if the software has not shutdown properly for some unknown reason. If

possible check each PC to ensure that the software is no longer running as a process using

the Windows® Task Manager. If this is not the problem then you can release all licences by

restarting licence manager. 

To do this, stop the server using windows services management. To restart it, right click on

the “cmserver.exe” file and select “run as admin”. 

General Errors 

Whenever you get an error related to CopyMinder, you can find descriptions of the error

numbers in the CopyMinder Knowledge-base which can be accessed at http://

www.copyminder.com/kb

See www.copyminder.com/errors.php for complete list error codes.

Network Installation: Detailed Information.

Information for Network Administrators

A 'Floating-License' is a 'Network License'.

About Network Installations

The Product Key settings we must do for a Network License are different to those settings for

a Standalone License. Please tell us at the time you buy MechDesigner that you need a

Network License.

A network installation requires more set-up. You (or the Network Administrator) install the 

CMServer [CopyMinder Network Server] on a server. The 'Client' machines (MechDesigner

http://www.copyminder.com/kb
http://www.copyminder.com/kb
http://www.copyminder.com/errors.php
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users) must be able to communicate with CMServer for protection checks. The CMServer

manages how many clients can use MechDesigner at the same time. CMServer must be able

to communicate, over the internet, with the CopyMinder databases for regular checks. You

must make sure this is possible, even when the Network Administrator is logged out after

installing the CMServer program.

As a network installation, you can also have Roaming Licences. These enable one or more

clients to use MechDesigner on a remote machine for a period of time. For example, a client

may wish to use MechDesigner on a laptop over the weekend or while away on business.

Install MechDesigner and CopyMinder Network Server (CMServer.exe)

If necessary, delete existing CopyMinder product keys for Trial or Standalone

installation.

Delete the path C:ProgramData/HW 

This may have CopyMinder data for a Trial or Standalone License. It may confuse the new

Network Installation.

Client Side Server Side

CLIENT MACHINE PART 1

Install MechDesigner Software on one Client Machine. 

Install, but DO NOT Launch / Run. You must complete the Server-Side instructions after

you install, but before your run the first time.

To Install: 

1. Download from your account on our website (www.psmotion.com/user) the

MechDesigner application Zip File - typically called 'MD-PRO-10-1-32.ZIP' or similar.

If necessary, date order the files and choose the latest. 

2. Double-click on the ZIP file you have downloaded, to start

the installation wizard. 

- or -

2. Extract and save the installation executable from the ZIP
file. 

3. Double-click the extracted .exe file to start the installation
wizard. 

SEE LEFT: You will need a password to extract the ZIP file - we
give you the password in an email - THIS IS NOT THE
PRODUCT KEY.

When you enter the password, the standard installation forms will guide you through the

installation. 

We call the Client-Side installation directory [installdir].

DO NOT LAUNCH MECHDESIGNER YET.

Navigate to the installation directory. 

There are three files in [installdir]that you need for the Server-Side. 

SERVER

http://www.psmotion.com/user
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1. Create a directory on your Server 

We call this directory [CMServer]. 

You choose where to put this directory. 

CMServer must have write access to the folder in which you will

find the MechDesigner.cm file. 

CMServer must have internet access during and after the

Network Administrator has logged off, after this installation is

complete.

2. Copy Files 

Cut and Paste from [installdir] to [CMServer]

CMServer.exe

MechDesigner.exe.cm

MechDesigner.exe.cm.ini

3. Run CMServer.  

You will see the CMServer Configuration dialog-box. You should

see an entry in the products list: [MD32_0_0 - 
MechDesigner.exe.cm].

Application

or Service?

Some things

to consider

regarding

this choice: 

An 

Appli

catio

n

requir

es

there

to be

a user

logge

d in

on

the

mach

ine

for it

to

run.

This

may
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not

alway

s be

the

case

on

server

mach

ines.

If you

choos

e to

run 
CMSe
rver

as an

appli

catio

n and

want

to

have

it

start

auto

matic

ally

when

the

user

logs

in,

then

creat

e a

short

cut

to 
CMSe
rver

in

that

user's

Startu

p

start

menu
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folde

r

which

gives

the

appli

cable

com

mand

-line

para

meter

s to

make

CMSe

rver

start

auto

matic

ally. 

A 

Servic

e

starts

auto

matic

ally

when

the

mach

ine

starts

and

does

not

requir

e a

user

to be

logge

d in

for it

to

run.

This

is
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now

the

most

com

mon

way

of

runni

ng a

back

groun

d task

on

Wind

ows®

. 

Which

method

you

choose

depends

on

particular

requirem

ents.

Running 
CMServe

r as an

applicati

on may

be the

ideal

choice

initially,

while

setting

up the

system,

switching

to

running it

as a

service

after

everythin

g is set-

up
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correctly.

 

Start-up

Modes. 

Select

the

mode

when you

have

decided

how you

want to

run 
CMServe

r. We

recomm

end a

Service.

Network

Configuratio

n.

Use 

Automati

c. 

If necessary,

in Custom

options,

choose the

IP address

that 
CMServer

will accept

connections

on. If your

machine has

only one IP

address then

this is pre-

selected for

you and

cannot be

changed.

You will also

choose a

port number

which the
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server will

listen for

connections

on. Choose

one from the

list and keep

a note of it

in case you

need to

configure

your 

firewall(s)

later on. 

4. Click
the
'Start'
butto
n in
the 

CMSe

rver
Confi
gurati
on
dialog
 box. 

CMServe
r

performs

a

protectio

n check - 

over the

internet -

with the

database

on the

CopyMin

der

servers.

Now  - Enter

the 

MechDesign

er Product

Key we have

emailed to

you. 
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Then,

another

check is

made with

the

CopyMinder

database to

find the key

we have

bought for

you.

IMPORTAN

T NOTE: 

If you are

asked to

obtain an

'Activation

Code' for a 

Manual

Installation

, then you

do not have

internet

permissions

with the

CMServer

path

Do not do a

Manual

Installation

.... Do not

request an

'Activation

Code' 

Why?  It is

much better

to

automaticall

y make the

connection

to the

CopyMinder

database.

PSMotion

will be able
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to add

licenses as

needed for

training,

extend the

expiry date

[if you have

leased

MechDesign

er], ...

Make sure

the 
CMServer

path has

internet

access, and

the firewall

does not

stop the

access to the

CopyMinder

database. 

Put these

CopyMinder

IP addresses

on your

Firewall

white-list.

Primary1:

 89.200.1

37.136 

Primary2:

 92.60.12

2.223

When all

protection

checks are

complete

the server

will either

become

operational

as an

application
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(if you chose

that mode of

operation),

or it will

install and

start itself as

a service. 

CLIENT MACHINE PART 2

When CMServer is running, you can run MechDesigner on client[workstation/

machines. 

The first time you run MechDesigner on each Client-Machine, you must specify

the installation you want. You will see three options:

Configure as a standalone program 

Configure as a trial

Configure as a network client

Select 'Configure as a Network Client'.

In most

cases 

MechDesig

ner will

automatica

lly detect

the

presence of

the 

CopyMinder

Network

Server and

the details

are filled in

for as:
IPADDRESS
:PORT, e.g.
192.168.1
.10:10589.
 

Click OK. 

If the server

details do

not show in

the text

field, then

it is

possible

that the:
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CM

Serv

er is

not

runn

ing 

or 

that

a 

fire

wall

is

bloc

king

com

mun

icati

on

bet

wee

n

the

clie

nt

and

serv

er

mac

hine

s. 

It is
possibl
e to
manuall
y
specify
the IP
address
and port
to use,
in the
form 
IPADDR
ESS:PO
RT,
e.g.OFF
ICESER
VER:10

589  or
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192.16
8.1.10
:10589
. 

Howev

er, it is

better

to

resolve

the

proble

m that

caused

the

auto-

detecti

on to

fail.

If it is a

proble

m now,

then it

will be

a

proble

m later.

Things to note

CMServer and the clients use separate copies of the .cm file. 

The machine you choose to install CMServer must have internet access. 

CMServer will terminate if it fails its protection checks. This will also stop

MechDesigner running on the client-machines. You must restart CMServer. 

Try to find out why it failed its protection check.  Usually, the problem is a Firewall,

Virus-checker, or Path-Permission. See Network Firewall checks

For example, if you install CMServer as an Administrator, and then you logout, it is

possible that CMServer then does not have permission to check over the internet.

The CopyMinder Network Server...

The CMServer Viewer

When CMServer is running as an application...

...it will display the CMServer Viewer. 

This utility displays the status of the CopyMinder Network Server, the products it is serving

and the network users currently connected to it. A CMServer icon will show in the
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notification area of the taskbar on the computer running CMServer. 

The utility can also be used to force a particular product to access the CopyMinder

server in order to update settings that may have changed. This is usually a more

convenient way of getting an update than restarting the CopyMinder Network Server. To

force a protection update, select the product to update from the list of products being

served and select Server > Update Product. 

You can also open the server's log-file from this utility by going to Server > Show Logfile.

The log-file records important events during the running of the server and is used from

time to time to help diagnose problems. 

When CMServer is running as a service...

...it will not display the CMServer Viewer because services cannot display Graphical User

Interfaces (GUIs). 

However, you can still use the CMServer Viewer by running CMServer.exe /viewer

command-line parameter [you need the 'space' before '/viewer'. (see below)

Command-Line Parameters

CMServer can accept several command-line parameters which control its behaviour.

Note: Please put in a 'space' before adding a command-line parameter

These command-line parameters are:

/s Configures CMServer to install/run as a service.

/a Configures CMServer to run as an application.

/q Quiet mode. Only displays errors.

/u Uninstalls the CMServer service.

/viewer Just display the CMServer Viewer.

/logfile Just open CMServer's logfile.

/listen=IPADDRESS Sets the IP address on which CMServer accepts connections

(replace IPADDRESS with your chosen IP address).

/port=PORT Sets the port on which CMServer listens for connections

(replace PORT with your chosen port number).

/? Displays a help window documenting these command-line

parameters.

Firewalls

Like most server software, CMServer accepts incoming connections by 'listening' on an IP

address and port. If the machine running CMServer also has a firewall (including Windows®

firewall and as third party firewall software), then the firewall software is explicitly told to

let the incoming connections to get through to CMServer. Likewise, if a firewall exists on a

machine between the server machine (the one running CMServer) and the client machines
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then this  must be configured, too. 

Important

Failure to correctly configure your firewall(s) could result in the CopyMinder Server

being inaccessible by client machines.

Firewall Checklist

Your firewall(s) must allow both TCP and UDP traffic through to CMServer. 

Your firewall(s) must allow CMServer to accept incoming connections on the IP

address and port that you chose when setting up CMServer. 

Clients auto-detect CMServer by performing a multicast broadcast to

237.96.71.123 and whichever port you configured CMServer to listen on. Your

firewall(s) does not block traffic destined for this address/port, or auto-

detection will not work. 

Logfile

CMServer maintains its own log-file in which it records various important events during its

execution. While the server is running, all events are recorded to this file rather than being

displayed on-screen. The most common reason to view the log-file is to start diagnosing a

problem. 

You can view the log-file by running CMServer.exe with the /logfile command-line

parameter. Alternatively, you can access it from the CMServer Viewer's menu. 

The logfile is actually stored on disk in the 'All Users' profile under the CMServer/<DID>

directory (<DID> is PSMotion's Developer ID (contact us separately for this)). 

Managing the CMServer Service

If CMServer is installed as a 'service', you can control it through Windows® Services

Management like other services. Once CMServer has been installed you will see the services

in the Services console. From here, you can see the status of the service [that is, is it running

or stopped] or you can stop or start the service as required. To un-install the service, run 

CMServer.exe with the /u command-line parameter. 

Add/Remove Products

If CMServer must serve a new software product, then the .cm file for that product can be

placed in the CMServer directory and CMInstall can be run, even while the server is

running. However, repeat steps 3-5 described in Installing the CopyMinder Network

Server above before CMServer will let network users use that product. 

To remove a product from CMServer then stop CMServer first. 

Roaming Licences

With a network installation, you may want the flexibility of taking a copy of your software off-

site for a period of time. 

CopyMinder addresses this requirement by means of Roaming Licences. These are licences that

are temporarily borrowed from their 'maximum simultaneous network users' count for a product

key. 

We can specify limits on how many and for how long network users can be used for roaming. 
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The Network Administrator can provide us with an email address and we will email a password

for the Network Administrator so that he can log-in to the Network Administrator's page, which

enables them to control roaming users. 

Within the limits we specify, the Network Administrator can control his/her roaming users via a

CopyMinder web page (http://primary.copyminder.com/networkadmin.php or http://
secondary.copyminder.com/networkadmin.php). This web page is protected by means of the

Network Administrator's password that we provide. 

The system will provide you with a product key for each roaming user. The end user can use this

product key to install a time-limited stand-alone copy of our software on a machine. When the

time limit is reached, the roaming licence is automatically returned to the pool. 

It should be remembered that changes the Network Administrator makes on the web site only

change the CopyMinder Network Server the next time that it accesses the CopyMinder server for

a protection update. Similarly, when a roaming licence expires, it only gets returned to the

CopyMinder Network Server on the next web access. 

More on the using CMServer / Viewer

CMViewer is utility that displays the status of the CopyMinder Network Server, the products it

is serving and the network users currently connected to it. If CMServer is running as a service

(which it will in all instances after being installed) you can start CMViewer by running the

CMServer.exe /viewer' command-line parameter in a command prompt window. Make sure

you have navigated to the directory in which the CMServer.exe is located before running the

command. 

The CMViewer dialog will be displayed showing the products available, the number of users

currently logged onto each application and the maximum number of licences that are

available for each application. You can click on the product to see the users that are logged

onto the application. 

http://primary.copyminder.com/networkadmin.php
http://secondary.copyminder.com/networkadmin.php
http://secondary.copyminder.com/networkadmin.php
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Trouble-shooting

Licence manager says that licences are all in use but they are not? 

This can happen if the software has not shutdown properly for whatever reason. if possible

check each PC to ensure that the software is no longer running as a process using the task

manager. If this is not the problem then you can release all licences by restarting the licence

manager. 

To do this, stop CMServer using windows services management. To restart it, right click on the

“cmserver.exe” file and select “run as admin”. 

General Errors 

Whenever you get an error related to CopyMinder you can find descriptions of the error

numbers in the CopyMinder Knowledge-base which can be accessed at http://

www.copyminder.com/kb . 

http://www.copyminder.com/kb
http://www.copyminder.com/kb
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MechDesigner Files: Where are they?

Paths

There are a number of Paths that are useful to know about.

MechDesigner Installation Path:

C:\Program Files\PSMotion\MDxx PRO64\

MechDesigner 'Local' Help [See 'Help menu > Download Local Help...]

C:\ProgramData\PSMotion\MDxx PRO64\

MechDesigner Database:

C:\ProgramData\PSMotion\MDxx PRO64\dBase\

MechDesigner Example Models [See 'Help menu > Internet sub-menu > Download

Example Models]

C:\Users\accountname\AppData\Local\PSMotion\* 

MechDesigner Tutorials [after you have watched them once with: 'Help menu >

Tutorials]

C:\Users\accountname\AppData\Local\PSMotion\*

MechDesigner 'Styles' [see Edit menu > Application Settings > General tab > Style

Options separator]

C:\Users\accountname\AppData\Local\PSMotion\MD13 PRO64

MechDesigner INI file

C:\Users\accountname\AppData\Local\PSMotion\MechDesigner\MechDesigner.ini* 

MechDesigner Timing-Diagram.XLSM

C:\Users\accountname\Documents\PSMotion\

SOLIDWORKS Type Library

C:\Program Files\PSMotion\MDxx PRO64\SW_TLByyyy_64\

* To see these paths you may need to do:

Start > Control Panel > Folders > View tab | Radio-button: select 'Show
Hidden Folders and Files'.

xx = MechDesigner release number

yyyy SOLIDWORKS release year.
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10.2Legal

Legal

License Agreement

Legal Notice

Section 508 - Voluntary Product Accessibility Template
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MechDesigner: License Agreement

This is a copy of the EULA* that you 'accept' in order to install the MechDesigner.

*End User licence Agreement.

No Part of the MechDesigner program or MechDesigner Help documentation may be

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,

mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission from the

copyright holder.

'NOTICE'

The information (including technical and engineering data, details, methods and results)

presented in this program has been prepared and is for general information only. While every

effort has been made to make sure its accuracy, this information should not be used or relied

upon for any specific application without independent competent professional examination

and verification of its accuracy, suitability and applicability, by a licenced professional

engineer. Anyone making use of this material does so at his/her own risk and assumes any

and all liability resulting from such use. The entire risk about quality or usability of the data

contained within is with the user. In no event will the software author or distributors be held

liable for any damages including lost profits, lost savings or other incidental or consequential

damages arising from the use of or inability to use the information contained within. By

continuing, the user of this program thereby agrees that the user has read the terms and

conditions outlined in the attached 'End User licence Agreement', and Items 1-12, ("Software

licence" and "disclaimer of Warranty and LTD Warranty" collectively the agreement) and

agrees to be bound by these terms and conditions.

PSMotion LTD 'END USER licence AGREEMENT'

This legal document is an agreement between you (the end user) and PSMotion LTD. BY

CONTINUING WITH/OPENING THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM, YOU ARE AGREEING TO BECOME

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, WHICH INCLUDES THE SOFTWARE licence,

SOFTWARE DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY, AND HARDWARE LTD WARRANTY (paragraphs 1-

12) collectively the 'Agreement'.

This agreement constitutes the complete agreement between you and PSMotion LTD. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, DO NOT CONTINUE WITH THIS

SOFTWARE PROGRAM.

PSMotion LTD 'SOFTWARE licence'

Licence.

In consideration of payment of the licence fee, which is a Part of the price you paid for this

product, PSMotion LTD, as Licensor grants to you, the licencee, a non-exclusive right to use

and display this copy of PSMotion LTD Software (hereinafter referred to as "SOFTWARE" on a

single COMPUTER (i.e. with a single CPU) at a single location. Any "networking", namely

operating this program on a "network" is strictly forbidden. You as a licensee are strictly

forbidden to operate, utilise, transfer, distribute, connect, network, link to, attach, or operate

in any manner this software on the internet, worldwide web, via email, any website,

networking, any multimedia device, electronic or otherwise or any form of electronic media

whatsoever. This includes but is not LTD to the written materials, results, output, or resulting

answers and/or printed matter without the prior written consent of PSMotion LTD. PSMotion

LTD reserves all rights not expressly granted to licenceE.
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EDUCATION LICENSES

This SOFTWARE may NOT be used for commercial gain. It can only be used for teaching,
educational schoolwork, homework and the like. 

You may not ‘give to, sell to, or exchange with, the results obtained from MechDesigner, with
any ‘business’ who can commercial gain from the results so obtained.

SOFTWARE OWNERSHIP.

As the licenceE, you own the magnetic or other physical media on which the SOFTWARE is

originally or subsequently recorded or fixed. PSMotion LTD retains title and ownership of the

SOFTWARE recorded on the original disk copy(ies) and any subsequent copies of the

SOFTWARE, regardless of the form or media in or on which the original and other copies may

exist. This licence is not a sale of the original SOFTWARE or any copy thereof.

COPY AND/OR MODIFY RESTRICTIONS.

This licenced Product is copyrighted (copyright PSMotion LTD) and may not be further

copied, without the prior written approval of PSMotion LTD except that You may make one

copy for backup purposes provided and You reproduce and include the complete copyright

notice, disclaimer, etc., on the backup copy. Any unauthorised copying is in violation of this

Agreement and also a violation of copyright law. You may not use, transfer, modify, copy or

otherwise reproduce the licence Product, or any Part of it, except as expressly permitted in

this End User licence Agreement.

USE RESTRICTIONS.

As the licenceE, you may physically transfer the SOFTWARE from one computer to  provided

that the SOFTWARE is used on only one computer at a time. You may not electronically

transfer the SOFTWARE from one computer to  over a network. You may not distribute copies

of the SOFTWARE or accompanying written materials to others. You may not operate, utilise,

transfer, distribute, connect, network, link to, attach, or operate in any manner this software

on the internet, worldwide web, via email, any website, networking, any multimedia device,

electronic or otherwise or any form of electronic media whatsoever. You may not modify,

adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works based

on the SOFTWARE. You may not modify, adapt, translate, or create derivative works based on

the written materials, results, output, or resulting answers and/or printed matter without the

prior written consent of PSMotion LTD.

RESTRICTIONS AGAINST TRANSFER.

This SOFTWARE is licenced only to you, the licenceE, and may not be transferred to anyone

without the prior written consent of PSMotion LTD. Any authorised transferee of the

SOFTWARE shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement. In no event may

you transfer, give, copy, rent, lease, sell, or dispose of the SOFTWARE in any manner on a

temporary or permanent basis except as expressly provided herein.

TERM.

This End User licence Agreement is effective from the data of purchase by You of the

licenced Product and shall remain in force until terminated. You may terminate this End User

licence Agreement at any time by destroying the licenced Product together with any backup

copy in any form made by You or received by You. In addition, your right to use the licenced

Product will terminate if You fail to comply with any of the terms or conditions of this End

User licence Agreement. Upon such termination You shall destroy the copies of the licenced
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Product in your possession.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY AND LTD WARRANTY

THE SOFTWARE AND ACCOMPANYING WRITTEN MATERIALS (INCLUDING RESTRICTIONS

FOR USE) IF ANY, ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. FURTHER,

PSMotion LTD AND SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS DO NOT WARRANT, GUARANTEE, OR MAKE

ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE, OR THE RESULTS OF THIS USE, OF THE

SOFTWARE OR WRITTEN MATERIALS IN TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY

OR OTHERWISE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

SOFTWARE IS ASSUMED BY YOU.

THE ABOVE ARE THE ONLY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE THAT ARE MADE BY PSMotion LTD ON THIS

PRODUCT. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY PSMotion LTD,

DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AGENTS, OR EMPLOYEES SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY OR IN ANY

WAY INCREASE THE SCOPE OF THIS WARRANTY, AND YOU MAY NOT RELY ON ANY SUCH

INFORMATION OR ADVICE.

NEITHER PSMotion LTD NOR ANYONE ELSE WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE CREATION,

PRODUCTION, OR DELIVERY OF THIS PRODUCT SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS

O FBUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, AND

THE LIKE) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE SUCH PRODUCT EVEN IF

PSMotion LTD HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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MechDesigner Help: Legal Notice

The information in this Help documentation is subject to change, in order to improve it, without

prior notice and does not represent a commitment of this company, PSMotion Ltd.

In no event will PSMotion be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential

damages arising out of the use or the inability to use the MechDesigner and MotionDesigner

software or documentation, even if told of the possibility of such damages.

No Part of this help documentation manual may be reproduced or transmitted, including

photocopying, recording, or by information storage and retrieval system, without the prior

written permission of this company.

Copyright © PSMotion Ltd.
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Section 508 - Voluntary Product Accessibility Template

The purpose of the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template, or VPAT, is to assist Federal

contracting officials in making preliminary assessments regarding the availability of commercial

“Electronic and Information Technology” products and services with features that support

accessibility. It is assumed and recommended that offerers will provide additional contact

information to facilitate more detailed inquiries.

The first table of the Template provides a summary view of the section 508 Standards. The

subsequent tables provide more detailed views of each subsection. There are three columns in

each table. Column one of the Summary Table describes the subsections of sub-parts B and C of

the Standards. The second column describes the supporting features of the product or refers you

to the corresponding detailed table, "e.g., equivalent facilitation." The third column contains any

additional remarks and explanations regarding the product. In the subsequent tables, the first

column contains the lettered paragraphs of the subsections. The second column describes the

supporting features of the product with regard to that paragraph. The third column contains any

additional remarks and explanations regarding the product.

Date: August 7, 2014

Product Name: MechDesigner 7 (Basic and Professional Edition)

Product Version Number: Version 7

Vendor: PSMotion Ltd

Contact for more information:Kevin J Stamp, PSMotion Ltd.

Summary Table for Help & Manual

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

Section 1194.21 Software

Applications and Operating

Systems

Completed See Section Detail for 1194.21

Section 1194.22 Web-based

internet information and

applications

Completed See Section Detail for 1194.22.

Section 1194.23

Telecommunications Products

Not applicable MechDesigner is not a

Telecommunications Product.

Section 1194.24 Video and

Multi-media Products

Not applicable MechDesigner is not a Video

or Multi-media Product

Section 1194.25 Self-

Contained,Closed Products

Not applicable MechDesigner is not a Self-

Contained or Closed Product

Section 1194.26 Desktop and

Portable Computers

Not applicable MechDesigner is not a

Desktop or Portable

Computer.

Section 1194.31 Functional

Performance Criteria

Not applicable MechDesigner does not have

a Function Performance

Criteria.

Section 1194.41 Information,

Documentation, and Support

Completed See Section Detail for 1194.41.

Section 1194.21 Software Applications and Operating Systems - Detail
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Criteria Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

(a) When software is designed

to run on a system that has a

keyboard, product functions

shall be executable from a

keyboard where the function

itself or the result of

performing a function can be

discerned textually.

Criteria fully met. All actions are executable

from the keyboard. 

(b) Applications shall not

disrupt or disable activated

features of other products that

are identified as accessibility

features, where those features

are developed and

documented according to

industry standards.

Applications also shall not

disrupt or disable activated

features of any operating

system that are identified as

accessibility features where

the application programming

interface for those

accessibility features has been

documented by the

manufacturer of the operating

system and is available to the

product developer.

Criteria fully met. MechDesigner does not

disrupt any accessibility

features of the operating

system.

(c) A well-defined on-screen

indication of the current focus

shall be provided that moves

among interactive interface

elements as the input focus

changes. The focus shall be

pro grammatically exposed so

that Assistive Technology can

track focus and focus changes.

Criteria fully met.

(d) Sufficient information

about a user interface element

including the identity,

operation and state of the

element shall be available to

Assistive Technology. When an

image represents a program

element, the information

conveyed by the image must

Criteria fully met. Information about user

interface elements including

the identity, operation and

state of the element is

available to Assistive

Technology. 
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Criteria Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

also be available in text.

(e) When bitmap images are

used to identify controls,

status indicators, or other

programmatic elements, the

meaning assigned to those

images shall be consistent

throughout an application's

performance.

Criteria fully met. Similar actions are given

similar icons.

(f) Textual information shall

be provided through

operating system functions for

displaying text. The minimum

information that shall be

made available is text content,

text input caret location, and

text attributes.

Criteria fully met. All tools and commands have

hints, and help topics via the

F1 Function key to assist with

further understanding.

(g) Applications shall not

override user selected contrast

and colour selections and

other individual display

attributes.

Criteria fully met.

(h) When animation is

displayed, the information

shall be displayable in at least

one non-animated

presentation mode at the

option of the user.

Criteria fully met. It is possible to run animations

continuously, or use the

keyboard to advance step-by-

step, and to define the

number or size of the step.

The Master-Machine-Angle

indicates the progress of the

animation in a simple way.

(i) Colour coding shall not be

used as the only means of

conveying information,

indicating an action,

prompting a response, or

distinguishing a visual

element.

Criteria Fully met. All Tools have a Short Hint

and a Long Hint as well as

further Help accessed with the

F1 Keyboard Function Key.

(j) When a product permits a

user to adjust colour and

contrast settings, a variety of

colour selections capable of

producing a range of contrast

levels shall be provided.

Criteria fully met. Colours for elements can be

changed with the standard

Windows Colour Picker.

k) Software shall not use

flashing or blinking text,

Criteria Fully Met There is no blinking text or

objects.
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Criteria Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

objects, or other elements

having a flash or blink

frequency greater than 2 Hz

and lower than 55 Hz.

(l) When electronic forms are

used, the form shall allow

people using Assistive

Technology to access the

information, field elements,

and functionality required for

completion and submission of

the form, including all

directions and cues.

Criteria Met Help Files give all the

information.

Section 1194.22 Web-based Internet information and applications - Detail

Criteria  Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

Notes to section 1194.22: this section applies to MechDesigner's HTML based output

formats, such as Webhelp and compiled HTML Help. 

(a) A text equivalent for every

non-text element shall be

provided (e.g., Assembly-Tree,

Kinematics-Tree, Geometry-

Tree, Selection-Window).

Criteria fully met. MechDesigner by default

creates a text equivalent for

every non-text element. This

option is user customizable.

(b) Equivalent alternatives for

any multimedia presentation

shall be synchronized with the

presentation.

Criteria fully met. All Videos are clearly

indicated and synchronized

with the Help Topic.

(c) Web pages shall be

designed so that all

information conveyed with

colour is also available

without colour, for example

from contextual or markup.

Criteria fully met.

d) Documents shall be

organized so they are

readable without requiring an

associated style sheet.

Criteria fully met. MechDesigner Help Topics are

readable without an

associated style sheet.

(e) Redundant text links shall

be provided for each active

region of a server-side image

map.

Not applicable. MechDesigner does not create

server-side image maps.

(f) Client-side image maps

shall be provided instead of

server-side image maps

except where the regions

cannot be defined with an

Criteria Met All icons have Hints, these can

be turned on and off.
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Criteria  Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

available geometric shape.

(g) Row and column headers

shall be identified for data

tables

Criteria Met Cam Coordinate Data And

Motion Data have column

headers.

(h) Markup shall be used to

associate data cells and

header cells for data tables

that have two or more logical

levels of row or column

headers.

Criteria not met.

(i) Frames shall be titled with

text that facilitates frame

identification and navigation

Not Applicable

(j) Pages shall be designed to

avoid causing the screen to

flicker with a frequency

greater than 2 Hz and lower

than 55 Hz.

Criteria fully met.

(k) A text-only page, with

equivalent information or

functionality, shall be

provided to make a web site

comply with the provisions of

this part, when compliance

cannot be accomplished in

any other way. The content of

the text-only page shall be

updated whenever the

primary page changes.

Not applicable.

(l) When pages utilize

scripting languages to display

content, or to create interface

elements, the information

provided by the script shall be

identified with functional text

that can be read by Assistive

Technology.

Not Applicable

(m) When a web page

requires that an applet, plug-

in or other application be

present on the client system to

interpret page content, the

Not Applicable
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Criteria  Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

page must provide a link to a

plug-in or applet that

complies with §1194.21(a)

through (l).

(n) When electronic forms are

designed to be completed

on-line, the form shall allow

people using Assistive

Technology to access the

information, field elements,

and functionality required for

completion and submission of

the form, including all

directions and cues.

Not applicable.

(o) A method shall be

provided that permits users to

skip repetitive navigation

links.

Criteria fully met.

(p) When a timed response is

required, the user shall be

alerted and given sufficient

time to indicate more time is

required.

Criteria fully met.

Section 1194.41 Information, Documentation, and Support - Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks and explanations

(a) Product support

documentation provided to

end-users shall be made

available in alternate formats

upon request, at no additional

charge.

Criteria fully met. PSMotion provides electronic

versions of the product

documentation, with

mechanisms available for the

conversion of these

documents to alternate

formats, such as Print, and

eBook.

(b) End-users shall have access

to a description of the

accessibility and compatibility

features of products in

alternate formats or alternate

methods upon request, at no

additional charge.

Criteria fully met. PSMotion  provides electronic

versions the product

documentation, in various

formats: CHM, .html,

PDF, .eBook.

(c) Support services for

products shall accommodate

the communication needs of

end-users with disabilities.

Criteria fully met. Support for PSMotion

products is available in

electronic form, and by phone,

and TeamViewer one-to-one.
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10.3Install SOLIDWORKS Type Libraries

Install* Type-Libraries

* We do not 'install' an executable file. We simply download the correct Type Library.

To communicate with SOLIDWORKS, we install a file which we call the 'Type-Library'. The Type-

Library file is different for each version of SOLIDWORKS. 

You may need to change the Type-Library after you:

Run MechDesigner the first time.

Install a new release of MechDesigner.

Install or run a SOLIDWORKS release.

MechDesigner installs a Type-Library at the time of the normal installation. It may not be suitable

to your SOLIDWORKS installation.

To see which Type Library is installed now:

In MechDesigner:

1. Click Help menu > About | Type Library tab 

You will see the message ' All good to go' if these boxes have the same year:

 'SOLIDWORKS Type Library' and 

'Installed Version of SOLIDWORKS' 

Type Libraries tab in the About dialog-box

If you do not have the correct Type-Libraries, then:

2. Do  'Automatic Installation of Type-Libraries'. 

If the automatic does not work for you, for example your firewall blocks the download, then:

3. Do 'Manual Installation of Type Libraries' below.

Automatic Installation of Type Libraries - recommended

1. In SOLIDWORKS, save at least one Part with the SOLIDWORKS release with which you want to
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communicate. 

2. Make sure you have an internet confection.

3. Right-click the MechDesigner application icon [in the Windows® Start menu or on your

desktop] to show a contextual menu.

In the contextual menu, even if you think you have Administrator Rights:

4. Click 'Run as Administrator'

'Run as administrator'

Wait a little longer than usual for MechDesigner to start.

5. Look again in the Help menu > About >Type-Libraries tab to see if you have the correct

Type-Libraries are installed.

6. If you do not, then do 1-4 again.

7. If you do not, again, then do the Manual Installation.

Manual Installation - optional

Occasionally, the SOLIDWORKS Type-Library file cannot be installed automatically. For

example, your company policy will not give you Administrator Rights.

In this case, you can use the link below to download the Type-Library file, and then put the

file in the installation path manually.

Do all of these steps:

1. Run and save at least one Part with the SOLIDWORKS release with which you want to

communicate, then exit SOLIDWORKS 

2. Save your model MechDesigner and exit 

3. COPY the Type-Library file that is in your MechDesigner installation.

You need a copy because, if Step 7 fails, you must put the copy of the original Type-

Library file back into the original path.

The file-name is, typically : SW_TLB2301.1.bpl

For MD10 and earlier, the path is : C:/Program Files(x86)/PSMotion/MD10-

PRO64/

For MD11 and later, the path is:  C:/Program Files/PSMotion/MD12-PRO64/

SW_TLBxxxx*_64/

* : xxxx is the year release of SOLIDWORKS, for example, 2016. 

4. Click the link below for the year that is the same as your SOLIDWORKS release and save
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the ZIP file : 

2009-32bit

2010-32bit

2012-32bit

2013-32bit ; 2013-64bit

2014-32bit ; 2014-64bit

2015-32bit ; 2015-64bit

2016-32bit ; 2016-64bit

2017-64bit

2018-64bit

2019-64bit

5. Unzip the ZIP file to extract the Type-Library.bpl file 

6. Copy and Paste the Type-Library.bpl file into the installation path - see step 3

7. Start MechDesigner 

If you cannot run MechDesigner: 

8. Put the copy of the original Type-Library file back into the installation path - see step

3 

9. EMAIL us: sales at psmotion dot com

http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2009_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2010_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2012_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2013_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2013_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2014_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2014_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2015_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2015_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2016_32.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2016_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2017_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2018_64.zip
http://mechdesigner.support/CHM/sw2019_64.zip
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10.4CopyMinder: Software Protection

CopyMinder

We use CopyMinder to help PSMotion protect MechDesigner from misuse. CopyMinder is an

intelligent system that let's us work together to make sure you, as the customer, can keep

working.

Internet Based Installation - default and recommended

With good reason, computer users are careful of the information that is passed over the

internet from their PC. There will always be people who try to make a quick dollar by

exploiting users. The internet, simply opened up more doors for these people.

As a software vendor, we too come under attack from software crackers trying to break our

software so that they can distribute it illegally. So, to try and combat this, we have employed

the latest technology that makes sure that your copy of our software is a genuine copy.

We are totally open about how this system works as we believe this openness is the key to be

a good company for customers.

How does it work?

When you start MechDesigner it makes a 'call' to a security website to see if your copy is

valid. If it is a legal copy, then you can use the software. If it's not, then MechDesigner simply

will not run.

The only information that is sent, is information directly related to your use of 

MechDesigner. Nothing else - Period. 

You can read a full explanation of how this software protection system works and what

information is sent, here www.copyminder.com/privacy.php

Manual Installation

Internet based Protection not OK?

For some people or corporations, even this is not satisfactory and we understand that too. For

this reason, we offer you the facility to install MechDesigner manually. This means internet

access is not  required from your PC at all. This is not our preferred way - and probably not

for the IT administrator. 

Please contact us for more information. We rarely use this option. So please bare with us

while we get up to speed with it.

If you cannot connect to the internet, then the protection will default to the Manual

Installation method after perhaps 20 seconds. Do not use Manual if you want to make the

protection automatically over the Internet. For some reason the internet is blocked. Please

find out why this is the case. Firewall? Permissions? Firewall?

http://www.copyminder.com/privacy.php
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10.5Firewalls, Virus-Checkers

Firewalls, Virus Checkers

Occasionally, Virus-Checkers and Firewalls may not allow you to, download, install or run

MechDesigner and also prevent the MechDesigner license being checked by CopyMinder

over the internet.

Thus, your Virus Checker or Firewall may not allow you to:

Download MechDesigner from our website

Install MechDesigner

Run MechDesigner

Check your Product Key and License with the CopyMinder® database.

You may need to:

Restore MechDesigner from 'Quarantine', 

Add 'Exception Paths'

Add files to 'trust'.

Add IP addresses for the CopyMinder database servers.

Exception Paths

Add these Exception Paths to your Virus Checker:

C:\Program Files(x86)\PSMotion\ - [older than R10]

C:\Program Files\PSMotion [ 64bit installation - R11+]

C:\ProgramData\HW\MD32_0_0\ 

CopyMinder Database Server IP Addresses and Firewalls

We provide you with a Product Key when you buy a MechDesigner license.

The servers are run by Microcosm Ltd., the owner of CopyMinder.

MechDesigner must occasionally check the database to make sure your license is valid. 

The IP addresses are.

Primary Server :       89.200.137.136

Secondary Server:   92.60.122.223

Please add these IP addresses to your Firewall white-list.

Example Norton 'Pop-ups'

Norton: Download Insight

At the point when you try to install MechDesigner

from the ZIP file, it is possible that your virus checker

may decide that the file is a 'threat'.

Please click 'Run the program anyway'.
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Click to Expand/ Collapse

Norton: Suspicious Network Activity.

There is a database on two different servers that have

the copy of your Product Key. They are operated by

Microcosm Ltd in the UK, the owner of CopyMinder.

MechDesigner must occasionally check with a

CopyMinder database to make sure your license

remains valid. 

1. Add the file that does the CopyMinder check as

an exception: 

C:\ProgramData\HW\MD32_0_0(or MDTRL)\cm\
mechdesigner.exe.cm64.exe

2. Add this path as an exception: 

C:\ProgramData\HW

3. Add these CopyMinder IP addresses to your

firewall white-list: 

Primary Server :       89.200.137.136

Secondary Server:   92.60.122.223

Please use 'Allow Always', or 'Allow this Instance'.

Norton Threat Alert

Click to Expand or Collapse

Norton: Threat Detected!

If this pop-up shows, then please use the 'Exclude' in

the drop-down list to exclude this traffic to the

CopyMinder as a threat.

Norton 'Restoration from Quarantine':

Norton:

1. Open your Norton product 

2. On the main window click 'Tasks' on the Security History option

3. On the opened window click on the menu and select Quarantine

4. On the list, find the file you want to restore - MechDesigner.xxx

5. Click on More Details 

6. On the new window click on Options (bottom)

7. Click on Restore file

8. Check the 'Do not detect it again' option during the restore

9. Close the windows
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10.6OpenGL Graphics Card Driver

MechDesigner and OpenGL.

OpenGL is an industry standard 3D graphics API. 

MechDesigner uses OpenGL. 

You need an OpenGL 3.x+ driver, or higher, to run MechDesigner. OpenGL drivers are usually

installed together with your graphics card driver and support software (such as DirectX).

If you do not have the OpenGL installed with your graphics card, or a recent enough release,

then MechDesigner has problems, or will not even start.

How to...Check the graphics card type and OpenGL version.

If you can start MechDesigner:

See : Help menu > About | Graphic tab . 

You can see the OpenGL version in the About dialog.

If you cannot start MechDesigner:

Option 1:

1. Open the Windows Run dialog box (Click Start > Run). 

2. Type dxdiag

The dxdiag diagnostic tool opens. It lists the graphics card information.

Option 2:

1. Download and Install the OpenGL Extension Viewer for Windows. 

2. Click the 'Summary' menu item.

Warning: This involves installing third-party software. Install at own risk. We use

it.

The OpenGL Extensions Viewer is a free application designer by Realtech VR. The viewer

displays the current version of OpenGL that is installed. It also provides tools to test or

update the graphics card driver.

OpenGL Extension Viewer for Windows : dialog

http://realtech-vr.com/admin/glview
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10.7Windows Vista!

Windows Vista - is not supported : 2017 - August 1

PSMotion Ltd cannot guarantee MechDesigner will work correctly with Windows Vista.

However, if problems occur, we will endeavour to correct them, but they will not be our

priority.

CopyMinder under Vista

Windows Vista can be much more strict than previous versions of Windows as to which

folders, files and Registry items can be modified. Microsoft have introduced a new security

system in Vista called User Account Control (UAC) which is enabled by default. If UAC is

turned off then CopyMinder behaves in much the same way under Vista as it does under

previous versions of Windows. However, we do not recommend that you turn UAC off.

Setting your application to run in XP compatibility mode will also prevent the problem.

UAC can be very confusing for both End Users and Software Developers because it does

crafty things behind the scenes without telling the user. On the other hand, it does improve

security and most users will have it enabled by default.

In an try to maintain backwards compatibility with existing applications, UAC will often

create virtual folders and Registry items that can be quite confusing. For example, if you

install an application that is not Vista aware to a folder in Program Files then it will install it

to a different folder and make that folder part of Program Files. They refer to this as

'Virtualization'

The current version of CopyMinder copes with all this by means of an installer program called

CMInstall.exe (produced when you create protection). With CMInstall, you can install to

Program Files without 'virtualization'. Since CMInstall can be used with all versions of

Windows, we recommend that you include it in your distribution as standard.

The only known problem at present is to do with multiple user logon accounts. If the user

wants to use a protected program with multiple logon accounts then disable UAC. This is

resolved in the next release of the CopyMinder .cm file.

Earlier CopyMinder Versions

Earlier versions of CopyMinder will also work with Vista but make some changes if ALL of the

following conditions are true.

Your users are running under Windows Vista or later.

They have Windows User Account Control (UAC) enabled during installation.

They want to install to their Program Files folder (or a sub-folder off it) or other

restricted folder.

They want to run in non-Administrator mode.

They want different users to be able to log on and run your application. 

In this situation, do one of the following:

Get you to provide them with a copy of the program protected with the current

version of CopyMinder.

Disable UAC. You can turn it on/off within 'Control Panel'|'User Accounts'.

Install to a folder other than Program Files.
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Run the program as Administrator.

Use this procedure:

As administrator make sure that the protected program and the .cm file are in the directory

under Program Files that you require. First run of the protected program may be done as

either Administrator or a restricted user. The CopyMinder information is 'virtualized' by Vista

and activation will proceed as normal. Note that the software will only be activated for that

user, not for other users. If you swap users and the new user attempts to run the software, they

are prompted to install it and provide a Product Key as if it were a new installation, because

Virtualization is occurring on a per user basis here, so the second user cannot see the

activated files. 

In summary, although you can use old versions of CopyMinder with Vista, your best policy is

to use the current version of CopyMinder and run CMInstall.exe as Part of your installation

procedure.

Troubleshooting

If you use the CMInstall program then CopyMinder does not mind if UAC is off or on and all

should be fine.

CMInstall will put copies of CopyMinder files (.cm, .cm.log, .cm.ini, .cm.msgs.dll) in a new

folder called

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\<did>\<ProdCode> (e.g. c:\ProgramData\a\abc). It will also create a

new .cm.ini file in the application directory so your application knows to look in %

ALLUSERSPROFILE%\<did>\<ProdCode> for the .cm file.

To send you a copy of the .cm.log file, remember that the one that is used is in

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\<did>\<ProdCode>.

The only problem we know of is not really a CopyMinder problem at all but can result in

CopyMinder error messages appearing. It occurs if you do not use CMInstall and start playing

around with installing with UAC off and on. It is then possible for you to end up with copies

of your application in two different places; one virtualized and one not. If this happens, your

best bet is to un-install both copies, check that they also disappear from the VirtualStore and

start again.

If you are installing a non-Vista aware application to C:\Program Files\ABC and UAC

virtualizes it then Vista will put your application in %LOCALAPPDATA%\VirtualStore\ABC

instead. It will then put a link in C:\Program Files\ABC so that your application appears to be

in C:\Program Files\ABC!. Check the VirtualStore to see if it is really there.

Confused? Go to http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa905330.aspx and download the

'Virtualization Reference' for some bedtime reading.
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10.8MechDesigner: Prices and How to Buy

Product Pricing:

https://www.psmotion.com/product-cost-and-price-options 

How to Buy:

Please contact us at: sales at psmotion dot com

https://www.psmotion.com/product-cost-and-price-options
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General Design
Information

11

Enter topic text here.
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11.1Basic Kinematics
Basic Kinematics

These topics review 'basic-kinematics' theory. They do not explain how to use MechDesigner.

Kinematic Skills

These topics help you identify Rigid-Bodies, Joints and Motion elements in a kinematic-chain,

so that you can use MechDesigner more effectively.

To learn how to add and edit the elements, you should look at the Getting Started Tutorials

and the MechDesigner Reference Help.

  Kinematics and Kinematic-Chains 

Kinematics - General

Basic Kinematic Elements

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

Kinematic Closure

Grashof Criterion

Inverse and Forward Kinematics

Kinematic-chains in MechDesigner.

Motion Parts

Dyads

Geared Rockers

Example Kinematic Chains

Four-bar Mechanism

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms

Six-bar Mechanisms
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Kinematics - General

Kinematic-Chains

This section will provide kinematic definitions. 

Kinematic Elements

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

Kinematic Closure

Grashof Criterion

Inverse and Forward Kinematics

Kinematic Definitions and Elements

Basic Kinematic Elements

You assemble mechanisms [called kinematic-chains, or sometimes linkages] with 'basic'

kinematic elements.

Some Basic Definitions

Kinematics and Kinematic-Chains

Kinematics 

is the study of the relative motion of rigid-bodies that are connected with joints. Kinematics

does not consider the forces that you need to move a kinematic-chain.

Kinematic-Chain

A series of rigid-bodies and joints such that all move in a predictable way given the motion

of a minimum of one rigid-body. One rigid-body in a kinematic-chain is the Reference Frame - called

the Base-Part in MechDesigner.

Rigid Body

A 'rigid-body' is not a 'real' body.

A rigid-body:

does not stretch

does not bend

does not twist

does not vibrate

does not expand with heat

has an exact and specified length

Joint

A Joint allow the relative motion between Rigid-Bodies. 

A Joint:

does not have any backlash

does not resist the motion with friction or other deleterious force.

Each joint allows motion, or potential motion, between two rigid-bodies.
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Machines versus Mechanisms

'Machines' are those kinematic-chains that do useful work, that transmit forces between Parts

to transmit power from an input to an output

'Mechanisms' are those kinematic-chains that transmit motion, or information.

In MechDesigner, there is no distinction. However, there is often a semantic debate as to

when a 'mechanism' becomes a 'machine', and vice versa. The difference between them is not

always clear because:

Machines transmit force. But a motion is also transmitted from part to part.

Mechanisms transmit motion. But a force is also transmitted from part to part.

Parts

MechDesigner names of Parts

In MechDesigner, we use the name Part for a Rigid-Body.

We use three different names for a Part. Each is a Rigid Body  We give them 'derived-names'

to make the instructions in our help easier to follow.

Base-Part - is the Reference Frame in each Mechanism-Editor.

The small XY-axes are at the Origin and are on the Mechanism-

Plane.

You must add at least one joints between it and a different Part.

Usually there are more joints. 

Before you can add Joints between it and other Parts, you must

add sketch-elements to the Base-Part.

Added-Part - (Part).

It is a Binary Part. (see below: Kinematic names) 

You can make a Part a Ternary, Quaternary Part. (see below:

Kinematic names) 

Added-Parts lie on the Mechanism-Plane.

Connecting-Part

We use Connecting-Parts in Spatial kinematic-chains. 

Connecting-Parts do not lie on the Mechanism-Plane.

They join two different Parts on two different Mechanism-

Planes and between two different Mechanism-Editors.

Kinematic names of Parts

Reference Frame: a Frame of reference to identify the relative motion of moving Parts.

Binary Links, Ternary Links, Quaternary Links... Parts with two, three, four and more Points.

We do not 'add' Binary, Ternary and Quaternary Parts. We edit a Part to add any number of

Points.

For completeness, Parts with two, three and four Points are shown below.
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Reference Frame

A Reference Frame is a Part that does not move - it

is fixed in the Mechanism Plane.

It is a Frame of Reference to specify or measure the

motion of moving Parts.

The Base-Part  may itself move relative to other

Mechanism Planes.

Binary Link: 

Binary Links have a Point at each end.

This is the default Part in MechDesigner, 

Ternary Link: 

A Ternary Part has three Points in it. To make a

Ternary Part in MechDesigner:

1. Add a (Binary) Part 

2. Edit it in the Part-Editor

3. Add a Point!

4. Close the Part -Editor.

In this image, the extra Point is at the Apex of two
Lines.

Quaternary Link

Here is a Quaternary Part. It has four Points.

It can get boring. You guessed it, add Lines, or

Points, to give two extra Points.

Similarly, you can add five, six, seven, eight.... Points

to a Part.

Joints

Joints constrain Parts to move relative to each other in a predefined way. Different types of

joint give different relative motion.

A Joint is also known as a 'Kinematic-Pair'. There are three types of Kinematic-Pairs; each

gives a different relative motion.

Lower Kinematic-Pairs 

These use Points, Lines and Planes to constrain contact between two Parts with Points, Lines

and Planes.

There are six Lower Kinematic Pairs. We have three in MechDesigner.
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The other three are: Screw, Cylindrical and Plane on Plane. We do not have these in 
MechDesigner.

Revolute Pair (a Pin-Joint).

A line (the rotation axis) in a Part stays co-linear with
a line (the rotation axis) in a different Part.

Planes that are perpendicular  to the Lines in the
Parts stay in contact. 

Prismatic Pair (a Slide-Joint)

A Line in a Part stays co-linear with a Line in a
different Part.

Planes that are parallel to the Lines in the Parts stay
in contact. 

Spherical Pair (a Ball-Joint)

A Point in a Part stays in contact with a Point in a
different Part.

A rule in MechDesigner: 

There must be a Ball-Joint at each end of one Part.0

Higher Kinematic Pairs

Constrains contact between two Parts with Curves or Surfaces - also called a 'Half-Joint'.

Cam and Cam-Follower Pair

A Cam-Follower stays in continuous contact with a
Cam surface. 

Gear-Pair

The contact between the involute curves of gear
teeth.

Wrapping Kinematic Pairs

Constrains Points to be in contact with a sketch. It can be used to model belts, chains, and

other such devices.
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Belts

We constrain a Point (called a Motion-Point) to

move along a sketch-path with a Motion-Path FB

It is possible to configure the sketch-elements as a

loop (sketch-loop), and so make Points follow the

continuous loop - as does a Belt.

You can use a sketch-loop to design Belt Paths or

Chains Paths.

Motion-Parts and Motion-Dimensions

There are two elements for which we specify a motion.

Motion-Parts: You specify the motion of a Part with motion-values at the input to a

Motion-Dimension FB.

Motion-Points: You specify the motion of a Point with motion-values at the input

to a Motion-Path FB.

The Motion-Dimension FB can specify the:

Angle between two Parts when we join them with a Pin-Joint. We call the

Motion-Part a 'Rocker'

- or -

Distance between two Parts when we join them with a Slide-Joint. We call the

Motion-Part a 'Slider'

The Motion-Path FB can specify the:

Distance along a sketch-Path relative to its 'start-Point.

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

This topic reviews:

Degrees-of-Freedom on Parts and Joints

Degrees-of-Freedom of a Kinematic-Chain and the Gruebler Equation

Mobility of kinematic-chains

Degrees-of-Freedom of Open and Closed kinematic-chains
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Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) and Parts

Image from SOLIDWORKS

DOF of a Part in 'Space'

Parts in space have six(6) degrees-of-freedom (DOF). Why

six? 

Take the image to the left, you can see:

three axis directions: X, Y,  Z 

three rotations about the axes

In MechDesigner:

Completely Free Part

Has three degrees-of-freedom. It needs three

coordinates to specify where it is in the Mechanism-

Plane, or Base-Part.

Mechanism-Planes 

Need three coordinates to specify where its Origin

and XYZ coordinates are relative to the Machine-

Frame.

Degrees-of-Freedom and Joints

Pin-Joint:

When you join a Part to the Base-Part with a Pin-

Joint, you can only rotate it relative to the Base-

Part

Slide-Joint

When you join a Part to the Base-Part with a

Slide-Joint, you can only slide it relative to the

Base-Part.

When you join two Parts together, you can only

move the two Parts relative to each other as defined

by the Joint.

A Joint removes two degrees-of-freedom

DOF and Gruebler Equation

DOF of a Kinematic-Chain?

Kinematic-chains may have many Parts and Joints. Fortunately, we can use the Gruebler

Equation to calculate the number of degrees-of-freedom of most kinematic-chains.

Gruebler Equation

For a Planar kinematic-chain, the Gruebler Equation is:

F = 3*(N-1) – 2*J – H

MechDesigner automatically calculates the number of Degrees-of-

Freedom in a Kinematic-Chain.

Note: if the Degrees-of-Freedom = Zero, then the kinematic-chain is a

structure.

where:

F = degrees-

of-

freedom

for the

kinematic-

chain

N = number

of parts -
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include

the Base-

Part

J = number of

one

degree-of-

freedom

joints 

H = number of

'higher-

pair' joints

- see Joints

It is important to notice that the Gruebler Equation does not need to know the lengths or

shape of parts or the type of joint.

Mobility of a Kinematic-Chain

MOBILITY = Number of Motion Dimensions –
Number of Degrees-of-Freedom

When the Mobility = 0  the Kinematic-Chain is a

kinematically-defined chain.

The Target:

Number of Motion-Dimension FBs =
Number of DOF of the Kinematic-Chain.

The Kutzbach Criterion states that for a kinematic-chain to be useful, the number of

'drives' (motion-dimension) must equal the number of degrees-of-freedom. 

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility of 'Open' and 'Closed' Kinematic-Chains

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility: without Motion Dimensions

Open Kinematic Chain

The image shows an 'open' kinematic-chain.

There are four Parts (the Base-Part + 3 Added-Parts), with

three Joints. 

Gruebler Equation: F = 3* (4-1) – 2*3 – 0 = 3 . Three

degrees-of-freedom.

Mobility =  Number of Motion Dimensions - Number of

Degrees-of-Freedom

Mobility = 0 – 3 = -3

Closed Kinematic Chain
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The image shows a 'closed' kinematic-chain.

There are still four Parts, but now with four Joints. 

Gruebler Equation: F = 3* (4-1) – 2*4 – 0 = 1. One

Degree-of-Freedom

Mobility =  Number of Motion Dimensions - Number of

Degrees-of-Freedom

Mobility = 0 – 1 = -1

Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility: with Motion Dimensions

Open Kinematic Chain

Add three Motion-Dimension FBs. It had three Degrees-of-

freedom.

Mobility =  Number of Motion Dimensions - Number of

Degrees-of-Freedom

Mobility = 3 – 3 = 0

Closed Kinematic Chain

Add on Motion Dimension to the kinematic-chain 

It had one Degree-of-freedom, . 

Mobility = Number of Motion Dimensions - Number of

Degrees-of-Freedom

Mobility = 1 – 1 = 0

Kinematics: Closure

Kinematic Closure of Dyads

It is possible to assemble the Parts in a Dyad so that the Parts are in different positions.

The different positions are called 'Dyad-Closures', or simply 'Closures'.

When you first add a Dyad, MechDesigner can only guess which closure you want in your

design. 

Therefore, we have a tool - 'Change Dyad Closure' - to move the dyad to the closure you

want.

Use 'Change Dyad Closure' more than one time when the Dyad has more closures. 

After you have set the Dyad to the correct closure, it will not change again.

Objective of this Step.

Use the Change Dyad Closure tool

Review how to identify 'Solved' and 'Not-Solved' Dyad-Closures.

Video Showing Solved and Not-Solved Closures of an Offset Slider

 Double-click to watch Video Clip

Solved Closures - RRR Dyad

The RRR Dyad has zero or two Closures.


RRPDyad Closures.mp4
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This Image shows a four-bar mechanism.

Fixed Rocker

The input part to the mechanism. Its position will

not move when we use the 'Change-Closure'

tool. 

It is a Motion-Part. Its position is defined by the

angle in the Motion-Dimension FB.

The Dyad

Part 1

o Part 1 has two Joints: J1 and J3. 

o J1 is fixed by the end of the 'Fixed Rocker'.

Part 2

o Part 2 has two Joints: J2 and J3

o J2 is defined by its position in the Base-Part,

the Frame.

In this image, I have added two circles to the

mechanism.

Circle 1

Centre-Point is at J1. Radius: equal to the length

of Part 1. 

The Circle must pass through J3

Circle 2

Centre-Point is at J2. Radius: equal to the length

of Part 2. 

The Circle must pass also through J3

In this kinematic-chain, the circles interact at two

positions: one position is at J3,  the other at 'J3'. 

These are the two possible Closures. Closure 1 [J1–

J3–J2] OR Closure 2 [J1–J3–J2].

It is also possible that the circles do not intersect.

Theoretically, they can intersect at one point.

This schematic sketch shows the two possible ways

you can assembly the two Parts in the RRR Dyad.

Closure 1 is in Blue

Closure 2 is in Green
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Closure that are Solved and Not-Solved - 'Offset' RRP DYAD 

Four Closures : Four Solved Closures

'Offset RRP Dyads' have four closures. This images

shows the four Closures (C1, C2, C3 and C4).

You can see that the:

Circle shows possible positions of the end of

Part 1.

Two parallel Lines show all of possible position

of the Point that is offset to the sliding-part -

Part 2.

The sliding-part must 'flip over' to give the two parallel lines.

The Circle can intersect two parallel Lines at four

Points - shown as C1, C2, C3 and C4 in the

image.

Four Closures: Two Solved and two Not-Solved Closures

In the image, the rotating-Part is shorter, and and it

can intersect with only one Line and not two Lines.

Closures: C1 & C4: It is possible to find a solution

for these two closures

Closures: C2 & C3: It is NOT possible to find a

solution for these two closures.

As you use the 'Change Dyad Closure' tool,

MechDesigner will 'attempt' to make all four

closures. However, when it attempts to find a

solution for Closure C2 and then C3, it will not move

from C1. But it will then move to Closure C4. Then it

will move to Closure C1, again.

The clue is in the Kinematics-Tree. 

If you see the Dyad with a red cross , then it is not-

solved.

To change the Closure of a Dyad

The order of these two Steps is important.

 STEP 1: Click one of the two Parts in the Dyad.

 STEP 2: Click the Change Dyad Closure icon in the

Kinematic-elements toolbar.

Note: If you click the 'Change Dyad Closure' icon before you

click the Part, then deselect the icon, and then follow the two

steps.
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More than two Closures: Four(4) Valid Closures of the Offset RRP Dyad

 STEP 1: Click one of the Parts in the Dyad that you

want to change closure.

Here, I have clicked the 'Connecting Rod' in the RRP

Dyad.

 STEP 2: Click the Change Dyad Closure icon in the

Kinematic-elements toolbar.

Dyad Closure 1-

RRP

Dyad Closure 2 -

RRP

Dyad Closure 3 -

RRP

Dyad Closure 4 -

RRP

To change the closure of a Dyad

Change Closure with the Change Closure tool

Procedure 1

Most useful when you can easily identify the Dyad in the graphic-area.

 STEP 1: Click the Part-Outline of a Part in a Dyad you want to change the closure 

 STEP 2: Click the 'Change Dyad Closure' icon in the Kinematic-elements toolbar

Change Dyad in Kinematics-Tree

Procedure 2

If it is difficult to identify which Parts are in a Dyad, you can explore the Kinematic-Tree.

STEP 1: Click the Kinematics-Tree tab in the Element

Explorer

STEP 2: Click each kinematic-chain to identify each in

the graphic area.

When you identify the kinematic-chain with the Dyad

STEP 3: Expand the kinematic-chain to explore it.

The next steps are important! Three clicks!!! Left,

Right, Left.

STEP 4: Click: Left-Click the Dyad in the Kinematic-

Chain.

The icon for the Dyad now has a red square round it.

Step 2 is Complete.
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STEP 5: Click: Right-click the icon with a red square to

show the contextual menu

STEP 6: Click: Left-Click 'Change Dyad Closure' in the

menu

The Dyad changes its closure.

Note: The first time you use this command, you may need

to repeat these three clicks to change the closure. If you do,

click the graphic-area to clear all elements from the

Selection-Window.

Do 3–5 again, to change the closure again.

Some Dyads have four closures. You may need to

repeat Steps 4-6 four times to return to the original

closure.

Kinematics: Grashof Criterion

Grashof Criterion

Frequently, a designer would like to predict that the input to a four-bar can rotate continuously.

Grashof's Criterion (sometimes called Grashof's Law, Grashof' Rule, or Grashof's Criterion) helps

us to predict whether one Part can rotate continuously, or not. We apply the criterion to four-bar

kinematic-chains that are joined with Pin-Joints. A Grashof mechanism has at least one part that

rotates continuously. A simple Crank-Rocker is the best known Grashof mechanism.

Analysis of the Grashof Criterion - predicting whether a Part can rotate

continuously.

We start by making the frame as the shortest Part, designated 'S'. The part we choose as the

shortest part does not change the following analysis.

Review the schematics images below.

They show a four-bar in two positions - the 'Stretched' and the 'Overlapping' positions. Each

Part is designated a letter. S and L, are the Shortest and Longest links, respectively. The other

two Parts are designated P and Q.

Clearly, if L can reach the Stretched and the Overlapping positions, then the mechanism, can

also rotate fully, because, if it can reach these positions it can also move to all of the

intermediate positions. If this is agreed, then we want to know the lengths of P and Q that do

not prevent L moving the two extreme positions.

Stretched Condition - Grashof

Proof 1

Stretched position - top image - a triangle gives one

inequality:

1.

Clearly, if P+Q is less than L+S, [or L+S is greater

than P+Q) then the joints would break.

Overlapping position - bottom image - gives two more

inequalities, and can exist when:

2.
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If Q were to increase in length to become equal to

the inequality, P rotates clockwise to become

horizontal, and if greater, it would break the

mechanism.

3.

If P were to increase in length to become equal to

the inequality, then Q rotates counter-clockwise to

become horizontal, and if greater, it would break

the mechanism.

The Grashof Conditions:

From 1, 2 and 3 above, we can say 'L' can rotate fully

when these conditions, call them 'Conditions {A}',

are met:

Conditions {A} : 

{We can derive the same conditions if we move Q that

is adjacent to S to the other side of the mechanism (S

adjacent to P). We can also prove - not here - that the

coupler can also rotate fully - see Motion Geometry of

Mechanism, Dijksman}.

Overalpping Condition - Grashof

Proof 2

If S, is the shortest Part, one of the remaining Parts must be the longest Part. 

Eventually, we can prove - but we have not proved fully in this analysis -  if the total lengths of

the shortest and longest Part is equal or shorter than the sum of the lengths of the other two

parts, then the shortest link can make a complete revolution, with respect to the others, and vice

versa.  This is the Grashof Criterion (also called the Grashof Rule, or even the Grashof

Classification) by Franz Grashof in 1883.

So, stated as an inequality:

(L + S) < (P + Q) : Grashof

(L + S) = (P + Q) : then it is a special condition - see below - Parallelogram and

Kite.

(L + S) > (P + Q) : Non- Grashof

Generally, if the the Grashof condition is met, the Parts other than the shortest can only

oscillate with respect to the others. 

If two parts can make a complete rotation, the two parts must be the shortest at the same

time, and therefore have equal length. This is true if two of the three Grashof Conditions are

met we can get a Kite, or a Parallelogram - see below.

Grashof Criterion Mechanisms

 Double-click to watch Video

Clip

GRASHOF : Double-Crank

The Shortest Part is the Frame (Base-Part) = then the linkage


Grashof-Double-Crank.mp4


Grashof-Double-Crank.mp4
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is a Double-Crank

Also called a Drag-Line. 

Both Parts that are joined to the Base-Part will rotate fully.

 Double-click to watch Video

Clip

GRASHOF: Crank-rocker

The Shortest Part is joined to the Frame (Base-Part) = then

the linkage is a Crank-Rocker

This is the most common four-bar maechanism.

 Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Grashof- Double Rocker

Rotating Coupler

GRASHOF:  Double-Rocker with Rotating Coupler

The Shortest Part is the Coupler = then the linkage is a

Double-Rocker, but the Coupler can rotate fully.

To model this: Add a Motion-Path FB to a Circle at the end

of one of the Parts.

Then add a Linear-Motion FB to the Motion-Path FB to

rotate the Motion-Point. Joint the Motion-Point to, one of the

rocking Parts.

Then join the Motion-Point to the other Rocking Link.

 Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Grashof- Double Rocker

Rotating Coupler

GRASHOF

SPECIAL CASE 1 'Parallelogram' / 'Anti-parallelogram'.

Here, the Length of the:

Shortest links are equal

Two longest links are equal

Shortest + Longest = Other two Links (Shortest +

Longest!!) 

The Shortest and Longest parts are opposite to each other.

It is not possible to predict kinematically what the position

of the Dyad will be after the links become 'flat', or in-line.

The inertia of a part may make the mechanism move in one

way, but it is not advisable to operate in the flat position,

unless you transmit motion from the input to the output with

gears or a belt.

If you want to model, and build this mechanism and to make

the rotations predictable, then it is best to add two Cranks -

with a belt between them, or a Gear-Pair with idler gear

between the input and the output Parts.

 Double-click to watch Video

Clip

Grashof- Double Rocker

Rotating Coupler

GRASHOF

SPECIAL CASE 2 'Kite', or 'Deltoid'.

Here, the Length of the:

Shortest links are equal

Two longest links are equal


Grashof-CrankRocker.mp4


Grashof-CrankRocker.mp4


Grashof-Double-Rocker.mp4


Grashof-Double-Rocker.mp4


Grashof-Double-Rocker.mp4


Grashof-Double-Rocker.mp4


Grashof-Kite.mp4


Grashof-Kite.mp4
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The Shortest and Longest parts are adjacent to each other.

You will notice that the crank must rotate two times while

the output rotates one time.

Forward, Inverse, Tolerance-Analysis

Forward-Kinematics, Inverse-Kinematics, 'Installed-

Kinematics' (Tolerance Analysis)

Kinematics and Robots

The image to the left is a typical layout that might

be used to explain Forward-Kinematics and Inverse-

Kinematics, when applied to Robotics.

The robot has a tool at the end of its arms. In the

image it is at Point 'P'. 

The Point is located in three coordinate systems.

Part Coordinate System, PCS, by coordinate x
PCS

,

y
PCS,

 

Machine Coordinate Systems, MCS, X
MCS

,Y
MCS

Arm Coordinate System, ACS, θ
ACS

,θ
ACS

Transformation, in the contextual of kinematics, is the calculation needed to identify the

position of a Point in different coordinate systems. You 'Transform' the Point from one

coordinate system to another. There are two kinematics problems:

The 'forward kinematic' problem, which finds the position of the Tool-Point, from

specified Arm-Coordinates.

The 'inverse kinematic' problem, which finds the Arm-Coordinates from a specified

Tool-Point.

The transformation equations depend on the arrangement of the Joints and Parts. When

you have a specific robot design, the transformation equations do not change. 

Luckily, modern servo-controllers for robots have the transformation equations built in to

the controller.

Terminology

Powered-Part: the Part moved by the Power Source In this case, the Power-Part is the

Cam-Source is the Cam and the Power-Part is the Cam-Follower.

Tool-Part: the Part that interacts with the product or packaging.

Transforming-Dyad(s): a Dyad, or Dyads, that transform the motion from the Power-

Part to the Tool-Part, or vice-versa.

Motion-Part: the Part you move with a specified motion. The Power-Part or the Tool-

Part.

Forward and Inverse-Kinematics Cam Design.

When there is a dyad 'between' the Cam-Follower and the Tool, then you can use Forward or

Inverse-Kinematics as your design option:
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If you give the motions to the Tool-Part, and you need to find the motion for the Cam-

Follower, then it is usually called Inverse-Kinematics.

If you give the motion to the Cam-Follower, and you need to find the motion for the

Tool-Part, then it is usually called Forward-Kinematics.

Part with Motion-

Dimension

Motion found by MechDesigner.

Forward-Kinematics Cam-Follower Tool-Part

Inverse-Kinematics Tool-Part Cam-Follower

In MechDesigner, it is easy to use Forward or Inverse-Kinematics as your design options.

MechDesigner will find the motion of all the Part in a kinematically-defined chain

However, we strongly recommend Inverse-Kinematics as the design approach. 

It is much easier to edit and find the design solution. Most cam-design software uses the

Forward-Kinematics approach. 

Tolerance Analysis, Design Sensitivity

As an option, you can also use MechDesigner to complete a tolerance analysis, or

'dimension-sensitivity' analysis.

You can use a Magnetic-Joint and a Point-Cloud and the finished cam. You will see the

motion of the Tool-Part change as you make small changes to dimensions. This is equivalent

to Tolerance Analysis.

Examples of Forward, Inverse and Installation Kinematics

 Dobule-Click to See Video Forward Kinematics

If you design and add the motion-dimension to the Power-

Part, and use a dyad to transfer the motion to the Tool-Part,

then the design approach is 'Forward-Kinematics'.

In the image:

The Motion is given to the Power-Part - which is the

Cam-Follower Part

An RRP Dyad transforms the motion to the Tool-Part -

that slides vertically.

 Dobule-Click to See Video Inverse-Kinematics

If you design and apply the motion to the Tool-Part, and use

a dyad to transfer the motion to the Power-Part, then the

design uses 'Inverse-Kinematics'.

In the image:

The Motion is given to the Tool-Part - which slides

vertically.

An RRR Dyad transforms the motion to the Power-Part,

which is the Cam-Follower Part.

 Dobule-Click to See Video Tolerance Analysis and Design Sensitivity

Whether you use the Inverse or Forward-Kinematics to

design your machine, you will end up with a Cam!


Forward-Kinematics.mp4


Inverse-Kinematics.mp4


INSTALLED-KINEMATICS.mp4
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There are always differences between the model and the

installed machine. 

It is possible to review how the differences between the

model and the installed machine might affect the motion of

the Tool-Part.

If you use a Magnetic-Joint to keep the Cam-Follower Roller

on the Cam, then you can see how the Tool-Part change its

position and motion as you edit the position of the machine

centres, lengths of Parts and position and size of the Cam-

Follower Roller.

You can analyse the errors between your planned motion

and the output motion, if you edit the parts by the

tolerances in your detailed drawings.

You can also see which tolerances affect the tool motion

more than others.
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Kinematic-Chains in MECHDESIGNER

Kinematic-Chains in MechDesigner

This section is to help you identify kinematic-chains in your designs, so that you can add

Parts, Joints and Motions in a way that helps you and MechDesigner. 

The topics show you how to assemble 'kinematic sub-assemblies'. You can use the 'kinematic

sub-assemblies' to assemble more complex kinematic-chains.

Kinematic-Tree and Symbols

Motion-Parts and Motion-Points

Dyads

Geared-Rockers

Pulley-Rockers

Kinematic-Tree and Symbols

A key target in MechDesigner is to make the Mobility of each kinematic-chains equal to zero.

Then, we say they are kinematically-defined chains.

When a Kinematic-Chain is Kinematically Defined , the Part-Outlines are Green. We can

explore these kinematic-chains in the Kinematics-Tree.

See Kinematics-Tree

Exploring the Kinematic-Tree and Symbols

The Kinematics-Tree is has three levels to explore.

KINEMATIC-CHAINS -Top Level: 

You can see the kinematic-chains and whether they are Kinematically Defined or Not

Kinematically-Defined.

SUB-ASSEMBLIES - Sub-Assembly Level: 

You can explore the kinematic-chains to see Motion-Parts, Dyads, Geared-Rockers, Pulley-

Rockers...

ELEMENTS - Element Level: 

You can explore the sub-assemblies to see the 'basic' elements: Parts, Joints, FBs...

Kinematically-Defined Chains in the Kinematics-Tree

When you explore the Kinematics-Tree, you can see that each kinematics-chain is made with

one or many 'kinematic sub-assemblies'.
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An example Kinematics-Tree

Kinematic-Sub-Assemblies of each Kinematic-Chain
include:

1. Motion-Parts 

a. Motion-Dimensions

b. Motion-Paths

2. Dyads - all have two Parts and three Joints 

a. RRR

b. RRP

c. RPR

d. PRP

e. RPP

f. Ram-R

g. Ram-P

h. SSR

i. SSP

3. Geared-Rockers - have a Gear-Pair, a Joint and a
Part

4. Pulley-Rockers - have a Pulley-Path, Part and Joint

Symbols in the Kinematics-Tree

KINEMATIC-TREE: TOP-LEVEL

 Generic Symbol for each Kinematic-Chain in the Kinematics-Tree.

When the Part-Outlines are Green in the

graphic-area, the kinematic-chains are 

kinematically-defined chains.

The Green M0 Symbol, , identifies the

Mobility as Zero

You can explore kinematic-chains when the

Mobility is Zero.

When the Part-Outlines are Blue in the

graphic-area the kinematic-chains are NOT 

kinematically-defined chains.

The Blue M– Symbol, , identifies the

Mobility as less than  Zero

You CANNOT explore kinematic-chains when

the Mobility is not Zero.

KINEMATIC-TREE: SUB-ASSEMBLY LEVEL

Kinematic Sub-Assemblies in the Kinematics-Tree

At the this level, you can see the Kinematic-Sub-Assemblies:

Motion-Parts

Geared-Rockers
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Dyads

Pulley-Rockers

Solved and Broken Kinematic-Chains

Kinematically-defined chains:

   - There is a kinematic solution for the Kinematic-Chain for all points in the machine-cycle.

   -   There is not a kinematic solution at all points in the machine-cycle.

  -  There is not a kinematic solution at this instant in the machine-cycle.

Note:To use this symbolic feedback, you must run the

mechanism at least one machine cycle

Cycle the machine:

When you cycle the machine, the Symbol  to the

left of the Dyad may change.

Example 1

The Symbol is  : the Dyad is solved

for a complete machine cycle.

Example 2

The Symbol  : the Dyad breaks at

some part of the machine cycle.

Example 2 - later in the machine cycle

The Symbol  : the Dyad is broken at

this instant in the machine cycle.

KINEMATICS-TREE: ELEMENT LEVEL

You can explore the basic elements of kinematic-chains.

At this level you can see:
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Parts

Joints

Motion-Dimensions

Gear-Pairs

Pulley-Joints

Example 1

The Symbol is  : the Dyad is solved

for a complete machine cycle.

The fundamental elements show the 

 to show they are solved for

complete machine cycle.

Example 2

The Symbol is  : the Dyad will brake

at some point in the machine cycle.

The Pin-Joint show  to show they

are broken at some point in the

machine cycle.

Example 2

The Symbol is  : the Dyad is broken

at this instant in the machine cycle.

The Pin-Joint show the  to show

they are broken at this point in the

machine cycle.

Motion-Parts and Motion-Points

Motion-Parts and Motion-Points

Comparisons between the Motion-Part and Motion-Point

Motion-Parts are:

Parts that have their motion specified by a Motion-Dimension FB 

A Joint constraint the Part to either Rotate or Slide

Motion-Points are:

Points that have their motion specified by a Motion-Path FB

A sketch-element constraints the Point to slide along its length

Motion-Point <  > Motion-Part 
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Constrained by a Sketch-Element <   > Constrained by a Joint

Motion-Path FB  <  > Motion-Dimension FB

Motion-Parts

Motion Dimension FB

A Motion Dimension FB:

identifies a Part - that becomes a Motion-Part - we want to move with a specified

motion

specifies the position of the Part relative to a different Part 

Rocker

A Rocker is a Part joined to a kinematically-defined Part with

a Pin-Joint that uses a Motion Dimension Function-Block to

define its directional angle between Lines in the two Parts

that radiate from the Pin-Joint.

Slider

A Slider is a Part joined to a kinematically-defined Part with

a Slide-Joint, that uses a Motion Dimension Function-Block to

define the directional distance between Points at the end of

the Lines used to define the Slide-Joint.

Motion-Points

Motion-Path FB

A Motion-Path FB is similar to a Motion-Dimension.

A Motion-Path FB 

adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element and identifies it as the Point we want to

move with a specified motion

specifies the position of the Motion-Point along the sketch-element or sketch-loop 

There are many application that can use a Motion-Path FB.  However, there are two useful 

'Motion-Dyads'.

See Tutorial 16.

Ram-R 

The Ram-R is a similar to an RRR Dyad, but one of the Parts

extends.

The Ram-R makes use of the Motion-Path FB. The Motion-

Path FB adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element (CAD-Line)

in one Part. 

The other Part is joined to the Motion-Point with a Pin-Joint.

motion-values are given to the Motion-Path FB by Motion FB.

The Red Arrow in the image shows the Motion-Path of the

Motion-Point along the CAD-Line of one of the Parts.
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Ram-P 

The Ram-P is a similar to an RRP Dyad, but one of the Parts

extends.

The Ram-P makes use of the Motion-Path FB. The Motion-

Path FB adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element (CAD-Line)

in one Part. 

The other Part is joined to the Motion-Point with a Pin-Joint.

motion-values are given to the Motion-Path FB by Motion FB.

The Red Arrow in the image shows the Motion-Path of a

Point along the CAD-Line of one of the Parts.

Degrees-of-Freedom & Mobility of Motion-Parts

Gruebler Equation :

F  =  3*(N-1) – 2*L - H  

F  =  3  * (2 -1 ) – 2*1  –0

F =  3  – 2  

F=  1

Degrees-of-Freedom  =  1

Parts

N = 2. 

There are two parts: the Part we wish to specify with a Motion

Dimension FB and the kinematically-defined Part to which it is

joined

Lower Pairs (Joints)

L = 1

There is one joint.

Higher Pairs (Cams or Gears)

H = 0

There are no Cams or Gear-Pairs

The Mobility - or Kutzbach Criterion - shows that a Motion Part has a Mobility of Zero.

Mobility = Degrees-of-Freedom – Motion Dimensions

Mobility = 1 – 1 = 0

Each Motion-Part has one Motion-Dimension that defines its Position.

How to Add

Rocker

1. Add a Part

The Part is a 'Free' Part. 

The Part has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Pin-Joint between two Points

The Pin-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part now has one Degree-of-Freedom
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3. Add a Motion-Dimension FB

  This is the FB icon in the graphic-area for the Motion-

Dimension FB when you add it to a Pin-Joint.

The Part has Zero (0) Mobility. Notice the Part-Outline and

Pin-Joint are green

Double-click to watch

Video Clip

See Video to the Left.

Kinematics-Tree

The elements that define a Rocker are:

Pin-Joint

Part

Mot-Dim Rocker

Slider

1. Add a Part

The Part is a 'Free' Part. 

It has a blue Part-Outline

A 'Free' has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Slide-Joint between two Lines

The Slide-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part has one Degree-of-Freedom

Notice the Arrowhead at the 'Origin' of the Line in the kinematically-defined Part  . It

points in the Positive direction of the dimension.

3. Add a Motion-Dimension FB. 

Add Motion-Dimension FB is available in the Kinematic-FB

toolbar.

 This is the FB icon in the graphic-area of the Motion-

Dimension FB when you add it to a Slide-Joint.

The Part has Zero Mobility. Notice the Part-Outline and the

Slide-Joint are green

Double-click to watch

Video Clip

See Video to the Left.

Kinematics-Tree


AddRocker-simple.mp4


AddRocker-simple.mp4


AddSlider-simple.mp4


AddSlider-simple.mp4
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The elements that define a Slider are:

Slide-Joint

Part

Mot-Dim Slider 

How to Add

Ram-R

1. Add a Part

The Part is a Free Part. 

The Part has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Pin-Joint between two Points

The Pin-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part now has one Degree-of-Freedom

3. Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the CAD-Line.

The Motion-Path FB adds a Motion-Point  at the start of the

sketch-element to which you add the Motion-Path FB. The

Motion-Point is coincident with the Origin at the start of the

CAD-Line.

The Part is a still a Free-Part

4. Edit the Motion-Path FB

The Ram-P does not usually work when the Motion-Point  is

at the Origin of the CAD-Line.

Note: If the Motion-Point is at the Origin of the CAD-Line in the first

Part, then the second Part would need to have a length exactly the

same as the distance between the two Pin-Joints in the Base-Part. This

is kinematically impossible.

5. Add a Part and Pin-Joint

This Part is a Free-Part
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6. Add a Pin-Joint between the new Part and the Motion-

Point

The kinematic-chain is now kinematically-defined chain.

It is a Ram-R

Ram-P

1. Add a Part

The Part is a 'Free' Part. 

It has a blue Part-Outline

A 'Free' has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Pin-Joint between two Points

The Pin-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part now has one Degree-of-Freedom

3. Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the CAD-Line.

The Motion-Path FB adds a Motion-Point  at the start of the

sketch-element to which you add the Motion-Path FB. The

Motion-Point is coincident with the Origin at the start of the

CAD-Line.

The Part is a still a Free-Part

4. Edit the Motion-Path FB

The Ram-P does not usually work when the Motion-Point  is

at the Origin of the CAD-Line.

Why? It becomes clear later.

5. Add a Part and Slide-Joint

6. Add a short Line  to the Sliding-Part

7. Add a Pin-Joint  between the short-line in new Part

and the Motion-Point

The kinematic-chain is now kinematically-defined chain.

It is a Ram-R

Note: If the Motion-Point is at the Origin of the CAD-Line in the first

Part, then the second Part would need to have a length that is exactly

the same as the distance between the two Pin-Joints in the Base-Part.
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This is kinematically impossible.

Dyads

Dyads

Dyads always have:

Two Parts

Three Joints

There is no limit to the number of Dyads in a single kinematic-chain.

The Joints specify the relative motion of the Parts in the Dyad.

Dyads: Degrees-of-Freedom

The Gruebler Equation shows that a Dyad has Zero Degrees-of-Freedom.

Gruebler Equation :

F  =  3*(N-1) – 2*L  – H  

F  =  3  * (3 -1 ) – 2*3  –0

F =  6  – 6  

F=  0

N = 3

There are two Parts in a Dyad. The Parts that you join the dyad to are

Green. The Gruebler equation takes them as a single Part.  Hence N=

2+1

L = 3

There are three joints 

H = 0

There is not a higher pair

Therefore, a Dyad does not change the degrees-of-freedom of a kinematic-chain.

It also means you can add as many Dyads as you want to a kinematic-chain. The number of

Degrees-of-Freedom does not change.

Dyads: The Basic Construction.

Dyads are Joints

We do not identify a Dyad by its number of Parts. This is because ALL dyads have two Parts.

We identify a Dyad with three letters, because ALL dyads have three Joints.

 Each letter represent a Joint in the Dyad.

The letters are R, P and S.

Why R, P and S?

o R is for Revolute Joint. This is the same as a Pin-Joint.

o P is for Prismatic Joint. This is the same as a Slide-Joint.

o S is for Spherical Joint. This is the same as a Ball-Joint

Dyads and Parts

We can re-write the dyad with dashes[—] between each letter so that the dash[—]

represents a Part.

For example, re-write the RRR Dyad as the R—R—R Dyad.

Then, it is easier to see that the middle letter represents the joint with which the two Parts

are joined together.

The other two letters represent the joints with which the two Parts are joined to two other

Parts in the kinematic-chain.
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Dyads and Kinematically Defined Chains.

If the kinematic-chain is a kinematically-defined chain BEFORE you add a new dyad, it will

also be kinematically-defined chain AFTER you add the dyad.

KDP1 > {<JOINT1> PART1 <JOINT2> PART2 <JOINT3>} < KDP2

              {------------------ DYAD---------------------------}

KDP1, KDP2 :

Kinematically

Defined Parts

PART1, PART2 :

Parts in the

Dyad

JOINT, JOINT,

JOINT3  :

Joints in the

Dyad

AN EXAMPLE: RRR Dyad

Preparation: Two different Kinematically Defined Parts that

already exist in the model

A Rocker  (KDP1) joined to the Base-Part  (KDP2). 

Add Two Parts for the Dyad:

Part1  and Part2

Add Three Joints:

Joint1 , Joint2 , Joint3

Joint1  & Joint3  are the 'first and last' Joints. 

These join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Kinematically

Defined Parts (KDP1 & KDP2) that already exist in the model.
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Joint2  is the 'middle' Joint. 

It joins the two Parts in the Dyad together.

Dyads: Suggested Steps to Add a new Dyad

 STEP 1: Start with a Kinematic-Chain with a minimum of two Kinematically Defined Parts:

here a Rocker  and Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a Two new Parts - Part1  and Part2

 STEP 3: Add 'Outside' Joint1  between Part1  and Kinematically Defined Part1

 STEP 4: Add 'Outside' Joint3  between Part2  and Kinematically Defined Part2

 STEP 5: Add 'Inside' Joint2  between Part1  and Part2

Dyads: in the Kinematic Tree

A Dyad is identified with a three letter acronym. Each letter is a Joint.  The letters are R, P and S.

Why R, P and S?

The letter R is a Revolute Joint. It is exactly the same as a Pin-Joint. 

The letter P is a Prismatic Joint. It is exactly the same as a Slide-Joint. 

The letter S is a Spherical Joint. It is exactly the same as a Ball-Joint. 

There are five possible Dyads in Planar Kinematics:

Dyad Acronym Dyad Icon Kinematic Name MechDesigner Name

R R R Revolute – Revolute

– Revolute

Pin – Pin – Pin

R R P Revolute – Revolute

– Prismatic

Pin – Pin – Slide

R P R Revolute – Prismatic

– Revolute

Pin – Slide – Pin
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P R P Prismatic – Revolute

– Prismatic

Slide – Pin – Slide

R P P Revolute – Prismatic

– Prismatic

Pin – Slide – Slide

We have two 'Ram' type Dyads - useful for Air Cylinders 

Ram - R Revolute – Revolute

– Revolute

Pin +Motion-Point - Pin - Pin

Ram - P Revolute – Revolute

– Prismatic

Pin +Motion-Point - Pin - Slide

We have two Dyads for Spacial Kinematics. More are possible but not frequently found in

Packaging Machines.

Dyad Acronym Dyad Icon Kinematic Name MechDesigner Name

S S R Spherical – Spherical

– Revolute

Ball – Ball – Pin

S S P Spherical – Spherical

– Prismatic

Ball – Ball – Pin

Kinematics of an RRR Dyad

RRR Dyad

Dyads do not change the number of Degrees-of-Freedom of a kinematic-chain. If the kinematic-

chain has Green Part-Outlines before you add the Dyad, it should have Green Part-Outlines after

To show you how to add this Dyad, we have two design cases.

In Case 1, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Rocker 

In Case 2, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Slider

There are three Pin-Joints in the RRR Dyad, and two Parts.

I follow a consistent three-step procedure.

General Three-Step Procedure to add a Dyad

 STEP 1: Add the two Parts

 STEP 2: Add the two 'outer' Joints: Join each Part to two separate Kinematically Defined

Parts

 STEP 3: Add the 'inner' Joint: Join the two Parts together

CASE 1: 

Rocker and Base-Part

CASE 2: 

Slider and Base-Part

Examples

Double-click to watch Video Double-click to watch Video Videos


ADdRRR-Rocker.mp4


AddRRR-Slider.mp4
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Preparation:

Two Kinematically Defined Parts:

Case 1: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Rocker

Case 2: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Slider

Step 1: New Parts

Add two parts to the

Mechanism.

Step 2: 'Outer' Joints

Add the two 'outer' Joints (R-R-

Joints). In this case, a

Pin-Joint with the new Part

and the Motion Part  

Pin-Joint with the other new

Part and the Base-Part 

The two Joints are the 'outer'

Joints of the RRR Dyad: R-R

Step 3: 'Inner' Joint

Connect the two new parts

together with a Pin-Joint

The Kinematic-Chain becomes

Kinematically Defined with an

RRR Dyad

Green Part-Outlines

Kinematics-Tree

Shows the original Rocker or

Slider, plus the new RRR Dyad

Kinematics of an RRP Dyad

RRP Dyad

Dyads do not change the number of Degrees-of-Freedom of a kinematic-chain. If the kinematic-

chain has Green Part-Outlines before you add the Dyad, it should have Green Part-Outlines after
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To show you how to add this Dyad, we have two design cases.

In Case 1, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Rocker 

In Case 2, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Slider

In the RRP Dyad there are : two Pin-Joints, one Slide-Joint, and two Parts.

I follow a consistent three-step procedure.

General Three-Step Procedure to add a Dyad

 STEP 1: Add the two new Parts

 STEP 2: Add the two 'outer' Joints: Join each new Part to two separate Kinematically

Defined Parts (with Green Part-Outlines)

 STEP 3: Add the 'inner' Joint: Join the two new Parts together

Note: This Dyad is not 'symmetrical'. The 'P' joint could be joined to the Motion-Part or the 'other'

kinematically-defined Part. In the two examples below, the 'P' joint is joined to the Base-Part.

Note: Occasionally, a Dyad does not operate correctly. The Pin-Joints 'break' when you cycle the

machine, even though you cannot see why they break.

It is possible that MechDesigner has assembled the Dyad in a Closure where the Parts cannot reach

the Joints - even though to you, they should assemble. To correct the problem, you may need to

change the Dyad closure until the assembly operates as you expect it to.

See Kinematic Closure

CASE 1: 

Rocker and Base-Part

CASE 2:  

Slider and Base-Part

Examples

Double-click to watch Video Double-click to watch Video Videos

Preparation:

Two Kinematically Defined Parts:

Case 1: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Rocker

Case 2: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Slider

Step 1: New Parts

Add two Parts.

Step 2: 'Outer' Joints

Add the two 'outer' Joints (R-P

Joints). In this case, a:

Pin-Joint with a new Part and

the Motion Part  

Slide-Joint with the other new

Part and the Base-Part 

The two Joints are the two 'outer'


AddRRP-Rocker.mp4


AddRRP-Slider.mp4
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Joints of the Dyad: R-P

Step 3: 'Inner' Joints

Connect the two new parts

together with a Pin-Joint

The Kinematic-Chain becomes

Kinematically Defined again with

an RRP Dyad.

Note: For clarity, I have added Lines to the

Sliding-Parts to offset the Pin-Joints from

Sliding-Parts.

Kinematics-Tree

Shows the original Rocker or

Slider, plus the new RRP Dyad.

Kinematics of an RPR Dyad

RPR Dyad

Dyads do not change the number of Degrees-of-Freedom of a kinematic-chain. If the kinematic-

chain has Green Part-Outlines before you add the Dyad, it should have Green Part-Outlines after

To show you how to add this Dyad, we have two design cases.

In Case 1, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Rocker 

In Case 2, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Slider

There are two Pin-Joints and one Slide-Joint in the RPR Dyad, and two Parts.

I follow a consistent three-step procedure.

General Three-Step Procedure to add a Dyad

 STEP 1: Add the two Parts

 STEP 2: Add the two 'outer' Joints: Join each Part to two separate Kinematically Defined

Parts

 STEP 3: Add the 'inner' Joint: Join the two Parts together

Note: Occasionally, a Dyad does not operate correctly. The Pin-Joints 'break' when you cycle the

machine, even though you cannot see why they break.

It is possible that MechDesigner has assembled the Dyad in a Closure where the Parts cannot reach

the Joints - even though to you, they should be able to reach the Joints. To correct the problem, you

may need to change the Dyad closure until the assembly operates as you expect it to.

See Kinematic Closure

 '3D Sample Video of Case2: Slider connected to an RPR Dyad'.
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Slider and an RPR Dyad

1. A Motion is designed to move a gripper in time with

the rest of the machine.

2. A Slide-Joint is added to define the direction of

motion for the gripper. 

3. The gripper slides along a slide rail.

4. A Pin is mounted in the gripper – shown in blue. This

is an R Joint of the Dyad

5. A link – in red – is mounted to pivot on the machine

frame. This is a different R Joint.

6. The pin is mounted in a slot cut into the red link – the

P joint.

A Cam drives the red link.

A Design-Set was used to improve the initial layout of

the Mechanism.

CASE 1: 

Rocker and Base-Part

CASE 2: 

Slider and Base-Part

Examples

Double-click to watch Video Double-click to watch Video Videos

Preparation:

Two Kinematically Defined Parts:

Case 1: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Rocker

Case 2: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Slider

Step 1: Two New Parts

Add two Parts.

Step 2: Two 'Outer' Joints

Add the two 'outer' Joints (R-R

Joints). In this case, a:

Pin-Joint with a new Part and

the Motion Part  

Pin-Joint with the other new

Part and the Base-Part 

The two Joints are the two 'outer'

Joints of the Dyad: R-R


AddRPR-Rocker.mp4


AddRPR-Slider.mp4
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Step 3: One 'Inner' Joint 

Add the 'inner' Joint (- P-). In this

case, join the two new parts

together with a Slide-Joint

The Kinematic-Chain becomes

Kinematically Defined

Note: The Parts seem to 'flip' into

a different 'assembly' closure. In

fact, the orientation of the Parts

are a function of the direction of

the Lines in each Part.

Kinematics-Tree

Shows the original Rocker or

Slider, plus the new RPR Dyad.

Kinematics of an PRP Dyad

PRP Dyad

Dyads do not change the number of Degrees-of-Freedom of a kinematic-chain. If the kinematic-

chain has Green Part-Outlines before you add the Dyad, it should have Green Part-Outlines after

To show you how to add this Dyad, we have two design cases.

In Case 1, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Rocker 

In Case 2, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Slider

There are two Slide-Joints and one Pin-Joint in the PRP Dyad, and two Parts.

I follow a consistent three-step procedure:

General Three-Step Procedure to add a Dyad

 STEP 1: Add the two Parts

 STEP 2: Add the two 'outer' Joints: Join each Part to two separate Kinematically Defined

Parts

 STEP 3: Add the 'inner' Joint: Join the two Parts together

Note: Occasionally, a Dyad does not operate correctly. The Pin-Joints 'break' when you cycle the

machine, even though you cannot see why they break.

It is possible that MechDesigner has assembled the Dyad in a Closure where the Parts cannot reach

the Joints - even though to you, they should assemble. To correct the problem, you may need to

change the Dyad closure until the assembly operates as you expect it to.

CASE 1: 

Rocker and Base-Part

CASE 2: 

Slider and Base-Part

Examples

Double-click to watch Video Double-click to watch Video Videos


AddPRP-Rocker.mp4


AddPRP-Slider.mp4
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Preparation:

Two Kinematically Defined Parts:

Case 1: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Rocker

Case 2: Part 1:Base-Part, Part

2:Slider

Note:  Line  added to the Slider. The

Slide-Joint of the Dyad cannot be parallel

to the Slide-Joint for the Slider.

Step 1: New Parts

Add two Parts.

Step 2: 'Outer' Joints

Add the two 'outer' Joints (R-R

Joints). In this case, a:

Slide-Joint with a new Part

and the Motion Part  

Slide-Joint with the other

new Part and the Base-Part 

The two Joints are the two

'outer' Joints of the Dyad: P-P

Step 3: 'Inner' Joint 

Add the 'inner' Joint (-R-). In this

case, join the two new parts

together with a Slide-Joint

The Kinematic-Chain becomes

Kinematically Defined

Note: The orientation of the Parts in a

Dyad with a Slide-Joint are a function of

the +X-axis direction of the Lines in each

Part.

Kinematics-Tree

Shows the original Rocker or

Slider, plus the new PRP Dyad.
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Kinematics of an RPP Dyad

RPP Dyad

Dyads do not change the number of Degrees-of-Freedom of a kinematic-chain. If the kinematic-

chain has Green Part-Outlines before you add the Dyad, it should have Green Part-Outlines after

To show you how to add this Dyad, we have two design cases.

In Case 1, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Rocker [this usually

forms a Mechanism called a 'Scotch Yoke', or an Oldham Coupling]

In Case 2, we join the two Parts in the Dyad to the Base-Part and the Slider

I follow a consistent three-step procedure.

General Three-Step Procedure to add a Dyad

 STEP 1: Add the two Parts

 STEP 2: Add the two 'outer' Joints: Join each Part to two separate Kinematically Defined

Parts

 STEP 3: Add the 'inner' Joint: Join the two Parts together

Note: Occasionally, a Dyad does not operate correctly. The Pin-Joints 'break' when you cycle the

machine, even though you cannot see why they break.

It is possible that MechDesigner has assembled the Dyad in a Closure where the Parts cannot reach

the Joints - even though to you, they should assemble. To correct the problem, you may need to

change the Dyad closure until the assembly operates as you expect it to.

CASE 1:RPP across a Rocker

and Base-Part

CASE 2:RPP across a Slider

with Base-Part

Examples...

 
 Videos

Preparation:

Two parts that are Kinematically

Defined:

Case 1: Base-Part and a Rocker

Case 2: Base-Part and a Slider

Step 1:

Add two more parts to the

Mechanism.

Note:

Add a line to one Part
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Step 2:

Join the two new parts to the two

Kinematically Defined Parts.

Here, in both examples, the:

R (Pin-Joint) is connected to a

Point in the Motion Part: Rocker

or Slider

P (Slide-Joint) is connected to a

line in Base-Part.

Step 3:

Finally, connect the two new parts

together with P (Slide-Joint) Joint.

The Mechanism becomes

Kinematically Defined again. The

Part-Outlines are Green

(RPP)

If you look at the Kinematics-

Tree, it will shows the 

Original Rocker or Slider, 

Plus the new RPP dyad

Expand the RPP dyad. There is 

Two Parts

One Pin-Joint, Two Slide-

Joints

Kinematics of a Ram-R

Kinematics of a Ram-R

Ram-R 

The Ram-R is a similar to an RRR Dyad, but one of the Parts

extends. Also, you only need two Parts in the kinematic-chain.

The Ram-R uses the Motion-Path FB. 

The Motion-Path FB adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element

(CAD-Line) in one Part. 

We join the other Part to the Motion-Point with a Pin-Joint.

We add a wire from a Motion FB to the Motion-Path FB so

that the Motion-Point moves,

The Red Arrow in the image shows the Motion-Path of the

Motion-Point along the CAD-Line of one of the Parts.
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How to Add a Ram-R

1. Add a Part

The Part is a Free Part. 

The Part has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Pin-Joint between two Points

The Pin-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part has one Degree-of-Freedom

3. Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the CAD-Line.

The Motion-Path FB adds a Motion-Point  at the start of the

sketch-element to which you add the Motion-Path FB. The

Motion-Point is coincident with the Origin at the start of the

CAD-Line. It is also coincident with the Pin-Joint.

The Part is a still a Free-Part

4. Edit the Motion-Path FB

The Ram-P does not usually work when the Motion-Point  is at

the Origin of the CAD-Line.

Note: If the Motion-Point is at the Origin of the CAD-Line in the first Part,

then the second Part would need to have a length exactly the same as the

distance between the two Pin-Joints in the Base-Part. This is kinematically

impossible.

5. Add a Part and Pin-Joint

This Part is also a Free-Part

6. Add a Pin-Joint between the new Part and the Motion-

Point

The kinematic-chain is now kinematically-defined chain.

It is a Ram-R

See Video below
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Kinematics of a Ram-P

Kinematics of a Ram-P

 Ram-P 

The Ram-P is a similar to an RRP Dyad, but one of the Parts

extends.

The Ram-P makes use of the Motion-Path FB. The Motion-

Path FB adds a Motion-Point to a sketch-element (CAD-Line)

in one Part. 

The other Part is joined to the Motion-Point with a Pin-Joint.

motion-values are given to the Motion-Path FB by Motion FB.

The Red Arrow in the image shows the Motion-Path of a

Point along the CAD-Line of one of the Parts.

How to Add a Ram-P

1. Add a Part

The Part is a 'Free' Part. 

It has a blue Part-Outline

A 'Free' has three Degrees-of-Freedom

2. Add a Pin-Joint between two Points

The Pin-Joint removes two Degrees-of-Freedom. 

The Part now has one Degree-of-Freedom

3. Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the CAD-Line.

The Motion-Path FB adds a Motion-Point  at the start of the

sketch-element to which you add the Motion-Path FB. The

Motion-Point is coincident with the Origin at the start of the

CAD-Line.

The Part is a still a Free-Part

4. Edit the Motion-Path FB

The Ram-P does not usually work when the Motion-Point  is at

the Origin of the CAD-Line.

Why? It becomes clear later.
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5. Add a Part and Slide-Joint

6. Add a short Line  to the Sliding-Part

7. Add a Pin-Joint  between the short-line in new Part and

the Motion-Point

The kinematic-chain is now kinematically-defined chain.

It is a Ram-R

Note: If the Motion-Point is at the Origin of the CAD-Line in the first Part,

then the second Part would need to have a length that is exactly the same

as the distance between the two Pin-Joints in the Base-Part. This is

kinematically impossible.

See Video below

 

Double-click to watch Video Clip

Kinematics of an SSR Dyad

NOT AVAILABLE IN MECHDESIGNER STANDARD

See Ball-Joint

Kinematics of an SSP Dyad

NOT AVAILABLE IN MECHDESIGNER STANDARD

See Ball-Joint

Geared-Rocker

Geared-Rocker Part

A Geared-Rocker Part is a kinematically-defined Part.

MechDesigner derives the motion for the Geared-Rocker Part from the:

1. Motion of the DriveR-Part, relative to the Line-of-Centres between the two Gears 

The Input Gear is a kinematically-defined Part and also a Rotating-Part.

2. The number-of-teeth on each Gear

3. Mesh of the Gear-Pair: Internal or External Mesh.

You must define the number-of-gear teeth and mesh in the Gear-Pair dialog-box.

Geared-Rocker: Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

Gruebler Equation :

F  =  3*(N-1) – 2*L - H  

F  =  3  * (2 -1 ) – 2*1  – 1

F  =  3  – 2   –1

F=  0

Degrees-of-Freedom  =  0

Parts

N = 2. 

There are two parts: the Part we wish to specify as a Geared-

Rocker and the kinematically-defined Part to which it is joined.

Lower Pairs (Joints)

L = 1

There is one Pin-Joint.

Higher Pairs (Cams or Gears)


RamP-Dyad.mp4
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H = 1

There is one Gear-Pair

Therefore, a Gear-Pair and Geared-Rocker does not change the degrees-of-freedom of a

kinematic-chain.

It also means you can add as many Gear-Pairs as you want to a kinematic-chain. The number

of Degrees-of-Freedom does not change.

The Geared-Rocker in the Kinematics Tree

A Geared-Rocker is constructed with a:

Part – see Add Part

Pin-Joint – see Add Pin-Joint

Gear-Pair – see Add Gear-Pair

Preparation of elements before you can add a Gear-Pair

Simple Gear-Pair Preparation

 STEP 1: Add a Rocker: 

The Part does not need to be a Rocker. 

There must be three elements: Two kinematically-defined Parts,

with a Line  sketch-element in each, joined with a Pin-Joint .

A Rocker joined to a Line in the Base-Part is an example.

Step 1 is complete and the condition is satisfied.

 STEP 2: If necessary, start the Part-Editor to edit the Line and

add a dimension  to the length of the Line

Step 2 is complete

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 4: Add a Part

 STEP 5: Join it with a Pin-Joint  to the other end of the Line.

Step 5 is complete

It has a Blue Part-Outline.

Now you can use Add Gear-Pair. The Blue Part becomes the

Geared-Rocker.

Epicyclic Gear-Pair Preparation
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 STEP 1: Join two Points with a Pin-Joint , with the Points at

the ends of two Lines in kinematically-defined Parts

 

Each Line sketch-element must be a child to the Parts that are

kinematically-defined.

Simple example: a Rocker joined to a Line in the Base-Part.

Step 1 is complete and the condition is satisfied.

 STEP 2: Edit the Line to add a dimension  to the length of

the Line

The CAD-Line in the Rocker has a dimension . Therefore,

you do not need to add or edit the dimension.

 STEP 3: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 4: Add a Part

 STEP 5: Join it with a Pin-Joint  to the other end of the Line.

Step 5 is complete

It has a Blue Part-Outline.

Now you can use Add Gear-Pair. The Blue Part becomes the

Geared-Rocker.

Pulley-Rocker

Belt, Path-Joint, Pulley-Rocker

Add Pulley makes a motion relationships between a Rocker, a Motion-Point on a sketch-

loop and the radius of a Pulley.

There are two Pulley types: 

Drive-Pulley - its motion is given by a kinematically-defined Part.

Driven-Pulley - its motion is given by the speed of the Belt.

The linear speed of the Motion-Point along a sketch-loop is equal to the product of the

angular velocity of the Pulley and the Pitch-Centre-Radius of the Pulley.

Velocity
MOTION-POINT

 = Radius
PULLEY

 * ωPULLEY  

You can add one Drive Pulley and one or more Driven Pulley to each sketch-loop. 

For the Drive-Pulley

Specify a Drive Pulley at an Arc in a sketch-loop with a Rocker joined to its centre.

V
MP

 = Velocity of the Motion-Point  - calculated by MechDesigner

R
P
 = Radius of the Drive Pulley - specified by the Pulley dialog-box

ω
P 
 = Angular Velocity of a Rocker - specified by Kinematic FBs

For each Driven-Pulley

Specify a Driven Pulley at an Arc with a Free-Rotating-Part joined at its centre.

V
MP

 = Velocity of the Motion-Point  - specified by the Drive-Pulley 

R
P
 = Radius of the Driven Pulley - specified by the Pulley dialog-box
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ω
P 
 = Angular Velocity of the Free-Rotating-Part becomes a Pulley-Rocker - calculated

by MechDesigner

The Pulley-Rocker is a kinematically-defined Part.

The Pulley-Rocker in the Kinematics Tree

A Pulley-Rocker is constructed with a:

Pin-Joint – see Add Pin-Joint

Part – see Add Part

Path-Joint

Add Pulley

Command:Add Pulley

What for: To add a Drive Pulley or a Driven

Pulley. 

You usually add one Drive-

Pulley and then Driven-Pulleys. 

You can also add all Driven-

Pulleys. The Motion-Path FB gives

the speed of the Belt.

The Driven and Driven-Pulleys

are associated with one sketch-

chain and one Motion-Path FB. 

A Motion-Point, given by the

Motion-Path FB, moves along

the sketch-chain. 

The closed sketch-chain

represents the Belt.

The Drive-Pulley and Driven-

Pulleys rotate with the same

peripheral velocity, that is

consistent with the angular-

velocity of the Drive-Pulley and

its Pitch-Centre-Radius.

The Belt can be a complex element to add to the model. Before you can use Add Pulley,

other elements must be added to the model in particular ways
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Before you can
start this

command:

Part-Editor

Edit the Base-Part, or an Added-Part,

to add a sketch-loop to represent the

path of the Belt.

Add these Elements:

A sketch-loop, with Lines and

Arcs, and possibly Blend-

Curves.

Each Arc  must have a

dimension   You will add an

arc for each Pulley.

When the Arc is intended for a Drive Pulley

Drive-Pulley with sketch-loop in

Base-Part

Add a Line , or CAD-Line

Merge the start-Point of the

Line with the centre-Point  of

an Arc

Drive-Pulley with sketch-loop in

Added-Part

Add a new Line  or CAD-Line

Make the Line  co-linear with

a CAD-Line along the centre of

the Part.

Merge the start-Point of the

Line with the centre-Point of

the Arc.

Do NOT use the start-Point of

the CAD-Line given with the

Added-Part.

When the Arc is intended for a Driven Pulley

Driven-Pulley:

You do not need to add a Line

from the centre-Point of the

Arc
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Mechanism-Editor

Add a Motion-Path FB  to the

sketch-loop give a Motion-

Point .

Note: The default direction for a

Motion-Point is counter-clockwise

along the sketch-loop. The initial

position of the Motion-Point is at the

most clockwise point of the sketch-

element you select.

When the Arc is intended for a Drive Pulley 

The Drive Pulley gives the

peripheral velocity to the Motion-

Point(s) along the sketch-loop.

Add a Rocker  with a Pin-

Joint  at the centre of an Arc(
 in sketch-above)

When the Arc is intended for a Driven
Pulley 

Driven Pulleys rotate with the

peripheral velocity of the Belt.

Elements in the Mechanism-Editor

Add a Free-Part  joined with

a Pin-Joint  at the centre of

an Arc

What to do: Typically add a Drive Pulley first,

followed by Driven-Pulleys at

other arcs in the sketch-loop.

Click Add Pulley in the Kinematic-

elements toolbar.

 Click the Pin-Joint  at the

centre of the Rotating-Part*

and Arc

 Click the Motion-Path FB  that

gives the Motion-Point  that

moves along the Arc

 Click the dimension  given to

the radius of the Arc when the

Part-Editor opens

 Click the Rotating-Part*

joined with the Pin-Joint  at

the centre of the Arc

Click OK in the Command-
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Manager

* Rocker for a Drive Pulley, Free-

Part for Driven Pulleys, or Base-

Part if the Pulley is fixed to the

Frame.

Result: When you Click OK in the Command-

Manager, MechDesigner:

Adds a Pulley schematic to the

graphic-area.

The Radius of the Arc and

Pulley Pitch Circle changes to

given an integer number-of-

teeth.

The Radius of the Arc becomes

'Read-Only'.

If you add a Pulley to a Free-

Part, it becomes a

kinematically-defined Part, a

Pulley-Rocker.

Video:Double-click to watch Video Clip

Notes: Practical Parameters

Practical Belt Tooth-Pitch, Belt-Length, Minimum number of Pulley-Teeth are in

sales literature - not in MechDesigner.

Length of the Belt 

You must make sure the Belt has an integer Number-of-Teeth 

Number-of-Teeth = Belt-Length / Belt Tooth-Pitch
The Belt-Length is a Read-Only value. The Belt-Length value is given in the Motion-
Path FB and the Pulley dialog-boxes.
You can change:

Sketch-loop: edit the centre distances between the Pulleys to

influence Belt-Length

The radii for the Pulleys in the sketch-loop are finally set by the 

Number of Pulley-Teeth in the Pulley dialog-box.

Belt Tooth-Pitch: edit the Motion-Path FB

Number-of-Pulley Teeth: edit the Pulley FB. 

Minimum Number-of-Teeth on a Pulley

You must make sure the Number-of-Teeth in each Pulley > Practical

Minimum number-of-teeth, 

Typically, the minimum is 10 teeth.

Result:MechDesigner adds a Drive Pulley or a Driven Pulley


AddPulleyBelt.mp4
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Kinematics-Tree: The Kinematics-Tree adds a Pulley-

Rocker for each Driven Pulley you add

to the model.

A Drive Pulley is a Rocker.

The Red Belt identifies that the Belt

drives the Pulley.

See Also: Pulley dialog-box

Design Arrangements

Fixed Pulley Centres : Two or more Pulley Sets

Use two Belts to:

Give a larger Speed Reduction

Reduce Belt Span

The image to the left shows a Simple Belt with the three

Pulleys and two Belts

Step 1:  First Belt

Step 1: Add first Motion-Path and two Pulleys

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a sketch-loop to represent the Path of

the Belt

 STEP 1: Add a Line  so that start-Point is at and

merged with centre-point of the Arc.

The start-Point of the Line MUST be merged with

the centre-Point of the Arc.

[It is easier to Add the Line , then Drag the Line from

the centre of the Arc].

 STEP 4: You MUST dimension each Arc

The exact radius of the Arc is not important. 

MechDesigner uses the dimension to find a Pulley

with the nearest radius that also gives an integer

number-of-teeth.

 STEP 5: Close the Part-Editor
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 STEP 6: Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the sketch-loop that represents the path of

the belt.

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you select in the sketch-loop.

 STEP 7: Add one Part  for each Arc

 STEP 8: Add a Pin-Joint  between a Point in each

Part and the centre-Point of an Arc.

 STEP 9: Add a Motion-Dimension FB  to the Part

at the Arc you wish to be the Drive Pulley.

There should be one Rocker  that identifies the

axis that will be the Drive Pulley.

[Not shown in the image: You can add a Linear-

Motion FB to the Rocker]

There should be one Rotating-Part for each Pulley

you will add.

The length of the Parts are not important.

Use Add Pulley

Click Add Pulley in the Kinematic-elements toolbar

Add Pulley opens in the Command-Manager.  You must

use Add Pulley for each Pulley.

Select these four elements for each Pulley.  We add a

Pulley to the left Arc first.

Refer to the images above to identify the Elements.

Select, from top to bottom.

1. The Pin-Joint  

2. The Motion-Path FB

The Part-Editor opens with sketch-loop to which you add

the Motion-Path FB

3. The Dimension  of the Arc sketch-element

The Part-Editor closes

4. The Part  joined with a Pin-Joint  at the centre of the

Arc.

MechDesigner adds the Pulley.

Do Add Pulley again, to add a Pulley to the right-hand

Arc and Part.
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Notes:

A Drive Pulley is given to the Pulley on the same

axis as the Rocker.

The Linear Speed of the Belt = Radius of Drive

Pulley *Angular Speed of Drive Pulley

The angular speed of the Rocker gives the linear

speed to the belt.

This then gives the angular speed to the other

Rotating Parts.

The Drive Pulley can transmit a Torque and

tension to the Belt.

Step 2:  Second Belt

Step 1: Add second Motion-Path and two Pulleys

 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a sketch-loop to represent the

Path of the second Belt

You must merge the centre-Point  of the Arc for

the second belt, with the centre-Point of the Arc for

the first Belt.

[Add the Arc first, then use Merge-Point tool in the

Geometry toolbar].

 STEP 3: You MUST dimension each Arc  

The exact radius of the Arc is not important.

MechDesigner uses the dimension to find a Pulley

with the nearest radius that also gives an integer

number-of-teeth.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 5: Add a Motion-Path FB

Select the sketch-loop that represents the path of

the second belt

The Motion-Point shows at the start-Point of the

sketch-element you select in the sketch-loop.
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 STEP 1: Edit the Base-Part

 STEP 2: Add a sketch-loop to represent the

Path of the second Belt

You must merge the centre-Point  of the Arc for

the second belt, with the centre-Point of the Arc for

the first Belt.

[Add the Arc first, then use Merge-Point tool in the

Geometry toolbar].

 STEP 3: You MUST dimension each Arc  

The exact radius of the Arc is not important.

MechDesigner uses the dimension to find a Pulley

with the nearest radius that also gives an integer

number-of-teeth.

 STEP 4: Close the Part-Editor

 STEP 6: Add a Pulley 

Make the selections for the Command-Manager:

a. Select the Pin-Joint at the centre of the Part

Pulley

b. Select the Motion-Path FB

c. Select the Radius of the Arc (the Part-Editor

opens automatically to select the Radius of the

Arc)

d. Select the Part

Click 'OK' in the Command-Manager

The Pulley shows in the graphic-area.

 STEP 7: Add a different Pulley at the other end of

the sketch-loop

Note: You do not need to add a Part for the second

belt. We 're-use' the Part and Pin-Joint in the first Pulley.
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Example Kinematic-Chains

There are many, many kinematic-chains that you can model with MechDesigner.

This section provides some of the Basic Mechanisms you will come across.  So far, it is a very

limited set.

Four-Bar Mechanism 

Geared Four-Bar Mechanism

Geared-Five-bar Mechanisms

Six-bar Mechanisms

Four-bar Kinematic-Chains

Four-bar Kinematic-chains

Many more to come with time....

Four-bar: one Motion-Part, two Parts in a Dyad, and a total of four Joints.

The Motion-Part is a Rocker or Slider.

Crank +RRR

Crank-Rocker

Four-bar Mechanism

Four-bar Linkage

Crank + RRP

Crank-Slider

Crank + RRP

Offset Slider Crank

Crank + RPR 

Crank is Shorter than the Frame Part

Output is an rotating-part that swings back and forth - it is an

Oscillating Output.
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Crank + RPR 

Crank is Longer than Frame Part

Output is a rotating-part.

Crank + RPR

Offset Slider

Crank + PRP

Output sliding-part moves between ± Infinity.

Crank + RPP

Output sliding-part moves with Simple Harmonic Motion.

Known as a 'Scotch -Yoke'

Crank + PRR

The RRP Dyad is Asymmetrical - you can think of it as an RRP

or an PRR. The Dyad itself is identical, but you can reverse the

two 'outer' joints: you can connect the R joint to the Crank or

the P Joint to the Crank.

Reversed: You can connect the Prismatic-Joint to the Crank or

the Ground

The input can only oscillate - it is a Rocker.

Oscillating Output. Output is shorter than fixed Part.

Crank + PRR (The Dyad is 'Reversed')

The input can rotate fully - it is a Crank.

The Prismatic Joint is along the Input 'Crank', not on the

ground

Output Rotates
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Crank + PRR (The Dyad is 'Reversed')

Rocker Output

The Prismatic-Joint is along the Input 'Crank', not on the

ground

Output Rocker is longer than fixed Part

Slider RPR

Geared Four-Bar Kinematic-Chain

Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Four-bar mechanisms are usually built with:

A Four-bar Mechanism - with at least one Part that rotates continuously

One or Two Gear-Pairs

The input gear is usually fixed to the Coupler, at the distal (moving) end of the Crank or

the Rocker

The centre of the driven Geared-Rocker is usually at the grounded Joint of the Crank or

the Rocker

Geared four-bar mechanisms are often used as 'Function Generators'. Function-Generators provide

an input to output motion relationship. 

Summary of Geared Four-bar Mechanisms

Gears - Four-bar

Regressive

Four-Bar Regressive Gearing.

Output is co-axial with Crank centre.
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Four-Bar with

Irresgressive Gears

Four-Bar Ir-Regressive Gearing

Output is co-axial with Rocker Pivot

Four-Bar Function-Generation with Two Gear-Pairs.

Output is co-axial with Rocker Pivot

One Gear-Pair

'Regressive' Geared Four-bar

 STEP 1: A Four-bar

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the Crank at the Ground Point

[Remember: Gear-Pair Rule: The two Parts must be

joined with Pin-Joints at each end of a Line. The Line is

the Line-of-Centres.

Thus when you add this Part:

Make sure the Pin-Joint is made with the Point
that 'belongs to' the Crank, and not the Base-
Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 2: Add a Gear-Pair

Select these CAD-Lines, in order, along the centre of

the:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

Crank as the Line-of-Centres
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 STEP 3: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 4: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.

'Ir-regressive' Geared Four-bar

STEP 1:   A Four-bar

STEP 2:   Add a Part to the ground Point of the

Rocker

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints to

the Points at each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is joined

to the Rocker, and not the Base-Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the the CAD-Lines that are in:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

The Rocker as the Line-of-centres

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 5: Edit the length of the Parts.

 STEP 6: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.
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Two Gear-Pairs

Four-bars with two Gear-Pairs have one idler. Usually, the two 'centre gears' are edited so that

they have the same module and number-of-teeth. Although, this is not necessary.

There is a small complexity that you must consider when we add the second Gear-Pair.

Add Gear-Pair 1

 STEP 1: A Four-bar

We will add the first Gear-Pair to the Coupler.

The input Gear will be at the end of the Crank.

The motion of the input gear will be the relative motion

between the Crank and the Coupler.

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the end of the Coupler.

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints to the Points at
each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is joined

to the Coupler and not the Rocker.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the:

Crank as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker (output)

The Coupler as the Line-of-centres

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth.

Add Gear-Pair 2

This step requires a good understanding of the Add Gear-Pair command.

 STEP 1: Add the Output Part

Make sure it is joined to the Rocker and not the Base-

Part.

We want to add the 'Gear-Pair 2'.
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The Parts with the Gears must be joined to the end of the Line that will be the Line-of-

centres. The Line-of-centres will be the CAD-Line along the Rocker - the output Part of the

Four-bar Mechanism.

The Blue Part is joined to the Rocker.

However, the Green Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker is joined to the Coupler  -

not the Rocker.

So, if we tried to add a Gear-Pair, we would not succeed. 

We must add a new Part to the distal end of the Rocker 

The new Part must:

be joined to the Distal End of the Rocker.

rotate at the same speed as the Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker - the idler
gear.

To do this we:

add a New Part to the distal end of the Rocker

add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the position of the new Part relative to the

Rocker

measure the speed of the Idler Gear with a Measurement FB

Use the Measurement as an input to a Motion-Dimension FB to move the new Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 2: Add a new Part

The Parts at each end of the CAD-Line along the Rocker

or Blue.

One must be Green.

 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB

The Part is now Green

We must move it at the same speed as the Idler Gear.

To do this we measure the Idler Gear Part relative to the

Rocker with a Measurement FB.
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 STEP 4: Add a Measurement FB

Now we can know the motion of the idler relative to the

Rocker. 

 STEP 5: Connect the output of the Measurement FB

to the input of the Motion-Dimension FB

 STEP 6: Add the Gear-Pair

 STEP 7: Edit the number-of-teeth so that the

'middle' idler gear has the same number-

of-teeth.

 STEP 8: Edit the number-of-teeth for the output

gear.

 STEP 9: Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension FB equal to Zero.

The two Parts at the end of the Rocker are now

together.

Also, it makes the Gears appear as Simple Gear-Train.

You may need to edit the Gear Teeth so that the four-

bar makes a complete rotation.

 STEP 11: Measure the motion of the Output Gear.
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Geared Five-Bar Kinematic-Chains

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Five-bar mechanisms are built with:

One Gear-Pair

+ 
One Dyad - two Parts, three Joints.

Geared-Rocker: Their Degrees-of-Freedom and Mobility

Gruebler Equation :

F  =  3*(N–1) – 2*L - H  

F  =  3  * (5–1) – 2*5  – 1

F  =  12  – 10  – 1

F=  1

Degrees-of-Freedom  =  1

Parts

N = 5. 

Lower Pairs (Joints)

L = 5

Higher Pairs (Cams or Gears)

H = 1

There is one Gear-Pair

A Geared Five-Bar mechanism has one Motion-Dimension that defines its Position.

The Mobility - or Kutzbach Criterion - shows that a Motion-Part has a Mobility of Zero.

Mobility =  Motion Dimensions – Degrees-of-Freedom

Mobility = 1 – 1 = 0

Applications

Geared Five-bar mechanisms are often used:

To give complex Coupler Curves

As complex Function Generators

The Coupler Curves and the Functions can be more complex than available from Four-bar

mechanisms.

Geared Five-bar Mechanism Configurations

When you assemble a Geared Five-bar Mechanism, you can edit the:

1. Gear-Pair: - Fixed Gear Centre or Orbiting Gear Centre 

2. Dyad: - RRR, RRP, RPR, RPP, or PRP

3. Gear Mesh - External Mesh or Internal Mesh

4. Ratio of Gear-Teeth

5. Lengths of the Part
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Typical Geared Five-bar Mechanism Configuration

Complex Function Generators: Geared Five-bars with Pin-Joints only.

In a Geared Five-bar, three Parts are the 

Base-Part, Input Crank, and Geared-Rocker

The other two Parts are joined as a Dyad. Frequently,

the Dyad is an RRR Dyad.

 STEP 1: Add a Simple Gear-Pair - Option 1

Step 1 is complete.

 STEP 2: Add an RRR Dyad

To remind you:

2.a.Add two Parts

Step 2.a is complete.

2.b.Add three Joints  between the Parts that

are the Gear Pairs.

Step 2.b is complete.

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms can give unusual motions

and complex coupler curves.

You may want to be more flexible with the design

 STEP 3: Edit the Part used for Gear 2

 As an alternative to the R (Pin-Joint) at the end of the

Part used for Gear 2 , add a Point (with a Line) in the

Part.

Use the new Point for one of the Pin-Joints in the RRR

Dyad . You can edit the phase of the Gear 2 relative to

Gear 1. 

The design parameter options are:

1. Gear Ratio between Gear 1 and 2 (Number-of-
Teeth), Module to give centre distance.

2. Phase between the Gears

3. Length of Gear 'Cranks'

4. Length of Dyad Parts

5. Position of Coupler Point
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You can change the gear ratio to give more complex

coupler curves.

 STEP 4: Change the number-of-teeth with the Gear-

Pair dialog-box - for example 60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank to

complete the function at the output shaft

To plot the complete Trace-Point ,you must rotate the

input crank two times faster.

 STEP 5: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio 2

 STEP 6: Connect the wire between the Linear-

Motion FB, Gearing FB and the Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 7: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the Graph

FB

Here is an interesting Coupler Curve.

In these Coupler Curves we are plotting the Point of the

Pin-Joint.

You can add a Point to one of the Parts to give even

more complex Coupler Curves.

Complex Function Generators: Geared Five-bars with Pin-Joints only.

Typically, you can get interesting output motions from a

Geared Five-bar that has a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting

Centre.

The output motion is a function of the input constant

speed motion and is therefore called a Function-

Generator.

 STEP 1: Add an Epicyclic Gear-Pair

 STEP 2: Make the gear ratio 1:1 (for example 50:50

Gear Teeth)

Step 2 is complete.

 STEP 3: Add an RRR Dyad  between the end the

Geared Rocker and the Line in the Base-

Part

Step 3 is complete.
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 STEP 4: Measure the angular position of the output

Part over a Machine Cycle with a

Measurement FB

 STEP 5: Add a Graph FB

 STEP 6: Connect the Measurement FB to an input of

the Graph FB

Step 6 is complete.

Add a Design-Set to give a quick way to edit the Part

lengths.

This Graph shows the Output Shaft Rotation as a

Function of the Input, Constant Speed, Shaft Rotation.

Notes about Mechanism Synthesis

Typically, the output motion is given as a function of

the input. Then a mechanism is found that has an output

Part that moves with the necessary function when the

input Part moves.

Four-bar mechanism Function-Generators are limited.

For example, it is not easy to synthesise a mechanism

that oscillates the output shaft more than one time in a

machine cycle. 

It is clear from this graph that more complex functions

are possible with Geared Five-bar mechanisms.

Change the Gear Ratio to give more interesting Function
Generation

You can change the gear ratio of the Gear-Pair to give

more complex function generation.

 STEP 7: Change the Gear ratio - for example 60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank to

complete the function at the output shaft

 STEP 4: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio 2

 STEP 5: Connect the Linear-Motion, Gearing and

the Motion-Dimension FBs

 STEP 6: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the Graph

FB
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The Graph will show the Y-axis for two rotations of the

crank to give the complete Function-Generation for the

60:40 gearing ratio.

Complex Function Generators: Geared Five-bars with Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints

Gear-Pair, 1:1, Fixed-Centres, RPR Dyad.

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair, 2:1 Fixed-Centres with an RPR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

The Gear-Pair ratio changed to 60:40

The Crank must rotate twice for the mechanism

to repeat a machine cycle.

To plot the complete Coupler Curve you should

put in a Gearing FB before the Motion-

Dimension FB and make the Gear Ratio 2.

Gear-Pair, Fixed-Centres, RRP Dyad.

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair, Orbiting-Centre, RPR Dyad

Application: Function-Generation
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The 'Function' at the output Rocker.

It has a reasonable dwell.

Six-bar Kinematic-Chains

Six-Bar Kinematic-chains

These are some example six-bar mechanisms. It is easy to model six-bar mechanisms. Add

another Dyad to an existing four-bar mechanism.

Concealed Door 180 Mechanism

Animation

Concealed Door Hinge

A Six-bar mechanism. Notice the 'Pins in Slot' joints.

This mechanism opens a door by 180º.

There are usually two hinges on each door.

Car Hood Hinge Mechanism Linkage

Animation

Car Boot or Bonnet (Trunk or Hood in USA)

There is a mechanism at each side of the Boot or

Bonnet. 

A Six-Bar Mechanism.

The kinematics is 2D.
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Garage Door 6-bar Mechanism

Animation

Garage Door

In this model, there is a six(6)-bar planar guidance

mechanism at each side of the garage door. 

It is a Planar Mechanism. The kinematics is 2D.

Furniture- Cabinet Hinge Mechanism

Animation

Kitchen Cabinet Door Hinge

There is a hinge at the top and bottom of the kitchen

cabinet door.

It is a Six-bar Planar Mechanism. The kinematics is

2D.
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11.2Cam Mechanisms
CAM DESIGNS WITH MECHDESIGNER 

Even though there have been tremendous advances in servo control in recent decades, cams

are still important machine elements. There are many designs that cannot be replaced by

servomotors.  Cam mechanisms are often preferred by designers on account of their

apparent simplicity. Experienced design engineers know, however, that cam mechanisms are

not always as simple as they seem. Considerable theoretical understanding is needed in order

to get the best from a cam mechanism and avoid its premature failure. Cam systems that

appear to be identical can perform differently. Thus, those manufacturers of machines who

have the 'knowledge' will be able to offer to the market machines that operate at higher

speed and with greater reliability, lower maintenance costs, at the same capital cost.

This section helps you understand how design decisions profoundly influence [make a large

difference to] the cam-system's overall performance. 

 Cam Mechanisms

What is a 'Cam Mechanical System'...

Cam and Cam-Follower General Classifications

Example Cam Design Arrangements - Cylindrical Cam-Followers Only

Cam-Follower Roller Design-Arrangements

Cam-Follower Roller: Design Specifications

Dynamics of Cam Mechanical Systems

Motion-Law Coefficients

Cam Analysis and Design Checklist

'Configure the Power Source'

Geometric Analysis
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Cam-Size

Pressure-Angle / Overturning Moment

Radius-of-Curvature

Force and Stress Analysis

Configure the Model for Payload Analysis

Contact-Force

Maximum Shear Stress

Wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue.

Materials for Cam Manufacture - coming soon

Inverse-Kinematics and Forward-Kinematics

Tolerance Analysis
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The Cam Mechanical System

Introduction to the 'Cam Mechanical System'.

Together, the Cam Mechanical System has

a:

'Simple' Input Motion

Usually, the cam has a 'simple' motion.

It is said to be the input motion.

'Complex' Output Motion

Usually, the follower* has a more

'complex' motion.  It is said to be the

output-motion.

Input Transmission

The mechanical components from the

motor [power source] to the cam are

said to be the input-transmission. 

Output Transmission

The mechanical components from the

follower to the payload** are said to

be the output-transmission. 

 * Follower : also called the Cam-Follower

 ** Payload : Other names for the

'payload' are 'tooling' and 'end-effector'.

You cannot design a cam in isolation of the other components in the mechanical system. The

design and selection of the mechanical components influence the cam system's performance.

This applies particularly to the input and output-transmissions, which usually consist of a

variety of conventional machine elements [such as shafts, gears, couplings, sliders, and

linkages], that are connected together in series. The inertia, rigidity and backlash of the

transmission component are of particular importance. 

Equally important is the motion you design for the payload. A poor motion will needlessly

incite vibrations in a mechanical system. A good motion will give you a machine that lasts

longer, jams less frequently, at the same initial capital cost as a machine with poor motion-

design.

Motion Design for a single axis is fairly straightforward. Motion Design for multi-axis

machines, with many interacting mechanisms and complex material to machine interactions,

requires experience, skill and a good understanding of the motion design requirements as a

whole.

Cam Mechanism : from the 'Power-Source' to the 'Payload'

POWER FLOW TYPICAL DESIGN PROCESS

Power Source, or Drive 
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This is Power Source for the cam system. It is frequently an electric motor,
a servomotor.

SEE TORQUE, OVERRUN AND POWER

Input Transmission

The mechanical components between the 'Power-Source' and the Cam.

For example: shafts, couplings, gearbox, levers, ...

SEE TRANSMISSION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Cam + Cam-Profile

'Cam' is the Part. 

'Cam-Profile': the shape that

is in continuous contact with

the Cam-Follower

SEE CAM TYPES

Efficient transfer of motion and power
from Cam-Profile to the Cam-Follower.

The action must be efficient and have a
long life. You must consider: materials,
metallurgy, lubrication, heat treatment,
wear, rolling contact fatigue, backlash, ...

SEE EFFICIENT 'ACTION' FROM CAM TO

FOLLOWER 

Follower + Cam-Follower

'Follower': the Part. 

'Cam-Follower': the shape

that is in continuous contact

with the Cam-Profile

SEE CAM-FOLLOWER TYPES

Output Transmission 

The mechanical elements between the follower and the tool. 

For example: ball-screws, conveyors, rack/pinions, slides, belts/pulleys/

chains/sprockets, ...

SEE TRANSMISSION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

SEE DYNAMIC RESPONSE: PERIOD-RATIO, DAMPING AND BACKLASH

SEE TORQUE, OVERRUN, POWER

Payload

The Payload is the element to which the conventional 'tooling' is rigidly
attached. 

The 'tooling' is anything that comes into contact with or does work on the
work-piece, product or package. Examples are: a punch, a rotary table, a
linear conveyor, a pusher, a workpiece carrier....

'Payload', 'Tooling' and 'End-Effector' are different words for the same
machine elements.

SEE PAYLOAD TYPES
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Cam & Cam-Follower General Classifications

Classification of Cam and Cam-Followers

There is not a general classification for cam mechanical systems. However, the 'functional

embodiments' and 'functions' of each sub-system have relatively few possibilities.

A General Classification of Cam and Cam-Follower Types:

Cam : General Shape

The general shape of the cam is generated by the interaction of the cam and follower

motions.

Rotating Cams:

Planar: the cam is disc, plate, flat

Spatial: the cam is cylindrical, barrel, globoidal

Translating Cams:

Planar: the cam is a slot, linear curve or ramp

Spatial: the cam is a slider-cylindrical, barrel

Cam : General Motion

The modes of cam motion are.

Rotating Cams:

The cam swings back and forth; the cam 'oscillates'

The cam rotates continuously

Translating Cams:

The slide back and forth; the cam 'reciprocates'

Stationary Cams:

The cam is a plate that is nominally 'Circular', fixed to a frame [most common on

rotating machinery - such as bottle labelling, capping and filling machines].

The cam is a ramp that is nominally 'Linear', for example it is a 'slot' or 'ramp'.

Cam-Follower : General Motion

The modes of cam-follower motion are:

Rotating Followers - a 'lever'

Swing 'back and forth', the lever 'oscillates'

Progressive motion, they index, in one direction

Translating Followers - a 'slider':

Sliding 'back and forth' , the slider 'reciprocates'

Stationary Followers:

The Stationary Cam-Follower moves the Cam, not as common, molding machines,

wedge,

A stationary follower might be used to position a cam part, like a 'wedge' cam.
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Cam-Follower : General Shape

The shape of the cam-follower influences the shape of the cam.  There are advantages of

each shape.

Cylindrical Roller.

Taper Roller

Spherical Roller - with large radius - also called Barrel or Crowned Roller.

Kinematically identical to the Cylindrical.

Knife-edged - not a practical cam-follower, but included here for completeness.

Flat-faced.

Spherical, Ovoid, Curved.

See Cam-Follower Shapes

Constraint between Cam and Follower

The constraint between the cam and the follower influences whether the cam is 'open' or

'closed'.

Force Closed

The constraint between cam-follower and the cam is with:

Gravity, Spring, Air-Cylinder, ...

When the track is 'Force Closed', the follower has one contact point/line with the cam.

Form Closed [also called Body Closed Cams]

The constraint between the cam-follower and the cam is with a:

Groove (Track), Rib, Slot, within which the cam-follower is held.

 Conjugate Cams: these systems require manufacturing and production accuracy.

When the track is 'Form Closed', the follower can have two contact points/lines with

the two cams. 

Type of Motion 

Non-progressive: 

The follower returns to the same position after each cycle by reversing its direction of

motion at some point in the cycle.

Progressive: 

The follower moves progressively to a new position at the end of each cycle. 

The term 'indexing' (see Indexing Cams) is used for progressive motions. In most cases

the follower is replaced by another follower at the end of a cycle. Each follower

returns to its original position after a number of cycle repetitions. Most indexing

systems use several roller followers equally spaced around a follower wheel or 'turret'.
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Cam Types & Cam-Follower Shapes

Cam Types

This topic shows many of the cam types that have circular cam-follower rollers. There are

others cam types that have flat-faced cam-followers.

An important requirement of a design is to make sure the cam and cam-follower are in

contact.  

There are two different designs that makes sure there is contact between the cam and the

cam-follower.

Force-Closed Cams

An EXTERNAL FORCE makes sure the cam-follower is in contact with the cam profile.  

Examples of 'external forces' are: Gravity, Springs (tension, compression, or torsion), Air and

Hydraulic-Cylinders.

The cam designs illustrated below use a spring.

Reciprocating Cam-Follower [Translating Cam-Follower]

2D-Cams 3D-Cams

Sliding / Translating

Cam  

Rotating Cam Drive

'Shear' or 'Slice' Cam Roller on External Cam Roller on Internal Cam Cylinder Cam

Oscillating Cam Follower - also called Swinging Arm Cam-Follower.

2D-Cams 3D-Cams

Translating Cam Drive Rotating Cam Drive

'Shear' or 'Slice' Cam Disc with Roller on

External Cam

Disc with Roller on

Internal Cam

Barrel or Cylinder Cam

Globoidal

Force-Closed Cams: Advantages and Disadvantages
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Advantages:

Only one cam to manufacture

Less manufacturing precision to give an operating cam

Less expensive to manufacture

Zero backlash (play) [when the follower does not lift off the cam].

Reduced Scuffing: The surface of the cam and the cam-follower bearing will be

identical at low speeds. At high speeds, or where the radius of the cam varies rapidly,

there may be some scuffing. This reduces or eliminates scuffing wear on the cam-

profile. 

In the case of a machine jam, you can:

Configure the mechanism so that the 'fall' of the cam moves the tool into the

assembly area, and the cam-follower remains on the cam due to only the spring force.

If there is a jam, the cam-follower will lift off the cam profile.

Alternatively, it is possible to use an air-cylinder to actively lift the cam-follower off

the cam-profile.

Disadvantages:

Cam-Lift: You must calculate the spring [or cylinder] parameters (Free-Length and

Spring-Rate) to make sure the cam-follower does not lift off the cam-profile at all

operating speeds.

Cam-Force: The contact-force on the cam-profile is more with a spring than with a

Form Closed Cam. This may reduce the operating life of the cam.

Machine Stiffness: The increase to contact-force will also increase other forces on the

machine frame, especially when the pressure angle is high. You may need a stronger

and more rigid machine frame.

Residual Energy after Stop/E-stop: At stand-still, the torque on the cam from the

spring will tend to turn the cam.

Cam-Shaft Speed Fluctuation The increase to contact-force will also increase the

torque fluctuation on the cam-shaft. At slow speed, the torque fluctuation due to a

spring may be very high, again, if the pressure angle is high. 

The speed of the cam-shaft may fluctuate because the spring resists the rotation during the
'rise', and assists the rotation during the 'return' segment (or vise versa, if arranged in the
opposite sense). If the speed fluctuation is excessive [>10%] - the machine may damage
itself - see Torque, Overrun, and Power.

The acceleration of the cam-follower and the components in the output-transmission
increases to the square of the ratio of maximum to nominal cam-shaft speed.

Form-Closed Cams

FORM-CLOSED, are also called BODY-CLOSED or POSITIVE DRIVE CAMS.

An INTERNAL FORCE makes sure the cam-follower is in contact with the cam.

One or two cam-followers act against different cam-profiles.

There are three different design types.

1: Enclosed Cams: Groove (or Track Cams) Cams
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There is one cam-follower help within a cam groove. The two faces of the groove are the

two cam profiles or cam-flanks. It is the most common Form-Closed Cam.

The disadvantage is Backlash between the cam-follower and the cam.

Reciprocating and Oscillating Cam-Followers - 2D Cams

2D-Cams

Translating Cam Drive Rotating Cam Drive

Translating

Reciprocating Cam

(Slot Cam)

Translating

Reciprocating Cam-

Follower

Translating

Reciprocating Cam

(Slot Cam)

Swinging Oscillating

Cam-Follower

Rotating Groove Cam

Reciprocating

Translating Cam

Follower

Rotating Groove Cam

Swinging Oscillating

Cam Follower

Reciprocating and Oscillating Cam Follower - 3D Cams

3D-Cams

Rotating Cam Drive

Multi-turn Barrel

(Cylindrical) Cam

Rotating Cylinder

Reciprocating Cam-

Follower 

Rotating Barrel or

Cylinder Cam

Oscillating Cam-

Follower

Rotating Barrel or

Cylinder Cam

Swinging Oscillating

Cam-Follower 

Rotating Globoidal

Cam

Groove Cams: Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages:

It is the easiest Form-Closed Cam to design and manufacture. 

There is one set-up for the machine tool.

It is not as sensitive to machining or manufacturing accuracy as the Conjugate

Cam Type.

A slightly oversized machine cutter will give a small clearance between the cam-

follower and cam-profile.
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Disadvantages:

There must be backlash - even if small - between the cam-follower and cam-

profile. 

If there is a machine crash, then the machine must stop to prevent more damage.

As the follower starts to decelerate after it accelerates, the cam-follower will

move from one cam flank to the other. 

There are three damaging consequences when the cam-follower moves from one

flank to the other flank:

Scuffing: The cam-follower roller must change its rolling direction. The roller

and the cam-profile will scuff, until the roller begins to roll again. A roller with

a large diameter skids more than a smaller roller - it has a larger friction

moment, but its inertia increases as the square of its radius.

Impact Dynamics: There is impact between the cam-follower and cam-profile,

which gives a 'shock' load to the cam-follower, output-transmission

components and payload. The impact can significantly increase the cam

contact-force and other forces in the machine components of the output

transmission.

Over-run: The input-transmission and motor may 'overrun' as the load

'disappears' while the backlash is being traversed. There is a tendency to

overrun even without backlash, because the torque reduces to zero as the

acceleration reaches the 'crossover' point. Backlash exacerbates the overrun,

sometimes significantly, if the Motion-Law gives a rapid torque reversal - for

example the Modified Trapezoid Motion-Law.

See Also: Positive Action from Cam to Follower

2: Oscillating Conjugate Cams

The design is very similar to 'indexing Cams', but these cams 'oscillate' and do not 'Index'.

See below for 'Indexing Cams'.

There are usually two cam followers acting on two separate cams. The motion of the two

cam-followers are identical.

It is possible, with precision, to reduce backlash and ideally pre-load the cam-follower against the cam.
If this is possible, the rollers will roll and almost eliminate skidding between the cam-follower and cam.
It is possible to increase the cam-follower's diameter when you are certain that the roller will not lose
contact with the cam. The roller must accelerate as the diameter of the cam increases, however.

Reciprocating Cam-Follower - Translating Cam-Follower

2D-Cams
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Translating Cam

Drive

Rotating Cam Drive

'Shear' or 'Slice' with

Rib Cam.

Rib Cam Internal Groove Cam External

Complementary Cam

(Conjugate)

Oscillating Cam-Follower - Swinging-Arm Cam-Follower

2D-Cams

Translating Cam

Drive

Rotating Cam Drive

Rib Cam. Rib Cam Internal

Conjugate Cam

External

Conjugate Cams

3D-Cams 2D-Cam

Rotating Cam Drive

External Rib

Globoidal Cam

External Rib

Globoidal Cam

External Rib

Barrel Cam

Conjugate-Cam

Coupler Follower.

Cam Inverted

Slider-Crank

Conjugate Cams: Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages:

When the cam-followers are pre-loaded against the cam-profiles, the clearance is
eliminated. 

When the cam-followers have a small amount of pre-load, they will roll and thus:

Impact does not occur after acceleration crossover from positive to negative, or 

vice versa.

Scuffing wear is eliminated after acceleration crossover from positive to negative,

or vice versa.

If the load is equally applied to the two Cam-Followers, their life is extended.

Disadvantages:

More expensive to manufacture as the conjugate cams and machine require

greater precision.

Usually, the cam-followers will not lift off the cam in the event of a machine jam.

Thus, damage may occur to other machine components until the cam shaft can
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stop.

It is possible to design the conjugate rollers such that one of them will lift off the

cam in the event of a machine jam.

See Also: Positive Action from Cam to Follower

3: Indexing Conjugate Cams

Indexing: a motion that repeats and progresses in one direction. The motion 'index-

period' followed by a 'dwell-period', to give an intermittent, or progressive, motion. 

Indexing cam assemblies nearly always have rotary cam and output shafts. 

The output-shaft has several rollers [also called 'cam-followers'] that are equally spaced

around a 'turret'. The rollers engage with cam in sequence. Each roller is replaced by

another at the end of each index cycle. Each roller returns to its original position after a

number of motion repetitions. 

An 'Indexer' is a pre-assembled, precision cam-box. The cam and the 'roller turret' are

inside the cam-box and not visible to the end-user. The input and output shafts are

available, outside the cam-box, to connect to the drive-motor and machine.

2D-Cams 3D-Cams

Parallel Flat Cam 

Rotary Input/Output

Barrel Cylinder Cam
Rotary Input/ Linear

Output

Barrel Cylinder Cam
Form

Rotary Input/Output

Globoidal Cam 

Rotary Input/

Output

Indexing Terminology

Number-of-Stops Number of times the input shaft rotates to rotate the output shaft by

360º

- or -

The number of times the output shaft moves [indexes] to move one

rotation.

Index Period The rotation, in degrees, of the input shaft to complete the INDEX

motion segment.

'To Index' is to move from one position to a new position.

Dwell Period The rotation, in degrees, of the input shaft to complete the DWELL

motion segment.

'To Dwell' is to stay in a fixed position.

Index Period + Dwell Period = 360 

* It is possible that the output shaft has two index and dwell periods in one rotation of the

cam-shaft. 
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Indexer Type Type 1 = The input shaft rotates one time to move (index) the

output shaft one time

Type 2 = The input shaft rotates one time to move (index) the

output shaft two times.

Type 3 = The input shaft rotates one time to move (index) the

output shaft three times.

Cam-Follower Shapes

The cam-follower is in continuous contact with the cam-profile. The contact and the shape of

the cam is influenced by the shape of the cam-follower

The cam-follower can have a number of different shapes, each with advantages and

disadvantages.

The cam-follower is rigidly attached to the follower arm. The follower arm may be a

swinging-arm-follower or a translating-arm-follower.

Cam-Followers: - Swinging-Arm-Followers

Cylindrical & Barrel (Crowned) Cam-Follower:

The most common cam-follower shape.

Advantages: 

commercially available bearings, that are pre-
assembled and optimised to used with cam
mechanisms

the steels are commercial with few inclusions,
that are through hardened to approximately
63HRC.

they roll, thus there is less scuffing wear than
cam-followers that slide

oil lubrication can establish hydrodynamic
lubrication to reduce wear.

Crowned-Rollers [also called a Barrel- Roller] can
tolerate misalignment to remove 'edge' effects on
contact-stress. However, the nominal contact-stress
of 'crowned' rollers is greater. Generally, use a
crowned-roller if you cannot guarantee alignment
between the cam-follower and cam.

Flat-Faced Cam-Follower : 

To add a 'Flat-Faced Cam-Follower', see Tutorial 6A2.

Advantages:

lower contact-stress than roller.

no moving parts.

cam and cam-follower can 'polish' to give a

better Film Thickness Ratio (ratio of file thickness

to average surface roughness]
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Disadvantages:

undercutting is more likely; negative radius of

curvature is not possible.

possible negative entrainment velocity to give

pure lubrication.

Ovoid, Lozenge, or Multi-contour Cam-Follower

This example cam-follower is made from four(4)

arcs. Use a Tangent constraint between each arc.

Disadvantage: 

These shapes are not commercially available.

Knife-Edged Cam-Follower

A knife-edge is practically impossible!

If a machine has cam-follower with a 'knife-edge',

the contact-stress will be extremely high. Thus, the

cam-follower will not be a 'knife-edge' for very

many cam-rotations.  However, they are found in 

copy-milling machines.

In MechDesigner, you must use a 'small radius' to

represent a knife-edge cam-follower. The minimum

radius is 0.05mm. 

Please contact us, if you need a knife-edge with a

smaller radius. We will try to persuade you that you

do not need it to be smaller than 0.05mm!
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Cam-Follower: Design Arrangements

Cam-Follower Design Arrangements

This topic reviews the different ways it is possible to support the cam-follower roller in the

cam-follower arm.

Note: See Cam Follower Roller: Design Specifications to review the technical requirements of a

Cam-Follower.

Stud-type and Track-type Cam-Followers

Generically, there are two types of cam-follower bearing types:

Stud-type Cam-Follower

Track-Follower Cam-Follower 

SKF cut-away views of Stud and Track type Cam-Followers 

Both the Stud and Track types have many variants to suit different applications. 

Stud Cam-Follower

Stud Cam-Follower. The Stud is also the

inner-race to the bearing.

Cantilevered Support

Most typically:

the stud becomes the bearing's inner-ring.

the tightening nut pulls the side plate

against (a flange on the) follower.

they have one or two sets of rollers or

balls.

they may have shields, seals, or neither.

they may have an eccentric sleeve to

make possible fine adjustments.

The Cam is typically 2-3mm wider than the

Cam-Follower to prevent 'edge' stresses.
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Track Cam-Follower

Yoke Support

The cam-followers use a 'yoke' arrangement

to support the cam-follower. It is also called a

'clevis' support.

In the image:

The left-side of the support pin/shaft is in

contact with the 'inner-ring'.

When the nut is tightened, the shaft is

pulled against the left-side of the inner-

ring which forces its right-side against the

inside face of the yoke.

Thus, the inside faces of the 'yoke' do not

deflect inwards when the nut becomes tight.

The outer-ring is allowed to float axially.

However, if it experiences axial thrust, it

moves against the inside face of one of the

two flange rings [in black].

It is possible to use two 'circlips' (snap-

rings) to locate the pin/shaft. 

The inner-ring might move to the left or

right, up against the yoke.

The outer-ring floats to the left or right,

up against the flange-rings.

See Specification of Stud and Yoke Cam-

Followers for more information.
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Stud Cam-Followers and Form-Closed Cams

One Stud Shaft - Groove or Track Cams

DESIGN 1: Typical Cam-Follower, with Stud,

in a Cam-track.

DESIGN 1: 'One Roller'

To allow the roller to rotate, the width of the

cam-track is greater than the diameter of the

cam-follower.

Thus, the design has two disadvantages:

1. Backlash: 

The clearance between the cam-follower and

the cam-track, like any other backlash in the

system, will cause impact forces (knocking)

when the backlash is traversed.

2. Wear:

When the cam-follower moves from one side

of the cam-track to the other, the roller must

rotate in the opposite direction. It cannot

change its rolling direction instantly. Thus, it

skids (slides) until it rolls along the cam

surface again. The skidding action wears the

roller and the cam surface. Also called

scuffing wear.

DESIGN 2A: Two, EQUAL diameter Stud

Cam-Followers. The 'deeper' cam-track must

be undercut.

DESIGN 2: 'Two Cam-Follower Rollers' 

There are two bearings on the same stud / shaft. 

These designs aim to:

1.  Reduce Backlash 

With good manufacturing tolerances, the
backlash can be reduced.

2. Reduce Wear 

The rollers do not need to change their

rotational directions, and thus they do not

scuff/wear as much as those cam-follower

that do need to change their rotational

directions.

DESIGN 2A:  Two Rollers - Equal Roller
Radius 

See image 'DESIGN 2A'.

When the roller diameters are equal, each

roller must have a clearance for it non-

working flank.  

The cam-profile for the 'deepest' roller must

be 'undercut'
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DESIGN 2B: Two Rollers - Different Roller
Radius 

See image 'DESIGN 2B'

The cam-profile does not need to be

undercut. It is easier to manufacture.

Note:

When the load is small, and the rotation speed is

low, and the elimination of backlash is important,

one roller can be rubber. The rubber roller can be

loaded against the cam track to spring the rigid

roller against the other flank of the track-cam.

Also applies to Conjugate and Rib cams.

Example: Camera Lens.

DESIGN 2B: Two, DIAMETER diameter Stud

Cam-Follower. The deeper cam-track does

not need to be undercut

Two Stud Shafts - Conjugate-Cams

DESIGN 1: Typical Cam-Follower, with Stud,

in a Cam-track.

Conjugate Cams

The Cam-Followers are not on the same shaft.

Each cam-follower has a loading at different

timing points in the machine cycle. The net force

against each cam-follower is often different.

The placement of the cam-follower bearing in

the follower arm can be optimised to suit the

particular loading cycle it experiences. 
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Cam-Follower: Design Specifications

Specification of Stud and Yoke Type Cam-Followers.

Commercial cam-followers are optimized for rolling along a cam-profile or cam-track.

To use them effectively, we must understand their design.

The difference between a 'Normal' Bearing and a 'Cam-Follower' Bearing?

Normal Bearings : The outer-ring is supported around its

circumference within a bearing housing. 

Most usually, the outer-ring is fixed in a housing

and the inner-ring rotates with a shaft.

The contact between the outer ring and its

housing is 'conformal' and with a small

interference fit to make sure the bearing ring

does not rotate in the housing. The load is

distributed around the outer housing.

Thus, the outer-ring does not distort when a

force is applied, since it is supported by the

housing (unless the housing distorts). The 

Hertzian contact stress is small.

The image to the left shows the bearing supported in a

housing. 

Cam-Follower Roller Bearings : The outer-ring is not

supported around its circumference.

The outer-ring rotates and the inner-ring is fixed.

The contact between the outer-ring and the

cam-track is only a line (or a very small patch)

across the width of the cam-track and follower

bearing. The Hertzian contact stress is relatively

high. 

There is a tendency for the outer-ring to distort

when a force is applied. 

To reduce distortion, the cross-section of the outer-

ring is much deeper than that of a 'normal' bearing.

The image to the left shows a cam-follower rolling on

a cam that is below.
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Maximum Cam-Follower Angular Acceleration

The cam-follower's outer-ring does not

rotate at constant angular velocity. 

The outer-ring's :

minimum angular velocity is

when it is in contact with the

cam's Base-Circle

maximum angular velocity is

when it is in contact with the

cam's maximum radius

The cam-follower must accelerate

and decelerate between the

minimum and maximum velocities.

However, the maximum angular

acceleration of the cam-follower, is a

function of its friction, radius, and

inertia.  The friction-force is not

constant because the contact-force is

not constant.  and it also depends on

lubrication. 

α
max

 =

maximu

m

follower

accelera

tion, 
rad/s/s

F
f
 =

friction

force, N

R =

Outside

diamete

r of

follower

, m

I
roller

 =

Inertia

of

Roller, 

kg.m2
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Maximum Cam-Follower Rotational Speed

Maximum Rotational Speed (RPM).

The maximum possible speed of a

bearing is a function of its design and

how it is lubricated. The maximum

speed is usually given in the bearing

catalogues. Alternatively, you can use

this table and this simple equation: 

Table Parameter = stud or
mean diameter(d) ×
speed(RPM) 

Bearing Configuration

Lubrication: Grease O

i

l

Needle Rollers with Cage 84,000 1

4

0

,

0

0

0

Needle Rollers as Full compliment 42,000 7

0

,

0

0

0

Cylindrical Stud Rollers / Roller

Followers
66,000 / 72,000 1

1

0

,

0

0

0

/

1

2

0

,

0

0

0

For example: Maximum Speed of a

Cylindrical Roller; with a internal

diameter [ stud diameter] of 10mm; 
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Grease Lubrication: 66000÷10 =

6600RPM 

Oil Lubrication: 111,000÷10 =

11000RPM 

Minimum Load

Cam-follower bearings need a minimum load to make sure the outer-race and the needle-

rollers do not slip.

In general, the minimum radial  load, F
min

, on a cam-follower, is calculated as a ratio of

the static load capacity, C
o
 :

F
min

 : C
o

1 : 60  

Skewing and Tilting

SKEW TILT

SKEW

Rollers that 'skew' increase the axial

load and axial slippage at the

contact with the cam or track. The

track and the roller both wear when

the skew angle is severe and

lubrication is poor.

Maximum Skew Angle < 1.4 x 10-

4 (°) or < 2.5 x 10-3 (m.rad).

TILT

The contact-stresses that are

experienced by a 'barrel' cam-follower

and a 'cylindrical' cam-follower are

different.

If the cam-follower does not tilt, then

the:

maximum contact stress of a

'cylindrical' cam-follower is less

than the maximum contact-stress

of a 'barrel' cam-follower.

If the cam-follower does tilt, then

the:

maximum contact-stress of a'

cylindrical' cam-follower is more

than the maximum contact-stress

of a 'barrel' cam-follower.

Thus, if you cannot guarantee alignment,

you would use a barrel cam-follower.

Maximum Contact Stress of Cyclindrical and a

Barrel Cam-Followers
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The maximum tilt capability of a:

Cylindrical Roller [typical] < 0.1°

(1.7m.rad).

Barrel Roller [typical] < 0.25°

(4.4m.rad)

About Barrel Cam-Followers

'Barrel' Cam-Followers are also

'Crowned' Cam-Followers.

The typical radius of barrel cam-

follower is: 400mm, 500mm or

1000mm.

Other 'optimized' profiles include so

called 'logarithmic' profiles.

Materials and Size Tolerances.

Outside Diameter Tolerance of Bearing

Nominal outside diameter of a Cylindrical Cam-Follower Bearing is: ~h5 , nominally

zero to a small under-size.

Nominal outside diameter of a Crowned Cam-Follower Bearing is: 0.00 to –

0.050mm , nominally zero to a under-size.

Typical Yoke

Cam-Follower

Design

Cam-Follower WITH inner-ring. 

Required Stud Specification:

Surface Finish of Stud:

Maximum roughness should be Ra =1.6µm

Diameter Tolerance of Stud:

There is a tolerance for the hole in the follower arm and also the diameter
of the shaft through the inner-ring.

JS7 [J7] : Hole through follower arm

g6, h6 : Stud through inner-ring, if heavy load, then k6.

Form Tolerances:

Variation of Mean Shaft Diameter = 0.5 x Diameter Tolerance

Variation from Circular Form = 0.5 x Diameter Tolerance

Cam-Follower WITHOUT inner-ring.

Cam-followers without an inner-ring have a smaller overall radius than cam-

followers that have an inner-ring. Thus, they are used when space is limited. 

The pin/shaft through the centre is in contact with the needle rollers. Thus,

the pin/shaft should have a specification that closely replicates the inner-

ring of the bearing.

Specification

Material: Through-Hardening and Case-Hardening Steels are suitable for

the shaft.
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Hardness: 

670HV

or:

58 to 64 HRC Rockwell Hardness Scale 'C'

If the hardness of the pin/shaft is not HRC 58-64, the load capacity of the

cam-follower is reduced.This table shows how dynamic and static load

capacities become reduced as the shaft's hardness is reduced.

Hardness HRC 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 45 40 35 30 25

HV 697 653 613 577 545 512 485 447 392 346 302 267

Reduction

Factor

Dyn: 1.0 1.0 .93 .84 .73 .63 .52 .43 .31 .23 .15 .11

Stat: 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .96 .86 .77 .65 .50 .39 .30 .25

Specification... continued

Minimum Case Hardening Depth at which hardness is still greater than 550 HV, HRC 52.3:

or, always:

Depth of Hardness > 0.3mm.

Surface Finish: 

For high speed and loads: wave free finish: Ra= 0.2µm [This also applies to shoulders

and washers, if in contact with the rollers ends, or bearing rings].

General Applications: Ra=0.35µm

Tolerance and Form: k5, k6

Variation of Mean Diameter: <0.008mm, or 0.5 × diameter tolerance, or <5µm / 25mm,

whichever is the least

Deviation from Circular Form: <0.0025mm or 0.25 × diameter tolerance, or  <2.5µm, for

Φ<25mm, whichever is the least

High Frequency Lobing: Lobing is 10 or more times around the circumference of a shaft

and if it exceeds 0.4µm from peak to valley it is called chatter. Chatter usually casues

undesirable noise and reduces fatigue life.

Shaft Slope: 

Slant precision <13µm/25mm

General

No nicks, burrs, scratches and dents.Oil holes are permissible in the raceway area, but

care must be taken to blend the edges gently, in to the raceway, if possible put oil-hole

in the unloaded zone. 

No grind reliefs, fillets etc

Shaft Material: Typical Steels

Material JIS (Japan) ASTM (USA) DIN (Germany)

Through-

Hardening Steel

High Carbon

Chromium

SUJ2 AISI 52100 100Cr6
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Material JIS (Japan) ASTM (USA) DIN (Germany)

Bearing  

Carbon Tool SK3 (SK2)

Case-Hardening

Steel

Nickel Chromium

Molybdenum

SNCM420

SNCM 8

4320

4340 [1.6565]

16CrNiMo6

17MnCr5,

16MnCr5

Chromium SCr420 5120 20Cr

Chromium

Molybdenum 

SCM420 4118 25CrMo4

Nickel

Chromium 

SNC420(SNC415) 14NiCr10

Cam-Followers - with a Stud Shaft

The 'Stud' is the shaft through the centre of the

bearing. It extends to one side of the bearing so

you can fix it to the cam follower lever.

Support Flange and Dimension, F

To sufficiently support the side plate of the

bearing, the shoulder should be ground flat,

and be larger than dimension F. 

Dimension 'F' is given in OEM catalogues.

The material of the cam follower lever must

support the compressive stresses of the

tightening torque - see below.

Stud Diameter

A metric stud usually has a 'shaft' tolerance of

h7. This is a zero to negative tolerance. 

A imperial [inch] stud typically is oversized by

approximately 0.025mm. 

Hole in F=Cam-Follower Lever

Metric Hole tolerance : JS7 [J7]. This is a

small plus and minus tolerance of the nominal

hole size.

Inch Hole tolerance : F7. This is a positive

tolerance on the hole. 

In both cases, the stud should have a light

press fit.

Stud Stress

The stress in the stud is a function of two parameters:

Tightening Torque : a Tensile Stress, σt.
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When the guidelines are followed, the tensile stress, σt , is approximately 100MPa.

Contact Load, P, gives a Bending Stress, σb 
The bending stress, is:

σb = P.L.y/I 

σb = P.L./z   

Note: I, second moment of area, is reduced slightly when there is an oil-hole through the

stud.

Stud Failure

The stud/shaft can fail in two different ways:

Stud failure when:

Total Stress = Bending Stress, σb, + Tightening Stress, σt,  Tensile Strength, or Yield

Stress, σyield

 σt + σb  > σyield   

Rules of thumb: the total stress on the stud should be less than:

σ   < 1370MPa when load is static

σ  < 760MPa when load is dynamic but uni-directional

σ  < 380MPa when load is bi-directional and dynamic

Thread failure when:...

...the nut becomes loose. This occurs when:

σt - σb  < 0   

If the compression stress due to bending exceeds the tension stress due to the nut's

tightening, the nut might become loose.

To prevent the nut becoming loose, follow the tightening torque guidelines!

Hexagonal Nuts Tightening Torques [EN ISO 4032].

M6x1[3Nm]; M8x1.25[8Nm]; M10x1[15Nm]; M12x1.5[22Nm]; M16x1.5[58Nm];

M18x1.5[87Nm]; M20x1.5[120Nm]; M24x1.5[220Nm]; M30x1.5[450Nm]

Cam-Followers - General Installation Requirements

Install the oil plug, with a small mandrel [if you are not going to re-lube it] to prevent

the rolling elements being contaminated by the ingress of dirt.

Insert a pin into the lubrication hole that is transverse to the shaft to prevent the stud

rotating.

Locate the lubrication hole that is transverse to the shaft in the unloaded direction -

so it is in compression.
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Dynamics of Cam Mechanical Systems

Example Cams in an enclosure with forced oil feed.

Dynamics of Cam Mechanical Systems

The 'Cam Mechanical System' includes all of the mechanical components from the 'Power Source'

to the 'Payload'.

MechDesigner calculates the exact force or torque that a motor must provide to move your

mechanisms with the motion you have designed in MotionDesigner. It also calculates the active

and reactive forces to overcome the inertia, gravity and spring forces in each joint as they move.

These forces and torques are called 'kinetostatic-forces'. It is important to know that kinetostatic-

forces do not consider the parasitic effects of rigidity, vibration, backlash, friction, stiction, speed

variation at the drive motor..and more.

These parasitic effects will mean the motion of the payload is not the same motion as designed.

The worse the design, the larger the difference will be between your motion design and the

motion at the output.

This section reviews the 'parasitic effects' on the performance of Cam Mechanical Systems. We

also suggest how to improve your designs.

There is an emphasis on the Traditional Motion-Laws that are applied to mechanisms with Dwell-

Rise-Dwell type motions. This is because their causes and effects on the mechanical system are

easier to understand, which provides us with valuable design insights. You should be able to

apply these insights even when you need to design a complex motion and a complex

mechanism.

Transmission Design Considerations:

Rigidity

Dynamic Response: Period-Ratio,

Damping, Backlash

Example: Indexing Table with

Backlash

Payload Types, Normalized Loads, Input
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Torque

Torque, Overrun, Power

Example: Power Calculation

Rigidty: Transmission Design Considerations

Transmission Design Considerations of Cam Mechanisms

Input Transmission: all of the transmission components from the power source (usually an

electric motor) to the cam.

Output Transmission: all of the transmission components from the cam-follower (usually a

roller) to the payload (also called: end-effector, or tool). 

The components in the transmissions typically include shafts, gears, gearboxes, couplings, chain

drives, belt drives, linkages.

Three[3] Mechanical Properties of the Transmission:

The performance of the input and output transmissions is a function of three parameters:

Strength... the ability to withstand the forces and torques without fracture or yield.

The design must be strong enough to transfer the peak force or torque. The design of

components is in the field of strength of materials, not cam systems.

Rigidity... the ability to transmit the force and torque without too much deflection.

Rigidity is important in the generation of vibration. All transmission components have

elasticity, the reciprocal of rigidity. When a metal component is stressed within its elastic

limit, it strains elastically. Its distortion, or deflection, is related to its size and shape, and

is proportional to the load applied. When it is stressed beyond its elastic limit it suffers

plastic deformation. Plastic deformation does not recover when you remove the stress.

It may also suffer hysteresis within the elastic limit. Hysteresis is an energy absorbing

phenomenon, whereby the strain produced by an increasing load is not fully reduced by a

decreasing load. Hysteresis is responsible for internal damping of vibrations. But this

effect is unlikely to be significant in cam systems. To simplify analysis, we assume that

transmission components are perfectly elastic with no hysteresis.

If there are several components connected in series, as is a typical cam transmission, the

deflections add together so that the overall deflection from one end of the transmission

to the other is the sum of the individual deflections. When gearing is involved, different

parts of the transmission may be subject to different torques and the deflections at one

side of the a gear pair may be transformed in a different deflection at the other side of

the gear. To assess the rigidity of a transmission as whole, therefore, it is necessary to

estimate the rigidity of each component and combine them in a particular way.

Backlash...lost transmission with a reversal of torque or force.

We will review the detrimental effects of backlash in the next topic. Here.

Input Transmission: Rigidity and Stiffness

The Input Transmission includes the power transmission components from the power source
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[usually a motor] to the cam.

Most cams in industrial machines rotate and they are driven by rotating motors. Thus, the

components are rotary, and they will have an angular deflection that is proportional to the

applied torque (pulleys and sprockets of belts and chains are also 'rotary components'). The

simplest components are shafts, but these are often constructed with sections of different

diameters. The shafts frequently have several diameters that are connected in series.

Shaft Rigidity 

The Rigidity of rotary components is defined

as the torque divided by the angular deflection,

[T/Θ = G.J/L] : 

R  = Rigidity of Circular Shaft [N.m/rad]

G  = Modulus of Rigidity of the Material

(Shear Stress/Shear Strain) [N/m2]

D  = Outside diameter of the Shaft [m]

d   = inside diameter of shaft [m]

L   = Length of shaft subject to torsion [m]

['English' Units. To ensure the units are

consistent, convert English to Metric,

complete all of the calculations, then

convert back to English].

The overall Rigidity of a shaft with three

sections, calculated using the above rigidity

equation is:

EXAMPLE: A Stepped Shaft: three different lengths and diameters in series.

D
1
 = 30mm d

1
 = 15mm L

1
 = 40mm

D
2
 = 25mm d

2
 = 15mm L

2
 = 35mm

D
3
 = 22mm d

3
 = 0mm L

3
 = 160mm
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[Modulus of Rigidity of Steel, G = 82.5x109 N/m2]

 1/R = 0.000006503 + 0.00001271 + 0.00008433 =
0.00010354

This shows that the overall rigidity is less, but not much less, than the least rigid part of

the shaft. Had we ignored the most rigid part - R1 - the result would have been 10,305

and not 9,657N.m/rad, only 7% more.

Gear Rigidity

There are several type of gears used in industrial machines - Spur Gears, Worm Gears and

Belt and Chain Drives.

Generally, the gear wheel itself has a torsional rigidity that is high enough to be ignored,

but the loaded gear teeth themselves may distort sufficiently to contribute significantly

to the overall elasticity of the transmission, particularly on small diameter pinions. 

Both the driving and the driven teeth bend and also compress under Hertzian Stress.

These two distortions combine to give tangential linear deflection at the pitch line which

varies somewhat as each tooth passes through the contact zone. But this variation can be

ignored here. 

The stiffness* of the the tooth can be defined as the tangential force divided by the

tangential deflection when the contact point is on the common center-line, and can only

be approximately calculated from the tooth dimension and material properties.

When possible it is best to measure the torsional rigidity rather than estimate it.

However, some design guidance is derived from considering the relationship between

tooth stiffness and torsional rigidity*.

* In this topic, we use Stiffness to apply to Linear-Stiffness (N/mm), and Rigidity to apply

to Angular-Stiffness (N/rad).
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The image shows a

schematic of 'rigidity* of a

spur-gear' - a pair of

unequal spur gears is

transmitting a torque with a

tangential tooth force. The

deflections are analogous to

those of a pair of levers

whose tips are connected by

a spring, as shown as the

'Equivalent Gear-Pair'.

Relating Force, Stiffness

and Deflection

Total Tangential Linear

Deflection, δ

Relating Torques, Stiffness and Deflection

Let Ma and Mb be the Moments [Torques applied] on Gears A
 
and B

 
, whose pitch

circle radii are ra and rb. [m].

The torsional rigidity of Gear A
 
 relative to Gear B

 
 is Ra,(= Torque[N.m] ÷ angular

deflection[rad] ), and is found with:

 [ N.m = N x m ]

Chains and Belts Rigidity

Equations 3, 4 and 5 can  be applied to chain drives, but in that case the stiffness, S
 
,

refers to the stiffness of the loaded length of chain between the chain-wheels. 

For a given chain size, the stiffness is inversely proportional to its length: very long chain

drives should therefore be avoided as should small diameter sprockets. 

Belt drives behave in a similar way, but are generally less satisfactory than chain drives.

Flat belt and vee belt drives are seldom used in cam system transmissions (except at very

high speed, e.g. the primary drive from the electric motor where their elasticity is not

important). 

Timing belt drives [belts and pulleys with 'teeth'] are common because they give an exact

speed ratio for synchronizing with other mechanisms in the machine. Timing belts are

made of reinforced synthetic rubber and are rather elastic compared to metal chains of

similar strength. This is partly because the rubber belt teeth tend to roll slightly in the

pulley grooves under heavy loads. More recently, the tooth profile is improved so that

this problem is reduced.

Nevertheless, timing belt drives are very successfully used in cam transmissions because

they are almost silent and need no lubrication. 

The backlash problem with chains and belts is similar to that with gears, but usually more

severe. Slack chain drives are quite common in conventional steady torque transmissions,
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and not particularly detrimental to them. The use of chain tensioner devices, of which

there are many types commercially available, is strongly recommended for all cam

transmissions, and are essential for high-speed or high-inertia applications.

Bearing Support Rigidity

One effect

of using

gears, chain

drives, etc.

in a

transmission

, which is

often

overlooked,

is the

flexibility of

the bearing

supports.

The tooth

load

produces an

equal

reaction

force at the

gear

supports.

When the

gears are in

a rigid

casting (for

example, a

commercial

gear-box

and cam-

box) the

elastic

deflections

of the

supports are

usually

small

enough to

be ignored.

However,

the reaction

torque on

the structure
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that

supports the

cam-box

may itself

be

important. A

rigid gear-

box or cam-

box is no

advantage if

it is not

rigidly

supported,

or the frame

deflects.

Gears and

chain

wheels are

sometimes

unavoidably

mounted on

shafts far

from the

shaft

bearings.

This means

the bending

of the shaft

due to the

tooth load

becomes a

significant

part of the

overall

rigidity of

the

transmission

. 

Lateral

deflection

of the shaft

has the

same effect

on angular

displaceme

nt as tooth

deflection
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and is

mechanicall

y in series

with it. 

The image shows how the linear deflection of the shaft produces an angular deflection

of the gear (or chain wheel) so that the effect is similar to torsional elasticity.

Here the shaft is displaced by the tooth contact force, F.sec(Ф), where F is the

tangential force and Ф is the gear pressure angle. 

This acts at a distance of r.cos(Ф) from the centre of the shaft,

Therefore, the shaft torque is:

 

Input Transmission Rigidity: Example

Design Arrangement of an Input Transmission - From the

Drive Motor to the Cam.

A Camshaft is driven by a 2:1

reducing chain drive from a

primary shaft, which is driven by a

motor and worm gear-box. 

Find the overall rigidity of the 

input transmission to the cam,

from the output of the worm

gear-box. 

Note: We want to find out how

effectively the transmission is

given to the cam by the worm

gear-box.

The shafts are made of

medium carbon steel, and the

chain and solid sprockets are

steel. G = 82.5 x 109 N/m2

The coupling is sufficiently

rigid in torsion, and the shaft

mountings are stiff enough to

be ignored in the calculation.

The transmission chain is

0.5inch pitch with a stiffness of

6 x 106N/m, for a 1m length.

Find the rigidity of each section of the transmission separately and then combine them

into one overall rigidity.

1: Rigidity of the Primary Shaft: Torsion

The section of the shaft transmitting torque is Ø38, and 454mm long. Therefore its

rigidity is:
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This shaft is connected to the cam-shaft by a 2:1 reduction drive. Therefore, its

rigidity referred to the cam-shaft is:

2: Rigidity of the Primary Shaft: Bending

The Pitch Circle Radius of the Sprocket is 61mm.

Therefore, the equivalent torsional rigidity is: (using Equation 3)

The Rigidity referred to the cam-shaft via the 2:1 reduction is:

3: Rigidity of the Drive Chain

From the drawing above: 

Length of chain that stretches under load = 496mm. 

Stiffness, for 1m length  = 6 x106 N/m

 The Pitch Circle Radius of the Chain-wheel is 122mm. Therefore, the rigidity of the

chain referred to the cam-shaft is:

4: Rigidity of the Cam Shaft Bending

5: Rigidity of the Cam Shaft Torsion

Overall Torsional Rigidity of the Input Transmission

The Overall Rigidity of the transmission referred to the cam is:

Comment:

The most significant element with elasticity is the bending of the primary shaft. It has the
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lowest Rigidity, R
2
. This points to the possibility of a considerable improvement if:

The chain-drive could be moved closer to the right-hand bearings 

and / or 

the sprocket could be increased in diameter

Output Transmission

The estimation of rigidity of an output transmission is exactly the same as for an input

transmission. Most inputs, of course, drive rotary cams and therefore rigidity is expressed as

the overall torsional rigidity. With output transmissions, however, we are dealing with a

payload that is driven by the cam follower and the motion may be linear (reciprocating) or

rotary (oscillating or indexing). 

If the follower motion is a translating, linear motion, then the overall rigidity of the output

transmission is expressed as a linear stiffness referred to the follower. 

If the follower motion is a swinging, rotating motion, then the overall rigidity of the

output transmission is expressed as a torsional rigidity referred to the follower axis.

Levers and Links

Levers and links are similar to gears and chain-wheels. 

A linear deflection, δ , at a Point, under Force, F, at a distance, r , from the lever

pivot, or fulcrum, can be expressed as a Linear-Stiffness S = F/δ at that Point.

This is translated into Torsional-Rigidity at the pivot of R=S.r2. This is the same as

Equation 5, above. 

The designs of levers are many and varied. The calculation of lever stiffness is therefore

not considered here. It comes within the conventional theory of deflection of beams. In

practice, well designed levers are seldom a significant source of elasticity in

transmissions, unless they are very long.

The elongation and compression of link (pull or push-rods) are analogous of a chain,

described above, and the relationship between the stiffness of a link and the torsional

rigidity at a lever pivot is exactly the same as between a chain and its chain-wheel shaft. 

Equation 5 applies.
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Output Transmission Rigidity: Example

Design Arrangement of an Output-Transmission -

from the cam-follower to the payload.

A cam-driven mechanism is

operated by a lever and pull-rod

transmission with a stroke-increasing

ratio of 1 .5:1 as shown in Fig. 1 1 .5.

A 60 mm long follower arm is keyed

to one end of a 20 mm diameter

steel pivot shaft on the other end of

which is keyed a 90 mm long pull-

rod lever. That lever pulls a payload

by means of an 8 mm diameter x

120 mm long steel pull-rod. 

Find the overall transmission rigidity

from the cam to the payload,

assuming that the follower arm and

pull-rod lever are stiff enough to be

ignored in the calculation.

Working back from the payload to

the cam:

1: Pull-Rod

The stiffness of a bar in pure

tension or compression is:

where:

E
 
 = Young's Modulus (~205 x 109

N/m2 for steel)

A
 
 = cross-section area

L
 
 = length under stress

This acts at the end of a 90mm long lever. Thus, the torsional rigidity referred to the pivot

shaft (Equation 5) is:

2: Pivot shaft bending at pull-rod position

Using Equation 8 and 5:

Rigidity referred to the pivot shaft is:
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3: Pivot shaft torsion

The length of the shaft in torsion is 240mm. From Equation 1

4: Pivot shaft torsion

The shaft is symmetrical along its length and its stiffness in bending, S
 
, at this

position is the same as at the pull-rod position. The rigidity referred to the pivot shaft

is therefore:

The overall torsional rigidity of the cam output transmission at the follower arm pivot

pivot is:

This could be expressed as a linear stiffness at the follower roller by transposing

Equation 5:

It is clear from the above figures that torsion of the pivot shaft is by far the most elastic

element, showing that the transmission rigidity can be considerably improved, if

necessary, by increasing the shaft diameter.  Because shaft rigidity and stiffness are

proportional to the fourth power of diameter, an increase from 20mm to 24mm would

approximately double the overall rigidity.

Couplings

Couplings are important in any transmission.

There are many types and designs of shaft coupling

available commercially, as well as special purpose

designs. 

Rigid

'Rigid' they are not intended to allow relative

movement of any kind between the coupled

shafts. 

Self-Aligning

'Self-aligning' allow limited movement between

the shafts, usually to provide for either

accidental or deliberate misalignment. 

Of the latter, some allow all degrees-of-

freedom - these are the 'flexible' couplings - and

some allow only one or two degrees-of-

freedom.

Flexible couplings transmit torque via a resilient

medium (rubber, plastics or metal spring) and
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are not torsionally rigid: as such they are not

recommended for cam systems.

Torsionally Rigid

Of the torsionally rigid couplings, the: 

Cardan Joint allows a large degree of angular

misalignment

Oldham Coupling allows a large degree of

parallel offset and some end float.

Gear and the Chain Couplings allow a small

degree of freedom in all directions except

torsion. 

With the exception of the membrane type, the

mechanical couplings are subject to gradual

wear which results in rotary backlash, which may

be a problem for cam drive transmission if the

couplings are not large enough. 

Splined Shaft Coupling: is a form of coupling

which allows substantial longitudinal

displacement of a shaft while retaining torsional

rigidity. However, it must have clearance to

allow for the relative movement, and because

the pitch circle radius of splines is inevitably

small the rotary backlash is potentially severe.

Membrane or Diaphragm Couplings have a thin

flexible membrane, sometimes laminated,

attached alternately to the two hubs. 

This allows limited angular misalignment and

end float, but virtually no torsional elasticity and

no backlash. Lateral shaft offset, if required, can

be achieved using two such couplings separated

by a short length of shaft.  This design of

coupling is ideal for cam drives, for both input

and output transmissions.
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Dynamic 'Response': Period-Ratio, Backlash, Damping...

Dynamic Response: Vibration, Period-Ratio, Damping and Backlash

The dynamic and motion response of a payload to a motion law is a function of the motion-

law itself, the stiffness of the input and output transmissions, as well its inertia and backlash.

Dynamic Response

When a cam moves a payload, the shape of the cam gives the command motion function.

The cam 'commands' a motion and the payload 'responds' with its motion. The response does

not equal the command!
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The image shows the Cam-Followers Motion - the command -

and an exaggerated diagram of payload's motion - its

response

The payload has mass and

inertia. Hence, a dynamic

force or torque is required

to move it. That force is

transmitted through an

elastic transmission system.

It is 'elastic' because it has a

finite stiffness and a real

mass or inertia.

The elastic transmission

system distorts when

subjected to the force or

torque. The motion of the

payload, its dynamic

response, is a distortion of

the command motion and

takes the form of a vibration

of approximately constant

frequency, but of varying

amplitude, superimposed on

the command motion.

The mechanism can be

represented by a simple

model of a:

Cam with a cam-

follower of

negligible mass. 

The Cam drives a:

Payload of mass, W
 [ W for mass[kg], as

it avoids confusing

with M we use for

Torque]

Between the Cam and

Payload, there is a:

Spring, S, which

represents the output

transmission,

Stiffness.

Motion Response and Progression of the Payload in response to the Motion Command.

The Payload's motion starts later than the start of hat of the Cam-Follower's  motion. The

command and response can be described thus: 

The Cam-Follower begins to move. 
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The Payload will not move until the force that is imparted to it overcome's the Payload's

inertia.

Thus, the force compresses the spring by an amount proportional to its stiffness., S. 

The motion/position of the Payload lags that of the motion/position of the Cam-

Follower until the force on the Payload from the Spring gives sufficient acceleration

to it such that its velocity eventually exceeds that of the Cam-Follower's velocity. 

Then the Spring begins to expand again. The Spring expands until it matches its

original length and the Payload's displacement is equal to the Cam-Follower

displacement. 

However, at that instant, the Payload is moving faster than the Cam-Follower. 

The Payload overshoots and leads the Cam-Follower displacement. As the spring

continues to expand, the Payload's velocity decreases, relative to that of the Cam-

Follower, until their velocities are the same.

The velocity continues to decrease until the displacement of the Payload and Cam-

Follower become the same. 

A similar cycle of events occurs again and again, throughout the stroke, so that the

Payload motion is an oscillation of varying amplitude superimpose on that of the

Cam-Follower.

Period-Ratio

Note: To prevent confusion with the term 'oscillating' or 'oscillation' of swinging arm

follower mechanisms, the oscillation that is associated with the 'cam command and cam-

follower response' is referred to as a 'Vibration' rather than Oscillation.

The displacement amplitude of the vibration is much less than that illustrated in the image

above. It is often difficult to see.

The acceleration amplitude, however, is a large part of the total acceleration. Since inertia-

force is proportional to acceleration, the oscillation makes a significant contribution to the

peak force that acts on the system.

The nature of the vibration, its amplitude in particular, is a function of the motion-law, the

duration or motion period, the mass/inertia of the payload, and the stiffness/rigidity of the

mechanism. The frequency of the vibration is the natural frequency of the mass-spring

system. All mass-spring systems, and cam mechanisms, have a natural frequency of vibration.

The natural frequency can be measured, or estimated with reasonable accuracy, from the 

mass and stiffness (or in the case of rotary systems the moment-of-inertia and torsional

rigidity).

Period-Ratio [n] is the ratio of the motion-period (stroke time) to the vibration-period

(time for one vibration cycle) -see 'Natural Frequency and Period-Ratio' below.

Period-Ratio is one of the most important parameters in the estimation of the peak load on

a cam. 

For a given motion-law, the maximum amplitude of the dynamic response is greatly

dependent on the Period-Ratio of the system. 

Also, for any given Period-Ratio, the maximum amplitude of the dynamic response is
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greatly dependent on the Motion-Law.

Period-Ratio and the application 'Speed'.

We can use Period-Ratio to designate the 'speed' of an application. 

High-speed applications are those with a low Period-Ratio, say less than 8. 

Slow-speed applications are those with a high Period-Ratio, say more than 20. 

The choice of motion-law is less critical with 'slow-speed applications'.

Most cam mechanisms in modern industrial machinery run with a Period-Ratio less than

20. There are few with a Period-Ratio less than 5.

EXAMPLES: Modified-Trapezoidal (Mod-Trap), Cycloidal and Modified-Sinusoid

(Mod-Sine) Motion-Laws

 Mod-Trap Response

with High and Low

Period Ratio

Cycloidal Response

with High and Low

Period Ratio

 Mod-Sine Response with High

and Low Period Ratio

Dynamic-Response and Residual Vibration with Good Output Transmission Design (top) and Bad Output

Transmission Design (bottom).

Good Output Transmission = high ratio of Rigidity : Inertia = high value of Period Ratio

Bad Output Transmission = low ratio of Rigidity : Inertia = low value of Period Ratio

The three diagrams above show the dynamic response and residual vibration of a

mechanism with three popular motion-laws and two different Period-Ratios. They show

the nominal acceleration (system with no vibration) and the acceleration response (the

dynamic-response) plotted against time for one motion-period and one dwell period.

The diagrams at the top represent a mechanism with a fairly rigid output

transmission. The Period-Ratio is 13.5. 

The diagrams at the bottom represent the same mechanism, but the Period-Ratio is

3.25. 

The output transmission rigidity is the only difference between the top and bottom.

[Alternatively, the bottom diagrams might be same transmission rigidity but operating

13.5/3.25 times faster].
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A number of important points are illustrated by these diagrams:

1. All three motion-laws produce a vibration with low amplitude when the Period-Ratio

is high. 

2. A low Period-Ratio will give a high vibration amplitude (force or torque). It may be

higher than the nominal maximum of the motion-law, by a factor of more that 2. 

3. There is a residual vibration in the dwell period which may be damped down to zero

before the next motion period if there is some friction load and the vibration

amplitude is low, that is, the transmission rigidity is good. The residual vibration of a

bad transmission, however, may not be damped out quickly enough and could make

the dynamic response of the subsequent motion worse still. 

4. If the transmissions are good, the Mod-Trap motion has a peak load less than either

the Mod-Sine or Cycloidal, by virtue of its lower maximum acceleration. If

transmissions are bad, however, Mod-Sine is better than Mod-Trap (note the negative

peak of the Mod-Trap) and Cycloidal is better than the Mod-Sine, especially as regards

the residual vibration.

All three motion-laws shown are considered to be 'good' laws for high-speed

mechanisms. 

Simple Harmonic Motion

Response with High and

Low Period Ratio

Parabolic Response

with High and Low

Period Ratio

Parabolic and Simple Harmonic

Motion

For comparison, the dynamic response of

mechanisms similar in all respects, except

for the motion-law, are shown to the left

with the Parabolic (Constant Acceleration

and Retardation) and Simple Harmonic

Motions.

These motion-laws were popular because

of their simple formulation, their low

nominal maximum acceleration and the

apparently smooth profiles that they

produced. 

However, they do not give a

satisfactory dynamic response, even at

low speed with good transmission

design (high Period-Ratio).

Both motion-laws have a step-change -

that is, a discontinuity - in the

acceleration profiles. The step-change

in the acceleration 'shocks' the

mechanical system, and incites the

vibrations in it much more than

'modern' motion-laws that do not have

a step-change in acceleration.

The value of peak force or torque in

both cases is much the same, at all

Period-Ratios.This is because the
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vibrations are caused mainly by the

step-change in acceleration.

The peak force or torque is higher than

the peak force or torque of the modern

dynamically favorable motion-laws.

Natural Frequency and Period-Ratio

 For a simple Spring-Mass System, as shown in the representation of the cam-system above,

the Natural Frequency is:

 for a Linear System.

 for a Rotary System.

Where: 

f = natural frequency [Hz]

S = linear stiffness [N/m]

W = mass [kg] (we use W to prevent confusion with M for 'Torque (moment), which is

used later).

R = torsional rigidity [N.m/rad]

 I =  moment of inertia [kg.m2]

Period-Ratio is:

- or -

 n = Period of Motion / Natural Period of Vibration

Where: 

T = duration of motion-period[s], where the time take of the motion segment in the

Machine-Cycle.

Torsion Factor

The Peak Torque (positive or negative) from the superimposed vibration is, of course, a

critical factor in estimating the load/life capacity of a cam mechanism. 

It is possible to estimate the peak torque at the mechanism design stage if the Motion-Law

is known and Period-Ratio can be estimated.

Torsion Factor, Ct, is the ratio of the peak torque to the nominal peak torque of an

undamped cam system with a wholly inertial load. 

When a cam-mechanism has the same motion-law, its Torsion-Factor is dependent only
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on its Period-Ratio.

Torsion Factor Equation

The Torsion-Factor Equation estimates the ratio of peak (or actual) acceleration to nominal

(or motion-law) acceleration. You need the Period-Ratio and the Motion-Law. 

Curves have been plotted of Torsion-Factor, C
t
, against Period-Ratio, n, for the SCCA

family of Motion-Laws. Their peak value of Torsion-Factor is empirically given by the

equation:

   
Torsion-Factor Equation for Cams

Note: The term Torsion-Factor is historical. It was first used with indexing mechanisms where the

transmission was always rotary, hence torsion.

Motion-Law p q r

Parabolic( Constant Acc-Dec) 0 0 4

Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM) 0.2 0.65 2

Modified Trapezoid (Mod-Trap) 17.8 1.95 1.1

Modified Sinusoid (Mod-Sine) 3.87 1.13 1

MSC-20 4.5 0.96 1

MSC-33 4.91 0.94 1

MSC-50 7.75 1 1

MSC-66 9.66 0.9 1

Cycloidal 1.5 1 1

CYCC-50 8.57 1.07 1

MSC-20, MSC-33, MSC-50, MSC-66 = Modified Sinusoid with 20%, 33%,

50%, 66% Constant Velocity, all symmetric

CYCC-50 = Cycloidal with Constant Velocity of 50%, symmetric

Period-Ratio > 3
Notes:

Parabolic Motion-Law: Torsion-Factor Ct=4
 
at all Period-Ratios. Thus, it is a poor motion

for any application, even slow speed, with good transmissions. 

Simple Harmonic Motion-Law: Torsion-Factor Ct=2 at all Period-Ratios. 

This makes it not as good as the Mod-Trap, Mod-Sine or Cycloidal for many applications.

The high Torsion-Factor of Simple Harmonic Motion is due to the sudden change of

acceleration at the 'start' and 'end' of the Motion-Law, when you use this motion-law
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between dwell segments. In applications where there are no dwells, and no sudden

changes, then Simple Harmonic Motion is the best for minimum vibration. 

In many cases, a low value of Jerk at Cross-Over (transition between acceleration and

deceleration) of Simple-Harmonic-Motion also reduces the effects of backlash in the

system.

Residual Vibration

Above, we have seen that in most cases there is a residual vibration at the end of the motion,

whose amplitude may be considerable. It is of course a continuation of the vibration that has

built up during the motion period. 

However, it is possible for the residual vibration amplitude to be very small or zero, even

though the in-motion amplitude might be very large.

It depends on exactly where in a vibration cycle the motion finishes. Slight variations in the

value of Period-Ratio, n, cam make an enormous difference to the residual vibration

amplitude.

The dynamic responses of two similar mechanisms are shown below. A high speed

application, low Period-Ratio, has been chosen for the clarity.

Possible REDUCTION of Residual Vibration with small INCREASE in

speed, with certain Period Ratios

The only difference

between the two

mechanisms is the

rigidity of the input

transmission. There is a

slightly different

Period-Ratio in each

case. The vibration

response of the design

on the left side has a

Period-Ratio, n=5.25.

The one on the right has

a Period-Ratio, n= 4.5.

Surprisingly, there is an

extremely large residual

vibration with the better

Period-Ratio, while the

worse Period-Ratio

produced practically no

residual vibration. 

It is important to note

that for these

mechanism models no

damping of any kind

was used: the zero

residual vibration is

entirely due to the

vibratory state of the
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mechanism at the

beginning of the dwell

period. 

The in-motion vibration

is the same for both

mechanisms and is of

similar amplitude to the

worst residual vibration.

The value of Period-Ratio, n, can seldom be predicted exactly because of unforeseen errors

in mass and rigidity. In any case, there is a great variation in speed, and therefore, period-

ratio, during the run up to speed, and during the machine shutting down. 

Although residual vibration may be undesirable for many reasons, it is not in itself the

criterion for estimating the load capacity of a cam system. The peak load on the system is

always at the peak (positive or negative) of an in-motion vibration cycle.

Damping

Damping absorbs energy by the application of a force or torque. It has the effect of

reducing, and possibly eliminating vibration

There are three basic kinds of damping that apply to cam and follower systems:

Viscous Damping : force that is proportional to velocity.

Hysteresis Damping : more energy that is used to stress a material than is released

when it is unstressed.

Constant, or Coulomb Damping (Friction Damping) : more or less constant force that

opposes the motion.

We find all of these are present, to some extent, in industrial machines. But, the first two,

viscous and hysteresis, are usually so low as to have little or no effect on vibration. 

Why?

It is futile to increase viscous damping deliberately to dissipate vibration energy. To

damp vibration near to the beginning or the end of the motion where the nominal

velocity is very low, or in the dwell period, the damping factor must be very high. In that

case, energy will be wasted in the central, high-speed, period of the motion. Only that

part of the viscous damping force that is related to the change of velocity contributes to

the reduction of vibration, and the relative change of velocity due to vibration, even in

the in-motion period, is quite small.

A constant friction is often present in the form of friction in bearings, slide-ways etc. This

force, however, has no damping effect at all unless there is a change direction. That is, a

reversal of the direction of motion. 

Such reversals do not take place until the vibration velocity exceeds the nominal follower

velocity, that is during and just before the dwell period. This form of damping is very

effective in dissipating residual vibration, except in very high speed applications, but

does not affect the majority of in-motion vibrations at all.

If it is important in a particular application to eliminate vibration then the deliberate

introduction of constant friction damping may be justified. However, it has the drawback

that the follower can come to rest slightly out of position in the dwell period, where it is
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being held by the friction force in a strained condition, either under-shooting or over-

shooting its target.

Selecting a Motion-Law based on Peak Load Criterion

Ca*Ct vs Period-Ratio for Mod-Trap, Mod-Sine and Cycloidal Motion-

Laws

If peak load is used as a

criterion for selecting a

motion-law [although it

is by no means the only

criterion], then the

product of Torsion

Factor and Coefficient of

Acceleration [= Ct x

Ca], which is one

measure of peak inertia

load, identifies the best

cam for a particular

range of Period-Ratios. 

Using the equation of

Torsion-Factor, with the

associated table of

parameters for each

motion-law, we can plot:

Ct x Ca against

Period-Ratio, n 

for Mod-Trap, Mod-Sine and
Cycloidal Motion-Laws. 

We can use the plot to

see which motion-laws

is best based on Period-

Ratio. 

The comparison is only valid where there is good input transmission and the peak load is

mainly an inertia load.

In these circumstance it can be seen that the Mod-Trap is the best choice for a Period-Ratio

above 6.4 and Cycloidal is best below 6.4. However, Mod-Sine is by far the most useful of

the three cam laws because, although it produces a slightly higher peak load than Mod-Trap,

it is also very much more tolerant to an elastic input transmission. 

The transmission systems of most industrial cams are such as to benefit from the use of the

Mod-Sine cam law in preference to the Mod-Trap. Nevertheless, there is a positive

advantage to use the Cycloidal for systems with a low Period-Ratio.

It is recommended that Mod-Sine be the first choice for Period-Ratios above 6.4, and

Cycloidal for ratios lower than that.
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Backlash

The total backlash in a cam mechanism is the sum of all clearances, play or slack in the input

and output transmissions (adjusted, if necessary, by gearing ratios), and in the cam track and

cam follower. Typical examples are: slack chain drives, gear tooth clearances, oversize

enclosed cam-tracks and worn follower roller bearings. There are many others.

Any backlash, between the cam and follower or between any two force-transmitting

components in the cam system gives rise to a shock load when there is a reversal of force or

torque. 

Backlash can be often be eliminated by applying sufficient external force with a spring or the

payload weight, or even a friction force, to ensure that there is not a force reversal at the

operating speed. Spring loaded, open cam track cam systems are quite common, but to be

fully effective in eliminating backlash the spring must be applied not just to the follower but

at a point in the output transmission that closes ALL of the significant clearances. This is

illustrated in the image.

When the direction of force reverses, typically at the cross-over in high inertia applications,

there is a moment when the payload is in free-flight after losing contact with the 'positive

force surface' and before making contact with the 'negative force surface'. The magnitude of

the force in making contact - the impact force - is related to the impact velocity of the

contact surfaces. This, in turn, is related to the values of cam acceleration and jerk at this

point in the motion.

The process can be seen in the simplified and exaggerated image. All of the cumulative

backlash in system is represented by the separation of the two cam profiles and the payload

is represented at a concentrated point running along the profiles. The lower profile can only
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exert a positive contact force on the payload and the upper profile only a negative force. It

is assumed for the purpose of this description that dynamic response vibration and any other

detrimental effects are not significant compared with the impact force.

The payload departs from the lower profile when its contact force becomes zero: this is

when the inertia force due to the profile deceleration is about to exceed any other retarding

force on the payload, such as friction, gravity. 

From this point on, the payload takes a free-flight path with a natural deceleration which is

determined by external forces - such as friction - until it makes contact with the upper

profile. It strikes the profile with an impact velocity - which is the difference between the

free-flight velocity and the profile velocity. The free-flight is now a little slower that at the

point of departure (due to its deceleration), and the profile velocity is even slower because

the impact point is a little further along the profile (past the point of maximum profile

velocity).

It is obvious from the image that the cam follower separates and impacts in the deceleration

phase of the motion and are separated by a time and distance very much dependent on the

amount of backlash. How far into the declaration phase that these events occur is dependent

on the magnitude of the external force in relation to the payload inertia force. In practice,

the possible range of impact positions is fairly wide and occurs just after the nominal cross-

over point of the motion.

To minimize the backlash impact force, it is necessary to have a motion-law with a low value

of acceleration for a long period near the middle of the motion. In general, this condition is

fulfilled by motions that have a low jerk at cross-over.  The best 'low-impact' Traditional

Motion-Law is Simple Harmonic, but special low impact motion-laws have been developed

which improve on this. Here again, the Mod-Sine offers a very good compromise: it has a

lower jerk at cross-over than the Mod-Trap, or Cycloidal  and a much better dynamic

response vibration than Simple Harmonic.

It is difficult to quantify the impact effect of backlash in all circumstances, but an attempt is

made here to indicate its importance in certain cases. To take account of various sizes,

speeds and loads of all kinds of cam mechanisms it is convenient to normalize the variables

on the same basis as:

: b
k
= Normalized backlash [from real backlash as a ratio of the output stroke]

: d
n
 = Normalized 'natural' deceleration - due to friction, for example, not the

motion law.

: D
n
 = Real natural deceleration of the payload - from linear model

: D
n
 = Real natural deceleration of the payload - from angular model

:  v = Normalized impact velocity  from real impact velocity and stroke

 B
k 

= Real cumulative [total] backlash referred to the cam output

 Y = Output Stroke of the motion, linear or angular 

 T = The full motion period [time] 

 W = Mass of the Payload, referred to the cam 

 F
d
 = Decelerating Force on the payload, referred to the cam output
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 M
d
 = Decelerating Torque on the payload, referred to the cam output

 I = Inertia of the payload, referred to the cam output

 V = Actual impact velocity, linear or angular

The natural deceleration of the payload in free-flight can vary between zero (at cross-over)

and the maximum deceleration of the motion-law: a higher deceleration would maintain

contact with the positive force cam surface! The higher the natural deceleration, the lower

the impact velocity. For any cam-law, a graph can be constructed to show how the

normalized impact velocity varies with backlash and natural deceleration. 

All the motion-laws have similar impact velocities when the natural deceleration is zero and

the backlash is large.

The are considerable differences in impact velocities between motion-laws when the natural

deceleration is medium to high.

The motion-laws with zero jerk at cross-over (Simple-Harmonic and Mod-Sine) are better

than the others at low values of backlash - the sort of backlash values likely to occur in

practice.

For very high speed mechanisms, the value of the normalized natural deceleration must be

low, because it is proportional to the square of the motion period, T. which can be very

small. Also, the backlash is in practice kept to a minimum by precision manufacture. 

Of the Traditional Motion-Laws, Mod-Sine gives a good compromise.

A shock vibration is set up on impact, the amplitude of which depends on the impact

velocity and the natural frequency of the system. We have already seen that natural

frequency, f, can be calculated from the rigidity and stiffness of the system and the payload

mass or inertia. The impact force or torque at the cam to follower contact point is given by :

[Note, see above for V, F
d
, M

d
 ]

In summary, the best way to minimize the detrimental effects of dynamic

response is to :

use a 'Good' motion-law 

to ensure that the input and output transmissions are rigid 

to ensure that the input and output transmissions are free of backlash.
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...example: Torque Calculation for Index Table with Backlash

Indexing Table with Backlash.

Mechanical Layout of the Indexing

Table

Table: 20 workstations are equally spaced on a Ø500mm

Pitch Circle Diameter

Each station weighs 1.5kg. The table is steel and it

Ø600mm and 16mm thick. 

The table is indexed by an 8-Stop Globoidal cam

indexing mechanism through a pair of gears with a 2.5 : 1

reduction ratio. 

The table is directly attached to the main shaft that is

Ø50mm x 320mm long.

The gears are Ø128mm and Ø320mm x 40mm wide, made

of steel. 

The indexers turret is Ø163mm x 80mm thick. It has 8

rollers Ø2" x 1.25" long pitched around a Ø195mm circle. 

The indexer turret is mounted on a shaft Ø50mm x 208mm

long.

The length of the main shaft that is in torsion form the

underside of the table to the centre of the large gear

wheel is 275mm. 

The length of the turret shaft that is in torsion is 137mm. 

The cam motion-law is Mod-Sine, 180º index period, and runs at 150RPM.  The cycle time is

0.4seconds with 0.2seconds motion and 0.2seconds dwell.

We can assume the cam-shaft runs at constant angular velocity.

There is an estimated overall Friction Torque of 2.0Nm in the output transmission referred to the

indexer turret.

The maximum backlash permitted in the cam track, when manufactured is 0.04mm. 

The backlash in the gears can wear to 0.1mm before adjustment or replacement. 

Mass and Inertia of Components
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Mass (kg) M

o

m

e

n

t

o

f

I

n

e

r

t

i

a

(

k

g

.

m

2

)

Slow Speed Assembly Tools

Work Stations - 20 off 30.00 1

.

8

9

9

Table : Ø600 x 16mm thick 35.28 1

.

5

8

8

Flange: Ø180 x 25mm thick 4.96 0

.

0

2

0

Main Shaft: Ø50 x 320mm long 4.90 0

.

0

0

2

Large Gear: Ø320 x 40mm thick 25.25 0
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Mass (kg) M

o

m

e

n

t

o

f

I

n

e

r

t

i

a

(

k

g

.

m

2

)

.

3

2

5

Slow Speed Assembly Totals: 100.41 3

.

8

3

4

High Speed Assembly

Small Gears: Ø128 x 40mm thick 4.02 0

.

0

0

8

Turret shaft Ø50 x 208 mm long 3.19 0

.

0

0

1

Turret body: Ø163mm x 80 mm thick 13.02 0

.
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Mass (kg) M

o

m

e

n

t

o

f

I

n

e

r

t

i

a

(

k

g

.

m

2

)

0

4

3

Roller Followers: Total of 8 4.02 0

.

0

3

9

High Speed Assembly Total  24.25 0

.

0

9

1

Combined Total (referred to Indexer Turret): 124.66 0

.

7

0

4

The mass and inertia of each component are calculated as shown in the table above.

The final inertia (Combined Total) total in the above table takes into account the gear

ratio.

The inertia of the slow-speed assembly is reduced by the square of the gear ratio when
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referred to the indexer turret shaft.

  ...an illustration of the benefits of a speed reduction!

Assessment of Dynamic System.

To assess the dynamic response, we estimate the natural vibration frequency of the system,

and from that, the Period-Ratio.

The gears have a significant mass and inertia in an intermediate position in the transmission,

which means that the system will not vibrate with a single, simple frequency, as required by

the foregoing dynamic response theory!

However, the high inertia of the table and work stations imposes a dominant frequency

which gives a good approximation to the theoretical model: this is nearly always the case in

practice. But, be aware.

Rigidity

Shaft Torsional Rigidity 

Second moment of area of shaft is:

Thus: Main Shaft Bending Stiffness is: 

Its equivalent Torsional Rigidity is:

Indexer High Speed Shaft Torsional Rigidity

Turret Bending Stiffness is:

Its equivalent Torsional Rigidity is:

The combined rigidity, referred to the indexer turret:

[Note that the bending stiffness is so high it could have been ignored].

Approximate Natural Frequency
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Period-Ratio

The motion period is 0.2 seconds.

The Period-Ratio is:

The output stroke of the indexer is:

Index Period of the Indexer is:

The Coefficient of Acceleration of the Mod-Sine is:

Nominal Peak Acceleration is:

Nominal Peak Inertia Torque

The total inertia referred to the indexer is 

Peak Angular Acceleration:

Nominal Peak Inertia Torque:

Torque-Factor

We can use this equation to find the Torsion-Factor 

;  

The Parameters for the Mod-Sine Motion-Law are:   

 ;  ; 

The Period-Ratio, n. is 6.34

Using the parameters, the Torsion-Factor is 

Peak Inertia Torque after Torque-Factor

We must increase the Nominal Peak Inertia Torque by the Torsion-Factor

Add Friction Torque

We must add the Friction Torque for the mechanism, ignoring the backlash impact effect.
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Backlash

We must consider the impact shock load after the transition of backlash...

Total Backlash, expressed as an angle (radians), at the Indexer Turret.

Gear Teeth, 0.1mm, @ 64mm radius:

Indexer Turret, 0.04mm @ 97.4mm radius:

Total Backlash

The normalized backlash [backlash against angular stroke]

Deceleration

The natural deceleration of the system due to the deceleration torque on the payload during

'Free-Flight' is:

Normalized Deceleration is:

This is quite low and can be taken as Zero!

Normalized Impact Velocity

With a Normalized Backlash of 0.00251 and Normalized Deceleration of 0.0, then:

Normalized Impact Velocity:

Real Impact Velocity:

Peak Shock Torque

The Peak Shock Torque on the Turret is:

At 40% of the Peak Inertia Torque without Backlash, this is a significant load, and should not

be ignored in the design of the mechanism.

A safe way of taking it into account is simply to add it to the peak vibration torque (this

assumes the two peak torques occur at exactly the same point in the motion, which is quite

possible):

Peak Output Torque

Add the Peak Shock Torque to the Vibration Torque

Although it could be argued that this is too pessimistic, it does illustrate that to design the
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mechanism on the basis of the Nominal Dynamic Torque of 78.41Nm would be under-

estimated!

Load Types, Normalized Loads, Input Torque Coefficient

Load Types, Normalized Load Types, and Input Torques

This topic:

Reviews Payload Types.

How we can normalize Payload Types with coefficients: Q,  K,  Cm

Reviews the effect on input-torque from different payloads types, and how we can

normalize it as the coefficient, Cc

Notes on the Terms: Payload, Duty and Capacity.

The 'payload', also named 'load', is the total force, or torque,  referred to the cam-follower.

The 'load' imposed on a cam-mechanism is also known as the duty of the mechanism. 

The capacity is the ability of the mechanism to perform the duty for a specified lifetime. 

 Payload: Load Types

It is important to know the payload-type, or load-type, when we design a cam-mechanism. 

The output-load is passed from the cam-follower and back to the cam and the cam-shaft.

Thus, the input-load that is imposed on a cam-shaft is a function of the load-type at the cam-

follower.

The different load-types result in different loads on the cam-shaft. 

The nominal output loading, which will be a Force for linear motion, and a Torque for rotary

motion, is derived from the following 'Payload-Types'.

A: Force or Torque: constant.

For example, friction, gravity, work loads.

B: Force or Torque: proportional to displacement. 

For example, a spring.

C: Force or Torque: proportional to velocity. 

For example, viscosity.

D: Force or Torque: proportional to acceleration. 

For example, inertia.

E: Force or Torque: conforms to a special function.

For example, an engine cycle.

EXAMPLE 1A: Gravity, Spring and Inertia: Speed Dependence
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MECHANISM AT 'LOW-SPEED'

The two images to the left show the same load types on

a cam mechanism, at two different speeds.

The Payload-types are:

Constant, 

Spring, and 

Inertia

You can see that at 'high-speed' the inertia is greater. At

the higher speed the load becomes negative at point ,

along the deceleration of the rise.
SAME MECHANISM AT

'HIGH-SPEED' 

Example 1B : Gravity, Spring and Inertia: Different Pre-load of Spring

The image below shows the period of negative loading when the cam has a 'falling' motion. 

In such a case, the cam-follower would lose contact with an open track cam and control of

the payload would be lost. 

To make sure the cam-follower remains in contact with the cam-profile:

Improve the motion design to reduce the maximum negative acceleration.

Use an enclosed track, a blade cam, or a conjugate cam

- or - 

Increase the Constant Load(A) or Spring Load(B) 

Virtually all indexing mechanisms,

and many reciprocating and

oscillating mechanisms, have a duty

that combines a Constant (A) and an

Acceleration (D) load, with less

significant amounts from the other

kinds of loads.

Constant Load - from friction forces

(bearing seals), raising weights or

gravitational force, and other work

loads - can be resolved into a single

force or torque resisting the output

motion.

Acceleration Load - from the inertia

of various masses - can be resolved

into a single equivalent inertia

connected to the output or the cam-

follower.

Total load = inertia load +

constant load.

The peak of the total load usually

is at the same point as the

maximum inertia load.
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Other common Payload Types 

Index mechanisms: Friction(A) + Inertia(D).

Spring-loaded reciprocating mechanisms: Friction + Spring Pre-Load(A), Spring-

Rate(B) + Inertia(D). 

See example above - same mechanism at two different machine speeds.

Very high-speed mechanism: possibly significant viscous loading (C), and, of course,

Inertia(D).

The maximum value and proportion of each load type component (A, B, C, D and E),

depends on the application. Thus, there is an infinite number of load patterns. It is possible

to tabulate normalized values for the most common combinations.

Payload for Conjugate Cams

The idealised design of Conjugate Cams eliminates the need for a Spring to maintain the

contact of the roller against the cam. Frequently, the cam-follower rollers are adjusted, or

designed, to give an 'optimal' pre-load against the cam, so that the rollers do not slip. 

This is an 'idealised design'. More frequently, manufacturing and machining tolerances,

mean it is difficult to guarantee contact between the cam and the roller throughout the

cam's rotation.

The roller will often lose contact during some part of the machine cycle.

Frequently, Conjugate Cams use a spring, air-cylinder or hydraulic device, to force one of

the cam-follower rollers against the cam to eliminate backlash. The loading device only

needs a short travel to compensate for manufacturing tolerances.

Normalized Loads

Inertia Load

The maximum inertia load is: [Using these simple equations: F= M.a ; T=I.α

 

and  

  

The Inertia Load Coefficients Fi or Mi  are 'nominal', and must be modified by the

application of the Torsion-Factor, Ct.

Friction Load

The constant load, such as friction, is: 

  for linear motion

  
for rotary motion

Referred to the mechanism output in both cases. Add the Friction Load to the Inertia Load.
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Spring Load

When there is an output force component that is proportional to displacement, such as a

spring force, it is convenient to add the maximum value spring force to the Friction-Force, Ff

, or Friction-Moment, Mf as if it were a constant load. 

In that case, the total output-load calculation is conservative. You can take these as safe

values for preliminary designs.

Load Mix: Inertia; Friction; Spring

As alternative to adding the 'Maximum Spring-Rate Force' to the 'Constant Load', we can

take all three load patterns into account. When appropriate, the total maximum load can be

adjusted downwards by a load-mix coefficient, Cm. 

Thus:

Cm depends on the relative values of constant load to spring load and also inertia load.

Pre-load Coefficient (K); Inertia Ratio (Q).

Pre-load Coefficient, K

The Spring Rate Effect is defined

by a 'pre-load coefficient', K. 

It is applicable to all cam

systems. 

K
 
is the ratio of minimum non-

inertia loading : maximum non-

inertia loading.

 Fp, Mp = minimum

non-inertia load (p =
pre-load)

 Ff, Mf  = maximum

non-inertia load (f =
full-load)

Linear System

 

Rotary System

Example Loads to the left.

When there is no spring load
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component (see top image to

the left), Mf = Mp

Thus,    

Inertia Ratio, Q

The other coefficient we need to evaluate Cm, is the ratio of Peak Inertia : Maximum Non-

Inertia loading.

The Inertia Ratio, Q:

    
 or

   

The instantaneous output load for linear and rotary motions are:

It follows that the maximum value of these is where:

for both Linear and Rotary loading.

Cm  can be evaluated for a range of values of Q [range of 0 to 1] and K [range of 0 to

1]. 

 [Correction: instantaneous

normalised displacement coefficient]

 [Correction:

instantaneous normalised acceleration coefficient]

Input Torque Coefficient

The input torque [drive torque] varies throughout the motion. The variation is a function of

the output load pattern and the motion-law.

Since the output load pattern varies with the mix of inertia load, spring load, and constant

load, so too does the input torque.

For all cases, the mix is defined with the factors Q and K , as defined above.

For each motion-law, the instantaneous input torque can be expressed as a function of the

instantaneous output load:

for linear motion

for rotary motion

Where: :
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The instantaneous output load,  fo or mo, is a function of the normalized motion-law

factors, the load mix, and the payload. 

Thus, the above equations can also be expressed as:

 - or -

The maximum value of  occurs during the acceleration phase.

It can be simply expressed by introducing a normalized Input-Torque Coefficient, Cc. 

Input Torque Coefficient (No Spring Loading, K =1)
Thus:

for linear motion

for a rotary motion.

Mc = Peak Input Torque

Cc  = the maximum of:

  

The value of Cc, the Input Torque Coefficient, can be evaluated for any motion-law and a

range of load mix factors. The input torque patterns for some standard motion-laws are

shown (below) for different values of Q and when  K=1 [no spring loading]. From these

patterns it can be seen that there is a wide disparity between the input torques of different

motion-laws, for all values of Q.

Input Torque Coefficient, Cc [K= 1, and Q= 0 – 1]
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Drive Torque Fluctuations with each Motion-Law.

It is common to use the maximum value of the Input

Torque Coefficient, Cc, when the inertia ratio, Q=1

Simple Harmonic Motion varies smoothly and
gradually from a low positive peak to a
moderate negative: this is a good characteristic.

However, if this motion-law is preceded or followed
by a dwell, then there will be a discontinuity of
acceleration at the start and end of the motion, and
the dynamic response may be unacceptable.

When the Inertia Ratio is 1, the input torque of

the Mod-Trap varies quite suddenly from a

high positive to a low negative: this is a bad

characteristic.

It can cause severe overrun if the input

transmission has low inertia and low rigidity. 

When the Inertia Ratio is 1, the input torque of

the Cycloidal varies gradually from a fairly

high positive to a fairly low negative

When the Inertia Ratio is 1, the input torque of

the Mod-Sine varies gradually from positive to

negative. 

It varies more gradually than, and is better

than, Cycloidal. 

This makes the Mod-Sine very tolerant of a bad

input transmission which, combined with its good

dynamic response properties, is the reason for its

popularity.
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This image shows the:

Peak Values of Input-Torque Coefficient

Cc 
against

 
Q

 
, Inertia Ratio, for each

motion-law for constant loading (K=1).

Input Torque Coefficient, Cc [K= 0–1 & Q = 0–1]

The more complex loading pattern that includes a spring load component (0<K<1) we

can find that both peak output load represented by Cm and the peak input torque,

represented by
 
Cc, are considerably reduced with low pre-load ratios.

Over-run and Power

Over-run and Power

In this topic, we review:

the harmful effects of Overrun.

the Power we need to drive a cam mechanical system.

Over-run

One important aspect of input-torque (see here) is the existence of:

a period of negative torque 

a rapid change from positive to negative torque, particularly for some cam-laws

[ motion-laws].
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This has a great influence on the design needs of the input transmission. 

If the transmission is excessively elastic and /or has a significant amount of backlash, an

overrun effect takes place.

During the positive torque phase - as the payload lags the cam - the elasticity of the

transmission is wound up and its backlash is taken up [The output from the cam-

follower lags the input to the cam]. 

As the torque reduces, unwinding occurs until the torque is zero. Then the system goes

free while the backlash is taken up the 'other way'.

Then the transmission winds down in the opposite direction, the payload system

overruns its drive [The output from the cam-follower leads the input to the cam]..

When the payload comes off the motor, or even the payload starts to drive the motor,

then the motor can rapidly increase its speed. 

This is  OVERRUN.

The amount and speed of the overrun can be considerable, even in fairly well designed

machines. 

The overrun can be a large increase in cam speed, and if it rapidly increases, then

there is also a significant camshaft acceleration. 

The importance of the cam-shaft acceleration cannot be overstated. When we look at the

equation for 'real output acceleration'...

Real Output Acceleration = (Geometric Output Acceleration) * (input velocity).(input velocity)

+ (Geometric Output Velocity) * (input acceleration)

The second term (after the +) is usually zero, because the input (rotating shaft) is intended to

be at constant velocity, and thus, the input acceleration is zero. During overrun, however, there

is high input acceleration.

But that is not all, the first term in the expression, increases in proportion to the square of

the increase in 'input velocity'. 

The two effects can increase the output acceleration, and therefore the inertia loading, by

as much as tenfold (x10) in bad cases. 

Reduce Overrun: Good Input Transmission Design:

In order of priority:

Consider a new Motion-Law - one where the input torque does not change rapidly - for
example change to a Mod-Sine from a Mod-Trap motion law.

Eliminate backlash.

Increase rigidity.

Even so, with high speed, or high inertia, applications, the elasticity of the input transmission
can still be a problem. 

Reduce Overrun: Flywheels

Add a flywheel near to the cam.

If this is not practicable:

Use a high-ratio reduction gear-box, connected near to the cam, with a small flywheel
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on the high-speed input. 

The effective inertia of the flywheel is increased by the gear-ratio 'squared', when referred to the
cam. 

Connect high quality, low backlash, worm gearing directly to the motor shaft. The motor

armature of the motor becomes an effective flywheel. 

An important 'side-effect' of a worm gear is its low reverse efficiency. The normal forward

efficiency of work gear is about 75-85%. The reverse efficiency - that is when the input torque

is negative, is very low, typically 10% for gear ratios of 30 to 50 to 1, or about 55% for ratios

between 15 and 25:1.

This has a beneficial braking effect on the cam to reduce the overrun during the negative

torque phase.

Kinetic Energy, Flywheels, Speed Fluctuation

Ignoring any input braking effect and friction loading, there is a constant amount of kinetic

energy in the system when it is running at full speed. However, some of the energy is

transferred from input to output as the output inertia is accelerated, and transferred back

again when it is decelerated. 

The loss of energy from the input causes the input to slow down, and then when the input

regains energy, it speeds up again.

The output Kinetic-Energy varies from zero, when the load is in its dwell-period, to a

maximum, when the load is at its maximum speed, determined by the motion-law. 

The input Kinetic-Energy must fluctuate by the same amount. 

We can find how much input inertia is required to limit the speed fluctuation of the input to

10%.

[10% Speed Fluctuation Limitation is fairy arbitrary industry standard - you may specify any

limitation].

Equating these two expressions gives:

and similarly 

Example Input Transmission Design Improvement
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Original Input Transmission Improved Input Transmission

The images show an original and improved input transmission arrangement.

The design has a constant speed conveyor and in indexing table driven by the same motor

and work gear.

The original design - left - has long shafts and a potentially slack chain drive between the

worm gear and the indexing cam.

The improved design - right - has essentially the same mechanism layout, but has a better

position for the motor and work gear. 

The improved design puts the motor and worm gear near to the cam to give a far better

dynamic performance at high speed.

Power

The power being transmitted at any moment at any point in the transmission is its

instantaneous load multiplied by the instantaneous velocity

where:

For most applications, the input velocity is virtually constant, and is usually expressed as the

number of camshaft revolutions per minute.

The peak power is thus:

where:

 

We can now give an expression for the Peak Power of a cam system in terms of the camshaft

speed and the input torque, with input torque being a function of the output loading, the
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input and output stroke and the input torque coefficient of the motion-law as described:

or 

This is the Peak power, in the system used by the cam. To find the size of a motor to drive

the mechanism, we must add any power losses in the input transmission (friction, gearing

etc).

But we can take advantage of the fact that there is usually a significant amount of kinetic
energy associated with the camshaft. 

The power fluctuates during the motion period, and is very low during a dwell period. 

The reserve of energy, derived from the input inertia, supplies the extra power needed to cope
with the peak requirement, provided that the input inertia is adequate, as described above. 

It is therefore necessary only to have a power source that can provide the 'average power' of
the motion cycle. The average power is never more than half of the peak power, and if the
dwell period(s) are much longer than the motion period(s), the input energy reserve can be
restored during one cycle with a power input much less than half the maximum.

Where the power source is an A.C induction motor, quite apart from the benefit of a fairly high
armature inertia (at high speed), there is the advantage that its peak torque is more than twice
its normal torque rating. 

Thus, it is always safe to select a motor with a:

This would be for one mechanism. Clearly, you must calculate the power needed for all of

the mechanisms in the machine.

...example: Power Calculation for Cam Mechanism

Power Calculation

This example machine has a single, force-closed, cam with a swinging roller follower. 
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The cam operates two mechanisms. The follower is also designed as a Bell-Crank. The Bell-

Crank drives a:

Plunger, operating horizontally, with a linkage transmission 

Work-head, operating vertically, with a rack and gear segment transmission

The Plunger moves horizontally against a friction force.

The Work-head and its rack and slide are lifted.

The roller follower is held in contact with the cam by a spring. The spring is strong enough to

provide the operating force for both mechanisms.

The motion-law is a Cycloidal motion. 

Design Note: The Cam drives the two tools 'positively' away from the 'danger zone' - the

Plunger is moved to the left, and the Work-head is moved upwards. The spring pulls the tools

into the danger zone. If there is a jam, the cam-follower cannot 'return' move with the cam. This

is likely to prevent further damage to the mechanisms. 

The cam is driven at 60RPM, by a motor and worm gear with a 24:1 ratio. The motor is an AC

Squirrel Cage motor running at 1440RPM. 

The Challenge:

Find the peak loading in the rise period of the cam - the most heavily loaded period - which

occupies 72º of camshaft rotation. The 

Lift segment period = (60RPM/60)*72º/360) = 0.2sec. 

The mechanism does not distort the Cycloidal Motion-Law very much. 

The rigidity of the output transmission is estimated to be approximately 12,000Nm/rad.

Find also the cam torque and the required size of the electric motor to provide sufficient

power and input inertia.

Component or
Assembly

Parameter Value Units

Bell-Crank lever,

roller follower

and rocker shaft

assembly

Distance form Pivot to

Conn-Rod

100 mm

Distance from Pivot to

Follower Centre

100 mm

Inertia about Pivot 0.231 kg.m^2

Angular Stroke 22.62 / 0.395 º / rad

Efficiency 90 %

Connecting Rod Mass including end

joints

0.75 kg

Linear Stroke 40 mm

Plunger Lever Pivot to Conn Rod 200 mm

Pivot to Plunger 160 mm

Inertia about Pivot 0.0747 kg.m^2

Angular Stroke 11.31 / 0.197 º / rad
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Component or
Assembly

Parameter Value Units

Efficiency 95 %

Plunger and Link Mass 3.25 kg

Slide Friction Force 3.15 N

Linear Stroke 32 mm

Gear Segment Pitch Circle Radius 110 mm

Inertia about Pivot 0.0855 kg.m^2

Angular Stroke 22.62/0.395 º / rad

Efficiency 98 %

Work-head, rack

and slide

Assembly

Mass 3.24 kg

Slide Friction Force 41 N

Linear Stroke 43.5 mm

Return Spring Spring-post to Pivot 150 mm

Force at Extended

Length

300 N

Force at short working

length (pre-load)

120 N

Linear Load 60 mm

Output Loading

Convert all loadings to values referred to the bell crank lever, to simulate a simple oscillating

mechanism. 

The instantaneous velocity of a component is the cam law velocity factor at that point in the

motion multiplied by the 'Stroke of the component ÷ by the motion period (time)'. 

Since the period and velocity factor are the same for all components, the velocity of a

component is proportional to its stroke, and velocity ratios are the same as the stroke radius.

Equivalent Inertia Calculations Conversion  

k

g

.

m

^

2

Bell Crank no conversion required =

0

.

0
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Output Loading

2

3

1

Connecting-Rod =

0

.

0

0

7

7

Plunger Lever =

0

.

0

1

8

7

Plunger Assembly =

0

.

0

2

1

3

Gear Segment no conversion required =

0

.

0

8

5

5

Work-head Assembly =

0

.

2

1

8

3

=

0

.

3

7
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Output Loading

4

6

Equivalent Torque Calculations

In the Rise Period, , for Cycloidal Motion is 6.283,  the output stroke is B = 0.395rad, and

the period is 0.2seconds. 

Therefore, the maximum acceleration of the

bell-crank lever in the rise period is:

The inertia torque referred to the bell-crank,

is:

Natural Frequency

The natural frequency of the system can be

estimated from the inertia and the rigidity to

allow for dynamic response vibration.

The Period-Ratio is:

The Torsion-Factor C
t
 is found with the Torsion Factor Empirical Equation.

Non-inertia Load

Plunger Assembly Friction

Work-head slide Friction

Spring-force maximum

Maximum non-Inertia load:

Spring force minimum

Minimum non-inertia load (the spring preload):

Pre-Load Ratio:

Inertia Ratio:

Load Mix Coefficient

Use an Excel Spreadsheet to calculate this value.

Please ask, if you want example.

Cm= 0.693 

Input Torque Coefficient:

Use an Excel Spreadsheet to calculate this value.

Cc= 1.593 
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Output Loading

The Peak Output Loading on the bell crank

is:

Input Loading

The peak input torque (on the cam) allowing

90% cam and follower efficiency is:

The most economical drive unit is a worm gear with a 4-Pole Squirrel Cage Motor. It runs at

1440RPM at full speed (50Hz Supply).

This must be a reduction gear ratio of1440/60 = 24:1 Gear Ratio.

The 24:1 worm gear unit has a typical forward efficiency of about 75% and reverse efficiency of

30%.

Peak Power : 

The motor with sufficient full-load power to

cover this peak power must allow for the

reduction gear efficiency of 75%.

A standard 0.4kW motor will be adequate. However, if we assume there is enough inertia at the

input shaft, then we can choose a motor that has only the average power. We must consider the

efficiency of 75%.  The maximum power is reduced.

Reduced Maximum Power : 

We can choose a standard 0.25 kW motor.

We should check the input inertia.

The estimated camshaft, cam, coupling and worm-wheel inertia (all running at 60RPM) is 0.25 

kg.m2 

The motor and worm-shaft armature inertia is estimated at 0.0012 kg.m2.

The equivalent input inertia referred to the

cam is:

The minimum inertia required to be sure that

the speed fluctuation is not more 10% is

found from this equation:

In this case the input inertia is adequate. It is interesting to note, however, that without the high

speed motor inertia it is probable that the speed fluctuation would be unacceptable. In this

example, the calculations are for rotary motion on the bell-crank. To design the Cam and

Follower we must estimate the contact force.

The peak force on the follower in the direction of motion (that is, the useful force) is the peak

torque divided by the length of the bell-crank arm:

This must be divided by the Cosine of the Cam Pressure Angle to get the Contact Force, which

can then be checked against load capacity of the Cam. See Cam-Analysis and Design Checklist.
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Motion-Law Coefficients

MOTION LAW COEFFICIENTS

A common question is: 'Which motion-law is best?'

When your motion requirements are complex, possibly with many segments, and there are

different position, velocity and acceleration constraints, we will recommend the 'Flexible

Polynomial Motion-Law' . It is the only law that can satisfy many motion requirements and

also have motion-continuity.

However, when the motion requirements are fairly simple, it is possible to compare the

'Traditional Motion-Laws', and decide which is 'probably' the best motion for a particular

application.

One way to compare the Traditional Motion-Laws is to compare their Motion-Law Coefficients.

MOTION-LAW COEFFICIENTS

It is easier to identify differences in Motion-Laws when we look at their velocity and

acceleration graphs than it is with displacement graphs. Thus, the 'Motion-Law Coefficients'

apply mostly to velocity and acceleration curves.

Velocity and Acceleration Motion-Law Coefficients

Motion-Law Coefficients are the maximum velocity, maximum acceleration [and sometimes

maximum jerk] of a motion-law when the output has a stroke of '1' [linear or angular

displacement unit] and the time taken has a period of '1' [second]. The coefficients are

dimensionless.

Velocity Coefficient, Cv =  Maximum Velocity of a motion-law when its stroke is '1' and its

period is '1' second.

Acceleration Coefficient, Ca =  Maximum Acceleration of a motion-law when its stroke is '1'

and its period is '1' second. 

Input Torque Coefficient

The Input Torque Coefficient, Cc 

Input Torque Coefficient, Cc = max(vi × ai)/Ca 

Note: indexer catalogues often use Q rather than Cc . However, later in this section, we use Q for

'inertia ratio'. See 'Cam Mechanism'.

Power Coefficient

Power Coefficient is found from the maximum product of the acceleration and velocity,

calculated together at each instant in the motion.Thus,

Power Coefficient, Cp= max(vi × ai) 

Note, Cp   Cv × Ca.  This is because the maximum values of velocity and acceleration do not

happen at the same time.
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How to use the Motion-Law Coefficient to get the actual Velocity and

Acceleration

It is easy to use the Motion-Law Coefficients to calculate the actual maximum velocity and the

actual maximum acceleration when the stroke and period are not equal to '1':

Actual Maximum Velocity = Cv × Actual Stroke / Actual Period

Actual Maximum Acceleration = Ca × Actual Stroke / Actual Period 2

Traditional Motion-Laws

Motion-Law Name

Non-dimensional

Maximum 

Velocity

Cv

Non-dimensional

Maximum

Acceleration

Ca

Non-

dimensional

Input Torque

Coefficient*

Cc 

Non

-

dim

ensi

onal

Pow

er

Coe

ffici

ent

Cp

Constant Acceleration,

Parabolic
2 4 2 8

Simple Harmonic
1.570796 (π/2) 4.934803 (π2/2) 0.785

3.87

58

Cycloidal
2 6.283185 1.298

8.16

21

Modified Trapezoid
2 4.888124 1.655

8.08

94

Polynomial 345
1.875 5.773503 1.159

6.69

25

Polynomial 4567
2.1875 7.5132 1.431

10.7

50

Modified Sine
1.759603 5.527957 0.987

5.45

75

Sine-Constant-Cosine Acceleration + Constant Velocity [SCCA+CV].

Motion Law Name

Coefficients
SCCA 

Segment Parameters 

Velocity

Coefficient

Acceleration

Coefficient
a b c
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Cv Ca

Modified-Sine 

CV 0%
1.760 5.528 0.25 0 0.75

Modified-Sine 

CV 20%
1.528 5.999  0.2 0 0.6

Modified-Sine 

CV 33%
1.404 6.616  0.1667 0 0.5

Modified-Sine 

CV 50%
1.275 8.0127 0.125 0 0.375

Modified-Sine 

CV 66% 
1.168 11.009 0.0833 0 0.25

Cycloidal 

CV 50%
1.333 8.378 0.25 0 0.25

Trapezoidal Velocity

 

CV 33%

1.5 4.5 0 0.6667 0

Three Harmonic Series

You can use the Triple Harmonic Motion Law to give alternatives to some of the

popular motion-laws.

Enter the First and Second Harmonic in the Segment Editor. MechDesigner

calculates the Third Harmonic.

Motion Law Name

Coefficients
Harmonic

Segment Parameters

Velocity

Coefficient

Cv

Acceleration

Coefficient

Ca

1st 2nd 3rd

3-Harmonic 

Modified Trapezoidal
2.0 5.16 5.96 0 0.9696

3-Harmonic 

Modified Sine 
1.72 6.07  5.1968 1.7690 0.6057

3-Harmonic 

Zero-Jerk at Crossover
2.0 9.42  9*Π/4 0 -3*Π/4

MOTION-LAWS COMPARED - for Initial Selection

We can give relative ratings to the most common Traditional Motion-Laws. You can use the

ratings to help you select a law at the initial stage of a machine design. The ratings range

from 1 (relatively bad) to 5 (excellent). The ratings apply to Dwell-Rise Dwell type motions.

If we look at the table, it can be seen that, of the laws listed, that the Modified Sine(MS) is the
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best for general purposes. Its particular merit is that it is very tolerant of a bad input drive

and transmission (elasticity, backlash, wear, low inertia). It is frequently the first choice of cam

designers and is almost always used by commercial manufacturers of cam-operated indexing

mechanisms.

Additionally, you can look at the Motion-Law Coefficients of the common cam motion-laws.

These indicate the relative values of their Velocity Coefficient and Acceleration Coefficient.

Cam Law

Designati

on

Peak

Accelerati

on

Output

Vibration

Peak

Velocity

Impact Input

Torque

Input

Vibration

Residual

Vibration

Parabolic 5 1 2 1 1 1 1

Simple

Harmonic
3 1 4 4 5 2 1

Modified

Trapezoid
3 3 2 2 2 3 3

Modified

Sinusoid
2 4 3 4 4 4 4

Cycloidal 1 5 2 3 3 4 5

Explanatory Notes

Peak Acceleration

This merit rating applies to the nominal maximum output acceleration during the motion

period, calculated by the motion-law equation.

Output Vibration

Output vibration is superimposed on the nominal output acceleration, thereby increasing

the nominal peak value. The vibration severity depends on the elasticity and operating

speed of the mechanism. The merit rating applies to mechanisms of average rigidity

running at fairly high speed.

Peak Velocity

Peak Velocity is the nominal maximum output velocity during the motion period,

calculated by the motion-law equation. Its value is also increased by superimposed

vibration.

Impact / Backlash

Impact forces occur at the locations of backlash in the mechanism when the changeover

from acceleration to deceleration occurs. The severity of the impact depends on how

gradually the changeover takes place. That is, how low the jerk is at point of impact.

Strictly speaking, it is the changeover from positive to negative force or torque that

matters, but in most high speed systems, that almost coincides with the acceleration

changeover.

Input Torque

The nominal input torque of a mechanism varies throughout the motion period and is a

function of the output load profile, and the velocity pattern. The peak acceleration and

the peak velocity do not coincide and neither coincides with the peak input torque.
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Motion-Laws with good, that is low, acceleration do not necessarily have good input

torque.

Input Vibration

The elasticity and backlash of the input transmission can cause serious 'over-run' and 

'input-vibration'. This is when the sudden reversal of the input torque at the changeover

from acceleration to deceleration - or load - causes the cam to jump forwards before it

can transmit a decelerating force to the output. The more gradual that the nominal input

torque changes sign, the less severe is the overrun and its consequences.

Residual Vibration

Residual Vibration takes place in the dwell period immediately following the motion

period in high speed or elastic systems. Its amplitude depends on the vibration

generated during the motion period, and the degree of damping present in the output

transmission. It is very difficult to add sufficient damping to high speed mechanisms to

eliminate residual vibration, so the choice of a motion-law is vital in some cases.

Motion Laws Compared - another table.

This table includes 'Period Ratio' as a parameter with which you can select a Motion-Law. It is

from an ESDU* item.

* Engineering Science Data Unit, published in the UK.
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Design Checks with the Cam-Data FB

Design Checklist with the Cam-Data FB

Add a Cam-Data Function-Block (FB)...

...edit the FB to link it to a 2D-Cam...

 ...use the data available at its output-connectors to

check various 2D-Cam design parameters.

See Add Cam-Data FB and Edit Cam-Data FB

In MechDesigner, it is very easy to add cams that are 'good' and 'bad'.

What we mean by 'good' or 'bad' is whether the cam has the capacity to perform its duty for

a specified life.

For convenience, we have classified our analysis as:

Geometric Analysis : We might refer to this as a Kinematic Analysis.

Force/Stress Analysis  : We might refer to this as a Kinetostatic Analysis.

Geometric Analysis:

The Geometric Analysis reviews the:

Cam Size

Pressure Angle / Overturning Moment

Radius-of-Curvature

The cam's size, pressure-angle and radius-of-curvature are related to each other. They are a

function of the dimensional layout of the cam mechanism, given a fixed motion. It is critical

that you review these parameters early in your cam design.

Force Analysis:

Before looking at Contact-Force and Contact-Stress... the model must

represent the power flow in the machine correctly. 

You may need to 'Configure the Power Source' to make sure that the force between the

cam and cam-follower is correct.

See: Configure the Power Source for Payload Analysis

The Force Analysis reviews the:

Contact-Force

Contact-Force is mostly used to find the Life of the Cam-Follower.

Contact-Stress (Hertzian Stress)

Contact-Stress is mostly used to find the Life of the Cam.
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Generic Payload Types and 'Signatures'

Payload: is the superposition (addition) of the different payloads that act on the Cam-

Follower - the total load.

Payload Signature: is how the payload varies over one machine cycle. 

Payload Type:  are payloads types that are a function of the motion-derivative, and thus,

they are a function of machine-angle and machine-speed.

Payload Signatures vs Motion-Derivative

Payload Signatures Motion-derivative and Payload Type Examples

Not a function of the motion

Constant Load

Gravity,

'Friction',

Spring

Pre-load

First Motion-Derivative

Load Proportional to Displacement

Spring

Displace

ment

Second Motion-Derivative

Load Proportional to Velocity

Viscosity,

Air-

Cylinder

Third Motion Derivative

Load Proportional to Acceleration

Inertia

Forces

A different function of Machine Angle,

for example an engine's piston load.

'Power'

stroke of

an

Engine

Importance of Machine Speed

In the case of the example below, the payload is a superposition of three load types:

Constant Force (Green), for example: Gravity, Air-Cylinder.

Displacement Force (Blue), for example: Spring Force.

Acceleration Force (Magenta), for example: Inertia Force.

Cam forces at 'Low Speed'.

In the case when the machine is operating at:

Low-Speed: 

Maximum payload is at the maximum value

of the cam output  (cam output

displacement)

The acceleration force is low.

High-Speed: 

Maximum payload is on the cam flank  at theCam loads at 'High Speed'.
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In the case of the example below, the payload is a superposition of three load types:

Constant Force (Green), for example: Gravity, Air-Cylinder.

Displacement Force (Blue), for example: Spring Force.

Acceleration Force (Magenta), for example: Inertia Force.

large positive acceleration (and also when the
Pressure Angle will be greater)

Minimum payload is a negative force that is

less than 0N  at the large, negative

acceleration.

Note: The X-axis of the graph is Machine-Angle. The

time duration of the X-axis is shorter for the high-

speed graph.

Cam-Follower: Payload 'Signature'

Cam-Follower: Payload Signature of 'Force-Closed Cam'.

In this example, the Cam-Follower Roller is contact is

'active' for all of the machine cycle.

First: review whether the

contact-force is active against

the cam for the complete

machine cycle or only part of

the machine cycle.

The Contact-Force Signature

maybe different for a Force-

Close Cam when compared to a

Body-Closed Cam.

Body Closed Cam - Type 1:

Conjugate-Cam

Cam-follower '1' is active

during the acceleration

phase of the 'Rise', and

the deceleration phase

of the 'Return'.

Cam-follower '2' is active

for the other phases.

Body Closed Cam - Type 2:

Groove-Cam 

One roller is active for

almost the complete

machine cycle.

The roller is in contact

with one cam-flank as

the cam-follower

accelerates and the

other cam-flank as it

decelerates. The roller
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must reverse its rolling

direction when it

chances cam-flanks. 

As it changes rolling

direction, it must must

scuff when the linear

speed of the roller-

surface and speed of the

cam-flank are not equal.

The contact force is zero

[0] while the roller

moves between flanks

within the backlash zone.

Force-Closed Cam 

The roller is 'active' for

the complete machine

cycle, assuming the

Contact-Force does not

0N.

Cam: Payload 'Signature'

Cam: Payload Signature of Body-Closed Cam

Mean-Stress = (Max+Min)/2;  

Stress Amplitude = (Max-Min)/2;  

Max Stress = 2*Mean; 

Minimum Stress = 0 MPa

Each point along the cam

surface (and just below)

becomes stressed at one 

'machine angle'* in the

machine-cycle

The stress that the point

experiences is zero at all

other machine angles.

For each point along the

cam, the stress is said to be 

'pulsatile' (like heart-beat

pulses) with a 'period' of 

2.π* or 360º*.

The image shows the
Payload 'pulse' at a single
position on the cam's
surface

This point on the cam
experiences this stress one
time each complete rotation.

* Assumes the cam rotates one
time per machine cycle.
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Configure the 'Power Source' for Payload Analysis

CONFIGURING THE 'POWER SOURCE' 

Single-axis cam-mechanisms typically have two kinematic-chains, each with a Motion-

Dimension FB.

a kinematic-chain that moves the cam

a kinematic-chain that moves the cam-follower & tool

In the default case, the Power Source of each kinematic-chain is assigned to the joint with

the Motion-Dimension FB. However, the Power-Source for the cam-follower is nearly always

as a result of the contact between the cam to the cam-follower.

The power flows from the main drive motor, to the cam-shaft and cam, to the cam-follower,

and finally to the tool or payload.

Thus, nearly always, the default arrangement of the Power Source is NOT correct.

We must move the Power-Source for the kinematic-chain that includes the cam-follower 

to the make the cam its Power Source.

The action: 'move the Power-Source from one element to a different element' is to

'Configure the Power Source'.

Special Cases of 'Configure the Power Source'

In MechDesigner, it is possible that a kinematic-chain has more Parts and Joints than are

necessary for the real-world application. In the real-world application, some Parts would be

removed from the kinematic-chain that you have modelled.

An example of this is where we use a set of Piggyback Sliders to define the path of a Point.

Usually, we connect Dyads from the Piggyback Sliders to the Machine-Frame. The Dyads

belong to the real-world kinematic-chain and the Piggyback Sliders define the motion

requirements.

When this is the case, you MUST model the mechanism again, but without the Piggyback

Sliders. You must then define the motions again for the Parts that will actually be driven,

and then give the Power Source directly to these Parts and Joints.  There are some very

useful MechDesigner 'tricks' that you can use to create the motions of the new mechanism.

Please email for details.

General Case of 'Configure the Power Source' to correctly model the

Payload for Analysis

Step 1: Set the machine speed

Use Edit menu (or toolbar) > Edit Machine Settings

Step 2: Add the correct masses and inertia to each Part.

See CAD-Line dialog-box | Mass-Properties tab

See CAD-Line dialog-box | SOLIDWORKS tab

See Extrusion dialog-box

Step 3: Power Source 

Make sure the kinematic-chain receives its 'power' from the cam. 
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See Configure the Power Source

Step 4: Extrusion Depths

Make sure the Extrusion Depth of the Cam-Follower Profile is the same as the Cam-

Follower you will use in your machine.

Step 5: Direction of Force: towards or away from the cam?

As a cam rotates, the Contact-Force and Contact-Stress values change continuously. It is

important to review their values with a Graph FB to find when in the machine cycle their

values become less than 0.0N and 0.0N/mm2 respectively.

If the values do become less than zero, then if the cam is a: 

Form or Body Closed Cam

Conjugate Cam: You must decide on which cam the contact-force is active.

Groove Cam: You must decide on which cam-flank the contact-force is active. 

If necessary, use the Cam Display and Properties dialog-box to change the cam from

Cam 1 to Cam 2.

Force Closed Cam

Make sure the Contact-Force does not become less than 0.0N

MechDesigner does not show the cam-follower literally lift off the cam.

Geometric Analysis: Cam Size

Cam Size

Terminology that relates to 'Cam-Size'.

Base Circle: the diameter of the smallest circle that is tangent to the cam surface.

Prime Circle: the diameter of the smallest circle that is tangent to the Pitch-Curve.

Cam Lift (also called Follower Stroke): the difference between the 'Prime-Circle' and the

maximum radius of the Pitch-Curve.

Advantages of a 'smaller' Cam.

A smaller cam:

requires less space.

reduces material costs (but a 'very' small and 'very' large cam increase manufacturing

costs).

reduces its inertia for rapid or emergency stopping.

reduces out-of-balance forces.

reduces the number-of-rotations that cam-follower roller makes for each rotation of the

cam

reduces the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the cam-follower roller

reduces the sliding distance the flat-faced follower makes for each rotation of the cam,

thus reducing wear

reduces the sliding velocity with flat-faced follower, thus reducing wear 

Disadvantages of a 'smaller' Cam.

A smaller cam:
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reduces the flywheel effect that helps to rotate the cam-shaft at constant angular velocity

as the drive torque varies

increases the required accuracy of a machine tool to manufacture

increases pressure angle and reduces the radius of curvature.

Cam Size Measurement

To measure the Cam, use a Measurement FB.

Measurement of the Base Circle, Prime Circle, Cam

Lift

Basic Circle  [See image: Base-Circle =

80mm]

1. Click Function-Block menu (or

toolbar) > Add Measurement FB 

2. Click the small Point at the contact

between the Cam-Follower and the

Cam

3. Click the Point at the centre of the

rotating Cam

4. Click the graphic-area.

The measurement in the graphic-area

continually updates as you cycle the

model.

Use the measurement dimension in the

graphic-area to find the minimum

measurement - the Base-Circle Radius -

in the image it is 80mm - or use a Graph

FB to plot the variation of radius.

Cam Lift

The difference between the minimum

and maximum values of the

Measurement is the Cam-Lift. 

You can also use a Stats FB to find the

maximum and minimum values.

Prime-Circle (also called the Reference

Circle) [See image: Prime-Circle = 100mm]

1. Click Add Measurement FB 

2. Click the Point at the centre of the

Cam and then the centre of the

Cam-Follower.

The Prime Circle Radius is the minimum

measurement in the machine cycle.
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Geometric Analysis: Pressure Angle / Overturning Moment

Cam Pressure Angle, [µ]

The Pressure-Angle is the usually the first parameter you will review. 

Pressure-Angle represents the efficiency with which the cam transfers its motion and force to

the follower, and vice versa.

Understanding Pressure Angle.

Imagine pushing a door to open it...

If you push the door handle at 90º to the door 'plane', (perpendicular , or

normal, to the door), you will open the door easily. You only need to overcome

the inertia force of the door and any friction in the hinges.

If you push the door at an angle, say at 45º, then you will need to: 

o Hold on to the door's handle so that your hand does not slide off the door.

The reaction force with which the handle stops your hand sliding off the door

is also the force pulling on the hinge bearings and the door frame as well as

reacts against your hand and through your arm to your shoulder.

o You will need to tighten your shoulder muscles to keep you arm in place. You

arm will tend to bend.

o Push with an overall force of about 40% more than when you push at 90º

The angle with which you push to open a door is similar to the pressure-angle

between a cam-profile and a cam-follower and the follower part.

Pressure Angle: three force

components

The three vectors of the 'force-triangle' [usually taken at

the centre of the cam follower] that result from the

contact between the cam-profile and the cam-follower

are the:

Contact Force. [ 'Hypotenuse' of the force-

triangle]. The Contact Force is normal to the cam

at the cam-contact point.

Useful-Force. [ 'Adjacent' of the force-triangle].

The instantaneous direction in which the cam-

follower must move. 

Useless-Force. [ 'Opposite' of the force-

triangle]. This force will 'stretch' a Swinging-Arm

Follower, or 'bend', and even 'jam' a Translating

Follower.

From the three vectors, we can define Pressure-Angle in

a number of ways.

The Pressure Angle, µ, is, by definition, the angle

between the direction in which the cam-follower must

move and the direction normal to the cam at the point

of contact between the cam and cam-follower.

Other Definitions...
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Pressure Angle, µ, is the 'angle between the direction in which cam-follower moves and

the direction of the force transmission from the cam to the cam-follower'.

Pressure Angle, µ, is the 'angle between the direction in which the cam-follower moves

and the direction the cam attempts to move the cam-follower'.

Pressure Angle = Cos-1 ( Useful Force )
Contact Force

Pressure Angle = Tan-1 ( Useless Force )
Useful Force

Rules-of-Thumb for Pressure Angle

Try to limit the Pressure Angle when a Cam has a:

Translating Cam-Follower to less than ±30º

Swinging Arm Cam-Follower to less than ±35º

How to reduce the Pressure Angle:

1. Improve the motion design. 

Can you increase the duration of a segment? Can you change the cam-law to one

with a lower peak velocity?

2. Move the position of the cam-follower's pivot axis

Change the pivot-point of the cam-follower. Or, if the follower is a 'translating

follower', use an 'offset translating follower' as an alternative.

3. Increase the size of the cam.

The pressure-angle will usually decrease as you increase the size of the cam. 

Example Forces with different Pressure Angles

If we assume a 'Useful Force' of 100N with a:

Pressure Angle is 0º:   Contact Force = 100N;     Useless Force = 0N

Pressure Angle is 10º: Contact Force = 101.5N;  Useless Force = 16.7N

Pressure Angle is 60º: Contact Force = 200N;    Useless Force =  173.2N

Pressure Angle 30 degrees

Pressure Angle = 30º

Useful Force      = 100N

Contact Force   = 115N

Useless Force  = 57.7N

The force that tries to 'stretch' the Cam Follower arm

is 57.7% of the useful force.

The Contact Force is 15% more than the useful force.
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Pressure Angle 45 degrees

Pressure Angle = 45º

Useful Force       = 100N

Contact Force    = 141.4N

Useless Force   = 100N

The force that tries to 'stretch' the Cam Follower arm

is the same as the useful force.

The Contact Force is 41.4% more than the useful

force.

Overturning Moment, [Mo]

The Overturning Moment applies to Flat-Faced Translating Follower. It is the product of the

distance from the contact point to the sliding axis of the follower and the contact-force. 

Pressure Angle does not apply to a translating, flat-faced follower, when the face is normal to the

direction of travel.

Understanding Overturning Moment

Imagine you want to push a table between parallel walls.

Imagine an 'axis' from the table's centre-of-mass along the table top, parallel to the

walls - the centre-of-mass 'axis'.

Ff = Friction-Coefficient [µ] × weight of the table [m×g]. [Note: do not confuse the

Friction-Coefficient, µ, and Pressure Angle, µ].

If you push the table with one hand parallel to the the walls, and your hand is in-line

with centre-of-mass 'axis', then the pushing force will be the 'Frictional-Force'. 

The table will not tend to rotate the table. The walls do not need to react against

the sides of the table.

Over-turning Moment 

If you push at a point that is offset to the side of the table and is not in line with the

table's centre-of-mass 'axis', then you will tend to rotate [turn] the table. This is the

'overturning moment'. 

The 'Overturning Moment' = Frictional force[Ff] × perpendicular distance to your hand

from table's centre-of-mass 'axis'.

Clearly, the further to one side you push the table, the greater the over-turning

moment, because the frictional force is the same, but the offset distance increases.

Re-turning Moment

The overturning moment will make one corner of the table at its 'far-end' press-in to

the wall, and the opposite corner at the 'near-end' to also press-in to the opposite

wall.

The two walls must resist the tendency for the table to rotate, by reacting with equal

and opposite 're-turning moment'. 

The 're-turning moment' = contact force against walls at the corners of the tables ×

length of table = overturning table.

If the table is long, then the contact force becomes less. If the table is short, then the
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contact force increases.

Over-turning moment in Flat-faced Follower

These forces are the same as those on a cam and flat-faced follower. During the motion

of the follower, the contact point and the contact-force moves across the follower to

one then the other side. 

Over-turning moment = Contact-Force × distance to the 'sliding-axis' from the contact-

point.

Re-turning moment = Reaction-Forces at Points at ends of the Lines in the Sliding-Joint

× distance between Points in Sliding-Joint.

In the image: we can see the top of a 'cam'.

The contact force is 20N, and it is 50mm from the

vertical sliding axis of the cam-follower.

Thus:

Contact Force [20N] × Distance to Contact Point

[50mm] = Overturning Moment [1000N.mm]

The Overturning Moment = Re-turning moment of the

slide.

Re-turning Moment [1000N.mm] = Length of

Sliding-Part [30mm] x Reaction Forces [33.33N]

How to reduce the Over-turning Moment:

1. Improve the motion design. 

Can you increase the duration of a segment? Can you change the cam-law to one

with a lower peak velocity?

2. Move the position of the cam-follower's sliding axis relative to the cam's centre. 

Change the the 'translating follower' to an 'offset translating follower' as alternative

[Move the Sliding-Axis towards the Contact-Point.

This only applies when the contact force is is different for each direction of the

followers motion.

3. Increase the size of the cam

This does not make any difference to the contact-force or overturning moment.

However, the cam's radius of curvature increases, which will reduce its Hertzian

Contact-stress.

4. Increase the length of the 'Sliding-Joint'

The contact force at each of the sliding-joint is inversely proportional to the length of

the sliding-joint. 

Geometric Analysis: Radius-of-Curvature

Curvature [k] and Radius-of-Curvature [ρ] 

The Curvature of a curve is the degree to which it deviates from a straight line. Curvature is a

property of the curve. Radius-of-Curvature is the reciprocal of Curvature.
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By definition, a straight line has zero curvature and a circle has constant curvature.

In MechDesigner, we plot Radius-of Curvature [ see Cam-Data FB]. The Radius-of-Curvature

can also be translated as 'Radius-of-the-Curve'.

Two Osculating Circle at two different points. One circle is

outside the cam and the other is inside the cam. 

Radius-of-Curvature(ρ) =

1/ Curvature(κ)

The Radius-of-Curvature

of each point along the

cam is the radius the 

osculating circle at that

point. 

The 'sign' of the Radius-

of-Curvature is fairly

arbitrary, but you must

make a decision and not

change. 

Think of the 'Radius-of-

Curvature' as the ...radius of

the osculating circle.

Usually, you must make sure

the:

Minimum Cam Radius-of-
Curvature > Cam-Follower
Radius.

It is useful to consider the

ratio of the Cam and Cam-

Follower radii.

Radius-of-

Curvature

'Ratio' = 

R
cam

, Cam-

Profile

Radius-of-

Curvature

R
cam-

follower
,

Cam-Follower

Radius

Rules-of-Thumb

|Rcam | > 2 * Rcam-

follower 

In this graph, the olive green
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bar identifies the radius of
the cam follower.

The graph shows that the
cam-profile has both positive
and negative radius-of-
curvature.

Note: when the cam's radius
changes from convex to
concave (or vice versa), the

radius changes from +  to

 (or vice versa). At this

point, the graph shows a
vertical line as the plot

switches from +  to  (or

vice versa). The cam's
curve is instantaneously
straight,  as the curvature
changes from concave to
convex [or vice versa] and it
passes a point of 'inflection'.

Cam design problems related to Radius-of-Curvature

If the Radius-of-Curvature of the cam is small, then you must make these design checks:

Under-cutting 

If the Radius-of-Curvature of the cam is less than the Roller's radius; the 'real' [physical]

Cam-Follower cannot follow the motion you have designed for it. However, the cam-

follower in MechDesigner follows the motion exactly.

Contact Hertzian Stress: 

As the Radius-of-Curvature gets smaller, the Contact-Stress between the cam and the

cam-follower becomes larger. 

(Contact Stress  constant/ ρ )

Heat Treatment: 

Heat treatment is more likely to crack the cam metal if the Cam's Radius-of-Curvature is

small.

Flat-Faced Followers: 

When the cam-follower is a 'Flat-Faced Follower', the Radius-of-Curvature of the cam

must be Convex (+ρ) at all times.

Under-cutting

If the radius of the cam becomes smaller than than the

radius of the cam-follower roller, then the cam-

follower cannot move with motion as required by your

design. 

Note: in MechDesigner, Cam-Follower moves with its

specified motion. Its motion is specified either directly

from a Motion FB, or from Inverse-Kinematics]. 
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However, in the machine, the cam-follower's motion is

specified by a contact with the cam. Thus, when the

cam is undercut, the cam-follower cannot move with

the motion specified in the model.

Thus, YOU must make sure the cam DOES NOT

UNDERCUT. You can check visually, or you should use

the Cam-Data and Graph FBs.

Interference

When the Cam is concave (-ρ), its Radius-of-

Curvature must be greater than the Roller's

Radius.

If Cam's Radius < Roller Radius 
...the Roller will not fit into the Cam. 

Video of Undercutting - Slow!

In this case, the Radius-of-Curvature is less than the

radius of the Cam Follower

There is undercutting.

In the video, the Cam-Follower follows the

motion design given to it by MotionDesigner.

However, the Cam-Follower cannot actually not follow the
specified motion as the cam-follower has nothing to follow!
Too much metal has been removed from the cam  

The cam would have a sharp corner.

Force Analysis: Generic Payload Signatures and Importance of Machine
Speed.

IMPORTANT : Before looking at Contact-Force and Contact-Stress...

When you want to analyze Cam-Force and Contact-Stress, it is important that the model

represents the machine correctly. 

Even if the kinematics are correct, you may still need to reconfigure how to transmit the

forces from the drive to the payload of the model.

See How to configure the model for Payload Analysis.

'Payload' is the superposition (addition) of the different types of force that act between the

cam and cam-follower.

'Payload Signature' is the payload plotted over one machine cycle or cam rotation.

Each 'Payload Types' is a function of machine-angle and of machine-speed.

Payload Signature Types
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Payload Type Example

Constant Load

Gravity,

Friction*, Spring

Pre-load. 

Load Proportional to Cam-

Follower Displacement
Spring Force 

Load Proportional to Cam-

Follower Velocity.

Viscosity, Air-

Cylinder

Load Proportional to Cam-

Follower Acceleration

Inertia Forces

Load as a 'Special Function'
'Power' stroke

of an Engine

Note: friction-force is a function of the contact force, and, thus, it is not a constant value.

Friction-forces are actually difficult to calculate correctly. Thus, is often added as a constant

force always opposite to the direction of relative motion.

Importance of Machine Speed

In the case of the example below, the payload is a superposition of three load types:

Constant Force (Green), for example a Gravity, Air-Cylinder Spring-Preload

Displacement Force (Blue), for example a Spring Force

Acceleration Force (Magenta), for example an Inertia Force

Cam forces at 'Low Speed'.

When we plot the force over one machine cycle, but at

two different machine speeds:

Low-Speed: 

Maximum payload is at the maximum

displacement of the spring and cam-follower  

The acceleration force is low.

High-Speed: 

Maximum payload is at the large positive

acceleration  .

Minimum payload is a force that is less than 0N 

 at the large, negative acceleration

[deceleration].

Note: The X–axis of the graph is 'Machine-Angle' not

'time'. 

The actual time duration of the X–axis is less for the

Cam loads at 'High Speed'.
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In the case of the example below, the payload is a superposition of three load types:

Constant Force (Green), for example a Gravity, Air-Cylinder Spring-Preload

Displacement Force (Blue), for example a Spring Force

Acceleration Force (Magenta), for example an Inertia Force

high-speed graph.

Force Analysis: 'Contact-Force:Cam-Follower' | 'Cam-Stress:Cam'

Contact-Force and Contact-Stress Analysis

Why compare the Cam-Follower with Contact-Force and the Cam with

Contact-Stress?

Here, a Cam-Follower is a rolling element bearing.

Bearings that are specific to cam applications are  called 'Track-Followers' and 'Cam-Follower'

bearings. 

Cam-Follower bearings have a stud, which means it is 'cantilevered-mounted'. Track-Rollers

use a pin, which means it is 'clevis-mounted'.

Cam-Follower  signatures

Typical Load Signature of a

Cam-Follower

Cam: Payload Signature

Payload Signature at one point

around a Cam

Cam-Follower: Payload Signature
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Typical Load Signature of a Cam-Follower

First: review whether the contact-

force is active against the cam for

the complete machine cycle or only

part of the machine cycle. [The

payload signature in the image to

the left does not become less than 

0N, thus the contact-force is always

active].

Conjugate-Cam (Form Closed

Cam)

One of the cam-follower

bearings is active during the

acceleration phase of the

'Rise', and the deceleration

phase of the 'Return',

The other bearing is active

for the other phases of the

Rise and Return.

Groove-Cam (Form Closed Cam)

The cam-follower bearing is

active for almost the

complete machine cycle.

But, it must reverse between

acceleration and deceleration

and thus scuff while it gets up

to the rolling speed in the

opposite direction.

There is zero contact force

while the roller transfers

between flanks within the

backlash zone.

Force-Closed Cam 

The cam-follower bearing is

active for the complete

machine cycle because the

contact-force does not

become less than 0N

See Contact Force and Life Analysis

Cam-Follower: 

Payload: 'pseudo-continuous rotation' and 'pseudo-continuous load'; similar to a

'normal' bearing.

Loaded Elements inner-race and rolling elements; similar to a 'normal' bearing,

outer-race has larger section to limit distortion

Material Properties: tight tolerance and quality control; identical to a 'normal' bearing
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Geometric Properties: radius of outer-ring, inner-ring and the balls/rollers are known.

The loading of a cam-follower is similar to that of a 'normal' bearing.

Thus, we will use the Basic Static Load Rating, Basic Dynamic Load Rating and Fatigue

Limiting Load to calculate the life of the cam-follower bearing.

Payload 'Signature' for a Cam

CAM-STRESS: Mean-Stress = (Max+Min)/2; Stress

Amplitude = (Max-Min)/2; Max Stress = 2*Mean, Minimum

Stress = 0 MPa

Each point along the cam surface

(and just below) is stressed one

time* in each machine cycle. 

Thus, the stress that each point

along the cam experiences is zero

at all other machine angles.

For each point along the cam,

the stress is said to be 

'pulsatile' (like heart-beat pulses)

with a 'period' of 2.π* or 360º.

The image shows the Payload
'pulse' at a single point on a cam.

This Point on the Cam
experiences this stress one time
per rotation* [when it rotates one
time per machine cycle]

Cam: 

Payload: pulsatile, each point on the cam is loaded once per cam rotation.

Loaded Element: the cam

Material Properties: Decided by design engineer, material supplier quality control

Geometric Properties: Radius continuously changing

Material: surface finish, heat treatment: are decisions for the design engineer.

Lubrication: Oil or Grease

We cannot use the Basic Life Equation to find the life of a Cam.

We must compare the 'actual contact-stress' with the 'permissible contact-stress' of the

cam material.

Force Analysis: Cam-Follower: Contact-Force & Life

Cam-Follower : Contact Force Analysis

Before you analyse Contact-Force and Contact-Stress, you need to reconfigure the model so

that is transfers the forces correctly between the cam and the follower.

See: How to configure the Model for Payload Analysis.

Background
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When a load is applied to a stationary cam-follower, the stresses within the elemental

components are extremely difficult to a calculate. Further, when a bearing rotates [even at

constant speed and constant load] the position of the maximum stress in each component

continually changes.

Luckily, we do not need to calculate the stresses. Each supplier has done the hard work to list

each cam-follower's capacity in units of force.

The cam-follower's capacity assumes it operates in a 'perfect' environment. Its capacity is,

however, influenced by the operating environment, particularly the lubrication and whether

the lubricant becomes contaminated. Its capacity also assumes a failure reliability.

You must apply 'capacity modification factors' to reflect the operating environment.

Cam Follower Bearings and 'Load Ratings'

Note: We will assume that, at the load ratings listed below, an internal bearing surface fails

rather than the contact surface between the cam and cam-follower. We will consider the life of

the contact between the cam and the cam-follower in the next topic.

Cam-followers have three load ratings with which you must compare your application's

payload signature.

Basic Static Load Rating, C
o

Basic Dynamic Load Rating, C
 

Fatigue Load Rating, C
u

Each 'rating' might be called the bearing's 'capacity' or 'limit'.  The ratings have units of force

[N or lbs] and not stress [N/mm2, or PSI]

Static Load Rating, Co, [Units: N]

A load that is greater than the Static-Load-Rating, C
o 

, deforms the cam-follower by

approximately 1×10-4 (0.0001) of its mean diameter (see ISO 76:2006). The load may

leave visible marks ['Brinell'] on the bearing raceways. However, this does not have a

measurable effect on the life if it is subsequently used under a much reduced load. 

The Static Load Rating, is important when the cam-follower:

is stationary, or rotates very slowly (n < 10RPM)

performs slow oscillating movements

receives impact loads [or 'short duration loads'].

Short duration loads may occur at start-up, emergency-stops, machine jams, or when the

active process has a short duration, such as a cutting action. Impact loads may also occur

because the machine jams and the product becomes 'rigid'. Of course, unintended machine

breakages can give impact loads.

Static-Load Safety Factor, S
0

[Note: Static Load Rating and Basic

Static Load Rating are the same].
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Static Load Rating and Contact Stress

If you load a cam-follower bearing to its Static Load Rating, then its most stressed

component, usually at the contact between the inner race and one of the rolling elements,

will have a Hertzian Contact Stress (see Hertz Contact-Stress) of:

~4000MPa for Roller Bearings

~4200MPa for Ball Bearings

~4600MPa for Self-aligning Ball Bearings

Dynamic Load Rating, C, [Units: N]

When a bearing is continuously loaded with a contact-force, P, equal to the Dynamic Load

Rating, C, the bearing has a life, L
10

 , of one 'life'. 

One life is one million [1 x 106 ] rotations. Life has a probability. The L
10

  'life' means that

10% of bearings will statistically fail within one million rotations, while 90% will statistically 

not fail. It assumes the load and speed are constant. If the load and speed are not constant

then we must calculate an equivalent load.

We can assume the Cam-Follower's payload and rotational speed do change during a

machine cycle:

Nearly always, the Payload on the Cam-Follower changes as the cam makes one full

rotation. See Payload Signatures

Nearly always, the Rotational Speed of the Cam-Follower is a function of the cam's

radius.

The equations are based on the seminal work of G. Lundberg and A. Palmgren's fatigue theory. 

Standard Bearing Life [L10]

Multiples of 1 million rotations,

L10 = Life, in millions of rotations

C = Basic Dynamic Load Rating [kN]

P = Basic Dynamic Bearing Load [kN]

p = 3 for bearing with 'balls'

p = 10/3 for bearings with 'rollers' or 'needles'

The L10 equation above assumes that the load and the rotational speed are constant. As

stated above, these both vary during a machine cycle. Thus we must find the equivalent

load using this equation.
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Bearing Life in Multiples of Hours, [L10h]

n = rotational speed  of the Cam-Follower [min-1].

[10/3 Needle Rollers in the bearing].

Alternative, Bearing Life in Hours

 L10h = Basic Rated Life, hours

 fh = Life Factor

 fn = Speed Factor

 n = Rotational speed RPM

Bearing Life Adjustment Factors

The Dynamic Rating Life, L10, is adjusted by two parameters to compensate for the reality

that a bearing does not operate under ideal conditions. 

An ISO standard emerged in 1997, and then refined in 2007 to define the adjustment

parameters. Before that time, different manufacturers applied their own factors and thus it

was difficult to standardise the life of a cam-follower for a particular operating condition.

Lnm = a1 . aiso . L10
a

1
 =  Reliability Factor for reliabilities other than 90%

a
iso

 = Integrated Life Modification Factor, accounting for recently developed

materials, lubrication and contamination.

L
10

 = Basic Life Rating - see above.

Reliability Factor, a1

Reliability against multiples of

bearing life.

The occurrence of bearing damage and

fatigue failure displays a random character.

Thus, even ostensibly identical bearings that

are manufactured from the same batch of

material, having identical geometrical

characteristics, subjected to identical

operating conditions (load, speed, lubrication,

etc.) will fail after different operating times.

Thus, the life of a bearing is found from a

statistical evaluation of a large number of

bearings operating with similar controlled

operating conditions. 

The reliability chart, to the left, shows the

variation that is characteristic of bearing lives.
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Approximately:

After 5 times the nominal L10 life

rotations, approximately 30% of the

bearings will not fail.

10% have a life duration of 8 times the

nominal life L10

Reliability 'Look-up' table.

R % L10 a1

90 L10 1.00

95 L5 0.64

96 L4 0.55

97 L3 0.47

98 L2 0.37

99 L1 0.25

99.5 L0.5 0.175

99.9 L0.1 0.093

99.95 L0.05 0.077

The Weibull distribution function is commonly

used to predict the life of a population of

bearings at any given reliability level.

The equation for the life adjustment factor, 

a
1
, for reliability is:

For example: if 90% reliability is

substituted for R in the above equation,

a1 = 1.  

And 99% at reliability a1 = 0.25.

This equation assumes that there is a short

minimum life below which the probability of

bearing damage is minimal.

Life Modification Factor, aiso

The various influences on bearing life are inter-dependent. A system

approach of calculating life has been evaluated as a practical

method for determining the life modification factor, aiso . 

Life Modification Factor, aiso , is calculated with this equation.

C
u

 

[N] Fatigue Limit Load of bearing

steel. This is less than the Basic

Dynamic Load Rating. If not

available in the catalogue , 

C
u
 = C

0
/8.2 for roller bearings.

C
u
 = C

0
/23 for ball bearings,

[C
0 

is the Static Rating, as above].

e
c
  - Contamination Factor

κ - Viscosity Ratio

If  κ κ =4  

If κ κ = 0.1

P [N] Equivalent Load
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Chart to find Rated

Viscocity, V1

Viscosity Ratio, κ

The viscosity ratio, κ, rates the quality of the lubricant film

formation. 

The oil film on the rolling contact surfaces separate the raceway

and rolling elements. The status of the lubricant film is expressed by

the viscosity ratio, κ, as shown in the following equation:

We use the charts to the left and below to find the two parameters:

ν1  : 'required viscosity', required minimum viscosity, depending

on mean bearing diameter and rotational speed [mm2/s] - in

the example to left, = 40mm2/s

ν : 'actual viscosity' of the lubricant at the standard operating

temperature [mm2/s]

Thus, κ, is a function of the lubricant we use, and the operating

temperature of the bearing races and/or application.

Chart to find the ISO

grade.

Or you can use one of these equations.

 

 d = inside diameter of Cam-Follower 

 D = outside diameter of Cam-Follower

When the operating temperature is known from experience, or

from experiments, you can convert the rated viscosity to the

viscosity at the internationally standardized reference temperature

of 40ºC  - see chart to the left.

Example

Bearing Outside Diameter = 60mm ; Bearing Inside Diameter =

20mm ; Mean Bearing Diameter = (60+20)/2 = 40mm

Operating Speed = 500RPM ; Thus, Rated Kinematic Viscosity

ν1=40mm2/s

Operating Temperature = 70ºC, Thus, the kinematic viscosity

under standard operating conditions ν=150mm2/s

κ=150/40 = 3.75

Lubrication Condition and κ
4  Full fluid-film lubrication
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> 4  In the regime of full fluid-film lubrication + cleanliness + moderate loads = no

fatigue

< 4  Mixed friction, Lubricating greases containing anti-wear additives have to be

used

1  The 'Basic Rating Life' of the bearing is achieved

<0.

4

 Mixed Friction with increased solid contact, the grease should contain EP

Additives or Solid Lubricants

Values of
Contamination

Factor ,ec

ec

Contami

nation

Level

D
m

100
mm

D
m

>
100
mm

Extreme

ly high

cleanline

ss: 

Particle

size

same or

less

than

lubrican

t film

thicknes

s

Laborat

ory-

level

1 1

High

Cleanlin

ess: 

Oil

filtered

with

extreme

ly fine

filter. 

Filled &

sealed

greased

bearing

0.8

to

0.6

0.9

to

0.8

Contamination factor: ec

Hard and Firm contaminants that are present in the lubricant can

lead to lasting impressions to the raceways. Local stress peaks

caused by the impressions and contaminants reduce the lifetime of

the bearings. The reduction depends on the size of the bearing, the

lubricant film thickness [viscosity ratio, κ] and on the size, type and

hardness of the particle contaminant. If severe contamination

occurs, [ec tends to zero] failure due to wear will become a

likelihood. The lifetime will be much shorter than the calculated life

time.

A solid particle that is caught in the lubricant may indent a raceway

and the rolling elements. An indent leads to a localised increase in

stress which will decrease the life of the bearing.

If a contaminant moves to the inside of bearing, then the needles/

rollers/balls, the inside of the outer-race and the outside of the

inner-race are prone to 'dent' damage because of the small internal

bearing clearances and the small rolling radii of the needles/

rollers/balls. The contamination may also prevent the rollers

rotating.

The outside surface of the cam-follower and the cam itself are

much more likely to experience contamination, but because the

radius of the cam and cam-follower are much larger, the effect of a

'dent' is less damaging than the same size 'dent' to a roller or

bearing race. The contamination is less likely to prevent the outer

race of the cam-follower roller rotating along the cam.

 Dm is the Mean Diameter of the Cam-Follower. [See above for

calculation].

The factor, eC, tends to be less for smaller bearing because the

particle is more likely to be trapped in a smaller bearing than a

larger one, and then cause indentations to the bearing surface.

There are various techniques and tools to measure actual

contamination.
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Values of
Contamination

Factor ,ec

Standar

d

Cleanlin

ess: 

Oil

filtered

with fine

filter. 

Filled

Shielde

d,

greased

bearing

s

0.6

to

0.5

0.8

to

0.6

Minimal 

/ Slight

Contami

nation:
Oil is

slightly

contami

nated.

0.5

to

0.3

0.6

to

0.4

Normal,

Typical

Contami

nation: 

Bearing

contami

nated

by wear

debris

from

other

machine

or

packagi

ng

compon

ents

0.3

to

0.1

0.4

to

0.2

High

Contami

nation: 

Bearing

Environ

ment

heavily

0.1

to 0

0.1

to 0
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Values of
Contamination

Factor ,ec

contami

nated

Bearing

insuffici

ently

sealed.

Very

high or

Extreme

ly high

contami

nation

0 0

Less Detailed Table

for Contamination

Factor.

Contami

nation

Factor

e
c

Very

Clean:
Debris size

similar to

lubricant

film

thickness

1

Clean:
Bearings

greased

for life and

sealed

0.8 - 0.9

Normal:
Greased

for Life

and

shielded. 

0.5 - 0.8

Contami

nated:
Bearing

without

seals,

particles

from

surroundin

gs

0.1 - 0.5
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Heavily

Contami

nated:
Intruding

fluids and

particles,

extreme

conditions.

0

aiso - Plot

When the lubricant is contaminated with solid particles,

permanent indentations in the raceway can be generated when

these particles are rolled-over. At these indentations, local stress

risers are generated, which will lead to reduced life of the

rolling bearing. This life reduction due to contamination in the

lubricant film is taken into account by the contamination factor 

e
C
 .

Guide values for the contamination factor can be taken from

from the table above, which shows typical levels of

contamination for well lubricated bearing.

In the case of severe contamination (e
C
~0), failure may be

caused by wear, and the life of the bearing can be far below a

calculated modified rating life.

aiso - Equation

Area A : very high load and/or severe indentations.

The lubricating conditions in this domain can only marginally

improve the expected fatigue life, so the potential improvement

to the life depends on what dominates the relationship between

the contamination level factor and the load level, Pu/P. To

achieve a greater rating life, either the load must be reduced, or

the cleanliness must be improved, or both.

Area B : high life modification factors, which is beneficial because a

large life modification factor will convert a low basic rating life

sufficiently to produce a large rating life.

In this part of the graph, small deviations from estimated load

level, cleanliness factor and lubrication conditions will greatly

affect the life modification factor. Small changes to lubricating

conditions, slightly higher loading and larger indentation

severity (for example, from mounting or transport damage) may

result in a change from 50 to 5. This would result in a 90% loss

of rating life. In cases where the rating life consists of a large life

modification factor, aiso and a limited basic rating life L10, the

impact of variations in operating conditions should be
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evaluated in a sensitivity analysis.

Area C : the life modification factor is less sensitive to changes.

Deviations from estimated load level, cleanliness factor and

lubrication conditions (for example, from uncertainties in

temperature) will not substantially affect the value of aISO, which

means the resulting rating life is more robust.

In the load level domain, Area C has the ranges:

o

o

 EP-additives in the lubricant

ISO 281 STATES 'Exceptionally low rotational speeds (dm x n) =10000, the generated film

may be less than adequate and unlikely to form elastohydrodynamic lubrication and unlikely

to separate the rolling element and raceway contact.' Then you must use EP-additives to

improve life.

In accordance with ISO 281, EP-additives can be taken into consideration in the following

way:

For operating temperature lower than 80°C (175°F), EP/AW additives in the

lubricant may extend bearing service life when κ < 1 and the factor for the

contamination level e
c
 > 0.2 and the resulting a

iso
 < 3. Under those

conditions, a value of κEP=1 can be applied, in place of the actual κ, in the

calculation of aiso for a maximum advantage of up to a
iso

 = 3.

At a viscosity ratio κ<1 and a contamination factor e
C

, a value κ= 1 can

be used in calculation in the case of lubricants with EP-additives that have proven

effective. Under severe contamination (contamination factor e
C 

), the

effectiveness of the additives under these contamination conditions must be

proven. The effectiveness of the EP-additives can be demonstrated in the actual

application or on a rolling bearing test-rig.

EP/AW additives in the lubricant are used to improve the lubrication condition of

the bearing in situations where small κ values are in use, e.g. when  κ = 0.5.

Furthermore, EP/AW additives are also used to prevent smearing between lightly

loaded rollers and raceway, for example, when especially heavy rollers enter a

loaded zone at a reduced speed.

Some modern EP/AW additives containing sulphur-phosphorus, which are most

commonly used today, can reduce bearing life. Generally, SKF recommends testing

chemical reactivity of EP/AW for operating temperatures above 80°C (175°F)

Grease Lubrication

For grease lubrication, the contamination factor, ec , can be determined by means of the

diagrams below. 

Each diagram represents a level of expected contamination. Using the diameter of the

bearing, you can find ec :
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Step 1: First consider which diagram to use. Consider the general level of

contamination in the environment of the Cam-Follower's application.

For example, is the Cam-Follower running in an open cam-track near to the case

magazine in a Case-Packer. In that case, I would use the 'Sever Contamination'

diagram. 

Step 2: Find the Viscosity Ratio, K, with the diagrams above.

Step 3: Use the plot that relates to the mean diameter, Dm of the Cam-Follower, or

interpolate if different to the plots given below.

Step 4: Read the level of Contamination, ec.

Plot of Viscosity Ratio, Contamination Level Operating conditions

High cleanliness

Very clean mounting with

careful flushing

Very good sealing

Continuous re-lubrication

or short re-lubrication

intervals

Bearings with effective sealing

Greased for life

Standard cleanliness

Clean mounting with flushing

Good sealing

Re-lubrication in

accordance with

manufacturer's guidelines

Sealed bearings (for example,

with sealing washers)

Greased for life

No damage to the seals

Slight to typical contamination

Clean mounting

Moderate sealing

Re-lubrication in

accordance with

manufacturer's guidelines

Shielded Bearings in area

with likely particulate

contamination
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Heavy contamination

Mounting under workshop

conditions

Bearing and application

not washed to appropriate

standard

Poor sealing

Re-lubrication interval

longer than manufacturer's

guidelines

Severe contamination

Machine in contaminated

environment

Inadequate sealing

Long re-lubrication

intervals

When NOT to use the Integrated Life Modification Factor.

It does not apply to the following operating conditions:

Life exceeds 200 000 hours, it is indicated "over 200 000".

Very large load imposes to the bearing (More than C
0
  or more than 50% of C).

Very light load imposed on the bearing.

Very high speed.

Water ingress into lubricant.

Abnormalities such as wear, corrosion, or electric erosion.

Large misalignment between inner and outer rings.

Very large and hard foreign debris intrudes to (Life is shorter than the calculation

result).

Viscosity when driving is 10% or less of necessary dynamic viscosity.

Variable Speed and Variable Load

The Dynamic Bearing Life equation assumes that the bearing's speed and load do not

change. There are equations you can use to compensate for a variable speed or a variable

load and for when speed and load are variable.

Of course, a cam-follower's speed and payload continuously vary when they sit on a cam of

varying radius and any sort of motion-law.  If, by chance the speed or load do not change,

then the steps below will also apply.

We calculate an equivalent bearing load, Peq. It is a 'semi-graphical' procedure.

where:

Peq = Equivalent Cam-Follower Load 

Fi = Cam-follower Payload at machine angle 'i'
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ri = Cam-follower rotation at machine step

'i' [revs] 

Rc f = Total number of Cam-Follower rotations

[revs]

Note: We assume the cam follower has rollers or
needle rollers. If it has 'balls' replace 3/10 with 1/3
in all places

 

Rcf
Total number of Cam-Follower
rotations

Rfollower Cam-Follower Radius

Cfollower Circumference of the Cam-Follower

Ccam 'Circumferential Length' of the Cam

Rcam Cam Radius at each machine step 'i'

Note: We assume the cam follower is a roller-
bearing. If it is a ball-bearing not, replace 3/10
with 1/3 in all places

Oscillating Cam-Follower

When the outer race of the cam-follower bearing does not make a complete rotation,

but oscillates back and forth, a lower equivalent radial load can be calculated using the

formula below: 

where:

P
e
 = equivalent dynamic radial load

P
o
 = actual oscillating radial load

β = angle of oscillation, in degrees

p = 10/3 Roller Bearings

p = 3.0 Ball Bearings

Active cam-follower rotations 

Active cam-follower rotations are those when the payload between the cam and the cam-

follower is positive.

The number of active rotations is dependent on the type of Cam.

Conjugate Cam: active rotations of one cam-follower are when the acceleration is

'positive' during the Rise of the Cam-Follower, and 'negative' acceleration during its

'return', and opposite for the other cam-follower.
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Groove Cam: active rotations are throughout the complete machine cycle. However,

the roller must reverse its direction when it changes cam-flanks. 

Forced Closed Cam: active rotations are throughout a complete machine cycle.

Fatigue Load Rating, Cu, [Units: N]

The fatigue load limit C
u
 for a bearing is defined as the load level below which metal

fatigue will not occur. For this to be valid, the lubricant film must fully separate the rolling

elements from the raceways and no indentations, from contaminants or from damage

related to handling, may exist on the rolling surfaces - see Lubrication and Surface Finish

For general high-quality materials and bearings with high manufacturing quality, the fatigue

stress limit is reached at a contact stress of approximately 1.5GPa between the raceway and

rolling elements.

The term "fatigue load limit" C
u
, is defined, in ISO 281:2007, as "bearing load under which

the fatigue stress limit is just reached in the most heavily loaded raceway contact" and is

affected by factors such as the bearing type, size, and material.

If a catalogue does not list the Fatigue Load Limit, then you should use these

approximations, when the bearing diameters is < 150mm:

System Life

Conjugate cams have two or more cam-followers, and often your machine has many cams.

All of the cam-followers in a machine are then considered to be a 'system'. For machine

design reliability purposes, it is important to know the system life of your machine.  This

evaluation process considers the importance of combining the L
10

 lives of all the bearings so

that you can answer the question, 'How long will the machine perform with 90% reliability?' 

In simpler terms, the system L
10

 reliability will be less than the lowest individual L
10 

rating life.

The following formula is used to calculate the 'System Rating Life' of the Cam-Followers.

where:

L
10sys

 = rating life for the

system of bearings

L
1
, L

2
, L

n
 = rating life for

the individual bearings in the

system

m = 9/8   Roller Bearing 
m = 10/9 Ball Roller

m = ~1.1 

Guideline values for the Static-Load Safety Factor for continuous and/or occasional loads:

The acceptable Static-Load Safety Factor is a function of the certainty of its loading, and
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whether it has rollers, balls or it is a spherical bearing, and whether a permanent deformation

is acceptable.

Acceptable Values of S
o

Continuous motion I

n

f

r

e

q

u

e

n

t

m

o

t

i

o

n

Permanent deformation acceptance

P

e

r

m

a

n

e

n

t

d

e

f

o

r

m

a

t

i

o

n

a

c

c

e

p

t

a
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n

c

e

Certainty of load level 

 Yes  Some  No

 

Y

e

s

High certainty: 

For example, gravity

 0.5 : Ball Elements

 1.0 : Roller Elements

 1.0 : Ball Elements

 1.5 : Roller

Elements

 2.0 : Ball Elements

 3.0 : Roller Elements

 

0

.

4

:

B

a

l

l

E

l

e

m

e

n

t

s

 

0

.

8

R

o

l

l

e

r

E

l

e

m

e

n

t

s

Low certainty: 

For example, vibrational

 1.5 :  Ball Elements

 2.5 : Roller Elements

 1.5 : Ball Elements

 3.0 : Roller

Elements

 2.0 : Ball Elements

 4.0 : Roller Elements

 

1

.

5
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:

B

a

l

l

E

l

e

m

e

n

t

s

 

2

.

0

:

R

o

l

l

e

r

E

l

e

m

e

n

t

s

Force Analysis: Cam: Nominal Contact-Stress

IMPORTANT: Before you analyse Contact-Force and Contact-Stress, you need to reconfigure

the model so that it transfers the forces correctly between the cam and the follower. See: How

to configure the Model for Payload Analysis.

Cam-followers are manufactured from a limited number of steels [and some durable

plastics], with rigid quality control and testing. Industrial Cams are manufactured by machine

builders with different design and manufacturing quality standards and heat-treatment

procedures. Thus, even though a cam is an easier machine element to analyse, it is left to the

machine designer to choose the correct material, heat treatment and lubrication method to

give the cam the life as required by the machine.

Nominal Contact Stress

As a cam rolls under a cam-follower roller (or a cam-follower rolls over a cam), there is a
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contact force, and the cam and the cam-follower become flattened, like a car tire against a

road surface. There is a so-called Hertzian Contact Stress, at, and beneath, the contact surface.

The Hertzian Contact Stress 'map' is complex. 

The Hertzian Contact Stress calculation gives the contact-stress that is induced in a flawless,

error-free, contact by the application of a static force/torque.

It is as if the cam and cam-follower were not in fact moving at all! It is a kinetostatic

calculation. Thus MechDesigner is perfectly capable of calculating the Hertzian Contact

Stress.

The Hertzian Contact Stress is sometimes called the 'Nominal Contact-Stress', especially with

gearing calculations.

Hertz (1881) has done the hard work to derive the equations we need to calculate the stress

when there is contact between two bodies that are conformal or non-conformal. 

[H. R. Hertz, "Über die Berührung fester elastischer Körper (On Contact Between Elastic

Bodies)" Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik 92, 1881 pp. 156-171].

Hertzian Stress at the Cam Surface [Line Contact]

Distribution of Contact Stress - Cyclindrical

Line Contact

When a Cam and Cam-Follower Roller lightly

'touch' each other, their contact is a 'line'. However,

as you increase the contact force, the cam and

follower deflect [squash together] and the contact

line becomes a small rectangular*. 

L  :  The length of the patch is the less of

the roller width and cam

2b : the width of the 'flattened patch'

2.b.L : The contact area is the same for
the Cam and the Cam-Follower [obviously]

F : The force between the Cam and the
Cam-Follower is the same for the cam and
the follower [obviously]

Thus, the Contact Stress at the surface of the

Cam and the Cam-Follower are the same. 

However, the stresses beneath each of the

contact surfaces are a function of their material

properties and their radii-of-curvature.

* Contact Assumptions

The cam-follower is in contact with equal force across

its width. Thus cam and the cam-follower roller must

be aligned. No 'edge-effects'. If the cam-follower is

barrel-shaped, then the contact is an ellipse. We will

not calculate the stresses associated with a barrel

roller.

The stress that occurs at the contact between two bodies is known as Hertzian Contact Stress,

see reference paper above: 'Hertz'.
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The parameters that determine the Hertzian Contact Stress are:

E
1
 , E

2
 :Young's Modulus (Elasticity, also called Elastic Modulus) of the Cam and the

Cam-Follower [N / mm2].

ν
1
 ,ν

2
  : Poison's Ratio of the Cam and Cam-Follower [-].

R
1
, R

2 
: Cam Radius-of-Curvature and the Cam-Follower Radius [mm].

F  : Contact-Force - which changes throughout the machine cycle [N].

L  : Narrower width of the cam and cam-follower Roller [mm].

To calculate the Hertzian Contact Stress, it is useful to establish two 'equivalent' numbers

from the material and geometry properties of the Cam and Cam-Follower.

Equivalent Radius-of-Curvature

     

Equivalent Elastic Modulus

     

Half-Width:

    

Mean Hertzian Stress:

  p
mean

 = F / area = F / 2.b.L   

Maximum Hertzian Stress (  - see image above), at the theoretical contact line is:

      

Substituting for 'b', and re-arranging, gives the Maximum Hertzian Stress, p
max

, due to the

Contact-Force, F, as:

      

Note: P
max

 is a compressive stress. It is often given as P
0
 in academic papers.
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Stress below the centre of the Line contact axis [x=y=0]

Contact Stresses for Line Contact

Poisson's Ratio Shear Stress

The image to the left shows principal 
compressive stresses below the
centre of the contact line.

'Horizontal-Axis' :

 [Normalized Scale: 1.0 =
Pmax ]

o σ
z
  : Stress in the vertical

direction

o σ
x
  : Stress in the

horizontal direction, in
direction of rolling

o σ
y
  : Stress in the

horizontal direction, in
direction that is across the
width of contact

o τ    :  Principal or

Maximum Shear Stress 
that results from the
differences between the
principal stresses.

'Vertical-axis' : [Normalized

Scale: 1.0 = b]

o the distance below the
surface has a ratio of the 
half-width, b, of the
rectangular contact, with a

range from z=0 to
z=3b.

The Shear Stress, τ, is proportional
to the Maximum Contact Stress, or
Hertz Contact Stress:

Maximum Value of Shear Stress
[Line Contact]

τmax = 0.3×Pmax   

Depth of Maximum Shear Stress [Line

Contact]

0.78×b   below the
rectangular contact 'patch'.

The image above shows that the stresses, σ
z
,  σ

x
 and σ

y
 reduce below the surface.

If the volume under stress was a rectangular column with a horizontal cross section of L x
2b, the material would expand in the x and y directions because of the compressive stress
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in the z direction and Poisson's Ratio, ? . However, in reality, the surrounding material that is

actually present (the hinterland) does not want to move away to accommodate the

expansion. Thus, stresses in the x, y and z directions are all compressive.

Because of symmetry of loading, it can be shown that the x, y and z, stresses are 'Principal

Stresses'.

Mohr's Circle for the Hertzian Contact Stress at the

depth of 0.78b, the depth of the Maximum Shear

Stress.

Mohr's Circle for stress state at

0.78b below the Cam's Surface

A depth below the surface of

0.78b is at the Maximum Contact

Shear-Stress for Line Contact. 

The Principal Stresses, σ
x
, σ

y and

σ
z
, at the depth of the Maximum

Shear Stress, at a depth of 0.78b
, relative to the maximum

Contact Stress at the surface, are:

σ
x(@o.78b)

 = -0.32P
max

σ
y(@o.78b)

 = -0.15P
max 

 

σ
z(@0.78b)

 = -0.75P
max 

Maximum Shear Stress, τmax

[vertical y-axis of the Mohr's

Circle]. 

From the scale of the Mohr's

circle, we can see that the

Maximum Shear Stress, is half of

the maximum difference to the 

Principal Stresses [(-075-(-

0.15))/2 = -0.6/2 = -0.3]

τmax = 0.3×Pmax  

In MechDesigner, we plot the

Maximum Contact Shear Stress, 

τmax

In many cases, surface roughness, friction, lubrication, thermal effects, and residual stresses

will result in conditions that invalidate the results from Hertzian analysis  Consequently, the

stresses computed according to Hertz’s analysis must often be regarded as guidelines that

are correlated with experimental failure tests to find allowable stress limits.

Schematic of Orthogonal Shear Stress due to of 'Free Rolling' and 'Traction Rolling'
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Shear Stress and Traction with Rolling Friction -

image above

Many elements in contact both slide and roll. For

example, gear-teeth, and flat-faced cam-followers

sliding against a cam.

There is always a coefficient of friction and thus a

friction force. This results in tangential, normal and

shear stresses that are superimposed on the stress

caused by the normal Hertzian Contact Stress.

These stresses are illustrated schematically in the

image to the above.

Orthogonal Shear Stress moving through the

contact zone - image to left.

The Hertzian Contact Stress exists beneath the two

cylinders. The 'Maximum Shear Stress' is below the 

centre of contact. There is also a 'Maximum

Orthogonal Shear Stress' to the left and right of the

centre of contact.

As the cylinders roll, the contact point moves from

the left to right, The Orthogonal Shear Stress at each

point in the rollers changes its 'sign' from 'positive'

to 'negative', as shown in the plot of Orthogonal

Shear Stress.

The absolute value of Orthogonal Shear Stress is not

as large as the Maximum Shear Stress. However, 

Orthogonal Shear Stress has a range [max – min]

that is larger than the Maximum Shear Stress. The

Orthogonal Shear Stress is believed to be

significant with respect to 'Sub-surface Fatigue

Cracks'.

The Orthogonal Shear Stress is greatest at

approximately:

0.5b below the surface. 
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0.875b to the left and right of the central

axis.

Its absolute maximum is 0.256*Pmax,
which is a range of 0.512*Pmax.

Assumptions of Line Contact

1. There is Plane Deformation [εx=0] 

2. The 2D-Cam and Cam-Follower are 'Isotropic' - the material properties are the same in

all directions. 

3. The 2D-Cam and Cam-Follower are 'Linearly Elastic'.

4. The dimensions of the contact area are very small in comparison with the radii of the

bodies in the vicinity of the contact.

5. The shape of the deformed surfaces adjacent to the contact zone is a rectangle. 

6. At the contact interface, the bodies are approximately flat.

7. The bodies are frictionless; only normal stresses arising during contact are considered.

Relative displacements in the X and Y directions are neglected. Add about 30% if Cam

Rollers are not used without an oil bath.

8. The surfaces are free from surface debris and not lubricated.

Force Analysis: Cam: Operating Contact-Stress

Operating Contact-Stress

Cam-followers are manufactured from a limited number of steels [and some durable

plastics], with rigid quality control and testing. 

Industrial Cams are manufactured by machine builders with different design and

manufacturing quality standards and procedures. Thus, even though a cam is an easier

machine element to analyse, it is left to the machine designer to choose the correct material,

heat treatment and lubrication method to give the cam a life as required by the machine.

The operating contact stress will generally be higher than the nominal contact stress that we

calculate with the Hertzian Contact Stress calculations. 

For gearing, it is normal to modify the nominal stress with 'Track Loading Factors'. These

account for:

operating characteristics [smoothness] of the driver and driven load  [K
A
]

dynamic effects due to the stiffness of the gear tooth steel and deflection of the gear

tooth [K
V
]

alignment across the gear tooth [K
Hβ

] =1 if Barrel Roller

consistency of gear teeth from tooth to tooth [K
Hα

] = 1 

These can be applied in the similar way to modify the nominal contact stress for cam-

contact.
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Force Analysis: Tresca Failure Criterion, Shakedown, Ratcheting

Increasing Contact Stress...towards the 'Static-Load Capacity' of the

Cam.

Tresca Failure Criterion

As we increase the contact-force/payload between the cam and the cam-follower,  the

weaker material will eventually deform plastically rather than elastically.

To specify the critical load at which the weaker material 'plastically fails', we need to use a 

yield criterion. We can find the yield of metals with the 'Tresca Maximum Shear Stress' or the

'von-Mises Strain Energy' failure criteria. We will use the Tresca Maximum Shear Stress Failure

Criterion. 

Tresca Maximum Shear Stress Failure Criterion

Simplified, the Tresca Shear Stress failure criterion tells us that Yield occurs when the Shear

Stress is equal to half the Yield Stress from a tension test.

     

Y = Yield Strength

k = Shear Strength

Yield strength usually has the label as R
e 

 in material tables that yield, or R
p0.2 

 for brittle

materials without a yield point.

We can use the Contact

Stress and Maximum Shear

Stress failure criterion to

determine the 'onset of

plasticity'.

We know that...

  

Thus, when... 

  

...then...

 

 

Then, we can state that the 

'onset of plasticity', for line

contact, occurs when...
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or, equivalently, ...

 

Plasticity 

 Plasticity will begin when the: 

Maximum Shear Stress, τ
max

 = Y/2 , Y is the yield strength of a part under Axial

Tension.

or, when the 

Maximum Contact Stress (surface) P
max

 = 1.67.Y 

Plasticity starts at a depth of 0.78b below the surface, for line contact.

Note: If the Cam-Follower is a crown, barrel, or spherical shaped roller, then the stress at

which plasticity starts does not change much. However, the depth at which Plasticity starts

decreases to approximately 0.33b. 

Elastic Shakedown  [1.6×Y < Contact Stress <2×Y]

When  = 1.67 × Y [or τmax = Y/2] there is an 'onset of plasticity' [yield

begins] that starts at 0.78b below the surface.

Even if some yield takes place, there will only be a small change to the shape. This is because

the yield has occurred beneath the surface and the plastic zone is surrounded by a region in

which the stress and strains are elastic. This limits the extent of plastic deformation since the 

plastic strains must be of the same order as the adjacent elastic strains. The material

displaced by the flattening of the contact is accommodated by an elastic expansion of the

surrounding volume.

When the cam-follower passes a point on the cam the first time, and the elastic limit is

exceeded, some plastic deformation will occur. When the cam-follower continues along the

cam so that load becomes zero again, residual stresses remain in the cam, below the surface.

When the cam-follower passes the same point a second time, the cam is subject to the

combined action of the contact-stress and the residual stress from the first pass of the cam-

follower. Generally, residual stresses are 'protective', in the sense that further yielding is less

likely to occur when the cam-follower makes a second pass than when it made its first pass.

It is possible, that after a few passes of the cam-follower, the contact force can be carried

elastically once again, because of the build up of the protective residual stresses. The Elastic

Limit has increased because of the protective Residual Stresses. The process is called Elastic

Shakedown. 

Other factors that help the 'Shakedown' phenomenon are:

Strain-Hardening: where the cam steel may become harder and an increase in yield
strength 

Note: Materials that have a high initial yield strength typically strain-weaken. Materials with a
low initial yield strength typically Strain-Harden].

Geometric-Changes: if there is any deformation, then it will tend to increase the

conformity of the cam and the cam-follower (a 'cup' forms for the roller). This will

decrease the contact-stress.
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The new elastic-limit after 'shakedown' can increase to: 4.0 × k [the initial Shear Strength]

Importantly, according to theory not presented here, that 'if it is possible for residual stresses

to occur, they will always occur'. 

It turns out that the Hertzian Contact Stress  must be less than or equal to 4.00×k

for Elastic Shakedown to occur.

This means that if the contact stress is.such that:

...then, although there is some yield in the first machine cycle, Elastic Shakedown will

occur.

Also, as the load, F, is proportional to the square of maximum contact stress, , it

follows that the ratio of the Shakedown Force limit, , to the Elastic Force Limit, , is

given by 

This means that the actual load can be increased by nearly 50% more than the load that

is needed to bring about yield on the first machine cycle.

Full Plasticity [Contact Stress > 2.83×Y]

As the contact stress increases, the plastic zone grows until eventually it reaches the cam

surface.

Full Plasticity occurs when the Contact Stress reaches the surface. The Contact Stress is

then:

[The cam will fail with Low Cycle Fatigue - from Rail Paper: The theory that predicts this is

'upper bound' theory, which postulates plastic flow. Equating the rate at which the external

load does work to the rate at which energy is absorbed within the material provides an upper

bound on the true maximum load the contact can sustain. Personally, I have no idea about this

theory]
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Shakedown, Ratcheting, Traction / Friction between the Cam-Follower and the Cam

A: Upper Bound to elastic-

shakedown limit against

alternating plasticity

B: Upper Bound to plastic

shakedown limit against

incremental growth.

C: Upper bound to elastic

shakedown limit against

incremental growth of surface

strain

E: Elastic limit  - Lower bound to

elastic limit.

Traction Coefficient, µ, has an effect on the maximum value and the depth of the maximum

shear stress.

If the cam-follower both slides and rolls over the cam, then the friction force moves the

maximum shear stress closer to the surface as well as increasing its value.

When traction or friction is zero, the maximum shear-stress is at 0.78×b [contact half

width].  

At a Coefficient-of-Friction µ = 0.3, the maximum shear stress is at or very near to the

surface. Thus, plasticity is not constrained by the elastic hinterland. 

You can see in the image, that the range between the stress when there is 'first

yield' (Blue line) and that for 'shakedown' (Magenta line) becomes narrower as you

increase the coefficient of friction and there is sliding at the contact.

Modes of Cam Failure

Possible Modes of Failure of Cams - as well as Gears and Bearings.

Fatigue, corrosion and wear are the three major factors limiting the life and performance of a

cam in an engineering system.

Failure of Machine Elements

Wear is usually defined as 'the undesirable removal of material from contacting surfaces by

mechanical action'. 

Machines have many moving parts. There is movement that is intended and unintended.

Intended movement  - the basic kinematic motion that is planned and designed. 

Grounded and moving bearings, gears, cams and followers, belts with sprockets, and chains

with pulleys, shafts, couplings might all be necessary in a machine. Each of these allow the

parts to move relative to each other so that the machine tooling can move as intended by the

designer. Each of these machine elements have at least two components that act against

each other and add to the friction and resulting power losses. These parts will eventually

wear, such that the motion will not be as intended, or as designed.

Unintended movement - the motion that is not planned! 
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There will be vibration due to each component's rigidity, stiffness and inertia.

There may be 'lost motion' from backlash. Impacts between transmission faces when backlash

is traversed will also induce vibrations and wear.

Torsion Joints made between a shaft and a link, gear, cam, pulley, sprocket, or coupling

should never slip. However, the joint between the two components is subject to micro-

motions. These micro-motions contribute to wear at the joint so that it moves more and

more, and eventually fails, frequently through Fretting Corrosion.

Types of Wear

The study of the processes of wear is part of the discipline of tribology. Some common wear

mechanisms (or processes) include:

Sliding Surfaces

1. Adhesive Wear [transfer-cutting] - seizure, cold welding, galling, scuffing 

2. Abrasive Wear [cutting] - scratching, ploughing, lapping and polishing

3. Fretting and Corrosion Wear

Rolling Contact Fatigue

4. Surface Fatigue [elastic contact-stress] - pitting, spalling, flaking

Plastic Deformation

5. Smearing [elastic-plastic contact-stress] - ratcheting, elastic-shakedown

Sliding Surfaces

Wear

Wear is the removal and deformation of material from a surface that is the result of mechanical

action of another surface. The greatest wear occurs at the points where the wear modes are

combined to the greatest effect.

Damage from wear is twofold:

Firstly, the loss of materials from the contacting surface reduces the dimension of the

component. This often leads to the increased clearance between the moving parts, and

consequently results in high vibration, high noise, reduced efficiency and system malfunction.

If dynamic loading is involved, the reduced component dimension could promote fatigue

fracture, leading to a catastrophic failure.

Secondly, the material detached from worn surface, known as wear debris, is similarly harmful.

It may act as an abrasive when trapped inside the contacting surface, or it moves between

the surfaces with oil circulation, causing further wear.

Of course, the intended cam-profile and motion-law is changed if this occurs between a cam-

follower and cam. The motion-law will change most where wear is most deleterious.

The root-cause of wear to a cam surface may actually be the failure of another machine element.

For example:

1. Debris from a bearing becomes trapped and dents the cam profile, and thus initiates

pitting. 

2. Bearing backlash and in misalignment and thus increased contact stress due to 'edge-

effects' at the side of the cam-follower and cam.

Of course the root-cause of the bearing failure may actually be misalignment, excessive axial

preload, radial pre-load due to poor fitting tolerances.
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Wear rate is strongly influenced by the operating conditions. Specifically, normal loads and

sliding speeds play a pivotal role in determining wear rate. In addition, tribo-chemical reaction is

also important in order to understand the wear behavior. Different oxide layers develop during

the sliding motion. The layers originate from complex interactions among surface, lubricants, and

environmental molecules.

Stages of wear

Under normal mechanical and practical procedures, the wear-rate usually changes through three

different stages:

Primary stage, or early run-in period, where surfaces adapt to each other and the wear-

rate might vary between high and low.

Secondary stage, or mid-age process, where a steady rate of ageing is in motion. Most of

the components operational life is comprised in this stage. The secondary stage is

shortened with increasing severity of environmental conditions such as higher

temperatures, strain rates, stress and sliding velocities etc.

Tertiary stage, or old-age period, where the components are subjected to rapid failure

due to a high rate of ageing.

Adhesive Wear

The surface of every engineering component has

asperities. When two surfaces contact, the real contact

occurs only at high asperities which is a small fraction

of the apparent contacting area [~1%]. 

As load increases, plastic-deformation and, in the

absence of surface films, intermetallic-adhesion occurs.

Cold micro-welds form between the contacting

asperities. As the surfaces continue to move, the micro-

welds shear and then material  transfers from one

surface to the other. Transfer may be permanent or

temporary. If it is temporary, then it will contribute to

the three-body abrasion -see below. 

If permanent, it may even be so sever it may seize the

machine. The surface become badly damaged and 

scuff. Also, high levels of friction and heat develop.

The strength of the micro-welds is a function of the

surface structure, and by the mutual solubility of two

contact metals. The tendency of adhesion is the lowest

for a pair of metals with almost zero mutual solubility,

but this is limited to very few metals. Most metallic

materials appreciable show tendency of adhesion.

Adhesion is categorized as mild, moderate, or severe 

scuffing (described later). Specific forms of adhesive

wear are scuffing, scoring. cold welding and galling.

Scuffing:

Scuffing can happen with lubricated surfaces with a

short transient overload. It is based on the contact
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reaching a critical contact temperature at which the

lubricant film fails and micro-welding takes place. 

It occurs at high speeds when adequate

lubrication is not provided by the elasto-

hydrodynamic action. 

Lack of lubrication causes high sliding friction.

High tooth loading and high sliding velocities

that produce a high rate of heat in the localized

contact region causes welding and tearing of

surfaces apart. 

Scoring can often be prevented by directing

adequate flow of appropriate lubricant that

maintains hydrodynamic lubrication. 

Surface finish is also an important factor for

scoring. Surface finish as fine as 0.5µm cla is

desirable to avoid scoring. 

Cold-Welding:

When the surfaces are compatible metals that are

smooth and clean and brought together with

sufficient force they can weld with a bond that has

a strength that is similar to that of the contacting

metals.

Galling:

This is similar to cold-welding and a result of some

contamination. It can happen at low sliding

velocities and may ruin a surface in a single

movement.

Typically, mild adhesion occurs during run-in and

subsides after it wears local imperfections from the

surface. To the unaided eye, the surface appears

undamaged and machining marks are still visible.

Moderate adhesion removes some or all of the

machining marks from the contact surface. Under

certain conditions, it can lead to excessive wear. 

Factors that Influence Adhesion Wear: According to this mechanism, the coefficient of

friction is equal to the shear strength divided by the yield strength of the material.

Material similarity: dissimilar metals reduce adhesion compared to cohesion.

Metal hardness and surface energy: carburizing, chromizing and nitriding reduce

surface energy and give a hard surface.

Hardness: high hardness and also high difference of hardness by a factor of 3 reduces

adhesion / friction.

Load, Contact Stress and Speed: reduction of all will reduce adhesion.

Lubrication: Anti-scuff, Extreme-Pressure and Anti-wear additives reduce adhesion.
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Surface Roughness - high surface roughness reduces are adhesion.

Abrasive Wear

The general category of abrasive wear can be

characterized by a single key word: micro-cutting. 

Abrasive wear is estimated to be the most common form

of wear in lubricated machinery. Particle contamination

and roughened surfaces cause cutting and damage to a

mating surface that is in relative motion to the first.

Two-body abrasion occurs when metal asperities

(surface roughness, peaks) of the hard surface cut

directly into a second metal soft surface. A

contaminant particle is not directly involved. The

contact occurs in the boundary lubrication regime due

to inadequate lubrication or excessive surface

roughness which could have been caused by some

other form of wear. Two-body wear may result in

three-body wear when hard particles detach and thus

contribute to the over-all wear.

Two-body wear is sometimes called Ploughing.

Three-body abrasion occurs when a relatively hard

contaminant (particle of dirt or wear debris) of roughly

the same size as the dynamic clearances (oil film

thickness) becomes imbedded in one metal surface

and is squeezed between the two surfaces, which are in

relative motion. When the particle size is greater than

the fluid film thickness, scratching, ploughing or

gouging can occur. This creates parallel furrows in the

direction of motion, like rough sanding. Mild abrasion

by fine particles may cause polishing with a satiny,

matte or lapped-in appearance. This can be prevented

with improved filtration, flushing and sealing out small

particles.

Lapping and Polishing deliberately use three-body

abrasion to remove material in a controlled way. The hard

particles in a lapping paste embed themselves in a soft

metal so that the soft metal is protected, while the harder

metal is polished to give a smooth finished.

Factors that Influence Abrasion Wear:

Difference in Hardness of at less than 10%. Plough

is reduced when the surfaces are similarly hard.

However, metals that similarly hard can be

metallurgically compatible and this increase

adhesive wear.

High hardness of both surfaces. Usually result in
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mild abrasion with less chance of adhesion.

Low roughness of the harder surface/ Load, Contact

Stress and Speed

Viscosity, Lubricating Film Thickness

Surface Hardness

Particle Size and Hardness

Particle Concentration

Fretting and Corrosive Wear

Corrosive Wear needs corrosive liquids or gases, and

the reaction products are formed on the surface and

these influence wear. Oxidation is the most common

form of corrosion. 

Carbon steels: a porous oxide layer forms, and this

allows oxygen to the base metal and so continuing the

oxidation and corrosion. Corrosion increases with

temperature.

Fretting Corrosion is a form of surface oxidation that

occurs for example, between a bearing's outer-ring

with a bearing housing and the inner-ring and a shaft.

It also occurs at interference fits, key and key-ways.

There only needs to be a very small relative movement,

of the order of microns.

Fretting corrosion refers to corrosion damage at the

asperities of contact surfaces. This damage is induced

under load and in the presence of repeated relative

surface motion, as induced for example by vibration at

surfaces that are not intended to move - such as at the

fit between a cam and a shaft, with a key and key-way. 

Damage can occur at the interface of two highly

loaded surfaces that are not designed to move against

each other. The most common type of fretting is

caused by vibration. The protective film on the metal

surfaces is removed by the rubbing action and exposes

fresh, active metal to the corrosive action of the

atmosphere.

The amplitude of motion is so small that the wear

particles actually contribute to the wear process

through 'three-body abrasion'.

Rolling Contact Fatigue

Often when engineers consider mechanical, or traditional, fatigue they envision cyclic,

reversing stresses. As examples: a spinning shaft or the flex of aircraft wings. However, 

'Rolling Contact Fatigue' (RCF) and the associated mechanical wear has a distinct difference

to traditional fatigue.
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RCF, or wear, may be found in bearings, on gear teeth and cam surfaces. Compressive and

shear stress are induced by the metal to metal contact interface. If there is sliding, the shear

stresses become near to and approximately parallel to the contacting surfaces.

Typically, the shear stresses are highest just below the metal surfaces. They are magnified at

internal stress concentration features of the metal such as at brittle inclusions and impurities

within the metal just below the contact point.

RCF in bearings often begins as circumferential cracks just below the metal's surface. Radial

cracks then grow from these cracks. As the process continues, and circumferential and radical

cracks join, small surface metal plugs fall out. RCF damage often appears as a series of small

cavities, or so called pits. These "pits" are not corrosion pits.

Traditional wear processes such as Abrasion or Adhesion differ from RCF. In RCF the cyclic

stresses are vital. With Abrasion and Adhesion wear there is little or no cyclic stresses because

sliding dominates. Even so, RCF is often grouped in with 'wear'.

Traditional fatigue is different from RCF in the way damage occurs. Traditional fatigue occurs

due to crystalline slip that form a crack or cracks that eventually grow all the way through the

metal cross section until there is too little metal remaining to withstand the applied load.

Final fracture due to stress overload then occurs. Thus traditional fatigue often causes

catastrophic failure of the metal. 

On the other hand, RCF typically causes only metal loss at the surface. However, if left

unattended, even RCF can lead to catastrophic failure because of the significant damage and

stress risers that are generated.

RCF in steels is reduced by case hardening the contacting surfaces and thus provide greater

resistance to the stresses and damage that can result. The goal is to make the surface area

metal hard to a sufficient depth.

Different types of metallurgical heat treatment processes are available for case hardening. In

all cases carbon, nitrogen or a mixture is diffused into the metal to create a concentration

profile - greatest at the surface and decreasing in concentration with depth into the metal.

All processes involve three steps. 

The first is absorption and diffusion of the carbon, nitrogen or mix into the metal surface at a

high temperature to create a decreasing carbon or nitrogen concentration gradient to a

depth of about 0.75mm. This is followed by a rapid temperature decreasing step (quenching)

that transforms most of the crystalline austenite near the surface to the very hard metal

constituent - martensite. The metal is then heated to a much lower temperature than used for

diffusing so as to temper or slightly soften the near-surface martensite. The specific

parameters used in these treatment steps depend directly on the original carbon content of

the steel being case hardened.

There is a desirable finished hardness gradient in a properly hardened case to resist RCF. It is

one in which the hardness values decrease very gradually from the maximum surface value.

Maintaining relatively high hardness values below the surface is important because the

maximum shear stresses in service occur not at the surface but just below the surface.

Specifications to achieve this should be stated carefully.

Surface Fatigue

Adhesion, Abrasion and Corrosion occur between Sliding Surfaces. In rolling contact,

possibly combined with some slip, surface fatigue is generally the predominant wear
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mechanism. 

Surface fatigue is a process by which the surface of a material is weakened by cyclic

loading, which is one type of general material fatigue. Surface Fatigue wear is produced

when the wear particles are detached by cyclic crack growth of micro-cracks on the

surface. These micro-cracks are either surface cracks or sub-surface cracks.

Sub-surface Origin

Subsurface-Origin Fatigue. 
Subsurface-origin fatigue occurs during pure rolling
motion of one element across or around another.
This is most common in anti-friction, or rolling-
element, bearings such as ball and roller bearings,
needle bearings, roller and cams, and on gear teeth.
Because the maximum shear stress is located a
relatively short distance below the surface, this is the
normal location for fatigue fracture to originate.

It begins with inclusions or faults in the metal

below the surface. Subsurface micro-cracks form

due to long-term repeated load cycles and stress,

causing elastic deformation (flexing) of the metal.

The contact stress is concentrated at a point below

the metal surface.

These micro-cracks usually propagate to the

surface, which eventually results in a piece of the

surface material being removed or de-laminated.

They appear as surface damage or wear (large pits)

referred to as spalling. Other terms for subsurface

fatigue include flaking, peeling and mechanical

pitting. A full oil film exists and no metal-to-metal

contact or surface damage is needed. Subsurface

fatigue is not a common issue if better quality

metals are used in bearing manufacture. Most

bearings will fail by another mechanism first.

Sub-surface fatigue failure is the result of a bearing

living out its normal life span based on the load,

speed and lubricant film thickness that it is exposed

to. The L10 fatigue life of a bearing is the average

time (in hours or cycles) to fail 10 percent of a set

of identical bearings under certain conditions. An

estimate of the L10 life can be calculated,

providing a rating life of a bearing.
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Surface Origin

Surface-initiated Fatigue

This begins with reduced lubrication regime and a

loss of the normal lubricant film. The oil film is

reduced to boundary or a mixed regime. Some

metal-to-metal contact and sliding motion occurs.

Surface damage occurs. The high points of the

metal surface asperities are removed, which initially

appear as a matted or frosted surface. This is not

smearing, as in adhesion. This type of surface

damage is usually visible with a magnification of

three to five times.

The surface damage is coupled with the cyclic

loading of the follower rolling over the race. This

creates asperity micro-cracks and micro-spalling.

The cracks start at the surface and migrate down

into the metal. An edge of metal is created at the

surface which flexes at the edge of the surface

crack. This creates a cold worked edge which is

lighter in colour. The cracks propagate and may

intersect within the metal, and a piece of surface

material is then removed. Flaking, mechanical

pitting and micropitting are other names used to

describe spalling.

Surface fatigue can also occur as a result of plastic

deformation - see image to the left. Contaminant

particles in the oil enter the high-load rolling

contact area between rollers and the race, or

between gear teeth, and cause some form of

surface damage - a dent. Improper handling of

bearings can cause similar surface damage.

These round-bottomed dents often have a raised

berm around their edges. The raised berm of metal

acts as a point of increased load or stress, or

creates a reduced lubrication regime (mixed or

boundary), and leads to a lower surface fatigue life.

Improved filtration reduces plastic deformation,

and therefore indirectly reduces the occurrence of

surface fatigue.

Notice that the term "contact fatigue" is not used

by ISO. This is a vague term sometimes used to

describe both forms of fatigue. It does not specify

whether metal flexing damage started in the

subsurface or from some initial surface damage. It

encompasses any change in the metal structure

caused by repeated stresses concentrated at a

Pit
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microscopic scale in the contact zone between the

rolling elements.

Failure Criteria associated with Cam and Cam-Followers.

A cam can be considered to have failed when the payload's motion does not repeat

reliably due to the effects of wear of the cam at the contact surface between the cam

and the cam-follower. 

Cam and cam-followers can fail in a number of ways. The main modes of failure are:

Pitting

Scuffing

Polishing.

Cams with roller followers will usually fail by pitting. Cams with sliding followers can fail

in any of the above modes.

Each failure mode has a 'failure mechanism'. There are desirable material properties to

prevent each failure mode.

Pitting Failure and Material Strength.

Contact conditions give high surface stresses. As we have seen, the stress must be kept

below a critical value to avoid yield or the onset of plasticity. However, since the cam is

continually loaded and unloaded, we should expect that the steel will fatigue at a level of

stress that is less that the yield stress. The fatigue limiting contact stress (Endurance Limit) is

a function of, mainly, the hardness of the steel. The stresses must be kept below a critical

value called the Permissible Contact Stress. 

If these conditions are not met, then fatigue failure will occur in the form of pitting. The

pitting produces a surface roughness due to the braking out of flakes and spalls. A material

with a high fatigue strength will have a good resistance to pitting.

Pitting occurs only after a large a number of repeated loading where the oil film breaks

down because of zero sliding velocity - if a sliding cam.

Pitting is classified as contact fatigue which is subdivided into three general modes: pitting
(macropitting), micropitting, and sub-case fatigue. 

Further definitions for the specific mode or degree of pitting can provide clues as to the
actual failure mode

Macro-pitting

Macropitting is divided into specific modes or degrees, including initial pitting, progressive
pitting, flaking, and spalling.

Initial Pitting

Small pits less than 1 µm in diameter. They occur in localized areas and tend to

redistribute the load by removing high asperities. When the load becomes more

evenly distributed, the Macro-pitting stops.

Progressive Pitting

Characterized by pits significantly larger than 1mm in diameter. Pitting of this type

may continue at an increased rate until a significant portion of the cam surface has

pits of various shapes and sizes.

Flake Pitting
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Triangular pits that are relatively shallow but large in area. The fatigue crack extends

from an origin at the surface of the tooth in a fan shaped manner until thin flakes of

material break out and form a triangular crater.

Spalling

Progressive pitting where pits coalesce and form irregular craters that cover a

significant area of the cam surface.

Micro-pitting

Cam surface appears frosted, matted, or gray stained. Under magnification, the surface

appears to be covered by very fine pits, less than 20microns deep. Metallurgical sections

through the micro-pits show fatigue cracks that are inclined to the surface at an angle of

less than 45 degrees. The cracks may extend deeper than the visible micro-pits. Micro-

pits occur most frequently on surface hardened cams although it may also occur on

through hardened cams.

Micro-pitting is a Hertzian contact fatigue phenomenon and it is a form of localised

material surface damage that occurs under rolling and sliding contact when the parts in

contact are operating in elastohydrodynamic (EHL) or boundary lubrication regimes.

See Lubrication and Surface Finish. The pitting of a cam is considered to be a fatigue

phenomenon that results from the contact stress at the surface and or the maximum

shear stress below the surface. 

The stress field is complex because it is a function of the Hertzian contact stress, stress at

roughness asperities, stress because of metal inclusion stress raisers, and also residual

stresses with the cam from heat treatment and or machining.

'Initial micro-pitting' can often start by the removal of 'high-spots' of surface roughness

asperities or machining errors, to form cavities.   Micro-pitting can often stop once the

high spots are removed. In most industrial application, 'initial-pitting' that does not

progress beyond a matt and grey finish, is deemed to be not that serious. Micro-pitting

can can also start at small, surface or subsurface cracks that are very small compared to

the contact zone.

The small micro-pits are approximately 10 – 20µm deep, 25 – 100µm length and 10 –

20µm width.

When pits merge, and the pit becomes larger, they are more often called a spall. If it

continues it results in reduced cam accuracy, increased dynamic loads and noise.

The removed of cam material can itself also damage the cam-follower bearing unless it

can be eliminated with lubricant filtration.

Micro-pits appear in case-hardened, nitrided, induction-hardened, through-hardened,

and of course, cams that are not heat treated.

Sub-case Fatigue

Origin of the fatigue crack is below the surface of the cam in the transition zone between
the case and core. Fatigue beach marks may be evident on the crater bottom formed by
propagation of the main crack.

Scuffing and Polishing Failures.

There should be lubricant to separate the cam and cam-follower. The film thickness that

is needed depends on the surface roughness of the cam and the cam-follower. 

With sliding contact, there may not be sufficient film thickness for part of the machine
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cycle when the relative velocity between the cam and cam follower reduces to zero or

reverses. If this occurs, then materials must be chosen carefully in order to withstand the

scuffing.

Sliding contact with a thin film can produce different wears patterns:

Scuffing

It occurs at high speeds when adequate lubrication is not provided by the elasto-

hydrodynamic action. 

Lack of lubrication causes high sliding friction. High tooth loading and high sliding

velocities that produce a high rate of heat in the localized contact region causes

welding and tearing of surfaces apart.

Scoring can often be prevented by directing adequate flow of appropriate lubricant

that maintains hydrodynamic lubrication. 

Surface finish is also an important factor for scoring. Surface finish as fine as 0.5µm 

cla is desirable to avoid scoring. 

Scuffing is an 'Adhesion Phenomenon'. This is severe wear. Small portions at the surfaces

of the cam and cam-follower weld together at asperities. The resulting surface is

roughened. The scuffed area appears to have a rough or matte texture. Under

magnification, the scuffed surface appears rough, torn and plastically deformed. Scuffing

is not a fatigue phenomenon and it may occur instantly. 

Certain materials combinations can resist scuffing better than others. This might be

because they are chemically dissimilar or one or both of the materials contains a

lubricant - for example graphite flakes. Frequently, when either the cam or the cam-

follower is harder by approximately 2-3HRC (Rocker Hardness C scale), then scuffing is

reduced.

Polishing

This is less critical wear. There is contact only between peaks of the surface roughness.

This can result in the surfaces becoming smoother so that wear might stop. The wear

might continue indefinitely so that a large amount of material is removed from the cam

or follower.

Plastic Flow

Is cold working of gear tooth surfaces, or cam-follower and cam surfaces caused by high

contact stresses because of the rolling and sliding action of the mesh. It is a surface

deformation that results from the yielding of the surface and subsurface material and is

usually associated with softer cam materials, although it also occurs in heavily loaded case-

hardened and through hardened cams. 

Cold Flow failure, where the surface and sub-surface material shows evidence of metal flow.

Surface material has worked over the sides of the cam giving a winged appearance. 

Force-Analysis: Cam: Lubrication and Suface Finish

Lubrication for Cams and Gears

Reasons to lubricate cams are to:

1. Reduce friction between the cam and cam-follower, reduce wear. 

2. Limit the temperature rise caused by rolling and sliding friction.
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3. Remove contaminants, with an oil filtration system.

4. Significantly improve the life of the Cam and the Cam-Follower

A lubricant is needed with most cam systems, especially those that have a sliding follower.

The ratings determined by these formulae are valid only if the cam is operated with a lubricant

of proper viscosity and additives for the load, speed and surface finish, and if there is a sufficient

quantity of lubricant supplied to lubricate and maintain an acceptable operating temperature.

Film Thickness Ratio, λ:

The Film Thickness Ratio, λ, is defined as:

The greater the Film Thickness Ratio, λ, the less physical 'contact' there is between the

surfaces of the cam and cam-follower. 

We will see that the Film-Thickness Ratio is closely related to the 'Mode-of-Lubrication'.

Film Thickness Ratio Failure Characteristic

3 > λ Minimal wear and long life can be expected.

1.5 < λ < 3.0 Surface glazing may occur and there is a risk of sub-surface

originated pitting.

1 < λ < 1.5 Surface distress and pitting may occur

λ < 1.0 Surface scoring, smearing or deformation occurs at the cam

surface and is followed by wear.

Relative Size of Common Contaminants.

The two parameters that we need to calculate the Film Thickness Ratio are:

Thickness of Lubricant Film, h
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The calculation of the Lubricant Film Thickness for a cam and follower system can be

simplified into an equivalent arrangement of two cylinders that roll together, as shown

above.

Formula for Film Thickness

Derived by Dowson and Higginson. Applies

to isothermal conditions
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m

]

[

N

]

[

m

]

The formula can be used for cam-followers that do not roll perfectly. It gives a good result

provided that the entrainment velocity, the equivalent radius-of-curvature, and contact load

are known at each position for the machine cycle. Of course, all these are known by 

MechDesigner.

The equation can be simplified. You will notice that the exponents for Equivalent Modulus, E',

[0.03] and the Load per unit width of cylinder, P/b. [0.13] are not very high. Also, for oil

lubrication, the pressure exponent of viscosity does not change much.

Thus, the equation can be simplified to use only three parameters:

Simplified Film Thickness Formula [

N

s

/

m

^

2

]

[

m

/

s

]

[

m

]

If you cannot change the cam design to change R
e 

or u
e
, the only parameter you can

change is the viscosity, η, of the lubricant.

Viscosity, η

The viscosity, η, of the lubricant can be found from its viscosity-temperature curve.

Entrainment Velocity, U
e

To generate Hydrodynamic separation of the two

surfaces, any lubrication must fulfil two

requirements.

1. There must be a mechanism for delivering

the lubricant in sufficient quantity to flood

the inlet of the contact. 

2. There must be a sufficient entrainment
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velocity to carry the lubricant into the

contact to generate the necessary

hydrodynamic film. 

The latter condition, by definition requires the

contacting surfaces to be in motion with at

least one surface moving from the direction of

lubricant supply and at sufficient speed to

generate a thick enough hydrodynamic film. 

The image to the left shows elastohydrodynamic

lubrication between the cam-profile and cam-

follower roller, running with the same surface

velocity with a fully flooded inlet. 

It is important to remember that the lubrication

film thickness is weakly dependent on the load

between the two bodies. Thus, once the film is

established, increasing the load will not usually

destroy it.

The lubrication may collapse if the surfaces

happen to be moving in the opposite directions, or

both have zero velocity. For example, at start-up.

Entrainment Velocity: Cams and Followers

U
e
 = (U

c
 + U

f
 ) / 2. : the average of the cam

and the roller at the surface. 

When there two bodies roll without slipping U
c

= U
f
   

Thus, the entrainment velocity is the contact

speed of the Cam or the Roller.

U
e
 = U

c
 or U

f
 . It is easier to calculate the U

c
.

For Cam-Follower Rollers, the entrainment

velocity is very close to the surface speed of

the cam.

Flat-Faced Followers

For Flat-Faced Followers, the entrainment

velocity is the average of:

the velocity of the cam surface relative to

the contact point 

and 

the velocity of the follower surface relative

to the contact point

It can reverse in sign, especially for flat faced

followers, and also be zero for a part of the

cam rotation. Thus, there is concern that the
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boundary lubrication will fail.

U
e
 = (U

c
 + U

f
 ) / 2.

Clearly, in this case, the U
c
 U

f
 

Equivalent Radius of Curvature of Cam and Follower, Re 

The Radius-of-Curvature of the Cam and the Cam-Follower are known at each point in the

machine cycle. Thus we can calculate the equivalent radius at each point as:

  

The equivalent Radius-of-Curvature, Re is used to calculate the Film Thickness Ratio 'in

Release 13'

Combined Surface Roughness, Rqt    

The combined surface roughness is derived from the roughness of the cam and the cam-

follower:

The cam's roughness, R
qc

, and cam-follower's roughness, R
qf

, both use the Root-Mean-

Square (RMS) roughness values.

To approximately convert from the 'Root-Mean-Square' roughness, R
q
, from the more

commonly used 'Centre-Line-Average' roughness, R
a
, use: R

q
 = 1.3 * R

a
.

 Mode of Lubrication

Four different forms of lubrication can be identified for self pressure generating lubricated

contacts: i) hydrodynamic, ii) elastohydrodynamic, iii) partial or mixed iv) boundary.

Mode 1: Hydrodynamic Lubrication

Hydrodynamic or full film lubrication is the mode when the load carrying surfaces are

separated by a relatively thick film of lubricant. This is a stable regime of lubrication and

metal-to-metal contact does not occur during the steady state operation of the bearing.

The lubricant pressure is self generated by the moving surfaces drawing the lubricant into

the wedge formed by the bounding surfaces at a high enough velocity to generate the

pressure to completely separate the surfaces and support the applied load.

This is possible when the contact area is substantial and conformal and convergent. The

viscous lubricant is 'entrained' by the relative motion of the cam and follower. The load is

supported by the hydrodynamic pressure generated in the film. 

Hydrodynamic Lubrication occurs in Plain Bearings, 
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Mode 2: Elastohydrodynamic Boundary

Lubrication

 

The lubricant is introduced and entrained into

the contact area by the relative motion of the

cam and follower and then it is maintained

there because its viscosity increases

significantly due to the high pressure. The load

and pressure is high enough to elastically

deflect the contact area (metal actually

moves). This helps to make the contact more

conformal, and will assist lubricant

entrapment. 

The cam and follower is separated by a very

thin film of lubricant. The contact is a small

area and under extremely high pressure. 

Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication is common in

Cam-Profile and Cam-Follower applications,

Gears and Bearings.

Mode 3: Mixed Boundary Lubrication

Partial or mixed lubrication regime deals

with the condition when the speed is low, the

load is high or the temperature is sufficiently

large to significantly reduce lubricant viscosity

– when any of these conditions occur, the

tallest asperities of the bounding surfaces will

protrude through the film and occasionally

come in contact.

The load is partly supported by an 

Elastohydrodynamic Film and partly by Solid

Contact between the high spots of the cam

and follower surfaces. Some surface 'glazing'

may occur (polishing).

Mixed Boundary Lubrication is common mode

for cam sliding and rolling cam-followers.

Mode 4: Boundary Lubrication

 λ < 0.5

The load between the cam and follower is not

supported by 'pressurised' lubrication liquid films.

The load is carried by solid contact between the

cam surfaces. The surfaces are usually covered by

a solid film that adheres to them, or there are

chemically modified or converted surface layers,
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all with a relatively low shear strength.  Surface

smearing and wear likely to occur.

Boundary lubrication is the condition when the

fluid films are negligible and there is considerable

asperity contact. The physical and chemical

properties of thin surface films are of significant

importance while the properties of the bulk fluid

lubricant are insignificant.

Striebeck-Curve shows the relative Coefficient-of-Friction as a function of the Viscosity, Velocity,

Load with the Mode of Lubrication.

Striebeck Curve

Elastohydrodynamic Boundary Lubrication is the best you can usually get for a cam and

follower system. However, because the relative speeds might reduce to zero, and even become

negative, the lubricant entrainment will stop and the pressure will drop. At this point in the cycle,

only Mixed Boundary Lubrication will exist. 

Obviously, if a cam and follower is to be run without lubricant – especially a sliding contact

follower - then wear and life depend on the material properties: especially its scuffing resistance

and self lubricating properties. Cam systems without lubricant are obviously suitable only for

light loads or speeds. In this case, cams with roller followers, rather than sliding followers, are

preferred, for obvious reasons.

When a design choice must be made for the surface finish and whether to use anti-wear

additives in the lubricant, it is necessary to make an estimate of the film thickness between the

cam and follower at each point in the machine cycle.

Wear Pattern as a function of Film Thickness Ratio
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λ < 1 Surface smearing, deformation, abrasive wear

Smoothing of Rough Areas, Spallation

Some smoothing of rough area

Minimal wear

Full separation by EHL film

Fatigue Life as a function of Film Thickness Ratio

As expected, Fatigue Life improves with the Film

Thickness Ratio, λ..

A typical improvement function is shown in the image

to the left.

LUBRICATION OF GEARS and CAMS

To avoid difficulties such as wear and premature failure, the correct lubricant must be chosen.

Methods of Lubrication

There are three lubrication methods in general use:

1. Grease lubrication. 

2. Splash lubrication (oil bath method).

3. Forced oil circulation lubrication.

There is no single best lubricant and method. Choice depends upon tangential speed (m/s) and

rotating speed (rpm). At low speed, grease lubrication is a good choice. For medium and high

speeds, splash lubrication and forced circulation lubrication are more appropriate, but there are

exceptions. Sometimes, for maintenance reasons, a grease lubricant is used even with high

speed. 

Table 1 presents lubricants, methods and their applicable ranges of speed.

The following is a brief discussion of the three lubrication methods.

Grease Lubrication

Grease lubrication is suitable for any gear or cam system that is open or enclosed. It is usually

applied to low speed, or when the cams or gears are exposed to the product, pack or

packaging running on a machine. There are three major points regarding grease:

1. Choosing a lubricant with suitable viscosity. A lubricant with good fluidity is especially

effective in an enclosed system. 

2. Not suitable for use under high load and continuous operation. The cooling effect of
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grease is not as good as lubricating oil. So it may become a problem with

temperature rise under high load and continuous operating conditions.

3. Proper quantity of grease. There must be sufficient grease to do the job. However, too

much grease can be harmful, particularly in an enclosed system. Excess grease will

cause agitation, viscous drag and result in power loss.

Splash Lubrication

Splash lubrication is used with an enclosed system. The rotating gears splash lubricant onto

the gear system and bearings. It needs at least 3 m/s tangential speed to be effective.

However, splash lubrication has several problems, two of them being oil level and

temperature limitation.

1. Oil level. 

There will be excessive agitation loss if the oil level is too high. On the other hand, there will not be effective
lubrication or ability to cool the gears if the level is too low. Table 2 shows guide lines for proper oil level.
Also, the oil level during operation must be monitored, as contrasted with the static level, in that the oil
level will drop when the gears are in motion. This problem may be countered by raising the static level of
lubricant or installing an oil pan.

2. Temperature limitation. 

The temperature of a gear system may rise because of friction loss due to gears, bearings and lubricant
agitation. Rising temperature may cause one or more of the following problems:

Lower viscosity of lubricant.

Accelerated degradation of lubricant.

Deformation of housing, gears and shafts.

Decreased backlash.

New high-performance lubricants can withstand up to 80 to 90°C. This temperature can be regarded as the
limit. If the lubricants temperature is expected to exceed this limit, cooling fins should be added to the gear
box, or a cooling fan incorporated into the system.

Forced-Circulation Lubrication

Forced-circulation lubrication applies lubricant to the contact portion of the teeth by means

of an oil pump. There are drop, spray and oil mist methods of application.

1. Drop method: 

An oil pump is used to suck-up the lubricant and then directly drop it on the contact portion of the gears via
a delivery pipe.

2. Spray method: 

An oil pump is used to spray the lubricant directly on the contact area of the gears.

3. Oil mist method: 

Lubricant is mixed with compressed air to form an oil mist that is sprayed against

the contact region of the gears. It is especially suitable for high-speed gearing.

Oil tank, pump, filter, piping and other devices are needed in the forced-

lubrication system. Therefore, it is used only for special high-speed or large gear

box applications. By filtering and cooling the circulating lubricant, the right

viscosity and cleanliness can be maintained. This is considered to be the best way

to lubricate gears.

Cam Lubricants

An oil film must be formed at the contact surface between the cam and roller to minimize

friction and to prevent dry metal-to-metal contact. The lubricant should have the properties
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listed in Table 3.

Viscosity of Lubricant

The correct viscosity is the most important consideration in choosing a proper lubricant. The

viscosity grade of industrial lubricant is regulated in JIS K 2001. Table 4 expresses ISO

viscosity grade of industrial lubricants.

JIS K 2219 regulates the gear oil for industrial and automobile use. Table 5 shows the

classes and viscosities for industrial gear oils.

JIS K 2220 regulates the specification of grease which is based on NLGI viscosity ranges.

These are shown in Table 6.

Besides JIS viscosity classifications, Table 7 contains AGMA viscosity grades and their

equivalent ISO viscosity grades.

Selection of Lubricant

It is practical to select a lubricant by following the catalog or technical manual of the

manufacturer. Table 8 is the application guide from AGMA 250.03 "Lubrication of Industrial

Enclosed Gear Drives".

Table 9 is the application guide chart for worm gears from AGMA 250.03.

Table 10 expresses the reference value of viscosity of lubricant used in the equations for the

strength of worm gears in AGMA 405-01.

Table 1 Range of Typical Speed (m/s) for Spur and Bevel Gears 

No Lubricatio

n Type

Range of Tangential Speeds [m/s]

0 5 10 15 20 25

1 Grease 

2 Splash 

3 Forced

Circulatio

n

Applies to

'Oil Mist',

Circulating

Oil, 'Oil

Jets'.

Table 2 Oil Levels for different Gear Types

Table 3 The Properties that Lubricant Should Possess

No. Properties Description

1
Correct and

Proper Viscosity

Lubricant should maintain a

proper viscosity to form a

stable oil film at the specified
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temperature and speed of

operation.

2 Anti-scoring Property

Lubricant should have the

property to prevent the scoring

failure of tooth surface while

under high-pressure of load.

3 Oxidization and Heat Stability

A Good lubricant should not

oxidized easily and must

perform in moist and high-

temperature environment for

long duration.

4 Water Anti-affinity Property

Moisture tends to condense

due to temperature change,

when the gears are stopped.

The lubricant should have the

property of isolating moisture

and water from lubricant.

5
Anti-foam

Property

If the lubricant foams under

agitation, it will not provide a

good oil film. Anti-foam

property is a vital requirement.

6 Anti-corrosion Property

Lubrication should be neutral

and stable to prevent corrosion

from rust that may mix into the

oil.

Table 4 ISO Viscosity Grade of Industrial Lubricant (JIS K 2001)

The correct viscosity is the most important consideration in choosing a proper lubricant. The

viscosity grade of industrial lubricant is regulated in JIS K 2001. 

ISO
Viscosity

Grade

Kinematic Viscosity Center Value

10-6m²/s (cSt) (40ºC)

Kinematic Viscosity Range

10-6m²/s (cSt) (40ºC)

More Than Less than

ISO VG 2 2.2 1.98 2.42

ISO VG 3 3.2 2.88 3.52

ISO VG 5 4.6 4.14 5.06

ISO VG 7 6.8 6.12 7.48

ISO VG 10 10 9 11.0

ISO VG 15 15 13.5 16.5

ISO VG 22 22 19.8 24.2

ISO VG 32 32 28.8 35.2

ISO VG 46 46 41.4 50.6

ISO VG 68 68 61.2 74.8
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ISO VG 100 100 90 110

ISO VG 150 150 135 165

ISO VG 220 220 198 242

ISO VG 320 320 288 352

ISO VG 460 460 414 506

ISO VG 680 680 612 748

ISO VG 1000 1000 900 1100

ISO VG 1500 1500 1350 1650

Table 5 Industrial Gear Oil

Types of Industrial Gear Oil Usage

Class One

ISO VG  32

ISO VG  46

ISO VG  68

ISO VG   100

ISO VG   150

ISO VG   220

ISO VG   320

ISO VG   460

Mainly used in a general and

lightly loaded enclosed gear

system

Class Two

ISO VG    68

ISO VG   100

ISO VG   150

ISO VG   220

ISO VG   320

ISO VG   460

ISO VG   680

Mainly used in a general

medium to heavily loaded

enclosed gear system

Table 6 NLGl Viscosity Grades

NLGI No. Viscosity Range State Application

No 000 445...475 Semi-Liquid
For Central Lubrication Systems

No  00 400...430 Semi-Liquid

No   0 335...385 Very Soft Paste
Automotive Chassis

No   1 310...340 Soft Paste

No   2 265...295 Medium Firm Paster

Ball and Roller Bearing General

Use

No   3 220...250 Semi-hard Paste A

u

t

o

m
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o

b

i

l

e

W

h

e

e

l

B

e

a

r

i

n

g

No   4 175...205 Hard Paste

Sleeve Bearing (Pillow Block)

No   5 130...165 Very Hard Paste

No   6  85....115 Very Hard Paste

Table 7 AGMA Viscosity Grades

AGMA No. of Gear Oil
ISO Viscosity Grades

R & O Type EP Type

  1

  2

  3

  4

  5

  6

 7 comp

  8 comp

      8A comp

  9

 

2 EP

3 EP

4 EP

5 EP

6 EP

7 EP

8 EP

 

9EP

  VG 46

  VG 68

  VG 100

  VG 150

  VG 220

  VG 320

  VG 460

  VG 680

  VG 1000

  VG 1500

Table 8 Recommended Lubricants by AGMA

It is practical to select a lubricant by following the catalog or technical manual of the

manufacture. This table is the application guide from AGMA 250.03 "Lubrication of Industrial

Enclosed Gear Drives".

Gear Type Size of Gear Equipment (mm)

Ambient temperature ºC

-10 ... 16 10 ... 52

AGMA No.

Parallel

Shaft

System

Single Stage

Reduction

Center Distance

(Output Side)

Less than 200

200 ... 500

more than 500

2 to 3

2 to 3

3 to 4

3 to 4

4 to 5

4 to 5
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Double Stage

Reduction

Less than 200

200 ... 500

More than 500

2 to 3

3 to 4

3 to 4

3 to 4

4 to 5

4 to 5

Triple Stage

Reduction

Less than 200

200 ... 500

More than 500

2 to 3

3 to 4

4 to 5

3 to 4

4 to 5

5 to 6

Planetary Gear System
Outside Diameter

of Gear Casing

Less than 400

More than 400

2 to 3

3 to 4

3 to 4

4 to 5

Straight and Spiral Bevel

Gearing
Cone Distance

Less than 300

More than 300

2 to 3

3 to 4

4 to 5

5 to 6

Gear-motor 2 to 3 4 to 5

High Speed Gear Equipment 1 2

Table 9 Recommended Lubricants for Worm Gears by AGMA

Types

of

Worm

Center

Distance

mm

Rotating

Speed of

Worm

rpm

Ambient

Temperature, ºC

Rotating

Speed of

Worm

rpm

Ambient Temperature, ºC

-10 ... 6 10 ... 52 -10 ... 16 10 ... 52

Cylindri

cal Type

<150

150 ... 300

300 ... 460

460 ... 600

600<

700<

450<

300<

250<

200<

7 Comp 8 Comp

700<

450<

300<

250<

200<

8 Comp

7 Comp

Throate

d Type

<150

150 ... 300

300 ... 460

460 ... 600

600<

700<

450<

300<

250<

200<

8 Comp
8A

Comp

700<

450<

300<

250<

200<

8 Comp
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Inverse-Kinematics and Forward-Kinematics

Inverse-Kinematics and Forward Kinematics

In this topic we explain inverse and forward kinematics when applied to cam mechanisms.

We explain why we use Inverse-Kinematics to design multi-axis, multi-link mechanisms for the

packaging machine industry.

Terminology Alert

Tool-Part: the Part that interacts with the product or packaging. You might call it the

end-effector.

Cam-Follower: the Part moved by the Cam. It 'carries' the Cam-Follower shape.

Motion-Part: the Part to which you give the motion - it is the Cam-Follower or the

Tool-Part.

Transforming-Dyad(s): Dyad, or Dyads, that transforms the motion: 

o from the Cam-Follower to the Tool-Part

- or, inversely -

o from the Tool-Part to the Cam-Follower

Forward-Kinematics and Inverse-Kinematics - a comparison.

In general, the Cam and the Follower Parts can be any Part in a kinematically-defined chain.

However, it is easiest to explain inverse and forward-kinematics when there is one Dyad and

one Motion-Part.

When there is a dyad 'between' the Cam-Follower and the Tool, then you can use Forward or

Inverse-Kinematics.

If you give the motion to the Tool-Part, and let MechDesigner find the motion of the

Cam-Follower, we would say that we are using 'Inverse-Kinematics'.

If you give the motion to the Cam-Follower, and let MechDesigner find the motion of the

Tool-Part, we would say that we are using 'Forward-Kinematics'.

We strongly recommend Inverse-Kinematics. It is much easier to edit and find a design

solution.

Motion-Part Motion found by MechDesigner.

Forward-Kinematics Follower Tool-Part

Inverse-Kinematics Tool-Part Follower

Forward and Inverse Kinematics Examples

 Dobule-Click to See Video Forward Kinematics

If you design and add the motion-dimension to the Power-

Part, and use a Dyad to transfer the motion to the Tool-Part,

then the design approach is 'Forward-Kinematics'.

In the image:

The Motion is given to the Power-Part


Forward-Kinematics.mp4
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An RRP Dyad transforms the motion to the Tool-Part.

 Dobule-Click to See Video Inverse-Kinematics

If you design and apply the motion to the Tool-Part, and use

a Dyad to transfer the motion to the Power-Part, then the

design uses 'Inverse-Kinematics'.

In the image:

The Motion is given to the Tool-Part.

An RRR Dyad transforms the motion to the Power-Part.


Inverse-Kinematics.mp4
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Tolerance Anaysis and Design Sensitivity

Tolerance Analysis and Design Sensitivity

 Dobule-Click to See Video Tolerance Analysis and Design Sensitivity

There will ALWAYS be differences between the kinematic

model and the physical machine. 

We have reviewed the dynamic issues that make the motion

of the payload differ from the motion design. 

We can also look at the geometric differences. Geometric

differences are those dimensional differences between the

layout of the model - which is an exact representation - and

the actual lengths, radii, and other dimensions in the

'physical' machine. 

Geometric differences make the actual motion of the

payload differ to that of the motion in the kinematic model.

It is important to find how sensitive the payload's motion is

to differences that between the kinematic model and the

physical machine. 

You can use the Magnetic-Joint to keep the Cam-Follower

Roller on the Cam. Then you can edit dimensions to see

Tool-Part change its position and motion.

You can analyse the errors between your planned motion

and the actual motion, if you edit the parts by the tolerances

in your detailed drawings.

You can also see which tolerances influence the tool motion

more than others.


INSTALLED-KINEMATICS.mp4
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11.3Gear Mechanisms
GEAR MECHANISMS AVAILABLE IN MECHDESIGNER

This section is aimed at introducing you to the types of mechanisms you can design with the

Add Gear-Pair command.

 Gear Mechanisms with MechDesigner

General: Gears with Fixed Centres

Simple, Compound and Reverted Gear Trains

General: Gears with Orbiting Centres

Gears with Four-Bar Mechanisms  

Gears with Five-Bar Mechanisms

Planetary

Differential Planetary

Epitrochoid

Hypotrochoid 

Peritrochoid

Lobe Pumps

Cycloidal Gear Reducers - See YouTube- Link to YouTube Video

Notes: 

To learn how to model these Gear-Mechanisms, see the Getting Started Tutorials.

It is important to know that the mechanisms in these examples are intended to be simple, so

that they demonstrate the Gear-Pair tool. All of the Gears can be combined to construct

other Gear-Trains joined to mechanisms of any complexity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uP6Y39GuKBo&feature=youtu.be
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Fixed Gear Centres

FIXED CENTRES:

One Gear-Pair 

Two or more Gear-Pairs, including

o Simple Gear-Train

o Compound Gear-Trains

o Reverted Gear-Trains

One Gear-Pair

Fixed Gear Centres

External 

Gear 1 < Gear 2

External 

Gear 1 > Gear 2

Internal

Gear 1 < Gear 2

Internal 

Gear 1 > Gear 2

Gears - Fixed Centres-

External Mesh -

Decreasing Gear Ratio

Gears - Fixed Centres -

External Mesh -

Increasing Gear Ratio

Gears - Fixed Centres -

Internal Mesh -

Increasing Gear Ratio

Gears - Fixed Centres -

Internal Mesh -

Decreasing Gear Ratio

Simple Gear-Trains

Schematic of Simple Gear Train

A Simple Gear-Train is a number of Simple Gear-Pairs

in series. Each rotating shaft has only one gear.

Simple Gear-Trains are used to:

Increase the distance between the input and

output shafts, so it is possible to use a number

of smaller gears than when you use one gear-

pair

Reverse the direction of the output shaft of a

Simple Gear-Pair

The image to the left shows a schematic of a 'Simple

Gear Train'.

Notes for Simple: 

Gears that are not on the input and output shafts

do not change the speed ratio. They only change

the direction of rotation.

The gears between the input and output shafts

are 'idle gears' or 'idlers'.
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'Monobloc Machines'

This is a schematic of the gears you frequently find on a

'Monobloc' machine. Monobloc are often use for Filling,

Capping, Labelling, Coding, Orientating and many other

high-speed packaging applications.

Monobloc machines use Simple Gear-Trains to transmit

the motion from one 'wheel', or 'head' to the next.

See Also: the YouTube Video: http://youtu.be/fvRp2lC1aXw

 

Video:

Compound Gear-Trains

Schematic of Compound,

Three-Stage, Gear Train

A 'Compound Gear Train' has at least:

two Gear-Pairs 

one shaft with more than one gear

Compound Gears are used to:

Increase the distance between the input and

output shafts and still use small gears

Dramatically reduce the speed between the input

and output shafts

Give 'difficult' gear ratios

The image to the left shows a Compound Gear Train. 

There is more than one gear-pair and two shafts have two

gears.

Therefore, it agrees the definition of the Compound Gear

Train.

Reverted Gear-Pairs

Schematic of Compound,

Three-Stage, Gear Train

A 'Reverted Gear Train' has:

two Gear-Pairs 

two shafts 

the input and output shafts are co-axial

the two shafts are usually co-axial

It is a Compound Gear with, two Gears-Pairs, and a special

condition that makes the total number of teeth of the first

gear-pair equals the number of teeth of the second-gear-

pair, when the module is the same.

The image to the left shows a Reverted Gear Train. There is

more than one gear-pair, two shafts, and the input and

output shafts are co-linear.

Therefore, it agrees the definition of the Reverted Gear Train.

See Also: Simple Gear-Pair, Simple Gear-Trains, Planetary Gear-

Trains

http://youtu.be/fvRp2lC1aXw
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Orbiting Gear Centres

ORBITING CENTRE:

Orbiting Gear-Pairs offer interesting design options.

One Gear-Pair

Designs include:

o Gears with Four-Bars

o Gears with Five-Bars

o Epitrochoid Curves

o Hypotrochoid Curves

o Peritriches Curves

o Lobe-Pumps

o Cycloidal Gear Reducers

Two or more Gear-Pairs

Designs include:

o Planetary Gear Sets

o Differential Planetary Gear Sets

Arrangements of a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting (Epicyclic) Gear Centre

Orbiting Gear Centres

External 

Gear 1 < Gear 2

Orbiting Gear Centres

External 

Gear 1 > Gear 2

Orbiting Gear Centres

Internal

Gear 1 < Gear 2

Orbiting Gear Centres

Internal 

Gear 1 > Gear 2
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Gears and Four-Bars

Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Four-bar Mechanisms are usually built with:

A four-bar mechanism, with at least one Part that rotates continuously

One or two Gear-Pairs

The input 'drive' gear is fixed to the Coupler, at the distal end of the Crank or Rocker

The output gear is usually at the ground joint of the respective Crank or Rocker

'Geared Four-Bar Mechanisms' are often used as 'Function-Generators'. Function-Generators

provide an input to output motion relationship. 

Typically, the input to these mechanisms is a continuously rotating Crank.

Typical Geared Four-bar Mechanism Configurations

One Gear-Pair

Regressive and Ir-regressive Gears

I have no idea why they are called 'regressive' and 'ir-regressive' gears!

Regressive gears are at each end of the Crank, 

Ir-regressive gears are at each end of the Rocker.

'Regressive' Geared Four-bar

 STEP 1: A Four-bar

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the Ground Point of the

Crank

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints

to the Points at each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is

joined to the Crank, and not the Base-Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box
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 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the the CAD-Lines that are in:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

Crank as the Line-of-centres

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 5: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.

'Ir-regressive' Geared Four-bar

STEP 1:   A Four-bar

STEP 2:   Add a Part to the ground Point of the

Rocker

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints

to the Points at each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is

joined to the Rocker, and not the Base-Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the the CAD-Lines that are in:

Coupler as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker

The Rocker as the Line-of-centres
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 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth

 STEP 5: Edit the length of the Parts.

 STEP 6: Plot the motion

Add a Graph.

Add a Measurement FB to measure the motion of the
New Geared Rocker.

Two Gear-Pairs

Usually, the two gears on the same shaft at the are edited so that they have the same module

and number-of-teeth. Although, this is not necessary.

There is a small complexity in MechDesigner (special rule) that means you must use a 'trick'

when you add the second Gear-Pair.

'Three Geared Drive'

Gear-Pair 1

 STEP 1: A Four-bar

We will add the first Gear-Pair to the Coupler.

The input Gear will be at the end of the Crank.

The motion of the input gear will be the relative

motion between the Crank and the Coupler.

 STEP 2: Add a Part to the end of the Coupler.

Remember: The Parts must be joined with Pin-Joints to the Points
at each end of the Line-of-centres.

Make sure the Point at the end of the new Part is

joined to the end of the Coupler and not the end of

the Rocker.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 3: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the:

Crank as the Input-Part

New Part as the Geared-Rocker (output)

The Coupler as the Line-of-centres

 STEP 4: Edit the number-of-teeth.
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Gear-Pair 2

This step requires a good understanding of the Add Gear-Pair command.

 STEP 1: Add the Output Part

Make sure it is joined to the Rocker and not the

Base-Part.

We want to add the 'Gear-Pair 2'.

The Parts with the Gears must be joined to the end of the Line that will be the Line-of-

centres. The Line-of-centres will be the CAD-Line along the Rocker - the output Part of

the Four-bar Mechanism.

The Blue Part is joined to the Rocker.

However, the Green Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker is joined to the

Coupler  - not the Rocker.

So, if we tried to add a Gear-Pair, we would not succeed. 

We must add a new Part to the distal end of the Rocker 

The new Part must:

be joined to the distal End of the Rocker.

rotate at the same speed as the Idler Gear Part at the distal end of the Rocker - the
idler gear.

To do this we:

add a New Part to the distal end of the Rocker

add a Motion-Dimension FB to specify the position of the new Part relative to the

Rocker

measure the speed of the Idler Gear with a Measurement FB

use the measurement at the output -connector of the Measurement FB as an input

to a Motion-Dimension FB to move the new Part.

See Select Elements dialog-box

 STEP 2: Add a new Part

The Parts at each end of the CAD-Line along the

Rocker or Blue.

One must be Green.
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 STEP 3: Add a Motion-Dimension FB

The Part is now Green

We must move it at the same speed as the Idler

Gear.

To do this we measure the Idler Gear Part relative to

the Rocker with a Measurement FB.

 STEP 4: Add a Measurement FB

Now we can know the motion of the idler relative to

the Rocker. 

 STEP 5: Connect the output of the Measurement

FB to the input of the Motion-

Dimension FB

This makes the Motion-Dimension, and Motion-Part,

move with the same motion-values given by the

Measurement FB.

The Motion-Part will ave the same motion as the

existing Geared Rocker.

Therefore, when we add the new Gear-Pair, the Parts

move in the same way.

 STEP 6: Add the Gear-Pair

 STEP 7: Edit the number-of-teeth so that the

'middle' idler gear has the same

number-of-teeth.

 STEP 8: Edit the number-of-teeth for the output

gear.

 STEP 9: Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension FB equal to Zero.

The two Parts at the end of the Rocker are now

together.

Also, it makes the Gears appear as Simple Gear-

Train.

You may need to edit the Gear Teeth so that the

four-bar makes a complete rotation.
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 STEP 10: Measure the motion of the Output Gear.
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Gears and Five-Bars

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms

Geared Five-Part mechanisms are used to give:

Complex coupler curves

Complex output motions

It is usually easier to:

1. First add the Gear-Pair

2. Then add a Dyad:

a. Join the two Parts in the dyad to the two gears.

b. Join the two Parts in the dyad together.

Complex Coupler Curves

Gear-Pair: 1:1, Fixed-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RRR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

In a Geared Five-bar, three Parts are the 

Base-Part, Input Crank, and Geared-Rocker

The other two Parts are joined as a Dyad. Typically,

the Dyad is an RRR Dyad.

 STEP 1: Add a Simple Gear-Pair - Option 1

Step 1 is complete.

 STEP 2: Add an RRR Dyad

To remind you:

2.a.Add two Parts

Step 2.a is complete.

2.b.Add three Joints  between the Parts

that are the Gear Pairs.

Step 2.b is complete.

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms can give unusual

motions and complex coupler curves.
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You may want to be more flexible with the design

 STEP 3: Edit the Part used for Gear 2

 Instead of the R (Pin-Joint) at the end of the Part

used for Gear 2 , add a Point (with a Line) in the

Part.

Use the new Point for one of the Pin-Joints in the

RRR Dyad . You can edit the phase of the Gear 2

relative to Gear 1. 

The design parameter options are:

1. Gear Ratio between Gear 1 and 2 (Number-
of-Teeth), Module to give centre distance 

2. Phase between the Gears

3. Length of Gear 'Cranks'

4. Length of Dyad Parts

5. Position of Coupler Point

 STEP 4: Change the number-of-teeth with the 

Gear-Pair dialog-box - for example

60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank

to complete the function at the output shaft

To plot the complete Trace-Point ,you must rotate

the input crank two times faster.

 STEP 5: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio

= 2

 STEP 6: Connect the wire between the Linear-

Motion FB, Gearing FB and the Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 7: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the

Graph FB

Here is an interesting Coupler Curve.

In these Coupler Curves we are plotting the Point at

the middle joint of the RRR Dyad.

You can add a Point to one of the Parts to give even

more complex Coupler Curves.
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Geared Five-Bars as Complex Function Generators

Gear-Pair: 1:1, Orbiting-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RRR Dyad

Application: Function-Generation

Typically, you can get interesting motions from a

Geared Five-bar that has a Gear-Pair with an

Orbiting Centre.

The output-motion is a function of the input

constant speed motion and is therefore called a 

Function-Generator.

 STEP 1: Add an Epicyclic Gear-Pair

 STEP 2: Make the gear ratio 1:1 (for example

50:50 Gear Teeth)

Step 2 is complete.

 STEP 3: Add an RRR Dyad  between the end

the Geared Rocker and the Line in the

Base-Part

Step 3 is complete.

 STEP 4: Measure the angular position of the

output Part over a Machine Cycle with a

Measurement FB

 STEP 5: Add a Graph FB

 STEP 6: Connect the Measurement FB to an

input of the Graph FB

Step 6 is complete.

Add a Design-Set to give a quick way to edit the

Part lengths.

This Graph shows the Output Shaft Rotation as a

Function of the Input, Constant Speed, Shaft

Rotation.
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Change the Gear Ratio to give more interesting Function
Generation

You can change the gear ratio of the Gear-Pair to

give more complex function generation.

 STEP 7: Change the Gear ratio - for example

60:40.

In this case, it takes two rotations of the input crank

to complete the function at the output shaft

 STEP 8: Add a Gearing FB; make the Gear ratio

= 2

 STEP 9: Connect the wire between the Linear-

Motion FB, Gearing FB and the Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 10: Connect the Output from the Motion-

Dimension FB to the X input of the

Graph FB

The Graph will show the Y-axis for two rotations of

the crank to give the complete Function-Generation

for the 60:40 gearing ratio.

Geared Five-Bars: Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints

Gear-Pair: 1:1, Fixed-Centres, Internal Mesh

Dyad: RPR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair, 2:1 Fixed-Centres with an RPR Dyad

Application: Coupler Curve

The Gear-Pair ratio changed to 60:40

The Crank must rotate twice for the

mechanism to repeat a machine cycle.

To plot the complete Coupler Curve you

should add a Gearing FB before the Motion-

Dimension FB and make the Gearing Ratio

parameter equal to 2.
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Gear-Pair 1:1,  Fixed-Centres, RRP Dyad.

Application: Coupler Curve

Gear-Pair 1: 1, Orbiting-Centre, RPR Dyad

Application: Function-Generation

The 'Function' at the Rocker.

It has a reasonable dwell.
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Planetary

Planetary Gear-Trains

Planetary Gear Design Arrangements

P = Pinion; S = Sun; A =

Ring/Annulus; C = Carrier

The typical arrangement is shown to the left. It

consists of a:

Central Sun (S) Gear with External Teeth

A Ring (A) Gear with Internal Teeth, with the

same centre as the Sun Gear

Revolving Planet (P) Gears that engage with the

Sun and Ring Gear

Planet Carrier (C) in which the Planet Pinions are

supported.

Note: The Ring is also called the Annulus. Hence the

letter 'A' for 'Annulus' Gear.

The Gear Ratios are a function of the gear - A, S or C -

you lock. See YouTube video here: http://youtu.be/

hXTzO1UXnLs 

There are also possibilities where all three members (A,

S or C) rotate. They are called Differential Gears.

Planetary Gears

Schematic of Variation 3

Simple Planetary Gear-Trains

There are six drive variations when we keep one gear

stationary.

Variation 1: The Carrier (C) is the Input; the Sun

(S) is Stationary; the Output is (A). 

Gear Ratio = [ω(1 +1/ω) input turns : 1 output

turn]

Variation 2: The Carrier (C), is the Input; the

Annulus (A) is Stationary; the Output is (S).

Gear Ratio = [1/(1+ω) input turns : 1 output

turn]

Variation 3: The Sun (S), is the Input; the Carrier

is Stationary (C); the Output is (A).

Gear Ratio = [-ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 4: The Sun (S), is the Input; the Annulus

(A) is Stationary; the Output is (C). 

Gear Ratio = [1+ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 5: The Annulus (A), is the Input; the

Carrier (C) is Stationary; the Output is (S).

Gear Ratio = [-1/ω input turns : 1 output turn]

Variation 6: The Annulus (A); is the Input: the Sun

is Stationary (S); the Output is (C).

Gear Ratio = [(1+ω)/ω input turns : 1 output

http://youtu.be/hXTzO1UXnLs
http://youtu.be/hXTzO1UXnLs
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turn]

ω = Number of Sun-Teeth / Number of Annulus-Teeth

Compound Planetary Gear-Trains.

These gear arrangements give different speed ratio

options. They will cost more!

When there are three or more planets, as is the usual

case, care must be made to make sure the teeth of both

planets can engage. 

VARIATION 1: Carrier (C) as Driver; Stationary Sun (S); Driven Annulus (A)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs.

You can also see it on YouTube.

Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1

See 'How to Add a Gear-Pair with an Orbiting Centre'

1. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-Dimension

= 60º

2. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 60, Number-of-Teeth

Gear 2 =30, External Mesh.

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Sun Gear  - Stationary

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Driver

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Rolling around the Sun

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

The new Planet

The new Planet is in all respects, an identical copy to Planet Gear (Gear 2) of Gear-Pair 1

The Planet Gear is a child to a Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 in Gear-

Pair 1

Therefore, when we add Gear-Pair 2, we can select the same Part as Gear 2 in Gear-Pair 1
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Line-of-centres

Between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus

Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

The Annulus

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and a Part for the Annulus Gear

The Line for the Part must radiate from the centre of the Sun Gear

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Annulus Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the centre of the Sun Gear

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 1: Add a Part

Add a Part

 STEP 2: Join the New Part to the Sun

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Sun Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Sun Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you

want to select - it is 'ambiguous'.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens. When the Select Element

dialog-box opens, you must select

all of the elements again.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select the 'Free'

Point first. It is not ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we
select in the Select Elements
dialog-box?

The Point MUST be a child to

the Sun Gear (Gear 1 of Gear-

Pair 1) 
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If we join the Part to the Base-Part,

we will not join it to the Line-of-

centres.

We must join it to the Part that is

currently the Sun Gear - Part

To 'CTRL + SELECT' the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements you

need to complete the

command, Point  and 

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements.

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centre  (The Part-Editor opens so you can select

the length of Part

MechDesigner adds the second Gear-Pair with the

default options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

existing length of the Line-of-centres.

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

Internal Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 120 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = ω(1 +1/ω)

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth
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VARIATION 2: Carrier (C) as Driver; Stationary Annulus (A); Driven Sun (S)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs.

Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1

See Step 14.4. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension = 60º

1. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 120, Internal Mesh,

Number-of-Teeth Gear 2 =30

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Annulus Gear  - Stationary

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Driver

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Rolling inside the Annulus

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

Is the new Planet (identical copy to original)

It must be a child to the Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

We can make it the same Part as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Line-of-centres

Is between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus

Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

Is the Sun

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and Part for the Sun Gear

The new Line must radiate from the centre of the Annulus Gear

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Sun Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the centre of the Annulus Gear 

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2
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 STEP 1: 

Add a Part

 STEP 2: 

Join it with a Pin-Joint to centre of the Sun Gear

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Annulus Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Annulus

Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you

want to select. It is ambiguous.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we select
in the Select Elements dialog-box?

The Point MUST be a child to the

Annulus Gear (Gear 1 of Gear-Pair

1) 

If we join the Part to the Base-Part,

it will not be joined to the Line-of-

centres.

We must join it to the Part that is

currently the Annulus Gear - Part

To select the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements needed

for the command, Point

 and 
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 STEP 3: 

Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements.

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centres  (The Part-Editor opens so you can

select the length of Part

MechDesigner adds Gear-Pair 2  with the options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

length of the Line-of-centres.

 STEP 4: 

Edit Gear-Pair 2

External Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 60 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = 1 +1/ω 

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth

VARIATION 3: Sun (S) as Driver; Stationary Carrier (C); Driven Annulus (A)

This is a video of the model after I have added

Profiles and Extrusions to the Gear-Pairs
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Step 1: Add Gear-Pair 1

See Step 14.1. Make the Base-Value of the Motion-

Dimension = 60º

1. Number-of-Teeth Gear 1 = 60, Number-of-Teeth

Gear 2 =30, External Mesh

The image shows the:

Gear 1: Sun Gear  - Rotates

Line-of-centres: Carrier  - Stationary

Gear 2: Planet Gear  - Turns on its axis as Sun

rotates

Step 2: Add Gear-Pair 2

Gear-Pair 2 

Gear 1

Is the new Planet (identical copy to original)

It must be a child to a Part that rotates at the same Speed as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

We can make it the same Part as Gear 2 of Gear-Pair 1

Line-of-centres

Is between the centre of the Planet and the centre of the Annulus

Conveniently, this is the same Part and Line that is the Line-of-centres of Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2

Is the Annulus

It is a new Part. It must have a Line and Part for the Annulus Gear

The new Line must radiate from the centre of the Sun Gear, and it must be joined to

the Base-Part.

From the above, we must:

 STEP 1: Add a new Part for the Annulus Gear

 STEP 2: Join it with a Pin-Joint to the Base-Part at the centre of the Sun

 STEP 3: Add Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 4: Edit Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 1: 

Add a Part

 STEP 2: 

Join it with a Pin-Joint to centre of the Sun Gear

a. Select Add Pin-Joint

b. Click the Point at the end of the new Part (the 'Free'

Part)

c. Click the Point at the centre of the Sun Gear

There are two Points at the centre of the Sun Gear

MechDesigner does not know which Point at  you
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want to select. It is ambiguous.

The Select Element dialog-box

opens.

The first Point you select

is always at the top of the

list. 

This is why we select a 'Free'

Point first. Point  is not

ambiguous.

The second Point is

ambiguous. 

Which second Point do we
select in the Select Elements
dialog-box?

The second Point MUST be a

child to the Base-Part

If we join the Part to the Sun Gear,

it will not be a child to the Line-

of-centres.

We must join it to the Base-Part

To select the Points:

1.  key down

2. Select all Elements needed

for the command, Point

 and 

 STEP 3: 

Add Gear-Pair 2

Select these four elements. 

1. The 'Green Line' on Gear Part 1

2. The 'Blue Line' on Gear Part 2

3. The 'Green Line' that Joins the Gear centres

4. The Length Dimension of the Green Line that joins the

Gear centres  (The Part-Editor opens so you can

select the length of Part

The Gear-Pair 2  is added with the default options:

External Mesh

Equal number-of-teeth

Module and Number-of-Teeth to agree with the

length of the Line-of-centres.
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 STEP 4: 

Edit Gear-Pair 2

Internal Mesh

Module = 2 [Same as Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 1 = 30  [Same as

Planetary Gear of Gear-Pair 1]

Number-of-Teeth: Gear 2 = 120 . This is the

Annulus.

For information: Gear Ratio: = -ω

ω = Ratio of Annulus Teeth / Sun Gear Teeth
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Differential Planetary Gears

Differential Gear-Trains

Differential Schematic

These are more complex to model because they have two

degrees-of-freedom.

Differential Gears use two independent input drives to

rotate a single output shaft.

There are two standard variations:

1. Sun and the Carrier are Driver Gears. The Annulus is

the Output Gear.  

2. Annulus and the Carrier are Driver Gears. The Sun is

the Output Gear.

If you take one as the input and one as the output, the

effective gear ratio between them depends on the speed of

the third gear.

Differential Gears are frequently used:

to shift the phase of the output shaft relative to the

input shaft

to modulate the output speed

where you need a wide gear ratio

VARIATION 1: Carrier (C) and Sun (S) as Drivers; Driven Annulus (A)

For information: this is the model

after completion of this step. 

Profile Elements also added.

 STEP 1: Add two Parts

 STEP 2: Join Part  with a Pin-Joint  to a Point at the

end of Line  in the Base-Part 

Steps 1 and 2 are complete.

Both Gear-Pairs use the CAD-Line along the centre of

Part  as the Line-of-centres.
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 STEP 3: Join Part  with a Pin-Joint to the Point in Part

Step 3 is not complete...

The Point  at the end of Part  is selected (it is red) and

The Pin-Joint , with two Points, is about to be clicked.

The Select Element dialog-box opens.

The first element you select is

always at the top of the list. 

This is why we select a 'Free' Point

first. Point  is not ambiguous.

The second Point in the Pin-

Joint  is ambiguous. 

Which Point do we select in the

Select Elements dialog-box to

complete Add Pin-Joint? 

We must select the Point7 in Part

 because Line  is in Part  and

is the Line-of-centres.

To select the elements in the Select

Elements dialog-box:

1.  down

2. Select all Elements you need

to complete the command.

Step 3 is complete
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 STEP 4: Add two Rocker Motion-Dimension FBs to the
two Parts

A Rocker Motion-Dimension FB between the CAD-
Line in Part  and the Line  in the Base-Part. 

See Motion-Dimension  [Remember: A Rocker Motion-

Dimension needs a Kinematically Defined Line and a 'Free'

Line. Only, the Pin-Joint1 satisfies this requirement.]

The Second Motion-Dimension FB is between the
CAD-Line in Part  and the CAD-Line in Part . 

See Motion-Dimension  [Remember: Only, the Pin-

Joint2 is available for the Rocker as Pin-Joint 1 is used.]

Step 4 is complete

 STEP 5: Add a new Part to the end of the Part  

 STEP 6: Add a Gear-Pair

Select the Cad-Lines in Parts . Note: New Numbers in

the image for Elements

Step 5 complete.

Step 6 not complete.

Step 6 complete.

 STEP 7: Edit the Gear-Pair

Edit: Number-of-Teeth and Module:

Gear 1  = 60 

Gear 2  = 30

Module =3
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We must now add a second Gear-Pair.

Use the same CAD-Line as the Line-of-centres

Use Gear 2 as the Drive Gear for Gear-Pair 2

Add a new Part as Gear 2 for Gear-Pair 2

 STEP 8: Add a new Part 

 STEP 9: Add a Pin-Joint 
Step 9 is not complete...

Point  at the end of Part  is selected (it is red) and the Point at the Pin-

Joint  is clicked.

The Select Element dialog-box opens.

The first element you select is

always at the top of the list. 

This is why we select a 'Free' Point

first. Point  is not ambiguous.

The second Point in the Pin-

Joint  is ambiguous. 

Which Point do we select in the

Select Elements dialog-box to

complete Add Pin-Joint? 

We must select the Point7 in Part

 (again) because it is the Line-

of-centres.

To select the elements in the Select

Elements dialog-box:

1.  down

2. Select all Elements to

complete the command.

3. Click OK

Step 9 is complete.

 STEP 10: Add a Gear-Pair

With reference to the image:

Select the CAD-Lines in Parts
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Step 10 is complete.

 STEP 11: Edit the Gear-Pair

Remember: Double-click the Gear in the graphic-area.

Edit: Number-of-Teeth Module and Mesh

Gear 1  = 30 (the planet gear) same as Gear 2 in the

Gear-Pair 1

Gear 2  = 120

Module =3

Internal Mesh for Gear 2

Step 11 is complete.

 STEP 11: Add a Linear-Motion FB

 STEP 12: Add two Gearing FBs

 STEP 13: Connect the Linear-Motion FB to the Gearing

FBs and a Gearing FB to each Motion-

Dimension FB

 STEP 14: Cycle the Gear-Pairs

Steps 11,12,13 are complete

Edit the Gear Ratio on the Gearing FBs

Motion-Dimension 1 controls the speed of the Carrier

Motion-Dimension 2 controls the speed of the Sun - see

note

(Note: Motion-Dimension 2 is relative to Motion-Dimension 1.

Hence, a Gear Ratio of 0 given to Motion-Dimension 2 means the

Sun rotates at the same speed as Motion-Dimension 1 not

necessarily 0.

To stop the rotation of the Sun, you must apply the negative Gear

Ratio in the Gearing FBs.  

For example,1 and -1 in the Gearing FBs will make the Sun

stationary.
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Epitrochoid

Epicycloid and Epitrochoid Curves

A point on the pitch-circle of a gear that rolls around the outside of a stationary gear gives a

curve called an Epicycloid. 

If the point is not on the pitch-circle of the rolling gear, it has a generic name of Epitrochoid.

If the point is inside or outside the pitch-circle: Curtate and Prolate

Epitrochoid Curves are traced by a Point that is on a gear that rolls (orbits) around the outside of

a fixed internal gear.

The shape of the curve depends on the ratio of the teeth. The ratio of the teeth is always a

rational number. Therefore, the curve repeats, even if the gear ratio is a ratio of two prime

numbers. 

Equal Number of Gear Teeth.

This curve is called a Lima on.

If the Point is on the Pitch-Circle it is called a Cardioid.

The image shows four curves. 

Epicycloid

One curve  is given by a point on the pitch-circle of the

orbiting gear - it is the Epicycloid

Epitrochoid

Two Protracted Epitrochoid curves  are given by points

outside the pitch-circle.

One Contracted Epitrochoid curves  is given by a point

inside the pitch-circle.

The External Gear is half the diameter of the fixed gear.

This curve is called a Nephroid.

The image shows four curves. 

Epicycloid

One curve is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is the

Epicycloid

Epitrochoid

Two curves are given by points outside the pitch-circle 

One curve is given by a point inside the pitch-circle
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The Gear ratio is 8: 1

There are four curves: 

2 outside, one inside, one on

the pitch-circle

Gear Ratio is 13:11

There is ONE curve.

Use a Gearing FB to

rotate the carrier 11

times to complete

the Epicycloid Path.

Gear Ratio 2:3

There is ONE Curve.

Use a Gearing FB to rotate

the carrier 3 times to

complete the Epicycloid

Path.

Gear Ratio

24:6

There is ONE

Curve.

This is

because the

ratio reduces

to 4:1

Epicycloid and the Hypocycloid Curves that give Straight-Lines

One of the most basic Epicycloid and

Hypocycloid Curves that the Gear-

Pairs can give is a perfect Straight

Line. 

Please see YouTube video to show

designs. 

Straight Line Curve with Hypocycloid Gears - Internal Mesh

The Video shows the Trace-Point follows a perfectly

straight line.

You can see that the smaller gear has half the teeth of the

other.

This is the standard Straight-Line Epicyclic Gear-Pair

configuration.

Straight Line Curve with Epicycloid Gears - External Mesh - 1 -
the Easy Way

There are two ways to assemble this mechanism in

MechDesigner

The not easy, and the easy way. 

This is the Easy Way

Straight Line Curve with Epicycloid Gears - External Mesh - 2 -
the Not Easy Way

Spot the difference.
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Hypotrochoid

Hypocycloid and Hypotrochoid Curves

Hypocycloid and Hypotrochoid Curves

The Hypotrochoid Curves are produced by a Point on a gear that rolls (orbits) around the inside

of the fixed gear.

There are two sets of Hypotrochoid Curves.

The Stationary Gear has inward facing teeth with the revolving gear orbiting inside.

The Stationary Gear has outward facing teeth with the revolving gear orbiting outside. 

These curves are sometimes called Peritrochoid Curves. See Peritrochoid Curves

This topic will focus on Hypotrochoid Curves.

The shape of the Hypotrochoid curve depends on the ratio of the teeth. With gears, the ratio of

the teeth is always a rational number. Therefore, the curve will always repeat eventually even if

the gear ratio is a ratio of two prime numbers, for example. 

The Revolving Gear is half the diameter of the fixed

gear..

The revolving gear is inside, and is half the diameter of

the fixed outside gear.

There are four curves

One curve  is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is

the Hypocycloid

In this case, when the ratio of teeth is 1:2, it is a straight

line.

Hypotrochoid Curves

In this case the three other curves are ellipses.

Two curves  are given by points outside the pitch-

circle 

One curve  is given by a point inside the pitch-circle

The revolving gear inside, is 2.3 the diameter of the

fixed outside gear.

Hypoycloid

One curve is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is

the Hypocycloid

Hypotrochoid

Two curves are given by points outside the pitch-circle 

You can see the curve is approximately a square.

You can use the Euler-Savary Equation to calculate the

best distance from the centre of the orbiting gear to

give a curve with the best 'straight-line' curve. 
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Gear Ratio is 48:18

There is ONE Curve.

You must rotate the carrier 3 times to

complete the Hypocycloid Path.

Hypocycloid

One curve is given by a point on the pitch-circle - it is

the Hypocycloid

The Gear Ratio is 48:18.
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Peritrochoid

Peritrochoid Curves

Peritrochoid

MechDesigner: 

You must know how to add a Trace-Point.

Use a Gearing FB to rotate the Carrier a number of times within one machine cycle, when

the gear ratio is not N:1

The Peritrochoid Curves are produced by a Point on a gear when:

the rolling gear has more teeth than the fixed gear

the rolling gear encircles the fixed gear

The shape of the Peritrochoid Curve depends on the ratio of the teeth.  With gears, the ratio of

the teeth is always a rational number. Therefore the pattern of the curve repeats eventually. 

You can easily draw the shape of a Wankel engine's casing.

The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 3:2

There are four separate curves in the image.

You can use this ratio and shape to define the combustion

chamber of a Wankel Engine.

The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 4:3

There are four curves.
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The Revolving Gear is OUTSIDE

The Fixed gear is INSIDE

The ratio of teeth is 11:12

There are four curves.
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Lobe-Pumps

Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Curves to design a Lobe Pump.

Design a Lobe Pump with Epitrochoid and Hypotrochoid Curves

You can design a Lobe Pump rotor by combining Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Curves. 

The number of lobes is given by the ratio of gear teeth in the Gear Pair. Two and three lobes are

very common.

Lobe Pumps are sometimes called Roots Blowers - after the inventor - Roots - and 'Blower'

because they were originally designed to pump air.

They are often used to pump liquids with some soft solids....

MechDesigner: 

You must know how to:

Add a 2D-Cam

Export the Cam to SOLIDWORKS

Edit the Cam in SOLIDWORKS

Re-import the Cam into MechDesigner

Steps to design the Roots Blower shown in the video to

the left.

1. Add two gear-pairs, one External and one Internal

Gear, to Roll around a fixed gear to give a

Hypocycloid and an Epicycloid Curve . 

2. Make the ratio of the two the same, and so the they

start at the same angle.

3. Add a Cam to re-create the Hypocycloid and

Epicycloid Curves. 

4. Export the cams to SOLIDWORKS. 

5. Edit the data to create the solid models. Re-import

the Lobes to complete the model.

Details below.

Add a Gear-Pair with an orbiting external gear. 

The input is a Crank.

Use these settings:

Mesh = External

Module  = 1

Gear 1 = 180

Gear 2 = 45 

See image
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Add a second Gear-Pair with an orbiting external gear.

Make the Crank for this Gear-Pair have the same rotation

position.

Use these settings:

Mesh = Internal

Module  = 1

Gear 1 = 180

Gear 2 = 45

Edit the Motion-Dimensions for the Cranks.

Make the Base-Value for both to be '0º'.

The image shows the Cranks away from the the horizontal ,

to show that they more together.

Edit the Geared-Rockers (the Part rotating with the smaller

gear) to make its length equal to the Pitch Circle Radius of

the small gear.

In this case the Lengths are 22.5mm

Add a Line to the inner Part.

Make the end of the Line at -22.5, 0. That is, the end of the

line is at 180º phase to the CAD-Line in the Geared Rocker

Part CAD-Line.
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Add a Trace-Point to both Geared-Rockers.

They should meet at the same points around the fixed, big

gear.

These show the shape of the Two-Lobe Roots Blower.

The shape of the Lobes Roots-Blower changes from the

Epicycloid to the Hypocycloid Trace Paths.

How do we make the shape?

I have found it best to add a 2D-Cam to recreate the paths

of the Epicycloid and Hypocycloid Trace-Points.

Add a Circle to each of the Geared-Rockers.

Put the centre of each circle at the same Point as the Trace-

Points.

You can delete the Trace-Points.

Add a Profile to each of the two Circles.

They can now become Cam-Followers.

Add 2 x 2D-Cams.

Select the Base-Part as the Cam-Part. and the 2 Cam-

Followers.

Edit the 2D-Cams - Show only the Pitch-Circle-Path for

both 2D-Cams.

The Pitch-Circle-Paths show the same paths as the Trace-

Points.

However, you can use MechDeisgner to calculate the

points for the Cams, while you cannot calculate the points

for the Trace-Points.
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Add a Cam-Data dialog-box.

Select the External Epicycloid 2D-Cam.

Calculate as Cam as Arcs option in the Cam-Coordinates

dialog-box.

Export the Cams to SOLIDWORKS®.

SOLIDWORKS® shows the Cam profile and the centre point

of each arc.

Delete the Arcs that you do not need in this lobe

We only need two external lobes.
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Repeat the steps to export the Cam for the Internal

Hypocycloid Cam

Delete the Arcs that you not need for this Lobe

At this point you will need to merge the Points at the end

of each arc.

Take care not to move the end-points of the Arcs.

To do this, I use the Fix constraint in the sketch editor to

fix the point near to the ends where I want to merge the

two cams tracks.

Leave one of the Points at the end of one of the Cams

so it can move, then merge it with the end Point of the

other Cam that has fixed Points.

When both cams are as one loop you can extrude it in 

SOLIDWORKS.
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Then you must add a Coordinate System.

Import the Part to one of the Cranks in the MechDesigner

model.

Add a second Crank for the centre of the other Lobe of the

Pump.

Make it 180mm from the centre of the Crank used for the

Gear-Pair

Use a Gearing FB, and set the Gearing Ratio to -1. This lobe

rotates in the opposite direction.

Import the SOLIDWORKS Part on to this Crank also.
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This is the basis for the Lobe Pump.

You can add the casing etc.

Normally Lobe Pumps have a simple 1:1 Gear Pair external

to the casing, to drive the Lobe shafts.

You can add this if you like.

When you Cycle the model, you can see there is rolling/

sliding contact between the Lobes at all points in the

machine cycle.

This prevents the fluid leaking back through the centre of

the lobes.

In reality there should be some clearance and leakage.

Any leaking is defined by the Volumetric Efficiency of the

Pump.
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Cycloidal Gear Reducers

Option 2: Design a Cycloidal Gear Reducer with a Lobed Rotor.

See On-Line Tutorial : YouTube:  https://youtu.be/uP6Y39GuKBo 

Tutorial Coming soon.

https://youtu.be/uP6Y39GuKBo
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11.4Mechanism Synthesis
Mechanism Synthesis Techniques and Mechanism Design and Analysis

We usually use MechDesigner to design and analyze cams, motions and mechanisms.

However, it is also possible to use the Constraint-Based Sketch-Editor in MechDesigner for

Mechanism Synthesis†

Thus, we have prepared these topics to give a few 'classic' mechanism synthesis techniques. 

Notes:

† Mechanism Synthesis is also called Kinematic Synthesis, or Linkage Synthesis. 

We use the term Mechanism in this section. Each mechanism is a kinematic-chain, which is the term we

have used in the Tutorials and Reference.

To complete these tutorials you should be able to:

Use the Part-Editor to add and delete sketch-elements, dimensions and constraints to

sketch-elements

Assemble basic kinematic-chains

Use the Measurement FB

Machine Design

When we design a packaging machine, we often start by specifying the position and motions

of the packaging and then the tools.

In some respects, how we specify the positions and motions for the machine parts also

indicates how we will design the machine.

Cams and Servomotors: 

When you must specify the motion for the tools at every instant, and also specify their

motion-derivatives, then we would normally use Cams or Servomotors.

Each mechanism must have the necessary degrees-of-freedom, and the same number of

drive inputs to the mechanism, to fully control the tool's motion at every machine instant.

- versus (compared with) -

Mechanism Synthesis: 

When we can specify the motion for a tool at a reduced number of instances, and the

motion derivatives are not so important, we may be able to synthesise a mechanism that

does not have cams or servos. 

The simpler mechanism may guide the tool sufficiently well with only one degree-of-

freedom.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Mechanism Synthesis

Advantages: Simpler mechanisms are cheaper, easier to manufacture, can often run faster,

do not wear out as quickly as cams.

Disadvantages: Less easy to design, with a reduced set of possibilities. You must be

careful to avoid the possible 'defects'.

The Mechanism Editor compared to the Part Editor

In MechDesigner, the Mechanism-Editor is different to the Part-Editor.
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Mechanism-Editor

The Mechanism-Editor uses closed-loop equations to give exact kinematics results. 

The Mechanism-Editor does not find a soution with numerical techniques. We use exact

equations for Position, Velocity and Acceleration. This means you can specify all possible

machine angles and get the exact position of a Part, with velocity and acceleration. The

Mechanism-Editor does not need to 'interpolate'. The solutions are also very fast, perhaps

1000s of times faster than numerical techniques.

Part-Editor

The Part-Editor uses 'Constraint-Based-Programming' techniques.

The Part-Editor has a 'solver' to minimize errors for the constraints you add to a sketch.  

For example, when you add the constraint 'make that line equal to the length of this line',

MechDesigner might use Newton Raphson (or other numerical technique when

necessary) to minimise the error between the two lengths. When one of the lengths

changes, we must find the solution again. The more constraints that you give to a sketch,

and the more sketch-elements you add, the more maths is being completed. Numerical

solving techniques are much slower, perhaps 1000s times slower, and less exact than

closed form techniques.

However, Constraint-Based-Programming offers opportunities for Mechanism Synthesis.

Mechanism Synthesis in MechDesigner

Constraint Based Sketch-Editor

In these tutorials, we use the power of the constraint based sketch-editor to synthesise a

mechanism. At this stage, the mechanism is only a sketch.

We transfer the 'sketch-based' mechanism from the Part-Editor to the Mechanism-Editor.

Then, we assemble the mechanism with Parts and Joints. Finally, we can add a Motion.

Possible 'Defects' with Mechanism Synthesis

When synthesising a mechanism, it is possible that you get a solution that, in practice, you

can not use. There are three reasons for this. 

1. Circuit Defects: You may need to disassemble the linkage then reassembly it to get to

the next position. For example, the Dyad Closure may need to change. 

2. Branch Defects: A part may need to go in to a toggle position between the positions

and it would not be able to pass through this position in a real mechanism.

3. Order Defects: The Crank gives the positions you want, but in the wrong order.

  Mechanism Synthesis. 

Three, Four and Five-Position Synthesis

Coupler Curve and Coupler Point Synthesis

About Instantaneous Kinematics

Function Generation
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Straight-Line Mechanisms

Replace Gear Segments

Symmetrical Coupler Curves

Dwell Mechanisms

Translating Plane - Six-bar - coming soon

Replace Gear Segments with Mechanism.
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Two, Three, Four and Five Position Synthesis

Two, Three, Four and Five Position Synthesis

It is often of engineering importance to design (synthesise) a four-bar mechanism that guides

a machine component, often a tool or end-effector, through a number of positions.

When the machine component is the coupler of a four-bar, the synthesis is frequently called 

Position Synthesis.

It is possible to find the postions of the coupler with drawing aids on a drawing board, and

by mathematics. However, we can obtain wonderful insights of the design process when we

use Constraint-Based Sketch Tools, especially when we want to find four or five separate

positions. Also, the tools give us insights of Circle Point Curves (Cubic of Stationary Curvature),

Centre Point Curves, Burmester Points.

Definition of 'Position': 

'Position Synthesis' is 'find a mechanism to move a machine component to different, defined

positions that are relative to another machine component.

We need a coordinate system in each Part with which we can define their positions. Luckily all

Parts and Lines in MechDesigner have a Coordinate System. 

Part's Coordinate System: Origin is its 'start-Point'; X-axis is along its CAD-Line towards its

end-Point.

Line's Coordinate System: Origin is its start-Point; X-axis is along it towards the end-Point.

Thus, we can use Lines in the Part-Editor in the same way as we use Parts in the Mechanism-

Editor.

We use geometric constraints in the Part-Editor and Joints in the Mechanism-Editor. 

This is because:

'Coincident-Constraint' between two Points is exactly the same as the 'Pin-Joint'.

'Coincident-Constraint' between two Lines is exactly the same as the 'Slide-Joint'.

Parts and Lines have an 'Origin' and 'X-axis' direction. Therefore, we can represent a 'Plane'

and its Position with a Part in the Mechanism-Editor and a Line in the Part-Editor.

What is the Design Statement of Position Synthesis?

Design Input:

Guide a Plane or Part through a number of specified positions.

Design Output:

A four-bar mechanism that guides its coupler through each specified position.

MechDesigner for Position Synthesis

Two and Three Position Synthesis: 

We can do the synthesis for two and three position synthesis in three ways:

Procedure 1: Uses traditional graphical techniques ('use a compass to draw arcs,

perpendicular bisectors, intersections...') 

Procedure 2: Uses 'traditional graphical techniques' and also simple constraints for the

arcs and lines.
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Procedure 3: Uses only the Constraint-Based Sketch Tools

There is an example of each method in the Three-Position Synthesis.

Four and Five Position Synthesis:

Procedure 4:  Uses more Advanced use of the Constraint-Based Sketch Tools

Rather than find a solution for cubic curves, we use the powerful Constraint-Based Sketch

Tools in the Part-Editor to find two Points in the coupler Part that move around the

circumference of a circle.

Note: It is not easy to find a solution for five different positions. Small changes to the Plane

Positions can give kinematic results that are amazingly different.

You might need to experiment with the four and five position synthesis for a long time to get

a satisfactory result.

Two Position Synthesis

To guide a Plane from  position  to a different position, at position 

Step 1: We use the Part-Editor to draw the two Lines at the

two positions.

Because each Line has an Origin and an X-axis direction, we

can use it to represent a Plane.

The two positions are:

Position

of Plane n

Plane

Origin

X[mm]

Plane Origin Y[mm]

Θ[degrees

] of X-

axis/Line/

Plane

Position 1 -3 53 70

Position 2 31 59 30

Method 1

1. Select two Points  in the Plane at each position.  

In this case, it is easy to select the start-Point and the

end-Point of each Line.

2. Draw a (red) construction line  between the Points

in each Plane at each position.

3. Add a (green) construction line  that is

perpendicular to the mid-point of each red line

Key Learning 1

When you draw a circle, with its centre anywhere on the

green construction Line that relates to Point , and it

passes through Point  in the first Plane position it will

also pass through Point  in the second position.

Similarly for the construction given for Point 2.
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4. Extend the two green construction lines  until they

meet at a coincident point    

Now, notice that you can:

Draw a circle at Point  such that its circumference

passes through Point  in the two positions.

Draw a circle at Point  such that its circumferences

passes through Point  in the the two positions.

This means, we can use Point  as the centre of rotation

for a Part that passes through Points  and  at the two

Plane positions.

We need to transfer the learnings from the Part-Editor

to add a mechanism in the Mechanism-Editor.

Point  can be the Pin-Joint of a Part that rotates.

1. We can now make various measurements in the

Mechanism-Editor with the Measurement FB. 

2. Measure the Radius of the Circle that passes trough

one of the Points in the Plane - R50.5mm 

3. Measure the angle from the horizontal and the Line

at the first position of the Plane - 120.0º 

4. Add Lines from the centre of the circle to the

Point[1] in both positions.

5. Measure the angle between the two Lines  - 40º

6. Measure the angle between Line  and a Line that

joins the two Points in the Plane - 130.0º

You have all the information to:

1. Add a Part 

2. Join it with a Pin-Joint and add a Motion-Dimension

FB with the correct Base-Value - 120.0º.

3. Add a sketch to the Part to represent the Plane -

solid Green

4. Rotate the Part with a Motion of 40º

You will see the Green Plane move between the two

positions.

The two position synthesis is complete.

Three Position Synthesis

We can show three graphical construction procedures.

The first procedure is exactly as we would if we had a piece of paper, a compass to draw arcs

and circles, and a rule to draw straight lines.

The second procedure uses a few constraints. Procedure three uses constraint to the full, and

is much faster.

There is of course a Mathematical procedure we can follow.
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Position of Plane n Plane Origin X[mm] Plane Origin Y[mm]
Θ[degrees] of X-

axis/Line/Plane

Position 1 -3 53 90

Position 2 31 59 60

Position 3 60 50 0

Procedure 1: Paper Method or Traditional Method

In 3PS, you have two Points in a Plane, Point A and

Point B. They move through three Positions, 1, 2 and

3.

The key is to find the intersection of two

perpendicular bisectors.

In the Part-Editor

Sketch Lines as the three Positions of the Part in the

Mechanism-Plane

1. Edit the Base-Part

2. Add three Lines

3. Make the Lines the same length.

4. Use constraints, dimensions or the Specify Point

and Vectors dialog-box to fix the Part.

I have labelled the Points in the image as: A1,B1,

A2,B2, A3,B1.

In the Part-Editor

1.  Draw two arcs, centred at Positions A1 and A2

Draw the Arcs so that they intersect at two places.

2. Draw a Line through the intersection of the Arcs

This is a Perpendicular Bisector.

3. Do steps 1 and 2 again, but for Positions A2 and

A3

4. Extend the two Perpendicular Bisectors until they

intersect at Point A0

A0 is a common rotation point for A. An arc with a

centre at Point A0, with a radius A0A, passes through

the Positions A1, A2 and A3.
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1. Do 1 to 4 again for Points B1,B2 and B3 to find

Point B0 , and radius B0B

The construction is over. 

You can draw arcs in the Part-Editor.

In the Mechanism-Editor

Measure, with Measurement FBs, the distance
between A0 and A1, and also B0 and B1

Points, A0 and B0 are the fixed Pin-Joints in the
four-bar mechanism.

Add two Parts, PART 1 and PART 2, with lengths

A0A1 and B0B1, and join them to the Base-Part at

A0 and B0.

Add a third Part with length AB.(this is defined as

part of the specification)

Join the third Part to the free ends of the other

two Parts.

We usually call Part 3 the 'coupler'

The four-bar mechanism (the Base-Part is one Part, if

you did not know) moves the coupler AB, defined by

Point A and B, through the Positions 1, 2 and 3.

Procedure 2 - Basic Use of Constraint Based Tools - but thinking of

Procedure 1

This procedure is only slight better than procedure 2.

It uses the same 'Perpendicular Bisector' ideas.

However, we introduce a few more Constraint Tools.

In the Part-Editor

Sketch Lines as the three Positions for the Part in the Mechanism-Plane

1. Edit the Base-Part 

2. Add three Lines

3. Make the Lines the same length.

4. Use constraints, dimensions or the Specify Point and Vectors dialog-

box to fix the Part.

I have labelled the Points in the image as: A1,B1, A2,B2, A3,B1.
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Add the Geometric Construction to find the Centres and the Lengths of the

Parts.

1. Construct a perpendicular bi-sector between Points A1 and A2. 

[Add a Line between Point A1 and A2. (A1A2)

Add a different Line. Constrain one end to the mid-Point of  A1A2, and also make it

Perpendicular to A1A2] 

2. Do Step 1 again, but for A2 and A3

3. Add a Coincident Constraint between the end-points of the two

perpendicular bisector. Call this Point A0.

4. Do Steps 1, 2 and 3 again, but for Point B1,B2, and B3, to find Point B0.

If you put a compass point at A0, you can draw an arc from A1 to A3. It will also pass

through A2.

If you put a compass point at B0, you can draw an arc from B1 to B3. It will also pass

through B2.

In the Mechanism-Editor

1. Measure the Distance between Point A0 and A1, and the B0 and B1.

Use Measurement FBs.- Note shown in image.

2. Add Parts between Points A0 & A, Point B0 & B and A and B.

3. Edit the lengths of the Parts to equal the Measurements.

[I have added Blue lines to show the four-bar mechanism].

4. Auto-Profiles and Auto-Layer tools.

5. Add Motion-Dimension and other FBs to move the mechanism

between the three positions.

Notes: If you choose other Points in the Part, you will get a different

mechanism.

You can choose all possible Points in the Plane for A and all possible Points

in the Plane for B. 

Somehow, that makes an infinity-squared number of choices.

Procedure 3: Advanced use of Constraint Based Tools

Procedure 3: Modern Constraint Based - three Points on an Arc

You find a circle - its radius and centre - that intersects with Points A and B at Positions

1,2 and 3.

You can always find a circle that passes through three Points.

You use the constraint based sketch editor and add coincident constraints between a

circle and Points A1, A2, A3.

You add a different circle for Point B at Positions 1,2 and 3.

You can use the Mechanism-Editor to add the Parts with the correct lengths.
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This procedure is much easier and much quicker. It uses the Constraint Based

Sketch Editor

In the Part-Editor

Sketch Lines as the three Positions for the Part/Plane in the Mechanism-

Plane

1. Edit the Base-Part

2. Add  three Lines

3. Make the Lines the same length

4. Use constraints, dimensions or the Point Vectors and Position dialog

box to fix the Points.

You can label the Points: A1, B1, A2, B2, A3, B1.

Add circles and Coincident Constraints

5. Add a Circle anywhere in the Mechanism-Plane

6. Make the circle coincident with A1, A2 and A3

7. The Centre of the Circle is A0

8. Add a different Circle

9. Make the circle coincident with B1, B2 and B3.

10. The Centre of this Circle is B0

In the Mechanism-Editor

1. Measure the Radius of the Circle that is coincident with A

2. Measure the Radius of the Circle that is coincident with B.

Use Measurement FBs.- Note shown in image.

3. Add Parts and Pin-Joint between Points A0 & A, Point B0 & B and A

and B.

4. Edit the lengths of the Parts to be equal to the Measurement given in 1

and 2

[I have added Blue Lines to show the four-part mechanism].

5. Use the Auto-Profiles and Auto-Layer tools.

6. Add Motion-Dimension and other FBs to move the mechanism

between the three positions.
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Four Position Synthesis 

In the Part-Editor

1. Add four Lines. 

2. Add Equal constraints to make the

Lines all the same length.

3. Fix the Points - use the Point Vector

and Position dialog-box.

These are the four separate position of

the Plane. They identify the origin and

orientation of the Coupler Plane.

Labelling

As you know, each Line has an Origin

and an X-direction.

I have labelled the Origins as 01, 02, 03,

04.

I have labelled the Points along the X-

axis as X1, X2, X3, X4.

4. Add two Lines to make a triangle

with the fixed Lines 0
n
, X

n
.

5. Label the apex of the triangle A
1
, A

2
,

A
3
, A

4
.

6. Add Equal constraints to the four

lines, A
n
0

n
, and Equal Constraints to

the four lines A
n
 X

n
 to make the

triangles congruent.

Make sure the triangle are in the same

quadrant relative to the Line 0
n
,X

n
 

Step 6 is complete

If you drag the apex of one triangle, all

of the triangles move together as they

remain congruent.

Design Objective

We hope to find a circle that passes

though Points A1, A2, A3 and A4.

The Points, A
n
, move within the Coupler

Plane as MechDesigner searches for a

solution.

7. Add a Circle

8. Add Coincident Constraints between

the Circle and the Apex of the four

triangles, A1 to A4.
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9. Label the Centre of the Circle A0

Step 8 is complete.

10. Do Steps 4 to 6 for a different

Triangle.

Label the apex of the triangles B1, B2,

B3, B4.

11. Do Steps 7 and 8 again for B1 to B4

12. Label the centres of the Circle B0

Step 12 is complete

Add Parts in the Mechanism-Editor

1. Add a Part and Join it with a Pin-

Joint to centre of a Circle

2. Add a different Part and Join it with

a Pin-Joint to the centre of the other

Circle

3. Make the Parts the same length as

radii of the Circles

4. Measure the distance between the

Points A1 and B1 - the length of the

Coupler

5. Add a Coupler and make it the

correct length

6. Join it to the end of the Parts

7. Add a Motion-Dimension FB to

move it through the arc

You can edit the diameters of the circles to

find other positions for the centres of the

circles, A0 and B0, and the corresponding

Points for An and Bn.

The images to the left show different

centres for the circles.

This gives:

different positions for the Pin-Joints

in the frame

different lengths for the Parts

different positions for the Pin-Joints

in the Coupler Part
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You can experiment.

Different results may be better. For

example the transmission angle of the

Parts may be improved.

FIVE POSITION SYNTHESIS IS VERY

SIMILAR.

YOU MUST MOVE THE CIRCLES UNTIL A

FIFTH POINT ALIGNS WITH THE

CIRCLES...

Five Position Synthesis - not complete, images only.

Position n X[mm] Y[mm] Θ[degrees]

 1 50 45 5

 2 45 150 35

 3 90 160 5

 4 110 125 -45

 5 65 110 -70

Make a Table of Position that you would like the Coupler to Guide a Plane through

The Planes are

defined by the

five lines

The Far image

shows that I

have made

four Points at

the apex of the

congruent

triangles

coincident to

the circle.

The Near

image shows

that all five

Points at the

apex of the

congruent

triangles are
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coincident to

the Circle.

The sketch is

black to

indicate that I

cannot add

more

constraints.

The Far image

shows I have

added five

more

congruent

triangle to the

Plane Positions 

The Near

image shows

the five Points

at the apex of

the triangles

are coincident

with a different

circle.

The Far image

shows the

same

construction,

but in the

Mechanism-

Editor.

The near

images shows

the four-bar

mechanism

chain.

The coupler

part has been

extended so it

moves

between and

to the five

positions that

are defined by

the Lines in the

Part-Editor.
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Five Position Synthesis - not complete, images only.

Position n X[mm] Y[mm] Θ[degrees]

 1 21.0 0.77 0

 2 19.9 -4.53 -21

 3 19.1 -11.94 -39

 4 19.69 -17.71 -64

 5 20.33 -27.57 -90

Make a Table of

Position that you

would like the

Coupler to Guide a

Plane through

The Planes are

defined by the

five lines.

I have added

five pair of

lines to each

Plane to make

a triangle.

I have added

Equal

Constraints to

the similar

sides to make

the triangle to

be 'congruent

triangles'.

The near image

shows that I

have made

four Points at

the apex of the

congruent

triangles

coincident to
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the circle.

The Far image

shows that all

five Points at

the apex of the

congruent

triangles are

coincident to

the Circle.

The sketch is

black to

indicate that I

cannot add

more

constraints.

The Far image

shows the

same

construction,

indicating five

planes moving

through the

five positions.

The Far image

shows I have

added five

more

congruent

triangle to the

Plane Positions 

The Far image

shows the five

Points at the

apex of the

triangles are

coincident with

a different

circle.

 The near

images shows

the four-bar

mechanism

chain.
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Coupler Curve and Coupler Point Synthesis

Coupler Curve and Coupler Point Mechanism Synthesis

A four-bar mechanism, indicated to the left by

[AoABBo], is a closed kinematic chain consisting

of 4 links. One of the links is the fixed link [AoBo].

The opposite link, is the coupler [AB]. It is the

base of a coupler-triangle [ABK], the vertex of

which, the coupler-point K, describes the

coupler-curve when the mechanism is moved.

It is often of engineering importance to

synthesise a four-bar mechanism that:

Guides a coupler point to give a

particular coupler curve, or shape

- or -

Guides a coupler point between a number

of points 

MechDesigner for Coupler Curve Synthesis

The equation of a coupler-curve is of the sixth degree and its properties are 'tricircular sextic'.

We do not need to know how to solve this equation.

There are three other ways that MechDesigner can help you find coupler-curves to suit a

particular application.

Coupler Curve: Trace-Points and Design Set

Option 1: Summary of Steps

Drag a point in the Mechanism graphic-area and watch a Coupler Curve update in real time.

This is easy to do.

1. Open the Part-Editor to add a Point to the coupler of a mechanism with the Add Point

tool 

Do not add dimensions or constraints to the Point.

2. Close the Part-Editor

3. Add a Trace-Point to the Point

4. Drag and drop the Point in the Mechanism-Editor

Option 2: Summary of Steps [see more details below].

Add an atlas or structured array of Points to a coupler in a mechanism.

Watch the complete atlas of coupler curves update as you edit the mechanism

1. Assemble a Four-Bar Mechanism 

You can make it a Crank-Rocker or a Crank-Slider.

2. Add a number of Lines to the Coupler to give an array of Points.

It is useful to add constraints to the Lines. For example, to make the Lines equal in length,

vertical (relative to the Coupler)

You can also make the Lines proportional to the length of the Coupler, or a fraction of the
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Coupler.

3. Add a Trace-Point to the Point at the end of each Line.

4. Add a Design-Set so you can edit the lengths of the Parts and the Lines in of the array. If

you make the length of each Line equal, then the Design-Set needs only one dimension,

other than the length of each Line.

Option 2: More Details

A Crank-Rocker

We are trying to find the shape of a coupler curve not

the absolute size it.

When we find the shape of the coupler curve, we can

scale all the Parts to suit the actual size we need.

Therefore, the length of the frame can be fixed.

In this example, I have made it 100mm.

A Crank-Slider

Make the length of the Frame fixed.

In this example I have made it 100mm long.

Add a number of Lines to the coupler to make an

array of Points.

We will add Trace-Points to each Point at the ends of each

Line, to give a number of coupler-curves.

I have found it best to not add too many lines. In this

example, 

There are eight pairs of lines, mirrored about the

axis of the coupler [AB]

The Lines are equal length, vertical, and equally

spaced along the axis of the coupler.

The space between each Line is a fixed ratio of the

length of the coupler. In this case, the space is equal

to half the length of the coupler.

There is one dimension that gives the length of the

coupler. 

There is a different dimension that gives the length

of one Line. All of the other Lines are made an equal

length.
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Hide the Elements that you do not need to see

In this example, I have hidden all the elements to show only

the Points.

You can also make the Points smaller with the Symbol size

parameter in the Accessibility Settings

Crank-Rocker Mechanism - Add Trace-Points to

each Point in the array

This image shows the mechanism is reduced to four CAD-

Lines.

When you hide the Part-Outlines, you can see the Trace-

Points, or Coupler Curves, more clearly.

Crank-Slider Mechanism - Add Trace-Points to each

Point of the Atlas of Points

This image shows the mechanism is reduce to four CAD-

Lines, and the coupler curves are shown.

Add a Design-Set

In the Design-Set:

Add the Length of Each Part - excluding the Frame

as this is fixed

Add the dimension that gives the offset of the

Points from the Coupler

Edit the Dimensions while the mechanism is cycling

or not-cycling.

Double-click to watch Video Clip Watch the Coupler Curves change as you edit a

dimension in the Design-Set

This is the Crank-Rocker Mechanism.

A Design-Set is used to adjust the Part lengths and the

offset of the Coupler Curve from the Coupler.


CouplerCurveSynthesis-CR1.mp4
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Double-click to watch Video Clip Watch the Coupler Curve Change as you edit the

Dimensions

This is the Crank-Slider Mechanism.

A Design-Set is used to adjust the Part lengths and the

offset of the Coupler Curve from the Coupler.

Coupler Points: Constraint-Base Sketch Editor

Summary of Steps

1. Add Precision Points* to the Base-Part for which we would like a Coupler Curve to move

through.

These are the Points we would like the Coupler to pass through.

2. Add the three (or four or five) lines, that are equal in length, to represent the Crank,

Coupler, Rocker.

3. Make the Points that are at the end of the Lines that represent the Crank and Rocker, and

would normally be fixed to the machine frame, to be coincident. 

Even though they would normally be fixed to the machine frame, we leave these Points

floating during the synthesis.

4. Add two further lines to the Couplers to make triangles. Add equal constraints to the

sides of the triangles, so that the triangles are congruent.

5. Add Coincident Constraints between the apex of each triangle to one Precision Point.

* They are 'Precision Points' because the point on the coupler move through them, exactly.

Add the Points

Edit the Base-Part

Add the Precision Points

Add Lines to represent the Mechanism at the First

Coupler Precision Point

A line for the Crank, the Coupler and the Rocker.

Add two lines to the Coupler to create a triangle.

Make the apex of the triangle coincident with one of

the Precision Points.

Do NOT dimension or fix the points that will identify

the grounded Points.

The 'Crank' and the 'Rocker' are inter-changeable at this

stage. We do not know which will be which.


CouplerCurveSynthesis-CS1.mp4
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Add a second set of Lines to represent a different

Mechanism at the Second Coupler Precision Point

The lines for the Crank and Rocker at the second

position should join the ends of the first Lines that

represent the first Crank and Rocker.

Add two lines to the Coupler and make the apex of the

triangle coincident with different Precision Points

Use the Equal Constraint tool to make the 'links' equal

in length and the two sides of the triangle on the

coupler equal in lengths so that the triangles are

congruent.

Do not fix the grounded joints to the frame. Leave them

'floating' so that MechDesigner find the best result.

Add a second set of Lines to represent a different

Mechanism at the Second Coupler Precision Point

Make the corresponding links the Equal in Length as for

the other Coupler Precision Points 

You will likely need to drag the 'fixed' Points that are

potentially the actual fixed Points of the four-bar

Linkage.

Be aware that the congruent triangle may 'invert' about

the Coupler. You must fix this so that the triangles

remain congruent.

Continue for the Forth and Fifth Coupler Precision

Points

If you add more, it is very likely that the model will have

very long link lengths unless you happen to be lucky.

You will need to drag the 'fixed' Points that are

potentially the actual fixed Points of the four-bar

Linkage.

Close the Part-Editor and construct the Mechanism.

1. Use the Measurement FB to confirm the lengths of

the Lines,

2. Make the Parts the same length as the

Measurements

3. Add a sketch in the Coupler to give a Point that is

coincident with the Precision Coupler Points

I have added a sketch-loop and Profile.

4. Add a Motion-Dimension FB. Select a line in the

Base-Part so that the Mechanism coincides with one

of the Precision Points when the Base Value of the

Motion-Dimension FB is zero
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Double-click to watch Video Clip Add the Motion and Cycle the Mechanism

1. Add a Motion FB

2. Edit the motion so that it rotates the 'Crank' an

angle equal to the change in angle of the lines at

the Motion-Dimension FB.

3. Cycle the Mechanism.

The video shows the mechanism cycling.

Instantaneous Kinematics

Instantaneous Kinematics gives particular properties of a Coupler Curve at particular

instants.

I have prepared a different topic on IK - See About Instantaneous Kinematics.

About Instantaneous Kinematics

Instantaneous Kinematics (IK)

Instantaneous Kinematics, IK, is helpful when you need a mechanism for a particular design

application.

For example, you can use IK to help you search for:

Cusps: sometimes called a 'pick-up motion'. 

A coupler-curve that comes to a Point. The coupler point is on the moving polode, such

that it approaches the fixed polode and 'kisses' it (osculates), and then reverses away from

it. It is generated when the coupler point coincides with the instantaneous centre of

rotation of the coupler.

Crunodes: Double Points

A coupler-curve that passes through the same point two times, but with a different

tangent. The coupler-curve has a loop, or it a figure-of-eight.

Straight-Lines: 

A coupler-curve that is a straight line for a substantial section. The line is approximate or

exact.

Constant Radius:

A coupler-curve that is a constant radius for a substantial section

Symmetrical Coupler Curves:

A coupler-curve that is symmetric about an axis line. These can be used for indexing

mechanisms and, by adding two more links, to give a mechanism with two dwells.

DRAFT ONLY

INSTANTANEOUS KINEMATICS

[In this topic, I am using the Mechanism Synthesis software, from University of Basque Country,

Spain. I am using their software to show the 'classic' instantaneous curves that are often very

useful for mechanism synthesis. See bottom of this topic for full acknowledgement.]


Coupler Point Syntheis.mp4
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Grashof - See Grashof Criterion

The length of the shortest part plus the longest

Part of a planar four-bar kinematic-chains

cannot be greater than the lengths of the other

two parts if there is to be continuous relative

motion between the Parts. 

Or, when a minimum of one part rotates, the

kinematic-chain is called a Grashof.

With the definitions for:

S (length of the shortest Part), L (length

of the longest Part), P and Q the length

of the other two Parts 

If L+S > P+Q then the kinematic-chain

is a Non-Grashof.

If L+S < P+Q then the kinematic-chain

is a Grashof.

The Instantaneous Centres (IC) - Pole

The orange dot •, I
14

, is the Instantaneous

Centre [IC] of rotation of the coupler relative

to the fixed frame. 

We also call this IC the 'Pole', or the

'Velocity Pole'. 

It is at the intersection of two rays. One ray

is the along the axis of the 'crank', and the

other ray is along the axis of the 'rocker'.

Clearly, the Pole,  I
14

, moves as the

mechanism cycles.

There are five other Instantaneous Centres. 

Those ICs at each of the four joints.

One more that is at the intersection of

the ray along the axis of the coupler with

the ray along the axis of the frame.
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Fixed Polode

Since the IC Pole ,•,moves, we can map the

Pole on to the Frame at each step of the Crank

rotation.

The trace of the Pole on the Frame is the Fixed

Polode.

We cannot see the Fixed Polode - we must

either draw it or imagine it.

The purple trace is the Fixed Polode.

Notice the Fixed Polode passes through the

centre of the rocker two times

Moving Polode

We can also map the IC Pole on to the Coupler

at each step of the Crank rotation.

The trace of the Pole on to the Coupler is the 

Moving Polode.

We cannot see the Moving Polode - we must

either draw it or imagine it.

The green trace is the Moving Polode.

Notice the Moving Polode passes through the 

end of the rocker two times.

Fixed and Moving Polode

When we show the Fixed and Moving Polode

you can see that they are always in continuous

contact at the Pole I
14

 as the mechanism makes

a cycle.

Why? At each instant, the Pole:

is the Point mapped on to the Frame -

a point on the Fixed Polode  ...

...and also...

... is the Point mapped on to the

Coupler - a point on the Moving

Polode

Since it is the same Point, the Fixed and

Moving Polodes are in contact - always. 
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Pole Tangent and Pole Normal.

Because the Moving Polode is always is in

contact with the Fixed Polode at the position

of the Pole, they must have a common tangent

line at the Pole.

Why a Tangent? 

Logically, if the Polodes were at an angle, that

is, they were not tangent with each other at

their contact Point, then, at the next instant,

they would not be in contact. 

The Tangent to the Moving and Fixed

Polode is called the Pole Tangent.

The Line that is Normal [ ] to the Pole

Tangent is called the Pole Normal

The Moving Polode and the Fixed Polode 'Roll'

along each other without slipping.

Coupler Curves

A coupler-curve is the trace that a point on the

coupler (the Coupler Point, K) makes on the

fixed frame. 

Each point on the coupler will trace out a

different coupler-curve.

Are there interesting coupler-curves? FOR THIS

PARTICULAR FOUR-BAR.

Cusps

Make the Point on the Coupler coincide with

any point along the the Moving Polode. At

some other phase in the mechanism cycle, the 

Coupler-Curve with become a Cusp when the

Point that is on the Moving-Polode becomes

in contact with the Fixed-Polode.

In this image, the Coupler Point, K, is on the 

Moving Polode. 

As the four-bar cycles, the Couple-Point K,

approaches the Fixed-Polode and touches it at

a Cusp Point. The motion of the Point is

perpendicular [ ] to the Fixed-Polode.
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Double-click to watch Video Clip

You can see in the Video as I move the Position of the Coupler Point along the Moving Polode,

then Coupler Point will move along the Fixed Plane until it touches the Fixed Polode.

Question: Is there anything interesting about

the Points along the Coupler Curve.

Answer: Yes!

The motion of the Coupler Point, K, is

always perpendicular [ ] to the IC Pole I
14

Why is this the case?

Because the Pole I
14 

is the centre of

rotation of the Coupler Plane. Thus, the

instantaneous motion of every point on the

coupler moves, such as K in the image to

the left, moves in perpendicular direction

to the ray drawn between K and the Pole

I
14

. 

Notice, also, that the Pole has a Velocity in

the same direction of the Pole Tangent.

Osculating Circle

The Coupler Curve always has a Curvature, and,

thus, a 'Radius-of-Curvature'. 

We can draw a 'circle' at the Coupler Point, K. 

When the circle has the same radius as the

Radius-of-Curvature of the Coupler Curve, at

the Coupler-Point, K, we call the Circle the 

Osculating Circle

It is of interest that the: 

Coupler Point, K

Centre of the Osculating Circle, R

Pole, I
14

...are always along a single ray.  

A ray joins the Pole, I
14

, the Centre of the

Osculating Circle, R,  and the Coupler Point, K. 

More Detailed Definition of Osculating Curve

There is intimate contact between Osculating Circle and the Coupler Curve with three

infinitesimally separated points. [imagine a point to each sides of K, called -K, and +K, on

the Coupler Curve. Draw Perpendicular Bisectors between the secants -KK and K+K. These

will intersect at the centre of the Osculating Circle in the limit as -K, K and +K become close

together. Point -K, K and +K are the three infinitesimally separated Points.


AddRRR-Tut.mp4
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Coupler Curves in which the Radius of

Curvature at the Coupler-Point is Infinite.

Question: Why might this be interesting? 

Answer: Because a Coupler Curve that has an

infinite radius is in fact a straight line.

There is a Circle of Points that move in a

straight line for each position of the

Mechanism.

The circle is called the Inflection Circle.

All of the Points in the Cyan Circle in this

image move along a straight line

Remember, this is the Inflection Circle only

for this four-bar at this instant in the cycle.

Everything is always changing.

How do we calculate the diameter and the

centre of the inflection circle?

The Euler-Savary Equation

Assume you have a four-bar mechanism, and

you want to find the inflection circle.

We can find the Pole. The Pole lies on the

Inflection Circle.

The Euler-Savary Equation...

1/I.A - 1/I.A
0
 = 1/I.J

A

We know distance I.A - it is the distance from

the Pole to the End of the Crank

We know distance I.A
0
 - it is the distance from

the Pole to the Centre of the Crank

We can calculate the distance I.J
A
 - the

distance from the Pole to the Point on the

inflection circle.

All three distances lie on the same ray.

There is a different way to find the Pole

Tangent 

Draw a Line from the Instant Centre I
14

 to I
13

This is called the Collineation Axis

Note the Angle β between the Line from I
14

 to

the Centre of Rotation of the Crank

The angle β is the same to the Pole Tangent

from the Line I
14

 to the Centre of Rotation of

the Rocker

You can then draw in the Pole Normal - Not
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shown since, by chance it is close to the

Collineation Axis.

MORE INFORMATION TO FOLLOW WITH TIME.

Video

[I must acknowledge Alfonso HernÃ¡ndez, CompMech, Department of Mechanical Engineering,

UPVEHU for the permission to use the GIM® software. (www.ehu.es/compmech).]
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Function Generation

Function Generation and the Freudenstein Equation.

Background and History

The Freudenstein Equation is applied to a Four-bar Mechanism.

It is often of engineering importance to design (synthesise) a four-bar mechanism that gives

angular positions of an output part (usually a oscillating shaft) that are a function of the angular

positions of the input part (usually a oscillating shaft).

This is called 'Function Generation'. The mechanism is called a 'Function Generator'.

Example Functions that you might want to generate are: y = sin(x) , y = 1/x , y = x2 , y = 1 / x2,

y = ex , y = log
10

x 

The first step is generate a table in which the input and output shaft angles are specified from

the mathematical function.

In this tutorial, you must use Excel®, or equivalent, to calculate the input and output shaft

angles. You then select three 'precision points' from the table. The 'Precision Points' are those

angles that you want the input and out shaft to match exactly.

The angles of the shafts at other angles, will not necessarily, usually, be exactly same as those in

the table. You can minimize the differences by cleverly choosing the three precision-points.  

The 'Standard' Image to show the input and output shafts and

variables mapped onto the shaft rotations.

The Freudenstein Equation

Freudenstein published a

famous paper in 1955 that gave

the equation to calculate the

lengths of each part in a four-

bar mechanism to give

functional relationship between

the input and output shafts.

The Freudenstein Equation is:

K
1
cosΦ + K

2
cosΨ + K

3
 =

cos ( Φ - Ψ ) ....

Freudenstein 's Equation

Where:

Φ = angle of input shaft

relative to the frame; Ψ =

angle of output shaft relative

to the frame

K
1
 = r

1
/r

4 
;  K

2
 = r

1
/r

2
 ;

   
K

3
 =

r
3

2 - r
1

2 - r
2

2 r
4

2 /2r
2
r

4

r
1
 = length of frame Part; r

2

= length of input Part; r
3
 =

length of coupler Part;  r
4
 =

length of output Part

Find a solution for the three
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unknowns, K
1
, K

2
 are K

3
, by

entering three sets of input and

output shaft angles (Φ
i
 ,Ψ

i
) ; i

= 1,2,3.

An Example of Four-bar Function Generation

The Function

Let us say we want a mechanism where the output shaft rotates as a function of the input

shaft with the following functional relationship:

y = log
10

(x) ....the 'Function'.

Map the x and y values of the mathematical function on to link angles.

The range for the

independent x and the

dependent y values are not

suitable to use as joint

angles for the input and

output shafts. Why is this? 

Are the angles degrees

or radians? A range of

angles for x from 1º to

2º, will give an output

for y as 0º to 0.3010º.

Are these suitable

values? Probably not. 

We must 'map' the x values

to Φ values, and y values to

Ψ values.

The process of finding

suitable shaft angles,Φ and

Ψ , for a function value, x

and y, is called Mapping.

We must map three values of x onto three values for Φ - the input shaft angle

We must map three values of y onto three values for Ψ - the output shaft angle

Why three? Because, in the Freudenstein Equation there are three parameters, K
1
, K

2
 are K

3
. To

find three unknowns, we need three simultaneous equations.

Function y = log10x Start End

Range in to Function (xs, xf) 1.0 2.0

Range of Input Angles (Φs, Φf) 40 100

Range of Output Angles (Ψf, Ψs) -5.6 54.39

Input Shaft Angles

To get three angles, Φ
i

(i=1, 2, 3) we can use the

equation:

Φ
i
 - Φ

s
 / Φ

f
 - Φ

s
  = x

i
 -

x
s
 / x

f 
- x

s 
..... Equation 1
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Given the Values in the Table above, we can calculate the

corresponding input and output shaft angles at each point

between the Start and End of the X range. Use Equation 1 and

Equation 2 - see right ...>>>

The Table below gives the numbers for 10 Points from 1.0

to 2.0. We only need three Points. Which three Points?!?

Input (x) to

Function

Input (Ф)

Angle

Output (y)

from Function

y = log10x

Output (Ψ)

Angle

1.00 40.0000 0.0000 -5.6000

1.10 46.0000 0.0414 2.6488

1.20 52.0000 0.0792 10.1794

1.30 58.0000 0.1139 17.1069

1.40 64.0000 0.1461 23.5208

1.50 70.0000 0.1761 29.4919

1.60 76.0000 0.2041 35.0775

1.70 82.0000 0.2304 40.3244

1.80 88.0000 0.2553 45.2713

1.90 94.0000 0.2788 49.9507

2.00 100.0000 0.3010 54.3900

We can transpose this to

calculate Φ
i 
, the angle of the

input shaft that corresponds

to the value x
i
.

You must specify three

values for x
i
 within the

range x
s
 to x

f
 .

To use Equation 1 , you

must also specify:

Φ
s
  = Start Angle of the

Input shaft

Φ
f
  = End Angle of the

Input Shaft

x
f 
  = Maximum value of

x at which to calculate y
f

x
s  
= Minimum value of x

at which to calculate y
s

Output Shaft Angles

To get three angles, Ψ
i 
(i=1,

2, 3) , we can use the

equation:

Ψ
i
 - Ψ

s
 / Ψ

f
 - Ψ

s
  = y

i
 -

y
s
 / y

f 
- y

s 
.... Equation 2

We can transpose this to

calculate Ψ
i
 , the angle of the

output shaft that corresponds

to the value y
i
.

Calculate three values of y
i

 at the related three values

for x
i
 .

Calculate y
f 
 and y

s . 
Use the

Function, and x
f  
and x

s 
.

To use Equation 2 , you

must also specify:

Ψ
s
  = Start angle of the

Output shaft

Ψ
f
  = End Angle of the

Output Shaft
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Note, that the values in the

table to the left are

dependent on six values you

choose for: x
f 
,
 
x

s
 , Φ

s  
, Φ

f
 , Ψ

f

, Ψ
s

Some experience may be

necessary to choose them.

We only need three

Points. Which three

Points?!?

Precision Points and Chebyshev Spacing

Precision Points

A Precision Point is an angle we give to the input shaft at which we precisely get the output

shaft angle.

We can choose three arbitrary values for the input to the function.

How do we select the three Precision Points , x
1-3

The selections might be: 

x
1-3

 = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0. Given y = log
10

x, then , y
1-3

 = 0.0, 0.1761, 0.3010

x
1-3

 = 1.0, 1.1, 2.0. Given y = log
10

x, then , y
1-3

 = 1.0, 0.0414, 0.3010

The selections are endless. What would make a good selection?

There are two general cases. You might want to make a selection:

A. Without regard to other positions within the range 

B. With regard to the other positions within the range

In the case B, you can look to minimise the RMS of the error between the actual angles and

the real angles of the output shaft, over the actual range . This error is called the 'RMS

Structural Error'.

Chebyshev's Spacing

'Chebyshev Spacing' gives us a good first estimate for the three choices we can make for x as

the input, to get the corresponding y values.

Position

Input (x)

to

Function

Input

(Ф)

Angle

Output

(y)

from

Functio

n

Output

(Ψ)

Angle

1 1.0669 44.0140 0.0281 0.0046

2 1.5 70.0000 0.1761 29.4919

3 1.933 95.9800 0.2862 51.4410

2-1 Ф2 - Ф1 = 25.9860
Ψ2 - Ψ1 =

29.4873

3-2 Ф3 - Ф2 = 25.9800 Ψ3 - Ψ2 =

Without explanation, I can tell you that 

'Chebyshev Spacing' suggests the values we

should choose for x, to minimise 'Structural

Errors', when the x range is 1–2, are:

x1 = 1.0667, to give a Input Shaft Angle of

44.0141

x2 = 1.5, to give a Input Shaft Angle of

70.0000

x3 = 1.933, to give a Input Shaft Angle of

95.98

The corresponding values for y are:

y1 = 0.0280, to give a Output Shaft Angle
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Position

Input (x)

to

Function

Input

(Ф)

Angle

Output

(y)

from

Functio

n

Output

(Ψ)

Angle

21.9491

of 0.0045

y2 = 0.1761, to give a Output Shaft Angle

of 29.4919

y3 = 0.2862, to give a Output Shaft Angle

of 51.4410

Solving for Link Lengths

Now we have the actual angles for the Input Shaft and the Output Shafts, we can findr the

Link Lengths.

We have two methods:

Method 1

Use the three different angles for the input and output shafts calculated at the Chebyshev

Spacing,  in the Freudenstein Equation.

K
1
cosΦ

1
 + K

2
cosΨ

1
 + K

3
 = cos ( Φ

1
 - Ψ

1
 )

K
1
cosΦ

2
 + K

2
cosΨ

2
 + K

3
 = cos ( Φ

2
 - Ψ

2
 )

K
1
cosΦ

3
 + K

2
cosΨ

3
 + K

3
 = cos ( Φ

3
 - Ψ

3
 )

Method 2

Use the Constraint Based Sketch Editor in MechDesigner!

Use MechDesigner to find the Length of the Input, Output and Coupler Parts.

We can use the Constraint Based Sketch Editor to find the link lengths.

In the Part-Editor we find the lengths of lines. We then map these lengths on to Parts in the

Mechanism-Editor

In the Part-Editor...

Add a Part for the Frame. Make it fixed length, say

100mm

This is the 'Frame' in the Mechanism.

Add three Lines, starting at the left of the Line. They

represents the input shaft / Part.

Use the Equal Constraint tool, to make the three Lines

equal length.

Add three Lines starting at the right of the Line. They

represents the output shaft / Part.

Use the Equal Constraint tool, to make the three Lines

equal length.

The values in the table we have calculated for the

angles of the Input Shaft and the Output Shaft increase
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together in the same rotation direction.

Therefore, think of the Lines as 1 to 3 in the counter-

clockwise directions.

Add the Angular Dimensions between the first and

second Lines on the Input Shaft (25.986)

Add the Angular Dimensions between the second and

third Lines on the Input Shaft (25.986)

Add the Angular Dimensions between the first and

second Lines on the Output Shaft (29.4873)

Add the Angular Dimensions between the second and

third Lines on the Output Shaft (21.9491)

Add a 'Coupler' Line between the Line 1 on the input

shaft and Line 1 on the output shaft.

Then, a different Line between the Line 2 on the input

shaft and Line 2 on the output shaft.

Then a different Line between the Line 3 on the input

shaft and Line 3 on the output shaft.

Make the three Coupler Lines equal length with the

Equal Constraint tool.

At this Point, the Mechanism is acting as a Function

Generator. However, we can also specify the Start

Angles of the Input and Output Parts.

Add the Angular Dimensions between the first Line at

the input shaft and the Frame (44.0140)

Add the Angular Dimension between the first Line at

the output shaft and the Frame (0.0046)

The sketch goes black to indicate it is fully defined.

Unfortunately, in the Part-Editor, you cannot add

dimensions to find the lengths of the Lines.

However, we can add Measurement FBs in the

Mechanism-Editor.

If you do not want to give the initial angles to the Input Part

and the Output you can give leave them unspecified. Then you

can add four and five positions for the Input and Output

Shafts.
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The Length of the Frame Part is 100mm.

In the Mechanism-Editor, we can find the:

Length of the Input Part is 97.44

Length of the Output Part is 216.67

Length of the Coupler is 255.71

You can scale the length of the Parts to give the size

of the mechanism you need for your application.

Five Position Function Generation.

If you do not specify the Initial Angles of the

mechanism, and possibly leave one of the angles free, it

is possible to add two more positions to the Function

Generator.

The image to the left shows five positions.
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Straight-Line Mechansims

Straight Line Mechanisms

This topic is simply a list of some of the important Straight-Line Mechanisms. Not Mechanism

Synthesis.

They are included for reference.

A. Straight-Line Mechanisms with Pin-Joints only 

In each image, the Pin-Joints are given a letter. The input joint is at A. You can scale each

mechanism from the relative lengths of each Part. The Point at letter 'K' is the coupler point

and it moves in a straight-line. 

B. Straight-Line Mechanisms with Pin and Slide-Joints 

There are also straight-line mechanisms that have a Slide-Joint! This might seem ridiculous as

why produce a straight-line with a mechanism when it should be easy to use the linear slider

directly!

However, when the slide-joint moves only a short distance as compared to the distance the

coupler point moves, then they are useful. 

Also, they are sometimes useful to change the straight-line motion to a different direction.

Straight-Line Mechanism with Pin-Joints Only

See YouTube video http://youtu.be/JlGKZCus6iw 

Watt

Straight-Line Watt - Pop-up

AB=-BC=CD=L

AD(δx) = 2L

AD(δy)=L

BK=CK=0.5L

Roberts

Strain-Line Roberts Pop-up

AB=CD=AD=BK=CK=2L

BC=L

http://youtu.be/JlGKZCus6iw
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Tchebycheff & Translating

AB=CD=2.5L

AD=2L

BC=L

BK=0.5L

FK is the Translating Part.

CE=EF=1.25L ; FK=L

Modified Scott Russell

AB*BC=BK2

CD= longer the better

Hoeken

AC=L

AB=2L

BD=CD=2.5L

D.K=2.5L

Peaucellier 1 - EXACT STRAIGHT LINE

AD=DC=1L

AB=AE=2.5L

BC=BK=CE=EK=1.2L

Peaucellier 2 - Inverse - EXACT STRAIGHT LINE

AD=AB=1L

DC=DE=1.25L

BC=CK=BE=EK=1.5L
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Kempe 1 

AB=BC=DC=AD=2L

AE=EC=EK=1L

CF=FK=0.5L

Kempe 2 

AB=DC=BE=CF=CK=1L

AD=BC=EF=AK=2L

GK=FG=0.5L

Notice that four Parts are Blue - this means that 

MechDesigner solves their postilions, but not with

closed loop equations.

Hart 

AB=AD=3L

BC=DC=6L

AE=L

EG=4L

DF=GF=FK=2L

Hart - EXACT STRAIGHT LINE

AB=AD=1L

DC=DE=1.4L

BC=BF=EK=3L

EG=6L

FG=2.8

Translating Table - or Engineers Table
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Straight Line Mechanisms with Pin-Joints and Slide-Joints

Scott Russell

AB=BC=BK

CD= D @ infinity -Y)
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Symmetrical Coupler Curves

Symmetrical Coupler Curves

Symmetrical Coupler Curves are frequently useful. For example, you can find a coupler curve to

give two straight lines. These are often useful for Dwell Mechanisms.

Mechanisms with symmetrical coupler curves are easy to design with MechDesigner.

Design Parameters of a Four-Bar Mechanism to give

a Symmetrical Coupler-Curve.

The four-bar mechanism to the left is defined

by the Points: AoA (Crank), BoB (Output

Rocker), AB (Coupler), Point K (Symmetrical

Coupler Point on Part AB).

Symmetrical Coupler Curves

A Coupler Curve becomes symmetrical when:

AB = B
0
B = BK

Axis-of-Symmetry

Symmetrical Coupler Curves must have an

Axis-of-Symmetry.

The 'axis-of-symmetry' is the ray: B
0
.J 

The angle direction of the axis-of-symmetry,

relative to the frame, from B
0
 is given by:

0
B

0

Coupler Point on the Axis-of-Symmetry

The Coupler Point is on the Axis-of-Symmetry when the Input Crank angle, α, is 0 or 180 

Video of Symmetrical Coupler Curve and Axis-of-Symmetry

Video: It is worth watching this video two or three times to understand the mechanism design.

The mechanism is a standard four-bar mechanism. The length of the Coupler and the Rocker

are equal. The distance from joint B to the Coupler Point, K, is equal to the length of the

Rocker and Coupler. Thus, the Coupler Curve will be symmetrical. 

The videos shows, 

shows a stationary 4-bar

the coupler curve for the full cycle of the mechanism [but we are not moving the

mechanism]

the Crank-Angle, α [BoAoA] is fixed at 180º .

the angle ABK changes from 0 to 360  

Thus, everything is fixed, but we move the coupler point, K, by rotating it about joint B 

Because AB, BoB, and BK have equal lengths, the coupler curve is be symmetrical. 

the axis-of-symmetry changes and rotates about Bo as we change the angle ABK[2Θ]
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Application of Symmetrical Coupler Curve with two straight lines: Geneva Indexer

A Symmetrical Coupler can be applied to index a Geneva Wheel. See videos below.
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Dwell Mechanisms

Dwell Mechanisms

'A dwell-mechanism (either a linkage or cam-follower type) is an intermittent motion

mechanism that alternates forward and return motion between holding position(s)'.[1]

Another definition might be: A 'dwell-mechanism' is one in which one part reciprocates or

oscillates, but also remains 'reasonably' stationary for a 'reasonable' period of the machine

cycle, while the input-crank continues to rotate. 

Here, 'dwell-mechanisms' do not include 'cam-mechanisms' as it is obvious that a dwell

segment can easily be inserted into the motion of a cam-follower. Thus, dwell-mechanisms

only have parts and joints with simple kinematic-chains. Usually, they are 6-bar mechanisms,

and sometimes more.

Mostly, a dwell-mechanism uses the properties of some section of a coupler curve. A

coupler-curve is traced onto the mechanism plane by a point that is fixed to the coupler of a

four-bar mechanism. A dyad is added to the four-bar to give a six-bar mechanism, and one

of the Parts in the extra dyad remains stationary while the crank continues to rotate. 

There are two properties of a coupler-curve that can be used to give a 'dwell mechanism'. 

The coupler-curve has a section that...

...is straight

or

...has a constant radius

...then you can use the coupler-curve to design a dwell mechanism.

Reference: [1] Uicker, J. Pennock, G. & Shigley, J. (2010). Theory of Machines and Mechanisms

(4th ed.). Oxford University Press, p. 201.

Dwell Mechanism -  from a Coupler-Curve with a Constant Radius

The coupler-curve has a section with a constant radius. An RRR Dyad is added to the four-

bar such that one part has a length with the same radius as the coupler-curve. The other Part

is joined to the frame, and its other end is joined to the first part such that the joint remains

at the centre of the curve during the constant-radius period.

Dwell Mechanism - from a Coupler-Curve with a Straight Line

This mechanism has two Parts that have a dwell period. There are two coupler-curves given

by the the 'connecting-rod' of a Slider-Crank Mechanism. Each coupler-curve has within it a

straight-line. RPR Dyads are added to the four-bar, such that one Part of each new dyad is

joined to the frame directly in-line with the axis of each straight-line. The other Part is joined

with Pin-Joint to the Coupler at the point that coincides with the straight-line. The two Parts

of each Dyad are joined together with Slide-Joints such that the other Parts of the Dyads

moves along the axis of the straight-line.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linkage_%28mechanical%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cam
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Replace Gear Segments with a Mechanism

Replace Gear Segments with a Four-bar Mechanism

It is often the case in machine design, that a motion needs to be transmitted between shafts

for small angles of rotation, say an oscillation of 30º. The shafts may rotate in the same and

the opposite direction to give 'positive' and 'negative' gear ratios.

Frequently, Gear Segments are used. As an alternative, you can use a four-bar mechanism to

replace the gear segments. 

This topic gives the calculations to find the near optimum four-bar mechanism that can

replace the gear segments. 

At the design position, the gear ratio is EXACT. The accuracy is within 0.2% over 30º of input

shaft rotation.

Design Methods

There are three design methods:

Method 1: Perpendiculars

Method 2: Inflection Circle and Cubic of Stationary Circle

Method 3: Collineation Axis

With all three methods, you have some design choices to make:

Methods 1 & 2 :  One Design Variable

Method 3 : Two Design Variables 

Methods 1 & 3: use only the Part-Editor.

Method 2: One or two simple calculations.

Preamble 

Kinematically, the required gearing motion - one

shaft rotates at a speed relative to a different shaft -

is obtained with two pitch cylinders rolling on each

other without slipping. Where these two cylinders

touch, the corresponding points on each cylinder

have identical velocities. It is the same with gears. 

Such a Point, I, is called the Instantaneous Centre of

Rotation for the relative motion of the two cylinders.

or gears.

Linkages and Instantaneous Centres
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In the Image, A
0
B

0
 is the Frame, B

0
B and A

0
A are the

input and output links, AB is the coupler that

transfers the motion from the input to the output

link.

The lines drawn to I are construction lines.

We can find the ratio of the links in the four-bar

linkage so that links A
0
A and B

0
B move with a

relative velocity equal to the Gear Ratio of the gear

segments we want to replace.

The input and output links will rotate with the

relative speeds at the 'design position', and also for

a number of degrees to each side of the design

position.

Equation : locate Point 'I'

Every four-bar linkages has an Instantaneous Centre, I. 

The first step in all three methods is to find the Instantaneous Centre, I, that gives the

Gear Ratio at the design position.

Find length a to locate Point I.

a = GD/(1-G)....Equation 1

where

G = Gear Ratio, 

D = distance between the Point Ao and Bo

G = Input Speed / Output Speed. You should choose the Input to be the faster gear.

Usually the shorter Link.

G is positive when the gears segments rotate in the same direction, and negative when in

the opposite direction.

G should be between –1 and +1. Swap the input and output shafts if G lies outside this

range. 

D is a scaling factor. For convenience, it is easy to make the length A
0
B

0
 = 100mm

Note

If G = 0, then B.B
0
 become zero length. If G = 1, then you get a parallelogram.

Method 1: Perpendiculars

This method to find the lengths of all the links uses Equation 1 and then construction lines.
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Positive Gear Ratio

Find Point I from Equation 1

Draw a line from Point I, making an angle, α, with

the frame, A
0
B

0
.

This line becomes the Coupler, AB

Draw lines from B
0
 and A

0
 so they intersects the

coupler at B and A, and are perpendicular to the

Coupler.

In the image, I have drawn the two perpendiculars in

the mechanism at B and A 

Negative Gear Ratio

Find Point I from Equation 1. The Point I is between

the two fixed centres.

Draw a line from Point I, making an angle, α, with

the frame, A
0
B

0
.

This line becomes the Coupler, AB

Draw lines from B
0
 and A

0
 so they intersects the

coupler at B and A, and are perpendicular to the

Coupler.

In the image, I have drawn the two perpendiculars in

the mechanism at B and A 

Method 2: Inflection Circle and Cubic of Stationary Curvature

From the ratios and the radii of the gear segments. we calculate the diameters of the 

Inflection Circle and Cubic of Stationary Curvature. These are two important conceptual

functions found with Instantaneous Kinematics. Even though the functions are very

simple, I find it best to use Excel®. This way, I can make quick changes to the gear ratios

and their radii. In the future, we will add the equations and include them as a design tool

in MechDesigner.

We can use the Constraint Based Sketch Editor to position the Inflection Circle and the

Cubic of Stationary Curvature (sometimes called the Circle Point Curve, or Circles of

Stationary Curvature) in a sketch. We also calculate the Centre-of-Curvature for the design

position (on the Centre Point Curve). It is then possible to add Points and Lines to

represent the Pin-Joints and Parts for the optimum four-bar mechanisms. 

We transfer the Points and Lines to Pin-Joints and Parts to give the Four-bar Mechanism.

We use a graph to plot the output speed as a function of the input speed. This shows

how near the ratio is over a reasonable range of input and output shaft angles.

Opposite Rotations - External Gear Segment - Negative Gear Ratio

Double-click to watch Video Clip In this example, the gears

have a gear ratio: -2 : 1 

They operate over a range

of 30º of the smaller gear.


GearSegments-External1.mp4
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The small Gear has a radius

of 120mm and the large

gear a radius of 240mm.

This gives a centre distance

of 360mm

There are three Bodies, or

Parts:

Gear Segment 1

Gear Segment 2

Frame = 3

First, we replace the Gear

Segments with a schematic

mechanism.

The schematic has four

Parts, designated as 

A
0
ABB

0

The mechanisms transmits

the motion from axis B
0
, to

axis A
0
.

We want to find the length

of Parts so that Part B
0
B

rotates two times faster

than A
0
A for the range of

30º of the smaller gear.

The first step in the

synthesis is to fix Gear

Segment 1, A
0
A.

Then we can imagine that

we will roll the small gear

segment around the outside

of the larger gear segment.

This helps with the

application of

instantaneous kinematics.
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Inflection Circle

The First Step is to find the

Diameter of the Inflection

Circle. - I.C. The inflection

circle is the locus of points

on the moving body that

happen to move in a

straight-line.

I is the Pole, or the

Instantaneous Centre

I.K is the diameter

of the Inflection

Circle.

The Euler-Savary Equation

gives the diameter of the 

Inflection Circle.

Euler Savary

Equation:

1/D = 1/R2 -

1/R1 

Note that the

radius of the

small gear is

negative

1/240 - 1/-

120 = 1/D

D = -80mm

= diameter 

I.K

R2 = Radius

of small gear

R1 = Radius

of fixed gear

D = Diameter

of Inflection

Circle

The negative

result

identifies the

diameter is to

the left of the

Instantaneous

Centre, I.

Cubic of Stationary

Curvature

Then we need to calculate

the Cubic of Stationary

Curvature - C.S.C

The polar coordinate

equation of the C.S.C is

found with the following

equation.

1/ M.sinψ -1/ N.cosψ -

1/r =0

This is not usually a circle.

However, 1/N = 0 in this

case. 
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Therefore, M.sinψ = r . An

equation for a circle in

polar coordinates.

The angle ψ is measured

from the tangent between

the Gears.

1/M = 1/3

(1/R2 - 1/D)

1/M = 1/3

(1/-120 -

1/80)

M = 144mm

M =

Diameter of

Cubic of

Stationary

Curvature

Double-click to watch Video Clip Choose a Point B on the

C.S.C circle. 

B is fairly arbitrary.

However, we choose it so it

lies at an angle of 30º

above the centre line, or 60º

from the Pole Tangent.

This is a reasonable choice

to give a reasonable

transmission between the

Parts.

When we choose B, we

calculate the length of the

Part AB.

Point A is the

Centre of the

Curvature at

the design

position.

We use a

different

form of the

Euler-Savary

Equation.

A.B = I.B2/

J.B

A.B =

124.72/55.4

= 280.6mm

J.B = I.B - J.I

J.I = D

sin60º =

69.3

J.I = -

80sin60 = 

I.B = M

sin60º =

124.7

J.B = 55.4

To find the lengths of the

Links B.Bo and A.Ao use


GearSegments-ExternalLinks.mp4
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the Cosine Rule

B.Bo = 63.5

A.Ao = 130.77

The input shaft, B.Bo,

rotates 30º.

This means the angular

velocity of the input Part is

30º.

This is the Graph of the

Angular Velocity of the

driven Part, A.Ao. 

You can see it is exactly 15º

at the 'Sweet Spot' - the

position where the Parts are

exactly as we have

designed with the Inflection

Circle and the Cubic of

Stationary Curvature

The error, or deviation, over

±15º is no more than -

0.065º/sec. About 0.4%

error.

If you do not use this

technique, you should

expect about 1.5% error.

[The Cubic of Stationary

Curvature are those points

on the moving body that

happen to move with a

curvature that is

momentarily at a minimum].

Co-Rotations - Internal Gear Segment - Positive Gear Ratio

Double-click to watch Video Clip In this example, the gears

have a gear ratio: 3 : 1 

Notice the Gear Ratio is

'Positive'. This means that

both shafts rotate in the

same direction.

The small gear rotates over

an angle of 30º


InternalGears31.mp4
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There are three Bodies:

Gear Segment 1 -

Big internal Gear

Gear Segment 2 -

Small External Gear

Frame = 3

We can use a schematic

mechanism to replace the

Gear Segments.

First, we replace the Gear

Segments with a schematic

mechanism.

The schematic has four

Parts, designated as 

AoABBo

The mechanisms transmits

the motion from axis Bo, to

axis Ao.

We want to find the length

of Parts so that Part BoB

rotates three times faster

than BoB for the range of

30º of the smaller gear.

The first step in the

synthesis is to fix Gear

Segment 1, AoA.

Then we can roll the small

gear segment around the

inside of the larger gear

segment.

This helps with the

application of

instantaneous kinematics.
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Inflection Circle

The First Step is to find the

Diameter of the Inflection

Circle. - I.C. The inflection

circle is the locus of points

on the moving body that

happen to move in a

straight-line.

Point I is the Pole

and 

I.D indicates the

diameter of the

Inflection Circle.

[ I.C.]

The diameter of the 

Inflection Circle can be

found from the Euler-Savary

Equation:

Euler Savary

Equation

1/D = 1/R2 -

1/R1 

1/240 - 1/80

= 1/D

D = 120mm

R2 = radius

of small gear

R1 = radius

of fixed gear

D = Diameter

of Inflection

Circle

The Positive

value

indicates it is

to the right.

Cubic of Stationary

Curvature

Then we need to calculate

the Cubic of Stationary

Curvature* - C.S.C

The general equation to

find the C.S.C is found with

the following equation.

1/ M sin ψ -1/ N

cos ψ - 1/r =0

This is not usually a circle.

However, 1/N = 0 in this

case. 

M.sin ψ = r . 

An equation for a circle in
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polar coordinates.

The angle ψ is measured

from the tangent between

the Gears.

1/M = 1/3

(1/R2 - 1/

D); 1/M =

1/3 (-1/80 -

1/120)

M = -

144mm

M =

Diameter of

Cubic of

Stationary

Curvature

Choose a Point B on the

C.S.C circle. We can choose 

B so it lies at an angle of

15º above the Pole Tangent,

to put the link Bo.B above

the centre line.

This is simply a reasonable

choice to give a reasonable

transmission between the

Parts.

When we choose B, we can

calculate the length of the

Part AB. AB must be on a

ray through 'I', the

Instantaneous Centre of the

Gears.

We can use a different form

of the Euler-Savary

Equation.

A.B = I.B2/

J.B

A.B =

37.272/6.21

=

223.62mm

J.B = I.B - J.I

J.I =

D.sin15º = -

31.06

I.B =

M.sin15º =

37.27

J.B = 6.21
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To find the lengths of Links 

B.Bo and A.Ao use the

Basic Trigonometry, such as

the Sine and Cosine Rule

B.Bo = 79.4

A.Ao = 339.82

*The Cubic of Stationary

Curvature are those points

on the moving body that

happen to be move with a

curvature that is

momentarily at a minimum.

Double-click to watch Video Clip This is the linkage that you

can use to replace the gear

segments.

The relative speed ratio is 3

: 1 

The Angular Velocity of the

input Part, B.Bo, is 30º.

The total rotation of the

input shaft is 30º

This is a graph of the

Angular Velocity of the

output Part, A.Ao. 

You can see it is exactly 10º

at the Sweet Spot - the

position where the Parts are

exactly as we have

designed with the Inflection

Circle and the Cubic of

Stationary Curvature

The distortion from 10º

over the complete 30º

rotation of the input shaft is

no more than -0.015º/sec.

About 0.15% error.

If you do not use this

technique, you should

expect about 3% error. 

It is actually not easy to find

a mechanism without this

technique, at least for me.


InternalGears31.mp4
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Method 3: Use the Collineation Axis.

In this method, we use the instantaneous centre, Point I, with Angle ,α, as a free choice.

This ensures that in the design position the velocity ratio provided by the four-bar

mechanism is exactly right (equal to G).

It is also possible to make the design position one where the velocity ratio is reaching a

maximum or a minimum. Such a condition is achieved when the Collineation axis is

perpendicular to the Coupler.

We use the Constraint Based Sketch Editor to construct the mechanism.

All we need to do is calculate position I for the ratio of the gear segments you want to

replace.

Use the Constraint-Based Sketch-Editor to construct examples of Positive and Negative

Gear Ratios

The Construction

The Collineation Axis is the Line I.H, with I the

Instantaneous Centre again.

A condition of maximum or minimum velocity ratio is

achieved when the Collineation Axis is perpendicular

Coupler.

H is the Instantaneous Centre of rotation of the Coupler

relative to the Frame.

At the design position, shown in the image, the coupler

is moving as though it had a fixed centre of rotation at 

H.

The distance I.H is called p. In this design, p can be

chosen arbitrarily. 

All that is necessary is to draw a line through I at right

angles to the ray at angle α, and then mark of H on this

second line at a distance p from I. H is then joined to

the two fixed centres, Ao and Bo, and so define the

moving joints where the two lines cross the 'Alpha' line,

at A and B.

Positive Gear Ratio

1. Find I - from the Gear Ratio, G, you want, and the
length of D (AoBo). 

Use a = GD/(1-G)

2. Draw a Ray at angle α. from the Point I relative

to the frame line. 

3. Draw a perpendicular from Point I a length you

decide, p, to give Point H

4. Draw rays from the point H to Bo and Ao. 

Where these rays cross the Ray from I along the

angle α, are the moving centres B and A.
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Negative Gear Ratio

1. Find I - from the Gear Ratio, G you want, and the
length of D, (AoBo). 

Use a = GD/(1-G)

2. Draw a Ray at angle α. from the Point I relative

to the frame line. 

3. Draw a perpendicular from Point I a length you

decide, p, to give Point H

4. Draw rays from the point H to  Bo and Ao. 

Where these rays cross the Ray from I along the

angle α, are the moving centres B and A.
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Cam-Follower Radius Warning (Default)     1004

DXF Units (Default)     1004

Extrusion Depth (Default)     107

Image Quality (Default)     1004

Number of Backup Files     1004

Number-of-Commands to Auto-save     1004

Application-Settings [Tutorials]     104

Application-Settings     106

Cam-FollowerRadius Warning (Default)     102

Colours     105

DXF Units (Default)     102

Image Quality (Default)     102

Number of Backup Files     102

Number of Commands between Auto-save     102

Application-Settings: Accessibility tab    

Hints Show/Hide     1009

Icon Size     1009

Language (English/Italian)     1009

Message Sounds On/Off     1009

Pointer Pin-head Size     1009

Sounds     1009

Symobl Size     1009

Application-Settings: Auto-Profile tab    

Ball-Joint Symbolic Radius (Default)     1010

Bearing Size - BasePart Joint (Default)     1010

Bearing Size - Moving Joint (Default)     1010

Deafualt Sizes     1010

Extrusion Depth (Default)     1010

Application-Settings: Colours tab    

Graphic Colours     1008

Graphic Options     1008

Assembly Tree    

Element Hierarchy     965

Element icon     965

Element name     965

Hierarchy     85

Parent Child     965

Selected Elements     965

Assymetrical Motion     1255

Asymmetric Motion-Law     1356

Auto-Layer     910

Auto-Profile    

Add     906

Delete     906

Auto-save    

Application-Settings     1003

Axis of Symmetry     1774

- B -
Backlash in Cam System     1576

Backup     1003

File Open     712

Ball Screw database     1181

Ball-Joint     794, 1511

Ball-Joint dialog-box     1143

Ball-Joint Tutorial     449, 452

Ball-Joint: Diameter     1143

Ball-Joint: Effective Mass     1143

Ball-Joint: Offset from Mechanism Plane     1143

Barrel Cam dialog     1059

BasePart    

Why Not Geometry in BasePart?     1226

BasePart - why is it not Green     91

Belts    

Number of Teeth     801

Tooth Bitch     801

Belts & Pulleys    

About     602

Bernays Steam Engine     152

Blend-Curve     931

Drag-Handles     933, 935

What is?     932

Why use?     932

Blend-Curve dialog box    

End-Point     1135

Start-Point     1135

Blend-Curve Drag-Handles     931

Blend-Point and Segment toolbar     1236

Blend-Point Editor     1243

Blend-Point Editor:    

Control Buttons: Options     1248

Position of Blend-Point along X-axis     1244

X-axis data box     1244

Y-axis controls: About     1245

Browse to PSMotion Account.     758

Build a model:     1109

- C -
Ca     1613

CAD    

Solids     999

Synchronize all Solids from CAD     999

CAD Control FB    

How to use...     364

CAD File Synchronization     999

CAD-Line    

DXF tab     408, 1038
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CAD-Line - DXF tab    

Align DXF with CAD-Line     409, 1040

Element Selection     408, 1039

CAD-Line dialog    

Mass Properties tab     1035

CAD-Line dialog box     1028

Edge Limit Angle     1029

Import SOLIDWORKS file     1029

Import STL file     1029

Mass Properties - Total Mass     1037

SOLIDWORKS Configurations     1029

SOLIDWORKS tab     1029

Cam - Motion is Radius to Roller Centre from Cam
Centre     587

Cam Analysis    

Base Circle     1624

Cam Lift     1624

Cam Size     1624

Prime Circle     1624

Cam Contact Force    

Notes     868

Cam Coordinates    

Slot Cam Complications     388

Solutions...     388

Cam Data FB    

Add     1051

Edit     1051

Cam Data Function-Block dialog     1050

Cam Design    

Cam Checks and Cam Analysis     1625

Cycloidal Gear Reducer     392

Input Torque Coefficient     1600

Linear Cam     366

Overturning Moment     1625

Parallel Indexer     393

Pressure Angle     1625

Ramp type Cams     366

Slot Cams     366

Cam Design and Analysis Check-list    

Introduction     1618

Cam Design Arrangements     1543

Cam Design Checks    

Configure the Power Source     1622

Cam Design Checks and Analysis    

Aiso Bearing Life     1635

Allowable Contact Stress     1659

Base Circle     1623

Cam Contact Force     1635

Cam Lift     1623

Cam Size     1623

Cam-Follower Life: Cycles     1635

Cam-Folower Life: Hours     1635

Contact Shear Stress     1652

Contact Stress     1652

Contact-Force / Cam-Follower     1633

Contact-Stress: Cam-Surface     1633

Contamination Factor, ec     1635

Depth of Hardness     1659

Dynamic Load Rating, C     1635

Film Thickness Ratio     1673

Hardness     1659

Hardness/Yield Strength     1652

Hertzian Contact Stress     1652

Importance of Machine Speed     1631

Line Contact     1652

Lubrication     1673

Material Selection     1662

Maximum Contact Shear Stress     1652

Minimum Radius-of-Curvature     1628

Modes of Cam Failure     1662

Modes of Lubrication     1673

Payload Signatures     1631

Plasticity     1659

Prime Circle     1623

Radius-of-Curvature     1628

Ratcheting     1659

Shakedown     1659

Static Load Rating, Co     1635

Surface Finish     1673

Tresca Failure Criterion     1659

Viscosity Ratio, K     1635

Cam Design Software     20

Cam Follower Types Shapes    

Barrel / Crowned Roller     1549

Cylindrical Roller     1549

Examples     1549

Flat-faced     1549

Knife-Edged     1549

Ovoid, Lozenge Shapes     1549

Cam Law Coefficients     1613

Cam Law: Consant-Crank-Velocity     1379

Cam Law: Constant Acceleration     1317

Cam Law: Constant Velocity     1320

Cam Law: Cubic     1323

Cam Law: Cycloidal     1324

Cam Law: Cycloidal CV50     1327

Cam Law: Dwell     1329

Cam Law: Flexible Polynomial     1330

Cam Law: Modified Sinusoid / Mod Sine     1341

Cam Law: Modified Trapezoid / Mod Trap     1345

Cam Law: Polynomial 23     1340

Cam Law: Polynomial 345     1349

Cam Law: Polynomial 4567     1351

Cam Law: Polynomial: Low Impact at Cross-over    
1338

Cam Law: Position List     1353
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Cam Law: Quadratic     1355

Cam Law: Ramp     1356

Cam Law: Simple Harmonic Motion     1358

Cam Law: Sine Squared     1367

Cam Law: Sine-Constant-Cosine     1360

Cam Law: Sinusoidal     1369

Cam Law: Throw     1330

Cam Law: Triple Harmonic     1370

Cam Law: Triple Harmonic Modified Sine     1371

Cam Law: Triple Harmonic Modified Trapezoidal    
1372

Cam Laws     1313

Cam Mechanism Design    

Indexing Table with Backlash     1589

Power Caculation     1607

Cam Mechanism in MechDesigner    

Cam Analysis and Desing Checklist     1537

Design of Cam Mechanical System     1537

Cam Mechanisms     1688

Input Speed Fluctuation     1603

Overrun     1603

Cam Motion.     1613

Cam Pressure Angle    

Rules of Thumb     1625, 1627

Cam Radius of Curvature    

Rules of Thumb     1628

Undercutting     1628

Cam System    

Backlash     1576

Damping     1576

Dynamic-Response     1576

Impact Velocity after Backlash     1576

Normalised Backlash     1576

Period Ratio     1576

Residual Vibration     1576

Torsion Factor     1576

Cam Systems    

Overrun     1603

Speed variations     1603

Cam Transmission Design Considerations    

Backlash     1564

Rigidity     1564

Strength     1564

Cam Types    

Body Closed     1541, 1543

Force Closed     1541, 1543

Form Closed     1541, 1543

Globoidal     1541, 1543

Indexing     1541, 1543

Positive Drive Cam     1541, 1543

Cam-Coordinates    

SolidEdge: Insert Curve XYZ     1201

SolidWorks: Insert Curve XYZ     1201

Cam-Follower Payload Signatures     1631

Cam-Follower Shapes    

Cylindrical / Crown / Barrel     1541

Flat Faced Follower     1541

Knife Edged Follower     1541

Ovoid, Oval, Lozenge     1541

Roller Follower     1541

Cam-Follower Support Design     1551

Cam-Force and Stress Analysis    

How to Confirgure your model.     1622

Cam-Law Coefficients     1389

Camlinks: Show / Hide     882

Cam-Mate     814

Center Point Circle     1777

Centric Turning Block     1503

Change Closure     799

Change Dyad Closure - R10     800

Change Log     1404

Check for Updates     758

Clock     1071

Close     725

Closure     799

Closures    

Dyad     1478

Dyad Closures     1478

What is a...?     1478

Collineation Axis - replace Gear Segments     1777

Colors    

Part Outlines     1204

Command Manager     962

Computer Requirements     1405

Configure Power Source    

Colors for Vectors     1177

Motion-Dimension tab     1176

Why it is important.     465

Configure Power Source - R10     1175

Conjugate Cams    

Examples     1546

Pros & Cons     1546

Connect Function-Blocks    

Schematic     831

Constraints menu and toolbar     942

Contact-Force     865

Contact-Force and Cam-Follower Ratings     1633

Contact-Stress and Cam Ratings     1633

Coordinates of Roots Blower for Manufacuture     540

Copy sketch-elements     806

CopyMinder    

About     1460

Privacy     1460

Software Protection     1460
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Coupler Curve     805

Crank    

Clockwise / Counter Clockwise     841

Cross-over Jerk    

Infinite     1317

Cubic of Stationary Curvature     1777

Curvature     1135

Curvature Rate     1135

Curve     805

Cv     1613

Cycloidal CV 50%     1360

- D -
Damping in Cam System     1576

Data Format: Data Transfer Table.     1276

Data Import - Point-Cloud     1121

Data Types    

Channels     627

On Wires     627

Units     627

Data-Channels     251

Data on Wires     834

Data: Units     834

Data: Wire Channels     834

Definition     31

Element     85

Element Icon     85

Kutzbach Criterion     1477

Mobility     1477

Degrees-of-Freedom    

Dyad     1497

Geared-Rocker     1511, 1530

Motion Driven Part     1493

Delete a Mechanism     775

Delete Constraints     942

Delete Dependent Elements     1191

Design of Cam Mechanical Systems    

Drive and Load     1563

Power Flow     1563

Terminology     1563

Design of Cycloidal Gear Reducers     1734

Design of Stud and Yoke Cam-Followers    

Contact     1551

Eccentric Cam-Follower     1551

Eliminate Backlash     1551

Force Action     1551

Power and Motion Transfer     1551

Stud Cam-Followers     1551

Yoke Cam-Followers     1551

Design Set dialog box - R10     1127

Design-Set dialog    

Add Element Row     1127

Lock Design-Set     1127

Maximum and Minimum Values     1127

Rebuild     1127

Remove Element Row     1127

Design-Set dialog-box    

Example     1130

Dialog    

2D Cam Properties and Display     1045

3D Cam     1059

All Dialog Boxes     986

Application-Settings     1003

Ball-Joint     1143

Blend-Curve sketch-element     1135

CAD-Line     1028

CAD-Line - DXF tab     1038

CAD-Line - Mass Properties     1035

CAD-Line - SOLIDWORKS tab     1029

Cam-Coordinates     1054

Cam-Data Function-Block     865, 1050

Configure Power Source     1175

DXF Layer Editor     1042

DXF-Element     1043

Edit a Plane     1024

Edit Dimension     1027

Extrusion     1168

Extrusion Color     1168

Extrusion Depth     1168

Extrusion Offset     1168

Feedscrew / Scroll     1163

Function-Block : Force Data     1141

Function-Block : Linear Motor     1139

Function-Block : Motion-Path FB     1080

Function-Block : Spring Force     1139

Funtion-Block : CAD Control     1093

Funtion-Block : Gearing     1073

Funtion-Block : Graph Function-Block     1085

Funtion-Block : Linear Motion     1071

Funtion-Block : Maths     1094

Funtion-Block : Motion     1075

Funtion-Block : Motion-Dimension     1077

Funtion-Block : Parameter-Control     1107

Funtion-Block : Polynomial-Fit     1104

Funtion-Block : Statistics     1102

Gusanos     1163

Infeed Screw     1163

Machine Settings     1011

Machine Settings: Specify Units     1012

Magnetic-Joint     1144

Make Movie     1178

Material Density     1168

Mechanism     999

Model     999
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Dialog    

Motion FB - R10     1075

Motion-Path FB     1080

Part Offset     1168

Plane     1024

Point Properties and Position     1132

Point Vectors and Positions     1132

Point-Cloud, Curve-Fitting Tool     1121

Pulley     1161

Rename     1026

Rename Element     1026

Select Elements     1172

Tool : Briefcase     1119

Tool : Design-Set     1127

Tool : Pattern     1109

Tool : Point Cloud     1121

Tortillas sin fin     1163

View References     1193

Worm     1163

Dialog CAD-Line    

Convert DXF Elments to MD Lines and Arcs    
1041

Dialog Graph Settigns    

Graph Title     1089

Dialog:    

Function-Block : Point-Data     1091

Import SOLIDWORKS sketch     1021

Dialog-box    

Gear-Pair     1147

Mass-Properties - User defined     1036

OK, Cancel, Rest, Help     987

Rack-Pinion     1157

Dialog-EditDimension     1027

Diametric Pitch     1147

Differential Gearing     531

Dimension    

Angle - 2 Lines     914

Angle - 3 Points     914

Arc radius     914

Circle radius     914

Driven     859

Horizontal     914

Horizontal Distance     922

Line length     914

Negative Dimension     131

Parallel     914

Perpendicular [Point to Line]     914

Two Points     914

Vertical     914

Vertical Distance     922

Dimension as Independent Variable     280

Dimension dialog    

Negative dimension     1223

Dimensions    

Units     1012

Direction of Gravity     769

Download    

Local Help     754

Download Local Help     754

Download Off-Line 'Local Help'     758

Download SolidWorks Type Libraries     758, 759

Drag    

Add Part     785

Dwell from a Constant Radius Coupler Curve     1776

Dwell from a Straight-Line Coupler Curve.     1776

Dwell Mechanisms     1776

DXF Element    

Edit DXF Units     1044

Edit File     1044

DXF Layers    

Colors     1042

Show / Hide     1042

Dyad    

Closure     799, 1207

Degrees-of-Freedom     1497

Gruebler Equation     1497

Ram-R     587

SSP     449, 452

SSR     449, 452

Dyad, Dyadd    

How to Add...     1497

Pin-Joint     1497

Prismatic-Joint     1497

PRP     1497

Revolute-Joint     1497

RPP     1497

RPR     1497

RRP     1497

RRR     1497

Slide-Joint     1497

SSP     1497

SSR     1497

Dynamic Response    

Backlash: Detrimental effects of     1586

Dynamic Response of Cam Mechanism     1576

- E -
Edit    

Magnetic-Joint     1144

Part     913

Edit 3D Cam     1059

Edit a CAD-Line     1028

Edit Element     730

Selection-Window     94
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Edit Element     730

Special Case     992

Edit Menu    

Application Settings     731

Delete     730

Edit Element     730

Edit Part     727

Machine Settings     730, 1011

Redo     731

Show Command History     729

Undo     731

Edit parameters in dialog-boxes     996

Edit Part icon     727

Edit Phase of Motion     841

Edit Plane    

Angle     1024

Angle of New Plane     779

Offset     1024

Offset to New Plane     779

Parameters     1024

Edit Scale of Motion     841

Edit the Length of a Belt.     609

Edit the Linear Motion FB, and set it to 90º.     1109

Editor    

Mechanism     773

Mechanism Editor     763

Model     766

Model Editor     763

Part     911

Part Editor     763

Element    

CAD-Line     1028

Delete     730

Delete Profile     1208

DXF Element     1043

Element icon     85

Kinematic-Data     1013

Objects     87

Properties     1013

Rename     1198

Symbols     87

Element Explorer    

Assembly Tree     964

Geometry Tree     964

Kinematics Tree     964

Element in a Simple Gear-Pair     502

Elements    

View References     960

Epicyclic Gears     1694

Epicyclic: How to add Gears with an Orbiting Centres
    519

Epicycloid / Hypocycloid Curves     540

Equation for Degrees of Freedom of a
Kinematic-Chain     1476

EULA     1447

Euler-Savary     1777

Evaluate EXACT Motion-Values     1280

Example Fixed and Orbiting Gear-Pairs     504

Example Torque Calculation of Index Table with
Backlash.     1589

Example Videos of Four-Bar Mechanisms     1522

Examples    

Dyads     1522

Four-bar Mechanisms     1522

Excel Timing Diagrams.     723

Exit     725

Exploring the Kinematics-Tree     967, 1488

Export 3D Cam to SOLIDWORKS     1059

Extrusion dialog  box    

R10+     1169

Extrusion dialog box    

Extrusion Color     1170

Extrusion Graphics Quality     1170

Extrusion Opacity     1170

Extrusion Show/Hide     1170

Extrusion Mass     1168

Extrusion Mass Properties    

Mass     1171

Material Density     1171

Moment of Inertia     1171

Extrusion Moment of Inertia     1168

Extrusion Parameters    

Extrusion Depth     1169

Extrusion Offset     1169

Part Offset     1169

Extrusion Toolbar     896

Extrusions Toolbar     774

- F -
F1     24

FAQ     1197

Add Sketch-Loops     1213

Colors in the Part Editor     1213

Colors used in the Part Editor?     1226

Delete an Extrusion     1204

Dyad Closure     1204

Edit a Dimension     1213

Hierachy of Extrusion     1204

Horizontal Dimension     1213

How many Kinematic-Chains?     1204

How many Mechanism Editors?     1204

How many Part can I edit     1213

How to edit the length of a Part     1213
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FAQ     1197

Inversion     1204

Part Editor     1213

Pin in a Slot     1204

Start the Part Editor     1213

Vertical Dimension     1213

Why edit a Part     1213

FAQs     1382

How to Edit Motion Start     1386

Part Outline Colors     1204

Why can I not see all of the BasePart?     1206

Why is the BasePart not Green?     1206

Feed screws     646

Feedback Area    

Animation Speed     977

Animation Speed Slider     978

Approximate MMA     977

Extended Hints     977

Force & Torque Vectors     978

Force and Torque Arrow Vector     977

Master Machine Angle     977

Message Area     977

Message Window     977

Precise MMA     977

Show Hints     977

Velocity & Acceleration Vectors     978

Feedscrew dialog box    

Feedscrew Data Transfer to SOLIDWORKS    
1165

SolidWorks Paths     1165

Surface,Rims, Colour, Transparency.     1164

Feedscrew dialog-box    

Feedscrew Range     1164

Mesh Density     1164

File Menu     709

Download Tutorials     722

Exit     725

Most Recently Used     721

New     711

Open     712, 721

Open .CXL     712

Open .CXL.1     712

Open .MTD     712

Open .MTD.1     712

Open .ZXL     712

Open Mec File     715

Print     721

Printer Setup     721

Recent Files     721

Save     719

Save as     720

File Toolbar     709

Filters    

Dimensions     747

Display     748

Selection     747

Filters Menu     744

Firewall     1441

Fn key + F1     24

Force    

Constant Force     894

Constant 'Friction' Force     894

Coulomb Force     894

Drag Force     894

Spring Force     894

Viscous Damping     894

Force at a Point     1141

Force Closed Cams    

Pros and Cons     1543

Force Data FB    

Select Joint, Cam, or Spring     891, 1141

Select Point     891, 1141

Force Menu    

Calculate Force ON / OFF     889

Configure Power Source     895

Display Force Vectors     739

Display Torque Vectors     739

Force Toolbar     888

Force Vector Colors     1175

Forward Kinematics     1485

Forward-Kinematics     1688

Function-Block    

CAD Control FB     888

Cam-Data FB     865

Force Data     891

Force Function     894

Gearing FB     841

Gearing R10     1073

Golden FBs     254, 264

Graph FB     869

Graph -Settings     1089

Introduction to     254

Linear-Motion FB     836

Math FB     883

Measurement FB     859

Motion Dimension FB     843

Motion Dimension-Rocker     843

Motion Dimension-Slider     843

Motion Dimension-Special Case     843

Motion FB     838

Motion-Path FB     856

Parameter Control.     886

Point-Data FB     863

Polynomial Fit.     880

Spring Force     894

Statistics FB     880
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Function-Block    

Stats FB     880

Y-axis Display Options     869, 872, 1087

Function-Blocks     831

Data-Values and Data Channels     833

How to Connect Function-Blocks     833

How to connect with wires.     251

Kinematic Elements Toolbar     832

Furgusen     811

- G -
Gear Centres: Distance between Centres     1147

Gear Design Parameters     1147

Gear Sectors     1777

Gear Segments     1147, 1777

Gearbox Database     1181

Geared Five-Bar Mechanisms    

Coupler Curves     553, 1530

Function-Generator     553, 1530

Geared Four-bar Linkage     547, 1524

Geared Four-bar Mechanism     1524

Irregressive Geared Four-bar     547

Regressive Geared Four-bar     547

Geared-Rocker    

Degrees-of-Freedom     1511, 1530

Gear-Pair     1511

Gruebler Equation     1511, 1530

How to Add...     1511

Gearing Definitions     1147

Gearing Equations     1147

Gearing FB     1073

Gearing Function-Block dialog     1073

Gear-Pair    

Add Gear-Pair     502

Addendum     1147

Compound Gear-Train     512

Dedendum     1147

Differential Gears     531

Epicyclic     518

Epicyclic Gears     531

External     1147

Gear Mesh     1147

Gears with Orbiting Gear Centres     518

Gears with Two Degrees of Freedom     531

How to add a Simple Gear-Pairs     506

Internal     1147

Kinematics of     1511

Kinematics of Geared Rocker     502

Line-of-Centres     502, 1147

Mesh     1147

Module     1147

Monobloc     508

Number-of-Teeth     1147

Planetary Gears     518

Planetary Gears-Trains     521

Pressure Angle     1147

Reverted-Gear Train     516

Simple Gear Train     508

Gear-Pair dialog    

Adjustments tab     1149

Define tab     1147

Parameters tab     1150

Gear-Pair+ RPR     553, 1530

Gear-Pair+ RRP     553, 1530

Gear-Pair+ RRR     553, 1530

Gears    

Boulton Engine     558

Parallel Motion     558

Watt Steam Engine     558

Gears and Curves    

Epicycloid     536

Epitrochoid     536

Hypocycloid     537

Hypotrochoid     537

Peritrochoid     539

Pumps     539

Wankel Engine     539

Gears and Lobe-Pumps     1727

Gears for Differential Gear-Boxes     1716

Gears for Epitrochoid Curves     1721

Gears for Hypotrochoid Curves     1723

Gears for Peritrochoid Curves     1725

Gears for Planetary Gear-Boxes     1706

Gears Mechaanisms    

Gear Curves     1691

Gear-Trains     1691

Gears with Five Bar Mechanisms     1701

Gears with Fixed Centres     1692

Gears with Four-Bar Mechanisms     1695

Gears with Orbiting Centres     1694

Gears with Two Degrees-of-Freedom     1716

General Information     1404

Geneva Mechanism     1774

Geometric Constraint Programming     1735

Geometry Menu     911

Geometry Tree    

Constraints     974

Dimensions     974

Sketch-Elements     974

German Help Option - Trial     59

Getting Started Tutorials - MechDesigner     58

Getting Started Tutorials - MotionDesigner     664

Globoidal Cam Design Software     20
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Globoidal Cam dialog     1059

Glossary     31

Grahof's Law     1482

Graph Interface     870

Graph Settings    

Graph Automatic Axes     1089

Graph Axes     1089

Graph Line Colour     1089

Graph Min - Max     1089

Graph Title     1089

Graph Settings Dialog Box    

Y-Axis and X-Axis Scales     1090

Graphic Area     763

Graphics Card Driver    

OpenGL     1463

Grashof Criterion    

Crank Rocker     1482

Deltoid Linkage     1482

Double Crank     1482

Double Rocker     1482

Drag Link     1482

Kite Linkage     1482

Parallelegram Linkage     1482

Grashof Law     1482

Grashof's Rule     1482

Groove Cam     1544

Gruebler Equation     1476

Gusanos     646

- H -
Hart Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Help     24

On-Line Help     24

Help menu    

About     754, 761

Edit Language DataBase     754

Local Help     754

On-line Help     754

Tutorials     1195

Hints     962

Hoeken Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

How many Kineamtic-chains in a Mechanism Editor?
    1211

How many Mechanism Editors can I use.     1211

How many Parts can I edit at one time?     1219

How to     1382

How to ...    

Hover and Merge Points     1225

Merge Points for a Sketch-loop     1225

How to add a:    

Part     785

How to Add and Edit a DXF Element     1043

How to Change the Closure of a Dyad.     800

How to Dimension a Point     916

How to edit a Ball-Joint:    

Effective Mass     1143

Offset Ball-Joint from Mechanism-Plane     797

Offset from Mechanism Plane     1143

Radius     1143

Symbolic Radius     797

How to Edit a Connecting Part:    

Edit Length     798

Edit Symbollic Radius     798

How to edit an Element     986

How to edit elements 'on-the-fly'     986

How to Hide or Show Tool-Tips     24

How to link a motion to move a part.     981

How to open a Dialog box     986

How to Rename an Element     93

How to Start the Part-Editor     96

How to use your mouse...    

Cancel     109

Click     109

Double-click     109

Drag     109

Hover     109

Icon Palette     109

Left Mouse Button     109

LMB     109

Mouse     109

OK     109

Right Mouse Button     109

RMB     109

How to Video:    

Add a sketch-loop     1224

Merge Points     1224

How to...     1197

... delete a Constraint?     129

Add a 2D Cam     809

Add a Part     125

Add a Point-Cloud     875

Add a Scroll     823

Add an PRP Dyad     1505

Add an RPP Dyad     1507

Add an RPR Dyad     1503

Add an RRP Dyad     1501

Add an RRR Dyad     1500

Add Planes     209

Change Dyad Closure     1207

Connect Function-Blocks     251, 254, 831

Create an Inversion     777

Define the Motion of...     831

delete a Constraint     943

Delete a Profile     1207
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How to...     1197

Delete an Sketch-Element     1227

Design a all Cam-Types     282

Display Acceleration Vectors     1199

Display Velocity Vectors     1199

Download and use the Local Help     61

Drag     109, 125

Edit a 2D Cam     1200

Edit a Ball-Joint     794

Edit a Data Value in a Data-Box     1384

Edit a Dimension     1027, 1221

Edit a Parameter in a dialog-box     98

Edit a Part     913

Edit an Element     94

Edit an Extrusion Element     1207

Edit Part     781

Edit Spin-Box Increment     99, 997

Edit the data-value with the Spin-Box     99, 997

Edit the Length of a Part     1220

Edit the parameters in a dialog-box.     996

Edit the Part Outline?     1219

Enter data     117

Get Cam-Coordinate Data     300

Install MechDesigner     1404

Know I using the Part Editor?     1219

Move a Mechanism Editor to a different Plane    
718

Move/Drag a Dialog-box     986

Open a dialog-box     94, 990

Prepare Parts in SolidWorks     640

Rename an Element     93, 1198

Start the Part Editor     1218

Use Function-Blocks     250

Use the Spin-Box Control     117

Use the Spin-Box tool     99, 997

View from the Perspective of a Part     777

- I -
Import    

.MEC     715

.SHP     715

DXF Drawings     1028

Mass Properties from CAD model     1028

SOLIDWORKS Parts and Assemblies     1028

SOLIDWORKS Sketch     937

STL file     1028

Import Acceleration Data     1316

Import Data Segment     1377

Import Mass Properties from CAD     1036

Import Motion Data    

Acceleration List     1314

Position List     1314

Z Raw Data     1314

Import SolidWorks Part / Assembly    

About Coordinate Systems and Import
SolidWorks PArt     1029

Color     1031

Display Options     1031

Import File Quality from SolidWorks     1029

Show / Hide     1031

Transparency     1031

Import STL File     1032

Import to CAD-Line    

DXF     928

SolidWorks     928

STL     928

Indexing    

Belt Design     580

Pattern     580

Indexing Bael Cam     811

Indexing Cam Mechanisms    

Inertia Ratio, Q     1596

Input Torque Coefficient, Cc     1596

Normalized Loads     1596

Overrun     1603

Overun     1603

Payload Conjugate Cams.     1596

Payload Types     1596

Power     1603

Pre-load Coefficinet, K     1596

Torque     1603

Indexing Cams    

Barrel Cams     1548

Examples     1548

Globoidal Cam     1548

Parallel Cams     1548

Indexing Globoidal Cam     811

Indexing Motion    

Belt     562

Infeed Screws     646

Inflection Point     1628

Input Transmission Rigidity     1564

Install Network Server     1429

Installation    

Administrator     1426

Client     1426

CMServer     1426

Exceptions     1461

Floating License     1426

Floating Licesne     1428

Installation Options     1426

Network Administrator Instructions     1426

Network License     1426, 1428

Network Version     1405

Roaming Licenses     1428
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Installation    

Server     1426

Single-Use License     1406

Standalone license     1406

Standalone Professional     1417

Standalone Version     1405

Trial     1406

Trial Version     1405

Virus Checkers     1461

Installation Files and Paths:    

.ini file     1445

CopyControl Paths     1445

Download Files     1445

Installation Files     1445

Installed-Kinematics.     1485

'Instant' Properties of an Element    

Angle Properties     205

Function-Block     205

Line Properties     205

Point Properties     205

Wire     205

Instructions     962

Internet Menu     758

Inverse Kinematics     1485

Inverse Peaucellier Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Inverse-Kinematics     1688

Inversion     779

Inversion - Kinematic     775

- J -
Jetter Automation: Motion File Save As     1268

Joint    

Linear Slide     790

Magnet     814

Magnetic     814

Pin     786

Prismatic     790

Revolute     786

Slide     790

- K -
Kempe Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Keyboard Short Cut    

ALT+ C : Run or Cycle Machine     735

B : Step Backward     735

F : Step Forward     735

Home : Move the Master MAchine Angle to 0    
735

INS : Add Part     783

Keyboard Shortcuts     115

Kinematic Definitions    

Closed Kinematic-Chain     1475

Degrees-of-Freedom     1475

DOF     1475

Higher Kinematic Pair     1475

Joint     1475

Kinematically Defined Chain     1475

Kinematic-Chain     1475

Kinematic-Pair     1475

Kutzbach Criterion     1475

Lower Kinematic Pair     1475

Mobility     1475

Open Kinematic-Chain     1475

Planar Kinematic-Chain     1475

Rigid Body     1475

Wrapping Kinematic Pair     1475

Kinematic Dyad    

PRP     1505

Ram-P     1510

Ram-R     1508

RPP     1507

RPR     1503

RRP     1501

RRR     1500

SSP     1511

SSR     1511

Kinematic Inversion.     775

Kinematic Synthesis     1735

Kinematically Defined Part     1491

Kinematic-Chains    

About Kinematic-Chains     1471

Dyads     1488

Geared-Rocker     1488

General Information     1471

Motion Parts     1488

Rocker     1488

Slider     1488

Kinematic-chains: Basics    

Definition     1471

Joints     1471

Motion-Dimensions     1471

Parts     1471

Kinematic-chains: Joints    

Higher Kinematic Pair     1473

Kinematic Pair     1473

Lower Kinemaitc Pair     1473

Wrapping Kinematic Pair     1473

Kinematic-Chains: Motion-Dimension    

Angle - Rocker     1475

Distance - Slider     1475

Kinematics - Background Information     1470

Kinematics Tree    

Dyads     965
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Kinematics Tree    

Geared Rocker     965

Kinematically Defined Chain     965

Kinematic-Chains     965

Motion-Parts     965

Rocker     965

Slider     965

Kinematics-Tree    

Brocken Chains     970

Dyad Closure     1478

Solved Chains     970

- L -
Large Models    

Working with...     661

Legal Notice     1450

License Agreement     1447

Lighting    

Ambient     999

Diffuse     999

Edit     999

Model     999

SolidWorks Lighting     999

Specular     999

W     999

XYZW     999

Line of Centres     1147

Linear Motion Function-Block dialog     1071

Linear-Motion Function-Block     836

Line-of-Centres     819

Link     1467

Linkage Synthesis     1735, 1738

Linkages     1471

List of Dialog boxes     986

Lobe Pumps: Design of...     540

Local Toolbar     763

Locus     805

Locus of Symmetrical Coupler Curves     1774

Lubrication    

Mode of Lubrication     1678

- M -
Machine Settings    

Cycle Speed     1011

Cycles/minute     1011

Edit     730

Engineering Units     1011

Kinematic Speed     1011

Machine Speed     1011

Number-of-Steps     1011

Parts per Minute     1011

RPM     1011

Simulation Speed     1011

Units     1011

Machine Settings Dialog    

Cycling Parameters     1011

Specify Units     1012

Machine Speed vs Animation Speed     1012

Machine Speed, Master     1011

Machine-Clock     1071

Magentic-Joint     814

Magnetic-Joint dialog    

Curve Follow Inside     1144

Curve Follow Outside     1144

Curve Following     1144

Probe Compensation     1144

Radius Control     1144

Magnetic-Joint dialog box    

Path Following Options     1145

Radius Control     1145

Magnetic-Joint dialog box - R10     1144

Magnet-Joint     814

Make Movie     722

Make Movie dialog box    

File Format     1178

File Names     1178

Frame Postion     1179

Frame Size     1179

Movie Parameters     1179

Number of Frames     1179

Number of Images     1179

Mass    

Inertia     1035

Mass     1035

Moment of Inertia     1035

Radius of Gyration     1035

Mass-Properties     928

Master Machine Speed     1011

Maths FB dialog-box     1094

Max Shear Stress     865

Maximum Shear Stress    

Assumptions     868

Notes     868

Measure    

Angle: Three Points     859

Angle: Two Lines     859

Angle: Two Points     859

Distance: Line and Point     859

Distance: Two Points     859

Measurement FB    

Line to Line - Parallel     861

Point to Line     861
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Measurement FB    

Point to Point     861

Measurements in Mechanism Editor    

Angle: Three Points     859

Angle: Two Lines     859

Angle: Two Points     859

Distance: Line and Point     859

Distance: Two Points     859

Mechanism Design and Analysis Software     20

Mechanism Design Tutorials     152

Mechanism Editor and Local Toolbar     773

Mechanism Local Toolbar     773, 774

Mechanism Menu     774

Add 2D Cam     809

Add 3D Cam     811

Add Ball-Joint     794

Add Ball-Screw     817

Add Gear Pair     819

Add Magnetic-Joint     814

Add Mechanism in Mechanism     775

Add Part     783

Add Pin-Joint     786

Add Plane     779

Add Point-Trace     805

Add Rack-Pinion     817

Add Reference Geometry     806

Add Scroll     823

Add Slide-Joint     790

Edit Part     781

Mechanism Synthesis    

Branch Defects     1736

Burmester Points     1756

Centre Point Curve     1756

Circle Point Curve     1756

Circuit Defects     1736

Constraint Based Sketch Editor     1735, 1763

Coupler Curve Mechanism Synthesis     1735

Coupler Point Cusps     1756

Coupler Point Mechanism Synthesis     1735

Cubic of Stationary Curvature     1756

Five Position Synthesis     1735

Five Postiion Synthesis     1738

Four bar Mechanism Synthesis     1738

Four Position Synthesis     1735, 1738

Four-bar Mechanism Coupler Curve Synthesis    
1751

Four-bar Mechanism Coupler Point Synthesis    
1751

Freudenstein Equation     1763

Function Generation     1763

Function Generator     1735, 1763

Instantaneous Centre     1756

Instantaneous Kinematics     1756

Linkage Sythesis     1763

Order Defects     1736

Practical Considerations     1736

Replace Gear Segments with a Mechansim    
1777

Symmetrical Coupler Curves     1774

Three Position Synthesis     1735, 1738

Two Position Synthesis     1738

Velocity Pole     1756

Mechanism Synthesis Software     1735

MechDesigner     1405

Buying     1467

MechDesigner Help & Support     20

MechDesigner 'Reference' Help: R13     706

MechDesigner:    

Administrator Rights     27

Recommended Settings     27

System Requirements     27

Memo    

Close     984

Open     984

Memo: Automatically Open on Start     984

Menu    

Edit     726

Extrusion     896

File     709

Filters     744

Geometry     911

Help     754

Internet     758

Mechanism     774

Model     768

Part Local Toolbar     911

Run     735

Solids     896

View     751

Menus and Toolbars     708

Merge-Points    

Sketch-loop     940

Miotion-Laws:    

'Constant-Crank-Velocity'     1379

Model    

Add Mechanism     769

Auto-Update     727

Lighting     1000

Rebuild     727

Model a Chain     573

Model Editor and Local Toolbar     766

Model Local Toolbar     766

Model Menu     768

Add Mechanism     769

Add Plane     770

Modelling FB toolbar     874
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Modiefied Hart Straight Line Mechanism     1770

Modified Kempe Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Modified Sine CV 20%     1360

Modified Sine CV 33%     1360

Modified Sine CV 50%     1360

Modified Sine CV 66%     1360

Most Recently Used     721

Motion    

Belt Path     566

Indexing     562

Motion Advance     836

Motion Analysis    

Measurment FB     859

Point Data FB     863

Motion Blending     1393

Motion Continuity     1393

Motion Delay     836

Motion Design Considerations     1387

Motion Design Software for Machines     1231

Motion Design: Improve     1402

Motion Dimension    

Slider Positive Direction     855

Motion Dimension FB    

Cannot Add!     1206

Problems     1206

Motion Dynamic Consideration    

Period Ratio     1398

Residual Vibration     1398

Motion FB dialog box     1075

Motion Function-Block dialog     1075

Motion Graph    

Blend-Point Symbol and Graph Line sizes     1276

Colour Options     1276

Number-of-Steps in Motion graph     1276

Rename Motion     1276

Units: X-axis and Y-axis.     1276

Motion Law Coefficients     1613

Motion Law:    

Polynomial 23     1340

Polynomial 345     1349

Motion Retard     836

Motion Smoothing     1393

Motion Study    

Measurement FB     859

Point Data FB     863

Motion: Advance, Before, Earlier     841

Motion: Data Transfer Table    

Clear Data     1299

'Copy' Data     1303

Copy Data in table to Clipboard     1302

'Cut' Data     1304

Delete Data     1306

Get 'List' Data in Sgement     1307

Get Motion Data     1309

Get Segment Data     1310

Import Data     1301

Load Data     1301

Overlay Trace     1311

Paste Data in Clipbard to Table     1305

Put Data     1308

Put Data to List Segment     1308

Save Data     1300

Toolbar     1298

Motion: Delay, After, Later     841

Motion: Edit toolbar     1273

Active Motion Settings     1276

Auto-Update Model     1281

Redo     1275

Sweep Display     1280

Undo     1274

Motion: File menu    

Add Motion     1263

Motion Names     1263

Open and Append Motion     1264

Open,.da,.mtd, .shp     1264

Print All Motions     1271

Print Motion     1270

Save Active Motion:     1268

Save All motions     1265

Save All motions As     1266

Save As: .da,.mtd,.shp     1268

Motion: File toolbar     1262

Delete Active Motion     1272

Motion: Tools menu    

Append Segment     1239

Data Transfer Table     1295

Delete Segment     1240

Export Motion Data     1295

Import Motion Data     1295

Insert Blend Point     1241

Insert Blend-Point At...     1242

Insert Segment     1238

Motion Data Transfer     1295

Overlay [Trace] Motion     1295

Motion: View toolbar     1285

Acceleration Graph     1288

Jerk Graph     1289

Pan Left     1292

Pan Right     1293

Position Graph     1286

Show Acceleration     1288

Show Jerk     1289

Show Position     1286

Show Velocity     1287

Velocity Graph     1287
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Motion: View toolbar     1285

Zoom Extents     1291

Zoom-in     1290

Zoom-out     1294

MotionDesign Software     20

MotionDesigner    

...from MechDesigner     981

Icon Sizes     1278

Show/Hide     743

MotionDesigner Docking    

Redock     1231

Undock     1231

MotionDesigner R13.2    

Welcome     1231

MotionDesigner Toolbars     1234

Motion-Dimension     256

Motion-Dimension FB    

Edit Base-Value     138

Motion-Dimension Function-Block     256

Motion-Law Coefficients    

Ca, Cv, Cc, Pc     1389

Motion-Law Selector     1284

Motion-Law:    

Acceleration List     1316

Constant Acceleration     1317

Constant Velocity     1320

Cubic     1323

Cycloidal     1324

Cycloidal CV50     1327

Dwell     1329

Flexible Polynomial     1330

Import Data as Motion-Law     1377

Mod Sine     1341

Mod Trap     1345

Modified Sinusoid     1341

Modified Trapezoidal     1345

Parabolic     1317

Polynomial 4567     1351

Polynomial: Low Impact at Cross-over     1338

Position List     1353

Quadratic     1355

Quick-Return Finite Jerk     1330

Quick-Return, Continuous Jerk     1333

Ramp     1356

Rapid-Return, Finite Jerk Start/End/Mid-Point    
1335

Rapid-Return, Smooth-Start/End     1337

Scotch-Yoke Special     1374

SHM     1358

Simple Harmonic Motion     1358

Sine Squared     1367

Sine-Constant-Cosine Acceleration     1360

Sinusoidal     1369

Throw     1330

Triple Harmonic     1370

Triple Harmonic: 'Modified Trapezoidal'     1372

Triple Harmonic: 'Zero-Jerk at Cross-over'     1372

Triple-Harmonic: 'Modified-Sine'     1371

'Y Inverse Sinusoid'     1374

Motion-Laws    

Special     1314

Motion-Laws Compared     1395

Motion-Laws:    

Introduction     1313

Names of:     1313

Motion-Parts    

Degrees-of-Freedom     1493

Gruebler Equation     1493

How to Add...     1491

Mobility     1493

Rocker     1491

Slider     1491

Motion-Path dialog box    

Belt Length Adjustment     1083

Data Dispaly in Graphic Area     1083

Path Length Adjustment     1083

Point List     1083

Motion-Path FB    

Belt Tooth Pitch     1084

Dialog box     1080

Motion-Points Parameters     1081

Motion-Path FB dialog box     1080

Motion-Path Function-Block     856

Motor and Gearbox     1181

Motor Database     1181

Motor Drive Database     491, 1185

Motor Toque    

Motor Torque tab     488, 1183

Motor Torque    

Duty Cycle tab     489, 1184

Kinetostatic Torque Speed Curve     488, 1183

Move a Motion-Point along a sketch-path     1080

Movie    

Step Forward     735

MP4 x264     722

- N -
Netwok License    

Check-in / Check-out license     1442

Roaming Network Licenses     1442

New File     711

Nomenclature     31

Normal Constraint     952

Normalized Cam or Motion Laws.     1389
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Number Format    

Data Output Format     1006

Dimension Font     1006

Dimension Format     1006

Vector Number Format     1006

Number of Cam Points in Standard Display     1012

Number of Graph Steps/Points     1011

Number of Teeth: Gears     1147

Number of Teeth: Rack-Pinion     1157

Number-of-Steps    

Warning / Reminder     1012

Number-of-Steps / Machine Cycle     1011

- O -
On-line Help     24

Open    

.LXL     718

Open a CAD-Line dialog box     1028

Open Camlinks MEC File     715

Open Dialog-Box    

Selection-Window     990

Open File     712

Open Library File     718

OpenGL     1463

Optimisation     886

Oscillatiing Follower     811

Output Transmission Rigidity     1564

Overview of Contextual toolbars    

Mechanism-Editor     72

Solids toolbar     73

Overview of General Use toolbars    

Edit toolbar     67

File toolbar     67

Run toolbar     67

Selection-Filters toolbar     68

View toolbar     68

Visibility toolbar     67

- P -
Part Editor    

Geometry menu     911

Geometry toolbar     911

Why Edit a Part?     1215

Part Editor and Local Toolbar     911

PArt Local Toolbar     911, 912

Part Outlines    

Colors     1204

Part Position in Part Coordinates     1134

Part-Editor    

Rules     943

Parts    

Outline Colors     1204

Path     805

Path-Joint    

Kinematics of:     1513

Pattern    

Add     882

Belt     562

Belt Pockets     577

CAD-Line     577

Phase Pattern     562

Solid     577

Pattern Element dialog box     1109

Phase Visibility     1111

Phases     1111

Pattern FB Dialog box    

Enable Pattern     1109

Pattern FB dialog-box    

PatternEnable     1109

Pay Load Types    

Constant     1596

Function of Acceleration     1596

Function of Displacement     1596

Function of Velocity     1596

Special Function     1596

Peaucellier Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Period-Ratio: Cam Command to Follweor Response  
  1576

Phase adjust motion-values     1073

Piggyback Slider    

Add     563

Review     563

Sets     563

Pin a Slot     190

Pin-Joint    

Compound Pin-Joint     788

Pin-Joint - Special Case: How to     788

Planar Guidance    

Parallel     435

Translating Beam     435

Plane    

Distribution of Planes     209

Hierarchy of Planes     209

Planeary Gears    

Annulus     521

Gear Ratio     521

Planet Carrier     521

Planet Gear     521

Ring Gear     521

Sun Gear     521

Plot Graphs     1085

Point Cloud dialog box    

Fit Curve to data     1123
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Point Cloud dialog box    

Import Data     1121

R10     1121

Point Coordinates     1134

Point Data Function-Block     1091

Point Force     1141

Point Locus     805

Point Positiion    

'Fix' Constraint     1132

Lock & Specify     1132

Position in Mechanism Coordinates     1132

Position in Part Coordinates     1132

Point Position in Mechanism Coordinates     1133

Point-Cloud    

Add     875

Point-Cloud and Curve Following     1144

Points    

centre-Point     924

end-Point     924

start-Point     924

Positive Drive Cam     1544

Preferred Motion Laws     1613

Pressure Angle     865, 868

Pressure Angle of Stationary Cams     868

Print     721

Printer Setup     721

Prismatic Joint     790

Profile    

Auto-Profile     234

Auto-Profiles     234

Profile Contours    

Primary Contour     1168

Secondary Contour     1168

Project Explorer    

Command Manager     957

Element Explorer     957

Selection Window     957

PSMotion    

Address     1467

web     1467

Pulley    

Number-of-Teeth     1161

Pulley dialog box    

Number of Teeth on Pulley     1161

Read Only: Belt Length     1161

Read Only: Drive or Driven Pulley?     1161

Read Only: Tooth Pitch     1161

Release 10     1161

Pulley-Rocker    

How to Add...     1513

Path-Joint     1513

- Q -
Q     1613

- R -
Rack and Pinion Gear Parameters     1157

Rack Pinion Design Parameters     1157

Rack-Pinion    

Addendum     1157

Dedendum     1157

Gear Mesh     1157

Mesh     1157

Module     1157

Number-of-Teeth     1157

Pressure Angle     1157

Radius of Curvature of:    

Pitch Circle Centre     868

Pitch Path     868

Ram-P     1491

Ram-R     1491

Rate of Change of Curvature     1135

Rebuild/rebuilt machines.     656

Reciprocating Follower     811

Recommended Settings     27

Redo     731

Reference Sketch     806

Refubish Cams     814

Remove     730

Rename    

Dialog     1026

Rename Element     1026, 1198

Replace Gear Segments with four-bar Linkage    
1777

Report a Bug     758

Request a Feature     758

Restore size of Maximised 'Open' or 'Save As..'
dialog.     709

Reverse Engineering Cams.     656

Reverse-Engineer Cams     814

Right-Angle Constraint     952

Right-clcick    

Delete Element     110

Edit Element     110

Roberts Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Rocker     1491

Roller Gear Drive     811

Roots Blower: Design of     540

Rotating Cam    

Flat-faced Follower     306

Offset Flat-faced Follower     311
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Rotating Cam    

Oscillating Flat-faced Follower     311

Translating Flat-faced Follower     306

Run Menu    

Cycle     735

Home     735

Run     735

Step Backward     735

- S -
Save    

File     719

Save as     720

.CXL     720

.DXF     720

.DXF Mechanism     720

.DXF Part     720

.LXL     720

.MTD     720

.ZXL     720

Save as .ZXL     725

Save motions for Timing Diagram.     723

SCCA     1360

Scott Russell Straight-Line Mechanism     1770

Scroll    

Add     823

Scrolls     646

Segment Blending     1393

Segment Editor:     1251

Asymmetrical Motions     1255

Segment Parameters     1259

Segment Range     1255

Segment Width     1253

Segment-Editor    

Control-Buttons     1261

Segment-Editor:    

Y-axis controls: Blend, Start, End     1260
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